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P R E F A C E

A WORK which ihe author published a few years

since, on the Duties of Church Members, concludes

with the following sentence:—" Let us remember,

that niTNUMTY and love are the neces.--ary fruits of

our doctrines, the highest beauty of our character,

and the guardian angels of our churches." To
prove and elucidate this sentiment, and to state at

greater length than it was possible for him to do in

that treatise, the nature, operations, and importance

of CHARITT ; he was induced to enter upon a series

of Discourses on the chapter which is the subject

of this volume: these Discourses were heard with

much attention, and apparent interest. Before they

were finished, many requests were presented for

their publication ; a promise was given to that ef-

fect, and the intention announced to the public. On
a further inspection of his notes, the author saw so

little that was either novel, or on any account

worthy to meet the public eye, that he had for two

years quite abandoned his intention of printing.

Circumstances which need not be mentioned, toge-

ther with frequent inquiries from his friends after

the forthcoming treatise, drew his attention again

to the subject a ffw months since, and revived the

original purpose of .sending from the press the sub-

stance of these plain and practical Discourses.

That intention is now executed ; with what results,

the sovereign grace of J hovah, to which it is hum-
bly commended, must t termine.

The author offers nis volume primarily and
chiefly to his own frie .ds, to whom it is dedicated.

He has, however, by publishing it, placed il within

the reach of the pu'lic, though he can tri'ly say,

that he does not expect much interest to be produced

by his work, in the minds of many, beyond those

who are prepared, by friendship, to value it above

: its intrinsic merits. One thing is certain, the sub-

I ject is confessedly important, and it is as plain as it

1
is important. It requires little argument to explain

or to defend it; and as for eloquence to recommend
and enforce it, the only power that can render it ef-

fectual for practical benefit, is the demonstration of

the Spirit : without this aid, a giant in literature

could do nothing, and the feeblest effort, by such as-

sistance, may be successful. Too much has not

been said, and cannot be said, about the doctrines

of the gospel ; but too little may be said, and too

little is said and thought, about its spirit. To con-

tribute something towards supplying this deficiency

in the treasures of the temple, the author offers this

small volume; and though it be but as the widow'.";

two mites, yet, as it is all he has to give, as it is

given %villingly, and with a desire to glorify God,

he humbly hopes that however it may be despised

by those, who he rejoices to know, are so much
richer than himself in intellectual and moral afflu-

ence, it will not be rejected by him, who more re-

gards the motive than the amount of every offering

that is carried to his altar.

The author can easily suppose, that among many
other faults which the scrutinizing eye of criticism

M'lll discover in his work, and which its stern

voice will condemn, one is the tautologies, of which,

in some places, it appears to he guilty. In answer

to this, he can only remark, that in the discussion

of such a subject, where the parts are divided by

such almost imperceptible lines, and softened down
so much into each other, he found it very difficult

to avoid this repetition, which, after all, is perhaps

not always a fault—at least not a capital one.

Edgbaston, April 22, 182S.



CHRISTIAN CHARITY.

CHAPTER I.

THE OCCASION OP PAUL's DESCRIPTION AND ENFORCE-
MENT OF CHRISTIAN CHARITY.

The credibility of the Gospel, as a revelation from
heaven, was attested by miracles, as had been pre-

dicted by the prophet Joel. " And it shall come to

pass afterwards, that I will pour out my Spirit upon
all flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall

prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your
young men shall see visions ; and also upon the

servants and the handmaidens in those days, I will

pour out my Spiiit." This prophecy began to re-

ceive its accomplishment when our Lord entered

upon his public ministry,—but was yet more re-

markably fulfilled, according to the testimony of

Peter, on the day of Pentecost, when the disciples
" were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to

speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them
utterance;" and still continued to be fulfilled till the

power of working miracles was withdrawn from the

Church. Our Lord Jesus Christ ceased not, dur-

ing his continuance on earth, to prove, by these

splendid achievements, the truth of his claims as

the Son of God; and constantly appeal to them in

his controversy with the Jews, as the reasons and
the grounds of faith in his communications. By
him the power of working miracles was conferred

on his apostles, who, in the exercise of this extraor-

dinary gift, cast out demons, and " healed all man-
ner of sickness, and all manner of disease." Christ

{

would be succeeded by another, who, in the exer-

also assured them that, under the dispensation of the] cise of the gift of knowledge, would explain the

Spirit, which was to commence after his decease,
j

mysteries of truth, concealed under the symbols of

their miraculous powers should be so much en- the Jewish dispensation;— where one, known per-

larged and multiplied, as to exceed those which had I haps to be illiterate, would rise, and in a language

twelfth chapter of the first Epistle to the Corinth-

ians. "Now there are diversities of gifts, but the

same Spirit. And there are differences of admm-
istration, but the same Lord. And there are diver-

sities of operations, but it is the same God which
worketh all in all. But the manifestation of the

Spirit is given to every man to profit withal : for to

one is given by the Spirit, the word of wisdom ; to

another the word of knowledge by the same Spirit

;

to another, faith by the same Spirit ; to another the

working of miracles; to another prophecy; to ano-

ther discerning of Spirits ; to another divers tongues:

to another the interpretation of tongues."

It is not necessary that we should here explain

the nature, and trace the distinction, of these en-

dowments—a task which has been acknowledged
by all expositors to be difficult, and which is

thought by some to be impossible. But vague and
general as is the idea of them which we possess, we
can form some conception of the strange and novel

spectacle presented by a society in which they were
in full operation. They constituted the light which
fell from heaven upon the Church, and to which
she appealed, as the proofs of her divine origin. It

is not easy for us to conceive of any thing so strik-

ing and impressive, as a community of men tlius re-

markably endowed. "We may entertain a general,

though not an adequate, idea of the spiritual glory

which shone upon an assembly, where one mfmber
would pour forth, in strains of inspired eloquence,

the profoundest views of the divine economy, anci

been exercised by himself This took place on the

day of Pentecost, when the ability to speak all lan-

guages without previous study was conferred upon
them. The apostles, as the ambassadors and mes-
sengers of their risen Lord, were authorized and
enabled to invest others with the high distinction

;

for, to confer the power of working miracles, was a
prerogative confined to the apostolic office. This is

evident from many parts of the New Testament.

—

But while apostles only could communicate this

power, any one, not excepting the most obscure and
illiterate member of the churches, could receive it;

as it was not confined to Church officers, whether
ordinary or extraordinary. It is probable that these

gifts were sometimes distributed among all the ori-

ginal members of a church : as the .society increased,

they were confined to a more limited number, and
granted only to such as were more eminent among
the brethren, till at length they were probably confin-

ed to the elders; thus being as gradually withdrawn
from the Church as they had been communicated.
These miraculous powers were of various kinds,

which are enumerated at length in the epistle to the

Romans. " Having then gifts, differing according
to the grace that is given to us, whether prophecy,
let us prophesy according to the proportion (ana-
logy) of faith ; or ministry, let us wait on our mi-
nistering : or he that teacheth, on teaching; or he
that exhorteth, on exhortation ; or he that giveth,

let him do it with simplicity ; he that ruleth, with
diligence ; he that showeth mercy, with cheerful-

ness." They are set forth still more at length, m the i

" What is it, wherein ye w«,ie inferior to other

which he had never studied, descant, without hesi-

tation and without embarrassment, on the sublime-

est topics of revealed truth ; and would be followed

by another, who, in the capacity of an interpreter,

would render into the vernacular tongue all that

had been spoken ; where one would heal the most

inveterate diseases of the body with a word, and
another discern by a glance the secrets of the mind,

and disclose the hypocrisy which lurked under the

veil of the most specious exterior. What seeming

confusion, and yet what real grandeur, must have
attended such a scene'! What were the disputa-

tions of the schools, the eloquence of the forum, or

the martial pomp, the accumulating wealth, the

literary renown of the Augustan age of the Roman
Empire to this extraordinary spectacle'? Yea,

what was the gorgeous .splendor of the temple of

Solomon, in the zenith of its beauty, compared with

this"? Here were the tokens and displays of a pre-

sent though invisible Deity ; a glorv altogether un-

earthly and inimitable, and on tfiat account the

more remarkable.
For the possession and exercise of these gifts, the

Church at Corinth was eminently distinguished.

—

This is evident from the testimony of Paul,—" I

thank mv God always on your behalf, for the grace

of God which is given you by Christ Jesus; that in

every thing ye are enriched by him in all utterance,

and in all knowledge ; e;^en" as the testimony of

Christ was confirmed in you : so that ye come be-

hind in no gift:" and in another place he asks them
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Churches'!" It is, indeed, both a humiliating and

an admonitory consideration, that the Church
which, olall ihobe planted by the apoi^tles, was the

most distinguished for its gilts, should have been

the least eminent for its graces; for this was the

case with the Christian Society at Corinth. What
a scandalous abuse and profanation of the Lord's

Supper had crept in ! Wnat a schismalical spirit

prevailed ! What a connivance at sin existed !

—

What resistance to apostolic authority was set up !

To account for this, it should be recollected, that

the possession of miraculous gifts by no means im- ,

plied the existence and influence of sanctifying

grace. Those extraordinary powers were entirely

distinct from the qualities which are essential to

the character of a real Christian. They were pow-

er? conferred not at all, or in a very subordinate

degree, for the benefit of the individual himself, but

were distributed according to the sovereignty of the

Divine will, for the edification of believers and the

conviction of unbelievers. Hence saith the apostle, i—" Tongues are for asign, not to them that believe,

but to them that believe not: but prophesying serv-

eth not for them that believe not, but lor them which
believe." Our Lord has informed us, that miracu-

lous endowments were not necessarily connected

with, but were often disconnected from, personal

piety. " Many will say unto me in that day, Lord,

Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name, and in

thy name done many wonderful works '? And then

will I profess unto them, 1 never knew you , depart

from me ye workers of iniquity." Paul supposes

the same thing in the commencement of this chap-
ter, where he says,

—
" Though I speak with the

tongues of men, and of angels, and have not charily,

I am become as sounding brass or a tinkling cym-
bal. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and
understand all mysteries and all knowledge :—and
though I have all faith, so that I could remove
mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing." -
This hypothetical mode of speech certainly implies,

that gifts and grace are not necessarily connected.
This is a very awful consideration, and, by show-

ing how far self-deception may be cariied, ought to

be felt as a solemn admonition to all professing
Christians, to be very careful and diligent in the

great business of self-examination.

It is evident, both from the nature of things, and
from the reasoning of the apostle, that some of the

miraculous powers were more admired, and there-

fore more popular, than others. The gift of tongues,

as is plain from the reasoning in the fourteenth

chapter, appears to have been most coveted, because
eloquence was so much cultivated by the Greeks:
to reason and declaim in public, as a talent, was
much admired and as a practice, was exceedingly
common : schools were established to teach the art,

and places of public resort were frequented to dis-

play it. Hence, in the Church of Christ, and espe-
cially with those whose hearts were unsanctified by
Divine grace, and who converted miraculous ope-
rations into a means of personal ambition, the gift

of tongues was the most admired of all these extra-
ordinary powers. A desire after conformity to the
envied distinctions of the world, has ever been the
snare and the reproach of many of the members of
the Christian community.
Where distinctions exist, many evils will be sure

to follow, as long as human nature i< in an imper-
fect slate. Talents, or the power of fixing attention
and rai.sing admiration, will be valued above vir-

tues
; and the more popular talents will occupy, in

the estimate of ambition, a higher rank than those
that are useful. Consequently, we must expect,
wherever opportunities present themselves, to see
on the one hand, pride, vanity, arrotrance, love of
display, boastmg, selfishness, conscious superiority,

and a susceptibility of ofl^ence ; while on the other,

we shall witness an equally offensive exhibition of

envy, suspicion, imputation of evil, exultation over
failures, and a disposition to magnify and report of-

fences. Such pas-sjons are not entirely excluded
from the Church of God, at least during its militant

state; and they were most abundantly exhibited

among the Christians at Corinth. Those who had
gifts, were too apt to exult over those that had none

;

while the latter indulged in en\'y, and ill-will to-

ward the former : those who were favored with the

most distinguished endowment.s, vaunicd of their

achievements over those who attained only to the

humbler powers; and all the train of the irrascible

passions was indulged to such a degree, as well

nigh to banish Christian love from the fellowship ol

the faithful. This unhappy state of things the

apostle found it necessary to correct, which he did
by a series of most conclusive arguments ; such, for

instance, as that all these gifts are the bestowments
of the Spirit, w'ho in distributing them exercises a
wise but irresponsible sovereignty— that they are
bestowed for mutual advantage, and not for personal
glory—that this variety is essential to general edifi-

cation—that the useful ones are to be more valued
than those of a dazzling nature—that they are de-

pendent on each other for their efiiciency; and he
then concludes his expostulation and representation,

by introducing to their notice that heavenly virtue

which he so beautifully describes in the chapter un-
der consideration, and which he exalts in value and
importance above the most coveted miraculous
powers. "Now, ye earnestly desire (for the words
should be rendered indicatively, and not impera-
tively,) the best gifts, but yet I show unto you a
more excellent way." " Ye are ambitious to obtain

those endowments which shall cause you to be es-

teemed as the most honorable and distinguished
persons in the Church ; but, notwithstanding your
high notions of the respect due to those who excel
in miiacles, I now point out to you a way to still

greater honor, by a road open to you all, and in

which your success will neither produce pride in
yourselves, nor excite envy in others. Foivlow af-
ter Cn.\RiTY, for the possession and exercise of this

grace is infinitely to be preferred to the most splen-
did gift."

Admirable encomium— exalted eulogium on
Charity! What more could be said, or be said
more properly, to raise it in our esteem, and to im-
press it upon our heart? The age of miracles is

past; the signs, and the tokens, and the powers
which accompanied it, and which, like brilliant

lights from heaven, hung in bright effulgence over
the Church, are vanished. No longer can the mem-
bers or ministers of Christ confound the mighty,
perplex the wise, or guide the simple inquirer after
truth, by the demonstration of the Spirit, and of
power: the control of the laws of nature, and of the
spirits of darkness, is no longer intrusted to us; but
tnat which is more excellent and more heavenly re-
mains : that which is more valuable in itself, and
less liable to abuse, continues; and that is, Charity.
Miracles were but the credentials of Christianity,
but Charity is its essence; miracles but its wit-
nesses, which, having ushered it into the world, and
borne their testimony, retired forever;—but Cha-
RPTY is its very soul, which, when disencumbered
of all that is earthly, shall ascend to its native seat

—the paradise and the presence of the eternal God.

CHAPTER II.

THE NATfRK OF CHAKITY.

In the discussion of everv subject, it is of great im-
portance to ascertain, and to fix with precision, the
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meaning of the terms by which it is expressed; our brethren 1 Or, may we be envious, passionate,
more especially in those cases where, as in the pre- proud, and revengeful, towards " those that are
sent instance, the principal word has acquired, by without," though not towards those " that are with-
the changes of time and usages of socieiy, more inl" We have only to consider the operations and
senses than one. Formerly, the English word cha- eliects of love as here described, and to recollect
riiy signified good-will or benevolence: when re- that they are as much required m our intercourse
stricted to this meaning, it was significant enough

,
with the world, as with the Church, to perceive at

of the Greeif term employed by the apostle in this once, that it is love to roan, as such, that is the sub-
chapter; but in modern times the word charity is ject of this chapter. Nor is this the only place where
often employed to signify almsgiving—a circum-

[

universal philanthropy is enjoined. The apostle
stance which has thrown a partial obscurity over

i Peter, in his chain of graces, makes this the last

many passages of Scripture, and has led, indeed, to
!

link, and distinguishes it from " brotherly kindness,"
the most gross perversion of Divine truth and the

j

to which, says he, add "charity," or, as it should be
circulation of the most dangerous errors. That the i rendered, "love." The disposition inculcated in
charity which is the subject of the present treatise

j

this chapter is, that love which Peter commands us
cannot mean almsgiving, is evident from the asser-

tion of the apostle, where he says— " Though I give
all my goods to feed the poor, and have not charity,

it profiteth me nothing." The meaning of the term
is Love, and so it is rendered in many other pas-

sages of the New Testament ; such, for instance, as

the following: " Love worketh no ill to its neigh-
bor." " The fruit of the Spirit is love." " Love is

the fulfilling of the law." "Faith which worketh
by love." It is the same word in all these texts,

which in the present chapter and in the following
passages, is rendered charity.

" The end of the commandment is charity."

—

" Charity covereth a multitude of .sins." The em-
ployment of the term charity, instead of love, in the

la.st quoted passage, is peculiarly to be regretted, as

in consequence of the modern meaning attached to

it, many have taken up the false and dangerous no-
tion, that pecuniary liberality to the poor will make
an atonement for human guilt; an error which
could have had no countenance from Scripture, had
the word been rendered as it is in other places.

—

''Love covereth a multitude of sins." This is not
the only case in which our translators, by the ca-

pricious employment in different places of two
English words for the same Greek term, have helped
to contuse the English reader of the Holy Scriptures.

We shall in this treatise substitute for charity the

word Love, which is a correct translation of the

original. If, however, the word charity should be
occasionally used to avoid a too frequent repetition

of love, we beg that it may be understood as syno-
nymous with that term.

Of what kind of love does the apostle treat? Not
of love to God, as is evident from the whole chap-
ter, for the properties which are here enumerated
have no direct reference to Jehovah, but relare ia

every instance to man. It is a disposition f(>unded,

no doubt, upon love to God, but it is not the same.
Nor is it, as many have represented, the love of

the brethren. Without all question, we are under
special obligations to love those who are the child-

ren of God, and joint heirs with us in Christ. " This
is my commandment," says Christ, "' that ye love

one another." " By this .shall all men know that ye
are my disciples, if ye love one another." Our
brethren in Christ should be the first and dearest

objects of our regard. Love to them is the badge of

discipleship—the proof, both to ourselves and to the

world, that we have passed from death unto life.

—

And although we are " to do good to all men," yet

we are especially to regard " the household of faith."

Bat still, brotherly love, or the love of the brethren

as such, is not the disposition, any otherwise than as

included in it, which is here enjoined.

A far more comprehensive duty is laid down,
which is LOVE to mankind in general. As a proof
of this I refer to the nature of its exercises. Do they
not as much respect the unconverted as the convert-
ed ; the unbeliever as the believer 1 Are we not as

to ad.d to brotherly kindness ; it is, in fact, the very
state of mind which is the compendium of the se-

cond table of the moral law. " Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself"
The temper so beautifully set forth by Paul, is a

most lively, luminous and eloquent exposition of this

summary of duty to our neighbor, which is given us
by our Lord.

Strange, indeed, would it be, if Christianity, the
most perfect system, of duty as well as of doctrine,

that God ever gave to the world, should contain no
injunction to cultivate a spirit of general good-will.
Strange, indeed, if that system, which rises upon the

earth with the smiling aspect of universal benevo-
lence, did not breathe its own spirit into the hearts
of its believers. Strange, indeed, if, while God loved
the world, and Christ died for it, the world in no
sense was to be an object of a Christian's regard.

—

Strange, indeed, if the energies, the exercises, and
propensities of true piety, were to be confined with-
in the narrow boundaries of the Church, and to be
allowed no excursions into the widely extended re-

gions that lie beyond, and have no sympathies for

the countless millions by which these regions are
peopled. It would have been regarded as a blank
in Christianity, as a deep wide chasm, had philan-
thropy gained no place, or but a small one, amidst
its duties; and such an omission must ever have
presented a want of harmony between its doctrines

and its precepts ; a point of dissimilarity between
the perfection of the divine, and the required com-
pleteness of the human, character. Here, then, is

the disposition inculcated : a spirit ofuniversal love;
good- will to man ; a delight in human happiness; a
carefulness to avoid whatever would lessen, and to

do whatever would increase, the amount of the feli-

city of mankind : a love that is limited to no circle;
that is restricted by no partialities, no friendships,
no relationships; around which neither prejudices
nor aversions are allowed to draw a boundary;
which realizes, as its proper objects, friends, strang-
ers, and enemies; which requires no recommenda-
tion of any one but that he is a man, and which
searches after man wherever he is to be found. It

is an affection which binds its possessor to all of his
kind, and makes him a good citizen of the universe.
We must possess domestic affections, to render us
good members of a family ; we must have the more
extended principles of patriotism, to render us good
members of the state; and for the same reason, we
must possess universal benevolence, to render us
good members of a svstem which comprises the
whole human race. This is the generic virtue, the
one simple principle out of which so many and such
beautiful ramifications of holy benevolence evolve.
All the actings of love, so finely described by the

apostle, may be traced up to this delight in happi-
ness; they all consist in doing that which will pro-
mote the comfort of others, or in not doing that
which will hinder their peace ;—whether they con-

much bound to be meek and kind, humble, forgiv-
j
sist in passive or in active properties, they have a

ing, and patient, towards all men, as we aje towards I direct bearing on general well-being.
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Ii will be proper to remark here, that by universal

benevolence, we mean nothing that bears the most
distant resemblance to the spurious philanthropy ad-

vocated some lew years since by a school of modern
infidels, who resolved all virtue into a chimerical

passion for the public good ;
and the characteristic

feature of whose system it was, to build up general

benevolence on the destruction of individual tender-

ness. Reason and revelation unite in teaching us,

that in the development of the passions we must
advaYice from the private to public aflections, and
that extended benevolence is the last and most per-

fect fruit of individual regards.

But although we represent this love as consisting

in a principle of universal benevolence, we would
remark that instead of satisfying itself with mere
speculations on the desirableness of the well-being

of the whole, or with mere good wishes for the hap-
piness of mankind in general ; instead of that indo-

lent sentiinentalism which would convert its inabili-

ty to benefit the great body into an excuse for doing
good to none of its members:— it will put forth its

energies, and engage its activities, for those which
are within its reach : it would, if it could, touch the

extreme parts ; but as this cannot be done, it will

exert a beneficial influence on those which are near
;

its very distance from the circumference will be felt

as a motive to greater zeal in promoting the comfort
of all that may be contiguous ; and it will consider
that the best and only way of reaching the last, is

by an impulse given to wfcal is next. It will view
every individual it has to do with as a representa-
tive of his species, anri consider him as preferring
strong claims, both on his own account and on the
account of his race. Towards all, i\ will retain a
feeling of good-will, a preparedness for benevolent
activity; and towards those who come within the
sphere of its influence, it will go forth in the actings
of kindness. Like the organ of vision, it can dilate,

to comprehend, though but dimly, the whole pros-
pect ; or it can contract its view, and concentrate its

attention upon each individual object that comes
under its inspection. The persons with whom we
daily converse and act, are those on whom our be-
nevolence is first and most constantly to express
itself, because the.se are the parts of the whole,
which give us the opportunity of calling into exer-
cise our universal philanthropy. But to them it is

not to be confined, cither in f-eling or action ; for,

as we have opportunity, we are to do good to all

men, and send abroad our beneficent regards to the
great family of man.
Nor are we to confound this virtue with a mere

natural amiableness of disposition. It is often our
lot to witness a species of philanthropy which, like

the painting or the bust, is a very near resemblance
of the original ; but which still is only a picture, or
a statue, that wants the mysterious principle of life.

From that mere good-will to man, which evcii un-
converted ) ersons may possess, the luve described
by the apostle differs in the foUowincr particulars.

1. It is one of the fruits of reseneratioyi. " The
fruit of the Spirit is love." Unless a man be born
of the Spirit, he can do nothing that is spiritually

good. We are by nature corrupt and unholy— des-

titute of all love to God—and till renewed by the
Holy Ghost in the spirit of our mind, we can do no-
thing well pleasing to God. " If any man be in

Christ, he is a new creature;" and this love of our
species is a part of the new creation. It is, in the
strictest sense of the term, a ^oIy virtue, and one
great branch of holiness itself; for what is holiness,
but love to God, and love to man ? And without
that previous change which is denominated being
" bom a?ain," we can no more love man as we
ought to do, than we can love God. Divine grace
is as essentially necessary for the production and

the exercise of philanthropy, as it is for piety ; and
the former is no less a part of religion than the lat-

ter. Love is the Divine nature, the image of God,
which is communicated to the soul of man by the

renewing influence of the Holy Ghost.

2. This love is the eject of faith : hence it is said

by the apostle, " In Christ Jesus neither circum-
cision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, frwi

faith which workcth by love." And by another in-

spired writer, it is represented as a pan of the su-

perstructure which is raised on the basis of faith:

—

" Add to your faith—love." It is certain that there

can be no proper regard to man, which does not re-

sult from faith in Christ. It is the belief of the truth

which makes love to be felt as a duty, and which
brings before the mind the great examples, the pow-
erful motives, furnished by the Scriptures to pro-

mote ius exercise. Nothing spiritually excellent can
be performed without faith. It is by faith alone,

that any thing we do is truly and properly religion :

this is the identifying Christian principle, separate

and apart from which, whatever excellence men
may exhibit, is but mere morality. By faith we
submit to the authority of God's law ; by faith we
are tmited to Chn.^t, and " receive from his fulness

and grace for grace ;" by faith we contemplate the

love of God in Christ ; by faith our conduct becomes
acceptable to God through Christ.

3. This love is exercised in obedience to the authori-

ty of God's word. It is a principle, not merely a
feeling ; it is cultivated and exercised as a du'.y, not

yielded to merely as a generous instinct ; it is a sub-
mission to God's command, not merely an indul-

gence of our own propensities ; it is the constraint
of conscience, not merely the impulse of constitu-

tional tenderness. It may be, and often is, found
where there is no natural softness or amiableness
of temper : where this exi.sts, it will grow with
greater rapidity, and expand to greater magnitude,
and flourish in greater beauty, like the mountain
ash in the rich mould of the valley ; but it still may
be planted, like that noble tree, in a less congenial
situation, and thrive, in obedience to the law of its

nature, amidst barrenness and rocks. Multitudes,
who havenothingof sentimentalism in their nature,
have love to man ; they rarely can melt into tear.s,

or kindle into rapture—but they can be all energy
and activity for the relief of misery, and for the
promotion of human happiness : their temperament
of mind partakes more of the frigid than of the tor-

rid, and their summer seasons of the soul are short
and cold

; but still, amidst their mild and even love-
ly winter, charity, like the rose of Piestum, blooms
in fragrance and in beauty. This is their motto

—

" God has commanded me to love my neighbor as
myself; and in obedience to him I restrain my na-
tural tendency, and forgive the injuries, and relieve
the miseries, and build up the comfort, and hide
the faults, of all around me."

4. It is founded upon, and grows out oflore to God.
We are to love God for his" own sake, and men for
God's sake. Our Lord has laid down this as the
order and rule of our affections. We must first

love God with all our heart, and .soul, and mind,
and then our neighbor as ourselves. Now, there
can be no proper religious affection for our neigh-
bor, which does not spring out of <uprenie regard
for Jehovah ; since our love to our neighbor must
respect him as the oflTspring and workmanship of
God :

" and if we love not him that begat, how can
we love him that is begotten of him T Besides, as
wc are to exercise this disposition in obedience to

the authority of God, and as no obedience to his au-
thority can be valuable in itself, or acceptable lo

him, which is not an operation of love, no kindne.ss
to our neighbor can come up to the nature of the

i
duty here enjoined, which does not arise out of a
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proper state of heart towards God. We love any
thing more truly and properly, the more explicitly

we acknowledge and love God in it ; upon the view
of those strokes and lineaments of ihe divine beauty,

and the characters of his glory, which are discerni-

ble in all his creatures, our love should someway be

commensurate with the occasion, and comprehend
Ihe universe in its large and complacential embraces.
Though, as any thing is of higher excellency, and
hath more lively touches and resemblances of God
upon it, or, by liie disposition of his providence and
law more nearly approaches us, and is more imme-
diately presented to our notice, converse, use, or

engagement ; so our love should be towards it more
explicitly, in a higher degree, or with more frequen-

j

Christ Jesus to us. God has commended and man-
cy. As man, therefore, hath in him more of divine | ifested his love to us in a manner that will fill im-
resemblance of God's natural likeness and image— I mensity and eternity with astonishment: He has
good men, of his moral holy image—we ought to "so loved the world as to give his only begotten
love men more than the inferior creatures, and those ] Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
that are good and holy more than other men ; and

j

perish, but have everlasting life." This stupendous
those with whom we are more concerned, with a

|
exhibition of divine mercy is presented by the sa-

more definite love, and which is required to be more i cred writers, not only as a source of strong consola-

frequent in its exercise: but all from the attraction tion, but also as a powerful motive to action; we
of somewhat divine appearing in the object. So

]
are not only to contemplate it for the purpose of joy,

that any motive is absolutely necessary to make a
command binding upon our conscience, beyond
God's right to issue it ; the obligation to duty is

complete, in the absence of every other considera-
tion than the rightful authority of the command:
but as man is a creature capable of being moved by
appeals to his gratitude, as well as by motives ad-
dressed to his fear, it is both wise and condescend-
ing, on the part of Jehovah, thus to deal with him,
and to " make him willing in the day of his power."
He thus not only drives us by the force of his ter-

rors, but draws us by the cords of his love.

The great evangelical inducement to mutual
affection between man and man, is God's love in

that all rational love, or that is capable of being re-

gulated and measured by a law, is only so far right

in its own kind, as we love God in every thing, and
every thing upon his account, and for his sake.

—

The nature and spirit of man is, by the apostacy,

become disaffected and strange to God—aiienaied

from the divine life—addicted to a particular limit-

ed good, to the creature for itself, apart from God
;

whereupon the things men love are their idols, and
men's love is idolatry. But when, by regeneration,

a due propension towards God is restored, the uni-

versal good draws their minds ; they become in-

clined and enlarged towards it ; and, as that is dif-

fused, their love follows it, and flows towards it

every where.
~

and for God

but also of imitation. Mark the beautiful reason-

ing of the apostle John—" Herein is love, not that

we loved God. but that he loved us, and sent his Son
to be the propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if God
.so loved us, we ought also to love one another."

—

Similar to this is also the inference of Paul—" And
be ye kind one to another, fender-hearted, forgiving

one another, even as God for Christ's sake hath for-

given you. Be ye therefore followers (imitators)

of God, as dear children, and walk in love as Christ

who hath loved us, and hath given himself for us an
offering and a sacrifice to God, for a sweet smelling
savor." How forcible, yet how tender is such Ian-

there is a charm in such a motive, which
They love all things principally in

|

no terms can describe. The love of God, then, in

and therefore such men most, as ex- ' its existence and arrangements from eternity ; in
eel in goodness, and in whom the Divine image its manifestation in time by the cross of our Lord
more brightly shines.*

|
Jesus Christ ; in its topless height, its fathomless

Let us, then, remember that the beautiful super-
i
depth, its measureless length and breadth ;—is the

structure of philanthropy, which the apostle has
j

grand inducement to universal affection : and is it

raised in this chapter, has for its foundation a su-
]
not enough to soften a heart of stone—to melt a heart

preme regard for the great and blessed God. The ! of ice"? The love spoken of in the chapter under
utmost kindness and sympathy; the most tender

j

consideration, is that impulse towards our fellow-

compassion, united with the most munificent liberal- men which is given us by the cross of Christ : it is

ity ; if it do not rest on the love of God, is not the ! not mere natural kmdness, but it is love for Christ's

temper here set forth—is not the grace which has I sake; it is not the mere operations of a generous
the principle of immortality in its nature, and which

|

temper, but it is the feeling which moved in the

will live and flourish in eternity, when faith and
]

apostle's breast, Avhen he exclaimed, " The love
hope shall cease. Human excellence, however dis- 1 of Christ constraineth us;" it is not natural religion,

tinguished, whatever good it may diffi7se upon
j

but Christianity ; it is, so to speak, a plant which
others, or whatever glory it may draw around it- I grows on Calvary, and entwines itself for support
self, if it be not sanctified and supported by this holy

j

around the cross. It is a disposition which argues
principle, is corruptible and mortal, and cannot 'n this way :

" Has God indeed thus loved me, so
dwell in the presence of God, nor exist amidst the i as to give his Son for my salvation 1 and is he kind
rlories of eternity ; but is only the flower of the grass

which shall wither away in the rebuke of the Al-
mighty. For want of this vital and essential prin-

ciple of all true religion, how much of amiable com-
passion, and of tender attention to the woes of hu-
manity—how much of kindly feeling and active no-

nevolence,—is daily expended, which, while it yields

its amiable though unrenewed professor much honor
and delight, has not the weight of a feather in the

scales of bis eternal destiny.

5. This disposition is ckcrished in our heart by a
sense of God's love in Christ Jesus to us.

There is this peculiarity in the morality of the

New Testament ;—it is not only enforced by the

consideration of Divine power, but by a distinct

and repeated reference to Divine goodness. Not

* Howe on Charity in Reference to other Men's
Sins.

to me daily for the .sake of Christ 1 Has he for-

given all my numberless and aggravated transgres-

sions'? Does he still, with infinite patience, bear
with all my infirmities and provocations! Then
what is there, in the v-ay of most generous affection,

I ought not to be willing to do, or to bear, or to sa-

crifice, for others'? Do they offend me, let me bear

with them, and forgive them ; for how has God for-

borne with me, and blotted out my sins'? Do they

want, let me be forward to supnlv their necessities;

for how has God supplied mine!" Here, then, is

love—that deep sense of God's love to us, which
shows us the necessiiv, the reasonableness, the duty,

of being kind to others ; the feeling of a heart,

which, laboring under the weight of its obliga-

tions to God, and fin-'in? itself too poor to extend
its goodness to him. looks ro^ini, and gives utter-

ance to i;s exuberant gratitude in ac s of kindness

to man.
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6. It is that good-will to man which, while its prox-

imate object is the welfare of our fellow-creatures, is

vUivuUely directed to the glory of God.

It is the sublime characteristic of every truly

Christian virtue, that whatever inferior ends it may
seek, and through whatever intervening medium it

may pass, it is directed ultimately to the praise of

Jehovah: it may put forth its excellences before

the admiring eyes of mortals, and exert its energies

for iheir happiness; but neither to attract their ap-

plause, nor to build up their interests, must be its

nighest aim. The rule of our conduct, as to its

chief end, is thus explicitly and comprehensively

laid down :
" Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or

whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God."

—

This is not mere advice, but a command—and it is

a command extending to all our conduct. To glo-

rify God is to act so as that his authority shall be

recognized and upheld by us in the world
;

it is to

be seen submilting to his'will, and behaving so as

that his word and ways shall be better thought of

by mankind. Our actions must appear to have a
reference to God ; and without this, they cannot

partake of the character of religion, however ex-

cellent and beneficial they may seem.

But perhaps this disposition of mind will be best

illustrated try exhibiting an example of it; and
where shall we find one suited to our purpose!
Every mind will perhaps immediately revert to

Him who was love incarnate; and we might indeed
point to every action of his benevolent career as a
display of the purest philanthropy : but as his ex-

ample will hereafter be considered, we shall now
select one from men of like passions with ourselves;

but we must go for it to "the chamber where the

good man meets his fate," rather than to tlie resorts

of the healthy and the active ; for it seems as if the

brightest beauties of this love were reserved, like

those of the setting sun, for the eve of its departure
to another hemisphere. How often have we beheld
the dying Christian, who, during long and mortal
sickness, has exhibited, as he stood on the verge of
heaven, something of the spirit of a glorified im-
mortal. The natural infirmities of temper, which
attended him through life, and which sometimes
dimmed the lustre of his piety, disquieted his own
peace, and les.sened the pleasure of his friends, had
all departed, or had sunk into the shade of those
holy graces which then stood out in bold and com-
manding relief upon his soul. The beams of
heaven now falling upon his spirit were reflected,

not only in the faith that is the confidence of things
not seen—not onlv in the hope which entereth with-
in the veil,—but in the love which is the greatest in

the trinity of Chrisiian virtues. How lowly in the
heart did he .seem—how entirely clothed with hu-
mility ! Instead of being puffed up with any thing
o{ his (iwn, or uttering a single buasiing expres-
sion, it was like a wound in his heart to hear any
one remind him either of his good deeds or dispo-
sitions : and he appeared in his own eyes less

than ever, while, liKe his emblem, the setting sun,
he expanded every moment into greater magnitude
in the view of every spectator. Instead of envying
the possessions or the excellences of other men, it

was a cordial to his departing spirit that he was
leaving them thus distinguished : how kind was he
to his friends!—and as for his enemies, he had
none; enmity had died in his heart, he forgave all

that was manifestly evil, and kindlv interpreted all

that was only equivocally so. Noihinir lived in his

rerollecti(jn, as to the conduct of others, but their
acts of kindness. When intelligence re.irhed his

car of the misconduct of those who had been his

adversaties, he grieved in spirit, even as he rejoiced

when told of their coming back to public esteem by

deeds of excellence. His very opinions seemed
under the influence of his love; ana, as he wished
well, he believed well, or hoped well, of many of

whom he had formerly thought evil. His meek-
ness and patience were touching, his kindness in-

describable ; the trouble he gave, and the favors he
received, drew tears from his own eyes, and were
acknowledged in expressions that drew tears from
all around. There was an ineffable tenderness in

his looks, and his words were the very accents of
benignity. He lay a pattern of all the passive vir-

tues ; and having thus thrown off much that was
of the earth, earthy, and put on charity as a gar-

ment, and dressed himself for heaven, in his ante-

chamber, his sick room, he departed to be with
Christ, and to be for ever perfect in Love.

There was a man in whom this was realized, and
.some extracts from his invaluable Memoir, will

prove it ; I mean Mr. Scott, the author of the Com-
mentary.

" His mind," says his biographer, " dwell much
upon love : God is love, and he that dwelleth in

love dwelleth in God, and God in him. Faith

worketh by love. He seemed full of tenderness

and affection to all around him. ' One evidence,'

he said, " I have of meetness for heaven : I feel

I
much love to all mankind—to every man upon

I

earth—to those who have most opposed and slan-

j

dered me.' To his servant he said, ' I thank you
: for all your kindness to me. If at any time I have

j

been hasty and short, forgive me, and pray to God

I

to forgive me ; but lay the bleune upon me, not

I
upon religion.'"

!

" His tender affection for us all is astonishing in

such a state of extreme suffering, and cuts us to the

heart. He begged his curate to forgive him, if he
had been occasionally rough and sharp. ' I meant
it for your good, but, like every thing of mine, it

was mixed with sin ; impute it not, however, to iny

religion, but to my want of religion.' He is so
gentle and loving—it is so delightful to attend upon
him,—that his servants, finding themselves in dan-
ger of contention which should wait upon him,
agreed to take it by turns, that each might have her
due share of the pleasure and benefit; and yet he
is continually begging our forgiveness for his want
of patience and thankfulness. His kindness and
affection to all who approached him were carried

to the greatest height, and showed themselves in a
singularly minute attention to all their feelings,

and, whatever might be for their comfort, to a de-
gree that was quite affecting—especially when he
was suffering so much himself, often in mind as
well as body. There was an astonishing absence
of selfish feelings: even in his worst hours he
thought of the health of us all ; observed if we sat

up long, and insisted on our retiring ; and was much
afraid of paining or hurting us in any way. Mr.
D. said something on the permanency of his Com-
mentary; 'Ah!' he cried, with a semi-contemptu-
ous smile ; and added, ' you know not what a proud
heart I have, and how you help the Devil.' He
proceeded: ' There is one feeling I cannot have, if

I would : those that have opposed my doctrine, have
slandered me sadly ; but I cannot feel any resent-

ment; I can only love and pity them, and pray for

their .salvation. I never did feel any resentment
towards them ; I only regret that I did not more
ardently long and pray for their salvation.'—This
is love, and how lovely is itl"

Can we conceive of a more beautiful exemplifi-
cation of the virtue I am describing'? and this is

the temper we ought all to seek. This is the grace,
blended with all our living habits, diffused through
all our conduct, forming our character, breathing

:
in our desires, speaking in our words, beaming in
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our eyes ; in short, a living part of our living selves.

And this, be it remembered, is religion—practical

religion.

CHAPTER III.

CHRISTIAN LOVE IS NOT TO BE CONFOUNDED WITH
THAT SPURIora CANDOR WHICH CONSISTS IN INDIF-

FERENCE TO RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT, OR IN CONNIV-

ANCE AT SINFUL PRACTICES.

A SEPARATE and entire section is devoted to this dis-

tinction of love from a counterfeit resemblance of
it, because of the importance of the subject, and
the frequency with which the mistake is made of
confounding things which are so different from
each other. No terms have been more misunder-
stood or abused than candor and charity. Some
hav^e found in them an act of toleration for all reli-

gious opinions, however opposed to one another or

to the word of God, and a bull of indulgences for

all sinful practices which do not transgress the laws
of our country : so that, by the aid of these two
words, all truth and holiness may be driven out of

the world ; for if error be innocent, truth must be

unimportant ; and if we are to be indulgent towards
the sins of others, under the sanction and by the

command of Scripture, holiness can be of no con-
sequence either to them or ourselves.

If we were to hearken to some, we should con-
ceive of Charity, not as she really is—a spirit of
ineffable beauty, descending from heaven upon our
distracted earth, holding in her hand the torch of
truth, which she had lighted at the fountain of ce-

lestial radiance, and clad in a vest of unsullied

purity ; and who, as she entered upon the scene of
discord, proclaimed " glory to God in the highest,"

as well as " peace on earth, good-will to men ;"

and having wiih these magic words healed the

troubled waters of strife, proceeding to draw men
closer to each other, by drawing them closer to

Christ, the common centre of believers; and then
hushing the clamors of contention, by removing
the pride, the ignorance, and the depravity, which
produced them.* No: but we should think of her
as a lying spirit—clad, indeed, in some of the attire

of an angel of light, but bearing no heavenly im-
press, holding no torch of truth, wearing no robe
of holiness; smiling, perhaps, but like a sycophant,
upon all without distinction; calling upon men, as

they are combating for truth and striving against
sin, to sheathe their sv.'ords and cast away their

shields, to be indulgent towards each other's vices

and tolerant of each other's errors; because they
all mean and feel so substantially alike, though
they have different modes of expressing their opi-

nions and of giving utterance to their feelings. Is

this charity 1—No: it is Satan in the habiliments
of Gabriel.

* An anonymous American writer has given the
following eloquent description.

"Her thrones seemed ivory, and over her white
robes floated an azure mantle besprinkled with
drops of heavenly lustre. On her head was a chap-
let of such flowers as spring in the regions of bliss;

and the summit of the diadem, was distinguished

by a centre of rays that resembled the morning
star. The bloom of eternal youth was in her coun-
tenance, but her majestic form can only be describ-

ed in the language of that world where she is fully

known. In her right hand was " the Sword of the
Spirit," and at her side the symbols of power and
majestv. Beneath her feet the clouds were con-
densed in awful darkness, and her chariot was
borne along by the breath of the Almighty."

That there is much of this spurious candor in
the world, and that it is advocated by great names,
will appear by the following quotation from Dr.
Priestley :

—
" If we could be so happy, as to believe

that there are no errors but what men may be so
circumstanced as to be innocently betrayed into;

that any mistake of the head is veiy consistent with
rectitude of heart; and that all differences in modes
of worship may be only the different methods by
which different men, who are equally the offspring

of God, are endeavoring to honor and obey their

common parent ;—our difference of opinion would
have no tendency to lessen our mutual love and es-

teem." Dr. Priestley, and the followers of his re-

ligious system, are not peculiar in this sentiment.

Pope's Universal Prayer is to the same effect.

"Father of all, in every age,

In every clime adored.

By saint, by savage, or by sage,

Jehovah, Jove, or Lord."

The well-known metrical adage of this poet ia

adapted, to the full extent of its spirit and design,

by great multitudes who suppose that they are quite

orthodox both in opinion and practice, and who per-

haps boast of their charity, while they exclaim

—

"For modes of faith, let graceless zealots fight;

His can't be wrong, whose life is in the right."

It is, I imagine, generally thought, by at least a
great part of mankind, that it is of little conse-

quence what a man's religious opinions are, pro-

vided his conduct be tolerably correct ; that charity

requires us to think well of his state ; and that it is

the very essence of bigotry to question the validity

of his claim to the character of a Christian, or to

doubt of the safety of his soul ; in other words, it

is pretended that benevolence requires us to think
well of men, irrespective of religious opinions ; and
that it is almost a violation of the rule of love to

attempt to unsettle their convictions, or to render
them uneasy in the possession of their sentiments,

although we may conclude them to bo fundament-
ally wrong. But does this disregard of all opi-

nions— at least, this disposition to think well of per-

sons as to their religious character, and the safety

of their souls, whatever may be the doctrines they

hold,—enter essentially into the nature of lovel
Most certainly not ; but actually opposes it. Be-
nevolence is good-will to men, hut this is a very
different thing from a good opinion of their princi-

ples and practices; so different, that the former
may not only e> ist in all its force without the latter,

but be actually incompatible with it ; for if I believe

that a man holds opinions that endanger his safety,

benevolence requires, not that I should shut my
eyes to his danger, and lull him into false confi-

dence, but that I should bear my testimony and ex-

press my fears concerning his situation. Benevo-
lence is a very different thing from complacency
or esteem. These are founded on approbation of

character ; the other is nothing more than a desire

to promote happiness.

The question, whether love is to be confounded
with indifference to religious principle,—for such
does the spurious candor I am contending against

amount to,—is best decided by an appeal to Scrip-

ture. "Ye shall know the truth,'' said Christ;
" and the truth shall make you free." " This is

life eternal, to know thee, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." "He that be-

lieveth on the Son, hath everlasting life; and he
that believeth not the Son, shall not see life, but

the wrath of God abideth on him." With what em-
phasis did the apostle -speak of the conduct of

those who attempted to pervert the great doctrine
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of justification by faith, by introfluciug liic obsolete

ceremonies of tlie Jewish law. "Bin though we,
or an angel from heaven, preach any oiher gospel

umo you than thai which we have preached unto

you, let him be accursed. As v:c said before, so

say I now again, if any yrreach any other gospel

unto you than that ye have received, let him be ac-

cursed." JN'ow, certainly, this is any ihiug but in-

difference to leligious opinion ; for, be it observ-

ed, it was matter of ojiinion, and not the duties

of morality, or ul practical religion, that was here

so strenuously opposed. The apostle commands
Timothy "To hold fast the form of wiuiid words;
and to give him>elf to doctrine." Tlie apostle

John has th is strong language :
—

" Whosoever trans-

fresseth, and abideih not in the doctrine of Christ,

ath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine, of

Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there

come any unto you, and biing not this doctrine, re-

ceive him not into your house, neither bid him God
speed; for he that biddeth him God speed, is par-

taker of his evil deeds." Jude commands us to

"contend earnestly fir tlie faitii once delivered to

the saints." From these, and many oilier passages
which might be quoted, it is evident, not only that

truth is important and necessaiy to salvation, but
that error is guilty, and in many instances is con-

nected with the loss of the soul. " If a man may
disbelieve one truth, and yet be free from sin for so

doing, he may disbelieve two; and if two, four;

and if four, ten; and if ten, half the Bible; and if

half the Bible, the whole: and jf he may be a
Deist, and yet be in a safe slate ; he may be an
Athiest and .still go to heaven." To such awful
lengths may the principle be pushed, that there is

no guilt in mental error. " Let those," says Dr.
Priestley, " who maintain that the mere holding of
opinions (without regard to the motives and state of
the mind through which men may have been led to

form them,) will necessarily exclude them from the

favor of God, be particularly careful with respect

to the premises from which they draw so alarming
a conclusion." Nothing can be more sophistical

than this passage; for we do not in maintaining
the guiltiness of a false opinion, leave out the .state

of the heart; but contend that all errors in the

judffment have their origin in the depravity of our
nature, and, in so far as they prevail, discover a
heart not brought into subjection to Christ. A per-

fectly holy mind could not err in the opinion it de-
rived from the word of God : and it may be most
fairly presumed that there are certain fundamental
truths, which cannot be rejected, witliout such a
degree of depravity of heart, as i . utterly incom-
patible with true piety towards God.

It is to be recollected, that the holiness required
in the word of God, is a very superior thing to

what is called morality. Holiness is a right state

of mind towards God, and it is enforced by motives
drawn from the view which the Scriptures give us
of the Divine nature, and of the Divine conduct
towards us. If our viewsof God,and of his scheme
of mercy, be incorrect, the motives which influence
us cannot he correct. Hence all risrht feeling and
conduct are traced up by the sacred writers to the
intth. Do they speak of regeneration 1 they tell

us we are " begotten by the incorruptible seed of
the word." Do thev speak t)f sanctification 1 they
ascribe it, sn far as instrumentality is concern<'d, to

the truth; and the truth itself is characterized as
a " doctrine according to godliness." It is evident,
that without the truth, or in otlier words, without
rifrht opinions, we can neither be born osrain of the
Spirit, nor partake of true holiness. The whole
process of practical and experimental religion is

carried on by the ir)^:trumentaliiy of right senti-

ments; and to suppo.se that holiness could be pro-

duced in the soul as well by error as by truth, is not
only contrary to revelation, but no le.ss contrary to

reason. If tru:h sanctify, error must in some way
or other pollute ; for to suppo.se that two causes,

not cnlv so distinct but so opposite, can produce the

same ell'ect, is absurti ; and the Scriptures every
where insist upon the importance of the truth, not

merely on its own account, but on account of its

moialeffect upon the soul.

If this view of the subject be correct, Christian

charily cannot mean indiderence to religious senti-

ment; for if so, it would be a temper of mind in

direct opposition to a large poition of Scripture:

nor are we required, by this virtue, to give the least

countenance to what we think is error. We may,
indeed, be called bigots ; for this term in the lips

of many, means nothing more than a reproach for

attaching importance to right senlimeiits. No word
has been more misunderstood than this. If by
bigotry is meant such an overweening atiacliment

to our opinions, as makes us refuse to listen to ar-

gument ; such a blind regard to our own view.s, as

closes the avenues of conviction; such a selfish

zeal tor our creed, as actually destroys benevolence,

and causes us to hate those who differ from us ;— it

is an evil state of mind, manifestly at variance with
love : but if, as is generally the case, it means, by
those who use it, only zeal for truth, it is perfectly

consistent with love, and actually a part of it ; for

"charity rcjoiceth in the truth." It is quite com-
patible with good Avill to men, therefore, to attach

high importance to doctrines, to condemn error, to

deny the Christianity and safely of those who with-
hold their assent from fundamental truths, and to

abstain from all such religious communion with
them as would imply, in the least possible degree,

any thing like indifference to opinion. It does ap-
pear to me, that the mo.st perfect benevolence to

men, is that which, instead of looking with com-
placency on their errors, warns them of their dan-
ger, and admonishes them to escape. It is no mat-
ter that they think they are in the right—this only
makes their case the more alarming; and to act

towards them as if we thought their mistaken views
of no consequence, is only to confirm their delu-
sion, and to aid their destruction.

It is true we are neither to despise them nor per-
secute them; we are neither to oppress nor ridicule
ihem; we are neither to look upon them with
haughty scorn, nor with callous indifference;—but
while we set ourselves against their errors, we arc
to pity them with unaflected compassion, and to

labor ifor their conversion with disiiitcresied kind-
ness. We are to bear, with unruffled meekness, all

their provoking sarcasms; and to sustain, \\ i:h deep
humility, the consciousness of our cleaier ]>ercep-

tions; and to convince ihem that, with the sieadipst

resistance of their principles, we unite the lender-
est concern for their persons.

And, if charity do not imply indifference to reli-

gious opinitins, .so neither does it mean connivanct
at sin. There are some persons whose views of
the evil of sin are so dim and contracted, or iheir

good nature is so accommodating and unscriptural,
that they make all kinds of excuses for men's trans-

gressions, and allow of any latitude that is asked,
for human frailty. The greatest sins, if they are
not committed against the laws of society, are re-

duced to the mere infirmities of our fallen na tire,

which should not be visited with harsh censure;
and as for the les.ser ones, they are mere specks
upon a bright and polished surface, which no.'hing

but a most fastidiotis precision would ever notice.

Such persons condemn, as sour and rigid «scetii;s,

all who oppose and condemn iniquity; revile them
as uniting in a kind of m Uignant opposition to the

cheerfulness of society, the verv dre"^ of vr-^'jin-
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ism and barbarism ; and reproach them as being

destitute of all the charities and courtesies of life.

But if candor be a confounding of the distinctions

between sin and holiness, a depreciating of the ex-

cellence of the latter, and at the same time a dimi-

nishing of the evil of the former ; if it necessarily-

lead us to connive with an easy and good natured

air at iniquity, and to smile with a kind and gentle

aspect upon the transgressions which we witness

;

— then it must be something openly at variance

with the letter and the spirit of revelation: and
.surely that candor which runs counter to the mind
of God, cannot be the love on which St. Paul passes

such an eulogium in this chapter. We are told by
the word of God, that sin is exceedingly sinful

:

that it is the abominable thing which God hates;

that the wages of it are death ; that by an unholy
feeling we violate the law : we are commanded to

abstain from its very appearance ; we are warned
against excusing it in ourselves, or in each other;

we are admonished to reprove it, to resist it, and to

oppose it, to the uttermost. Certainly, then, it can-

not be required by the law of love, that we should

look with a mild and tolerant eye on sin. Love to

man arises out of Love to God ; but can it be pos-

sible to love God, and not to hate sin 1 it is the fruit

of faith, but faith purifies the heart ; it is cherished
by a sense of redeeming love; but the very end of
the scheme of redemption is the destruction of sin.

Indulgence of men in their sins, connivance at their

iniquity, instead of being an act of benevolence, is

the greatest cruelty : hence the emphatic language
of God to the Israelites

—
" Thou shalt not hate thy

brother in thine heart ; thou shalt in any wise re-

buke thy neighbor, and not suffer sin upon him."
Would it be benevolence to connive at that conduct
by which any individual was bringing disease upon
his body, or poverty into his circumstances'? If

not, how can it be benevolent to leave him, without
a warning, to do that which will involve his soul

m ruin. To think more lightly of the evil of sin

than the word of God does; to call that good, or

even indifferent, which by it is called evil ; to make
allowances which it does not make, for human frail-

ty; to frame excuses for sin which it disallows; to

lull the consciences of men, by considerations in

extenuation of guilt which it forbids; or to do any
thing to produce other views and feelings in refer-

ence to iniquity, than such as are warranted by the

Scripture,— is not charity, but a participation in

other men's sins.

It is the nature of charity, I admit, not to be hasty

to impute evil motives to actions of a doubtful na-

ture : not to take pleasure in finding out the faults

of others ; not to magnify them beyond the reality,

but to make all the allowance that a regard to truth

will admit of; to hope the best in the absence of

proof; and to be willing to forgive the offence when
It has been committed against ourselves : but to car-

ry it beyond this, and let it degenerate into a com-
plaisance which is afraid to rebuke, or oppose, or

condemn sin, lest we should offend the transgressor,

or violate the law of courtesy, or subject ourselves

to the reproach of being a censorious bigot ; which
courts the good-will and promotes the self-satisfac-

tion of others, by conniving at their sins; which
seeks to ingratiate itself in their affections, by being
indulgent to their vices; is to violate at once the law
both of the first and of the second Table ; is to forget

every obligation which we are laid under, both to

love God and our neighbor. If this be candor, it is

no less opposed to pi^ty than to humanity, and can
never be tne love enjoined in so many places in the

New Testament. No, Christian charity is not a
poor old dotard, creeping about the world, too blind

to perceive the distinction between good and evil

;

or a fawmnF svcophant, too timid to reprove the

I
bold transgressor, and smiling with parasitical and

' imbecile complacency upon the errors and iniquities

of the human race ;—but a vigorous and healthy
virtue, with an eye keen to discern the boundaries
between right and wrong, a hand strong and ready
to help the transgressor out of his miserable condi-
tion, a heart full of mercy for the sinner and the

sufferer; a disposition to forgive rather than to re-

venge, to extenuate rather than to aggravate, to con-
ceal rather than to expose, to be kind rather than
severe, to be hopeful of good rather than suspicious

of evil,—but withal, the inflexible, immutable friend

of holiness, and the equally inflexible and immuta-
ble enemy of sin.

We are not allowed, it is true, to be scornful and
proud towards the wicked, nor censorious towards
any; we are not to make the most distant approach
to the temper which says, " Stand by, I am holier

than thou !" we are not to hunt for the failings of
others, nor, when we see them without hunting for

them, to condemn them in a lone of arrogance, or

with a spirit of acerbity; but still we must main-
tain that temper which, while it reflects ;he beauty
of a God of Love, no less brightly reflecit h.'s glory

as a God of holiness, and a God of trum.

CHAPTER IV.

THE INDISPENSABLE NECESSFFY OP CHRISTIAN LOVE.

A DISTINCTION has been introduced into the subject

of religion, which, although not wholly free from
objection, is suflicient to answer the purpo.se for

which it is employed ; I mean that which exists be-

tween essentials and non-essentials. It would be a
difficult task to trace the boundary line by which
these classes are divided ; but the truth of the gene-
ral idea cannot be questioned—that there are some
things, both in faith and practice, which, for want
of perceiving the grounds of their obligations, we
may neglect, and yet not be destitute of true reli-

gion ; while there are others, the absence of which
necessarily implies an unrenewed heart. Among
the essentials of true piety, must be reckoned the

disposition we are now considering. It is not to be
classed with those observ.mces and views, which,
though important, are not absolutelv essential to sal-

vation : we mast possess it, or we ire not Christians

now, and shall no? be ailmitted into heaven hereaf-

ter. The apostle h is expressed this necessity in the

clearest and the strongest manner. He has put a
hypothetical case of the most impressive kind, which
I shall now illustrate.

" Thous^h 1 speak vjitk the tongues of men or of aTv-

gcls, and have no!, charity, / am become as sounding
brass or a thikling a/mbal."—Verse 1.

By the tongues of men and of angels, we are not

to understand the powers of the loftiest eloquence,

but the miraculous gift of tongue-^, accompanied by
an ability to convey ideas according to the method
of celestial beings. Should a man be invested with

these stupendous endowments, and employ them in

the service of the gospel ; still, if his heart were not

a partaker of love, he would be no more acceptable

to God, than was the clangor of the brazen instru-

ments employed in the idolatrous worship of the

Egyptian Isis, or the noise of the tinklin? cymbals

which accompanied the orgies of the Givcian Cy-
bele. Such a man's profession of religion is not only

worthless in the sight of God, but disagreeable and
disgusting. The comparison is remarkably strong,

inasmuch as it refers not to sofl melodious sounds,

as of the flute or of the harp—not to the harmonious

chords of a concert—but to the harsh dissonance of

instruments of the most inharmoaious character:
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and if, as is probable, ihe allusion be to ihe noisy

clank of idolalrows musicians, the idea is as strongly

presented as it is possible for the force of language
to express it.

" And though I have the gift of prophecy, and un-

derstand all mysteries, and all knmcledge ; and
though I have all faith, so that 1 could remove

mowntains, and have not chakity, / am nothing."—
Verse 2.

Paul still alludes to miraculous endowments.

—

Prophecy, in the Scripture use of the term, is not

limiled to the foretelling of future events, but means,

to speak by inspiration of God ; and its e.xercise, in

this instance, refers to the power of explaining, with-

out premeditation or mistake, the typical and pre-

dictive pans of the Old Testament dispensation, to-

gether with the facts and doctrines of the Christian

economy. " The faith that could remove moun-
tains," is an allusion to an expression of our Lord's,

which occurs in the gospel history. " Verily I say

unto you, if ye have faith as a grain of mustard
seed, ye shall say unto this mountain. Remove hence
to yonder place; and it shall remove." This faith

is of a distinct nature altogether from that by which
men are justified, and become the children of God.
It has been called the faith of miracles, and seems
to have consisted in a firm persuasion of the power
or ability of Grod to do any miraculous thing for the

support of the gospel. It operated two ways: the

first was a belief on the part of the person who
wrought the miracle, that he was the subject of a
divine impulse, and called at that time to perform
such an act; and the other was a belief on the part

of the person on whom a miracle was about to be

performed, that such an effect would be really pro-

duced. Now the apostle declared, that although a
man had been gifted with prophecy, so as to explain
the deepest mysteries of the Jewish or the Christian
systems, and in addition, possessed that miraculous
faith by which the most difficult and astonishing
changes would have been effected, he was nothing,
and less than nothing, without love.

" And though I bestoiv all my goods to feed thepoor,
and though I give my body to be burned, and have not
CHARITY, it profiteth me nothing."—Verse 3.

This representaaon of the indispensable necessity
of love is most striking; it supposes it possible that

a man may distribute all his substance in acts of
apparent beneficence, and yet, after all, be without
true religion. Actions derive their moral character
from the motives under the influence of which they
are performed

; and many which are beneficial to

man, may still be sinful in the sight of God, because
they are not done fiom a right inducement. The
most diffusive liberality, if prompted by pride, vani-
ty, or self-righteousne.ss, is of no value in the eyes
of the omniscient Jehovah: on the contrary, it is

very sinful. And is it not too evident to be ques-
tioned, that many of the alra.s-deeds of wnic>i we
are the witnesses, are done from any motives but
the right ones 1 We can readily imagine that mul-
titudes are lavish in their pecuniary contribntions,
who are at the same time totally destitute of love to

God and love to man ; and if destitute of these sa-
cred virtues, they are, as it respects real religion,
le.ss than nothing, although they should spend every
farthing of their property in relieving the wants of
the poor. If our munificence, however great or self-

denying, be the operation of mere selfish regard to

ourselves, to our own reputation, or to our own safe-
ty, and not of pure love, it may do good to others,
but will do none to ourselves. " And though I give
my body to be burned," i. e. as a martyr for reli-

gion, "and have not charity, it profilcth me no-
thinir," Whether such a case as this ever existed,

we know not ; it is not impossible, nor improbable;
but if It did, not the tortures of an zigonizing death,

nor the courage that endured them, nor the seem-
ing zeal for religion which led to them, would be

accepted in lieu of love to man. Such an instance

of self-devotedness must have been the result either

of that self-righteousness which subiiitules its own
sufferings for those of Christ, or of that love of fame
which scruples not to seek it even in the fires of
martyrdom ;—in either case it partakes not of the na-

ture, nor will it receive the reward, of true religion.

It will help to convince us, not only of the necessi-

ty, but of the importance, of this temper of mind, if

we bring into a narrow compass the many and va-
rious representations of it which are to be found in

the New Testament.
1. It is the object of the divine decree in predesti-

nation. " According as he hath cho.sen us in him
before the foundation of the world, that we should
be holy and without blame before him in love."

—

Ephes. i. 4.

2. It is the end and p^irpose of the moral law.
" The end of the commandment is charity (love.")

"Jesus said unto him, Thou shall love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy mind. This is the first and great
commandment. And the second is like unto it

—

Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself On these

two commandments hang all the law and the pro-
phets." Matt. xxii. 37—40. " Love is the fulfilling

of the Law."
3. It is the evident of regeneration. " Love is

of God, and every one that loveth is born of God."
— 1 John iv. 7.

4. It is the necessary operation and effect of saving
faith. "For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision
availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision ; but faith

which worketh by love."

5. It is that grace by which both personal and mv/-

tual edification is promoted. " Knowledge puffeth

up, but charity (love) edifieth." 1 Cor. viii. 1.

—

" Maketh increase of the body to the edifying of
itself in love." Eph. iv. 16.

6. It is the proof of a mutual inhabitation between
God and his people. " If we love one another, God
dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected in us.

Hereby know we that we dwell in him, and he in
us, because he hath given us of his Spirit. And
we have known and believed the love that God hath
to us. God is love ; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him." IJohn iv. 12— 16,

7. It is declared to be the greatest of all the Chris-

tian virtues. " The greatest of these is charity
(love.")

8. It is represented as the perfection of religion.
" Above all these things, put on charity (love,)

which is the bond of perfectness." Col. iii. 4.

What encomiums are the.se ! what striking proofs
of the supreme importance of the disposition now
under consideration ! Who has not been guilty of
some neglect of it 1 Who has not had his attention
drawn too much from it ] Who can read these
passages of Holy Writ, and not feel convinced that
not only mankind in general, but the profes.sors of
.spiritual religion also, have too much mistaken the
nature of true piety 1 What are clear and ortho-
dox views— what are strong feelings— what is our
faith—what our enjoyment—what our freedom from
gross immorality—without this spirit of pure and
universal benevolence 1

Whether an instance, we again repeat, ever ex-
isted of an individual whose circumstances an-
swered to the supposition of the apostle, we cannot
determine ; the statement certainly suggests to us
a most alarming idea of our liability to self-decep-
tiun in reference to our personal religion. Delusion
on this subject prevails to an extent truly appalling.
Millions are in error as to the real conaition of
their souls, and are travelling to perdition, while.
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according to their own idea, they are journeying to

the celestial Canaan. Oh fearful mistake! Oh
fatal imposture! What terrible disappointment
awaits them! What horror, and anguish, and
despair, will take eternal possession of their souls,

in that moment of revelation, when, instead of

awaking from the sleep of death amidst the glories

of the heavenly city, they shall lift up their eyes,
" being in torment." No pen can describe the over-

whelming anguish of such a disappointment, and
the imagination shrinks with amazement and tor-

ture from the contemplation of her own faint sketch

of the insupportable scene.

To be led on by the power of delusion, so far as

to commit an error of consequence to our temporal

interests: to have impaired our health, our reputa-

tion, or our property; is sufliciently painful, espe-

cially where there is no prospect, or but a faint one,

of repairing the mischief: yet, in this case, religion

opens a balm for the wounded spirit, and eternity

E
resents a prospect, where the sorrows of time will

e forgotten. But, oh ! to be in error on the nature

of religion itself, and to build our hopes of immor-
tality on the sand instead of the rock ; to see the

lamp of our deceitful profession which has served

to amuse us in life, and even to guide us in false

peace through the dark valley of the shadow of
death, suddenly extinguished as we cross the

threshold of eternity, and leaving us amidst the

darkness of rayless, endless night, instead of quietly

expiring amidst the blaze of everlasting day ! Is

such a delusion ;)^i\«We ? Has it ever happened in

one solitary instance 1 Do the annals of the unseen
world record one such case, and the prison of lost

souls contain one miserable spirit that perished by
delusion 1 Then what deep solicitude ought the

possibility of such an event to circulate through the

hearts of all, to avoid the error of a self-deceived

raindl Is it possible to be mistaken in our judg-
ment of our state 1— then how deeply anxious ought
we all to feel, not to be misled by false criteria in

forming our decision. But what if, instead of one
case, millions should have occurred, of souls irre-

coverably lost by self-deception 1 What if delusion
should be the most crowded avenue to the bottom-
less pit 1 What if it should be the common infatu-

ation, the epidemic blindness, which has fallen upon
the multitudes of the inhabitants of Christendom 1

What if this moral insanity should have infected

and destroyed very many who have made even a
stricter profession of religion than others'? How
shall we explain, much more justify, that want of
anxiety about their everlasting welfare—that desti-

tution of care to examine into the nature and evi-

dences of true piety—that willingness to be imposed
upon, in reference to eternity—which many ex-
hibit 1 Jesus Christ (Zoe5 tell us that many, in that

day, shall say, "Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy
in thy name'i" to whom he will say, " Depart from
me, I never knew you, ye workers of iniquity."

He says, that " many are called, but few chosen."
He says, that of the four classes of those who hear
the word, only one hears it tii advantage. He says,

that of the ten virgins, to whom he likens the king-
dom of heaven, _^i;e only were wise, while the other
five were deceiving themselves with the unfed lamp
of a deceitful profession. He intimates most plainly,

that self-deception in religion is fearfully common

—

and common amongst those who make a more se-

rious profession than others. It is he that has
sounded the alarm to awaken slumbering professors
of religion from their carnal security. It is he that

hath said, "He that hath ears to hear, let him
hear."—" I know thy works, how that thou hast a
name that thou livest and art dead." How careful,

then, ought we to be, not to be imposed upon by
false evidences of religion, and not to conclude that

we are Christians, while we are destitute of those
things which the word of God declares to be essen-
tial to genuine piety. We must have love, there-
fore, or all else is insufficient.

1. Some conclude, that because they are regular
in their attendance upon the services of religion,

they are true Christians: they go punctually to

church or to meeting—they receive the Lord's Sup-
per—they frequent the meetings for social prayer

—

they, perhaps, repeat prayers in secret, and read
the Scriptures. All this is well, if it be done with
right views, and in connection with right disposi-

tions: but it is the whole of their religion ; a mere
abstraction of devotional exercise ; a thing separate

and apart from the heart, and temper, and conduct

;

a business of the closet, and of the sanctuary; a
sort of composition paid to the Almighty, to be re-

leased from all the other demands of Scripture and
obligations of piety; an expression of their willing-

ness to be devout in the church, and on the Sabbath,
provided they may be as earthly-minded, as selfish,

as malicious, and as unkind, as they please, is all

places and all times besides. This is not religion.

2. Others are depending upon the clearness of their

vietos, and their attainments in evangelical know-
ledge. They pretend to a singular zeal for the

truth, and are great sticklers for the doctrines of
grace, of which they profess to have an acquaint-

ance little short of inspiration. They look upon
all, besides a few of their own class, as mere babes
in knowledge, or as individuals who, like the man
in the gospel, have their eyes only half opened, and
who see " men as trees walking." They are the

eagles who soar to the sun, and bask in his beams;
while the rest of mankind are the moles that bur-

row, and the bats that flutter in the dark. Doctrine
is every thing; clear views of the gospel are the

great desideratum ; and in their zeal for these

things they suppose they can never say things ex-
travagant enough, nor absurd enough, nor angry
enough, against good works, practical religion, or
Christian temper. Puffed up with pride, selfish,

unkind, irritable, censorious, malicious—they mani-
fest a total want of that humility and kindness
which are the prominent features of true Chris-
tianity. Clear views, even where they have no re-

semblance to the monstrous caricatures and fright-

ful deformities of modern antinomianism, ate of
themselves no evidence of religion, any more than
right theoretical notions of the consiitut'on are the

proofs of loyalty; and as a man, with these notions

in his mind, may be a traitor in his heart, so may a
professor of religion be an enemy to God in his

soul, with an evangelical creed upon his tongue.

Many profess to be very fond of the lamp of truth,

grasp it firmly in their hands, admit its flame, pity

or blame those who are following the delusive and
meteoric fires of error; but, after all, make no
other use of it, than to illuminate the path that

leads them to perdition : their religion begins and
ends in adopting a form of sound words for their

creed, approving an evangelical ministry, admiring
the popular champions of the truth, and joining in

the reprobation of fundamental error. As to any
spirituality of mind, any heavenliness of affection,

any Christian love—in short, as to any of the natu-

ral tendency, the appropriate energy, the vital ele-

vating influence, of those very doctrines to which
they profess to be attached—they are as destitute as

the' veriest worldling; and, like him, are perhaps

selfish, revengeful, implacable, and unkind. This
is a religion but too common in the present day,

when evangelical sentiments are becoming increas-

ingly popular; a religion but too common in our

churches ; a religion, cold, heartless, and unin-

fluential ; a sort of lunar light which reflects the

beams of the sun, but not his warmth.
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3. On ihe other hand, some are satisfied with Ihc

viridncss and the violence of Ihtir Jcciings. Pls-

sessed 1)1" much exciialjiliiy antl want ol lemjieia-

meui, they are, ul coui>e, susceptible ol deep and
powerlul impression Ironi the ordinances ol reli-

gion. They are not Miihout their religious joy, lor

even the stony ground h'jarers rejoiceit lor a while;

and they are ni<i without their leligious sorrows.

Their tears are plenulul, and their smiles in pro-

portion. See them in tlie house ol God, and none
appear to leel more tinder the word than they.

The sermon exerts a plastic power over their aticc-

tions, and the preacher .«cems lo have iheir hearts

at command, riicy lalk loudly of " happy frames,"
" prerious seasons," " couifoi table opportunities."

But follow ihem from the house of God to their

own habitation, and, oh, how changed ilie scene !

the least otience, perhaps an unintentional one,

raises a storm of j)assion, and the man that looked

like a seraph in tiie sanctuary, seems more like a

fury at home : loUow them from the Sabbath into

the days of the week ; and you will see the man
who appeared all for litaven on the Sumlay, all for

earth on the Monday: follow tliein from the a.ssem-

bly of the saints to the chief places of concourse,

where they buy, and .sell, and gel gain; and you
will see the man who looked so devout, irritated

and litigious, selfish and overreaciiing, rude and in-

sulting, envious and malicious, su.spicious and de-

famatory. Yes ; and perhaps in the evening of the

same da}', you will see him at a prayer meeting,
enjoying, as he supposes, the holy season. Such is

the delusion under which many are living. Their
religion is in great part, a mere susceptibility of im-
pression from religious subjects; it is a selfish, reli-

gious volupiuou.^ness.

It is certain, that more importance is often times
attached to " sensible enjoyment," as it is called—to

lively frames and feelings—than belongs to them.
There is a great variety in the constitution of the
human mind, not only as it respects the power of
thinking, but also of feeling: some feel far more
acutely than others ; this is observable separate and
apart from godliness. The grace of God in con-
•yersion, operates a moral, not a physical change ; it

gives a new direction to the faculties, but leaves the
faculties themselves as they were ; consequently,
with equal depth of conviction, and equal strength
of principle, there will be various degrees of feeling,

in different persons: the susceptibility of the mind
to impression, and its liability to vivid feeling, were
there before conversion, aiut they remain after il

;

and cj'ten times the lively emotion produced by af-
fecting scenes, or seasons, or sermons, is partly an
operation of nature, and partly of grace. A man
may feel but little, and yet, if that little lead him to
do much, it is great piety notwithstanding. Of two
persons who listen to an affecting tale, one is seen
to weep profusely, and is overwhelmed by the sto-

ry ;
the other is attentive and thoughtful, but nei-

ther weeps nor sobs. Thry retire: the former, per-
haps, to wipe her tears, and to forget the misery,
which caused them

; the latter to seek out the suf-
ferer and relieve him. Which had most feeling"?
The former. Which most benevolence 1 The lat-

ter. The conduct of one was the result of nature,
that of the other the effect of principle. Take ano-
ther illustration, still more in point. Conceive of
two real Christians listening to a sermon in which
the preacher is discoursing from such a text as this

—"Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to

love one another;" or this
—

" Ye know the grace of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who, though he was rich,

yet for our sakes he became poor, that ye, through
nis poverty might become rich." His object, as
that of every man should be, who preaches from
such a text, is to show that a sense of divine love to

us, should fill us with benevolence towards others.

In orcier to bring the heart lo leel its liblieations, he
gives a vivid de.scripiion of God's love to man ; and
ihen, while his hearers aie affected with God's mer-
cy he calls upon them, in imitation of Jeliovah, to

relieve those who are in want; to bear with those

who are vexatious ; to foigive those \\ ho have in-

jured them; to lay aside their wrath, and abound
in all the expres.sions of genuine afiection to iheir

fellow-christians. One of the individuals is deeply
interested and affected by the first part of the dis-

course, sheds many tears, and is wrought up to a
high pitch of feeling, while the preacher paints in

glowing colors the love of God: the other hears
with fixed attention, with genuine faith, the whole
sermon, but his emotions are not powerful; he feels

it is true, but it is tranquil feeling, unattended by
either smiles or tears. They go home ; the latter

jierhaps in silence, the former exclaiming to his

frienas, " Oh, what a delightful .seniion ! what a
precious season ! did you ever hear the love of God
so impre.ssively, so beautifully described T' With
all his feeling, however, he does not go forth to re-

lieve one child of want, nor does he attempt to ex-
tinguish one angry or implacable feeling towards an
individual who had oflended him. He is as pas-

sionate and unforgiving, as unkind and selfish, af-

ter the sermon, as he was before he heard it. The
other retires with more of calm reflection than of
strong emotion. Hearken to his soliloquy:

—
" The

preacher has given us a most astonishing idea of
the love of Goil to us, and most clearly and affect-

ingly deduced from it our obligations to love one
another. Am I interested in this lovel What ! has
this ineffable grace lavished all its benefits on me, a
rebel against God, upon me a sinner"? And shall I

not feel this love constraining me to relieve the

wants, to heal the sorrows, to forgive the oflences,

of my fellow-creatures 1 I will bear ill-will no long-

er ; I will put out the kindling spark of revenge

;

I will go in a spirit of meekness and of love, and
forgive the ofiender, and be reconciled to my
brother." By that grace on which he depended, he
is enabled to act up lo his resolution. He becomes,
upon principle, upon conviction, more merciful,

more meek, more affectionate. Which has most
feeling? The former. Which has most religion 1

The latter.

Any emotion, however pleasurable or intense,

that does not lead to action, is mere natural, not

holy, feeling: while that, however feeble it may
seem, which leads us to do the will of God, is un-
feigned piety. In order to ascertain our degree of

religion, we must not merely ask, how we feel un-
der sermons, but how this feeling leads us to act af-

terwards. The operative strength of our princi-

ples, and not the contemplative strength of our feel-

ings, is the test of godliness. All that imaginative
emotion, produced by a sense of God's love to us,

which does not lead to a cultivation of the virtue

considered in this treatise, is one of the delusive

fires, which, instead of guiding aright, misleads
the souls of men.

4. It is to be feared that many, in the present day,
satisfy thcm.selves that they are Christians, because

of their zeal in the cause of relii,no-n. Happily, for

the church of God, happily for the world at large,

there is now a great and general eagerness for the

diffusion of knowledge and piety. Throwing off

the torpor of ages, the friends of Christ are laboring

to extend his kingdom in every direction. Almost
every po.ssible object of Christian philanthropy is

seized upon ; societies are organized ; means,
adapted to even- kind of instruments, are employed ;

the whole levy en. masse of the religious world is

called out ; and Christendom presents an interesting

scene of benevolent energy. Such a state of things,
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however, has its dangers in reference to personal

reli;i;i()n, and may become an occasion of delusion

to many. It does not require genuine piety to as-

.sociate us with these movements: from a natural

liberality of dis^position, or regard to reputation, or

a d-:'sire of influence, or by the compulsion of exam-
ple, we may give our property ; for all these motives

are no doubt in partial operation, when giving is in

fashion. And as to personal exertions, how many
inducements may lead to this, besides a sincere and
an ardent love to Christ; an inherent fondness for

activity, a love of display, the spirit of party, the

persuasion of friends—may all operate, and un-
questionably do operate, in many cases, to produce
astonishing etforts in the cause of religious benevo-

lence, wheie there is a total absence of genuine
piety. The mind of man, prone to self-deception

and anxious to find some reasons to satisfy itself in

reference to its eternal state, short of the true evi-

dence of a renewed heart, is too apt to derive a false

peace from the contemplation of its zeal. In pro-

portion as the cause of the delusion approximates
to the nature of true religion, is its power to blind

and to mislead the judgment. If the mind can per-

ceive any thing in itself, or in its operations, which
bears the semblance of godliness, it will convert it

into a means of lulling the conscience and removing
anxiety. This is to many persons the fatal opiate,

the soul-destroying imposture—their activity in the

cause of Christian zeal: none are more diligent

in their devotedness to the duties of committees,
none are more constant in their attendance upon
public meetings ; others, again, weary themselves
in their weekly rounds to collect the contributions

of the rich or the offerings of the poor. These
things, if they do not lead them coolly to reason and
to conclude that they are believers, take off their

attention from the real condition of their souls, leave

them no leisure for reflection, repress the rising

fear, and either stifle the voice of conscience, or en-

able them to drown its remonstrances in the elo-

quence of the platform, or in the discussions of the

committee-room. We doubt not that some unwor-
thy professors of religion, in the present age, resort

to public meetings for the same reason as many a
guilty votary of pleasure does to public amusements
—to forget his own condition, and to turn away his

ear, for a short season, from the voice that speaks
to him from within. Individuals are known to us

all, who, amidst the greatest zeal for various public

institutions, are living in malice and all uncharita-

bleness, in the indulgence of a predominate selfish-

ness, and uncontrolled wrath. But it will not do.

—

This is not piety. Could we support the whole ex-

penditure of the Missionary Society by our afflu-

ence, and direct its councils by our wisdom, and
keep alive its energy by our ardor, and yet at the

same time were destitute of love,—we should perish

eternally, amidst the munificence of our liberality.

And of those who have the grace of love, and
who are real believers, some are far more deficient

in its influence and activity than they should be
;

and endeavor to quiet an accusing conscience with
the wretched sophistry, " that as a Christian cannot
be supposed to excel in every thing, their forte lies

in the active virtues of religion more than in the

passive graces ; and that, therefore, any little defi-

ciency in the latter is made up by their greater

abundance of the former." This reasoning is as

false in its principle, as it is frequent, we fear, in

its adoption. Where, in all the word of God, is this

species of moral composition of duties taught or
sanctioned ? This is really carrying the popish
principle of indulgences into our own private con-
cerns, and creating a surplus stock of one virtue to

be available for the deficiencies of another.
It is to be apprehended, that as every age is

marked with a peculiar tendency, either to some
prevailing error or delect, the tendency of the pre-
vailing age is to exalt itie adiie virtues of piety,

at the expense of the passi.re ones; and, while the
former are forced into an increasing luxuriance, to

permit the latter to wi'her in their shade; or, at

least, there is a dis-wsition to devote all that time
and attention to the culture of one which ought to

be shared between both. It cannot be denied that

our love of activity and of display, will generally

incline us to prefer the cultivation of public spirit,

rather than the more private and self-denying tem-
pers of meekness, humility, and forbearance; for it

is inconceivably more easy, and more pleasant, to

float upon the tide of public feeling towards the ob-

jects of religious zeal, than to wade against th"i

stream of our own corrupt tendencies, and to ac-

complish an end which he only who seeth in secret

will duly appreciate.

5. May it not be said, that in many cases, a pro-

fession of religion seems to release indv/iduals

from all obligation to cultivate the di"jK,vsitions

which it necessarily implies; who, instead ol deriv-

ing from this circumstance a stimulus to seek after

the Christian temper, find in it a reason for general

negligence 1

They have been admitted as members of a

church, and have thus received, as it were, a cer-

tificate of personal religion ; and, instead of being

anxious from that moment to excel in every virtue

that can adorn the doctrine of God their Saviour,

they sink into carelessness and lukewarmness. A
profession of religion, unsupported by Christian

love, will only increase our guilt here, and sink us

immeasurably lower in the bottomless pit hereafter.

Woe, eternal woe, will be upon that man who
bears the name of our Lord Jesus without his im-

age. Woe, eternal woe, will be upon those members
of our churches, who are content to find their "ay
into the fellowship of the faithful, without adding to

their character the lustre of this sacred virtue.

Thus have we shown how many things there are,

which, though good in themselves, when performed
from right motives and in connection with other

parts of religion, cannot, in the absence of love, be

depended upon as unequivocal evidences of personal

piety. Let us beware of self-deception in this aw-
fully important business: for it will be dreadful be-

yond the power of imagination to conceive of, to

find ourselves the next moment after death, amidst

the horrors af the infernal pit, instead of the felici-

ties of the celestial city. Love is required by God,

as an essential part of true religion ;
and the total

absence of it as necessarily prevents a man from

being a true Christian, as the want of temperance

or purity. Besides this is the temper of heaven

;

this is the unvarying state of mind in the innumera-
ble company of angels, and the spirits of just men
made perfect ; this is the heart of Jesus, the media-

tor of the new covenant, and the image of God the

Judge of all. Without this, there would be no
meetness for the society of Paradise, no fitness for

an association of which the bond of fellowship is

love ; without this there can be no grace here, and
therefore, no glory hereafter.

CHAPTER V.

ON THE PROPERTlEg OP CHRISTIAN LOVE AS STATED BT

THE APOSTI.E.

By a beautiful personification, the apostle has de-

.scribed this grace under the figure of an interesting

female, who, like an angel of light, lif^s her cheru-

bic form and smiling countenance amidst the child-

ren of men ;
shedding, as she passes along, a heal-

ing influence on the wounds of society, hushing th«
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notes of discord, drivinsf before her the spirits of

mischief, bringing the graces in her train, and con-

verting earth into a resemblance of heaven. Her
charms are sufficient to captivate every heart, if

every heart were ab it should be; and her influence

such as every mind should court. " Love sutfereth

long, and is kind : love envieth not : love vaunteth

not itself; is not pufl"ed up; doth not behave itself

unseemly ; seekein not her own ; is not easily pro-

voked ; thinketh no evil ; rejoiceth not in iniquity,

but rejoiceth in the truth ; beareth ali things, be-

lieveth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all

things."

1. The first remark which I make on these pro-

perties, is, that they describe such exfressivns of our

love as have a particular reference to our temper.

By the temper, we mean the prevailing spirit and
disposition of the mind, as it respects the irascible

or selfish affections. If we examine, we shall find

that all the qualities here enumerated, bear on these

dispositions. There are other operations and mani-
festations of charity, beside those which are here

specified—such, for instance, as justice and chastity

;

for it is impossible to love mankind, and violate the

rules of cither of these duties : but the apostle re-

stricts his specification to those properties of it which
are comprehended in the word temper. Nothing,
surely, can teach more clearly, or more impressive-

ly, the great truth,—that religion must govern the

temper,—than this chapter. It is strange, but true,

that many seem to think that temper is that part of
a man's self and conduct, over which religion has
no legal jurisdiction. They admit their obligations
to be holy, and moral, and devout ; but they do not
feel, at least do not acknowledge, that it is their

duty to be meek, gentle, and kind. They may not
affirm so much in M'ords, but it is the secret and
tacit system of conduct which they have adopted.

—

Hence it is, that although they are correct in their

morals, and regular in their attendance on the
means of grace, they are withal so apt to receive
offence, and so forward to give it ; they are either
so passionate, or so sullen ; so implacable or re-

vengeful ;—that the real excellences of their cha-
racter are lost sight of in the deep shadow of their
infirmities and the ways of godliness are spoken ill

of on their account. This arises from their not be-
ing sufficiently convinced of the evil of such infirmi-
ties

;
and this' blindness itself is the consequence

of a suppo.->ition, that the removal of the evil is phy-
sically impossible. " Our temper," say they, " is

as much a part of ourselves, as the color of our
skins, or the conformation of our body ; it is natur-
ally inherent in us, and we cannot help it." As
long as this is the conviction of the judgment, or
the admission of a deceitful heart, it is almost vain
to hope for a reformation. But let us reason with
such persons.

It must be admitted, that there do exist constitu-
tional tendencies to the exercise of particular pas-
sions : without being able to account for these ef-
fects, or whether the cause be wholly in the body or
partly in the mind, the effects are too obvious to be
denied. Nay, these constitutional tendencies are
no less hereditary, sometimes, than direct physical
disea.se. One man is naturally propensc to passion

;

another to sullenness
; a third to ^nvy ; a fourth to

pride; all this is indisputable. But these tenden-
cies are not uncontrollable : they are impulses, but
not constraints; incitements, but not compulsions.
It would subvert the whole system of moral obliga-
tion, to suppo.se that we were under a physical ne-
cessity of sinning, which we certainly should be, if

inherent tendencies were beyond the power of moral
restraint. That cannot be duty which a man could
not do if he would ; nor can that be sin, which he
cannot avoid by any exercise of disposition or will.

If, therefore, we cannot help indulging revenge,
envy, pride, unkindness, they are no sins: and, in

this case would such vices have been condemned,
if there were an impossibility in the way of avoid-
ing them 1 Certainly not. It is no actual sin to

have the liability ; the guilt consists in indulging it.

If the existence of constitutional propensities be
an excuse for their indulgence, the licentious man
may plead it in justification of his sensuality ; for

he may have stronger incitements to liis besetting

sin, than many others who run not to the same ex-
cess of riot. But if licentiousness or cruelty cannot
be excused on this ground, why should anger, re-

venge, or envy 1 Once let it be granted, that phy-
sical tendency is an excuse for any kind of sinful

indulgence, no matter of what kind, and you at once
overturn the whole .system of Christian morals.

Besides, natural propensities, of the most impe-
tuous kinds, have been, in innumerable instances,

not only successfully resisted, but almost entirely

vanquished. We have known persons, who were
once addicted to all kinds of impure gratifications,

but who have become as distinguished for chastity

as they once were for lewdness ; drunkards have
become sober; men as furious as enraged tigers,

have become gentleness itself It is said of that

eminently holy and useful man, Mr. Fletcher, of
Madeley, that " he was meek, like his Master, as
well as lowly in heart. Not that he was so by na-
ture, but a man of strong passions, and prone to an-
ger in particular ; insomuch that he has frequently
spent the greater part of the night bathed in tears,

imploring victory over his own spirit. And he did

not strive in vain. He did obtain the victory in a
very eminent degree. Yea, so thoroughly had
grace subdued nature ; so fully was he renewed in

the spirit of his mind ;—that for many years before

his death, I believe he was never observed by any
one, friend or foe, to be out of temper on any pro-

vocation whatever. The testimony that Bishop
Burnet bears of Archbishop Leighton, might be

borne of him with equal propriety. After an inti-

mate acquaintance with the Archbishop for many
vears, and after being with him by night and by
day, at home and abroad, in public and in private

;

I mu.st say, I never heard an idle word drop from
his lips ; I never saw him in any temper, in which
I myself would not have wished to be found at

death." What a character ! What a testimony !

But it is not the beauty, the inexpressible moral
loveliness of it alone, which shoula be remarked,
but the convincing proof which it furnishes, that a
naturally bad temper may be subdued. Many in-

stances of this kind have existed, which accumulate
accusation and reproach upon the man who in-

dulges in a sinful, constitutional tendency of any
kind, under the mistaken idea, that it is not only
absolutely invincible, but altogether irresistible. ^,
That every thing which pertains to our physical

nature will remain after our conversion, is true,

for grace produces no change in the bodily organi-

zation ; and that occasional ebullitions of inherent
natural temper will occur in our renewed state, is

allowed, for very few attain to Mr. Fletcher's emi-
nence of piety ; but if we are as pa.ssionate and re-

vengeful, as proud and envious, as .selfish and un-
kind, as we were before our supposed conversion,
we may be assured that it is but a supposed conver-
sion. It is nothing that we go regularly to worship
— it is nothing that we feel under sermons—it is no-
thing that we have holy frames and feelings ; for a
heart under the predominant influence of irascible

pa.ssions, can no more have undergone the change
of the new birth, than one that is filled with a pre-

vailing lasciviousness : and where the heart is re-

newed, and the badness of the temper is not con-
stant, but only occasional—is not regnant, but only
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prominent,—it is, in so I'ar as it prevails, a deduc-

tion from real piety.

True it is, that inherent natural tendency will re-

quire more vigorous resistance and unsleeping: vigi-

lance, more laborious effort, more painful mortilica-

tion, more earnest prayer, on the pan of those who
arc conscious of it, than is necessary on theirs in

whom it does not exist. It is not uncommon for

such persons to be contented with a few feeble

struggles, and then to flatter themselves with the

idea that there is more grace displayed in those

eflbrts than in the conduct of others, who, being

naturplly good tempered, are never exposed to f.li.a.r

temptations. To adorn religion, will cenainly cost

them far more labor than it does those of a better

natural temper; just as a man afflicted with a weak-
ly constitution, or a chronic disease, must take more
pains with himself than one who has sound health

—and he will, after all, look more sickly than the

other; but as his bodily malady does exist, he must
give himself this trouble, or he cannot rationally

expect the least share of health: so it is with the

soul, if the disease of an evil temper be there, im-

mense and unwearied pains must be taken to resist

and suppress it. This is what is meant by our
"plucking out a right eye, or cutting off a right

hand;" by " denying ourselves ;" by "mortifying
the deeds of the body;" by "the spirit struggling

against the flesh ;" by " casting aside every weight,

and the sin which doth most easily beset us." The
subjection of our temper to the control of religion,

is a thing which must be done. It is that to which
we must apply, as to a matter of indispensable ne-
cessity; it is an object which we must accomplish
by any mortification of feeling, and by any expen-
diture of labor. The virtues which we are about
to consider, will spring up in no soil without cul-

ture ; but there are some soils peculiarly unfriendly
to their growth, and in which productions of an op-

posite kind thrive spontaneously, and grow with
frightful luxuriance : with these greater pains must
be taken, and greater patience exercised, till at

length the beautiful imagery of the prophet shall be
realized

—
" Instead of the thorn shall come up the

fir tree, and instead of the briar shall come up the

myrtle tree ; and it shall be to the Lord for a name,
for an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off."

But for effecting such a transformation, there must
be a degree of labor and painstaking, which very
few are willing to endure: "This kind goelh not
forth but by prayer and fasting."

To obtain this victory over ourselves, much time
must be spent in the closet—much communion with
God must be maintained—much strong crying with
tears must be poured forth. We must undergo what
the apostle calls, by a term very appropriate, as
well as strikingly descriptive, a "crucifixion;"—
" we must crucify the flesh with the affections and
lusts thereof;"

—
" we must keep," or as the word

signifies, '^ beat under our body;"—we must bring
our mind, from time to time, under the influence of
redeeming grace; we must ascend the hill of Cal-
vary, and gaze upon that scene of love, till our cold
hearts melt, our hard hearts soften, and all the cruel
selfishnessof our nature relaxes into gentleness; we
must make all the doctines of the gospel, with all

the motives they contain, bear upon our nature: the

example of the meek and lowly Jesus must be con-
templated, and admired, and copied; and especial-

ly, after all, must we breathe forth internal longingc
for the influence of the Holy Ghost, without whose
aid our souls will no more yield to the influence of
motives than the polar ice will melt by the feeble

beams of the great northern constellation. We must
pray for the Spirit, long for the Spirit, expect the

Spirit, live, ^pal^rj sfruggle, in the Spirit. Thus m'Kt
40«

we set ourselves to work to abtain more of that love,
which alone can subdue our evil temper.

2. Tke properties heic. enumerated are all included
in love, and must all be sought by every real Chris-
tian.

The general disposition includes all these parti-

cular and distinct operations, and opposes all these

separate evils; it is as much opposed to envy as to

revenge, and is as humble as it is kind. Conse-
quently, we are not to select for ourselves such
modes of its operation as we may think must adapt-
ed to our taste and to our circumstances

—

giving to

these all our attention, and neglecing ttie rest. One
is not to say, " 1 am most inclined to kindness, nnd
I shall cherish this property, which 1 find to be more
easy and pleasant than to cultivate humility and
meekriess." Another is not to say, " I find no great

difficulty in forgiving injuries, and I shall practice

this: but as for envy, I am so piopense to it, that I

shall give up all attempts to eradicate this weed from
my heart." This parcelling out of the disposition,

and selecting that part which is most consjenial to

our constitutional tendency, will not do. Yet is the
attempt made by many, who, to appease, in some
measure, the clamorous importunity of their con-
science, and at the same time to avoid the obliga-

tions of benevolence as a whole, thus impose upon
themselves with a supposed attention to some par-

tial viewof the subject. They carry on a wretched
and useless attempt to balance those points in which
they succeed against those in which they fail: their

excellences against their defects It may be said,

in reference to this law of our duty, as well as to

the still more comprehensive one, that " He that of-

fendeth but in one point is guilty of all;" fjr that

authority which saith, " Be ye kind," saith also,
" Thou shall not think evil of thy neighbor." These
amiable properties must go toi^ether; the general

principle which comprises them must be taken as a
whole. It is one and indivisible, and as such must
be received by us. " Charity is the bond of perfect-

ness." Like the band round the sheaf, it holds all

the separate ears together. Instead, therefore, of
allowing ourselves to select, we must open our
hearts to its whole and undivided influence; and if,

indeed, there be any one of its properties in which
we are more than ordinarily deficient, to that one
we must direct a still greater portion of our at-

tention.

3. These properties are perfectly homogeneous.—
They are of the same nature, and are, therefore,

helpful to each other. In reality, if we cultivate

one, we are preparing the way for others. There is

no contrariety of influence, no discordant operation,

no clashing demands. When we are rooting up
one evil by love, we drag up others with it: when
we subdue pride, we weaken our susceptibility of

offence: when we cherish kindness, we impoverish

selfishness. This is an immense advantage in the

cultivation of the Christian temper; and it shows
us that if there be one besetting sinful propensity in

the heart, it draws all the energy of the mind to it-

self, and throws a dark and chilling shadow over

the whole soul. The subjugation of this one bad

temper will Weaken many others that depend for

existence upon its support; and make way for an
opposite excellence, which is as extensively benefi-

cial as the other was injurious. This is a powerful

incentive to the arduous and necessary duty of self-

improvement: an evil disposition eradicated, is a
good one implanted ; and one good one implanted,

is a way made for others to follow.

4. As these properties, mhilc they arc separate as

to their nature, all unite in a common and generic

disposition, our first and chief attention must be to

thai which is tke comrn/m principle. These tempers

»re so many modes in n'hii*j love operttes, so maay
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streams from a common fountain, so many branches

from the same root. While, therefore, we seek to

guide the separate streams, and trim the different

branches aright, our care must be exercised chiefly

in reference to the parent source. We must aim
steadily, and labor constantly, at the increase of

love itself We must do every thing we can to

strengthen the principle of benevolence to man. In

every step ol our progress through the treatise be-

fore us, we must constantly keep in mind its con-

nection with this great master principle. The way
to abound in the eflects is to increase the power of

the cause.

5. We are to recollect, that these properties are to

be expected only in proportion to the degree in, which

love itself exists in the heart.

On reading this chapter, and seeing what is re-

quired of the Christian, and comparing it with the

usual conduct of religious people, we feel almost in-

voluntarily led to say, " If this be love, where then,

except in heaven, is it to be found." To this I re-

ply, the apostle does not say that every man who
pretends to this virtue acts thus: nor does he say

that every one who possesses it, acts thus in all in-

stances, but that love itself does it. This is the way
in which it acts, when allowed to exert its own en-

ergies: if it were suffered to have its full scope, and
to bear sway in us without any check, this would be

the invariable efl^ect: our not seeing, therefore, a

perfect exemplification of this principle, is no proof
that it does not possess these properties, but only

that 7!;e are imperfectly under its influence. This
branch of pieiy, like every other, may be possessed

in various degrees; and, of course, it is only in pro-

portion as we possess the disposition that we shall

manifest its operations. I'his should prepare us

to distingui>h between the utter want and the weak-
ness of love; a distinction necessary from ourprone-
nesis 10 despondency in reference to ourselves, and
to censojiousness in reference to our neighbors.

CHAPTER VI.

THE MEEKNESS OF LOVE.

" Charity suffereth long—is not easily provoked."

I CLASS these two together, because they bear a near
affinity to each other. The word in the original
translated "suffereth long," signifies "to have a
long mind," to the end of whose patience, provoca-
tions cannot easily reach. It does not mean patience
in reference to ihe afflictions which come from God,
but to the injuries and provocations which come
from man—perhaps the most correct idea which we
can attach to it is, forbearance ; a disposition which
under long continued offences holds back anger,
and is not hasty lo punish or to revenge. Its kin-
dred property, here classed with it, is nearly allied

to it, " IS not easily provoked," or " is not exasperat-
ed." The word signifies a violent emotion of the
mind, a paroxysm of anger; so that the distinction

between the two terms appears to be this : the pro-
perly intended by the latter seems to be the power
of love to curb our wrath, and that intended by ihe

former its ability to repress revenge.
There are three things which Christian love, in

reference to the irascible passions, will prevent.

1. An irritable and petulant disposition. There
is in some persons an exce.ssive liability to be of-

fended: a morbid sensibilitv, which is kindled to

anger by the least possible injury, whether that in-

jury be intentional or unintentional. They are all

combustible, and ignite by a spark. A word, nay,
.n look, is eno'igh to inflame them. They are ever
ready to quarrel with any, or every body ; and re-

mind us of what Cromwell said of John Lilburne,
" that he was so quarrrlsome, that if he could find

nobody else to quarrel with, John womld quarrel
with Lilburne, and Lilburne with John." The whole
soul seems one entire sensitiveness of offence. In-

stead of " suffering long," they do not suffer at all;

and instead of not being easily provoked, they are
provoked by any thing, and sometimes by nothing.

Love will prevent all this, and produce a disposi-

tion the very reverse. It is concerned for the hap-
piness of others; and will not wantonly afflict them,
and render them wretched, by such an exhibition

of unlovely and unchristian temper. It will remove
' this diseased sensibility, and without blunting the
natural feelings, will calm this sinful exciiabiliiy.

,
Many things it will not see or hear—judgingthem
quite beneath its dignity to notice ; others it will

pass by, as not of suflficient consequence to require
explanation. It will keep a strict guard over its

feelings, holding the reign with a tight hand. Its

first business is with the disposition itself This is

important for us to notice; for if we indulge the

feeling of anger, it will be impossible to smother
the flame in our bosom; like the burning materials
of a volcano, it will at length burst out in fiery erup-
tions. Here, then, is our first object: to gain that

forbearance of disposition which does not allow it-

self to be irritated or soured; to acquire that com-
mand, not only over our words and actions, but over
our emotions, which shall make us patient and
tranquil amidst insults and injuiies; which shall

keep down the temperament of the soul, and pre-

serve the greatest coolness. Irritability, I know,
is in part a physical quality ; but it is in our power,
by God's help, to calm it. Love will make us will-

ing to think the best of those with whom we have
to do; it will disarm us of that suspicion and mis-
trust, which make us regard every body as intend-

ing 10 injure us; will cause us to find out pleas for

those who have done us harm, and when this is im-
possible, will lead us to pity their weakness or for-

give their wickedness.
What an enemy to himself is an irritable man I

He is a self-tormentor of the worst kind. He is

scarcely ever at peace. His bosom is always in a

state of tumult. To him the calm sunshine of the
breast is unknown. A thousand petty vexaiions
disturb his repose. Unhappy man, even though he
so far succeed, as to restrain the agitations of his

mind from bursting out into pa'ision, yet has the

burning sense of torment within. Regard to hi.s

own happiness, as well as to the happiness of others,

calls upon him to cultivate that love, which shall

allay the inflammatory state of his mind, and re-

store a soundness which will not be thus wounded
by everv touch.

2. The next thing which love prevents, is immo-
derate anger; that anger which the apostle has
described in the expression we are now elucidating,

as amounting to a paroxysm of wrath
;

or which,
in ordinarv language, we call "being in a passion."

It would be to oppose both reason and revelation,

to assert that all anger is sin. " Be ye angry,"
saith the apostle, " and sin not." "A violent sup-

pression of the natural feelings is not, perhaps, the

best expedient for obviating their injurious effects;

and though nothing requires a more vigilant re-

straint than the emotion of anger, the uneasiness
of which it is productive is, perhaps, best allayed
by its natural and temperate expression ; not to say

that it is a wise provision in the economy of nature,

for the expression of injurv and the preservation
of the peace and decorum of society." A wise and
temperate expression of our displeasure against in-

juries or offences, is by no means incompatible with
Christian love

; this grace intending only to check
those furious sallies of our wrath, whicb are tor*
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menting to ourselves and injurious to those wiih

whom we have to do. Sinful anger is lamentably

common, and is not sufficiently subdued among the

professors of religion. In cases of offence, they

are too often excited to criminal degrees of passion
;

their countenance is flushed, their brow lowers,

their eye darts indignant flashes, and their tongue
pours forth loud and stormy words of reviling accu-

sations. To diminish and prevent this disposition,

let us dwell much upon the evil consequences of it.

E disturbs our peace, and interrupts our happiness

;

and this is an evil about which we ought not to be

indifferent. A passionate man cannot be a happy
man ; he is the victim of a temper, which, like a ser-

pent, dwells in his bosom to sting and torment him.

It destroys the comfort of t./iose ivit/i whom he has

to do: his children ofren bear the fury of the tem-

pest; his wife has her cup ot conjugal felicity em-
bittered by the venom ; his servants tremble as at

the rage of a tyrant; and those with whom he
transacts the business of this life, dread the gusts

of his passion, by which they have often been ren-

dered uncomfortable. He is a common disturber

of the circle in which he moves.
It interrupts his enjoi/nient of religion, brings

guilt upon his conscience, and unfits him for the

season and the act of communion with God. A
beautiful illustration of this part of the subject may
be here introduced from one of the most stnlfmg
of English writers:—"Prayer is the peace of our
spirit, the stillness of our thoughts, the evenness of
recollection, the seat of meditation, the rest of our
cares, and the calm of our tempest; prayer is the

issue of a quiet mind, of untroubled thoughts ; it is

the daughter of charity, and the sister of meekness

;

and he that prays to God with an angry, that is,

with a troubled and discomposed spirit, is like him
that retires into a battle to meditate, and sets up his

closet in the out-quarters of an army, and chooses
a frontier garrison to be wise in. Anger is a per-

fect alienation of the mind from prayer, and, there-

fore, is contrary to that attention which presents

our prayers in a right line to God. For so have I

seen a lark rising from his bed of grass, and soar-

ing upwards, singing as he rises, and hopes to get

to heaven, and climb above the clouds : but the poor
bird was beaten back with the loud sighings of an
eastern wind, and his motion made irregular and
inconstant—descending more at every breath of the

tempest, than ii could recover by the libration and
frequent weighing of its wings; till the little crea-
ture was forced to sit down and pant, and stay till

the storm was over, and then it made a prospero'js

flight, and did rise and sing as if it had learned
music and motion from an angel, as he passed some-
times through the air about his ministries here be-

low. So is the prayer of a good man: when his

affairs have required business, and his business was
matter of discipline, and his discipline was to pass
upon a sinning person, or had a design of charity;
his duly met with the infirmities of a man, and an-
ger was its instrument; and the instrument became
stronger than the prime agent, and raised a tempest
and overruled the man ; and then his prayer was
broken, and his thou?hts were troubled, and his

words went up towards a cloud, and his thoughts
pulled them back a«ain, and made them without
intention : and the good man sighs for his infirmity,

but must be content to lose the prayer; and he must
recover it when his anger is removed, and his spirit

is becalmed—made even as the brow of Jesus and
smooth as the heart of God; and then it ascends to

heaven upon the win?s of the holy dove, and dwells
with God, till it returns, like the useful bee, laden
with a blessing and the dew of heaven."*

•Bishop Jeremy Taylor.

Sinful anger dishonors religion, and causes the

ways of godlmess to be spuken ill of. The mists

of passion envelope religion with a dense medium,
through which its lustre is but dimly seen. A pas-

sionate Christian is an object of sport to the pro-

fane, a butt of ridicule to fools, whose scorn is re-

flected from him upon piety itself.

But, perhaps, it will be said, "Tell us how we
may cure the disposition

;
its existence we admit,

and its evil we know by experience, and deplore."

I say, then,

Look at the dispoiition as it really is, attentively

consider its evil nature, and trace its mischievous
consequences. " Anger sets the house on fire, and
all the spirits are busy upon trouble, and intend

propulsion and defence, displeasure and revenge;

it is a short madness, and an eternal enemy to dis-

course, and sober counsels, and fair conversation;

it is a fever in the heart, and a calenture in the

head, and a fire in the face, and a sword in the

hand, and a fury all over. It hath in it the trouble

of sorrow, and the heais of lust, and the disease

of fpvenge, and the bodings of a fever, and the

rashness of precipitancy, and the disturbance of

persecution, ff it proceed from a great cause, it

turns to fury ; if from a small cau.se, it is peevish-

ness: and so it is always terrible or ridiculous. It

makes a man's body deformed and contemptible,

the voice horrid, the eyes cruel, the face pale or

fiery, the gait fierce. It is neither manly nor in-

genuous, and is a passion fitter for flies and wasps
than for persons professing nobleness and bounty.

It is a confluence of all the irregular passions.

—

There is in it envy and scorn, fear and sorrow,

pride and prejudice, rashness and inconsideralion,

rejoicing in evil, and a desire to inflict it."*

Such is the portraiture of this disposition, drawn
by the hand of no mean artist. Let the passionate

man look at the picture, and learn to hate it; f<>r,

like an infuriated serpent, it need only be seen to

be abhorred.
Let us rcjecl all excuses for the indulgence of it

;

for so long as we palliate it, we shall not attempt to

mortify it. It cannot be defended, either on the

ground of con.stitutional tendency, or the greatness

of the provocation, or the suddenness of the offence,

or the transient duration of the fit, or that there is

less evil in gusts of anger than in seasons of sul-

lenness: no

—

nothing can justify it: and if we are

sincere in our desires to control it, we shall admit
that it is indefensible and criminal, and condemn it

without hesitation or extenuation.

We must be persuaded that it is possible to control

it ; for if we despair of victory, we shall not engage
in the conflict. Hope of success is essential to suc-

cess itself.

It is certain that by using right means a hasty

temper may be subdued, for it has been conquered
in Very many instances. It is said of Socrates,

the wisest and most virtuous of heathen sa?es, that

in the midst of domestic vexations and public dis-

orders, he maintained such an undisturbed serenity,

that he was never seen to leave his own hou<e or re-

turn to it with a ruffled countenance. If on anv oc-

casion he felt a propensitv to ansfer, he checked the

risinsr storm by lowering the tone of his voice, and

resolutely assuming a more than usual gentleness

of aspect and manner. He not onlv refrained

from acts of revenge, but triumphed over his ad-

versaries, by disregarding the insults and injuries

they offered him. This was more remarkable, as

in acquiring this dominion over his passions, he

had to struggle ag'.-ast natural propen^iiies w;hich

ran in an opposite direction. ZopHrnus, an eminent

physiogQomist, declared that he discovered in the

Bishop JereiTiy Tay'or.
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features of the philosopher evident traces of many ;

vicious inclinations: the friends of Socrates, who
;

were present, ridiculed the ignorance of this pre-
'

tender to extraordinary sagacity; but the sage in-

genuously acknowledged the penetration of Zophv-
j

BUS, and confessed that he was naturally prone to

vice, but that he had subdued his inclinations by

the power of reason and phdosophy. Let professing

Christians learn, from this distinguished heathen,

that it is possible to subdue natural temper, however
bad and however violent it may be.

Make its cure a matter of desire. What we ar-

dently long for, we shall vigorously pursue. Con-
fess your sin : frankly say, " I am indeed too irrita-

ble, too passionate, too revengeful. I see the sin-

fulness of indulging such a temper; I am di.siurbed

and disgraced by it ; and by God's help I will sub-

due it. I will spare no pains, shrink from no sacri-

fice, be discouraged by no defeat, till I gain the vic-

tory over myself"
Meditate iipon the patience of God, who bears

with your innumerable otfences against Hijn, and
forgive them all. Consider the example of Jesus

Christ, who meekly "endured the contradiction of

sinners against himself; and amidst ingratitude,

insult.'*, and provocations of the basest kind, was
mild as the morning sun in Autumn."

Seek to acquire a habit of self-control—a power
over your feelings, which will enable you to be

ever on your eruard, and to repress the first emotions

of passion. If possible, seal your lips in silence

when the .storm is rising: shut up your anger in

your own bosom, and, like fire that wan's air and
vent, it will .soon expire. Angry words often prove

a fan to the spark: many persons, who in the be-

ginning are but slightly displeased, talk themselves

at length into a violent passion. Never speak till

you are cool; the man who can command his tongue,

will find no diflficulty in governing his spirit. And
when you do speak, let it be in meekness: "a soft

answer turneih away wrath." When you see others

angry, let it be an admonition to you to be cool ; thus

Jou will receive the furious indiscretions of others

ike a stone into a bed of moss, where it will lie

quietly without rebounding.
Stop your anger in the beo inning . It is easier to

put out a spark than a conflagration. It would be

well always to terminate the conversation, and quit

the company of an individual, when anger is creep-

ing in. " Go from the presence of a foolish man,
when thou perceivest not in him the lips of know-
ledge."

Avoid disputations, which often engender strifes;

and especially avoid them in reference to persons

of known irritability. Who would contend with a
snake or a hornet'?

Brood not aver injuries; " Else," says Mr. Bax-
ter, "yon will be devils to yourselves, tempt your-
selves when you have no others to tempt j'ou, and
make your solitude as dangerously provoking as

company."*
Beirare of tale-bearers, and do not suffer their re-

ports to rouse yonr resentments.
" Be not inquisitive into the affairs of other men,

nor the faults of thy servants, nor the mistakes of
thy friends ; lest thou go out to gather sticks to kin-

dle a fire, which shall burn thine own house."
Look at others who are addicted to passion, and

see how unlovely thev appear.

Commission some faithful and affectionate friend,
to watch over and admonish vou.

But especially mortifij pride and cultivate humili-

ty.—" Only by pride comeih contention." " He

•Baxter's Catholic Directions: from whicli vast

fund of practical theology, many of the particulars
of this chanter are derived.

thnt is of a proud heart, slirreth up .strife." Passion

is the daughter of pride, meekness the orlVpring of

humility. " Humility is the best cure for anger, sul-

lennessj and revenge. He that thinks much of him-
self, will liiink much of every liitle offence commit-
ted against him, while he that thinks little of his

own importance, will think lightly of what is done
to offend him. Every irritable, passionate, or re-

vengeful person is certainly a proud one, and
should begin the cure of his passion by the removal
of his pride.

But we need go no further than the chapter be-

fore us, for an antidote to anger. Love is sufficient

of itself; we must seek to have more of this hea-

venly virtue. Love cannot be either passionate or

revengeful. Love is full of benevolence and good-
will, and therefore cannot allow itself to indulge

those tempers which are unfriendly to the happi-

ness of mankind. Let us seek to strengthen this pa-

rent principle, which will prevent the growth of

whatever is evil, and promote the advancement of

all that is excellent.

One caution may here be suggested for the en-

couragement of those who are particularly tried with
an irritable temper, and that is— not to despond;
if, in the work of mortification, they meet with
many defeats, do not be in a passion with your-

selves, for being in a passion, for this will only in-

crease the evil you are anxious lo destroy. Go
calmly, yet courageously, lo the conflict ; if victori-

ous be not elated, if defeated be not disheartened.

Often you will have to mourn your failures, and
sometimes be ready to imagine that you are doomed
to the hopeless task of Sysiphus, whose stone al-

ways rolled back again, when, by immense labor,

he had urged it nearly to the summit of the hill. Do
not expect an easy or a perfect conquest. Mourn
your defeats, but do not despair. Many, after a few
unsuccessful efforts, give up the cause, and abandon
themselves to the tvranny of their passions. In this

conflict, unsuccessful struggles are more honorable
than unresisting submission.

3. Love will of course prevent revenge.
Revenge is a term that a Christian should blot out

from his vocabulary m ith his own penitential tears,

or with the drops of his gratitude for the pardon he
has received from God. There is no passion more
hostile lo the very genius of Christianity, or more
frequently forbidden by its authoritv, than this ; and
there is none to which the depraviti^ of human na-
ture more powerfully excites us. The volume of
history is stained, from the beginning to the end,
with the blood which has been shed by the demon
of revenge. Mankind, in every age and country,

have groaned under the misery inflicted by this rest-

less and cruel spirit, which no mischief can satisfy,

no sufl^ering appease. Revenge has converted men
into wild beasts, and inspired ihem with a wish to

tear each other to pieces. It is not likely that such
a temper as this would meet with the least tolera-

tion or sanction in the religion of the meek and
lowly Jesus, whose person was an incarnation, and
whose gospel is an emanation, of love. Revenge is

admitted by some as justifiable to a certain extent:

by the reasoning and conduct of the world, the prin-

ciple is allowed, yea honored, and only condemned
in its most vicious excess. Wars, duels, railings,

private animosities, that do not infringe on the

peace of society, are all justified on this ground.

—

Mankind alter the golden rule, and do unto others,

not as they would that others should do, but as

others do unto them in a way of evil ; and this, so

far from being blamed, is generally applauded as

honorable and dignified. In iheestimate of the peo-

ple of the world, the man who refuses to resent an in-

jury which he has received, is a poor mean-spirited

creature, unworthy to associate with men of nonor,
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But whatever may be the maxims of the u-orld,

revenge is certaitily forbidden by every page of the

word of God. " The discretion of a man defer-

i-eth his anger, and it is his glory to pass over a

transgression." Private revenge was certainly for-

bidden under the Old Testament, and still more ex-

plicitly under the New. " Blessed are the poor in

spirit," said our Lord, " for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven." " Blessed are the meek, for they shall in-

herit the earth." " Ye have heard that it hath been

said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth foraiooih:
but I say unto you, That ye resist not evil. Ye have
heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy

neighbor, and hate thine enemy : but I say unto

you. Love your enemies, bless them that curse you,

do good to them that hate you, and pray for them
that despitefuUy use you, and persecute you : that

you may be the children of your Father, which is

in heaven." The same sentiments are enjoined by
the apostles.

" Recompense to no man evil for evil. If it be

possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably

with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge not your-

selves, but rather give place unto wrath : for it h
written, vengeance is mine: I will repay, saith the

Lord. Therefore, if thine enemy hunger, feed him;
if he thirst, give him drink; for in so doing thou

shalt heap coals of fire on his head. Be not over-

come of evil, but overcome evil with good." These
passages are decisive upon the point, that revenge
in any form, or in any measure, is forbidden by the

Christian religion.

The misfortune of many is, that they mistake the

meaning of the term revenge—or rather they con-

fine its application to the grosser, more mischievous,

and more violent expressions of wrath: they think

that nothing is revenge but cutting or maiming the

person, openly slandering the reputation, or wan-
tonly injuring the property. Such, it must be ad-

mitted, are fearful ebullitions of this destructive

passion; but they are not the only ways in which it

expresses itself There are a thousand petty acts of

spite and ill-will, by which a revengeful spirit may
operate. If we refuse to speak to another by whom
we have been injured, and pass him with silent or

manifest scorn ; if we take delight in talking of his

failings, and in lowering him in the opinion of

others; if we show ill will to hischildren or relations

on his account: if we watch for an opportunity to

perform some little act of annoyance towards him,

and feel gratified in the thought that we have given

him trouble or pain ;—all this is done in a spirit of

retaliation, and is as truly though not so dreadfully,

the actings of revenge, as if we proceeded to inflict

bodily injury. The spirit of revenge simply means
returning evil for evil, and taking pleasure in doing
so. It may go to the extremes of calumny and mur-
der, or may confine itself to the infliction of minor
wrongs; but if we, in any way, resent an injury

with ill will towards the person who committed it,

this is revenge.

A question will here arise, whether, according to

this view, we are not forbidden to defend our per-

sons, our property, and our reputation, from the ag-

gressions of lawless mischief 1 Certainly not. If

an assassin attempt to maim or to murder me, I am
allowed to resist the attack, even to extremity ; for

this is not avenging an evil, but an eflfort to prevent

one. If our character in society be aspersed, we
must endeavor, bv peaceful means to gain an apo-

logy and exculpation ; and if this cannot be obtained,

we are authorized to appeal to the law: for, if calum-
ny were not punished, society could not exist. If,

however, instead of appealing to the law, we were to

calumniate in return ; if we were to inflict bodily

injury on the aggres.sor, to take delight in injuring,

but in other ways ;—this would be revenge ;
but to

j

seek the protection of the law, without, at the same
lime, indulging in malice,—this is self-defence, and
the defence of society. If we are injured, or are
likely to be injured, in our property, we must try,

by all private and honorable means, to prevent the
aggression; be willing to settle the affair by the me-
diation of wise and impartial men, and keep our
minds free from anger, ill-will, and malice, towards
the aggressors : and, as a last resource, we are jus-

tifiable in submitting the cause, if it cannot be set-

tled by any other means, to the decision of a court
of justice. No Christian should resort to the tribu-

nal of public justice till every method of private ad-
justment has failed.

As it respects the propriety of Christians going to

law with each other, the testimony of the apostle is

decisive. " Dare any of you, having a matter
against another, to go to law before the unjust, and
not before the saints 1 Do ye not know that the .saints

shall judge the world"? and if the world shall be

judged by you, are ye unworthy to judge the .small-

est matters 1 Know ye not that we shall judge an-

gels 1 how much more things that pertain to this

lifel If then ye have judgments of things pertaining

to this life, set them to judge who are least esteemed
in the church. I speak to your shame. Is it so,

that there is not a wise man among you 1 no, not

one that shall be able to judge between his bre-

thren 1 But brother goeth to law with brother, and
that before the unbelievers. Now, therefore, there

is utterly a fault among you, because ye go to law
one with another. Why do ye not rather take

wrong"? why do ye not rather suffer yourselves to be

defrauded 1" Men professing godliness, especially

members of the same religious community, ought,

in cases of difference about property or character,

to settle all their disputes by the mediation of their

own brethren ; and if either party decline such ar-

bitration, he must be accountable for all the scan-

dal thrown on the Christian profession by the legal

measures to which the other may find it necessary
to resort for the protection of his rights. In this

case, the guilt of infringing the apostolic regulation

lies on him who refuses to accede to this Scriptural

method of settling the differences that may arise

among those who profess to be the disciples of
Christ. Whatever award is made, in the case of
private arbitration, both parties should abide by it;

nor must the individual against whom the decision

is given, feel any ill-will, or cherish any revenge,

towards his successful competitor.

The law of love requires that innumerable minor
offences should be passed over without being no-

ticed, or suffered to disturb our peace of mind. And
those which we find it necessary to have explained,

require the utmost caution and delicacy. In these

cases, love will lead us to the offender, in the spirit

of meekness, to ask, not to demand—to solicit, in

the most gentle manner— an explanation of the in-

jurious treatment. In a great majority of cases,

this line of conduct would stifle the animosity while

it is yet a spark. If, on the contrary, we permit

ourselves to take offence, and have our feelinifs

wounded, or our anger roused ; if, instead of mildly

and affectionately expostulating, and seeking recon-

ciliation, we brood over the injury, and retire in

disgust, to indulge in sullenness, or to watch for an
opportunity of revenge ;—this is being " easilv pro-

vofced," and the very opposite of " suffering long."

CHAPTER VII.

09 THE KINDNESS OF LOtE.

" Chcrrt.y is kind."

It is a decisive proof, and a striking display, of the

excellence of the Christian religion, that it enjoins
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not ooly the loftier and more rig-id excellences of

the human character, but those also v hich aie deli-

caicly ariiiuble and tender; iiol only the niasculine

vinues, but ihe feminine graces; in shori, thai it

not only pre|ares its possessor to be a patriot on the

great iheaiie of his country, or a spectacle of heroic

rnaiividom lu God, to angels, and to men,—but a

sympaihiMng liiejid in tl;e social and domestic cir-

cles. Luve can eitlier expand its benevolence to the

claims of ihe whole human family, or concentrate

its emotions, for a time, in one individual object of

piy, or afi'eciion. " Love is kind." Kindness

means a disposition to please—an anxiety, maniiesl-

ed by our conduct, to promote the comfort of our

species. Piiy commiserates their sorrows, mercy
relieves their wants and mitigates their woes; but

kindness is a general atiemion to their comfort. It

is thus described and distinguished by a celebrated

writer on English synonymes. "The terms affec-

liiinaie and lotid characterize feelings; kind is an
epiiliei applied to outward actions, as well as inward
feelings; a disposition is afTectionaie oi fond ; a be-

havior is kind. A person is affectionate, who has

the object of his regard strongly in his mind, who
participates in his pleasures and in his pains, and is

pleased with his society. A person is kind^ who ex-

presses a lender sentiment, or does any service in a

pleasant manner. Relatives should be afft-ciionate

toeachoiher; we should be kind to all who stand

in need of our kindness." Kindne.ss, then, appears

to be an affectionate behavior. This is v hat the

apostle means, when he admonishes us to " be kind-

ly affectioned one to another."

Let us view the kind man in contrast with some
other characters.

He is opposed to the rigid, severe, and censorious

person, who will make no allowance for the infirmi-

ties or inexperience of others; but judges harshly,

reproves sternly, and speaks severely of all w-ho do
not come up to his standard. Kindness, on the con-

trary, makes all reasortable allowances, frames the

best excuses it can, consistently wiih truth and ho-

liness; speaks of \\\e offender in a way of mitiga-
tion, and to him in a wav of compassion ; does not

publish nor exaggerate his faults, and endeavors to

find out some redeeming qualiiies to set off against
his failings.

A kind man is opposed to a 'proud and overbear-
ing oiie. The latter i* ever seeking an ojjportunity

to displav his superiority, and make you feel vour
infeiioriiy; and cares not how much your feelings
are hurt bv this offensive exhibition of his conse-
quence. Kindness, if conscious, as it sometimes
must be, of its superiority, takes care that those who
are below it shall not feel a painful sense of their
inferioriiy. Without removing the distinctions of
social life, or sacrificing its dignity, it will conceal
as much as possible, its pre-eminence, or unite it

with such affability as shall render it by no means
unpleasant.

Kindness is opposed to coldness and selfishness of
disposition. There are persons who, though neither
cruel, nor injurious, nor really hard-liearted, are vet
so cold, and ditant, and retiring, and reptdsive,
that thev can neither be approached nor moved.

—

Thev look upon the scenes around them with the

fixed and beamless eve, the chillness and acquies-
cence, of the statue, for thev have no inierest in the

concerns of the world. But kindness is the visible

expression of a feelinsr and merciful heart ; it is the
poines forth of a tender and susceptible mind; it

claims kindred with the human race.; it is all ear
to listen—nil heart to feel—nil eve io|jxamine and
to weep

—

all hand and foot to relieve; H invites ihe

sufferer with kind words, and sends him not emptv
awav.
Kindness is opposed to a rain and osUniatioMs

liberality. Some will be charitable, if thev mtj
have spectators of their good deeds, who shall go
and pioclaini their alms: thus the weaknesses of
human nature often come in the place of duiy, and
supply the want of principle, though certainly with-
out any advantage to their possessor. They spoil

the action by their mode of performing it ; for they
will, in the most indelicate manner, make the object

of their bounty feel a painful sense of obligation ;

they will state the exact amount, almost in pecunia-
ry value, of the favors they have conferred; and
then goaway and give such publicity totheirdoings,
that the beneficiary is almost every where sure to

hear of what has been done for him.
Kindness will, on the other hand, conceal, as

much as possible, that it is actually conferring a
favor; will do every thing to cause it to descend
lightly upon the spirit of the recipient; and would,
if circumstances allowed, gladly exiend relief from
behind a veil which hides the civer, and does every
thing to prevent the sense of obligation I'rom being
either painful or oppressive.

Kindness is opposed to the benevolence ofpartiali-

ty, prejudice and caprice. There are not a few who
are lavish in their fondness towards persons of their

own party, or upon those who happen to be their

favorites for the time ; but for any beyond their own
circle of partizans, or of their select friends, ihey

have nore of the charities of life

—

their benevolent

regards are purely sectarian, or absolutely capri-

cious. But kindness is a clear perennial spring,

rising up from a heart replete with universal philan-

thropy, holding on its way unimpeded by prejudices

or partialities, and distributing its benefits alike

upon all that it meets with in its couise.

Having thus contrasted kindness with .some cha-
racteiistics to which it is opposed, let us now con-

sider the manner in which it acts.

It expresses itself in n-ords that are calculated to

please. As not only our words, bur the tones of our
voice, are indicative of our thoughts and feelings,

it is of consequence for us to be careful, both in

trhat we say, and hoif we say it. Half the quarrels

which disturb the peace of society aiisefrom un-

kind words, and not a few from unkind tones. "\Ve

should sedulously avoid a sour, morose, chiding

mode of speech, and adopt a soothing, conciliatory,

and affectionate style of address. A surlv tone is

calculated to wound or ofiend, and love, which car-

ries the la\^' of kindness upon its lips, will conse-

quently avoid it. A snappish, petulant, scolding

address, is in the highest degree repulsive and dis-

sonant in the intercourse of society. We may not

have, it is true, the music of sound in our speech,

but it is our own fault if we have not the music of

love. We need not employ grimace, fawning syco-

phancy, hollow and unmeaningr compliment, but we
may be courteous, and aflectionaie; and we ought
10 " let our speech be seasoned with salt, that it may
minister grace to the hearers." Every wrrd, and
everv modulation of the voice, that is likely to of-

fend, should be studiously avoided, and if?'// be avoid-

ed by kindness, which extends, also, to actions. It

is anxious not lo give offence by any thing which ir

does : it js ntost delicaiely lender in reference to the

feelings of its object, and would not unnecessarily

crush the wing of an insect, much less inflict a
w'oiind upon a rational mind. There are persons
who, in a spirit of selfish independence, care not

whom thev please, or whom they oflT?nd ; but love

is as anxious not to ofiend, as it is solicitous about
its own gratification : its neighbor's comfort is as

dear to it as its own ; it calculates, deliberates,

weighs the tendencv (<f actions, and, when by in-

cauiion, or pure misfortune, it has occasioned dis-

tress, it hastens, by every practicable m.eans, to heal

the wound.
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Kindness not only abstains from actual injury,

but it is active in en liferring benefits—watches lor an
opportunity to please— is ever ready to afford i!s as-

sistance when appealed to,—and is not satisfied un-

less it can do something to increase the general
stock of comfort. It accommodates itself to their

habits, partialities, or prejudices; adapts itself, in

Ihings indifferent and lawful, to their modes of act-

ing, and does not wantonly oppose their predilec-

tions, when such resistance would occasion them
distress. A stiff, uncomplying behavior, which con-

sults nothing but its own humor, and which will

not sacrifice the least punctilio of its own habits, to

^ive pleasure, has not a panicle of beneficence about
it. Such an individual is like a person in a crowd,
who wiil walk with his arms stretched out, or with
annoying weapons in his hand.

It extends, of course, to little things, as well as to

great ones. The happiness or misery of life does

not consist so much in the transport of joy, or the

anguish of affliction, as in feelings of an inferior

kind—which, though less violent, are more frequent
than those strong emotions. Hence it is in our
power to make others miserable in life ; not, per-

haps, by deeds of cruelty or injustice, which we
dare not, or cannot commit, as by indulging in un-
accommodating dispositions towards them—by vex-
ing them with actsof unkindness, which will neither

blast our reputation, nor put in peril our property,

liberty or life : and it is also in our power to make
them happy, not so much by signal and material
services, which are seldom called for at our hands,

as by the inferior offices of benevolence. The daily,

and almost hourly reciprocity of little acts of good
or ill will, which we have an opportunity of per-

forming, go a great way to the making up of good
or bad neighborhood. There are those who, in the

greater expressions of Christian mercy, are really

humane; whose benevolence at the same time has

not learned to stoop to little things: they are com-
f)assionate, but they want kindness : they would re-

ieve a starving beggar, but they would not put

themselves in ever so small a degree out of their

way, to accommodate, in trivial matters, a near
neighbor.
Kindness is universal in its objects. We have

known individuals who could never do enough for

some objects of their regard, but who are by no
means persons of diffusive kindness; and, perhaps,

if we examine, we shall find that their benevolence

has a great mixture of selfishne.ss in it, for it is ex-

ercised only towards those from whom they expect

an ample return. It is the kindness of barter, not

of charity : it is so much of their comfort put out

at interest, not given away to the needy ; they either

have had, or expect to have, value received for all

they do. But love is universal in its aspect ; it is

ever ready to do a kind office for any one that either

solicits or needs its assistance. Its language is,

" Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the wa-
ters." It has a kind look, word, and act, for every
body. Nor are its enemies denied the assistance of

its efforts. Such is the generous spirit of the Chris-

tian religion, as appears from the passages quoted
in a preceding chapter. Such is the refined, the

sublime morality of the New Testament. Yes,

these are the principles on which kindness acts : it

extends its beneficence to the very man that has
treated it with contumely and scorn—with cruelty,

insult, and oppression. This is its duty and its in-

clination. In imitation of the dying Saviour, who
gave his last prayer to his murderers, it says, " Fa-
ther, forgive them, for they know not what they do !"

What a fascinating character is the man of dis-

tinguished kindness ! he is invested with indescriba-

ble loveliness : he may not have the glory in which
the patriot, the hero, or the martyr is enshrined ; but

he is adorned in no common degree with the beau-
ties of holiness. He carries about with him the
majesty of goodness, if not the dominion of great-
ness. The light of his countenance is the warm
sunshine, to which the .spirits of grief repair from
their dark retreats, to bask in its glow ; and his gen-
tle words are like soft melody to chase away the

evil thoughts from the bosom of melancholy, and to

hush to peace the troubled reflections of the distem-
pered mind. As he moves along his career, distri-

buting the unexpensive but efficient expressions of
his regards, it is amidst the blessings of those that

are ready to perish, and the notes of the widow's
heart, which he has turned to joy. When he comes
unexpectedly into the company of his friends, every
countenance puts on the appearance of complacency,
and it appears as if a good genius had come among
them to bless the party; as he looks round on the

circle, with a smile of beneficence that has found
an abiding place upon his brow, he presents the

brightest resemblance to be found in our selfish

world, of the entrance of the Saviour among his

disciples, when he said, " Peace be unto you !" and
breathed upon them the Holy Ghost. Although he
neither .seeks nor wishes an equivalent, in return
for his many acts of benevolence, his gentle spirit

receives back, in a full tide, the streams of consola-

tion which have ebbed from his own heart to fill the

empty channels of his neighbor's happiness. Who
can be unkind to him, who is kind to all 1 What
heart is so hard, what mind is so cruel, what spirit

is so diabolical, as to wound him, who never ap-

pears among his race but as a ministering angel 1

There is a magic in his tears, to melt to sympathy
the stubborn soul of cruelly itself, which has a tear

for no one else ; and no less a magic in his smiles,

so far to relax and soften the hard features of envy,
as to reflect for a moment the sunshine of his joy.

—

While he lives, every man is his admirer; and
when he dies, every man is his mourner: while he
is on earth, his name has a home in every heart;

and when he is gone, he has a monument in every
memory :—and this is the description of his charac-
ter—the record of his praise : Love is kind !

CHAPTER VIII.

TBB COSTENTMSMT OF LOVE.

" Charity envieth not."

Envy is that passion, which causes ns to feel un-

easiness at the .sight of another's possessions or hap-

piness, and which makes us dislike him on that ac-

count. Of all the base passions, this is the basest.

It is unmingled malignity, the very worst and bit-

terest dregs of human depravity; the most direct

contrariety of love. Envy is either general or spe-

cial in its objects. It often exists in the mind to

such an extent, that its subjects seem almost in-

stinctively opposed to excellence and to happiness,

wherever they .see them, or whenever they hear of

them. They may not regard the individuals on
whom their envious glance is fixed in the light of

competitors or rivals ; they may have nothing to

hope from their depression—nothing to fear from

their elevation; but it is enough to awaken their

uneasiness and dislike, to know that they are in

some respects superior. They cannot bear to see

excellence or happiness in anv one, or ever to hear

the language of commendation or praise. They
would beggar the universe to enrich thetnselves,

and monopolize all possessions, and all admiration;

they would be alone in the world, as the sole occu-

pants of every thing valuable, and can endure

neither a supei-ior nor an equal. This, it must be

allowed, is a maturity to which envy rarely attains,-.

Y
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compared with its more special and limiitd ope-

raiion.

Tlie OBJECTS of envy are commonly such as these.

1. Persons who are nearly on our own iecel. In-

dividuals wlio are either much above us in station,

or much below us, are not so likely to excite un-

easiness and dislike, as those who are of our own
sianding, or approacliing lo it. Tiie tradesman

envies not the nobleman, t-ut some lellovv-tracies-

man: tiie laurels and lame of the hero are not en-

vied by the common .soldier, but by some officer of

his own rank.

2. Those who though much abore us, cctupy a

station from which we hare been cast doxvn, are likely

to be regarded by us with an evil eye, and to draw
furth our di.>like.

3. Competitors, but especially .some single rival

for wealth, or fame, or any valuable pos.session, is a

powerful teniptaiioii to this sin. It is extremely

difficult to wiiness their succe.-^s and superiority,

und leel nothing of envy lowairis them.

It is evident, that persons descending in life are

much exposed lo this vice: and, perhaps, those

still more so, who are candidates Jor popular ap-

plause, whether ihey be lnerary, scientific, niiliiary,

or prolessional men. " Vanity, or a i hirst after ap-

plause, is the most unsocial and envious of the pas-

sions, avarice itself not excepted. The reason is

plain. Property is a kind of good, which may be

more easily attained, and is capable of more minute
subdivision, than fame. In the pursuit of wealth,

men arc led, by an attention to their own interest,

to promote ilie welfare of each other : their advan-
tages are reciprocal ; the benefits which each is

anxious to acquire ibr himself, he reaps in the

greatest abundance from the union of society. The
pursuits of vaniiy are quiie contrary. The portion
(if time and attention mankind are willing to spare
i'lom their avocations and pleasures, to devote to

the admiration of each other, is so small, that every
successful adventurer is felt to have impaired the

common stock. The success of one, is the disap-

pointment of muliiiudes : for though there be many
rich, many virtuous, many wise men, fame must
necessarily be the portion of but few. Hence every
vain man regarding liis compeiiior as his rival, is

strongly tempted to rejoice in his miscarriage, and
to repine at his success.

There is not any kind of superiority, however
low in its nature, or obscure in situation, which is

not fnund to be sufficient to call for;h the ill-will

and haired of some inferior or disappointed spec-

tator. Children and rustics, as well as philoso-

phers, warriors, and princes, are subject to its in-

fluence. Like the venomous spider, it weaves its

web, and directs its deadly glance, in the cottages

of poverty, the mansions of affluence, and the halls

of science. It i« the epidemic of the human race.

the most common operation of human depravity.

The apostle seeins to give it as a general I'escrip-

tion of hnm.in nature, while unrenewed by divine
grace. " Living in malice and envy, hateful, and
haling one anoiher." The whole Gtniile world,
before the coming of Christ, is described as having
been "full of envv." "Envyin^s" bear a high
place amcmg the works of ihe flesii ; and on the
converis from paganism, the churches of believers,

there was no one evil of which the prohibition was
more frequently, or more earnestly enjoined, than
this: and the apostle James tells us, that it is siill

parliallv inherent in every man—"the spirit that

dwelleih in us lusieih to envy."
But let us now contemplate its hateful nature.

It is a vice of the utmost deformity and heinou-
ness. To feel uneasiness at another's happine.<i5, or

excellence, and to dislike him on that account, is a

sin that needs no analysis to prove its deadly nature

—no dissection, to expose its corruption ; it presents

at oiice, to ihe most .superficial observer, a irightful

and disgusting appearance—a kind of leptous sur-

I'ace. It stands directly opposed to the nature of

God, whose love delighis in excellence and in hap-

pines*, and whose grace produces boih ; and by

whom I his sin must be regarded with infinite loath-

ing and abhorrence.

It is a secret murmuring again.st the appoint-

ments of heaven—an incessant quarrel with Provi-

dence—an accusation prefeired against the wisdom,
equity, and goodness of the divu.e administration.

As II is unlike God, so it is the image ot Satan

—

being the disposition, I'niled with pntJe, which cast

down the apostate angels from their seats in heaven,

and which fills and fires their bosoms in the bottom-

less pit ; It is perlectly the state of hell, and unceas-

ingly the passion of devils, who despair for them-

j
selves, and envy the happiness of men and angels,

yet cannot rejoice either in the good or the evil

they witness, although they endeavor to hinder the

1 good, and promote the evil, with all the restlessness

of malice, and the devices of a mighty understand-
ing. li is a parent crime, and its progeny are as

mi.^chievoiis and as deformed as itself: for malice,

1 hatred, falsehood, slander, are its ordinary brood;

I

and not unfrequently murder: for when carried to

]
excess, there is scarcely an injury within its reach

I
which it would not inflict upon its object. It can-

,

not even offer the excuses for itself which many
vices sometimes bring forward: anger pleads the

provocation it has received ; but envy has received

;

no offence, except the well-being of another be an
insult; lust and intemperance plead the graiifica-

i

lion which their objects yield, and robbery holds up

j

its gain ; but envy gains noihing but misery, and
;
converts the happiness, of which it is the witness,

into wormwood and gall for its own cup, and
transvenoms the honey of another man's comfort
into the poison of asps for its own bosom: it is a
source of eternal vexation—an instrument of self-

torment—a rottenness in the bones—a burning ul-

ceration of the soul—a crime, which, partaking of

[

the guilt, partakes as largely of the misery of heil.

{
Such is envy ;

but who can describe it accurately,

j

or do it justice! If we look for it as embodied in

j

living characters, we shall find it in Cain, the proto-

!
murderer, who slew his brother at the instigation

, of this vice. We shall find it in the dark, and

;

gloomy, and revengeful spirit of Saul, who, under
the influence of envy, plotted for years the slaughter

;

of David. We shall find it in the king of Israel,

: when he pined for the vineyard of Naboth, and
^

shed his blood to gain it. Yea, it was envy that

perpetrated that most atrocious crime, ever planned
in hell or executed on earth, on which the sun re-

fused to look, and at which nature gave signs of
abhorrence by the rending of the rocks; I mean
the crucifixion of Christ : for the evangelist tells

us, that for envy, the Jews delivered our Lord.
Bishop Hall has given us a very striking por-

traiture of the envious man, which I shall here in-

I

troduce :
—

" He feeds on other's evils ; and hath no
[ disease but his neighbor's welfare: whatsoever God
j

does for him, he cannot be happy with company;
and if he were put to choose whether he would
rather have equals in a common felicity, or supe-

I

riors in misery, he would demur upon the election

His eye casts om too much, and never return:

home, but to make comparisons with another')

good. He is an ill prizer of foreign commodity-
worse of his own ; for that he rates too high

—

thi:

undervalues. Y'oii sliall have him ever inquiring
into the estates of his equals and betters, wherein
he is not more desirous to hear all, than loath tc

hear any thing over good ; and if just report relate

aught better than he would, he redoubles the ques-
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{ion, as being hard to believe what he likes not;

and hopes yp;, it" that be averred again to his gnel',

that there is somewhat concealed in the relation,

which, if it were known, wt>. Id argue the com-
mended parly miserable, and blemish him with se-

cret shame. He is ready to quarrel with God, be-

cause the next field is lairer grown; and angrily

calculates his cost, and time, and tillage. Whom
he dares not openly backbite, nor wound with a
direct censure, he strikes smoothly with an over
cold praise; and when he sees that he must either

maliciously oppugn the just praise of another,

(which were unsafe,) or approve it by assent, he
yieldeth ; but shows, withal, that his means were
such, both by nature and education, that he could
not, without much neglect, be less commendable

:

so his happiness shall be made the color of detrac-

tion. When a wholesome law is propounded, he
crosseth it either by open or close opposition—not
for any incommodity or inexpedience, but because
it proceedeth from any mouth but his own ; and it

must be a case rarely plausible that will not admit
some probable contradiction. When his equal
should rise to honor, he striveth again.st it unseen,
and rather with much cost suborneth great adver-
saries ; and when he sees his resistance vain, he
can give a hollow gratulation in pretence; but in

secret disparageth that advancement : either the

man is unfit for the place, or the place for the man

;

or, if fit, yet less gainful, or more common than
opinion : whereto he adds, that himself might have
had the same dignity upon better terms, and refused

it. He is witty in devising suggestions to bring his

rival oat of love into suspicion ; if he be courteous,
he IS seditiously popular; if bountiful, he binds
over his clients to faction; if successful in war, he
is dangerous in peace; if wealthy, he lays up for a
day ; if powerful, nothing wants but opportunity
for rebellion; his submission is ambitious hypo-
crisy; his religion, politic insinuation;—no action
is safe from an envious construction. When he re-

ceives a good report of him whom he emulates, he
saith, Fame is partial, and covers mischiefs; and
pleaseth himself with hope to find it false: and if

ill will hath dispersed a more spiteful narration, he
lays hold on that against all witnesses, and broach-
eth that rumor for truth, because worst; and when
he sees him perfectly miserable, he can at once
pity him and rejoice. What himself cannot do,

others shall not: he hath gained well, if he have
hindered the success of what he would have done
and could not. He conceals his best skill, not so
as it may not be known that he knows it, but so as
it may not be learned, because he would have the
world miss him. He attained to a sovereign medi-
cine by the secret legacy of a dying empiric,
whereof he will leave no heir, lest the praise
should be divided. Finally, he is an enemy to

God's favors, if they fall beside himself; the best

nurse of ill fame; a man of the worst diet, for he
consumes himself, and delights in pining; a thorn-
hedge covered with nettles; a peevish interpreter
of good thinsrs; and no other than a lean and pale
carcass quickened with a fiend."

How hateful, then, is this crime; and although
we may not be in danger of carrying it to the excess
here stated, yet we should ever strive against irs

least and lowest degrees. The means of opposing
and mortifying it are manv.

Let us i-er?/ seriojosly meditate on its evil nature.

A steady contemplation of its deformity and demon-
like countenance, is calculated to excite disgust, and
to produce abhorrence. Many evils, and this amona:
the number, are too much indulged, because thev
are too liitle contemplated. The more we meditate
upon the heinousness of envy, the more we shall be
coav'inced of the utter unsuitableness of such a tem-

jier as this to be the inmate of a Christian's bosoni

:

n is like a liend inhabiting the temple of the Lord.
We must next form a deliberate resolution for its

mortifica.tion: we must stand prepared to take the
greatest pains, to maintain the most determined ef-

forts, for the riddance of our hearts from so hateful
a disposition. Let us next consider, that the cir-

cumstances which excite our envy are among the
arrangements of a wise Providence; and that to dis-

like another on account of his excellence, or happi-
ness, is a crime of no less magnitude than a wish to

oppose and subvert the dispensations of heaven.

—

Let us remember, that if others have more than our-
selves, we have infinitely more than we deserve ; a
deliberate and frequent consideration of our numer-
ous and aggravated sins, with our deliverance from
their consequences, together with a survey of our
mercies, and hopes, as Christians, would very pow-
erfully help us in the great business of moriilying
envy; for the chief difference between man and
man, as to real happiness, lies in spiritual distinc-

tions; and if we have these, the absence of any
thing else is matter of little consequence. It may
not be amiss, also, to consider, how comparatively
small is the amount of happiness derived by the ob-

ject of our envy, from those possessions on the

ground of which we dislike him ; and how soon
could we transfer them to ourselves, they would
cease to impart any strong gratification to us. We
always act under a delusion, when we indulge this

hateful passion : its objects are seen through a mag-
nifying medium of very high power. The circum-
stances which excite our envy, have their attendant
evils; evils which, though concealed from general
observation, are well known to the possessor of
them. We should labor to be content with such
things as we have: contentment is the secret of
happiness, whether we have much or little. The
man who makes up his mind to enjoy wiiat he
has, is quite as happy as he who possesses twice as

much.
But still the great thing is, to endeavor, by God's

gracious help, to increase in i.ove. Our envy will

then as certainlj' diminish, as darkness retires be-

fore the entrance of light, or cold before the power
of heat. Love and envy are the very antipodes of
each other; the former delights in the happiness of
others, the latter is made miserable by it. Let us
endeavor to cultivate this disposition, and to delight

in witnessing and diffusing blessedness. This is

what the apostle meant, when he said, " Rejoice
with those that do rejoice." What a beautifying,

and even sublime, temper is that, which leads its

possessor to find consolation, amidst its own straits,

privations, and difficulties, in contemplating the

possessions and the comforts of those around him '

What relief would such elevated virtue bring t j the

mourner, when he could turn his own darkened orb
toward the illumination of his neighbor's prosperi-

ty ! Happv the man who can thus borrow the joys

of others when he has none, or few, of his own ; and
from the wilderness of his own situation, enjov the

beautiful prospect of his friend's domain. Difficult

and rare as such a temper is, it is that which is the

subject of the apostle's description, in the chapter
we are considering, and which it is the duly of
every Christian to cultivate. Hard, indeed, is the

saying, and few there are who can bear it, but it is

assurediv the lesson which Christ teaches his disci-

ples, and which those disciples must all endeavor to

learn. Much may be done by effort. Let us deter-

mine, by God's help, to acquire it ; let us make the

attempt, and let us only persevere, notwithstanding

m.mv defeats and many discouragements, and it is

astonishing what may be done. But this goeth not

forth but hv fasting and prayer. Love cannot be
cultivated, nor envy destroyed, in our hearts, but by
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the power of the Holy Spirit. We may as well try

to pull up by the roots the oak of a century's ^(rowih,

or overturn a mountain, by our own .<;trength, as to

eradicate ihe vice olenvy from our hearts, without

the aid of God's own Spirit; that aid i> promised to

fervent and persevering prayer, and if we have it

not, the fault is our own.

CHAPTER IX.

THE HUMLITV 01' LOVE.

' Charily is not puffed up—vaunteth, not itself."

The apostle's meaning, in this part of his descrip-

tion, evidently is, that love has not a high and over-

weening conceit of its own possessions and acquire-

ments, and does not ostentitiousiy boast of w'hat

it is, has done, can do, or intends- lo do. It is op-

posed to pride and vanity, and is connected with

true humility.

Pride signifies such an exalted idea of ourselves,

as leads to .self-e.steem,and to coniemiit of others. It

is self-admiration—self-doatuib'. It dillers from va-

nity thus: pride causes us to vul'ie ourselves; vanity

makes us anxious for applause. Pride renders a

man odious; vanity makes him ridiculous. Love is

equally opposed to both.

Pride is the sin which laid the moral universe in

ruins. It was this that impelled Satan and his con-

federates to a mad " defiance of the Omnipotent to

arms," for which they were driven from heaven,

and taught, by their better experience, that "God
resisteth the proud." Banished from the world of

celestials, pride alighted on our globe, in its way to

hell, and brought destruction in lis train. Propa-
gated from our common and fallen parent with our
species, it is the original sin—the inherent corrup-

tion of our nature. It spreads over humanity, with

the contagious violence, the loathsome appearance
of a moral leprosy, raging alike through the palace

and the cottage, and infecting equally the prince

and the peasant.

The grounds of pride are various: whatever con-

stitutes a distinction between man and man, is the

occasion of this hateful disposition. It is a vice that

does not dwell exclusively in kings' houses, wear
only soft raiment, and feed every day upon titles,

fame, or affluence: it accommodates itself to our
circumstances, and adapts itself to our distinctions,

of whatever kind they be. The usual grounds of

pride are the following :

Wealth. Some value themselves on account of

their fortune, look down with contempt on those be-

low them, and exact ^;cquiousness towards them-
selves, and deferencvir»r their opinions, according

to the thousands of money or of acres which they

po.ssess. Others are proud of their /aZc?//.';, cither na-

tur.ll or acquired. The brilliancy of their genius,

the extent of their learning, the sjilendor of their

imagination, the acuteness of their understanding,

their power to argue, or declaim, form the object of

self-esleem, and the reasons of that disdain which
they pour upon all who are inferior to iheni in men-
tal endowments. But these things are not so com-
mon in the church of God, as those which we now
mention.

Ecclesiastical connections form, in many cases, the

occasion of pride. This was exemplified in the

Jews, who boasted that they were Ihe children of

Abraham, and worshipped in the temple of the

Lord. Tlieir self-admiration, as the members of

the only true church, and as the covenant people of

God, was insufl^erably disgusting. In this feature

of their character, they are too often imitated in

modern times. "Whatever leads us to think highlv

of ourselves in matters of religion, and to despise

others, whether it be the distinctions of eanhly
greatness, and practice of religious duties, or the

independence of our mode of thinking, is opposed
to the spirit of Christian charity.

Superior light on the subject of revealed truth is

no unusual occasion of pride. The Arminian Pha-
risee dwells with fondness on the goodness of his

heart; the Antinoinian, with equal haughtiness, va-

lues him.self on the clearness of his head; and the

Socinian, as far from humility as either of them, is

inflated with a conceit of the strength of his reason,

and its elevation above vulgar prejudices: while not

a few moderate Calvinists regard with complacency
their sagacity in discovering the happy medium.

—

As men are more proud of their understanding than
of their disposition, it is very probable that religious

opinions are more frequently the cause of conceit

and self-importance, than any thing else which
could be mentioned. " It is knowledge," says the

apostle, ' that pufteih up." We are the men, and
wisdom will die with us, is the temper of multi-

tudes.

Religious gifts are sometimes the ground of self-

admiration. Fluency and fervor in extempore pray-
er, aliility to converse on doctrinal subjects, espe-

cially if accompanied by a ready utterance in pub-

lic, have all, through the influence of Satan and the

depravity of our nature, led to the disposition we
are now condemning. None are in more danger
of this than the ministers of religion : it is the beset-

ting sin of their oflice. There is no one gift which
offers so strong a temptation ho.h to vanity and to

pride, as tiiat of public i-peaking. If the orator real-

ly excel and is successful, he is the immediate spec-

tator of his success, and has not even to wait till he
has finished his discourse ; for although the deco-

rum of public worship will not allow of audible to-

kens of applause, it docs oi visible ones: the look of
interest, the tear of penitence, or of sympathy, the

smile of joy, the deep impression on the mind, the

death-like stillness, cannot be concealed : all seems
like a tribute of admiration to the presiding spirit

of the scene; and then the applause which is con-
veyed to his ear, after all the silent plaudits which
have reached his eye, is equally calculated to puff
him up with pride. No men are more in dangerof
this sin, than the ministers of the gospel: none
should watch more sleeplessly against it.

Deep religious experience has often been followed
by the same effect, in those cases where it has been
remarkably enjoyed. The methods of divine grace,
though marked by a unii'ormity sufficient to pre-

serve that likeness of character, which is essential

to the unity of Ihe spirit and the sympathies of the

church, are still distinguished by a vast variety of
minor peculiarities. The convictions of sin in

some minds are deeper, the apprehensions of Divine
wrath are more appalling, the transition from the
poignant compunction of repentance bordering on
despair, lo jov and peace in believin?, more slow
and more awful, the subsequent repose more settled,

and the joy more unmingled with the gloom of dis-

tressing fears, than is experienced by the generality
of their brethren. Such persons are looked up to

as professors of religion, whose religious hi.story

has been remarkable, as vessels of mercy on which
the hand of the Lorii has bestowed peculiar pains,

and which are eminenilv fitted for the master's use.

They are regarded as having a peculiar sanctity

about ihem; and hence they are in danger of fail-

insj under the temptation to which Ihev are exposed,
and of being: proud of their experience. They
look down fnnn what they suppose to be their lofty

elevation, if not wiih disdain yet with suspicion, or
wiih pity upon those whose way has not been in

their track. Their seasons of elevated communion
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with God, of holy enlargement of s.nil, are i.oir.e-

tiines followed with this tendency. Paul was never

more in danger of losing his humility, than when
he was just returned from gazing upon the celestial

throne.

Zeal, whether it he felt in the cause of humanity
or of pieiy, has frequently produced pride. This
was strikingly illustrated in the case of the Phari-

.see: "God, I thank lhee,"said this inflated devotee,

"that I am not as other men are, extortioners, un-

just, adulterers, or even as this publican: I fast

twice in the week—I give tithes of all that I pos-

.sess!" Where a natural liberality of mind, or re-

ligious principle, has led men to lavish their pro-

perly, or tlieir influence, or their time, upon bene-

volent institutions, they have too often returned

from the scene of public activity, to indulge in pri-

vate and personal admiration. They have read

with peculiar delight the reports in which their

munificence is recorded, and have assigned to them-

selves a high place in the roll of public benefactors.

On all these grounds does pride exalt itself; but

love is no less opposed to vanity than it is to pride

—

"it vannteth not itself." If does not boast of, or

ostentatiously display, its possessions, acquirements,

or operations. A disposition to boast, and to attract

attention, is a common foible. We see this among
the people of the world, in reference to their pro-

perty, their learning, their connections, their influ-

ence. They are afraid the public should underrate

them; forgetting that they pay a poor compliment
to their importance, when they thus think it neces-

sary to proclaim it in order lo its being known. If

indeed they are what they wish to make us believe

they are, the fact would be obvious without this

method of publishing it in every company. Puff-

ing is always suspicious, or s'.iperfluous; for real

greatness no more needs a crier than the sun.

But it is more particularly in reference to reli-

gious matters that this observation of the apostle

applies. We should not appear eager to display

our gifts, nor should we vaunt of our religious ex-

perience. The manner in which some good but

weak people talk of their pious conflicts, is indeed

intolerably offensive. No matter who is present,

pious or profane, scorner or believer, they parade

all their seasons of despondency or of rapture;

they tell you how they struggled with the great ene-

my of souls, and overcome him ; how they wrestled

with God, and had power to prevail; and that you
may have as exalted an opinion of their humility,

as of their enjoyment, they tell you in the utter vio-

lation of all propriety, and almost of decency, what
temptations they have encountered—what hair-

breadth escapes they have had from the commission
of sin. Their motive is obvious; all this vaunting
is to impres< you with the idea that they are no or-

dinary Christians. Who can wonder that all reli-

gious conversation should have been branded with

the epithets of whining cant and disgusting hypo-

crisy, when the injudicious and nauseating effusions

of such talkers are regarded as a fair sample of it ?

Too comiTion is it to make the externals of reli-

eion the subject of vain-glorious boasting. How
long can you be in the company of some Christians

without hearing of their splendid place of worship,

and its vast superiority over all the rest in the town 1

They" establish the most insulting and degrading

comparisons between their minister and his brethren

in the neighborhood: none so eloquent, none so

able, none so successful, as he. Notwithstanding

your attachment to the pastor under whose minis-

try vou sit with pleasure and profit, you are con-

aenined to hear him dishonored and degraded by

one of these gasconading professors, who is as des-

titute of good manners as he is of good feeling.

And what a propensity is there in the present

age, to display, and parade, and boasting, in refer-

ence to religiuus zeal I This is one of the tempta-

tions of the day in which we live, and a compliance
with the temptation one of its vices. We have at

length arrived at an era of the Christian church,
when all the denominations into which it is divided,

and all the congregations into which it is sub-

divided, have their public religious institutions for

the diffusion of divine truth. These institutions

cannot be supported without property; and the pro-

perty that is contributed for their support, must be

matter of general notoriety. Like the tributary

streams flowing into a great river, or like great

rivers flowing into the sea, the contributions of as-

sociated congregations or communities, make up
the general fund: but, unlike the tributary streams

which flow silently to form the mighty mass of wa-
ters, without requiring the ocean to publish to the

universe the amount of each separate quota, the

offerings of the different religious bodies, must be

announ';ed, to the uttermost farthing, before the

world. This perhaps, is necessary, that the con-

tributors may know that their bounty has not been

stopped and swallowed up in its cour.se, but has

reached its destined receptacle: and such is the

weakness of our principles, and the strength of our
imperfections, that this publicit}' to a certain extent,

seems necessary to stimulate our languid zeal. But
it has given opportunity, and that opportunity has

been eagerly embraced, to establish a system of un-

hallowed vanity between the different denomina-
tions and the various congregations into which the

Christian church is divided. Who can have heard

the speeches, read the reports, and witnessed the

proceedings of many of our public meetings, con-

vened for the support of missionary societies, with-

out bemg grieved at the strange fire, and diseased

offerings, which have been brought to the altar of

the Lord 1 The object of the meeting was good,

for it was the destruction of an idolatry as insult-

ing to Jehovah as that which Jehu destroj'ed ; but

like the king of Israel, hundreds of voices exclaim-

ed in concert, "Come, see our zeal for the Lord!"
The image of jealousy was lifted up in the temple

of Jehovali ; adulatory speakers chaunted its praises,

in compliments upon the liberality of the worship-

pers
;
the multitude responded in shouts of applause

lo the tribute paid to their zeal ; the praise of God
was drowned amidst the praise of men; and the

crowd dispersed, in love with the cause, it is true,

but more for their own sakes, than for the sake of

God, or of the heathen world.

Difficult indeed it is, with such hearts as ours, to

do any thing entirely pure from all admixture of a

sinful nature; but when we take pains to make our

zeal known ; when we employ effort to draw public

attention upon us; when we wish and design to

make ourselves talked of as a most extraordinary,

liberal, and active people; when we listen for

praises, and are disappointed if they do not come
in the measure we expected, and feast upon them
if they are pre.sented ; when we look with envy on
those who have outstripped us, and find no pleasure

in any future efforts, because we cannot be first;

when we look with jealousy on those who are ap-

proaching our level, and feel a new stimulus, not

from a fresh perception of the excellence of the

object, but from a fear that we shall be eclipsed in

public estimation ; when we talk of our fellow

workers, or to them, with disdain of their efforts,

and with arrogant ostentation of our own ;—then,

indeed, have we employed the cause onlv as a pe-

destal on which to exalt ourselves ; in pulling down
one kind of idolatry, we hav^e set up another, and

rendered our contributions nothing better than a

costly sacrifice to our own vanity. All this is a
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want of thai Christian love which " vaiinieih not

itself, and is not piifTed up."

True zeal is modest anil retiring; il is not like

the scemless sunflower, which spreads iis i^audy

petals 10 the light of heaven, and turns its lace to

the orb of day through his course, as if determined
to be seen ; but like the modest violet, it hides iiself

in the bank, and sends forth its fragrance from lis

deep retirement. It employs no trrmpeter, it un-

furls no banner, like the hypocrite; but while con-

ferring the most substantial benefits, it would, if it

were possible, be like the angels who, while minis-

tering to the heirs of salvation, are unseen and un-

kno«n, by the objects of their benevolent attention.

Ob.serv'e the manner in which love operates to

the destruction of this evil. Love, as we have al-

ready had frequent occasion to remark, is a desire

to promote the happiness of those around us; but

proud and vain persons tend materially to impair
this happiness. They generally exciie disgust, fre-

quently offer insult, and sometimes inflict pain.

—

Their object is to impress you with a de;rradinir

sense of inferiority, and thus to wound and mortify

)'our feelings. Caring little for your peace, they

Eursue a career of contumely and scorn, dreaded

y the weak and despised by the wise. It is impos-

sible to be happy in their society; for if you oppose

them, you are insulted—if you submit to them, yoii

are degraded.
Love is essentially and unalterably attended witii

iicMLiTY; humility is the garment with which it is

f lothed, its inseparable and invariable costume. By
humility, we do not intend the servility wliicli

crouches, or the meanness that creeps, or the syco-

phancy which fawns; but a disposition to think
lowly of our attainments, a tendency to dwell upon
our defects, rather than our excellences, an appre-
hension of our inferiority compared with those

around us, with what we ought to he, and what we
might be. It is always attended with that modest
deportment, which neither boasts of itself, nor seeks
to depreciate any one; humility is the inward feel-

ing of lowliness—modesty is the outward expres-
sion of it; humility leads a man to feel that he de-
serves little—modesty leads him to demand little.

•' The ancient sages, amidst all their panegyrics
upon virtue, and inquiries into the elements of moral
excellence, not only valued humility at an exceed-
ingly low estimate, but reckoned it a quality so con-
temptible, as to neutralize the other properties which
went, in their estimation, to the composition of a
truly noble and exalted character. These senti-

ments have been adopted, in modern times, bv the
great majority both of the vulgar and of the philo-
sophers, differing from their predecessors chiefly in

this circumstance,— the more complete absence of
that humility and modesty which would have adorn-
ed them, and in their determined and obstinate re-

jection of that true standard of character, afier
which the ancients so eagerly sought. By the
touchstone which Christianity applies to the human
character, it is found that pride and independence,
which the world falsely dignifies with the epithet
honorable, are really base alloy; and tiiat of every
character formed upon proper principles, and pos-
sessed of genuine worth, humility is at once a dis-

tinguishing feature and tiie richest ornament. And
on this subject, as on every other, Christianity ac-
cords with the sentiments <^[' right reason—thni it

is unnuestionablv the diitv o^ everv intellisfent (es-

pecially every imperfect) creature to be humble;
for they have nothing whicli they have not receiv-
ed, and are indebted, in every innvenient they make,
to an agency infinitely superior to their own."
Now, as divine revelation i< the onlv svstem

which, either in ancient or in modern times, assigns

o humility the rank of a virtue, or makes provision

for its cultivation this in an eminent degree does
both. It assigns to it the highest place, and a sort

of pre-eminence among the graces of piety ; bestows

upon it the greatest commendations, enforces it by
the most powerful motives, encourages it by the

riches: promises, draws it into exercise by the most
splendid examples, and represents it as the brightest

jewel in the Christian's crown. Every thing in

the word of God is calculated to humble us; the

description which it contains of the divine charac-

ter, combining an infinitude of greatness, goodness,
and glory, compared with which the loftiest being is

an insignificant atom, and the purest heart as de-

pravity itself; the view il gives us of innumerable
orders of created intelligences, all above man, in

the date of their existence, the capacity of their

minds, and the elevation of their virtue; the ac-

count it preserves of the intellectual and moral per-

fection of man in his pristine innocence, and the

discovery which it thus furnishes of the height from
which he has fallen, and the contrast it thus draws
between his present and his former nature; the de-

claration it makes of the purity of the eternal law.

and the immeasurable depth at which we are thus

seen to lie beneath our obligations; the history it

exhibits of the circumstances of man's fall, of the

progress of his sin, and of the numberless and aw-
ful obliquities of his corruptions; the characteristics

it aflixes to his situation as a sinner, a rebel, an
enemy of God, a child of wrath, an heir of perdi-

tion ; the method it presents, by which he is re-

deemed from sin and hell,— a scheme which he nei-

ther invented, nor thought of, nor aided, but which
is a plan oi' grace, from first to last, even the grace
of God, manifested in and through the propitiation

of Christ—a plan, which, in all its parts, and in all

its hearings, .seems expressly devised to exclude
boasting; the means by which it asserts that the re-

novation and sanctification of the human heart are
carried on, and its security to eternal life, esta-

blished even by the effectual operation of a divine
agency; the sovereignty which it proclaims as re-

gulating the dispensation of celestial mercy ; the ex-

ample which it holds forth of the astonishing lowli-

ness and self-abasement of others, so far superior to

man in their mental and moral natures, such as the

profound abasement of the angelic race, but espe-

cially the unparalleled humiliation of him, who,
though he was in the form of God, was found in the

form of a servant ;—these considerations, which are
all drawn from the Scriptures, supply incentives to

humility, which demonstrate, upon Christian prin-

ciples, that pride is the most unreasonable, as well as

the most unriehteous thing in the universe. Pride
is opposed, and humility is supported, by every pos-

.sible view that we can take of divine revelation.

—

An acquaintance with these great principles of in-

spired truth, at least an experimental knowledge
of them, will bringdown the loftiness of men's looks,

and silence the tongue of arrogant boasting. Surely,

surely, he that is conversant with these things, will

see little cause for self-valuation, as Mr. Hume calls

pride, or for that self-publication, which is the es-

sence of vanity.

While every true-hearted Christian is thankful
that the Son oifGod stooped so low foi his salvation,

he will rejoice that his state of humiliation is past.
" If ye loved me, ye would rejoice, because I said, I

go unto the Father." The eclipse is over, the sun
has resumed its original brightness, and the hea-
venly world is illuininatcd with his rays. That
man, in whom was no form nor comeliness for

which he should be desired, sits upon the throne of
the universe, wearing a crown of immortal glory,

mill is adored by angels and by men. His Inimiliiy

has conducted to honor; his sorrow has terniinatecl

in unspeakable joy. " His glory is great in thy sal-
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vation ; honor aud majesty hasi tliou laid upon him
;

for thou hast made huu most blessed for ever; thou

hast made him exceediag jjlad with thy counte-

nance." Similar shall be the result in tlie case of

those who follow his steps, and tread the lowly path

in which he has commanded them to walk. The
crc'T* of glory is reserved for the humble, but

shame shall be the reward of the proud. " Blessed

are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven."
There is no operation of Christian love more

beautiful, none more scarce, than this; let profess-

ing Christians set themselves to work with their

own proud hearts, and their own boasting tongues,

remembering that they who sink the lowest in hu-

mility in this world, shall assuredly rise the highest

in honor in the world to come.

CHAPTER X.

THE DECORUM OP LOVE.

" Charity doth not behave itself unseemly."

A STATION for every person, and every person in his

station ; a time for every thing, and every thing in

its time; a manner for every thing, and every thing

in its manner;—is a compendious and admirable
rule for human conduct, and seems to approach
very nearly to the properly of charity, which we
are now to consider. There is some difficulty in

ascertaining the precise idea which the apostle in-

tended by the original term. Perhaps the most cor-

rect rendering is " indecorously," " unbecomingly,"
t. e. unsuitably to our sex, rank, age, or circumstan-
ces. Love leads a man to know his place and to

keep it ; and prevents all those deviations which by
disarranging the order, disturb the comfort, of soci-

ety. This is so general and comprehensive a rule,

that it would admit of application to all the various
distinctions which exist in life. It is absolutely

universal, and binds with equal force the monarch
and the peasant, and all the numerous intermediate
ranks. It imposes a consistency between a man's
station and his conduct viewed in the light of Chris-
t.anity. It says to every man, " Consider your cir-

cumstances, and fulfil every just expectation to

which they give rise." By the common consent of
mankind, there is a certain line of conduct which
belongs to every relation in life, and which cannot
perhaps, be better expressed than by the word " be-

comingness;" and which may be called the sym-
metry of the body politic. We may select a few
of the more prominent distinctions of society, and
see how love preserves them without giving offence.

The distinction of raale a7id female is to be sup-
ported by all propriety of conduct. On the part of
the man, if he be single, all trifling with the affec-

tions, all familiarity with the person, all taking ad-
vantage of the weakness of the other sex, is expli-
citly forbidden ; as is all neglect, oppression, and un-
kindness towards his wife, if he be married.

—

What a horrid unseemliness is it on the part of a
husband, to become either the slave or the tyrant of
his wife ; either in pitiful weakness to abdicate the
throne of domestic government, or to make her a
crouching vassal, trembling in its shadow ; and how
disgusting a spectacle is it to see a husband aban-
doning the society of his wife for the company of
other temales, and flirting, though, perhaps, with no
criminal intention, with either single or married
women. On the other hand, how unseemly in mar-
ried women, is a bold obtrusiveness of manner, an
impudent forwardness of address, a clamorous and
monopolizing train of conversation, an evident at-

tempt to attract the attention of the other sex. Mo-
desty is the brightest ornament of the female cha-

racter—its very becomingness. And women if mar-
ried, should be stayers at home, and not gossips

abroad; should look well to the waysof their house-
hold, and preside over its affairs in the meekness of
wisdom; for domestic indolence and neglect is, in a

wife and mother, most unseemly: nor is it less of-

fensive to see the female head of a family usurping
the seat of governmtm, and reducing her husband
to the rank of mere prime minister to the queen.

—

Women never act more unseemly than when they

become busy raeddhng partiz.ms, either in politics

or church affairs. Nothing can be more offensive

than to see a female busy-body running from house

to house to raise a party, and to influence an eccle-

siastical decision ; forgetting that her place is home,
and her duty to learn in silence of her husband.

—

Whatever admiration has been bestowed on the he-

roic females of Sparta, who fought by the side of

their husbands, no such eulogy can be offered to

ecclesiastical heroines, whose martial ardor leads

them into the arena of church contentions. Chris-

tian charity would repress all this unmeet, indeco-

rous zeal.

Parents and guardians will be guarded by love,

if they yield to its influence, from all unbecoming
conduct. Fathers will neither be tyrannical nor too

indulgent; will neither govern their children as

slaves, with a rod of iron, nor, relaxing all discipline,

throw the reins into their hands: for how incongru-

ous is tyranny with a relation that implies the ten-

derest affection ; and how unseemly is a cessation

of rule in one who is invested by heaven with a sa-

cred authority. Becomingness on the part of chil-

dren, requires the most prompt and willing obedi-

ence, the most genuine and manifest affection, the

most respectful and humble demeanor, toward.* pa-

rents, with the most anxious, and ingenuous endea-

vors to promote their happiness. Every thing ap-

proaching to improper familiarity, much more to

rertness, most of all to refractoriness of manner, in

a child towards a parent, is unbecoming in the last

degree. In those cases where the high moral and
intellectual qualities of parents are such as almost

to command the exercise of filial piety from chil-

dren, there is no difliculty in rendering it ; but where
these qualities are not possessed, there is greater

danger of young persons forgetting what is due to

the parental relation, and acting very improperly to-

wards those who, whatever ma}' be their faults are

still their parents. It is excessively unbecoming to

hear children of any age, however matured or ad-

vanced, exposing, perhaps ridiculing, their parents'

infirmities, treating their opinions with scorn, and
reproving or upbraiding them to their face. Let all

young people recollect, that whatever may be the

character of a parent,

"A mother is a mother still,

The holiest thing alive."

In the distinction of superiors and inferiors, it is

very easy to see what kind of conduct is seemly, and
what is unsuitable. To the former it will prohibit

all improper familiarity; for this generates con-

tempt, and at the same time, all pride and hauteur,

together with all insulting condescension. Inferiors

are most tenderly alive, most keenly susceptible, to

all real or supposed slights from those above them;
and the feelings excited by such treatment are of

the most painful kind. Pride is the most cruel of

the passions, being utterly reckless of the wounds
which it inflicts, the groans which it extorts, or the

tears which it causes to flow. Even in its mildest

exercise, by a look of scorn, by a word of insult, it

often transfixes a barbed arrow in the breast of an
inferior; while, by its deliberate and persevering

scheme of mortification, it remorselessly crucifies
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the object of its contempt. O how unbecoming to

employ superiority only as an eminence Irom
whence, as, sviih a sort of vulture ferocit}', we might
pounce with greater force on a victim below. Dig-
nified aiTability is the becomingness of superiority,

which, while it does not remove the line of distinc-

tion, does not render it painfully visible. Love will

make us cautious not to wound the feelings of others

by talking to them of our superiority, or by making
them in any way feel it. On the part of inferiors, it

will prevent all encroaching familiarity, all presum-
ing upon manifested kindness, all attempt, or even
wish, to level the distinctions of society, all rude,

uncouneous, uncivil demeanor. Some persons seem
to act as if religion removed the obligations to civil-

ity, declared war with courtesy, and involved a

man in hostility with whatever things are lovely.

—

Incivility or rudeness, manifested by the poor to the

rich, by servants to masters, or by the illiterate to

the well-informed, is tmfriendly to the peace and
good order of society, and, therefore, contrary to

Christian charily.

Age and youth are also distinctions requiring a

suitable or becoming line of conduct. Levity, pue-
rility, and folly, are among the qualities which
would be indecorous in the former; while obtrusive-
ne.ss, forwardness, loquaciousness, and pertinacity,

would be unseemly in the latter: age, to be lovely,

should treat youth with kindness and forbearance;
while youth should treat age with reverence, re-

spect, and deference.

These distinctions, when carried into the chu-ch,
where they exist as well as in the world, should be
maintained under the most powerful influence of
the holy disposition which we are now illustrating.

This will teach us with all candor and impartiality
to judge of our station, and to adorn it with actions
that are suitable to it. Any thing unbecoming is

sure to give offence, and to produce discomfort.

—

Whether our rank be high or low, we cannot vio-
late the rule which prescribes its duties without oc-
casioning pain.

Men are united in society like the organs and
limbs in the human body; and no one, in either
case, can be put out of it's place without producing
uneasiness in the rest. The object of love is to keep
all in their proper places, and thus to promote the
well-being of the whole.
There i.- another sense which this expression will

bear, and that is, love does not allow its possessor to

acl unvorthy of his professiini as a disciple of Christ.

Consistency is beauty; and the want of which, what-
ever excellences may exist, is deformity. The
brightest displays of moral worth in some things, is

associated with obvious and great improprieties in
others, lose all their attraction and power to edifv or!
delight, and are the occasion of pain instead of plea-

1

sure to thespectatur. The rule which the apostle has
laid down is particularlv worthy of the attention of
us all :

" Whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
things are oi good report, if there be aiiwirtue, and
if there be any praise, think of these things." It is

not enough for us to acknowledge, practically, the
claims of truth, purity, and justice; but we must
al.-^o meet and answer every expectation which our
profession and our principles have raised. What-
ever is generally esteemed to be lovely—whatever
is usually spoken of as excellent—whatever it be to

which bv general consent we attach the idea of the
fair, and the honorable, and the praiseworthy—that
must a follower of Christ consider to be the matter
of his duty. There is nothing good in itself, or ad-
vantageous to others—nothing that is calculated to

edity by the power of cxnmplc, or ti> bless in the
wav of direct energy and influence— nothing that is

calculated to give pleasure, or to remove distress;
bu: what is implied \r\ the v?ry nature of t:'je piety.

Religion is the likeness of God in the soul of man
and a Christian is truly an imitator of God : hence
he is called " to walk worthy of God,"— to act as
becometh one who profes-^es to bear the divine im-
age. Let any one contemplate the moral attributes

of the Deity, and think what that man ought to be
who professes to give to the world a living minia-
ture representation of this infinitely glorious Being.
On the ground of consistency, he should be blame-
less and harmlefs; a follower only of that which is

good ; holy in all manner of conversation and god-
liness; a beautiful specimen of whatsoever is noble,
dignified, generous, and useful. The world take us
at our word; they accept our profession as the rule
of their expectation; and although they often look
for too much, considering the present imperfect state

of human nature, yet, to a certain extent, their de-
mands are authorized by our own declarations.

—

What, in reason, may not be looked for from one
who professes to have received the word of Christ,
the temper of heaven, the impress of eternity, the
nature of God? Hence, the least deviations from
rectitude are apparent in those who say such things;
the least specks of imperfection are conspicuous on
so bright a ground ; faults stand out in bold relief^

and obtrusive prominence, on such a basement.

—

Our profession invites the eye of scrutiny: we are
not suffered to pass the ordeal of public opinion
without the most rigid scrutiny; we are brought
out from obscurity, and held up to be examined in
the light of the sun. Failings, which would escape
detection in others, are quiclcly discerned and loud-
ly proclaimed in us: and it is, therefore, of immense
consequence that we should take care what manner
of persons we are. Without consistency, even our
good will be evil spoken of: the least violation of
this rule will attach suspicion to the most distin-

guished virtues, and bring discredit on the best of
our actions.

A want of consistency is a violation of the law of
love in various ways. By exciting a prejudice
against religion, it does harm to the souls nfmen: it

makes them satisfied with their state as unconvert-
ed persons, by leading them to consider every pro-
fessor of a more serious regard to religion, as a hy-
pocrite. It is very true that this is unfair; that it

is attending more to exceptions than the general
rule; that it is giving credence to little things, and
suffering them to have an influence which are de-
nied to the greater and more prevailing parts of
their character : but as this is their way, it makes
every departure from consistency on our part, not
only sinful but injurious—not only gi.iilty in the
sight of God, but cruel towards man. The minor
faults of Christians do more harm, in the way of
hardening the hearts of sinners, than the greatest

excesses of the openly wicked ; for this reason, that

nothing else is expected from the latter. Their con-
duct excites no surprise, produces no disappoint-

ment. We have not been sufficiently aware of this:

we have confined our attention too exclusively to the
avoidance of open immoratiiy— we have not direct-

ed our .solicitude enough to " the whatsoever things
are lovely and of good report." To the question,
" What do ye more than others 7" we have thought
it enough to answer, " We are more pure, more
true, more devotional, more zealous," without being
careful to be more dignified, more honorable, more
generous, in all things. Little things have been
forgotten in the contemplation of great ones: secret

faults have been lost sight of in the abhorrence of
presumptuous sins.

A want of becomingness is a violation of the law
of love in another wav : it excites a prejudice against
our brethren, and involves them in our failings.—

•

By such conduct we bring suspicion upon others,

and thur s'lbjec* them to much nnde^rv^ obloquy.
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The world deals unfairly with us we admit, not only

in making us thus answerable for the conduct of

each orheV, but also in imputing only our failings;

for however splendid and remarkable may be the

Christian excellences that any of our number pos-

sess, however brilliant the example of a rare and
eminent believer may be, they do not let his bright-

ness fall upon the rest—he is alone in his glory, but

sins are generally made imputable, and the shadow
of one transgression is made to stretch, perhaps,

over a whole community. What an argument is

this with us all for consistency ; for what cruelty is

it to our brethren (o involve them by our inconsist-

encies in unmerited reproach!

Besides, what a grief of mind is the umoorthiness

of one member, to all who are associated with him in

*'he fellowship of the gospel. When a member of a

church has acted unbecomingly, and caused the

ways of godliness to bespoken ill of, what a wound
has been intiicled on the body; for if one member
suffer in his reputation, all the rest must, so far as

their peace is concerned, suffer with him. This is

one of the finest displays of Christian sympathy

—

one of the purest exhibitions of love,—of love to

God, to Christ, to man, to holiness. The miscon-

duct of their erring brother has occasioned no loss

to them of worldly substance, or bodily ease, or so-

cial comfort ; but it has dishonored Christ, has in-

jured, in public estimation, the cause of religion,

and this has touched the tenderest chord of the re-

newed heart. What affliction has sometimes been
circulated through a whole society by the unbecom-
ing behavior of a single member: the apostle has
given a very striking proof of this, in his represent-

ation of the feelings of the Corinthian Church, after

they had taken a right view of the delinquency of
the incestuous person. " For behold this self-same
thing, that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what
carefulness it wrought in you, yea, what clearing

of yourselves, yea, what fervent indignation, yea,

what fear, yea, what vehement desire, yea, what
zeal, yea, what revenge!" This is only a counter-

pan of what often happens now, and shows that un-
becomingness is a most flagrant offence against the

rule of Christian love.

Unbecomingness may be considered also not only
in a general point of view, but as having a refer-

ence to our conduct towards our brethren, and may
mean any thing unsuitable to, or out of character
with, our profession as church members.

Improper treatment of the Pastor, is obviously a
want of the decorum of love. If his office be dises-

teemed, and his Scriptural authority resisted ; if

attempts be made to lower him in the opinion of the

church, and to deprive him of the rule with which
he is invested by the Lord Jesus Christ; if his opi-

nion is treated with disrespect, and his just influ-

ence over the feelings of his flock be undermined;
if he be rudely and impertinently addressed ; if he
be unnecessarily opposed in his schemes for public
or private usefulness; if his sermons be despised or
neglected, and his ecclesiastical administration
treated with suspicion or contempt; if his temporal
support be scantily or grudginglv afforded; if his

comfort be not carefully consulted and assiduously
built up: there is a flagrant unbecomingness on the
part of church members who are enjoined " to obey
them that have the rule over them," "to esteem
them very highly in love for their works' sake,"
" and to hold such in reputation."

Lust of ponder, and an amiitious desire of prepon-
derating influence, is manifestly unbecoming in one
who acknowledges himself the member of a society
where all are equals, and all are the servants of a
master who has thus addressed his disciples

—" Ye
know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise do-

minion over them, and they that are great exercise

authority upon them ; but it shall not be so among
you ; but whosoever will be great among you, let

him be your minister ; and whosoever will be chief
among you, let him be your servant. Even as the

Son of man came not to be ministered unto but to

minister, and to give his life a ransom for many."
A love of power seems almost inherent in the hu
man bosom, and is an operation of that selfishness

which enters §o deeply into the essence of original

sin. Nothing can be more opposed to love than this.

Ambition, in its progress through its bustling and
violent career, is the most unsocial and uncharita-

ble passion that can exist. The furies are its allies,

and it tramples down in its course all the charities

and courtesies of life. When this disposition has
taken full possession of the heart, there is no cruelty

which it will hesitate to inflict, no desolation of

which it will scruple to be the cause. The lesser

exhibitions of this vice, and its more moderated en-

ergies, will still be attended with some proofs of its

unsocial nature. Let a man once desire to be pre-

eminent and predoiTiinant, as it respects influence

or power, and he will not be very regardless of the

feelings of those whom he desires to subjugate. It

is much to be deplored, that the Christian church
should ever be the field where rival candidates lor

power, struggle for superiority; yet how often has
this been seen to be the case, not merely in the con-

clave where aspiring cardinals have put in motion
all their artifice, and finesse, and duplicity, to gain
the tiara; not merely amongst mitred prelates for

a higher seat on the episcopal bench ;—no ; but

amongst the lay brethren of the church. How
anxious and restless have they sometimes appeared,

to be leading men, influential members, the oracle

of the minister, and the ruling elders of the church.

They must not only be consulted in every thing, but

consulted first. Every plan must emanate from
them, or else be approved by them before it is sub-

mitted to the rest. The apostle has drawn their

picture to the life, where he saith
—

" I wrote unto

the church; but Diotrephes, who loveth to have
the pre-eminence among them, receiveth us not.

—

Wherefore, if I come, I will remember his deeds

which he doeth, prating against us with malicious

words; and not content therewith, neither doth he
himself receive the brethren, and forbiddeth them
that would, and casteth them out of the church."-
Such an individual must be a source of discomfort

to his brethren in communion. There may be no
competitor with him for the sceptre who regards

him with envy, but the whole community are griev-

ed and offended with his unlovely and encroaching
disposition.

There are cases, it is admitted, in which age, ex-

perience, wisdom, benevolence, and activity, are so

beautifully combined in an individual, as to place

him, more by general consent, than by his own
efforts, above all his brethren in influence. When
he openeth his mouth in wisdom, all are silent ; and
the pastor hearkens with the rest in respectful de-

ference to his opinion. No one would think of pro-

posing any scheme till he had been consulted, and

his disapproval, mildly expressed, would be thought

a sufficient reason for laying it aside. He has

power, but it has come to him without his seeking

it, and it is employed not to exalt himself, but to

benefit the church. His sway is the influence of

love ; and all that influence is employed by him,

not to raise himself into a rival with his pastor for

* 3 John 9, 10.—It is prettv evident to me that Dio-

trephes was a minister ; but the features of his pic-

ture apply with equal force to an ambitious and a-s-

piring layman, whose lust of power is still more
censurable, as it has not even the basis of oflice to

rest upon.
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the upper seat in the church, but to support the au-

thority and dignity of the pastoral office. Such men
we have sunietiines seen in our comniuniiies, and
they have been a blessing to the people, and a com-
fort to the minister. If any individuals could have
been found in the circle where tliey moved, so flip-

pant and bo forward as to treat lliem with the least

degree of disrespect, everj' one besides would have
been loud in the expression of their disapprobation

of such an act of censurable indecorum.
Unseemliness m the conduct of a church member

towards his brethren, applies to all thai is rude, un-
mannerly, or -uncivil. " ?so ill-bred man," says Dr.

Adam CMarke, in his comments on this word, "or
what is commonly termed rui;e or unmannerly, is a
Christian"—certainly nut a consistent one. " A
man may have a natural bluniness, or be a clown,

and yet there may be nothing boorish, or hoggish in

his manner. I must apologize for using such words,

but they best express the evil against which I wish
both powerfully and successfully to declaim. I

never wish to meet with those who affect to be called
' blunt honest men ;' who feel themselves above all

the I'orms of civility and respect, and care not how
many they put to pain—how many they displease.

But let me not be misunderstood : I do not contend
for ridiculous ceremonies, and hollow compliments:
there is surely a medium ; and a sensible Christian
man will not be long at a loss to find it out. Even
that people who profess to be above all worldly
forms, and are generally 5<i/ enough, yet are rarely

found to be rude, uncivil, or ill-bred." There is

much good sense in the.se remarks, that deserves
the attention of all professing Christians who have
the credit of religion and the comlbrt of their bre-

thren at heart. It is inconceivable what a great de-
gree of unnecessary distress is occasioned by a dis-

regard of this rule
; and how many hearts are con-

tinually bleeding, from the wounds inflicted by in-

civility and rudeness. We should be carefijl to

avoid this ; for religion gives no man a release from
the courtesies of life. In our private intercourse
with our brethren, we should be anxious to give no
offence. If we feel it our duly at any time, as we
may, and ought to expostulate with a brother on
the impropriety of his conduct, we should be most
studiously cautious to abstain from all appearance
of what is impertinently officious, or offensively

blunt. Reproof, or even expostulation, i> rarely
palatable, even when administered with the honied
sweetness of Christian kindness; but it is worm-
wood and gall when mingled up with uncourteous-
ness, and will generally be rejected with di.sdain and
disgust. We must never think of acting the part
of a reprover, till we have put on hnmilitv as a gar-
ment, anil taken up the law of kindness in onr lips.

Nothing is more likely to lead to incivility, than
repeated and vexatious interruptions, when engaged
in some interesting or important business, or requir-
ed to comply with unreasonable requests. I have
known cases in which, when application has been
made for what the applicant thought to be a very
reasonable matter, his request has been treated with
such scorn, and denied with such abruptness and
coarseness of manner, as to send him home with an
arrow in his heart ; when a few moments spent in

explanation, or a denial given in kind and respect-

ful language, would have completely satisfied him.
It is admitted that it is somewhat trvin::, and it is a
trial of very common occurrence in the present
day, to be called from important occupations to lis-

ten to tales of woe, or read the statement of want, or
answer the inquiries of ignorance ; but still we must
not bo, ought not to be, r'lde. Sudden interruptions
are apt to throw a man off his guard : he has scarce-
ly time Jo call into exercise his principles, before
his passions are up and busy. It is said of Mr. Ro-

maine, that he was one day called upon by a poor
woman in distress of soul, for the purpose of gain-

ing instruction and consolation. The good man
was busy in his study ; and on being informed that

a poor woman wanted to converse with him below,
exclaimed, with great incivility of manner, "Tell
her I cannot attend to her." The humble applicant,

who was within hearing of the reception her case
had met with, said, "An, Sir! your master would
not have treated thus a burdened penitent who came
to him for mercy." " No, no," replied the good
man, softened by an appeal which his heart could
not resist, "he would not; come in, come in!"

—

Toe, too often has the same petulant indecorum
been manifested by other.-, without being accom-
panied by the same reparation: they have pierced
the heart and left the wound to fester: the petition-

ers have carried away from their door their misery,

not only unrelieved but greatly aggravated. But
there is a peculiar sensitiveness on the subject of
pecuniary contributions in some persons

; to ask for

them is an ofience, which they pay back in insult.*

They are the Nabals of the church—if, indeed, the

church could have a Nabal. What can be more
unseemly than words which would disgrace a man,
dropping,—dropping ! no flowing in a stream,

—

from the lips of a professing Christian.

Unbecoming rudeness should be most sedulously
avoided in our pvblic intercourse with the church,

and in our social circles, when meeting as brethren.

Every thing of flat contradiction, of unwarrantable
suspicion concerning the truth of a statement

;
all

seeming contempt for the opinion of others; all at-

tempts to interrupt or bear down, by clamor and
vehemence, those with whom we may be engaged
in discussion, should be very anxiously abstained

from. It is truly painful to observe what an utter

disregard for the feelings of their brethren is often

manifested by some ardent sticklers for their own
opinions and plans. But is not civility a Christian
grace 1 Did not the apostle say. Be courteous 1

—

Why should that which is considered by the world
as a rich decoration of character, as .softening and
embellishing the intercourse of society, and as so

* I must here specify the applications which are
so frequent in the present day for the support of
churches and public institutions. I am aware that

the bells and knockers of some persons' doors are
rarely silent long together, or their parlors and
counting-houses rarely free from " beggars" a sin-

gle hour of any day : I am also aware how trying
it is to be called away from occupations of import-
ance to attend to such cases ; but even this does not
justify a man fi>r going into a pa.vsion at the sight
of a red bt)ok and a black coat, and almost ordering
the bearer off the premises as an impostor or va-
grant. Let such persons ask, whether it i.'; not
misery enough to pace the streets of a city or large
town, and at the end of a long day's weary pilgrim-
age, have to count up far more " negatives" than
pounds'? I have never known by experience, but I

have heard by reports, the sorrows of beggars; and
froiTi regard to common humanity, as well as from
a wish to save the ministerial character from degra-
dation, I do most ardently desire some scheme, in

place of the present mcide of raising money from
1 rich Christians, to help the necessities of their poor-

j
er brethren. But till that scheme shall be devised

—

and I am afraid the lime is far distant which shall

I produce it.— let me plead for civility towards those

who are still doomed to bear the yoke of bondage,
" Forasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of
these my brethren ye did it unto me." So says
Christ of his brethren, and says it in reference both

i

to benefits and neglects. When popular men travel

1
from place to place, many bouses are open lo re-
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important and necessary as to be placed under the

guardianship ol" what is called the law of honor, and
to be avenged, for the slightest violation of it, by the

punishment of death ;—why should this ever be con-

sidered as of little momeni in the business of reli-

gion and the fellowship of the faithful 1 If rudeness

be considered as a blemish upon talents, rank, fame,

must it not be viewed also as a blot and deformity

upon piety 1 Most certainly it is regarded as such
by charity, whose anxiety to do whatever would
give pleasure, and to avoid whatever would occa-

sion distress, is not greater than its delicate percep-

tion of every thing that will contribute to this end.

We see in this subject the wonderful excellence

of Christianity, as a code of morals, a rule of con-

duct, and a body of principles; for in addition to

specific laws, intended to operate in the production

of certain virtues, and the prevention of certain

vices, it has general and comprehensive precepts,

capable of universal application, of so plain a na-

ture as to be understood by the dullest intellect, and
possessing, at the same time, a kind of beauty,

which gives them an interest in every heart; so

that if in the specialities of Christian morals, pro-

perly so called, any case should be overlooked, or

any situation should not be reached—any distinction

between virtue and vice should be so minute as to

be imperceptible—any delicacy of character so re-

fined as not to be tafeen into the account—here is

something to supply the defect, and render the law
of God perfect for converting the soul. Love does

not act unbecomingly ; and who is so ignorant, if

he would but consult his conscience, as not to know
what would be thought by others unbecoming in

himself?

CHAPTER XI.

THE DISINTERESTEDNESS Or LOVE.

" Charity seeketh not her own."

If it were required to give a brief and summary
description of man's original apostacy, we might

ceive them—many tables spread to entertain them.

They meet with no rudeness, no unkindness. But
this is for their own sakcs. Our regard for Ch'rist

is proved by our conduct to the leasi, not to the great-

est, of his brethren. And are the great ministers

free from all blame in reference to their conduct to-

wards their humble brethren 1 They are glad to

entertain the popular favorites oi the day—the men
of name or talents ; but how do they behave to the

" Multi praeterea qaos fama obscura recondit 1"

Do they not order these to be sent away from their

door without an audience, or keep them long wait-

ing for an interview, and then dismiss the good man,
sorrowfully exclaiming, " Am I not thy brother"?"

Whilst we cheerfully accord the sentiments ex-

pressed in the above note, we still think there is

need for the exercise of Christian Charity on the

part of those, who make applications for aid. For-

getting that the benevolent are freqitently called

upon, and that they have a right to regulate their

subscriptions ; agents are strongly tempted to ques-

tion the liberality of, and to impute wrong motives

to those, who do not contribute as largely as was
anticipated. Whilst there are causes justly claim-

ing the aid of the benevolent in our cities ; still

there is a radical evil in the custom so prevalent in

this day, of hastening to the cities to build churches

in the country. As a general fact it will be found

true, that communities are able by proper effort

AND DUE economy to providc suitable houses of wor-

ship for themselves.

—
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say, that it was his departure from God—the foun-
tain of his happiness, and the end of his existence

—

and retiring into himself as the ultimate end of all

his actions : and if it were also asked, what is the
essence of his sin, the sum of his moral depravity,
we might say, to love himself supremely, to seek
himself finally and exclusively, to make self, in
one shape or another, the centre to which all his

busy thoughts, anxious cares, and diligent pursuits
constantly tend. Self-love is the naost active and
reigning principle in fallen nature; self is the great
idol which mankind are naturally disposed to wor-
ship; and selfishness the grand interest to which
they are devotedly attached. But the grace of God,
when it renews the heart, so corrects and subdues
this disposition, that it is no longer the ascendant
of the mind ; and plants in the human bosom the

principle of benevolence—a principle which, as it

leads us to love God supremely, and our neighbor
as ourselves, is the direct contrary of selfishness.

Believing that the perfection of virtue lies in dis-

interested love, it follows, that the nearer we ap-

proach to this state of mind, the nearer we come to

sinless moral excellence. This is the temper of the

innumerable company of angels—of the spirits of

just men made perfect. It has been argued, that

we take delight in the happiness of others, because

their happiness increases our own : but the circum-

stance of our happiness being increased by pro-

moting theirs, is itself a convincing proof of the

existence and exercise of an antecedent good will

towards them. Our felicity is raised by theirs.

Why 1—because we love them. Why am I made
unhappy, by the sight of another's woe 1—because I

have good will to the subject of distress. It is true

I am gratified by relieving him, and my conifort

would be disturbed if I did not ; but what is the

origin of these feelings'?—certainly a previous good
will towards them. It is not aflirmed, that all pity

proceeds from holy love; but that where love does
exist, and in the proportion in which it exists, it is

disinterested, and is distinguished from selfishness.

It may be proper here to distinguish between self-

love and selfishness ; not that they are essentially

different, but only in the use of the terms as they
are employed in common discourse.

By selfishness, we mean such a regard to our
own things, as is inconsistent with, and destructive

of, a right regard to the things of others : whereas
by self-love, we mean nothing more than that atten-

tion to our own affairs which we owe to ourselves
as part of universal being. Selfishness means the

neglect or injury of others, in order to concentrate
our views, and desires, and pursuits in ourselves

;

while self-love means only that proper and due re-

gard to our own interests which we may pay, with-
out the neglect or injury of our neighbor.

Self-love, when exercised in connection with, and
subordinate to, good will to mankind, as it may be,

is not only consistent with virtue, but is a part of it;

but when not thus connected, it degenerates into

selfishness.

Selfishness leads men to seek their own interests

in opposition to the interests of others. Multitudes

care not whom they oppress, so as they can esta-

blish their own power ; whom they vilifv and de-

grade, so as they can increase their own fame

;

whom they impoverish, so as they can accumulate

their own wealth ; whom they distress, so as they

can augment their own comforts. This is the

worst and most cruel operation of selfishness. It is

the same propensity, only sharpened, and guided,

and rendered the more mischievous, by the aid of

reason, as that which exists m ihe vulture and the

tiger, and which gorges itscll lo repletion, deaf to

the piercing cries of the helpless victim which
struggles in its talons.
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Intent only on gratification, it riots amidst mi-

sery if by this means it can aggrandize itself.

Looicing on the possessions of those around only

•with an envious eye, it is solicitous that they may
be appropiiated in some way to it.self. This is a

horrible and truly infernal disposition ; for it would

reign with a kind of universal despotism, would
subdue all into vassalage, and sufi'er nothing to ex-

ist, but what was tributary to its own comfort.

Selfishness sometimes causes its subjects only to

neglect the things of others. They do not oppress,

or injure, or despoil; they are neither robbers nor

calumniators ; but they are so engrossed by self-in-

terest, and so absorbed in self-gratification, as to be

utterly regardless of the miseries or comfort of

which they cannot but be the spectators. They
have no sympathies, no benevolent sensibilities;

they have cut themselves off from their species,

and care nothing for the happiness of any of their

neighbors. Their highest boast and attamment in

vii'ue is, to wrong none: their idea of excellence

is purely of a negative kind ; to dispel sorrow, to

relieve want, to diffuse gladness, especially to make
sacrifices; to do this, is an eflxirt which they have
never tried, and which they have no inclination to

try. The world might perish, if the desolation did

not reach them. Miserable and guilty creatures,

they forget that they will be punished for not doing
good, as well as for doing evil. The unprofitable

servant was condemned ; and the wicked are repre-
sented, at the last day, as doomed to hell, not for in-

flicting sorrow, but for not relieving it.

A man is guiliy of selfishness, if he seeks his
own things md of all proportion to the regard he
pays to the things of others.

If, from a regard to our reputation, we cannot
live in the total neglect of those around us, and, in

deference either to public opinion, or to the remon-
strances of our consciences, we are compelled to

yield something to the claims of the public
;

yet, at

the same time, our concessions may be so measured
in quantity, and made with such reluctance and ill

will, that our predominant selfishness may be as
clearly manifested by what we give, as by what we
withhold. That which we call our liberality, ma-
nifests, in this case, our avarice ; that which we
denominate generosity, demonstrates our sinful self-

love.

Selfishness sometimes seeks its own, under the

pretence and profession of promoting the happiness

of others. Where the ruling passion of the heart
is the love of applause, large sacrifices of wealth,
and time, and ease, and feeling, will be readily
made for fame ; and where men have objects to
gain, which require kindness, conciliation, and at-

tention, nothing in this way is too much to be done,
to accomplish their purpose. This is a disgusting
operation of this very disgusting temper, when all

its seeming good will is but an efflux of kindness,
which is to flow back again, in full tide, into the re-
ceptacle of self. Many are the detestable traders,
whose generosity ir only a barter for something in
return. How much of the seeming goodness of
human nature, of the sympathy with human woe,
of the pity for want, of the anxiety for the comfort
of wretchedness, which passes current for virtue
among mankind, is nothing better than a counterfeit
imitation of benevolence— is known only to that
God whose omniscient eye traces the secret work-
ings of our depravity through all the labyrinths of
a deceitful heart.

But notice now the subjects, in reference to which
selfishness is indulged.

Property is the first. It shows itself in an anxiety
to obtain wealth, and an unwillingness to part with
it

J
a disposition greedy as the sea, and barren as

the shore. You will see some men so excessively

eager to get profit, that they are ever watching to
take undue advantage, and so keen-eyed in looking
after their own, that they need be closely inspected,
to prevent them from taking more than their own:
tor a man who is prevailingly selfish, can hardly be
honest. And what they gain, they keep: neither
the cause of humanity, nor of religion, can extort
money from them, except now and then, to get rid
of an importunate suitor, or to prevent their repu-
tation from being utterly ruined.

It is sometimes exercisea in reference to opinion.
Some will not bear contradiction ; they must be
listened to as sages ; to question what they say is to

insult them, and is sure to bring down upon the

presumptuous skeptic their contempt or their Irown.
They will scarcely allow any one to speak but
themselves; they must be the oracle of every com-
pany and the director of every aftair, or they retire

in di.sgust, and refuse to act at all. In the concerns
of our churches, this is often seen and felt. What
is it but pure selfishness, that leads any one to wish
that Ac should dictate to the rest; that his opinion
should be law; and his wishes be consulted and
obeyed ? This is not love ; no, love gives up her
own, where con.science does not interfere to forbid
il, and meekly and quietly resigns its wishes to in-

crease peace and promote harmony: its object is

the public good, and its law is the best means of
promoting the general welfare. If in the inter-

course of life, or the affairs of a church, every in-

dividual determined to consult only hLs own views
and wishes, society would be dissolved, and its se-

parate parts embroiled in a state of mutual conflict.

In the various discussions which come before a pub-
lic body. Selfishness says, " I am sure my opinion is

correct; and I will, if possible, have my way:" but
the language of Love is, " I have stated my opinion
and my wishes ; if the former does not carry con-
viction, I by no means wish it to be adopted, nor
my desires to be gratified, I am anxious for the
comfort of my brethren, and I yield my wishes to
theirs."

Some persons have acquired habits in their general
co?iduct, which are exceedingly annoying to others;
they have sources of personal gratification, pecu-
liarities of humor, in which it is impossible to in-
dulge, withoui greatly incommoding those around
them : but so detestably selfish is their disposition,
at least with regard to "these practices, that let who
will be disturbed, offended, or put to serious incon-
venience, they will not forego, in the least degree,
their accustomed indulgence. When the unfor-
tunate sufferers were expiring in the Black Hole at
Calcutta, and entreated the sentinels to represent
their agonizing and fatal condition to the tyrant
who had imprf-oned thern, the guards answered,
"No; he is enjoying his repose, and it will be cer-
tain death to us if we disturb him, even for your
relief." And what better in principle, though cer-
tainly a less degree of its operation, is that regard
to their appetite, ease, or humor, which manv in-

dulge to the annoyance of their neighbors, ' and
which they induke against the remonsirances of
those who sutler ? In short, that regard to our
comfort which leads us to neglect or sacrifice the
felicity of another, let the object to which it is di-
rected be what it may, is the selfishness which
kindness opposes and destroys.

This hateful disposition has contrived to conceal
itself under many false names and di>guises, and
thus to find protection from much of the obloquy
which it deserves, and which would otherwise be
more unsparinglv heaped upon it.

The plea of frvgolily, or a just regard to the
claims of a familv. has often been urged as an ex-
cuse for the selfishness of avarice. A man cer-
tainly must take care of his own, but not to the in-
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jury, or even to the neglect, of all besides. " I have

no more," it is often said, " than I want for my
style of living; and that style I think necessary for

my rank in life. 1 spend all I get upon ray family,

and hoard nothing ; how, then, can I be selfish V
Mistaken mortal! do you forget that a man's fa-

mily, is himself multiplied—himself reflected.

—

Selfish ! yes, you are detestably so, if you spend all

upon yourself and family, however lavish and un-

sparing you may be to them.

No expression, no sentiment, has ever been more
abused than that of the apostle

—
" Do all to the glory

of God." It has been employed to disguise the most
improper motives, and never more frequently, nor
more profanely employed, than when it has been
used to give a character of religious zeal to actions

which every eye could discern originated in an un-

mixed selfishness. It is to be feared, that when the

secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed, it will be

found that, while much has been professedly done
for the glory of God in the affairs of religion, pure
zeal for God's glory is a very rare thing. Certain

it is, that much of what has been carried on under
the authority of this truly sublime phrase, has ema-
nated from a far less hallowed principle. The gos-

pel has been preached by ministers; places of wor-
ship have been built by hearers; distant lands have
been visited by missionaries; yea, imprisonment
and death may have been sought by martyrs, in some
cases, not from pure zeal for God's glory, but under
the influence of selfishness. All sorts of artful prac-

tices have been supported, all kinds of stormjr pas-

sions have been indulged, all kinds of injuries have
been inflicted, under the pretence of glorifying

God; but which, in fact, are to be ascribed to this

disposition. When a man is identified with a party,

that party is himself, and what he does for the one,

he does for the other.

The same remarks will apply to many of those

actions which are performed on the professed ground
of regard for the public good. Pure patriotism is a
scarce virtue, and is found but rarely in the breasts

of those who are loudest in their praises and pro-

fe.ssions of it. Many a noisy and self-eulogized pa-

triot—many a zealous supporter of public institu-

tions—many an active reformer of popular errors

—

many a liberal contributor to humane or religious

societies—could their motives be exposed, would be

found to act from no higher aims than to get a name
for themselves, and to be praised by their fellow-

creatures.

Some indulge this disposition under the pretext

of regard for ike truth. Attaching an overweening
importance to their own opinions, as if they possessed

the attribute of infallibility, overbearing in debate,

impatient of contradiction, determined to crush the

opinions and resist the influence of those who are
opposed to theirs—they quiet their conscience, and
silence the voice of remonstrance, with the plea that

their vehemence is pure zeal for the interests of
truth. They should be less anxious, they say, if it

were their personal interest at stake ; but they have
a right to be earnesi, yea, even contentious, in de-

fence of the faith. But they know not themselves,

or they would discern that their conduct springs

from a proud, imperious, and selfish spirit.

It is time to contemplate the evil of selfishness.

—

It is a direct opposition to the divine benevolence,
and is contrary to the habitual temper of our Lord
Jesus Christ, " who pleased not himself" It is the

cause of all sin, the opposite of all holiness and vir-

tue: it is the source of innumerable other sins, and
is placed by the apostle as the head and leader of
the eighteen vices which he enumerates as the

marks of perilous times, " Men shall be lovers of
themselves." This was the sin which introduced
all guilt and misery into the world ; for the first

transgression, by which Adam fell from innocence,
and by which his posterity fell with him, was an
effort to raise himself into a state of independence

;

by selfishness, he laid the world under the burden of
the divine condemnation. It is a rejection of all

the claims, and an opposition to all the ends and in-

terests, of society; for if all persons were under the
influence of predominant selfishness, society could
scarcely exist : let each one covet and greisp his
own, to the injury or neglect of the rest, and the
world becomes a den of wild beasts, where each ra-
vins for his prey, and all worry one another. This
disposition defeats its own end. God has endowed
us with social affections, in the indulgence of which
there is real pleasure; the exercise of kindness and
the enjoyment of delight are inseparable. " If there

be any comfort of love," says the apostle : by which
he implied, in the strongest manner, that there is

great comfort in it ; and, of course, in proportion as

we extend the range and multiply the objects of our
love, we extend the range and multiply the sources
of our happiness. He that loves only himself, has
only one joy ; he that loves his neighbors, has many.
To rejoice in the happiness of others, is to make it

our own : to produce it, is to make it more than our
own. Lord Bacon has justly remarked, that our
sorrows are lessened, and our felicities multiplied,

by communication. Mankind had been laboring

for ages under the grossest mistake as to happiness,

imagining that it arose from receiving; an error

which our Lord corrects, by saying, " That it is

more blessed to give than to receive." A selfish

man who accumulates property, but diff'uses not, re-

sembles not the perennial fountain, sending forth

fertilizing streams ; but the stagnant pool, into

which whatever flows remains there, and whatever
remains, corrupts: miser is his name, and misera-

ble he is in disposition. Selfishness often brings a
terrible retribution in this world: the tears of its

wretched subject fall unpitied ; and he finds, in the

gloomy hour of his want or his woe, that he who de-

termines to be alone in his fulness, will generally

be left to himself in his sorrows : and that he wjao,

in the days of his prosperity, drives every one from
him by the unkindness of his disposition, will find,

in the season of his adversity, that they are too far

off to hear his cries for assistance.

This is not an incurable temper : but is a dis-

ease that requires immediate and diligent attention.

Where it not only exists but predominates, the

spring of human action must be renewed by rege-

neration, and we mu.st have that new heart, which

is brought to love God supremely, and our neighbor

as ourselves. We must meditate often upon the

deep criminality of this disposition, and lock upon

it in all its deformity, till we hate it: being careful

in order to this, to s'trip it of all the disguises which

the deceitfulness of the heart has Jhrown over it.

—

We must abound in contemplation of the character

of God, as infinite in love, and of Jesus Christ, as

an incarnation of pure disinterested affection. We
must exercise great momfication, laboring to the

uttermost to subdue, and if possible to eradicate,

this vile disposition ; and repeating this again and

again, till we begin to taste the pleasure, and to feel

the habit of, kindness: at the same time praying

earnestly for the help of the Holy Spirit, to as-

sist us in the mighty work of vanquishing a selfish

temper.

CHAPTER XII.

THE UNSCSPICIOUSNESS OF LOVE.

"Charity thinketh no evil."

There are two senses which may be attached to

this beautiful description of love.
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I. It does not devise evil. What a horrible demon-

uke disposition has the Psalmist ascribed to the in-

dividual who has no fear of God before his eyes !

—

" He halh left off to be wise and to do good ;
he de-

viseth mischief upon his bed." Such is the delinea-

tion given by the inspired writer of the character

of some wretched men ; and the original is often to

be found. They are perpetually scheming to do in-

jury ;
even their hours of rest are devoted to the im-

pulses of a wicked heart, and they sleep not except

they have done mischief. Instead of communing
with God upon their bed, this is to commune with

the devi), and to hold nightly conference with him

who goeth abuut as a roaring lion seeking whom
he may devour. But without going to the extent of

those who live by plunder, extortion, or oppression,

and who, as the wolves and tigers of society, are

ever prowling about for their prey, there are many
who maintain a tolerably respectable character, but

are still far too busy in devising evil ; this may arise

from various motives, to all of which Christian love

stands firmly opposed.

Desire ofgain may lead them to devi.se means by

which they may injure a more prosperous neigh-

bor, a more thriving tradesman, than themselves.

—

They cannot endure to witness his success, and

leave no effort untried to hinder it. They are in-

ventive in the way of insinuation, inuendo, or ex-

plicit declaration," to check the tidt- of his good for-

tune, and are ever scheming to circumvent and in-

jure him. Or they may be moved by envy, to de-

vise means for blasting the reputation of a popular

rival, or at least to render him less a favorite with

the public. Revenge is ever busy in laying plans to

injure its object; it broods in wrathful silence over

the real or supposed injury, and looks round on

every side for the opportunity and the means of full

retaliation. A love of sporting loitk the fears of the

timid and the weak has led some to delight in find-

ing means for exciting their alarms : they do not de-

sire to inflict pain so much from a malignity of dis-

1

position as from a wanton pleasure in raising a

joke. Such jests as occasion distress, are, whatever
may be pretended by their authors, a kind of devil's

play, who can never relax from the work of tor-

menting, except it be to occasion lighter pains, and
whose very sport is the infliction of misery. It is

dreadful that the human intellect should ever be

employed in devising evil ; and yet, passing by the

cabinets of statesmen, where hostile and unprinci-

pled aggressions are so often planned against a

wesxker state ; and the closets of monarchs, where
schemes which are to entail the horrors of war
upon millions arc contrived without compunction

;

and the slave-merchant's cabin, where the details

are arranged for burning peaceful villages, and
dragging into captivity their unoffending inhabit-

ants ; and the robber's cave, the murderer's cham-
ber, and the swindler's retreat: passing by these

haunts of demons, where the master-spirits of mis-

chief hold their conclave, and digest their dark and
horrid purposes; what a prodigious movement of
mind is perpetually going on among the subalterns!
What a frightful portion of every day's employ-
ment of the mental and bodily tnergies,'all over the

flobe, is seen by the eye of OmnLscience, directed

y the parent of evil, who is ever going about to do
evil; so that a great part of mankind seem to have
no other prototype but the scorpions which John saw
rising out of the bottomless pit, armed both with
teeth and stings!

To all these persons, and to all this their conduct,
love is diametrically opposed. It thinketh not evil,

bnt good; it deviseth to communicate pleasure, not
pain. It shrinks back with instinctive abhorrence
from inflicting a moment's suffering, in body or
in mind. " Love worketh no ill to its neighbor,"

but employs all its counsels and its cares for his be-

nefit. Like a good spirit it is ever opposing the ad-
vice, and counteracting the influence of envy, re-

venge, or avarice. It would make the miserable
happy, and the happy still happier. It retires into

the closet, to project schemes for blessing man-
kind, and then goes out into the crowded regions of
want and wretciiedness, to execute them: il devi-

seth good on its bed, and riseth in the morning to

fulfil the plans of mercy w ith which it had sunk to

rest. " Love thinketh no evil."

II. But probably the apostle meant, that it does
not impute evil. Lovely charity ! the farther we go,

the more we discover thy charms : thy beauty is

such, that it is seen the more, the more closely it is

inspected; and thy excellence such, that it never
ceases to grow upon acquaintance. Thou art not in

haste to criminate as if it were thy delight to prove
men wicked : but art willing to impute a good mo-
tive to men's actions, till a bad one is clearly de-

monstrated.
It is proper, however, to remark here, that love

is not quite blind : it is not, as we have already said,

virtue in its dotage—having lost its power of dis-

crimination between good and evil ; nor is if holi-

ness in its childhood, which, with puerile simplicity,

believes every thing that is told it, and that it is im-
posed upon by every pretender. No; it is moral ex-

cellence in the maturity of all its faculties—in the

possession of all its manly strength. Like the judge
upon the bench, penetrating, yet not censorious,

holding the balance with an even hand, acting as

counsel for the prisoner, rather leaning to the side

of the accused than to that of the accuser, and hold-

ing him innocent till he is proved to be guilty.

There are some persons of a peculiarly suspicious

temper, who look with a distrustful eye upon every
body and upon every action. It would seem as if the

world were in a conspiracy against them, and that

every one who approached them came with a pur-

pose of mischief. They invert the proper order of

things; and instead of imputing a good motive till

the bad one is proved, impute a bad one till the good
one is made apparent ; and so extremely skeptical

are they on the subject of moral evidence, that what
comes with the force of demonstration to the rest ol

mankind, in the way of establishing the propriety

of an action, scarcely amounts, in their view to pro-

bability. Those who .suspect every body, are gene-
rally to be suspected themselves. Their knowledge
of human nature has been obtained at home, and
their fears in reference to their neighbors are the

reflected images of their own disposition. But
without going to this length, we are all too apt to

impute evil to others.

1. We are too forward to suspect the piety of <ni,r

neighbors, and to ascribe, if not direct hypocrisy,
yet ignorance, or presumption, as the ground of
their profession. Upon some very questionable, or
imperfect evidence—upon some casual expression,

or some doubtful action—we pronounce an indivi-

dual to be a self-deceiver or a hypocrite. There is

far too much proneness to this in the religious

world ; too much haste in excluding each other from
the body of Christ; too much precipitancy in cut-

ting each other off from the immunities of the

Christian church. To decide infallibly upon cha-
racter, is not only the prerogative of the Deity, but

requires his attributes. There may be some grains

of wheat hid among the chaff, which we may be at

a loss to discover. We must be careful how we set

up our views or our experience, as the test of cha-
racter, so as to condemn all who do not come up to

our standard. It is a fearful thing to unchristianize

any one, and it should be done only upon the clear-

est evidence of his being in an unconverted state.

—

Without being accused with lax or latitudinarian
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and experience are quite sufficient, if we would be
guided by them, to correct. How often, how very
otten, have we foimd ourselves mistaken in this
matter ! How frequently has subsequent evidence
shown us our error in imputing a bad motive to an
action, which, at the time, to say the worst of it,

was only of a doubtful character ! We have discover-
ed that, to have originated in accident, which we
once thought to have been the result of design ; and
have found that, to have proceeded from ignorance,
which we had hastily set down to malice. How
many times, have we blushed and grieved over our
precipitancy, and yet in opposition to our experi-

ence and to our resolutions, we still go on to think
evil.

But " love thinketh no evil:" this divine virtue

delights to speak well and think well of others

:

she talks of their good actions, and says little or no-
thing, except when necessity compels her, of their

bad ones. She holds her judgment in abeyance as

to motives, till they are perfectly apparent. She
does not look round for evidence to prove an evil

design, but hopes that what is doubtful will, by far-

ther light, appear to be correct ; she imputes not

evil, so long as good is propable; she leans to the

side of candor rather than to that of severity ; she

makes every allowance that truth will permit ; looks

at all the circumstances which can be pleaded in

mitigation ; suffers not her opinions to be formed till

she has had opportunity to escape from the mist of

passion, and to cool from the wrath of contention.

Love desires the happiness of others; and how can
she be in haste to think evil of them 1

If it be asked, Do all good men act thus 1 I

again reply. They act thus just in proportion as they

are under "the influence of Christian charity. The
apostle does not say that every man who is possessed
oi" charity does so, but that charity itself thinketh no
evil : and therefore implies that every good man
will act thus in the same degree in which he sub-
mits to the influence of this virtue. Divine grace '.

hasten thy universal reign on earth, and put an end
to those evil surmisings by which the comfort of
mankind and the fellowship of the saints are so
much disturbed

!

views, I may observe that we should make great al-

lowance for the force of education, for peculiar ha-

bits acquired in circumstances different from our
own, and for a phraseology learnt among those

whose views are but imperfect. To impute to a pro-

fessor of religion the sin of hypocrisy, or mere for-

mality, and to deny the reality of his religion alto-

gether, is too serious a thing ibr such short-sighted

creatures as we are, except in cases which are ab-

solutely indisputable.

2. We are too prone to impute bad motives in re-

ference to particular actions. Sometimes, where the

action is good, we ascribe it to some sinister or self-

ish inducement operating in the mind of him by
whom it is performed. This is not unfrequently
done where we have no contention with the indi-

vidual, aiid the imputation is merely the effect of
envyj but it is more frequently done in cases where
we have personal dislike. When the action is of a
doubtful nature, how apt are we to lose sight of all

the evidence which may be advanced in favor of
its being done from a good motive, and with far

less probability decide that the motive is bad. If we
are the object of the action, we too commonly con-
clude instantly, and almost against evidence, that a
bad motive dictated it. Althougli the circumstance
is at worst equivocal, and admits of a two-fold in-

terpretation, we promptly determine that an insult

or an injury was intended, when every one but our-
selves clearly discerns that no such design can be

fairly imputed. A person passes us in the street

without speaking, and we immediately believe that

it was an act of intentional insult—forgetting that

it is probable he did not see us, or was so immersed
in thought as not to recognize us. A general re-

mark is made in conversation, which we suppose
with no other evidence than its applicability to us,

was intended to expose us before the company,
when, perhaps the individual who made it had no
more reference to us than to a man on the other

side of the globe. A thousand cases might be men-
tioned, and in which, of two motives that may be

imputed, we choose the evil one. If a person has

previously injured us, we are peculiarly propense to

this unchristian practice of thinkinsr evil of him.

—

We can scarcely allow ourselves to believe that he

can do any thing relating to us, but from an impro-

per inducement; we suspect all his words and all his

actions ; nor is the propensity less strong in those

cases where we have been the aggressors
;
we then

set down every thing done by the injured person to

the influence of revenge.

The evil of such a n.~position is manifest. It is ex-

plicitly and Jrequentiij prohibited in God's ivord.—
This is the censoriousness forbidden by our Lord,

where he sa/s, " Judge not, that ye be not judged ;"

and which is condemned by Paul, where he says,

"Judge nothing before the time until the Lord
come, who will both bring to light the hidden things

of darkness, and will make manifest the counsels of

the hearts." James commands us "Not to speak
evil one of another; for he that .speaketh evil of his

brother, judgeth his brother." " Evil surmisings"

are placed by the apostle ainong the sins wliich op-

pose the words of our Lord Jesus Christ.

It is an invasion of the prerogative of Deity, who
alone can seo,rch the heart, and read, the motives of the

breast. It is injurious to the character of our bre-

thren, and disturbs the peace of society. Half of the

broils which arise in the world, and of the schisms

which spring up in the church, may be traced to

this wicked propensity of " thinking evil ;" for if

men think evil, it is an easy step to speak evil, and
then to do evil : so that the origin of many quarrels

will be found in the false impressions of a suspicious

mind—the misapprehension of a censorious judg-

ment. It is a disposition tehich our own observation

CHAPTER XIIL

THE JOT OF LOVE.

" Charity rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in
the truth."

Keeping up the personification of love as presented
by the apostle, we may observe that it has its joys
and its sorrows; and its smiles and its tears are the
expressions of good will— the tokens of benevolence.
We are first told in what it does not take compla-
cency— " It rejoiceth not in iniquity."

Sin is, in itself, an evil of enormous magnitude.
As committed against a Being whom we are under
infinite obligation to love, and serve, and glorify, it

must partake of infinite degrees of demerit. It is a
violation of that law which, as an emanation from
the perfection of the Deity, is itself perfect and well

deserves the eulogium pronounced upon it by the

apostle, when he declares it to be " holy, and just,

and good." As this is the rule of government to the

moral universe, and intended to preserve its order,

dependence and harmony; sin, by opposmg is au-

thority, disturbs this order, breaks this dependence,
and seeks to introduce the reign of confusion and
misery. None, but the infinite mind, is competent
to calculate the mischief which is likely (o be pro-

duced by a single act of sin, if left to itself without

a remedy, or without a punishment. We have only

to see what sin has done, to judge of its most evil

and hateful nature. All the misery which either is
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or ever will be on earlh, or in hell, is the result of

sin. It i.s the greatest evil—the only evil in the uni-

verse. It is the opposite, and the enemy to God

;

the contrast to all that is pure and glorious in his

divine attributes, and ineffably beautiful perfections;

and, as such, it is that which he cannot but hate

with a perfect hatri'd. It is not merely the opposite

of his nature, but the opponent of his government

—

the rebel principle that disputes with him for his

seat of majesty and the dominion of the universe,

saying to him, " Thus far shalt thou go and no far-

ther;" seeking to cast him down from the throne

which he hath prepared in the heavens, and to rise,

with impious usurpation, into the holy place of the

high and lofty one. Sin would thus stop the foun-

tain of life and blessedness, by ending the reign of

infinite beneficence ; and is, therefore, the enemy of

every thing that constitutes the felicity of the vari-

ous orders of rational existence. The happiness of

angels and archangels, of cherubim and seraphim,
and of the spirits made perfect above as well as of
those who are renewed by the grace of God on
earth, arises from holiness ;

separate and apart from
holiness, there can be no happiness for an intellec-

tual being. Now sin is the contrary of holiness, and
thus the enemy of happiness. How, then, can love
delight in iniquity "? If it wills the felicity of ra-

tional beings, it must hate that which directly resists

and extinguishes it.

And as it cannot delight in shi in the abstract, so
neither can it take pleasure in committing it: for
whoever commits it, in so far approves of it, up-
holds its dominion, extends its reign, diffuses its

mischief, and does all he can to recommend it. If

his transgression be a common one, he gives the
patronage of his example to all of the same kind;
and if it be a new one, he becomes an inventor and
propagator upon earth of a fresh curse and tor-

mentor. That many do delight in committing ini-

quity cannot be doubted; they follow it with greedi-

ness, and drink it in as the thirsty ox drinketh in

water. The Scripture speaks of the joys of fools,

and of the pleasures of sin. Horrid as is the asso-

ciation, between sin and gratification, it certainly

exists. Some men have gone so far as to be self-

murderers, but who ever took pleasure in the act of
destroying themselves'? Who ever drank the poi-

son, as he would wine, with a merry heart 1 Who
ever dallied in sportive pleasure with the pistol or
the dagger, or wound the cord in jocularity round
his throat before he strangled him.self with it 7

Who ever went skipping with a light fantastic step

to the edge of the precipice, or to the brink of the
river, from which ne was about to plunge into eter-

nity? And yet sinners do all this, in reference to

their souls. They commit self-murder, the murder
of their immortal spirit.s, to the song of the drunk-
ard, the noise of music, the smile of a harlot, and
the laugh of the fool. They sin, and not only so,

but delight in iniquity. So does not charitv.
Nor can it delight in the sins of others. It cannot

do as tools do, " make a mock of sin." It is most
horrid to find pastime and sport in those acts of
transgression by which men ruin their souls. Some
laugh at the reeling gait, and idiot looks, and ma-
niac gestures, of the drunkard, whom, perhaps,
they have first led on to intoxication, to afllbrd them
merriment ; or they are diverted by the oaths of
the swearer, whose malice and revenge are at work
to invent new forms of profanity

; or they are made
merry by the mischief with which the persecutors
of the righteous often oppose and interrupt the so-
lemnity of worship; or they attack, with raillery
and scorn, the tender consciences of the saints, and
loudly applaud the wit which aims its sharpened
arrows ngainst religion. But love weeps over sin,

as that which brings the greatest misery. "For

sm is the greatest and highest infelicity of the crea-

ture, depraves the soul within itself, vitiates its

powers, defcrms its beauty, extinguishes its light,

corrupts its purity, darkens its glory, disturbs its

tranquillity and peace, violates its harmonious joy-

ful state and order, and destroys its ver>' life. It

disaffects it to God, severs it from him, engages his

justice and influences his wrath against it. What!
to rejoice in sin, that despites the Creator, and hath
wrought such tragedies in the creation!—that turn-

ed angels out of heaven, man out of paradise I— that

hath made the blessed God so much a stranger to

our world ; broken off the intercourse in so great a
part, between heaven and earth ; obstructed the

pleasant commerce which had otherwise probably
been between angels and men ; so vilely debased
the nature of man, and provoked the displeasure

of his Maker towards him !—that once overwhelm-
ed the world with a deluge of water, and will eigam
ruin it by a destructive fire! To rejoice in so hate-

ful a thing as sin, is to do that mad part, to cast

about firebrand.s, arrows and death, and say, " Am
I not in sport 1"— it is to be glad that such an one is

turning a man into a devil ! a reasonable, immortal
soul, capable of heaven, into a fiend of hell !—to be

glad that such a soul is tearing itself off from God,
is blasting its own eternal hopes, and destroying all

its possibilities of a future well being. Blessed

God! how opposite a thing is this to charity—the

offspring of God ! The birth of heaven, as it is

here below, among mortals; the beauty and glory

of it, as it is there above, in its natural seal. The
eternal bond of living union among the blessed

spirits that inhabit there, and which would make
our world, did it universally obtain here, another
heaven."*
No: it is the sport of devils, not of men who feel

the influence of love, to delight in sin. We justly

ccmdemn the cruelty of the Romans, in glutting

their eyes with the scenes of the amphitheatre,
where, the gladiators were torn in pieces by the
fangs of lions and tigers; but theirs was innocent
recreation, compared with that of the perverted
and wicked niind, which can be gratified by seeing
an immortal creature ruining and damning his

most precious soul. Go, laugh at the agonies of
li>e wretched man tortured upon the rack, and
make merry with his distorted features, and strange
and hideous cries;—go, laugh at the convulsive
throes of the epileptic;— go to the field of battle, and
mock the groans of the '.vounded and dying:— all

this is more huinane and meiciful than delighting
in sin. Could we look down \ipon the burning lake,

and see there how the miserable ghosts are tossed

upon the billows of the burning deep, and hear
their dreadful exclamations,—" Who can dwell
with devouring fire ? Who can dwell with ever-
lasting burnings'?"—should we, then, divert our-
-selves with sin '? Charity does thus look upon their
misery, so far as her imagination goes, and feels a
cold horror and a shivering dread. She mourns
over sin wheresoever she sees it, and weeps for

those who never weep for themselves. This is her
declaration, as she looks around upon the sins of
mankind—" Rivers of waters run down mine eyes,

because they keep not thy law."
Love cannot delight in the viisconduct of an ene-

my or a rival. This, perhaps, is the precise mean-
ing of the apostle, in the expression we are now
illustrating. Few of us are without some one or
more who are considered by us, or who consider
themselves in the character of an opponent, or a
competitor; and in such cases there is great dan-
ger of our being pleased with their moral failures.

Howe on " Charity in Reference to other Men's
i Sins •"
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it not be known that the bad passions of the human
heart build their nests, like obscure birds, round
the altar of the Lord ; or, like poisonous weeds, en-
twine their baleful tendrils round the pillars of his
house. We do not mean to sa}-, that any good man
can rejoice in the open immorality and vice of an
opponent; but are there not many, in all large cora-
raunilies, who, though of Israel in one sense, belong
not to it in reality 1 And where the failure does
not proceed to the length of a more awful delin-
quency, but consists merely of some minor breaches
of the law of propriety, are not even the best of
men sometimes exposed to the temptation of rejoic-

ing over them, if their cause is promoted by them 1

The weaker party, especially, if they have been
ill used, treated with pride and scorn, oppression
and cruelty, are very apt to take delight in those
instances of misconduct by which their opponents
have brought upon themselves the prejudice of the
public.

Rival candidates for fame, or power, or influence,

whether in ecclesiastical or secular affairs, are lia-

ble to the sin of rejoicing in iniquity. Hard, in-

deed, is it for such hearts as ours to repress all feel-

ings of secret complacency in those acts of a com-
petitor by which he sinks, and we are raised, in

public esteem. That man gives himself credit for

more virtue than he really possesses who imagines he
should find it easy to weep over (he follies and mis-

carriages of the rival who contends with him for

what it is of much importance he should obtain, or

of an enemy who has deeply injured him. Job men-
tions it as a convincing proof of his integrity, and a
striking display of good conduct :

—
" If I rejoiced in

the destruction of him that hated me, or lifted up
myself when evil found him." And it was a fine

manifestation of the generosity of David, that in-

stead of rejoicing over those sins which, in the con-
duct of Saul brought on the catastrophe that ele-

vated him to the throne of Israel, he bewailed them
with as sincere and pungent grief, as he could have
done had Saul been the kindest of fathers. That
we are in danger of the sin we are now consider-
ing, is also evident from the exhortation of Solo-

mon—" Rejoice not when thine enemy falleth, and
let not thine heart be glad when he stumblelh."
Charity, if it had full possession of our hearts, and
entire sway, would lot only repress all outward ex-
hibitions of this delight, but all inward emotions;
would make us dread lest an opponent should fall

into sin ; would not allow us to see him go unwarn-
ed to transgression, but compel us to admonish him
of his danger; and would make us cheerfully fore-

go the greatest advantage to our cause or reputa-

tion, that we might gain by his misconduct. This
is the holiness of love, and a reproof of the genu-
ine hatred of sin ; for if we mourn only over our
oun sins, or the sins of our friends, or of our party,

there may be something selfish in our grief after

all; but to mourn over iniquity, when, though it

does harm to another, it may, in some sense, pro-

mote our cause is, indeed, to hate sin for its own
sake, and for the sake of him by whom it is con-

demned.
We go on now to show in what love does rejoice

:

" Charity rejoiceth in the truth."

By the truth we are not to understand veracity as

opposed to falsehood. The apostle is not speaking

of this subject. The truth means the doctrine of the

word of God. This is a verv common way of de-

scribina: the revealed will of God in the Scriptures.
" Sanctify them bv thy truth," said our Lord

;

" thy

word is truth." "The truth itself is the object of

complacency to love. Truth is the most glorious

thing in the universe, next to God and holiness. It

has been the great object of mental pursuits since

the creation of the world : millions of minds have

It is not often that any, except those who are more
than ordinarily depraved, will allow themselves to

go so far as to tempt an enemy to sin, in order to

gain the advantage over him. Yet there are some
such, who will lay snares for his feet, and watch
with eager hope lor his halting: and when unable
to accomplish this by their own personal exertions,

will not scruple to engage accomplices in the work.
Weaker and junior agents, who probably may know
nothing, or know but little of the purpose for which
they are employed, may be drawn by the master-
spirit of mischief into the confederacy, and be made
the instrument of tempting an immortal creature

to sin against God, and ruin his own soul. This is

the climax of revenge, the highest pitch of wicked-
ness, and the greatest refinement of human malice.

It is to extend the mischief of revenge to another
world; to call in the aid of devils, and the quench-
less fire, to supply the defects of our ability to inflict

misery in proportion to our wishes; and to perpetu-

ate our ill will through eternity. To tempt men
to sin against God, with a view to serve ourselves
by degrading them before the world, unites much
of the malevolence of a devil, with as much of his

ingenuity.

But if we cannot go to such a length as to tempt
an opponent or rival to sin, yet, if we feel a delight

in seeing him fall by other means; if we indulge a
secret complacency in beholding him rendering
himself vile, blasting his reputation, destroying his

popularity, and ruining his cause; if we inwardly
exclaim, " Ah ! so would I have it—now he has done
for himself— it is all over with him—this is just what
I wished and wanted;"—we delight in iniquit3^

—

And, oh, how inexpressibly dreadful to be seen
with a smiling countenance, or an aspect which, if

it relax not into a smile, is sufficiently indicative

of the joyful state of the heart, to run with eager-

ness to proclaim the intelligence of the victory we
have gained by that act of another which endan-
gers his salvation : how contrary all this to the cha-
rity which delights in happiness!
Perhaps we only go so far as to be pleased that the

object of our dislike has been himself injured in a
icay similar to that in which he has injured us. Al-
though we may not allow ourselves to inflict any
direct injury in the way of revenge, nor to engage
others to do it for us, yet if we see him ill-treated

by another person and rejoice; if we exclaim, "I
do not pity him, he has deserved it all for his be-

havior to me, I am glad he has been taught how
to behave to his neighbor ;"

—

this is contrary to the

law of love—it is a complacency in sin. Nor is

the case altered, if our joy be professedly felt on
account of the consequences which the sin has
brought upon him. We may sometimes attempt to

deceiv'e ourselves, by the supposition that we do not

rejoice in the iniquity that is committed, but onlv
because it has been succeeded bv those fruits which
the misconduct has merited. We interpret it into

a proof that God has taken up the cause of injured

innocence, and avenged us of our adversary.

There are many circumstances and situations

which more particularly expose us to the violation

of this law of charity. In the case of two different

denominations in religion, or two congregations of

the same party in a town, between whom a misun-
derstanding and schism have been permitted to grow
up and to operate, there is imminent danger of this

unchristian spirit. Alas, alas! that the bosoms of

men should be liable to such sentiments! Oh!
shame, deep and lasting shame, upon some profess-

ing Christians, "that such unhallowed emotions
should ever be excited in their bosoms!" " Tell it

not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Askelon,
lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice—lest

the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph." Let
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travelled in quest of it; philosophers profess to be

so enamored even with the very term, that they

have worshipped it as a mere abstraction, which,

alier all, ihey could not undersiand. What con-

tentions has it originared—to what systems has it

given rise—what dogmatism has it been the occa-

sion of! And yet, after all, apart from revelation,

what is it but a name 1 This gives it reality and

form ;—this tells us where it is, what it is, and how
it is to he obtained. Here we learn that the glorious

gospel of the blessed God, and all the doctrine it in-

cludes or implies, is the truth. The question is

answered, proposed by Pilate to the illustrious pri-

soner at his bar, and the oracle of heaven has de-

clared that the Scriptures are the truths. And the

truth is the object of complacency to charity ; the

bright star, yea, the full-orbed sun, that enlightens

its eye, and points out the resting-place of its heart.

And it can rejoice in nothing else. Falsehood and
error, and the devices of the human mind, are the

objects of its disgust and abhorrence. It is evident,

then, as we have already shown, that love differs

essentially from that vague kind of charity which
is .'^o much cried up at present, both without and
within the pale of the church ; which scorns to

proceed upon the Scripture ground of the truth and
Its genuine influence; reviling as narrow'-minded-

ness and an uncharitable party spirit, all regard to

particular doctrines ;—but extends its indiscriminate

embrace, and pays its idle and unmeaning compli-
ments to all persons, of w'hatever denomination or

persuasion, presuming that they are all serious and
mean well, however they may differ from each other,

or from the Scripture, in sentiment or in practice.

One of the maxims of this spurious candor, as we
have already considered, is, that there is no moral
turpitude in mental error ; and that every thing is

non-essential which does not relate to the interests

of morality. How widely this counterfeit liberality

differs from the apostolic charity, is evident from
the fact which we are now considering, and by
which we are told that love delights in the truth.—
For the truth it will be zealous, as for an object

dearer than life itself; to this it will be ready to set

the seal of blood, and not resign or betray it through
fear of the gloom of the captive's dungeon, or dread
of the martyr's stake. This is its joy in life—its

support in death : this is the dear companion of its

pilgrimage on earth, and its eternal associate in the
felicities of heaven.
But as the truth is here opposed to iniquity, the

apostle especially intended to state that holiness is

the object of complacency to charity. Holiness is

the rational and appropriate effect of the truth be-
lieved. No man can receive the truth in the love
of it, without bringing forth the fruits of righteous-
ness, which are by Jesus Christ unto the glory of
God. It is the delight of this pure and heavenly
grace to contemplate holiness wherever it is to be
found. Ascending to the celestial world, it joins
the choirs of the cherubim, to look upon the spotless
One, and with them to give utterance to its ecstasies,
in the short but sublime anthem, " Holy, holy, holy,
is the Lord God Almighty." Undismayed by the
roar of thunder, and the sound of the trumpet, and
the voice of words

;
by the thick darkness, and the

7ivid lightnings, and the agitation of the quaking
earth ;— it ventures near the base of Sinai, and, for
the delight that it has in holiness, rejoices in the law
which is the rule of righteousness. The angels are
pleasant to behold, because they are clad in gar-
ments of unsullied purity ; and the crown of glory
which Adam wore before his fall was his innocence;
and the deep degradation into which he fell by his

apostacy, was loss of holines,s, in which consisted
the image of God. The ceremonial law has an ei-
cUence in the eye of charity, because it teaches the

value of holiness in the view of God, and the ne-

cessity of it for man. The prophetic visions are all

delighted in, because they are distinguished by the

beauties of holiness; and the whole gospel of Jesus
IS dear to the heart of love, because it is intended to

purify unto Christ a church, which he will present
to the Father without spot, wrinkle, or blemish.

—

Men are esteemed and loved on earth us ihey have
this moral excellence enstamped upon their souls;
and in looking for a heaven which shall satisfy all

its desires, it can think of nothing higher emd better

than a state of sinless purity.

So ardent and so uniform is charity's regard to

holiness, that it rejoices in it when it is found in an
enemy or a rival. Yes; if we are under the influ-

ence of this divine virtue as we ought to be, we shall

desire, and desire very fervently too, that those who
have displea.sed or injured us were better than they
are. We shall wish to see every speck of imperfec-
tion gone from their conduct, and their whole cha-
racter standing out to the admiration of the world,
and receiving the approbation of those by whom
they are now condemned. We shall be willing to

do any thing by which they may conciliate to them-
selves the favor of the alienated multitude, and also

raise themselves to the vantage ground on which
their misconduct has placed us above them. This
is charity, to rejoice in those moial excellences, and
gaze upon them with gratitude and complacency,
which invest the character of one that opposes us

with loveliness and beauty, and by which his cause
is promoted, in some degree, to the detriment of
ours. Men of little virtue may sometimes join from
policy in those commendations of another's good-
ness, the justice of w^hich they cannot dispute, and
the harmony of which they dare not disturb ; but it

is only the Christian, who is far advanced in the
practice of all that is diflicult in religion, w'ho can
secretly rejoice, without envy or jealousy in those

very virtues which draw away the public attention

from himself, and cause him and his parly to pass
into eclipse and to sink into shadow. " O Charity

!

this is thy work, and this thy glory;—a w'ork too

rarely performed—a glory too rarely seen— in this

region of selfishness, in this world of imperfection
;

where, of the multitudes that profess to submit to thy
sway, there are still so few who are really governed
by thy laws, and inspired by thine influence."

CHAPTER XIV.

THE CANDOR OF LOVE.

" Charily bearetk all things."

Some writers consider this verse as an amplification
of the foregoing one, and explain it, in reference to

the truth, in the following manner :

—
" It beareth all

things" reported in the truth, however opposed to

the corruption of human nature, and counts none of
them hard savings or unfit to be borne ;

" it believ-

eth all things" imported in the great truth, or all the
inferences W'hich the apostles have deduced from it,

as being well affected to the source from whence
they flow ;

" hopeth for all things" promised in it,

and " endureth all things ;" or patiently suffers all

the afflictions that can attend a steady attachment to

it. This gives a very good sense of the words, and
admits the full force of the universal expressions.

Yet it certainly agrees better with the scope of the
apostle, to understand the verse with reference to

the brethren as the objects of it.

If we render the first expression, and which we
are now about to consider, as our translators have
done, it may signify our bearing one another's bur-
dens and weaknesses, which is to fulfil the law of
Christ: and it must be confessed this is strictly true;

for whoever is under the influence of this principle,
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will possess a spirit of tender sympathy. In this

world we all groan, being burdened. Each has his

own load of care, or grief, or imperfection. This is

not the state where we find perfect rest. How wide
is the scope, how frequent the opportunity, how nu-
merous the occasions, for sympathy ! And, who
that is possessed of benevolence, can allow himself
to pass a brother upon the road, laboring under a
heavier load than his own, without offering to bear
a parti We are not to be impertinently officious

and intermeddling, nor to pry into the secrets of our
neighbors with an inquisitive curiosity : but to in-

quire into the cause which gives them so much so-

licitude or so much grief, is the duty of those who
are the witnesses of their careworn countenance and
downcast look. What an unfeeling heart must
that man have, who can see the very form of care
and sorrow before him, and never kindly ask the

reason of its existence '? It is but little that sympa-
thy can do for the sufferer, but that little should be

most cheerfully afforded. To be unnoticed and un-
pitied in our griefs, adds greatly to their weight.

—

For what purpose are Christians collected into

churches 1 not merely to eat the Lord's Supper to-

gether : this could be done without any such dis-

tinct recognition of a mutual relationship, as that

which takes place in the fellowship of believers.

—

The end and design of this bond is, that being united
as one body, the members might cherish a general
sympathy for each other, and exercise their benevo-
lence iu'the way of mutual assistance. The rich,

by their munificence, should help their poorer bre-

thren to bear the burden of poverty ; the strong
should aid the weak to bear the burden of their

fears and apprehensions ; those who are in health
and ease should by seasonable visits, and soothing
words, and kind offices, bear the burdens of the
sick; counsel should always be given, when it is

sought by those who are in difficulty ; and a dispo-
sition should pervade the whole body, to render its

varied resources, talents, and energies, available for
the benefit of the whole.
But though this also gives a beautiful meaning,

and enjoins a necessary duty, it is not the right
view of the passage. The word translated " bear-
eth" all things, signifies also, "to contain, to con-
ceal, to cover." The idea of " bearing" is parallel
in meaning with that of "enduring," of which the
apostle speaks in the latter part of the verse ; and it

is not probable that it was his intention to express
the same thought twice. Adopting " concealment"
as the sentiment intended to be expressed and the
failings of others as the object to which it refers, I

shall go on to show in what way it is practised.
To do this with still greater effect, we shall exhi-

bit a general view of those sins to which the view
of Christian charity stands exposed ; and these are,
slander, detraction, and rash judging, or censorious-
ness.

Perhaps there are uo sins which are more fre-
quently alluded to, or more severely rebuked, in
Scripture, than those of the tongue ; and for this rea-
son,—because there are none to which we are so
frequently tempted—none we are so prone to in-
dulge, or so bold to excuse—none which are so fruit-

ful of disorder and discomfort to society. Besides
swearing, falsehood, obscenity, blasphemy,—the
Scripture speaks of bearing false witness, railing,
tale-bearing, whispering, backbiting, slander, and
reproach :—a dismal enumeration of vices belong-
ing to that member which was intended to be the
glory of our frame. By slander, we understand
the circulation of a. false report with the intention of
injuring a neighbor's reputation. Its most vicious
excess is the invention and construction of a story
which is absolutely false from beginning to end.—
Its next lower grade, though little'inferior in crimi-

nality, is to become the propagator of the tale, know-
ing it to be false. " This," says BarroW; " is to be-
come the huck.sfers of counterfeit wares,' i r factors
in this vile trade. There is no coiner vvlio hath nor
emissaries and accomplices ready to take from his
hand and put off his money; and such slanderers at

second hand are scarcely less guilty than the first

authors. He that breweth lies may ha/e more wit
and skill, but the broacher showeth the like malice
and wickedness. In this there is no great difference
between the great devil that frameth scandalous re-

ports, and the little imp;:, that run about and disperse
them." The next operation of slander is to r/^ceire

a?id spread, without examining into the truth of
them, false and injurious reports. It is a part of a
good man's character, that " He taketh not up a re-

proach against his neighbor;" i. e. he does not ea-
sily entertain it, much less propagate it; he does not
receive it but upon the most convincing evidence :

but slander founds reproachful tales upon conjecture
or suspicion, and raises an injurious representa
tion upon a suppositious foundation. Sometimes it

withers the reputation of a neighbor by rash speak-
ing, or vehemently affirming things which it has no
reason to believe, and no motive for affirming, but
the hope of exciting ill will. Slander is sinfid, be-

cause forbidden in every part of Scripture ; ctucl, be-

cause it is robbing our neighbor of that which is

dearer to him than life; anA foolish, because it sub-

jects the calumniator himself to all kinds of incon-
venience,—for it not only exposes him to the wrath
of God, the loss of his soul, and the miseries of hell

in the world to come, but it makes him odious in the

present life, causes him to be shunned and discredit-

ed, arms his conscience against his own peace,
brings upon himself the most reproachful accusa-
tions, and not unfrequently the vengeance of that

public justice, which is rightly appointed to be the

guardian not only of property and life, but of repu-
tation also.

Detraction, or backbiting, differs a little from
slander, though, in its general nature and constitu-

tion, it closely resembles it. Slander involveth an
imputation of falsehood ; but detraction may clothe

itself with truth: it is sweetened poison, served from
a golden cup by the hand of hypocrisy. A detrac-

tor's aim is the same as the slanderer's—to injure the

reputation of another ; but he avails himself of
means that are a little different. He represents per-

sons and actions under the most disadvantageous
circumstances he can,—setting forth those which
may make them appear guilty or ridiculous, and
throwing into the shade such as are commendable.
" When he cannot deny the metal to be good and
the stamp to be true, he clippeth it, and so rejecteth

it from being current: he misconstrues doubtful ac-

tions unfavorably, and throws over the very virtues

of his neighbors the name of faults,—calling the so-

ber sour, the conscientious morose, the devout su-

perstitious, the frugal sordid, the cheerful frivolous,

and the reserved crafty : he diminishes from the ex-
cellence of good actions, by showing how much bet-

ter they might have been done ; and attempts to de-

stroy all confidence in long-established character,

and all respect for it, by pitching on some single act

of imprudence, and expanding it into a magnitude,
and darkening it into a shadow, which truth and
justice forbid. Such is the backbiter ;

whose crime
is compounded of the ingredients of ill humor,
pride, selfishness, envy, malice, falsehood, coward-
ice, and folly. Backbiting must be peculiarly hate-

ful to God.
'

" He is the God of truth, and therefore

detesteth lying, of which detraction ever hath a

spice : He is the God of justice, and therefore doth

especially abhor wronging the best persons and ac-

tions: He is the God of love, and therefore cannot
but loathe this capital violation of charity : He is
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jealous of his glory, and therefore cannot endure it

to be abused by slurrin<: his good gills and graces:

He cannot bui hale the offence which appruachelh

to that most heinous and unpardonable sin, that

consisieth in defaming the excellent works perform-

ed by divine power and goodness, ascribing them to

bad causes."

The same writer, in speaking of the mischief of

detraction, as discouraging others from the per-

formance of that goodness which is thus vilified and
defamed, has the following beautiful remarks.

—

Many, seeing the best men thus disparaged, and the

best actions vilified, are disheartened and deterred

from practising virtue, especially in a conspicuous

and eminent degree :—" Why," will many a man
say, " shall I be strictly good, seeing goodness is so

liable to be misused 1 Had I not better be contented

with a mediocrity and obscurity of goodness, than

by a glaring lustre thereof to draw the envious eye

and kindle raging obloquy upon me 1" And when
the credit of virtue is blasted in its practices, many
will be diverted from it. So will it grow out of re-

quest, and the world be corrupted by these agents of

the Evil One. It were advisable, upon this consi-

deration, not to seem ever to detract, even not then

when we are assured that, by ^peakins; ill, we shall

not really do it; if we should discover any man to

seem worthy, or to be so reputed, whom yet we dis-

cern, by standing in a nearer light, not to be truly

such, yet wisdom would commonly dictate, and
goodness dispose, not to mar his repute. If we
should observe, without dangerof mistake, any plau-

sible action to be performed out of bad inclinations,

principles, or designs, yet ordinarily in discretion

and honesty, we should let it pass with such com-
mendation as its appearance may procure, rather

than slur it by venting our disadvantageous appre-
hensions about it; for it is no great harm that any
man should enjoy undeserved commendation ; our
granting its claims is but being over just, which, if

it ever be a fault, can hardly be so in this case,

wherein we do not expend any cost or suffer any
damage ; but it may do mischief to blemish any ap-

pearance of virtue : it may be a wrong thereto, to

deface its very image; the very disclosing of hypo-
crisy doth inflict a wound on goodness, and exposeth
it to scandal, for bad men will then be prone to infer

that all virtue doth proceed from the like bad prin-

ciples ;
so the disgrace cast on that which is spuri-

ous, will redound to the prejudice of that which is

most genuine. And if it be good to forbear detract-

ing from that which is certainly false, much more
so in regard to that which is possibly true; and far

more still is it so in respect to that which is clear
and sure.

Censoriotoness is another sin of the same class

—

another child of the same family: varying, how-
ever, from those we have already considered by act-

ing not so much in the way of reporting faults as

in condemning them. It is'different from slander,
inasmuch as it assumes, that what it condemns is

true; and from detraction, inasmuch as it is not ex-
ercised with an intention to injure another in public
estimation, but only to reprove him for what is

wrong. It assumes the character, not of a witness,
bat of a judge : hence the injunction, " Judge not."

Censoriousness, then, means a disposition to scrutin-

ize men's motives—to pass sentence upon their con-

duct—to reproach their faults,—accompanied by an
unwillingness to make all reasonable allowances
for their mistakes, and a tendency to the side of se-

verity rather than to that of leniency. We are not

to suppose that all inspection and condemnation of
the conduct of others is sin ; nor that ail reproof of
offenders is a violation of the law of charity

; nor
that we are to think well of our neighbors, in oppo-
sition to the plainest evidence; nor that we are to

entertain such a credulous opinion of the excellence
of mankind, as unsuspectingly to confide in every
man's pretences: but what we condemn is need-
les.sly inquiring into the conduct and motives of
other men; examining and arraigning them at our
bar, when we stand in no relation to them that re-

quires such a scrutiny; delivering our opinion
when it is not called for

;
pronouncing sentence

with undue severity, and heaping the heaviest de-
gree of reproach upon an offender which we can
find language to express.

The world is become so extremely critical and
censorious, that in many places the chief employ-
ment of men, and the main body of conversation, is,

if we mark it, taken up in judging ; every company
is a court of ju,itice, every seat becometh a tribunal,

at every table .standeth a bar, wherennto all men
are cited—whereat every man, as it happeneth, is

arraigned and sentenced ; no sublimity or sacred-

ness of dignity—no integrity or innocence of life

—

no prudence or circumspection of demeanor,—can
exempt any person from it. Not one escapes being
taxed under some odious name or scandalous cha-
racter or other. !Fot only the outward actions and
visible practices of men are judged, but their retired

sentiments are brought under review

—

their inward
dispositions have a verdict passed upon them—their

final states are determined. Whole bodies of men
are thus judged at once ; and nothing is it in one
breath to damn whole churches—at one push to

throw down whole nations into the bottomless pit:

yea, God himself is hardly spared, his providence
coming under the bold obloquy of those who—as
the Psalmist speaketh of some in his time, whose
race does yet survive—speak loftily, and set their

mouth against the heavens. Barrow, in order to

censure this temper, gives the following qualifica-

tions of a judge. " He should be appointed by com-
petent authority, and not intrude himself into office.

To how many censors may we say, ' Who made
thee a judge!' He should be free from all preju-

dice and partiality. Is this the case with the censo-

rious 1 He should never proceed to judgment, with-

out a careful examination of the case, so as well to

understand it. Let the private self-appointed judges

remember this, and act upon the principle of Solo-

mon—" He that answeretn a matter before he hear-

eth it, it is a folly and a shame to him." He should
neii^er pronounce sentence but upon good grounds,

after certain proof and full conviction. If this rule

were observed, how many censures would be pre-

vented. He will not meddle with causes beyond the

jurisdiction of his court. If this were recollected

and acted upon, the voice of unlawful censure would
die away in silence ; for who are we, that we should

try the hearts and search the reins of men, or

judge another's servant 1 He never proceeds against

any man, without citing him to appear, either in

person, or by his representative, and giving him an
opportunity to defend himself When any one is

censured in company, there should always be found
some generous mind, who would propose that the

accused should be sent for, and the trial put off till

he appeared. He must pronounce, not according

to private fancy, but to public and established laws.

Is this the rule' of the censorious? Is it not rather

their custom to make their own private opinion the

law ? Pie should be a person of great knowledge
and ability. What is the usual character of the

private censors? Are they not persons of great ig-

norance and few ideas, who, for want of something

else to say, or ability to say it, talk of their neigh-

bors' faults,—a topic on which a child or a fool can
be fluent? He is not an accuser; and moreover is,

bv virtue of his office, counsel for the accused. On
the contrary, the censorious are, generally, not only

judges but accusers, and counsel againU the culprits
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whom they have brought to their bar. He should

lean, as far as the public good will allow, to the side

of mercy : but mercy has no place in the bosom of

the censorious, and their very justice is cruelty and
oppression. He must himself be innocent. Why
is there not a voice heard in every company, when
the prisoner is arraigned, and the process of judg-
ment begins, saying, "He that is without sin, let

him cast the first stone !" He proceeds with solem-

nity and grief, and slowness, to pass the sentence.

—

But what indecent haste and levity, not excepting

joy, do we witness in those who are given to the

practice of censuring their neighbors' conduct.*

Now, to all these sinful practices Christian love

stands directly opposed. It is a Ions time before it

alloios itself to perceive the faults of others. Not more
quick is instinct in the bird, or beast, or fish, of

prey, to discover its victim, than the detractor and
the censorious are to descry imperfections as soon
as they appear in the conduct of those around them.
Their vision is quite telescopic, to see objects of this

kind at a distance, and they have a microscopic
power of inspection, to examine those that are small
and near ; and, when looking at faults, they alway.s

employ the highest magnifying power which their

instrument admits of: while for the purpose of look-

ing at those spots, which to the naked eye would be

lost amidst the surrounding glory, they carry a
darkened glass. They do not want to see virtues;

no, all that is fair, and good, and lovely, is passed
over in quest of deformity and evil. But all this is

utterly abhorrent to the nature of love; which, in-

tent upon the well-being of mankind, and anxious
for their happiness, is ever looking out for the signs

and the symptoms which betoken that the sum of
human felicity is perpetually increasing. The eye
of the Christian philanthropist is so busily employed
in searching for excellence, and so fixed and so

ravished by it when it is found, that it is sure to pass

over many things of a contrary nature, as not in-

cluded in the object of its inquiry
;
just as he who

is searching for gems is likely to pass by many com-
mon stones unheeded; or as he who is looking for

a particular star or constellation in the heavens, is

not likely to see the tapers which are near him
upon earth. Good men are his delight; and to

come at these, very many of the evil generation are

passed by: and there is also a singular power of ab-

straction in his benevolence, to separate, when look-

ing at a mixed character, the good from the evil,

and, losing sight of the latter, to concentrate its ob-

servation in the former.

And when love is obliged to admit the existence

of imperfections, it dirainish.es as much as possible

their magnitude, and hides them as much as is law-
ful from its own notice. It takes no delight in look-

ing at them, finds no pleasure in keeping them be-

fore its attention, and poring into them; but turns

away from them, as an unpleasant object, as a deli-

cate sense would from whatever is offensive. If we
find an affinity between our thoughts and the sins

of which we are the spectators, it is a plain proof that

our benevolence is of a very doubtful nature, or in

a feeble state; on the contrary, if we involuntarily

turn away our eyes from beholding evil, and are

conscious to ourselves of a strong revulsion, and an
acute distress, when we cannot altogether retire

from the view of it, we possess an evidence that we
know much of that virtue which covereth all things.

If we are properly, as we ought to be, under the in-

fluence of love, we shall make all reasonable allow-

ances for those things which are wrong in the con-
duct of our neighbor ; we shall, as we have already
considered, not be forward to suspect evil; but shall

do every thing to lessen the heinousness of the ac-

• Dr. Barrow's Sermons.

tion. This is what is meant, when it is said that
" Charity covers a multitude of sins. Hatred otir-

reth up strifes, but love covereth all sins."

It is the wisti and the act of love, to conceal from
the public all the faults, which the good of the of-

fender, and the ends of public justice, do not require

to be disclosed. There are cases, in which to con-
ceal offences, whatever kindness it may be to one,

would be unkindness to many. If a person living

in sin, has so far imposed upon a minister, as to in-

duce him to propose him for admission to the fel-

lowship of the church, it is the bounden duty of any
individual, who knows the real character of the

candidate, to make it known to the pastor ; and the

same disclosure should be made in reference to a
person already in communion, who is actually liv-

ing in sin: concealment in these cases is an injury

to the whole body of Christians. If a person is like-

ly to be injured in his temporal concerns, by repos-

ing confidence in one who is utterly unworthy of it,

it is the duty of those who are acquainted with the

snare to warn the destined victim of his danger. If

any are so far regardless of the peace of society and
the laws of the country, as to be engaged in great

crimes against both, concealment on the part of

tho.se who are aware of the existence of such prac-

tices, is a participation in the crime. As our love

is to be universal, as well as particular, it must
never be exercised towards individuals in a way
that is really opposed to the interests of the com-
munity.
But where no other interest is concerned—where

no claims demand a disclosure—where no injury

is done by concealment, and no benefit is conferred

by giving publicity to a fault,—there our duty is to

cover it over with the veil of secrecy, and maintain
an unbroken silence upon the subject.

Instead of this friendly and amiable reserve, how
different is the way in which many act ! No sooner

have they heard of the commission of a fault, than

they set off with the intelligence, as glad as if they

bore the tidings of a victory, proclaiming the me-
lancholy fact with strange delight in every compa-
ny, and almost to every individual they meet; and
as there is a greedy appetite in some persons for

scandal, they find many ears as open to listen to the

tale, as their lips are to tell it : or, perhaps, they re-

late the matter as a secret, extorting a promise from
those to whom they communicate it, that they will

never mention it again. But if it be not proper to

publish it to the world, why do they speak of it at

all 1 If it be proper for publicity, why lock up others

in silence'? Sometimes the telling faults in .secret

is a pitiable kind of weakness, an utter impossibili-

ty of keeping any thing in the mind, accompanied
by an intention of publishing it only to a single per-

son; but not unfrequently it is a wish to have the

gratification of being the first to communicate
the report to a large number of persons ; each is

made to promise that he will not disclose it, that

the original reporter may not be anticipated as

he pursues his round, and thus have his delight

diminished, in being every where the first to tell

bad news.
Then there are some who publish the faults of

othersunder the hypocritical pretence oflamenting over

them, and producing in others a caution, against the

same thing. You will see them in company putting

on a grave countenance, and hear them asking the

person who sits near them, but with a voice loud

enough to reach every corner of the room, whether

he has heard the report of Mr. Siich-an-one's con-

duct: and when every ear is caught, every tongue

is silent, and every eye fixed, he will proceed, in a

strain of deep lamentation and tender commisera-

tion, to bewail the misconduct of the delinquent,—

seasoning the narration of the offence, as he goe.'?
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through all its circumstances and all its aggrava-
tions, with many expressions of pity for the offender,

and many words of caution to the company. Thus,
under the hypocritical guise of pity and the abhor-

rence of sin, has he indulged in this mischievous,

yet too common propensity, to publish the failings

of some erring brother. Has he mentioned the

subject to the individual himself? If not, and he
has withheld this mode of expressing his pity,

what avails his public commiseration 1 What
possible sympathy with the offender can it be, to

placard him in public, and blazon his faults in com-
pany "?

Some there are, who suppose that there is little

harm in talking, in their own particular circles, of
the failings of their neighbors : they would not speak
of these things before strangers, or society in gene-
ral ; but they feel no scruple in making them matter

of conversation among their select friends. Bat
these friends may not all be prudent ; and if it be

not desirable that the fact should not be known
without the circle, the best way is, that it be not

known within it. Where there is no benefit likely

to be obtained by publicity, it is best, in reference to

character, to lock up the secret in our own raind,

and literally to observe the injunction of the pro-

phet—" Trust ye not in a friend, put ye not confid-

ence in a guide ; keep the doors of thy mouth from
her that lieth in thy bosom."

Love, not only will not originate, but will not

help to circulate, an evil report. When the tale

comes to her, there, at least, in that direction it

stops. There are gossips, who, though they would
shudder at slander, and, perhaps, would net be the

first to give publicity to an idle report of another,

yet would feel no scruple in telling what many al-

ready know. " It is no secret," they say, "else I

would not mention it." But we should not do even
this: we should neither invent, nor originate, nor
propagate, an evil report. While every tongue is

voluble in spreading bad tidings, charity will be si-

lent; while all seem anxious to enjoy communion
in backbiting and detraction, and to sip the cup of
detraction, as it passes round the companv, she says
to tlie person who has told the story, " I have no
ears for defamation, or even for the tale of another's
faults. Go, and affectionately speak with the indi-

vidual of his failings, but do not talk of them in

public." If all men acted on these principles, slan-

der would die upon the lips which gave it birth :

tale-bearers would cease, for want of customers, to

carry on their trade, as pedlars in detraction ; back-
biting would go out of fashion ; and the love of
scandal be starved for want of food.

The evils, then, to which love is opposed, are

—

calumny, which invents a slanderous report to in-

jure the reputation of another; detraction, which
magnifies a fault; censoriousncss, which is loo afn-

cious and too rigid in condemning if ; tale-bearing,

which propagates it; curiosity, which desires to

know it ; vialignity, which takes delight in il. Of
this list of vices, calumny i.^, of course, the worst

;

but a tattling disposition, though it may have little

of the malignity of slander, is a servant to do its

work, and a tool to perpetrate its mischief. Persons
of this description are far too numerous. They are
to be found in every town, in every village—yes,

and in every church. They are not the authors of
libels, but they are the publishers ; they do not draw
up the placard, but only paste it up in all parts of
the town ; and are amenable, not for the malice
which invented the defamatory lie, but for the mis-
chief of circulating it. Their minds are a kind of
common sewer, info which all the filthy streams of
scandal are perpetually flowing: a receptacle of
whatever is offensive and noxious. Such gossips
miglit be pitied for their weakness, if they were not

still more to be dreaded for the injury they do.

—

They are not malignants, but they are mischief-
makers; and, as such, should be shunned and
dreaded. Every door should be closed against them,
or, at least, every ear. They should be made to

feel that, if silence be a penance to them, their idle

and injurious tales are a much more afflictive pen-
ance to their neighbors. Now such persons would
not only be rendered more safe, but more dignified
by charity: this heavenly virtue, by destroying their

propensity to gossiping, would rescue ihem from re-

proach, and confer upon them an elevation of cha-
racter to which they were strangers before. It

would turn their activity into a new channel, and
make them as anxious to promote the peace of so-

ciety, as they were before to disturb it by the din of
their idle and voluble tongue. They would per-

ceive that no man's happiness can be promoted by
the publication of his faults; for if he be penitent,

to have his failings made the butt of ridicule, is like

pouring nitre and vinegar upon the deep wounds of
a troubled mind ; or if he be not, this exposure will

do harm, by producing irritation, and by thus plac-

ing him farther off from true contrition.

If it be essential to charity, to feel a disposition to

cover the faults which we witness, and to treat with
tenderness and delicacy the offender, it is quite dis-

tressing to consider how little of it there is in the

world. How much need have we to labor for an
increase of it ourselves, and to diffuse it, both by our
influence and example, that the harmony of society
may not be so frequently interrupted by the lies of
the slanderer, the exaggerations of the detractor,

the harsh judgments of the censorious, or the idlp

gossip of the tale-bearer.

" Charity believeth all things."

Nearly allied to the property we have just consi-

dered, and an essential part of candor, is that which
follows:—" Charity believeth all things ;"

—

i. e. not
all things contained in the word of God,—for faith

in divine testimony is not here the subject treated

of,—but all things which are testified concerning
our brethren

; not, however, such as are testified to

their disadvantage, but in their favor. This pro-

perty or operation of love is so involved, and has
been to such an extent illustrated, in what we have
already considered, that it cannot be necessary to

enlarge upon the subject. As charily regards with
benevolent desire the well-being of all, it must feel

naturally disposed to believe whatever can be stated

in their favor. Tell a fond mother of the faults of
her child: does she immediately and entirely be-

lieve the testimony 1 No. You will perceive an
aspect of unbelief on her countenance; you will hear
inquiries and doubtful insinuations from her lips:

and after the clearest evidence has been adduced in

support of the testimony, you will still discern that

shebelievesyounot. But on the contrary, carry to her
a report of her child's good conduct— tell her of his

achievements in wisdom or in virtue,—and you see

at once the look of assent, the smile of approbation,
hear the language of conviction, and, in some cases,

witness a decree of confidence which amounts to

weakness. How can we account for this? On the

principle of the apostle, that " love believeth all

I

things :" the mother loves her child ; she is sincerely

1 anxious for his well-being; and as our wishes have
'\ an influence upon our convictions, she is forward

I

to believe what is said to her child's honor, and as

j

backward to believe what is said to his discredit.

I
Here, then, is one of the brightest displays of

' charity, as exhibited in the man who believeth all

I
things which are related to the advantage of others.
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He hears the report with unfeigned pleasure, listens

with the smile of approbation, the nod of assent

;

he does not turn to the subject of human depravit}',

to find ground and reason for discrediting: the fact,

nor does he search witli inquisitive eye for some
flaw in the evidence to impeach the veracity of

the testimony ; he does not cautiously hold his judg-
ment in abeyance, as if afraid of believing too well

of his neighbor; but, if the evidence amount to pro-

bability, he is ready to believe the account, and de-

lights to find another and another instance of human
excellence, by which he may be more reconciled
and attached to the family of man, and by v/hich

he discovers that there is more goodness and hap-
piness on earth than he knew of before.

The strongest proof and power of love, in this

mode of its operation, is its disposition to believe

all good reports of an enemy or a rival. Many per-

sons can believe nothing good, but every thing bad,

of those whom they consider in this light. Let
them have once conceived a prejudice or a dislike

;

let them only have been injured or offended, opposed
or humbled, by any one ;—and from that moment
their ears are closed against every word to his cre-

dit, and open to every tale that may tend to his dis-

grace. Prejudice has neither eyes nor ears for

good; but is all eye and ear for evil. Its influence
on the judgment is prodigious ; its bewildering ope-
ration upon our convictions is really most surpris-

ing and frightful. In many cases, it gives up evi-

dence as bright, clear, and steady, as the meridian
splendor of the sun, to follow that which is as dim
and delusive as the feeble light of an ignis fatuus.

How tremblingly anxious should we be to keep the

mind free from this misleading influence! How
careful to obtain that candid, impartial, discrimi-
nating judgment, which can distinguish things that

differ, and approve of things that are excellent, even
in reference lo persons that are in some respects op-
posed to us! This is candor; and a more impor-
tant disposition of the kind we can scarcely ima-
gine. Through that great law of our nature, which
we call the association of ideas, we are too apt,

when we have discovered one thing wrung in the
character or conduct of another to unite v/ith it

nothing but wrong, and that continually : we scarce-
ly ever think of him, or repeat his name, but under
the malign influence of this unhappy association.

What we need is more of that power of abstrac-
tion of which we have already spoiien, by which
we can .separate the occasional act from permanent
character—the bad qualities from the good ones,

—

and still be left at liberty to believe what is good,
notwithstanding what we know of the bad.

If, in accordance with the principles of revela-
tion, the testimony of our senses, and the evidence
of experience, we believe that there is none so per-
fect in the view of God as to be destitute of all

flaws; we at the same time believe that, so far as
mere general excellence goes, there are few so bad
as to be destitute of all approveable traits. It is

the business of candor, to examine, to report, to be-
lieve with impartiality, and candor is one of the
operations of love. This heavenly disposition for-
bids the prejudice which is generated bv differences
on the subject of religion, and enables its possessor
to discredit the evil, and to believe the f'avorable
testimony which is borne to those of other denomi-
nations and of other congregations. All excellence
belongs not to our society or sect ; all evil is not to

be found in other societies' or sects : vet how pre-
pared are many persons lo believe nothing good, or
every thing bad, of other sects or other .societies. I

Away, away, with this detestable spirit ! cast it out
of the church of the living God! like the lesion
spirit which possessed the man who dwelt among
the tombs, and made him a torment to himself, and

1

a terror to others, this demon of prejudice has too
long possessed, and torn, and inturiated, even the
body of the church. " Spirit of love ! descend, and
expel the infernal usurper. Cast out this spoiler of
our beauty, this disturber of our peai'e, this oppo-
nent of our communion, this destroyer ^)f our honor.
Before thy powerful yet gentle sway, let prejudice
retire, and prepare us to believe all things that are
reported to us to the credit of others—be they of
our party or not—whether they have offended us or
not—and whether in past times they have done evil
or good."

" Charity hopeth all things."

Hope has the same reference here, as the faith just
considered

; it relates not to what God has promis-
ed in his word to them that love him, but to the
good which is reported to exist in our neighbors.-
In a report of a doubtful matter, where the evidence
is apparently against an individual, love will still

hope that something may yet turn up to his advan-
tage—that some light will yet be thrown on the
darker features of fhe case, which will set the mat-
ter in a more favorable point of view ; it will not
give full credit to present appearances, however
indicative they may seem to be of evil, but hope,
even against hope, for the best.

If the action itself cannot be defended, then love
will hope that the motive was not bad; that the in-

tention in the mind of the actor was not so evil as
the deed appeared to the eye of the spectator; that
ignorance, not malice, was the cause of the trans-
action

; and that the time will come when this will
be apparent.
Love does not speedily abandon an offender in de-

spondency—does not immediately give him up as
incorrigible, nor soon cease to employ the means
necessary for his reformation ; but is willing to ex-
pect that he may yet repent and improve, however
discouraging present appearances may be. Hope
is the main spring of exertion

; and as love means
a desire for the well-being of others, it will not soon
let go that hope, in the absence of which all its ef-

forts must be paralyzed.

There are reasons which make it wise, as well
as kind, to believe and hope all things for the best.

Presumptive evidence, however strong, is often falla-

cious. Many circumstances in the case may look
very suspicious; and yet the after-discovery of
some little event may alter the aspect of the whole
affair, and make the innocence of the accused fai

more apparent than even his guilt seemed before.

The various instances in which we have ourselves
been deceived by appearances, and have been led
by defective, though at the time convincing, evi-

dence, should certainly teach us caution in listening

to evil reports, and dispose us to believe and hope
all things.

When we consider, also, hmo common is slander,

detraction and tale-hearing, we should not be hasty
informing an opinion; nor should we forget the
anxiety which is often manifested by each par:y en-

gaged in a contention to gain our alliance to their

cause, by being first to report the matter, and to pro-
duce an impression favorable to themselves. Solomon
has given us a proverb, the truth of which we have
seen proved in a thousand instances, and which,
notwithstanding, we are continually forgetting,

—

" He that is first in his own cause, seemeth to be

just; but his neighbor cometh and searcheth him
out." It is a proof of great weakne.ss, so to give

our ear to the first reporter, as to close it against
the other party; and yet we are all prone to do this.

A plausible ta'ie produces an impression, which no
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subsequent opposing testimony, though attended

with far clearer evidence of truth than the first

statement, ran elTectually obliterate. We know
that every case has two aspects—we have all been
experimentally acquainted with the folly of decid-

ing till we have lieard both sides; and yet, in oppo-

sition to our reason, and to our experience, we are

apt to take up a prejudice upon ex-parte statements.

Another circumstance, by which we are in danger

oi" being misled in our opinion of our neighbor's

conduct, is the mischievous propensity of many
persons to exaggerate every thing they relate.

—

Whatever be thephilosophical cause, into which a

fondness for the marvellous, and a delight in ex-

citing surprise, may be resolved, its existence, and
its prevalence, are unquestionable. Perhaps, we
all like to relate what is new, and strange, and in-

teresting; not excepting even bad news. To such

a pitch is this carried, by those who are deeply in-
j

fecled with the propensity, that they never tell any i

thing as they heard it: every fact is embellished or

magnified. If a neighbor has displayed a little

warmth of temper, they saw him raging like a fury

;

if he was a little cheerful after dinner, he was
tippling; if he was evasive, they protest that he i

committed palpable falsehood, if not perjury ; if he
[

had not been so generous in his transactions as I

could be wished, he was an extortioner, and devoid

of common honesty. Nothing is moderate and
sober in the hands of such persons; every thing is

extravagant, or extraordinary. All they meet with,

is in the form of adventure. Out of the least inci-

dent they can construct a tale ; and on a small basis

of truth, raise a mighty superstructure of fiction, to

interest and impress every company into which
they come. Undeterred by the presence of the in-

dividual from whiim they received the original fact,

they will no; scruple to go on magnifying and em-
bellishing, till the author of the statement can
scarcely recognize his own narrative. How strange

it seems, that such people should either not know
or not remember, that all this while they are telling

falsehoods. They do not seem to understand, that

if we relate a circumstance in such a manner as is

calculated to give an impression which, either in

nature or degree, does not accord with reality, we
are guilty of the sin of lying. Where character is

concerned, the sin is still greater, since it adds de-

traction to falsehood. Many a man's reputation

has been frittered away by this wicked and mis-

chievous propensity. Everynarrator of an instance

of misconduct, not, perhaps, heinous in the first in-

stance, has added something to the original fact,

till the ofl^ence has stood before the public eye, .so

blackened by this accumulative defamation, that,

for a while, he has lost his character, and only par-

tially recovered it in the end, and with extreme dif-

ficulty. Remembering the existence of such an
evil, we should be backward to take up an unfavor-
able opinion upon first appearance; and where we
cannot believe all thing-, be willing to hope: such
is the dictate of charity, and such the conduct of
those who yield their hearts to its influence.

CHAPTER XV.
THE SELF-DEN'UL OP I-OVE.

" Love endurcth all things."

Charity is not fickle, unsteady, and easily discou-

raged ; not soon disheartened, or induced to relin-

quish its object ; but is persevering, patient, and
self-denying, in the pursuance of its design to relieve

the wants, assuage the sorrows, reform the vices,

and allav the animosities, of those whose good it

seeks. It is as patient in bearing, as it is active in

doing ; uniting the uncomplainable submission of

the lamb, the plodding perseverance of the ox, with
the courage of the lion.

It is no frivolous and volatile affection, relinquish-

ing its object from a mere love of change ; nor is it

a feeble virtue, which weakly lets go its purpose in

the prospect of difficulty ; nor a cowardly grace,

which drops its scheme, and flees from the face of
danger ; no, it is the union of benevolence with
strength, patience, courage, and perseverance. It

has feminine beauty, and gentleness, and sweetness,
united with masculine energy, and power, and he-
roism. To do good, it will meekly bear with the

infirmities of the meanest, or will brave the scorn
and fury of the mightiest. But let us survey the

opposition, the difficulties, the discouragements, the

provocations, which it has to bear, and which, with
enduring patience it can resist.

Sacrifices of ease, of time, of feeling, and of pro-

perty, must all be endured : for it is impossible to

exercise Christian charily without making these.

—

He that would do good to others, without practising

self-denial, does but dream. The way of philan-

thropy is ever up hill, and not unfrequently over
rugged rocks, and through thorny paths. If we
would promote the happiness of our fellow crea-

tures, it must be by parting with something or other

that is dear to us. If we would lay aside revenge
when they have injured us, and exercise forgive-

ness, -sve must often mortify our own feelings. If

we would reconcile the differences of those who are
at variance, we must give up our time, and some-
limes our comfort. If we would assuage their griefs,

we must expend our properly. If we would reform
their wickedness, we must part with our ease. Ifwe
would, in short, do good of any kind, we must be
willing to deny ourselves, and bear labor of body
and pain of mind. And love is willing to do this;

it braces itself for labor, arms itself for conflict, pre-

pares itself for suffering : it looks difficulties in the

face, counts the cost, and heroically exclaims,

—

" None of these things move me, so that I may
diminish the evils, and promote the happiness, of
others." It will rise before the break of day, linger
on the field of labor till midnight, toil amidst the

sultry heat of summer, brave the northern blasts of
winter, submit to derision, give the energies of body
and the comfort of mind : all to do good.

Misconstntciion is another thing that love endures
Some men's rr.inds are ignorant, and cannot under-
stand its schemes; others are contracted, and can-
not comprehend them ; others are selfish, and can-
not approve them ; others are envious, and cannot
applaud them ; and all these will unite, either to

suspect or to condemn : but this virtue, " like the

eagle, pursues its noble, lofty, heaven-buund course,

regardless of the flock of little pecking caviling birds,

which, unable to follow, amuse themsclve- by twit-

tering their objections and ill will in the hedges be-

low." Or, to borrow a scriptural allusion, love, like

its great pattern, when he was upon the earth, goes
about doing good, notwithstanding the malignant
perversion of its motives and actions on the part of
its enemies. "

I must do good," she exclaims :
" if

you cannot understand my plans, I pay your igno-
rance ; if you misconstrue my motives, I forgive

your malignity ; but the clouds that are exhaled
from the earth, may as well attempt to arrest the ca-

reer of the sun, as for your dulness or malevolence
to stop my attempts to do good. I must go on, with-

out your approbation, and against your opposition."

Kiivy often tries the patience of love, and is an-

other of the ills which it bears, without being turned
aside by it. There are men who n'ould enjoy the

praise of benevolence without enduring its labors;

that is, they would wear the laurel of victory with-

out exposing themselves to the peril of war : they

are sure to envy the braver, nobler spirits, whose
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generous conquests, having been preceded by labor,

are followed by praise. To be good, and to do good,

are alike the objects of envy with many persons.

—

" A man of great merit," said a French author, " is

a kind of public enemy. By engrossing a multitude

of applauses, which would serve to gratify a great

many others, he cannot but be envied : men natur-

ally hate what they highly esteem, yet cannot love."

The feeling of the countryman at Athens, who,
upon being asked why he gave his vote for the ba-

nishment of Aristides, replied, " Because he is every
where called the ju.st," is by no means uncommon.
The Ephesians expelled the best of their citizens,

with the public announcement of this reason, " If

any are determined to excel their neighbors, let

them find another place to do it." Envy is that

which love hates and proscribes, and, in revenge,

envy hates and persecutes love in return; but the

terror of envy does not intimidate love, nor its ma-
lignity disgust it : it can bear even the perversions,

misrepresentations, and opposition of this fiend-like

passion, and pursues its course, simply saying, " Get
thee behind me, Satan."

Ingratitude is often the hard usage which love

has to sustain, and which it patiently endures. Into

such a state of turpitude is man fallen, that he would
bear any weight rather than that of obligation.

—

Men will acknowledge small obligations, but often

return malice for such as are extraordinary ; and
some will sooner forgive great injuries than great

services. Many persons do not know their bene-

factors, many more will not acknowledge them, and
others will not reward them, even with the cheap
offering of thanks. These things are enough to

make us sick of the world : yes ; but ought not to

make us weary of trying to mend it ; for the more
ungrateful it is, the more it needs our benevolence.
Here is the noble, the lofty, the godlike temper of
charity : it pursues its course like the providence of

Jehovah, which continues to cau.?e its sun to rise

and its rain to descend, not only upon the irrational

creatures, who have no capacity to know their bene-

factor, but upon the rational ones, many of whom
have no disposition to acknowledge him.

Derision is often employed to oppose the efforts

of love by all the artillery of scorn. Spiritual reli-

gion, and especially that view of it which this sub-

ject exhibits, has ever been an object of contempt to

ungodly men. Banter and ridicule are brought to

stop its progress; the greatest profaneness and bui-

foonery are sometimes employed to laugh it out of

countenance ;—but it has learned to treat with in-

difference even the cruel mockings of irony, and to

receive upon its shield-arm all the arrows of the

most envenomed wit.

Opposition does not disgust, nox persevering obsti-

nacy weary it. It can endure to have its schemes
examined and sifted by those who cannot untler-

stand them, cavilled at by those who cannot mend
them, and resisted by those who have nothing to

offer in their place. It does not throw all up in a
fit of passion, nor suffer the tongue of petulance, nor
the clamor of envy, to stop its efforts.

Wa7it of success, that most discouraging considera-

tion to activit}"-, is not sufficient to drive it from the

field ; but in the expectation of the future harvest,

it continues to plough and to sow in hope. Its ob-

ject is too important to be relinquished for a few
failures ; and nothing but the demonstration of ab-

solute impossibility can induce it to give up its be-

nevolent purpose.

If instances of this view of Christian love be ne-

cessary to illustrate and enforce it by the power of
example, many and striking ones are at hand.

—

Few, very few, are worthy of being put in competi-

tion with that of Mr. Clarkso.v, whose illustrious

name, and that of his no less illustrious coadjutor.

Mr. WiLBERFORCE, wiU ever be pronounced with
tears of gratitude by Africa, as the chief agents in

the work of inducing the greatest commfrcial na-
tion upon earth to abolish the infernal traffic in hu-
man beings ; and ought to be recorded in letters of
gold by their grateful countrymen, for having de-

livered the nation from the greatest crime which, in

her modern history, she ever committed, and from
the greatest curse which she could dread at the

hands of retributive justice. Perhaps no uninspired
book may be so fairly regarded as a beautiful com-
ment on the expression, " Charity endureth all

things," as Clarkson's " History of the Abolition

of the Slave Trade." Twenty years of that good
man's life were occupied in long and fatiguing jour-

nies, at all seasons of the year : in labors of an
almost incredible extent, to trace reports to their

source, to collect information, and to gather evi-

dence ; in braving opposition, bearing all kinds of

ridicule, encountering savages, whose trade had
made them reckless of crime, and thirsty for blood

;

in personal exposure, so great, that by nothing less

than supernatural strength, granted for the occasion,

would he have been rescued at one time from threat-

ened and intended death. Nor was this the full

measure of the endurance ; disappoirtment the most
bitter and discouraging often extinguished his

brightest hopes; lukewarmness on the part of those

from whom he had a right to expect the most zeal-

ous co-operation often saddened his heart, though
it never paralyzed his zeal ; and, to try his perse-

verance and put his benevolence to the severest test,

his cause was of a nature which, by the sufferings

it brought under review, was enough to sicken and
turn from its purpose a compassion of less hardi-

hood than his. What must that man have had to

endure, who thus describes his feelings after the de-

tails of evidence furnished by only one of the thou-

sands of days spent in familiarizing himself with the

various scenes of the biggest outrage ever commit-
ted against the rights of humanity 1

—
" The differ-

ent scenes of barbarity which these represented to

me, greatly added to the affliction of my mind. My
feelings became now almost insupportable. I was
agonized to think that this trade should last another
day : I was in a state of agitation from morning till

night : I determined I would soon leave the place

in which I saw nothing but misery. I had collected

now, I believe, all the evidence it would aflibrd

;

and to stay a day longer in it than was necessary,

would be only an interruption to my happiness and
health."

Who but a Christian philanthropist of the highest

order could have pursued such a career, year after

year, and not be so wearied by labor—so disheart-

ened by opposition—so disgusted by cruelty,—as to

abandon the object of his pursuit? Heie was, in-

deed, a beautiful illustration of the " love Ihai eiv-

dureth all things.'"

But a greater than Clarkson might be mentioned.
Let the history of St. Paul be studied, and his suf-

fering career be traced, and his declarations heard
concerning his varied and heavy tribulations. " I

think that God hath sent forth us the apostles last,

as it were appointed to death ; for we are made a

spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and to men.
We are fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in

Christ: we are weak, but ye are strong; ye are

honorable, but we are despised. Even unto this

present hour, we both hunger and thirst, and are

naked, and are buffeted, and have no certain dwell-

ing place ; and labor, working with our own hands :

being reviled, we bless : bein? persecuted, we suffer

it : being defamed, we entreat : we are made as the

filth of the earth, and are the offscouringof all things

unto this day." " In labors more abundant, in stripes

above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths
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oft. Of the Jews five times received I forty siripes

save one. Thrice was I beaten with rods ; once
was 1 stoned ; thrice I sufi'ered shipwreck ; a night

and a day I have been in the deep: in journeyuigs
often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, m pe-

rils by mine own counirymen, in perils by the hea-

then, in periLs in the city, in ptrils in the wilderness,

in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren :

in weariness and painiulness, in watchings often, in

hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and na-

kedness. Besides those things that are without,

that which comelh upon me daily, the care of all

the churches." Nor did these sufferings come upon
him without his being previously apprized of them,
for the Holy Ghost had witnessed to him that bonds
and afflictions awaited him. Yet neither the pros-

pect of his varied Inbuhilions, nor the full weight
of them, made him for a moment think of relin-

quishing his benevolent exertions for the welfare of

mankind. His was the love that " endureth all

things"
And a greater, far greater than even the great

apostle of the Gentiles, mi;^ht be also introduced, as

atibrding, by his conduct, a most striking illustra-

tion of this property of Christian charity. Who
Dut himself can conceive of what the Son of God
endured while he sojourned in this world? Who
can imagine the magnitude cf his sufferings, and
the extent of that opposition, ingratitude, and hard
usage, amidst which those sufferings were sustained,

and by which they were so greatly increased"?

iSever was so much mercy treated with so much
cruelty ; the constant labor he sustained, and the

many privations to which he submitted, were little,

compared with the malignant contradiction, resist-

ance, and persecution, he receiv'cd from those who
were the objects of his mercy. The work of man's
redemption was not accomplished, as was the work
of creation, by a mere fiat delivered from the

throne, on which Omnipotence reigned in the calm
repose of infinite majesty : no—the Word was made
flesh, and dwell among us, as a man of sorrow and
acquainted with grief The wrath of God, the

fury of devils, the rage of man, the malignity of
enemies, the wayward follies and fickleness of
friends, the basene.ss of treachery, the scorn of
official rank, and the many stings of ingratitude,

calumny, and inconstancy— all poured their venom
into that heart which glowed with affection to the

children of men. Nothing turned him from his

purpose—nothing abated his ardor in the work of

our salvation. His, too, and above all others, was
indeed a love which " endureth all things."

Such is the model we are to copy. In doing good
we must prepare ourselves for opposition, and all

its attendant train of evils. Whether our object

be the conversion of souls, or the well-being of
man's corporeal nature—whether we are seeking
to build up the temporal, or to establish the eternal,

interests of mankind—we must remember that we
have undertaken a task which will call lor patient,

self-denyinjj, and persevering effort. In the midst
of difficulties, we must not utter the vain cowardly
wish, that we had not set our hand to the plough;
but press onward in humble dependence upon the

grrace of the Holy Spirit, and animated by tne hope
ci" ejih»r being rewarded by success, or by the con-
sciousness that we did every thing to obtain it : and
we shaii do this, if we possess much of the power
of lt;ve; for its ardor is such, that many waters
cam;. it quench it. Its energies increase with the

ditfirulty that requires them, and, like a well con-
structed arch, it becomes more firm and consoli-

dated by the weight it has to sustain. In short, it

is " steadfast, iminoveable, always abounding in the

work of the Lord, forasmuch as it knows that ius

abor shall not be in vain in the Lord."

CHAPTER XVL
THE PERAUNENCE OF LOVE.

" Charity never faileth."

Permanence is the climax of excellence. How
often has the sigh been heaved, and the tear been
shed, over the perishable nature of earthly pos-
sessions. Their transient duration presented a pain-
ful contrast to their great worth, and extorted the
sorrowful exclamation, Alas ! that such excellence
should be mortal ! The charm of beauty soon
fades, the force of genius is at length exhausted,
the monuments of art decay; an incurable taint

of corruption has infected every thing earthly, and
even religion itself does not confer immortality
upon every thing that belongs to its sacred economy.
One thing there is, which shall remain for ever,

for "'charity never faileth ;" and its permanence is

the crown and glory of all its other noble qualities.

It is a truly immortal disposition—bearing no ex-

clusive relation to earth or to time, but destined to

pass away from the world with the souls in which
it exists, to dwell in heaven, and flourish through
eternity.

When it is said that it never faileth, we are not

merely to understand, that being once planted in

the soul, it remains there as the centre and support
of all the other practical virtues : that it will so re-

main, is unquestionable, for its continuance is es-

sential to the existence of personal and social reli-

gion. A man may change his opinions on some
subjects—he may give up some sentiments once be-

lieved by him to be truth; but he cannot give up
love, without ceasing to be a Christian.

Nor does the apostle mean that it remains as the

spirit of Christianity till the end of time, amidst
every change of external administration ; that it

shall so abide is unquestionable. The genius of

piety is unchangeable. This was the temper obli-

gatory upon the primitive Christian ; it is obliga-

tor}' upon us ; and it will be no less so upon every

future generation. A holier and happier age is in

reserve for the church of Christ; "compared with
which, invisible though it be at present, and hid
behind the clouds which envelope this dark and
troubled scene, the brightest day that has yet shone
upon the world is midnight, and the highest splen-

dors that have invested it the .shadow of death :"

but this glory shall consist in a more perfect and
conspicuous manifestation of the grace of love. It

is in this, combined with a clearer perception of the

truth, that the Christians of the millennium will

surpass those of every preceding age.

But the apostle's reference is evidently to another
world : his eye was upon heaven, and he was look-

ing at things unseen and eternal, when he said that

"charity never faileth." He was then soaring on
the wing of faith, and exploring the scenes of eter-

nity, among which he saw this celestial plant, sur-

viving the dissolution of the universe, outliving

the earthly state of the church, transplanted to the

paradise of God, and flourishing in the spirits of

just men made perfect near the fountain of light

and love.

To give still greater emphasis to what he says of
its continuance, he contrasts il with some things,

which, however highly valued by the Corinthian
believers, were of a transient duration, and. there-

fore, of greatly inferior value to this.

" Whether there be prophecies, they shall fail." By
prophecies here, we are to understand inspired in-

terpretation of the Scriptures; all new revelations

from God, by oral or written communication, for

the instruction and edification of the saints. These,
so far from belonging to the heavenly state of the

church, did not survive its primitive ages. The
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gift of inspiration was soon withdrawn, the oracle

of prophecy was hushed, and all further responses

from heaven were denied.
" Whether there be tongues they shall cease." This,

of course, refers to the miraculous power of speak-

ing any language without previous study. This
gift also ceased with the other extraordinary en-

dowments of the primitive ages, and bears no rela-

tion to the heavenly world. Whether the commu-
nication of ideas in the celestial state will be car-

ried on by speech, is, at present, unicnown to us ; if

it be so, what the language will be is beyond con-

jecture.
" Whether there be knoicledge, it shall vanish aivaij."

This expression most probably refers to what is

called, in the preceding chapter, " the word of

knowledge ;" and of which the apostle speaks in

the beginning of this chapter—"Though I under-

stand all mysteries, and all knowledge, and have
not love, I am nothing." It means an inspired

knowledge of the types, predictions, and mysteries,

of the Old Testament, and of their accomplishment
by the facts of the Christian economy. This, also,

was among the signs and wonders which were to

vanish away ; which, having been granted as at-

testations to the divine authority of the word of

God, and for the edification of the church, were
discontinued when the canon of Scripture was com-
pleted and settled.

Some extend the apostle's reasoning so far, as

to include every kind of our present knowledge

;

which, as to its imperfect attainments, and inade-

quate mediums, and present modes of communica-
tions, shall be removed, and give place to a more
easy and perfect method of acquiring truth, and a
raore entire comprehension of its nature and re-

lations.

As to the knowledge of the arts of the practical

sciences and of literature, this shall be lost and for-

gotten, as utterly useless, and as bearing no relation

whatever to the celestial state. Ye master spirits,

ye commanding geniuses, ye lordly minds, who
exhaust the force of your intellect, and lavish its

treasures upon themes of mere earthly interest

—

see here the termination of all your labors. Scho-
lars, poets, painters, sculptors, warriors, ye who as-

semble in the temple of fame, amidst the mightiest

productions of human skill, to pay homage to each
other, to receive the admiration of the world, and
to immortalize your names—giving to your mighty
works the full measure of their value, in reference

to earth and to time—admitting that, in this view,
they are bright scenes in the history of man

;
yet

still, in reference to heaven and its eternity, they
are nothing—less than nothing—and vanity. Not
an angel would turn to gaze upon the noblest pro-
duction of human imasination, nor will a plea be
put in by a single inhabitant of heaven, to exempt
from the destruction of the last fire the sublimest
specimens of human skill. Myriads of volumes
have been already lost and forgotten ; myriads
more are on their way to oblivion ; myriads still

shall rise, only to vanish ;—and of all the accumu-
lations that shall have been made by the time of the

millennium, and which shall have been going on
through the longest and the purest age of reason

—

not one shall be saved from the general conflagra-

tion, as worthy to be borne to the heavenly world.
" Knowledge shall vanish away."
But not only shall the knowledge contained in

the scientific, and literary, and imaginative, pro-

ductions of men vanish, together with the volumes
by which it was circulated ; but all theological

works—our creeds, our catechisms, our articles of
faith, our bodies of divinity, our works of biblical

criticism, our valued, and justly valued, commen-
taries—our sermons, and our treatises—all shall va-
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nish. The knowledge we gain from these sources
is not that which will attend us to the skies, and be
sufiicient for us when we have arrived at the region
of cloudless splendor, the element of wisdom, the

native land, and dwelling-place of truth.

The introduction of this idea, by the apostle, has
given occasion for one of the most striking digres-

sions from his tract of thought which he ever made.
His argument only required him lo state that love
is better than the gift of knowledge, because the lat-

ter shall cease ; but he proceeds to show why it shall

cease, and ascribes its continuance to its imperfec-

tion: he then takes an opportunity to draw one of

the most sublime contrasts to be found in the word
ofGod, between our knowledge in the present world,

and our more perfect comprehension of truth in the

world that is to come.
And why shall knowledge vanish away 1 because

" We know in part, and we prophesy in part."

A part only of truth is made known, and, therefore,

a part only is received by us. This may imply that

there are viany things we do not know at all. Who
can doubt this % Upon the supposition that we are

perfectly acquainted with all that is proper to be
known, all that could be acquired by the aid of rea-

son and the discoveries of revelation, still we should
hear a voice, saying to us, " Lo, these are a part of
his ways, but the thunder of his power who can un-
derstand!" There are, doubtless, truths of vast

importance and of deep interest, which have never
yet approached, and, in the present world, never
will approach, the horizon of the human under-
standing. There are paths in the region of truth

which the vulture's eye has not seen, and which are

hid from the view of all living.

When, on his death-bed, the great Newton was
congratulated upon the discoveries he had made, he
replied, with the modesty usually attendant on vast

attainments, " I have been only walking on the

shores of truth, and have, perhaps, picked up a gem
or two, of greater value than others; but the vast

ocean itself lies all before me." This is strictly cor-

rect in reference to the material universe, to which
the remark was intended to apply. Of natural truth,

the ocean, with its depths, i;s islands, and the con-

tinents and kingdoms to which it leads, is all before

us. We have onlv looked upon the surface, and
seen some of the objects passing upon it: we have
only seen a few land-marks, on one part of one of

its shores; but the infinitude of its ample space,

and the innumerable objects which that space con-

tains, are yet to be explored. And with respect to

the spiritual world, although we possess, in the vo-

lume of inspiration, a revelation of the most sublime,

important, and interesting objects of knowledge : yet

probably, there are truths of which, after all that di-

vines and philosophers have written, we can form
no more conception, than we can of the objects of a

sixth sense, or than a blind man can of colors. " We
know only in part."

It is implied also that what we do know, we know
but imperfectly. In some cases, our knowledse is

uncertainty, and amounts only to opinion ;
faith is

weak, and" mixed with many'doubts. We cannot

exultinglv exclaim, " I know ;" we can scarcely say,

" I believe." The object sometimes presents itself

to our mind, like the sun seen dimly through a mist

—now appearing, and then lost again, in the density

of the fog. Now a truth comes upon us, in a thin

and shadowy form ; we think we see it, but it is

again obscured. We only see glimmerings. Wo per-

ceive appearances, rather than demonstrations

;

dark outlines, not perfect pictures.

And where no doubt undermines the certainty of

our knowledge, what dark limits bound its extent

;
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We walk, as through a valley shujt in on each side

by lofty mountains, whose tops are lost amidst th*

clouds, whoie shadows add to the otecuriy of our
situaiion, and whose mighty masses stand between
us and the prospect which lies beyond. How im-
perfect and limited is our knowledge of the great

God—of the spirituality of his nature—of his neces-

sary self-existence from eternity—of his triune es-

sence ! How feeble are our conceptions of the com-
plex person of Christ, the God-man Mediator ; of the

scheme of providence, embracing the history of our
world, and of all other worlds ; and of the connec-

tion between providence and redemption ! How
have divines and philosophers been perplexed on
the subject of the entrance of moral evil ; on the

agreement between divine prescience, and the free-

dom of the human will ; between moral inability,

and human accountability! How much obscurity

hangs, in our view, over many of the operations of
nature! how soon do we arrive at ultimate laws,

which, for aught we can tell, may be only the effects

of causes that are hidden from our observation ! In

what ignorance do we live, of many of the most
common occurrences around us. Who has perfect

ideas of the essences of things, separate and apart

from their qualities—of matter, for instance, or spi-

rit 1 Who can perfectly conceive how the idea of
motion results from that of body, or how the idea of
sensation results from that of spirit 1 On what
theme shall we meditate, and not be mortified to

find how little progress we can make before we are
arrested by insurmountable difficulties! On what
eminence shall we take our stand, and to what part
of the horizon direct our eye, and not see clouds
and shadows resting like a veil upon the prospect?
How truly is if said, " We know but in pari." An-
gels must wonder at the limitation of our ideas ; and
disembodied spirits must be astonished at the mighty
bound they make, by that one step which conducts
them across the threshold of eternity.

The apostle illustrates the present imperfection
of our knowledge, compared with its future advance-
ment, by two similitudes. The first is, lAe differ-
ence betw.en the ideas of a child and those of a 7nan.
" When I was a child, I .spake as a child, I under-
stood as a child, I thought as a child ; but when I

became a man, I put away childish things." The
meaning of Paul in this verse is—that our know-
ledge in the heavenly stale will be as difl^erent from,
and as superior to, any thing we gain on earth, as
the ideas of an adult, in the maturi'/, of his intellect-

ual powers, are to those which he entertained when
he was a child. Our knowledge at present, is that

of children
; we are not only in the minority, but in

the infancy, of our minds. Our notions are the
opinions of children; our discourses are the lisp-

ings of children; our controversies the reasonings
of children. The prodigious attainments of those
great luminaries, Bacon, Milton, Boyle, Locke,
Newton; and in the science of theology, of those
great divines, Owen, Howe, Charnock, Baxter,
Bates, Butler, Hooker;—all these are but the pro-
ductions cf children, written for the instruction of
others less taught than themselves. Yea, the zy"^%-

\\t\xic\\iics himself and his xcritingi in the descrip-
tion
—

" We know in part, and we prophesv in part.

When I was a child, I spake as a child ; but when
J became a man, I put away childish things." He
alludes to his own childish conceits, and puerile
simplicity, which had given way to the matured
knowledge of his riper years; and, by implication,
declares his expectation, that the knowledge which
he should gain in the celestial slate would be as
much ahov'* his present views, as they were beyond
those which he entertained when he was a child.—
Yes, thai greatest of mere men—that illustrious in-

dividual who had been in the third heaven—who

had explored, as we imagine, some of the secrets of
the unseen world—who had fathomed so much of
the depth, measured so iiiui;h of ihe ueigli!,ui u ml.

;

even he tells us, that he was but in his minority.

—

What an idea does it give us of the infinitude of
knowledge yet to be obtained, when we are inform-
ed that the Bible itself, even the IS'ew Testament,
that book of books, the work of which it is said, it

has God for its author, truth without any mixture
of error, for its contents, and salvation ibr its end,
is but a book for children, a work for saints in their

infancy, a mere elementary treatise on the subject
of eternal truth, written by the finger of God, for

his family, during their education and noviciate on
earth.

The second similitude, by which the present im-
perfection of our knowledge is set forth, is that very
partial acquaintance which Me gain with material
objects, by looking at thein through a glass. '" Now
we see through a glass, darkly."

Considerable diversity of opinion prevails as to

the piecise object of the apostle's allusion in the ex-

pression which he here employs. It is admitted
that the word in the original literally signifies a
mirror; and hence most expositors consider ihat the

comparison is to this article, and that his meaning
is, that our knowledge of divine truth in this world,
is only of that partial kind which we gain by seeing

objects reflected from a mirror. But does this ac-

cord with his design, which is to represent the ob-

scurity of our present ideas, compared witii what we
shall know herealter, when that which is perfect is

come 1 The knowledge we gain of an object that

is reflected from a highly polished surface is loo ac-

curate to furnish such a ccmparison. Hence some
are of opinion—and this is the view 1 lake— that

the allusion is to those semi-transparent substances,

such as horn and diaphanous stones, which were
used in windows beibre glass was known, and
through which objects would be but very dimly seen.

Nothing could better accord with the apostle's pur-

pose than this. How dim and shadowy do those

forms appear, which we discover through such a
medium: we discern only the mere outline; every
thing is seen imperfectly, and many things connect-

ed with the object are not seen at all. '' We see it

throi.igh a glass, darkly." The term rendered
" darkly" signifies an enigma, a riddle, a form of
speech in which one thing is put for another ; which,
though in some respects like it, is but an obscure re-

presentation, and calculated to puzzle tho.se who are
required to find out the thing which is thus darkly
shadowed forth.

Here it may be proper to inquire why divine
truth is at present involved in so much comparative
darkness.

It is designed to accord with the analogy of faith.

We are to walk by faith, which is not only opposed
to the testimony of the sense, but is distinguished
also from the clearness and certainty of perfect
knowledge.

It coviports also with the pnrpose of a diii.te reve-

lation. There is no doubt but that some of the cloud."*

which envelope the subjects of revealed truth could
have been dissipated, and many things put in a still

clearer light. A studied caution, a designed reserve,

is maintained in some places; for as the Bible is

given to be a test of moral disposition, the evidence
should be sufficient to demand belief, without being
enough to compel it. The Bible affords us light

enough to assist us in discliarging the duties of this

world, and to guide us to glory, honor, immortality,

and eternal life; but it concedes nothing to curiosity,

nothing to a spirit of restless inquiry. It stands like

a waymark on the high road to eternity, and is in-

tended simply to announce what is truth, and the

way to its dwelling-place, but not to make known to
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the traveller all the details of the city to which he is

journeying.
And, in another view, this obscurity is absolutely

necessary. If the disclosure were more obscure, it

would be beyond our apprehension ; we could know
nothing; and, in that case, religion could have no
existence, or exist only as the blind offspring of ig-

norance. If it were more cloudy and shadowy, it

would have no power to arrest attention or interest

the heart : it might, indeed, point to a brighter state,

where it would throw off" the dense covering in

which it had enwrapped itself on earth; but too lit-

tle of the beauty of truth would b." seen to captivate

our affections, and to allure us to foiKi.s her to that

Avorld where she displays her unveiled glories; but

as revelation is now given to us, enough of the

beauty of truth is seen, to inspire us with a true af-

fection ; enough is concealed, to make us long to

see her face to face. And were all the knowledge
that it is possible for us lo receive, actually commu-
nicated to us, who, amidst such acquisitions, could

attend to the low pursuits of ordi'nary affairs ? The
immediate effect of such a disclosure would be to

produce, so far as real Christians are concerned, a

total stagnation of the affairs of this life. All the

studies and pursuits, the arts and the labors, which
now employ the activily of man—which support or-

der, or promote happiness—would lie neglected and
abandoned. It is necessar}' that something of the

magnitude of truth should be concealed—something
of its effulgence softened—something of its beauty

veiled; or the holy mind of the Christian, absorbed

in such a vision, would find all that is important in

life utterly insignificant, and all ihat is attractive

ta:;ieless and insipid. Disturbed in his lofty medi-
tations, and interrupted in his ecstasies, by the din of

business, and the obtrusion of low, grovelling cares,

and judging that scenes of secular activity unfitted

him for communion with this heavenly visitant,

—

ne would retire from the social haunts of men, to

converse with truth in the solitude of the hermitage
or the silence of the desert. So necessary is it to

hang a veil on the too dazzling brightness of divine
subjects.

This partial obscurity is also necessary, on ac-

count of the feebleness and limited extent of our facul-

ties. Our minds could no more bear to look upon
the unmitigated glory of divine truth, than the eye

of an infant could sustain the unsoftened effulgence

of the mid-day sun. Our minds cannot grasp, in its

full extent, one single subject out of all the mighty
theory. Some vague idea may be formed of the

almost illimitable range of this plan, when we recol-

lect that its development is to employ our under-
standing in the highest state of intellectual perfec-

tion, and to employ it, not for a measured term, but
through the countless ages of an endless existence.

The study, the discovery, the enjoyment, of truth,

will form one of the chief felicities of the heavenly
state: but what must that knowledge be, which is to

afford something new and interesting through eter-

nitv 1 how can this be obtained by man in the in-

fancy of his existence upon earth 1 There are sub-

jects yet to be known, which would have no less

surpassed the understanding of Newton, than his

profound discoveries in science would the mind of
a child.

No wonder, then, that we walk at present amidst
shades and glimmerings. But how humbling is this

view of the subject to the pride of intellect !
" There

is a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Al-
mighty giveth him understanding." The thinking
mind is the glory of our nature ; il is the candle of

the Lord shining " in the earthly house of our ta-

bernacle," and giving light to all the faculties of our
soul, to guide their operations, and to direct them
in their appropriate business. To what an immea-

1

surable elevation does it raise man above the brute
creation! What wonders it has achieved—what
stupendous monuments of wisdom and power it has
raised ! Who can mention the names of the giants
of the world of mind, and especially who can survey
the productions of their genius, without having high
notions of the capacities of the human understand-
ing! But what are all the works of the greatest
theologians, the profoundest philosophers, when
compared with the knowledge of another world,
but as the ideas of one who " thought as a child, and
spake as a child !" Shall any man, shall the great-

est of men, be proud of their modicum of know-
ledge, vain of their childish notions, puffed up with
their poor scantling of information 1 Were the

meanest and least of all the spirits ofjust men made
perfect, to come down and catechise a synod of the

greatest divines on earth, how soon would he con-
found them amidst their most sagacious discoveries

and most celebrated works. What infantine con-
ceptions, what puerile conceits, could be found out
in their most finished productions ! So little reason
has man for the pride of understanding—so much
cause to clothe himself with the garment of hu-
mility.

HEAVEN A STATE OF PERFECT KNOWLEDGE.

" But when that whirh is perfect is come, then that

which is in part shall be done aicay. Now we see

through a glass darkly ; but tlien face to face: noio

I knoiv but in part ; but then shall I knoxo, even as I
am known."

All these expressions refer to the celestial world,
and unite to teach us that heaven is a state of per-

fect knowledge. Here we know only part of truth;

then we shall know the whole: here we know no-
thing but in a partial manner : there we .shall know
every thing completely : here we see truth, only as

we perceive the dark shadow of a man, through a
dense medium ; there we shall behold it as clearly as

we do the same man when we see him face to face

;

there we shall know truth, even as we are known
by superior beings, i. e. with as much certainty,

though not with the same comprehension.
This last expression has been sometimes ex-

plained, as conveying the intimation that we shall

recognize each other in the celestial state. "We
shall know others, even as we are known by them."
Many reasons concur to produce the expectation of

this mutual recognition. It is almost impossible to

suppose that we shall maintain our identity, not

only of person but of character, and also the remi-

niscence of our earthly existence and history ; with-

out believing the interesting truth, that we shall

again be mutuallv known to each other in the hea-

venly world. This is one of ihe sentiments which
the sacred writers rather take for granted than stop

to prove. But certainly this is not the meaning of
the passage now uncJer consideration. The apostle

here speaks of our knowledge of things, not of per-

sons.

The felicity of the celestial state will, doubtless,

include every thing that can yield delight to a cor-

poreal, social, intellectual, and moral creature. It is

eternal life—everlasting existence, attended by
every thing that can render existence, a blessing.

—

It is life, in the fullest sense of the term—life in the

highest degree of perfection. The glorified body
will probably retain the organs of sound and sight,

—the purest of the senses,—and thus become the

miet of the most pleasurable sensations; while it

will be for ever free from the cravings of appeti'e,

the languor of sickness, the distress of pain, the wea-
riness of labor. The .social impulse will be gratified

by the sublime converse of "the innumerable com-
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pany of angels, and the spirits of just men made per-

fect." The moral feelings will all combine in the

most ur.-i;'Iicd [iirity; v.iiile ilie intellect will be ir-

radia'.ed by the light of eternal tniih. The heart will

thus repo.se in the enjoyment of the chief good, and
the mind in the contemplation of the first truth ; be-

yond which nothing remains to be enjoyed—nothing

to be known.
But we are now considering heaven under the re-

presentation of a state of knowledge, and as an in-

tellectual condition. In this light the Scriptures fre-

quently speak of the glory to be revealed. They
call J! an inheritance " in light;" fhey describe it as

a world where there is no night. There " we shall

see him as he is," " behold his glory," " see him face

to face:" expressions which relate more to the eyes

of the mind than to those of the body. Perhaps we
do not sufficiently contemplate heaven in this view
of it. The greater part of mankind are taken up
with mere sensations, and are but little acquainted
wiih the pure enjoyment counected with the per-

ception of evidence and the apprehension of truth.

The rapturous exclamation, "1 have found it !" is

rarely uttered by the multitude, over any thing but

the acquisition of wealth or the gratification of ap-

petite. But those who have been engaged in any
measure in intellectual pursuits, will be able to ap-

preciate the pleasures of knowledge. Evidence is

to the mind like light to the "ye, and the perception
of truth, as water to the thirsty. Even the compa-
ratively barren sciences of numbers and figures,

which exclude the operation of the fancy, and pre-

sent nothing to exercise the passions or gratify the

imagination, the truths of which derive all their in-

terest from the evidence by which they are sup-
ported, or the manner in which they are applied to

other purposes ;—yes; even these area source of
high and pure enjoyment to the human mind, which
is ever seeking to arrive at infallible certainty, and
can repose nowhere else. What exquisite delight
has been experienced by .some men, when, after a
long process of reasoning, or a fatiguing course of
experiments, they have at length arrived at a de-
monstration. It', then, in the present world, where
the subjects of our research are often so insignifi-

cant, where our knowledge is obtained wiih such
labor, is limited by so much ignorance, and blended
with so much error; if amidst such circumstances
the plea<;ure of knowledge be so great,—what will
it be in the heavenly state 1

Let us consider what will be the objects of our
knowledge.

If we maybe allowed the expression, -we shall
know all things thm are knowable, .so far as an ac-
quaintance with then, will contribute to our feliciiv.

We shall know every ihing that is essential to the
right performance of duty, or to the most perfect
gratification of our intellect—all that lies within our
proper sphere or compass as creatures.
We shall pcrfeclUj comprehend all the laxos which

govern the material world The discovery of these
are now considered to be amon? the most dignified
and gratifying employments of the human under-
standing:. It was his discoveries in natural philoso-
phy which gave to our great Newton his celebrity.
What a high station in the records of fame is as-
signed to Linneus, La Place, Davy, and Watt, and
to others, who have explored the secrets and ex-
plained the laws of nature' They are ranked
amona: the illustrious members and most valuable
benefactors of their species. They are looked up to

with a kind of semi-idolatry, and their praises are
con'inuallv chanted for their vast achicvemen's, not
only in adding to the stock of knowledge, but in ac-
rumnlaiins: fresh honors upon human nature.

—

What sublime and astonishing facts are included
in the sciences of a.stronomy, optics, chemistry 1 how

much of power, wisdom, and goodness, of the divine
Architect are displayed in the works of creation '-

yet these things are now hi.uieii liim a greai for-
lion of the redeemed, who, by the disadvantages of
their education, are shut out from these sources of
knowledge. But they will be admitted to them in

heaven. Creation will not be destroyed at the
judgment day, but only purified. The vast and
splendid machine will not then be thrown aside, bro-
ken up, and con.signed to oblivion. Nothing which
the hand of the Creator halh framed shall be for-

gotten. The brilliant scenes which are now pas-
sing before our eyes, but on which many, even re-

generated minds look without understanding them,
are not a mere pageant. Beautiful was the remark
of the eminently pious Bishop Hall, who, on being
told in his old age, that his views of astronomy were
not quite correct, replied, "Well! it may be so; but
I am soon going to heaven, and as 1 shall take the
stars in my way, I must leave the subject till then,

when every mistake will be rectified." So com-
pletely will all the disadvantages of our earthl}' con-
dition be removed in heaven, whether those disad-

vantages arise from the Christian being born in an
age when knowledge is in its infancy, or amidst
those privations of property which deny him access

to the sources of information. In the hour of death,

the pious but illiterate tenant of the cottage, on
whose mind the orb of science never rose, though
the sun of righteousness poured upon it the light of

a spiritual illumination, ascends above the disad-

vantages of education, makes a glorious transition

from the shades of ignorance, in which he dwelt
upon earth, into the cloudless transparency of the

firmament on high. His natural faculties, com-
pressed and enfeebled now by the circumstances of
his birth, shall then expand to a comprehensioH,
and attain to a vigor, probably not surpassed by the

loftiest of the human race : and he, too, shall know
in heaven, the works of the God ofnature, asheknew
below, and shall still better know above, the works
of the God of grace.

Providence will form another mighty range of in-

quiry, and another source of delightful knowledge
in heaven. By providence, we mean God's moral
government of the universe—the course of the di-

vine administration towards rational and moral
creatures: that mighty scheme, which commenced
its application before time was born, or the founda-
tions of the earth were laid; which embraces the

annals of other worlds besides ours; which includes
the history of angels, men, and devils. Providence
comprises the whole range of events, which have
taken place from the formation of the first creature,

to the last moment of time, with all the tendencies,

-

reasons, connections, and results, of things
;
the se-

parate existence of each individual, wiih the con-
tinuation and influence of the whole, in one har-
monious scheme. Providence is now full of mys-
teries. We are puzzled at almost every step. In-

numerable are the events over which, after having
in \-ain endeavored to sound their depth with the

line of our reason, we must exclaim, " O the

depth!" But we shall know all ; why sin was per-

mitted, and how it entered, with all the attendant

train of incomprehensible results which followed its

introduction into the moral universe. It will then be

made appaient to us, why so long a period elapsed

between the first promise of a Saviour, and his in-

carnation, sufferings, and death : why, for so many
ages, the world was left in ignorance, sin, and mi-
sery : why such errors were permitted to enter the

church; and so soon, and so extensively, to corrupt

the simplicity and deform the beauty of the Chris-

tian profession : w hy the man of sin was suflTered to

establish his seat in the temple of Christ; to exalt

himself above all that is called God ;
to utter his
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blasphemy ; to shed the blood of the saints ; and so

long to spread the clouds of superstition, and the

shades of death, over Christendom : why the impos-

tor of Mecca was alio'.ved to arise, and for so many
ages to render a large portion of the earth inacces-

sible to 'he rays of the Sun of Righteousness: why
idolatry, with all its sanguinary deities, and all its

bloody and obscene rites, was left so long to insult

the heavens, to pollute the earth, and to curse man-
kind. What deep unfathomable mysteries are

these! How confounding to our reason, and how
utterly beyond our research! What astonishment
and delight, what inconceivable emotions, will be

produced by the gradual unfolding of the mighty
scheme, by the progressive discoveries of the con-

nections and issues of things, and the wondrous dis-

play of divine glory which will be made by the

whole. How shall we be enraptured to find, that

those events which now so confound us, were dark
only by excess of wisdom, and that those facts

which so often distressed ns upon earth were but

the more sombre shades of the perfect picture !

—

What manifestations of Deity will then be made,
when God shall admit us to his cabinet, and lay

open to us the arcana of his government!
And, doubtless, we shall not only see the harmony

and wisdom of Providence, in its general aspect

and its more comprehensive combinations and ar-

rangements, but in its particular bearing on our oion,

private and personal history. The most important
and interesting chapter in the volume of universal

history is, to us, that which contains the record of

our life. What clouds and shadows still rest, and
in the present state ever must rest, upon our obscure
and humble annals. How often is Jehovah, in his

dealings with us, a God that hideth himself! how
often does he wrap himself in clouds, and pursue
his path upon the waters, where we can neither see

his goings nor trace his footsteps ! How many of

his dispensations are inexplicable! and of his judg-

ments, how many are unfathomable by the short

line of our reason ! But whatever we know not

now, we shall know hereafter: the crooked will be

made straight, the cloud of darkness will be scat-

tered, and all his conduct towards us placed in the

broad daylight of eternity. We shall see the con-

nection which our individual history bears with the

general scheme of providence; and perceive how,
notwithstanding our insignificance, our existence

was no less necessary to the perfection ot the whole
plan than that of the great ones of the earth. We
shall see how all the varying and numerous, and
seemingly opposite, events of our history were com-
bined into one gracious purpose of mercy, which
was most perfectly wise in all its combinations : now
we believe that " all things work together for good ;"

then we shall see how this end was accomplished by

events, which, at the time put us to so much grief,

and involved us in so much surprise. Deligh'ful,

most delightful will it be, to retrace our winding
and often gloomy course, and discern at each

change and turning the reason of the occurrence,

and the wisdom of God ;
delightful will it be, to dis-

cern the influence which all our temporal circum-

stances, all our disappointments, losses, and per-

plexities, had upon our permanent and celestial hap-

piness. How much of divine wisdom, power, good-

ness and faithfulness, will our short and humble
history present; and what rapturous fervor will the

discovery give to the song of praise which we
shall utter before the throne of God and the Lamb.

Revelation, as containins the scheme of human
redomp'ion by Jesus Christ, will be another ohject

of our study, and source of knowledge. The Bible

is given to make God known
; and one page of the

Bible, yea one verse, makes known more of God
than all the volume of nature. Bat, after all, how

little do we know of God, of his essence, of his

triune mode of subsistence, of his natural perfec-

tions, of his moral attributes 1 What an unfathom-
able mystery is Deity ! In what a pavilion of dark-
ness does Jehovah dwell ! Who, by searching, can
find out Godl In heaven we shall know him, for

we shall see him face to face; we shall behold his

glory, and see him as he is. We shall have as per-

fect an acquaintance with the divine character, as

a finite mind can attain to; and in this one object,

shall find employment and bliss through eternity.

We shall never exhaust this theme. Eternity is

necessary to study that which is infinite.

We shall there comprehend, so far as it can be

done by a finite mind, the complex person of Jesus

Christ. We cannot now understand this; "great

is the mystery of godliness,—God manifest in the

flesh ;" but what we know not now, we shall know
hereafter. Then will the cross be seen, as the cen-

tral point of the divine administration, bright with

ten thousand glories, and sending out its beams to

the extremity of the moral system. The ruin of

the world by its federal connection with Adam:
the election of the Jews, and the long abandonment
of the Gentiles ;

the slow advance of Christianity

to its millennial reign and triumph; the bearing of

redemption upon other orders of beings beside man

;

the difficulties which hang like impenetrable clouds

upon the doctrines of personal election, regenera-

tion, perseverance, the freedom of the will viewed

in connection with divine prescience and predesti-

nation;— all, all will be laid open to the view of

glorified saints in heaven. Every thing in the

Scriptures, which is now dark, shall be made light.

A reconciling point shall be found for every seem-

ing contradiction, and the faith and patience of the

saints be rewarded, for having received the truth

on the credit of him who spoke it, without demand-
in? to see before they believed.

Such shall be the sources of knowledge in heaven.

O the bliss of eternally drinking in knowledge

from such fountains

!

We may now consider the advantages which

the heavenly state will possess for the acquisition

of knowledge.
The soul vnll there be perfect in holiness, and thus

the understanding vnll be delivered from the disturb-

ing and bevnldcring influence of sin. In our pre-

sent state of imperfection, the depravity of our na-

ture contracts and misdirects our judgment : the

corruptions of the heart send up a mist, which veils

the lustre of truth, and conceals its extent and glo-

ry from the mind The judgment cannot now see

spiritual objects in all their rangfe, and order, and
beauty, because of sin. But in heaven this con-

tractins and darkening influence will rease for ever.

No evil bias, no sinful prejudice, will ever warp
the judgment: no disease of the 'oui will dim it.s

eve or enfeeble its power. Wl'h eagle pinion it

will soar to the fountain of radi.-ince, and with e.igle

vision bear 'he full blaze of its glory. 7V -nutural

faculty of the mind will the a attain to its full matu-

rity of strength. The mind is here in its infancy:

there it willcome to its age. Even the intellects

of the greatest geniuses, while nn earth, are but

human minds in childhood, ^^ we have already

considered, and their most pro.iigious efforts but as

infantine exercises. Here thev only tried their

powers: but in heaven the mind will put forth to

their full extent all tho.^e wondrous faculties which

are now shut up and conipre^sed in our nature, for

want of room and or'fortnnitv 'o expind. In

heaven, me shall not be diverted and called off from

the pursuit of truih bii the inferior interests of the

bodi/: the soul will not be prevented from making

excursions into the regions of light, by the cares,

wants, and anxieties, which abound in this state of
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being, but will be left at leisure to pursue her sub-

lime researches. She will have nothing to hinder

the acquirement and enjoyment of knowledge. To
crown all, heaven is an eternal state, and everlast-

ing ages will be aflbrded through which the glori-

fied mind will carry on its pursuits. Were the

term of human life again protracted to the antedi-

luvian age, what vast atiamments would be made
by us all in the discovery of truth ! What, then,

must it be to have eternity through which to grow
in knowledge 1

We might notice the characters of ctir know-
ledge. It will be perfect: by which we are not to

•understand that it will be as complete as the nature

of things admits of, for we should then possess a

comprehension equal to that of God. We cannot
perfectly know every thing as it may be known:
our ideas of many things must be limited, especial-

ly those which relate to the divine nature. By per-

fection, we mean freedom from error: our know-
ledge will be free from all adnjixture of doubt, sus-

pense and fallacy; our attainments will be bound-
ed only by our capacity ; there will, perhaps, be a

gradation of mind in heaven, no less obviously
marked than that which exists on earth ; but all ca-

pacities will be filled.

Our knowledge will doubtless be progressive.—
Increase of ideas is, perhaps, in the case of a crea-

ture, essential to felicity. We now find more plea-

sure in receiving a new and important truth, than
we experience in all we before possessed. A slate

in which there remains nothing more to be known,
conveys not an idea of happiness so vividly as that

where the delight of discovering something new is

ever added to the joy of contemplating so much
that is old. What a view of heaven !—An eternal
advance in the most important knowledge; an ever-
lasting accumulation of ideas; an interminable
progression in truth. In the march of the mind
through intellectual and moral perfection, there is

no period set : this perfection of the just is for ever
carrying on—is carrying on, but shall never come
to a close. God shall behold his creation for ever
beautifying in his eyes, for ever drawing near to
himself, yet still infinitely distant from" him, the
fountain of all goodness. There is noi in religion
a more joyful or triumphant consideration than this

peipetual progress which the soul makes in the per-

fection of its nature, without ever arnvin^j at its

ultimate period. Here truth has the advantage of
fable. No fiction, however bold, presents to us a
conception so elevating and astonishing as this in-

terminable line of heavenly excellence. To look
upon the glorified spirit, as going on from strength

to strength, adding virtue to virtue, and knowledge
to knowledge ; making approaches to goodness
which is infinite ; for ever adorning the heavens
with new beauties, and brightening in the splen-
dors of moral glory through the ages of eternity;

—has something in it so transcendent, as to sa-

tisfy the most unbounded ambition of an immor-
tal spirit. Christian ! does not thy heart glow at

the thought that there is a time marked out in the

annals of heaven, when thou shalt be what ths an-
gels now are; when thou shalt shine with that glory
in which principalities now appear; and when, in

full communion with the Most High, thou shalt

"see him a.s he isT'

Hmi) our knowledge in heaven will be acquired,

whether by testimony, by immediate revelation, or

bv some method of mental application, it would be
idle to speculate. We know that whatever mode
is determined upon by God, will promote, and not
inierrnpt, our felicitv ; we shall have nothing of
the weariness of study—nothing of the anxiety of
doubt—nothing of the torture of suspense. Ideas
will flow into the soul with the same ease and plea-

sure on our part as rays of light come to the bodily
eye.

Whatever knowledge we gain in heaven will be
transforming : it will not be mere opinion, or unin-
fluential speculation. All our ideas will be as fuel,

to feed the flame of love, which will then burn
upon the altar of the soul: all will be quickening,
penetrating, influential. Our opinions will be prin-
ciples of action. Every thing will lead us to see
more of God, to love him with a more intense glow
of holy affection, and to be more conformed to him.
The light of truth will ever be associated with the
warmth of love. " We shall be like God, for we
shall see him as he is."

It is difficult to find, in the volume of revelation,

a stronger internal evidence of its divine original,

than the view it gives of the celestial state, com-
bining, as it does, the perfection of knowledge and
of purity. Every other representation which has
been given of heaven, bears the maik of an earth-

ly source,—the proof of being a human device.—
As, in seeking for a Deity, man found the prototype

in his own passions, when he had abandoned ine

one living and true God ; so, in forming a heaven,
he collected all the materials from the objects of his

own fleshly delights. The Elysium of the Greeks
and the Romans; the Hall of the Scandinavians; the

Paradise of Mohammedans; the fantastic abodes
of the departed Hindoos;—are all adapted to their

depraved appetites, and were suggested by their

corrupt imaginations. Beyond the pleasures of a
seraglio, of a field of glory, or of a hall resounding
with the shout of victory—be)'ond the gratification

of sense—man, when left to himself, never looked
for the happiness which is to constitute his paradise.

A heaven made up of perfect knowledge, and of
perfect love, is a vision entirely and exclusively di-

vine, and which never beamed upon the human
understanding till the splendid image came upon it

from the word of God. How worthy of God is

such a representation of celestial bliss! It is aa
emanation from his own nature, as thus described:—" God is light : God is lox'e." The glorious real-

ity is evidently the provision of his own wisdom
and grace ; and the sublime description of it in the

Scriptures, is as evidently the delineation of his

own finger.

CHAPTER XVII.

THE PRE-EMINENCE OF LOVE.

" Now abide these three. Faith, Ho^pc, Charity ; hut
the greatest of these is Charity."

Such is the triune nature of true religion, as de-
scribed by an inspired penman ; of that religion
about which myriads of volumes have been written,
and so many controversies have been agitated.

—

How short and how simple the account; within
how narrow a compass does it lie; and how easily
understood, might one have expected, would have
been a subject expressed in terms so familiar as
these. This beautiful verse has furnished the arts

with one of their most exquisite subjects: poets

have sung the praises of faith, hope, and charity

;

the painter has exhibited the holy three in all the

glowing colors of his pencil ; and the sculptor has
given them in the pure and almost breathing forms
of his marble; while the orator has employed them
as the ornaments of his eloquence. But our ora-

tors, poets, sculptors, and painters, have strangely
misunderstood them, and too often proved that ihey
knew nothing of them but as the abstractions of
their genius : what they presented to the eye were
mere earthly forms, which bore no resemblance to
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these divine and spiritual graces: and multitudes

have gazed, with adnriiration kindling into rapture,

on the productions of the artist, who at the same
lime had no taste for the virtues described by the

apostle. Religion is a thing essentially different

fiom a regard to classic elegance, not indeed that

it is opposed to it, for, as it refines the heart, it may
be supposed to exert a favorable influence on the

understanding, and by correcting the moral taste,

to give a still clearer perception of the sublime and
the beautiful. It is greatly to be questioned, how-
ever, whether religion has not received more injury

than benefit from the fine arts; whether men haye
not become carelessly familiar with the more awful

realities of truth, by the exhibition of the poet,

the painter, and the engraver; and whether they

have no: mistaken those sensibilities which have
been awakened by a contemplation of the more
tender and touching scenes of revelation, as de-

scnoou upon tne jauvass or the marble, for the

emotions of true pie:y. Perhaps the " Paradise
Lost" has done very little to produce any serious

concern to avoid everlasting misery ;
" The Descent

from the Cross" by Rubens, or the "Transfigura-
tion" by Raphael, as little, to draw the heart to

the great objects of Christianity. Innumerable
representations, and many of them very splendid

productions too, have been given of Faith, Hope,
and Charity; and doubtless by these means many
kindly emotions have been called for a while into

exercise, which, after all, were nothing but a tran-

sient effect of the imagination upon the feelings.

It is of vast consequence that we should recollect

that no aflections are entitled to the character of
religion, bat such as are excited by a distinct per-

ception of revealed truth. It is not the emotion
awakened by a picture presented to the eye, nor by
a sound addressed to the ear, but by the contempla-
tion of a fact, or a statement, laid before the mind,
that constitutes piety. We now proceed to the sub-

ject of this chapter.

Faith is the belief of testimony, accompanied, if

the testimony be delivered by a living individual,

by a disposition to depend upon his veracity; and,

if if roiqtp to something in which we are interested,

with an expectation of the fulfilment of the promise.
In reference to spiritual things, it means a firm per-

suasion of the truth of what God has revealed in his

word "Faith is the substance of things hoped for,

the evidence of things not seen :" or, as the passage
is rendered tiy some, " Faith is the confidence of
things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen."

It is a belief, not only that the Bible is true, but of
the truth contained in the Bible: it is not merely a
perception of the evidences of Christianity, as a di-

vine rev^elafion, bnr also a perception of the truth of
its doctrines. General faith, means a belief of all

that God has revealed in the Scriptures, whether it

be invitation or promise, command or threateninsr,

prophecy or history; and it is this that the apostle

describes in the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to

the Hebrews. Faith in Christ, or justify in,s: faith

relates to that part of the divine word which testi-

fies concerning the person and work of the Redeem-
er. Saving belief takes into its view every thing

contained in the word of God, but its special object

is the Lord Jesus Christ, as the Son of God and the

Saviour of the world : just as the eye of a condemn-
ed criminal, at the place of execution, beholds the

assembled multitude, the fatal tree, and the messen-
ger whom he sees hastening with the reprieve ; but

it is on the latter that his view is fixed with the

greatest steadiness and delight. Faith in Christ,

then, is a full persuasion of the truth of the glorious

gospel concerning Him, accompanied by a full con-

fidence in his veracity, and an expectation of the

fulfilment of his word. It is not a mere notion, a

purely intellectual act ; but certainly implies an ex-
ercise of the will. It is the belief of something
spoken by a living person, and necessarily involves
a confidence in his veracity; it is something inte-

resting to us, and must contain expectation. Hence
it is represented by the apostle as synonymous with
the act of committing the soul into the hands of
Christ. "I know whom I have believed, and am
persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have
commuted to him." If it were a purely intellectual

act, how could it be the subject of command or the
matter of duty—For can that which is exclusively

mental contain either moral good or evil 1 If faith

be purely intellectual, must not unbelief, its oppo-
site, be the same 1 But it is said, that as the dispo-

sition influences the judgment, and leads to either

faith or unbelief, according to the state of the heart,

the moral excellence of one, and the turpitude of the

other, arises from its cause. But is not the Scrip-

lure most explicit in its condemnation of unbelief,

as evil in itself; and in its commendation of faith,

as morally excellent 1 The question is not what is

the meaning of the term faith as employed by meta-
physicians, but as employed by the apostles ; and
this meaning can be gathered only from their writ-

ings, in which many terms are employed with a sig-

nification somewhat difl^erent to that in which they

are employed in ordinary discourse. Justification,

for instance, in reference to ordinary affairs, means
the act of declaring an accused person to be inno-

cent of the charge brought against him ;
but, as the

term is used by the sacred writers, means nothing

more than treating a person acknowledged to be

guilty, as righteous, for the sake of the righteous-

ness of Christ.

Faith is not that which con.stitutes the ground of

our acceptance with God, but which places us upon
that ground: it is not our justifying righteousness,

but that which unites us to Christ, and appropriates

his righteousness to ourselves. It is true that a dif-

ferent view seems to be given bv the apostle, when
he savs, quoting the Old Testament expression,
" Abraham believed God, and it was counted to

him for righteousness." It would seem from hence,

and so it has been contended, that his faith was ac-

cepted in lieu of his obedience, as the matter of his

righteousne.ss, and the ground of his acceptance

with God. But a more correct translation of the

passage will rectify this mistake, and prevent what

must be considered a fundamental error on the very

important doctrine of justification by faith. " Abra-

ham believed God, and it was reckoned to him,

'to,' ' in order to,' or 'towards,' his justification."*

It is not, then, for our faith, but by ft, that we are

justified : faith, as an act of ours, is no more the

meritorious ground of our justification than any

* Great efforts have been made by the opponents

of the imputation of Christ's righteousness to be-

lievers for their justification, and especially by

IVTKnight, to overturn this doctrine, by the aid of

the text we are no^v considering. This critic

thought he had found in this passage a triumphant

proof that our own faith, or act of believing, and not

Christ's obedience unto death, constitutes our justi-

fying righteousne.ss, in lieu of our own good works.

It is a little remarkable that ,so acute a critic should

have overlooked the force of the Greek preposition

(cif,) not only as established by other scholars, but

by himself: for in his preliniinary Essay on the

meaning of Greek Particles, which he has prefixed

to his Exposition of the Epistle to the Romans, al-

though he gives fourteen different but harmonious

renderings of this preposition, the meaning of " for,"

or "in lieu of," has no place. We have "concern-

ing," "in order to," " towards," but not " for:" and
yet he has given it this meaning in the text.
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other of our performances; for, if it were, we should

still be justified by works,—as faith is as much a

work as penitence. The apostle is sufficiently ex-

plicit on this head, where he says, " But now the

righteousness of God without law is manifested, be-

ing witnessed by the law and the prophets ; even

the righteousness of God by faith of Jesus Christ

unto all and upon all them that believe." " To him

that worketh not, but believeth on him that jnstifieth

the ungodly, his faith is reckoned towards justifica-

tion." " By the obedience of one shall many be

made righteous." " Christ is the end of the law for

righteousness to every one that believeth."

Hope is the desire and expectation of those future

food things which God has promised in his word,

'aith believes the promise, hope desires its fulfil-

ment. It is essential to hope, that its object be some
good thing, either supposed or real ; for no one can

desire that which is evil, as evil : and its object must

be something fiiJure ; for who expects that of which

he is already in possession 1 Desire, without ex-

pectation, is either mere wishing, or else despond-

ency ;
expectation, without desire, is either indiffer-

ence or dread : the union of both constitutes hope.

The object of Christian hope is thus stated by the

apostle :— " Beloved, now are we the sons of God
;

and it doth not yet appear what we shall be, but we
know that when he shall appear we shall be like

him, for we shall see him as he is ; and every man
that hath this hope in him" [in Christ] " purifieth

himself, even as he is pure." Paul represents it as

that which the whole rational creation has groaned
after, ever since the entrance of sin into the world.
" I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are

not worthy to be compared with the glory that shall

be revealed in us. For the earnest expectation of

the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the

sons of God. For the creature was made subject to

vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him who hath
subjected the same in hope, because the creature it-

self also shall be delivered from the bondage of cor-

ruption into the glorious liberty of the children of

God. For we know that the whole creation groan-
eth and fravaileth in pain together until now. And
not only they, but ourselves also, which have the

first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan
within ourselves, wailing for the adoption, to wit,

the redemption of the body. For we are saved by
hope : but hope that is seen is not hope ; for what a

man seeih, why doth he yet hope fori But if we
hope for that we see not, then do we with patience
wait for it."*

Rom. viii. 13—25. This passage has been
thought to con'.ain inexplicable difficulties, and to

have been in the mind of the apostle Peter when he
spoke of the things hard to be understood in the

writings of Paul Upon this text some have raised

the benevolent, but, as it strikes me, the groundless,
hypothesis of the re.-urrection of the brute creation.

If we are willing to be guided by the generally ac-

knowledged canon of interpretation, of explaining
a difficult pas,sage by the eomex', we shall find a
light which will conduct usthroiigh the intricacies

of this text, and illuminate our cnir-e as we proceed.

If we examine the context, we shall find, both from
what precedes and what follows, that the apostle is

speaking of the future happiness of the rishteous.

—

The passage is introduced thus :
" I reckon ibat the

sufferings of this present time are not woithy lo be
compared with the glory that shall be revealed in

us ;" then follows the expression, " for the earnest

expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifesta-

tion of the sons of God ;" or, as it might be render-

ed, " looketh for the revelation of the sons of God ;"

i. e. the glory to be revealed, of which he had just

spoken. Next comes a parenthetical description of

Christian hope is not a mere feeble and fluctuat-

ing expectation of eternal happiness, partaking
more of the nature of uncertainty than of confi-

dence ; for it is, by a beautiful figure of speech,

called a sure and steadfast anchor; and in other

places, without a figure, it is called a lively hope, a
good hope, and a confident one ; and we are also

admonished to go on to the full assurance of hope:

expressions, especially the last, which amount to the

highest degree of confident and triumphant expecta-

tion. Many Christians seem to err on this subject,

by supposing that the grace of which we are now
speaking, means nothing more than a state of mind,

fiartaking of so much doubt, as leaves them very
ittle above the level of absolute despondency.

—

Hope must ever be in proportion to our faith ; if the

latter be weak, the former will inevitably be so too.

It will be perceived, that although these three

graces are, in some respects, ver}' different, yet there

are others in which they have points of strong re-

semblance. Faith has something of the expeciatioa

of hope, and hope something of the desire of love.

—

Hope touches faith at the point of expectation ; love

touches hope at the point of desire : and thus, like

the colors of the rainbow, maintain their distinction,

while, at the same time, they soften down into each
other by almost insensible degrees.

But how are we to understand the apostle, when
he says, "There remain these three 1" He here
alludes to the miraculous operations of the primitive

church, and contrasts with their transient existence

the permanent continuance in the Christian church
of these cardinal virtues. Miracles were introduced
to establish the credibility of the gospel testimony,

and having delivered their evidence, retired for

ever; but faith, and hope, and love, are to remain
as the very essentials of true religion. Particular

forms of church government are only the attire

which piety wears, or the habitation in which it

dwells; but these graces are the body, soul, and
spirit, of vital religion. When these are no longer

to be found on earth, godliness may be said to be
retired and gone.
But are these the only Christian virtues which

have outlived the age of miracles, and which are
destined still to live and flourish on the earth 1 Cer-
tainly not. Penitence, temperance, yea, whatso-
ever things are true; whatsoever things are honest;
whatsoever things are just; whatsoever things are
lovely; whatsoever things are of good report: are
as permanent and as strong in their obligations, as
faith, and hope, and love ; but these three either re-

the present earthly and temporal condition of the
moral creation, and how it was brought into this

condition. " For the creature was made subject to

vanity ;" i. e. to the misery of this present world,
terminating in death ;

" not willingly," not on ac-

count of their own personal transgression, " but by
him who hath subjected the same ;" i. e. Adam, their

natural root and federal head. The expression,
' in hope," should be taken from the end of the
twentieth verse, and placed at the commencement
of the twenty.first ; the conjunction (on) should be
translated "that," instead of "because;" and the
twenty-first verse, connected with the nineteenth,
allowing for the intervening parenthesis, would thus
read :

" The earnest expectation of the creature
looketh for the revelation of the sons of God ; in

hope that the creature shall be delivered from bond-
age of corruption ;" ?'. e. death ; to which the apostle

afterwards opposes " the redemption of the body,"
or the resurrection into the glorious liberty of ihe
children of God. " For we know that the whole
creation," or every rational creature, " groaneth
and travaileth in pain together until now. And

I
not only they ;" i. e. the whole heathen world ;

" but
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present, or imply, or excel, all others. They are the

main trunk, Irom which all ethers issue as the

branches, and by which they are supported.
*' Now abideth faith, hope, charity; but the great-

est of these is charity !" Love among the Christian

virtues is, as poets have described Gabriel among
archangels, a seraph loftier than all the seraph

train. But we are not to suppose that it was the

apostle's intention to depreciate the value and im-

portance of the other two. What can be more im-

portant and necessary than the faith by which we
are united to Christ, and justified in the sight of

God ; by which we purify our hearts and overcome
the world 1 Turn to the eleventh chapter to the

Hebrews, where the sacred writer seems to conduct
you into the temple of Christianity ; and after exhi-

biting the names, and the statues, and the recorded
deeds, of the heroes of the church, and displaying

before you the spoils they have won in the battles

of the Lord, says to you, " Behold the triumphs of
faith !" Faith is the means of love : hence said the

apostle, "Faith, which worketh by love." Nor
could it be his intention to depreciate hope, which
is called, " the anchor of the soul, both sure and
steadfast, which entereth into that within the veil

:"

of which it is said, " we are saved by hope ;" and
every man that hath this hope, "purifieth himself,

even as he is pure."

Much less are we warranted, from this expres-
sion, to select love, as the exclusive object of our
pursuit, and to cultivate it to the neglect of the other
two. Separate from them it can have no existence.

Any attempt to build it up without them, is like the

effort to raise a superstructure without a foundation.
"Add, to your faith, brotherly kindness and charity,"

says the apostle. It is only as we believe the testi-

mony of God's love to us, which is contained in the

gospel, that we can possess Christian charity to our
fellow-men.
What the apostle means is, that lliere are some

views of love, in which it must be alloived to possess a
higher degree of moral excellence than either faith or
hope.

1. It is the END which faith and hope are the means
ofproducing. Love is what might be called an ul-

timate virtue ; but faith and hope subordinate ones.

Justification itself is but part of the divine means
for bringing the soul of man into a state of moral
perfection. The ultimate end to be obtained by re-

demption is the restoration of the image of God to

ourselves," the believers in the gospel of Christ,
" who have received the first fruits of the Spirit,

groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,
namely, the redemption of our body,"—the resurrec-
tion, and consequent full revelation, of our dignity
and inmiortal glory as the sons of God.
Such is the meaning of this passage, in which the

apostle, to give importance to the subject of future
glory, represents it as the object of longing desire to

the whole rational creation, the various tribes of
which are exhibited as lifting up their heads from
beneath the bondage of misery and death, and di-

recting an exploring eye and eager hope towards
cviMORTAMTY ; as that alone which could relieve

their sorrows and satisfy their desires. They knew
not with certainty that there was such a state ; their

notions were obscure and fluctuating ; it was rather

a wish than a belief: but it was that which they
may be truly said to have groaned after, as what
alone could compensate for the sorrows and the

brevity of human life. It is no objection to this view
of the passage, to say that the heathen could be
scarcely said, in their state of ignorance, to hope to

be delivered " from the bondage of corruption into

the glorious liberty of the sons of God :" for things
are frequently set forth by the sacred writers, not as

the human spirit ; and pardon is the introductory

and subsidiary means. Hence faith, by which we
are justified, is an exercise of mind, which pro-

duces, and is intended to produce, in us a conformi-
ty to the divine character. It is not a grace which
terminates in itself, without being calculated or de-

signed to originate and support any thing else, which
is the case with love. Sanctity is the end of truth

:

so our Lord teaches us—" Sanctify them by the

truth." The truth is received into the mind by faith,

that it may impart sanctity, which includes love.

—

Similar remarks will apply to hope, of which it is

said, "Every man thai hath this hope in him puri-

fieth himself." Christian charity, then, attains this

eminence by being the ultimate virtue, to which the

other two refer. It is that moral condition of the

soul, which it is the aim and purpose of all things to

produce.
2. Love is a social grace, while faith and hope

are exercised in reference to ourselves. We believe

and hope, with an immediate regard to our own
happiness ; but in the exercise of love, we regard

the happiness of mankind. Christian charity is a
constant efflux of benevolent feeling, from the pure

fountain of a heart devoted to the well-being of our

species: faith and hope are the channels by which
we receive the streams of peace and joy, from the

fulness of God. By the latter, we are recipients of

happiness ; by the former, we are its distributors
;

by believing, we rejoice ; by loving, we awaken the

joys of others; by one, we become the heirs of sal-

vation, who are ministered to by angels; by the

other, we become ministering angels in our turn.

What a philanthropist must that man be, wiio cul-

tivates, and carries to even a tolerable perfection,

the disposition so beautifully described in this chap-

ter, and who displays all its properties in his inter-

course with society : how must such an individual

bless all with whoin he has to do : as he pursues his

holy career, sorrow is alleviated, care is mitigated,

want supplied, wickedness reformed by his efforts
j

the groans of creation are hushed, and the tears ot

humanity wiped away, by his divine charity ; and
he becomes, in his measure, like that heavenly vi-

sitant in our world, of whom it is said, " He went
about doing good."

Survey with admiration and delight the mighty
operations, and the splendid achievements, of this

powerful and benevolent principle, as they are to

be seen within, and only within, the hallowed pale

they are actually contemplated by the persons in

connection with whom they are introduced, but as

they are in themselves. Thus, Christ is called the

"desire of all nations," not that all nations really

desired him, but desired happiness, which his acU

vent alone could introduce. So, in this case, every
creature longs for that immortality, or future state

of happiness which is in itself, though not contem-
plated as such by them, the glorious revelation of

the sons of God. This most striking and beautiful

passage has no reference to the brute creation, as

groaning under the effects of man's sin, and from
which they will be delivered by resurrection ; no
reference to any physical change to be produced
during the millennium in the material world, now
by a bold figure represented as burdened and pained

by human "guilt ; for what has this to do with the

context, or with the design of the apostle, which is

to comfort believers under the sufferings of this

mortal state 1 but it relates to that glory, honor and
eternal life, which God has promised to them that

love him in reference to which he so sublimely af-

firms, " Our light affliction, which is but for a mo-
ment, worketh out for us a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory." The view here given is that

1 which is taken also by Hammond and M'Knight.
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of Christianity. What are all the numerous and
diversified institutions in our own land, where
houseless poverty has found a home; craving hun-
ger, a supply; forsaken infancy, a protector; help-

less age, a refuge ; ignorance, an instructor; peni-

tence, a comforter; virtue, a defence;— but the tri-

umphs and glories of lovel What are all those

sublime combinations of human energies, property,

and influence, which have been formed for the il-

lumination, reformation, and salvation of the hu-
man race 1 what Bible Societies, Missionary Socie-

ties, Tract Sccieiics, Anti-slavery Societies, Peace
Societies,—but the mighty monuments of that love,
" which seeketh not her ov.'n, and is kind 1" What
are the tears of commisfia;u»n, which flow for hu-
man sorii'vs, but the drops that fall Irom ilie eye of

love'? What the jjy 'nai is excited by the sight of
happiness, but the smiles of iovel "What was it

that made the great apostle of the Gentiles willing,

not only to bear any accumulation of suffering, in-

dignity, and reproach, but to pour out his blood as a
libation for others, and even to be accursed from
Christ for his kinsmen, and mankind in general?

—

Love! What is it that renders the modern mission-
ary willing to go into perpetual exile, from the land
of his fathers and of his birth, to spend the future
years of his life, and find, at last, a grave amidst the
sands of Africa, or the snows of Greenland : will-

ing to exchange the society and polished intercourse
of Europeans, for savages, whose minds are brut-
ishly ignorant, and whose manners are disgustingly
offensive; willing to quit the land of Sabbaths, and
of Bibles, and of churches, for regions over which
the demon of superstition has extended his horrid
sway, and beneath whose yoke nothing is to be seen
but orgies, in which lust and cruelty struggle for

pre-eminence'?—Love ! What was it that breathed
into the heart of Howard that spirit which so filled

and fired his imagination with visions of human
misery, and which brought from so many dungeons
the plaintive cry, "Come over and help us!" that
he could no longer rest in his own house, or in his
own country, but travelled, again and again, across
the breadth of Europe; in quest of wretchedness;
descending into the captive's cell, that he might
weigh his fetters, and measure his narrow apart-
ment, and examine his food, to ascer;ain whether
there was not more of misery in his hapless and for-

gotten lot, than justice demanded for the punishment
of his crime

; who inhaled ;he infected atmosphere
of the lazaretto, to grapple with the plague— that tell

destroyer of the human race, to approach which
seemed to be courting death '? It was love that form-
ed the character of that illustrious man, and pre-
sented him to the notice and admiration of the ci-

vilized world. What was it that gave courage, con-
fidence, and self-denial, to that fxtraorpinary wo-
man, who ventured among the furies of Newgate,
where, if she had not cause to fear that assassins

•would attempt her life, she must have calculated
upon finding a sort of demons, whose malignity, ex-
cited by the puritv and virtue which seemed to set

in stronger light, bv the power of contrast, their own
vices, would vent its rage on the angel form which
had disturbed them '? If ever the form and the beau-
ty of charity were seen in one of our species, it was
in Mrs. Fry when she entered the cells of our me-
tropolitan piison,and called their vicious and loath-

some inmates around her, to be instructed and re-

formed. And what is it that makes ten thousand
holy men and women employ themselve". continual-
ly in all kinds of self-denying exertions, to instruct

the ignorant, to relieve the miserable, to reform the

wicjced '? These, O heavenly charily! are thv
works, the displays of thy excellences, and proofs of
thy pre-eminence

!

3. It is a distinguished excellence of love, that it

is a likeness to God. We are not at all surprised that
the philosopher to whom the question was proposed,
"What is God 1" should have requested a day to
prepare his answer : and when that was expired,
should have asked a second, and a third, and should
have at length confessed to the reproving monarch
who proposed the query, that the more he examined
the more he was confounded : and the farther he
penetrated, the deeper and deeper he seemed plung-
ing in darkness and mystery. Revelation has come
to the aid of feeble reason, and, compared with the
latter, has thrown a blaze of radiance on the all-

important subject ; and yet, with the light of truth
shining around us, so little do we understand of
God, that he may be said, as it respects us, to " make
darkne.ss his pavilion ;" for " who by searching can
find out God—who can find out the Almighty to

perfection'?" Of his essence we know nothing: of
his eternity, omnisciei^ce, and omnipotence, next to

nothing, as to any comprehension of them. His
moral perfections are, it is true, more easilv under-
stood by us ; but as these are all infinite, it is but lit-

tle even of these that we can undersiand. " He is

a rock, his way is perfect, without iniquity, just and
right is he." Inflexible justice, immaculate purity,

inviolable truth, unimpeachable fidelity, belong to

him ; but if this were all the view the Scriptures
gave us of his attributes, if the delineation of the
divine character stopped here, how much would be
wanting to the sinner's comfort '? Can the trembling
and condemned criminal take much pleasure in

contemplating the power, the justice, and the truth
of the judge, who holds his destiny in his hand,—at

least till he knows whether that judge have mercij

also in his heart, and in his prerogative! And as

little would it comfort us to know all the other at-

tributes of Deity, if we would not exultingly ex-
claim, in the language of the apostle, "God la

Love!" Sublime and heart-reviving declaration I

never was ajiy thing uttered more calculated to de-

light the soul of man. Such a view of Deity is pe-

culiar to revelation. Idolatry, in all her strange
devices, in all her image-making processes, never
conceived of such a God : power, wisdom, justice,

truth, have ail received their appropriate svmbols
of divinity, and have been worsluj^ped under mate-
rial forms, but benevolence had no statue, no tem-
ple, no priest. It was too pure a conception for the
human heart, and too elevated an idea for human
reason. " God is love!" This refers not, of course,
to his essence, but to his character. It means, that
benevolence is his whole moral character ; not only
that his nature is one sum of infinite excellence, but
that his conduct is one mighty impulse to that which
is good; in other words, that the divine disposition
is an infinite propensity to delight in happiness, as
already existing, or to produce it where it does not
exi.st. But be it recollected, that the benevolence of
God is the love of a governor or ruler, and not
merely that of a philanthropist, or a father; and
who, in the exercise of his good-will to any particu-
lar part, cannot sacrifice the welfare of ihe whole;
and, consequently, whose benevolence is not only
compatible with the exercise of retributive justice,

but requires it.

Such is Ihe disposition of that divine mind, to

which, by Christian love, we are conformed : that

benevolence of the Deity, which, in its propensity
to delight in happiness, and to create it, makes him
infinite in patience, to bear with the millions of
crimes which daily insult and provoke him; infinite

in mercy, to pardon the most aggravated transgres-

sions ; infinite in kindness, to provide for the wants
and comforts of his creatures. The highest pre-

eminence in Christian love, the richest gem in its

crown of honor, is its resemblance to God. There
is nothing remotely analogous to faith, or hope, in
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the divine nature. He that is omniscient, cannot

be said to beiieve ; nor he that is infinitely blessed,

and possessed of a divine fulness, be said to hope

:

but he can and does love. Resemblance to God is

the highest glory of man. We should esteem it an
honor to btar a faint impress of some of the more
distinguished of the human race. It would be

thought a high compliment, to have it Said that our

genius resembled that of Milton, and our benevo-
lence that of Howard ; that our faith was like Abra-
ham's, or our meekness akin to that of Moses ; but

how much greater is the distinction to bear, by love,

tlce image of God.
5. Love is eternal in its duration ; it ascends with

us to the skies, to live in our hearts, as the temper
of our souls, for ever and ever. It is questioned by
some, whether the other two graces will cease in

the celestial state. It has been contended, that as

the glories of the divine nature, are illimitable and
innumerable, and the glorified mind will not attain

to a perfect knowledge of these at once, but be con-
tinually receiving fresh communications on this

vast theme, there must be both faith and hope in

heaven ; for as we successively receive these, we
must believe in the assurance of those which are to

come, and must perpetually look forward with ex-
pectation and desire. But does not this assume what
cannot be proved—that our knowledge of God and
divine things will be communicated in heaven by
testimony, and not be acquired by intuition 1 It is

not at all necessary that our growing knowledge,
our eternally accumulating ideas, should be thus
conveyed to us ; for they may, for aught we know,
be the reward of pleasant study, or they may flow
into the mind, as the ideas of sensation do into the

soul, without any eifort, and may also come with all

the certainty of that intuition by which we perceive
the truth of axioms. To say that this is belief, is to

confound two things essentially distinct—knowledge
and faith. So that it does not appear plain, that

faith, in any sense of the term, will exist in heaven.
But though it could be proved that, in some modi-
fication of the term, it would be exercised in the ce-

lestial state, such a belief would differ so materially
from that which we now possess, and by which we
are justified and saved, that it may with propriety
be said, faith will cease in heaven. All the great
objects to which faith now refers are absent ; we be-

lieve in their existence, through the report which is

made of them in the word of God ; but in heaven
they will be immediately present to the senses of
our glorified body, or the perceptive faculty of our
spirit made perfect. Nor, as it respects hope, is it

by any means certain that this will exist in the hea-
venly state: for although it is difficult to conceive
how there can be otherwise than a futurity, even in

eternity, and how there ^^an be a state of mind other-
wise than the desire and expectation of future good
—yet, as in hope, there is usually some degree of
doubt and uncertainty, the state of mind with which
glorified spirits contemplate and anticipate future
good, may be an indubitable certainty, which ex-
cludes the restlessness of desire, and the incertitude
of expectation.

In the hour of death, the believer closes the con-
flict with his spiritual enemies, enters a world
where no foe shall ever exist, and where, of course,
he no longer needs either defensive or aggressive
weapons. He takes olf the helmet of salvation, for

hope is not needed when he is brought to full pos-
session : he lays aside the shield of faith, for seeing
and knowing have succeeded to believing, and he
will be beyond the fiery darts of the wicked one:
the breast-plate of sincerity he retains, not as a wea-
pon, but a5an ornament—not as a means of defence,
but as a memorial of victory ; his feet are no longer
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace,

for he will no more have to tread on the snares of
the destroyer, nor be exposed to his missiles: the
sword of the Spirit which is the word of God, shall
be sheathed, and hung with the trumpet in the hall

;

praying will cease, where there is no want to be
supplied—no care to be alleviated—no sin to be for-

given—no sorrow to be soothed; watchfulness will
no more be necessary, where no enemy is to be
found, no danger arises ;

the means of grace will all

be useless, where grace is swallowed up in glory
;

submission will never be called for, where there are
no trials; and even many of the properties of love
itself will seem to be absorbed in its general princi-

ple
; many of its modifications and operations will

cease, amidst its eternal delight in perfect excel-
lence and happiness; for there can be no forgive-

ness of injuries where none will be inflicteJ ; no
long suffering where there is nothing to sutfer ; no
concealment of faults where none can be commit-
ted ; no self-denial where there will be nothing to

try us; nothing of love will remain, nothing be ex-
ercised, but a pure and "anmixed delight in happi-
ness; and how should it stimulate us to the exer-
cise of mutual forbearance and commiseration now,
to consider that it is the only state where these vir-

tues can be indulged !

CHAPTER XVIII.

IMPROVEMENT.

Adopting the method pursued by the old Divines, I

shall take up this part of the subject in the way of

instruction.

1. May we not infer from it, the divine origin of
those Scriptures, which give such a pre-eminence to

the duty of love.

The contents of the word of God have ever been
considered, and very justly, as a voucher for its di-

vine authority. The Bible is its own witness : the
sublimity of its doctrines, surpassing alike the in-

vention and the comprehension of the human under-
standing; the harmony of its writers; the granc'eur
of its style, the more remarkable if we consider
the illiterate character of many of those who wrote
it ; the elevation and purity of its morality, espe-

cially when contrasted with the condition of the

whole world; the view it gives us of the nature
and attributes of the Deity, of the character of
Jesus Christ, of the state of human nature, of the

scheme of redemption, of the elements of evan-
gelical piety, of the certainty and glory of immor-
tality ;—are all the hand-writing of Jehovah, and to-

gether, form this illustrious inscription
—

" the word
OF GOD." Where is any thing like this among the

works of men 1 Could ignorance have devised
a system so sublime, or depravity invent a scheme
so holy ? But to go no farther than the subject we
are now considering, and which may be regarded
as not only a single precept of morality, but the

spirit of the whole, is it conceivable that such a
generous and self-denying system of duty would
have sprung from the selfishness of human nature'?

Would man, had he been left to the mere exercise

of his reason, and the impulses of his own heart,

ever have summed up all morality and social obli-

gation in that one word, love, and have represented

this as the essence of virtue 1 Is there any thing

analogous to this in any human system with which
we are acquainted "?

Examine paganism, both ancient and modern

;

and what of this spirit do you find in its multiform
varieties 1 Was benevolence, as has been already

asked, ever embodied in an idol 1 was a temple, a

statue, or an altar, ever raised to its honor 1 The
abstractions of wisdom and power, and some few
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of the sterner virtues of human nature, togpther
with many of its sinful passions, obtained a niche
in the Pantheon

; but such a vinue as that enjoined
by Paul, not only was not worshipped, but would
have been despised, by all classes ol ancient idola-
ters, as diametrically opposed lo those qualities in
which they considered human greatness to consist.

To say nothing of that spirit of cruelty which, like

a demon legion, possessed, and tortured, and con-
vulsed, the worshippers of Moloch, even the milder
and classic mythology of the Greeks and the
Romans, breathed into its votaries no spirit of uni-
versal philanthropy. The patriotism of these na-
tions, the chivalrous selfdevotedness, which is

blazoned with such splendor on the page of history,

and which kindle such enthusiasm in the youthliil
imagination—what is it but the light of a con-
suming lirel The patriotism of Rome, and of
Greece, in their best and purest days, was but a
selfishness of the most destructive kind, which would
have trampled down pure philanthropy with indig-
nant scorn, as a mean and 'owardly spirit—a traitor

against the absorbing glory of Athens or of the
Roman commonwealth. Those proud and haughty
patriots thought that the world was made for them,
and cared not what rights of other nations they in-

vaded, so as they could strengthen their own power;
nor what misery they inflicted, so as they could ex-
tend their own fame. Selfishness the most en-
grossing was the .soul of their .sy.stem ; every man
considered himself as represented by his country,
and, in contending for the honor of the latter, was
fighting for his own aggrandizement. Had love
been the ascendant in those ages, the world would
never have been made to lie prostrate afthe feet of
Alexander, or of Cajsar.

And who among the poets sang the praises of
universal benevolence ; who among the legislators
made it the basis of their morals, who among the
philosophers expatiated on its glories, or laid the
obligation to cultivate it, upon the consciences of
their disciples'? The highest virtue of paganism
was martial prowess. So heavenly a glory never
shone upon it, as is contained in that one sentence,
" Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself;" or if

any theory, distantly analogous to it, was found
there, it was a borrowed light, the dim reflection of
the distant brightness of divine truth.

And as to modern paganism, we need not say
how vain it is to seek for universal love amidst the
ferocities of the American Indians, the murderous
cruelties of the South Sea Islanders, the disgusting
selfishness and ridiculous vanity of the Chinese, or
the insulting and degrading oppressions of the Hin-
doos.

Next turn your attention to Mohammedanism;
and in what page of the Koran will you find, we
will not say, such a description, and such an en-
forcement, of philanthropy as we have in this chap-
ter; but where do you find a recognition of the
principle'? In all those pretended revelations from
heaven, of which Gabriel is said lo have been the
bearer, where is there such a description of Deity
as thi.s

—"God is love !" or .such a sentiment as that
which arises out of it, " he that dwelleth in love,
dwelleth in God, and God in him !" So far from
recognizing this principle, Islainism condemns and
forbids it. It enjoins almsgiving, it is true, and
gives it a high place amongst its virtues, but this is

not the same as love, and may be often carried to a
great extent without a particle of its nature. This
system of imposture, abounding, as it does, with
minute and ridiculous ceremonies, and a slavish
regard to absurd ritual observances, enforces, by
the authority of its founder, the most ferocious and
blood-thirsty hatred of all who do not receive it in
the «xerci.se of implicit faith. Wars against all

infidels are not only enjoined in many passages of
the Koran, but are declared to be in a high degree
meritorious in the .sight of God. Hou co.upleiely
Islamism has filled its votaries with the most fero-
cious bigotry and the most merciless intolerance, is

known by universal testimony. They every where
pour insulting contempt upon all who are not Mus-
sulmans, and feel a savage delight in adding cruelty
to insult. " The infidel dogs," is a common appel-
lation applied to Christians. The spirit of the sys-
tem is every where visible in the absolute despotism
of the governments of those countries in which it

prevails; where it is found, the arts and the sciences
do not flourish, and liberty withers in its shade.
The flaming scimetar of the Sultan is its patron
and defence ; it was propagated by the sword—it is

supported by the bow-string, and it is essentially
and unalterably cruel. Such is Islamism; a curse
to the world, a mystery in the divine government,
a dreadful obstacle to the spread of Christianity,
and the reverse of all that is holy and beneficent in
the glorious gospel of the blessed God.

Infidelity, it is true, has attempted an imitation

of this virtue, but infidels have had revelation to

copy from; and even with this model before their

eyes, have produced a caricature instead of a fac
simile. The universal benevolence of this school
is at war with the private affections and ind: vidua!
tenderness: that of Christianity springs out of them,
and is founded upon them. "VVe contend, therefore,

that this noble, and generous, and useful disposition

is one of the peculiarities of revealed :ruth ; and
whence, but from heaven, could it have proceeded,
and who but Jehovah either could or voujd have
given it the authority of a law '? Whoever will

reflect for a moment, will be struck with the singu-
larity of the fact, that the Bible resolves :he whole
of practical religion into love to God, and the

whole of morality into love to man. Is this, we
ask again, the work of human invention : or does
it look like the production of imposture 1 Would
the selfishness of man have devised such a system

;

for where, among all his handy work, do we find

any thing like it 1 O no !—It is pan of the super-
.scription of heaven—it is the impress of divinity

—

it is the seal of truth.

2. We learn, that the spirit of !riie religion is not
only unlike, but opposed to, the characters most ad-
mired bii the people of the u-orld.

The character which the historian loves to deli-

neate, on which he delights to exhaust the stores of
his genius, and to lavish the richest coloring of his

pencil ; which he is most pleased to exhibit to the
admiration of his readers ; and in which, with an
eager sympathy, those readers £ the as much delight

as did the author, perusing it again and again, till

the soul glows witii enthusiasm ;— is not the meek
and virtuous prince, who is in;ent only on the arts

of peace, and the internal weifare of his kingdom:
no, but the ambitious here, who fills the world with
the fame of his victories, and by the aid of daunt-
less courage, consummate skill, and inordinate lust

of dominion, goes on from conquering to conquer:
this is the man for whom the admiration (>f posterity

is claimed ; whose crimes are lost sight of in the

splendor of his genius, and whose cruelty is forgot-

ten in the success with which it is followed. Thus
it is, that under the power of a peculiar fascination,

demon^ are worshipped in sight of the miseries
they have inflicted, and within hearing of the

groans they have extorted, merely on account of the

vast genius they possess, and of their power to

curse the children of incn. But the New Testa-

ment lavishes no encomiums on such men, bestows
no praise on their deeds, but treats them as the bit-

terest enemies of human happiness. The sword
of conflict and the laurel of victory are not among
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the objects which it commends to our attention, but

•A'hich it devotes to our detestation : the peace-maker

is the character on which it bestows all its praises,

and invests with its richest honors.

If we descend from national affairs to the more
confined range of social intercourse, we shall find

the same perversion of judgment, the same miscon-

ception of true excellence, and the same misplaced
admiration. What is the character which is usu-

ally most applauded in fashionable circles, and also

by the generality of mankind, whether rich or

poor 1 Is it nut the high spirited individual who is

quick to discern offence, and bold to resent it; who
will allow no one with impunity to tread upon the

skirt of his dignity, or his right ; who is, perhaps, in

some things, frank, generous, and affable, but under
this exterior conceals a proud, independent spirit,

which can biook neither a superior nor a rival, but

is ever aspiring to distinction
; who is courteous but

ambitious; who would not willingly and intention-

ally give offence, but, having given it, would feel

himself for ever disgraced by putting on the gar-

ment of humility, and asking forgiveness; who
would give alms lo the needy, but not precedence
even to the deserving ;— is not this the most admired
of the world's favorites 1 Is not revenge dignified

with the name of honor, and pride called spirit 1

—

In short, are not the qualities generally admired
by men, of the active, irascible, and ambitious
kind; and are not the meek, and gentle, and passive

virtues, looked upon with disesteem, and treated

with contempt 1 Is poverty of spirit, is humility, is

self-abasement, is the forgiveness of insults, is pa-

tience under provocation, admired, applauded, imi-

tated 1 Is it to the character formed of these

graces, that the silent homage of the heart, and the

loud praises of the tongue, are paid 1 Q.uite the

contrary. The men who would practise these
things, must make up their minds, to endure the

world's scorn, and to be treated as poor tame-spi-
riied creatures, who deserve all the contumely they
receive, because of their forbearance in submitting
to it : and yet this is the spirit of religion, for this is

the temper of Jesus. When Jesus Christ came into

the world, he found it full of the notion that human
glory consisted in ambition, pride, and resentment

;

'.he Jew and the Gentile participated in the senti-

ment, and hence he took particular pains to correct
this notion, giving, in his sermon on the mount, a
delineation of character the very opposite of this.

—

Indeed, the design of that sermon was to rectify the

mistakes then universally prevalent on the subject

of character and of happiness, and to teach the
world that his disciples were to be pre-eminently
distinguished by humility, penitence, meekness, pu-
rity, peaceableness, forgiveness, thirsting after right-

eousness; these are the qualities of a true Chris-
tian ; and every one who bears that character must
sedulously cultivate its appropriate dispositions, and
be willins: to bear the ridicule lo which they will
expose him. He must never seek to conciliate the
favor of the unconverted, by imitating their spirit,

or disguising his own; but bear their scorn, and
•wav with patience for a world where humility and
meekness will be honored and rewarded, and love,

their parent disposition, be crowned with glory.
3. This subject plainly shows us, that religion is

exceedingly difficult.

It is a very common supposition, that it is an
easy thing to be a Christian. And if to be a Chris-
tian were nothing more than going to a place of
worship, indnlsing in pious emotions, subscribing
to religions institutions, and professing certain reli-

gion^ opinions, the supposition would be correct ; for

nothinsr is more easy than all this: but if the spirit

of religion be the disposition described in this chap-
ter, then must it be obvious to every one who knows

his own heart, that it is the most difficult thing in

the world. The Scriptures every where represent

true piety by terms, allusions, and figures, which
imply the greatest effort and the most persevering
labor ; hence we are commanded to '^strive to enter

in at the strait gate ;" to " lay aside every weight,
and the sin that doth most easily beset us ; and to

run with patience the race that is set before us;" to
" labor for the meat which endureth unto eternal

life;" to
^^
fight the good fight of faith ;" to "mortify

the deeds of the body ;" to " crucify the flesh."

—

What terms! what ideas! what metaphors! Can
any thing that is easily accompli.shed, require or

justify the use of such language 1 If it were alight

thing to be a Christian, could the sacred writers,

with any propriety, have employed such strong and
very expressive figures'? Nothing, surely, can more
impressively teach us the absolute and indispensa-

ble necessity of the most incessant as well as vigor-

ous effort. The course of a sinner is down hill.—

''Easy," says Virgil, "is the descent to hell:" a
transgressor has nothing to do but to give himself

up to the indulgence of his corruptions, and he will

slide, without effort, to perdition. Not so the saint.

Heaven, by an appropriate figure of speech, is re-

presented as on a high eminence, which cannot be

reached without constant and laborious climbing.

—

Not that all this is necessary to merit heaven, but lo

reach it : we are justified by faith without works,

and become entitled to eternal life exclusively by
the righteousness of Christ; nor are we to conceive

of the faith by which we receive this righteousness

as consisting of any violent strivings of our minds,

but as a simple dependance on the Lord Jesus

Christ for acceptance with God : but we are speak-

ing of the Christian temper of practical religion, of

sanctification, of s:oing on through all the trials and
temptations of life, to the possession of that crown
of glory which Christ has merited for us; and if

this be easy work, there is nothing difficult.

4. Religion is a comparatively rare thi^ig aviong

men.
This is, indeed, a melancholy and a painful re-

flection; for it is saying, in other words, there are

but few that are saved. It is applying to our own
times the awful language employed by our Lord as

descriptive of the state of things, in his days upon
earth. " Broad is the way which leadeth to de-

struction, and many there be which go in thereat;

strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which
leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it."

—

Tremendous and truly dreadful is the idea, that the

greatest part of mankind are moving towards the

bottomless pit, and sinking daily in crowds lo the

miseries of perdition. Such a sentiment ought not

to be admitted to the mind, except upon the clearest

evidence; neither ought it to be uttered by the lip,

much less be recorded by the pen, except with a

view to lessen the havoc which it describes, by dis-

turbing the delusion which is the cause of this ex-

tensive ruin.

It is evident—at least if the word of God be true

—that no man can be saved without religion
j
and

that the religion which does not include love, is in

fact, no religion at all: the only inquiry, then, fo be

answered is. Does Christian love abound, or is it

comparatively rarel Is the great mass of human
beings around us actuated by a spirit of universal

benevolence—a benevolence which is the fruit of

regeneration, and the effect of faith ;
which springs

from love to God, and is cherished by a sense of re-

deeming ffrace; which is exercised in obedience to

the divine authority, and with a view to the divine

glory; which, in its operations, is full of forbearance

and meekness, kindness, candor, and sympathy,

humility and disinterestedness? Is this the pre-

vailing disposition of the bulk of mankind 1 Do we
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see it manifested in the intercourse of society 1

—

Alas ! alas ! instead of this, do we not siill see these

passions in operation, which the apostle mentions
as desciipiive of fhe conduct of mankind to each
other in his day. "For we ourselves, who were
sometime disobedient, deceived, serving divers lusts

and pleasures, living in malice and envy ; hateful,

and haling one another." Are not anger, malice,
revenge, selfishness, envy, pride, censoriousness,

the predominant dispositions in the generality of
mankind i. Who can deny this, or who will attempt
to deny it 1 And if this be the case, religion must
be comparatively rare. Few, indeed, are living in

the exemplification of Christian love. Dreadful, tre-

mendous idea i— I tremble as I write !—my soul is

distressed, and groans wiih anguish over my own
statements. I would disbelieve them if I could;
and even believing them, I would shut them up in

my own bosom, if it w^ere not necessary to promul-
gate them, in order to detect that delusion which,
by leading men to think that it is an uncommon
thing for souls to be lost, makes it a still rarer oc-

currence for them to be saved. I must come to the

conchision—for I cannot help it, without becoming
an infidel— that there are, in our time, many more
who perish, than are saved. " Hell hath enlarged
herself, and opened her mouth without measure;
and their glory, and their pomp, and their mul-
titude, and he that rejoiceth shall descend into it."

Reader, let the dreadful announcement, that it is a
rare thing to be .saved, startle you like thunder from
yonr slumbers, and lead you to institute the most
serious, and solemn, and impartial examination of
your hearts. Do not rest satisfied with a mere
vague idea of religion, or a mere general careless
a.ssumption that you are a Christian. Without such
a disposition as ihat we have considered, you have
no religion ; and without religion you must perish
eternally. You have been a professor of religion,

and have approved a gospel ministry, and have en-
joyed the light and advantages of gospel ordinances;
but this will only aggravate your guilt and condem-
nation, and misery : if you are not living under the
influence of love, you are living without religion,

and must have your doom with those of whom it is

said, " The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all

the nations that forget God."
5. We learn the great criminality of viany things

still remaining, and in some degree connived at,

among professors of religion.

National antipathies are too often found in con-
siderable strength in the minds of Christians, espe-
cially in a time of warfare. Mistaking the nature
of patriotism, and thinking, as did the ancient
Greeks and Romans, that love for our country im-
plies hatred of everv rival nation, we are too apt to

imbibe the spirit of the times and places in which
we live, and to chcri.--h a feeling of ill will towards
our national competitors. The religion of the New
Testament is by no means hostile to a spirit of pure
and sublime patriotism ; that patriotism which seeks
to exalt a nation by all the arts of peace, the disco-

veries of science, the inventions of fancy, thediiTu-
sion of knowledge, morality, and religion: but the

thirst of conquest, the love of aesrandizement. the
lust of domination, which wouid make us dislike a
nation, because it limiis our powers and resists our
aggressions, is an unchristian feeling, and an of-

fence against the law of love. From every thing
which would flatter the pride, or excite the ambition,
or exasperate the anger, or increase the irritability,

of a nation—every thing that would swell the cur-
rent of prejudice against another couniry, we should
carefully abstain: we should have no national ene-
mies, no enmities and aversions excited, by the geo-
graphical divisions of the globe. We should re-

member ihaf God hath made of one blood all na-

tions that dwell upon the earth ; and, therefore, that

all men are our brothers, and should be loved as

brothers. A Christian is, in one sense, a citizen of
the world; and although he was born in England,
should abhor the thought of an hereditary dislike to

an Americ:.n, or a Frenchman. When national
passions are roused and incen.sed, he is to bear no
part in the widely circulating hatred; and amidst
much that he may regret and condemn, is still to re-

member, that he is not to be "easily provoked."
Allied to this is the passionfor war.
Whether the abstract principle of the unjustifia-

bleness of war in every case be tenable, we will not
now discuss; but that war, as it is usually main-
tained, is utterly indefensible on Christian princi-

ples, can admit of no question. It is but too evident,

that nominal, and even great numbers of real Chris-
tians, are not duly impre.'ised with the deep crimi-

nality and great enormity of the w-arlike spirit. In-

stead of bearing their testimon}', by all proper
means, and on every suitable occasion, against it,

they partake of the general and murderous enthusi-

asm; they cherish the same antipathies; are actuat-

ed by the same revengeful, proud, ambitious spirit,

as the people of the world ; defend by argument the

wars that arise, as just and necessary ; read with as

much avidity the details of battles; boast with as

much exultation of the victories which are obtained

;

and enter as deeply into all the ardor of the hostile

passion, as though they were the worshippers of

Mars, the god of war, instead of Jehovah the God
of love. Ought these things to be ? Are they not a
manifest and flagrant violation of all their princi-

ples and professions! The whole substance, genius,

and tendency of Christianity, is pacific. The God
whom we worship delighteth in mercy, and is infi-

nitely benevolent; the character of Christ, who is

our example, no less than our atonement, is formed
of all the meek and gentle virtue.^ in the greatest

perfection
;

the scheme of salvation is a plan of

grace ; all the doctrines of revelation unite in their

tendency to soften and sweeten the temper; while
the precepts of Christian morality forbid wrath, an-

ger, malice, revenge of every kind or degree, and
enjoin us, in no case, to render evil for evil, but
ever to return good for evil. The New Testa-
ment is directly opposed to that rage and resent-

ment, to -which the world has given the delusive

names of spirit and a sense of honor, and from
whence wars and contentions proceed. To these

haughty and mischievous sensibilities, which are

but an imitation of the passions that rage in full

force in the natures of brute animals, the religion

of Jesus Christ offers all the resistance of a divine

authority. Let any man think of the crimes com-
mitted and the miseries inflicted, by a single battle,

and surely, if he has ever read only one of the Gos-
pels, or one of the Epistles, he must be convinced
that a hatred of war is an essential feature of prac-

tical religion. But we need go no further than this

chapter to prove that the warlike passion, even in

the least degree, is opposed to Christianity ; for if

love were universally prevalent, swords would be

beaten into ploughshares, and spears into pruning-
hooks. It is high time for the followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus, in every part of the -world, to study

the genius of their religion, since, in the knowledge
of this, many of them are still lamentably deficient.

It is a shame upon what is called the Christian

world, that it has not long since, borne universal,

impassioned, and indignant testimony against that

enormous evil, which still rages not merely among
savages; but among scholars, philosophers. Chris-

tians, and divines. In vain, so far as regards the

difl"usion of a pacific spirit, has science enlightened

the mind; in vain has learning softened the man-
ners and cultivnied the taste ; in vain has art multi-
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plied the comforts; in vain has even religion esta-

blished the thiih, and in some measure sanctified the

munis of the inhabitants of Chrisiendom
; for war,

horrid, bloody, destructive war, is as much prac-
tised, and as much patronised, as ever. Whatever
men have learnt, they have not learnt to love one
another; whatever attainments they have made in

knowledge, they have made scarcely any in cha-
rily ; howver high they may have soared above the

savage into the heights of science, they are still

nearly upon a level in a taste for war. But real

Christians should come out and be separate, and
touch not the unclean thing : let them act upon their

own principles, and become not only the friends

but the advocates of peace: let them echo back in

their several spheres the angel's description of

Christianity, " peace on earth, good will to men :"

let ministers from the pulpit, writers from the press,

private Christians, in their intercourse with each
other and with the world,—inculcate a fixed and
irreconcileable abhorrence of war : let the church
of God be a society for the diffusion of the princi-

ples of universal peace.

Love forbids the indulgence of sectarian prejudice.

God has, for wise ends no doubt, permitted the ex-

istence of various and conflicting opinions among
real Christians: but, unhappily, instead of making
these differences merely the occasion of mutual
forbearance, and opportunities for showing through
what interposing media Christians can press to

recognize and embrace each other; instead of con-

vening them into tests of the sincerity, and proofs

of the strength of our attachment;—we have per-

mitted them to rise up into separating walls, which
divide and alienate our hearts from each other.

Perhaps, even towards those whose errors are too

fundamental to allow us to acknowledge them as

fellow-Christians, much less to hold communion
with them in the bond of church fellowship, there

is not enough of genuine charity; for is there not
something of bitterness and contempt, of wrath
and ill will, instead of that deep compassion and
tender pity with which their situation should ever
be viewed ? Poor men ! with all their boasted rea-

son, they walk in darkness at noonday, and, with
the lamp of truth in their hands, they are yet

stumbling like the blind. We may feel a holy ab-

horrence of their sentiments, but, for themselves,
we should cherish the deepest commiseration.

But as to those who agree v/ith us in all the fun-

damental doctrines of the gospel, and differ from
us only on the forms of church government, on the

mode and subject of a sacrament, or on some of
the minor points of doctrine,—surely—surely, to-

wards them we should maintain the full force of
brotherly affection, without allowing our differences

to interrupt for a moment the exercise of the most
entire good will. We would indulge a hope, that,

in this age, there is a nearer approximation than
there was, of the various denominations of Chris-
tians to each other; that the spirit of intolerance is

dying away; that there is a greater disposition to

recognize each other, in the fullest sense of the

term, as members of the same body, and brethren
in the same family: but even yet, there is too much
of the odium theologicum remainingr among minis-
ters, and too much of the spirit of party among
laymen ; too much of the feeling of rivalry and
suspicion ; too much disposition to misconstrue ac-

tions, to arraign motives: too much inclination to

envy and jealousy. It is too common for the minis-

ters and members of the establishment, to look with
haughty contempt, and to speak as they feel towards
those who secede from their church; and to revile

them as t.roublesome schismatics, as rebels against

established authority.

Let it not be thought, however, that it is only by

churchmen that the law of love is violated
; for it

must be confes-sed, and regretted, that it is nc ;. al-
ways observed as it should be, by the various -^ects

of Dissenters, Baptists, PEedo-baptists, and Mfho-
dists, are all too often actuated by a degree of envy,
jealousy, and selfishness, utterly unworthy of the
great cause of religion, and altogether at variance
with their common principles. What attempts are
sometimes made by the Wesleyans to raise a pre-
judice against Calvinism and its adherents, by de-
formed, horrid, and ferocious looking caricatures
of that system; and, on the other hand, how often
are the whole body of Methodists condemned by
Calvinists, as upholding all the errors of Pelagius!
Baptists pcur unmeasured contempt on iniant bap-
tism, and are repaid by their opponents in ridicule
on adult immersion. Statements are often given
of the sentiments of a sect, which they would deny,
and consequences deduced from them which they
would abhor. And then, what clashing of inter-

ests frequently takes place ^y/^c7^ a new denomination
is introduced into a town or a village. Sometimes
this introduction takes place without occasion for
it: there is really no room for another body of
Christians; the existing means of public instruc-
tion are already sufficient, both as to quantity and
quality;—and, in this case, to be animated by such
a zeal fir our denomination, as to set it up at the
certain hazard, and especially with the very hope,
of dividing a prevailing and hitherto peaceful body
of Christians, is, in the last degree, a hateful efiu-

sion of party spirit: men may call it zeal for the
glory of God; but call it what they will, it is, when
exhibited in its own deformity, nothing but envy,
or the selfishness which seekeih its own. In other
cases, what jealousy and ill will have been stirred
up in the minds of an existing party, by an attempt
made by another to establish itself in the same
place ! It signified nothing how large was me place,
how great the population, how inadequate thi- means
of religious instruction: all this was left out of view;
and the new denomination, though they prea;'hed
the gospel in its purity, was opposed and dis'iked,
because it cnme into a field, where there was al-

ready an evangelical body, though that body could
not be said to have occupied more than one little

nook or corner of the uncultivated land. It would
be invidious to name any denomination as having
manifested most of this spirit,—no one, perhaps, is

altogether free from it: but we have known, in
some instances, such wretched, paltry, nay v, icked,
means resorted to; such attempts to oppose ths new
comers, by defaming their principles, by insinuat-
ing charges against their ministers, by throwmg
suspicions even over the purposes of their private
meetings; such a .sj'stem of espionage, by sending
spies to gather something to cavil at from the dis-

courses of their opponents, as they choose to call

them; such a series of kidnapping tricks to draw
away the young and unwary;—that we have felt it

somewhat difficult, in witnessing this absence of
Christian love in others, to retain it in exercise in

our own hearts towards them. Instead of indulg-
ing such envy, jealousy, and ill will, all denomina-
tions who agree in the fundamental truths of the

gospel should regard and hail each other, as only
so many companies in the same regimen', or so

7nany laborers in the same field, or so many work-
men in the same building,—having one common
object, and serving under one common bead. B'lf,

alas ! alas ! no rival companies of a secular nal'jre

can be more jealous of each other than some co_.-

gregations of profe^^sing Christians are. This ."-

mark does not apply so much to tlie larger bodies,

which are to be found in our great towns and cities,

as to the smaller ones, which exist in our less popu-
lous places. But we have all too much prejudice,
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and too little Christian affection for each other.

—

We all need more of the mind of Christ. We do
not wish 10 see a spirit of indifference to our dis-

tinctive opinions,—this would be a sin in the other
extreme ; but we desire to behold more cordial good
•will pnd confidence tov.-ards those who differ from
us, and far, far less of the spirit of sects and par-
ties.

Love would soften the asperity, and remove the

acrimony, of controversy. We are not enemies to

well-conducted controversy. As long as truth is

attacked, it must be defended : and as long as error
exists, it must be assailed. To give up the truth

for the sake of peace, is a conspiracy against the

Bible, and establishing a covenant with the enemies
of the Lord. Not an iota of God's word must be
surrendered to error and infidelity. We must
"contend earnestly for the faith once delivered lo

the saints;" and resist, if need be, unto bonds, im-
prisonment, and death. A hollow, fawning, para-
sitical spirit, which would conciliate the friendship

of men disaffected to the Scriptures, by giving up,
or treating lightly, any of their contents, has the
curse of heaven upon it. " Controversy is the
safety valve of theological zeal. The spirit of par-
ty is opposed to it, being too intolerant for discus-
sion. Truth has always triumphed by means of
controversy : she has grown powerless only when
the sleep of lethargy has stolen upon the church.
What is Christianity itself, but a standing contro-
versy with the infidtl, the sensualist, and the formal-
ist,—the men of the world"? We admit that the
spirit of controversy, or, to speak more properlv,
the controversial spirit, is not, in itself, very con-
ducive to the cultivation of personal piety. The
angry controvertist, and fierce polemic, is not al-

ways a devout believer or an amiable member of
society. The church has been sometimes as much
disgraced by her advocates, as annoyed by her as-

sailants; and there are intestine debates' and dis-

putes, which, as friends to religion, as well as friends
to peace, we could wish to have terminated for ever.
But alive, as we trust we are, to the. dangers of
controversy, we must, nevertheless, protest against
that timid, trimming, self-indulgent, ultra-liberal
dread of religious debate, which would bind over
truth to keep the peace with error, and consign
those celestial weapons of the spiritual armory-
reason and Scripture—to the ark of the church, as
useless regalia."* It is highly probable that all

controversy will never cease, till truth stands re-

vealed amidst the light of eternity. But there will
come a period, when men will discuss their differ-
ences in the spirit of brotherly affection : when,
perhaps, there will be fewer points unsettled, and
those few will be debated with candor and mutual
esteem. Too many, in their disputations about re-
ligion, contend for truth, till they have destroyed
love, and even, in ret'erence to the former, present
it in so mutilated a form, as to deprive it of much
of its own engaging beauty.

Luther's prayer should be presented by all—
"From frivolous, fruitless controversies, good Lord
deliver us !" It is well observed by an old writer,
" That disputations in religion are sometimes ne-
cessary, but always dangerous; drawing the best
spirits into the head from the heart, and either
leaving it empty of all, or too full of fleshly zeal
and passion, if extraordinary care be not taken still

to supply and fill it anew with pious affection to-

wards God. and love towards man." There is no
case in which good men are more under the power
of the dcccitfulness of the heart, than when en-
paged in religious controversy; and when, under
the idea that they are only " contending earnestly
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for the faith," they indulge in ail kinus of unhal-
lowed tempers, dip their pens in gall, deliberately
write, as deliberately print, and no less deliberately
justify, the bitterest sarcasms—the severest irony

—

the most railing accusations—the grossest person-
alities—the most uncharitable surmises: in short,

when, as the controversy is about religion—a cir-

cumstance which ought to produce a spirit directly
the reverse—there is no degree of abuse, reviling,
and defamation, to which they do not have recourse.
Such has been too often the lone of religious con-
troversy, and by which it would seem as if the
graces were mere heathen courtezans, in whose
company a Christian should blush lo be found;
while the furies were so many personifications of
holy zeal, whose assistance is to be solicited in the
support of truth. Oh, what a handle has the spirit

of angry controversy given to infidels against the
whole system of revelation !—they have fought
against Christianity with poisoned arrows, and the
gall of furious polemics has supplied the venom in

which they have dipped their sarcasms, ironies,

and jests. It is high time that the apostle's exhorta-
tion should be practically remembered— " Let all

bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamor, and
evil-.speaking, b^ put away from you, with all ma-
lice :" that all who contend for the faith, should re-

member Paul's advice to Timothy—" The servant
of the Lord must not strive ; but be gentle unto all

men, apt to teach, patient ; in meekness instructing
those that oppose themselves, if God peradventure
will give them repentance, to the acknowledging
of the truth." The wrath of man, in no instance,

worketh the righteousness of God. Let any one
read this chapter, and say if it be possible to justify

the spirit in which contentions for the truth are ge-
nerally carried on. Let it not be pleaded that we
are commanded to rebuke sharply, as if this fur-

nished an apology for all uncharitableness: for

duties cannot be in opposition to each other : and
therefore even this must be performed in a manner
that is compatible with meekness and love. Unfor-
tunately, the spirit of acrimonious controversy is as
popular as it is sinful : those pugnacious hierophants,
by whom it is carried on, are generally the leaders
of a party, which thinks itself happy in a repre-
sentative, who with his shield can defend them, and
with his tremendous sword can vanquish their ene-
mies, and thus lead them on to victory and supre-
macy. It would be amusing, if it were not too

serious a matter for entertainment, to hear how
these persons exult in the exploits of their redoubt-
able Hercules ; and to see how securely they repose
under the protection of his terrible and far-resound-
ing club. What deep disgrace is it upon the pro-

fessors and teachers of the religion of the meek
and lowly Saviour, to suppose that his doctrines
and his precepts require the aid of human and un-
hallowed passions to give them effect

!

We may next exhibit the criminality which attaches

to the sin of schism, and deplore its prevalence. It

will be necessary to explain here what I mean by
schism. No term has been more employed or more
abused than this ; if has furni.shed to bigots of all

parlies a theme of angry declamation, and a subject

of bitter accusation and reproach, against all who
differ from them in opinion ; upon whatever ground,
or in whatever .spirit, that difference is maintained.
Papists charge this sin upon Protestants; while the

church of England, in its turn, attempts to fasten

the guilt of it upon all who secede from her com-
munion. It is circulated with eagerness from one
denomination to another, as a term of ignominy,
and is continually calling into exercise some of the

worst passions of human nature. Papal bulls, epis-

copal charges, clerical sermons, party-spirited jour-

nals, are continually harping upon it ; and multi-
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tudes, who have no other means of blackening: an
opponent, think that they cannot more efiectuall}'

succeed in rendering him both odious and guilty,

than by calling him a schismatic. I will at once
confess, that schism is, indeed, when properly un-
derstood, a sin of so enormous a kind, that too

much cannot be said for its condemnation. But it

is not properly understood. In its etymological sig-

nification, it means a rent, a division, a separation

of that which was originally one.*

Campbell's remarks are so clear and convincing
on this subject, that they may, with great propriety,

be referred to. As breach, or rupture, is the literal

import of the term in oar language, wherever these

words may be figuratively applied, the term schism

seems likewise capable of an application. It inva-

riably supposes, that among those things whereof it

is affirmed, there subsisted an union formerly, and
as invariably denotes that the union subsists no
longer. In this manner the apostle Paul uses the

word, applying it to a particular church, or Chris-

tian congregation. Thus he adjures the Corinthians,

by the name of the Lord Jesus, that there be no di-

visions, or schisms, among them ! and in another
place of the same Epistle, "I hear that there are

divisions," or schisms. In order to obtain a proper
idea of what is meant by a breach, or schism, in

this application, we must form a just notion of that

which constituted the union whereof the schism
was a violation. Now, the great and powerful ce-

ment which united the souls of Christians, was
their mutual love. Their hearts, in the emphatical
language of holy writ, loerc knit together in love.

This had been declared by their Master to be the

distinguishing badge of their profession

—

"By this

shall all men know that ye are my disciples, -if ye have
love one to another." Their partaking of the same
baptism, their professing the same faith, their en-

joying the same promises, and their joining in the

same religious services—formed a connection mere-
ly external, and of little significance, unless, agree-
ably to the apostle's expression, it was rooted and
grounded in love. As this, therefore, is the great

criterion of the Christian character, and the foun-

dation of Christian unity—whatever alienates the

affections of Christians from one another is mani-
festly subversive of both, and may, consequently.

with the greatest truth and energy, be denominated
schism. It is not so much what makes an outward
distinction, or separation (though this also may, in

a lower degree, be so denominated,) as what pro-

duces an alienation of the heart, which constitutes

schism in the sense of the apostle
; for this strikes

directly at the vitals of Christianity. Indeed, both
the evil and the danger of the former—that is, an
external separation— is principally to be estimated
from its influence upon the latter—that is, in pro-
ducing an alienation of heart ; for it is in the union
of affection among Christians, that the spirit, the

life, and the power of religion are principally placed.
Wherever an alienation of heart takes place, and

whatever be the occasion of it, whether there be an
external separation or not, there is a schism. It

may arise in the church of England, and has, per-

haps, arisen in the divisions characterized by the

terms evangelical and anti-evangelical ; not, indeed,

that these terms are recognized, but the distinctions

certainly exist of which they are the designations;

or it may exist in the church of Scotland, and does
exist in a way similar to what occurs in the sister

church in the south ; it arose in the church of Rome,
that boasted seat of unity and infallibility, in the

contest between the Jansenists and the Jesuits ; or,

it may arise—as, alas ! we know to our shame and
distress it does too often arise—in our Independent

» Matthew ix. 16. John vii. 43.
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churches ; so that, without any actual and visible

separation or secession, this dreadful evil maybe in

full and mischievous operation. On the contrary,

there may be diversity of opinion in the same so-

ciety, as in those Baptist churches that admit of
mixed communion, without any schism

; and, pro-

vided there be no alienation of heart, no interrup-

tion to mutual esteem and good -will, there may be
even an external separation, without schism. This
sin can have no existence except in those cases

where the unity of the spirit is disturbed, and the

bond of peace is severed. As long as sincere love

remains, there is, in the full sense of the term, no
schism. Consequently, whatever tends to alienate

the hearts of Christians from each other, whatever
tends to produce discord, whatever tends to stir up
strife—no matter who may be guilty of such con-

duct— is the very essence of this hateful vice. If

men will attempt to coerce the conscience, by legis-

lating for others in such matters as those of religion,

and interfere, by human authority, in affairs which
should be transacted through the medium of the

Bible, between God and the soul

—

they must be an-

swerable for those divisions which arise from the

conscientious objections of persons who cannot sub-

mit to such enactments. If to separate peaceably

from the church of England be the sin of schism,

how will the church of England justify itself from
the same charge brought against her by the church

of Rome 1 The schismatic is not he who peaceably

secedes; but he who renders secession necessary,

by setting up requirements with which the sepa-

ratist cannot comply without violating his con-

science. Not that I mean to say Episcopalians, or

even the supporters of any established religion

whatever, are schismatical, except where their con-

duct is such as is calculated to produce mutual dis-

affection ; so neither, on the other hand, are dis-

senters justly chargeable with this sin, unless their

conduct can be fairly proved to be founded on a
factious spirit of ill-will towards the religious esta-

blishment of the country. It is nothing to say that

their dissent proceeds on insufl^icient grounds, and
their objections to the church, as by law established,

are to things that are indifferent in themselves, and
therefore frivolous and vexatious. If they are in-

different, why then impose them 1 but of their in-

difference or importance dissenters themselves must
judge; as did the reformed churches of Christen-

dom of the corruptions of popery. If a dissenter

employ himself in stirring up ill-will towards the

members of the church of England, by arraigning

the motives of its ministers, and charging them
with sordid avarice, or a mere love of worldly

pomp and domination ; or by questioning the piety

of its members ; or by exciting animosity, or pro-

ducing alienation of heart in the minds oi" his own
party ; or, if he so state, defend, and enforce his

own principles, as that the natural result in those

who hear him shall be an interruption of all com-

munion of heart, and the exercise of lU mutual

good-will between the two denominsaons; if he

employ himself in widening the bnjach between

them, and repelling them farther frjm each other

;

he is indeed a schismatic, and deserves all the re-

proach which such conduct can bring upon him.

But, then, it should be recollecced that no less guilty

of the sin of schism, is he who, whether he be a

mitred or unmitred minister of the established

church, employs his talenfs in holding up dissenters

to public obloquy as a factious, troublesome, dan-

gerous body, seceding upon no groimds but such as

are frivolous, entitled to reproach for what they

have done, and to suspicion for what they may do.

But quitting names and parties, schism is the sin of

doing any thing to alienate men's hearts from each

other, whatever be the occasion or the means of the
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estrangement, and estimate. It i? the very opposite

of charity; and in saying this we arraign it upon
the most solemn and the most capital charge, which
any indictment can prefer. We have all, perhaps,

something of it in our spirit ; but little docs it occur

to some men, when they are advancing their charges

and fulminating their anathemas against others for

the sin of schism, that, while in the eye of heaven
the objects of their anger are innocent of the crime
that is laid to their charge, they themselves are re-

garded by him, whose judgment is according to

truth, as the greatest schismatics upon earth.

The temptationcannot he resisted, of introducing

here a long,—but no one who has a taste for literary

or moral beauty will deem it too long, an extract

from the writings of Mr. Hall.
" The Gallican church, no doubt, looked upon it

as a signal triumph, when she prevailed on Louis
the Fourteenth to repeal the Edict of Nantes, and to

suppress the Protestant religion. But what was the

consequence 1 Where shall we look after this pe-

riod, for her Fenelons and her Pascals
; where, for

the distinguished monuments of piety and learning,

which were the glory of her better days 1 As for

piety, she perceived she had no occasion for it, when
there was no lustre of Christian holiness surround-
ing her ; nor for learning, when she had no longer
any opponents to confute, or any controversies to

maintain. She felt herself at liberty to become as

ignorant, as secular, as irreligious, as she pleased;
and, amidst the silence and darkness she had creat-

ed around her, she drew the curtains and retired to

rest. The accession of numbers she gained by sup-
pressing her opponents, was like the small exten-

sion of length a body acquires by death ; the feeble

remains of life were extinguished, and she lay a
putrid corpse—a public nuisance, filling the air with
pestilential exhalations. Such, there is every rea-

son to believe, would be the effect of similar mea-
sures in England. That union among Christians
which it is so desirable to recover, must, we are per-

suaded, be the result of something more heavenly
and divine than legal restraints or angry controver-
sies. Unless an angel were to descend for that pur-
pose, the spirit of division is a disease which will

never be healed by troubling the waters. We must
expect the cure from the increasing prevalence of
religion, and from a copious communication of the
Spirit to produce that event. A more extensive
diffusion of piety, among all sects and parties, will
be the best and only preparation for a cordial union.
Christians will then be disposed to appreciate their
differences more equitably, to turn tneir chief at-

tention to points on which they agree ; and, in con-
sequence of loving each other more, to make every
coticession consistent with a good conscience. In-
stead of wishing to vanquish others, every one will
be desirous of being vanquished by the truth. An
awful fear of God, and an exclusive desire of dis-

covering his mind, will hold a torch before them in
their inquiries, which will strangely illuminate the
path in which they are to tread. In the room of
being repelleaby mutual antipathy, they will be in-

sensibly drawn nearer to each other by the ties of
mutual attachment. A larger raea.sure of the spirit

of Christ would prcTent them from converting every
incidental variation into an impassable boundary,
or from condemning the most innocent and lauda-
ble usages, for fear of symbolizing with another
class of Christians,—an odious spirit, with which
the writer under consideration is strongly impreg-
nated. The general prevalence of piety in different
communities, would inspire that mutual respect,
that heartfelt homage, for the virtues conspicuous
in the character of their respective members, which
would urge us to ask, with astonishment and regret,
Why cannot we ba one 1 what is it that obstructs

our union "? Instead of maintaining the barrier
which separates us from each other, and employing
ourselves in fortifying the frontiers of hostile com-
munities, we should be anxiously devising the means
of narrowing the grounds of di.spute, by drawing the
attention of all parties to those fundamental and
catholic principles in which they concur.

" To this we may add, that a more perfect sub-
jection to the authority of the great Head of the
church, would restrain men from inventing new
terms of conr.munion, from lording it over con-
science, or from exacting a scrupulous compliance
with things which the word of God has left indiffer-

ent. That sense of imperfection we ought ever to

cherish, would incline us to be looking up for supe-
rior light, and make us think it not improbable,
that in the long night which has befallen us, we
have all more or less mistaken our way, and have
much to learn, and much to correct. The very idea
of identifying a particular party with the church,
would be exploded, the foolish clamor about schism
hushed, and no one, however mean or inconsidera-
ble, be expected to surrender his conscience to the
claims of ecclesiastical dominion. The New Testa-
ment is surely not so obscure a book that were its

contents to fall into the hands of a hundred serious,

impartial men, it would prodiice such opposite con-
clusions, as must necessarily issue, in their forming
two or more separate communions. It is remarka-
ble, indeed, that the chief points about which real
Christians are divided, are points on which that

volume is silent ; mere human fabrications which
the presumption of men has attached to the Chris-
tian system. A larger communication of the spirit

of truth would insensibly lead Christians into a simi-
lar train of thinking ; and, being more under the
guidance of that infallible teacher, they would gra-
dually tend to the same point, and settle in the same
conclusions. Without such an influence as this, the

coalescing into one community would probably be
productive of much mischief; it certainly would do
no sort of good, since it would be the mere result of
intolerance and pride, acting upon indolence and
fear.

•' During the present disjointed state of things,

then, nothing remains but for every one to whom
the care of any part of the church of Christ is en-
trusted, to exert himself to the utmost in the promo-
tion of vital religion, in cementing the friendship of
the good, and repressing, with a firm and steady
hand, the heats and eruptions of party spirit. He
will find sufficient employment for his time and his

talents, in inculcating the great truths of the gospel,

and endeavoring to " form Christ" in his hearers,

without blowing the flames of contention, or widen-
ing that breach which is already the disgrace and
calamity of the Christian name. Were our efforts

uniformly to take this direction, there would be an
identity in the impression made by religious instruc-

tion ; the distortion of party features would gradual-
ly disappear, and Christians would every where ap-
proach toward that ideal beauty spoken of by paint-

ers, which is combined of the finest lines and traits

conspicuous in individual forms. Since they have
all drank into the same spirit, it is manifest nothing
is wanting, but a larger portion of that spirit, to lay

the foundation of a solid, cordial union. It is to the

immoderate attachment to secular interest, the love

of power, and the want of reverence for truth,—not

to the obscurities of revelation,—we must impute
the unhappy contentions among Christians ; mala-
dies which nothing can correct, but deep and ge-

nuine piety. The true schisvmfic is not so properly
the person who declines a compliance with what he
judges to be wrong, though he may be mistaken in

that judgment, as the man who, like the author be-
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fore us, sedulously employs every artifice to alienate

the affections of good men from each other."*

5. How desirable is it that religion skould prevail

more than it does.

If the spirit of religion is love, then whu can avoid
longing for its universal dominion 1 How much is

it to be coveted for the peace of our churches ! It

must be confessed, and that with grief and shame,
that Zion is not yet a " peaceable habitation ;" nor
do all her assemblies present the good and the plea-

sant sight of brethren dwelling together in unity.

—

Contentions about one thing or another abound.

—

The seeds of discord are plentifully sown, and bear
an exuberant crop of the fruits of contention. How
many religious communities are distracted, to their

own injury, the exultation of their enemies, and the

discredit of religion ! Many are the causes which
produce this unhappy state of things ; but that which
gives force to them all, is the absence or the weak-
ness of love. Here is the grand defect, and all other

circumstances are but subsidiary. It is most melan-
choly and humiliating to discover, when some tri-

fling disagreement occurs, what small attainments

seemingly flourishing churches have made in this

virtue -, how insignificant is the subject over which
two parties will engage in all the eagerness of con-

tention, and how bitter the spirit with which the

contention is carried on. It has been said, that

quarrels about religion have been usually maintain-
ed with more malevolence than any other. This
we deny ; but, at the same time we must admit that

they are often sustained with a measure of acrimony
that is a disgrace to all concerned. The usual oc-

casion of disagreement, is either the dismissal or the

choice of a minister. And not unfrequently do be-

lievers wrangle about him who is to teach them re-

ligion, till they have lost the very spirit of piety it-

self. But whatever may be the occasion, want of
love is the cause, of all feuds and strifes.

O ! what churches we should have, if Christian

charity were allowed to have its full scope ! The
pastor would labor with the most earnest, indefatiga-

ble, and disinterested zeal for the eternal welfare
of the flock, and make it evident that compassion
for souls, and not filthy lucre, was the impulse of all

his conduct. Affection would beam in his eyes, and
breathe in his spirit, while " the law of kindness"
would dwell on his lips. He would preside over
the people in the meekness of wisdom ; and, instead

of proudly lording it over God's heritage, he would
rule them in love. He would be gentle among
them, " even as a nurse cherishes her children." In-

stead of being easily provoked by any little uninten-
tional infringement on his rights, or disrespect to

his dignity, he would forbear with that which was
the result of ignorance, and wisely and meekly ex-
postulate in reference to that which was the effect

of impertmence. Over all his talents, however
brilliant, he would put the garment of humility

;

and with respect to all his success, however great,

he would speak in the language of modesty. He
would neither envy his more gifted or successful
brethren, nor proudly vaunt over his inferiors. To
all his charge, even the most illiterate and obscure,
he would conduct himself with the condescension
of true benevolence, put the most favorable constri?^-

tion on the actions of his people, repose in then: an
honorable confidence, labor to correct their srrors,

whether doctrinal or practical, and have no greater

joy than to see them walking in the truth.

Christian charity would also dictate to the people,

towards their minister, a line of conduct no less pious

and amiable : it would lead them to attach them-

* Strictures on a work entitled, " Zeal without
Innovation."

selves decidedly and warmly to his person and mi-
nistry

;
to demonstrate, in every possible way, their

sincere and cordial wish to promote his comfort ; to
abstain from every thing that would grieve his
mind

; and, by every means in their power, to pro-
mote his usefulness. It would not allow them to be
offended by his faithful rebukes, but cause them to
submit, with Christian frankness and humility, to
his cautions, admonitions and reproofs : it would
lead them to interpret, in a candid manner, any
little neglects, or unintentional offences : it would
make willing and reasonable excuses for his seem-
ing inattention : it would cover, and not expose, his
infirmities, if they are such as comport with sterling

piety : it would lead them to manifest a becoming
respect for his oflice, and opinion :—and whilst it

would leave them in full possession of entire free-

dom of thought, and manly dignity of conduct,
would still prescribe humility and reverence, which
the Scriptures claim for those who are set over them
in the Lord.

In the conduct of the people towards each other, love
would check all that irritability which is excited by
a word,—that anger which is cherished till it ripens
into malice or revenge. How much is the peace of
our churches disturbed by such hot or sullen spirits

!

But did this heavenly virtue prevail, care would be
taken not to give offence ; and equal care would be
in exercise not to take offence ; one man would
bridle his tongue, lest he should utter words that

would grieve; another would rein in his temper,
lest he should be provoked when he ought not ; and
all would be watchful against whatever would de-
stroy the unity of the spirit and the bond of peace.
If any action has been done, or any word spoken of
a doubtful kind, no one would suspect an evil mo-
tive, but rather be ready to conclude in favor of a
good intention : suspicion v/ould be displaced by
mutual confidence, and hasty imputations of what
is wrong, by the belief or hope of what is right. In-

stead of circulating ill reports of each other, or be-

lieving them when circulated, all would entertain

too much good will, and too high an opinion of their

brethren, to listen to an insinuation against them.—
Universal kindness would reign -'hroughout the so-

ciety ; each would feel an interest in the whole, and,

by '" whatsoever things are lov'ely," would promote
their comfort and bear their burdens. There would
be no struggle for pre-etninence, no grasping at

power : such pride would be abhorred, and all would
be subject one to annheJ-: the rich would not be

puffed up, nor vaunt themselves against the poor,

nor would the poor envy the rich. In a time of]

difficulty, such as the choice of a minister, there

would be a givin? up, as far as possible, of indivi-

dual feeling, aad all would consider the general

good : no one would selfishly wish to have his taste

alone consuitefJ, his opinion alone attended to ; no
one wouli obtrude his views upon the rest in an
unseemly -nanner : but each v/ould consult all.

We rrdy again remark, what churches we should

have, -'i love were the ruling principle, which go-

verned them. " Then would each of them present

a,jeaceful haven, inviting men to retire from the

cossings and perils of this unquiet ocean to a sacred
enclosure, a sequestered spot, which the storms and
tempests of the world were not permitted to in-

vade:" then would the prayer of Christ be answer
ed, and his people be one, and afford by their unit

.

a demonstration of the divinity of his mission,

which the most impious could not resist: then

would the church on earth present a calm unruffled

surface, which should reflect, as from a mirror, a
bright resemblance of the church in heaven. Let us,

then, for the honor of our principles, for the credit

of our common Christianit)', for our own peace
and comfort in relation to the body of the people,—
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seek that more of this heavenly spirit may be diffus-

ed among all who are called by the name of Christ.

How DESIRABLE IT IS THAT SUCH A RELIGION AS

THIS SHOULD BE SPREAD OVER THE FACE OF THE
WHOLE EAiiTH ! In what a miserable condition is

our globe. The whole work! lieih in the wicked
one, is entangled in the coils, and bitten by the

fangs, and tortured by the venom, of the old ser-

pent,—the devil. Justly has the apostle said, that

"the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in

pain together until now." Nearly eighteen centu-

ries have passed since he saw this bleeding victim

of Satan's cruelty, and heard its groans ; and it is

bleeding and groaning sliil. Wherever we go,

either in reality oi ia imagination, we find ourselves

in a vale of tears, where forms of misery, indefi-

nitely varied and almost innumerably multiplied,

rise before our eyes, and utter nothing but wo, wo,
wo; and who can wonder that our world should
thus be little else hut a region of misery? Think
upon the passi-ms which predominate in human af-

fairs ; think of the vile affections, which like furies,

tyrannize over the minds of men : wrath, malice,
revenge, envy, pride, suspicions, selfishness, cruel-

ty, slander,—these are the oligarchy of diabolical

tempers, which usurp the dominion of the world in

the name of Satan, and which, with something of
his power and of his fury, torment the miserable
children of men. How much of the most cruel
slavery, the most sanguinary warfare, the most re-

morseless oppression, the most deadly revenge, the
most operative mischief, the most crafty subtlety, the
most insulting pride,—is perpetually at work in the

destruction of human happiness. The prevalence of
love would put a stop to all this: it would beat the
sword of war into the ploughshare of peace : it

would break the galling fetter of slavery, and bid the
captive go free: it would change the tyrant into a
father : it would convert the venom of malice into

the milk of human kindness: it would transform
the crafty serpent into the innocent dove : it would
tame the ferocity of the implacable assassin into
clemency

;
atd would teach him to pronounce for-

giveness, who now breathes out nothing but slaugh-
ter: it would 'ea-h pride to put on humilitv as a
garment

:
it would crive to the vigilant eve of intel-

ligence the expression of candor, instead of the
glance of suspicion ; aad would substitute, for the
torment of envy, the exquisite delight of that svra-
pathv which can rejoice wnh those that do rejo'ice.

What an argument por Christian missions:
AND what a motive TO TKeIR ZEALOUS SUPPORT ! !

We have already proved t'nat both Paganism and
Mohammedanism are hostile it a spirit of univer-
sal benevolence: if, therefore, tti° world is ever to
be subjugated to the mild and b(?ncficial dominion
of charity, the conquest must be m;\de bv Chris-
tianity. And to this honor is ChrisiianLty de.-'ined :

it was to this theme that the evangeV^fai prophet
struck his lyre, when he said

—
" Out of 7jon shall

po forth the law, and the word of the Lo^d from
Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the n:jjons
and shall rebuke many people

; and they shall i^at

their swords into ploughshares, and their spea-t.5

into pruning hooks : nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more : but they shall sit every man under his vine

and under his ifig-tree; and none shall make them
afraid." "And there shall come forth a rod out of
the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of
his roots; and righteousness shall he the girdle of
bis loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins.

The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the

leopard shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf
and the young lion and the fatling together; and a
little child shall lead them. And the cow and the
bear shall feed ; their young ones shall lie down

together: and the lion shall eat straw like the 05.
And the suckling child shall play on the hole of
the asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand
in the cockatrice's den. They shall not hurt nor
destroy in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall
be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters
cover the sea." Such is the poetic and beautiful
description which is given by the prophet of the
harmonizing and benevolent tendency of the gos-
pel, as well as of its effect wherever its influence is

entirely submitted to. How exceedingly is it to be
desired, that such a system should be universally
prevalent! The awful description which the apos-
tle gives us of the idolatry of his times, and of its

demoralizing effects,—deeply as it is colored, and
darkly as it is shaded,— is not less justly applicable
to the Pagan nations of the present day, than it was
to those of antiquity. "They have changed the
glory of the incorruptible God into an image made
like unto corruptible man, and to birds, and four-

footed beasts, and creeping things. AVho changed
the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped aud
served the creature more than the Creator, who is

blessed for ever ! Amen. And even as they did
not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave
them over to a reprobate mind, to do those things

which are not convenient;—being filled with all

unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetous-
ness, maliciousness: full of envy, debate, murder,
deceit, malignity : whisperers, backbiters, haters of
God, despiteful, proud, inventors of evil things, dis-

obedient to parents, without understanding, cove-
nant breakers, without natural affection, implaca-
ble, unmerciful." What a picture! Who can
contemplate it without horror! Yet such is the

stale of society—such the aspect of the moral world
—such are the crimes that deform, and pollute, and
torment, the human race under the reign of Pagan-
ism, which, wherever it exists, converts earth into

the vestibule of hell, a den of wild beasts, a range
of malignant demons,—which educates men for

fiends amidst the worst of exce.sses of depravity,
and tortures its victims in this world preparatory to

their execution in the next. Who that pretends to

carry in his bosom the heart of a man,—much more
who that profes.ses to have the spirit of a Christian,
which is the mind of Christ,—but must mourn in
bitterness of ..soul over this frightful wilderness,
and long to bring these habitations of cruelly under
the reign of love?

Let it be recollected, that whenever the religion
of Jesus Christ is felt in its proper influence ; when-
ever it changes the heart, and sanctifies the life ;

—

it does not merely turn men away from dumb idols,

but causes them al.so to deny ungodliness and world-
ly lusts, and to live soberly, righteously, and godly,
in this present evil world. It does not merely lead
to a change of names, a substitution of one set of
religious rites for another; but while it removes all

that is impious in idolatry, it displaces all that is

odious and abominable in vice. It presents the first

table of the law, and says, " Thou shall love God
with all thy soul ;" and then holds up the second,
and commands us to love our neighbors as our-

selves. Wherever the gospel of Christ is permitted
'/> govern society, it banishes all that can afflict, ana
infiodaces whatever can comfort, the human race.
All five crimes and the curses of society flee before it,

while all the blessings of earth follow in its train :

it not only brings learning, and arts, and sciences,
\yith all that can adorn the mind and embellish
life, but, as 11- chief benefit, it establishes the reign
of charity. This it has done to a considerable ex-
tent in many places already; and even its enemies
have acknowledged it. And he that would see
what religion can do, has done, and will yet do, in
exalting benevolence on the ruins of cruelty, and
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in establishing the reign of mercy, let him contena-

plate, as he may do, through the medium of mis-

sionary reporls, the once wild and savage Esqui-

maux, converted into peaceful, haimless, and be-

nevolent followers of the meek and lowly Jesus;

or the once murderous Otaheitans, who revelled in

the blood of human sacrifices, and slaughtered with-

out remorse their own children, now exhibiting a

character remarkable for its clemency and gentle-

ness; or the once marauding tribes of South Africa
casting away their poisoned arrows, and their assa-

gays, and exhibiting a moral transformation as

great and striking, as if the lions, that prowled
around their tents, were changed by miracles into

lambs. And are these the triumphs of that religion,

of which the many branches and the multiplied
duties, are summed up iu that one word

—

Love ]

Friends of humanity! by all the love you bear
to God or man, I conjure you to labor lo the utter-

most in extending the religion you profess. Esti-

mate, if you can, the deep guilt of neglecting the

cause of Christian missions. None of you have
done what you could have done, or what you ought
to do, in this most sacred, most important cause. I

ask, what proportion of your property ought to be

put in requisition for promoting the univeisal reign

of charity'? Is a tenth, or a fifth, or a third, enough
for that cause, the object of which is to teach all

men that dwell on the earth to love God supremely,
and each other as themselves 1—enough to be given
for the purpose of cementing the whole human
family together in a union of afl!ection1—enough
to give to a cause, which, when it is completely
victorious,—and completely victorious it will be,

—

will banish pride, and malice, and envy, and re-

venge, from the abodes of manl How can you
live in splendor—how can you enjoy your luxuries
—how can you dwell with delight upon your accu-
mulating hoards of wealth,—while all this is want-
ing to extend the influence of religion? Alas!
alas! because you have so little of it in your own
soul. Chri.nian benevolence, were it felt in its full

force, would lead to self-denial, to economy, to sim-

ple habits, to personal sacrifices,— in order that you
may have more to spare, for the great object of

Christian missions.

But in addition to your property, and your influ-

ence, give to the cause of missions your private,

sincere, fervent, believing, and constant prayers.

—

It is only by the power of the Divine, Omnipotent
Spirit, that the kingdom of Christ can be establish-

ed in this selfish world. Read the chapter which
we have considered,—compare with it the present
state of mankind,—and then say if aught but the

same power which called the chaos out of nothing,
and raised this fair and beautiful world out of chaos,
can effect a transformation so astonishing and sub-

lime as would be effected, if this region of dark
and vengeful passions were converted into an abode
of holy and mild, and benevolent affections. Be-
seech Jehovah daily, that he would arise and plead
his own cause; for surely love must be eminently
the cause of him who is infinite in goodne.ss, and
delighteth in mercy. Give him no rest till, in an-

j

swer to believing and earnest prayer, he shall say,
I

"Behold, I create new heavens, and anew earth:

and the former shall not be remembered, nor come
j

in'o mind. But be ye glad and rejoice for ever in
[

that which I create: for, behold, I create Jerusalem
|

a rejoicing, and her people a joy. And I will re-

1

joice in Jerusalem, and joy in my people: and the
j

voice of weeping shall be no more heard in her,
]

nor the voice of crying.—And it i'hall come to pass,
I

that before they call, I will answer; and whilst

they are yet speaking, I will hear. The wolf and
i

the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat i

straw like the bullock ; and dust shall be the ser-

1

pent's meat. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all

my holy mountain, saith the Lord."

CHAPTER XIX.

IMPnOVEMENT, EY WAY OF EXAMINATION AND
HUMILIATION.

Self-examination is the duty of every Christian,

not merely that he may ascertain whether his faith

be genuine, but whether it be sufficiently operative.

It ought not to be a frequent and undecided ques-
tion with any one,—" Am I in reality a child of

God 1" hut it should be a constantly recurring in-

quiry, " Is there any one branch ol religious obliga-

tion, which, through the deceitfulnessof the human
heait, I do not feel ? or through a criminal heedless-

ness, I habitually neglect 1 The object of self-exa-

mination, with a believer, is to supply those defects

in his graces, and to put away those remains of his

corruptions, which, though they may not prove that

he has not piety, prove that he has less than he
ought to have. For this purpose, he should often

bring his actions and his motives to the standard,

and try his whole profession ;
as well what he does

that he should not do, as what he does not that he
should do. If we are to exhort one another daily,

lest any of us be hardened through the deceitlul-

nessofsin, we suiely ought to examine ourselves

daily, for the same reason. Our guilty sell-love is

perpetually attempting to throw a veil over the sin-

ful infirmities of our nature— to hide their crimi-

nality from our view ; and thus to keep us in a state

of false peace, by keeping us in ignorance. Against
Ihisdeceitfulnessof our heart, we can only be guard-
ed by a frequent and close examination of our whole
selves.

A frequent examination of our hearts and con-
duct is necessary, because of the multitude of our
daily sins, which are often so minute as to escape
the observation of a careless and superficial glance,

and so numerous as to be forgotten from one day to

another ; and so, they either come not into notice,

or pass out of recollection : and therel'ore they should
be summed up every evening, and repented of, and
forgiven, before we compose ourselves to sleep,—

•

that nightly returning harbinger, and monitor, and
image, of approaching death. The advantages of
frequent examination are so many and so gieat as

to recommend the practice strongly to all who are
deeply anxious about the welfare of their souls ; by
this means we shall not only detect many sins

which would otherwise be lost in our attention to

greater ones, but we shall more easily destroy them,
and more speedily revive our languishing graces;
just as a wound may with greater facility be cured
while it is yet fresh and bleeding, and an extinguish-

ed taper, while yet it retains a strong sympathy for

light, may be rekindled, either by the near contact
of a neighboring flame, or by the timely application

of a little well directed breath. " Sins are apt lo

cluster and combine, when either we are in love
with small sins, or when they proceed, from a care-

less and incurious spirit, into frequency and contin-

uance ; but we may easily keep them asunder by our
daily prayers, and our nightly examinations, and
our severe sentences: "for he that despiseth little

things," said the son of Sirach, " shall peri.sh by lit-

tle and little." A frequent examination of our ac-

tions will lend to keep the conscience clear, so that

the least fresh spot will be more easily seen ; and so

tender, that the least new pressure will be felt ; for

that which comes upon an already blotted page is

scarcely discerned, and that which is added to an
already great accumulation is hardly seen or felt.

—

This, also, is the best way to make our repentance
pungent and particular. But on this subject we
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shall have more to say presently. If self-examina-

tion be neglected for want of opportunity, it is plain

that those, at least, who have their tune at- their

own command and disposal are far too deeply in-

volved in the business of the world and the laby-

rinths of care: no man ought to allow himself to be

so taken up in looking into his secular pursuits, as

to have no lime to look into the state of his soul

;

and to be so greedy after gain, or so intent upon the

objects of an earthly ambition, as to be careless

about examining whether we are growing in grace,

and increasing in the riches of faith and love, dis-

covers a mind which either has no religion at all,

or has reason to fear that it has none.

But besides that cursory retro.-pect which we
should take every evening of the conduct of the day,

a portion of time should be frequently set apart for

the purpose of instituting a more minute and rigid

inquiry into the state of our personal piety; when,
taking in our hand, the word of God, we should de-

scend with this candle of the Lord into the dark and
deep recesses of the heart, enter every secret cham-
ber, and pry into every corner to ascertain if any
thing be hiding itself there which is contrary to the

mind and will of God. Many standards will be

found in the Scriptures, all concurring with each
other in general purpose and principles, by which
this investigation of our spirits should be conducted.

We now propose the law of love.

On these occasions of introspection, we should in-

quire how far our faith is working by love. I will

conceive of a professing Christian who has set

apart a portion of time,—say on a Saturday evening,

before he is to eat on the next day the Lord's sup-

per; or on a Sabbath evening, when he has received

the sacraiTiental memorials of the Saviour's love, to

examine into the state, not only of his conduct, but

the frame and temper of his spirit. He is anxious

to know how far he is living so as to please God.

—

We can imagine him, after having read the Scrip-

tures, presenting his fervent supplications to God, in

the language of the Psalmist, and saying, " Search
me, O God, and know my heart ; try me and know
my thoughts ; and see if (here be any wicked way
in me, and lead me in the way everlasting." He
now enters upon the business of self-examination

;

and the subject of inquiry that evening is the frame
of his heart towards his fellow creatures, the state

of his mind in reference to the law of love, the mea-
sure of his charity, and the infirmities of his tem-

per. Hear his holy colloquies with himself. "I have
no just reason, thanks be to sovereign grace! to

question whether I have received the fundamental
doctrines of the gospel. I believe my creed is sound;

nor have I any serious ground for suspecting the

sincerity of my faith, or the reality of my conver-

sion : my conduct, too, so far as the estimate of man
goe?, has, through the help of God, been free from
immorality. And though I may without presump-
tion say that I love God, yet I am covered with con-

fusion that my love is so weak and lukewarm. But
my solemn business at this time is to examine into

the Slate and measure of my Christian charity ; for

I am persuaded that whatever knowledge, or faith,

or seeming raptures, or supposed communion with
God, I may lay claim to,—1 am but a very imperfect
Christian, if I am considerably deficient in love.

—

Taking the apostolic description of this lovely vir-

tue. I will bring my heart to the test.

'' Do I then love, in his sense of the word 1 Is my
heart a partaker of this disposition 1 Is the selfish-

ness of my corrupt nature subdued, and made to

give w-ay to a spirit of universal benevolence : so
that I can truly say I rejoice in happiness, and nm
conscious of a continual benevolent sympathy with
universal being, and of a perpetual dllux of pood
will to all creatures 1 Do I feel as if my own hap-

piness w'ere receiving constant accessions from the

hajipiness of others; and that my soul, instead of
living in her own little world within, an alien from
the commonwealth of mankind, indilierent to all but
herself, is in union and communion with my >pe-

cies "? In short, do I know ihe meaning of the apos-
tle's emphaiic expression, ' He that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him '?' But let me de-

scend to particulars.
" What do I know of ihe forbearance of love 1—

Can I suffer long, or am 1 easily provoked 1 Am I

patient under provocation; restraining my anger;
keeping my wrath in subjection under the most pro-

voking insults, amidst the basest ingratitude, or the

most irritating scorn"? In my intercourse with my
brethren in Christ, am I quick to take offence by
any real or supposed slight or impertinence 1 Am I

so jealous of my own dignity, so sensitive, and ir-

ritable, as to be roused to anger by any little of-

fence, and transported to wrath by more serious

provocations'? Am I revengeful under injuries;

brooding over them in silence, cherishing the re-

membrance, and reviving the recollection of them,
waiting for an opportunity to retaliate, and rejoic-

ing in the sufferings which come upon those that

injure me 1 or am I easily conciliated, most forward
to forgive, and ever ready to return good for evill

How have I acted since my last season of self-exa-

mination in these particulars'? Let me call to re-

collection my conduct, that I may see how far I

have practised the duty, and exhibited the excel-

lence of Christian meekne.«s.
" Charity is kind. Is kindnes.s—universal, con-

stant, operative kindness—characteristic of my con-

duct 1 Is the law of kindness on my lips, its smile
upon my countenance, and its activity in my life 1

or am I uncivil and uncourteous in speech, frown-
ing and repulsive in my aspect, grudging and un-

frequent in acts of generosity 1 Have I the charac-
ter, among my neighbors and acquaintance, of a
man who can be always depended upon for a fa-

vor, when it is needed '? or, on the contrary, am I

by general report, a very unlikely person to lend a
helping hand to a person in necessity *? Are there
any instances of unkindness which I can now call

to remembrance, which have brought dishonor
upon my reputation, guilt upon my conscience, re-

proach upon the cause of religion, and for which,
therefore, I ought to seek the pardon of God through
Christ!

" Charily envieth not. Am I subject to the tor-

menting influence of that truly diabolical temper by
which a person is made miserable in himself, and
to hate his neighbor or his rival, on account of that

neighbor's or rival's distinctions'? Ami so trulv

infernal in my dispositions, as to sicken and pine at

the sight of the success or happiness of others, and
to cherish ill-will on that account towards them'?

—

When I hear another praised and commended, do
I feel a burning of heart within, and an inclination

to detract from their fame, and to lower them in the

estimation of those who applaud them ; and do I

secretly rejoice when any thing occurs to lessen and
lower ihem in public opinion, or to strip them of
those distinctions which render them the objects of

our di.'^like'? or do I possess that true spirit of love,

which constrains me to rejoice with those that re-

joice, to feel pleased with iheir prosperity, and to

consider their happiness as an accession to my own"?

Have I, indeed, that benevolence which delights so

truly in felicity, as to make me glad at seeing it in

the possession of an enemv or a rival 1

" Charity vauntcth not ihelf, is not puffed tip. Is

this descriptive of wn/ spirit, in reference to my own
attainments and achievements 1 Am 1 lowly "jn my
own eyes, clothed with humility, modest in the esti-

mate f form of myself, and nil thai belongs to me 7
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mercy, which was made in the cross of the Son of
God, as to find the selfishness of my nature melted,
and all its enmities subdued, by this most amazing
and transporting scene 1 I feel, that without love,
I cannot have entered into the meaning and design,
the moral force and beauty, of the great atonement,
that I can have no disposition which properly cor-
responds to that august and interesting spectacle.

—

I see that knowledge is not enough, "that belief is

not enough, that ecslacy is not enough, that hope is

not enough; that, in fact, nothing can come up to
the demands, to the spirit, to the design, of a reli-

gion which has the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ
for its central object, and grand support, and dis-

tinguishing glory—but a temper of universal and
practical benevolence. Have I this 1 If so, how
much of it V
Such should be the subject of diligent and fre-

quent examination to every professing Christian.
Hdmiliation should follow examination.
The act of humbling and abasing ourselves before

God, is a part of the duty, not only of sinners, when
they make their first application to the mercy-seat
for pardon, but of believers, through every succes-
sive stage of their Christian career. As long as we
are the subjects of sin, we ought also to be the sub-

jects of contrition. We may, through sovereign
grace, have been justified by faith, and have been
brought into a state of peace with God : but this

does not render a very bumbling sense and confes-

sion of our sins an e.xercise inappropriate to our
state, any more than it is inconsistent with the re-

lationship of a child to humble himself before his

father, for those defects in his obedience, which,
though they do not set aside his sonship, are un-
worthy of it. " If we say we have no sin," says the

apostle, " we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
in us." This language applies to believers, and not

merely to unconverted sinners; and so does that

which follows—" If we confess our sins, he is faith-

ful and just (o forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness." The most perfect as-

surance of hope does not release us from the duty
of abasing ourselves before God; and if an angel
were sent to assure us that we are in a state of ac-

ceptance with heaven, we should still lie under ob-
ligation to cultivate a contrite and penitent frame
of mind. Sin, and not merely punishment, is the
ground of humiliation. It is the most detestable

selfishness to imagine, that, because we are freed
from the penal consequences of sin, we are under
no obligation to lie low in the dust. With what un-
utterable disgust we should look upon the indivi-

dual who, because his life had been spared by royal

clemency, when it might have been taken by na-
tional justice, acted, after his pardon, a^ if that verv
pardon had entitled him to forget his crime, and to

live as carelessly and as confidently as he would
have done had he never sinned. A pardoned sin-

ner—and no believer is any thing more—should
ever be a humble and self-abased creature in the

sight of God.
The subject we are now upon shows us what

cause there is for humiliation before God. This
frame of mind should not he founded upon, or pro-

duced by, mere seneral views of our depraved na-

ture, but by particular apprehensions in refr-rence

to sinful pracice; as Ion? as our confessions are

confined to mere acknowledgments of a depraved
nature, our convictions of sin are not likely to be

very deep, nor our sorrow for it very pungent.

—

Such confessions will usually sink into mere formal

and sorrowless acknowledgments of transgressions.

It is bv descending to details; it is the lively view
and deep conviction of specific acts of transgres-

sions, or defects in virtue; that awakens and sharp-

ens the conscience, and brings the soul to feel that

or am I proud, vain, and ostentatious
; valuing and

admiring myself on the ground of any personal, ci-

vil, ecclesiastical, or spiritual distinctions'? Am I

fond of exciting admiration, and obtaining applause 1

or am I content with the approbation of my own
conscience, and the smile of God 1 Do I wish to

make others feel their inferiority, and to suffer un-
der a mortifying sense of it % or do I, from the most
tender regard to their comfort, conceal, as much as

possible, any superiority I may have over them ; and
make them easy and happy in my company 1 Do I

indulge in haughty airs, or maintain a kind aflabi-

lity and an amiable condescension 1

" Charity doth not behave itself unseemly. Is it my
study not to give uneasiness and offence, by any
thing unsuitable to my age, sex, rank, station, and
circumstances ; any thing rude, rough, impertinent,

or unbecoming? or am I continually disturbing the

comfort of those around me, by indecorous and un-
suitable behavior 1

" Charity seekcth not her men. Am I habitually

selfish—anxious only for my own gratification, and
building up my comfort to the annoyance or neglect

of others 1 Am I indulging a penurious, avaricious

disposition—feasting upon luxuries, and refusing to

minister to the relief of human misery, according
to the proportion in which God has blessed me 1 or

am I difl'using abroad my substance, considering
that I am only a steward of what I hold, and must
account for it all 1 Am I overbearing and intolerant

in discussion and debate—wanting others to sacri-

fice their views, in order that I may have every
thing my own way 1 or am I willing to concede and
)-ield, and disposed to give up my own will to the

general opinion, and for the general goodi
"Charity thinketh no evil. Am I suspicious, and

apt to impute bad motives to men's conduct '? or
am I generotts and confiding—prone to think the

best that truth will allow 1 Am I censorious, or
candid 1 Do I feel more in haste to condemn,
than to excuse, and more eager to blame than to ex-
culpate 1

" Charity rejoiceth not in iniqidty, but rejoiceth in
the truth. What is my disposition toward those who
are my opponents 1 Do I delight in, or mourn over,

their faults 1 Do I so love them, as to be glad when,
by their regard to truth and righteousness, they
raise themselves in public esteem ; and to be sorry

when they injure their own cause, and give me an

advantage over them by their errors and sins 1 Have
I made that high attainment in virtue and vi<?ty,

which leads me to delight in the righteousness of a

rival, even when it may seem to exalt him? or am
I still so destitute of love, as to say, in reference to

his faults, ' Ah ! so would I have itl'

" Charity covereth all things. Am I prone and
anxious to conceal the failings of others, or to ex-

pose them 1 'Believeth all things.' Am I credu-

lous of whatever is to the advantage of a brother 1

* Hopelh all things.' Where the evidence is not

enough to warrant belief, do I indulge an expecta-

tion and desire that farther knowledge may explain

the matter favorably"?
" Charity endureth all tUngs. Am I willing to

make anv e.xertion, to bear any hardship, to sustain

any reasonable loss, for the peace and welfare of

others'? or am I so fond of ease, so indolent, so sel-

fish, as to give nothing but mere inefiectual wishes

for their comfort and well-being'?
" What measure of holy love have I—of that love

which puts forth its energies in such operations as

these ] Do I so love God, and feel such a .sense of

his love to me, as to have mv soul transformed into

this divine temper 1 Does the love of Christ thus

constrain me"? Am I so absorbed in the contempla-
tion of that stupendous display of divine benevo-

lence, that unparalleled manifestation of infinite
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godly sorrow which workeih repentance. One dis-

tinctly ascertained defect or transgrression—espe-

cially it'll be much dwelt upon in its extent, and in-

fluence, and aggravations—will uu more to humble
the soul, than hours spent in mere general confes-

sions of a depraved nature.

There are many things, on the ground of which
no self-abasement can be felc by the Christian who
is walking in any degree of religious consistency.

He cannot confess that which he has really not been

guilty of: he cannot be humbled on account of any
act of open immorality, for he has committed none.

In reference to actual vice, he is to be thankful, not

humble : he is to be humble, indeed, that he has a
nature capable of it, if left of God ;

but he is to be

thankful that he has not been permitted thus to dis-

grace himself. It is sometimes to be re.gretted that

good people, in their public confessions of sin, are

not more definite than they are, and tliat they do
not express the particular sins for which they seek
forgiveness of God. Without using language that

seems applicable to adultery, and robbery, and
drunkenness, our defects in all Christian graces are

so numerous and so great, that there is no degi-ee

of humiliation which is too deep for those defects

and omissions of which the holiest man is guilty be-

fore God. And we have no need to go beyond the

subject of this treatise, to find how exceedingly sin-

ful and vile we must all be in the sight of God. Let
us only call to remembraiice the truly sublime de-
scription which the apostle has given us of the di-

vine nature, and to which, of necessity, we have so

often referred—"God is love"—infinite, pure, and
operative love; let us only recollect his wonderful
patience, his diffusive kindness, his astonishing
mercy even to his enemies; and then consider that

it is our duty to be like him—to have a disposition,

which, in pure, patient, and operative benevolence,
ought to resemble his; that this was once our na-
ture, and will be again, if we reach the celestial

state: and surely in such a recollection, we shall

find a convincing proof of our present exceeding
sinfulness.

Let it not be replied, that this is subjecting us to

too severe a test. By what test can we try our
hearts, but the law of God 1 What a proof is it of

sin, when we find that the instances in which we
have committed it are so numerous, that we want
to get rid of the law by which it is proved and de-

tected 1 O ! what a fallen nature is ours, and how
low has it sunk ! We are not now examining it in

its worst Slate, as it is seen among Pagans and sa-

vages, or even the best of the heathen ; nor as it is

seen in the worst parts of Christendom; nor as it

appears in the best of the unrenewed portions of
mankind: no, but as it is exhibited in the church
of Christ, in the enlightened and sanctified portions

of the family of man.
Must we not, after this survev, exclaim with the

Psalmist, "Who can imderstand his errors'? cleanse

thou me from .secret faults !" Who can carry in his

bosom a proud heart, or on his brow a lofty mein 1

Who can look with complacency upon his poor
starveling graces, and doai with fond and pharisaic

eyes upon his own righteousness'? Who is not
strippea at once, in his own view, of all his imper-
fect virtues; and presented to his own contempla-
tion in the naked deformity of a poor, .sinful, and
imperfect creature, who has no groimd for pride,

but most ample and abundant cause for the deepest

humiliation. Let the men who value themselves so

hii^hly on the ground of their moral dignity, and
who are regarded by others as almost sinless cha-
racters, and who feel as if they had little or no oc-

casion for the exercise of a penitential frame of
mind; who pity as fanaticism, or scorn as hypocri-
sy, those lowly confessions which Christians make

at the footstool of the divine throne;— let them come
to this ordeal and try themselves by this standard,

that they may learn how ill grounded is their pride,

and how little occasion they have to boast of their

virtue ! Would they like that any human eye should
be able to trace all the .movements of their hearts,

and see all the workings of envy, and suspicion, and
wrath, and selfishness, which the eye of Deity .so

often sees there 1 Say not that these are only the

infirmities of our nature, to which the wisest and
the best of the human race are ever subject in this

world of imperfection; because this is confessing

how deeply depraved is mankind, even in their best

state. Can envy, and pride, and selfishness, and
suspicion, and revenge, be looked upon as merepic-
cadilloes, which call for neither humiliation nor
grief. Are they not the germs of all those crimes
which have deluged the earth with blood, filled it

with misery, and caused the whole creation to groan
together until now"? Murders, treasons, wars, mas-
sacres, with all the lighter crimes of robberies, ex-

tortions, and oppressions, have all sprung up from
these passions.

What need, then, have we all of that great sacri-

fice which beareth away the sin of the world 1 and
what need of a perpetually recurring application,

by faith and repentance, to that blood which speak-

eih better things than the blood of Abel, and which
cleanseth from all sin '? What cause have we to re-

pair nightly to the throne of sfrace, that we may ob-

tain mercy; and daily, that we may find grace to

help in time of need. With the eye of faith upon
the propitiatory offering that was presented to Di-
vine justice by the Son of God upon the cross, let

us continually approach the awful Majesty of hea«

ven and earth, saying—" God be merciful to me a
sinner !"

CHAPTER XX.

IMPROVEMENT, BY WAY OF EXHORTATION.

Love may be enforced upon us by a consideration

of,

1. Our 01C71 peace and comfort.

We are not to be indifferent to our own happi-
ness ; we cannot be : man can no more will his own
misery, or be careless about his own comfort, than
he can cease to exist. To seek for enjoyment is the
first law of our existence—an inherent and insepa-
rable propensity of our nature. In this respect, the

angels and the spirits of the just above, agree with
man upon the earth. There is no sin, therefore, in
desiring to be happy ; we could not do otherwise, if

we would. Ever since the entrance of sin, howe-
ver, the heart is corrupted in its taste, so as to put
evil for good

, and, mistaking the nature of happi-
ness, man of course mistakes the way to obtain it.

All the pursuits of the world, however varying, and
however unlawful, are the operations of this pro-
pensity of the human mind; they are all but so many
efforts to obtain happiries.s. To this feeling of the

human bosom many of the most comprehensive,
beautiful, and encouraging invitations of the gos-
pel of Christ are addressed; and it is at once the

glory and the peculiarity of the gospel that addres-
ses itself first, not to our moral, but to our natural,

wants. It meets u.s, not as craving after holiness,

for of this an unenlightened, unconverted sinner
knows nothing; but as craving after happiness,—

a

desire common to every huiuan bosom: this is the

meaning of that exquisite language with which the

apostle almost closes the word of God—"The Spi-

rit and the Bride say. Come. And let him that hear-
eth, .say. Come. And let him that is a thirst come.
And whosoever will, let him take the water of
life freely.'" The same view appertains to the Ian-
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guage of the Prophet—" Ho, every one thai thirst-

eth, come ye to the waters." The thirst here men-
tioned is not, as has been frequently but erroneously

stated, the strong desire of a convinced sinner after

the blessings of the gospel: but that of a miserable

creature after happiness. The persons addressed

by the prophet are such as were spending their

money for that which was not bread, and their la-

bor for that which satisfieth not; expressions which
will not apply to those who are desiring Christ, and
the blessings of his gospel, but to those who are en-

deavoring to be happy without them : to all these the

Lord Jesus is represented as saying, "Hearken
diligently unto me. Come unto me: I will give you
the sure mercies of David; then shall ye eat that

which is good, and your soul shall delight itself in

fatness. I am the way to happiness. Men shall be

blessed in me." The blessing of the gospel, by
which men are made happy, is not only justification

through the righteousness of Christ, but also sanc-

tification by his Spirit. An unrenewed heart can
no more be happy in any place or circumstances,

than a diseased body can be rendered easy and
comfortable by situation and external advantages.

Until the carnal mind, which is enmity against

God, be regenerated, and brought to love God su-

premely, there can be no peace; as long as the

heart is under the dominion of predominant selfish-

ness, and all those lusts and passions to which it

gives rise, it miist be miserable. In the absence of
love, the human bosom must be the seat of uneasi-

ness and distress. Happiness does not arise from
possessions so much as from dispositions ; it is not

what a man has, or where he dwells, but what he
is. Whatever be the great source of felicity, the

springs of it must be seated in our nature. There
are certain tempers, the absence of which would
render heaven a place of torment to us ; and
others, which would raise for us an Eden in the

dreariest wilderness on earth.

Love is essential to the happiness of a moral agent.

This was the original rectitude of our nature.

—

Man was made for love ; to love God supremely,
and to love whatever is like God, or related to him.

This disposition was not only his temper in Para-
dise, but it was the very paradise of his soul, in

which he held the sweetest communion with God
and universal being. This tuned his heart to har-

mony wiih his Maker and his fellow creatures.

—

Every movement of his heart was a movement of

love ; and all his desires so many aspirations of
love: this constituted at once his honor and his hap-
piness. Hence, the implantation of this grace in

his soul is the bringing back of man again to his

original state, to his " divinely natural condition;"
and, therefore, it is the restoration of him to true

complacency and satisfaction. It is true that many,
in the absence of this, pretend to some kind of en-

joyment, and have it too; for there are pleasures of

sin, such as they are : but as to solid happiness,

—

that which befits and satisfies a rational, moral, and
immortal creature,—it may with the greatest truth

be affirmed, that the wicked are like the troubled

sea, that cannot rest, but is continually casting up
mire and dirt.

Let am/ one consider the passions which love expels

from the bosom, or which it keeps in subjection

where it does not eradicate them, and ask if that

heart can be the seat of comfort, or the region of

peace, where they predominate. As well may we
expect quietude and comfort in a haunt of banditti,

or in a den of wild beasts, or in a field of battle, as

in a heart where anger, wrath, malice, envy, pride,

and revenge, have taken up their abode. On the

other hand, how calm, and composed, and cheerful,

is that heart, where meekness is the presiding spi-

rit ; where love to God has introduced benevolence

to man,—a temper which follows it as closely as its

shadow, and has subjugated the temper to the do-
minion of charity! Let any one consult his own
experience, and inquire if there be not an ineffable

delight in the feelings of benevolent regard ; whe-
ther such a state do not resemble one of those calm
and glowing summer evenings, when nature seems
to be quietly rechning on the bosom of peace. But
how demon-like is the feeling when the turbulent

passions gain the ascendancy : what agitation and
what torment are the result

!

Love is the very element which is congenial to the

Holy Ghost, and renders the heart the abode of his

delight. " The irascible passions," says Mr. Hall,

in his beautiful tract on the work of the Spirit,

"surround the soul with a sort of troubled atmo-
sphere, than which nothing is more contrary to the

calm and holy light in which the spirit loves to

dwell." " Let all bitterness, and wrath, and clamor,

and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all

malice ; and grieve not the Spirit of God;"—an ex-

pression as we have already considered, which,
from its context, intimates that the Spirit of God is

susceptible of offence ; and peculiarly so, by any ne-

glect or violation of the law of love. Every thing

connected with our spiritual well being depends on
the indwelling of the Holy Ghost in our hearts :

when this divine guest retires from our souls, and
withdraws his gracious influences, he gives utter-

ance at the same time to the solemn denunciation,

"Woe be unio you, if my soul depart from you."

—

The heart of the believer assumes then the charac-

ter and appearance of a temple forsaken by its dei-

ty : all is ruin and desolation ; the sacrifice ceases,

the altar is overthrown, the fire is extinguished.

—

We have all much need to present with the utmost

fervor the supplication of the Psalmist, " Cast me
not away from thy presence, and take not thy Holy
Spirit from me." No witness to our sonship, no
consolations, no faith, no hope, no growth in grace,

no joy and peace in believing,—can then be enjoy-

ed; instead of this we shall be abandoned to world-

ly-mindedness, unbelief, despondency, gloomy ap-

prehensions, and foreboding anticipations. Now
the Spirit will retire from that heart wh-ich is desti-

tute of love, and which is perpetually indulging in

tempers of an opposite description. If, then, you
would retain this divine visitant—this illustrious

guest ; if you would indeed continue to be the tem-

ples of the Holy Ghost ; if you would have God abid-

ing in you;—cultivate the grace of charity ; invite

him to your souls for this very purpose; yield your-

selves to his tender solicitations, and gracious draw-
ings; open your minds to his gentle illapses: and
when at any time you feel an unusual relenting of

mind, follow up the impression and resign your
whole selves to the benign power of which you are

at that time the happy subjects.

Love will promote your own peace and comfort,

by conciliating the good will and kindness of others.

In all the commerce of life, we are generally paid

hack in the same kind of conduct which we main-

tain towards others. Ill will, and pride, and envy,

and selfishness, are sure to excite and to array

against us the bad passions of mankind. Under
such circumstances, many will take delight in an-

noying us; all our unkindness will come back upon
us in innumerable acts of retaliation. But love con-

ciliates esteem. " The meek shall inherit the

earth;" their quiet, and inoffensive, and benevolent

spirit subdues, bv a mild but irresistible power, the

most violent and injurious tempers. It has often led

the lion, the tiger, and the serpent, by its soft and
silken cord ; it has charmed to taraeness not only

the fierceness of wild beasts, but the frantic rage of

the furies. It was thus that Jacob subdued the rage

of Esau, who wa-s marching against him with pur-
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poses of revenge; so that instead of executing his

wrath, " he ran to meet him, and embraced him, and
fell upon his neck, and kissed him." It was thus
that David softened the heart of Saul, and disarmed
his malignity of its murderous inieniion. '• Is this

the voice of my son David 1" said the royal perse-
cutor

;
" and he lifted up his voice, and wept, say-

ing to David, Thou art more righteous than I, for

thou hast rewarded me good, whereas I have re-

warded thee evil." " Who is he that will harm
you," said the apostle, " if you are followers of that

which is good V Who can be the enemy of chari-
ty 1 Who will subject himself to the odium and re-

proach of being unkind to lovel
In all these ways do we promote our own peace

by the cultivation of this temper. And can we be
indifferent to our own comfort'? Is it a matter of
no moment to us, whether our bosom be the seat of
quietude or agitation ? Oh no ; it is not, it cannot
be. But we have had our attention too much
drawn off from ourselves. We have forgotten that
it is said the good man shall be satisfied from him-
self. We have thought, or acled too much as if

we thought, the sources of peace were without us,

and beyond us. We are not yet cured of the
disease of earthlv-mindedness. We still labor un-
der the mistake, tliat happiness is something uncon-
nected with moral disposition ; that it is a matter
foreign from ourselves, and arising from the ad-
ventitious circumstances of wealth, and rank, and
fame. It is time to take another course, to trv ano-
ther scheme, and to adopt other means. Let us
seek God's grace to open springs of pleasure in our-
selves. Not that we are to seek in ourselves for
joy and peace, when suffering under a conscious-
ness of sin

;
not that, as sinners, we are to seek re-

lief from the burden of guilt in our own virtues or
graces ; not that we are in any sense to look to our
own works, as constituting our justifying righteous-
ness : in all these views of our case, we must re-
joice only in the Lord; but as those who are justi-
fied, and at peace with God through Christ, we are
to do the work of righteousness, which is peace,
and enjoy the effects" of righteousness, which is

quietness and assurance forever; we are to covet
the rejoicing which Paul speaks of as arising from
" the testimony of our conscience, that in simplicity
and godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by
the grace of God, we have had our conversation in
the world." There is the joy of justification, and
the joy of sanctification : one, the delight of being'
restored to God's favor by the work of Christ, and
the other the joy of being restored to God's image
by the work of the spirit. Many seem afraid of
the joys of holiness, and count all delight but that
of faith to be a mere effervescence of self-righteous-
ness, and which only intoxicates the soul with pride.
Why, then, has our Lord pronounced his seven-fold
beatitude on the graces of a renewed mind 1 Whv
has he thus so emphatically and solemnlv connected
happiness with holiness 1 The angels "are happy,
because they are holy; and the heavenly felicity is

the perfection of .sanctity. In proportion, therefore,
as we give ourselves up to the influence and the
government of love, we approach to the blessedness
of the .spirits of just men made perfect. He that
lives in love shall drink of the waters of his own
cistern, and be satisfied; he shall, every morning,
find this heavenly manna lying upon the surface
of his soul, and be fed with it to eternal life; and
finding himself united by faith to the truth, he shall
find peace within, though in the world he should
have tribulation.

True religion is no sullen .stoicism, or gloomy
melancholy; it is not an enthralling tyranny exer-
cised over the noble and generous sentiments of
love and delight, as those who are str.ingers to it

imagine : but it is full of a vigorous and masculine
felicity, such as ennobles, instead of degrading, the
soul; such as invigorates, instead of enervating,
its powers; such as does not dispirit and sadden the
mind afterwards, when the season of enjoyment is

gone by, as do earthly and sensual pleasures ; but
elevates its views and purposes, and strengthens it

for lofty enterprise and heroic deeds, by giving it to

drink of the river of life, clear as cr3-slal, which
flows out of the throne of God and of the Lamb,
and refreshing it with what, in a true and a holy-

sense, may be called the nectar of immortality.
That religion which does not consist in mere airy
notions, in cold and heartless orthodoxy, in phari-
saic forms and ceremonies, but in faith working by
love—love to God, to Christ, to the brethren, and to

the world—does sometimes, in its higher elevations,

lead the soul into a mount of transfiguration, where
it glows amidst the splendor that falls on it from
the excellent glory : or takes it to the top of Pisgah,
where it sees the distant prospect of the promised
land; thus placing it in the porch of heaven, and
on the confines of eternity.

2. Love prepares the soul for making greater at-

tainment in all other parts of religion. It is pro-

duced by knowledge and faith ; but, by a reaction,

it increases the power of its own cause. It is just

that state of heart, which is adapted to the growth
of all the plants of religion, that without it are .soon

spoiled b}' the impure droppings of our own corrupt
and selfish affections. How much will our growth
in knoicledge be aided by this state of soul \ " If

any man will do the will of God," said Christ, "he
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God,
or whether I speak of myself." Disposition pre-

pares for knowledge. When Zoroa.ster's scholars

asked him what they should do to get vsinged souls,

such as might soar aloft in the bright beams of truth,

he bade them bathe in the waters of life ; and upon
being required to state what they are, replied, " The
four cardinal virtues, which are the four rivers of
Paradise." The reason why truth prevails no more
in the world, is because there is so little love. Our
views are contracted and dim, not because of the

narrowness of the prospect or the want of a sun to

enlighten it, but because both the luminary and the

scene are veiled by those mists which our corrup-
tions send up from our hearts to becloud our under-
standings. The holier we are, the clearer will the

truth appear to our intellect, and the better able
shall we be to bear the brightness of his glory :

even as our Lord declares, that it is purity of heart
which must prepare us to sustain the beatific vision.

The pagan sages also prescribe to their pupils a cer-

tain mor&l disposition, as essential to advancement
in knowledge; and so does Christianity. Plato
taught, that he who, by universal love and holy af-

fection, was raised above the dominion of selfish-

ness, came into the nearest union with God, and at-

tained to the highest intellectual life: and this is

the unction of the Holy One, mentioned by the

apostle whereby we know all things. Our souls

are too clouded and too agitated by the bad feelings

of our hearts, to make great attainments in holy
light. The moral excellence of the truth is hidden
from us; it pa.sses before us in dark outline, an
awful and majestic form ; we see its back parts,

but we discover not the brightness and the beauty
of its countenance, as we might do, on account of

our want of holy conformity to its nature, and of
fitness for its fellowship. Let us, then, grow in

love, that we may grow in knowledge.
And with respect to faith, the more we are

brought to fee! the influence of the great scheme of
redeeming love, in transforming us into its own
image, and causing us to love others, as God for

Christ's sake has loved us, the more firm will ba
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our conviction of the divine origin of the plan

which has thus wrought so marvellous a change

upon us. He that believeth hath the witness in

himself, in the revolution of feeling, of motive and

of aim, which has been produced in his soul. To
him the experimental evidence of the truth of the

gospel appears with a brightness which none of the

rest possess. He is himself an evidence of the di-

vine power which accompanies the truth. No subtle

argumentation can reason him oulof the conscious-

ness of that change and deliverance which he has

experienced from predominant selfishness to love.

If all Christians acted fully up to their principles,

and drank as deeply as they might do, and should

do, of the spirit of charity, the impress of heaven

would be so clearly enst'amped upon the church,

that the divmity of the gospel could no longer re-

main a matter of question with any. Who can

doubt the heavenly origin of that system which has

raised him not only to a heavenly hope, but to a

heavenly temper '?

3. The credit and honor of religion require that

we should seek after higher attainments in love. It

is well known by all who possess only the most su-

perficial acquaintance with the word of God, that

the end and design of the great scheme of revealed

truth—a scheme which occupied the councils of

heaven from eternity, and was accomplished by an

incarnation of God himself; that the end for which
the Son of God was crucified—a mystery which

angels desire to look into—was not merely to bring

a set of notions into the world, and to induce men
to change one class of opinions and forms for ano-

ther, still leaving the heart of man as impure and
Belfish as ever: on the contrary, it is known that

God has come down to our nature, to raise us to

his; that the whole plan of salvation terminates in

the renewal and perfection of the human race in

the principles of purity and benevolence. It has

been declared, wherever Christianity has travelled,

that the essence of religion is love. Hence expect-

ations, which, though rising high, are well founded,

have been indulged in reference to the benign and
holy temper of the followers of the Lamb. Men
have said, " Let us see how those Christians conduct
themselves." What disgust and disappointment

have been, in many cases, and to a wide extent, the

result ! Has the church of God yet answered to its

own professions, or to the expectations of its specta-

tors and enemies 1 Has religion derived all the

advantage, in the way of attestation and recom-
mendation, which it should, from the conduct of its

friends 1 Are they seen everywhere so meek, so

just, so kind, so candid, so benevolent, so humble

—

as to excite admiration, and to extort the concession
that the principles which could produce such con-
duct must be from heaven 1 On the contrary, Jiave

not multitudes who judge of Christianity, not as

they should do by itself, but by the conduct of its

professors, received, from the offensive exhibitions

of pride, and selfishness, and malice, which they
are doomed to witness sometimes in the church, an
unutterable disgust, an invincible prejudice against

Christianity'? Where is the spirit of charity which
was exhibited in the great Author of Christianity,

and which is enjoined in his j)recepts, and contained

in his system'?—is a question a thousand times

asked, even by those who live in a Christian land,

but who see little there of universal love. Creeds
and catechisms, forms and ceremonies, devotional

seasons and religious observances, will be thought

of little worth, and will do little to ensure the es-

teem and to engage the imitation of mankind, in

the absence of that disposition which all these things

are adapted and intended to produce. Thie world's

detnand of the church is for love ;
" We have had,"

say they, "enough of opiaions; let us now has^e

actions: we have had more than enough of articles

of faith ; let us now see more of the fruits of love."

And how shall we meet that demand % Not by ex-

hibiting less of truth, but more of love: not by

giving up our creeds or our forms, but by carrying-

them out into all the beautiful effects of beneficence

and purity.

Christians ; the character of religion is entrusted

to our keeping, and we are continually defaming it,

or raising its reputation ; and are either betraying

it into the hands of its enemies, or conciliating their

esteem towards it. It. is high time for us to be more
aware of our responsibility; high time for us to

consider that we are perpetually employed in in-

creasing or diminishing the ignominy of the cross.

The good conduct of professors is a converting or-

dinance, and an edifying one too. " Let your light

so shine before men, that they, seeing your good

works, may glorify God your heavenly Father."
" Shine as lights of the world, holding forth the

word of life." How "? Not by attachment to doc-

trine merely : no ; the light of truth will do nothing

Avithout the light of love. A fiery zeal for truth,

unaccompanied by love, is the meteor that misleads,

or the lightning that kills, or the eruption that over-

whelms and consumes ;—all of which men are

afraid of, and retire from: but a zeal for the truth,

which is accompanied by benevolence, and pro-

duces it, is like the orb of day—men come to its

light, and flock to the brightness of its rising.

O that my feeble voice could be heard, and my
counsel followed, when I call the followers of Christ

to a serious consideration of the necessity, for the

sake of the credit of religion, of being like their

great Saviour and leader ! O that my words could

have weight when I entreat them, as they regard

the reputation of that gospel which is all their sal-

vation and all their desire, to covet earnestly, and

to pursue constantly, this "more excellent way I"

O that I could prevail, when I beseech them—aye,

beseech them— to study the genius of their religion

in its facts, doctrines, duties, and examples, to sec

if it be not love ! O that I could succeed in my
wishes and my efforts, that they might no longer,

by the indulgence of their passions, strengthen the

bands of iniquity which bind men to their sins, and

raise an enmity against religion which shall aid

and accelerate the work of damnation ! O that a

new era would commence in the history of the

church, when finding what a cloud had been brought

upon the truth as it is in Jesus, by the bigotry
,_
in-

tolerance, and enormous cruelties of corrupt and

persecuting communities; hv the spirit of party

which has, more or less, infected all sects ; by the

rancor of controversy; by the passion for war; by

the pride of pharisaism; by the schisms of the bre-

thren; by the envy, covetousness, and malice, of

professors ;—-all true Christians would be baptized

afresh unto repentance in the pure and peaceful

waters of the sanctuary, confessing their sins of

uncharitahleness and ill will: then might it be ex-

pected that, as in the case of the Divine head, so m
that of the mvstical body, the Holy Ghost, in his

dove-like forrii. would descend, to "rest upon it,

and, by an earthly glory, prove and display its hea-

venly origin. .

4. 'By this means, we shall be enabled, in a very

eminent degree to glorifv God. For a man to live

fcr himself, as the ultim'ate end of his existence, is

no less mean, and low, and little, than it is wicked.

Selfishness of this kind not only pollutes the soul,

but degrades it; it limits its desires within a very

narrow compass ; imprisons its hopes m a poor con-

tempfible hovel ; and drags down its ambition from

the glory of the infinite and eternal God, to the pal-

try and insignificant interests of a finite and unwor-

thy rreatnre. The heart of the real Christian i3
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too large to be compressed within such boundaries :

understanding that God is the author of his exist-

ence, he makes him the end of it ; that as he came
from him, he may be continually returning to him.

Every thing, in point of dignity and elevation, is to

be estimated by the end it seeks. Its aims give it

whatever value it possesses, and fashion it ii»o their

own likeness. Nothing can make that great, which
only aims at what is little ; while a sublime nature

is imparted to that which seeks a sublime end.

—

Now, a higher end, no creature in any world, how-
ever exalted, can propose to itself, than the glory of

God ; and a lower one, the humblest believer in all

God's family on earth should never seek. This is,

indeed to ennoble the soul; and enlarges it into a
universal and comprehensive capacity of enjoying
that one unbounded goodness, which is God him-
self; it makes it spread out and dilate itself in the

infinite sphere of the Divine Being and blessedne.'^s,

and makes it live in the fulness of him that filleth

all in all. " "We glorify God, by entertaining the

impression of his glory upon us, and not by commu-
nicating any kind of glory to him. Then does a
good man become the tabernacle of God, wherein
the divine ShcchinoA does rest, and which the divine

glory fills, when the frame of his mind and life is

wholly according to that idea and pattern which he
receives from the mount. We best glorify him,
when we grow most like him ; and then we act most
for his glory, when a true spirit of sanctity, justice,

and meekness, runs through all our actions; when
we so live as becomes those that converse with the
great mind and wisdom of the whole world ; with
that Almighty Spirit that made, supports, and go-
verns all things ; with that Being from whence all

good flows, and in which there is no spot, stain, or
shadow of evil ; and so, being captivated and over-
come by the sense of divine loveliness and goodness,
endeavor to be like him, and to conform ourselves
as much as may be to him. As God's seeking his
own glory in respect of us is most properly the flow-

ing forth of his goodness upon us; so our seeking
the glory of God is most properly our endeavoring
a participation of his goodness, and an earnest in-

cessant pursuing after the divine perfection. When
God becomes so great in our eyes, and all created
things so little, that we reckon nothing as worthy
of our aims and ambition, but a serious participa-

tion of the divine nature, and the exercise of divine
virtues—love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness,
goodness, and the like; when the soul, beholding
the infinite beauty and loveliness of the Divinity,
and then looking down and beholding all created
perfection mantled over with darkness, is ravished
into love and admiration of that never-setting bright-
ness, and endeavors after the greatest resemblance
of God, in justice, love, and goodness ; when con-
versing with him by a secret feeling of the virtue,
sweetness, and power of his goodness, we endeavor
to assimilate ourselves to him ; then we may be said
to glorify him indeed."* . These fine sentiments
should be engraven on our hearts, that they may be
constantly reduced by us to practice. O, who that
would have his na'.ure exalted to the highest pitch
of honor and happiness, ought not to cultivate that
disposition which is the brightest representation con-
tained in our world of its Divine Creator. To be
the instrument of giving publicity to human excel-
lence, of fixing the attention of others upon those
qualities which, although eminently praiseworthy,
were but little known, and exciting admiration on
their behalf, is no mean or uninteresting employ-

" Select Discourses, by John Smith;" a book
which for its combination of learning, genius and
piety, has scarcely its parallel in the English lan-
guage.

ment ; but to exhibit a temper, which is the likeness

of God, to manifest a virtue, in reference to which
it may be said that it is an image of Deity, what an
unspeakable dignity and delight. This is, in the
highest sen.se of the term, to be raised into fellow-

ship with God,—a word that signifies not only an
act of intercourse, but a state of communion ; a com-
munion of ends and aims, a kind of partnership in

purpose and pursuit. God is ever seeking his own
glory, as his ultimate aim in all his works : his per-

fection prevents him from seeking a lower end, and
a higher he can-not seek: to manifest himself is his

supreme purpose
; and we can easily imagine that

the manifestation of love is the end to which all the

other displays to his attributes are made subservient.

Have we any hallowed ambition in our nature, here
is scope for its gratification, here is an object to-

wards which we may let forth all its energies,—to

hold communion with God in the manifestation of
his glory : what can angels do more, except it be to

do it more perfectly! Christians; see your high
vocation : you are set apart not only by God, but for

him ; constituted a people, to show forth his praise;

appointed, not only to receive his grace, but to re-

flect his beauty. Your highest glory is to manifest
his. His image is the richest ornament of your
moral nature ; and to show it to the world, your
great business upon earth. The meanest Christian
shows forth more of God than the heavens which
declare his glory, and the firmament which showeth
his handy worli : he is a brighter object in the uni-

verse, and teaches more of its infinite Author, than

the sun in his mid-day splendor, or the moon in her
beauty, attended by her starry train, that glitter

upon the vault of night. But to rise to this emi-

nence, we must excel in love; we must put forth

all its excellences, and put them forth in all their

vigor, and fulness, and harmony,—each in its tiae,

and its place, and its occasion ; for then shall we
be like God : and to be like him, is in the highest

sense to glorify him ; and to glorify him, by being
made partakers of a divine nature, is to receive, so

far as a creature can receive it, a kind of inferior

apotheosis, atid to live up to the very height of our
being, our honor, and our bliss.

5. Another motive, and it is the last we shall ad-

vance, for the cultivation of love is,—that U is the

state of mind vhich carries the sovl o'n to its nltimat-e

perfection in the celestial state, mcctens it for that

stale, and gives it a foretaste of its felicity.

It has been observed by the learned Cudworth,
who appears to have borrowed the idea from Plu-
tarch, that Divine Wi.sdom haih so ordered the

frame of the whole universe, that every thing should
have its own appropriate receptacle, to which it shall

be drawn by all the mighty force of an irresistible

affinity: and as all heavenly bodies press towards
the common centre of gravity, so is all sin, by a

kind of strong sympathy and magnetic influence,

drawn towards hell ; while, on the other hand, all

holiness is coTitinually drawn upwards to heaven, to

embo.som itself in grlory. Hell is nothing else but

that orb in which all evil moves, and heaven is the

opposite hemisphere of light, where holiness, which
is perfect love, eternally revolves. Remove sin and
disobedience out of hell, it M-ill immediately lose its

darkness, and shine out in all the serenity and beauty

of heaven ; remove love from heaven, and its sun
will .set amidst the darkness and the storms of ever-

lasting night. Heaven is not merely a thing to

come. It is in one sense a present possession ; for
" he that believeth in the Son hath everlasting life."

It is rather a state than a place,—a state within us,

rather than a thing without us; it is the likeness,

and the enjoyment, and the service, of God ; that

which every true Christian carries in his bosom
now, and to which he will fully enter hereafter,
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when he shall be made peri'ec! in love. To this

state all true religion is ever tending: the spirit of

(ove is the motion and progress of the soul towards

its eternal rest in the presence of God. No man can
be prepared for the celestial felicity, while his heart

is destitute of this ; and whosoever has most of it,

knows most of the unseen and ineffable joys of the

righteous. He lives in the vestibule of the heaven-

ly temple ; and is ready, whenever its doors shall be

opened, to enter into the dwelling place of God.

—

The image of God is upon hitn, and the likeness of

Deity is always attended with something of the hap-

piness of the Deity. O the bliss of that state, where
the faculties of the mind, inconceivably expanded,

shall let in the full streams of the divine beneficence,

and open themselves to the uttermost to comprehend
the breadth and length, the depth and height of that

love which passeth knowledge ;
where divine good-

ness will so act directly upon the soul, as to raise it

lo a state of holy enjoyment surpassing all our pre-

sent imaginations.

What a motive to go on in the pursuit of charity

!

Who does not wish to become better acquainted

with his eternal state 1 Who does not wish to have
a more correct knowledge of that condition in which
he is to remain for ever 1 To attain to this, we
cannot turn aside the veil which conceals the holy

of holies from our view ; we cannot look upon the

throne of God : we cannot be rapt like Paul into the

third heaven: no; but we may, like John, see the

New Jerusalem coming down out of heaven, and
feel it taking possession of our hearts in the spirit

of love. Rarely, indeed, do Christians attain, in the

present state, in this unquiet world, to that calm re-

pose of vnind, that serene enjoyment, attendant upon
the subjugation of the passions of the gentle domi-
nion of benevolence, which conveys to them any
very high notion of the supreme felicity which must
be connected with the consummation of such a tem-

per. Happy seasons do occur ; but alas ! how sel-

dom, when they are so far released from the influ-

ence of every selfish and angry affection—when

they so far feel the transforming influence of that
divine beneficence which they contemplate—as lo

be conscious of the perfect felicity which must arise

from their being filled with all the fulness of love.

—

Let us seek more and more after these anticipations

of our eternal state : we have not already attained,
neither are we already perfect; but, forgetting the

things that are behind, let us reach onward, that we
may apprehend that Ibr which also we are appre-
hended in Christ Jesus. Heaven is not only above
us, before us, beyond us, but may be within us: we
may all know more of it than we do : let us become
more and more auxious to accumulate, not the pe-

rishing riches of silver and gold, but the imperisha-
ble wealth of a holy and heavenly temper : let us

aspire to immortality beyond the grave, and to the

spirit of it upon earth,— ever remembering that a
Christian is one who professes to be born from hea-

ven and to be bound to it ; one who has more of
heaven than of earth in his disposition ; one who
already dwelleth in heaven by dwelling in God ; one
who is meetened for converse with the innumerable
company of angels, with the spirits of just men made
perfect, with God the judge of all, and with Jesus

the mediator of the new covenant ! one who bears

the impress of eternity, and is irradiated with some
beams of the celestial glory ;—and how can he give
meaning, or consistency, or truth, to professions so

high and so holy, except it be by that love which is

the fruit of regeneration, the effect of faith, the ne-

cessary operation of love to God: and which, be-

ing cherished in the soul by the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, comprehends in its embraces the whole
universe, and, in the exercise of its good-will to-

wards those who come under its influence, " suffer-

eth long and is kind ; envieth not ; vaunteth not

itself; is not puffed up ; doth not behave itself un-
seemly ; seeketh not her own ; is not easily provok-
ed ; thinketh no evil ; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but

rejoiceth in the truth ; covereth all things ; believ-

eth all things ;" endureth all things ; aud of which
it is sublimely said, that " Charity never fatleth."
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PREFACE

The substance of the following chapters, was deli-

vered by the author in a course of sermons which
followed a series of expository lectures on the Epis-

tle to the Ephesians. The consecutive method of

preaching, which he principally uses, is attended,

he thinks, with this, anaong many other advantages,
that it brings under the review of a minister, many
subjects which would otherwise be overlooked : af-

fords an opportunity for the introduction of some
topics, which, from their peculiarity, seem to re-

quire such a way of access to the pulpit ; and also

furnishes an apology for the discussion of others,

which the fastidiousness of modern delicacy has al-

most excluded from the range of pastoral admoni-
tion. On entering upon the first branch of relative

duties, the author was so much under the influence,

perhaps improperly, of this excess of refinement,
and felt so much the difficulty of making a public
statement of the duties of husbands and wives, that

he had determined, at one time, to relieve himself
from the embarrassment, by merely reading large

extracts from Mr. Jay's beautiful sermon on this

subject. After he had preached two discourses, and
thus discharged, as well as he was able, this rather
perplexing task, he received a numerously signed
petition from many husbands and their wives, be-

longing to his congregation, requesting that they
might be permitted to read in print, the statement
of their mutual obligations, which they had heard
delivered with so much fidelity and impartiality

from the pulpit. Instead of being limited by this

request, the author has gone beyond it, and sent

forth the whole series of relative duties, thus fur-

nishing a manual of advice, in which all the mem-
bers of the household may find something appropri-
ate to the peculiarity of their circumstances.

It is an unquestionable truth, that if a man be not
happy at home, he cannot be happy any where; and
the converse of the proposition is no less true, that

he who is happy there, need be miserable nowhere.
" It is the place of all the world I love most," said

the interesting author of the Task, when speaking
of home. And he may be felicitated who can say
the same. Any attempt, however feeble, to render
the domestic circle what it ever should be, a scene
of comfort, is at least benevolent. Nor is ihis a
hopeless effort ; for he who has the Bible in his

hand, and speaks as the oracles of God, can disclose

at once, and in a few words, the important secret.

The principles of greatest consequence to mankind,
whether we refer to science or to morals, lie not bu-
ried deep in gloom and mystery, but are to be found,
like the manna of the Israelites, upon the surface of
things. The secret of happiness lies folded up in

the leaves of the Bible, and is carried in the bosom
of religion. The author knows of no other way to

felicity, and therefore does not profess to teach any
other. Let the two parties in wedded life, be be-

lievers in Christ Jesus, and partake themselves of
the peace that passeth understanding ; let them,
when they become a father and a mother, bring up
their children in the fear of God; and as a master
and a mistress, be diligent and successful in instruct-

ing their servants in the principles of religion, and
if happiness is to be found upon earth, it will be en-

joyed within the hallowed circle of a family, thus
united by love, and sanctified by grace.

The author does not deny, that much of worldly
comfort may be, and often is, enjoyed in some fami-
lies, which neither possess nor profess a serious re-

gard to the claims of religion ; while it must be ac-

knowledged on the other hand, that there are to be
found professors of religion, whose households are

any thing but happy ones. In reference to the for-

mer, it may be affirmed, that piety, while it would
raise their enjoyment to a sublimer kind, and a
higher degree of happiness in this world, would also

perpetuate it through eternity; and in reference to

the latter, it may be remarked, that their disquietude

is not produced by religion, but occasioned by the

want of it. A mere profession of the Christian faith

is rather a hinderance to felicity than a help : nothing
short of real religion can be expected to yield its

joys.

In the following pages there will be found nume-
rous and long extracts from an incomparably excel-

lent work, by the Rev. Christopher Anderson, of
Edinburgh, entitled " The Domestic Constitution."

Of that volume, the author feels that his own is not

worthy, in any instance, to be the harbinger ; but

should he find that he has introduced any families

to an acquaintance with a treatise, so well worthy
of their most serious attention, he will be thankful
for that measure of benefit, and rejoice that he has
not labored in vain.

Edgbaston, Septeniber 13, 1828.



THE FAMILY MONITOR.

CBAPTER I.

THE DOMESTIC CONSTITUTION, AND THE MUTUAL DUTIES

OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

" By Thee
Founded in reason, loyal, just and pure,

Relations dear, and all the charities

Of lather, son, and brother, first were known.
Far be it that I should write thee, sin or blame,
Or think thee unbefitting holiest place,

Perpetual fountain of domestic sweets!"

—

Milton.

A FAiuLY ! How delightful the associations we
form with such a word ! How pleasing the images
with which it crowds the mind, and how tender the

emotions which it awakens in the heart! Who can
wonder that domestic happiness should be a theme
dear to poetry, and that it should have called forth

some of the sweetest strains of fancy and of feeling 1

Or who can be surprised, that of all the sw.ets
which present themselves in the vista of futuril\. to

the eye of those who are setting out on the jouraey
of life, this should excite the most ardent desires,

and engage the most active pursuits'? But alas' of
those who in the ardor of youth, start for the posses-

sion of this dear prize, how many fail ' And why 1

Because their iviaglnalion alone is engaged in the

subject : they have no definite ideas of what it means,
nor of llie way in which it is to be obtained. It is a
mere lovely creation of a romantic mind, and often-

times, with such persons, fades away,

" And like the baseless fabric of a vision,

Leaves not a wreck behind."

It may be of service, therefore, to lay open the

sources of domestic happiness, and to show that

these are to be found, not in the flowery regions of
imagination, but amidst the sober realities of piety,

chaste love, prudence, and well-formed connections.

These precious springs are within the reach of all

who will take the right path that leads to them ; and
this is the way of knowledge. We must make our-
selves acquainted with the nature, designs, and im-
portance of the family compact; we must analyze
this union to ascertain its elements, its laws, and its

purposes. Who can be a good member of any state,

without knowing the nature of its constitution, and
the laws by which it is directed 1 And it is equally
vain to look for domestic happiness, without a clear
insight into the ends and laws which Providence
has laid down in the formation of the household.

In the discussions which have been agitated, to

settle the question, as to the form of civil govern-
ment best adapted to secure the welfare of the hu-
man race, the family constitution has been too

much overlooked. Speculation has been indulged,

and theories proposed by their respective authors,

in reference to the greater aggregations of society,

with all the confidence of oracular authority ; while
at the same time, it is evident they have forgotten,

how much the well-being of states is dependant on
the well-being of the families of which all states

are composed. If there be any truth in the figure,

by which a nation is compared to a pillar, we should
recollect, that while individuals are the materials

43*

of which it is formed, it is the good condition of fa-

milies that constitutes the cement which holds it to-

gether, and gives to its fine form, solidity and dura-
bility. Let this be wanting, and however inherent-

ly excellent the materials, however elegant the
shape, however t)rnamented the base, the shaft, or
the capital may be, it contains in itself a princi-

ple of decay, an active cause of dilapidation and
ruin.

The domestic constitution is a divine institute.

—

God formed it himself. He taketh the solitary, and
setteth him in families; and like all the rest of his

works, it is well and wisely done. It is, as a system
of government, quite unique; neither below the
heavens, nor above them, is there any thing precise-

ly like it. In some respects it resembles the civil

government of a state
; in others, the ecclesiastical

rule of a church ; and it is there that the church and
the slate may be said to meet. " '1 his meeting,
however, is only on a very small scale, and under
very peculiar circumstances." When directed as

it should be, every family hzs a sacred character,
inasmuch as the head of it acts the part of both the

prophet ana priest of the household, by instructing

them in the knowledge, and leading them in the

worship of God
;
while at the same time, he dis-

charges the duties of a king, by supporting a sys-

tem of order, subordination, and discipline. Con-
formably with its nature, is its design ; beyond the
benefit of the iiidividuals which compose it, and
which is its first and immediate object, it is intend-

ed to promote the welfare of the national communi-
ty to which it belongs, and of which it is a part:

hence every nation has stamped a great value on
the family compact, and guarded it with the most
powerful sanctions. Well instructed, well ordered,

and well governed families, are the springs, which,
from their retirements, send forth the tributary

streams that make up by their confluence, the ma-
jestic flow of national greatness and prosperity ; nor
can any state be prosperous, where family order and
subordination are generally neglected; nor other-

wise tha7i prosperous, whatever be its political form,

where these are generally maintained. It is cer-

tainly under the wise instruction, and the impar-
tial sceptre of a father, and within the little family

circle, that the son becomes a good citizen ; it is by
the fire-side and upon the family hearth, that loyal-

ty and patriotism and every public virtue grows; as

it is in disordered families, that factious dema-
gogues, and turbulent rebels, and tyrannical op-

pressors, are trained up to be their neighbor's tor-

ment, or their country's scourge. It is there that

the thorn and ihe briar, to use the elegant similie

of the prophet, or the myrtle and the fir tree are

reared, which are in future time, to be the orna-

ment and defence, or the deformity and misery of

the land.

But has the domestic constitution a reference only

to the present world, and its perishable interests 1—
By no means. All God's arrangements for man,

view him, and are chiefly intended for him, in his

relation to eternity. The eye of Deity is upon that

immortality to which he has destined the human
race. " Every family has, in fact, a sacred charac-

ter belonging to it, which may, indeed, be forgotten

or disdained; but the family is constituted, and
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oujjht, therefore, to be conducted with the prospect

of the rising generation following that which pre-

cedes it, not only to the grave, but to eternity.'

—

Every member of every household is an immortal

creature : every one that leaves the circle by death,

goes into an eternity of torment or of bliss. Now,
since all the institutes of God look to another world

as their chief and ultimate reference, surely, surely,

that institute which is the most powerful of all, in

the tormation of character, must be considered as

set up with a special intention to prepare the sub-

jects of it for " glory, honor, immortality, and eter-

nal life."

No one judges aright of this household compact,

nor can any be in a capacity rightly to perform its

duties, who does not consider this double relation

which it bears to the state and to the church, and
who does not view it as a preparatory system, for

training up tiic good citizen and the real Christian.

And for these objects, how great is the power which
It really possesses: how considerable is the mutual
influence of hu.^bands and wives, in moulding each
other's tastes, or modifying each other's dispositions

;

of parents, in forming the character of their children

and servants; and of brothers and sisters, in stimu-

lating: and guiding each other's pursuits. The power
of other constitutions is remote, occasional, and fee-

ble; but this is close, constant, and mighty. With
other systems, the character is only casually brought
into contact ; but this always touches us. We live,

and move, and have our being, in the very centre

of it. So powerful is the influence of this associa-

tion on Its members, that it has preserved them, by

the blessing of God, in the possession of piety and
morality, in times and places of the greatest corrup-

tion of manners. " On what vantage ground does
the conscientious Christian parent here stand ! The
springs of public and social life may be greatly cor-

rupted ; the nation in which he dwells may degene-
rate into licentiousness, into idolatry, or into the

most daring infidelity. Retiring then to this sacred
enclosure, he may entrench himself, and there, lift-

ing up a standard for God, either wait the approach
of better days, or leave a few behind him, on whom
the best blessings of those days, will certainly de-

scend. Though the heavens be shut up and there

be no dew, the little enclosures which he cultivates,

like the fleece of Gideon, will discover evident
marks of the Divine favor. It actually seems as

though in the wide scene, where the vices of the

age may, and can reign triumphant, this were some
secure and sacred retreat, into which they cannot,
dare not enter." t

It must be evident, however, that the great ends
of the domesiic economy, cannot be kept in view,
nor the moral power of it displayed, unless the heads
of it rightly understand their duty, and have a dis-

position properly to perform it. Thev must be
Christians in reality, or no Christian government
can be maintained. Where religion is wanting as
the basis of their union, these happy fruits of it can-
not be expected. The inferior and secondarv object
may be accomplished in the absence of parental pie-

ty, though neither so certainly, nor so eflfectually;

but as to the more sublime and permanent end of
the family constitiiiion, which connects its mem-
bers with the church of God on earth, and the com-

• Anderson.
+ Mr. Anderson, in support and illustration of

this beautiful sentiment, bring<; forward the fami-
lies of the Kenites, and the Rechabites, whose his-

tory he traces, and shows it to be like a pure and
vigorous stream, urging i's course through a turbid
lake, with the waters of which it refuses to blend,
and maintaining its own characteristic, amidst sur-
rounding impurity.

pany of the redeemed in heaven, this cannot be
looked for, where the father and the mother are
destitute of true religion. Oh, how many interest-

ing households are to be found, where all the mere
social virtues are cultivated with a.ssiduiiy, where
the domestic charities all flourish, and public excel-

lence is cherished, but which, on account of the

want of vital godliness, are still losing the highest

end of their union, are carrying on no preparatory
course of education ior the skies, and are destined

to be swept away with the wreck of the nations that

know not God, and the wicked who shall be turned

into hell. Alas, alas! that from such sweet scenes,

such lovely retreats of connubial love and domestic
peace, to which learning, science, wealth, elegance,

have been admitted, religion should be excluded
;

and that while many wise and interesting guests

are continually welcomed to the house. He only

should be refused, who blessed the little family of

Bethany; who, wherever he goes, carries salvation

in his train, and gives immortality to the joys which
would otherwise perish for ever.

Precious, indeed, are the joys of a happy family;
but, oh, how fleet ! How soon must the circle be
broken up, how suddenly may it he ! What scenes

of delight, resembling gay visions of fairy bliss,

have all been unexpectedly wrapL in shadow and
gloom, by misfortune, by sickness, by death. The
last enemy has entered the paradise, and by expel-
ling one of its tenants, has embittered the scene to

the rest; the ravages of death have been in some
cases followed by the desolations of poverty, and
they who once dwelt together in the happy enclos-

ure, have been separated and scattered to meet no
more. But religion, true religion, if it be possess-

ed, will gather thera together again, after this de-

struction of their earthly ties, and conduct them to

another paradise, into which no calamity ^hall en-
ter, and from which, no joy sliall ever depart.

Happy then would it be, for all who stand related

by these household ties, if the bonds of nature were
hallowed and rendered permanent by those of di-

vine grace. To found our union on any basis which
does not contain religion in its formation, is to erect

it on a quicksand, and to expos'^ it to the fury of a
thousand billows, each of which may overturn the
fabric of our comfort in a moment: but to rest it

upon religion, is to found it upon a rock, where we
shall individually still find a refuge, when the neTi-
est and the dearest relations are swept away by the
tide of dissolution.

It is a pleasing reflection, that the domestic con-
stitution depends not for its existence, its laws, its

right administration, or its rich advantages, either

upon family possessions, or the forms of national

policy. It may live and flourish in all its tender
charities, and all its sweet felicities, and all its moial
power, in the cottage as well as in the mansion;
under the shadow of liberty, and even under the

scorching heat of tyranny. Like the church of
which it is in some respects the emblem, it accom-
modates itself to every chnngirg form of surround-
ing society, to every nation and to every age.

—

Forming with the church the only two institutions

ever set up by God, as to their frame work; like its

kindred institute, it remains amidst the ruins of
the fall, the lap.se of ages, and the changes of hu-

man afl^irs, the monument of what has been, the

standing prediction of what shall be. Tyrants that

crush the liberties of a state, cannot destroy the

consti'ution of the family: and even persecutors

that silence the preacher, and scatter the congrega-
tion, cannot hush the voice of parental instruction,

or extinguish parental influence. Religion, hunted
and driven by human )iower from the place of pub-

lic concourse, would still find a retreat, as it often

i has done under such circumstances, in the house-
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hold of faiih; and there would keep alive upon the

family altar, that holy fire, with which the sacri-

fices of the temple, under happier auspices, shall be

oflered. Neither families nor the church of the

redeemed, shall ever be entirely lost, whatever
changes the world may yet have to pass through:
" but blessing and being blest, will of themselves
alone one day introduce the millennium."*

To all, therefore, who are united in the bonds of

this relationship, I offer the consideration of these

pages: which prescribe duties, and present advan-
tages, belonging alike to all. Domestic happmess,
in many respects, resembles the manna which was
granted to the Israelites, in the wilderness; like

that precious food, it is the gift of God which cometh
down from heaven; it is not to be purchased with
money

; it is dispensed alike to the rich and to the

poor, and accommodates itself to every taste ; it is

given with an abundance that meets the wants of

all who desire it; to be obtained, it must be reli-

giously sought in God's own way of bestowing it;

and is granted to man as a refreshment during his

pilgrimage through this wilderness, to the celestial

Canaan.
M.4RRIAGE IS THE FOUNDATION OF THE DOMESTIC

constitution: this, says the apostle "is honorable
in all;" and he has condemned, as "a doctrine of
devils," the opinions of those by whom it is forbid-

den. It is an institute of God, was established in

Eden, was honored by the personal attendance of
Christ, and furnished an occasion for the first of
that splendid series of miracles, by which he prov-
ed himself to be the Son of God, and the Saviour
of the world. But there is another mark of dis-

tinction put upon it by the Holy Ghost, where it is

said, " This is a great mystery, but I speak concern-
ing Christ and the church." Eph. v. 32. Many
commentators, I am aware, consider the term mys-
tery as having no allusion to the nuptial tie, but as

applying exclusively to the union of Christ and
the church. If this be the case, it seems difficult to

account for the introduction of this union at all, or

to explain what bearing it has upon the subject in

hand. Besides, the two-fold reference to the medi-
atorial undertaking of Christ, which is made by
the apostle, when he enforces the duties of husband
and wife, seems to confirm the opinion, that he re-

presents the conjugal union, as a type or symbol of

the close and endearing relation in which the

church stands to its divine Redeemer. Nothing can
throw a higher sanctity over this connection, nor
invest it with greater honor than such a view of it.

Distinguishing, as it does, man from brutes; pro-
viding not only for the continuance, but for the com-
fort of our species; containing at once, the source
of human happiness, and of all those virtuous emo-
tions and generous sensibilities, which refine and
adorn the character of man, it can never as a ge-
neral subject be guarded with too much solicitous

vigilance, nor be contracted, in particular instances,

with too much prudence and care.

In proportion to the importance of the connection
itself, must be a right view and a due performance
of the obligations arising out of it.

First. There are duties common to both par-

ties.

Secondly. There are duties more particularly
enjoined upon each.

My first object will be to state those duties which
ARE COMMON TO BOTH HUSBAND AMD WIFE.

I. The first which I mention, and which is the

ground of all the rest, is love.

Let this be wanting, and marriage is degraded at

once into a brutal or a sordid compact. This duty,

which, though for reasons which we shall consider

* See Anderson and Dwight.

in due place, is specially enjoined on the hir*;band,

belongs equally to the wife. It must be mutual, or
there can be no happiness ; none for the parly which
does not love, for how dreadful the idea of being
chained for life to an individual for whom we have
no affection

;
to be almost ever in the company of a

person from whom we are driven back by revul-
sion, yet driven back upon a bond which prevents
all separation and escape; nor can there be any
happiness for the party that does love ; such an un-
requited affection must soon expire, or live only to

consume that wretched heart in which it burns. A
married couple without mutual regard, is one of
the most pitiable spectacles on earth. They cannot,
and, indeed, in ordinary circumstances, ought not

to separate, and yet they remain united only to be a
torment to each other. They serve one impor-
tant purpose, however, in the history of mankind,
and that is, to be a beacon to all who are yet disen-

gaged, to warn them against the sin and folly of
forming this union, upon any other basis than
that of a pure and mutual attachment; and to ad-
monish all that are so united, to watch with most
assiduous vigilance their mutual regard, that no-
t>'ng be allowed to damp the sacred flame.

* ? the union should be formed on the basis of
love, so should great care be taken, especially in

the early stages of it, that nothing might arise to

unsettle or loosen our attachments. Whatever
knowledge we may obtain of each other'.s tastes

and habits before marriage, it is neither so accurate,

so comprehensive, nor so impressive, as that which
we acquire by living together; and it is of prodi-

gious consequence, that when little defects are first

noticed, and trivial faults and oppositions first occur,

they should net be allowed to produce an unfavor-
able impression upon the mind. The remarks of
Bishop Jeremy Taylor in his inimitably beautiful

sermon, entitled, "The Marriage E.ing," are so

much in point, that I shall introduce a long extract

in reference to this idea.
" Man and wife are equally concerned to avoid

all offences of each other in the beginning (^i iheir

conversation ; every little thing can blast an infant

blossom, and the breath of the south can shake the

little rings of the vine, when first they begin to curl

like the locks of a new weaned boy; but when by
age and consolidation they stiffen into the hardness
of a stem, and have by the warm rays of the sun,

and the kisses of heaven, brought forth their clus-

ters, they can endure the storms of the north, and
the loud noises of a tempest, and yet never be bro-

ken: so are the early unions of an unfixed mar-
riage; watchful and observant, jealous and busy,

inquisitive and careful, and apt to take alarm at

every unkind word. For inlirinities do not mani-
fest themselves in the first scenes, but in the succes-

sion of a long society ; and it is not chance or weak-
ness when it appears at first, but it is want of love

or prudence, or it will be so expounded ; and that

which appears id at first, usually affrights the inex-

perienced man or woman, who makes unequal con-

jectures, and fancies mighty sorrows by the propor-

tions of the new and early unkindne.ss. It is a very
great pa.ssion, or a huge folly, or a certain want of

love, that cannot preserve the colors and beauties

of kindness, so long as public honesty requires a
man to wear their sorrows for the death of a friend.

Plutarch compares a new marriage to a vessel be-

fore the hoops are on, every thing dissolves its ten-

der compaginations; but when the joints are stiff,

ened and are tied by a firm compliance and propor-

tioned bending, scarcely can it be dissolved without

fire, or the violence of iron. After the hearts of

the man and the wife are endeared and harden-

ed by a mutual confidence and experience, longer

than artifice and pretence can last, there are a great
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manyTemembrances, and some things present, that

dash all little unkindnesses in pieces.
" Let a man and wife be careful to stifle little

things, that as fast as they spring, they be cut down
and trod upon ; for if they be suffered to grow by

numbers, they make the spirit peevish, and the so-

ciety troublesome, and the afl'ections loose and un-

easy by an habitual aversion. Some men are more
vexed with a fly than with a wound ;

and when the

gnats disturb our sleep, and the reason is disquiet-

ed, but not perfectly awakened, it is often seen that

he is fuller of trouble than if in the day light of his

reason he were to contest with a potent enemy. In

the frequent little accidents of a family, a man's

reason cannot always be awake; and when his dis-

courses are imperfect and a trifling trouble makes
him yel more restless, he is soon betrayed to the

violence of passion. It is certain that the man or

woman are in a state of weakness and folly then,

when they can be troubled with a trifling accident

;

and therefore it is not good to tempt their afl^ections,

when they are in that state of danger. In this case

the caution is, to subtract fuel from the sudden
flame ; for stubble, though it be quickly kindled,

yet it is as soon extinguished, if it be not blown by
a pertinacious breath, or fed with new materials.

Add no new provocations to the accident, and do
not inflame this, and peace will soon return, and
the discontent will pass away soon, as the sparks

from the collision of a flint; ever remembering,
that discontents proceeding from daily little things,

do breed a secret undiscernable disease, which is

more dangerous than a fever proceeding from a
discerned notorious surfeit."

If they would preserve love, let them be sure to

study most accurately each other's tastes and dis-

tastes, and most anxiously abstain from whatever,
even in the minutest things, they know to be con-

trary to them. The ancients in their conjugal alle-

gories, used to represent Mercury standing by Ve-
nus, to signify that by fair language, and sweet en-

treaties, the minds of each other should be united.

If they would preserve love, let them most care-

fully avoid all curious and frequently repeated dis-

tinctions of MINE and THINE : for this hath caused
all the laws, and all the suits, and all the wars in

the world ; let them who have but one person, have
also but one interest. Instances may occur in which
there may and must be, a separate investiture of
property, and a sovereign independent right of dis-

posal in the woman ; in this case, the most anxious
care should be taken by the husband not to attempt
to invade that right, and by the wife, neither osten-

taciously to speak of it, nor rigidly to claim it, nor
selfishly to exercise it. In ordinary cases, " they
should be heirs to each other, if they die childless;

and if there be children, the wife .Should be with
them a partner in the inheritatice. But during their

life the use and employment k common to both
their necessities, and in this there is no other differ-

ence of right, but that the man hath the dispensa-
tion of all, and may keep it from his wife, just as
the governor of a town may keep it from the right

owner ; he hath the pmoer, but not the right to do
so."

2. MtrruAL RESPECT IS a duty of married life; for

though as we shall afterward.s consider, especial

reverence is due from the wife, yet is respect due
from the husband also.

' As it is diflicult to respect those, who are not en-

titled to it on any other ground than superior rank
or common relationship, it is of immense conse-

quence, that we should present to each other, that

conduct which deserves respect and commands it.

Moral esteem is one of the firmest supports, and
strongest guards of love; and a high degree of ex-
cellence cannot fail to produce such esteem. We

are more accurately known to each other in this

connection, than either to the world, or even to our
own servants and children. The privacies of such
a relationship lay open our motives, and all the inte-

rior of our character ; so that we are better known
to each other than we are to ourselves. If therefore,

we would be respected, we should be respectable.

—

Charily covers a multitude of faults, it is true : but
we must not presume too far upon the credulity and
blindness of aflection; there is a point beyond
which, even love cannot be blind to the crimson co-

loring of a guilty action. Every piece of really sin-

ful conduct, the impropriety of which cannot be
mistaken, tends to sink us in each other's esteem,
and thus to remove the safeguards of affection.

—

Perhaps this has not been suliiciently thought of in

wedded life, the parties of which have been some-
times anxious merely to cover their delinquencies

from the world, forgetful that it is a dreadful thing

to lose their mutual respect. It is delightfully strik-

ing to observe, how some pairs, of eminent moral
worth, regard each other; what reverence is blend-

ed with their love, and how like to angel forms of
heavenly excellence they appear to one another.

In all the conduct of the conjugal state then, there

should be the most marked and unvarying mutual
respect even in little things : there must be no
searching after faults, nor examining, with micro-
scopic scrutiny such as cannot he concealed ; no re-

proachful epithets ; no rude contempt ; no incivility
;

no cold neglect ; there should be courtesy without
ceremony; politeness without formality; attention

without slavery; it should, in short, be the tender-

ness of love, supported by esteem, and guided by
politeness. And then, we must maintain our mu-
tual respectability before others; strangers, friends,

servants, children, must all be taught to respect us,

from what they see in our own behavior. It is in

the highest degree improper, for either party to do
an action, to say a word, or assume a look, that

shall have the remotest tendency to lower the other

in public esteem.
3. Mutual attachment to each othek's society,

is a common duty of husband and wife.

We are united to be companions ; to live together,

to walk together, to talk together. The husband is

commanded " to dwell with I he wife according to

knowledge." "This," says Mr. Jay, "intends no-
thing less than residence, opposed to absence and
roving. It is absurd, for tho.se who have no prospect

of dwelling together, to enter this slate ; and those

who are already in it, should not be unnecessarily

abroad. Circumstances of various kinds will doubt-

less render occasional excursions unavoidable; but

let a man return as soon as the design of his absence
is accomplished, and let him always travel with
the words of Solomon in his mind, ' As a bird that

wanderelh from her nest, so is a man that wander-
eth from his place.' Can a man while from home,
discharge the duties he owes to his household 1 Can
he di,«cipline his children 1 Can he maintain the

worship of God in his family 1 I know it is the

duty of ihe wife to lead the devotion in the absence

of the husband ; and she should take it up as a cross,

if not for the time as a privilege. Few, however,

are thus dispo.<;ed, and hence one of the sanctuaries

of God for weeks and months together is shut up.

—

I am sorry to say, that there are some husbands
who .seem fonder of any society than the company
of their wives. It appears in the disposal of their

leisure hours. How few of these are appropri-

ated to the wife ! The evenings are the most do-

mestic periods of the daj'. To these the wife is pe-

culiarly entitled—she is now most free from her nu-

merous cares, and most at liberty to enjoy reading

and conversation. It is a sad reflection upon a man
when he is fond of spending his evenings abroad.

—
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It implies something bad, and it predicts something
worse."
And then to ensure as fir as possible, the society

of her husband, at his own fire side, let the wife be
" a keeper at home," and do all in her power to

render that fire side as attractive as good temper,

neatness, and cheerful, affectionate conversation can
make it; let her strive to make his own home, the

soft green on which his heart loves to repose in the

sunshine of domestic enjoyment. We can easily

imagine, that even in Paradise,- when man had no
apparition of guilt, no visions of crime, no spectral

voice from a troubled conscience, to make him
dread solitude, and flee from it, that even then,

Adam liked not, on his return from the labor of
dressing the garden, to find Eve absent from their

bower, but wanted the smile of her countenance to

light up his own, and the music of her voice to be

the melody of his soul. Think, then, how much
more in his fallen estate, with guilt upon his con-
science, and care pressing upon his heart, does man
now, on coming from the scenes of his anxious toil,

need the aid of woman's companionship, to drive
away the swarm of buzzing cares, that light upon
the heart to sting it ; to soothe the brow ruffled wiih
sadness; to tranquillize the bosom agitated wiih
passion; and at once to reprove and comfort the

mind that has in some measure yielded to tempta-
tion. O, woman! thou knowest the hour v/hen
" the good man of the hou>e" will return, at mid-
day, while the sun is yet bowing down the laborer
with the fierceness of his beams, or at evening,
when the heat and burden of the day are past; do
not let him, at such a time, when he is weary with
exertion, and faint with discouragement, find, upon
his coming to his habitation, that the foot which
should hasten to meet him, is wandering at a dis-

tance, that the soft hand which should wip^j away
the sweat from his brow, is knocking at the door of
other houses: nor let him find a wilderness, where
he should enter a garden; confusion, where he
ought to see order; or filth that disgusts, where he
might hope to behold neatness, that delights and at-

tracts. If this be the case, v\'ho can v.'onder, that in

the anguish of disappointment, and in the bitterness

of a neglected and heart stricken husband, he turns
away from his door, for that comfort which he
wished to enjoy at home, and that society which he
hoped to find in his wife, and put up with the sub-
stitutes for both which he finds in the houses of
other men, or in the company of other women.

United to be associates then, let man and wife be
as much in each other's society as possible: and
there must be something wrong in domestic life,

when they need the aid of balls, routs, plays, card
parties, to relieve them from the tedium produced
by home pursuits. I thank God, I am a stranger
to that taste, which leads a man to flee from his own
comfortable parlor, and the society of his wife,

from the instruction and recreation contained in a
well stored library, or the evening rural walk, when
the business of the day is over, to scenes of public
amusement for enjoyment; to my judgment, the
pleasures of home, and of home society, when home
and home society, are all that could be desired, are
such as never cloy, and need no change, but from
one kindred scene to another. I am sighing and
longing, perhaps in vain, for a period, when society

shall be so elevated, and so purified ; when the love
of knowledge will be so intense, and the habits of
life will be so simple; when religion and morality
will be so generally diff'used that men's homes will

be the seat and circle of their pleasures; when in

the society of an affectionate and intelligent wife,

and of well educated children, each will find his

greatest earthly delight ; and when it will be felt to

be no more necessary to happiness, to quit their own

fire side for the ball room or the concert, than it is

to go from the well spread table, to the public feast,

to satisfy the cravings of a healthy appetite: then
will it be no longer imposed upon us to prove, that

public amusements Fue 'improper, [oi they will be
found to be v,nnecessary

.

But the pleasures of home must not be allowed to

interfere with the calls and claims of public duty.

Wives must not ask, and husbands must not give,

that time which is demanded for the cause of God
and man. This is an age of active charity, and the

great public institutions which are set up, cannot be

kept in operation, without great sacrifices of time

and leisure by very many persons. Those, who by
their wisdom, talents, rank, or property, receive the

confidence of the public, must stand prepared to fill

up and conduct the executive departments of our
societies ; nor should they allow the soft allurements

of their own houses, to draw them away from what
is obviously the post of duty. We have known
some, who, till they entered into wedded life, were
the props and pillars of our institutions, yield so

far to the solicitations of their new and dearest

earthly fncnd, as to vacate their seat at the board
of management, for ever after. It is, indeed, a
costly way of contributing to the cause of religion

and humanity, to give those evening hours which
could be spent so pleasantly in a country walk, or

in the joint perusal of some interesting volume ; but

who can do good, or ought to wish to do it, without

sacrifices? I know an eminently holy and useful

minister, who told the lady to whom he was about
to be united, that one of the conditions of their mar-
riage was, tiiat she should never ask him for that

time, which, on any occasion, he felt it to be his

duty to give to God. And surely, any woman might
feel herself more blessed in having sometimes to en-

dure the loss of a husband's society, whose presence

and talents were coveted by all public institutions,

tlmn in being left to the unmolested enjoyment of

the company of one, whose assistance was coveted

by none.
4. MuTn.Ai, FORBEARANCE is another duty.

This we owe to all, not excepting the stranger,

or an enemy ; and most certainly it must not be de-

nied to our nearest and dearest earthly friend. For
the charity that sutferethlong and is kind ;

that en-

vieth not ; vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up ;
that

doth not behave itself unseemly ; seeketh not her

own; is not easily provoked; thinketh no evil; re-

joiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth;

that covereth all things; believeth all things; hop-

eth all things; endureth all things: for this charity

there is both need and room in every relation of

life. Wherever sin or imperfection exists, there is

scope for the forbearance of love. There is no per-

fection upon earth. Lovers, it is true, often fancy

they have found it; but the more sober judgment
of husbands and wives, generally corrects the mis-

take; and first impressions of this kind, generally

pass away with first love. We should all enter the

marriage state, remembering that we are about to

be united to a fallen creature ; and as in every case,

as Mr. Bolton remarks, it is not two angels that

have met together, but two sinful children of Adam,
from whom must be looked for much weakness and

waywardness, we must make up our miads to some

imperfection; and remembering that we have no

small share of our own that calls for the forbear-

ance of the other party, shall exercise the patience

that we ask. Where both have infirmities, and

they are so constantly together, innumerable occa-

sions will be furnished, if we are eager, or even

willing to avail ourselves of the opportunities for

those contentions, which, if they do not produce a

permanent suppression of love, lead to its tempo-

rary interruption. Many things we should connive
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at, others we should pass by with an unprovoked
mind, and in all things most carefully avoid even
what at first may seem to be an innocent disputa-

tion. Affection does not forbid, but actually de-

mands that we should mutually point out our faults;

but this should be done in all the meekness of wis-

dom, united with all the tenderness of love, lest we
only increase the evil we intend to remove, or sub-

stitute a greater one in its place. Justice, as well as

wisdom, requires that in every case, we set the

good qualities against the bad ; and in most cases

we shall find some redeeming excellences which,

if they do not reconcile us to the failings we de-

plore, should at least teach us to bear them with pa-

tience : and the more we contemplate these better

aspects of the character, the brighter will they ap-

pear, for it is an indubitable fact, that while faults

diminish, virtues magnify, in proportion as they are

steadily contemplated. As to bitterness of language,
and violence of conduct, this is so utterly disgrace-

ful, and in the circle which I am accustomed to in-

struct, altogether so rare and unusual, that it

scarcely need be introduced even by way of cau-

tioning against it. The ancients, we are informed,
took the gall from their nuptial sacrifices, and cast

it behind the altar, to intimate the removal of all

bitterness from the marriage state.

5. Mutual assistance is the duty of husbands and
wive.s.

This applies to the cares of life. Women are not
usually very conversant with matters of trade, but
still their counsel may be sought in a thousand cases

with propriety and advantage. The husband should
never undertake any thing of importance, without
commnnicaling the matter to his wife ; who, on her
part, instead of shrinking from the responsibility of
a counsellor, and leaving him to struggle alone with
his difficulties and perplexities, should invite him lo

communicate freely all his anxieties: for if she can-
not counsel, she can comfort ; if she cannot relieve

his cares, she can help to bear them ; if she cannot
direct the course of his trade, she may the current
of his feelings; if she cannot open any source of
earthly wisdom, she can spread the matter before
the Faiher and ftuntain of lights. Many men un-
der the idea of delicacy to their wives, keep all iheir

difficulties to themselves, which onlv prepares them
to feel the stroke the heavier when it does come.
And then, as the wife should be willing to help

the husband, in matters of business, he should be
willing to share with her, the burden of domestic
anxieties and fatigue. Some go too far, and utterly

degrade the female head of the family, by treating
her as if her honesty or ability could not be trusted

in the management of the domestic economy. They
keep the money, and dole it out as if they were part-
in? wiih their life's blood, grudging every shilling
they dispense, and requiring an account as rigid as
they would from a suspected servant ; they take
charge of every thing, ^ive out every thins, inter-
fere in every thing. This is to despoil a woman of
her authority, to thrust her from her proper place,
to insult and degrade her before her children and
servants. Some, on the other hand, go to the oppo-
site extreme, and lake no share in any thing. My
heart has ached to see the slavery of some devoted,
hard working, and ill used wives; after laboring
all day amidst the ceaseless toils of a young and nu-
merous family, they have hnd to pass the hours of
evening in sc^litude, while their husbands, instead
of coming home to cheer them by their societv, or
to relieve them for only half an hour of their fntijrue,

have been either at a party or a sermon : and then
have these hapless women had lo wake and watch
the live long night, over a sick or restless babe,
while the men whom they accepted as the partner
of their sorrows, were sleeping by their side, unwill-

ing to give a single hour of their slumber, though
it was to allow a little repose to their toil-worn wives.
Why, even the irrational creatures shame such men;
for it is a well known fact, that the male bird takes
his turn upon the nest during the season of incuba-
tion, to allow the female time to renew her strength
by food and rest: and with her, also, goes in dili-

gent quest of food, and feeds the young ones when
they cry. No man should iliink of marrying, who
does not stand prepared to share, as far as he can do
it with his wife, the burden of domestic cares.

They should be helpful to each other in the coti-

cerns of personal religion. This is clearly implied
in the apostle's language. " For what knowest ihou,

O wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband 1 Or
how knowest thou, O man, whether Ihou shalt save
thy wife T'* Where both parlies are unconverted,
or only one of them is yet a partaker of true piety,

there should be the most anxious, judicious, and af-

fectionate efforts for their salvation. How heathen-
ish a state is it, to enjoy together the comforts of
marriage, and then travel in company to eternal

perdition ; to be mutual comforters on earth, and
then mutual tormentors in hell ; to be companions in

felicity in time, and companions in torment through
eternity. And where both parties are real Chris-
tians, there should be the exercise of a constant re-

ciprocal solicitude, watchfulness and care, in refer-

ence to their spiritual and eternal welfare. One of
the ends which every believer .should propose to

himself, on entering the marriage state, is to secure
one faithful friend, at least, who will be a helpmate
for him in reference lo another world, and lo assist

him in the great business of his soul's salvation, aiid

that will pray for him and with him; one that will

affectionately tell him of his sins and his defects,

viewed in the light of a Christian ; one that will

stimulate and draw him by the power of a holy ex-
ample, and the sweet force of persuasive words

;

one that will warn him in temptation, comfort him
in dejection, and in every way assist him in his pil-

grimage to the .skies. The highest end of the con-
nubial state is lost, if it be not rendered helpful to

our piety ; and yet this end is too generally neglect-
ed, even by professors of religion. Do we converse
with each other as we ought on the high themes of
redemption by Christ, and eternal salvation ? Do
we study each other's dispositions, snares, troubles,

decays in piety, that we may apply suitable reme-
dies 1 Do we exhort one another daily, lest we
should be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin 1

Do we practice fidelity without censoriousness ; and
administer praise without flattery 7 Do we invite

one another to the most quickening and edifying
means of a public nature, and recommend the peru-
sal of such instructive and improving books as we
have found beneficial to ourselves? Do we mu-
tually lay open the state of our minds on the subject
of personal religion, and state our perplexities, our
joys, our fears, our sorrows? Alas, alas, who must
not blush at their neglects in these particulars?

—

And yet, such neglect is as criminal, as it is com-
mon. Fleeing from the wrath lo come, and yet not
doing all we can to aid each other's escape \ Con-
tending side by side for the crown of glory, honor,
immortality, and eternal life, and yet not doing all

we can to ensure each other's success ! Is this love 1

Is this the tenderness of connubial affection ?

This mutual help should extend to the viainteiwnce

of all the luibits of domestic order, discipline, and piety.

The husband is to be the prophet, prie.st, and king
of the family, to instruct their minds, to lead iheir

devotions, and to govern their tempers; but in all

that relates to these important objects, the wife is to

be of one mind with him. They are in these niat-

* 1 Corinthians, vii. 16.
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lers, to be workers together, neither of them leaving

the other to labor alone, much less opposing or

thwarting what is done. " When the sun shmes,

the moon disappears : when he sets, she appears and
shines; so when the husband is at home, he leado

domesiic worship, when he is absent, the wife must
ever take his place." Some men refer the instruc-

tion of young children exclusively to their wives,

and some wives, as soon as the children are loo old

to be taught upon the knee, think that they are ex-

clusively the subjects of paternal care. This is a

mistake in the important economy of the family, the

members of which are never too young to be taught

and disciplined by the father, nor too old to be ad-

monished and warned by the mother ; he may some-

times have a great influence in awing the rude spi-

rits of the younger branches ; while her soft persua-

sive accents may have delightful power to melt or

break the hard and stubborn hearts of older ones.

—

Thus they who have a joint interest in a family,

must attend to them in the exercise of a joint labor.

They must be helpful to each other in works of
humanily and religious benevolence.

Their" mutual influence should be exerted, not in

restraining, but in stimulating zeal, compassion, and
liberality. What a beaulifuTpicture of domestic life

is drawn by the pen of the Old Testament historian.
" And it fell on a day that Elisha passed to Shunem,
where was a great woman: and she constiained

him to eat bread. And so it was, that as oft as he

passed by, he turned in thither to eat bread. And
she said unto her husband. Behold now, I perceive

that this is a holy man of God, which passeth by us

continually. Let us make a little chamber on the

wall, and let us set for him there a bed, and a table,

and a stool, and a candlestick, and it shall be, that

when he cometh to us, he shall turn in thither.

—

And it fell on a day that he came thither, and he
turned into the chamber, and lay there."* Every
part of this scene is lovely. The generous and
pious wish of the wife, to provide accommodations
for a destitute and dependant piophet ; her prompt
and prudent eff'ort to interest her husband in the

scheme of her benev^olence ; her discreet and mo-
dest keeping of her place in not acting without Lis

permission ; her dignified claim of a right to be as-

sociated with him in this work of mercy, for said

she, let ns make a little chainber on the wall ; all is

delightful, and as it .should be, on her part : and no
less so on the part of the man ; for there was no
surly refusal, no proud rejection of the plan, because

it did not originate with him, no covetous plea for

setting it aside, on the ground of expense. Delight-

ed, as every husband should be, to gratify the be-

nevolent wishes, and support the liberal schemes of

his wife, so far as prudence will allow, he consent-

ed ; the little chamber was erected, and furnished

by this holy pair, and soon occupied hy the prophet

:

and never was a generous' action more speedily or

more richly rewarded. Elisha had no means of his

own, by which to acknowledge the kindness; but

he who said in after times, " he that receiveth a
prophet in the name of a prophet, shall receive a
prophet's leward," took upon himself, as he does in

every instance, the cause of his necessitous servant,

and most munificently repaid the generous deed.

A lovelier scene is not to be found on earth, than

that of a pious couple, employing their mutual influ-

ence, and the hours of their retired companionship,

in stirrin? up each other's hearts to deeds of mercy
and religious benevolence; not Adam and Eve in

Paradise, with the unspotted robes of their inno-

cence about them, engaged in propping the vine, or

trailing the rose of that holy garden, presented to

{he eyes of angels a more interesting spectacle than

• 2 Kings iv. 8—IL

I

this. What a contrast does such a couple present,

to the paiis which are almost every wheie to be
found, whose calculations are not what they can

j

save from unnecessary expense to bestuw upon the
' cause of God and humanity, but what they can ab-

j

siract or withhold from ihs claims of benevolence,

I

to lavish upon splendid furniture, or domes'.ic luxu-
ries. Are there no wives who attempt to chill the

I

ardor, to limit the beneficence, to stint the charities

I

of their husbands ; who, by their incessant and que-
rulous, and almost quarrelsome suggestions, that he
is doing too much for others, and too little lor his

own family, drive the good man, notwithstanding

{
he is lord of his own property, to exercise his libe-

rality in secret, and bestow his charities by stealth!

And what is oftentimes the object of such women 1

nothing more than the pride of ambition, or the"; folly

of vanity. Only that they might have these taxa-

tions and parings of charity, to spend upon dress,

furniture, and parties.

Perhaps the question will be asked, whether it is

proper for a wife to give away the property of her
husband in acts of humanity, or religious benevo-
lence "? Such an inquiry ought to be unnecessary

;

for no woman should be driven to the alternative

of either doing nothing for the cause of God and
man, or doing what she can by stealth. A sufficient

sum ought to be placed at her disposal, to enable

her to enjoy the luxury of doing good. Why should

not she appear in her own name upon the honorable

list of benefactors, and shine forth in her peculiar

and separate glory, instead of being always lest in

the radiance of our recorded mercy 1 Why should

the have no sphere of benevolent effort 1 Why
should we monopolize to ourselves the blessings of

those that are ready to perish 1 It is degrading a

married female to allow her no discretion in this

matter, no liberty of distribution, no power to dis-

pense, even in cases that concern her sex, but to

compel her to beg first of a husband, thai which
others come to beg of her. If, however, she be un-

happily united to a Nabal, a churl, whose sordid,

graspinff, covetous disposition, will yield nothing to

the claims of humanity or religion, may she then

make up for the deficiency of her husband, and
difl'ttse his property unknown to him 1 I am strong-

ly tempted to answer this question in the affirmative;

for if in any instance we may deviate from the or-

dinary rule, and taking the man at his own word,

which he uttered, when in the solemn act of matri-

mony, he said, " with all my worldly goods I thee

endow," may invest the wife with a joint proprie-

torship, and a right of appropriation, it is in such a

case as this. But still, we must not sacrifice general

principles, to special cases ; and therefore, I say to

every female in such circumstances, obtain if } ou

can, a separate and fixed allowance for charitable

distribution ; but if even this be not possible, obtain

one for personal expenses, and by a most rigid fru-

gality, save all you can from dress and decoration,

for the hallowed purpose of relieving the miseries of

your fellow creatures.

6. Mutual symp.^thy is required.

Sickness may call for this, and females seetrlboth

formed and inclined by nature to yield it.

" O woman ! in our hours of ease,

Uncertain, cny, and hard to please,

And variable as the shnde

Bv the light quivering nspen made

;

When pain and aneiiisli wring the brow,

A ministering angel thou I"

Unwilling, and, indeed, unable to subscribe to the

former part of this description, I do mo^t readily

assent to the truth of the latter. If we cowZ^ do with-

out her and be happy in health, what are we in
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sickness without her presence and her tender of-

fices 1 Can we smooth, as woman can, the pillow

on which the sick man lays his headl No. We
cannot administer the medicine or the food as she

can. There is a softness in her touch, a lightness

in her step, a skill in her arrangements, a sympathy
looking down upon us from her beaming eye, which
ours wants. Many a female, by her devoted and
kind attentions in a season of sickness, has drawn
back to herself that cold and alienated heart, which
neither her charms could hold, nor her claims re-

cover. I entreat you, therefore, married females,

to put forth all your power to soothe and please in

the season of your husband's sickness. Let him see

you willing to make any sacrifices of pleasure, ease,

or sleep, to minister to his comfort. Let there be a

tenderness in your manner, a wakeful attention and
sympathy in your look, a something that seems to

say, your only comfort in his afliiction, is to employ
yourselves in alleviating it. Hearken with patience

and kindness to the tale of his lighter, and even of
his imaginary woes. A cold, heartless, awkward,
unsympathising woman, is an exception from the

general rule, and, therefore, the severer libel upon
her sex.

Nor is this sympathy exclusively the duty of the

wife ; . but belongs equally to the husband. He can-
not, it is true, perform the same offices for her,

which she can discharge for him ; but much he can
do, and all he can he should do. Her sicknes.ses

are generally more numerous and heavy than his;

she is likely, therefore, to make more frequent calls

upon his tender interest and attention. Many of her
ailments are the consequence of becoming his wife;
she was, perhaps, in full vigor, till she became a
mother, and from that time, never had a moment's
perfect ease or strength again. That event which
sent into his heart the joys of a parent, dismissed
from her frame the comforts of health. And shall

he look with discontent, and indiflerence, and in-

sensibility, upon that delicate fiuwer, which, before
he transplr-nted it to his garden, glowed in beauty
and in fragrance, to the admiration of everj' spec-
tator'? Shall he woii) cease to regard it with any
pleasure, or sympathy, and seem as if he wished it

gone, to make room for another, forgeliing that it

was he that sent the worm to the root, and caused
its head to droop, and its colors to fade 1 Hus-
bands, I call upon you for all the skill and tender-
ness of love, on behalf of your wives, if they are
weak and sickly. Watch by their couch, talk with
them, pray with them, walk with them, wake with
them. In all their alfiictions, be you atfiicted. Ne-
ver listen heedlessly to their complaints; and, oh,
by all that is sacred in conjugal aflfection, I implore
you never, by your cold neglect, or petulant expres-
sions, or discontented look, to call up in their ima-
ginations, unusually sensitive at such a season, the
phantom of a fear, that the disease which has de-
stroyed their health, has done the same for your af-

fection. Oh ! spare their bosom the agonizing
pangs of supposing, that they are living to be a bur-
den to your disappointed heart. The cruelty of that
man wants a name, and I know of none sufficiently
emphatic, who denies his sympathy to a sufl^ering

woman, whose only sin is a broken constitutioii,

and whose calamity" is the result of her marriage.
Such a man does the work of a murderer, without
his punishment, and in some instances, without his
reproach; but not always without his design or his
remorse.
But sympathy should be exercised by man and

wife, not only in reference to their sicknesses, but
to all their afflictions, whether personal or relative

;

all their sorrows should be common : like two
strings in unison, the chord of grief should never be
struck in the heart of one, without causing a corres-

ponding vibration in the heart of the other; or, like

the surface of the lake answering to the heaven, it

should be impossible for calmness and sunshine to

be upon one, while the other is agitated and cloudy:
heart should answer to heart, and face to face.

Such are the duties common to both ; the obliga-
tions peculiarly enjoined upon each, will be the sub-
ject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER II.

THE SPECIAL DUTIES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

"Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands,
as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head of
the wife, even as Christ i.s the head of the church

;

and he is the Saviour of the body. Therefore, as

the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives
be to their own litisbands in every thing. Hus-
bands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved

the church, and gave himself for it ; that he might
sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by
the word, that he might present it to himself a glori-

ous church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such
thing; but that it shoidd be holy and without ble-

mish. So ought men to love their wives as their own
bodies. He that lovt.'th his wife, loveth himself. For
no man ever yet hated his own flesh, but luiurishelh

and clierishetl) it, even as the Lord the churcli : For
we are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his

bones. For this cause shall a man leave his father

and motiier, and shall be joined unto his wife, and
they two shall be one flesh. This is a great mys-
tery : but I speak concerning Christ and the

church."

—

Ephesians v. 122— 32.

Observe the sublime and transcendently interesting

fact, which stands amid.st the duties of domestic
life, as stated by the apostle, in the language quoted
above, like the sun in the centre of the planets, il-

luminating, impelling, and uniting them all. Every
part of this most comprehensive and beautiful pas-

sage is inimitably striking. The design of the

whole, is to magnify Christ's love to the church; in

cr'ljr to this, the moral condition of the church, pre-

viour to the transforming work of redeeming grace,
is supposed to be that of loathsome impurity; yet,

notwithstanding this, he exercises the tenderest
compassion for her welfare, and is not repelled by
excessive defilement. To effect her redemption, he
does not merely employ the operations of his power
and of his wisdom, but surrendered himself into the

hands of divine justice, that, as a sacrifice of atone-

ment, he might ransom the object of his regard, at

the price of his blood ; thus manifesting an afl^ection

stronger than death, and " which many waters could
not quench." The ultimate design of this act of
mysterious humiliation, is, to render her in som**

measure worthy of his regard, and meet for that in-

dissoluble union with himself, into which, as his

illustrious bride, she was about to be received ; for

this purpose, the efficient influences of the Holy
Ghost were to be poured upon her mind, that, in

the cordial reception of the truth, she might be puri-

fied from iniquitj', have the germ of every virtue

implanted in her heart, and the robe of righteous-

ness spread over her frame
; till, at length, under

the dispensations of his providence, the means of his

grace, and the sanctifying agency of his Spirit, the

last spot of moral defilement might be efl^aced, the

last wrinkle of spiritual decay removed, and, like
" the king's daugnter, all glorious within," and with
her clothing of wrought gold, she might be present-

ed, coverea with the beauties of holines.s, to the

Lord Jesus, in that day, " when he shall come to be
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admired in his saints, and glorified in all them that

believe." Behold, what manner of love is this!—

And it is this most amazing, this unparalleled act

of mercy, that is employed by the apostle, as the

motive of all Christian conduct. He knew nothing

of moral philosophy, if by this expression be meant,

the abstract principles of ethics. He left as he found
them, the grounds of moral obligations, but he did

not enforce virtue by a mere reference to our rela-

tions to God as creatures, but by a reference to our
relation to Christ, as redeemed sinners. He fetched

his motives to good works, from the cross; he made
the power of that to be felt, not only on the con-

science, as supplying the means of pardon, but upon
the heart, as furnishing the most cogent, and at the

same time, the most insinuating argument for sanc-

tification : he not only irradiates the gloom of de-

spondency, or melts the stubborn obstinacy of unbe-

lief, or stays the reckless progress of despair, by in-

spiring a feeling of hope ; no, but by tlie death of a

crucified Saviour, and an exhibition of his most
unbounded compassion, he attacks the vices of the

depraved heart, and inculcates all the virtues of the

renewed mind. The doctrine of the cro.ss is the

substance of Christian truth, and the great support
of Christian morals: and the apostle's mind and
heart were full of it. Does he enforce humility 1—
It is thus: "Let the mind be in you which was in

Christ Jesus." An unreserved devotedness to God 1

It is thus :
" Ye are not your own ; for ye are bought

with a price ; therefore glorify God with your body
and in your spirit, which are his." Brotherly love 1

It is thus: " Herein is love, not that we loved God,
but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the pro-
pitiation for our sins. Beloved, ifGod so loved us,

we ought also to love one another." A forgiving
temper "] It is thus :

" Be ye kind one to another,
tender hearted, forgiving one another, even as God
for Christ's sake hath forgiven you." Benevolence
to the poor 1 It is thus :

" For ye know the grace of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who, though he was rich, for

our sakes became poor, that we, through his pover-
ty might be made rich." * And who but an apostle

would have thought of enforcin? conjugal aflection

by a reference to the love of Christ to his church.—
And he has done this; and has thus represented re-

deeming love, as a kind of holy atmosphere, sur-

rounding the Christian on all sides, accompanying
him every where, sustaining his spiritual existence,

the very element in which his religion lives, moves,
and has its being. And this, indeed, is religion ;

—

not a name, not a creed, not a form, not an abstract
feeling, not an observance of limes and places, not
a mere mental costume or holy dress which we pat
on exclusively for certain seasons and occasions;—
no, but a moral habit, a mental taste, the spirit of
the mind, which will spontaneously appear in our
language, feeling, and behavior, by a reference to

Jesus Christ, as the ground of hope, and the model
of imitation.

In stating the duties especially enjoined on the
two parties in the conjugal union, I shall begin with
those of the husband. He is commanded to love
his wife.

As we have already shown that this is a duty of
both partie.s, the question very naturally arises, "For
what reason is it so specially enjoined upon the hus-
band 1" Why is he so particularly bound to the ex-
ercise of affection 1 Perhaps for the following rea-
sons : 1. Because, in the very nature of things, he
is most in danger of failing in this duty. Placed
by the Creator as "the head of the wife," and in-

vested with a certain right to govern his household,
he is more in peril of merging the tender sensibili-

* Phil. ii. 5.

Ephes. iv. 32.

1 Cor. vi. 20. 1 John iv. 10, 1 1.

2 Cor. viii. 9.

ties in the predominant consciousness of superiori-

ty. 2. Because he is actually more deficient in this

duty than the other part}^ This has ever been the
case in Pagan and Mohammedan countries. In
barbarous nations, especially, conjugal aflJection

has ever been exceedingly weak, and it is probable,
that even in the more civilized countries of Greece
and Rome it was not so generally strong and steady,

as it has since been made by Christianity. But
without even going beyond the limits of Christen-
dom, it may be truly said, that husbands are usual-
ly more deficient in love than wives; the latter, in

my opinion, excel the former in tenderness, in

strength, in constancy of atfection. 3. Because a

want of love on the part of the man, is likely to be

attended with more misery to the other party: he
can go to greater excesses in violence, in cruelty, in

depravity. The want of this tender passion in him
is likely to have a still worse effect upon his own
character, and the peace of the wife, than the want
of it in her: in either case, a destitution of this

kind is a melancholy thing; but in him, it is on se-

veral accounts, the most to be dreaded.
The apostle lays down two models or rules, for a

husband's affection ; the one is, the love which Christ

has manifested for his church ; and the other, the love

xchich a man bears for himself.

In directing your attention to the first, I shall ex
hibit the properties of Christ's love, and show in

what way our affection should be conformed to his.

Christ's love was .sinxere. He did not love in

word only, but in deed and in truth. In him there

was no dissimulation; no epithets of endearment
going forth out of feigned lips; no actions varnish-

ed over with a mere covering of love. We must
be like him, and endeavor to maintain a principle

of true reganl in ihe heart, as well as a show of it

in the conduct. It is a miserable thing to have to

act the part of love, without feeling it. Hypocrisy
is base in every thing, but next to religion, is most
base in afllection. Besides, how difficult is it to act

the part well, to keep on the mask, and to support
the character so as to escape detection! Oh, the

misery of that woman's heart, who at length finds

out to her cost, that what she has been accustomed
to receive and value as the attentions of a lover,

are but the tricks of a cunning dissembler.

The love of the Redeemer was ardent.
Let us, if we would form a correct idea of what

should be the state of our hearts towards the woman
of our choice, think of that atfection which glowed
in the bosom of the Saviour, when he lived and
died ioT his people. We can possess, it is true,

neither the same kind, nor the same degree of re-

gard, but surely when we are referred to such an
instance, if not altogether as a model, yet as a mo-
tive, it does teach us, that no weak affection is due,
or should be offered to the wife of our bosom. We
are told by the Saviour himself, that if he laid down
his life for us, it is our duty to lay down our-^ for the

brethren; how much more for the "friend that

sticketh closer than a brother." And if it be our
duty to lay down our life, how much more to employ
it while it lasts, in all the oflices of an affection,

strong, steady, and inventive. She that for our
sake has forsaken the comfortable home, and the

watchful care, and the warm embrace of her pa-

rents, has a right to expect in our regard, that which
shall make her "forget her father's house," and
cause her to feel that with respect to happiness, she

is no loser by the exchange. Happy the woman,
and such should every hu.sl3and strive to make his

wife, v/ho can look back without a sigh upon the

moment, when she quitted for ever, the guardians,

the companions, and the scenes of her childhood !

The love of Christ to his church was supreme.

He gives to the world his benevolence, but to the
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church his complacency. ''The Lord thy God in

tha nnidtst of ihee," said the prophet, "is mighty;
he will save ihee, he will rejoice over thee, wiih

joy ; he will rest in his love; he will joy over thee

with singing." So must the husband regard his

wiff, above all else ; he must " rest in his love."

—

He should reg^ard her not only above all tril/ioui his

house, but above all n-ilhin. She must take prece-

dei'ce both in his heart and conduct, not only of all

strangers, but of all relatives, and also of all his

children
; he ought to love his children lor her .'Jake,

rather than her for theirs. Is this always the case 1

On the contrary, have we not often seen men, who
appear to be far more interested in their children

than in their wives; and who have paid far less at-

tention to the latter than to grown-up daughters!
How especially unseemly is it, for a man to be seen

fonder of the society of any other woman, than that

of his wife, even where nothing more maybe in-

tended than the pleasure of her company. JN'or

ought he to forsake her, in his leisure hours,

for any companions of his own sex, however in-

teresting might be their manners or their conver-
sation.

The love of Christ is uniform. Like himself, it

is the same yesterday, to-day, and for e\'er. Con-
jugnl affection should have the same character; it

should be at all times, and in all places alike ; the

same at home, as abroad ; in other persons' houses,

as i,i our ow'n. Has not many a wife to sigh and
exclaim, " Oh that I were treated in my own house,

with the same tenderness and attention as 1 receive

in company." With what almost loathing and dis-

gust must such a woman turn from endearments,
which, under such circumstances, she can consider
as nothing but hypocrisy. Home is the chief place

for fond and minute attention ; and she who has not

to complain of a want of it there, will seldom feel

the need or the inclination to complain of a want
of if abroad, except it be those silly women, who
would degrade their husbands, by exacting, not

merely what is really kind, but what is actually

ridiculous.

The love of the Redeemer was practical and
LABORIOUS. He provided every thing by his media-
tion for the welfare and comfort of the church, and
at a cost and by exertions of which we can form no
idea. It has been already declared, that both par-

ties are to assist in the cares of life. A good wife
cannot be an idle one. Beautiful is her portraiture,

as drawn by the wise man. " Who can find a vir-

tuous woman ? for her price is far above rubies.

—

The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her,

so that he shall have no need of spoil. She will do
him good and not evil all the days of her life. She
layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold
the distaff. She slretcheth out her hand to the poor,

yea, she reaclieth forth her hand to the needy.

—

Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth

amongst the elders of the land. She openeth her
mouth with wisdom, and in hT tongue is the law
of kindness. She looketh well to the ways of her
household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.

—

Her children rise up and call her bles.sed : her hus-

band, also, and he praiseth her. Many daughters
have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.

Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain; but a wo-
man that feareth the Lord she shall be praised.

—

Give her the fruit of her hands, and let her own
works praise her in the gates." Provfrbs xxxi.

—

This exquisite picture, combining as it does indus-

try, prudence, dignity, meekness, wisdom and pie-

ty, cannot be too frequently or minutely studied, by
those who would attain to high degrees of female
excellence. The business of providing for the fa-

mily, however, belongs chiefly to the husband. It

is yours, my brethren, to rise up early, to sit up

late.to eat the bread of carefulness, and to drink,
if necessary, the watcis of atflici ion, tliat you may
earn by the sweat of your bri'V., a comfonable sup-
port for the domestic circle. Tliis is probably what
the apostle meant, when he enjoined us to give ho-
nor to the wife as to the weaker vessel ; the honor
of maintenance, which she, in consequence ot the
weakness of her frame, and the frequent infirmities
which the maternal relation brings upon her, is not
so well able to procure for herself In most barba-
rous countries, and in some half-civilized ones, the
burden of manual labor tails upon the female, while
her tyrant lord lives in indolence, feeding upon the

industry of the helpless being whom he calls his

wife, but treats as a slave. And are there no such
idle tyrants in our age and country, who, so as they
can live in indolence, and gratify their appetites,

care not how they oppress their wives'? wretches
who do little or nothing for the support of the fami-
ly'? How utterly lost to every noble and generous
sentiment must that man be whose heart cannot be
moved by the entreaties or tears of an interesting

woman, and who can hear in vain her pleadings
for his child at her breast, and his child by her
side, and who by such appeals cannot be indr.ced to

give up his dail}' visits to the tavern, or his habits

of sauntering idleness, to attend to his neglected bu-

siness, and stay the approaching tide of poverty and
ruin. Such a creature is worse than a brute, he is

a monster ; and it seems a pity, that there is no
law, and no convict ship to bear him away to a
land, where if he will not work, so neither could
he eat.

In general, it is for the benefit of a family, that a
married woman should devote her time and atten-

tion almost exclusively to the ways of her house-
hold: her place is in the centre of domestic cares.

What is gained by her in the shop, is oftentimes lost

in the house, for want of the judicious superintend-

ence of a mother and mistress. Comfort and order,

as well as money, are domestic wealth ; and can
these be rationally expected in the absence of fe-

male arrangement '? The children always want a
mother's eye and hand, and should always have
them. Let the husband then have the care of pro-

viding ; the wife, that of distributing
; for this is the

rule both of reason and revelation.

And as Christ labored for his church, not only
during his abode upon earth, but made provision

for its welfere when he departed from our world,
in li'Ke manner should the husband take care of his

wife. I never could understand that custom, which
is but too common, of providing by their wills so

much better for the children than the}^ do for the
mother. Does this look like a supreme love"?

—

Every man who raises a woman to the rank of his

wife, shoOld take care, however inferior she might
have been in circumstances before their marriage,
to leave her in the situation into which he brought
her : for it is indeed most cruel, to leave her to be

deprived at once, not only of her dearest earthly

friend, but of her usual means of comfortable sub-

sistence.

A practical affection to a wife extends, however,
to every thing; it should manifest, itself in the most
delicate attention to her comfort and her feelings;

in consulting her tastes
; in concealins: her failings

;

in never doing any thing to degrade her, but every
thing to exalt her before her children and servants;

in acknowledging her excellences, and commend-
ing her efforts to please him ; in meeting, and even
anticipating all her reasonable requests; in short in

doing all that ingenuity can invent for her substan-

tial happiness and general comfort.

Christ's love to his church was naRABLE and un-
changeable. " Having loved his own, he loved
them to the end," without abatement or alteration:
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so ought husbands to love their wives, not only at

the beginning but to the end of their union; when
the charms of beauty have fled before the wither-

ing influence of disease; when the vigorous and
sprightly frame has lost its elasticity, and the step

has become slow and faltering ;
when the wrinkles

of af^e have succeeded to the bloom of youth, and
the whole person seems rather the monument, than

the resemblance, of what it once was. Has she not

gained in mind what she has lost in exterior fasci-

nations 1 Have not her mental graces flourished

amidst the ruins of personal charms 1 If the rose

and the lily have faded on the cheek, have not the

fruits of righteousness grown in the soul 1 If those

blossoms have departed, on which the eye of youth-

ful passion gazed with so much ardor, has it not

been to give way to the ripe fruit of Christian excel-

lence 1 The woman is not what she was, but the

wife, the mother, the Christian, are better than they

were. For an example of conjugal love in all its

power and excellence, point me not to the bride and
bridegroom displaying during the first month of
their union all the watchfulness and tenderness of
affection, but lei m-' look upon the husband and
wife of fifty, whose love has been tried by the lapse

and the changes of a quarter of a century, and who
through this period and by these vicissitudes, have
grown in attachment and esteem; and whose affec-

tion, if not glowing with all the fervid heat of a
midsummer's day, is still like the sunshine of an
Ociober noon, warm and beautiful, as reflected

amidst autumnal tints.

But, before I go away from this view of a hus-
band's especial duty, I must just advert to another
rule of his regard which is laid down for him by
the apostle. " So ought men to love their wives,
as their oion bodies: ifie that loveth his wife loveth
himself" A man's children are parts of himself;
his wife is himself: " for they two shall be one
flesh." " This is his duty and the measure of it too;

which is so plain, that, if he understands how he
treats himself , there needs nothing be added con-
cerning his demeanor towards her; for what mighty
care does he take of his body, and uses it with a de-
licate tenderness, and cares for it in all contingen-
cies, and watches to keep it from all evils, and stu-

dies to make for it fair provisions, and is very often

led by its inclinations and desires, and does never
contradict its appetites, but when they are evil, and
then also not without some trouble and sorrow."

—

So let a man love his wife as his own body.
Can it be necessary to apply the force of motives

to produce an appropriate attention to suck a duty 1

If so, I appeal to your seiisc of honor. Husbands,
call to recollection the wakeful assiduities, and the
tender attentions, by which you won the aflection
and the confidence of the woman, who forsook her
father and her mother, and the home of her child-
hood, to find a resting place for her heart in your
attachment ; and will ye falsify the vows you plight-

ed, and disappoint the hopes yon raised 1 Is if ac-
counted a disgraceful stigma on a man's reputation,
to forfeit the pledges of a lorer? oh! how much
more dishonorable to forget those of a husband !

—

That man has disgraced himself v/ho furnishes just

occasion to the partner of his days, to draw with a
sigh, a contrast between the affectionate attention

she received as a lover and as a wife.

I urge affection to a wife, by the recollection of
that solemn moment, when, in the presence of heaven
and earth, before God's minister, and in God's
house, you bound yourself, by all the deeply awful
formalities of a kind of oath, to throw open and
keep open your heart, as the fountain of her earthly
happiness, and to ievole your whole life to the pro-
motion of her welfare.

I appeal to your regard to justice. You have

sworn away yourself to her, and are no longer your
own. You have no right lo that individual, and
separate, and independent kind of life, uhich woUld
lead you to seek your happiness, in opposition to,

or neglect of hers. " You twain are one flesh."

Hximanity puts in its claim on behalf of your wife.
It is in your power to do more for her happiness or
misery, than any other being in the universe, short

of God himself. An unkind husband is a lurnientor

of the first class. His victim can never elude his

grasp, nor go beyond the reach of his cruelty, till

she is kindly released by the king of terrors, who,
in this instance, becomes to her an angel of light,

and conducts her to the grave as to a shelter from
her oppressor. For such a woman there is no rest

on earth: the destroyer of her peace has her ever in

his power, for she is always in his presence, or in

the fear of it: the circumstances of every place, and
every day, furnish him with the occasions of cruel

neglect or unkindness, and it might be fairly ques-

tioned, whether there is to be found on earth, a case

of greater misery, except it be that of a wretch tor-

tured by remorse and despair, than a woman whose
heart daily withers under the cold looks, the chill-

ing words, and repulsive actions of a husband, who
loveth her not. Such a man is a murderer, though
he escapes in this world the murderer's doom ; and
by a refinement of cruelty, he employs years in con-

ducting his victim to her end, by the slow process

of a lingering death.

If nothing else can prevail, interest should, for no
man can hate his wife, without hating himself, for
" she is his own flesh." Love, like mere v, is a

double blessing ; and hatred, like cruelty, is a double

torment. We cannot love a vvorthy object without

rejoicing in the reflex beams of our own affection.

Next to the supreme regard we cherish towards
God, and which it is impossible to exercise and not

hold communion Vvith angels in the joys of heaven,

connubial love is the most beatifying passion; and
to transform this into unkindness, is to open at the

very centre of our soul, a source of poison, which,
before it exudes to torture others, torments our-

selves.

I cannot here avoid inserting the exquisite and
touching appeal, which Mr. Jay puts into the lips of

married women to their husbands. " Honor us
; deal

kindly with us. From many of the opportunities,

and means by which you procure favorable notice,

we are excluded. Doomed to the shades, few of

the high places of the earth are open to us. Alter-

nately we are adored and oppressed. From our
slaves you become our tyrants. You feel our
beauty, and avail yourselves of our weakness. You
complain of our inferiority, but none of your be-

havior bids us rise. Sensibility has given us a
thousand feelings, which nature has kindly denied

you. Always under restraints, we have little li-

berty of choice. Providence seems to have been

more attentive to enable us to confer happiness,

than to enjoy it. Every condition has for us lYesh

mortifications; every relation new sorrows. We
enter social bonds; it is a system of perpetual sacri-

fice. We cannot give lit'e to others without hazard-

ing our own. We have sufferings which you do not

share, cannot share. If spared, years and decays

invade our charms, and much of the ardor pro-

duced by attraction departs with it. We may die.

The grave covers us, and we are soon forgotten;

soon are the days of your mourning ended, soon is

our loss repaired : dismissed even Oom your speech,

our name is to be heard no more—a successor may
dislike it. Our children, aDer having a mother by-

nature, mav fall under the control of a mother by
afl^nit)', and be mortified by distinc'ions made be-

tween them, and her oion offspring. Though the du-
ties which we have discharged invariably, be the
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most important and necessary, they do not shine:
they are too common to strike : they procure no ce-

lebrity : the wife, ihe mother fills no historic page.

Our privations, our confinements, our wearisome
days, our interrupted, our sleeple.'^s nights, the hours
we have hung in anxious watchings over your sick

and dying oflspring." But we forbear.

I NOW COME TO THE DUTIES ENJOINED UPON THE
WIFE.

The first I mention is subjection.

"Wives submit yourselves unto your own hus-

bands as unto the Lord ; for the husband is the head
of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the

church; and he :s the Saviour of the body. There-
fore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the

wives be to their own husbands in every thing."

—

The same thing is enjoined also in the epistle to the

Colossians. Peier unites with Paul in the same
strain. " Ye wives be in subjection to your own
husbands." Before I state the kind of subjection

here commanded, it is necessary to state Ihe nature
of the authority to which it is to be yielded. Here
I would observe, that with whatsoever kind and de-
gree of authority the husband is invested over the

wife, it is such as is in no tray incmnpoAible with, or

trenches upon the siroiigcst and tcnderest affection.—
And it is worthy of remark, " that the apostle does
not enjoin husbands to rule, nor instruct him how,
but merely to love

; so that it seems to be with them,
as with bishops and priests, to whom much honor
is due, but yet so ihat if they stand upon it, and
challenge it, they become less honorable."

It is such an authority, as is compatible with re-

ligion or the claims of God
; for no man has a right

to enjoin, and no woman is bound to obey any com-
mands which is in opposition to the letter or spirit

of the Bible. It is such an authority, as is consonant
with somid reason, its injunctions must all be rea-
sonable, for surely it is too much to expect, that a
wife is to become a slave of folly, any more than of
cruelty. It is an authority, that accords with the

idea of companionship. It was very beautifully ob-
served by an ancient writer, that when Adam en-
deavored to shift the blame of his transgression
upon his wife, he did not say, the " woman thou
gavest to me," no such thing, she is none of his

goods, none of his possessions, not to be reckoned
amongst his servants

; but he said " the woman thou
gavest to be u-ith me," that is, to be my partner, the
companion of my joys and sorrows.

Let conjugal aufhoriiy be founded upon love, be
never exercised in opposition to revelation or rea-
son, and be regulatea by the idea of companionship,
and then there need no particular rules for its

guidance; for within such limits, it can never de-
generate into tyranny ; nor can it ever oppress its

subjects : to such a power any woman may bow,
without degradation, for its yoke is easy and its

burden light. In every society, from that which
finds its centre in the father's chair, to that which
in a wider circle rests upon the throne, there must
be precedence vested somewhere, and some ultimate
authority, some la.st and highest tribunal establish-
ed, for the decision of which, there lies no appeal.
In the domestic constitution this superiority vests in
the husband : he is the head, the lawgiver, the ruler.
In all matters touching the little world in the house,
he is to direct, not indeed without taking counsel
with his wife, but in all discordancy of view, he, un-
less he choose to waive his right, is to decide; and
to his decision the wife should yield, and yield with
grace and cheerfulness. No man ought to resis^n

his authority, as the head of the family, no woman
ought to wish him to do it : he may give up his pre-
dilections and yield to her wishes, but he must not
abdicate the thrtme, nor resign his sceptre. Usurpa-
tion is always hateful, and it is one of the most of-

fensive exhibitions of it, where the husband is de-
graded into a slave of the queen mother. Such a
woman looks contemptible even upon the throne. I

admit it is difficult for a sensible woman to submit to

imbecility, but she should have considered this be-
fore she united herself to it; having committed one
error, let her not fall into a second, but give the

strongest proof of her good sense which circumstan-
ces will allow her to offer, by making that conces-
sion to superiority of station, which there is no op-
portunity in her case for her to do to superiority of
mind. She may reason, she may persuade, she may
solicit, but if ignorance cannot be convinced, nor
obstinacy turned, nor kindness conciliated, she has
no resource left but to

—

snltmit : and one of the finest

scenes ever to be presented by the domestic econo-
my, is that of a sensible woman employing her ta-

lents and address, not to subvert, but to support the

authority of a weak husband ; a woman who
prompts but does not command, who persuades, but

does not dictate, who influences, but does not com-
pel, and who, after taking pains lo conceal her be-

neficent interference, submits to the authority which
she has both supported and guided. An opposite

line of conduct is most mischievous ; for weakness,
when placed in perpetual contrast wiih superior
judgment, is rarely blind to its own defects; and as

this conciousness of inferiority, when united with
office is always jealous, it is both watchful and re-

sentful of any interference with its prerogative.

—

There must be subjection then, which, where it can-
not be yielded to superior talents, because there are
none, must be conceded to superiority of station.

—

But let husbands be cautious not to put the submis-
sion of their wives to too severe a test. It is hard,

very hard, to obey a rash, indiscreet and silly ruler.

"If you will be the head, remember the head is not

only the seat of government, but of knowledge. If

you will have the management of the ship, see that

a fool is not placed at the helm. Shall the blind

offer themselves as guides T'

The grounds of submission are many and strong.

Waiving all motives founded upon the comparative
strength of mind with which the two sexes may be

gifted, I refer my female friends, to less questiona-

ble matters. Look at the creation ; woman was
made after the man " for Adam was first formed,
then Eve." She was made out of man, " for the man
is not of the woman, but the woman of the man."
She was made for man, " neither was the man cre-

ated for the woman, but the woman for the man."
Look at the fall. Woman occasioned it. " Adam
was not deceived, but the woman being deceived,
was in the transgression." She was thus punished
for it, " Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he
.shall rule over thee." Look at her history. Have
not the customs of all nations, ancient and modern,
savage and civilized, acknowledged her subordina-
tion'? Look at the light in ichich this subject is

placed in the Neio Testament. How strong is the

language of the text, " the husband is the head of
the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church.
Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so
let the wives be to their own husbands in every
thing."

Let me then, my respected female friends, as you
would submit to the authority of Christ, as you
would adorn the station that providence has called

you to occupy, as you would promote your own
peace, the comfort of your husband, and the welfare
of j'our family, admonish you, meekly and grace-

fully to be subject in all things, not only to the wise
and good, but to the foolish and ill-deserving. You
may reason, as I have said before, you may expos-

tulate, but you must not rebel or refuse. Let it be
your glory to feel how much you can endure, rather

than despise the institutions of heaven, or violate
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thocG engagements into which you voluntarily, and
so solemnly entered. Let your submission be cha-
raclerized by cheerfulness, and not by reluctant sul-

lenness : let it not be preceded by a struggle, but

yielded at once and for ever; let there be no hold-

ing out to the last extremity, and then a mere com-
pulsory capitulation ; but a voluntary, cheerful,

undisputed, and unrevoked concession.

2. The next duty enjoined upon a wife is reve-
rence.

" Let the wife see that she reverence her hus-

band." This duty is nearly allied to the last, but is

still somewhat different. By reverence, the apostle

means nothing of slavish, or obsequious homage,
but that respect and deference which are due to one
whom we are commanded to obey. Your reve-

rence will be manifest in your vords ; for instance,

in your manner of speaking of him, you will avoid
all that would tend to lessen him in the esteem of

others; all exposure of his faults or minor weak-
nesses ; all depreciation of his understanding or

domestic rule. Such gossip is detestable and mis-
chievous; for can anything tend more to irritate

him, than to find that you have been sinking him
in the esteem of the public 1 Reverence will be

displayed in your manner of speaking to him.

—

"Even as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him
Lord :" all flippant pertness, every thing of con-
temptuous consciousness of superiority, of dictation

and command, of unnecessary contradiction, of per-

tinacious and obtrusive disputation, of scolding ac-

cusation, of angry, reproachful complaint, of noisy
and obstreporous expostulation, should be avoided.
Almost all domestic quarrels begin in words ; and
it is usually in a woman's power to prevent them
by causing the law of kindness to dwell upon her
lips, and calming the gusts of her husband's passion,
by those soft answers which turn away wrath. Es-
pecially should she be careful how she speaks to

him or even before him, in the company of her
family or of strangers; she must not talk him into

silence
; nor talk at him ; nor say any thing that is

calculated to wound or degrade him, for a sting in-

flicted in public is doubly charged with venom; she
must not endeavor to eclipse him, to engross the at-

tention of the company to herself, to reduce him to

a cypher which is valueless till she stands before
him. TAis is not reverence ; on the contrary, she
should do all in her power to sustain his respecta-
bility and dignity in public esteem ; and her very
mode of addressing him, partaking at once of the
kindness of affection, and the deference of respect,
is eminently calculated to do this. And should he
at any time express himself in the language of re-

proof, even though that reproof be causeless, or un-
justly severe, let her be cautious not to forget her
station, so as to be betrayed into a railing recrimi-
nation, a contemptuous silence, or a moody sullen-
ness. Difficult, I am aware it is, to show reverence
and respect, where there are no other grounds for
it to rest upon than mere station; and as easy to

pay it where wisdom, dignity and pietv support the
claims of relationship ; but in proportion to the dif-

ficulty of a virtuous action, is its excellence; and
hers is indeed superior virtue, who yields to the re-

lationship of her husband that reverence which he
forbids her to pay to him on account of his conduct.
Her reverence will extend itself to her conduct,

and lead her to an incessant desire to please him in

all things. It is assumed by the apostle as an indis-
putable and general fact, that "the married woman
careth how she may please her husband." All her
conduct should be framed upon this principle, to
give him contentment, and to increase his delieht
in her. Let her appear contented with her lot, and
that will do much to render him content with his:
while, on the other hand, nothing is more likely to

i

generate discontent in his heart, than the appear-
ance of it in her. Let her, by cheerful good humor,
diffuse an air of pleasantness over his dwelling.
Let her guard as much as possible against a gloomy
and moody disposition, which causes her to move
about with the silence and cloudiness of a spectre

;

for who likes to dwell in a haunted house 1 She
should always welcome him across his threshold
with a smile, and ever put forth all her ingenuity
in studying to please him, by consulting his wishes,
by surprising him occasionally by those unlooked
for and ingenious devices of affection, which, though
small in themselves, are the proofs of a mind intent

upon the business of giving pleasure. The greater

acts of reverent and respectful love, are often re-

garded as matters of course, and as such produce
little impression; but the Jesser acts of attention,

which come not into the usual routine of conjugal
duties, and into the every day offices, which may
be calculated upon with almost as much certainty

as the coming of the hour which they are to occupy,

these free-will offerings of an inventive and active

regard, these extra tokens of respect, and expres-

sions of regard, have a mighty power to attach a
husband to his wife; they ire the cords of love, the

bands of a man. In all her personal and domestic
habits, her first care then, next to that of pleasing

God, must be to please him, and thus hold to herself

that heart, which cannot \Aander from her without
carrying her happiness with it, and which, when
once departed, cannot be restored by any power
short of omnipotence itself.

3. Meekness is especially mentioned by the apos-

tle Peter, as a disposition which it is the duty of

every wife to cultivate.

He has distinguished and honored this temper
by calling it the ornament of a meek and quiet

spirit. If there be some virtues, which seem pre-

eminently to suit the female character, meekness
bears a high place amongst such. No one stands

in greater need of this disposition, than the female
head of a family : either the petulance and way-
wardness of children, or the neglects and miscon-
duct of servants, or the sharp words of a husband,
are almost sure, if she be easily provoked, to keep
her in a state of irritation all the day long. How
trying is a peevish woman, how odious a brawling
one.

" " It is better to dwell in the wilderness than
with a contentious and angry woman." The graces

were females, says Mr. Jay, so were the furies too.

The influence which meekness has sometimes had
in a family is astonishing : it has quenched sparks,

and even coals of anger and strife, which, but for

this, would have set the house on fire : it has mas-
tered the tiger and the lion, and led them captive

with the silken thread cf love. The strength of

woman lies not in resisting, but yielding; her power
is in her gentleness ; there is more of real defence,

aye, and more of that aggressive operation too,

which disarms a foe, in one mild look, or one soft

accent, than in hours of flashing glances, and of

angry tones. When, amidst domestic strife, she

has been enabled to keep her temper, the storm has

been often scattered as it rose ; or her meekness
has served as a conductor to carry off its dreadful

flashes, which otherwise would have destroyed the

dwelling.

Put on, then, the ornament of a meek and quiet

spirit. Pay less attention to the decoration of the

person, more to that of the mind. " Your adorning

is not to be that outward adorning, of plaiting the

hair and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of

apparel, but the hidden man of the heart which is

not corruptible." The language of another apostle

on this subject is no less striking. " In like manner
also, I will that women adorn themselves in modest

apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not
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with bruiaertu L^-iir, or gnd, or pearls, or costly

array ; bui, wtucn ttecouifih won^.en professing god-
lines?, wnh goo-J worKv'' 1 T:ni. n. 9; lU. Two
apusties, who both wrote as they were moved by

the Hcily Ghost, in such language as ihLs, have de-

nounced as improper, and as unbecoming a pro-

fession of godliness, a taste for immodest, expensive,

or decorative dress. Surely then, this subject is

worthy the most serious attention of all Christian

females. By what sophistry can the letter, much
more the spirit, of two passages of holy writ, so

very plain and express in their terms as these, be

set aside"? That they are set aside, is evident by
the appearance of almost every congregation into

which we could enter en the Sabbath day, whether
within or without the et.tablishment. The race of
folly, one should really suppose, is at length almost
run, for it does seem well nigh impossible, even by
the aid of our neighbors, the French, for the women
of our age to render tiiemselves more supremely
ridiculous than many of them have lately appeared.
What with the gaudmess of coloring and extrava-
gance of form, our religious assemblies present
every thing at once to disgust our taste, and to dis-

tress our piety. It is high time for the Christian
teacher to call back the women "professing godli-

ness," from their wanderings in the regions of
fashionable folly, to the holy Scriptures; for the

holy Scriptures, it should be remembered, have laid

down a law for regulating the dress of the body, as
well as that of the mind. I do hold then, that

these passages of Scripture are still parts of reve-
lation, and as such still binding upon the con-
science: if not, show me when they were cancelled.
I contend, that Christian females ought to abstain
from expensive, showy, and extravagant fashions
in dress, jewelry, and all kinds of personal decora-
tion. I am not arguing for a sectarian costume, for

a religious uniform, for canonical shapes and co-
lors; nothing of the sort, but for simplicity, neat-

ness, economy ; for, what the apostle calls modest
apparel, shamefacedncss, and sobriety; for ihe spirit

of the passages, if not the very letter ; for a distinc-

liun between those who profess godliness, in their

comparative inattention to such things, and those
who make no such profession : for a proof that

their minds are not so much engaged on these mat-
ters, as the minds of the people of the world are.

I am not for extinguishing taste ; alas, in matters
of dress, this is already done, but for resisting the

lawlc-isdominionof folly, under ihe name of fashion.

I am not for calling back the age of Gothic barbar-
ism, or vulgarity: no; I will leave ample room for

the cultivation of both taste and genius, in every
lawful department, but I am protesting against the
desolating reign of vanity; I am resisting the en-
trance of frivolity into the church of God; I am
contending against the glaring inconsistency of ren-

dering our religious assemblies, like (he audience
convened in a theatre. The evils of an improper
attention to dre.ss are ?reat and numerous. 1. Much
precious lime is wasted in the study, and arrange-
ments, and decisions of this matter. 2. The atten-

tion is taken off from the improvement of the mind
and the heart, to the decoration of the person.
3. The mind is filled with pride and vanity, and a
deteriorating inlluence is carried on upon what
constitutes the true dignity of the soul. 4. The
love of display infects the cliararier. 5. Money is

wasted which is wanted for relieving the misery,
and improving the condition of mankind, fi. Ex-
amples are set to the lower classes, in whom the

propensity is often mischievous in many ways.

We have run
Through ev'ry change that faiiry at the loom,

Exhausted, has had gonius to supply;

I And, studious of mutation still, discard

1 A real elegance, a little us'd,

For monstrous novelty and strange disguise.

We sacrifice to dres^, till household joys
And comforts cease. Dress drains our cellar dry,

And keeps our larder lean
;
puts out our fires;

And Introduces hunger, frost and woe,
Where peace and hospitality might reign.

I am aware it might be, and is said, that there may
be the pride of singularity, as well as of fashion

;

the pride of being covered with sober autumnal
tints, as well as of exhibiting the brilliant hues of
the rainbow ; the pride of quality and of texture,

as well as of color and of Ibrm. I know it, and I

do not justify the one more than 1 do the other; I

condemn all kinds ; but at any rate there is a little

more dignity in one kind, than in another. I will

leave opportunity for the distinctions of rank, for

the inventions of true taste, and for the modest and
unobtrusive displays of natural elegance and simple
beauty; but 1 cannot allow the propriety of Chris-
tian females yielding themselves to the guidance of
fashion, however expensive, extravagant, or gaudy.
As to the employment of our artisans by the vari-

ous changes of fashion ; I have nothing to do with
this, in face of an apostolic injunction. The silver-

smiths who made shrines for the worshippers of
Diana, might have pleaded the same objection

against the preachers of the gospel, who certainly

did, so far as they were successful, ruin this trade.

I am only speaking to professors of religion, who
form so small a portion of society, that their absti-

nence from folly would vlo but little in diminishing
the employment of the work-people; and if it did,

let them make it up in some other way. What I

contend for, then, is not meanness, not ugliness, not

unvarying sameness; no; but neatness opposed to

gaudiness ; simplicity and becomingness opposed to

extravagance; modesty opposed to indelicacy ; eco-

nomy opposed to expensiveness. Whether what I

contend for is characteristic of the age in which we
live, let any spectator determine. 1 am anxious to

see professors of religion displaying a seriousness

and spirituality, a dignity and sobriety of mind, a
simplicity of habits, and a sedateness of manners,
becoming their high and holy profession ; and ail

this, united with an economy in their personal ex-
penses, which will leave them a greater fund at their

disposal, for relieving the miseries, and promoting
the happiness of their fellow-creatures.

But, perhaps after all, many w-omen may plead
that the gaiety and cxpensivene.ss of their dress, is

more to please their husbands than themselves : but

even this must have its limits. And I really pity

the folly of that man, who concerns himself in the

arrangement of his wife's wardrobe and toilette
;

and who would rather see her go forth in all the

gorgeousness of splendid apparel, to display herself

in the drawing rooms of her friends, than in digni-

fied meekness, to visit the cottages ()f the poor, as
the messenger of mercy : and who rejoices more to

contemplate her moving through the circles of fa-

shion, the admiration of one sex, and the envy of
the other, than to see her holding on her radiant

couise in the orbit of benevolence, clad in unex-
pensive simplicity, and, with the savings of her per-

sonal expenditure, clothing the naked, feeding the

hungry, healing the sick
; and thus bringing upon

herself the blessings of him that was ready to perish,

and causing the widow's heart to sing for joy.

Not only the ornament, but the person which it

adorns, is corruptible. Accidents may distort the

finest form, diseases fade the loveliest coloring, lime

disfigure the smoothest surface, and death, the spoil-

er of beauty, work a change so awful and appalling,

as to turn away the most impassioned admirers in
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disgust. How soon will every other dress be dis-

placed by the shroud, and every other decoration

De stripped off to make way for the dowers that are

strewed in the coffin upon the corpse, as if to hide

the deformity of death. But the graces of the heart,

and the beauties of the character, are imperishable
;

such let a wife be continually seeliing to put on
;

" for she that has a wise husband, must entice him
to an eternal dearness, by the veil of modesty, and
the robes of chastiiy, the ornaments of meekness,

and the jewels of faith and charity ; she must have
no paint but blushings ; her brightnes^s must be her

purity, and she must shine round about with sweet-

nesses and friendship, and then she shall be plea-

sant while she lives, and desired when she dies."

5. Er.onomij a.nd Order in the management of her

personal and domestic expenditure, is the obvious

duty of a wife.

You are to preside in the direction of household
affairs; and much of the prosperity and comfort of

the little community, will depend upon your skilful

and prudent arrangements. There is a manifest

disposition in this age, in all classes of society, to

come as close as possible to the habits of those above
them. The poor are imitating the middling classes,

and they are copying the upper ranks. A showy,
luxurious, and expensive taste is almost universally

cherished, and is displayed, in innumerable instan-

ces, where there are no means to support it. A
large house, a country residence, splendid furniture,

a carriage, a retinue of servants, and large parties,

are the aim of many, whose creditors pay for all.

—

Christian families are in most imminent peril of
worldly conformity in the present day; and the line

of demarcation between the church and the world
is fast wearing out. It is true they have no cards,

they do not frequent the theatre, or the ball room,
and perhaps they have no midnight routs;—but this

is all : for many are as anxious about the splendor
of their furniture, the fashion of their habits, the

expensiveness of their entertainments, as the veriest

worldling can be. Now a wife has great influence

in checking or promoting all this. It has been
thought that this increasing disposition for domestic
show and gaiety, is to be attributed chiefly to female
vanity. It is woman that is generally regarded as

the presiding genius of such a scene : she receives

the praise and the compliment of the whole, and she

therefore is under the strongest temptation to pro-

mote it. But let her consider, how little all this has
to do with the happiness of the family, even in its

most prosperous state ; and how a recollection of it

aggravates the misery of adversity when a reverse
takes place. Then to be found in debt for finery of
dress, or furniture ; then to have it said that her ex-
travagance helped to ruin her husband ; then, to

want that, for bread, which was formerly wasted on
luxury ; then to hear the whispered reproach of
having injured others by her own thoughtless ex-
penditure !—Avoid, my female friends, these mise-
ries : do not go on to prepare wormwood and gall to

embitter still more the already bitter cup of adver-
city. Endeavor to acquire a skilfulness in domestic
management, a frugality, a prudence, a love of or-

der and neatness, a mid-way course between mean-
ness and luxury, a suitableness to your .station in

life, to your Christian profession ; an economy which
shall leave you more to spare for the cause of God,
and the miseries of man. Rather check than stimu-

late the taste of vour husband for expense ; tell him
that it is not necessary for your happiness, nor for

the comfort of the family; draw him away from
these adventitious circumstances, to the mental im-
provement, the moral culture, the religious instruc-

tion of your children. Let knowledge, piety, good
sense, well-formed habits, harmony, mutual love,

be the sources of your domestic pleasures : what is

splendor of furniture, or dress, or entertainments, to

these 1

G. A wife SHOt'LI) EE MOST ATTENTIVE TO ALI.. THAT
CONCERNS THE WELFARE AND COMFORT OP THE CHILD-
REN, if there be any.

For this purpose, she must be a keeper at home. -•

" That they may teach the young wives to be sober,
to love their husbands, to love their chiklren, to be
discreet, chaste, keepers at home.'" And how can the

duties that devolve upon the female head of a fami-

ly, be well discharged if she be not a keeperal home]
On this I have dwell already in a former chapter,

but its importance will justify my returning to the

subject again. How much has she to attend to, how
many cares to sustain, how many activities to sup-

port, where there is a young family 1 Whoever has
leisure for gossipping, she has none : whoever may
be found wandering from house to house, " hearing
or telling some new thing," she must not. A mo-
ther's place is in the midst of her family ; a mother's
duties are to take care of them. Nothing can ex-

cuse a neglect of these : and yet we often see such
neglect. Some are literary characters, and the wel-

fare of the household is neglected for books. Not
that I would debar a female from the luxury of

reading, nor sink her to a mere domestic drudge,
whose ceaseless toils must have no intermission, or

solace from literature; far from it: but her taste

for literature must be kept within due hounds, and
not be allowed to interfere with her household du-

ties. No husband can be pleased to see a book in

the hands of a wife, while the house is in confusion,

and the children's comfort unprovided for. Much
less should a taste for company be allowed to draw a

wife too much out of the circle of her cares and du-

ties. To be wandering from house to house in the

morning, or to be engaged till a late hour, evening
after evening, at a party, while the family at home
are left to themselves, or to the care of servants, is

certainly disgraceful. Even attention to the public

duties oi rcligioyi must be regulated by a due regard
to domestic claims. I am aware that many are apt

to make these claims an excuse for neglecting the

public means of grace almost entirely : the house of

God is unfrequented ; sermons, sacramental seasons,

and all other religious meetings, are given up, for

an absorbing attention to household affairs. This
is one extreme; and the other is, such a devoted-

ness to religious meetings, that the wants of a sick

family, the cries of a hungry infant, or the circum-
stances of some extraordinary case of family care,

are not allowed to have any force in detaining a
mother from a week-day sermon, a prayer meeting,

or the anniversary of some public institution. It is

no honor to religion, for a wife, under such circum-
stances, to be seen in the house of God : duties can-
not be in opposition to each other ; and at such a

time, her's lie at home. It must be always distress-

ing, and in some cases disgusting, for a husband on
his returning to a scene of domestic confusion, and
seeing a neglected child in the cot, to be told upon
inquiring after the mother, that she is attending a
sermon, or a public meeting. There is great need
for watchfulness in the present age, when female
agency is in such requisition, lest attention to pub-

lic institutions should most injuriously interfere

with the duties of a wife and a mother. I know
verv well, that an active woman may, by habits of

order, punctuality, and despatch, so arrange her

more direct and immediate duties at home, as to al-

low of sufficient leisure to assist the noble societies

which solicit her patronage, without neglecting her

husband and children : but where this cannot be

done, no society whether humane or religious, should

be allowed to take her away from what is, after all,

her first and more appropriate sphere. She must be
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a keeper at home, if any thing there demands her

presence.

Such appear to me to be the leading duties of a

•wife. Motives of a very high and sacred character

may be offered for a diligent performance of them.

Her own comfort, and that of her husband, is, of

course, most vitally connected with a fulfilment of

her obligations: and the welfare of her children is

also deeply involved. And then, her character

shines forth with peculiar lustre. A good wife is

a high attainment in female excellence: it is wo-

man in her brightest glory since the fall. But there

is one consideration of supreme importance men-
tioned by the apostle, to which I shall direct your

attention. "Likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to

your own husbands, that if any obey not the word,

they also may without the word be won by the con-

versation of the wives, while they behold your

chaste conversation, coupled with fear." Powerful

and yet tender consideration ! Mark, my female

friends, the implied eulog>' passed by the apostle on

your sex, where he seems to lake it for granted, that

if one party be destitute of religion, it is the hus-

band. And facts prove that this assumption was
correct. Religion flourishes most amongst the fe-

male part of our species: in our congregations, and
in our churches, the greater number is of them.—
Can we account for this by natural causes'? Partly.

They are more at home, and therefore more within

reach of the means of grace; they are more sus-

ceptible : they are less exposed to those tempta-

tions that harden the heart through the deceitful-

ness of sin ; they are subject to more affliction, which
softens the heart, and prepares it for the seed of the

kingdom: but all this is not enough, for without

grace, all these advantages are unavailing; we must
resolve it therefore into divine purpose, divine in-

terposition, and the arrangements of divine wisdom.
Female influence in all civilized states is great

:

and God has generally made much use of this

wherever the gospel has come, as one of the means
for spreading religion. He pours his grace on them,

that their influence may be employed with others,

especially their husbands and their children. If

then, in any case, a Christian woman be united to

an unconverted man, she must cherish and display

a deep, and tender, and judicious solicitude for his

salvation; and "what knowesf thou, O wife, whe-
ther thou shalt save thy husband." I would not en-

courage unequal marriajres ; I would not have the

single try the doubtful and dangerous experiment,

of marrying an irreligious man, in the hope of con-

verting him ; in such cases, the conversion is often

the other way; but where the union ii formed, there

I say, nourish the anxiety, and employ every dis-

creet exertion for his eternal welfare. Many in-

stances have occurred, in which the unbelieving

husband, has been sanctified by the wife. She has
drawn him with the cords of a tender and judi-

cious love, to a consideration of the subject of per-

sonal religion. Think of the value of a soul, and
of the ineffal)le glory of being the instrument of its

salvation. But O ! to be the means of saving the

.soul of a husband! Think how it will strengthen

the bond, and sanctify and sweeten it, which unites

you on earth and in time; and at ihe .same time add
to it a tie, by whioh you sliall " not lose one another
in the valley of the shallow of death," but be re-

united as kindred .'-nirits, though not as man and
witb, in heaven, and through eternity. Think, O
wife, of the happiness—the honor that awaits you.

What is the triumph you have acquired over him
by your charms, compared wi'.h the victory you will

obtain over him by your religion "? What pleasure

will attend you the remainder of your days—now
you are of "one heart and one mind:" now you
"take sweet counsel together." The privileged

language of prayer now is

—

"Our Father:"—of
every motion made to go and seek the Lord of hosts
there is a ready acceptance—" I will go also." And
what will be your joy and crown of rejoicing in that

day, when, before assembled men and angels, he
will say, O blessed be the Providence which attach-

ed us in yonder world, and has still more perfectly
united us in this. The woman thou gavest to be
with me, led me not to the tree of knowledge of
good and evil, but to the tree of life which is in the

midst of the paradise of God.*
But how is this solicitude to be employed 1 The

apostle tells us: " that they may be won by the con-
versation of their wives, while they behold your
chaste conversation, coupled with fear." Your re-

ligion must be seen embodied in your whole cha-

racter and conduct. It must commend itself to their

judgment, by what they perceive, as sincere. It

must be consistent; for a want of uniformity, how-
ever earnest it may in many respects and at many
times appear, will produce disgust. You must "let

your light shine before them, that they seeing your
good works, may glorify God." You must ever ap-

pear invested with all the beauty of a lovely exam-
ple, which, silent though you be as it respects your
tongue, is living eloquence. Your religion must
difluse its lustre over your whole character, and im-
press itself most deeply on your relation jus a wife,

and a mother : it must be a new motive to all that

respect, and reverence, and devotedness, and meek-
ness, which have been laid before you, and it must
lead you to carry e\'ery conjugal and maternal vir-

tue to the highest degree of perfection. It must be
attended with the most profound humility, for if

there be any spiritual pride, any conscious and ma-
nifest sense of superiority, any thing approaching
to the Pharisaic temper, which says, " Stand by, I

am holier than thou," any thing like contempt of

your husband, as an unconverted sinner, you will

excite an inveterate prejudice, not only against re-

ligion, but against yourself; religion will be haled

by him for your sake, and you for religion's sake.

When you venture to speak to him on the subject

of piety. It should be as remotely as possible from
all lecturing, all dictation, all reproach, all con-

scious superiority; and with all possible tenderness,

meekness, humility, and persuasi\-e affection. Ne-
ver talk to him of his state before others, and never
talk at him. Nor is it likely to accomplish the ob-

ject you have in view, to weary him by continual

importunit)-. Many defeat their own end, by an in-

cessant introduction of the subject, and sometimes
with an asperity which increases the revulsion,

which its own nature is calculated, in such a mind,
to produce. An occasional hint, and that of the

most tender, respectful, and delicate kind, is all

that you should attempt, and then leave your exam-
ple to speak. Occasionally, you may put an in-

structive volume in his way. and solicit his perusal

of it. Do not bring your religious friends too much
about you, so as to annoy him; especially, keep
away as much as possible, any that may have a

le.'^s portion of discretion than the rest; and confine

yourself to the more judicious and best informed.

—

Never rudely interfere with his pursuits, his read-

ing, or his c(impany, although they may not be what
you can cordially approve. Till he is enlightened

from above, he will not see the evil of these things,

and to attempt to interrupt him, in any other way,

than by the milde.'^t and most respectful expostula-

tion, will only do harm. Should he wish to draw
you from the high ]iursuit of eternal life, you are

not, of course, in this case, to yield to his persua-

sion, nor in any thing to concede, where your con-

science is decidedlv concerned in the matter. You

* Mr. Jav.
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must be firm, but mild. One concession granted Dy
you, would only lead to another. But still, even in

this extremity, your resistance of his attempts to in-

terfere with your religion, must be maintained in

all the meekness of wisdom, and must be attended
with fresh efforts to please, in all things which are
lawful. If such a line of conduct should subject

you to reproach, anger, and persecution, a most
painful and by no means an uncommon case, vou
must possess your soul in patience, and commit
your way to Him that judgeih righteously. Many
a persecuting husband, has been subdued, if not to

religion, yet to kinder conduct, by the meek and
uncomplaining temper of his wife.

To conclude. Let us all .seek after more of the

spirit of true religion— the spirit of faith, of hope,
of prayer : a faith, that really believes the word of
God, and looketh habitually to the cross of Christ
by which we obtain salvation, and to the eternal
world where we shall fully and for ever enjoy it : a
hope that lives in the expectation and desire of
glory, honor, immortality, and eternal life : and a
spirit of prayer which leads us daily and hourly to

the throne of divine grace, for all that aid of the

Holy Ghost, which we need, not only for the duties

that refer to our relations to another world, but for

those which devolve upon us, in consequence of our
relation in this. " Godliness is profitable for all

things, having the promise of the life that nov/ is,

as well as of that which is to come.'" The same
principle of divine grace which unites us to God,
will bind us closer to each other. Religion con-
tains in it, not only the seeds of immortal virtues,

but of such as are mortal: not only the germs of
excellences which are to flourish in the temple of
heaven, but which grow up in the house of our pil-

grimage upon earth, to enliven with their beauty,

and to refresh with their fragrance, the domestic
circle. A good Christian cannot be a bad husband,
or father : and, other things being equal, he who
has most piety, will shine most in all the relations

of life. A Bible placed between man and wife as

the basis of their union, the rule of iheir conduct,

and the model of their spirit, will make up many a

difference, comfort them under many a cross, guide
them in many a strait, wherein flesh and blood will

be confounded and at a loss, support them in their

last sad parting from each other, and re-unite them
in the world where they shall go no more out.

" Those married pairs that live, as remembering
that they must part again, and give an account how
they treat themselves and each other, shall at the

day of their death, be admitted to glorious es-

pousals; and when they shall live again, be mar-
ried to their Lord, and partake of his glories. All
those things that now please us, shall pass from us,

or we from them; but those things that concern the

other life, are permanent as the numbers of eter-

nity: and although at the resurrection, there shall

be no relation of husband and wife, and no mar-
riage shall be celebrated but the marriage of the

Lamb, yet then shall be remembered how men and
women passed through this state, which is a type of

that ; and from this sacramental union, all holy

pairs shall pass to the spiritual and eternal, where
love shall be their portion, and joys shall crown
their heads, and they shall lie in the bosom of Jesus,

and in the heart of i3od to eternal ages." Amen.

CHAPTER III.

SOME REMARKS ON THE FORMATION OF THE MARRIAGE
UNION.

" Methinks it is a misfortune that the marriage state,

which, in its own nature, is adapted to give us the
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compietest hnppinps.^^ this life is capable of, should
be so uncomfortable u one to so many as it daily
proves. But the mischief generally proceeds irom
the unwise choice people make for themselves, and
an expectation of happiness from things incapable
of giving it. Nothing but the good qualities of the
person beloved, can be a foundation for a love of
judgment and discretion ; and whoever expect hap-
piness from any thing but virtue, wisdom, good
humor, and a similitude of manners, will find ihem-
selves widely mistaken."

—

Spectator.

The preceding chapters make it evident, that mar-
riage is a step of incalculable importance, and
ought never to be taken without the greatest consi-

deration and the utmost caution. If the duties of
this state are so numerous and so weighty, and if

the right discharge of these obligations, as well as
tiie happiness of our whole life, and even our safety
for eternity, depend, as they necessarily must do, ia

no small measure, upon the choice we make of a
husband or wife, then let reason determine, with
what deliberation we should advance to such a con-
nection. It is obvious, that no decision of our
whole earthly existence requires more of the exer-
cise of a calm judgment ihan this; and yet ob-
servation proves how rarely the judgment is al-

lowed to give counsel, and how generally the ima-
gination and the passions settle the business. A
very great portion of the misery and of the crime
with which society is depraved and afflicted, is the
result of ill-formed marriages. If mere passion
without prudence, or covelousness without love, be
allowed to guide the choice, no wonder that it is

improperly done, or that it is highly disastrous in

its consequences ; and how often are passion and
covetousness alone consulted. To use the beautiful

language quoted by me in another work, where I

have treated briefly the subject of this chapter, I

would remark, "that they who enter the marriage
state, cast a die of the greatest contingency, and yet

of the greatest interest in the world, next to the last

throw for eternity. Life or dealli, felicity or a last-

ing sorrow, are in the power of marriage. A wo-
man indeed ventures most, for she hath no sanc-
tuary to retire to, from an evil husband ; she must
dwell upon her sorrow, which her own folly hath
produced ; and she is more under it, because her
tormentor hath warrant of prerogative, and the
woman may complain to God, as subjects do of
tyrant princes, but otherwise she hath no appeal in

the causes of unkindness. And though the man
can run from many hours of sadness, yet he must
return to it again; and when he sits among his

neighbors, he remembers the objection that lies in

his bosom, and he sighs deeply." If, however, it

were merely the comf'ort of the married pair them-
selves that was concerned, it would be a matter of
less consequence, a stake of less value; but the
well being of a family, not only for this world, but
for the next; and equally so the well being of their

descendants, even to a remote period, depends upon
this union. In the ardor of passion, few are dis-

posed to listen to the counsels of prudence ; and
perhaps there is no advice, generally speaking
more thrown away, than that which is offered on
the subject of marriage. Most persons, especially

if they are already attached to a selected obj-^ct,

even though they have not committed themselves
by a promise or even a declaration, will go on in

the pursjiit, blinded by love lo the indiscretion of
their choice; or desperately determined, with the

knowledge of that indiscretion, to accomplish, if

possible, their purpose. Upon such individuals,

reasoning is wasted, and they must be left to gain
wisdom in the only way bv whiv.h some will a ^^uire

it, painful experience. To others who may be yet
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disengaged, and disposed to hearken to the hm-
guage ol advice, the lullowiug remarks are offeied.

In the aflair ot marriage, be guided by the advice

OF PARENi's, OR GUAUDiANs. Parenis liave no light

to select Jor yuu, nor uuglit you to ^elecl lor your^cll,

without consulting with ihem. Huw lar they aie

vested wiih authority to prohibit you from niarry-

ing a person whom they disapprove, is a point of

casuisiiy, very dithcult to deteimine. If you are

of age, and able lo provide for yourselves, or are

likely to be well provided lor by those to wiiom you
are about to be united, it is a question whether tbey

can do any thing more than advise and persuade;

but till yuu are of age, they have positive authoruy

to Joibid ; and u is an undutilul act in you to form

connections without their knowledge, and to carry

Iheni on against their pioliibiiioiis. Their ob-

jections ougtit always I admit, to be founded on

reason, and not on caprice, pride, or cupidity : ior

V heie tlii> is the case, and children are of full age,

and are guided in their choice by prudence, by

piety, and by affection, they certainly may and must
De lelt to decide for themselves. Where, however,
parents rest their objections on sufficient grounds,

and show plain and palpable reasons for prohibiting

a connection, there it is the manifest duty of sons,

and especially of daughters, to give it up. A union
formed in opposition to the reasonable objection of

a discreet father or mother, is very rarely a happy
one ;

and the bitter cup is rendered additionally bit-

ter in such a case, by the wormwood and gall of

self-reproach. What miseries of this kind have
we all seen ! How many beacons are set up, if

young peojile would but look at them, lo warn them
against the folly of giving themselves to the im-

pulse of an imprudent attachment, and following it

lo a close, against the advice, remonstrances, and
prohibi.ions of their parents. Very seldom does

that connection prove otherwise than a source of

wretchedness, on which the frown of an afi'eciion-

ate and wise father and mother fell from the begin-

ning; for God seems to rise up in judgment, and to

sjpport the parent's authority, by confirming their

displeasure with his own.
Marriage should in every case be formed upon

THE BASIS OK MUTUAL ATTACHMENT. If there be no
love bffore mariiage, it cannot be expected there

should be any after it. Lovers, as all are supposed

to be who are looking forward to this union, with-

out love, have no right to expect happiness; the

coldness of indifference is soon likely, in their case,

to be changed into aversion. There ought to I'e

personal attachment. If there be any thing, even

in the exterior, that excites disgust, the banns are

forbidden by the voice of nature. I do not sny, that

beauty of countenance, or elegance of form, is ne-

cessary; by no means; a pure and strong attach-

ment has often existed in the absence of these; and
I will not lake upon me lo determine, that it is ab-

solutely impossible to love defo7viity ; but we cer-

taitily ought not to unite ourselves with it, unless

we Crt7i I've it; or, at least, are so enamored with
the fascination of mental qualities that may be

united with it, as to lose sight of the body in the

charms of the mind, the heart, and the manners.
All I contend for is, that to proceed to marriage
atrainst absolute dislike and revulsion, is irrational,

base, nnd sinful.

But love should respect ihe mind, as well as the

body : for to be attached to an individual simply on
the ground of beauty, is to fall in love wiln a doll,

a siatue, or a picture ; such an attachment is lust or

fancy, but certainty not a rational affection. If we
love ihe body, but do not love the mind, the heart,

and the manners, our regard is placed upon the in-

ferior part of the person, and therefore, only upon
that which by disease, may be next year a very dif-

ferent thing to what it is now. Nothing fades so
soon as beauty; it is bu: like the delicate bloom of
an atliactive Jruit, and if there be nothing agreea-
ble underneath, will be thrown away in di.-gust

uhen that is biushed otl; and iluown away, too, by
the very hand of him ihat fducks it. It is so com-
monly remaiked, as to be proverbial, tliat ihe
cnaims oi min.i increase by acquaintance, while
those of the exterior diminish : and that wiiile the

lormer easily lecoiicile us to a plain countenance,
the latter excite, by the power ol coniiasi, a distaste

for the insipidity, ignoiance, and heaiilessness with
wiiich they are united, like gaudy, sceniless flowers

growing in a desert. Instead ol determining lo

stake our happiness upon the act of galheiing these

blooming weeds to place them in our bosom, let us

ask, huw they will look a few years hence, or how
lliey will adorn and bless our liatjitation 1 Let us
ask, will the understanding, united with that coun-
tenance, render its subject fit to be my companion,
and the instruc.er ot my children 1 Will that tem-
per patiently bear with my weaknesses, kindly con-
sult my tastes, afiectionaiely study my comlorl 1—
Will those manners please me in soiiiude, as well

as in society 1 Will those habits render my dwel-
ling pleasant to myself and to my friends 1 We
must try these matters, and hold our passions back,

that we may take counsel wiih our judgment, and
suffer reason lo come down and talk with us in the

cool of the evening.
Such then, is the love on which marriage should

be contracted: love to the whole peison
;
love to the

mind, and heart, and manners, as wed as to the
countenance and i'orm ; love tempered with lespect;

for this only is the aliacliment that is likely to sur-

vive the charms of novelty, the spoliations of dis-

ease, and the influence of time; that is likely to sup-

port the tender sympathies and exquisiie sensibili-

ties of the conjugal state; and render man and wife
to the verge ot extreme old age, what it was the in-

tention of him, who instituted the marriage union,
they should be,—the help and the comfort of each
other.

By what language then, sufficiently strong and
indignant, can we reprobate those compacts, so dis-

graceful, and yet so common, by which marriage is

converted into a money speculation, a trading enter-

prise, a mere business rf povnds, s/tillinss, and pence ?

How cruel a pan do ihose parents act, who, (or the
sake of an advantageous settlement, urge their

daughters into a union, from which their heaiis re-

volt; or persuade their sons to marry women, to-

wards whom they feel no affection, merely for the
.sake of a fortune ! Unnatural fathers and mothers!
is it thus ye would lead your children, decorated as
sacrifices, to the shrine of Mammon, and act the

part of priests and priestesses yourselves, in the im-
molation of these hapless victims!! What, will you
assist in ihe rites of this legal prostitution? Can
none others he found but you, the natuial guardians
of your children's interest, to persuade them to sell

their persons, and barter fill the happiness of their

future lives for gold ? Will ynu make your.selves

responsible for all the future miseries of your child-

ren, and your children's children, by recommend-
ing such a .sordid compact 1 Forbear, I entreat you,

for your own sake, for your children's sake, and
for ihe sake of society, to recommend a marriage,

which is nol founded on pure, and strong, and mu-
tual attachment.

Young people theni.selves, should be extremely
careful on their own part, to let no persuasions oif

others, no impulse of their own coveiousness, no
anxiety to be their own masters and mistiesse.^, no
ambition for secular splendor, induce them to enter

into a connection, to which ihey are not drawn by
the solicitations of a pure and virtuous love. What
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will a large house, splendid furniture, a gay equip-

age, and I'ashiouable entertainmenis do lor iheir

possessor, in the absence of connubial love 1 " Is it

for liiese baubles, these toys," exclaims the wretched

heart as it awakens, alas ! too late, in some sad

scene of domestic woe, " is it for this I have bartered

away myself, my happiness, my honor'?

" How ill the scenes that offer rest,

And heart that cannot rest agree."

O there is a sweetness, a charm, a power to

please, in pure and mutual affection, though it be

cherished in the humblest abode, and mamtained
amidst the plainest circumstances, and has to con-

lend with many difficulties, compared with which,

the elegancies and brilliancies of worldly grandeur,

are but as the splendor of an eastern palace, to one

of the bowers of the garden of Eden. Let the man
nobly determine to earn his daily bread by the

sweat of his brow, and find his daily task sweetened

by the thought that it is for the woman he loves,

rather than roll about in his chariot, and live a life

of splendid indolence and misery, with the wo-
man he does not love : and let the other sex, as no-

bly and heroically determine to trust to their own
energies, but especially to a gracious providence,

rather than marry without afTection, for the sake of

a settlement.

Then there is another error committed by some :

having been disappointed in a connection which
they hoped to form, they become reckless for the

future, and in a temper of mind bordering upon re-

venge, accept the first individual who may present

himself, whether they love him or not. This is the

last degree of folly, and is such an act of suicidal

violence upon her own peace, as can neither be de-

scribed nor reprobated in terms sulficiently strong.

This is to act like the enraged scorpion, and to turn

their sting upon themselves; and in an act of spleen

to sacrifice their happiness to folly. And in fact, on

whom does this mad spite falll Upon the indivi-

dual who has done them no harm, but that of at-

tempting to heal the breach that has been made in

their happiness, and to whom in return they carry

a heart, which they have virtually given to another.

How much more rational, how much more condu-
cive to their own comfort, and how much more ho-

norable is it in a case like this, to wait till time, and
piety have healed the wound, and left the heart at

liberty for another attachment ; and even to remain

in perpetual celibacy rather than marry without

that which alone can constitute a virtuous mar-
riase,—sincere affection.

Marriage should ever be contracted, ^vith the
sTRicTii;sT REGARD TO THE RULES OF PRUDENCE. Dis-

cretion is a virtue, at which none but fools laugh.

—

In reference to no subject is it more frequently set

aside and despised, than in that, which, of all that

can be mentioned, most needs its sober counsels.

—

For love to be seen standing at the oracle of wis-

dom, is thought by some romantic and silly young
people, to be a thing altogether out of place. Iftheii

only were concerned, they might be left to their

folly, to be punished by its fruits; but imprudent
marriages, as we have already considered, spread

far and wide their bad consequences, and also send

these consequences down to posterity. The under-

standing is given to us to control the passions and
the imagination ; and they, who, in an affair of such

consequence, as choosing a companion for life, sei

aside the testimony of the former, and listen only

to the advice of the latter, have, in that invance, at

least, forfeited the character of a rational being, and
sunk to the level of those creatures, who are

whollv governed by appetite, unchecked bv reason.

Prudence would prevent, if it were allowed to guide

the conduct of mankind, a very large portion of hu-

man misery. In the business before us, it would al-

low none to marry till tiiey had a prospect of sup-

port. It is perfectly obvious to me, that the present

generation of young people are not distinguished by

a discretion of this kind : they are too much in haste

to enter the conjugal state, and place themselves at

the heads of families, belbre they have any rational

hope of being able to support them. As soon almost
as they arrive at the age of manhood, whether they

are in business or not, before they have ascertained

whether their business will succeed or not, they

look round for a wife, and make a hasty, perhaps an
injudicious selection. A family comes on before

they have adequate means of maintaining it; their

affairs become embarrassed ; bankruptcy ensues
;

their prospects are clouded forever; they become
burdens upon their friends; and their misery, to-

gether with that of the partner of their folly, and of

their hapless children, is sealed for the term of

their existence upon earth. How many instances

of this kind have we known, and which may be con-

sidered as sad, and true, and impressive comments
on the imprudence of improvident marriages. Let

young people exercise their reason and their fore-

sight ; or if they will not, but are determined to rush

into tlie expenses of housekeeping, before they have

opened sources to meet them, let them hear, in spite

of the syren song of their imagination, the voice of

faithful warning, and prepare to eat the bitter herbs

of useless regrets, for many a long and weary year

after the nuptial feast has passed away.

Prudence forbids all unequal marriages. There
should be an equality, as near as may be in age;
" for," says Mr. Jay, " how unnatural, how indecent,

is it to see an old man surrounded with infants and
babes, when he can scarcely see or hear for the in-

firmities of age ! How unnatural, how odious is it,

to see a young man fastened to a piece of antiquity,

so as to perplex strangers to determine, whether he

is living with a wife or a mother." No one will

?ive the woman in the one case, or the man in the

other, the credit of marrying for love; and the

world will be ill-natured enough, and one can

hardly help joining in the censonoufness, to say

that such inatchesare mere pecuniary speculations;

for generally speaking, the old party in the union,

is a rich one; and as generally, they carry a scourge

for the other in their purse. A fortune has often

thus been a misfortune for bo*h.

Equality of rank is desirable, or as near to it as

possible. Instances have occurred, in which re-

spectable men have married servants, and yet main-

tained their respectability, and enjoyed a full cup of

domestic comfort : but these cases are rare, and ge-

nerally contain some circumstances of peculiarity.

And it is much less perilous for a rich man to de-

scend into the vale of poverty for a wife, than it is

for a rich woman to go down for a husband. He
can much more easi'.y raise his companion to his

own level, than she can. Society will much more
readily accommodate themselves to his error, than

to hers. Much of the happiness of the conjugal

state, depends upon the relatives of the parties, and

if the marriage has offended them, if it has degraded

them, how much of bitterness is it in their power

,
to throw into the cup of enjoyment. Many a wife

I

has carried to her grave, the sting inflicted upon

i her peace, by the insults of her husband's friends:

1 and in all such cases, he must receive a part of the

j

venom.
I

" U has been said, that no class of men err so

i
much in this article, as ministers. But surelv this

]

cannot be admitted. It caurct be supposed that

I those whose office it 's to inciicafe prudence, should

i
theni'^elves h? p;overbial for indiscretion. It can-

• not be supposed that those whose incomes are li-
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mited, and whose circumstances demand economy, •

would bring into the management of them, those '

•who have been trained up in delicacy and extrava-

1

g^nce: and are helpless and profuse. It cannot be

supposed, that men, whose office is respectable, and
productive of social intercourse, would select vul-

garity and ignorance, unfit to be either seen or

heard, merely because it is pious. A minister is to

inculcate order and regularity ; and would he

marry a female that would render his house a scene

of confusion and tumult 1 A minister is to show
how the claims of life and religion harmonize, and
to assign to the duties of each, their own place and
season ;

and would he marry a rattle-brain, who in-

stead of being a keeper at home, has been always
rambling after some new preacher ; who, instead of

quietly glorifying God in her own sphere of action,

has been endeavoring to excite public attention;

who has been zealous in matters of doubtful dispu-

tation, but lias treated as beneath her regard, mat-

ters of common and relative obligations! Need he

be told, that a becoming behavior in a lower and
private station, is the surest pledge of, and the best

preparation for, a proper behavior in a higher and
more public situation ! A minister is to recommend
neatness, and all the decencies of life, and would
he many a slattern! A minister is to show, that

the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, is in the

sight of God, of great price, and would he marry a
scold 1 A minister is to stand in the same relation to

all his people, who demand his love and service, and
would he marry a female who would fondly attach
herself to a few cronies, listen to all their secrets

and divulge kcr own, and form cabals and schisms,
which will render his residence unpleasant, or oc-

ca>ion his removal 1

To my brethren in the ministry I do recommend,
and recommend with an earnestness which I have
no language sufficiently emphatic to express, the
greatest caution in this most delicate and important
afTair. In their case, the effects of an imprudent
marriage are felt in the church of the living God.
If the wives of the deacons, arc to be " grave, no
slanderers, sober, faithful, in all thing.>^," what less

can be required of the wives of the pastors'! " A
bishop naist be blameless, one that ruleth well his

own house, having his children in subjection with
all gravity. For if a man know not how to rule his

own house, how shall he take care of the church of

God." But how can he exhibit in his domestic con-

stitution, the beautiful order and harmony which
should prevail in every Christian family, and espe-

cially in every minist-er's house, without the intelli-

gent and industrious co-operation of his wife : and
jiow can this he expected of one who hax no intelli-

gence, or industry 1 Not only much of the comfort,

but of the characlcT of a minister, depends upon his

WIFE ; and what is of still greater consequence,
much of his usefulness. How manv have been
driven away from scenes of successful labor, or ren-

dered uncomfortable in the midst of them, by the

mismanagement of wives, who have plunged their

husbands into debt, and thus blasted their respecta-

bility ; or by that pride, petulance, vulgarity, mean-
ness, and busy interference, by which thev have in-

volved them in perpetual strife, with their neighbors,

tradesmen, or their congregation! considering, there-

fore, how much mischief may be done by their in-

discretion, ministers should rai.se imprudence in

marriage to the rank of a great sin. And then their

guilt in the commission of this sin is the greater as

they have less excuse for it than others; for they
have only to exercise patience, and to restrain them-
selves from hasty and injudicious entanglements,
and to avail themselves of the extended opportunity

•which their situation gives them, to obtain a com-
panion, that shall be to them, both as men and mi-

nisters, a helper of their joy. Some widowers in
selecting a second wife have consulted their child-

ren's comfort more than their own taste
; whether

this be right or wrong in their case, we shall pre-
sently consider ; but certainly, a minister while he
is allowed the usual privilege of following his own
predilections, ought never to gratif^y his taste at the
expense of his official respectability, or at the risk

of his usefulness, but in the choice of a wife, should
be guided by a view to the comfort of his church, as
well as by a reference to his own happiness.

Marriage should always be formed, with a due
REGARD TO THE DICTATES f)F RELIGION. A pioUS per-
son should not marry any one who is not also pious.

It is not desirable lo be united to an individual even
of a different denomination, and who, as a point of
conscience, attends her own place of worship. It is

not pleasant on a Sabbath morning to separate, and
go one to one place of worship, and the other lo an-
other. The most delightful walk that a holy couple
can take, is to the house of God in company, and
when, in reference to the high themes of redemption
and the invisible realitiesof eternity, they take sweet
counsel together. No one would willingly lose this.

But oh to walk separately in a slill more important
and dreadful sense ! To part at the point where the

two roads to eternity branch off, the one to heaven,
the other to hell ; and for the believer " to travel on
to glory," with the dreadful consciousness, that the

other p;irty is journeying to perdition!! This is

indeed dreadful, and is of itself sufficient to occasion

no small diminution of conjugal felicity. If bow-
ever, the comfort of the parties only were concerned,
it would be a matter of less consequence : but it is a
matter oi conscience, and an affair in which we have
no option. "She is at liberty to marry whom she
will," says the apostle, speaking to the case of a
widow, " but only in the Lord." Now though this

was said in reference to a female, all the reasons of

the law belong with equal force to the other sex.

—

This appears to me to be not only advice but law,

and is as binding upon the conscience as anv other

law that we find in the word of God ; and the inci-

dental manner in which this injunction occurs, is,

as has been very properly remarked, to the intelli-

gent reader of Scripture, the strongest confirmation
of the rule in all cases, where marringc is in pros-

pect, and whete there has been no engagement pre-

vious to conversion. As to the other passage, where
the apostle commands us not to be unequally yoked
together with unbelievers, it does not apply to mar-
riage, except by inference, but to church fellowship,

or rather to association and conduct in general, in
reference to which, professing Christians are not to

symbolize with unbelievers. But if this be improper
in regard to other matters, how much more so in

that connection, which has so powerful an influence
over our character, as well as our happiness. For
a Christian, then, to marry an individual who is not
decidedly and evidently a pious person, is a direct

opposition to the word of God.
And if Scripture were not against it, reason is;

for " how can two walk together, except they be
agreed." A difference of taste in minor vmtters is

an impediment in the way of domestic comfort ; but

to be opposed to each other on the all important sub-

ject of religion, is a risk, even as it respects our com-
fort, which no considerate person should be induced,
on any consideration to incur. How can the higher
ends of the domestic constitution be answered, where
one of the parents has not the spiritual qualifications

necessary for accomplishing them! How can the

work of religious education be conducted, and the

children be trained in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord! And as it respects individual and
personal assistance in religious matters, do we not

all want helps instead of hinderances ! A Christian
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should make every thing bend to religion, but allow

religion to bend to nothing. This is the one thing

needful, to which ev^rj' thing should be subordinate;

and surely, to place out ot consideration, the affairs

of his eternal salvation in so important an affair as

marriage, shows either that the religion of a person

who acts thus is but profession, or likely soon to

become so.

The neglect of this plain and reasonable rule is

becoming, I am afraid, inore and more prevalent. I

do not wonder at all, that this subject should have
excited the attention of the ministers of religion, and
thai the Congregational Association for Wiltshire
should, at their yearly meeting, in 1806, have oome
to the following resolution :

—
" Deploring the Little

regard of late years paid by too many professors of re-

ligion to the Christian ride of marriage ; aiid deem-
ing it desirable, that the attention of the public in ge-

neral, and our own churches in pai'ticular, should be

called to this subject ; loe do unanunously request the

Rev. Mr. Jay to publish some strictures upon it."

In the excellent treatise which Mr. Jay published

in compliance with this request, he makes the fol-

lowing just and important remarks. " How deplor-

able is a that this Christian rule of marriage is so

frequently trampled upon. The violation is, in the

degree ot it at least, peculiar to our own age. Our
pious ancestors, especially among the non-conform-
isis, would have been shocked at the practice, as

appears from their invaluable writings. A.\d I am
PERSUADED THAT IT IS VERY MUCH OWING TO THE PRE-

VALENCE OF THE.SE INDISCRIMINATE AND UNHALLOWED
CONNECTIO.VS, THAT WE HAVE FALLEN SO FAR SHORT OF
THOSE MEN OF GOD WHO ARE GONE BEFORE US, IN OUR
SECLUSION FROM THE WORLD, IN THE SIMPLICITY OF OUR
MANNERS, IN THE UNIFORMITY OF OUR PROFESSION, IN

THE DISCHARGE OF FAMILY WORSHIP, AND IN THE TRAIN-

ING UP OF OUR HOUSEHOLDS IN THE NURTURE AND ADMO-
NITION OF THE LORD."
No one should contemplate the prospect of .<;uch a

connection as marriage, without the greatest and
most serious deliberaiion ; nor without the most
earnest prayer to God for direction. Prayer, how-
ever, to be acceptable to the Almighty, should be

sincere, and should be presented with a real desire

to know and do his will. Many, I believe, act to-

ward the Deity, as they do towards their friends:

they make up their minds, and then ask to be di-

rected. They have some doubts, and very often

strong ones, of the propriety of the step they are
about" to lake, which are gradually dissipated by
their supplications, till they have prayed themselves
into a convicrion that they are quite right in the de-

cision, which they have in fact, already made. To
pray for direction in an affair which we know to be
in opposition to God's word, and on which we have
already resolved to act, is adding hypocrisy to re-

bellion. If there be reason to believe that the indi-

vidual who solicits aChrisiian to unite herself with
him in marriage, is not truly pious, what need has
she of praying to be directed 1 This seems like

asking the Almighty, to be permitted to do that

which he has forbidden to be done.

In the case of widows and widowers, especially

where there is a family, peculiar prudence is neces-

sary. I have known instances in which such per-

sons have sacrificed all their own tastes and predi-

lections, and have made their selection with exclu-

sive reference to their children. Such a sacrifice is

indeed generous ; but it may. become a question

whether it is discreet. It is placing their own com-
fort, and even character, in some degree of peril,

neither of which can be lost, without most serious

mischief to those very children, whose interest they

have so heroically consulted. This, however, is an
error much more rare and venial, than that of the

opposite extreme. How uaseemly and inconsiderate

is it for a sexagenarian, to bring home a young wife,

and place her over daughters older than herself, and
introduce into the family circle, aunts and uncles,

younger than some of the nephews and nieces.

—

Rare is the case, in which such inexpedient connec-
tions are formed, without the authors of them losing
much of their own reputation, and destroying much
of the comfort of their families. Let not such men
wonder, if their daughters by the first marriage, are
driven from their home by the consequences of the

second ; and are led to form imprudent matches, to

which they were led by the force of paiental exam-
ple, and urged by the consequences oi' parental folly.

In the selection of a second companion for life,

where the first has been eminent for talents or vir-

tues, much care should be taken that there be no
great and striking inferiority ; for in such a case,

" busy, medling memory,
In barbarous succe.ssion, musters np
The ijast endearments of their softer hours ;"

which form a contrast ever present, and ever pain-

ful. The man that never knew by experience the

joy of a happy marriage, can never know the ills of

an imprudent one, as aggravated by the power of

comparison. Let him that has thus known them,

beware how he expose himself to such helpless,

hopeless misery.

Due care should also be exercised in reference to

the children. Has the woman about to be selected,

that principle, that prudence, that self-control, that

good temper, which, if she become herself a moiher,

will help her to conceal her partialities, for to sup-

press them is impossible, and would be unnatural,

and to seem no less kind to her adopted offspring,

than to her own 7 That man acts a most cruel, a

most wicked part towards the memory of his fir.st

wife, who does not provide lor her children, a k;nd

and judicious friend in his second. "What is it but

a dread of this, that has made some women, when
upon their dying bed, break through the rules of

propriety, and recommend their successor in the

arms, and heart, and house of their husbands'?

—

They trembled for their children, and seemed at that

sad moment, to have become willing to be forgotten,

provided their babes could find a second mother in

her that was to fill their place. Let me then become
the advocate of fatherless, or motherless children,

and entreat, for the sake, both of the living and the

dead, a due regard to the comfort of these orphans.

Nor should less deliberation be exercised by the

party who is about to take, or invited to take the

care of another person's children. Have they love

enough for the parent, to bear the burden of care

for his sake 1 Have they kindness enough, temper

enough, discretion enoush, for such a situation, and

for such an office'? There is no difficulty where

the children are lovely in person, and amiable in

temper; but when they have no personal attraction-,

no charms of mind, no endearments of character,

then is the time to realize the truth of Mr. Jay's ex-

pression, "a wife may be supplied, a mother cu.n-

not." The man or the woman that can act a paren.'s

part towards a froward and unlovely child must have

more than nature, for this belongs only to a real

parent, they must have principle and kindness, and
need have grace. Let ail who are invited to take

the superintendence of a family, ask themselves, if

they possess the requisites for the comfortable and

satisfactory discharge of its duties. Let them in-

quire whether it is likely they can be happy in

such a situation themselves; for if not, they had

far better never enter it, as their unhappiness

must, inevitably, fill the whole family circle with

misery.

It cannot be sufficiently deplored, that all suitable
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preparation for the marriage state, is usually put

aside (or the busy activiiies uf vaniiy, which in laci,

are but as dust in the balance of the conjugal des-

tiny. Every thought, and anticipation, and anxie-
ty, is too often absorbed in the selection of a house,

and furniture ; and in matters still more insignifi-

cant and frivolous. How common is it for a female
to spend those hours, day after day, and week alter

week, in communion with her milliner, debating
and discussing the subject of the color, and form,

and material, in which she is to shine forth in nup-
tial splendor, which ought to be employed in medi-
tating the eventful step, which is to fix for life her
destiny, and that of her intended husband ; as if the

great object were to appear a gay and fashionable

bride, rather than to he a good and happy wife.

—

And most pitiable is it to see some mothers, minis-
tering to this folly, and flattering the vaniiy of their

daughters, instead of preparing ihetn by judicious
and seasonable counsels, for discharging the duties

of that new and important connection, into which
they arc about to enter.

" Study," said an old author, " the duties of mar-
riage, before you enter into it. There are crosses

to be borne, there are snares to be avoided, and ma-
nifold obligations to be discharged, as well as great
felicity to be enjoyed. And should no provision be
madel For want of this, result the frequent disap-
pointments of that honorable estate. Hence that

repentance which is at once too soon, and too late.—
The husband knows not how to rule; and the wife
knows not how to obey. Eoih are ignorant, both
conceited, and bolh niiserahlc."

I.M A'wL THY WAYS ACKNOWLEDGE HlH, AND He
SHALL DIRECT THY PATHS.

CHAPTER IV.

THE DDTIES OF PARENTS.

" Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath ; but
bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord." I'.PHES. vi. 4.

" Trnin up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old, he will not depart from it." Pnov. .xxii. 6.

"And these words which I roniniand thee this day,
shall be in thine heart, and thou shalt teach them
diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
when thou sitteth in thine house, and when thou
walkest by the way. and when thou liest down, and
when thou riseth up." Deut. vi. 6, 7.

"And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the child-

ren, and the heart of the children to the fathers, lest

I come and smite the earth with a curse." Mat. iv. G.

It is an interesting and important era in the history
of domestic life, when the husband and wife receive
the new names of father and mother, and become
united by the supplemental lie, which is furnished
by the litile helpless stranger, so lately introduced
into the family. Who that has felt them, can ever
forget the emotions a\\ akened by the first ga^e upon
the face of his child, by the fir.st embrace of his
babe. Little, however, do the bulk of mankind con-
sider, what a weig'it of obligation, what a degree
of responsibility, that child has brought into the
world with him for his parents. In the joyousness
with which the mother lavishes her fond embraces
upon her boy, and in the paternal pride with which
the father looks on this new object of their afllec-

tion, how rarely does eiiher of them revolve, in

deep seriousness, the future destiny of this new idol

of their hearts; or consider how nearly that destiny
is connected with iheir own conduct. Parenial ob-
lijaiions are neither felt nor known bv mnlntudes.
How then can they be discharged 1 Rushing into

the connection of marriage under the mere impulse
of passitin, wiihout forethought without prudence,
multitudes become parents before they have one
right view, or one right feeling, in relerence to the
dunes of the parental relationship ; to which they
come with scarcely any other preparedness, than
that mere animal loudness for their young, which
they partake of in common with the irrational crea-
tion; but not wnh that same instinctive ability, " to

train them up in the way they should go.'' Who
can wonder at the disordered state of .society at

large, or be surprised at the aboundings of evils and
miseries in our world, that looks at the manner in
which domestic duties are neglected. When I con-
sider what poor, ignorant, thoughtless, frivolous,

wicked creatures are often .seen at the head of house-
holds, I can only ascribe it to the interference of an
all-wise and powerful providence, that society is not
far more chaotic than it is.

My business in this chapter, is, to endeavor to

rectify, if possible, some of these evils, and to lay
down a rule to guide the parent in discharging his

truly important, and awfully responsible obligation

;

persuaded as I am, that many of the evils snd mise-
ries of society would vanish before a right perform-
ance of parental duties.

1. It is impossible for parents to discharge their

duty, without a correct view of the nature and de-

sign of the domestic constitution.

This ihey should study, and arrive at the conclu-

sion as speedily as possible, and keep it ever before

the mind, that the great design of this compact, is,

to form v:cU the character of the children ; to train up
the citizen for the world, and the Christian for the

church ; to assist the child, as a mortal, to go with
honor and comfort through this life, and as an im-
mortal, to reach life everlasting. The domestic cir-

cle is intended to be the school of character, where,
in the highest sense of the term, the most important
business of education is to be conducted; where the

moral sense is to be implanted and cultivated, and
the conscience, and the temper, and the heart, are

all to be trained.

2. Parents should be most deeply impres.sed and
afl'ected, with a sense of the importance of the sta-

tion they occupy in the domestic constitution.

Their state of mind should be the very opposite

of that light and frivolous indifference; that ab-

sence of all anxiety, which many of them manifest.

There are some who seem to regard tlieir children

as pretty little living playthings, that must he well

taken care of, and be taught, by somebody or other,

whatever will set them off to the best advantage;
but as to any idea of the formation of their charac-
ter, especially their moral and religious character,

and any of that deep, and painful, and almojt over-

whelming solicitude, which arises from a clear per-

ception, and powerful impression of the probable
connection between the child's de.stiny, and the pa-

rents' conduct ; to all this they are utter stranger."?.

Many horticulturalists have far more intense solici-

tude about the developing of their plants, far more
wakeful and anxious care about the fragrance and
color of a flower, or the size and flavor of a fruit,

than n^any parents have about the development of
mind, arid the formation of character, in a child.

—

They have plants of immortaiity in their house,

they have yoimg trees which are to bear fruits to

eternity, growing up around them, the training of

which is committed to their care, and yet have
very little solicitude, and scarcely any thoughiful-

ness, whether they yield in this world or the next,

poisonous or wholesome produce. On parents, it

depends in a ereat measure what their children are

lobe—miserable or happy in themselves; a com-
fort or a curse to their connections; an ornament
or a deformity to society ; a fiend or a seraph it
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eternity. It is indeed an awful thing to be a parent,

and is enough to awaken the anxious, trembling in-

quiry in every heart, " Lord, who is sufKcient lor

these things 1"

3. Parents should seek after the possession of all

possible qualifications for their office.

What man in his senses would undertalce the of-

fice of u pilot upon a dangerous coast, wiihout a
knowledge of navigation 1 Or that of a general of
an army, without a knowledge of military tactics'?

Or that of a physician, wiihout a knowledge of me-
dicine and diseases'? And who would go on an-
other hour in ihe office of a par«nt, without seeking
to possess all suitable qualifications'? And what
are they 1

Genuine personal religion: for how can they bring
up children in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord, if they do not know the Lord for themselves'?
In order lo leach religion wiih any probable effect,

we must know it ourselves. That parent will have
liitle ability, and less inclination, to inculcate piety

upon his children, who has none himself. A grace-
less parent is a most awful characier ! Oh, to .see

the father and mother of a rising family, with a
crowd of young immortals growing up around
them, and leaching irreligion to their ofTsprin,?, and
leading iheni to perdition by the power of their own
example. A sheep leading her twin lambs into the

covert of a hungry tiger, n'ould be a shocking sight,

but to see parents by iheir own irreligion, or want
of religion, conducting their family to the bottom-

less pit, is most horrible ! No one, then, can right-

ly discharge the duties of a parent, in the higher
reference of the family compact, without that per-

sonal religion, which consists in repentance towards
God, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, and a life of

habiiual holiness. In the absence of this, the high-

est end of the domestic constitution must, be ne-

glected, the sublimest part of education must be
abandoned.

Parents should seek the entire government of their

temper; a habit of self-control; a meekness not to

be disturbed by the greatest provocation; a patience

not to be wearied by long continued opposition. I

say to any father or mother, are you irritable, petu-

lant? If so, begin this moment the work of subju-

gating your temper. You are in imminent peril of
ruining your family. A passionate mother or fa-

ther, is like a fury with a sceptre in one hand, and
a fire-brand in the other: and when the king is a

fury, the subjects are likely to be furies, too; for no-
thing is more contagions than bad lemper. O, bow
many parents have had to bewail, with weeping
eyes, and almost broken hearts, the effects of their

own irritability, as apparent in the headstrong, pas-

sionate dispositions of their children. It is against
this evil that the admonition of the apostle is direct-

ed, "forbearing threatening^ Passion blinds the
judgment, leads to undue .severity, fosters partiali-

ties, in short, is the source of a ihousand evils in

the domestic government. An irritable person can
never manage discipline with propriety, but is ever
prone to correct, when correction should never be
administered—in a rage. Parents, I beseech you
to control ynur temper, and acquire a calm, im-
perturbable disposition, for this only can fir you
to rule your household in wisdom, justice, and
love.

A habit of discrimination is a very important
qualification in parents

; a penetra'ing insight info

character; an acuteness in judging of motives.

—

Such a talent is of immense consequence in the do-
mestic commnniiy; and connected with this, a

quickness of discerning disposition, together with
an inventive and ingenious faculty of adapting
treatment to the varieties of character and propen-
sity which are continually exhibiting themselves.

A kindness of manner, an afl^ectionate, persuasive
address, is of great importance. It is (]e^il•able for
parents to render their company pleasant to their
children, to engage Iheir confidence, lo exert over
them the influence of love, which certainly cannot
be done, by a cold, or churlish, or disiant behavior.
Prudence and good sense are qualiiies of such in-

estimable worth, and depend so much upon educa-
tion, that all who have the care of children, should
perpetually exhibit them for imitation. A rash,
thoughtless father, a wild romantic mother, do in-

calculable mischief in a family.

Fir7nness is essentially requisite in parents; that

disposition, which though at the remotest distance
from all that is rigid, siern, and cruel, can master its

own feelings, and amidst the strongest appeals to the

tenderer emotions of the mind, can inflexibly main-
tain its purpose; and in the way of denying impro-
per requests, or administering correction, can inflict

pain on the object of its affection, whenever duty
requires such an exercise of beneficial severity. For
want of this disposition, of ihis fine and noble qua-
lity, how many have ruined their children for ever
by indulgence.

Varied information and extensive knowledge are
very desirable. Parents »hould be able to direct the
studies, to answer the inquiries, to correct the mis-
takes, to assist the pursuits, and in short, to superin-
tend ihe general instruciion cf iheir families.

Unvarying andinflexible cnnsislency shoiihl be ex-
hihiied by all whom Providence has placed at the
head of a household. They should be not only ex-
cellent, but consrsleniUj excellent. An unbroken
uniformity should reign over their whole chaiacter.
Noihing contradictory, inexplicable, ii reconcilable,
should ever be seen.

Let all who are likely to become parents, look at

this picture, and learn how they are to prepvTre for

ihe performance of their duty; and let those who
already sustain this relationship, correct their er-

rors and supply their def'ecis by this rule.

4. Parenis should settle with themselves what is

their chief desire, antl highest object of pursuit, in

reference to their children.

Without fixing on some end, we shall never, in

any course of action, proceed with much steadiness,

comfort, or success : and where many endsaie, and
may be with propriety contemplated and sought, ihe

chief one must be definitely selected, and continually

kept in view, or we shall ever be in danger of misap-
plying our energies. Let parents then, consider the

ends which they should propose to them.-.elves, in re-

ference to their children, and decide among all those

that are lawful, which is supreme, and which are
subordinate. There are many lawf^ul ones, but only

one of these can be supreme. And what is that'?

Religion. What Christian can for a moment hesi-

tate herel What genuine believer can for a mo-
ment question, vrheiher his children's eternal salva-

tion ought to be the supreme solicitude of his heart 1

If we look to the gieat bulk of mankind, it is per-

fectly evident that religion hardly enters into tdeir

view; they are very willing that their children

should go to church or to meeting, according as ihey

themselves are church people or dissen'ers; but as

to any anxiety about the religious chaiacier, the

formation of pious habits, they are as desiitnie of

every thing of this kind, as if religion were a mere
fable, or were noihing more than a mere Sabbath

dav form. Their chief object is, either rlesant and
fashionable accompliNhmenis, or learning and sci-

ence, or perhars prudence and guod sense: and
provided their sons and daughters excel in ihese,

they never m-.ke anv inquity, or feel any anjriety

whether they fear G')d ;
and would be not only sur-

prised, but 'would either laugh you to scorn, or

scowl upon you with indignaiion, for propoairL«y
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such fanatical or method istical questions in refer-

ence to /Aeir children. Yes, this is the way of the

greater part of parents, even in this religious coun-

try. To train them up to shine and make a figure

in society is all they seek. Amazing folly ! Dread-

ful and murderous cruelty! Degrading and gro-

velling ambition 1 To lose sight of the soul, and

neglect salvation, and forget immortality ! To train

them in every kind of knowledge but the know-
ledge of religion ; to instruct them in an acquaint-

ance with every kind of subject, but to leave them

in ignorance of God their Creator, their Preserver

and Benefactor ! To fit them to act their part well

on earth, and lo leave them unprepared for heaven !

To qualify them to go with respectability and ad-

vantage through the scenes of time, and then to

leave ihem unmeet for the glorious and enduring

scenes of eternity ! O strange fondness of irreli-

gious parents ! O miserable destiny of their hap-

less offi^pring 1

In direct opposition to this, the chief end of every

Christian parent, must be the spiritual interests, the

religious character, the eternal salvation of his chil-

dren. Believing that they are sinful and immortal

creatures, yet capable of being redeemed through

the mediation of Christ, his highest ambition, his

most earnest prayer, his most vigorous pursuit,

should be engaged for their eternal welfare. His

eye, his heart .and his hope should be fixed on the

.same objects for them as they are for him.self, and

that is upon eternal life. This should be the nature

and exercise of his anxiety. "I am desirous, if it

please God, that my children should be blessed with

the enjoyment of reason, of health, of such a mode-

rate portion of worldly wealth and worldly respect-

ability as is compatible with their station in life:]

and with a view to this, I will give them all the ad-

vantages of a suitable education : but above and

beyond this, I far more intensely desire, and far

more earnestly pray, and far more anxiously seek,

that they may have the fear of God in their beans,

be made partakers of true religion, and be everlast-

ingly saved. And provided God grant me the lat-

ter, by bestowing upon them his grace, I shall feel

that my chief object is accomplished, and be quite

reconciled to any circumstances which may other-

wise befall them ; for rather would 1 see them in

the humble vale of poverty, if at the same time they

were true Christians, than on the very pinnacle of

worldly grandeur, but destitute of true piety." Such
should be the views and feelings and desires of

all Christian parents; religion should be at the

very centre of all their schemes and pursuits for

their offspring. This .-hould be the guiding prin-

ciple, the directing object, the great land-mark by
•which all their course should be steered.

Having made these preliminary remarks, I go on

to enumerate and illustrate the various branches of

parental duty.

First. There are some which relate more direct-

ly TO THE PRESENT LIFE, AND THE FORMATION OF

THE CHARACTER GENERALLY.

1. Maintenance is of course a claim which every

child justly prefers upon his parents, till he is of a
sufficient age to be able to provide for himself

•• 2. Scholastic instruction is another duty we owe
our children. The dark ages are happily past

away, and a flood of light is now poured, and is

. still pouring over all classes of the people. Instruc-

tion is become general, and even they who are too

poor lo buy knowledge for their children, are not

ashamed to be? it in our Sunday and charily schools.

r»o man should suffer his family lo be, in this re-

spect, behind ihe age in which they live. To
grudge the money spent in this way, is a cruel and
detestable niggardliness. A good education is a

portion, the only one which some are able to give
to their children, and which in many ca.ses, has led

to every other kind of wealth. In thi.s, however,
we are to be guided by our rank in life, and circum-
stances; and for a laboring man or a small trades-

man to impoverish himself in order to procure the

same kind and degrees of accomplishment for his

children, as a rich man and a nobleman would for

theirs, is an ambition sanctioned neither by reason
nor revelation. Where it can be accomplished,

parents should prefer domestic instruction, to send-

ing their children away from home : no school can
possess the advantages which are to be enjoyed un-

der the eye of a judicious father or mother. But
how few are judicious : how few are equal to the

task of a general superintendence of the business

of instruction; and how few ran command the ad-

vantages of it at home. Let all such he careful in
the selection of a school, for it is a matter of infinite

consequence. Let them be guided in their choice,

not by a mere regard to accomplishments; not by a

view to the best drawing, dancing, music, or Latin
master. This is an age of gaudy exterior decora-
tion. But let them first regard religion, then, the

real cultivation of the mind, and the formation of
good habits. Wherever real piety is inculcated, a
thirst for knowledge excited, and habits of applica-
tion, reflection, sobriety of judgment, and good
sense are formed, that is the school to be selected

by a wise and Christian parent. No word is more
abused than that of education, which, in the mind
of many, signifies nothing more than the commu-
nication of linowledge. But this is only a part, and
a small part of education, which, in fact, means
the formation of character. A youth may have his

head stuffed full of Latin, Greek, mathematics, and
natural philosophy; a girl may draw, and dance,
and play, and speak French exquisitely, and yet be
miserably educated after all. Integrity, good sense,

generosity, and a capacity for reflection, are worth
all the acquirements which even a university can
bestow. Not, however, that these are incompatible
with each other; by no means: and the perfection

of education is the union of both.

3. A due regard to the health of children should
be maintained.

Physical education is of no small importance.

—

Knowledge gained at the expense of health, is pur-
chased at a dreadful expense. And there are other
ways of injuring the health of children, besides a
too close application to learning, which does indeed,

but rarely occur. Fond and foolish mothers should
be warned against pampering their appetites with
sweets, corrupting their blood with grossness, or
impairing the tone of their stomachs with ferment-
ed liquors. Infanticide is practised, even in this

Christian land, by many who never dream that they
are child murderers: they do not kill their babes
by strangling or poisoning them

;
no, but by pam-

pering or stuffing them to death. And where they
go not to this extreme, they breed up a circle of
gluttons, or drunkards. Nothing can be more dis-

gusting, than to see children invited to eat all the

delicacies of the dinner, and to drink after it ihe

health of the company, and with what their young
palates ought to be strangers to. And lamentably
injudicious is it, to make the gratification of the

appetite a reward for good conduct, and to have
them ushered into the parlor before they retire to

rest, to receive the luscious sweet, which is the

bribe for their going quietly lo bed. The mischief

goes bevond the corruption of their health, for it

brings them up to be governed by appetite, rather

than bv reason, which is, in fact, the secret cause

of all the intemperance and profligacy of the world.

Settle your plans on this subject, and suffer neither

a favorite servant, nor a kind aunt, nor a doating
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grandpapa, tu come between you and the welfare

of your children.

4. Bring up your childten with low notions of the

importance of riches, and worldhj show, and of the

power ichich these things have either to give respecta-

bility to the character, or to procure happiness.

Do not let them hear you magnify the value of

wealth by your words, nor see you do it by your ac-

tions. Avoid an obsequious attention to the rich

and great
;
point not to them as the individuals most

to be admired and envied. Discover no undue so-

licitude about grandeur of abode, or furniture.

—

From the time that they are capable of receiving an
idea, or an impression, teach tliera it is character
that constitutes true respectability: that a good man
is reputable in any circumstances, a bad man in

none. Remind them of the danger of riches, and
that they are Satan's baits to tempt men to love the

world, and lose their souls. Not that you should

produce a cynical disposition towards either riches

or the rich ;
much less repress industry, and foster

indolence ; no ; but encourage them to consider and
to seek wealth, rather as a means of usefulness,

than a source of personal gratification.

5. Inculcate hidnstrious habits.

Caution them against sauntering and slothful-

ness. From the dawn of reason, endeavor to con-

vince them, not merely by argument, but by a refer-

ence to their own experience, that employment is

pleasure, and idleness misery. Impress them with
the value of time ; that it is the stuff of which life is

made, and that we lose as much of life, as we do
of time. And connected with this, enforce habits

of order and punctuality. The parent that neglects

to do this, is guilty of enormous unkindness towards
his children ; who, if they grow up without these,

incommode themselves, and are a source of prodi-

gious inconvenience to their friends.

6. Economy is no less necessary. Industry and
economy are virtues of civilized life. Savages
never possess them, but spend their time in idleness,

and squander what comes in their way in waste-
fulness. It is reason overcoming the vis inertioe

which is natural to man, that produces industry and
economy; and when we consider how important
they are to the well being, not only of individuals,

but of society, our efforts should be employed to fos-

ter them in the minds'of our children. But in in-

culcating economy, we must be careful not to drive
the mind into covetousness ; hence it is of conse-

quence, that with all our endeavors to cherish fru-

gality, we should be no less assiduous to encourage
generosity; and to impress them with the idea, that

the end of saving is not to hoard, but to distribute to

the wants of others.

7. Provide for your children suitable employment.
Happily the pride and indolence of feudal linies are
gone by, and it is our felicity to live in a country
•where trade and industry are accounted honorable,
and where the aristocracy softens down into the de-
mocracy, by almost insensible degrees; where a
poor, proud gentleman, that scorns the vulgarity of
trade, begins to be thought a very despicable cha-
racter; and the diligent, honest, and successful
tradesman, regarded as an honorable member of
the community. " The good, sound common sense
cf mankind will never annex character to a useless

life. He who merely hangs as a burden on the
shoulders of his fellow men, who adds nothing to

the common stock of comfort, and merely spends
his time in devouring it, will be invariably, as well
as justly, accounted a public nuisance." Let pa-
rents, therefore, take care to bring up their children
to some suitable business; in the selection of which,
due regard should be had to their own circumstan-
ces, for it is great folly, and unkindness also, to se-

lect for a child a business, .so much above his fa-

ther's station and property as to leave no rational
hope that he can ever enter upon it with a prospect
of success. In the advance of society we see innu-
merable instances of foolish pride of this kind ; and
indeed it is a pretty general thing lor parents to be
ambitious to obtain for their children a higher grade
in society than their own. Many, who have really

acquired wealth in a reputable, though perhaps not
the most genteel trade, (for trades have their aris-

tocratic distinctions,) seem anxious that their sons
should be a step higher than themselves, and in-

,

stead of sending them to business, look out for a
*

profession, and there is a wondrous rage for pro-

fessions in the present day ; or if they are retail

tradesmen, must make their sons wholesale ones;
or if they are manufacturers, must .start them as

merchants ; and if they are merchants, must elevate

them into gentlemen. What abject folly is it for a
man to turn away the attention of his children from
any good and honorable business which he has fol-

lowed with success, merely because it is not genteel.

I believe that great harm ha.5 been done by an inju-

dicious system of scholastic instruction, which has

become too e.tclusivcly classical. Literature, when
kept within due hounds, and properly united with

mercantile branches, does not in itself unfit a youth
for business, but it is considered as the acquire-

ments of those who are intended to be professional

men, or gentlemen ; and when almost exclusively

pursued to a late period in boyhood, it turns off the

attention from business, and partially unfits for it.

A very undue importance has been attached, in our
schools, to polite literature; to the neglect of science

and commercial knowledge. Let every Christian

tradesman, who has a business worth following,

keep as many of his sons as he can at home with
him, and educate them himself for trade in his own
warehouse. Due attention must of course always
be paid in the selection of a business, to the phvsi-

cal strength, to the mental capacity, and to the pre-

vailing taste of a child.

7. Generosity should be most assiduously incul-

cated.

All children, and consequently all mankind, are

more or less selfish by nature. This should be early

watched and checked by a judicious parent, and an
opposite disposition inculcated. Even infants may
be made to feel the pleasure of sharing their posses-

sions with others. Let them be taught that enjoy-

ment arises not from individual gratification, but

from a communion in pleasure. As children ad-

vance in years and reason, they should hear much
of the happiness arising from gratifying others

;
of

the luxury of benevolence, and of the meanness of

greediness. We should descant on the beauty of

generous actions, and of beneficent examples. An-
ecdotes of remarkable generosity should be read to

them, and especially should we dwell upon the won-
drous love of God, and the remarkable compassion
of Jesus Christ. We should send them on errands

of mercy to the poor and needy, that being specta-

tors bolli of their misery, and of their tears of grati-

tude for relief, they might acquire a disposition to

do good. We should especiallv encourage them to

make sacrifices, and to practise self-denial to do

good. To give them extra money, in order that

they may relieve the poor, or support religious in-

stitutions, is doing them very little good ;
for this is

only being generous at other people's expense
:
but

they .should be induced to save their own pocket

money, and distribute their resfular allowance, and

thus forego the gratification of their own palate, for

the purpose of relieving the wants of others. But
they should never be compelled to give, never have

their money stopped for this purpose; never be fined

for misconduct, and have their fines appropriated
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to charity; for all this is calculated to di^gusl ihem ' means, the implanting of right dispositions, the
with henevdence. cuhivation of the heart, the guidance of ihc lem-

Great care should Le taken, at the same time, not per, the formation of the character. Or allowing,
to .'luuce a habit of mdiscriminaie distribution,

;

as we must, tiiat education applies to the whole soul
which would tender them the dupes of hypocrisy, and character, and includes general instruction in
the subjects of imposition, and the victimsofextor-

' knowledge. I should say that its most important
ti.in We should teach them the difference between part is that which relates to the communication of
real benevolence, and tl at easy good nature, which active principles, and the formation of moral habits,
allows itself to be wheedled out of every thing; be- It is training up a child in the wav he should go.
twec-^ the renerosily of a correct judgment, and Not merely the training up a child in the way he
that of a wealc and credulous mind; between princi-

1
should think, or speculate, or translate, or dance,

plr and mere feeling.
I
or draw, or argue, but the way in which he should

8. Pru'kvcc is of vast consequence in the affairs 'go. Every thing may be taught which can sharpen
of life. Tbis is, next to piety, the most valuable the faculties, or store the mind with ideas, or cul'i-

quality of character. Nothing can be a substitute
,
vale the taste; but we must not stop here, but con-

I'or it; and it does more for the comfort of its pos- sider that the highest end of education, is the for-
sessor, more for the happiness of society, than any

| mation, first of the religious character, and then of
other attribute of mind that can be mentioned.—

i
the useful, amiable, intelligent, and generous mem-

Half the miseries of some persons' lives, who are
|
ber of the social comrnunity.

good peojie too, arise from a rash, thoughtless, in-
j

If this be true, and who will venture to deny it,

discreet mind. They never think before they speak
i then is it perfectly manifest, that the grea: work of

or act: tney have no power, or exercise none, of
|

education cannot' be, and ought not to be, transfer-

forethought, deliberation, or calculation. Such per- red from parents to others. They mav purchase
sons are firebrands wiihoutintendingit, and commit ! that tuition, which their own circumstances may
immense mischief, without, perhaps, a panicle of

\
disqualify them from imparting; but the education

malice. How import-ant, then, that children should ' of the character belongs to thnvi, and cannot be
be early taught the nature and value of discretion,

j

transferred. Here I cannot resist the temptation of
Many parents most egregiously err on this subject:

j

introducing a long extract from Mr. Anderson's in-

scm" are anxious only to communicate knowledge; : comparable work.
forgciiing that idear, are worth nothing, but as tiiey " Placed by the all-wise providence of heaven in
are discreetly employed to produce happiness.—

! such a peculiar situation, it will be well for you to

Knowledge has only the materials of comlort; it is
|

keep especially in view, what may be denominated,
wibdorn fliat must put them together into form and
couiist^^nLy. Others almost despise prudence; it is

not a classical, a scientific, a poetic quality. It

cramps grnius, extinguishes taste, prevents the

lofty, thojgh somewhat erratic flights of an ardent
mind

; it is cold and calculating ; it has nothing sub-

lime or romantic about it; it never soars into the

clouds, or plunges into the depths, but holds on its

dull course, on the low level of ordinary concerns.
And therefore, just on this very account, it is the

very thing that ij tobe coveted. Foolish, foolish crea-
tures ! And so you would have your children ge-
niuses, that disdain the restraints of wisdom; and
resemble mere fire works that burn and blaze out
only to please others by their brilliancy and splen-

dor, without doing good to any one ! O be not so

cruel to yourselves, to your children, to society.

—

Teach them to cultivate a deliberative, a reflecting,

a calculating judgment ; to weigh their words, and
measure their actions ; enforce upon thein a habit of
looking onward to the tendency and results of con-
duct; the calm and regular government of the soul,

which leads its possessor to observe liue measures,
and a suitable decorum in words, and thoughts, and
acii ms. Give them all the learning you can pro-

cure for them; I quarrel not with this: but in your
o-«'n estimation, and in all your conduct towards
them, exalt wisdom far above learning, genius,
taste, accomplishments; and in this sense of the
word, teach them that the price of wisdom is above
rubies.

Now I am anxious to impress upon the mind of
all parents, that the inculcation of these disposi-

tions, forms, in fact, the very essence of education.
This term, as I have already remarked, and I re-

peat the sentiment again and again, not by accident
or oversif-.ht, but with the design of more deeply
impressing it, has been very generally misapplied,
because, in fact, misunderstood. Education, in mo-
dern parlance, means nothing more than instruction,

or the communication (,f knowledge to the mind;
and a good education means, the opportunity of ac

THE EDUCATION OF CIRCUMSTANCES. Let purchased
tuition be carried up to the very highest perfection,

and let neither money nor wisdom be spared in

reachingthis height ; of such vital importance in the

training of children is that department to which I

now refer, that it can, and if neglected will, under-
mine and undo the whole, as weK as render many
etforls in educating the disposition altogether abor-

tive. Suffer me to explain my meaning.
" In the laudable anxiety of their hearts, two pa-

rents, with a family of infants playing around their

feet, are heard to say, 'Oh ! what will, what can
best educate these dear children V I replv, ' Look
to yourselves and your circumstances' Maxims and
documents are good in themselves, and especially

good for the regulation o\' your conduct and your
behavior towards !hem : but with regard to your
children, you have yet often to remark, that many
maxims are good, precisely till they are tried, or
applied, and no longer. In the hands of many pa-

rents, they will teach the children to talk, and very
often, little more. I do not mean to assert, that seii-

timenls inculcated have no influence ; far from it;

they have much; though not the most: but still,

after all, it is the sentiments you let drop occasion-

ally, it is the conversation they overhear, when
playing in the corner of the room, which has more
effect than many things which are addiessed to

them directly in the tone of exhortation. Besides,

as to maxims, ever remember, that between those

which you bring forward for their use, and those by
which you direct your oini conduct, children have
almost an intuitive discernment; and it is by the

latter they wiil be mainly governed, both during
childhood and their fu;ure existence.

" The question however returns, ' What icill edu-

cate these children T And now I answer, 'Your
example will educate them—your conversation with

your iriends—the business they see you transact

—

the likings and dislikings you express

—

these will

educate them; the societv you live in icill educate

them—vour domestics vill educate them : and what-
quiring all kimls of learning, science, and what are ever be your rank or situation in life, your house,
called accomplishment.s. But properly speakin?,

|
your table, and your daily behavior, these, these

education in the true and higher import of the term,
I will educate thern. To withdraw them from the
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unceasing and potent influence of these things is

impossible, except you were to withdraw yourself

from them also. Some parents talk of beginning

the education of their children; the moment they

were capable of forming an idea, their education

was already begun—the education of circumstances

—insensible education, which, like insensible per-

spiration, is of more constant and powerful effect,

and of far more consequence to the habit, than that

which is direct and apparent. This education goes

on at every instant of lime; it goes on like time

—

you can neither stop it aor turn its course. What-
ever these, then, have a lendemy to make your

children, that, in a great degree, you at least should

be persuaded they will be'
" The language, however, occasionally heard from

some fathers, may here not unseasonably be glanced

at. They are diffuse in praise of maternal in-

fluence; and pleased at the idea of its power and

extent, they will exclaim, 'O yes, there can be no
doubt of it, that every thing depends upon the

mother.' This, however, will be found to spring

from a selfish principle, and from anxiety to be re-

lieved from mighty obligations, which, after all,

cannot be transferred from the father's shoulders,

to those even of a mother: to say nothing of the

unkmdness involved in laying upon her a burden,

which nature never intended, and never does. Her
influence, as an instrument, indeed, a husband can-

not too highly prize; but let no father imagine,

that he can neutralize the influence of his own pre-

sence, and his own example at home. He cannot,

if he would, nor can he escape from obligation.

The patience and constancy of a mother, arc no
doubt, first mainly tried, but //tc?i those of the father.

The dispositions in each parent are fitted by nature

for this order in the trial of patience ; but from the

destined and appropriate share allotted to each,

neither of the two parties, when in health, can re-

lieve the other.
" Addressing myself, therefore, to both parents, I

would say, ' C'mtract to its just nnd proper dimen-
sions, the amount of all that purchased education

can do for you, and expect no more from it than it

is truly able to perform. It can give instruction.

There will always be an essential difiference be-

tween a human being cultivated and uncultivated.

In ihe department of purchased tuition, you will

portion out to the best advantage, many of those

precious hours of youth which never will return;

and such employment will lend you powerful aid

in forming ttiose personal habits, which lie within

the province of parental education; but rest as-

sured, and lay it down to yourselves as a cardinal

principle, that the business of education, properly
so called, is not transferable. You may engage a

master or masters, as numerous as you please, to

instruct your children in many things, useful and
praiseworthy in their own place, but you must by

the order of nature, educate them yourselves. You
not only ought to do it, but you will perceive, if I

am correct in what I have stated, and may still ad-

vance, you must do it, whether you intend it or not.'

' The parent,' says Cecil, ' is not to stand reasoning

and calculating. God has said, that his character

shall have influence: and so this appointment of

Providence becomes often the pimishment of a

"wicked or a careless man.' As education, in the

sense I have explained, is a thing necessary for all

—

for the poor and for the rich—for the illiterate as

well as the learned. Providence has not made it de-

pendant on systems, uncertain, operose, and diffi-

cult of application. Every parent, therefore, save

when separated altogether from his familv, may be

seen daily in the act of educating his children ; for

from father and mother, and the circumstances in

which they move, the children are daily advancing

in the knowledge of what is good or evil. The
occupations of the poor nie^n at his labor, and of the

man of business in his countirig-house, cannot in-

terrupt this education. In both instances, the mo-
ther IS plying at her uninterrupted avocations, and
her example is powerfully operating every hour;

while at certain intervals daily, as well as every

morning and evening, all things come under the

potent sway of the father or tUe master, whether

that influence be good or bad. 'Here, ttien, is one

school from which there are no truants, and in

which there are no holidays.
" True, indeed, you send your children to another

school, and this isihe very best in the whole neigh-

borhood, and the character of the master there, is

not only unexceptionable, but praiseworthy. When
your children come home too, you put a book of

your own selection into their hands, or even many
such books, and they read them with pleasure and

personal advantage. Still, after all this, never lor

one day forget, that the first 1 oc>k they read, nay,

that which they continue to read, and by far the

most influential, is that of their parents' example

and daily deportment. If this should be disregarded

by you, or even forgotten, then be not at all sur-

prised when you find, another day, to your sorrow

and vexation, and the interruption of your business,

if not the loss of all your domestic peace and har-

mony, that your children only ' know the right path,

but still follow the wrong.'
"

Secondly.—But I now go on to illustrate and en-

'"orce those duties which parents owe to their child-

len, IN REFERENCE TO THEIR RELIGIOUS CHAHACTER,

AND THEIR ETERNAL -WELFARE.

Not thai religion is to be taught separately from

all other branches of education, as an abstract

thing of itself, for it is not an abstract thing of it-

self, but an integral part of the character, the sub-

stratum of all the qualities that have been already

stated. "Bring them up in the fear, and nurture,

and admonition of the Lord :" this is all the apos-

tle enjoined on the subject of education, and it is

the substance of all we are to teach: whatever is

opposed to this must not be taught, and all that is

taught or enjoined must be inculcated with a direct

or indirect reference to this. In the selection of a

school even for obtaining the elements of general

knowledge, in the branches of tuition that he per-

mits his children to be taught, a Christian parent

must have his e)'e upon religion, and this must be

the polar star by which he steers.

Still, however, for Ihe sake of making the matter

more clear and obvious, as the subject of solemn

obligation, I place religious education by itself: and

it includes

—

1. Instruction.

As soon as reason dawns, religious instruction

should commence. The subject matter of instruc-

tion includes every thing which forms the funda-

mental points of revealed truth. The character of

God, the spirituality of his law, the fall of man,

the evil of sin, the person and work of Christ, the

need of repentance, the jusiification of the soul by-

faith, the nature and necessity of regeneration, the

operating power of love to Christ as the spring of

obedience, the solemnities of judgment, the immoi--

tality of the soul, the punishment of the wicked,

and" the happiness of the righteous. All these

should be familiarly taught, according as the capa-

city is able to receive them. Our instruction should

not be confined to mere generalities, but should pro-

ceed from the beginning, on evangelical principles.

The basis of our teaching should be the Bible itself..

Not that I would totallv discard all catechisms. I

do not see whv definitions and explanations—and

what else are the answers in catechisms—may not

be as useful in religion, as in any other subjecU
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Catechisms are injurious only when they push out
the Bible, not when they lead to it. Still 1 admit,
th.it the Bible should be the text book. Every child
should learn a portion of Scripture daily, and have
ii explained to him. A great prominency in all

our instruction should be given to the law ol' God,
as binding the conscience, and the consequent ex-

ceeding sinfulness of every human being ; together
with the wonderful grace of the Lord Jesus Christ
as the sinner's only Saviour. Much use should be
made of the historical parts of Scripture, as illus-

trating by its facts the charactei of God, the evil of
s;n, the consequences of disobedience. Abstract
principles alone will not do. Children like facts,

and must be taught through the medium of their

itiiagination. Instruction must be conveyed in a
pleasing form. In order to this, there must be no
wearying them by long lectures ; no disgusting them
by long tasks. I reprobate the practice, as a most
injurious one, of setting a long lesson of catechism
or Scripture to a reluctant child, and then punish-
ing tuiii for not learning it. If we wish to disgust
their minds with the ways of godliness, this is the
way to do it. Many an injudicious parent, in the
very act of teaching piety towards God, calls into
existence and activity, the very tempers which it is

the design of religion to suppress. An angry and
scolding father, with a catechism in one hand, and
a rod in the other, railing at a stubborn child for
not k-arning his lesson, is not a scene very calcu-
lated to invest religion with an air of loveliness
and a power of attraction for young minds: the
only association which, in such a circumstance, a
child can be expected to form with learning to be
pious, is that of a dark room or cane

;
pain of body

and insufferable disgust of mind. I would say to

many a parent, '' do give over the business of teach-
ing religion till you can command your temper,
and attract the child to the subject as that which is

agreeable." Never set religious tasks to your child-
ren, as penalties for bad conduct. To be made to

learn catechism or Scripture, in solitary confine-
ment, and upon an empty stomach, and thus to con-
nect imprisonment and fasting with the penance, is

a sure way to finish the aversion, which the rod has
comrrienced. Instead of compelling a child to learn
religion, because he is naughty, which is reversing
the order of things; he ought not to be permitted
to touch so holy a thing in so evil a temper.

Instruction, to be valuable, must always be deli-

vered v:\\\\ great seriousness. The light and trifling

M'ay in which it is sometimes delivered, destroys all

its effect, and reduces it to the level of a mere
science. It ought not to be exclusively confined to

the Sabbath, but be the business of every day; yet
it should be especially attended to on the day of
rest, when the family should be interrogated, as to
what they understand and remember of the pcr-
mons they have heard in the house of God. Child-
ren cannot too early be made to comprehend the
purpose for which ihey go up to public worship,
and that they have a personal interest in all the sa-
cred services of our religious assemblies. No pa-
rent who has a numerous family, and who resides
in a large town, where much time must necessarily
be occupied in going to, and returning from, his
place of worship, should attend the house of God
more than twice on the Sabbath : the other part of
the day should be occupied in the midst of his fa-

mily. This is far too generally neglected in this
dav of over much preaching.

Instruction should be adapted to the capacity of the
children, and keep pace, in depth and variety, with
the strengthening of their faculties. Provide for
them suitable books; and, as they advance in age,
enter with them more into the depths of theological
truth

; unfold to them the beauty, the grandeur and

sublimity of revelation; instruct them in the eviden-
ces of the Bible; the proofs of its fundamenial doc-
trines. I am not very fond of boys and girls writ-
ing religious themes, or conducting any researches
of a religious nature, as a mere exercise of inge-
nuity, except their minds are already well disposed
towards religion, as a matter of personal experience.

2. Persuasion, admo.nition", and warxi.ng, are a
very important part of religious education.
The apostles, " knowing the terrors of the Lord,"

persuaded men ; they besought them to be reconciled
to God

; and warned them of the consequences of
unbelief. Parents must do the same with their

children, and not satisfy themselves with merely
communicating ideas. They should, in the most
earnest, anxious, affectionate manner, represent to

them their spiritual condition, warn them of the

consequences of neglecting the great salvation, and
entreat them to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ,

and fear God. They should address them collect-

ively and individually, on the subject of their soul's

concerns; they should manifest such a deep solici-

tude for their spiritual welfare, as would constrain
their children to feel, that the most anxious de.sire

of their parents' heart, in reference to them, was for

their salvation. This should not however be done
merely when their children have offended ttiem, nor
should they, on every slight occasion of misconduct,
have a ready recourse to the terrors of the Lord.

—

Parental authority must not be supported exclusively

by the thunders of heaven, or the torments of hell.

These subjects should never be referred to, but in

seasons of solemn and aflectionate admonition. It

would also be prudent not to be so frequent in the

business of admonition, warning, and persuasion, as

i
to excite nausea and disgust. Many good, but in-

I

judicious people, completely overdo the matter, and
defeat their own purpose ; they worry their children
on the subject of religion, and thus increase the

aversion that is already felt. Nothing in the way
of bitter reproach, or of railing accusation, for the

want of piety, should ever be uttered ; nor should
anger ever he manifested. In the case of elder

branches of the family, a word or two occasionally

spoken, and always in great mildness and tender-

ness, is all that is desirable. Incessant remonsirance,
is in such instances, likely to he heard with indiffer-

ence, if not with dislike. Such young people should
be left pretty much to their own judgment and con-

science, and 'o the force of parental example.
3. /)isc?';;Zi?w is unspeakably important. We have

considered :he father as the prophet of his family,

we are now to view him as their king ; and his laws
are as important as his instructions. By discipline

then, I mean, the maintenance of parental authority,

and the exercise of it, in the way of restraining arid

punishing offences. Parents, you are invested by
God himself with an almost absolute auihority

;
you

are constituted by him the supreme magistrate of
your household, and cannot have a right idea of
your situation, without considering yourself as ap-

Eointed to rule. You viust be the sovereign of the

ouse, allowing no interference from without, no re-

sistance from within. You have no option in the

matter, and are not permitted to abdicate the throne,

or cast away your sceptre. It was mentioned a.s a
high commendation of Abraham, that he would
covimand his children after him. But although you
are to be absolute monarch, uniting in yourself the

legislative and executive department, you are to be

no tyrant. Your government must be firm, but

mild : the love of the parent must not relax the reins

of the governor, nor the authority of the governor
diminish aught from the love of the parent. You
must have a sceptre, and always hold it, but it must
not be an iron one. You must never suffer the yoke
to be thrown off from your children, but then it must
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be a yoke which they shall have no inclination to

throw otf, because it is easy, and the burden light.

Of you in your measure, it should be said, as it is

of God,

" Sweet majesty, and awful love,

Sit smiling on his brow.'"

Your authority must be presented to your child-

ren as soon as reason is awake. The first thing a

child should be made to understand, is that he is to

do, not what he likes, but what he is commanded

:

that he is not to govern, but to be governed. The
sceptre should be seen by him before the rod ; and
an early, judicious, and steady exhibition of the for-

mer, would render the latter almost unnecessary.

—

He must be made to submit, and that while young,
and then submission will become a habit : the reins

must be felt by him carlp, and he will thus learn to

obey them. All commands should be reasonable:

there should be no wanton, capricious use of au-

thority ;
we must not thwart and cross the wills of

our children merely to teach submission. They
should perceive clearly that love is at the bottom of

all we do, and that reason guides all our conduct.

We should calculate beforehand, whether there is

a necessity for the injunction we are about to de-

liver, and a probability of our being able to ensure
compliance; for a wise parent will not enjoin any
thing, if he can help it, that has not these circum-
stances connected with it. Commands should be
sacred things, not issued in sport, for the child to

play with. Nothing but what is wise should be en-

joined, and every injunction that is issued should
oe obeyed. In many cases, it is beyond our power
to ensure obedience : and then nothing remains but
punishment.

Correction is an essential part of discipline ; for

rewards and punishments are as necessary in the

government of a family, as in that of a state. What
saith the wisest of men 1 " Foolishness is bound up
in the heart of a child, but the rod of correction will

drive it far from him. Withhold not correction

from the child
;
for if thou beatest him with a rod,

he shall not die. Thou shalt beat him with a rod,

and shalt deliver his soul from hell. The rod and
the reproof give wisdom : but a child left to himself
bringeth his mother to shame." Do not many mo-
thers know this by bitter experience 1 Even in

lesser matters, have they not a thousand times blush-

ed at the rudeness, ill manners, and impertinence
of children "left to themselves:" and in greater
matters, have they not lived to vent the heaviest re-

proaches upon their most abject folly, in spoiling
their children by leaving them to their own obsti-

nate tempers, self-will, and rebellious conduct, with-
out ever correcting them :

" correct thy son, and he
shall give thee rest

;
yea, he shall give thee the de-

light of thy soul." Inimitably beautiful precept;
and as true as it is beautiful. " He that spareih the

rod, hateth his son." How many are there who
thus hate their children 1 a very strong expression, I

admit : and yet these verv persons would be thought
the fondest of parents. Would you suffer your child-

ren's bodies to perish, rather than put them to pain

in eradicating a disease, which, if suffered to re-

main, would be falall Would not this he hating

them 1 And what do you call that conduct, which,
rather than put them to pain by correcting their

faults, suffers all kinds of moral diseases to increase,

nnd fester, and corrupt the soul 1 Fond mother, you
that will never correct a child, hear the charge, and
let it thrill through your heart, exciting emotions
of horror—you are a hater of your child

;
your fool-

ish love is infanticide; your cruel embraces are

hugging your child to death. In not correcting

him, you are committing sin of the heaviest kind,

and your own wickedness in not correcting him,
will at last correct yourself.

I would not, however, be thought to enjoin a cruel

or even a stern and rigid seventy. I do not think
this compatible with the admonition given by the

apostle, not to irritate, nor "provoke our children

to wrath, lest they be discouraged." We must not
govern by punishment : the sceptre must not be con-

Verted into a whip. The first object of every parent
should be to render punishment unnecessary. It is

better to prevent crimes than punish them. This
can be done, certainly, to a very considerable extent,

but it requires a very early, very judicious, and very

watchful system of training. Many have very little,

of what may be called, the faculty of government

;

and late coercion and punishment come in to supply

the place of early guidance. The only time is suf-

fered to go by without being improved, in which it

is possible, in most cases, so to train the disposition,

as to do in future without much punishment ; for if

discipline, wise, steady, firm discipline, do not com-
mence as soon as the passions begin to develope, it

is too late then to be accomplished without some
degree of severity.

Mr. Anderson strikingly illustrates this part of

the subject, by a very familiar allusion :
" I recollect

hearing of two coaches which used 'c drive into

Newmarket from London, by a certain hour, at a

time of strong competition. The horses cf the

coach which generally came in first, had scarcely

a wet hair. In the other, though last, the horses

were jaded and heated to excess, and had the ap-

pearance of having made great efforts. The reader

perhaps, understands the cause of the difference.

—

The first man did it all of cour.se, by the reins : the

second, unsteady in himself, or unskilful in the

reins, had induced bad habits, and then employed
the whip ; but he coukl never cope with the other.

So it will ever hold in all government. If obe-

dience to the reins is found to be most pleasant in

itself, and even the road to enjoyment, th-^a obe-

dience will grow into a habit and become, in fact,

the choice of the party."

This, then, is the first thing to be attended to, ac-

quire skill in the management of the reins; govern

by guiding, not by forcing. But still, there are many,
very many cases, in which the reins alohe will not

prove to be enough ; the whip is wanted, and where

it is wanted, it ought to be supplied. Not that I

mean to enforce a system of corporeal punishment

;

no : this may be necessary occasionaPy, as an ex--

periment in diflicult cases, but as a y.'slem it is bad

and unavailing, and is usually he resource of pas-

sionate, ignorant, or indolent parents and masters.

We should from the dawn of reason, endeavor to

make our children feel, that our favor is their rich-

est reward for good conduct, our displeasure the

severest rebuke for misbehavior. Happy the pa-

rent, who has attained to such skill in government,

as to guide with a look, to reward with a smile, and
to punish with a frown.

Occasions, I admit, sometimes do occur, and not

unfrequently, in which the interposition of a severer

chastisement becomes necessary ; and these are the

emergencies which require the full stretch of pa-

rental wisdom. Take the following rules for your

guidance.—Never chastise in a state of wrath.—

Some parents can never punish, except when it

ought never to be done,—when they are angry.

—

This is passion, not principle ; and will always ap-

pear to the child as if it were intended, more to ap-

pease and ^, ratify the parent's bad temper, than to

promote his" '•elfare. No parent, in such a state of

mind, can be n a condition nicely to adjust the kind

and degree of punishment to the offence; it is like

administering medicine scalding hot, which rather

burns than cures. God waited till the cool of the
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evening, Lefcire he came down to arraign, try, and
punish our lirs.t parents after their fail.

Patienily examine the offence before you punish
il. In every case, let there be the solemnity of ju-

dicial invesiigation
; for justice always should pro-

ceed with a slow and measured step. Accurately
discriminate between sins of presumption, and sins

of ignorance or inadvertence. Accidents should be

reproved, but not punished, unless they involve wil-

ful disobedience. Most wisely and equitably appor-

tion the sentence to the degree of offence and the

disposition of the offender. Ingenuous confession,

and sincere penitence, should in most cases arrest

the process of Judgment, and the child be made to

punish himself by remorse. Satisfy not yourselves

till you ha'/e produced repentance, for till you have
done this, scarcely any thiiig is done. Hatred of
the sin on the part of the offender, is a much more
effectual preservative from its repetition, than fear

of punishment. Do not keep instruments of punish-
ment, such as the rod or the cane, constantly in sight,

for this is to govern by fear, rather than by love.

—

Be very cautious not to threaten what you either do
not intend, or are not able to inflict

;
yea, forbear

threatening as much as possible. A parent's de-

nouncement should not be hastily uttered for child-

ren to laugh at. In the case of older children, the

greatest caution is necessary, in expre^^sing a pa-

rent's displeasure: rea.sonable expostulation, mild
rebuke, tender reproof, appeals to their understand-
ing and feelings and conscience, are all that can be

allowed in this instance. If beating ever do good,
it is only in infancy, before the understanding can
be made sufficiently to argue upon the heinousness
of the offence: afterwards it can only provoke and
harden. Through the whole cour.se of discipline

and government, let parents ever remember, that

their children are rational creatures, and are to be
dealt with as such, by having the grounds of obliga-

tion laid open to them, the criminality of disobe-

dience explained, and the evils of insubordination
laid before them. To a parent storming or fretting

over the inefficacy f>f punishment, I would say,
" Have you treated that child as a brute, or a ra-

tional creature"? Have you taken pains with him
from infancy, to make him understand his obliga-

tions, and to comprehend the criminality of disobe-

dience
; or have you governed liim by threatening

and beating 1" I a^ain say, that where necessari/

punishment is withheld, it is a hating; of the child
;

out the great object should be to render punishment
unnecessary. Put the reivs of gnidancc upon the

disposition while yo- r children are infants, and ac-

quire great skill in these: and if you manage the

reins well, j'ou will have less need of the whip.
It is of vast consequence, that parents should be

very careful not lo foster, by injudicious treatment,
those very propensities, which, when more fully de-

veloped, they will find it necessary to repress by
discipline. Do not encourage lying and ill nature,

by smiling at a false or malignant expression, be-

cause il is cleverlv said. Nor nourish pride bv ex-
cessive flattery of commendation. Nor vanity, by
loading ihem with finery, and both admiring them,
and teaching them to admire ihem^clves. Nor re-

venge, by directing them to vent tiieir impotent an-
ger upon fhe persons or things that have injured

them. Nor cruelly, l>v permitting them to toriure

insects or animals. Nor insolence and oppression,

bv allowing them to be rude to servants. Nor envy,
bv stimulating too powerfully the principle of emu-
lation. Infinite mischief is done by thus thought-
lessly encouraging the growth of many of the germs
of vice.

Discipline, to he effectual, .should be steady and
unvarying, not fitfvl and capriciotu : it must be a
system which, like the atmosphere, shall prese al-

ways and every where upon its subjects. Occa-
sional fits of severity, however violent, but which
are followed by long intermissions of relaxing in-

dulgence, can do no good, and may do much harm.
Each extreme is mischievous, and each prepares
for the mischief of the other. Both parents should
join to support domestic authority ; for a more tru-

ly distressing and injurious spectacle can scarcely
be seen in the family circle, than a fond and foolish

mother, counteracting the effects of paternal chas-
tisement, by stealing to the little prisoner in his

captivity, to comfort him in his distress, to wipe
away his tears, and to hush his sorrows, by some
gratificaiion of his palaie. In this way children
have been sometimes hardened in their crimes, set

against their father, and led to ultimate and irre-

trievable ruin.

Wonder not that I have placed discipline under
the head of religious education ; for, is it not the

object of domestic government to bend, as far as
means can do it, the will of a child into submission
to the auihoriiy of a wise and holy parent! And
what is sin against God, but the resistance of a
weaker will against that which is supreme and di-

vinel Now surely it may be conceived to be in

the order of God's appointed means of bringing
the child inio subjection to himself, to bring hitn

first into subjection lo his pareij.s. Can any one
he in a stale of mind more hardened against reli-

gion, more opposed to all its just and saluiary re-

straints, than he who rejects ihe mild yoke of pa-

rental government, and .-jets at defiance the authori-

ty of a father 1 Obedience to parents is one of the

laws of heaven, and the first of all iis laws, w-hich the

mind of an infant can be made to undersiand ; and
if parents enfoice it, as they should do, with a di-

rect reference to the appointment of God, they are
certainly taking a preliminary step, so far as means
can be employed, for the formation of the religious

character.

4. Example is neces.sary to give power and influ-

ence to all other means.
One of the iriiest of all proverbs, is the power

of example : but its force is greatest upon the youth-

ful mind :
" during the minority of reason, imitation

is the regent of the soul, and they who are least

swaved by argument, are most governed by exam-
ple." We all learn of this preceptor, before we
can reason, yea, before we can speak. If then we
would have our children live in the fear of God,
we must ourselves be seen by them, steadily walk-
ing in the way of his commandments. In alluring
them to religion, we must be enabled to say, "Fol-
low me." Our religion should not only be upon the
whole sincere, but it should be visible: our light

shonld shine before our family, that they, seeing our
good works, might glorify God. But for our reli-

gi(;n to produce any effect, it must be eminent: there
must be no doubt, no uncertainty about the matter;
it must not be a thing of a quesiionable nature. It

should be consistent. I remember once conversing
with a man of great eminence for station, talents,

and piety, who said to me: "I owe every thing,

under God, to the eminent and consistent piety of
my faiher. When I was a voung man, though I

was not vicious, I was worldly; and in order the

more effectually to Jret rid of all interference with

my pursuits, from religion, I wished to think it all

mere profession and hvpocrisv. For this purpose,

I most narrowly watched the conduct of my fa'her;

for such was the height on which h" stood as a pro-

fessor of religion, that I very naturally concluded,

if I could convict him of such inconsisiencv as

amounted to a proof of hvpocrisv,—and a little

thing would at that time have sufficed for such a

I

purpose,— I should have gained my end, an-1 have
I concluded that all piety was but a cajce and a de-
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As soon as their character begins to unfold, we
should most carefully watch its developcment, that
we may know what regimen to place it under. We
should study their propensities, capacities and ten-
dencies. We should watch them in play, in their
intercourse with each other, with servants, with
their companions, and when they art noi dreamin'^
that our attention is directed towards them; for
character is decided by incidents, which a superfi-
cial mind would deem too minute to be noticed.

—

We should see how they behave alter punishment
and reward : in short, their whole character should
be studied and inspected by us with the most minute
and anxious care; just as the different plants in a
nursery are investigated by a gardener, that he may
know the peculiar nature which each pos.sesses,

and the appropriate treatment v/hich each requires.

We should also inspect our family, so as to know
what good or evil is going on among them ; whether
the good seed is grov.'ing, and what tares are spring-
ing up. Like the farmer going out to inspect his

fields, or the gardener his trees, to ascertain what
prospect there is of a crop, and what weeds are to

be eradicated, what vermin to be destroyed, what
gaps to be stopped to keep out enemies, what ex-
crescences to be removed, what assistance to be af-

forded ; so must the parent be and act among his

children. One is growing up with a propensity to

pride, he must be taught with great care, the beauty
and excellence of humility; a second i.s vain of
personal decorations and acquirements, she must
have such fully exposed, and be saved from its in-

jurious influence upon her character; a thiid is

artful, equivocating and deceitful, he must have the
enormity of lying unfolded to him, and be encou-
raged to practise more frankness, ingenuousness,
and regard to truth; one is remarkably curious,

and needs to have this inquisitiveness checked;
another dull, and needs to have it stimulated

; one
is skeptical, and is in danger of infidelity; another
credulous, and is in peril of imposition. Now there

must be a constant scrutiny carried on by the pa-
rent, to ascertain these peculiarities, and manage
them accordingly.

Inspection must extend to every thing. To the
servants that are admitted into the house; for how
much injury might he done to the youthful mind,
by an unprincipled and artful servant. The com-
panions o( our children should be most narrowly
watched : one bad associate may ruin them for ever.

The very first workings of the social impulse, even
in a bov or girl of five or six years of age, should be
noticed ; for even thus early may evil impressions
be produced by companionship. At the risk of of-

fending the nearest relative, or most endeared friend

he has upon earth, a Christian parent ought not to

suffer his children to associate with those, who are
likely to do them harm. On this account, domestic
education is decidedly to be preferred, where it can
be obtained, to schools. A system of extensive and
dreadful mutual corruption is oftentimes going on
ainong young people, before it is perceived.

Parents should most carefully inspect the reading
of their children, and keep out of their way all cor-

rupting books, and indecent pictures. And how
deeply is it to be deplored, that our nev:spapcrs are

oftentimes so polluted with filthy details of disgust-

ing occurrences and trials, as to be channels through
which moral contamination flows into many a fa-

mily, otherwise well guarded. It becomes a serious

question, whether it is the duty of a Cliristian, who
has sons and daughters growing up, to allow a
newspaper to come into his house. News-rooms,
on this account, are to be decidedly preferred.

The recreations of children should be watched,
and no games be allowed that are immodest, or like-

ly to foster a spirit of gambling.

lusion. But so thoroughly consistent was he, that

I could find nothing in the smallest degree at vari-

ance with his character as a piofessor of religion.

This kept its hold upon me. 1 said to myself, there

must be a reality here, and I must try to understand
and feel it; lor I have seen such meekness in a
temper naturally irritable, such comfort amidst the
greatest agonies, and all this supported by such
unitbrm devotion, that I must try to catch his spirit."

This beautiful instance of the influence of parental
example, is, perhaps, not altogether unique, though
in all its circumstances, perhaps rarely equalled.

Children have their eyes always upon their pa-

rents, and are quick to discern any violations of
consistency. If, notwithstanding our profession of
religion, they see us as worldly minded, as grasping
and anxious after riches, as solicitous to be sur-

rounded by splendid furniture, luxurious gratifica-

tions, and fashionable habits, as the people of the

world ;—if they see the righteous rarely at our
table, except when they are great people, or popular
characters, but observe there the gay, the fashiona-
ble, the ungodly;—if they witness us artful, impla-
cable or malicious ;— if they know us to be cruel
or neglectful to our wives, unkind and oppressive
to our servants, cold and tyrannical to them;— if

they Witness us inconstant in our attendance upon
private, family, or public worship—what can they
conclude, but that our religion is mere profession 1

In such a case, of how little service is our attempt
to impress upon their minds those claitns, which we
ourselves practically deny 1 It were far better for

some parents to say nothing to their children about
religion, for, till they alter their own conduct, their

admoni.ions can produce no other effect, than to

excite insufferable disgust. It is enough to make
every parent tremble, to think what a parent
should be.

And there should be consistency also, between
our professions, and our conduct in reference to

our families. We avow it to be our supreme and
ultimate desire, that theu should be truly pious;
and we tell them so. Do we in all things act agree-
ably to this principle"? Do we select schools and
situaiions; books and companions; pursuits and
occupations, in reference to this desire 1 Do we in

our general conversation with them, and before

them, support this declaration"? Do not our chil-

dren sometimes reason thus?—"My parents tell

me, thai their chief anxiety is for my salvation, and
the formation of my religious character; but how
does this comport with their selecting for me a
school where religion is the last thing attended to 1

With their instructing me in some things, which,
as religious people, I hear them condemn 1 How
is It, that all the anxiety of their conduct, whatever
their words may say, appears to he, to make me a
fine lady, that can dance well, and exhibit an ele-

gant form, and display polished manners'? I am
told that religion is the first thing, but I am edu-
cated for the world." Ah, if we act thus, we are
not training up our children in the way they should
go. Without example, every thing else that we do,

is most lamentably deficient : as has been often said,

it is only pointing them the way to heaven, but

leadins: them in the way to hell.

5. DiLIGKNT, CONSTANT, AND CAREFtJL INSPECTION,

is a most important parental duty.

There should be in every fainilv a system of do-

mestic episcopacy. Parents should be watchful in

all thines. This is the way to preserve the good
seed of instruction which is sown, and to prevent

the enemy from sowing tares, which he is ever
wakeful to do when the parent is asleep. This is

a very ditBcult, but a very necessary duty. We
must never allow any engagements whatever, to

take off, long together, our eye from our children.
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For want of this diligent, careful, and universal

in.'^peclion, the best instructions, the most earnest

warnings, the most fervent prayer, and the most

consistent example, have been in some cases, un-

availing; and the children left to themselves, and

to the corrupting influence of others, have grown

up,—their parents' misery, and their own dis-

grace.

6. Prayer must crown all.

This duty commences with the birth of a child,

my, before that event; for in the very prospect of

iL« birth, there should be earnest prayer offered to

God by the parent, for divine grace to discharge all

those obligations, which the expected babe will

bring upon the conscience of the father and mother.

And from that time forward till the death of either

parent or child, earnest, secret, believing prayer,

should never cease to be daily presented for our off-

spring. Our prayers should principally respect the

spiritual welfare of our children. Daily we should

wrestle with God for their eternal salvation. How
little can ivc do at most for their welfare, and how
ineffectual without God's blessing, is all we do, or

can do. That parent has neglected a very import-

ant branch of his duty, who has suffered one single

day to pass by, without bearing his children upon
his heart before God in private prayer. Who can
subdue their tempers, or change their hearts, but

God"? And though in a way of sovereignty, he

confers his grace upon some who neither seek it

themselves, nor have it sought for them, by their

friends, yet we are not authorized to expect it with-

out prayer.

It is necessary, also, not only to pray for our
children, but with them. We should take them
apart each by himself to commend them to God, and
thus make them the witnesses of our deep solicitude

and our intense agony for their eternal welfare.

—

If they have been disobedient and wicked, it may be

well, when they are brought to a right mind, and
when we ourselves have forgiven them, to conduct
them to the throne of divine grace, to beg for them
the divine forgiveness: but this must never be done
as a punishment, for this is the way to make them
dread a parent's prayers, as a visitation of his dis-

pleasure.

But, besides this, there must be family prayer.

The necessity and propriety of this, arise out of

the constitution of the family; and were it not en-

joined in the word of God, either by precept or ex-

ample, would still be binding upon the conscience

of every parent, by the relation in which he stands

to his family, and the extent of their dependence
upon God. Do we not want family mercies; and
who can give them but God 1 So obviously obli-

gatory is this duty, and so naturally does its per-

formance arise out of all our conjoint feelings as pa-

rents and as Christians, that those who neglect if can-
not even pretend to feel the right influence of god-
liness.

No duty, however, has been more abused than
this. By some it is only occasionally performed; it

is taken up perhaps in times of domestic distress or

solicitude; by others it is attended to on a Sabbath
evening; and by many, very many others it is,

though regularly observed, nothing but a mere life-

less form, and thus felt not only to be insipid hut a

mere burden. The following directions may be of

service to guide the heads of families in this most
interesting branch of domestic duty.

1. It should be offered up morning and evening;
thus beginning and closing every day.

2. It should be observed with the greatest regu-
larity, and an uninterrupted constancy. What a
disgrace to a parent is it, for a child or a servant to

say, " are we to have prayer this evening 1" And
yet, are there not some families in which the prac-

tice is so irregular, as to leave the matter doubtful,
till the bell rings'?

3. All the members of the family should be pre-
sent, except very young children, who cannot be
made to sit still, and whose inquietude and restless-

ness are a disturbance to all the rest, and utterly de-
stroy the solemnity of the service.

4. It should be attended to so early in the morn-
ing as not to subject the service to the intrusion and
interruption of visiters and secular business; and
so early in the evening, as not to be rendered the

mere form of a drowsy circle, who ought at that

time to be in bed. It is an offence to the Almighty,
to conduct a family into his awful presence, merely
to sleep there.

5. There should be a fixed hour, and the hour
should be most sacredly kept, and not be interfered

with, except at the dictate of necessity. In order to

this, the heads of families should not sup from home,
nor yield to the modern practice of late visiting.

—

The fashionable hours of ten or eleven o'clock at

night, are driving out evening prayer, and the eager-

ness of commercial pursuits, putting a stop, in many
families, to the morning sacrifice.

6. A portion of holy Scripture should be read,

from the Old Testament, one part of the day, and
from the New Testament, the other. A bock should
be read through in regular course, and not a chap-
ter picked out, or stumbled upon by accident. The
Scriptures should be audibly read, and in a reve-

rential manner, and with a devotional spirit, for

very great evils result from reading the Scriptures

in a careless, slovenly, and irreverent manner. It

would be well for the parent to require the children

and servants to bring their Bibles with them, that

the eye may help the ear, in fixing the attention of

the mind. The domestic prophet should also ac-

company what he reads with short explanatory and
hortatory remarks of his own, or the expository

comments of others.

7. When there are persons in the family that can
sing, family praise should ascend to heaven. The
morning or evening hymn of a pious family, is one
of the most touching sounds in our world.

" Lord, how delightful 't is to see,

A pious household worship tiiee,

At once they sing, at once tiiey pray,

They hear of heav'n, and learn the way."

8. Then follows the prayer, which should be not
so long as to weary, nor so short as to seem like a
mere form: it should be fervent, for a dull, cold,

heartless repetition of almost the same things in al-

most the same words, is sure to destroy all the in-

terest of this delightful service, and to render it a
mere form, which wearies and burdens, if it do not

also disgust. How difficult is it to keep up the life

and vigor of this engagement! And why? Because
we do not keep up the life and vigor of our person-

al religion. It is worth while to remark, that the

habit of reverential reading the Scriptures tends to

feed the flame of devotion, and to kindle the fire of
the sacrifice of prayer. The prayer of the head of
a family, should be in a very peculiar degree fami-

ly prayer. It should respect the children, the ser-

vants, the circumstances of the household. All

should feel that the service belongs to them, and not

merely to the individual who prays, or to the church
and the world. But fervor, and life, and earnest-

ness, as opposed to what is dull and formal, is of

immense consequence. A few petitions breathed

forth with a fervor that kindles the fire of devotion

in all around, are far better than half an hour's

talking about religion to God.
Oh ! with what dignity, and grace, and sanctity,

and authority, does a holy and fervent father rise
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from his knees, and take his seat in the midst of his

family, while yet ihe rays of divine glory play upon
his countenance. " Children," says Dr. Dwight,
"naturally regard a parent with reverence; but

they cannot fail to reverence him more or less, on
account of his personal character. Wherever they
have been accustomed to behold their parent daily

sustaining the office of minister or servant of God,
they necessarily associate with every idea they form
of his person and character, this solemn and im-
portant apprehension. Every image of this venera-
ble relation presented to their minds, will include
in it, that of a divinely appointed guardian of their

spiritual concerns; a guide to their duty, given
them from above: a venerated and beloved inter-

cessor for their salvation." And the same writer,

in speaking of family worship, says, " In the devo-
tion of this little assembly, parents pray for their

children, and children for their parents : the hus-
band for the wife, and the wife for the husband

;

while brothers and sisters send up their requests to

the throne of Infinite Mercy, to call down bless-

ings on each other. Who that wears the name of

a man can be inditferent here 1 Must not the ve-

nerable character of the parent, the peculiar ten-

derness of the conjugal union, the affectionate inti-

macy of the filial and fraternal relations; must not

the nearness of relations long existing, the inter-

change of kindness long continued, and the oneness

of interests long cemented—all warm the heart,

heighten the importance of every petition, and in-

crease the fervor of ever)'' devotional effort."

If may now be proper to inquire, how it comes to

pass that such a system as this is so often unsuc-
cessful 1 For it may, with very great propriety,

because with truth, be affirmed, that the families of
professors, are not always, as might be expected,

the nurseries of the church. It is not enough to re-

solve the matter into the sovereignty of divine
grace, till we have inquired, whether any thing

can be found in the conduct of parents, which
can be said with truth, to account for the painful

fact, of irreligious children being found in religious

families.

Have parents really adopted and pursued a judi-

cious system of religious education '! Can it be
said, thac means, such as I have directed, or any
thing at all like them, have been regularly pursued 1

Has there been a deep, a constant solici-tude for the

eternal welfare of their children^

In the introduction of my volume, entitled, " The
Christian Father's Present to his Children," I have
stated the obstacles which often prev^ent the success
of a religious education, and have enumerated the
following:

1. Religious education is oftentimes very igno-
rantly, negligently, and capriciously maintained:
where it is not altogether omitted. It is nor a first

object, it is attended to with no earnestness, no anx-
iety, no system, no regularity. It does not run
through every thing, and is opposed by many things
at variance with it. The parents' eye and heart
are more intently fixed upon the worldly prosperity
and respectability of the children, than on their re-

ligious character.

2. The relaxation of domestic discipline is a
powerful impediment in the way of success. There
is, in some households, no family government, no
order, no subordination. The children are kept
under no restraint, but are allowed to do what they
like; their faults are unnoticed and unpunished,
and their tempers allowed to grow wild and head-
strong, till in fact, the whole family become utterly
lawless, rebellious against parental authority, and
unamiable to all around them. How many have
had to curse the over indulgence of fond and fool-

ish parents. How many, as the" have ruminated
43*

amidst the desolations of poverty, or the walls of a
prison, have exclaimed, " O, my cruelly fond pa-
rents, had you exercised that authority with which
God entrusted you, over your children, and had
you checked my childish corruptions, and punished
my boyish disobedience : had you subjected me to

the salutary restraint of wholesome laws, I had not
brought you with a broken heart to your grave, nor
myself with a ruined character to a jail."

Over indulgence is awfully common, and conti-

nually making shocking ravages in human charac-
ter. It is a system of great cruelty to the children,

i to the parents themselves, and to society. This
i
practice proceeds from various causes ; in some in-

I stances, from a perverted and systematic senti-

mentalism; in others, from absolute indolence, and
a regard to present ease, which leads the silly

mother to adopt any means of coaxing, and yield-

ing, and bribing, to keep the young rebels quiet for

the time; in others, from a mistake as to the time
when restraint should begin, or a spirit of procras-
tination, which leads parents to say, " I shall take
them in hand by and by : there is no time lost

;

when their reason is a little more matured, I shall

lay upon them more restraint ;" and in some it is

" mere animal affection," without the guidance of a
particle of judgment, a mere instinct, like that
which in the irrational tribes, leads to a blind and
busy atiection. It is not uncommon for parents to

treat ihe first acts of puerile rebellion, rather as

freaks to be smiled at, than as faults to be reformed.
" O," says the mother, "it is only play, he will

know better soon. He does not mean any harm. I

cannot chide him." No ; and if the father, wiser
than herself, does, she cries, and perhaps, in the

hearing of the child, reproves her husband for

cruelty. From whatever cause it proceeds, it is in

the highest degree injurious to the character of the
children ; let those who are guilty of it read the
fearful comment on this sin, which is furnished for

their warning, in the history of Eli and his family.

3. Undue severity is, perhaps, more injurious

than over indulgence ; and it is, perhaps, a convic-
tion of this, and an observation of the mischievous
consequences of extreme rigor, that has driven
many into the opposite extreme. I have .seen the

dreadful effects of parental tyranny, and the reign

of household terror, in the broken spirits, the reck-

less desperation, the hardened contumacy, or the

deep and sullen melancholy of those who have been
the subjects of these hard measures. It is a truly

revolting sight to see a father employing the iron

rod of the oppressor to beat, and bruise, and crush
the minds of his own offspring into the most abject

submission. He may succeed, but let him not won-
der, if at the same time that he has suppressed re-

bellion, he has extinguished affection. I have known
parents, who, too late have seen their error, and
who would give the world, did they possess it, if it

were possible to do away the ill effects which their

severity had produced in the character of tlieir

children : but the mischief was irreparable. No
subsequent kindness could expand the heart, which
they had closed for ever against them, or win that

confidence which they had repulsed from them. A
close, sullen, melancholy disposition had been nur-

tured : a susceptibility to the emotions of wretched-

ness had been planted in the bosom, which no future

tenderness en the part of the parent could remove.
He saw it, and repented it, but could not alter it.

"Ye fathers, provoke not then your children to

anger, lest they should be dt'Cotirr.ged." This lan-

guage is really very striking, and well deserves the

serious attention of every parent.

4. The inconsistent conduct of parents who are

professors of religion, is a great hinderance to the

success of religious instruction. Many persons
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have no need lo wonder that their children are 'not

pious; it would have been a v/onder wiih every

body else if they were, Jor ihey liave seen nothing

at licjine, but what was calculated to disgust iheiii

•with religion. They would have been far more
likely to have thought well of the ways of godli-

ne>.-,"if their parents had said nothing about them.

5. The bad conduct of an eider branch of a fa-

mily, often counteracts all the efibrts made for the

benelit of the rest. Let parents see the importance

of be^iuniag upon a good system. Children are

creatures ot imitation, and the models ihey copy

after, are their elder brother or sister. A mother
should educate the character of her^r^i child, with

the recollection, that he will be a pattern which the

rest will, in all probability, more or less conform to.

I do not think this has been sufficiently considered.

6. Partiality has a very corrupting and fatal in-

fluence. The history of the patriarch Jacob, first

the victim, and afterwards the subject of this sin,

will remain for ever a warning to all parents,

against the dangers of domestic favoritism. The
balances of government must be held in every fa-

mily, by even handed justice, or misery is sure to

ensue.
" Envy and jealousy are the natural conse-

quences of partiality. Faiher and mother are some-
times embroiled, the children are set against each

other, and all conspire against the favorite.

Behold these obstacles, and avoid them.

And now, can violives be necessary to admonish
Chrisiian parents to the diligent performance of

their duty '\ If so, take the loUowing:

—

1. Are you zealous for the cause of religion in

the world, for the prosperity of Zion, for the inte-

rest of the Redeemer, for the glory of God 1 Be
diligeni and anxious to train up your children in

the nurture and admonition of the Lord. Would
you have them the enemies, or the friends of God
and his cause 1 Dare you pretend to be the disci-

ples of Chiist, if this is a matter of indifference to

you ! If you are negleciful in this maiter, you
may expect to see your offspring: united with the

children of this world, if not with infiilels, scoffers

or the profane. But if you are anxious and con-

scientious 10 train them up for God, that daughter
over whom you waich with such parental care and
tenderness, may be joined with the female worthies,

who by their chaste conversation, and the ornament
of a meek and quiet spirit, and iheir zeal for the

cause of Christ, have done so much to diffuse reli-

gion, in the world. That son whom you now train

with such holy solicitude, for future u.^iefulness, as

a disciple of the Saviour, may become eminent in

the church, as a consistent and intelligent member,
or an able and faithful minister. " Many a con-

gregation," says Baxter, " that is happily fed with

the bread of life, may thank God for the endeavors
of some poor man or woman, that trained up a
child in the ways of God, to become their holy and
faithful teacher." The church of God looks to the

families of the righieous, and expects and asks from
thence, those supplies which are to recruit its mem-
bers, and to repair the ravages of death.

2. I urge this duiv by a due regard to the tempo-
ral and eiernal welfare of your children. You love

your children, and would deem it a most cruel and
insulting insinuation to have your affection for a
moment questioned. But do what you will for

them : devote as you may the energies of body and
mind; the sleep of your nights and the activities

of your days to your children's comfort : wear out

your strength in ceaseless labor and solicitude, and
yet at the same lime neglect the religious education

of your children, you are guilty of a spec'.es of

most horrid cruelty towards them, the bitt*'. conse-

quences of which may begin in this woiid in pro-

fligacy and vice, and extend to the other in all the

bitter pains of ^eternal death. Unrestrained bj

seniiments of piety, unconiiolled by a conscience
w hich has never been enlightened, what is lo pre-

vent them from being plunged into infamy by their

unbridled passions'? Have not many young men
at the hulks, in the laud of exile, or at the gallows;
and many unhappy females when closing in misery
a course of infamy, cuised their parents for not

giving them a religious education 1 But even
though they live and die in worldly honor and
respectability, what will this do for them amidst
the sorrows of life, the agonies of death, the so-

lemnities of judgment, and the torments of perdi-

tion ! Hear them as they stand shuddering and af-

frighted on the brink of that gulph into which they

are about to plunge. " Of what avail are the

riches and honors and pleasures of the world,

which my parents were so anxious to obtain for

me *? "Why did they not tell me that the salvation

of my soul was of more importance to me as an im-
mortal creature, than the pos.session of the uni-

verse '? Cruel, cruel parents ! Fool that I was, to

be blinded and rendered careless by you: but my
self-reproaches are now unavailing; I deservedly
perish, but my blood be upon the head of those that

neglected me." Ah, cruel parents indeed, who ne-
glect the religious education of their children

:

more cruel in some respects than Herod; he slew
the bodies of children, these murder souls; he mur-
dered the children of others, these murder their

own
; he employed the agency of his servants,

these do the work of slaughter themselves.
3. Do you regard your own comfort 1 Do you

love yourselves"? Are you anxious to avoid pain-
ful and incessant solicitude, bitter reflection, domes-
tic disquietude, dreadful foreboding 1 Then bring
up your children with the most unvarying regard
to their religious character. Should God crown
your efforts with success, what a harvest of joys
will you reap even in this world. When you see
your chiklren enter the paths of wisdom, "Thank
Goil," you exclaim, " my highest ambition has at

length reached its object. My children are decided
Christians. I am now no longer distressingly anx-
ious for their future prospects in this life. In one
way or other, God will provide for them. And as
to eternity, they are safe." Who can describe the
pure, elevated felicity with which such parents
mark the course of their children, in going from
strength to strength in their progress to Zion.

—

What a season of delight is that, when they pub-
licly assume the profession of a Christian, and con-
nect themselves with the church ! What joy is felt

in beholding them at their side at the talkie of the

Lord, and holding commimion with them in the

joys of faith and the anticipations of eternity. And
what .satisfaction is experienced in seeing them en-
rolling their names as the friends of God and man,
and giving their support to those institutions which
are formed to promote the highest interests of the

human race. As they grow in experience, in use-

fulness, in respectability in the church, the parents'

joy and gratitude are continually increasing, and
they feel the honor of having sent such members
into the fellowship of the faithful. Should God in

the mysteries of his providence remove them by an
early death, you will be cheered amidst the agonies

of separation, by their dying consolation; their

piety will wipe away your tears, and be a balm to

the wounds of your mind; and when they have de-

parted, you will solace yourselves with the healing

thousht, that thev have gone to that world of glory

in which you will soon be reunited with them. Or
should the order of nature be observed, and you
precede them to the tomb, will not their presence

and attentions in your dving chamber, be more
soothing by the consideration, that they are so many
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saints, as well as children, ministering to your com-
fort "? Will not their i)ieiy give a sancii'y and a

sweetness to all ihe otiices oi^ their affection'? " I

die," will be your expression, as like departing

Jacob, you address yourselves to them, " but God
will be with you, and we shall meet again, where
there will be no more death."

But should you unhappily neglect their religious

education, and they, through your neglect, should
grow up without auy due sense of the claims of
God, is there not a danger of their becoming im-
moral, as well as irreli?ious1 And how could you
bear to witness, or to hear of their profligacy and
vice, if at the same lime, you were conscious that

it was in a measure ;hrough your neglect"? Per-
haps they maybe unkind and disobedient to you;
for God may justly render that child a scourge to

his parent, whose parent did not train him up in

the ways of religion. O what scenes of domestic
misery, what heart-rending spectacles of confusion
and wretchedness, have profligate children occa-
sioned in the families to which they belong ! How
many have thus had their hearts suddenly broken,
Or their grey hairs bro.ight down by the slow pro-

cess of withering sorrow, to the grave : and the

sting of all this, in some cases, has been the con-
sciousness of parental neglect. No sin more hea-
vily punishes itself than this, nor mingles for its

subject a more bitter cup. But then, the eternal

consequences, oh, the eternal consequences of this

neglect. See the heart-stricken parent, wringing
his hands over the dying youth, who is departing
without repentance. No, not a syllable escapes his

lips that sounds like penitence: the father weeps,
and prays, and entreats, but the son hearkens not,

and dies, and makes no sign. Now in what a
burst of agony does he give vent to his feelings over
the corpse, from which the spirit has departed, but

departed not to the mansions of the blest. " Oh,
my sun Absalom, my son, my son Absalom, would
God I had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my
son."

Or, in the event of your own death, what thorns

will.it plant in your pillow, with what deeper shades
will it invest the descent to that dark valley, to re-

flect that you had neglected the religious character

of your children, and the eiernal salvation of their

immortal souls. Then, amiflst these fearful scenes,

to awake to a sense of your duty, when it is too

late, except by one parting admonition, to perform
it. TVien 'o see those around your bed, with whom
you had been entrusted, but whom you had ne-
glected.

But there are other scenes more dreadful still.

—

The faithless parent must meet his neglected child-
ren at the day of judgment, before the bar of God.
Fearful will be the interview; and to us, now, ut-

terly inconceivable. No imagination can portray
the scene, and I attempt it not. And then, eternity,

oh ! eternity !—who shall bring out from the secrets

of that impenetrable state, the condition of children,
lost in some measure, through the neglect of their
parents; and the condition of parents, hearing
through everlasting ages, the imprecation and re-

proaches of their own* offspring, and all the.se im-
precations and reproaches echoed back from their

own conscience. But the picture is too appalling

—

and if the mere anticipation chills with horror,
what must be its reality.

Look for a few moments at a brighter scene, and
anticipate the meetins: at the judgment day, of pi-

ous parents and children reclaimed, converted,
saved, by the blessins: of God upon their affection-

ate solicitude, and judicious and persevering efforts

for their eternal welfare: but this is as much too
bright for the imagination, as the other is too ter-

rific. It is glory, honor, and felicity too great to be

imagined. And beyond all this, everlasting ages
remuin, for the child to be blessed with salvation,

and the parent to be blessed with the conciousne.ss

of having been the happy instrument of eternal
blessedness to his own offspring.

CHAPTER V.

THE DUTIES OF CHILDREN TO THEIR PARENTS.

" Children, obey your parents in the Lord ; for this is

right. Honor thy father and mother; which is the

first comiiiaiidnient witii promise ; tiiat it may be

well with thee, and thattliou mayest livelong on the

earth." Ephes. vi. 1,"2, 3.

" My sou, kee]) thy father's commandment, and for-

sake not the law of thy mother; bind them continu-

ally upon thine heart, and tie tiiem about thy neck.

When thoM goest it shall lead thee ; when thou

sleepest it shall keep thee ; and when thou awakest

it shall talk with thee." Proverbs vi. 20

—

22.

" The father of the rigliteoiis shall greatly rejoice; and
he that begetteth a wise child shall have joy ot'him.

Thy father and thy mother shall be glad, and she

that bare thee shall rejoice."

Proverbs xsiii. 24, 25.

Perhaps there is no duty, the obligations of which
are more generally acknowledged, than filial piety;

none which in the performance yields greater plea-

sure, or which, if neglected, brings a more severe or

righteous retribution. All nations, however sunk in

barbarism or elevated by science, have admitted the

strength and justice of parental claims, and the un-

happy youth who resists them, stands convicted,

condemned, and reprobated before the tribunal of

the world. On the other hand, an eminently duti-

ful child is an object of delight, admiration, and es-

teem to all who have an opportunity of witnessing

his conduct; he goes through society surrounded by
a glory purer than that of fame, and far more con-

ducive to his own comfort: he is a blessing to his

parents, and is blessed himself Children, may all

of you be such: and for that purpose, I ask your
most fixed attention to the statement of your duties,

as set before you in this chapter. The obligations

of social life are reciprocal. If your parents owe to

you all that I have enjoined upon tkem, how much
do you owe to your parents 1 1 have been your ad-

vocate with Ihem, I now become theirs wvh you.

Consider well the relation you sustain to your pa-

rents. There is a natural connection between you,

inasmuch as they are the instruments of your very
existence; a circumstance which of itself seems to

invest them, as T have already said, with an almost
absolute authority over you. The commonness, the

universality of the tie, takes off the mind from con-

templating its clo=;eness, its tenderness, its sanctity.

You are literally parts of theinselves, and cannot
dwell for a moment upon your descent, without be-

ing struck, one should think, with the amazing
and solemn weight of obligation that rests upon you
towards a father and a mother. But consider, there

is not only a natural, but in reference to duty, an
instituted connection between you : Jehovah him-

self has interposed, and uniting the language of re-

velation with the dictates of reason, the force

of authority, to the impulse of nature, has called

you to filial piety, not only as a matter of feeling,

but of principle.' Study then the relationship, look

narrowly and seriously at the connection subsisting

between you. Weigh well the import of the word
PARENT : think how much is implied in it towards its

appropriate object, how manv offices it contains in

itself—guardian, ruler, teacher, guide, benefactor,

provider ; what then must be the obligations op

A child'?
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The following is a brief summary of filial du-

ties :

—

1. You ought to i.ovEyour parents.

Love is the only state of mind from which all the

other duties that you owe them can arise. By love,

we mean complacency : and surely this is due to a

father and mother. The very relation in which you

stand to them demands this. If you are destitute of

thi.s, if you are without any propensiiy of heart to-

wards them, you are in a strange and guilty state of

mind. Till you are married, they ought, in most

ca.ses, to be the supreme objects of your earthly af-

fections. It is not enough lor you to be respectful

and obedient, and even kind; but, where there ex-

ists no reasons for alienating your heart, you should

be Jund of liiem. It is of infinite imporiance that

you shuukl watch over the internal stale of your
mind, ^nd not suffer dislike, alienation, or indiffer-

ence, to extinguish your regards. Do not take up
a prejudice against Ihem, nur allow an unfavorable

iinpie-sioi) lo be made upon your mind. Respect

and obedience, if they do not spring from love, are

valueless in their nature, and very precarious in

tlieir existence.

If you love them, you will delight to be in their

cpvipany, and take pleasure in being at home with

them. It is painful lo them to see that you are

happier any where than at home, and fonder of

any other society than theirs. No companion
should be so valued by you as a kind father or

mother.

If you love them, you Kill strive in all things to

please them. We are always anxious lo please those

whom we regard, and to avoid whatever would give
them pain. If we are careless whether we please

or displease any one, it is obviously impossible that

we can have any affection for them. The essence

of piety towards God is a deep solicitude to please

him ; and the essence of filial piety, is a solicitude

to please your parents. Young people, dwell upon
this single simple thought, a child's pleasure
sHOu'LD BK TO PLKASK HIS PARENTS. This is the es-

sence of love, and the sum of all your duty. If you
would adopt this rule, if you would write this upon
your heart, if you would make this the standard of

your conduct, I might lay down my pen, for it in-

cludes every thing in itself O that you could he

brought to reason and to resolve thus :
—

" I am
bound by every tie of God and man, of reason

and revelation, of honor and gratitude, to do all I

can to make my parents happy, by doing whatever
will give them pleasure, and by avoiding whatever
will give them pain. By God's help, I will from
this hour study and do whatever will promote their

comfort. I will make my will to consist in doing
theirs, and my earthly happiness to arise from mak-
ing tke/n happy. I will sacrifice my own predilec-

tions, and be .satisfied with their choice." Noble re-

solution, and just and proper! Adopt it, act upon
it, and you will never repent of it. Do not have
any earthly happiness, that is indulged at the ex-

pense of theirs.

If you love ther:, you irill desire their good opi-

nio7i. We naturally value the esteem of those to

whom we are attached: we wish to be thought
highly of by them ;

and if we are quite careless

about tlieir respect for us, it is a sure sign we have
no regard for them. Children should be desirous,

and even anxious to stand high in the opinion of
their ])a rents, and nothing can be a more decisive

prdof of a bad disposition in a son or a daughter,
than their being quite indifferent what their parents

think of ihem. All love must be gone in such a

c:ise as this, ami the youth is in the road to rebellion

and destruction : commendation has lost its value,

censure its efficacy, and punishment its power.

2. Reverence is the next duty.
"Honor," saiih the commandment, "thy father

and mother." This reverence has respect to your
feelings, your irords and your actions. It consists in

part, o! an inward consciousness of their superiori-
ty, and an endeavor to cherish a reverential frame
of mind towards them, as placed by God over you.
There must be high thoughts of their supcriunty,
both natural aad instituted, and a submission ol the
heart to their authority in a way of sincere and pro-

found respect. Even your love must be that which
is exercised and expressed towards a. superior. If

there be no reverence of the heart, it cannot be ex-
pected in the conduct. In all virtue, whether it be
that higher kind which has respect to God, or that

secondary kind, which relates to our fellow crea-

tures, we must have a right state of heart ; for with-
out this, virtue does not exist.

Your words should correspond with the reveren-
tial feelings of the heart. When speaking to them,
your address, both in language and in tones, shoultl

be modest, submissive, and respectful: not loud,

boisterous, impertinent, or even familiar: for they
are not your equals, but your superiors. If at any
time you differ from them in opinion, your views
should be expressed, not with the flippancy and per-

tinaciousnessof disputants, but with the meek inqui-

siiiveness of pupils. Should they reprove, and even
more sharply than you think is due, you must lay

your hand upon your mouth, and neither answer
them again, nor show resentment. Your reverence
for them should be so great, as to impose a consider-

able restraint upon your speech in their company
;

for much is due to the presence of a parent. It is

exceedingly offensive to hear a pert, clamorous,
talkative young pet son, unchecked by the counte-
nance of a father or mother, and engaging much of

the conversation of a parly to himself Young per-

sons should always be modest and retiring in com-
pany, but more especially when their parents are
there. You should also be careful about the man-
ner o'i ^\>c^\i'm^ of them to others. You should ne-
ver talk of their faults, for this is like Ham, unco-
veiing the nakedness of his father. You must not
speak t)f them in a jocose or familiar manner, nor
say any thing that would lead others to think light-

ly, or to suppose that you thought lightly of them.

—

If they are attacked in their reputation, yon are
with prompiitude and firmness, though with meek-
ness, to defend them, so far as truth will allow, and
even if the charge be true, lo make all the excuses
that veracity will permit, and to protest again.st the
cruelty of degrading your parents in your presence.
Reverence should extend to all your behavior to-

wards your parents. In all your conduct towards
them, give them the greatest honor, let it be observ-
ed by others that you pay them all possible respect,

and let it also be seen by themselves, when there is

no spectator near. Your conduct should always be
under restraint, when they are wiihin sight ; not the

restraint of dread, but of esteem. How would you
act if the king were in the room ? Would you be
as free, as familiar, a.s noisy, as when he had retir-

ed, or before he had entered 1 I am of opinion, that

parents let down their dignity, and undermine their

authority, by allowing the same rude and boisterous

behavior in their presence, as in their absence.

—

This should not be. When reason is expanding in

children, they should be made to understand and
feel the truth of what I have already aflirmed. that

there is an outward respect due to the very presence
of a parent. All rude and noisy rushing in and
out of a father or mother's company is unmeet.

—

It is the etiquette of our court, that no one shall en-

ter the royal presence, when the king is upon his

throne, without obeisance; nor in retiring, turn his

back upon the throne. I do not ask for the same
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obsequiousness in families but I ask for the princi-

ple from which it arises, fc respectful deference for

authority.

3. The next duty is obedience.
" Children, obey your parents," says the apostle in

his epistle to the Colossians. This is one of the

most obvious dictates of nature
; even the irrational

creatures are obedient by instinct, and follow the

signs of the parent beast, or bird, or reptile. Per-

haps there is no duty more generally acknowledged
than this. Your obedience should begin early ; the

younger you are, the more you need a guide ajid a
ruler. It should be universal ; " Children obey
your parents," said the apostle, " in all things."

—

The only exception to this, is when their commands
are, in the letter or spirit of them, opposed to the

commands of God. In this case, as well as in every
other, we must obey God, rather than man. But
even here your refusal to comply with the sinful

injunction of a parent, must be uttered in a meek
and respectful manner, so that it shall be manifest

you are actuated by pure, conscientious motives,

and not by a mere rebellious resistance of parental

authority. Your obedience should have no other

exception than that which is made by conscience :

in your situation, inclination and taste are out of
the question ; both must be crossed, opposed, and
set aside when opposed to parental authority. It

should be prompt. As soon as the command is ut-

tered, it should be complied with. It is a disgrace

to any child that it should be necessary for a father

or a mother to repeat a command. You should
even anticipate, if possible, their injunctions, and
not wait till their will is announced in words. A
tardy obedience loses all its glory. It should be

cheerful. A reluctant virtue is no virtue at all.

—

Constrained and unwilling obedience, is rebellion

in principle ; it is vice clothed in the garment of ho-

liness. God loveth a cheerful giver, and so does

man. A child retiring from a parent's presence,

muttering, sullen, and murmuring, is one of the ug-

liest spectacles in creation: of what value is any
thing he does in such a temper as this 7 It should
be self-denying. You must give up your own wills,

and sacrifice your own predilections, and perform
the things that are difficult, as well as those that

are easy. When a soldier receives a command, al-

though he may be at home in comfort, and he is re-

quired to go at once into the field of danger, he he-

sitates not, he considers he has no option. A child

has no more room for the gratification of self-will

than the soldier has: he must obey. It should be

uniform. Filial obedience is generally rendered
without much difficulty when the parents are present,

' but not always with the same unreservedness, when
they are absent. Young people, you should despise

the meanness, and abhor the wickedness of consult-

ing the wishes, and obeying the injunctions of your
parents, only when they are to witness your con-
duct. Such hypocrisy is detestable. Act upon no-

bler principles. Let it be enough for you to know
what is the will of a parent, to ensure obedience,
even though continents laid, and oceans rolled be-

tween you and your father. Carry his injunction

with you every where ; let the voice of conscience
be io you, instead of his voice, and the conscious-

ness that God sees you, be enough to insure your
immediate compliance. How sublimely simple and
striking was the reply of the child, who, upon be-

ing pressed in company to take something which
his absent parents had forbidden him to touch, and
who, upon being reminded that they were not there

to witness him, replied, " very true, but God and
my conscience are here." Be it your deterrarnation

to imitate this beautiful example of filial piety, and
obey in all things even your absent parents.

4. SlTBMSSlON TO THE FAMILY DISCIPLINE AND

RULE is no less your duty than obedience to com-
mands.

In every well ordered family, there is a rule of
government; there is subordination, system, disci-

pline, reward and punishment : and to these, all the
children must be in subjection. Submission requires
that if at any time you have behaved so as to ren-
der parental chastisement necessary, you should
take it patiently, and not be infuriated by passion,
or excited to resistance. Remember that your pa-
rents are commanded by God to correct your faults,

that they are actuated by love in performing this

self-denying duty, and that it costs them more paia
to inflict it, than it does you to endure it. Ingenu-
ously confess your faults, and submit to whatever
punishment their authority and wisdom might ap-

point. One of the loveliest sights in the domestic
economy, next to that of a uniformly obedient child,

is a disobedient one brought to a right sense of his

misconduct, and quietly submitting to the penalty
he has incurred. It is a proof both of strength of

mind, and of good disposition of heart, to say—" I

have done wrong, and it is meet I should bear chas-

tisement."

In the case of elder children, such, for instance,

as are fourteen and upwards, all other correction

than that of rebuke, and the expression by language
of parental displeasure, is of course out of the ques-

tion: but where this is necessary, such young per-

sons as have merited it, should exercise profound
submission. It is exceedingly painful when a pa-

rent, in addition to the extreme pain wiiich it costs

him to administer reproof to such children, has to

endure the anguish produced by their utter indif-

ference, smiling contempt, sullen murmuring, or

insolent replies. This conduct is the more guilty,

because the authors of it are arrived at an age when
they may be supposed to have advanced so far in

the growth of their understanding, as to perceive

how deeply laid are the foundations of the parenlal

authority in nature, reason and revelation, and how
necessary it is that the reins of parental discipline

should not be relaxed. If then, you have commit-
ted one error in deserving reproof, do not commit
another in resenting it. Keep all still within— let

not 3'oui' passions rebel against your judgment—but

suppress in a moment the rising tumult of the soul.

The conduct of some children after reproof, is a
deeper wound on the heart of a parent, than that

which preceded and deserved reproof On the other

hand, I know not a greater mark of nobleness of

mind, nor any thing which tends to raise a voung
person higher in the esteem of a parent, or to en-

dear him more to a father's heart, 'ban a humble
submission to reproof, and an insrenuous confession

of his fault. A friend of mine had a son, long since

gone to join the immortals, who, having one day
displeased his father before his younger brohers
and sisters, not only meekly submitted to parental

rebuke, but when ihe family were assembled at rhe

dinner table, rose before them all, and after having

confessed his fault and craved his father's for?iv^e-

ness, admonished the junior branches of the family

to take warning by his example, and be cautious

never to distress their parents, whom they were un-

der such obligations to love and respect. Nothing

could be more lovely or more impressive than this

noble act. He rose by his apology 'o a hii^her place

in the regard and esfeem of his parents and I he fa-

mily, than he occupied even before his fault. Sul-

lenness, impertinence, and obstinate resistance, are

meanness, cowardice, littleness, compared with s'lch

an action as this, which cotubines an heroic mag-
nanimitv with the profoundest humility.

Subjection requires also, a due observance of the

rules laid dmvn for the mainteTMnce of family order.

In everv well ordered familv. things are not left to
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chance, but regulated by fixed laws ; there is a time

for every thing and every thing in its time ; a place

for every tiling and every thing in its place. Meals,

prayer, going to bed, and ri.sing in the morning, are

all in their appointed season. To these rules it is

the obvious duty of every branch of the family to

submi-t. The sons and daughiers may be growing
up, or arrived at full age; this matters not, they

must submit to the law of the house, and their age

is an additional reason for their submission, as it

supposes a maturity of judgment, which enables

them to perceive more clearly the grounds of all

moral obligation. They may think the rules too

strict; but if the parent has enacted them, they

should be in subjection, and that as long as they

continue members of the little community, though
it be almost to old age. It is for the parents to de-

cide also what visiters shall be brought to the house

;

and it is in the highest degree unbecoming for a

child to introduce, or even wish or attempt to intro-

duce, any companion contrary to the known will of

a parent. The same remark will apply to recrea-

tions; parents must determine this point: and no
child that has the proper ieelings of a child, would
desire to set up any amusements that the taste, and
especially that the conscience of a father or mother
forbids. Instances have occurred of young people

inviting such friends, and joining with them in such

diversions, in the absence of their parents, as they

know to be decidedly contrary to the law of the house.

Tills is such an act of base and wicked rebellion

against parental authority, and such an unprinci-

pled disregard to parental comfort, as language is

too weak to characterize. Even the books which
are brought into the house must be in accordance
with the domestic rule. If the parent forbid' the

introduction of novels, romances, or any other

books, a child in most cases should forego his own
predilections, and yield to an authority which he

cannot resist without opposing the institute of na-
ture and religion.

5. It is the duty of children to consult their
PARRNTS.
They are the guides of your youth, your natural

counsellors, the family oracle, which you are ever
to consult, and the responses of which are to be re-

ceived with pious reverence. Even if you have just

reason to suspect the solidity and penetration of

their judgment, it is due to the relation in which
you stand to them, to undertake nothing without

laying the matter before them, and obtaining their

bpinion. How much more ready should you be to

^o this, where you have every reason to confide in

Laeir wisdom. You are young and inexperienced;

ihe path of life is, in a considerable degree, unirod-

len by vou, and contingencies are perpetually aris-

ng, which you have yet acquired no experience to

mderstand, and to turn to account. They have
ravelled the road, and know its turnings, its dan-
gers, and its difficulties. Go to your parents, then,

.vith every affair; consult them on the subject of
".ompanions, books, recreations. Let a father's and
I mother's ear be the receptacle of all your cares.

—

clave no secrets which you conceal from them.

—

.3specially considt with them on the subjects of trade

\nd marriage. On the former, you perhaps need
dieir pecuniary assistance, and how can you ex-

pect this if you take not their advice, as to the best

A'ay of employing iAeir property. As to marriage,

i need not repeat at anv length what I have already
;aid on this snhjeel. The Scripture has furnished
is with manv fine instances of the deference paid,

n })atriarchul times, by children to their parents.

—

(saac and Jacob both appear to have left the selec-

.ion of their wives to their parents. Ruth, thouirh

1 daughter-in-law, was willing to be guided entirely

bv Naomi. Ishmael asked his mother's advice, and

Sampson moved for his parents' consent. The sim-
plicity of that age has departed, and in the advance
of society, more of the power of selection now vests

in the children ; but it should not be exeicised in-

dependently of parental advice. An old divine said

thus to his sons; "When you are youths, choose
your callings, when men, choose your wives, only
take me along with you: it may be, old men see

farther fhan you." Another ancient writer has this

remark: " It may be considered, that parents, who
brought forth and' bred up their children, should by
nojiieansbe bereft of tnem without their consent;
and since they are so inuch their goods and posses-

sions, it were a kind of purloining to give them-
selves away without their parents' leave." And on
this subject, a heathen may leach many who pro-

fess to be Christians
; for Cyrus, on being invited

to form a connection with a particular individual,

replied, " I like the lady, her dowry, and family,

but I must have these agree with my parents' will,

and then I will marry her."

G. Imit.^te tub G0(tD EXAMPLE of youT parents.

I say ihc'u good example, for if they unhappily set

you a bad one, it is at the peril of your soul that you
follow it. It was a noble answer which Frederick
IV., Elector Palatine of the Rhine, returned to the

prince, who advised him to follow the example of
liis father Lewis :

—
" In the business of religion we

must follow the example of parents and ancestors,

only so far as they are agreeable to the will of God."
Marcus Aurclius Antoninus, when he came to the
throne of Imperial Rome, publicly expressed his de-

termination not to follow the usual conduct of the
Caisars, but to act as a disciple of the pious Anto-
nine, and to act, and speak, and think, as his foster

father did. Survey the conduct of your parents;
let their failings be thrown back in shadow, their

excellences brought out in full relief Where they
are truly pious, be followers of their religious cha-
racter. You bear the likeness of their bodies, re-

ceive also the impress of their minds. Seek tocarch
the family feature of their piety. A wicked child

of godly parents, is the most awful character upon
earth. With what horror do I look upon such an
one ! That he should swear, w-ho was taught to

pray ! That he should violate the Sabbath, who was
led up, from his infantine days, to the house of God !

That he should despise religion, who has ever seen
its beautiful form, in tlie example of a godly father,

and a pitius mother ! That he should be a friend of
profane and unclean persons, who from a child has
been the companion of saints ! Shocking spectacle !

But even where there may be no actual irreligion,

there is oftentimes a want of true religion: and
this also, is distressing. What an aggravation is it

to the sin of being without piety, to have lived all

the earlier part of life, with an example of true god-
liness before our eyes ! This is a dreadful and ac-

tual resistance of the most alluring means which
heaven ever employs for the conversion of a sinner.

It is a resolute determination to neglect and forget

religion, in spile of an interesting and powerful me-
morial of it constantly before our eyes. What a
meeting will such children have with their parents

at the last day !

7. The last duty I shall mention, is kindness.

This should extend through the whole of your de-

portment, but there are several cases in wh-^^h it

will have a more enlarged opportunity for display-

ing its beauty, and exeriin? its energy.

When parents are greatly inferior in talents and
acquirements, it is a fine occasion for the exercise of

filial piety. We know instances in which the fa-

ther and mother are lamentably deficient, not only

in information, but in judgment : their weakne-^s is

manifest to all, and cannot be concealed from their

family ; by whom, iruleed, the sad effects of their
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imbecility, are daily felt and deplored. Here then

is an opportunity for a display of noble and exalted

kindness, on the part of children. Young people, if

you are placed in s-uch circumstances, endeavor con-

stantly to remember, that notwithstanding all their

weakness, they are your parems still, and hold a
parent's claim. Never, never, taunt them with their

defects, for this is cruelty in the extreme; but on
the contrary, strive to the uttermost to prevent them
from suffering any painful consciousness of their

inferiority. Do not laugh at their' mistakes, nor
ever suffer yourselves so to expose or to correct

them, as to wound their feelings, If they are obsti-

nate, yield to them; if irritable, bear with them:
and when they show their incapacity for governing
with wisdom, instead of snatching the sceptre from
their hand, msensibly assist them to wield it with
greater propriety. It is a beautiful sight, to behold

a fine, intelligent, strong-minded son or daughter,

straining every nerve, and employing every faculty,

to endure and conceal tiie faults of such a parent,

and to throw an air of respectability over one, that

has no respectability of his own.
" There is often, especially in the middle classes

of life, as great a difference of mental culture in the

parents and the child, as if they had lived at the

distance of many centuries. The wealth that has

been acquired by patient industry, or some fortunate

adventure, may be employed in diffusuig all the re-

finements of science and literature to the children

of those to whom the very words, science and litera-

ture, are words of which they woukl scarcely be

able, even with the help of a dictionary, to under-
stand the meaning. In a rank of life still lower,
there are not wanting many meritorious individuals,

\vho, uninstructed themselves, labor indefatigably

to obtain the means of liberal instruction for one,

whose wisdom in after years, when he is to astonish

the village, may gratify at once their ambition and
love. It would indeed, be painful to think, that any
one, whose superiority of knowledge has cost his

parents so much fatigue, and so many privations of
comforts, which, but for the expense of the means
of his acquired superiority, they might have enjoy-

ed, should turn against them, in his own mind, the

acquirements which were to them of so costly a pur-

chase, despising them for the very ignorance which
gave greater merit to their sacrifice, and proud of a

wisdom far less noble, when it can thus feel con-

tempt, than the humble ignorance which it despises."

Kindness will show itself ?'?f. generous attention to

POOR parents. In the revolutions of this world, and
by the vicissitudes of human affairs, many children

have left their parents behind them in the humble
vale of poverty : and some have lost their filial piety

in the ascent. Few more shocking scenes can be

presented to a feeling mind, than a rich son or

daughter ashamed of, and unkind to, his poor fa-

ther or mother. Such wretches deserve 'he fate of
the proud monarch of Babylon, and v. ould have no
more than their desert if they were driven from the

compan)' of men to herd with beasts, to which they
are more allied in disposition than to human be-

ings. How beautiful a scene, the very opposite of
that wliich I have jurt considered, was exhibited in

the palace of Pharaoh, when Joseph, then the prime
minister of the state, led in a poor old shepherd to

the presence of the king, and before all the lords of

the Egyptian court, introduced the decrepid and
care worn pilgrim as his father. Who, after look-

ing at this, will ever be ashamed of a parent because
he is clad in the garb of po\ erty. What a halo of

glory did that one act draw round the honored brow
of Joseph : the lustre of the golden chain that hung
from his neck was dim compared with the bright-

ness of this action, and the chariot in which he rode
with almost imperial pomp before the people, rai.sed|

him not to so high an eminence, as tliat which he
occupied, when he stood before the monarch with
the patriarch of Canaan leaning on his arm. Never
be ashamed of your parents then, because of their
poverty.

Let your kindness operate in the ivay of affording
them all things necessary for their comfort. The au-
thor of the jEneid has denominated his hero the
pious jEneas, because of the heroic manner in
which he bore his decrepid father from the flames
of Troy. Two inhabitants of Sicily obtained a ce-
lebrity in ancient story for their kindness to their

aged parents in carrying them upon their shoulders
from an eruption of Mount ^ina.
We have another instance of modern times. Mr.

Robert Tillotson went up to London on a visit to

his son, then Dean of Canterbury, and being in the

dress of a plain countryman was insulted by one of
the Dean's servnnls for inquiring if John Tillotson

was at home. His person however, being described
to the Dean, he immediately exclaimed, " It is my
worthy father;" and running down to the door to

receive him, he fell down upon his knees, in the

presence of his servants, to ask his father's blessing.

And how has the poet, the historian and the paint-

er, loved to exhibit that beautiful picture of filial

piety, first given by Pliny, of a daughter, who, when
her mother was condemned to be starved to death,

obtained leave from the keeper to visit the prison

daily, and there nourished her parent from her own
breast. A similar occurrence took place afterwards,

in which a daughter nourished her father in the

same manner; the action was considered so strik-

ing, that it obtained the honorable appellation of

The Roman charily. The- senate decreed that the

father should be restored to his child, and that on
the spot where the prison stood, a temple should be

erected to Filial Piety.

There are however few instances of more touch-

ing kindness to parents, than that mentioned by Mr.
Bruce in his Juvenile Anecdotes.

" An officer, having remained some time at King-
ston, in Surrey, lor the purpose of raising recruits,

received orders to join his regiment. On the even-

ing before his departure, a young man of the most
engaging aspect made his appearance, und desired
to be enlisted into his compai.y. His air at once
indicated a well cultivated mind, and commanded
respect.

" He betrayed, however, evident marks of pertur-

bation, and was greatly embarrassed ; the officer

asked the cause of it : 'I treipble,' said he, ' lest you
should deny my request.' Whilst he was speaking,

the tears rolled down his cheeks. 'No,' answered
the officer, ' I accept your offer most heartily; but

why should you imag.ne a refusal 1' ' Because the

bounty which I expect may perhaps be too high.'

—

' How much then do you demand V said the officer.

' It is no unworthy motive, but an urgent claim that

compels me to ask ten guineas; and I shall be the

most miserable of mankind if you refuse me.' ' Ten
guineas !' said the officer, ' that indeed is very high

;

but I am pleased with you : I trust to your honor for

the discharge of your duty, and will strike the bar-

gain at once. Here are ten guineas ; to-morrow
we depart.'

" The young man, overwhelmed with joy, begged
permission to return home, to perform a sacred duly,

and promised to be back within an hour. The offi-

cer, impressed by the honesty of his coun'enance.

yielded to his desire ; but observing something mys-
terious in his manner, he was induced, by curiosity,

to follow him at some distance. He saw him has-

tening towards the town prison, where he knocked
and was admitted. The officer quickened his pace

:

and when he came to the door of the prison, he over-

heard the young man say to the jailer :
' Here is the
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money for which my father is imprisoned ; I put it

into your hands, and I request you will conduct me
to him immediately thai I may release him from his

misery.' The jailer did as he requested.
" The officer delayed a few minutes, that the

young man might have an opportunity of being
alone with his father ; he then followed him.

—

What a scene ! he saw the son in the arms of a ve-

nerable and aged father, who, without uttering a

word, pressed him to his heart, and bedewed him
with tears. A few minutes passed before he observ-

ed the ofHcer, who, deeply affected, approached
them, and said to the old man, ' Compose yourself;

I will not deprive you of so worthy a son. Permit
me to restore him to you, that I may not regret the

money which he has employed in so virtuous a
manner.'

" The father and son fell upon their knees at his

feet. The young man refused, at first, to accept of

his proffered freedom ; but the worthy officer insist-

ed that he should remain with his father. He ac-

companied them both from the prison, and took his

leave with the pleasing reflection of having contri-

buted to the happiness of a worthy son and an un-
fortunate father.'

What mind is not enamored, w'hat heart is not
affected, by such touching instances of filial kind-
ness? And what child is not ready to exclaim,
" O my father, my mother, I will share with you
my last crust, and feel at once, both honored and
happy, to return upon you in your old age, the kind-
ness you bestowed upon me in my youth, my child-
hood and infancy."

Kindness will manifest itseU by affectionate atten-
tion and tender sympathy^ in their sickness. I do not
know where in all our world, to find a lovelier, ho-
lier, sweeter scene, than that of a pious and affec-

tionate daughter, devoting her time, and strength,
and inventive assiduities to the comfort of a mother
or a father, confined for years to the room and the
bed of sickness. Such children I have known, and
ineffably ^dmired ; who at an age when there is

usually a taste and capacity for the pleasures of so-

ciety, have abstracted themselves from all company,
to be the constant, and almost sole companion of
that dear sufferer, to alleviate whose sorrows, was
their only happiness. Scarcely have they permit-
ted themselves to walk abroad and enjoy the scenes
of nature, even to recruit their wasting strength
and prepare for fresh activities in the sick cham-
ber, lest in their absence a pang should be felt which
none could so well mitigate as they, or a want en-

dured which they could best supply. I knew one
such, who, had a sick father lived much longer,
would have preceded him to the grave, and died a
martyr to filial piety. Nothing could ever tempt
her away from his side by day, and not often did a
night pass without her stealing quietly to his cham-
ber door, at which, unconscious of the frost which
was assailing her delicate frame, she stood listen-

ing to ascertain if all was still, not daring to enter,

lest she should disturb that slumber which perhaps
he was enjoying. I remember in another case, vi-

siting a cottage, in which a sick man lay dying,
who had been long ill; his wife was ministering to

his comfort, and in one corner of the room, there
was a girl of twelve years of age busily employed
at her needle. On my asking how they were sup-
ported in their aflSirtion, the mother replied, "prin-
cipally, sir, by that child's work; she is up every
morning at four o'clock, and is diligently emploved
till late at night ; she cheerfully hears all this labor,

and gives its produce to sustain us." Young people,
read and ponder these interesting details, and imi-
tate these beautiful examples. Put forth all your
tenderness, shrink from no self-denial, endure, not
only without murmuring but with cheerfulness, any

sacrifices to comfort a sickparent. Aspire to the cha-
racter of being a ministering angel to a father or mo-
ther. Let them see that you account it no hardship,
but a felicity to wait upon them. It is in your pow-
er to alleviate or aggravate to an inconceivable de-
gree their suffering.s, according as you are kind or
unkind. Covet the testimony which many a one
has received, when the sufferer has .said with tears
in her eyes, "that dear child is my companion, my
friend, my nurse, and all my earthly delight." O
what is the concord of sweet sounds at the concert,
what the gay and glittering attractions of the ball

room, what the dazzling scenes of the theatre, or
to come to more lawful enjoyments, what the exhi-
laration of the public meeting, compared with the
consciousness of having smoothed the bed of sick-

ness, and alleviated the sufferings of disease, for

an afflicted parent. If the conscience of any that

shall read these pages shall reproach them for ne-
glect ; if they know that they have heard their pa-
rents mildly reprove them for their want of sympa-
thy, let them consider what must be the anguish of
those parents' hearts, who have to say in the bitter-

ness of their soul, to their own children, " Is it no-
thing to you, all ye that pass by, come see ifthere was
ever sorrow like unto my sorrow," and who, disap-

pointed in the hope of tenderness from their own off-

spring, turn for help to their neighbors ; and taking
up the piteous complaint of Job, say, " Pity me, pity

me, O my friends, for the hand ofGod hath touched
me." Unfeelingyouth,yourneglect will onedayfind
you out, and at some future time may be, perhaps,
returned upon you, by the cruel conduct of your
own children.

Kindness will often be put to a severe test, by the

bad temper or the sterol and tyrannical government
of parents. It is difficult, I know, to be kind to

those w-ho are unkind to us : but it is our duty in all

cases, much more to a parent. Nothing must allow
you to be otherwise than the dutiful, affectionate

child. No ebullitions of passion, no manifestation

of unreasonable discontent, no caprice, no unmerit-
ed reproach on their part, should throw you off

your guard. It may be sometimes necessary to re-

monstrate, but never can be proper to return railing

for railing. Kindness may do more, in such cir-

cumstances, to soften and remove the evil, than an-
gry resistance;—"A soft answer turneth away
wrath."

" Lovely as virtue is," says Dr. Brown, " in all

its forms, there is no form in w-hich it is more love-

ly, than in this tender ministry of offices of kind-
ness

;
where the kindness, perhaps, is scarcely felt,

or considered less as kindness, than as the duty
which might have been fairly demanded, and which
there is no merit, therefore, iii having paid. Though
we have often the gratification of seeing, in the

progress of life, many beautiful examples of age,
that is not more venerable for its past virtues, than
amiable, with a lasting and still increasing gentle-

ness, which softens the veneration indeed, but aug-
ments it even while it softens ir, it is not always
that the last years of life present to us this delight-

ful aspect; and when the temper is, in these last

years, unfortunately clouded,—when there is no
smile of kindness in the faded eye, that grows bright

again for moments only when there is fretfulness

in the heart,—when the voice that is feeble, only in

the utterance of grateful regard, is still sometimes
loud with tones of a very different expression,—the

kindness, which, in its unremitting attention, never
shows by a word or look, the sadness that is felt on
these undeserved reproaches, and that regards them
only as proofs of a weakness that requires still more
to be comforted, is a kindness which virtue alone
can inspire and animate, but which, in the bosom
that is capable of it, virtue must already have well
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rewarded. How delightful is the spectacle, when
amid all the temptations of youth and beauty, we
witness some gentle heart, that gives to the couch
of the feeble, and perhaps, of the thankless and re-

pining, those hours, which others find too short for

the successive gaieties with which an evening can
be filled, and that prefers to the smile of universal

admiration, the single smile of enjoyment, which,
after many vain eflx)rts, has at last been kindled on
one solitary cheek !"

Another circumstance remains to be mentioned,
which will render it extremely difficult, sometimes,

to be at once obedient to God, and to your parent

;

difficult to manifest all the kindness which they

may expect, and at the same time, to regard the

dictates of conscience; I mean, where the children

are pious, and the parents arc still in an imconverted
state. This is no uncommon case, and always a
trying one wherever it occurs. Those who are
placed in such a situation, need much wisdom and
much grace to conduct themselves with propriety,

so as to give no unnecessary pain to their parents,

and yet at the same time, to maintain their consist-

ency as Christians. To young persons in such cir-

cumstances, I say, let there be deep and unatfected

humility, no spiritual pride, no apparent conscious-
ness of moral superiority, no saying, "stand by, I

am holier than thou ;" nothing approaching in the

most distant manner to contempt of your parents,

on account of their state. When it is necessary,
as it sometimes may be, to oppose their wishes, and
refuse their requests, because they interfere with
your duty to God, let your dissent not assume the
shape of disobedience to them, let it be expressed
in a mild and respectful manner, and be made ob-

viously to appear to be the result of conscientious
motives, and not of caprice, or any want of right

feeling towards them. In all other things, in which
religion is not concerned, let there be additional ef-

fort and ingenuity to please them, so that they may
have nothing against you, but as touching the law
of your God. It may be sometimes necessary for

you to express the solicitude which you ought al-

ways to feel for their spiritual welfare
;
you must

then be careful to avoid the appearance of dictation,

lecturing, and reproach, and address yourselves to

them in a humble and prudent manner. You
should put suitable books in their way, and if they
are not in the habit of hearing the gospel preached,
vou may invite them to hear the joyful .sound.

—

With all this, you must take especial pains, that
your own religion may be consistent and practical;
visible in all your conduct, and more particularly
conspicuous, in the kind, and tender, and dutiful
manner, in which you discharge your obligations
to them.
Such is a compendium of filial duties. Let child-

ren read them, study them, sincerely desire to per-
form them, and pray to Almighty God for the grace
that is in Christ Jesus, to assist them in discharging
their obligations.

Many and cogent motives may be brought for-

ward to enforce the performance of these duties.

Observe the manner in which they are eyijoined in
Scripture. Perhaps there are kw branches of
moral obligation, more frequently alluded to, or

more variously enjoined, than that of filial piety.

The lives of the patriarchs from the bejinning of
the world, are so drawn up, as to exhibit and re-

commend this virtue. It is commanded in one of
the precepts of the moral law. By the Mosaic law,
stubborn disobedience to parental authority, was
punished with death. The book of Proverbs con-
tains almost innumerable apothegms on this sub-
ject. The prophets very frequently allude to it;

j

and Jeremiah, in the history of the Rechabites, has
preserved a very extraordinary instance of heredi- i

tary filial obedience, perpetuated through a period,
which in the time of that prophet, had lasted three
centuries, and which was rewarded by the follow-
ing testimony and promise of the Lord:—"Thus
saith Jehovah of Hosts, the God of Israel ; because
ye have obeyed the commandment of Jonadab, your
father, and kept all his precepts, and done accord-
ing to all that he hath commanded you

; therefore,
thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, the God of Israel;
Jonadab, the son of Rechab, shall not want a man
to stand before me for ever." If we come forward
to the New Testament, we find it again and again
brought into view. "We .see it embodied and en-
forced in the example of Christ ; of whom it is

said, Jesus went down and was subject unto his

parents. Yes, in the matchless constellation of
perfect moral excellences that formed his charac-
ter, and are presented for our admiration and imi-
tation, one bright and beauteous star is filial piety.

Fix, young people, your eye upon that star, so
mildly beaming, and so radiantly shining, as an
example for you. That wonderful personage, God
MANIFEST IN THE FLESH, was subject, we have reason
to believe, to his parents, till at the age of thirty,

he entered upon his public ministry; and those pa-
rents, be it remembered, were a poor but pious cou-
ple, who earned their daily bread by the sweat of
their brow. With them he dwelt in their humble
abode, and labored, in all probability, for their sup-
port. And even amidst the agonies of the cross,

neither his own personal sufferings, nor the sub-
lime and glorious scenes connected with the re-

demption of a world, abstracted his thouglits and
solicitude from the mother of his human nature

;

and even then did filial piety shine forth, a bright
speck still visible upon the orb of glory, which was
rising upon the world. The apostles enforced it by
various commendations. " Children, obey your pa-
rents," says Paul in one place, "/o/" it is right;" a
thing not obligatory merely because it is command-
ed, but commanded because it is right; not a mere
positive institute, but wholly moral ; a duty enjoin-

ed not only by revelation, but by reason; one of
the first lessons taught by nature to a rational crea-
ture. So right and proper is it, that all nations, an-
cient and modern, civilized and .savage, admit its

obligations. In another place, it is declared to be
" well pleasing unto the Lord." It is that in which
he delights, because it is the very disposition to-

wards himself which he requires. And then, in
his catalogues of dark deeds, and horrid disposi-

tions, and atrocious characters, the apostle places
di-sobedience to parents. The loud, strong voice
of revelation is lifted to proclaim over the surface of
the globe, "Children obey your parents, and honor
your father and mother

; for this is locll pleasing to

the Lord;" while the voice of nature echoes hack
the command, "Children obey your parents, /or this

is right."

A child of any degree of generosity will be influ-

enced to obey his parents, by a consideration of their

comfort.

The earthly happiness of a father and a mother,
depends far more upon the conduct of their child-

ren, than upon any thing else. Their tr.^de may
prosper, their wealth accumulate; they may dwell
amidst every kind of luxury and .splendor, in the

most beautiful .spot which creation can present, yet

an undutiful child may, by his disobedience and
unkindness, throw a dark and chilling shadow over
all, and envelope every thing in gloom. On the

other hand, affectionate and obedient children sup-
ply the lack of riches, soften the weight of care,

sweeten the cup of alliiction, and shed a pleasing

light over what would be otherwise a dark and
dreary scene of human wo. Children have their

parents' happiness in their keeping. They stand at
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the fountain.-; ot our earthly destiny, and send into

our dwelling the waters of bitterness or of sweet-

ness, as their conduct towards us shall be dutiful or

unkind. They cannot know, till experience shall

teach them, the trembling and exquisite sensitive-

ness of our hearts, and how slight a puncture draws
the life's blood of our peace. So true is it, as was
said by the wise man, that " a foolish son is the hea-

viness ol' his mother," aye, and of his father too;

he is a spot on their character; a blast upon their

hopes; a nuisance to iheir family; and a thorn in

their hearts.

Nearly connected with this, as another motive,

is gratitude. No child can know, till he becomes a

parent himself, what he owes to his parents; and
not then till he has added all the cares, and toils,

and anxieties which are excited by the child, the

boy, the youth, the man, in addition to those which
"vare awakened by the infant of days. Parental so-

licitude is of course produced by the first sight of

the child; but the infancy of the babe is but the

infancy of our solicitude, which grows with his

growth, and strengthens with his strength. Child-

ren are ever contracting obligations from the first

moment of their existence. What owes not the

babe to his mother, for that watchfulness, and labor,

aiui anxiety, which scaicely re.st by day or sleep by
night. Other animals, though nourished by Iheir

parents, are taught many things by instinct; but

man, the most hebikss of all creatures, must learn

every thing from his parents, in the first stage of
his existence. Let any one calculate, if he can,

the hours of labor, sleeplessness, and anxiety; the

tears, the tremblings, the alarms which one weakly
infant costs a mother, before he leaves her arms,
and stands erect upon his feet in his own strength.

My young friend, had your mother remitted her
care for one single hour, or ceased but for a short

season, her vigilant inspection, you might have been
consumed in your cradle, or have been now a crip-

ple or an idiot. How many months rolled b}'^, be-

fore you could wash away a speck of defilement
from your frame, help yourself to medicine, or to

food, express in articulate language a single want,
put on a garment, or defend yourself against an
enemy so feeble as a wasp. What then are your
oblisations to the woman wlio did all this for you,
and delighted to dn it 1 I cannot follow you through
the successive stages of your existence, at each of
which you were accumulating fresh oi)ligations to

both father and mother for education, with all its

advantages; for instruction in trade, and that capa-
city you now possess for attaining to respectability

in liie; but above all for that ceaseless, and mani-
fest, and earnest solicitude for your eternal happi-
ness, by which you have had the road to glory,

honor, and immortality, opened to your view, and
have been admonished to walk in it ! O, surn up,

if you can, your obligations to your parents; but
you cannot. And can you resist this motive to obe-
dience 1 What, has gratitude perished in your
soul, till its very root has died in the soil of your
depraved nature 1 Yes; it must be so, if you are
unkind to your parents: you stand proved before the

univei5e, to have nothing of a child, but the name
and the mere fleshly relation, which you possess

in common with the tiger, or the serpent, or the

toad, but you have not the feelings of a child
;
you

are a kind of monstrous production, out of the

course of nature, and like all such productions, fill

the mind with loathing and horror. Few there are,

I hope, that w-ill read these pages, to whom such an
expostulation is applicable ;

on the contrary, many I

believe, will experience as they proceed, the gene-
rous emotions of gratitude swelling higher and
hiffher in their bosom, till, with a burst of virtuous
feeling, they exclaim, "Accept, my parents, of the

surrender, which a sense of my obligation to you
compels me to make, of my whole future life, to the
promotion of your comfort."

Interest pleads with children for their dutiful be-
havior to their parents.

An undutiful child cannot be a happy one. Peace
must leave the breast with filial piety, whenever it

departs; and uneasiness and misery, and occasional
shame and remorse, enter to dwell in the wretched
bosom; while the affectionate and dutiful child has
a perpetual feast within. And mark the language
of the apostle. "Honor tliy father and mother;
7chich is the first commandment with promise ; that it

may be u-ell with thee, and that thou mayest live long
on the earth." This is an allusion, it is true, lo the

temporal promises of the Sinai Covenant, and per-

haps to the law which doomed the disobedient son
to be judicially cut ofi' from the people. But still,

as repeated by a New Testament writer, it must, to

a certain extent, be in force still. Ur. Dwight has
the following remarks on this passage which de-

serve consideration. " In conversing with the plain

people of this country, distinguished for their good
sense, and careful observation of facts, I have found
them, to a great extent firmly persuaded of the ve-

rification of this promise in our own times; and
ready to produce a variety of proofs from cases, in

which they have seen the ble.ssing realized. Their
opinion is viine, and with their experience my own
has coincided.

" Indeed no small measure of prosperity seems
ordinarily interiooven with a course of filial piety.

The comfort which it ensures to parents, the har-

mony which it produces in the family, the peace
which it yields in the conscience, are all essential

ingredients of happiness. To these it adds the ap-

probation of every beholder, the possession of a fair

and lasting reputation, the confidence and good will

of every worthy man, and of consequence an oppor-

tunity of easily gaining those useful employments
which good men have to give. Beyond this it na-
turally associates itself with temperance, modera-
tion, and sobriety, which furnish a solid foundation
for health and long life. In my own apprehension,
however, these are not all its blessings. I do not
say that miracles are wrought for its reward. Nei-
ther will I say that purer gales breathe to preserve
its health ; nor that softer suns arise, or more timely
rains descend to mature its harvests; nor that more
propitious winds blow, to waft its ships home in

safety. But I will say, that on the tide of Provi-
dence, multiplied blessings are borne into its pos-

session, at seasons when they are unexpected, in

ways unforeseen, and by means unproviJed by its

own forecast, which are often of high importance;
which, altogether, constitute a rich proportion of
prosperity; and which, usually are not found by
persons of the contrary character. At the same time,

those who act well as children, almost of course,

act well as men and women ; and thus have taken,

without design, the scion of happiness from the pa-

rental stock, and grafterl it upon other stems, which
bear fruit abundantly lo themselves. Here, in the

language of Dr. Watts,

'It revivei?, and bears,

A train of blessings for their heirs.'
"

If motives so forcible and tender as these, have
no effect, nothing is left me to do, but to remind the

children of disobedience, of that day of judgment,
which God hath appointed to judge the woild in

righteousness, by Jesus Christ, and to give lo every

one according lo the things done in the body, whe-
ther they are good or bad. " In that most awful
season, when the wicked shall see the judge sit

above them, angry, and severe, inexorable and terri-
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ble ; under them an intolerable hell; xvithin tkevi

Iheir consciences clamorous and diseased ; without

ikcm, all the world on fire ; on the right hand, those

men glorified, whom they persecuted and despised

;

on the left ha7id, the devils accusing;" then shall it

be found that the severest sentence of the Almighty,
and the bitterest dregs of the vials of his wrath, will

be poured out on the disobedient and ungodly child

of those parents who trained him up in the nurture

of the Lord.

CHAPTER VI.

THE DUTIES OF MASTERS.

Ye masters, do the same things unto them, forbear-

ing threatening ; knowing that your master also is

in heaven : neither is there respect of persons with

him." Ephes. vi. 9.

' Masters give unto your servants, that which is just

and equal." Col. iv. 1.

'A party of friends setting out together upon a jour-

ney, soon find it to be best for a!l sides, that while

they are upon the road, one of the company slionld

wait upon tlie rest, another ride forward to seek out

lodging and entertainment; a third carry the port-

manteau ; a fourth take charge of the horses ; a fifth

bear the piu-se, conduct and direct the route ; not

forgetting, however, tiiat as they were equal and in-

dependent when they set out. so they are all to return

to a level again at their journey's end. The same
regard and respect; the same forbearance, lenity, and
reserve, in using tiieir service ; the same mildness
in delivering connnands; the same study to make
their journey comfortable and pleasant, which he
whose lot it was to direct the rest, would in common
decency think himself boimd to observe towards
them, oiigiit we to show towards those, who, in the

casting of the parts of human society, happen tn be
placed within our power, or to depend upon us."

Paley.
' There are duties which we owe to the lowest of those
who serve us, that are not fidlilled by the most
bountiful allotment of wages, and lodging, and sus-

tenance. Of these duties, whicli are not duties of

supererogation, but flow from the very natiu'e of
the bond which connects the master and the ser-

vant by reciprocal benefits, the surest ride is to be

found in tliat brief direction which Seneca, in the

spirit of tiie noble Christian precept of morals, has

so happily given us in one of his epistles, in which
he treats of the cruehy and contumely of Roman
masters.^' So live with your inferior, as you would
wish your superior to live with you.' "

Dr. Thomas Brown.
" It has been justly remarked, that all autliority over

others, IS in fact, a talent with which we are en-
trusted for their benefit, as well as our own ; and
so the discharge of our duty to them is only, in other
words, securing our own interest as well as theirs.

This, however, is especially manifest in the case of
servants, dwelling under our roof, as members of
the same family. Thereby how much our care over
the souls of our servants contributes to their know-
ledge of God and themselves, so far have we secured
their conscientious regard to our interests, and fur-

nished them with principles, which will not only
augment the stock of domestic hap|)iness, but cer-

tainly contribute towards the divine favor resting

on our dwelling, as well as o!i all we possess. Thus,
then, is the fear of God in the master and servant,

found to be at once the only foundation of relative

duty, and the only effectual security for the dis-

charge of it." A.NDERSOJf.
"The highest panegyric that private virtue can re-

ceive, is the praise of servants, for they see a man

without any restraint or rule of conduct, but such
as he voluntarily prescribes to himself. x\nd how-
ever vanity or insolence may look down with con-

tempt on the suffrage of men undignified by wealth,

and unenlightened by education, it verv seldom hap-
pens that they commend or blame without justice.

' The danger of betraying our weakness to our ser-

vants, and the impossibility of concealing it from
them, may be justly considered as one motive to a
regular and irreproachable life. For no condition

is more hurtful and despicable, than his who has put
himself in the power of him, whom, perhaps, he has

first corrupted, bv making him subservient tn his

vices, and whose fidelity he therefore cannot enforce

by any precepts of honesty or reason. I'rom that

fatal hour when he sacrificed his dignity to his pas-

sions, he is in perpetual dread of insolence or defa-

mation ; of a controller at home, or an accuser

abroad." JoHNSo^^.

Of all the domestic connections, that between master
and servant is perhaps least understood, or at any rate,

most neglected. In the two preceding cases, nature,

imperfect and corrupt as she is, has come in with

her aid : but this is a connection, atfecting very exten-

sively the vital interest of the family, but which is

left by God to conscience and Scripture alone. Should
these two be neglected, what wonder, if the duty on
either side is not fulfilled. It is not a connection

founded in mutual love, like that of man and wife;

nor in consanguinity, like that of parent and child, or

brother and sister; but in mere convenience. It

seems at first sight, a destruction of the natnial equa-

lity of the human race, and an invasion by one
party, of the rights of the other. It did not exist ori-

ginally, but soon grew out of the natural course of

things, such as the varied degrees of men's acquired

property ; the love of ease on the one hand, and the

urgency of necessity on the other. It was wealth or

power that made the first master, and want or weak-
ness that made the first servant ; and the very same
circumstances which originated the relation, preserves

it. No one is a servant by choice, but of necessity,

and becomes a master as soon as he can. i^ll this

shows that there is great propriety and importance in

stating with clearness, and enjoining with frequency,

the duties of this connection ; and that there needs

great impartiality in adjusting the claims of both par-

ties so as to prevent the master from becoming a ty-

rant, and the servant from becoming a rebel ; in other

words to guard the master against the disobedience

and dishonesty of the servant, and the servant against

the oppression and cruelty of the master.

To the right performance of the Duties of IMasters

and Mistresses, the following qualifications are ne-

cessary.

1. A correct view of the nature and design of ihe

family compact, as intended to train up all the mem-
bers that compose it, to be good members of the civil

community, and of the church of Christ. Tiiey must
keep in constant recollection, that the domestic con
stitulion has a reference to religion, to heaven, and to

eternity ; and that they who are appointed to he the

head ol' it, are accountable to God for the manner in

which they give it this direction. Every household is

intended to be a seminary for virtue and piety, of

which the master and mistress are the teachers; the

servants and children the pupils.
2. They should be partakers of true religion.

Hence you see they are directed to consider, that

they have a master in heaven, and to perforin their

duties with a believing and constant reference to their

accountability to Christ. Without personal religion,

they cannot of course seek on behalf of their servants

the highest end of the domestic constitution, i. e. their

spiritual and eternal welfare. Nor can they, witliout
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religion, be so well prepared to disciiarge even tiie

ordinary duties of (heir station True religion vvili

not fail, vviierever it exists in full vigor and operation,

to teach a man in reference to every thing, the best

rules and ends, and n easures of action : and espe-

cially will thu grace of God, in this case, prevent that

pride, passion, cruelty, and unUindness. which make a

uian a bad master; and at the same time it will im-

plant those virtues wh'oh are the germs of a master's

greatest excellence. Religion is the strongest basis

and the firmest support of authority; it not only ren-

ders all the commandments which are delivered, holy,

and just, and good ; not only infuses wisdom and equity

into all the laws which are enjoined, but invests the

lawgiver himself with the beauty of goodness and the

awful power of sanctity. A peculiar awe and dread

seem to have been upon the inferior creatures, for

man in his innocence, as a kibd of reverence for the

divine image which man bore : and the more holiness

there is in a man's character now, the more power is

there in his r.uthority, and the more nearly does he

come back to his original dominion, at Last over the

rational creation. If we would >^ove'n well, and
easily, and pleasantly, vie must inspire "evereure

rather than fear, and nothing does this like religion.

" Them that honor me, saith God, I will honor :" this

is never more remarkably exemphtijd, than in \..>.e

case of eminently holy masters and mistresses.

3. They should entertain correct notions of the na-

ture and design of the relation they stand in to their

8ervant.«, who are to be considered as their equals in

nature, though their inferiors in rank ; and not as

beings of another and inferior race.

Servants are not mere speaking brutes, but rational

men and women, who are bone of your bone and Hesh

of your tlesh, and who on the ground of natural equa-

lity, covenant with you to deliver to you so much ser-

vice, for so much wages. They are your equals in

the eye of the laws of the land, and are as much pro-

tected as you are ; equal in the eye of God, who is no
respecter of persons ; equal in personal formation,

having the same corporeal senses, members and
beauty, and the same mental faculties ; equal in the

church of God, being redeemed by the same blood

of atonement, regenerated by the same Holy Spirit,

and entitled to the same heaven ; and on all these

grounds entitled to the respect that is due to a nran

and a Christian : as such they are to be addressed and
treated ; and not spoken to and oppressed like beasts.

I now lay down one or two preliminary remarks.

1. Profes:-ing Christians should be very careful in

the selection of their servants.

It is desirable, where it can be done, to engage such

servants as are truly and consistently pious. I know
that this cannot always be accomplished, in reference

to the household, much less in the manufactory and
the shop. In a business that depends upon the skill

of the workmen, a master must have such as will suit

his purpose, whether they possess moral qualifications

or not. But when he cannot get good men, he should

endeavor to reform, to the extent of his ability, such

as are bad. It must be admitted that there are many,
both men and woiKen, who, as to their general quali-

fications, are most excellent servants, who yet do not

possess true piety : they are industrious, good temper-

ed, honest, and cleanly, and contribute far more to the

comfort of the families that employ them, than some
conceited, cross, and indolent professors of religion.

Notwithstanding this, it is every way desirable to ob-

tain, if we can, those to serve us, who, we have every

reason to believe, serve the Lord Christ.

Other things being equal, pious .servants are much
to be preferred to those that are without the fear of

God. They may bring tho blessing of God with them
into your house. Vou have the benefit of their exam-
ple and of their prayers : in the time of sickness, you

have the consolation of their remarks as well as their

-ympathy : and hence they have been, in many cases,

sources of inconceivable comfort to the households, in
which they have been placed. If you have a family,
how immensely important is this matter. Think of
what incalcidable mischief one unprincipled servant
may be the author, in a circle ofyoung children. On
this account, if a person of decided piety cannot be
found, at least determine that none but such as are
strictly moral, shall be inmates of your habitation.

David determined that no liar should dwell in hia

family. The utmost caution should be exercised, to

keep from the nursery all improper persons. Nor
ought any mother to trust her children too much to

any servants, however excellent; and on admitting
them, she should very minutely instruct them in all

those points of conduct towards their minds, as well
as to their bodies, which they are to avoid, as well as

those which they are to observe. I would sooner
take a toad into my bosom, said an old author, than
a wicked servant into my family. Well might ho
say this, for the poor reptile is belied in being said

to be armed with poison, but the wicked servant has

poison for the mind both of her fellow servants a.nd

the children. Christian parents are not perhaps suf-

fijiently cautious on this head. They aie not sutii-

ciently impressed with the importance of the subject,

till they learn it by the various kinds of mischief tliat

have jeen done. The present age has peculiar ad-

Vfiitages on this point, ina-'^much as by the extension

of education, many young women, of considerable re-

spectability, are trained for the important situation of
nursery governesses.

2. When you engage a servant let there be a very
explicit statement, of what each party expects from
the other.

The master or mistress should most fully explain to

the servant, all that will be demanded in the way of

service, and all that will be given in the way of wages
and of privilege, both temporal and spiritual. Nothing
should be concealed or omitted, to be brought forward
at some future time : this is in the highest degree dis-

honorable, and subjects the encroaching party to the

justest reproach. It would be well for you to inform

your servants, in a very minute and particular maimer,
all the religious habits of your family, and what com-
pliance with these you will expect from them.

The duties of Masters and Mistresses may be class-

ed under three heads.

First. You owe them a duty of justice.

This demands, that you should gire them a fair remu-
neration for their labor. The amount should not only

be enough to support them in mere existence, but
in comfort. It is an utter disgrace to any man, much
more to a professing Christian, to abate and screw
down those whom he employs, till they cannot earn

enough for their decent clothing, and the nourish-

ment of their strength. Is not this to grind the faces

of the poor? But, as in trade, there are certain rates

of wages, from which it may be dilhcult for a master,

however pious or humane, to vary, I shall merely re-

mark, that such men ought never to be forward in

lowering the price of labor, beyond v\hat is actually

necessarv to keep posses.'iou of tiio market. As" to

household servants, to whom this chapter more espe-

ciallv applies, it is very dishonorable to a mistress to

higgle about a few shillings, with a poor dependant

creature, whom she is sca/cely willing should earn

enough to procure herself reputable apparel. I do not

wish servants to be encouraged in dress, and in expen-

sive habits: there is too great a propensity to this in

many young women, which ought to be clierked, and

if it can be done by no other means, by a reduction of

wages. But enough ought to be afiorded in all cases,

for suitable attire, and for a little surplus fund, which

they should be encouraged to make against a time of
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destitution and helplessness. If we do not furnish

ihem by a sutScieucy of wages, with the means of

honestly supplying their wants, are we not tempting

them to make up the deficiency by dishonesty? And
of course, their wages siiould be regularly paid. It is

disreputable to be long in debt to any one, but ntterly

scandalous, when such creditors are unpaid servants,

who ask, without success, for what has been due to

them for months. I wonder the pride, ifnot the prin-

ciple of some people, does not prevent tiiem from put-

ting on new finery, while the servant.^ in the kitchen

are saying, ''That bonnet and gown are mine, for I

am owed the money which paid for them, if indeed

they be paid for."

Justice demands that you should pay your servants

for all the work they do ; and that every thing, which

in respect of time or labor, is above the stipulated or

usual quantity of service rendered for a given sum,
should be most equitably paid for. There are some
persons who are proverbially mean, for exacting, not

only what is actually due to them for the wages they

pay, but for getting, if possible, a little extra service,

wiihout paying for it : this remark applies, of course,

to the case of day work. If a woman be hired to work
in the parlor, or the kitchen, or a man be engaged for

the garden, such persons will generally detain them if

they can, an hour or two beyond the usual time, on

pretence, perhaps of finishing up the matter, or get-

tiuj ready something of importance. This would be

all very fair, if they paid an extra sum for the extra

work; but no; they want tJie additional hour or two
to be thrown in for nothing. But when the case is re-

versed, and the workman or woman is obliged to go
away an hour or two earlier than the usual time, they

are then forvvard enough to make a deduction fmtn the

amount paid to them. This is not only detestably mean
but actually dishonest, for it is taking the laboring per-

son's work without paying for it. Many persons, and
some of them, professors of religion, have no conscience

in this matter, and get a character for extortionate

selfishness from all whom they employ. In our money
transactions with those who serve us, we should

always lean to the side of generosity, or at least, sliould

pay to the uttermost farthing, for all the work which is

done for us.

Justice requires, that your domestic servants he well

providedfor in all the necessaries and accom.modations of
life. Their food should be wholesome and sufficient;

their lodging should be such as is convenient for them
in respect to warmth and protection, and not such as a

person of even tolerable humanity would scarcely allot

to the dogs of his flock. If people cannot really afford

to give such wages as will procure decent attire, nor
such food, both as to quantity and quality, as is neces-

sary to keep up the strength of a servant, they ought
not to have one, and should do the work themselves.

I pity from the very bottom of my heart some poor
orphans, hired perhaps, if not from the workhouse,
yet from friends that are glad to get them off their

hands at any price, who although burdened with ex-

cessive labor, are not allowed meat and drink suffici-

ent to support their strength, and nourish their stunted

frame, and are in a condition, which, with the single

exception of liberty, is more pitiable than that of many
African slaves. Medicine and surgical assistance, also

should be procured for our domestic servants at our
cost, as long as they are in our employ. I do not like

the practice of liurrying them off, except in the case of

contagious diseases, to hospitals and dispensaries, and
thus calling upon the public to provide for the relief of

those, whose cases belong to us. Much less is it

equitable to make them pay the expenses of their own
affliction. I have known servants, who were half

beggared by doctors' bills, which ought to have been
discharged by those, in whose service they cnntracted the

ailments which reduced them to suffering and poverty.

Justice also equally demands, in the case of appren-
tices, that they sliould he well tauglu the business ichich

they come to yvu to lenrn ; especially, tctiere as in many
cases, a high premium is paid for this very purpose. JN'o

man can honestly retain such property, or indeed such
apprentice with whom it is given, if he do not even
take pains to instruct him. If there be any secret in

the trade, it must be thrown open to him, for he comes
to you for that very purpose. Nor is it enough not to

hinder him from acquiring the business, but you must
take pains to help him. I do think that this circum-
stance is very much forgotten by masters, not except-

ing those that make a profession of religion. Appren-
tices, I know, are taken with the primary view to the

master's interest; but in return for the help which a

servant affords towards the accomplishment of this ob-

ject, a master covenants to instruct him in the trade,

and the man who employs an cpprenlice in any thing

else than that which he came to learn, and suffers him
through his neglect, to remain ignorant of the trade, is

guilty ofa double act of robbery ; he robs the parent of

the youth of his property, and at die same time, robs

the youth himself of all his future means andopportu-
nities ofsuccess.

Justice demands, that when they leave your service, you
should dismiss them, asfur as you are able, consistently

with truth, icith a good character. Their character is

their wealth, and if this be gone, their means of sub-

sistence have all vanished. Do not disallow them
the right of leaving you when they please, nor avenge
yourselves upon them by insinuating any thing to

their disadvantage. On the contrary, do all you can

to raise their reputation, and say all the good you can

in their favor.
" There is a carelessness and facility in ' giving cha-

racters,' as it is called," says Paley, " especially when
given in writing, or according to some established form,

which, to speak plainly of it, is a cheat upon those who
accept them " They are given with so little reserve

and veracity, "that I should as soon depend, (says

the author of the Rambler,) upon an acquilal at the

Old Bailey by way of recommendation of a servant's

honesty, as upon one of these ' characters.' " It is

sometimes carelessness ; and sometimes to get rid of

a bad servant, without the uneasiness of a dispute ; for

which nothing can be pleaded, but the most ungene-
rous of all excuses, that the person whom we deceive

is a stranger.

There is a conduct the reverse of this, but more
injurious, because the injury falls where there is no
remedy ; I mean the obstructing of a servant's ad-

vancement, because you are unwilling to spare his

service. To stand in the way of your servant's inte-

rest, is a poor return for his fidelity, and affords slen-

der encouragement for good behavior, in this nume-
rous, and therefore, important part of the community.
It is a piece of injustice, which, if practised towards an

equal, the law of honor would lay hold of; as it is, it is

neither uncommon, nor disreputable.

It is but common justice, also, to do somethingfor the

provision of servants who have zcorn themselves out in your

servics. To leave such to penury and want in the

wintry season of their old age, is an instance of great

and disgraceful cruelty. How much have they con-

tributed either to your wealth or to your comfort, and

perhaps to both. By the Levitical law it was provid-

ed that the servant who had been six years in the em-
ploy of a master should be treated with great generosi-

ty. " He shall not," said the Lord, " be sent empty
away; but thou shalt furnish him liberally out of thy

flock, out of thy floor, and out of thy wine press; and
that wherewith the Lord thy God hath blessed thee,

thou shalt give unto him." (Deut. xv. 13, 14.) Now
ifsix years' service, under the law, were considered to

entitle a servant to such an acknowledguient, surely

a whole life's labor under the gospel dispensation, en-
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titles tliem in iheir old age to no less. 1 ask this, not

on llie j^roiuid of kindne^is, but of justice; for it par-

takes of oppressioji and extortion, to give tliem no
more for ilieir tiurie and strength than they need for the

passing moment, and tliea to cast them upon the

parish, wiien we can no longer render them subservi-

ent to our interests.

Secondly. Kind.ness comprehends another extensive

class of duties owed by masters and mistresses to their

servants.

You 7nust he careful not to overwork them.

A merciful man will not overload his beast. We
have been often shocked to see in our streets, or on
the public rrnui. how cruelly some weak, half-starved

animals have been used, in being compelled to drag

along burthens much beyond their strength: but are

there not scenes of equal cruelty, to be witnessed in

some houses, where is to be found a poor, young,
friendless girl, whose pallid looks and delicate frame
indicate, to every one, but her hard hearted mistress,

that she is incompetent to the tasks, which, without

cessation, she is mercilessly compelUid to sustain?

Her toil connnences, perhaps, at five or six o'clock in

the morning, and continues without intermission till

eleven at night. Of work, she has too much for the

rob'ist and well nourished frame, especially Ibr her

we.ik and ill fed constitution. Some unfeeling crea-

tures seem to think that the payment of five or six

pounds a year, gives them a right to exhaust all the

en'jrgies oi'the poor helpless creatures who are iinfor-

tutiste enough to be employed by them. And even
wtiere nnkindness is not carried to this extent, I am
persuaded, that servants are in very many cases, quite

overworked ; they are so urged by incessant demands
for their labor, that from the beginning to the end of

tlie week, they have scarcely a moment to keep their

own clothing in proper repair, much less to attend to

the concerns of their souls; their emjjloyers seem to

think, that every moment they sit down, is so much
time stolen from them. Are there any jnofcsdng Chris-

tians, who act thus! Yes; and in so far they are a

disgrace to the Christian name.
iour method of addressin<r them, ichilc it accords with

your s'.ation, and partakes of the dignity of superiority,

should be as remote from bitterness and contemptuous

pride, as it is from familiarity. Do not speak to them
as if lh!;y wsre a race of inltirior creatures, whom it

alnio.^! demeaned you to notice. There are some mas-

ters and misfre-ses, who. though they do not swear, or

storm, or call reproachful names, yet have a method of

addressing incir servants, which they would scarcely

use to a brute Jinimal. I have myself heard tones, and

seen looks, whii'h the authors of them would not, and
did not give to their dogs. Servants are not stocks

and stones, biu men and women; and how galling to

their foehngs, how insulting to their rank iis rational

creatures, must it be to be addressed as a reptile race,

who were scarcely entitled to the most common civili-

ties. Andas;jnrf,i is improper, so is passion. Mas-
ters are commanded to " forbear threatening.'' This

is particularly specified, because there is a great prone-

iiessto this in many, if not in most persons. W'lieu an
inferior displeases us, the teui|)tation to undue sallies

of wrath, gusts of passion, and threatening words is

jieculiarly strong. The individual is so much below

us, and in our jjower, that let us say what we will, we
liave nothing to fear in return, iiut how mean, and
cowardly, and execrable is it, to s:iy nothing of the

wickedness of such conduct, for any one to hector,

and bully, and threaten a poor, defenceless creature,

because we have no need to a|)prehend any thing in

the way of revenge. We nutsl, as Christians, not only

be meek, and gentle, and j)aiient, but be gentle

towards all, to those who are below us, as well as to

those who are above us. Occasions, will of course,

often present themselves, when it will be necessary to

find fault, and to express displeasure ; but this should
never be done in a passion. A Fury never can bo
respectable ; we never go into a rage without dis-

gracing ourselves in the eyes of our servants: at such
times we may be terrible, but we cannot be n.-putable.

Abusive epithets and ill names lower our dignity, and
undermine our authority. Mild firmness, rational ex-

])ostulation, and meek reproof, will do far more both

in the way of punishing faults, and ol' reforming them,
than petulance and passion. Speak kindly to them,
then, at all times. Let your words, and even your
tones, partake of a dignified courtesy, blending and
softening authority with good will. At the same time,

avoid allfamiliarity, and do not encourage an obtrusive

and encroaching boldness. You nnist keep them in

their place, and in order to this, you must keej) yours.

Do nothingto remove the line of demarcation between
you, nor encourage them to step over it. You must
not joke with them, nor make yourselves merry with

them ; you must not enter into gossip with them about

the floating occurrences of the neighborhood, nor en-

coL.age them to bring you tales, nor employ them as

your purveyors of scandal. Some [lersons, who would
not run the risk of being thought busy bodies them-
selves, scruple not to encourage their servants to bring

them all the news of the town. All this is mischievous

in the highest degree, and tends to degrade those who
are foolish enough to indidge in it, in the eyes of tiiose

who should be taught to respect them.

You should manifest an unvarying regard for their

comfort. Take a deep interest in their welfare, and
make it clear to them that you wish to see them happy.

Watch over their health, tenderly inquire into the

cause of their ailments, and by mitigating their labor,

and procining them medical assistance, do all you can

for their recovery. Advise them for their good, and

refuse not your counsel whenever it can be of service

to them. Convince them by the whole of your con-

duct, that you are their real friends, and truly anxious

to make them ha[)py and respectable.

Bear with patience thosa lesser injiniiities which may
comport with substautifd txccllcnccs. Do not be strict

to mark, at least with severity, their more trivial faidts.

Some mistresses render their servants miserable by in-

cessant complaint : they are such slaves to excessive

neatness, that they are always in bondage (hemselves,

and make every body miserable around them. No
one can please them ; a speck of diKt, or a drop of

rain blown in through the window upon the furniture,

is sure to bring a cross look or word upon the poor,

wretched house-maid, who was no more to blame than

her mistress.

Kindness to servants, would lead \\s, to administer

commendation as ofti n us possible, and censure with as

much lenity, as a due regard tojustice will alloic.

"Tliereis a certain moral pleasure which wo par-

ticularly owe them. They may do well, and in doing

well, they have the same title to our praise, which our

best actions have to the glory with which we expect

the world to be ready to reward us. If we withhold

the api)robation which is due, sve take from them ono

powerful incentive to continuance of that species of

conduct which rendered them worthy of approbation ;

and at the same time, we take from them ono of tlie

most delightful feelings of which he who has sold his

freedom is still capable—the feeling that he has done

souipthinc, which was not actually sold with the \ery

labor of liis bauds—that in the additional duties per-

formed by him. he has been free still, and that our

praise is something, which, as it was not an actual con-

dition, like the livery and the daily bread, is an ofl'er-

iiig to his own irratiutous virtue. The duty ofappro-

batiou, then, whin approbation is due, is anutlier of

the duties which the master owes to the servant ; and a

duty which, though he may legally withhold it. he is

not entitled morallv to withhold.
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" But servants share not onr love of praise only, but

passions of a less coniinondabie kind. Tliey are as-

sailed by temptations, like those which assail us ; and

thev sometimes fail, as we too fall. Tiiey neglect to

do what we have desired ; and they often do what is

positively injurious to us. In such cases, they might

deserve all our severity of punishment, if we were not

men, and they were not men. Our reproof they un-

questionably deserve, not merely because they have

failed in their part of our mutual compact, but also,

because our reproof may, even to them, be attended

with moral advantage. Yet though our reproof of

any gross inattention is not excusable only, but, if we
consider all its consequences, an act of humanity, it

is not to be the reproof of one who seems almost

pleased with the oftence itsell", in the eagerness

which is shown to reprehend it. In censuring, we
are silently to have in mind the human weaknesses

of our own moral nature ; and to remember, that if

even we, with better liglit, and nobler recreations,

err, the ignorant, who by their very ignorance, are

incapable of seeing many of the consequences of ac-

tions, and who have few recreations, but those which
seduce them from what is good, may still more natu-

rally be imagined to err. In condemning them,

therefore, we condemn ourselves; or we declare that

we are frail creatures, of whom less knowledge and
less virtue are to be expected tlian from them. There
are beings with gentle voices, and still gentler eyes,

and with smiles that seem never to be willed, and
scarcely even to fade and brighten again, but to be

almost the native character of the countenance, like

the very lustre that is ever blooming on the iip and
oil the cheek ;—there are beings who seem to exist

thus only in a perpetual moral atmosphere of radiance

and serenity, that on the sight of a single particle of
dust on a book, or a table, or a chair, as if in that par-

ticle, a whole mountain of misery were before them,
can assume in an instant, all the frowns and thunders
of all the furies; whose delicate frame is too weak to

bear the violent opening of a door, but not too weak,
alter the door is opened, to shake the very floor with
the violence of their own wrath on the unfortunate
opener of it."*

Kindness should lead us to allow our servants all pos-

sible indulgences and recreations that are not incompati-

ble tcith religion.

They are capable of gratification like ourselves, and
have the same desire of it ; while at the same time,

are denied by their very circumstances access to

many of those sources of delight which are continu-

ally open to us. Those who seem to grudge domestic
servants an occasional remission of their labor, that

they may have communion with others at the Aast of
innocent enjoyment, convert theirservice into slavery,

and render the oppression additionully bitter by the

circumstance, that it is exercised in the land of free-

men. I have often been delighted to see the cheerful

faces of female servants at those meetings which are

convened for promoting the various objects connected
with the cause of religion and humanity, and who
seemed to drink in the streams of eloquence and
piety, with as eager a thirst, and as exquisite an en-

joyuient, as their more enlightened and better educat-

ed masters and mistresses. And I have known those,

wiio, when going to some neighboring town or village,

to attend, perhaps, a religious service of a public na-

ture, have placed a female servant on the box seat of

the carriage that conveyed them, that she might share

the pleasures of the day. It is our duty, of course, to

keep them from all polluting and vitiating amusements,
but it is not less a duty of benevolence, to give them
as often as is convenient to us, and consistent with

* Dr. Brown's Lectures.

their interests, an opportunity of enjoying the liberty

and sunshine of innocent and holy pleasure.

It is no credit, but very much othcricisc, to any fuimly,
to be ahcays changing their servants. Some p^irsoiis

have as many as there are months in the year. Their
place has acquired so bad a reputation, that no good
servant will olfer herself for it. It is astonishing how
extensively the character of every household is known
amongst persons of this description. Tlmse who keep
register offices can tell, perhaps, the repute in which
most of the families in a town are held, lor oftentinif «

upon mentioning a house to one who has applied for a

place of service, they receive some such reply as this:

—" I will not offer myself there, for I shall not be kept

above a mondi or two if I go." This is uot to the

honor of any one, much less to the professor of reli-

gion: for, as those who leave the place, are naturally

enough anxious to justify themselves to their frietiGS,

they scruple not to tell all the faults of the mistress,

and oftentimes, of course, with great exaggeration,

and thus the credit of religion suffers. Besides, what

a risk is it, where there are children, to be always re-

ceiving fresh servants into the family; and what an

interruption also to domestic comfort. Avoid then,

unnecessary changes, and every thing that leads to

them, whether it be bad temper, inflicting excessive

labor, or striving after unattainable perfection.

A kind master or mistress trill prevent their servants

from being insulted or oppressed bv the child-

ren. It is really afiecting to see what cruel scoru

and impertinence are, in some families, allowed to be

practised towards respectable men and women, by

those little tyrant masters and misses, whose weak
parents never allow them to be opposed in any thing.

They may utter the grossest falsehoods, indulge in

the most wanton and distressing vexation, vent the

most scurrilous abuse, and utter the foulest epithets

against the servants, and their pitiless and unjust

mother or fither, with the full knowledge of the fact,

allow this cruel insolence to continue. Children

ought not to be permitted in any kind or degree to be

guilty of such impropriety as this. They should be

kept from being familiar, but equally so from being

impertinent. I would never allow a servant to strike

children, nor to be struck or in any way oppressed by

them.

Peculiar attention, partaking at once of respect and
kindness, shoiUd be skoicn to those iclio have served us

LONG and FAiTHFULLV. " Reckoti," says I\Jr. Jane-

way, " that one has been a faithful servant to you
seven years, deserves to be esteemed next to a child

ever after." Tried fidelity should be marked with pe-

culiar approbatioiL At the end of each seven years

of faithful service you should present them with some
substantial present, as a token of your respect and

gratitude, and the present should increase in value at

the close of each septennial period. Where there is

wealth to be disposed of by Vv-ill, I think that aged and

valuable servants should be remembered. Think how
much you owe to their faithfulness, how long your

property has been in their power, which they have

neither embezzled nor wasted, how constanily you
have been served by them, how much they have con-

tributed to your domestic comfort, perhaps to your
success. You owe them not only wages but esteem.

Thirdly. But there are duties of a still higher and

more sacred character, owed by you to your s^ervants,

I mean those of religion.
They have souls, as well as you ; like you, are im-

mortal creatures; like you, are sinners; and like you,

the objects of redeeming mercy. The very circum-

stance of their being brought within the comprehen-
sion ofyour domestic circle, has made ihem a part of

that little community, the spiritual welfare of which,

yon are to promote and to watch, with all possible so-

licitude. They are members of the domestic consti-
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tution, as well as hired servants. We surely cannot
suppose, that the fine and extensive power, which is

lodged by tiie family compact in the master's hand,
was vested there for so trivial a purpose as the mere
payment of those wages and the affording of that

sustenance, which are necessary for supplying the

servant's bodily wants. It is also to be recollected,

that moral duties are required from servants, and ougftt

thcrrfurc to be taught. With what propriety can we
look for truth, honesty, temperance, chastity, if we
have never inculcated these virtues. How can we
expect they will be faithful in serving us, if we
have never taught them to serve God in sincerity

and truth 1

1. Our firstcare must be not to oppose tlieir religion,

or to hinder their salvation. We may do this by the

influence of a bad example. In what a heathenish
state do some families live! Heathenish! No—for

pagans have their household deities, and make some
show of religion, though it be a false one, in their

houses: hut great multitudes in this Christian land,

live as if there were no God, and are, to all intents and
purposes, practical atheists. There is no family pray-
er, no reading of the Scriptures, no observance of the
Sabbath, no regular attendance upon public worship.
The holy day of rest is to them, as other days ; they
keep the same company, and seek the same recrea-

tions then as at any time besides. Religion is rarely
introduced, but to be an object of contempt, and a
source of ridicule. The servants in such families hear
swearing, perhaps, but no prayer; see drunkenness,
bnt no worship ; witness card playing, dancing, and
conviviality, but no acknowledgment of God. How
can such masters expect good servants? If /^ci/ ha-

bitually break God's commands, how can they expect
their servants to keep theirs? Unreasonable men,
can you look for .'^obriety in them, it" you set them the
example of intoxication? For chastity, if you teach
them lewdness? For truth, if you teach them false-

hood? For religion, if you teach them irreligion? O
that you would consider that your wickedness ensures
not only your own damnation, but hazards that of all

the persons under your ciiarge. is it not enough to

have your own sins laid to your charge, but that you
nuLst be answerable for your .servants sins also? Is

one curse too light, but you nmst seek to uuiltiply it?

Are the llames of hell .s<j cool and tolerable, that you
are busy in adding, fuel to that terrible fire, to make it

burn seven times hotter? Yours will not be the privi-

lege of perishing alone, but will be the fate of the pilot

who sinks others with himself.

Some Ciirry the matter so far, as to hinder the salva-

tion of olliers, not only by example, hut by direct
TEMPTATION. Hovv many ma.^ters have by their

atrocious and murderous arts, corrupted the virtue,

blasted the reputation, and ruined the souls of tho.'^e

females, whom, having received into their house,
they were bound, by every principle of honoi, as

well as of religion, to j)rotect. Such wretches de-

serve the gallows far more than many who sutler

there. How many poor, unhappy women, have
been sent, by such vile transgressors, into the ca-

reer of prostitution, to an early grave, and to that

place of punishment, where they will meet their

seducer to be his tormentor, through eternity.

—

Neither a word, nor a look, sliould fver be given to a

servant, which has tlje remotest tendency to injure her
modesty.
Nor ought you to tempt diein to sin. by employing

them to practise dis/ionenty and falselumd in the way of
trade. Do notetigagi.' tliem in acts of fr.iud upon the

revenue ; nor make them the spectators of your own
evasion of the laws which regulate the taxes : lor all

such conduct as this, is laying a snare in their way,
and teuiptinu; them to sin. ' And by what sophistry

can any one attempt to justify that wicked practice o/

commanding their servants to say to visiters that they are
NOT AT HOME, while thnj are in the house at tJie very
time? This is teaching falsehood by system, and
ought we to wonder if our servants should lie to us,

when we have thus taught them to lie/or us? People
that make any profession of religion, cannot, of
course, adopt this iniquitous custom, for it disgraces
the most genera/ acknowledgment of piety; but it is

to be feared that some, who pass for real Christians,

and wish to be thought such, are guilty of many things

which are quite unworthy of their character, in refer-

ence to their servants, cither by making them the

witnesses or instruments of many evasions, artifices,

and dishonorable acts ; and by which they really tempt
them to go much farther astray on their own account.

We can easily conceive with what insufferable loath-

ing and disgust some such servants must come to the

domestic altar at the time of the morning or evening
sacrifice. It is a most shocking instance of hypocrisy
when a master s.ays to his servants, " After you have
done so and so"—alluding to some act of imposition

upon others—' come to prayer." " Come to prayer,"

one might imagine they reply, " thou hypocrite, what
to sanctify the dishonesty thou hast just commanded
us to perform?" Many who have witnessed these

things, or any thing like them, have taken an invete-

rate prejudice against religion, by concluding that all

its professors are alike, and that all are hypocrites to-

gether.

We hinder their salvation, ichen we lieep them away
from tite means ofgrace. Their work should not be so

oppressive, even on week days, as to allow them no
time for reading the Scriptures and prayer ; but to

compel them to spend even their Sabbaths in such a

manner as to deprive them of an opportunity to hear

the word of God explained and enforced by the faith-

ful preaching of the gospel, is to place a most powerful
hinderance in the way of their salvation. How ex-

ceedingly cruel and disgraceful is it to keep them from

public worship to dress a warm dinner. Without
aliirming that the Christian Sabbath is to be observed

with the same ceremonial strictness as the Jewish Sab-

bath was, we do contend that no unnecessary work
should be done on that day in our dwellings. I sup
pose no one will contend that a warm diinier is neces-

sary. Is it not a crime, then, against tlie spiritual wel-

fare of our .servants, as well .-is against God, to occupy
their Sabbiith in preparing fiiroiir luxurious gratifica-

tion ? Even as it respects their bodies, it is an act of

great oppression, for they must need rest from their

labor, far more than we do ; and as it respects their

souls, it takes away both the opportunity and the incli-

nation to attend to these : it occupies their time in the

morning, and unfits them for attention in the after-

noon. All who thus employ their domestics on the

Sabbath, may bo truly said to feast upon their ser-

vants' birth-right, and to gratify Uicir palate at the ex-

pense of their fellow creatures' spiritual and eternal

welfare. How long and how loudly shall the voice

of indignant and faitiiful reprobation be raised in vain

against this sinful practice ? I put it to any professing

Christian's conscience, hovv he can any longer deter-

mine thus to hinder the salvation of those who are

under his care .' \Vili he not make even this small

sacrifice for the .•spiritual welfare of ibe members of his

domestic constitution? Is Mis his profes.sed zeal for

God, and compassion fi)r souls? But, perhups, he

will reply, .somebody mii.^t be at home to guard the

house. Be it so. But need they be slavishly occu-

pied in the drudgery of cookery ? If they nmst be de-

prived of the public means of grace, is it necessary

that they should bo deprived of those that are private

also? But they will not improve their time at home.
How do you know ? Have you tried them ? Have
you, before you left home, furnished them with a suita-

ble portion of reading?
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In some families the servants are kept away from

the house of God far more than they need to be, for

other purposes besides cooking. If there are two
children, one must be detained from public worship

for each, and perhaps a third to guard the house. But

is this necessary ? I would have all proper care

taken, both of the children, and of the property ; but

then I would not have more servants than are abso-

lutely requisite, kept away from the house of God.
The Sabbath is of more importance to them than it is

even to us. Their incessant occupation through the

week, renders it more necessary for them to have a day

of rest and of leisure to attend to their soul's concerns,

than it is for us. Nor do I think it enough to grant

them merely the afternoon of the Lord's day : for that

is the very part of the Sabbath, which we find to be

the least edifying to ourselves, and if this be the ca.se

with us, how much more so must it be with them ? If,

then, we keep away our servants from suitable public

means of grace, we are placing a hinderance in the

way of their salvation ; for we know that " faith cometh
by hearing, and hearing by the word of God ;" and
that God hath ordained the preaching of the gospel for

the salvation of men's souls.

It appears to me, that we tempt our servants to sin

also, hy iniproper negligence and carelessness about many
of the more covetable parts of our property. Some per-

sons are too much away from home, and leave their

servants too much to themselves: and when they are

idle abroad, is it any wonder that their domestics

should be dishonest at home ? If they will gossip

away their time by hours, and days, and weeks together,

can it be wondered at, that their property should be

wasted by those who are only hired to watch it ? If

you are so much from home, is it not a temptation to

them to invite company ? Is this habit of neglecting

them the way to make them faithful ? Will they not

learn idleness from you, and do you not know that

idleness is a parent of sin ? Or if you tempt them not

to sin by being too much from home, do you not do it

by giving them too little employment ? If you over-

work them, you oppress their bodies; if you under-
work them, you endanger their souls. It is said of

the wise and virtuous woman, that she would suffer

none of her household to eat the bread of idleness.

You must account, not only for your own time, but

for theirs also. When your servants are idle, said an
old author, the devil is at work ; and our idle days are

his busy ones ; ifyou find them nothing to do, he will.

Many have been ruined for both worlds, by having
nothing to do—but mischief Do not tempt them to

sin, by never calling them to account for what is entrusted

to their care ; especially in pecuniary matters. They
may be honest ; then keep them so, and put no temp-
tation in their way to be otherwise, by not examining
their accounts. Never let them feel that they are irre-

sponsible. If you keep not your eye upon them you
may find a thief, where you expected to find an honest
roan. It is your prayer for yourself, " lead me not
into temptation ;" act upon this same principle towards
them. Honesty itself should always be required to

account for the uttermost farthing, and will wish to do
it. Do not leave your property too much exposed.
Some go to one extreme, and lock up every thing,

others go to the opposite extreme, and lock up nothing

;

and here, as in many other cases, extremes meet ; for

one tempts to dishonesty by trusting too little, the other

by trusting too much. Money, drinkables, and the

lighter articles of female dress and decoration, should
not be left too carelessly about. Nor should one party
in married life, ever make a confederacy with servants
to deceive the other. Wives should never engage
their maids in a scheme of falsehood, imposition, or
concealment of any kind against their husbands,
though it be but in trifling matters, for this is teaching
thom intrigue and duplicity, which may not only be

TVnmber 44

injurious to their own character, but seriously detri-

mental in the end to the interests of the family. If a
servant be employed by the wife to assist her to con-
ceal any part of the husband's property, or appropriate
it any way unknown to him, she is in that act tempted
by her mistress, so far as the influence of example
goes, to take the same liberty on her own account*
for she who is employed to purloin for another, will

soon feel no scruples to steal for herself

2. It is our duty, not only not to hinder the salva-

tion of our servants, but to do every thing in our power
to promote it.

Seriously consider your obligation in this particular,

and that as God sent them under your roof, that you
might care for their souls so he will require their
SOULS AT YOUR HA.NDs. Yes, at the day of judgment
he will say to you, " Give an account of those immor-
tal beings which were placed under your ins^truction,

inspection, and anxiety." Ciierish, tlien, I entreat

you, a deep solicitude for their spiritual welfare, and
feel desirous to become the instruments of their salva-

tion. In order to this, take care to set them a good
example, and let them see in you, not only nothing
that is contrary to religion, but every thing that can
recommend it, that so an attractive influence may
ever be exerted by your character on theirs. Many
have learnt more of religion by what they have seen in

their masters and mistresses, than by all they have
heard from their ministers. They will never forget

their example. Call them regularly to family prayer,

and make them the peculiar subjects of your earnest

supplications, that they may hear your entreaties with

God on their account, and be the witnesses of your
solicitude for their welfare. See to it that they havre

bibles, and take care that they are able to read, for if

this be not the case, it is your bounden duty to leach

them. Furnish them with a few well selected books,

and thus provide for them a kitchen library. Give
them opportunities to attend public worship, and to

keep holy the Sabbath day. Keep them not too late at

work on Saturday evening, lest their worldly business

trench upon the Sabbath, or unfit them, by excessive

fatigue, for its hallowed occupations. Instruct them
in the principles of true religion, that they may have
their judgments rightly informed, and that they may
not perish for lack of knowledge. It is a great dis-

grace to a Christian master or mistress, if any servants

leave their house, without knowing, at least in theory,

the way of salvation. In addition to this, you should

talk to them in the most affectionate manner on their

soul's concerns, warning them to flee from the wrath
to come, and directing them to the Lamb of God who
taketh away the sin of the world. Give them no rest

till you have prevailed upon them to seek in good
earnest, the one thing needful. Observe what com-
pany they keep, and caution them against such as

would lead them astray. Acquaint yourselves with

the books they read, and examine wliat they under-

stand and remember of the sermons they hear. Do
all you can to convince them of the reasonableness,

profit, and sweetness of true religion, and of the folly,

and danger, and misery of living without it. If you
see no fruit ofyour exertions at first, do not be weary
of well doing, but persevere in your anxious and judi-

cious efforts. Should you notice any solicitude about

their souls, nourish to the uttermost their impressions,

by giving suitable advice and proper books. Encour-

age them, when you are convinced of their true con-

version, to connect themselves with the church of

Christ, and thus to make a public profession of

religion. O, if you should be the instrument of sav-

ing the souls of your servants, what an honor and a

happiness will be conferred upon you ! How many
have been, so honored ; and in what bonds have their

servants been held to them for ever after in this

life.
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To influence you to the performance of these

duties, I may call upon you,<o remember that your 3Ius-

ter also is in heaven, and to consider icliat a master he is

to you. Meditate upon his attributes, and upon the

manner in which they are manifested in all his con-

duct towards you. How righteous, how faithful, how
ho'y, how true, how merciful is he in his dealings to-

wards his servants. And it is your duty to be like him.

When in danger of acting improperly, either by want
of equity or kindness, O think of God ; meditate on

his niatchles.s grace, and surely such a reflection will

be an immediate check to every kind, and every de-

gree of impropriety. To him also you are accounta-

ble, and accountable, as for your conduct in general,

so also for your behavior to your servants. Prepare to

meet Hiui in that awful day, and to meet them also at

his bar !

!

Consider Iww much your servants need this kind inter-

position for their welfare. They are often young, in-

experienced, and ignorant; rash, and imprudent;
and they are also an unprotected and dependant race.

I know not a class of persons whose situation is more
calculated to awaken our tenderest sympathies, than

domestic female servants. Many of them are orphans,

and have no friend in the world beyond their employ-
ers ; and no home but what they find in their master's

house. When they leave one place of service, they

often know not where to find their next home, and are

thus repeatedly beginning the world, and setting out

on the journey of life afresh. How many dangers are

they exposed to ! How many snares are laid for their

feet ! blasters and mistresses, be kind to them, they
have found a refuge in your house, and let them find

friends in you. Pity their condition, and labor to the

uttermost for their welfare. You may be the means
of blessing them for both worlds, and become their

spiritual fathers and mothers, as well as their temporal
masters and mistresses. Their souls may be given to

your kind solicitude, to be your crown of rejoicing in

the day of eternity.

The honor of religion is most deeply involved in the

way in which yotx discharge your duties. Bad masters
and mistresses bring great dishonor upon Christianity

;

while on the other hand, they who in this situation, ex-

hibit whatsoever things are pure, and true, and honest,

and just, and lovely, and of good report; who abound
in that love which is not easily provoked, and thinketh

no evil, and is kind; who have the meekness and gen-
tleness of Christ; and who put on bowels of mercy,
are bright ornaments of their profession, and adorn the

doctrine of God their Saviour in all things. A good
waster or mistress is indeed a most honorable character

—good men esteem it, bad men admire it, the world
values it, the church applauds it, angels delight in it,

and God conmiends and rewards it. Eyes too dim to

see the beauties of holiness in the abstract, discern the

excellence of this, and tongues that never speak of re-

ligion generally, but to scotf at it, are eloquent in the

praise of this. I conjure you, then, by all the regard
you bear to the honor of religion, strive to excel in this

your appropriate duty.

Interest pleads with you for this. Consider how
much your own happiness will be promoted, by see-

ing others happy around you. The heart of that man
cannot be in the slate in which it ought to be, who is

not pleased to see around him in his dwelling, a circle

of happy minds and smiling countenances. A good
master, or a kind mistress, is a kind of central lumina-
ry in the domestic system, and every child and every
servant an attendant satellite, revolving in the force

of his attraction, and reflecting the brightness of his

glory. Or to change the metaphor, he is a fountain
of gladness, continually sending forth in kindness and
kind actions, streams of pleasure to all that are in the
house. And then good masters and mistresses make
good servanta, or find them. When I hear persons

complain, that they cannot find good servants, I sus-

pect the fault is their own, and that they have a bad
character, for their conduct towards their domestics.
If they are tormented, have they not been tormentors?
If they can get no one to serve them willingly, and
honestly, have they been generous and kind? If they
find none but such as are wicked, have they tried to

make them holy? If they complain of their lying,

their lewdness, their theft, have they not been so sel-

fish as to seek to produce right dispositions towards
themselves, without endeavoring to found these dispo-

sitions on a right state of mind towards God? Try,
then, to conduct yourselves rightly to those, whom
you have so much interest in making what they should
be. Body, soul, estate, wife, children, character,

comfort, all are more or less concerned in this matter.

Your servants may rob or enrich you ; may defend
your reputation or blast it; may corrupt your children,

or improve them ; may tempt you to sin, or warn you
against it; may injure your health or protect it; may
bless you by their prayers, or curse you by their vices ;

may render your dwelling continually pleasant, or

perpetually miserable : your own interest, therefore,

unites with God's commands, to make it your wisdom
and your duty, to train your servants af well aa

your children in the fear of the Lord.
" What have you to say against what I have been

persuading you to ? Will you not now, without de-

lay, bewail your former neglect, and in good earnest
set to your work, like persons that in some measure,
know the power of divine precepts, the worth of
souls, and the greatness of the charge that lieth upon
you ? O that there were in you such a heart. O
that all masters of families were resolved for that

which humanity, reason, interest, reputation, and their

comfort call for, as well as the law of God, and men
oblige them to. What blessed families then should
we have ! What noble corporations ! What glorious

cities ! Might not holiness to the Lord, be writ-

ten upon every door ? O, when shall it once be."'

CHAPTER VU.

THE DUTIES OF SERVANTS,

" Servants, be obedient unto them that are your mas-
ters, according to the flesh, with fear and trembling,

in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ : not with

eye service, as men pleasers ; but as the servants of
Christ, doing the will of God from the heart; with

good will, doing service, as to the Lord, and not to

men ; knowing, that whatsoever good thing any
man doeth, the same shall he receive of the Lord,

whether he be bond or free." Ephes. vi. 5—8.

" Honor and shame from no condition rise,

Act well your part—there all the honor lies."

God is the creator of all things, and the disposer of

all events ; he is, therefore, the author of all those

varieties which are to be found in nature, and of all

those differences which exist in society. He that

formed the sun to illuminate, and to rule, formed also

the planets to be enlightened and to be governed ; and

he that raiseth the king to the throne, ordaineth the

lot of the servant in the house, and of the laborer in

the field. There is no such thing as chance ; no not

in the material universe, where each bird that flies,

each insect that crawls, each flower that blooms,

amidst the desert, which man's eye never explores, is

the separate productioti of divine power and skill, no

less than the Alpine height which lifts its snow crowned
summit to the skies, and receives the admiring con-

templation of millions. Nor is there any such thing

as chance in society : the rank and station of the poor

little servant girl in the humblest dwelling of the most
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obscure village, are as certainly determined by God,
as the elevation of the conqueror and ruler of nations.
" The lot is cast into the lap, but the disposal thereof

is from the Lord." " The rich and the poor meet to-

gether, but the Lord is the disposer of them all ;"
i. e.

not simply their creator, as men, but the disposer of

their circumstances as rich and poor. This is com-
forting, this is reconciling. It prevents the poor from
being degraded in their own eyes, or in the eyes of
others. They are not like the dust, or the chips, or the

dried and withered leaves in autumn, which, amidst the

more stately objects of nature or art, are blown about

by the gusts which sweep along the surface ; but they

are in the place which God intended for them ; and
God hath made every thing beautiful in its place and
season. Who could have mended what he hath done ?

What cause have we to sit down contented and thank-

ful in the place which he hath ordained for us! What
obligation was he under to give us existence ? And
what did he owe to us that he should have made us

rational creatures, and not formed us a beast, or a

reptile ? " Shall the thing formed say to him that

formed it, Why hast thou made me thus ?"

As God disposeth every thing, so it is the highest

excellence of a creature, to discharge the duties of his

station, and to shine in the orbit, and move with regu-

larity through the course allotted to him. A good ser-

vant is more honorable than a bad master; and a valu-

able subject than a worthless prince. He that is not

relatively good, is not really so; while he that acts Ids

part well, is more truly dignified, though his rank be

low, than he that stands on a pinnacle, but fails in the

duty of his elevated station. What is true honor ?

Not riches, not rank, not beauty, not learning, not
courage. No. But virtue ; whether it be clad in the

garb of poverty, or the robe of affluence : whether it

hold the plough or gr.isp the sceptre ; whether it be
seated at the table, or stand behind the chair. Vir-
tue IS HONOR ; let all servants write this sentiment on
the heart, and ever act under its influence, as the living

principle of all their conduct.

In stating, after these preliminary remarks, the du-
ties of servants, I would remind them,

First. That there are some which tliey owe to them-
selves, the performance of which will constitute the

best and surest foundation of those which they owe to

others.

1. Religion takes the lead of ail.

Religion is as much your business as it is ours.

You are immortal creatures, you are sinners, you are

the objects of God's mercy in Christ Jesus, and invited

to seek pardon, peace, and eternal life, as well as we
your employers. You have souls that must suffer

eternal torments in hell, or enjoy everlasting happiness
in heaven. Yon must be convinced of sin, repent,
confess to God, cry for mercy, commit your souls into

the hands of Christ by faith, be born again of the

Holy Ghost, lead a sober, righteous, and godly life, or
you must depart accursed into everlasting fire, pre-

pared for the devil and his angels. God is as willing

to have mercy upon you ; Jesus Christ is as ready to

receive you, as he is us. Your soul is as precious in

the eye of heaven as ours. God is no respecter of
persons, and is not to be considered as less friendly to

your best interests, because he has placed you in ser-

vice. Your situation is no excuse, therefore, for your
neglecting the claims of religion. You are not to ima-

gine that attention to your souls' concerns is not re-

quired from you; for it is required: and I repeat it,

unless you repent, and are born again, and believe in

Christ, you will perish eternally. Your soul is your
first concern, and must not be neglected for any thing.

Think not that it is impossible for a person in your
situation to attend to religion ; for it is possible. Great
multitudes of servants, both male and female, are truly

pious. I have twenty or thirty in the church under

my care, who are among its most consistent mem-
bers. I charge you all to live in the fear of God. Re-
member your Creator. Set the Lord always before
you. Consider that he is ever about your path, and
that you act, speak and think in his presence. He is

now the holy and ever present witness, and will here-
after be the inflexibh judge of your actions.

In order to cultivate religion, go not into wicked
families, where the Sabbath is profaned, the claims of
piety are despised and rejected, and you can have no
opportunity of going to public worship. Do not dwell
in a place where your Sabbath is taken away from you

;

let no amount of wages tempt you to go or to remain
in such a situation. Always stipulate for the privilege

ofgoing at least one part of the Lord's day, to the house
of God. Insist upon it as your right, and sufter

nothing to deprive you of it. Endeavor to find a little

time for reading the Bible, and for prayer. Never go
out of your room in the morning, nor lie down on
year pillow at night, without reading a portion, even
though it be a short one, of God's holy word, and ear-

nestly praying for his mercy. Let religion be the

basis of all your conduct, the very frame-work ofyour
character, leading you to practise " whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are honest, what-
soever things are just, and pure, and lovely, and of
good report." Do not, then, as you would escape the
torments of hell, do not, as you would be brought at

last to the felicities of heaven, do not neglect vou^t
soDLs. " Godliness is profitable for all things, having
the promise of the life that now is, as well as of that

which is to come." Your situation is a very danger-
ous one

; you are in a very unprotected state ; and
yon need the fear of God to enable you to depart from
evil. Men, and women too, of bad principles, are
lying in wait for you, spreading snares for your feet,

and seeking your ruin. Religion will guard you, and
guide you, and comfort you : it will keep you in safety,

and raise you to respectability. " Exalt' her, and she
shall promote thee, she shall lead thee to honor when
tliou dost embrace her."

2. A regard to truth, is another very important
duty, and which you will be sure to perform ifyou fear

God. This duty you owe to your employers also

;

but while the inconvenience of the neglect of it will be
felt by them, the more dreadful consequence of that

neglect will be yours.

Lying is a most hateful and wicked practice. And
it is said, that " all liars shall have their portion in the

lake that burneth with fire." Strive to avoid every
thing in your conduct that needs a sin to cover it : but
if you have at any time done any thing wrong, do not
make one sin two, by telling a falsehood to conceal
the matter. Let no temptation induce you to violate

a truth; rather endure the passion, or the bitterest

wrath of the severest master or mistress, than strive to

avert it by a falsehood. Lying is bad policy, as well
as great v/ickedness ; for, when once detected in this

vice, yon will ever afterwards be suspected, even
when you tell the truth. A servant, whose word can
be implicitly relied upon, will always be esteemed.
Such a virtue will be made to extend a friendly cover-

ing over many little faults. Never allow yourselves

to be tempted by your master or mistress to commit a

breach of truth. Inform them at once, that they must
tell their own falsehoods, for that you cannot do it for

them. A clerk once waited upon me, to ask me what
he was to do in a situation, where he was obliged

weekly to make a false written return in his own
name, to defraud a public company, for the benefit of
his employer. " Do," said I, with surprise that the

question should have been asked me, " instantly re-

fuse; and rathercastyourself and your family the next

hour upon Providence, than ever repeat the falsehood."

You must not, dare not, lie for others any more than

for yourselves- If required to adopt the modero prac.
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tice, of saying, your mistress is not at liome, when slie I

is at the same time in the house ; you dare not com-
ply, for it is a falsehood, and as such, is a sin against 1

God. When you are put by your employers upon
committing any .sin, whether it lie cheating, calumny,

|

lying, or any thing else forbidden by the Scriptures,

let your reply be, " How can 1 Co this great wicked-

ness, and sin against God."
3. Sobriety is a virtue you owe to yourselves, and

also to your masters ; but, as in the case of lying, the

injury done by intoxication to yourselves, is far greater

than tliat which you inflict upon them.

Beware of the besotting, impoverishing, damning
siti ofdrunkenness, and ofevery thing liiat leads to it.

Household servants have many opportunities, and

many temptations to practise this vice, if there be any
propensity to indulge in it. It is impossible even for

the most rigid watchfulness always to keep out of their

reach the mault liquor, the spirits, and the wine; there

are means of gaining access by stealth, to these things,

on the part of a vicious and ingenious servant, which

no vigilant mistress can altogether prevent. If we
cannot trust these things to the guardianship of your
principles, our locks and keys will often be found an

insufficient security. Do, do consider, that if the habit

of drunkenness be once contracted, it is all over; and
most probably you are ruined for both worlds. Let

there be a distinct understanding between you and
your master or mistress, what beverage you are to be

allowed, both as to quality and quantity, and most
sacredly abstain from touching a drop more, or a drop

of any thing else. Never put the decanters to your
lips, wheu the stoppers are all out before you. Stolen

drams of this kind are double poi.'on, they are venom
for the body, and damnation for the soul : they lead to

two crimes at once, drunkenness and dishonesty. Be-
ware of the temptation which is presented at those

times, when company is in the house, and when,
through the supposition, that extra exertion requires

an additional glass, you may be led to take it, to love

it, and to acquire the liabit of it. I have known excel-

lent servants, both male and female, ruined for ever by
intoxication.

As to workmen, the daily servants that occupy the

manufactories, this vice is the damning sin that is

spreading immorality, desolation, and misery through
almost the whole laboring population of the connnu-
nity. It is distressing beyond the power of language
to describe, to think of the effects of this most preva-

lent, most dreadful infatuation. How many fine ath-

letic forms are enervated ; how many wives are

broken-hearted ; how many families are reduced to

beggary ; how many souls are damned continually, by
this crime. Drunken servants are the torment of

almost all our master manufacturers, the curse upon
our commerce, and the blight upon our national

prosperity.

4. Chastity is a duty of infinite importance to the

well being of servants.

I am now on delicate ground, and I will endeavor
to step with caution ; but no false refinement shall

hinder me from discharging a duty, which, as a guar-

dian of the public morals, I owe to a very large, and a
very much exposed class of my fellow creatures. I

will not allow a prudish and atlecied sentamentalism
to turn away my holy and benevolent concern from
the interests of femalo servants, nor prevent me from
addressing to them the language of warning and ex-

postulation. When the miseries of prostitution are

considered, and when the prevalence of this desolat-

ing crime, and all its attendant evils is at once admit-

ted and deplored ; when it is well known, that of the

miserable and loatlisome victims of seduction that

crowd the paths of vice, a very large proportion were
female servants, betrayed from the ways of virtue, in

the first instance, by their masters or their masters'

sons, or their fellow servants of the oppo.^ite sex, surelj

it is the duty of every one who is specially addressing

young women in service, most solemnly and most
pointedly to warn them against the wily arts of the

basilisk seducer, who is fascinating them to their ruin.

Young women, consider the value, even in this world,

ofyour character. With an unblemished reputation,

you are respectable in servitude: your virtue is your
parents' honest prido, your families' only renown, and
your own wealth and honor: this will be your pass-

port throuj.'h the world, your letter of recommenda-
tion to good society, and that which will find you
friends, and make them, and keep them, wherever
Providence may cast your lot. But if this be lost, oh,

what a poor, forlorn, withered, wretched creature you
become ; abandoned by your seducer, ejected from
your place, disowned by your friends, you have the

pains and the cares, and the labors of a mother, but
united with the infamy of a prostitute; you have to

bear the scorn of the world, the looii and language of
shame-stricken, heart-broken parents from without,

and the ceaseless re|)roach and remorse of a guilty

conscience from within ; and all this, perhaps, but aa

preliminary to the misery which the prostitute endures,

through htr loathsome course on earth, and its awful
termination in hell. Take warning, then, and reject

with disdain and virtuous indignation, the very first

encroachments that may be made, by any one, upon
the most delicate modesty and reserve. Have you
been unfortunate enough to draw upon yourself the

attention of a master, or a master's son, consider, it is

with the eye of lust, not of love, that he looks upon
you ; he may flatter your vanity by his admiration of

your person, but it is the flattery of a murderer ; he
cannot mean any thing that is honorable ; his passion,

that he talks of, is a base, ruttian-like, deliberate pur-

pose to ruin you. Turn from him, flee from him with

more haste than you would from a serpent or a tiger,

for more than a serpent or a tiger he is to be shunned
by you. Make him feel that you are his superior in

virtue, though his inferior in rank. If, on the other

hand, you allow him to accomplish his purpose, and
decoy you to perdition, he will in cold-blooded, re-

morseless cruelty, abandon you and your child to

a work-house, to a broken heart, and the bottomless

pit.

Act in the same determined manner towards every

one else. Preserve not only your virtue itself, but
your modesty, which is its outwork. Allow neither

act, nor word, nor look in your presence, which is at

variance with the most scrupulous purity. Let no
prospect nor promise of marriage throw you off your
guard. The man who acts thus, is to be regarded as

a traitor deceiving you into iniquity. He that would
destroy your reputation, will not scruple to falsify his

own word ; the vows of such a wretch are not to be

trusted. Be careful to whom you give your company.
Let not an anxiety to leave service, and be your own
mistress, drive you to accept the offer of the first indi-

vidual, suitable or unsuitable, who may present himself

to your notice.

5. Frugality is an incumbent duty upon persons

in your situation.

Yon are in very dependant circumstances. Your
support depends upon your own labor, and that upon
your health. You have no arm but your own to rely

upon, and should therefore feel the obligation of lay-

ing up something in the day of prosperity, against the

night of adversity. We are all enjoined to tntst Pro-

vidence, but not to tempt it. To spend all we get in

vanity and useless trifles, under the idea that we shall

be taken care of, in one way or other, is a presumption

that generally brings its own punishment. There is

in the present day, a most censurable propensity in

female servants, and workwomen in general, to dress

quite beyond their station. It is not ca»y, in some
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cases, to distinguish between the maid and her mis-

tress. What abject folly is it, for a young woman to

spend all her wages in gay apparel. When she is in

ill health and out of place, will it be any consolation

to look upon finery which she is obliged to pawn, one
nrticle after another, for her support? The love of

dress has led in some instances to stealing ; in others,

to prostitution; in more, to poverty. Character is

respectability, not dress. Harlots are generally fine

and gaudy in their attire. Economize your little pro-

perty, then ; lay up in store for the time to come. I

know several servants who have, one forty, anotnei

fifty, another one hundred pounds in the bank. Be-
sides, it is desirable to save from unneces-sary expense
in dress, that you may have a little to give to the cause

of humanity and religion. The mite of the servant

may mingle, in this age, with the pound of the master,

to help in spreading the blessings of Christianity over
the face of the earth. And it is to be poor indeed,

to have nothing to give to the cause of humanity or

religion.

Secondly. I now lay before you the duties you owe to

YOUR EMPLOYERS.
1. Honor them : for they are your superiors in sta-

tion. Pay them the respect which is due to them, and
in order to this, cherish for them a proper reverence
in your heart. " Let as many servants as are under
the yoke," said the apostle, " count their own masters

worthy of all honor." Behave towards them with all

proper humility and submission : not that you are lo

crouch and tremble before them, like slaves at the foot

of a tyrant. Your address to them must be reveren-

tial, not rude, boisterous, and impertinent. In talking

of them to others, in their absence, there should be no
calling them names, no exposure of their fiiults, no
ridiculing their infirmities; on the contrary, you
should, to the utmost ofyoui power, as far as truth will

allow, defend them against the attacks of slander, and
the arts of detraction. If, at any time, they speak to

you with tones of anger, and in the language of re-

buke, you must remember the apostle's injunction,

and " not answer again." You may mildly and
meekly explain, and sometimes expostulate, but you
must not reply in an angry and impertinent manner.
Should they so far forget their duty, as to let down
their dignity, and be too familiar, do not forget your
place, but respectfully keep your proper distance.

Every thing rude in conduct, and obtrusive, insolent

or familiar in language, must, therefore, be most sedu-
lously avoided, as an essential part ofservants' conduct
towards their employers.

2. Obedience is founded upon reverence, and is a
necessary part of it. Observe the directions of the

apostle Paul. " Servants, obeyi7i all things your mas-
ters according to the flesh." We are of course to

except those things which are contrary to the word of
God : for if they enjoin any thing that is manifestly
sinful, you must mildly, but firmly, refuse to comply,
and be prepared to take all the consequences of your
disobedience. In all other matters, however self-de-

nying or difficult, however contrary to your own views
and wishes, you must submit

; you are not to choose
your commands, but in all things to obey. You are

to obey " with fear and trembling." i. e. with reveren-

tial regard for their authority, a dread of their displea-

sure, and also, which is probably the apostle's mean-
ing, with a dread of the anger of God, who, having
enjoined obedience, will punish the disobedient. You
are to obey " in singleness of heart," i. e. with a willing

and cheerful mind ; and not with a mere compulsory
outside show of submission, and are to be free from
all selfish personal ends, and obey from the single con-
sideration that it is right. You are to do this, "as unto
Christ, as the servants of Christ, doing the will of God
from the heart, withgood inll, doing service as to the Lord,
and not to men." You must consider, that God com-

mands it, and therefore you are to obey them, as
obeying God ; they are in God's stead, in this parti-

cular, to you ; and from a regard to conscience, and a
respect to the divine authority, you are to do what
they enjoin. " I do this," you are to say, in reference
to disobedience, " not merely to please my master and
my mi.stress, but to please God." This is turning all

you do into religion. It signifies nothing, what is the
nature of the thing, whether it be an act of the most
menial kind, in the kitchen, the parlor, or the garden,
if it be done with a view to the divine command, that

very aim elevates the humble service into an expres-
sion of piety towards God, and a service that will be
remembered in the day of judgment. You are not to

obey, " with eye service, as men pleasers." How many
are there, who need a master's eye always upon them,
to keep them industrious. No sooner is his back
turned, than they are indolent and neglectful. This
conduct is as mean as it is wicked : it is detestable

hypocrisy, flagrant injustice, and manifest wickedness :

for is it nothing that the eye of God is upon you ? Is

he not there? Does he not disapprove this conduct ?

And is it a small matter to make light of his presence ?

Such servants will shortly find to their fearful cost,

that the eye of God is far more to be dreaded than the
eye of the severest master.

Let it be your delight to do the will of your employ-
ers. Strive to please them in all things, and feel anx-
ious to draw from them this testimony,—" There is a
servant, to wiiom no command, which it is in her pow-
er to obey, comes unwelcome; who never need be
told a second time to do a thing ; who anticipates my
orders; and whose very pleasure seems to arise from
pleasing me."

3. Good temper is of great consequence.
There are some servants who, let what work will

come in unexpectedly, and even oppressively, receive

all with a cheerful acquiescence, and are never put
out of their way. Their mistresses are never afraid of

telling them of unlooked-for company having arrived,

and extra exertion being necessary. While there are

others who, with many valuable qualities, are withal

so peevish, so soon put out of temper, so cross at any
little unexpected addition being made to their work,
that their mistresses are in constant bondage. I like

not to hear it said, " She is a very good servant, and
has many excellent properties, but her temper is so

bad, that I am quite afraid to point out to her, in ever

so gentle a manner, the least imperfection, or to put
her in the smallest degree out of her way." This is a

serious blemish upon any excellence, and often proves

a very great interruption to the comfort of the family,

but a still greater interruption to the comfort of the

poor waspish creature herself Temper is not every
thing, but it is very important. Study, therefore, to

be obliging, and to avoid crossness, sullenness, and
passion.

4. Fidelity is a duty of the highest rank.

What a delightful testimony is that which our Lord
Jesus Christ is represented as bearing to his people at

the last day,— " IVell done, good and faithful servant."

Such also is the testimony which it should be in our
power to bear to our servants. Fidelity has reference

—

To the property of your masters.

Faithful servants will not actually steal the pro-

perty of their masters. There are opportunities of

this every where if you choose to avail yourselves of

them. Consider the horrible disgrace of being called

a thief; and add to this the danger in the present

world, and the punishment of such a crime in the next.

Write the eighth commandment upon your heart, and
when tempted by a favorable opportunity to embezzle

the property ofyour employer, let a voice more awful

than thunder repeat in your ears the prohibition,

" Thou shalt not steal." At that perilous moment in

your history, let your imagination look up, and behold
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the flaming eye of God, intently gazing upon yon. In

whatever profusion, money, plate, jewelry, lace, may
be spread out before yon, touch not, covet not. De-
termine, by God'.s gracf, that though yon be ever so

poor, you will at least be honest. Honesty is indeed

the best policy, to go no higher for a motive of com-
mendation. A single act of stealing may blast your
reputation for ever; even to be suspected, is dreadful:

but what inestimable value is attached to a servant of

tried honesty. Be honest even to sr.ntpulosUy. Touch
nothing in the house in the way of eatables or dtink-

ables, which you do not consider as belonging to you.

If you want to taste the luxuries of the larder, ask for

them; but do not appropriate to yourself what you
think would be denied. I have read of a servant who
went into the pantry only to make free with sweet-

meats, but seeing some articles of plate lying about, he

took liiese, and went on from one degree of theft to

another, till he died at the gallows. He was under the

influence of a thievish disposition when he saw the

plate, for he was going to take what he had no right to,

and he was in a favorable state of mind to be tempted
by Satan to a greater crime. Servants should not al-

low themselves to appropriate any refuse articles of

dress, nor give away the broken victuals, or other arti-

cles of the kitchen, without permission. Habits begin

in acts ; little sins lead on to greater ones. She that

commences by taking a sweetmeat, knowing that she

is not allowed it, has violated so far her integrity, has

finne something to benumb her conscience, and has

taken the first step towards confirmed dishonesty. Sin
is deceitful ; and the way of a sinner is like the course

of a ball, down hill. Servants, beware of the first act

of sin. But fidelity, in reference to property, requires

jiot only that you should not embezzle your master's

property, but that you should not waste it. They
that carelessly waste, are almost as guilty as they that

wilfully steal. You cannot be an honest servant, un-
le.ss you are as careful of your employer's property as

if it were your own. Furniture, goods, provisions,

must all be thus preserved. You are not to say, " My
master is rich, he can spare it, and we need not be so

niggardly." His wealth is nothing to you : if he

chooses to waste it, he has a legal right to do so, but
yon have none.

Nor is this all, for fidelity requires that servants

should do all they can to make their cmploiier's affairs

prosper. They should grieve over their master's loss-

es, rt-joice in his success, and so identify their feelings

with his interests, as to seem a« if their fortune were
bound up with his. We have a fine instance of this

in the case of Joseph, while he was in the house of

Potiphar.

Fidelity would also lead them to give their emplov-
«>rs information and warning when their affairs! are go-

ing wr(»ng, either through their own nejlect or igno-

rance, or through the injurious conduct of others.

They cannot be honest if they witness in silence any
fraud practised upon them, either by their fellow-serv-

ants or by friends or strangers. Such connivance is a

participation of the crime, although it should not be
iRwarded by any participation of the profits. A pro-

per feeling of concern for \oMr master's welfare, would
certainly lead you, if he were flagrantlv neglectful of
his affairs, to suggest to him in a respectful manner,
your apprehensiotf of the consequences. What man.
e.\cept a fool or a madman, would be offended bv such
:\n appea' ^sthe following, made to him by a servant:

—

" Pardon me, Sir, if I take the liberty ofexpressing mv
fears on the subject of your business, which I am in-

duced to do, by a sense of my own duty, and a true

regard to your welfare. Your business is certainly

declining, and I fear, through your being so frequently

absent from it. Customers are offended by not meet-
ing with the principal in the shop, and by finding the

stock 80 low and ill assorted. I am so concerned for

your family, and so distressed at the idea of your doing
otherwise than well, that at the risk of incurring your
displeasure, which I entreat you not to indulge against

me, for this self-denying act of faithful service, I have
determined to lay the matter before you. and to beg of

you to give up your company, to look into your ac-

counts, and to attend more closely to your business."

A servant that would do this, and in this manner, is fi-

delity embodied, and is a treasure beyond all price.

But faithfulness has a reference also to a master's

time, for in many instances time is property, and ser-

vants may as effectually rob their masters by idleness,

as by stealing. This is always the case where they

are hired by the day ; and indeed where, as in many
branches of manufacture, they are paid by the piece,

if by their idleness they prevent their employers
from executing orders, and realizing profits, they can
scarcely be called faithful. When you hire yourselves,

there should be an explicit understanding, as I have
already said, how much time you are to render for the

stipulated wages, and when this is known, all that by

indolence you keep back, is just so much of your em-
ployer's property stolen from him.

Faithfulness has regard to the reputation of your
master or mistress. You have their character in your
hands, and by calumny and falsehood, may, if such a

malicious disposition were in your heart, do them con
siderable harm, either by stating what is absolutely

false, misrepresenting what is true, magnifying what
is little, or exaggerating what is insignificant. Re
member, it is the utmost excess of base conduct, and
the wickedest kind of dishonesty, to attempt to rob

them of their good name.
Then there are also secrets which it would bo a very

unfaithful act in you to disclose. Workmen, clerks,

and apprentices, are guilty of great impropriety, if

they communicate the private arts of their master's

business, or lay open his connections to any one. Such
an act is, by common opinion, an instance of criminal

treachery. Female servants ought not to tell to others

what they see and hear in the families where they are

placed. It is to be apprehended that much of the gos-

sip, and many of the reports, which circulate so much
slander and detraction through society, are to be traced

up to this source. You are not forbidden to form

friendships with your fellow-servants in other families,

but to meet merely for the purpose of exchanging in-

telligence from the respective households in which you
live, is highly censurable. You should maintain the

strictest silence on these affairs, and not allow the most
busy and inquisitive curiosity of others to draw any
thing from you. Nor are von to tell these matters, as

is often done, to one particidarfriend , for she may tell

them to one more, till at length the affairs of the family

are matter of public notoriety. Your admission into a

family is attended with an implied condition, that you
are to keep ail its secrets.

5. Dii.iGENCK is another duty, but is so necessarily

coimected with honesty, and indeed so essentially a

part of it, that much need not be said, in addition, to

illustrate and enforce it. The slothful servant is a

wicked one, for in some instances more mischief may
be done bv a day's idleness, than others may be able to

undo bv a year's exertion. The habits of a sluggard

are very unfriendly to your own reputation, and to the

comfort of the family by whom you are employed.

Early risinir is absoliitely indispensable, if in addition

to the duties of your stiition. you would attend to the

salvation of your soul. And will you not sacrifice half

an hour's sleep, for the purpose of seeking glory, ho-

nor, immortality, and eternal life? Diligence is op-

posed to sauntering, inactive, and gossiping habits: to

a slow, reluctant, grudging way of doing your work.

A disposition to stint your labor, to do as little as you
possiblv can, and to do that little in a careless, unneat,

half-finished manner, i.t a great blemish in your cha-
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racter, and will be sure to militate against your in- i

terest. !

6. Gratitode for kindness shown you, is very in- I

cumbent. I

You ought to be thankful for having your faults
|

poiated out, and not resentful, as too many are, to-
i

wards those vvho are kind enough to show them what
j

is wrong. If you have received kind attentions in
|

sickness, and have discovered a constant solicitude on
j

the part of your employers to soften as much as pos- !

sible your labor, and to render you comfortable in your
i

situation, you should convince them that their atten-

tions are not thrown away upon one who is insensible !

to their kindness. Especially if they have taken pains

to promote your interest, by warning you against bad

company, or by endeavoring to correct your bad prac-

tices, you should be grateful for their pains, and en-

deavor to comply with their advice.

7. In all such cases as those mentioned, where your
masters and mistresses are your friends, and confer

obligations by their kindness, you should be truly and
cordially attached to them.

Where there is really nothing to produce attach-

ment, you cannot be expected to feel any. You can-

not be required to feel gratitude, where you have re-

ceived no favors ; uor to cherish affection, where you
have met with no indulgence. But all masters and
mistresses are not tyrants, as some of you know by

experience ; for you have found in them, something,

at least, of the kindness of a second father or mother.

Here there are certainly strong claims upon your af-

fection, as they have cared for you with the kindness

of parents, you should serve them with the deep inte-

rest and devoted attachment of children. We have a

right to expect, in such instances, that as we have stu-

died your comfort, you would study ours ; that when
sickness invades our frame or our family, you will

minister at the sick bed by night or by day, not grudg-

ing your ease or your sleep, so that you might do us

good ; that when losses diminish our property and our

comforts, you will most tenderly sympathize with us,

mingling your tears with ours, and be willing to share

with us the reduction of our usual plenty and grati-

fication ; that, in short, in all our afflictions, you will

be afflicted with us, and be the sharers of all our joys.

We did not, and we could not bargain with you for

such a duty as this; affection cannot be made an arti-

cle of a money contract; it must be given, or it is

worth nothing, and indeed, bought and sold it cannot

bo. Instances of a generous affection of this kind,

we have perhaps all known ; instances of servants so

attached to their masters and mistresses, as to follow

them, and remain in their service through all the vi-

cissitudes of fortune; as to descend with them from
the lofty eminence, and luxurious gratifications of

prosperity, down into the lowly, and desolate, and
barren vale of poverty, there to sutFer want with them

;

as to leave their native land and cross the seas, and
dwell in a foreign country with them ; as even to find

in their love to their master and mistress, a principle

and a feeling, that reconciled them to all the sufferings

they endured on their account. I know a servant,

who, when her master failed in business, brought
down her little hoard of savings, amounting to nearly

thirty pounds, and entreated him, with tears, to accept

and apply it for the comfort and relief of his family.

" Sir," said a lady to a minister who called upon her

in sickness, " that girl," alluding to iter servant, " who
has just left the room, is a greater comfort to me, than

I can express. She watches over me with the affec-

tion of a daughter and the care of a nurse. When
my complaints make me peevish, she contrives some-

thing to soothe me. I often observe her taking pains

to discover what would add to my comfort, and often

am presented with the thing I wish for, before I ex-

press it in words. I live without suspicion, for I per-

ceive her to be conscientious, even to scrupulosity;
my chief complaint is, that she takes too much care of
me, that I cannot make her take sufficient care of
herself."

Servants, look at this character, admire it, imitate it.

Thirdly. There are duties which servants in the

samefamily owe to each other.
There ought to be no tyraiiny nor oppression ezer-

cised by one over the other. This is often the case in

those families which employ a numerous retinue of do-
mestics, and which admit the distinction of superior
and inferior servants. There is sometimes in such
households, a system of great cruelty carried on, alto-

gether unknown to the master. Some poor creatures

are degraded into the condition of a slave to the other

servants, and drag on a miserable existence, under the

heavy yoke which has been imposed upon them, by
an unfeeling minion, who stands before the master's

eye, and has always his ear at command.
Strive to agree with each other, for families are often

disturbed by the quarrels of the servants, and the up-
roar in the kitchen, is distinctly heard by the guests

in the parlor. You should bear with one another'?

; infirmities, and never take delight in thwarting each
I other. Instead of finding pleasure in converting the

I

infirmities o'" any one into a means of annoying, and
: a source of vexation to her, carefully avoid whatever,
' by appealing to these imperfections, or bringing them
1 into notice, would render the subject of them, irrita-

I

ble or sullen. Never tease one another, which is too

! often done, especially where an individual is known
! to be petulant. The worst consequences have some-
' times arisen from this practice. A few days ago, I

;
saw an individual put to the bar of his country, upon
an indictment for manslaughter, under the following

j

circumstances.—His fellow servants, aware of his petu-

I
lant disposition, provoked him by some petty vexa-

[

lions, till, in his rage, he hurled a hammer at them,
I which struck one of them in the head, and inflicted a

j

wound of which he died.

I

Never bear tales to your employers, for the purpose of
' exciting a prejudice against each other, and ingratiat-

I ing yourselves into their favor. A supplanter is a
\ most hateful character, at once despicable and des-

I

pised.

i At the same time, you are not to connive at sin; if

I

your fellow servants dc any thing wrong, either in the

way of drunkenness, lewdness, or dishonesty, you
owe it to your master, to make him acquainted with

the fact. You are dishonest if you conceal the dis-

honesty of others, and you are a partaker of those

vices, which you allow to be perpetrated under your
notice without making it known.

Servants that make a profession of religion, have

great need to conduct themselves with singular pro-

priety. Tov/ards their masters and mistresses there

should be the deepest humility, and the very reverse

of every thing that bears even a distant resemblance

of spiritual pride. There must be no consciousness

of superiority, no air of importance, no affected sanc-

'tity; but a meek, modest, unobtrusive exhibition of

I

the influence of religion, in making them strictly con-

\
scientious and exemplary, in the discharge of all the

j

duties of their station. Their piety should be seen,

not only in a constant anxiety to attend to the public

means of grace, and in a regular performance of the

private duties of religion, but also in making them

more respectful and obedient; more meek end sub-

missive ; more honest and diligent than all the rest.

i

That servant does not adorn the doctrine of God her

I

Saviour in all things, who does not shine in her sphere

a^ a servant. There are occasions when you may seek

to do good to those who employ you, if they are yet

living without the possession of piety. Instances

have occurred, in which such as you have been the

instruments of converting their employers: and a
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Titible, but unostentatious exhibition of eminent and

consistent piety, supported by as eminent a discharge

of the duties of your station, followed by a modest

and judicious introduction of the subject when a suita-

ble occasion presents itself, may, by the grace of God,

be blessed for the salvation of your master and mis-

tress.

If, on the other hand, your profession of religion be

not supported by consistency ; if it render you proud,

conceited, and consequential ; if it be accompanied

by an unsubdued temper, or by habits of inattention

to the duties of your place ; if it makes you trouble-

Bonie about your religious privileges, so that in a time

of emergency or sickness, you will not give up a sin-

gle sermon without murmuring and sullenness, you

do not glorify God, but dishonor him; you excite a

prejudice against religion, rather than produce a pre-

possession in its favor.

Towards your fellow servants you should be meek,

obliging, and generous; assuming nothing on the

ground of your piety, never disgusting them by any

apparent consciousness of superior sanctity, but at

the same time, never scrupling to let them know and

see that you fear God. Timidity to conceal your re-

gards to the claims of religion, or vauntingly to ac-

knowledge them, would equally e.xcite a prejudice;

but to yield to them with a firmness, that ridicule and

opposition cannot bend, a consistency that scrutiny

cannot impeach, and a humility that the reproached

conscience of those who are offended, cannot niisre-

f
resent, will be sure to raise admiration, and, by the

lessing of God, may produce imitation.

Are any of your fellow servants living iu the ne-

glect of religion, it is your duty, in a solemn and affec-

tionate manner to warn them. " I knew a religious

servant," says Mr. Janeway, " that after other endea-

vor."* for the conversion of one of his fellows, had proved

ineffectual, spent some time at midnight to pray for

him, and being very importunate, his voice was heard

in the next chamber, where the object of his pious so-

licitude lay, who, on hearing the voice of entreaty,

rose from bed to listen, and was so struck with the af-

fectionate concern that was breathed out for him, that

he was converted by the prayer."

Let me now, in conclusion, exhort you to attend to

tlie duties which have been set before you. It may
be fell as a motive to this, to consider that though you
are servan;s, you are not slaves, as was the case with

those who are addressed by the apostles, in their in-

spired writings. Yes, they were slaves, and yet are

they admonished to give honor and service to those,

who held them by a tie which they could not break.

You are /ree, and your labor is voluntary; you sell

it for a stipulated price, and are not degraded by your
situation; nothing t«n degrade you but had conduct.

Your interest lies in the faithful discharge of your
duties. This will secure to you peace and serenity

t>f mind, the respect and attachment of your employ-
ers, the esteem of the public, the testimony ot con-

science, and the approbation of God. You will thus

help to diffuse happiness through the families in which
you reside : for a good servant is one of those springs

of domestic comfort, and daily refreshes, by its pure
and pleasant stream, the members of the little com-
munity iu the house, who, in return, will do what they

can to promote your present comfort, and provide for

your future support, when the days of sickness, and

the years of old age shall come upon you. And re-

member that God is every where, and his eye is al-

ways upon you. " He compas.seih your path, and
knoweth your down sitting and up rising, and there is

not a word upon your tongue, but he knoweth it alto-

gether." You may have an absent master, but you
cannot have an absent God. And he cites your con-

science to his side, to take a correct copy, and lodge it

in your bosom, of the record of your actions, words,

and feelings, which he writes down in the book of his

remembrance. Time is short, life is uncertain, death

is at hand, and the judgment approaching, when it

will be of no consequence who was master, and who
was servant, but only who was holy and faithful. God
is now your witness, and will be hereafter your judge.

Have the promises and the threatenings of the great

master little efficacy ? Are heaven, glory, and eternal

happiness worth nothing? If so, what think you of
condemnation, wrath, and everlasting misery ? If the

former signify little, do the latter signify no more?
Then I must confess, I know not what further to say,

for 1 have exhausted the differences of time, and the

varieties of eternity ; I have spread out the miseries

which sin brings, and the pleasure which holiness pro-

duces upon earth; and have added to this the consi-

deration of the eternal torment which iniquity draws
upon itself in hell, and the everlasting felicity which
religion conducts the soul to enjoy in heaven:—what
more can I add—but simply to say, choose ye, whether
to you it shall be said in the last day by the Lord Jesus

Christ, " Thou wicked and slothful servant, de-

part ACCURSED FROM ME INTO E VERLASTl.VG FIRl:,

prepared for the devil and his angels," or,

" Well done, thou good and faithful servant,
ENTER thou INTO THE JOY OF THY LoRD."

CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE FRATERNAL DUTIES.

" Next in order to the relationship of the parent and
the child may be considered the relation which the

child bears to those who are united with him by the

same tie to the same pareiUal bosom. If friendship

be delightful, if it be above all delightful to enjoy the

continued friendship of those who are endeared to

us by the intimacy of many years, who can discourse

with us of the frolics of the school, of the adventures

and studies of the college, of the years when we first

ranked ourselves with men in the free society of the

world, how delightful must be the friendship of those

who, accompanying us through all this long period,

with a closer union than any casual friend, can go
still farther back, from the school to the very nursery,

which witnessed our common pastimes; who have
had an interest in e\ery event thai has related to us,

and every person that excited our love or our hatred ;

who have honored with us those to whom we have
paid every filial honor in life, and wepi with us over
those whose death has been to us the most lasting

sorrow of our heart! Such, in its wide, unbroken
sympathy, is the friendship of brothers, considered
even as fritfudship only ; and how many circum-
stances of additional interest does this union receive,

from the common relationship to those who have origi-

nal claims to our still higher regard, and to whom we
offer an acceptable service, iu extending our affec-

tion to those whom they love ! In treating of the cir-

cumstances that tend peculiarly to strengthen this tie,

Cicero extends his view even to the counnon sepul-

chre that is at last to enclose us. It is, indeed, a
powerful image, a symbol, and almost a lesson of
unanimity. Every dissention of man wiih man ex-

cites in us a feeling of painful incongruity. But we
feel a peculiar incongruity iu the discord of those

whom one roof has continued to shelter through life,

and whose dust is afterwards to mingle under a

single stone." Dr. Thomas Brown.

To secure the comfort and well being of a state, it

is not only necessary for the sovereign to be wise and
patriotic, and the laws justly and impartially adminis-

tered, but the people musi be well atfected both to-

wards the government, and towards each other ; there

must be a tie which binds them to each other, as well
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as to the state; there must be the fellowship of good

neighborhood. So, also, the happiness and wulfare

of a family depend not e.xclusively on the conduct of

the parents to the children, nor on the conduct of the

children to the parents, but also on the conduct of the

children to each other. No family can be happy

where a right feeling is wanting on the part of brothers

and sisters. Nothing can be a substitute for this de-

fect ; and it is of great importance that all young people

should have this set in a proper light before them.

Many households are a constant scene of confusion, a

perpetual field of strife, and an affecting spectacle of

misery, through the quarrels and ill will of those,

who, as flesh of each other's flesh, and blood of each

other's blood, ought to have towards each other no

feeling but that of love, and to use no words but those

of kindness.

I will divide the fraternal duties into three kinds.

Those that are appropriate to the season of childhood
—of youth—of manhood.

The general principles which are to regulate the

discharge of these duties, and on which, indeed, they

rest, are the same in reference to all seasons of life.

Love, for instance, is equally necessary, whether bro-

thers and sisters are sporting together in the nursery,

dwelling together as young men and women beneath

the parental roof, or descending the hill of life at the

head of separate establishments and families of their

own. Over and above the feelings of friendship, or of

moral esteem, there must be those of complacency in

them, as related to us by the ties of consanguinity

;

a consciousness, that, by the dispensations of provi-

dence in uniting them to us by a band of nature, and
which nothing but death can dis-solve, they have ac-

quired a claim upon our efforts to make them happy,
which is stronger than that of any strangers, except

it be in those cases, where our brothers and sisters

have, by their unkind and cruel conduct, thrown off"

every thing but their name, and the stranger has as-

sumed towards us the heart of a brother. And even
in this case, we must still consider that they are our
brothers, mourn their alienation with grief, view their

aberrations with pity, watch them in their wanderings
with an anxious interest, and keep the way open for

their return to our fellowship. Children of the same
parent, who are wanting in love, are wanting in the

first virtue of a brother and a sister as such. It is

true, they may find companions more to their taste,

considered as mere subjects of intellectual or general

companionship, persons of more agreeable manners,

of more pleasing tempers, of more cultivated minds ;

but these are not brothers, nor must the perception,

which in some cases it is impossible to avoid, of their

great superiority in many respects, destroy that natural

impulse, which the heart ought ever to feel and to obey,

towards a brother or a sister. This love must of

course be increased or diminished in its exercise by
circumstances, such as good or bad conduct, kindness
or unkindness; but nothing must destroy the principle.

The Scripture, whichis so replete with admonitions on
almost every other subject, has said little on this ; it

has left nature spontaneously to send forth its frater-

nal energies; and, though containing many exhorta-

tions to the children of God to abound in brotherly

love, has said little on this topic to the children ofmen ;

a reserve which seems rather to imply that the duty is

so obvious and so easy as not to need an injunction,

than that the discharge of it is not obligatory or not im-

portant. A child, a youth, or a man, who feels no
goings forth of his heart, no peculiar interest, no appro-

priate and restrictive emotions towards a brother or a

sister, is wanting in one of those social virtues, which

it was certainly the intention of Providence should

arise out of the relative ties.

But I will now go on to state how the various fra-

ternal duties should be discharged in childhood.

Brothers and sisters should make it a study to pro-

mote each other's happiness. They should take plea-

sure in pleasmg each other, instead of each being
selfishly taken up in promoting his own separate en-

joyment. They should never envy each other's grati

fication ; if one has a more valuable plaything than

the other, the rest should rather rejoice than be sorry.

Envy in children is likely to grow into a most baleful

and malignant disposition. They should never take

each other's po-ssessions away, and be always willing

to lend what cannot be divided, and to share what
does admit of being divided. Each must do all he can
to promote the happiness of the whole. They should

never be indifferent to each other's sorrows, much less

laugh at, and sport with each other's tears and griefs.

It is a lovely sight to see one child weeping because

another is in distress. A boy that sees his brother or

sister weep, and can be unconcerned or merry at the

sight, would, when he becomes a man, in all proba-

bility, see them starve without helping them. Ch.'d-

ren should never accuse each other to their parents,

nor like to see each other punished. An informer is a

hateful and detestable character ; but an informer

against his brother or sister is the most detestable of all

spies. If, however, one should see another doing that

which is wrong, and which is known to be contrary to

the will of their parents, he should first in a kind and
gentle manner point out the wrong, and give an inti-

mation that if it be not discontinued, he shall be obliged

to mention it; and if the warning be not taken, it is

then manifestly his duty to acquaint their parents with

the fact. They must not tease or torment one an-

other. How much domestic uneasiness sometimes

arises from this source ! One of the children, per-

haps, has an infirmity or weakness of temper, or awk-
wardness of manner, or personal deformity, and tho

rest, instead of pitying it, tease and torment the un-

happy individual, till all get quarrelling and crying to-

gether. Is this promoting their mutual comfort? If

there be any one of the family that is in bad health, or

weakly, all the rest, instead of neglecting that one,

ought to strive to the uttermost to amuse him. How
pleasing a sight it is, to see a child giving up his play

time to read to, or converse with, a sick brother or sis-

ter! while nothing is more disgusting than that selfish-

ness which will not spare a single hour for the amuse-

ment of the poor sufferer upon the bed, or the little

prisoner in the nursery. As to fighting, quarrelling, or

calling ill names, this is so utterly disgraceful, that it is

a deep shame upon those children who live in such

practices. Dr. Watts has very beautifully said :-

" Whatever brawls disturb the street,

There should be peace at home;
Where sisters dwell and brothers meet,

Q,uarrels should never come.

" Birds in their little nests agree

:

And 'tis a shameful sight,

When children of one family

Fall out, and chide and fight.

" Hard names, at first, and threat'ning words,

That are but noisy breath,

May grow to clubs and naked swords,

To murder and to death."

Children that are removed from home to .school

should be both watchful over and kind to each other.

They should manifest a peculiar and kind interest in

each other's comfort, and not neglect one another. It

is pleasant to see two brothers or two sisters, always

anxious to have each other as playmates, or as mem-
bers of the little circles with which they associate, de-

fending one another from oppression or unkindness,

and striving to make their absence from home as com-
fortable as they can by their mutual kindness.

I go on no%v to show in what way brothers and sis-
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ters should behave towards each other duriug the and fashionable confusion, and mazy dance of ihe ball-
siiAso."* OF YOUTH. room, compared with these pure, calni, sequestered

I now suppose them to have arrived at the age of joys, which are lo be found at the fire-side ofa happy
fourteen, and state their obligations between that pe- family? What can the theatre yield that is compara-
riod and Cm time when they settle in life. There ble with this?

should of course be a tender attachnient, which becomes
stronger, and more visible, as they acquire a greater

power of reason to understand their relationship, and

' Oh evenings worthy of the gods! exclaimed
The Sabine bard ; On evenings, I reply,

More to be prized and coveted than yours,
As more illumined, and with nobler truths.

That I, and mine, and those we love, enjov-
Cards were superfluous here, with all the tricks

That idlene.«s has ever yet contrived

To fill the void of an unfurnished brain.

To palliate dulness, and give time a shove."

I would advise all young people to read " The

the design of Providence in forming this relation. In-

stead of this, however, we sometimes see brothers and
sisters become more and more indifferent to each
other, as they recede farther from the period of in-

fancy. They sliould now reason upon the closeness

of their relationship, and let the understanding give an i

additional impulse to their hearts. They should be i

fond of each other's society, and put forth all tlieiringe- I

nuityto please one another. It would have a delightful !

influence upon their mutual attachment, if their little i Task." and especially the fourth book ; and to read it

separate proportion of pocket money were sometimes
j

till they grow in love with those pure and hallowed
employed in making each other presents. How happy

j

home-born pleasures, which are at once the most at-

a state of feeling would be produced, if a sister, after
(
tainable and tlie most satisfying of any to be found in

having incidently expressed a wish for some little arli-
j

our curse-strickeu world.
cle, were to be surprised soon after by finding that a

|

It is of great importance to the pleasant intercourse
brother had, unknown to her. purchased the elegant

j

of brothers and sisters, that each should pay particular
or useful trifle, and placed it upoti her toilet or work

I
attention to the cultivation of the temper. I have known

table ! Sisters should put forth all their assiduity to
!
all tiie comfort of a family destroyed by the influence

provide for brothers whatever the needle can do for
j

of one passionate or sullen disposition." Where such
their personal accommodation, and feel a hallowed de- a disposition unhappily exists, the subject of it should
light in giving their labor to increase the comforts and

j

take pains to improve it, and the other branches of the
conveniences of those whom it should be their study to I

family, instead of teasing, or irritating, or provoking it,

please. A family of grown up children should be the
j

should exercise ail possible forbearance, and, with in-

constant scene of uninterrupted harmony, where love,
'

geriioiis kindness, help their unfortunate relative in the
guided by ingenuity, puts footh all its power to please, 1 diiBcult business of self-control.

by those mutual good offices, and minor acts of benefi- !
As woman spems formed by tiature to execute the

cence, of which every day furnishes the opportunity, t
offices ofa nurse, sisters should be peculiarly kind and

and which, while they cost little in ihe wny <>\iher of', tender to sick brothers; for there are few things which
money or labor, contribute so much to the happine.ss

|
tend more to conciliate airectioii, than sympathy with

of the household. One of the tnost delightful sights in
;

us in our siiff'erinss. and all those gentle and willing
our world, where there is so much moral deformity to i

efforts, whicli. if they cannot mitigate our pains, have
disgust, and so much unkindness to distress, is a do- ! such a power to soothe our minds and divert our at-

mestic circle, where the parents are surrounded by
!
tention from the sense of suffering,

their children, of which, the daughters are being em- Mutual respect should be shown by brothers and
ployed in e'teant or useful work, and the elder brother sisters ; all coarse, vulgar, degrading terms and modes
reading some instructive and improving volume, for of address should he avoided, and nothing but what is

the benefit or entertainment of the whole. This is the
scene which more than justifies the beautiful apostro-
phe of the sweetest and most tender of all poem :

—

" Domestic happiness, thou only bliss

Of Paradise that hast survived the fall

!

Though few now taste thee unimpaired and pure.
Or, ta.sting, long enjoy thee ; too infirm

Or too incautious to preserve thy sweets
Unmixl with drops of bitter, which neglect
Or temper sheds into thy crystal cup.
Thou art the nurse of virtue—in thine arms
She dwells, appearing, as in truth she is,

Heaveti-born, and destined to the skies again.
Thon art not known where pleasure is adored,
That reeling goddess with the zoneless waist,

And wandering eyes, still leaning on the arm
Of novelty, her fickle, frail support

;

For thou art meek and constant, hating change,
And finding, in the c.ilm of truth-tried love,

Joys that her stormy ra|)tiires never yield.

Forsaking thee, what shipwreck have we made
Of honor, dignity and fair renown !"

courteous either done or said. The intercourse of
such relatives should be marked, not, indeed, by the

stiff'ness of ceremony, nor the coldness of formality,

nor the cautious timidity of suspicion, but by the po-

liteness of good manners, blended with all the tender-

ne.ssof love. It is peculiarlv requisite also, that while
this is maintained at home, there shoidd not be disre-

spectful neglect in company. It is paiufid for a sister

to find herself more neglected than the veriest stran-

ger, and thus exposed to others as one in whom her
brother feels no interest.

Brothers ought not, even in lesser matters, to be
tyrants over their sisters, and expect from them the ob-

sequiousness of slaves. The poor girls are sometimes
sadly ticated, and rendered miserable by the caprice

and freaks, and iron yoke of some insolent and lordly

boy. Where the parents are living, they ought not

to sufl^er such oppression. Of such a despot let all

young women beware, for he that is a tyrant to his

sister is sure lo be a tyrant also to a wife.

It is of great consequence, that brothers and sisters

should maintain epistolary correspondence when ab-

sent from each other. It must be a very strong regard

I

which separation, especially when it is for a huig lime.

Scenes are to be found, (but, alas, how rarely !) which does not diminish. Flames burn brightest in the vi-

give meaning and force to these lovely strains. Young 1 cinity of each other. An affectionate letter, received

people, seek your happiness in each other's society, from an absent friend, tends to fan the dying spark
What can the brother tind in the circle of dissipation, of affection. They who can be long separated witiiout

or amongst the votaries of intemperance, to compare such a bond as this, are already in a state of indiffer-

with this? What can the sister find amidst the con- ence to each other, and are in rapid progress to still

cert of sweet sounds, that has uuisic for the soul, com- 1 wider alienation,

pared with this domestic harmony ? or in the glitter Brothers and sisters should be very careful not to be-
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come estranged from each other after the death of tlieir

parents ; of which there is always some danger. While

one parent remains, though tlie other be gone to the

sepulchre, there is a common centre of family affec-

tion still left, by drawing near to which, the members
are kept near to each other; but when this survivor

has also departed, the point of union is gone, and the

household is likely, without great watchfulness, to be

divided and distracted. How often does this happen
by the division of the family property." The grave

has -scarcely closed over the parental remains, before

strife, confusion, and every evil work begin in refer-

ence to the patrimonial possessions. To guard against

this, the father should ever have his will made, a will

made upon the obvious principles of wisdom and equi-

ty. Any attempt, on the part of one child, to turn a pa-

rent's mind from the line of strict impartiality and
equity towards the others; any advantage taken of op-

portunities of more frequent access to the parental ear

and prejudice-^, to gain more than a just share of his

property, is an act so base, so foul, and wicked, as to

deserve the most severe, and impassioned, and indig-

nant reprehension. Even in this case, however, the

injured branches of the family should not so far resent

the matter, as to withdraw from all intercourse with

the supplanter: remonstrate they mav, and abate

something of their esteem and regard tliey must, but
still ihey are required by Scripture to forgive him, and
not to cherish hatred, or to manifest revenge. Unless
in cases of unusual and extraordinary rapacity, the fra-

ternal intercourse ought not to be stopped by unfair

advantages of this kind.

There are instances, however, in which an unequal
division of property is not an unjust one, and ought
not to be felt as such, by the party which receives the

lesser share. If one child has become possessed of
wealth from another source, I do not think that he

ougiit to consider himself unfairly dealt with, if he do
not receive so large a portion of the family property as

his brothers and sisters do. Or if there be one branch
of the family prevented, by the visitations of Provi-

dence, from all active labor, the rest ought not to think

it unfair, if a parent make a larger provision for this

deformed or helpless child, than for the other branches.

The alienation of brothers and sisters on account of

pecuniary matters, is usually a matter of deep disgrace

to them all; not only to the spoiler, but also to the rest.

But in what terms shall I depict the atrocious wick-
edness of a villanous brother, who, after the death of
their parents, would employ his influence to wheedle
and swindle an unmarried sister out of her property,

and reduce her to poverty and dependance. to indulge
his own rapacity, or to avert calamity from himself?
Such wretches have existed, and do exist, who, taking
advantage of a sister's strong affection, combined with
her ignorance of money matters, never cease, till, by
all the arts of subtlety, they have got out of her posses-
sion the last shilling she has in the world; and then.

perhaps, when she has nothing more for them to pil-

fer, abandon the victim of their cruelty, with the re-

morselessness of a highwavmau, to want and misery.
Let such monsters remember, that there is one in hea-
ven whose eye has been upon all their wicked arts and
cruel robbery, and whu for all these things, will bring
them into judgment. It is an act of cruelty in any
brother, who, without any dishonest intention, perhaps,
would wish to jeopardize the property of a sister, in

order either to increase his o\vn gains, or to avert his

own dreaded misfortunes. She may be very untlited

to struggle with poverty, and altogether disqualified for

earning support by her own industry, and therefore

ought not to be exposed to the danger of losing her
property. Cases do occur sometimes in which it m^iy

* This, perhaps, rather belongs to the third division
of the subject.

be proper, and even necessary, for the property of un-
married sisters to be employed in the trade of their

brothers; but as a general rule, it is unadvisahle : and
where it does happen, the latter should let all their con-

duct be conducted on the principles of the greatest

caution, the most rigid integrity, and the noblest gene-

rosity.

Brothers ought ever, after the death of their parents,

to consider themselves as the natural guardians of un-
married sisters ; their advisers in difficulty, their com-
forters in distress, their protectors in danger, their sin-

cere, tender, liberal and unchanging friends, amidst

all the scenes and vicissitudes of life. It is rarely ad-

visable that a sister should permanently dwell with a

married brother; but then, even the much stronger

claims of the wife ought not to cancel or throw into

oblivion those of the sister.

I will now suppose the case of one or more branches

of the family, who are brought by divine grace to he

partakers of true religion, and point out what is their

duty to the rest, and what the duty of the rest to them.

In reference to the former, it is manifestly their solemn

and irrevocable obligation to seek, by every affection-

ate, scriptural, and judicious effort, the real conversion

of those of the family who are yet living without heart-

felt religion. O, how often has the leaven of piety,

when, by divine mercy and power, it has been laid in

th-i heart of one of the family, spread through nearly

the whole household ! How often has fratern3l love,

when it has soared to its sublimest height, and, with a

heaven-kindled ambition, aimed at the loftiest object

which benevolence can possibly pursue, by seeking

the salvation of a brother's soul, secured its prize, and

received its rich reward ! Yoiuig people whose hearts

are under the influence of piety, but whose hearts also

bleed for those who, though they are the children of

the same earthly parent, are not yet the children of

your Father in heaven, I call upon you by all the lovn

you bear your brothers and sisters; by .all the affection

you bear for your parents ; by all the higher love you

bear to God and Christ, to .seek by every proper means

the conversion of those who. though bound to yo;i by

the tics of nat::re. are not yet united by the bond of

grace. Make it an object with you to win tlieir souls.

Pray for it constantly. Put forth in your own exam-

ple all the beauties of holiness. Seek for the most un-

deviating consistency, since a single want of this would

only strengthen the prejudice you are anxious to sub-

due. Let them see your religion in your conscientious-

ness, your joy. your humility, your meekness, your

love. In ail the general duties of life, be more than

ordinarily exact. Win their affections by the kindest

and most conciliating conduct. Avoid all conscious-

ness of superiority. Attempt not to scold them out of

their sins. Avoid the language of reproach. Draw
them with the cords of love, for they are the bands of a

man. Now and then recommend to their perusal a

valuable book. When they are absent, write to them

on the subject of religion. But, at the same time, do

not disgust them by boring them with religion. Seize

favorable opportunities, and wisely improve them.

Point them to eminently happy, consistent, and useful

Christians. Comply with all their wishes that are law-

ful, but give not up one atom of your consistency.

Pliancy on your part to meet their tastes and pursuits,

if they,.are contrary to God's word, will only disgust

them': mild firmii«.ss will secure their respect. And
crown all with earnest prayer for that grace, without

which no means can be successful. How knowest

thou but thou shall gain thy brother ? And, O, what

a conquest I

And what shall be said to the unconverted parly 7

\

Shall such means be unsuccessful ? Will you resist

I

this holy, benevolent influence? \V'ill you oppose

': these efforts to draw vou to heaven 7 Will you leave

; your sister to travel alone to the skies, and determine
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to separate from her for ever, and pursue your course
to perdition? Will you seek the dreadful, the fatal

distinction, of being alone in your family as the enemy
of God, the captive of Satan ? Shall a sister's solici-

tude for yx.ur salvation, and all the active efforts which
it puts forth, be only a savor of death unto death to

you? Pause and ponder, young man ? Alter your
purpose ; take her by the hand, and say to her, " Your
affection has conquered; I will go with you, for I

know that God is with you." But, perhaps, instead
of this, you are a persecutor. What, a persecutor of
religion, and of a sister, at the same time ? Yes, you
reject with scorn these efforts for your salvation, and
treat her with ridicule and unkiadness by whom they
are made. Is it so ? What, wicked enough for this .'

What, carry your enmity to piety so far as to embitter
the life of a sister, for no other reason than because
she bovvs her heart to its influence ! Recollect, the

coiitest is not between you and lier, but between you
and God. It is not as a sister, but as a Christian, that

she is the object of your displeasure, and, therefore,

your ill will is against religion, and if against religion,

then again.st God, for religion is the image of God in

the soul of his rational creatures. Did you ever read
or hear that fearful denunciation ? If not, read it

now,—" Wo to him that contendeth with his Maker."
This wo is uttered against every persecutor of reli-

gion, and therefore is against you.
The responsibility of elder brothers and sisters,

especially that of the fjrst born, is great indeed.
They are looked up to by the younger branches of the
family as examples, and their example has great influ-

ence, in some cases greater than that of the parent:
it is the example of one more upon a level with them-
selves, more near to them, more constantly before
them than that of the parent, and is, on these accounts,
more influential. It is of immense consequence,
th'*'-efore, to their juniors, how these conduct tliem-

stikves. If they are bad, they are likely to lead all the

rest astray ; if good, they may have great power in

leading them aright. They bring companions, books,
recreations, before the rest, which are proper or im-
proper according as their own taste Im. It is a most
distressing hpectacle to see an elder brother or sister

training u^i younger ones, by his own conduct and
precept, in the ways of wickedness. Such a youth is

an awful character : like Satan, he goeth about seeking
whom, by his temptations, he may destroy ; but worse,
in some respects more wicked and more cruel than
his prototype, he marks out his own brother as the vic-

tim of his cruelty, and the dupe of his wiles. Whole
families have, in some cases, been schooled in iniquity,

by ono unprincipled elder son. What will such a

brother have to answer for in the day of judgment,
and what will be his torment in hell, when the souls of
those whom he has ruined shall be near him, and by
their ceaseless reproaches become his eternal torment-
ors! In other cases, what a blessing to a family has
been a steady, virtuous, and pious elder brother or sis-

ter! Many a weak and sickly mother has given daily

thanks to (]od for a daughter, who by her attentions

was a kind of second mother to the younger members
of the fan)ily, whom she did her uttermost to train up
in her own useful and holy habits. Many a father

has felt with equal gratitude the blessing of having in

his first-born son, not only a help to himself in the

cares of business, but in the work of education ; a son
who lent all the power of an amiable and religious ex-
ample, to form the character of his younger brothers.

Let such young persons consider their responsibility,

and at the same time let those who are their jimiors in

the family consider their duly. If they have a good
example in their elder brothers and sisters, they should
make it not only the object of .ittcntion and admiration,
but also of imitation : but, on the other hand, if, un-
happily, the conduct of their seniors be bad, let them

not follow them in their evil coarse ; let no threats,

no bribes, no persuasions, induce them to comply with
the temptation to do what is wrong.

I have now to allude to the discharge of fraternal
duties during the whole period of our lives, after tite sea-
sott of youth has passed away. This has been antici-

pated in part already. Families are soon broken up;
the parents die, the children marry and form separate
establishments, and bring around them separate fami-
lies of their own. This division of the original stock
does not. however, destroy, although it necessarily

must weaken, the fraternal tie. Pope beautifully re-

marks,

" Thus beast and bird their common charge attend,

The mothers nurse it, and the sires defend:
The young dismissed lo wander earth or air,

There stops the instinct, and there ends the care

:

The link dissolves, each seeks a fresh embrace ;

Another love succeeds, another race.

A longer care man's helpless kind demands;
That longer care contracts more lasting bands.

Still as one brood, and as another rose.

These natural love maintained, habitual, those.

Reflection, reason, still the ties improve.

At once extend the interest and the love;

And still new needs, new helps, new habits rise.

That graft benevolence on charities."

Great care is necessary, however, that when the

centro of fraternal charities is gone, and each child

becomes himself a centre of similar emotions and im-
pulses, the interest of brothers and sisters in each other

do not altogether cease. Brothers and sisters are

brothers and sisters still, though they dwell in differ-

ent quarters of the globe, are each at the head of fa-

milies of their own, are distinguished in their circum-
stances by the varieties of affluence and poverty, and
have attained to the age of threescore years and ten :

and the tie that unites them ought to be felt coiling

round their hearts, and its influence ought to be seen
in producing all those lender ofliees, which a common
relationship to the san)e parent certainly demands.
The next generation may, from various causes, lose

their interest in each other. Regard for remote rela-

tions becomes, in every country, less and less, accord-

ing as law extends its protection, commerce diffuses

its wealth, and civilization multiplies its comforts.

Where clanship is necessary for mutual protection,
" the families that spring from one common stock con-

tinue to cling to each other for aid, almost as if they

lived together under the same roof; it is truly one
wide family, rather than a number of families ; the

history of the tribe in its remote years of warfare and
victory, is the history of each individual of the tribe ;

and the mere reniembraiice of the exploits of those

who fought with one common object, around the re-

preseutativeoftheirconunon ancestor is like the feel-

ing of the fraternal or filial relation, prolonged from age
to age." This is not the case, however, in that state

of society in which we are placed, where the feeling

of affectionate interest, of I'raternal love, rarely sur-

vives the next generation from the father, and often

dies long before that has com;; leted its course. Bro-

thers and sisters ought, however, to keep up, as long

as they live, their mutual love. They should not suf^

fer new, and, it is confessed, still nearer relations, to

produce a total oblivion of or alienation from, each
other. If dwelling in distant parts of the kingdom,
epistolary correspondence should Im maintained, sym-
pathy in their mutual joys and sorrows should be che-

rished, occasional visits, as opportunity might allow,

should be paid, and, every thing done, by mutual kind

offices, to comfort each other, on the rough and stormy

journey of life. If dwelling together in the same
town, their intercourse should be such as to constraio
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spectators to exclaim, " Behold how good and pleasant

it is for brethren to dwell together in unity ?" There
should be that tenderness, which would lead to all the

delicate attentions that affection delights to pay, and

at the same time that confidence, which would prevent

offence from being taken, when these were hindered

by accident from being paid. How utterly disgrace-

ful is it to see brothers and sisters dwelling together in

the same town ; yet living in a state of continual strife,

and sometimes in an utter suspension of all inter-

course ! In such cases, there must be faults on both

sides, though not. perhaps, in equal proportions.

Those who marry into a family should be very cau-

tious not to carry discord into it. Not unfrequently

lias it happened, that brothers have been embroiled

by their wives, and sisters by their husbands ; and
they who, till they were married, scarcely ever had an
angry word from each other, scarcely ever lived in

peace afterwards. Happy and honorable is that family,

which though it consist of numerous branches, and
those perhaps, nearly all married, and dwelling in the

.same vicinity, maintains, not, indeed, a state of cold-

ness and formal intercourse, of which the highest

praise is that it is free from strife, but a fellowship of
sympathy, helpfulness and love!

If, by the vicissitudes of life, and the various allot-

ments of divine Providence, one branch of the family

has been more successful than the rest, peculiar care

must be exercised, that the latter should not expect too

ranch from him in the way of attention and relief, nor
the former yield too little. For any man to be asham-
ed of his poor brothers and sisters, to treat them with
cold neglect or insulting pride, discovers a littleness

of mind which deserves contempt, and a depravity of
heart which merits our severest indignation: it is at

ones ingratitude to God and cruelty to man. It must
be admitted, however, tliat it is extremely difficult to

meet the demands and satisfy the expectations of poor
relations, especially in those cases where their poverty

is the fruit of their own indolence or extravagance.

They have claims, it is acknowledged, and a good
brother or sister will readily allow and cheerfully meet
them ; but it must be for prudence, under the guidance
of affection, to adjust their amount. It is unquestion-

able, however, that though there are some few who
have most indiscreetly impoverished themselves to

help a needy, perhaps an undeserving, brother or sis-

ter, the multitude have erred on the other side. 3Ien
or women of wealth, who choose to live in celibac.
and who have needy brothers and sisters, are cruel a; t-i

hard-hearted creatures, if they suffer such relatives to

want any thing for their real comfort. " Whoso ha»h
this world's good, and seeth his brother have need, and
shutteth up his bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him?" And what si.all

be said of those, who, in bequeathing their property,
forget their poor relations? The man who passes
over a poor brother or sister and their families to en-
dow a hospital, or enrich the funds of a religuus
society, to which, perhaps, he gave next to nnihing
while he lived, offers robbery for a burnt-offering.

I have now said all that appears to me to be impor-
tant on the subject of fraternal duties. Is it neci:osary

to call in the aid of motives to enforce the discharge of
such obligations ? If so.

Let yourparents' comfort be a plea with you. How
often have the hearts of such been half brokcjii by the

feuds of their children ! And even where the calami-

ty has not gone to this extent, their cup has been im-
bittered by the wrangles, quarrels, and perpetual
strifes of those who ought to have lived in undisturbed
affection.

Your men comfort and honor ^e involved in an at-

tention to these duties. You cannot neglect the

claims of a brother or a sister, without suffering a

diminution in your happiness or your reputation, or
both.

The interests of society demand ofyou an attention to

fraternal claims. As a son, you lejirn to be a good
subject ; as a brother, you learn to be a gor J citizen.

Rebellious children are traitors in the bud ; and he

who has none of the right feelings of a brother, is train-

ing up for a parricide.

And as to religion, fraternal duties necessarily arise

out of its general principles, are enforced by its pre-

vailing spirit more than by particular precepts, and are

recommended by some of its most striking examples ;

for the first murder which stained the earth wilri human
gore sprung from a want of brotherly affeodon ; and
the family in which the Son of God found hiu loved re-

treat on the earth was that where, in the perscu of

Mary, and Martha, and T 4zaru3, fraternal love was
imbodied and adorned.
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PREFACE.

As a Christian, the author of the following vo-

lumes believes that there is a state of everlasting

happiness prepared beyond the grave for those, and
those oaly, who are partakers of pure and undefiled

religion ; and, as a. parent, he will freely confess his

supreme solicitude is, that his children, by a patient

continuance in well doing, might seek for glory,

honor, immortality; and finally possess themselves

of eternal life, He is not insensible to the worth of
temporal advantages ; he is neither cynic nor as-

cetic ; he appreciates the true value of wealth,

learning, science, and reputation, which he desires,

in such measure as God shall see fit to bestow, both

for himself and his children; he has conquered the

world, but does not despise it ; he resists its yoke as

a master, but values its ministrations as a servant.

Still, however, he views the present state of sublu-

nary affairs as a splendid pageant, the fashion of

which passeth away, to give place to the glory

which shall never be moved : he looketh not at the

things which are seen, but at the things which are not

seen ; for the things which are seen are temporal,
but the things which are not seen are eternal. It is

on this ground that he attaches so much importance
to a religious education. To those, if such there

should be, who imagine that he is too anxious about
this matter, and has said too much about it, he has
simply to reply, that " he believes, therefore has he
spoken." The man who does not make the religious

character of his children the supreme end of all his

conduct towards them, may profess to believe as a
Christian, but certainly acts as an atheist: besides,

if this end be secured, the most likely step is taken
for accomplishing every other; as "Godliness is

profitable for all things, having the promise of the

life that now is, as well as of that which is to come."

With these views, the author has embodied in the

following volumes his own parental wishes, objects,

and pursuits. Much that is here written, has been
the subject of his personal converse with his child-

ren, and should God spare his life, will still con-
tinue to be the topics of his instruction.

What is beneficial to his own family, the author
thought might be no less useful to others; and this

was another reason which induced him to pub-
lish. The multiplication of books of this kind, even
if they make small pretensions to classic elegance
of composition, is to be looked upon as a benefit,

provided they contain sound Scriptural sentiments,
and an obvious tendency to produce right moral im-
pressions. Books are sometimes read merely be-

cause they are new
; it is desirable therefore to gra-

tify this appetite for novelty, when at the same time
we can strengthen and build up the moral charac-
ter by a supply of wholesome and nutritious food.

—

Nor is it always necessary that new books should
contain new topics, or new modes of illustration,

any more than it is necessary that there should be
a perpetual change in the kinds of food, in order to

attain to bodily strength. Whatever varieties may
be introduced by the wisdom that is sensual, bread
will still remain the stafl!" of life. So there are some
primitive truths and subjects, which, whatever no-
velties and curiosities may be introduced for the

gratification of religious taste, must still be re-

peated, as essential to the formation of religious

character.

The author has not selected the sermonic form of
discussion, because some of his subjects did not ad-
mit of it: and also because sermons are perhaps the

least inviting species of reading to young people.

—

44*

Letters would not have been liable to these objec-
tions

;
but upon the whole, he preferred the form of

chapters, in which the style of direct address is pre-
served. The advantage of this style is obvious; it

not only keeps up the reader's interest, but, as eve-
ry parent who presents these volumes to his child-

ren adopts the advice as his own, such young per-

sons, by an easy effort of the imagination, lose sight

of the author, and read the language of their own
father. If any thing is necessary to secure this ef-

fect, beyond the simple act of presenting the book,

it might be immediately obtained by an inscription

to the child, written by the parent's own hand upon
the fly-leaf.

The author scarcely need say that his work is

not intended for young people below the age of
fourteen. In the composition of the book, a seem-
ing tautology sometimes occurs: what is just touch-

ed upon in one place, is more expanded in others

:

and some subjects are intentionally repeated. To
give additional interest to the volumes, numerous
extracts, and some anecdotes are introduced, which
tend to relieve the dulness of didactic composition,

and prevent the tedium of unvarying monotony.

In the references which the author has given to

books, both in the chapter on that subject, and in

marginal notes, he does not wish to be considered

as laying down, much less as limiting for young
people, a course of reading ; but as simply directing

them to some works, which among others, ought by

no means to be neglected.

Once more let it be stated, and stated with all

possible emphasis, that the chief design of this

work, is to form the religious character of its read-

ers, and to implant those virtues, which shall live,

and flourish, and dignify, and delight, infinite ages

after every object that is dear to avarice or pride,

to learning or science, to taste or ambition, shall

have perished in the conflagration of the universe.

Edgbaston, April 10, 1824.

AN ADDRESS TO CHRISTIAN PARENTS.

My dear Friends— It is a situation of tremend-

ous responsibility to be a parent : for the noanner in

which you discharge the duties of this relation, you
must give an account in that awful day, when the

secrets of all hearts shall be judged by Jesus Christ.

With every babe that God intrusts to your care, he

in effect sends the solemn injunction, " Take this

child, and bring it up for me ;" and at the final audit,

will inquire, in what manner you have obeyed the

command. It will not then be suflScient to plead the

strength of your affection, nor the ceaseless efforts

to which it gave rise; for if these efforts were not

directed to a right end, if all your solicitude was la-

vished upon inferior objects, you will receive the

rebuke of him that sitteth upon the throne.

It is of infinite importance that you should con-

template your children in their proper point of view.

They are animal beings, and therefore it is highly

proper that you should use every effort to provide

them with suitable food, clothing, habitations, and

every thing else that can conduce to the comfort of

their present existence. They are social beings, and

therefore it is important that you should qualify

them to enjoy the comforts and discharge the duties

of social life. They are rational beings, and there-

fore it is your duty to furnish them wilh every pos-

sible advantage for the culture of their minds. But
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if you ijok no farther than this, you leave out of

sight the grandest and most interesting lights in

which they can be seen, and will of course neglect

the most important of your duties towards them ;
for

they are irtimortal beings ; the stamp of eternity is

upon them : everlasting ages are before them. They
are like all the rest of the human race, depraved,

guilty, and condemned creatures, and consequently

in danger of eternal misery. Yet are they, through

the mercy of God, and the mediation of Christ, crea-

tures capable of attaining to glory, honor, immortal-

ity, and eternal life. Looking upon them in this

light, and this is the light in which you profess to

contemplate them, say, what should be your chief

anxiety concerning them, and what your conduct

towards them 1

Recognising in your children, beings placed in

this world in a state of probation, and hastening to

eternal happiness or torment, will you be contented

to seek for them any thing short oi eternal salvation'?

Even a deist, who has any belief of a future state

of reward and punishment, cannot act consistently,

unless he is supremely desirous of the everlasting

welfare of his children. None but an avowed athe-

ist can, with the least propriety, fix his aim lower
for his children, than the possession of a happy im-
mortality. But in the case of a Christian parent, it

is in the highest degree inconsistent, absurd, cruel,

and wicked, ever to lose sight of this even for an in-

stant, in the arrangements which he makes for his

family, or the manner of conducting himself to-

wards them. Do you really believe in the ruin of
the human race "by sin, and their recovery by
Christ ; in the existence of such states as heaven and
hell; in the necessity of a life of faith and holiness,

in order to escape the one and secure the other 1

—

then act up to these solemn convictions, not only in

reference to your own salvation, but to the salva-

tion of your children. Let a supreme desire of their

immortal interests be at the bottom of your conduct,
and be interwoven in all your parental habiis. Let
them have, in the fullest sense of the term, a Chris-

tian education. Act towards them, and for them, so

that you shall be able to say to them, however they

may turn out, " I take you to record that I am clear

from your blood."

But my principal object in this address is, topoint

out what appear to me to be the most prevailing obsta-

des to success, in the religious education of children.

That in many cases the means employed by
Christian parents for their children's spiritual wel-

fare are unsuccessful, is a melancholy fact, esta-

blished by abundant, and, 1 fear, accumulating evi-

dence. I am not now speaking of those families

—

and are there indeed such "?—where scarcely a sem-
blance of domestic piety or instruction is to be

found, -where no family altar is seen, no family
prayer is heard, no parental admonition is deliver-

ed ! What ! this cruel, wicked, ruinous neglect of

their children's immortal interest in the families of
professors!! Monstrous inconsistency! Shocking
dereliction of principle ! No wonder that their chil-

dren go astray. This is easily accounted for. Some
of the most profligate young people that I know,
have issued from such households. Their prejudi-

ces against religion, and their enmity against its

forms, are greater than those of the children of
avowed worldlings. Inconsistent, hypocritical, ne-

gliaent professors of religion, frequently excite in

their son.s and daughters an unconquerable aversion

and disgust against piety, which seems to inspire

them with a determination to place themselves at

the farthest possible remove from its influence.

But I am now speaking of the failure of a reli-

gious education, where it has been, in some mea-
sure, carried on ; instances of which are bv no
jneaiis unfreauent. Toocften do w« h«ar the echo of

David's sorrowful complaint uttered by the distress-

ed and di.sappoinied Christian father, " Although
my house be not so with God." Too often do we
see the child of many prayers and many hopes for-

getting the instructions he has received, and run-
ning with the multitude to do evil. Far be it from
me to add affliction to affliction, by saying that this

is to be traced, in every ca.se, to parental neglect.

—

I would not thus pour as it were nitre and vinegar
upon the bleeding wounds, with which filial impiety
has lacerated many a father's mind. I would not
thus cause the wretched parent to exclaim, " Re-
proach hath broken the heart, already Aa{/ broken
by my child's misconduct." I know that in many
cases no blame whatever is to be thrown on the pa-
rent; but it was the depravity of the child alone,

which nothing could subdue but the power of the

Holy Ghost, that led to the melancholy result. The
best possible scheme of Christian education, most
judiciou.sly directed, and most perseveringly main-
tained, has, in some cases, totally failed. God is a
sovereign, and he hath mercy on whom he will have
mercy. Still, however, there is, in the order of
means, a tendency in a religious education, to se-

cure the desired result ; and God usually does bless,

with his saving influence, such efforts. " Train up
a child in the way he should go, and when he is old

he will not depart from it." This is certainly true,

as a general rule, though there are many exceptions
from it.

I shall now lay before you the principal obstacles

to success in religious education, as they 'strike my
mind.

First.

—

It is frequently too negligently and capri-

ciously maintained, even where it is not totally omit-

ted.

It is obvious, that if at all attended to, it should
be attended to with anxious earnestness, systematic

order, and perpetual regularity. It should not be

taken up as a dull form, an unpleasant drudgery,
but as a matter of deep and delightl'ul interest.

—

The heart of the parent should be entirely and ob-

viously engaged. A part of every returning Sab-
bath should be spent by him, surrounded by his

filial charge; and it should be embodied, more or
less, with the whole habit of parental conduct.

—

The father may lead the usual devotions at the
family altar: the mother may join with him in
teaching their children catechism, hymns, Scripture;
but if this be unattended by serious admonition, vi-

sible anxiety, and strenuous effort to lead their

children to think seriously on religion, as a matter
of infinite importance, little good can be expected.
A cold, formal, capricious system of religious in-

.struction is rather likely to create prejudice against
religion, than prepossession in its favor.

Then, again, a religious education should be con-
sistent—it should extend to every thing ihai is likrly

to assist in the formation of character. It should
not be mere abstract tuition, but should be a com-
plete whole. It should select the schools, the com-
panions, the amusements, the books of youth; for
if it do nothing more than merely teach a lorm of
sound words to the understanding, and to the memo-
ry, while the impression of the heart, and the for-

mation of the character are neglected, very little is

to be expected from such efforts. A handful of
seed, scattered now and then upon the ground,
without order or perseverance, might as rationally

be expected to produce a good crop, as a mere luke-

warm, capricious, religious education to be followed
by true piety. If the parent is not visibly in earnest,

it cannot be expected that the child will be so. Re-
ligion, by every Christian parent, is theoretically

acknowledged to be the most important thing in the

world ; but if in practice the father appears a thou-

sand times more anxious for his son to be a good
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scholar than a real Christian, and the mother more
solicitous for the daughter to he a good dancer or

musician, than a child of God, they may leach

what they lilce in the way of good doctrine, but

they are not to look for genuine piety as ihe result:

this can only be expected where it is reaJiy taught

and inculcated, as the one thing needfuJ.

Secondly.— The relaxation of domestic discipline

is another obstacle in the way of a successful reli-

gious education.

A parent is invested by God with a degree of au-

thority over his children, which he cannot neglect

to use without being guilty of trampling under foot

the institutions of heaven. Every family is a com-
munity, the government of which is strictly despotic,

though not tyrannical. Every father is a sovereign,

though not an oppressor: he is a legi'^lator, and not

merely a counsellor: and his will is law, not mere-

ly advice. He is to command, to restrain, to punish

;

and children are required to obey: he is, if neces-

sary, to threaten, to rebuke, to chastise; and they

are to submit with reverence. He is to decide

what books shall be read, what companions invited,

what engagements formed, and how time is to be

spent. If he sees any thing wrong, he is not to in-

terpose merely with the timid, feeble, ineffectual

protest of Eli, ''Why do ye thus, my sons 1" but

with a firm, though mild prohibition. He must
rule his own house; and by the whole of his con-

duct, make his children feel that obedience is his

due and his demand.
The want of discipline, wherever it exists, will

be supplied by confusion and domestic anarchy.

—

Every thing goes wrong in the absence of this. A
garrlener mav sow the choicest seeds; but if he
neglect to pluck up weeds, and prune wild luxuri-

ances ; he must not expect to see his flowers grow,
or his garden flo'irish ; and so a parent may deliver
the best instructions, but if he do not, bv discipline,

eradicate evil tempers, correct bad habits, repress

rank corruptions, no hing excellent can be looked
for. He may be a good prophet, and a eood priest,

but if he be not also a good king, all else is vain.

When once a man breaks his sceptre, or lends it to

his children as a plaything, he may give up his

hopes of success from a religious education.
I have seen the evil resulting from a want of dis-

cipline in innumerable families, both amongst my
brethren in the ministry, and others. Frightful in-

stances of disorder and immorality are now pre-

sent to my mind, which I could almost wish to for-

get. The misfortune in manv families is, that this

regimen is unsteady and capricious, sometimes car-

ried even to tyranny it.self, at others relaxed into a
total suspension of law ; so that the children are at

one time trembling like slaves, at others revolting
like rebels; at one time groaning beneath an iron
yoke, at others rioting in a state of lawless liberty.

This is a most mischievous system, and its effects

are generally what might be expected.
In some cases, discipline commences too late, in

others it ceases too early. A father's magisterial
office is coeval with his parental relation. A child
as soon as he can reason, should be made to feel

that obedience is due to parents ; for if he grow up
to boyhood before he is subject to the mild rule of
parental authority, he will, very probably, like an
untamed bullock, resist the yoke. On the other
hand, as long as children continue beneath the pa-

rental roof, thev are to be subject to the rules of
domestic discipline. Many parents greatlv err, in

abdicating the throne in favor of a son or daughter,
because the child is becoming a man or a woman.
It is truly pitiable to see a boy or girl of fifteen, re-

turning from school to sow the seeds of revolt in

the domestic community, Etcting in opposition to pa-
rental authority, till the too compliant father gives

the reins of government into filifil hands, or eNe by
his conduct declares his children to be in a state v)f

independence. I am not advising a contest for
power; for where a child has betn' accustomed to

obey, even from an infant, the yoke of obedience
will always, at least generally, be light and easy
if not, and a rebellious temper should begin to show
itself early, a judicious father should be on his
guard, should suffer no encroachmenis on his pre-
rogative, while at the same time the increased pow-
er of Ills authority, like the increased pressure of
the atmosphere, should be felt without being seen,
and this will make it irresistible.

Thirdly.— Undue severitu, in the other extreme,
is as injurious as unlimited indulgence.

If injudicious fondness has slain its tens of thou-
sands, unnecessary harshness has destroyed its thou-
sands. Bv an authority which cannot err, we are
told that the cords of love are the bands of a man.
There is a plastic power in love. The human
mind is so con.stituted as to yield readily to the in-

fluence of kindness. Men are more easily led to

their duty, than driven to it ; a child, says an east-

ern proverb, may lead the elephant by a single hair.

You remember, and perhaps have often seen veri-

fied, the old apologue of the Sun, the Wind, and
the Traveller. Love seems so essential an element
of the parental character, that there is something
shockingly revolting, not only in a cruel, not only in

an unkind, not only in a severe, but even in a cold-

hearted father. Study the parental character as it is

exhibited in that most exquisitely touching moral
picture, the parable of the Pixxligal Son. When a fa-

ther governs en'irelv bv coli, birp, uncovered rnvho-
riiy; by mere commamU, prohibitions Miid ihre.its;

bv frowns untetnpered with smiles: when the iVicnd

is never blended wih the legislator, nor anthoriiy

modified with love; when his conduct produces
only a servile fear in the hearts of his children, in-

I

stead of a generous affecion ;
when he is served

from a dread of the effects of disobedience, rather

!
than from a sense of the pleasure of obedience;

j
when he is dreaded in the familv circle as a frown-
ing spectre, ratlier than hailed as the guardian an-

gel of its joys; when even accidents raise a storm,

and faults a hurricane of passion in his bosom;
when offenders are driven to eqnivoca iem and ly-

ing, with the hope of averting by concealment those

severe corrections which disclosure alwavs entails;

when unnecessary interruptions are made to inno-

cent enjoyments; when, in fact, nothing of the

father, but every thing of the tyrant, is seen ; can
we expect religion to grow in such soil as ihisi

Yes, as rationally as we mav look for the tenderest

hot-house plant to thrive amidst the rigors of eter-

nal frost.

It is useless for such a father t:) teach religion;

he chills the soul of his pupils; he hardens iheir

hearts against impression ; he prepares them to

rush with eager haste to their ruin, as soon as they

have thrown off the yoke of their bondage ; and to

emplov their liberty, as affording the means of un-

bridled gratification. Like a companv of African
slaves, they are first tortured by their thraldom, and
by that very bondage, trained up to convert their

emancipation into a means of destruction.

Let parents then, in all their conduct, blend the

lawgiver and the friend, temper authority with

kindness, and realize in their measure that repre-

sentation of Deity which Dr. Watts has given us,

where he says,

"Sweet majesty and awful love,

Sit smiling on his brow."

In short, let them so act, that their children shall

be convinced that their law is holy, and their com-
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mandment is holy and just and good ; and thai to

be so governed is to be blessed.

Fourilily.— The inconsisl-ent condttct of parents

themselves, is a frequent and powerl'ul obstacle to

success in religious education.

Example h&s been affirmed to be omnipotent, and
its power, like that of gravitation, is always in pro-

portion to the nearness of the attracting body ; what
then mu.st be the influence of parental example!
Now as I am speaking of religious parents, it is of

course assumed that they do exhibit, in some mea-
sure, the reality of religion : but mav not the reali-

ty often be seen where much of the beauty of true

godliness is obscured, ju.-;t as the sun is beheld

when his effulgence is quenched in a mist ; or as a

lovely prospect is seen through a haze, which,
though it leave its extent uncovered, veils all its

beauty. Religion may be seen in dim outline by

the children in their parents' conduct, but it is at-

tended with so many minor inconsistencies, such a

mist of imperfections, that it presents little to con-

ciliate their regard or raise their esteem. There is

so much worldly-mindedness, so much conformity
to fashionable follies, so much irregularity of do-

mestic piety, such frequent sallies of unchristian
temper, such inconsolable grief and querulous com-
plaint under th** trials of life, such frequent animo-
sitiei towards tneir fellow Christians, observable in

the conduct of their parents, that they see religion

to the greatest possible disadvantage, and the con-
sequence is, that it either lowers their standard of
piety, or inspires a disgust towards it altogether.

—

Parents, as you would wish your instructions and
admonitions to your children to be successful, en-
force tliem by the power of a holy example. It is

not enough for you to be pious on the whole, but
you should be wholly pious; not only to be real

disciples, but eminent ones ; not only sincere Chris-
tians, but consistent ones. Your standard of reli-

gion should be very high. To some parents I would
give this advice, " Say less about religion to your
children, or else manifest more of its influence,

—

Leave off family prayer, or else leave off" family
sins." Beware how you act, for all your actions are
seen at home. Never talk of religion but with
reverence: be not forward to speak of the faults of
your fellow Chrisiians, and when the subject is in-

troduced, let it be in a spirit of charity towards ihe
offender, and of decided abhorrence of the fault.

Many parents have done irreparable injury to their

children's minds by a proneness to find out, talk of,

and almost rejoice over the inconsistencies of pro-
fessing Christians. Never cavil at or find fault

witti the religious exercises of the minister you at-

tend: but rather commend his discourses, in order
that your children might listen to lliem with greater
attention. Direct their views to the most eminent
Christians, and point out to them the loveliness of
exemplary piety. In short, seeing that your exam-
ple mav be expected so much to aid or frustrate
your efforts for the conversion of your children,
consider " what manner of persons ought ye to be in

all holv conversation and godliness."
Fifthly.—Another obstacle to ihe success of reli-

gions instruction, is sometimes found in the wild
cniulnd of an elder branch of the family, especially in
the ca^c of a dissipated son.

The elder branches of a family are found, in ge-
neral, to have considerable influence over the rest,

and ofientimes to give the tone of morals to the
others : they are looked up to by their younger
brothers and sj-.tei's ; they bring companions, books,
amusements in'o the house ; and thus form the cha-
racier of their juniors. It is of great consequence,
thc«-efore, that parents should pay particular atten-
tionto their elder children ; and if unhappily their

i

habits should be decidedly unfriendly to the reli-
'

gious improvement of the rest, they should be re-
moved if possible, from the family. One profligate
son may lead all his brothers astray. T have seen
this, in .some ca.se.s, most painfully verified. A pa-
reni may feel unwilling to .<;end from home rn un-
promising: child, under the apprehension that he will
grow worse and worse; but kindness to him in this
way, is cruelly to the others. Wickedness is con-
tagious, especially when the diseased person is a
brother.

Sixthly.

—

Bad companions out of the house, coun-
teract all the influence of religious instruction de-
livered at home.
A Christian parent should ever be on the alert to

watch the associations which his children are in-
clined to form. On this subject, I have said much
to the young themselves in the following work : but
it is a subject which equally concerns the parent.
One ill chosen friend of your children's may undo
all the good you are the means of doing at home.

—

It is impossible for you to be sufficiently vigilant on
this point. From their very infancy, encourage
them to look up to vou as the selectors of their com-
panions; impress them with the necessity of this,

and produce a habit of consulting you at all times.

Never encourage an a.ssociation which is not likely

to have a decidedly friendly influence on iheir reli-

gious character. This caution was never more ne-
cessary than in the present age. Young people are
brought very much together by the religious institu-

tions which are now formed, and although there is

a great probability that in such a circle suitable

companions will be found, vet it is too much even
for charity to believe, that all the active young
friends of Sunday Schools, .Juvenile Missionary So-
cieties, &c. &c. are fit companions for our sons and
our daughters. Encourage them to consider you
their chief friends; and so act towards them that

thev shall want no other. On this subject you will

find a few remarks, in a note, in the following work.
Seventhlv.— The schis7ns which sometimes arise in

our churches, and embitter the minds of Christians

as:ainst each other, have a very unfriendly influence
upon the minds of the yonng.
They see so much that is opposite to the spirit and

genius of Christianity in both parties, and enter so
deeply into the views and feelings of one of them,
that their attention is drawn off from the essentials

of religion, or their prejudices raised against them.
I look upon this to be one of the most painful and
mi'^chievous consequences of ecclesiastical conten-
tions.

Eighthly.— The neslcct of ynuns persons hi our
churches and their pastors, is another impediment to
the success of domestic religious instruction.

This, however, does not so much appertain to pa-
rents in their separate capacity, as in their relation
as members of a Christian society, and even in this
relation it belongs less to them than to their pastors.
There is a blank yet to be filled up in reference to
the treatment of Ihe voung, who are not in church
communion. As a Dissenter, I object of cour«e to
the rite of Confirmation as practised in the establish-
ed church : but we want something, I will not sav
like it, but in lieu of it. "We want something that
shall recognise the young, interest them, attract

them, guard them.*
Ninthly.— The spirit offltal independence, which

is sanctioned bv the habits, if not bv the opinions of

the age, is another hinderanre, and the last which I

shall mention, to the good eflf"ect contemplated and
desired by a religious education.
The disposition, which is but too apparent in thi.^

* See an excellent sermon bv the Rev. J. Bennett,
entii'ed " The duties of the Churches towards the
Rising Generation."
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age, to enlarge the privileges of the children by di-

minishing the prerosrative of their parents, is neither

lor the com tort of the latter nor for the well-being

of ihe former. Rebellion against a justly consti-

tuted authority can never be in any case a blessing,

and all wise parents, together with all wise youth,

will unite in s-ipporting that just pafrnal authority,

which howtv^tr the precocious manhood of some
might feel to De an oppression, the more natural and
slowly approaching maturity of others, will acknow-
ledge to be a blessing. Children who find the pa-

rental yoke a Lurder, are not very likely to look

upon that of Christ ii> a benefit.*

Such, my dear friends, as rhey appear to my mind,
arc the principal obstacles to the success of those

• There is a very; useful sermon of Dr. Winter's
on the subject of this address.

efforts which are carried on by many for the reli-

gious education of their children. Seriously con-
sider them: and having looked at them, endeavor
to avoid them. Survey them as the mariner does
the flame of the light-house, for the purpose of
avoiding the rock on which it is placed. Recognise
your children, as eveiy Christian parent should do,

not only as animal, rational, social beings, but as
immortal creatures, lost sinners, beings invited to

eternal life through the mediation of Christ ; and
while you neglect not any one means that can pro-

mote their comfort, reputation, and usefulness in

this world, concentrate your chief soliciiude, and
employ your noblest energies in a scriptural, judi-

cious, persevering scheme of religious education.—
"Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath,

but bring them up in the nurture and admooiiioa
of the Lord."
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CHAPTER I.

ON THE ANXIETY OF A CHRISTUN PARENT FOR THE
SPIRITUAL WELFARE OF HIS CHILDREN.

My DEAR CHILDREN—NcvcT did I pass a irore truly

solemn or inieresiing moment, than that in which
my first born child was put into my arms, and I felt

that I was a father. A new solicitude was then pro-
duced in my bo^^om, whicli every succeeding day
has tended to confirm and strengthen. I looked up
to heaven, and breathed over my babe the pe;itic)n

of Abraham lor his son, " O that Ishmael might
live before thee." Recognising, in the little help-

less being which had been so lately introduced into

our world, a creature born for eternity, and who,
when the sun was extinguished, would be still soar-

ing in heaven, or sinking in hell, I retired to the
closet of private devotion, and solemnly dedicated
the child to that God, who had given me the pre-
cious boon

; and earnestly prayed, that whatever
might be his lot in this world, he might be a par-
taker of true piety, and numbered with the saints
in glory everlastiiig.

During the days of your infancy I watched vou,
together with your sainted mother.'with all the fond-
re.'^s of a parent's heart. V7e liave smiled upon yon
when you were slumbering in healthful repose ; we
have wept over you w-hen tossed vviih feverish rest-

lessness and pain ; we have been the delighted
spectaiorsof your childish sports; we have witness-
ed with pleasure the developement of your intellect-

ual powers; and have often listened with somewhat
of pride, to the commendations bestowed upon your
per.sons and attainments;—but, amidst all, one deep
solicitude took hold on our minds, which nothing
could either divert or abate, and that is, a deep

anxiety for your spiritual icelfarc'—for your religious

character.

You cannot doubt, my children, that your parents

love you. We have, in all your recollections, a

witness to this. We have, as you know, done every
thing to promote your welfare, and, so far as was
compatible with this object, your pleasure also.

—

We have never denied you a gratification which
our duty and ability allowed us to impart ; and if at

any time we have been severe in reproof, even this

was a more awful form of love. We have spared
n-"" expense in your education; in short, love, an
intense love, of which you can at present form no
adequate conception, has been the secret spring of
all our conduct towards you ; and as the strongest

proof, and purest effort of our affection, we wish
you to be partakers of true piety. Did we not che-
rish this anxiety, we should feel that, amidst everv
other expression of regard, we were acting towards
you a most cruel and unnatural part. Genuine love
desires and seeks for the objects on which it is fixed,

the greatest benefits of which they are capable
; and

as you have a capacity to serve, and enjoy, and glo-

rifv God by real religion, how can We love yon in

reHlitv if we do not covet for you this high and holy
di'stinction 1 We should feel that our love had ex-
hausted itself upon trifles, and had let go objects of
immense, infinite, eternal consequence, if it were
not to concentrate all its prayers, desires, and efforts,

in your personal religion.

Almost every parent has some one object which
he desires above all others on behalf of his children.

Some are anxious that their offspring may shine as
warriors

; others, that theirs may be surrounded
with the milder radiance of literary, .scientific, or
commercial fame. Oi^r supreme ambition for you
is, that whatever situation you occupy, 3'ou may
adorn it with the beauties of holiness, and discharge
its duties under the influence of Christian principle.

Much as we desire your respectability in life, and
we will not conceal our hope that you will occupy
no mean place in society, yet we would rather see

you in the most obscure, and even menial situation,

provided you \Vere partakers of true piety, than see

you on the loftiest pinnacle of the temple of fame,
the objects of universal admiration, if at the same
time your hearts were <]estitute of the fear of God.
We might, indeed, in the latter case, be tempted to

watch your ascending progress, and hear the plau-
dits with which your elevation was followed, wnth
something of a parent's vanity; but when we retired

from the dazzling scene to the seat of serious re-

flection, the ^pell would be instantly broken, and we
should sorrowfully exclaim, "Alas! my son, what
is all this, in the absence of religion, but soaring
high to have the greater fall !"

You must be aware, my dear children, that all

our conduct towards you, has been conducted upon
these principles. Before you were capable of re-

ceiving instruction, we presented ceaseless prayer
to God for your personal piety. As soon as reason
dawned, we poured the light of religious instruction

upon your mind, by the aid of familiar poetry, cate-

chisms, and conversation. You cannot remember
the time when these efforts commenced. How often

have you retired with us, to become the subjects of
o^\r earnest supplications at the throne of grace.—
You have been the witnesses of our agony for your
eternai welfare. Have we not instructed, warned,
admonisi.ed, encouraged you, as we laid open to
your view, xhe narrow path which leadeth to eternal
life! Have ve not been guided by this object in the
selection of sct.ools for your education, companions
for your amusenipni, books for your perusal 1 Has
not this been so interwoven with all our conduct,
that if at any time you had been asked the question,
" What is the chief object of your parents' solicitude
on your account," you must have said at once " For
my being truly pious!" Yes, mv children, this is

most strictly true. At home, abroad, in sickness
and in health, in prosperity and in adversity, this is

the ruling solicitude of our bosoms
How intently have we marked the developement

of your character, to see if our fondest wishes were
likely to be gratified. We have observed your de-
portnient under the sound of the gospel, and when
vou have appeared listless and uninterested, it has
been as wormwood in our cup; while, on the other
hand, when we have seen you, listening with atten-

tion, quietly wiping away the tear of emotion, or re-

tiring pensive and serious to your closet, we have
reioiced mote than they which find great spoil.

—

When we have looked on the conduct of any pious
youth, we have uttered the wish, " O that my child

were like him!" and have directed your attention

to his character, as that which we wished you to

make the model of yours. When, on the "other
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hand, we have witnessed the behavior of some pro-

digal son, who has been the grief of his parents, the

thought has been like a dagger to our heart, " What
if my child should turn out thus !"

1. Now we cherish all this solicitude on our own
account. We candidly assure ycu, that nothing

short of this will make us happy. Your pioty is the

only thing that will make us rejoice that we are pa-

rents. How can we endure to see our children

choosing any other ways than those of wisdom, and
any other path than that of lifel How could we
bear the sight, to behold you travelling along the

broad road which leadeth to destruction, and run-

ning with the multitude to do evil 1 " O God, hide

us from this sad spectacle, in the grave, and ere that

time comes, take us to our rest." Bui how would
it embitter our last moments, and plant our dying
pillow with thorns, to leave you on earth in an un-

converted state ; following us to the grave, but not

to heaven. Or should you be called to die before

us, and take possession of the tomb in our names,
how could we stand at the dreadful post of observa-

tion, darker every hour, without one ray of hope for

you, to cheer our wretched spirits ! How could we
sustain the dreadful thought, which in spile of our-

selves would sometimes steal across the bosom, that

the very next moment after you h^.d passed beyond
our kind attentions, you would be received to the

torments which know neither end nor mitigation !

And when you had departed under such circum-
stances, what could heal our wounds, or dry our
tears !

Should you become truly pious, this circumstance
will impart to our bosoms a felicity which no lan-

guage could enable me to describe. It will sweeten
all our intercourse with you, establish our confi-

dence, allay our fears, awaken our hopes. If we
are prosperous, it will delight us to think that we
are not acquiring riches for those who will squan-
der it on their lusts, but who will employ it for the

glory of God when we are in the dust. Or, if we
are poor, it will cheer us to reflect, that though we
cannot leave you the riches of this world, we see

3'()U in possession of the favor of God, and that por-

tion, which after comforting you on earth, will en-

rich you through eternity. My dear children, if

you are anxious to comfort the hearts of your pa-

rents, if ye would fulfil our joy; if ye would repay
all our labor, anxiety, affection ; if ye would most
effectually discharge all the obligations which you
cannot deny you owe us. Fear Gnd, and choose the

ways of religion : this, this only, will make us happy.
2. We cTierish this solicitude on behalf of the

church, and the cause of God.
We are every year conveying to the tombs of

their fathers, some valued and valuable members
of the Christian church. We are perpetually call-

ed to witness the desolations of the last enemy in

the garden of the Lord. How often do we exclaim
over the corpse of .some eminent Christian and be-

nefactor, " Departed saint, how heavy the loss we
have sustained by thy removal to a better stale !

—

Who now shall fill up thy vacant seat, and bless like

thee both ihe church and the world 1" My child-

ren, under these bereavements, to whom should we
look but to you 1 To whom should we turn but to

the children of the kingdom, for subjects of the king-

dom "? You are the property of the church. It has

a claim upon you. Will ye not own it, and dis-

charge it 1 Must we see the walls of the spiritual

house mouldering away, and you, the rightful ma-
terials with which it should be repaired, withheld 1

We love the church, we long for its prosperity, we
pray for its increase, and it cannot but be deeply

distressing to us to witness the ravages of death,

and, at the same time, to see the want of religion in

those young persons, whose parents, during their

life, filled places of honor and usefulness in the fel-

lowship of the faithful.

We are anxious for your being pious that you
might be the instruments of blessing the world by
the propagation of religion. The moral condition
of the world is too bad for description. If it be ever
improved, this must be done by Christians. True
piety is the only reformer of mankind. A spirit of
active benevolence has happily risen up, rich in

purposes and means, for the benefit of the human
race. But the men, in whose bosoms it now lives

and moves, are not immortal upon earth; they too

must sleep in dust, and who shall succeed them at

their post and enter into their labors 1 Who will

catch their falling mantle, and carry on their glo-

rious undertaking for the salvation of millions'!

—

If it be ever done, il must be done of course by those

who are now rising into life. The propagation of

religion to the next generation, and to distant na-
tions, depends on you, and others of your age.

—

While I write, the groans of creation are ascend-

ing; and future ages are rising up to plead with
you, that you would bow to the influence of religion,

as the only way of extending it to them.
3. But we are chiefly anxious, after all, on your

account.

My children, the anxiety which we feel on this

head, is far too intense for language. Here I may
truly say, " poor is thought, and poor expression."

If piety were to be obtained for you only by pur-

chase, and I were rich in the possession of worlds,

I would beggar myself to the last farthing to render

you a Christian, and think the purchase cheap.

—

'' Godliness is profitable for all things, having the

promise of the life that now is, as well as of that

which is to come." As I shall have more than one
chapter on the advantages of piety, it will not be

necessary to enlarge upon them here, any further

than to say, that true godliness will save you from
much present danger and inconvenience, promote
your temporal interests, prepare you for the darkest

scenes of adversity, comfort you on a dying bed, and
finally conduct you to everlasting glory. The want
of it will ensure the reverse of all this. Sooner or

later such a destitution will bring misery on earth,

and be followed with eternal torments in hell.

What then, my children, are all worldly acquire-

ments and possessions without piety 1 What ate

the accomplishments of taste, the elegances of

wealth, wreaths of fame, but as the fragrant and

many-colored garland which adorns the miserable

victim about to be sacrificed at the sbnne of this

world % Original genius, a vigorous understanding,

a well stored mind, and all this adorned by the most

amiable temper, and most insinuating address, will

neither comfort under the tri?fs of life, nor save

their lovely possessor from the worm that never dies,

and the fire that is never quenched. Oh ! no ; they

may qualify for earth, but not for heaven. Alas,

alas ! that such estimable qualities should all perish

for want of that piety, which alone can give immor-

tality and perfection to the excellences of the hu-

man character

!

Can you wonder then at the solicitude we feel for

your personal religion, when such interests are in-

volved in this moineatous concern 1

CHAPTER II.

ON THE DISPOSITIONS WITH WHICH WE SHOtJLD ENTER

DPON AN INaUIRY INTO THE NATtJHE CT RELtaiON.

Religion is a subject of a spiritual and moral na-

ture, and therefore requires another and a different

frame of mind to that which we carry to a topic,

purely intellectual.
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The first disposition essentially necessary, is a

deep seriousness.

Religion is the very last thing in the universe
with which we should allow ourselves to trifle. No-
thing can be more shocking and incongruous than
that flippancy and inconsideratenes.s, with which
some people treat this dread theme. When Uzzah
fiut forth his hand, in haste to support tne ark, his

ife paid the forfeit of his temerity ; and if the man,
who takes up his Bible to inquire into the meaning
of its contents, with a frivolous and volatile temper,
do not suffer the same penalty, it is not because the

action is lei^s criminal or less dangerous, but be-

cause God has now removed the punishment a little

farther distant from the sin. I cannot conceive of
any thing more likely to provoke God to give a per-

son up to the bewildering influence of his own m-
herent depravity, and consequently to a confused
and erroneous perception of religious truth than this

temper. To see a person approaching the oracle of
God with tiie same levity as a votary of fashion and
folly enters a place of amusement, is indeed revolt-

ing to taste, to say nothing of more sacred feelings.

Religion enthroned behind the veil in the temple of
truth, and dwellingamidst the brightness which the
merely curious eye cannot bear to look upon, refu-

ses to unfold her glories, or discover her secrets, to

the volatile mind; and delivers to every one who
draws near to her abode, the admonition of Jehovah
to Moses, " Put off thy shoes, for the place whereon
thou standest is holy ground."
The subjects treated of by religion, are of the

most awfully important nature. Every thing about
it is serious. The eternal God, in every view of his
nature and operations—the Lord Jesus Christ in his

sufferings and death—the soul of man, in its ruin
and salvation—the solemnities of judgment—the
mysteries of eternity—the felicities of heaven—the
torments of hell, are all involved in the mighty
comprehension of religion. Should such themes be
ever touched with irreverence 1 My dear children,
I warn you against the too common practice of re-

ducing to the level of mere intellectual theories, and
of treating with the same indifference as the .sys-

tems of philosophy, that sacred volume, which, to
use the words of Locke, " has God for its author,
salvation for its end, and truth without any mixture
of error, for its contents." Do not forget, then, that
the very first requisite, not only in religion itself,

but also in that frame of mind, which enables us to
understand its nature, is seriousness.

2. A great zoLicitude to be guided aright, is the
next disposition, and nearly allied to the former.

Eternal consequences hang upon this question.—
As we mistake it, o- understand it, we shall travel
onward to heaven or hell. An inquiry of such im-
portance should, of course, be urged with the deep-
est anxiety. It might be rationally expected, that
events so awfully tremendous as death and judg-
ment ;

a subject so deeply interesting as whether
•we shall spend eternal age;, in torments or in bliss,

conld in no possible case, and in no constitution of
mind whatever, fail of exciting the most serious ap-
prehension and concern. And yei thi^re are mul-
titudes, who have talked a thousand times about re-

ligion, but yet have never had in all their lives one
hour'j real solicitude to know whether their views
of its nature are correct. Is it to be wondered then
that so many remain in ignorance, or plnnge into

error 1

3. Docility, or a teachable disposition, is of great
consequence.
Our Lord laid great emphasis on this, when he

said, " Except ye be converted, and become as little

children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven." Children, when they first go to school,
have a sense of their own ignorance ; they have nei-

ther prepossessions nor prejudices ; they present
their unfurnished minds to their teachers lo re-

ceive, with implicit confidence, all that they are
taught. Docility is essential to improvement in every
thing; for if a child 50 to school puffed up with
high notions of his own attainments, imagining that
he knows as much as his master can teach him, and
with a disposition to cavil at every thing that is

communicated; in this case, improvement is out of
the question; the avenues of knowledge are closed.
In nothing is docility more necessary than in reli-

gion, where the subject is altogether beyond the cog-
nizance of the senses, and the discoveries of reason.

Christianity is purely and exclusively matter of re-

velation. Of course, all our knowledge on this topic

must be derived from the Bible; to the right under-
standing of which, we must carry the same con-
sciou.snessof our ignorance, the same destitution of
prejudice and prepossession, the same implicit sul)-

mission of the understanding, as the child on his

first going to school does to his instructer. We
must go to the word of God with the.se convictions
in our mind, " This is the master, from whom I,

who know nothing, am most implicitly to receive
all things. My teacher is infallible and I am not to

cavil at his instructions, however in some things
they may transcend my ability to comprehend
them."

Yes, the Bible, the Bible alone, is the infallible

teacher in religious matters, from whose authority
there does and can lie no appeal; before whose so-

lemn dicta reason must bow in humble silence, to

learn and to obey. This is docility, by which I

mean, not a supple disposition to believe \vhat oth-

ers believe, or to adopt the creed which they would
impose upon us; no, this is surrendering our under-
standing to be enslaved by human authority: but
teachableness, means going direct to the master,
with this determination, whatever he teaches I will

believe, be it so sublime, so humiliating, so novel,

and, to my present limited capacities, so incompre-
hensible as it may.
Are we, then, to exclude reason from the busi-

ness of religion '? By no means. If would be as ab-

surd to attempt it, as it would be impossible to ac-

complish it. The whole affair of piety is a process
of reason : but then it is reason submitting itself to

the guidance of revelation. Reason bears the same
relation to religion, and performs the same ofiice,

as it does in the system of jurisprudence : it exa-
mines the evidence, by which a law is proved to be
an enactment of the legi.slature; interprets accord-
ing to the known use of terms and phrases, its right

meaning, and then submits to its authority. Thus
in matters of religion, its province is to examine the

evidences by which the Bible is proved to be a re-

velation from God ; having done this, it is to ascer-

tain, according.to the fixed use of language, its true

meaning; and then to submit to its authority, by be-

lieving whatever it reveals, and obeying whatever
it enjoins. This is what we mean by prostrating

our reason before the tribunal of revelation, than
which surely nothing can more accord with the de-

sign of the Bible, or the ignorance of the human
mind.

But, suppose reason should meet with palpable

contradictions in the word of God, is she to believe

themi Thisis putting a case which cannot hap-

pen, since it is supposing that God will give hi<;

sanction to a lie. There can be no contradictions in

the word of God ; the thing is impossible. But still

it will be replied, Is not one kind of evidence for

the divine authority of revelation, derived from its

contents ? and if so, may not reason make the na-
ture of a doctrine a test of its truth "? At best this is

but a secondary species of evidence, and cannot op-
pose the primary kind of proof. If it cannot be
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proved that a doctrine is really an interpolation, and

there is at the same time all the evidence that the

case admits of, that it is a part of divine revelation,

no difficulty in the way of understanding its mean-

ing, no seeming mystery in its terms, should lead

us to reject it ; we must receive it and wait for fur-

ther light to understand it.

Revelation is the sun, reason the eye which re-

ceives its beams, and applies them to all the purpo-

ses of life, for which, in ceaseless succession they

flow in upon us : and it can no more be said that re-

velation destroys or degrades reason, by guiding it,

than it can be said the solar orb extinguishes the

power of vision, by directingits efforts.

Docility then, my dearchildren, by which I mean
a submission of the human understanding, in mat-
ters of religion, to the word of God, is essential to

all true piety. I insist upon this with more earnest-

ness, because it is easy to perceive, that the tenden-

cy of the present age is in an opposite direction. A
haughty and flippant spirit has arisen, which, un-

der the pretext of freedom of inquiry, has disco-

vered a restless propensity to throw off the au-

thority of divine truth; a spirit more disposed to

teach the Bible than to be taught by it ; to speculate

upon what it should be, than to receive it as it is
;

a spirit which would receive the morality of the

word of God as it finds it, but which is perpetually

employed in mending its theology, which, in fact,

would subvert the true order of things, and, instead

of subjecting reason to revelation, would make rea-

son the teacher, and revelation the pupil. Be-
ware, my children, of this dangerous spirit, which,
while it pays flattering compliments to your under-
standing, is injecting the deadliest poison into your
soul.

4. A prayerful spirit is essential to a right dispo-

sition for inquiring into the nature of true piety.

Religion is an affair so spiritual in its nature, so

tremendously important in its consequences, and so

frequently misunderstood; and, on the other hand,
we ourselves are so liable to be misled in our judg-
ments by the bewildering influence of internal de-

pravity, and external temptation, that it betrays the

most criminal indifference, or the most absurd self-

confidence, to enter on this subject, without constant

earnest supplication for direction to the Father and
Fountain of lights.

The religious world is like an immense forest,

through which lies the right road to truth and hap-
piness ; but besides this, there are innumerable paths
running in all directions ; every way has its travel-

lers, each traveller thinks he is right, and attempts

to prove it, by referring to the map which he carries

in his hand, in such circumstances, who, that values
his soul or her eternal situation, would not seek for

guidance to him who has promised to disclose to us
?)y his spirit the path of life 1 When young people
<rusl to the efforts of their own unaided reason, and
neglect to ask for the guiding influence of the eter-

nal Qcd, it is matter of little surprise that they are
found valking in the paths of error. There is a
degree of pride and independence in this, which
God often punishes, by leaving them to the seduc-

tions of sophistry and falsehood. In addition then,

to the greatest seriousness of mind, and the most in-

tense desire after truth, and the most unprejudiced
approach to the oracle of Scripture, pray constantly

to God to reveal to you the nature of true piety, and
to dispose you to embrace it. This is the way ap-

pointed by God to obtain it. " If any man lack wis-

dom, let him ask of God, who giveth to all men li-

berally, and upbraidclh not; and it shall be given
him." " If ye, being evil, know how to give good
gifts unto them which are your children, how much
more shall your Heavenly Father give his Holy
Spirit to them that ask Mm." " I will instruct

thee, and teach thee in the way thoushaltgo; I will

guide thee with mine eye."

These, surely with a thousand other pr.ssages of
similar import, are sufficient to enjoin aid ei^cou-

rage the temper I now recommend. I havf no hops
of those who neglect habitual prayer for livine il-

lumination. I expect to see them left to embrace
error for truth, or to content themselves with the
mere forms of godliness, instead of its pover.

CHAPTER III.

ON RIGHT SENTIMENTS IN RELIGION.

Troth and error, my children, are essentially dis-

tinct, and diametrically opposed to each other, It is

important to perceive in every case this difference,

to embrace the one, and reject the other. Tc have
the judgment misled in its decisions, on any subject,

is an evil, which, as rational creatures, we should
ever deprecate ; but to be mistaken on that subject,

where " he that believeth shall be saved, and he
that believeth not shall be damned," is most fearful,

most fatal. To be in error on the topics of litera-

ture, science, commerce, history, is a mere incon-

venience, at worst a derogation from our mental
reputation, or our worldly comfort ; but to be fun-

damentally wrong in religion, is an evil which
commences its chief mischief from the day of our
death, and perpetuates itself through all the ages
of eternity.

I need not inform you, that there prevails an end-
less variety of opinion on the subjec'. of religion.

This circumstance, however, with pious minds it

might be a matter of regret, with philosophic ones,

is no cause of surprise. Infidels, who profess to

study theology in the book of nature, are divided
into many sects. Scarcely a subject exists, how-
ever plain, and apparently incapable of producing
a diversity of opinion, but what is viewed by dif-

ferent men in various lights. What clashing opi-

nions exist among lawyers, concerning the precise

meaning of the words of a statute, which was
drawn up with the most anxious care to avoid all

litigation. That different opinions should exist on
the meaning of the Scriptures, is less to be wonder-
ed at, when we consider how deeply we are all in-

terested in the matter of revelation, and how apt

we are in cases of personal interest, to have our
judgments biassed by our feelings. The Bible, if

read in heaven by holy angels and spirits made per-

fect, produces no discordant opinions there. It is

to the depravity of human nature, that all religious

error is to be traced.

Diversity of sentiment, although confessedly an
evil, has been productive of some benefits. It has

afforded opportunity for the more vigorous exercise

and conspicuous display of Christian charity and
forbearance between the various sects ; while it is

a constant pledge for the purity of the sacred text.

As they all profess to draw their opinions from the

Bible, they of course maintain a constant and sleep-

less jealousy over each other's treatment of the word
of God. Their opposition to each other converts

them all into vigilant guardians of the source of

their faith ; so that although they have corrupted

the streams of truth, they have jointly guarded the

purity of xhe fountain. The suspicion of any liber-

ties having been taken with the wordof God, would
be an evil more to be deplored than the existence

of a diversity of opinion on the sacred text. While
the genuineness of the statute is admitted, and the

incorruptibility of the judge is maintained, the

wranglings of counsellors cannot subvert the foun-

dations of justice.

Still, however, these opposite sentiments cannot

of course be all right. Although error is multi-
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form, truth is uniform ; and it is of infinite conse-

quence, that we should embrace the one and reject

the other.

1. Sorns errors unquestionably exclude a man
from salvition. " He that believeth shall be saved,

and he thit believeth not shall be damned." Now
certainly from this language it is evident that sal-

vation is suspended on a belief of the gospel, and
of cours3 upon a belief of the true gospel, not

on the belief of a false one. If, therefore, what
we believe is not the same as that which the

•word of God reveals, it is not the gospel; and
such a faith will not save us. To ascertain with

precis;on what truths are essential to the hope

of eternal life, is a very difficult task : to say how
far a oerson may go in error, and yet after all be

save.l is what no mortal should presum-^ to do.

—

Wheii a man, however, disbelieves the Bible to be

the word of God; or rejects the doctrine of the

atonenent; or the justification of the soui by faith;

or the necessity of divine influences to renew and
san-tify the heart, or the obligation of true holi-

aess; I do not see how such an individ:ial can be

saved. He subverts the very foundations of the

gospel. Something must be believed, as our Lord
himself tells us, in order to the possession of ever-

lasting happiness ; and iC these thin^^'s may be dis-

be'ieved, ard yet a sinner be saved, it i^ diffioull to

find out what there is left for him to balieve. If

some sentiments, then, are essential to a saving
faith, we should be most tremblingly afraid of error;

and as it is not for us to say how far an individual

may go in error in order to be excluded from the

blessings of the gospel, we shonKl certainly be

alarmed at the least deviation from the truth, as

there is no doubt that one wrong notion prepares

the mind for the reception cf another. This leads

me to observe,

2. That all error has a tendency to pollute the

mmd, to the degree in which it exists : and there-

fore must be so tar sinful.
" Sanctity ihem by thy truth," said our Lord,

" thy word is futh." Now if truth sanctifies, error

must currupl the minJ ; except two causes so dia-

metr'.L ally opposite to each other, as these are, can be

supposed (o produce the same effects; which is ab-

surd. AVhatcTcr is not truth must be error. What-
ever opini'jn we profess to have received from the

•word of God, must be classed under one or the other

of these heads, and must have some influence or other

tjpon our religious character, as it appears in the

sight of God. Wrong sentiments may not produce
immorality m the life, but if they corrupt our secret

motives; if they render us spiritually proud, and
lead us to glory before God ; if they make us .self-

confident and selfdependent; if they cause us to

lean to our own understanding; if they lead us to

look with contempt upon others; if they keep us

from using any means of grace instituted by God,
thev pollute and injure the mind in the sight of its

Omniscient Creator. The least disease in the body,

although it be unobserved bv others, or yet unfelt

by the subject of it, is an injury to the health. It

may never come to a fatal attack, or bring on death,

but s'ill it is injurious to the frame and it is precise-

ly thus with error in the mind.
All religion is founded upon opinion. It begins

with the reception of truth into the understanding:

if therefore the whole truth is not received, some
part of tne moral means appointed for our spiritual

improvement is not applied ; and if any thing con-

trary to the truth is received, a cause is in operation

upon our minds, opposite to the right one. The
order of piety is the order of nature: first, we re-

ceive an opinion, then our feelings are excited by
the opinion, and then the will rcolves to act

itnder the influence of the feelings; as is the opi-

,

nion,such are the feelings ; and as are the feelings,

such are the resolutions and the actions. If the
opinion, therefore, is wrong, all that follows must
be wrong, as to its moral character in the sight of
God.

I am aware that a difficulty presents itself here
to many young persons, which does not a little per-
plex them. They see individuals who have em-
braced the widest extremes of opinion, equally ex-
emplary for the discharge of all the relative and
social obligations. They see those who have em-
braced error, as useful, peaceful, ornamental mem-
bers of society as those who have received the truth.

This is undoubtedly a fact. I know very many
who have rejected almost all that is peculiar to

Christianity, who are yet amongst the most truly

respectable inhabitants of the places in which they
live. But this does not disprove my statements,

nor in any degree prove that error is innocent and
harmless. There are two lights in which the hu-
man character is to be viewed ; its aspect towards
men, and that which it bears towards God. Now I

do not mean to say that religious error may in any
material, or visible degree, alter the former. A man
may be a good subject, neighbor, husband, father,

tradesman, master, with anij or with no religious

opinions at all. Many infidels have been exempla-
ry in their attention to all the duties of social life.

This, however, only proves that error does not al-

ways disfigure the character in the sight of man;
but we are now more particularly speaking of its

aspect towards God. In this view of it there may
be a degree of obliquity truly awful, while all is cor-

rect towards man. Pride of intellect and of heart;
self-sufficiency and self-dependence ; a stout and
pertinacious resistance to Jehovah's authority; a
peremptory refusal to submit to his schemes and
will, may all be rife in the soul, while every thing
is fair in the exterior. God looketh to the heart;

and in his eye the character is decided bv the slate

of the mind. Religion, properly speaking, has to

do with God and heaven : it is a right disposition

towards God and a spiritual preparation for the ce-

lestial state, which, as is perfectly evident, may be
wanting, where there are the most splendid social

virtues. What I affirm then is, that error, accord-
ing to the degree in which it exis;s, must vitiate

the character, and deprave the heart in the sight of
God ; must obstruct the growth and exercise of the

religious principle : must unfit the person for divine
fellowship here, and for eternal glory hereafter.

Error on religious subjects is not a mere intel-

lectual defect ; it is not the result of mere weak-
ness of understanding; its seat is in the heart: jt

springs from carelessness, prejudice, pride, or some
other operation of our depravity, which exerts a
bewildering influence on the judgment. We are as
certainly accountable to God for it as for evil con-
duct, it is not to be conceived for a moment, that

we are responsible for the exercises of every facul-

ty of the soul, yet not for the understanding, which
is the noblest of them all. If a man may bciieve

error and yet be innocent, he may preach it without

guilt; and if this be the case he may employ all

his faculties, his talents, his time, his influence, in

a direct opposition to the counsels of heaven, and
all the revelations of God, and yet be without blame.

If these things are correct, then error is certainlv

criminal. How can there he a doubt of this ? If

a man may disbelieve a less important truth, and
yet be innocent in that act of his disbelief; then he
mav reject a more important one, and be equally

faultless. If he may discredit one truth, without

guilt, then he mav discredit two: if two, ten ; if

ten, half the Bible; if half the Bible, the whole;
and yet be innocent, even though he be a deist or

atheist, provided he be not immoral, and profess at
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the same time to be inquiring after truth. And
then why is Jt said to all the world, " He that be-

lieveth liol shall be damned V And what saith the

Scripture in other places '! " For this cause God
shall send them strong delusions, that they should
believe a lie, that they all might be damned, who
believed not the truth." "But though we, or an
angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto

you, than that which we have preached unto you,

let him be accursed. As we said before, so 1 say

now again, if any man preach any other gospel

unto you than that ye have received, let him be ac-

cursed." "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth

not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God." " If

there come any unto you, and bring not this doc-

trine, receive him not into your house, neither

bid him God speed, for he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds." Hence-
forth be no more children tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by

the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, where-
by they lie in wait to deceive." "Be not carried

about with divers and strange doctrines, for it is a

good thing that the heart be established with grace."

"For the time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts, shall they

heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears;

and they shall turn away their ears from the truth,

and shall be turned unto fables." " There were
false prophets also among the people, even as there

shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall

bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
thai bought them, and bring upon themselves swift

destruction; and many shall foUow their pernicious

ways, by reason of whom the way of truth shall be

evil spoken of; whose judgment now of a longtime
lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth not."*

These and many more similar texts decide the

poiiit, that errors are blameable and destructive
;

that they spring from the depravity of our nature,

and demonstrate a heart, in so far as they prevail,

not yet brought into subjection to Christ.

Beware then, my dear children, of that spurious
candor, which looks with an equal eye on all opi-

nious- which talks of the innocence of error, and
thus aifTuses a baleful indifference to the truth.

—

The adase of Pope, who was a free-thinking Ro-
man Catholic, has been circulated round society by
innumerable echoes.

' For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight

:

His can't be wrong whose life is in the right."

This you will perceive is an equivocal expression.
In one view of it nothing can be more correct ; for

in every case a right life, that is, right in the scrip-

tural sense of the term, must proceed from a right
creed ; if, therefore, the life be right, so must also

the creed. But the design of the author was to

teach that a right life might stand connected with
any creed, or no creed, and that, therefore, religious

opinions are of no consequence whatever. This
you will perceive is the popular and dreadful dogma
of infidelity. This bantling of skepticism has been
foisted into the Christian world, and profanely bap-
tised by the name of charity. But though it may
wear the smiling countenance of this heavenly vir-

tue, it has an infidel heart. If this counterfeit, hol-

low thing, which dares to take to itself the sacred
name of charity, had not renounced the Bible, it

would have certainly known, that errors in faith

are the offspring of a heart wholly or partially un-

2 Thes. ii. 11, 12. Gtal. i. 8, 9. 2 John 9, 10,

11. Eph. iv. 14. Heb. xiii. 9. 2 Tim. iv. 3. 2
Pet. ii. 1, 2.

renewed, and as decisive a proof, so far as they pre-

vai', of a want of religion, as an unsanctified life.

Contend earnestly then for the faith once deliver-

ed to the saints. I would not have you bigots.

—

This however, is a vague and plastic term which
in the slang of modern infidelity, has been generally
applied to every one who attaches importance to re-

ligious opinions. If by a bigot, is meant an over-

weening attachment to sentiments, confessedly of

lesser importance than many others; or a blind

zeal for opinions, adopted rather from custom than
conviction ; or a spirit of intolerance, contempt, and
persecution, towards those who differ from us in the

articles of their belief; if this be bigotry, be you no

bigots; abhor and avoid a disposition of this kind.

Adopt all your sentiments after a close examina-

tion, and upon a full conviction of their truth.

—

Apportion your zeal for their diffusion upon the

scale of their relative importance. Exercise the

greatest forbearance and candor towards those who
differ from you; but at the same time contend for

the articles of your faith as matters of infinite con-

sequence. Defend your opinions with an enlight-

ened, dispassionate, but, at the same time ardent

zeal. Insist upon the connection of right sentiments

with right feelings, that the former, when really

held lead to the latter, and that the latter can never

exist without the former. If iMs is what is meant
by bigotry, then may you possess it more and more.

Shrink not from the charge, if this be its meaning
in the lips of those who use it. If you partake of

true faith and genuine holiness, you must expect

that the one will be called enthusiasm, and the other

bigotry. Disregard both the accusations, and be

not deterred by opprobious names from the pursuit

of eternal l"fe.

Do you ask me what are right sentiments ? I re-

ply, search the Scriptures for yourselves, with do-

cility, with prayer, with earnestness. No language

can express the infinite importance of entering,

without delay, on a deep and solemn examination

into these matters.* Call no man master, but con-

sult the oracle of heaven. One evil, never enough
to be deplored, is, that many people do not and will

not distinguish. They are pleased with different

preachers, who bring as different gospels as the

Koran is different from the Bible. They are as

ready to put themselves in the way of hearing error

as truth, and swallow down whatever comes, pro-

vided only it is gracefully administered. Elegant

language, good elocution, theatrical attitudes, fasci-

nating imagery, are to them of far more importance

than the truth.' They are like children rushing into

the shop of an apothecary, tasting at random of

every vial, and selecting the most imposing in ap-

pearance, without the power of distinguishing me-

dicines from poisons. And even where there is

some general attachment to right sentiments, in how
few cases is this attended with an enlightened abili-

ty to defend and enforce them. Our young people

do not sufficiently store their minds with the proofs

and arguments of the opinions they have adopted.

They are satisfied with believing without proof.

—

This is not the case with the advocates of error.

—

They are instructed in the whole system of attack

and defence. They are skilful in all the manoeuvres

of controversy; sophisms, assertions, interrogato-

* Without pledging myself to approve of every

expression contained in the answers of the Assem-

bly's Shorter Catechism, I know not where to find a

summary of Christian doctrines expressed with so

much brevity and so much precision. And although

I do not approve of the practice of teaching this cate-

chism to children below the age of twelve, yet all

our youth above that age should be acquainted with

it as a synopsis of right sentiments in religion.
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rips, arguments, are all at their command. The
friends of truth are, in these respects, often behind
them. Reposing an unlimited confidence in the in-

vulnerable security, and the impregnable strength

of their cu.use, they do not exercise themselves in

the use (..' their arms, and appear sometimes to a
disadvai^tage in skirmishing with their opponents.
Be you i_ot behind them in ability to defend your
principles. The truth is of infinite value ; may you
clearly and comprehensively understand it ; cor-

dially and practically believe it ; sincerely and ar-

dently love It ; and be able both to state it with pre-

cision, au't to support it with argument.
I cannot conclude this chapter without recom-

mending 1.0 you the perusal of an excellent sermon
by Dr. Pye Smith, " On the best Means of obtain-

ing Satisfaction with Regard to the Truth of Reli-

gious Sentiments."
After a suitable iutroduclion, he points out, as the

common and principal sources of error with regard
to divine fhin;i?, I. The weakness of our facul-

ties; '2. Qui taking up wrong subjects of investi-

^tion ; 3. And our being affectetl by the secret

influence of i-infal dispositions and habits. Under
the last particular we find the following impressive
observations

:

" ' A sinner,' says the wise king of Israel, 'seek-
eth wisdom, and findeth it not.' The entire want,
or the great deficiency, of love, reverence, and de-
votedness to God, cannot but give a fatal obliquity
to our professed researches after truth. Such a
state of mind is also invariably connected with
wrong affections in relation to ourselves. Instead
of an humble, adoring and delightful admiration of
the universal perfection of the Most High, there
will be pride, self confidence, and a determination
to think at all events favorably of our own disposi-

:ions and practices. The judgment of God will be
little regarded, and its impression felt very slightly.

His supremacy will be the object of secret murmur,
or of virtual denial. The heart will rise in dislike

against his glorious and unchangeable rectitude,

and the necessary obligation of his rational crea-
tures to love h\ra with a perfect heart. His sole and
sovereign competency to determine whether at all,

to what extent, and in what way and manner, he
may be pleased to pardon and bless sinners, will be
met by a strong, tnough perhaps disguised repug-
nance. And the duty of a cheerful and implicit re-

liance on the unsullied purity, righteousness and
benevolence of Jehovah, notwitiiStanding the per-

f)lexity of present appearances, may indeed be faint-

y acknowledged in words, but, as to practical eflTect,

it will be treated with neglect, or even with disgust.

These, and all other movements of the heart which
is under the power of revolt f»-om God, will most
certainly darken the understanding, and mislead
the judgment ;

' evil will be put for good,' and good
•will be treated as evil."—pp. M, 15.

" The remedies of the erroneous tendencies of
the human heart, are slated to be— 1. The main-
tenance oi right affections towards the great Author
and Revealer of religions truth. 2. A habit of en-
tire subjection to the authority of the Holy Scrip-
tures. 3. The use of all proper methods of acquir-
ing and improving the art ofjust reasoning. 4. Es-
tablishment in the evidence and influence ofprima-
ry truths. 5. Living under the benign and purifying
influence of divine tr%ith. d. Cautious observations
of the effect of particular sentiments upon ourselves
or others. 1. Keeping in mind, that what has been
adopted on impartial inquiry and suflicient evidence,
15 not to be lightly given up on the mere occurrence of
some >ino objection. 8. Fervent Prayer.

" The constant, serious, and affectionate practice
of this great and necessary duty, will have the most
happy effect in obtaining and preserving the rational

and scriptural satisfaction of the truth of our senti-

ments, if they be indeed true; and, if otherwise, of
leading us to the timely and beneficial discovery of
our errors. Prayer elevates the soul above the riiists

and darkness of this revolted world, and places us
under the very shining of the Everlasting Light. It

tends to exterminate the greatest obstruction to the
entrance of that light, the prepossessions of sin in
the heart. It gives vigor and delicacy to the sanc-
tified perceptions. It guides that holy mental sense,
which is the characteristic of the real Christian, to

the quick discrimination, and the delighted recep-
tion of truth and goodness. Through pvayer, the

hallowed medium of intercourse with heaven the
devout mind ascends to its closest enjoyment of com-
munion with the Lord God of truth : and from him
descend the returns of pioyer, ' every good gift, and
every perfect gift.' "—pp. 29, 30.

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE NATURE OF TRUE RELIGION.

All other questions compared with this, are trifles

light as air, or but as the dust of the balance : phi-
losophy, literature, commerce, the arts and the sci-

ences, have, it is true, a relative importance ; Ihey
soften the manners, alleviate the evils, multiply the
comforts of life

;
yet it is impossible to forget that

they are the mere embellishments of a scene, which
we must shortly quit ; the decorations of a theatre,

from which the actors and spectators must soon re-

tire together. But religion is of infinite and eternal
moment, and then developes, most perfectly, its

consequences, in that very moment when the impor-
tance of all other subjects terminates for ever. A
mistake in this affair, persisted in till death, is fol-

lowed by eflTects infinitely dreadful, and of eternal
duration. You should bring to this inquiry, there-

fore, my children, a trembling solicitude to be led

in the right way.
Some consider religion as a mere notional assent

to certain theological opinions, others as a bare at-

tendance on religious ordinances, others as the per-

formance of moral duties. They are all equally
wrong : for instead of being any ore of these sepa-
rately and apart from the rest, it is the union of
them all. Religion admits of many definitions in
Scripture language. It is " repentance towards God,
and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ:" or it is "faith
w.irking by love ;" or it is receiving "that grace
which bringeth salvation, and teacheth us to deny
ungodliness and worldly lusts, and to live soberly,

righteously, and godly, in this present evil world ;"

or it is " denying ourselves, taking up our cross, and
following after Christ;" or it is being bom again
of the Spirit, and sanctified by the truth : or it is the

supreme love of Christ, or the habitual fear of Grod.

Each one of these phrases is a definition of true

piety ; but 1 shall now adopt another, and represent

it as A right disposition of mind towards God, im-
planted in our nature by the influence of the Holy
Ghost, and exercising itself according to the circum-

stances in which %ce are placed.

Religion is the same in substance in all rational

creatures, whether innocent or fallen. In angels, it

is still a right disposition towards God ;
exercising

itself in a way of adoration, love, gratitude, and
obedience ; but not of fanh, hope, and repentance,

because their circumstances preclude the possibility

of these acts. Religion, in reference to fallen man,
is a right disposition of mind; but inasmuch as he is

a sinful and ruined creature, yet a creature capa«

ble of salvation through the mediation of Christ, it

must necessarily include in it, in addition to the

feelings of angelic piety, all those mental exercises
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»nd habits -which are suitable to a ^tate ol guilt, and

a dispensation of mercy.

Let us take each part of the definition by itself.

I. God is the primary object of religion.

It is not enough that we perform our duties to-

wards our fellow-creatures; but to be truly pious,

we must perform our duty towards God. VVe may
be e-xemplary and even punctilious in discharging

every social obligation; we may be moral in the

usual acceptation of the term—honorable, amiable,

and yet may be all this, without one single spark of

true piety; because in all this there may be no re-

ference whatever to God. An atheist may be all

this. Until, therefore, the mind is rightly affected

towards God, there is no religion, because He is the

direct and primary object of it. It is something per-

fectly independent, as to its e.ssence, upon all the

social relations. If a man were wrecked, like Alex-

ander Selkirk, on an uninhabited island, where
there was no room, of course, for loyalty, honesty,

kindness, mercy, justice, truth, or any of the relative

virtues, the claims of piety would follow him to this

dreary and desolate abode
; and even there, where

he should never hear the sweet music of speech,

nor look on the human face divine, he would still be

under the obligations of piety
;
even there one voice

would be heard breaking the silence around him,

with the solemn injunction of Scripture, " Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God." Bear in recollection

then, my children, that God as he is revealed in his

word, is the direct and primary object of all true

piety ; and thai the most exemplary discharge of

the social duties can be no substitute for that reve-

rence and love and gratitude and obedience which
we owe to him.

II. Religion is a right disposition of mind towards
God. It is not merely a thing of outward forms
and ceremonies, but of the heart. It is more than an
external action, it is a disposition ; not only a per-

formance, but a taste; not an involuntary or com-
pulsory pursuit, but a voluntary and agreeable one.

That religion must be an internal principle, an af-

fair of the soul, is evident from the nature of its ob-

ject, of whom it is said, "God is a spirit, and they

that worsliip him, must worship him in spirit and in

truth." As the heart lies all open to him, unless

there be religion there, he scorns the uplifted hand
and bended knee. It is evident from reason, that

piety must have its seat in the breast; for what spi-

ritual excellence can there be in an action, which is

either performed from a bad motive, or from none
at all. It is evident from revelation. Read such in-

junctions as these. " My son, give me thine heart."
•' Get thee a new heart." " Thy heart is not right in

the sight of God." " Be renewed in the spirit of
your mind." " Ye must be born again." Equally
in point are all those passages which command us
to love God, to fear him, to trust in him, to glorify

him: duties, which of course imply the exercise,

and the vigorous exercise, of the affections of the

mind. Notions however clear, morality however
exemplary, are not enough till the current of feel-

ing is turned towards God. A mere cold correct-

ness of deportment, but which leaves the heart in a

state of alienation and estrangement from God, is

not the piety of the word of truth.

Now, in consequence of our natural descent from
Adam since his fall, we come into the world totally

destitute of this right disposition towards God, and
grow up under the influence of a contrary temper.
"The carnal mind is enmity against God." This
is what we mean by the total depravity of human
nature; not that there is an absence of all general
and praise-worthy feeling towards our fellow-crea-

tures; not that there is the predominance of crimi-

nal and vicious appetite; but that there is a total

destitution of all right feeling towards God. Before

true religion be possessed by one human being,

there must of consequence be an entire change of
mind, a complete alteration in the disposition.

The Scriptures inform us that all are inherently
depraved, for " that which is born of the flesh is

flesh ;" and therefore, with equal explicitness they

inform us that ail must be changed before they can
partake of true piety. This change is so great, that

our Lord himself calls it a second birth. " Verily,

verily, I say unto you, except a man be born again,

he cannot see the kingdom of heaven."

Until this change takes place there cannot be

even the commencement of true religion. What-
ever is avoided, or whatever is done that bears the

semblance of piety, is carried on without a right

disposition of mind ; and we cannot suppose, that

God who sees the heart, is plea.sed with such ser-

vice, any more than we should be with compliments

from a person, whose bosom we knew to be desti-

tute of all right feeling towards us. The mistake,

which many make in religion is, they do not begin

with the beginning; they attempt to carry up the

superstructure without seeking to have the founda-

tion laid in the renewal of their nature. They pro-

fess to serve God outwardly, brfore they have sur-

rendered their heart to his renewing grace. Their
religion is a new dress, but not a new nature. It is

the mechanical performance of an automaton, not

the voluntary actions of a living man. It wants that

which alone constitutes piety,—a right disposition

towards God.
III. This disposition is implanted in the soul by

the power of the Holy Ghost.

The operations of Deity, in the formation of the

material world, are frequently alluded to by the sa-

cred writers, as illustrating the work of Jehovah in

renewing the human mind, and bringing forth the

beauties of holiness in the human character. The
soul of man, as to all spiritual excellence, is in its

natural state a chaos ; and the same divine Spirit,

which brooded on the materials of the formless

void ; which moved on the i''ace of the deep, and
brought order out of confusion, and beauty out of

deformity; which said. Let there be light and there

was light ; now operates on the dark mind, the irre-

gular affections, the hard heart of the sinner, giv-

ing true light to the understanding, a right disposi-

tion to the soul, submission to the will, and in short

creating the whole man anew in Christ Jesus unto

good •*( orks. This is declared in many passages ot

the Scriptures. " A new heart also will /give you,"

saith God to the Jews, " and a new spirit will /puR

within you; and /will take away the stony heart

out of your flesh, a,nd /will give you a heart of fle.sh.

And I will put my spirit within you, and cause you

to walk in my statutes."* To the same effect are

our Lord's words to Nicodemus. "Except a man be

born of water and the Spirit, he shall not see the

kingdom of heaven." Tnis same truth is often re-

peated by the apostles. " You hath he quickened."

"Who hath saved us by washing of regeneration,

and renewing of the Holv Ghost." " It is God who
worketh in us to will and to do." That it must be

some power out of man, and beyond hiinselt to ef-

fect the change is evident, from the circumstance,

that it is not merely the conduct, but the disposition

itself, which requires to he changed; and who can

reach the mind^xii regulate the springs of action,

but God 1 Not that we are to lie down in indolent

neglect, and say, " If then it is the Holy Ghost who
must change the mind, I may give up all concern

about the matter, and wait before I attempt to per-

form the duties of religion, till I feel that I am
changed." No; as rational creatures we must use

our faculties, consider our case, examine our hearts,

• Ezek. xxxvi. 28, 27.
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tremble at our situation, call upon God in prayer,

and give him no rest till he pour out his spirit upon
us. The very circumstance, that we are thus de-

pendent on God, should make us more tremblingly

anxious, more importunate in prayer, for divine

help. If you were entirely dependent upon the a.s-

sistance of a fellow-creature for help lo recover

your property, liberty, or life, would not that very

conviction impel you to the dior and presence of

the person, in all the eloquence and urgency of im-
portunate entreaty 1 Would you not pour out your
very soul in the language of wrestling supplication 1

Would you not pre^s your suit by every argument,
so long as a ray of hope fell upon your spirits'?

—

In this case, the idea that help must come from an-

other, would not render you indolent, and why
should it do so in the business of conversion"?

IV. I shall now state how a right disposition of

mind towards God will exercise itself in our circum-

stances as sinners, which will bring us more imme-
diately to a consideration of the nature of real re-

ligion.

First.

—

Reverence, veneration, and awe, are due
from us to thai great and glorious Being, who is the

author of our existence, the fountain of our com-
forts, the witness of our actions, and the arbiter of

our eternal destiny. How sublimely grand and aw-
ful is the character of God, as it is revealed in his

word ! Acknowledging as you do, my children, his

existence, you should make him the object of your
habitual fear and dread. You should maintain a

constant veneration for him, a trembling depreca-

tion of his wrath. A consciousness of his existence,

and of his immediate presence, should never for any
great length of time be absent from your mind.

—

The idea of an ever present, omniscient, omnipo-
tent Spirit, should not only be sometimes before

your understanding as an article of faith, hut im-

pressed upon your heart as an awful and practical

reality. Your very spirits should ever be laboring

to apprehend, and apply the representation which
the Scriptures give us of the Deity. A desire to

know him, to feel and act towards him with propri-

etv, should he interwoven with the entire habit of
your reflections and conduct.

Secondly.

—

Penite-nce is indispensably necessary.

In order to this, there must be deep conviction of
sin; for none can mourn over a fault, which he is

not convinced that he has committed. A deep con-

sciousness of guilt is one of the first feelings of a

renewed mind, and is one of the first operations of

the Holy Ghost. " When he is come, he shall con-

vince the world of sin." We come to a knowledge
of our sinful stale, by an acquaintance with the

spirituality, purity, and extent of the moral law;
" for sin is the transgression of the law." Until

we know ihe law, which is the rule of duty, we
cannot know in what way, and to what extent, we
have offended against it. The exposition which
our Lord has given us of the law, in his sermon on
the Mount, informs us that it is not only the overt

act of iniquity which makes a man a sinner: but

the inward feeling, the imagination, the desire. An
unchaste look is a breach of the seventh command-
ment ; a feeling of immoderate anger is a violation

of the sixth. Viewing ourselves in such a mirror,

and trying ourselves by such a standard, we must
all confess ourselves to be guilty of ten thousand
sins. And then again we are not only sinful for

V!\\?l{ we do aviiss ; but for what we leave vndone
that is right, and ought to be done. If therefore

we have a ri?ht disposition towards God, we must
have a deep feeling of depravity and guilt ; an im-
pressive sense of moral obliquity ; a humlilins con-

sciousness of vileness. To the charges of the law,

we must cry guilty, guilty. We must not only ad-

mit upon the testiiiiony of others that we are sinful,

but from a perception of the holine.ss of God's na-
ture, and the purity of his law; we must discern
the number, aggravations, and enormity of our of-

fences. We must do homage to infinite holiness,

by acknowledging ourselves altogether sinful.

Sorroio is essential lo penitence. We cannot
have been made partakers of penitence if we do
not feel inward grief on the review of our trans-

gressions. We read ol' "godly sorrow, which
worketh repentance unto salvation." If we have
injured a fellow-creature, the first indication of a
right sense of the aogression is a sincere regret that

we should have acted so. How much more neces-

sary is it that we should be unfei?nedly sorry for

our innumerable offences against God. Sorrow for

sin, is not however to be estimated only by violent

emotions and copious tears. The passions are much
stronger in themselves, and much more exciteable,

in some than in others ; and therefore, the same de-

gree of inward emotion, or of outward grief, is not

to be expected from all. The degrees of sorrow,

as well as the outward modes of expressing it, will

vary, as belonging more to the sensitive nature than
to the rational; and for avoiding all scruple and
doubtfulness, on this head, it may be laid down for

certain, that the least degree of sorrow is sufficient,

if it produce reformation; the greatest, insufficient,

if it do not.

The next step in penitence is confession. Real
sorrow for sin is always frank and impartial, while
false or partial sorrow is prone lo concealment, pal-

liation, and apology. There is a wretched p rone-

ness in many persons, when convinced of sin, to

offer excuses and lo endeavor to think the best of

their case. Thev cannot be brought to admit the

charge in all its length and breadth; but they at-

tempt to hide its ma?nitude from their own eyes.

This is a dangerous disposition, and has often come
between a man's soul and his saK'ation. All the

great and precious promises of pardon are suspend-
ed upon the condition of confession, " If we con-

fess our sins, God is faithful and just to forgive us

our sins." Confession must be in detail, not in ge-

nerals only ; it must be free and impartial.

Abhorrence of sin is also included in penitence.

There can be no real grief for an action, which is

not accompanied by a dislike of it. We shall un-
questionably hate sin, if we partake of godly sor-

row. This indeed is the true meaning of the term
repentance, which does not signif}' grief merely,
but an entire change of mind towards sin. Abhor-
rence of sin is as necessary a part of repentance
as grief Our hatred of transgression must be

grounded not merely on viewing it as an injury to

ourselves, but as a7i insult to God. For penitence,

on account of sin, is altogether a different feeling

to that which we experience over a fire, a ship-

wreck, or a disease which has diminished our com-
forts. Our tears then are not enough, if not fol-

lowed by abhorrence. If we are sincere in our
grief, we shall detest and fly the viper which has
stung us, and not cherish and caress the beast,

whilst with false tears we bathe the wound we have
received.

Thirdly.

—

Faith in Jesus Christ is no less neces-

sarv.

Faith is a very important, and most essential part

of true religion. Faith in Christ is a firm practical

belief of the gospel testimony concerning Christ, a

full persuasion of the truth of what is declared, and
a confident, erpeclation of what is promised. The
testimony is this. " It is a faithful savin?, and
worthy of all acceptation, that Jesus Christ came
into the world to save sinners." " God so loved the

world as to give his onlv begotten Son, that whoso-
ever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life." Hence then, faith is believing
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that Jesus Christ died as a sacrifice of atonement

to divine justice, for human guilt, depending on

that atonement firmly and exclusively for accept-

ance wiih God, and expecting eternal life accord-

ing to God's promise.

Faith is most obviously as much a part of a right

disposition towards God, as penitence. God having
given Jesus Christ for the salvation of sinners, and
promised to save ti.ose who depend upon the atone-

ment, and commanded all to ask for pardon and
eternal life; it is manifest, that not to believe, is to

dispute the divine veracity, as well as to rebel

against the Divine authority. To believe the gos-

pel, and to expect salvation through Christ, is to

honor all the attributes of Dehy at once, is to praise

that mercy which prompted the scheme of redemp-
tion, that wisdom which devised it, that power which
accomplished it, that justice which is satisfied by it,

and that truth which engages to bestow its benefits

on all that seek them. Not to believe is an act of

contempt, which insults Jehovah in every view of

his character at once. Until we are brought there-

fore, actually to depend on Christ so as to accept

salvation, we have no real religion.

Fourthly.

—

A willingness in all things to obey God,
completes the view, which ought to be given of a
right disposition towards him.

There must be a distinct acknowledgr/ient of

His right to govern us, and an unreserved .'^uriender

of our heart and life to His authority : an habitual

desire to do what he has enjoined, to avoid wnal he

has forbidden. Where there is this desire to please,

this reluctance to otTend God, the individual wiU
read with constancy and attention the sacred vo-
lume, which is written for the express purpose of
teaching us how to obey and please the Lord. Find-
ing there innumerable injunctions against all kinds
of immorality and sin, and as many commands to

practise every personal, relative, and social duty,

the true Christian will be zealous for all good
works. Remembering, that Jesus Christ is propos-
ed there as our example, no less than our atone-
ment, he will strive to be like him in purity, spirit-

uality, submission to the will of God, and devoted-
ness to the divine glory. Nor will he forget to imi-
tate the beautiful meekness, lowliness, and kindness
of his deportment: so that the love, which a right

view of his atonement never fails to produce, trans-

forms the soul of the believer into his image. Find-
ing in the word of God many commands to culti-

vate the spirit, and attend on the exercises of devo-
tion ; the true Christian will remember the Sabbath
day to keep it holy, will maintain daily prayer in
his closet, and unite himself in the fellowship of
some Christian church, to live in communion with
believers, and with them to celebrate the sacred
supper.

During the trials of life, he will console himself
with the promises of grace and the prospects of
glory. He will soften his earthly cares by the in-

fluence of his heavenly hopes. He will endeavor
to keep himself pure from the vices of the world,
and shine as a spiritual light amidst surrounding
darkness. His great business in this world will be
to prepare for a better: and when the time arrives
for him to quit the visible for the invisible state, he
will bow in meek submission to the will of God,
and retire from earth, cheered with the prospect
and the expectation of eternal glory.

Such appears to me to be the nature of true reli-

gion. Its possessor, daily conscious of his defects,

will habitually humble himself before God; and
while he seeks forgiveness for past otfences, through
the blood of Jesus Christ, will as earnestly implore
the gracious aid of the Holy Ghost to sanctify him
more perfectly for the i-ulure.

CHAPTER V.

ON THE ADVANTaUES AND RESPONSIBILITY OF A PIOUS

EDUCATION.

The advantages of any system of means, must of

course, as to their value, be estimated by the im-
portance of the end to be obtained, which, in the

present case, is the possession of real relisiion in

this world, and eternal happiness in that which is

to come. The end to be obtained includes not only

a profession of piety in our present state of being,

but all that infinite and everlasting felicity, which
piety brings in its train :—of what /ast consequence

then must be the most suitable means for attaining

this sublime purpose

!

The value of a thing, my dear children, is some-

times learnt by the want of it; consider therefore,

the situation of those young persons, whose parent.s,

careless of their own souls, take no pjins for the

salvation of their children. In what a hapless situ-

ation are such young people placed! They are

taught perhaps every thing but religion. They are

instructed in all the elegant accomplishments of

fashionable life ; but how to serve <Jjd and obtain

eternal salvation, is no part of their education. In

their abode, wisdom, in the form of parental piety,

is never heard saying " Hearken ye children, and I

will teach you the fear of the Lord." They see

cards and other amusements often introduced to the

domestic circle, but no Bible: they hear singing,

but it is not the songs of Zion : there is feasting

and conviviality, but no devotion : there is no do-

mestic altar, no family prayer. The Sabbath is

marked with the same levity as other days. They
go to church perhaps, but hear any thing rather

than the pure gospel of Christ. They are taken to

every gay party in the neighborhood, and are studi-

ously trained lip for pleasure. They scarcely ever

see the lovely form of religion in the circles which
they frequent, except, like, its divine author, it be

brought there to be despised and rejected of men.

How are such young people to be pitied ! Who
can wonder that they do not fear the Lord !

How diSerent has been your lot !— the very con-

trast of this. From your' earliest childhood you
have been taught the nature and the necessity of

true religion. Instruction on these topics has been

coeval with the dawn of reason. Every topic of

piety has been explained to you as you could bear it.

The doctrines of Christianity have been stated

and proved, its duties unfolded and enforced. The
nature and attributes of God ; the extent and obli-

gation of his law; the design and grace of the gos-

pel, have been explained—your sinful state has been

clearly set before you ; the object of Christ's death

pointed out ; the necessity of regeneration, justifica-

tion, and sanctification impressed upon your heart.

If you perish, will it be for lack of knowledge 1

—

If you miss the path ol life, will it be from not hav-

ing it pointed out 1

To instruction has been united admonition.—
With all the tenderness of parental affection, and

all the seriousness which the nature of the subject

demanded, you have been warned, entreated, and

even besought to fear God and seek the salvation

of your souls. You have seen the tear glistening

in a father's eye, while his tongue addressed to you

the fondest wishes of his heart for your eternal hap-

piness.

You have enjoyed the advantage of a sysiem of

mild and appropriate discipline. Remen-.ber you

not the time when your budding corruptions were

nipped by the kind 'hand of parental care
;
and the

blossoms of youthful excellence were sheltered and
fostered bv a mother's watchful eye 1 Have they
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not often reproved you for what was wrong, and
commended you for what is right 1 Have they not
by praise, and by dispraise judiciously administered,
endeavored to train you up to hate that which is

evil, and to cleave to that which is good ? Have
they not kept you from improper company, and
warned you against associates that were likely to

injure youl Have they not with weeping e3'es,

and bleeding hearts, administered that correction
which your sins deserved !

Have you not also seen all this enforced by the
power of a holy example, imperfect, it is true, yet
sufBcient, like the sun even when partially covered
with a mist, to be your guide 1 You have seen
them walking vilh God, and in fellowship with
Christ. You hive seen them retiring for prayer,
and marked wiih an impression of devout serious-
ness, they have brought from the presence of God.
You cannot doubt that religion was the governing
principle otMheit heart. The happiness, as well as
noliness of true piety, has appeared in their conduct.
You have seen the cloud of sorrow which affliction

brought upon their brow, irradiated with the sun-
beams of Christian faith and hope. Thus the whole
weight of parental example, has been employed to

give impression in favor of religion on your heart.

But the advantage of a pious education rests not
here ; for you well know that it has procured for
you all other religious beneiits, which conduct, in

the order of means, to the salvation of the soul. You
have been taken, from a child, to hear the gospel
preached by those who are anxious to save them-
elves, and them that hear them. You have been
Hssociaied with religious people, and joined the cir-

cles of the righteous, where the claims of religion
are respected, and her holy image has been wel-
comed with affection, and treated with respect.

—

Religious books have been put into your hands.—
Schools selected for jour education which would
aid the work of your parents, and every thing kept
out of your way which would be likely to be an im-
pediment to the formation of your religious charac-
ter, and your pursuits of eternal salvation. Thus,
so far as means go, the very avenues of perdition
have been blocked up, the way to destruction has
been filled with mounds and barriers ; while the
path of life has been carefully laid open to your
view, and every thing done to facilitate your en-
trance to the road of immortality. You have been
born, cradled, instructed in an element of religion;
you have trod the ground, and breathed the atmos-
phere of piety. What advantages!! Who shall
count their number or calculate their value !

!

And now think of the respoiisibilitv which all

these privileges entail upon you. This thought
fills me with trembling lor you, if you do not trem-
ble foi; yourselves. Man is an accountable being,
and his accountability to God, is in exact propor-
tion to his opportunities for knowing and doing the
will of his Creator. No talents of this kind, that
are intru.sted to man, are so precious as those of a
religious education ; and with no persons will God
be so awfully strict in judgment, as with those who
have possessed them. A law of proportion, will be
the rule of the final judgment. Ten talents will not
be required from those, to whom only five were de-
livered

; nor will only five be demanded from those,
with whom ten were entrusted. This is plainly
stated by Christ in that most impressive passage,
" That servant, which knew his Lord's will, and
prepared not himself, neither did according to his
will, shall be beaten with many stripes. But he that
knew not, and did commit things worthy of stripes,
shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto whom-
soever much is given, of him shall be much requir-
ed; and to whom men have committed much, of

him they will ask more."* Who upon this scale,
shall measure the height and depth of your respon-
sibility ? The poor Pagan who hews down a tree,

makes a god of its wood, and worships the deity
which he has thus fashioned ; who lives in all kind
of lust, and cruelty, and fakehood—the Mohamme-
dan, who turns his face to the rising sun, and calls

upon h:s prophet—the rustic, who revels in the vil-

lage where his father rioted before him, and where
neither of them ever heard one parental admonition,
nor one gospel sermon—nay, even the infidel who
derides the Scripture, and was taught to do it by his

sire, will not have so much to account for in the

day of scrutiny, as you who have enjoyed the ad-
vantages of a pious education. Think, I beseech
you, upon all your privileges, the instructions, the
warnings, the admonitions, the reprools you have
received even from your infancy—your father's ear-

nest prayers, and your mother's monitory tears

—

domestic teachings, and ministerial advice—Sab-
baths spent, and sermons heard—all, all must be
accounted for at the last day ; all will be demanded
in judgment. You may now think lightly of these

things, but God does not. You rnay forget them as
they pass, but God does not. They are dealt out to

you as precious things : the number of them is writ-

ten down amongst the records of Omniscience, and
in that day when the throne shall be set, and the
books shall be opened, the improvement of each
will be demanded, by a voice at which the universe
shall tremble. You will not be tried as one that

had only the feeble glimmering of natural reason to

guide his perceptions, and his conduct; but as one
that walked amidst the noontide splendor of divine
revelation, as one that occupied just that station in
the moral world, where the light of heaven fell with
the clearest and the steadiest brightness.

Do fancy yourself called into judgment to answer
for your religious privileges ; summoned by a voice
which is impossible to resist, from the throng of
trembling spirits waiting for their doom ; fancy you
hear the voice that commanded the universe into

being, saying to you, " Child of the righteous, .son

of many prayers and much anxiety, give an account
of thyself; exhibit the fruits and improvement of
all thy rich and innumerable advantages for a life

of piety. Ye parents who taught him, bear witness.

I intrusted him to your care. Did ye bring him up
in the fear and nurture and admonition of the Lord ?

Resign your trust; deliver your testimony; clear

yourselves." Impressive and awful spectacle 1
!

—

There you stand before the tribunal of God, con-
fronted by the mo'her that bore you, and the father

that loved j'ou. If you have neglected your advan-
tages, and lived without piety, what a testimony
will they hear. " Thou art our witness, O God,
and that unhappy individual in whom we once de-

lighted as our child, but whom we now renounce
for ever, with what affectionate solicitude, and un-
wearied perseverance ; with how many tears and
prayers we labored for his salvation. But all was
useless. This is not the season of mercy, or we
would still pour over his guilty head one more fer-

vent prayer for his salvation ; but forbidden to com-
mend him to thy mercy, we can now do nothing but

leave him to thv justice." Miserable man, what
can he say "? He is speechless. Conscious guilt

leaves him without excuse, despair seals up his lips

in silence. One piercing, agonizing look is direct-

ed to his parents, one deep groan escapes his bosom,

as the ghosts of murdered opportunities rise upon
his vision, and crowd the regions of his fancy. As
his distracted eye ranges o'er the millions who stand

on the left hand of the Judge, there is not one whose
situation he does not envy. The Pagan, the Mo-

• Luke xii. 47, 48.
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hammedan, the poor peasant who sinned away hrs

life in a benighted village, even the infidel, going up
to receive his doom for blaspheming the God of reve-

lation, appears less guilty, less miserable than he.

But were my pen dipped in the gall of celestial

displeasure, 1 could not describe the weight of the

sentence, nor the misery which it includes, that will

fall upon the ungodly child of righteous parents.

—

Who shall portray the hell of such a fallen spirit, or

set forth the torments with which it will be followed

to the regions of eternal night 1 We all know that

no sufferings are so dreadful as those which are self-

proc\ired ; and that self-reproach infuses a bitterness

into the cup of wo, Avhich exasperates the anguish
of despair. Disappointment of long and fondly che-

rished hopes is dreadful ; but if there be no reason

for self-reproach, even this is tolerable : but to sutler,

through eternal ages, in the bottomless pit, with no
prospect but of misery, no employment but that of

numbering over the advantages we once possessed

for escaping from the wrath to come

—

this is hell.

—

My children ! my children ! my heart agonizes as

I write. I groan over these lines of my book—these

pictures of my fancy. Do take warning. Hearken
to these sentiments. Let them have their due weight

upon your minds—treasure up this conviction in

your minds— that of all lands on earth, it is the most
dreadful to travel to the bottomless pit from a Chris-

tian country; and of all the situations in that coun-

try, it is the most awful to reach the bottomless pit

from the house of godly parents. Let me be any
thing in the day of judgment, and in eternal misery,

rather than the irreligious child of religious pa-

rents.*

CHAPTER VI.

ON THE MOST PREVAILING OBSTACLES WHICH PREVENT
YOUNG PEOPLE PROM ENTERING ON A RELIGIOUS

LIFE.

Our Lord has most explicitly taugnt us, my dear
children, that the entrance to the path of life is not

only unattended with difficulty, nor to be accom-
plished without effort. Into that road we are not

Dorne by the pressure of the thronging multitude,

nor the force of natural inclination. No broad and
flowery avenue attracts the eye ; no syren songs of

worldly pleasure allure the ear; "but strait is the

gate, and narrow is the way, that leadeth to life, and
few there be that find it." Hence the admonition

—

" Strive to enter in at the strait gate ; for many shall

seek to enter in and shall not be able." This im-
plies that there are obstructions to be removed and
difficulties to be surmounted.
The fundamental and universal obstruction with

which every one has to contend, and which can be
removed only by the power of the Holy Ghost, is

the darkness and depravity brought upon human
nature by the Fall ; and the indulged sensuality,

prejudice, and enmity of the carnal mind. But
this prevailing depravity manifests itself in various
specific forms, according to the different circum-
stances, constitutions, ages, and tempers of its sub-

ject.s. It is an inward and universal evil, exhibit-

ing its opposition to religion in an immense variety

of ways.
1. Self-conceit is not uncommonly to be met with

in the character of the young, and is very much op-

posed to the spirit of true piety.

This is a sort of epidemic disease, which finds a

peculiar susceptibility in persons of your age to re-

ceive it. Young in years and experience, they are

* There is a little repetition in this chapter, of some
of the sentiments in the first ; but as the subject led

to it, the author was not anxious to avoid it.

IVtimber 15«

very apt, nevertheless, to form high notions of them-
selves, and to fancy they are competent judges of
all truth and conduct. They decide, where wiser
minds deliberate; speak, where experience is si-

lent; rush forward with impetuosity, where their
sires scarcely creep; and think themselves quite as
competent to determine and to act, as those who
have witnessed the events of three-score years and
ten. This disposition shows itself oftentimes in re-

ference to business; and the bankrupt list has a
thousand times revealed the consequences. But it

is seen in more important matters than business.

In the gavety of their spirits, and in the efflor-

escence of youthful energy, they see no great need
of religion to make them happy; or if some religion

be necessary, they do not think it requires all that

solicitude and caution with which older Christians

attend to its concerns: thci/ are not so much in dan-
ger as some would represent; tkey shall not take up
with the humbling, self-abasing, penitential religion

of their fathers, hut adopt a more rational piety; they

have reason to guide them, strength to do all that is

necessary, and therefore cannot see the need of so

much fear, caution, and dependance.
My children, be humble: pride and self-conceit

will otherwise be your ruin. Think of your age
and your inexperience. How often, already, have
you been misled by the ardor of youth, in cases

where you were most confident that you were rightl

When the Athenian orator was asked. What is the

first grace in oratory? he replied, Pronunciation;
the second 1 Pronunciation; the third 1 still he re-

plied, Pronunciation : so, if I am asked, What is

the first grace in religion 1 I reply. Humility; the

second 1 Humility.; the third 1 still Humility: and
self-conceit is the first, and the second, and the third

obstruction.

2. Love of worldly pleasure is a great impediment
to piety. It has been most profanely said, "Youth
is the time for pleasure, manhood for business, old

age for religion." It is painful to observe, that if

the two latter allotments of human life are neglect-

ed, the first is not. Young people too often answer
the description given by the apostle, " Lovers of

pleasure more than lovers of God." In youth, there

are many temptations to the gratification of this

propensity ; the senses are vigorous, the spirits

lively, the imagination ardent, the passions warm,
and the anxieties of life but few and feeble. Hence
many give themselves up to the impulses of their

corrupt nature, and are held in alienation from a

life of piety by a love of pleasure. Some are car-

ried away by a vain and f^rivolous love of dress and
show; others by a delight in conviviality and par-

ties; others by routs, balls, and theatrical represent-

ations; others by the sports of the field; others by
intemperance and debauchery.

It is admitted that all these gratifications are not

equally degrading in themselves, nor equally de-

structive of reputation and health; but if indulged

as the chief good, they may all prevent the mind
from attending to the concerns of religion. A pre-

dominant love of worldly pleasure, of any kind, is

destructive in every point of view. It unfits you for

the pursuits, and disinclines you for the toils of bu-

siness; and thus is the enemy of your worldly inte-

rests. It often leads on from gratifications, which,

in the opinion of the world, are decent and moral,

to those which are vicious and immoral ;
it is in-

compatible with the duties and comforts of domestic

life ; it prevents the improvement of the understand-

ing, and keeps the mind barren and empty ; it pre-

vents us from becoming the benefactors of our spe-

cies ; but its greatest mischief is, that it totally in-

disposes the mind for religion, and thus extends

its mischief to eternity: in short, if cherished and

persisted in, it ruins and damns the soul for ever.
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My children, beware of this most dangerous pro-

pensity; consider whither it leads; check it to the

uttermost; and ask grace from heaven to acquire a
better taste. " What a hideous case is this, to be so

debased in the temper of your minds as to lose all

the laudable appetites and advantages of an intellec-

tual nature; and to be sunk into the deformity of a
devil, and into the meanness of a brute! To be so

drenched in malignant delights, and in sensual,

fading, and surfeiting pleasures, as to forego all

real and elernal satisfactions for them, and to entail

insupportable and endless miseries upon yourselves

by them." Yes, if you live for worldly pleasure, and
neglect religion, you are giving up an exceeding
great and eternal weight of glory, for light and fri-

volous gratifications, which are but for a moment.
You are, for the sake of a few years' empty mirth,

entailing everlasting ages of unmitigated torments.

Besides, though worldly pleasure gratifies, does it

satisfy"? When the honey is all sucked, does it

leave no sting behind"? And then, what are the

pleasures of the world compared with those of reli-

gion, but the shadow to the substance ; the stagnant
pool to the fresh and running fountain ; the smok-
ing taper to the mid-day sun"? Shall worldly plea-

sure cheat you of salvation 1

3. Prejudice against the ways of Religion, as
gloomy, keeps many from yielding to its claims.

Many young people seem to compare religion to

a dark subterranean cavern, to which, as you de-

scend, you quit all that is joyous in life ; which is

imperviotts to the light of heaven, and inaccessible
to the melodies of creation ; where nothing meets
the eye but tears, nor the ear but sighs; where the

inhabitants, arrayed in sackcloth, converse only in

groans ; where, in short, a smile is an offence against
the superstition that reigns there, and a note of de-
light would be avenged by the awful genius of the

place, with an expulsion of the individual who had
dared to be cheerful. This religion 1 No, my
children. I will give you another figurative view
of it. " Wisdom hath builded her house, she hath
hewn out her seven pillars : she hath killed her
beasts; she hath mingled her wine; she hath also

furnished her table; she hath sent forth her maid-
ens; she crieth upon the highest places of the city,

come, eat of my bread and drink of the wine which
I have mingled."*
This is a metaphorical description cf religion

under the name of wisdom, and the figure of a feast.

It is declared in revelation, and all the saints in the
universe will confirm the truth of the assertion, that
" Wisdom's ways are ways of pleasantness, and all

her paths peace. "t

4. An inconsiderate heedless temper is with many
an obstruction to piety.

There is frequently, in persons of your age and
circumstances, a peculiar thoughtlessness of mind :

a want of calm consideration and steady reflection.

They do not deliberate and ponder. Their minds
seem as light a.'* thistle-down, and as volatile as the
butterfly. They are always walking, talking, smil-
ing, but rarely thinking. The meditative mood, the
contemplative attitude^ is never theirs. If you want
them, never look for them at home, but watch for
them abroad. Their extreme volatility prevents
them from giving due heed even to the concerns of
the world ; and as for religion, though they are im-
mortal creatures, lost sinners invited to salvation,
destined to eternity, and hastening to heaven or
hell, they have scarcely ever had a serious thought
upon the subject. Even these momentous topics are
treated with the utmost lightness of mind. If the

* Proverbs ix. 1, 5.

+ See this proved at large in the chapter on the
Pleasures of Religioft.

eye of any one of this class should range over these
pages, let me beseech her to look at her picture, and
ask herself if she can admire it. O my young friend,

cannot the high themes of eternity make you serious"?

Placed as you are, on ihis earth, between the tor-

ments of the damned and the felicities of the re-

deemed; with the preparations for judgment going
on, and the scenes of eternity opening before you;
will you laugh out your little share of existence,

and flutter through life, till, like a bird dropping
into a volcano, you fall into the bottomless pit ! Let
these things soberise your thoughts, and bring you
to the subject of religion, with something like an
appropriate seriousness of mind.

5. Evil companions have often proved an obstruc-

tion to young people in the ways of piety.

Young people are generally inclined for compa-
ny, and too often it proves a snare to them. Many
a hopeful youth, that seemed at one time setting out

in the ways of piety, has been arrested in his holy

career, by some unsuitable associate, with whom he
has joined himself in the bonds of friendship; and
thus he who seemed beginning in the spirit has end-

ed in the flesh, leaving his pious friends to exclaim
in the tone of grief and disappointment, "Ye did

run well, who did hinder you "?" How difficult is

it, when a young person is first brought under the

influence of genuine piety, to break from his former
gay companions; and yet, if he would persevere in

his new course, it inust be done. In such cases the

bonds of a,ssociation must be broken. You must
give up your society or your salvation ; and can you
hesitate 1

6. The misconduct of professing Christians, espe-

cially ofparents, proves to many yonn? persons, a
stone of stumbling, at the entrance of the path of
godliness.

They have seen the open immorality, or the se-

cret hypocrisy of those, who profess to be partakers

of true piety, and under the influenceof disgust and
disappointment, are ready to conclude that all are
alike, and that there is no reality in religion, no
truth in revelation. I know that these things must
often prove an obstruction in their way, and have
produced in some instances an unconquerable anti-

pathy to the ways of godliness. Yet is it rational to

have our minds thus prejudiced against Christiani-

ty, by the apostacies of those who were only its pre-
<e??de^ disciples 1 But can that system be divine,

you exclaim, amongst whose followers there are so

many hypocrites "?—Can that system, I reply, be
otherwise than divine, which has outlived them all,

and triumphs alike over the apostacies of its seeming
friends, and the opposition of its real foes 1 Consi-
dering the numberless instances of this kind which
have occurred, even from the beginning, I am per-

suaded that had not Christianity been supported by
Omnipotence, nothing more than its name as an an-
cient delusion, would have reached the nineteenth

century. Nothing but that which was sustained by
a principle of divine life, could have outlived so

much internal decay, and so much external vio-

lence. Besides, does not the perpetual effort to coun-
terfeit, prove its real excellence"? For who imitates

that which is worthless"? Look at the bright, as

well as at the dark side. Against the troops of de-

serters and renegades, muster the thronging mil-

lions, who have endured temptation, and continued

faithful unto death; call up the noble army of

martyrs, whom neither dungeons nor fetters, scaf-

folds nor slakes, could intimidate; who held fast

their principles amidst unheard of tortures, and suf-

fered not the king of terrors to rescue from their

grasp the doctrines of their faith.

Judge of religion, as it demands to be tried, by
its own evidences, and not by the conduct of its pro-

fessors. Look at it in its own light, and there you
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will derive a conviction of its truth and importance,

which would make you cling to it in a crisis, when
even all men should forsake it. Relijrion an impos-

ture, because some of its professors are false ! ! As
rationally may you conclude that there is no real

orb of day, because by an optical illusion, mock suns

are sometimes se^n in the atmosphere.

Remember, your neglect of religion will not be

excused, on the ground that your prejudices were
shocked by the misconduct of professing Christians.

Your obligations are in no degree dependant on the

manner in which others discharge theirs.'

7. A spirit ofprocrastination, has considerable in-

fluence, in preventing the young from attending to

the claims of religion.

This has been the ruin of multitudes now in hell.

How many amongst the lost souls in prison are now
rueing the cheat, which was practised upon their

judgment, when they were persuaded to put off the

affairs of eternity till another time. Perhaps there

is not one in perdition, but intended to be religious

at some future period. It is recorded of Archius, a

Grecian magistrate, that a conspiracy was formed
against his life. A friend who knew the plot, dis-

patched a courier with the intelligence, who, on be-

ing admitted to the presence of the magistrate, de-

livered to him a pacquet with his message:—"My
Lord, the person who writes you this letter, con-

jures you to read it immediately,— it contains seri-

ous matters." Archius, who was then at a feast, re-

plied, smiling, " Serious affairs to-morrow," put the

pacquet aside, and continued the revel. On that

night the plot was executed, the magistrate slain,

and Archius, on the morrow when he intended to

read the letters, a mutilated corpse, leaving to the

world a fearful example of the effects of procrasti-

nation. My children, do not, when God and the

preacher say to-day give your attention to religion,

reply, " to-morrojv ;" for alas ! on that morrow you
may be in eternity.

Young people are very apt to presume on long

life : but on what ground 1 Have they an assur-

ance 1 No, not for an hour. Is it a rare thing for

young people to die 1 Go into any church-yard in

the kingdom, and learn the contrary from the re-

cords of the tombs. Have you any security in the

vigor of your constitution from the inelancholy

change produced by decay and death 1 " So have I

seen a rose newly springing from the clefts of its

hood, and at first it was as fair as the morning, and
full with the dew of heaven, as a lamb's fleece ; but

when a ruder breath had forced open its virgin mo-
desty, and dismantled its too youthful and unripe
retirements, it began to put on darkness, and to de-

cline to softness, and the symptoms of a sickly age

;

it bowed the head, and broke its stalk, and at night
having lost some of its leaves and all its beauty, it

fell into the portion of weeds and worn-out faces."*

But besides, admitting that you should live, is not

your inclination likely, if possible, to be less and
less towards religion 1 Your acts of sin will be con-

firmed into habits. Your heart will become harder
and harder, for it is the nature of depravity to in-

crease. If you wished to extinguish a fire, would
you wait till it was a conflagration'? if to cure a

cold, would you wait till it was a fever "?

What if God should withdraw his spirit, and give

you up to total insensibility 1 For consider his

grace is necessary to salvation. Religion is the

work of God in the soul of man. Despised and re-

jected to-day, is he not likely to abandon you to-

morrow'? and then what a situation are you in"?

—

Like a barren rock, insensible both to the beams of

the sun and the showers of heaven ! You may fe-

licitate yourselves in these circumstances on the pro-

* Jeremy Taylor's Holy Dying, p. 8.

traction of life, but it is your curse and not your
blessing. You would tiemble with indescribable
horror at the thought of going the next hour to the

flame which is never to be quenched
;
you would

account it the climax of ruin. No, it is not. I

can tell you something worse than even this.

—

What ; worse than going immediately to the bot-

tomless pit 1 Yes. To live longer abandoned by
God! given up to the deceitfulness of sin, and hard-
ness of heart; left to fill up still more to the brim the

measure nf iniquity; this, this is worse than instant

damnation. Horrible as it seems, yet it is true, that

many now in torment wisli they had been there be-

fore : and that they had not been permitted to live

and commit those sins, which are the sources of

their bitterest sufferings.

These are amongst the most prevailing obstacles

which often prevent young people from entering on
a life of piety. Happy are they who by the grace

of God are enabled to surmount them, and press

through these impediments into the kingdom of God.

CHAPTER VII.

ON THE DECEITFULNESS OF THE HEART.

The detection of deceit, if not a pleasant employ-
ment, is certainly a profitable one: and that man de-

serves well of society, who puts them upon their

guard against a dangerous impostor. The object

of this section of my book is to expose the greatest

deceiver in the world; whose design is to cheat you,

my dear children, not of your property, nor of your
liberty, nor of your life ; but of what is infinitely

dearer than all these— the salvation of your immortal

soul. His success has been frightful beyond descrip-

tion. Earth is full of his operations—hell of his

spoils. Millions of lost souls bewail his success in

the bottomless pit, as the smoke of their torment as-

cendeth up for ever and ever. Who is this impos-

tor, and what is his name ? Is it the false prophet

of Mecca'? No. The spirit of Paganism? No. The
genius of Infidelity "? No. It is the human heart.

—

It is to this, that the prophet's description belongs,
" Deceitful above all things and desperately wicked."

You will perceive, that, to the wiles of this deceiver,

yotb are exposed. Lei me then request your very

serious attention, whilst I lay open to you his deep

devices, and endless machinations.

By the deceitfulness of the heart, we are to under-

stand the liability of our judgment to be perverted,

and misled by the depravity of our nature. And the

following are the proofs of the fact.

1. mhe astonishing ignorance in which many per-

sons reviain of their character and motives.

It is with the mind, as with the countenance every

one seems to know it belter than its po,ssessor.

—

Now is not this somewhat singular'? With the

power of introspection, with access to our spirits

every moment, is it not remarkable that any one

should remain in ignorance of himself? Yet is it

not the case with myriads '? How often do we hear

persons condemning others for those very faults, of

which every one perceives that they themselves are

guilty. We have a striking instance of this in Da-
vid, when the prophet related to him the parable of

the little ewe lamb. It is astonishing with what

dexterity some persons will ward off the arrows of

conviction which are aimed at their hearts, and

give them a direction towards others. When in

preaching or in conversation, a speaker is endea-

voring in a covert way to make them feel, that they

are intended as the object of his censure, they are

most busily employed in fastening it upon others,

and admire the skill, and applaud the seventy, with
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which it is administered. And when at length it be-

comes necessary to throw ofl'ihe disguise, and to de-

clare to them, " Thou art the man," it is quite amus-
ing to see what surprise and incredulity they will

manifest, and how they will either smile at the igno-

rance, or frown on the malice, which could im-

pute to theui faults, of which, however guilty they

might be in other respects, they are totally inno-

cent.

This self-derepfion prevails to a most alarming
extent, in the business of personal religion. The
road to destruction is crowded with travellers, who
vainly suppose that they are walking in the path of

life, and whose dreams of happiness nothing will

disturb, but the dreadful reality of eternal misery.

How can this mistake arise '? The Scripture most
explicitly states the difference between a good man
and a wicked one : the line of distinction between
conversion and impenitence is broad, and deep, and
plain. It can only be accounted for on the ground
of the deceitfulness of the heart.

Then, when conviction forces itself upon the

mind, and the real character begins to appear, what
a degree of evidence will be resisted, and on what
mere shadows of proof will men draw a conclusion

in their own favor. How they mistake motives

•which are apparent to every by-slander; and, in

some instances, even commend themselves for vir-

tues, when the corresponding vices are ripe in their

bosoms.
2. Anothcrproof of the deceitfulness of the heart,

lies in the disguises which it throws over its vices.

It calls evil good, and good evil. How common
is it for men to change the names of their faults,

and endeavor to reconcile themselves to sins, which,
under their own proper designations, must be re-

garded as subjects of condemnation. Thus, intem-

perance and excess are called social disposition and
good fellowship; pride is dignity of mind ; revenge
is spirit; vain pomp, luxury, and extravagance,
are taste, elegance, and refinement ; covetoiisness

is prudence ; levity, folly, obscenity, are innocent
liberty, cheerfulness, and humor. iBut will a new
name, alter the nature of a vice"? No: you may
clothe a swine in purple and gold, and dress a de-

mon in the robes of an angel of light; and the one
is a beast, and the other a devil still.

The same operation of deceit which would strip

vice of its deformity, would rob holiness of its beauty.

Tenderness of conscience is called ridiculous pre-

cision; zeal against sin is moroscness and ill-nature;

seriousness ofmind, repulsive melancholy ; superior

sanctity, disgusting hypocrisy ; in short, all spirit-

ual religion is nauseating cant, whining methodism,
wild enthusiasm. It is however the climax of this

deceitfulness, when vice is committed under the

notion that it is a virtue ; and this has been done in

innumerable instances. Saul of Tarsus thoright

he was doing God service, while he was destroying
the church. The bigots of Rome have persuaded
themselves they were doing right, while they were
shedding the blood nf the saints. O the depth of
deceit in the humnn heart !

3. What a proneness is there in most persons to

frame excuses for th^ir .tiHx, and by what shallow
pretexts are they often led to commit iniquitv.

Ever since that fatal moment, when our first pa-
rents endeavored to shift the blame of their crime
from each other upon the serpent, a disposition to

apologize for sin, rather than to confess it, has been
the hereditary disease of their offspring. It disco-

vers itself early in the human character: and it is

trulv affecting to see how much adroitness is mani-
fested by verv young children in excusing their

faults; and this disposition grows with their growth,
and strengthens with their strength. Some excuse
their sins on the ground of custom: others plead

the smallness of the sins; others endeavor to per-
suade themselves that the suddenness and strength
of temptation, will be admitted as a justification of
their conduct ; while some plead the power of ex-
ample: it is the first offence, say some ; it is the force

of habit, exclaim others: some attempt to find ex-
cuse for their actual sins in the inherent depravity
of their nature; others in the peculiarity of their

temper and constitution ; a few go so far as to lay
all their sins upon the Author of their nature.

—

These are but some amongst the many excuses, by
which men are first led on to sin ; by which they af-

terwards defend themselves against the accusations
of conscience; and which most convincingly de-

monstrate the deep deceitfulness of the human heart.

4. It is proved also by the gradual and almost in-

sensible manner in which it leads men on to the com-
mission of sin.

No man becomes wicked all at once. The way
of a sinner in his career has been compared to the

course of a stone down a steep hill, the velocity of
which is accelerated by every revolution. The
heart does not offend, and shock the judgment, by
asking for too much at first ; it conceals the end of
the career, and lets only so much be seen as is re-

quired for the immediate occasion. When the
prophet of the Lord disclosed to Hazael his future

enormities, he exclaimed, " Is thy servant a dog,
that he should do this V The exclamation wa.s

perfectly honest. At that time, no doubt he was
incapable of such wickedness, and it was a sincere

revulsion of nature which prompted the expression

of his abhorrence. But he knew not his heart.

—

Little by little he was led forward in the course of
iniquity, and at length exceeded, by his wickedness,
the prophet's prediction. Habit rentiers all things

easy, not excepting the most atrocious crimes.

—

Men have often done that without reluctance or re-

morse, which at one period of their lives, they

would have shuddered to contemplate. Many have
committed forgery, who, at one time, could have
been persuaded by no arguments, nor induced by
any motives, to wrong an individual of a farthing;

and the murderer, whose hands are stained with
blood, would probably, a few years or months be-

fore, have trembled at the idea of destroying an
animal. " When the heart of man is bound by the

grace of God, and tied in the golden bands of reli-

gion, and watched by angels, and tended by minis-
ters, those nurse-keepers of the soul, it is not easy
for a man to wander and the evil of his heart be
like the fierceness of lions' whelps; but when he
has once broken the hedge, and got into the strength

of youth, and the licentiousness of ungoverned age,

it is wonderful to observe what a great inundation
of mischief in a very short time, will overflow all

the banks of reason and religion. Vice is first

pleasing—then it grows easy—then it is delightful

—then it is frequent— then habitual—then confirm-

ed— then the man is independent—then he is obsti-

nate—then he resolves never to repent— then he
dies—then he is damned."*
When a young man that has received a pious

education, begins to be solicited to break through
the restraints impo.sed upon him by conscience, he

can venture only on lesser sins: he perhaps only

takes a walk on the Sabbath with a friend, or goes

to .see a play, or joins in one midnight revel: but

even this is not done with ease; he hears the voice

of an internal monitor, starts and hesitates, but

complies. A little remorse follows, but it is soon

worn off. The next time the temptation presents

itself his reluctance is diminished, and he repeats

the offence with less previous hesitation, and less

subsequent compunction. What he did once, he

• Jeremy Taylor's Sermons.
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now without scruple does frequently. His courage

is so far increased, and his fear of sin is so far abat-

ed that he is soon emboldened to commit a greater

sin, and the tavern, and the horse-race are frequent-

ed with as little reluctance as the theatre. Con-

science now and then remonstrates, but he has ac-

quired the ability to disregard its warnings, if not

to silence them. In process of time the society of

all who make the least pretensions to piety is avoid-

ed as troublesome and distressing, and the heedless

youth joins himself with companions better suited

to his taste. Now his sins grow with vigor under

the fostering influence of evil company, just as trees

which are set in a plantation. By this time the

Bible is put out of sight, all prayer neglected, and

the Sabbath constantly profaned. At length he

feels the force of custom, and becomes enslaved by

inveterate habit. The admonitions of a father,

and the tears of a pious mother, produce no im-

pressions, but such as are like the " morning cloud,

or early dew, which soon passeth away." He re-

turns to the society of his evil associates, where
parental admonitions are converted into matter of

wicked sport. The sinner is settled now in an evil

joay ; and the sapling of iniquity has struck the

roots deep into the soul of depravity. The voice

of conscience is now but rarely heard, and even

then, only in the feeble whisper of a dying friend.

His next stage is to lose tke sense of shame. He no
longer wears a mask, or seeks the shade, but sins

openly and without disguise. Conscience now is

quiet ; and without spectre to warn, or angel to de-

liver, he pursues without a check the career of sin.

He can meet a saint without a blush, and hear the

voice of warning with a sneer. Would you believe

itl he. glories in his shame, and attempts to justify

his conduct. Not content with being wicked, he

attempts to make others as bad as himself, puts on
the character of an apostle of Satan, and, like his

master, goeth about as a roaring lion, seeking whom
he may devour. As he is condemned in all his

ways by the Bible, he endeavors to get rid of this

troublesome judge, and persuades himself that reli-

gion is a cheat. With infidel pririciples, and im-

moral practices, he now hurries to destruction, pol-

luted and polluting. His parents, whose gray hairs

he brought in sorrow to the grave, have entered on
their rest, and in mercy are not permitted to live to

witness his shame. His vices lead him to extrava-

gance ; his extravagance is beyond his resources,

and in an evil hour, under the pressure of claims

which he is unable to meet, he commits an act

which forfeits his life. He is arrested, tried, con-

victed, condemned, executed.

This is no fancy picture; it has often occurred.

My dear children, see the deceitfulncss of sin.

—

Meditate, and tremble, and pray. Be alarmed at

little sins, for they lead on to great ones; at acts of

sin, for they tend to habits ; at common ones, for

they issue in tho.se that are uncommon. I have
read of a servant who went into a closet, with an
intention only to gratify his palate with some sweet-

meats, but perceiving some silver articles, he relin-

quished the meaner prey for these, purloined them,

became a confinned thief, and died at the gallows.

Many a prostitute, who has perished in a garret

upon straw, commenced her miserable and loath-

some course with mere lofe of dress. Sin is like a

fire, which should be extinguished in the first spark,

for if it be left to itself, it will soon rage like a
conflagration.

5. The last proof of the deceitfulncss of the heart,

which I shall advance is, the delusive prospects which
it presents to the judgment.
Sometimes it pleads for the commission of sin on

the ground of the pleasure tchich it affords. But
while it speaks of the honey of gratification, does

it also tell of the venom of reflection and punish-
ment 1

At other times it suggests that retreat is easy in
tke career of sin, and may be resorted to if its pro-
gress be inconvenient. Is it so 1 The very con-
trary is true. Every step we advance renders it

more and more difficult to return.

Then it urges us forward with the delusive idea
that it is time eiiough to repent in old age. But does
it say, what indeed is true, that for ought you know,
you may die to-morrow 1 No ; and herein is its

deceit.

It du-ells upon the mercy of God ; but is silent upon
the subject of his justice.

What think you now of the human heart? Can
you question its deceitfulncss, or that it is deceitful

above all things'? How then will you treat if?

Think meanly of it. Surely, with such a picture

before you, you will not talk of the moral dignity of

human nature ; because this would be to talk of the

dignity of falsehood and iinposition.

Seek to have it renewed by the Holy Ghost. It is a
first principle of religion, that the heart must be re-

newed, and here you see the need of it. It is not

only the conduct which is bad, but the heart, and
therefore it is not only necessary for the conduct to

be reformed, but the very nature must be regene-

rated. It is the heart which imposes upon the judg-

ment, and the judgment which misleads the conduct

;

and, therefore, the root of the evil is not touched un-

til the disposition is changed.
Suspect the heart, and search it. Treat it as you

would a man who had deceived you in every possi-

ble way, and in innumerable instances had been
proved to be false. Continually suspect it. Always
act under the supposition, that it is concealing some-
thing that is wrong. Perpetually examine it. En-
ter the house within you; break open every door;

go into every apartment; search every corner;

sweep every room. Take with you the lamp of re-

velation, and throw a light on every hiding place.

Watch the heart with all diligence, knowing that

out of it are the issues of life. You would observe

every attitude, every movement, every look of an
impostor who had fixed his eye upon your person

and property. Thus treat your hearts. Let every

thought, every imagination, every desire, be placed

under the most vigilant and ceaseless inspection.

Place it in the hand of God to keep it. " My son,

give me thine heart," is his own demand. Give it

to him, that it might be filled with his love, and kept

by his power. Let it be your daily prayer, " Lord,

hold thou me up, and I shall be safe ; keep me by
thy power through faith unto salvation."

CHAPTER VIII.

CN TRANSIENT DEVOTIONS.

The Church, (said Saurin,) had seldom seen hap-

pier days, than those described in the nineteenth

chapter of Exodus. God had never diffused his

benedictions on a people in richer abundance. Never
had a people gratitude more lively, piety more fer-

vent. The Red Sea had been passed ;
Pharaoh and

his insolent court were buried in the waves; access

to the land of promise was opened : Moses bad been

admitted to the holy mountain to derive felicity from

God the source, and sent to distribute it amongst his

countrymen : to these choice favors, promises of new
and greater blessings vet were added ; and God said,

" Ye have seen what "I have done unto the Egyp-
tians, and how I bare you on eagles' wings, and
brought you unto myself. Now, therefore, if you
will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant,
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then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above
all people, although all the earth be mine." The
people were deeply affected with this collection of

miracles. Each individual entered into the same
views, and se.emed animated with the same passion

;

all hearts were united, and one voice expressed the

.sense of all the tribes of Israel;
—

"all that the Lord
hath spoken we will do." But this devotion had one
great defect

—

it lasted onlyforty days. In forty days,

the deliverance out of Egypt, the catastrophe of Pha-
raoh, the passage of the Red Sea, the ankles of the

covenant ; in forty days, promises, vows, oaths, all

were effaced from the heart, and forgotten. Moses
was absent, the lightning did not glitter, the thun-

der-claps did not roar, and " the Jews made a calf

in Horeb, worshipped that molten image, and
changed their glorious God into the similitude of an

ox that eateth grass."

Here, my children, was a most melancholy in-

stance of transient devotion. Alas! that such in-

stances should be so common. Alas! that Jehovah
should so frequently have to repeat the ancient re-

proach, and his ministers have to echo, in sorrowful

accents, the painful complaint, " O Ephraim, what
shall I do unto thee! O Judah, what shall I do un-

to thee ! For your goodness is as a morning cloud,

and as the early dew it passeth away." Nothing,
however, is more common than such fugitive im-
pressions. Disappointment of the bitterest kind, is

very frequently experienced, both by parents and
ministers, in consequence of the sudden turning
aside of those young persons, who for a while seem-
ed to run the race that is set before us in the word
of God. At one time they appeared to be inflamed
with a holy ambition to win the prize of glory, ho-

nor, and immortality; we saw them start with ea-

gerness, and run with speed ; but after a while we
met them returning to the barrier, leaving us in the

bitterness of our spirits to exclaim, "Ye did run
well, what did hinder you V
The religion I am now describing is not the hy-

pocrisy of the pretending Christian, nor is it the

Dacksliding of the real one ; it goes further than the

first, but does not go so far as the last. It is sincere

of its kind, and in that it goes further than hypo-
crisy : but it is unfruitful, and in that it is inferior

to the piety of the weak and revolting Christian.

It is sufficient to discover sin, but not to correct it

;

sufficient to produce good resolutions, but not to

keep them; it softens the heart, but does not renew
it; it excites grief, but it does not eradicate evil dis-

positions. It is a piety of times, opportunities, and
circumstances, diversified a thousand ways, the ef-

fect of innumerable causes, but it expires as soon as

the causes are removed.
Inconslans was a youth who had enjoyed a pious

education: he discovered many amiable qualities,

and was often impressed by the religious admoni-
tions he received; but his impressions soon wore
off, and he became as careless about his eternal con-
cerns as before. He left the parental roof, and was
apprenticed; and his parents having taken care to

place him in a pious family, and under the faithful

preaching of the word, he still enjoyed all the ex-
ternal means of grace, and still, at times, continued
to feel their influence. His attention was often-

times fixed when hearing the word, and he was
Kometimes observed to Aveep. On one occasion in

particular, when a funeral .sermon had been preach-
ed for a young person, a more than ordinary effect

was produced upon his mind. He returned from
the house of God pensive and dejected, retired to his

closet, and with much earnestness prayed to God,
resolved to attend more to the claims of religion,

and to become a real Christian. The next morn-
ing he read the Bible, and prayed, before he left his

chamber. This practice he continued i!ay alter

day. A visible change was produced in his deport-
ment. His seriousness attracted the attention and
excited the hopes of his friends. But, by degrees,

he relapsed into his former state, gave up reading
the Scriptures, then prayer; then he reunited him-
self with some companions from whom for a season
he had withdrawn him.self, till at length he was as
unconcerned about salvation as ever. Some time
after this, Inconstans was seized with a fever. The
di.'iease resisted the power of medicine, and baffled

the skill of the physician ; he grew worse and worse.

His alarm became excessive. He sent for his min-
ister and his parents, confessed and bewailed hLs fic-

kleness. What tears he shed ! What sighs he ut-

tered ! What vows he made !
" Oh ! if God would

but spare me this once; if he would but grant me
one more trial; if he would but indulge me with
one more opportunity of salvation, how would I im-
prove it to his glory and my soul's eternal interest."

His prayers Were answered: he recovered. What
became of his vows, resolutions, and promises 1

The degree of his piety was regulated by the degree
of his malady. Devotion rose and fell with his

pulse. His zeal kept pace with his fever; as one
decreased, the other died away, and the recovery of
his health was the resurrection of his sin.s. Incon-
stans is at this moment what he always was, a me-
lancholy specimen of the nature of mere transient

religion.

What is wanting in this religion 1 You will of

course reply, " continuance." This is true. But
why did it not continue 1 I answer, there was no
real change of the heart. The passions were moved,
the feelings were excited, but the disposition re-

mained unaltered. In the affairs of this life, men
are often led by the operation of strong causes, to

act in opposition to their real character. The cruel

tyrant, by some sudden and most affecting appeal
to his clemency, may have the spark of pity smitten

from his flinty heart: but the flint remaining, the

wretch returns again to his practices of blood. The
covetous man might, by a vivid description of want
and misery, be for a season melted to liberality

;

but like the surface thawed for an hour b)' the sun,

and frozen again immediately after the source of
heat has retired, his benevolence is immediately
chilled by the prevailing frost of his nature. In

these cases, as in that of religion, there is a suspen-
sion of the natural disposition, not a renewal of it.

All religion must be transient, by whatever cause it

is produced, and wiih whatever ardor it should for

a season be practi.sed, that does not spring from a
regenerated mind. It may, like the grass upon the

house-top, or the grain that is scattered in unprepar-

ed soil, spring up and flourish for a .season, but for

want of root it will speedily wither away. Do not

then, my dear children, be satisfied with a mere ex-

citement of the feelings, however strong it might
happen to prove ; but seek to have the general bias

of the mind renewed.
You cannot suppose, if you consider only for a

moment, that these fugitive impressions will answer
the ends of religion, either in this world or in that

which is to come. They \\\\\ not honor God ; they

will not sanctify the heart; they will not comfort

the mind; they will not save the soul; they will not

raise you to heaven ; they will not save you from

hell. In.stead of preparing you at some future time

to receive the gospel, such a state of mind, if per-

sisted in, has a most direct and dangerous tendency

to harden the heart. What God in his sovereigii

grace may be pleased to effect, is not for me to say;

but as to natural influence, nothing can be more
clear than that this fitful piety is gradually puttinf:

the soul farther and farther from true religion.

Iron, by being frequently heated, is hardened into

steel ; water that has been boiled becomes the colder
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for its previous warmth ; soil that has been moisten-

ed with the showers of heaven, becomes, when har-

dened by the sun, less susceptible of impression than

before; and that heart which is frequently impress-

ed by religion, without being renewed by it, be-

comes more and more insensible to its sacred influ-

ence. They who have trembled at the terrors of the

Lord without being subdued by them, who have
outlived their fears without being sanctified by them,

will soon come to that degree of insensibility, which
will enable them to hear, without being appalled, the

most awful denimciations of divine wrath. They
who have been melted from time to time by the ex-

hibitions of divine love, but have not been convert-

ed by it, will come at length to hear of it with the

coldest indifference. It is a dreadful state of mind
to be given up to a spirit of slumber, and a callous

heart; and nothing is more likely to accelerate the

process, than occasional yet ineffectual religious im-

pressions. Can we conceive of any thing more like-

ly to induce Jehovah to give us up to judicial blind-

ness and insensibility, than this tampering with con-

viction, this trifling with devotional impression'?

These pious emotions which are occasionally ex-

cited, are kind and gentle admonitions that He has
come near to the soul, with all the energies of his

Spirit : they are the work of mercy knocking at the

door of our hearts, and saying, " Open to me, that I

may enter with salvation in my train." If they are

from time to time neglected, what can be looked for

but that the celestial visiter should withdraw, and
pronounce, as he retires, the fearful sentence, " Wo
unto you when my Spirit departeth from you."
There is something inexpressibly wicked in re-

maining in this state of mind. Such persons are in

some respects more sinful than they whose minds
have never been in any degree enlightened : whose
fears have never been in any degree excited ; who
have paid no attention whatever to religion, but

whose minds are sealed up in ignorance and insen-

sibility. When persons who have taken some steps

in religion return again ; when they who have come
near the kingdom of God, recede from it ; and they
who have sipped, as it were, of the cup of salvation,

withdraw their lips from the water of life, the inter-

pretation of their conduct is this, "We have tried

the influence of religion, and do not find it so wor-
thy of our cordial reception as we expected; we
have seen something of its glory, and are disap-

pointed ; we have tasted something of its sweetness,
and, upon the whole, we prefer to remain without
it." Thus they are like the spies who brought a
false report of the land of promise, and discouraged
the people. They defame the character of true pie-

ty, and prejudice men's minds against it. They libel

The Bible, and persuade others to have nothing to do
with religion. My children, can you endure the
thought of this 1

Transient devotions have a great tendency to

strengthen the principle of unbelief m our nature.

—

It is not only very possible, but very common for

men to sin themselves into a state of despair of
God's mercy; and none are so likely to do this, as

those who have repeatedly gone back to the world
after a season of religious impression. In our inter-

course with society, if we have greatly offended and
insulted a man after professions of decided friend-

ship and warm attachment, we can hardly persuade
ourselves to approach him again, or be persuaded to

think he will admit us again to the number of his

friends. And, as we are prone to argue from our-
selves to God, if we have frequently repented, and
as frequently returned again to sin, we shall be in

great danger of coming to the conclusion that we
have sinned past forgiveness, and abandon ourselves
to guilt and despair. I have read of a gentleman
who lived without any regard to religion till he was

taken alarmingly ill, when his conscience was
roused from ils slumber and he saw the wickedness
of his conduct. A minister was sent for, to whom
he acknowledged his guilt and begged an interest in

his prayers, at the same time vowing that if God
would spare his life, he would alter the course of
his behavior. He was restored to health and for a
while was as good as his word. He set up family
worship, maintained private prayer, and frequented

the hoijse of God ; in short, appeared to be a new
man in Christ Jesus. At length he began to relax,

and step by step went back to his former state of

careless indifference. The hand of affliction again

arrested him. His conscience again ascended her

tribunal, and in terrible accents arraigned and
condemned him. The state of his mind was horri-

ble. The arrows of the Lord pierced him through,

the poison whereof drank up his spirits. His friends

entreated him to send for the minister as before.

—

" No," he exclaimed, " I who have trifled with the

mercy of God once, cannot expect it now." No per-

suasions could shake this resolution ; no represent-

ation of divine grace could remove his despair; and
without asking for pardon, he died.

The same despair has, in many other instances,

resulted from the same sin of trilling with religious

impressions.

These pages will probably be read by some,

whose minds are under religious concern. Your
situation is more critical and important than any

language which I could employ, would enable me
to represent. If your present anxiety subsides

into your former carelessness, you are in the most

imminent danger of being left to the depravity of

your nature. God is now approaching you in the

exercise of his love, and waiting that he may be

gracious. Seek him while he is to be found, call

upon him while he is near. The soft breezes of ce-

lestial influence are passing over you, seize the aus-

picious season, and hoist every sail to catch the

breath of heaven. Tremble at the thought of losing

your present feelings. Be much and earnest in

prayer to God, that he would not sufier you to re-

lapse into unconcern and neglect. Take every pos-

sible means to preserve and deepen your present

convictions. Read the Scriptures with renewed

diligence. Go with increased earnestness, and in-

terest, and prayer, to the house of God. Endeavor

to gain clearer views of the truth as it is in Jesus,

and labor to have your mind instructed as well as

your heart impressed. Be satisfied with nothing

short of a renewed mind, the new birth. Be upon

your guard against self-dependence. Watch against

this, as much as against grosser sins. Consider

yourself as a little child, who can do nothing vnth-

out God. Study your owrt sinfulness in the glass oi

God's holy law.
' Grow in humility: it is not well

for a plant to shoot upwards quickly, before it has

taken deep root ; if there be no fibres in the earth,

and no moisture at the root, whatever blossoms or

fruit there be in the branches, they will soon fall

off; and in the same way, if your religion do not

strike root in humility, and be not moistened with

the tears of penitential grief, whatever blossoms of

joy or fruits of zeal there may be on the mind or

conduct, they will soon drop off" under the next gust

or heat of temptation. Take heed of secret sinning.

A single lust un mortified will be like a worm at the

root of the newly-planted piety of your soul. Con-

tinually remember that it is yet but the begmning

of religion with you. Do not rest here; believe m
the Lord Jesus Christ : nothing short of this will

save you : without faith, all you have felt, or can

feel, will do you no good : you must come to Christ,

and be anxious to grow in grace, and in the know-

ledge of God our Saviour.
, ,. ,

Some, it is probable, will read these lines, who
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have had religious impressions, and lost them.

—

Your goodness has vanished like the cloud of the

morning ;
and like the early dew has sparkled and

exhaled. Sometimes you exclaim, with an empha-
sis of deep melancholy,

" What peaceful hours I ouce enjoy'd !

How sweet their luem'ry still!

But they have left an aching void

The world can never fill."

You are not, you cannot be happy, Oh no: the din

of pleasure or of business cannot drown the voice of

conscience : a pause now and then occurs, when its

thunders are heard, and heard with indiscribable

alarm. Sometimes, in the midst of your pleasures,

when all around is jollity and mirth, yon see a spec-

taclfi which others do not see, and are terrified by a

mystic hand which writes your doom upon the wall.

From that moment there is no more joy for you.

—

Sometimes you almost curse the hour when the

voice of a faithful preacher, lodged conviction in

your bosom, and half spoiled you for a man of

pleasure and the world. You look with almost envy
on those who, by never having been taught to fear

God, are wrapt in total darkness, and see not the

dim spectres, the half discovered shapes of mischief,

which, in the twilight of your soul, present them-
selves to your affrighted vision. At other times, a

little relenting, you exclaim, " O that it were with

me as in months past, when the candle of the Lord
shined upon my tabernacle. What would I give to

recall the views and feelings of those days. Happy
seasons ! Ye are fled like visions of spiritual beau-

ty. And are ye fled for ever 1 Can no power re-

call you to this troubled mindl" Yes, my young
friend, they are all within reach, lingering to re-

turn. Fly to God in prayer, beseech him to have
mercy upon you. Implore him to rouse you from
the slumber into which you have fallen. Beware of

the chilling influence of despondency. There is no
room for despair. Covet the possession of true re-

ligion. Examine for the cause which destroyed

your impressions in the time that is past. Was it

some improper companion ? Abandon him for ever,

as you would a viper. Was it some situation un-
friendly to godliness, which you voluntarily choo.'se,

as Lot did Sodom, on account of its worldly advan-
tages! Relinquish it without delay. Escape for

thy life, and tarry not in all the plain. Was it some
besetting sin, dear as a right eye, or useful as a

right hand "? Pluck it out, tear it off without hesi-

tation or regret, for is it not better to make this sa-

crifice, than to lo.se eternal salvation, and endure
everlasting torments 7 Was it self-dependence, self-

confidence'? Now put your case into the hand of
Omnipotence, and call upon God. Ask for the Holy
Ghost to renew, to sanctify, and to keep your soul.

Learn from your past failure what to do, and what
to avoid for the future. Believe the gospel, which de-

clares that the blood of Christ cleanseth from ali sin.

It was faith that was wanting, in the first instance,

to give permanence to your religious impressions.
There was no belief, no full persuasion, no practi-

cal conviction, of the truth of the gospel. Your re-

ligious feelings were like the stream raised by ex-
ternal and adventitious causes, but there was no
spring. You stopped short of believing, you made
no surrender of the soul to Christ, nor committed
yourselves to him, to be justified by his righteousness,

and to be sanctified by his .spirit. This "do and live.

CHAPTER IX.

ON DECISION OP CHARACTER IN RKMGION.

How deep, and how just a reproach did the prophet
cast upenthe tribes of Israel, when he addressed to

the assembled multitudes on Mount Carmel, that

memorable interrogation, " How long halt ye be-

tween two opinions 1 if the Lord be God, follow

him ; but if Baal, follow him." From this it appears
they were in a state of indecision, in reference to

the most momentous question in the universe, not
wholly satisfied that they were doing right in wor-
shipping Baal, yet not sufiiciently resolute to aban-
don his service. What a criminal, what a degrad-
ing, what a wretched state of mind '. Not decided
whom they would acknowledge to be their God !

—

To whom they would pay divine homage ! But is

this state of mind, my dear children, uncommon "?

By no means. To how many of the youth who at-

tend our places of devotional resort, could we ad-

dress, with propriety, the same question, " How
long halt ye between two opinions V How many
are there who can go no farther than Agrippa,
when he said to Paul, " Almost thou persuadest me
to be a Christian." Almost! Only almost per-

suaded to be a Christian ! What a melancholy
thought !

!

In the last chapter you saw, in the character of
Incoiistans, an instance of this indecision. Did you
admire it 1 Impossible. What was wanting 7 Deci-

don. But what do I mean by decision 1 "A fixed

purpose, not made in haste, but with much delibe-

ration ; not in our own strength, but rn reliance on
the grace of God ; without delay, and at all risks, to

seek the salvation of the soul through faith in Christ,

and to live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this

present evil world." It includes an inflexible seve-

rity of conviction, that this is the one great thing
we have in this world to do, and such a concentra-

tion of all the energies of our soul in this mighty
business, as to idle spectators shall put on the ap-

pearance of enthusiasm. It is such a purpose as

subordinates every thing to itself In opposition to

transient devotion, it is permanent; in opposition to

fluctuating opinions, it is a fixed abiding resolution

;

in opposition to mere occasional acts, it is an inde-

lible character, an indestructible habit. In short, it

is faith in opposition to mere opinion and specu-
lation: it is actually receiving Christ instead of
talking about him. It is not like the vapor which,
after attracting every eye by its meteoric splendor,
vanisheth away while yet the surprised and de-

lighted spectator beholds its luminous course ; but
it is like the shining light which holds on in its way
in the heavens, and shineth more and more unto
the perfect day. It is attended with a relinquish-

ment of former associations, former pursuits and
pleasures, and the embracing all such as are on the

side of religion. We have a fine instance of this in

the heroic leader of the hosts of the Lord, when
looking round upon the wavering tribes of Israel,

he exclaimed, " Let others do what they will, as for

me and my house, we will serve the Lord." Another
example, equally .splendid, was presented by the

great apostle of the Gentiles, when with the per-

spective of his suffering career before his eves, he
jjave utterance to that burst of sublime heroism,

—

"None of these things move me, neither count I

my life dear unto me, so that I might fulfil the

ministry I have received of the Lord, and finish my
course with joy." Similar to this is the language
of a decided Christian: "Self-denial, ridicule, rage,

mortification, loss, all arc nothing to me, so that I

may believe the go.«pel, live in the fear of God, die

in his favor, and, through the merits of Christ, be

received to everlasting glory."

It will be proper to state here the reasons why so

many that have strong impressions occasionally

made upon their minds, are not thoroughly and de-

cidedly eufrasred in the practice of religion. Some
of these will be found in the chapter " On the Ob-
stacles of Piety," but there are others which are
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still more specific in reference to the case before

us.

There is in many, a want ofdeep serious consider-

ation. They do not follow up the subject of reli-

gion, even when it has been impressed with some
degree of force upon their hearts. When emotions

have been excited they do not cherish them
; but go

to their usual conversation, company, or business,

instead of entering into their closets to examine
their hearts, and to apply the subjects they have
heard. I have read of a person, who being an offi-

cer in the army, then about to embark for the con-

tinent, came to a Christian friend, and told him that

he had a great many serious thoughts about the

state of his soul, and was resolved to lead a new
life; but, said he, there is such a company I must
be with to-night ; I wish I could disengage myself

from them. His friend, of course, attempted to dis-

suade him from joining the party. He, notwith-

standing, went to them, forgot all his serious thoughts

when there ; was drawn into the revelry of the

night; the following day went abroad; and the next

news his friend heard of him was that he was killed

in action. Thus his vain companions extinguished

his serious thoughts, diverted his good resolutions,

and, by his own consent, robbed him of his eternal

salvation.

Another cause of irresolution is, the feeble and
uncertain perceptions which, many persons have of
divine and spiritual things. They have a dim view
of the truths of revelation, but they appear like ob-

jects in a mist, too indistinct to be made the matter

of pursuit. Hence it is of tremendous consequence
that when a young person becomes in any degree
serious about religion, he should instantly betake

himself to all proper means for informing his judg-

ment on the nature of true religion. He should

read the Scriptures with intense application of mind,
listen to the preaching of the word with great fix-

edness of attention, and peruse good books with
much seriousness of mind.*

The dcminion of some one prevailing sin, if che-

rished and indulged, has a most fatal influence in

preventing decision. Hero4 would do many things,

but not part from Herodias. Felix was moved by
Paul's preaching, but he would not give up covet-

ousness. Thus it is with many; they admit the

claims of religion; admire its beauty; are moved
by its force ; resolve to submit to its influence ; but

then there is some besetting sin, which, when they

come to the point, they cannot be induced to sacri-

fice. Every plant has some leading root which con-

nects it with the soil in which it grows, on which
more than any of the rest it is dependant for sup-

port and nourishment. So it is in the human heart

;

there is in most persons some prevailing corruption

of nature, which more than any of the rest holds

the heart to an unregenerate slate, and to which
very particular attention must be paid in the busi-

ness of religion. This sin may be diflferent in dif-

ferent persons ; but whatever it be, it must be de-

stroyed, or it will destroy us.

Pear of persecution operates in many to prevent

decision. You are deterred probablv, my children,

from giving up yourselves to the influence of piety,

by the apprehensions that you shall be called to en-

dure the ridicule of those with whom you have been
accustomed to associate, and who, being unfriendly

to religion, will vent their scorn and contempt on
those who submit to its claims. It is impossible that

I can be so ignorant of the irreconcileable enmity

existing, and destined ever to exist, between religion

and the depravity of human nature; or the usual

practice of those who hate religion, as to promise

* Doddridge's "Rise and Progress of Religion in

the Soul," is a standard treatise.

you an exemption from the sneers of the scorner, if

you walk in the paths of wisdom. The only wea-
pons which many are able to wield against Christi-
anity are sneers ; for there is no mind so imbecile,
no fool so foolish, as not to be able to laugh; the in-

dividual, who could no more argue than an infant
could use the sword or brandish the spear of Go-
liah, can shoot out the lip, and cry methodisl, puri-

tan, and fanatic. The power to argue is compara-
tively rare, but almost every village in the kingdom
will furnish a mob of little minds, to follow after

religion as it passes by, and which, like the children

of Bethel, persecuting the prophet of the Lord, will

ridicule its venerable form.* A morbid sensibility

to shame, I am perfectly convinced, has ke\A not a
few young people from piety. They cannot bear
the broad loud laugh, the contemptuous sneer, the

witty jest. They cannot endure the attack of the

profane, nor the raillery of the impious. They blush
and conceal their secret attachment to piety directly

if it is assailed. But, my children, where is the dig-

nity, or the courage of your mindl Are you indeed
convinced of the truth of Christianity, and the jus-

tice of its claims, and suffer -j^ourselves to be van-
quished by the laugh of folly 1 What! flee from the

enemy of your souls, and surrender your salvation,

when he only hisses at you in the skin of a fool

!

What though the world were to unite its scorn

;

shall this deter you from acting, when God, truth,

heaven, the Bible, conscience, salvation, saints, an-

gels, are all on your side 1 What ! when your spirit

has plumed her wings of faith and hope for flight to

heaven, shall she give up the dazzling object of her
high ambition, and cower down on earth, because
she is watched and ridiculed by the witling 1 Or
shall her eagle pinions be blown from their lofly

course by the scoff of the scorner'? Be decided, and
all this mean and feeble kind of persecution will

soon cease. Before that sublime and unbending de-

cision, which dares to be singular, which nothing

can divert from its purpose, which nothing can di-

minish in its ardor, which clings the closer to its

object for all the efforts that are employed to detsch
it from the pursuit; I say, before that inflexible

spirit, it is astonishing to see how the space clears

away, and how soon she is left to pursue her course,

while all the tribe of little, pecking, cavilling, noisy

minds, drop down into their hedges, and leave the

eagle to her course.
" This invincibility of temper," says the profound-

est and most eloquent essayist in the English lan-

guage, " will often make the scoffers themselves
tired of the sport. They begin to feel that against

such a man it is a poor kind of hostility to laugh.

There is nothing that people are more mortified to

spend in vain than their .scorn. A man of the right

kind would say, upon an intimation that he is op-

posed by scorn, ' They will laugh, will theyl I have
something else to do than to trouble myself about

their mirth. I do not care if the whole neighbor-

hood were to laugh in a chorus. I should indeed be

sorry to see or hear such a number of fools, but

pleased enough to find that they did not consider

me one of their stamp. The good to result from
my project will not be less, because vain and shal-

low minds, that cannot understand it, are diverted

at it and at me. What should I think of my pur-

* Never did Satan invent a more successful wea-
pon against religion than ridicule. This apparently

mean and contemptible engine, like the pike-head

of modern warfare, may be circulated v.'idely, and
put into ten thousand hands, which could make no-

thing of a more dignified kind of instrument. By
this means he can arm the Icmj en masse of his do-

minions, who could do nothing in the ranks of the

regular troops, or with the artillery of infidelity.
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suits, if every trivial thoughtless being could com-
prehend or would applaud them ; and of myself, if

my courage needed levity and ignorance for iheir

allies, or could shrink at their sneers V "*

My children, think of the importance of the mat-
ter lo be decided upon—the service of God, the pur-
suit of immortality, the salvation of the soul—and
shall d false shame deter you from the pursuit"?

Thmk cf tKe example of Jesus Chrisi, who for the

joy that was set before him, endured the cross, de-

spising the shame. Look at this divine sufferer, as

he is presented to us in the hall of Pilate, when he
was made the object of every species of scorn and
indignity, and will you shrink from a few sneers
and scoffs iox Him? Remember our Lord's most
alarming language, " Whosoever shall be ashamed
of me, and of my words, in this adulterous and sin-

ful generation; of him also shall the Son of Man
be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his

Father, and with the holy angels." Anticipate, if

you can, the shame, the disgrace, the mortification,

the torment, of being disowned, rejected, and aban-
doned by Christ, before assembled worlds; and let

that be a preservative against being ashamed of him
now.

It is time now to set before you the evils of indeci-

sion, as a motive to induce you to seek after the op-

posite temper.
Such a temper is most unreasonable, if you con-

sider both the importance of the subject, and the

means you possess of coming to a speedy and right

decision. Is it a matter of trifling moment ? Yes,
if God, and eternity, and salvation, and heaven and
hell are trifles. If religion be a trifle, where, in all

the universe, shall we find any thing that is impor-
tant 1 Irresolution here, is to be undetermined
whether you will be the friend or the enemy of God

;

whether you will live in this world under the favor
or the curse of Jehovah, and in the world to come,
in the torments of the bottomless pit, or the felicities

of the heavenly city ; whether you will choose con-
demnation or salvation. There is no language
which can describe, there is no allusion which can
illustrate, the folly of indecision in religion. The
irresolution of a slave, whether he should continue
to groan in fetters, or be free

; of the leper, whether
he should still be covered with the most loathsome
disease, or enjoy the glow of health; of the condemn-
ed criminal, whether he should choose an honorable
life, or the most torturing and ignominious death

;

is not marked with such desperate folly as an unde-
cided state of mind about personal religion. The
Scripture 'kmands decision, and it demands it in

these striking words, " See, I have set before thee

this day life and death, good and evil ; therefore

choose." Yet some are undecided whether they
will serve God, their Creator, Preserver, and Bene-
factor, and inherit eternal life ; or yield themselves
to Satan, their destroyer, and sufler the bitter pains
of eternal death. If the luatter were involved in

obscurity, as to what was your duty or your inte-

rest, there would be some apology ; but when both
are as clear as the day, the folly of indecision is so

palpably manifest, as to entail a most fearful degree
of guilt upon the conscience of the irresolute.

Indecision is contemptible. "Unstable as water,

* See Foster's " Essay on Decision of Character."
I should deem it an insult to my readers, to suppose
they have not read these essays, and not less so to

their author, to suppose that they needed my recom-
mendation. I cannot help, however, enjoining on
my readers to read the essay from which the above
extract is made, with the resolution to seek, and the

prayer to obtain, all that decision which is there so

eloquently described, not only in reference lo every
good work in general, but to religion in narticiilar.

thou shalt not excel," is a character which no one
ever pretended to admire. In the ordinary affairs

of life, indecision renders a man an object of pity

or contempt. It is a poor disgraceful thing not lo

be able to answer with some degree of firmness to

the questions. What will you be 1 What will you
do 1 It is a pitiable thing to see a creature, with all

the faculties of a rational being about him, so irreso-

lute and undecided, as almost to wish that he could
exchange reason for instinct, in order that he might
be spared the trouble of thinking, and the pain of
choo.sing : a poor, dependant, powerless creature, .

that floats like a feather or a chip along the stream
of time, belonging to whatever can seize him ; and
without one effort of resistance, whirled in every
little eddy, and intercepted by every little twig.

—

But how much more disgraceful is this irresolute-

ness of mind in the affairs of religion, where there

are so many means, and so many motives fur com-
ing to a just conclusion. To be blown about like

thistle-down by every wind of doctrine, and carried

just wherever the gust or the current impels, is as

dishonorable to our understanding as it is detri-

mental to our salvation.

Indecision is unco'mfortable. Suspense is always
painful. Hesitation as to the steps we shall take,

and the conduct we shall pursue, is a most unde-
sirable state of mind : and this uneasiness will be in

exact proportion to the importance of the business

to be decided, and to the degree of compunction we
feel for not deciding upon a course, which we can-

not help thinking, upon the whole, is the right one.

My children, the undecided cannot be altogether

easy in their present fluctuating state of mind. No

:

directed one way by conviction, and dragged an-

other by inclination : determining at one time to

serve God fully, and at another smarting under the

guilt of broken vows : resolved on the Sabbath, and
ir'-esolute on the Monday : sometimes advancing
with courage, and then again retreating with fear

and shame : no, this is not the way to be happy.

—

You may as well expect peace on the field of battle,

as in the bosom where such a conflict is carried on.

Look up to God, and ask for grace to terminate by
decided piety the dreadful strife, if indeed it be car-

ried on in your breast.

Indecision is dangerous. Consider the uncertain-

ty of life. How soon and how suddenly the King
of Terrors may arrest you, and bear you to his dark
domain. Some acute, inflammatory disease, in a
few days may extinguish life; or a fatal accident,

which leaves you no leisure even tx) bid adieu to

those you love on earth, may hurry you into eternity.

And then what becomes of you ? In a state of inde-

cision you arc unprepared for death, for judgment,
for heaven. You are within the flood-mark of di-

vine vengeance. God accounts all those to be deci-

dedly against him, who are not decidedly for him.
There is, properly speaking, no middle ground be-

tween regeneracy and unregeneracy, between con-
version and unconversion, and therelbre he that

does not occupv the one, is found within the limits

of the other. You are a child or an enemy of God.
Whatever may be your occasional relentings, your
transient emotions, your inefl'ectual desires, if you
do not become decidedly pious, God will take no
account of these things, but treat you, if you die in

this state, as one that had decided against him.

—

Can you then linger, when death and hell do not

linger 1 Can you halt, hesitate, and fluctuate, when
death may the very next hour decide the business

for you 1 And, oh ! if you should die without de-

cision, what will be your reflections, and what will

be ours! Hcrw bitterly will you exclaim, " Fool
that I was, to let any thing interfere with my eternal

salvation; to let any thing interpose between my
1 soul and her everlasting welfare. Why, whv did I
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hesitate "i I saw the excellence, I coveted the pos-

session of religion. Often I felt my heart rising to

go and surrender unreservedly to God ; I wept, I

frayed, I resolved ;
but that accursed lust, in which

took pleasure, held me fast, and rather than tear

myself from it, I let go the hope of eternal life. I

was afraid of a little ridicule, which I ought to have
disregarded or despised, and when I seemed near
tne kingdom was ruined by indecision. While I

hesitated death seized me, "and now I shall be ex-

hibited by the light of this flame in which I burn
for ever, an awful proof of the folly and the danger
of indecision. Wo, eternal wo upon my wretched
spirit

!"

Spare yourselves, my dear children, these dread-

ful reflections, this inconceivable torment. With-
out an hour's delay, resign yourselves to God and
the influence of true religion. Decide the doubtful

point. Believe and obey.

CHAPTER X.

ON THE PLEASDRES OF A RELIGIOUS LIFE.

A DESIRE after happiness, my dear children, is in-

separable from the human mind. It is the natural

and healthy craving of our spirit ; an appetite which
we have neither will nor power to destroy, and for

which all mankind are busily employed in making
provision. This is as natural, as for birds to fly, or

fishes to swim. For this the scholar and the philo-

sopher, who think it consists in knowledge, pore
over their books and their apparatus, light the mid-
night lamp, and keep frequent vigils, when the

world around them is asleep. For this the warrior,

who thinks that happiness is inseparably united with

fame, pursues that bubble through the gory field of
conflict, and is as lavish of his life, as if it were not
worth a soldier's pay. The worldling, with whom
happiness and toealih are kindred terms, worships
daily at the shrine of Mammon, and offers earnest

prayers for the golden shower. The voluptuary
gratifies every craving sense, rejoices in the mid-
night revel, renders himself vile, and yet tells you
he is in the chase of happiness. The ambitious
man, conceiving that the great desideratum blos-

soms on the sceptre, and hangs in rich clusters from
the throne, consumes one half of his life, and em-
bitters the other half, in climbing the giddy eleva-

tion of royalty. All these, however, have confessed
their disappointment ; and have retired from the

stage exclaiming, in reference to happiness, what
Brutus, just before he stabbed himself, did in re-

ference to virtue, " I have pursued thee every where,
and found thee nothing but a name." This, how-
ever, is a mistake ; for both virtue and happiness
are glorious realities, and if they are not found, it is

merely because they are not sought from the right

sources.

We may affirm of pleasure what Job did of wis-
dom, " There is a path which no fowl knoweth, and
which the vulture's eye hath not seen : the lion's

whelps have not trodden it, nor the fierce lion pass-

ed by it. But where shall" happiness "be found,

and where is the place of" enjoyment? "Man
knoweth not the price thereof; neither is it found
in the land of the living. The depth saith. It is not
in me ; and the sea saith, It is not with me. It can-
not be gotten for gold, neither shall silver be weigh-
ed for the price thereof. It cannot be valued with
the gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the
sapphire. Whence then cometh" happiness, " and
where is the place of" enjoyment 7 " seeing it is hid
from the eyes of all living, and kept close from the

fowls of the air. Destruction and death say. We

have heard the fame thereof with our ears. God
understandeth the way thereof, and he knoweth the

place thereof. When he made a decree for the rain,

and a Way for the lightning of the thunder ; then
did he .'Jee it and declare it ; he prepared it, yea, and
searched it out. And unto man he said. Behold,
the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom ; and wisdom's
ways are ways of pleasantness, all her paths are
peace."

Happiness has no other equivalent term than re-

ligion, and this is a moral synonym. If, indeed, the

case were otherunse, and religion, so far as the pre-

sent world is concerned, entailed nothing but wretch-

edness, yet, as it leads to eternal felicity in the world
to come, it is most manifestly our interest to attend

to its claims. The poor Hindoo devotee, who en-

dures all kind of tortures under the idea that it is

the only way to eternal felicity, acts with perfect

rationality, if you allow his data. A life protracted

to the length of Methuselah's, and filled with pe-

nances and pilgrimages, should be willingly and
thankfully endured, if salvation could be procured
by no other means. In the prospect of eternity, with
heaven spreading out its ineffable glories, and hell

uncovering its dreadful horrors, the only question

which a rational creature should allow himself to

ask is, " What is necessary to avoid the torments

of the one, and secure the felicities of the other V
and on being told "Religion," he should apply with

all the energies of his soul to this great business,

without scarcely allowing himself to ask whether

its duties are pleasant or irksome. The man who is

journeying to take possession of a kingdom, scarce-

ly thinks it worth his while to inquire whether the

road be through a wilderness or a paradise. It is

enough for him to know, that it is the only road to

the throne. Hence, the representation of the plea-

sures of religion, is a sort of gratuity in this subject.

It serves, however, to leave those still more desti-

tute of excuse, who live in the neglect of piety ; and,

in this view, may have still greater power to rouse

the conscience.

1. That religion is pleasure, will appear, if you
consider vjhat part of our nature it more particular-

ly employs and gratifies.

It is not the gratification of the senses, or cf the

animal part of our nature, but a provision for the

immaterial and immortal mind. The mind of man
is an image not only of God's spirituality, but of his

infinity. It is not like the senses, limited to this or

that kind of object; as the sight intermeddles not

with that which effects the smell ; but with an uni-

versal superintendence, it arbitrates upon, and takes

them all in. It is, as I may say, an ocean, into

which all the little rivuletsof sensation, both external

and internal, discharge themselves. Now this is

that part of man to which the exercises of religion

properly belong. The pleasures of the understand-

ing, in the contemplation of truth, have been some-

times .so great, so intense, so engrossing of all the

powers of the soul, that there has been no room left

for any other kind of pleasure. How short of this

are the delights of the epicure! How vastly dis-

proportionate are the pleasures of the eating, and

of the thinking man! Indeed, says Dr. South, ais

different as the silence of an Archimides in the

study of a problem, and the stillness of a sow at

her wash. Nothing is comparable to the p!ea.sures

of mind; these are enjoyed by the spirits above, by

Jesus Christ, and the great and blessed God.

Think what objects religion brings before the

mind, as the sources of its pleasure: no less than

the great God himself, and that both in his nature

and' in his works. For the eye of religion, like

that of the eagle, directs itself chiefly to the sun, to

a glory that neither admits of a superior nor an

equal. The mind is conversant, in the exercises
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of piety, with all the most stupendous events that

have ever occurred in the history of the universe,

or that ever will transpire till the close of time.

—

The creation of the world ; its g-overnmenl by a
universal Providence; its redemption by the death
of Christ; its conversion by the power of the Holy
Ghost; its trial before the bar of God ; the immor-
tality of the soul; the resurrection of the body;
the certainty of an eternal existence; the secrets

of the unseen state; subjects, all of them of the

loftiest and sublimest kind, which have engaged
the inquiries of the profoundest intellects, are the

matter of contemplation to real piety. What topics

are these ibr our reason, under the guidance of re-

ligion, to study : what an ocean to swim in, what a

heaven to soar in: what heights to measure, what
depths to fathom. Here are subjects, which, from
their infinite vastness, must be ever new, and ever
fresh ; which can be never laid aside as dry or

empty. If novelty is the parent of pleasure, here

it may be found ; for although the subject itself is

the same, some new view of it, some fresh discove-

ry of its wonders, is ever bursting upon the mind
of the devout and attentive inquirer after truth.

How then can religion be otherwise than plea-

sant, when it is the exejcise of the noble faculties

of the mind, upon the sublimest topics of mental
investigation; the voluntary, excursive, endless

pursuits of the human understanding in the region
of eternal truth. Never was there a more inter-

esting or important inquiry than that proposed by
T'lrite to the illustrious Prisoner at his bar ; and if

t. -^ latter thought it not proper to answer it, it was
tAv to show 'hat the question was insignificant, but

'o "ond'^mn the light and flippant manner in which
a vutjcct so important was taken up. Religion can
auswer the question, and with an ecstacy greater

than that of the ancient mathematician, exclaims,
" I have found it: I have found it." The Bible is

not only true, but truth. It contains that which
deserves this sublime emphasis. It settles the dis-

putes of ages, and of philosophers, and makes
known what is truth, and where it is to be found.
It brings us from amongst the quicksands and
shelves, and rocks of ykepticistn, ignorance, and
error, and shows that goodly land, in quest of which
myriads of minds have .s.iiled, and multitudes have
been wrecked ; and religion is setting our foot on
this shore, and dwelling in the region of eternal

truth.

2. That a religious life is pleasant, is evident

from the nature of religion ilsclf.

Religion is a principle of spiritual life in the soul.

Now all the exercises and acts of vitality are agree-

able. To see, to hear, to taste, to walk, are all

agreeable, because they are the voluntary energies

of inward life. So religion, in all jts duties, is the

exercise of a living principle in the soul ; it is a
new spiritual existence. Piety is a spiritual taUe.

Hence it is said, " If so be ye have tasted that the

Lord is gracious." No matter what the object of a
taste is, the exercises of it are always agreeable.

—

The painter goes with delight to his picture; the

musician to his instrument ; the sculptor to his bust

;

because they have a taste for these pursuits. The
same feeling of delight attends the Christian to the

exercises of godliness; and this is his language,
" It is a good thing to give thanks, and to draw near
to God. O how I love thy law ! it is sweeter to my
taste than honey. How amiable are thy taberna-

cles." Religion, where it is real, is the natural
element of a Christian ; and every creature rejoices

in its own appropriate sphere. If, my children, you
consider true piety with disgust, as a hard, unna-
tural, involuntary thin?, you are totally ignorant

of its nature, entirely destitute of its influence, and
no wonder you cannot attach to it the idea of plea-

sure : but viewing it els it ought to be viewed, in the
light of a new nature, you will perceive that it ad-
mits of most exalted delight.

3. Consider the miseries vAich it prevents.

It does not, it is true, prevent sickness, poverty,
or misfortune : it does not fence off from the wil-

derness of this world, a mystic inclosure, within
which the ills of life never intrude. No ; these
things happen to all alike : but how small a portion
of human wretchedness flows from these sources,

compared with that which arises from the disposi-

tions of the heart. " The mind is its own place,

can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven." Men
carry the springs of their h^ippiness or misery in

their own bosom. Hence it is said of the wicked,
" that they are like the troubled sea which cannot
rest, which is never at peace, but continually cast-

ing up mire and dirt." In contrast with which, it

is aflTirmed that " the work of righteousness is peace

;

and that the good man shall be satisfied from him-
self" Would you behold the misery entailed by
pride, look at Ham.an

; by covetousncss, look at

Ahab ; by malice, look at Cain ; by frofaneness and
sensuality, united with the forebodings of a guilty

conscience, look at Belshazzar
;
by envy, and a con-

sciousness of being rejected of God, look at Saul
;

by revenge, look at Herodias writhing beneath the

accusations of John, and thirsting for his blood;
by aposlacy, look at Judas. Religion would have
prevented all this, and it will prevent similar mise-
ry in you. Hearken to the confessions of the out-

cast in the land of his banishment ; of the felon in

his irons, and in his dungeon ; of the piostitute ex-
piring upon her bed of straw

; of the malefactor at

the gallows—" Wretched creature that I am, ab-

horred of men, accursed of God ! To what have
my crimes brought mel"* Religion, my children,

prevents all this; all that wretchedness which is

the result of crime, is cut off by the influence of
genuine piety. Misery prevented, is happiness
gained.

4. Dwell upon the privileges it confers.

To a man who is a partaker of its genuine influ-

ence, all the sins he has committed, be they ever so
numerous or so grent, are all forgiven, and he is

introduced to the bliss of pardoned guilt ; he is re-

stored to the favor of that Great Being, whose
smile is life, and lights up heaven with joy; whose
frown is death, and fills all hell with wo. But I

cannot describe these privileges in such brilliant

language as has been employed by a transatlantic

author :
—

" Regeneration is of the highest import-
ance to man, as a subject of the divine government.
With his former disposition he was a rebel against
God, and with this he becomes cheerfully an obedient
subject. Of an enemy he becomes a friend ; of an
apostate he becomes a child. From the debased, hate-

ful, miserable character of sin, he makes a final

escape, and begins the glorious and eternal career
of virtue. With his character his destination is

equally changed ; in his native condition he was a
child of wrath, an object of abhorrence, and an
heir of wo. Evil, in an unceasing, and intermina-
ble progress, was his lot ; the regions of sorrow and
despair his everlasting home ; and fiends and fiend-

like men his eternal companions. On his charac-
ter good beings looked with detestation, and on his

ruin with pity ; while evil beings beheld both with

that Satanic pleasure, which a reprobate mind can

enjoy at the sight of companionship in turpitude

and destruction.
" But when he becomes a subject of this great

and happy change of character, all things connect-

ed with nim are also changed. His unbelief im-

* See more on this subject in the chapter on the

Temporal Advantages of Piety.
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earth; but a quiet conscience would illuminate the
horrors of the deepest dungeon with the beams of
heavenly day ; the former has often rendered men
like tormented fiends amidst an elysium of delights,
while the latter has taught the songsof cherubim to
martyrs in the prison or the flames. Religion fur-
nishes a good conscience ; by faith in the blood of
Christ it takes away guilt towards God, and by a
holy life it keeps the conscience clear towards man.
It first makes it good by justification, and then keeps
it good by sanctification. What trouble may not a
man bear beneath the smiles of an approving con-
science ! If this be calm and serene, the storms of
afiliction, which rage without, can as little disturb

the comfort of the mind, as the fury of the wintry
tempest can do to alarm the inhabitants of a well-

built, well-stored mansion.
In addition to this, religion comforts the mind

with the assurance of an all-wise, all-pervading Pro-
vidence, so minute in its superintendence and con-
trol, that not a sparrow falls to the ground without
the knowledge of our heavenly Father; a superin-
tendence which is excluded from no point of space,

no moment of time, and overlooks not the meanest
creature in existence. Nor is this all; for the word
of God assures the believer that "all things work to-

gether for good to them that love God, who are the

called according to his purpose." Nothing that ima-
gination could conceive, is more truly consolatory
than this, to be assured that all things, however pain-

ful at the time, not excepting the failure of our fa-

vorite schemes, the disappointment of our fondest
hopes, the loss of our dearest comforts, shall be over-
ruled by infinite wisdom for the promotion of our
ultimate good. This is a spring of comfort whose
waters never fail.

Religion consoles also by making manifest some

of the benefits of affiiction, even at the time it is en-

dured. It crucifies the world, mortifies sin, quick-
ens prayer, extracts the balmy sweets of the pro-
mises, endears the Saviour; and, to crown all, tt di-

rects the mind to that glorious state, where the days of
our mourning shall be eiided: that happy country
where God shall wipe every tear from our eyes, and
there shall be no more sorrow or crying. Nothing
so composes the mind, and helps it bear the load of
trouble which God may lay upon it, as the near
prospect of its termination. Religion shows the

weather-beaten mariner the haven of eternal repose,

where no storms arise, and the sea is ever calm
; it

exhibits to the weary traveller the city of habita-

tion, within whose walls he will find a pleasant

home, rest from his labors, and friends to welcome
his arrival: it discloses to the wounded warrior his

native country, where the alarms of war and the

dangers of conflict will be no more encountered, but
undisturbed peace for ever reign. In that one word,
HEAVEN, religion provides a balm for every wound,
a cordial for every care.

Here, then, i3 the pleasure of that wisdom which
is from above; it is not only enjoyed in prosperity,

but continues to refresh us, and most powerfully to

refresh us, in adversity; a remark which will not

apply to any other kind of pleasure.
In the hour of misfortune, when a man, once in

happy circumstances, sits down, amidst the wreck
of all his comforts, and sees nothing hut the frag-

ments of his fortune for his wife and family, what,
in this storm of affliction, is to cheer him but reli-

gion ; and this can do it, and enable him to say,

"although the fig-tree shall not blo.ssom, neither

shall fruit be in the vines; the labor of the olive

shall fail, and the fields shall yield no meat; the

flocks shall be cut off" from the fold, and there shall

be no herd in the stalls
;
yet will I rejoice in the

Lord, I will joy in the God of my salvation!" What
but religion can comfort the poor laborer in that

penitence, hatred of God, rejection of Christ, and
resistance of the Spirit of Grace, he has voluntari-

ly and ingeniously renounced ; no more rebellious,

impious, or ungrateful, he has assumed the amiable
spirit of submission, repentance, confidence, hope,

gratitude, and love. The image of his Maker is

enstamped upon his mind, and begins there to shine

with moral and eternal beauty. The seeds of im-
mortality have there sprung up, as in a kindly soil

;

and warmed by the life-giving beams of the Sun
of Righteousness, and refreshed by the dewy influ-

ence of ihe Spirit of Grace, rise, and bloom and
flourish, with increasing vigor. In him sin and
the world and the flesh daily decay, and daily an-

nounce their approaching dissolution ; while the

soul continually assumes new life and virtue, and
is animated with superior and undying energy.

—

He is now a joint heir with Christ, and the destined

inhabitant of heaven ; the gates of glory and of
happiness are already opened to receive him, and
the joy of saints and angels has been renewed over

his repentance ; all around him is peace—all before

him purity and transport. God is his Father;
Christ his Redeemer; and the Spirit of truth his

Sanctifier. Heaven is his eternal habitation
; vir-

tue is his immortal character ; and cherubim and
seraphim and all the children of light, are his com-
panions for ever. Henceforth he becomes of course
a rich blessing to the universe ; all good beings,

nay, God himself, will rejoice in him for ever, as a
valuable accession to the great kingdom of right-

eousness, as a real addition to the mass of created

good, and as an humble, but faithful and honorable
instrument of the everlasting praise of heaven. He
is a vessel of infinite mercy ; an illustrious trophy
of the cross ; a gem in the crown of glory, which
adorns the Redeemer of mankind."*
Who, my children, can read this animated de-

scription of the privileges of true piety (and it is

not an exaggerated account) without secretly long-

ing to be a child of God 1 What are all the bright-

est distinctions of an earthly nature, after which
envy pines in secret, or ambition rages in public,

compared with this ? Crowns are splendid baubles,

gold is sordid dust, and all the gratifications of

sense but vanity and vexation of spirit, when weigh-
ed against such splendid immunities as these.

5. Consider ihe consolations it imparts.

Our world has been called, in the language of

poetry, a vale of tears, and human life a bubble,

raised from those tears, and inflated by sighs, which
after floating a little while, decked with a few gau-
dy colors, is touched by the hand of death, and dis-

solves. Povert}', disease, misfortune, unkindness,
inconstancy, death, all assail the travellers as they
journey onward to eternity through this gloomy val-

ley ; and what is to comfort them but religion?
The consolations of religion are neither few nor

small; they arise in part from those things which
we have already mentioned in this chapter; i.e.

from the exercise of the understanding on the re-

vealed truths of God's word, from the impulses of
the spiritual life within us, and from a reflection

upon our spiritual privileges: but there are some
others, which, though partially implied in these

things, deserve a special enumeration and distinct

consideration.

A good conscience, which the wise man says is a
perpetual feast, sustains a high place amongst the

comforts of genuine piety. It is unquestionably true,

that a man's happiness is in the keeping of his con-

science; all the sources of his felicity are under the

command of this faculty. " A wounded spirit who
can bear !" A troubled conscience converts a para-

dise into a hell, for it is the flame of hell kindled on

* Dwight's Sermon on Regeneration.
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gloomy season when times are bad, and work is

scarce, and he hardly knows where to procure his

next meall What can comfort the suffering: fe-

male in that long and dreadful season, when, wast-

ing away in a deep decline, she lies, night after

night, consumed by fever, and day after day, con-
vulsed by coughing 1 Tell me, what can send a ray
of comfort to her dark scene of wo, or a drop of con-
solation to her parched and thirsting lips, but reli-

gion ? And when the agonized parent, with a heart

half broken by the conduct of a prodigal son, ex-
claims—" O ! who can tell how sharper than a ser-

pent's tooth it is to have a thankless child !" what,
in that season of torture, can pour a drop of balm
into the wounded spirit, but religion? And when
we occupy the bed-side of a departing friend, "the
dreadful post of observation darker every hour,"
what but religion can sustain the mind, and calm
the tumult of the souH what, but this, can enable
US to bear, with even tolerable composure, the pang
of separation 1 And we too must die : and here is

the excellence of piety ; it follows us where no other
friend can follow us, down into the dark valley of
the shadow of death, stands by us when the last

hand has quitted its grasp, reserves its mightiest
energies for that most awful conflict, presents to the

eye of faith the visions of glory rising up beyond
the sepulchre, and angels advancing to receive us
from the hand of earthly friends, to bear us to the
presence of a smiling God.

Other sources of pleasure are open only during
the season of health and prosperity. Admitting that

ihey were all which their most impassioned ad-
mirers contend for, what can balls, routs, plays,

cards, do, in the season of sickness, misfortune, or
death 1 Alas! alas! they exist then only in recol-

lection, and the recollection of them is painful.

6. The pleasures of religion appear in the graces
it implants.

"And now abideth these three, Faith, Hope,
Charity."

Faith is the leading virtue of Christianity. To
believe, in any case, where the report is welcome,
and the evidence of its truth convincing, is a pleas-

ing exercise of the mind; how much more so in this

case, where the testimony to be believed is the glad
tidings of salvation, and the evidence of its truth

most entirely satisfactory? Hope is a most delight-

ful exercise. The pleasures of hope have formed
a theme for the poet ; and it is evident that these
pleasures must be in proportion to the importance
of the object desired, and the grounds that exist to

expect its accomplishment. "What, then, must be
the influence of that hope which is full of immor-
tality, which has the glory of heaven for its object,

and the truth of God for its basis! which, as it looks
towards its horizon, sees the shadowy forms of eter-

nal felicity, rising, expanding, brightening, and ad-
vancing, every moment. Love is a third virtue, im-
planted and cherished in the soul by religion. Need
I describe the pleasures connected with a pure and
virtuous aflfectionf Religion is love—love of the
purest and sublimest kind; this is its essence, all

else, but its earthly attire, which it throws off as
Elijah did his mantle, when it ascends to the skies.

The delight of love must be in proportion to the ex-
cellence of its object, and the strength of its own
propensity towards that objerl. What, then, must
be tne pleasure of that love which has God as its ob-
ject, and which consists in complacency in his glo-
ries, gratitude for his mercies, submission to his will,

and the enjoyment of his favor ! This is a heavenly
feeling, which brings us into communion with an-
gels, and nnticipates on earth the enjoyments of eter-
nity. Submission, patience, meekness, gentleness,
justice, compassion, zeal, are also among the graces
which true religion implants in the human soul

;

which, like lovely flowers, adorn it with indescrib-

able beauty, and refresh it with the most delicious

fragrance.

7. Consider the duties which religion enjoins, and
you will find in each of these a spring of hallowed
pleasure.

How delightful an exercise is prayer! "Prayer
is the peace of our spirit, the stillness of our thoughts,

the evenness of recollection, the .seat of meditation,

the rest of our cares, and the calm of our tempests;
it is the daughter of charity, and the sister of meek-
ness." It is pleasant to tell our sorrows to any one

;

how much more to him who is omnipotent in power,
infallible in wisdom, and infinite in compassion

!

With prayer is connected praise, that elevated ac-

tion of the soul, in which she seems at the time to

be learning motion and melody from an angel. How
fleasant an exercise is \\\e perusal of the Scriptures!

n prayer we speak to God. and in the Bible God
speaks to us, and both confer upon us honor inde-

scribable. Passing by the antiquity of its history,

the pathos of its narratives, the beauty of its image-
ry, how sublime are its doctrines, how precious its

promises, how free its invitations, how salutary its

warnings, how intense its devotions! "Precious
Bible! when weighed against thee, all other books
are but as the small dust of the balance." Nor less

pleasant is the holy remembrance of the Sabbath. " I

was glad," exclaims the Christian, " when they said

unto me, let us go into the house of the Lord:" and
there, when standing within the gates of Zion, sur-

rounded with the multitude that keep holy day, he
repeats, amidst the years of his manhood the song
of his childhood, and from the fulness of his joy,

he exclaims

—

" Lord, how delightful 'tis to see

A whole assembly worship thee;

At once they sing, at once they pray.

They hear of heaven, and learn the way."

The sweetly-solemn engagements of the sacra-

mental feast ; the flow of brotherly love, called forth

by social prayer, together with the ardor of heiievo-

lence, in.spired by the support of public religiotts in-

stitutions; in these exercises is true hap[)iness to

be found, if indeed it is ;o be found any where on
earth.

8. As a last proof of the pleasures derived from
religion, I may appeal to the experience of its friends.

Here the evidences accumulate by myriads on earth,

and millions in heaven. Who that ever felt its in-

fluence, will doubt its tendency to produce delight?

Go, go, my children, to the saints of the most high
God, and collect their testimony, and you shall be
convinced "that light is sown for the righteous, and
gladness for the upright in heart." Go not to the

Christian of doubtful character, for he has only just

religion enough to make him miserable; go to the

most holy, and you sliall find the7)i the most happy.

And then there arc also two or three other cir-

cumstances which are connected with the pleasures

of religion that deserve attention. It is pleasure thai

never satiates or wearies. Can the epicure, the vo-

luptuary, the drunkard, the ball frequenter, say this

of /AaV delights ? How short is the interval, how
easy the transition, between a pleasure and a bur-

den. If sport refreshes a man when he is weary, it

also wearies when he is refreshed. The most de-

voted pleasure-hunter in existence, were he bound

to his sensual delights every day, would find it an
intolerable burden, and fly to the spade and the mat-

tock for a diversion from' the misery of an uninter-

mitted pleasure. Custom may render continued la-

bor tolerable, but not continued plea.'^ure. All plea-

sures that affect the body must needs weary, because

they transport ; and all tran.sportation is violence
;
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and no violence can be lasting, but determines upon
the falling of the spirits, which are not able to keep
up that height of motion that the pleasure of the

sense raises them to: and therefore how generally

does an immoderate laughter end in a sigh, which
is only nature's recovering herself after a force done
to it ; but the religious pleasure of a well-disposed

mind moves gently, and therefore constantly; it

does not affect by rapture and ecstacy, but is like

the pleasure of health, which is still and sober, yet

greater and stronger than those which call up the

senses with grosser and more affecting impressions."

And as all the grosser pleasures of sense weary,
and all the sports and recreations soon pall upon the

appetite, so, under some circumstances, do the more
elevated enjoyments of exalted rank, agreeable
company, and lively conversation; it is religion

alone that preserves an unfading freshness, an un-
dying charm, an inexhaustible power to please ; it

is this alone of all our pleasures which never cloys,

never surfeits, but increases the appetite the more it

gratifies it, and leaves it, after the richest feast,

prepared and hungry for a still more splendid ban-
quet.

And then another ennobling property of the plea-

sure that arises from religion, is, that as the sources

and the seat of it are in a man's own breast, it is not
inthepoioer of anything without him to destroy it, or

take it away. Upon God alone is he dependant for

its enjoyment. Upon how many other agents, and
upon what numerous contingencies, over which he
can exercise no control, is the votary of worldly
pleasure dependant for his bliss. How many things
which he cannot command, are necessary to make
up the machinery of his schemes. What trifles may
disappoint him of his expected gratification, or rob
him of his promised delights. A variable atmo-
sphere, or a human mind, no less variable

; a want
of punctuality in others, or a want of health in him-
self: these, and a thousand other things, might be
enumerated as circumstances, upon the mercy of
each one of which the enjoyment of worldly plea-
sure depends. " But the good man shall be satisfied

from himself." " Whoever shall drink of the water
that I shall give him," said Jesus Christ, " shall

never thirst, but the water that I shall give him
shall be in him a well of water springing up into

everlasting life." The piety of his heart, produced
by the Holy Ghost, is this well-spring of pleasure,
which a good man carries every where with him,
wherever he goes. He is independent of all the con-
tingencies of life for his bliss. " It is an easy and a
portable pleasure, such an one as he carries about in
his bosom, without alarming the eye or the envy of
the world. A man putting all his pleasures into
this one, is like a traveller putting all his goods, as
it were, into one jewel ; the value is the same, and
the convenience greater."

" Nor is this kind of pleasure out of the reach of
any outward violence only ; but even those things
also, which make a closer impression upon us,
which are the irresistible decays of nature, have
yet no influence at all upon this. For when age it-

self, which of all things in the world will not be
baffled or defied, shall begin to arrest, seize, and re-

mind us of our mortality, by pains, aches, and dead-
ness of limbs, and dulness of senses, yet then the
pleasure of the mind shall be in its full youth, vigor,
and freshness. A palsy may as soon shake an oak,
or a fever dry up a fountain, as either of them shake,
dry up, or irhpair the delight of conscience; for it

lies within, it centres in the heart, it grows into the
very substance of the soul, so that it accompanies
a man to his grave; he never outlives it, and that
for this cause only, because he cannot outlive him-
self."

How comes it to pass then, that in opposition to

all this, the opinion has gained ground that religion
leads to melancholy 1 The irreligious judge of it by
their owii feelings ; and as they are not conscious of
any pleasurable emotions, excited by sacred things,

they conclude that others are in like manner desti-

tute of them. But is their testimony to be received,
before that of the individual who has tried and
found it by experience to be bliss "? Again, irreli-

gious people form their opinion by ivhat they see in
many professors, some of whom, though professing
godliness, are destitute of its power ; and being
more actuated by a spirit of the world than of piety,

are strangers to the peace that passeth all under-
standing ; others are not yet brought out of that deep
dejection, with which the earlier stages of convic-

tion are semetimes attended. The sinner, when
first arrested in his thoughtless career, is filled with

deep dismay, and the most poignant grief; reviewed
in this state of mind, his appearance may produce
the idea that religion is the parent of melancholy.
But wait, he that sows in tears shall reap in joy.

—

His tears, like showers in summer from a dark and
lowering cloud, carry off the gloom which they first

caused, portend a clearer and a cooler atmosphere,
and are ultimately followed by the bright shining of

the sun.

An unfavorable impression against religion is

sometimes produced by the constitutional gloom of

some of its genuine disciples. It should be recol-

lected, that in these cases, religion does not cause
the dejection, for this would have existed had there

been no piety. All that can be said is, that it does

not cure it, which is not to be expected, unless piety

pretended to exert an influence over the physical

nature of man.
The supposition that piety leads to melancholy is

also founded, in part, on the self-denying duties which

the word of God enjoins. Penitence, self-denial, re-

nunciation of the world, willingness to take up the

cross, and follow after Christ, are unquestionably

required, and must be truly found in the genuine
Christian. Hence, the wordling thinks it impossi-

ble, but that with such duties, should be associated

the most sullen and miserable state of mind. Lit-

tle does he imagine, that the pleasures v/hich reli-

gion has to offer for those she requires us to aban-
don, are like the orb of day to the glow-worm of

the hedge, or the meteor of the swamp ; and that for

every moment's self-denial she requires us to en-

dure, she has a million ages of ineffable delight to

bestow.
" And now upon the result of all, I suppose that

to exhort men to be religious, is only in other words
to exhort them to take their pleasure— a pleasure,

high, rational, and angelical—a pleasure embased
with no appendant sting, no consequent loathing,

no remorses or bitter farewells: but such an one,

as being honey in the mouth, never turns to gall in

the belly : a pleasure made for the soul and the soul

for that ; suitable to its spirituality and equal to its

capacities: such an one as grows fresher upon en-

joyment, and though continually fed upon, is never

devoured : a pleasure that a man may call as pro-

perly his own, as his soul and his conscience; nei-

ther liable to accident, nor exposed to injury; it is

the foretaste of heaven, and the earnest of eternity:

in a word, it is such an one as beingbegun in grace,

passes into glory, blessedness, and immortality ; and
those joys that neither eye hath seen, nor ear

heard, nor have entered into the heart of man fo

conceive."*

*This and the other quotations are from Dr.

South's sermon on Prov. iii. 7, which is so striking

that I could not avoid giving these extracts from it.

See also an excellent volume of sermons, by the

Rev. H. F. Burder, on the pleasures of Religion.
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CHAPTER XI.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF EARLY PIETY.

A QUAINT but eminently spiritual poet of the last

century has a poem, entitled, " Strife in Heaven :"

a singular idea to attach to ihat region of untrou-
bled repose. The design of the piece, however, is in-

genious and interesting. A company of the re-

deemed above are represented as discussing, in a
spirit of perfect love, the question, " which of them
was most indebted to divine grace for his salva-

tion 1" Amongst these grateful and holy litigants,

twc) appeared to have claims for the greatest weight
of obligation to sovereign mercy, so nearly balanced,
as to render it diflicult to say which owed most.

—

One was a glorified spirit, converted in old age,

after a long life of sin ; the other was a saint re-

deemed in youth, and who spent as long a life in

holiness. The one contended, that his forgiveness,

after such a lengthened course of vice and destruc-

tive conduct, made him the greatest monument of
saving love in heaven; "except," exclaimed the

other, " myself; who, by divine grace, was prevent-
ed from that course of sin, and was enabled by re-

ligion to spend my years in holiness and usefulness."

I think the happy throng must have confessed the

justice of the younger seraph's claim ; Omniscient
wisdom from the throne mu.st have confirmed their

judgment; and in heaven it must have been decid-

ed, that they owe most to sovereign grace, who have
been called by its power to the service of God in

their youth.

Youth is a season which presents peculiar advan-
tages for \he pursuit of piety.

It is attended, in general, with more leisure, and
less care, than any subsequent period of life. As
yet. my children, you are not entangled in the con-

cerns of business, nor the cares of a family. The
ten thousand tumultuous anxieties of a father or a

mother, a master or a mistress, do not yet fill your
minds and exclude all other topics. Tell us, ye fa-

thers, struggling with the difficulties of a precarious
trade; and ye mothers, absorbed in the duties of
a rising family ; which, think ye, is the best time
to begin the pursuit of eternal lifel With tears

they respond "Seize! O seize, young people, the

halcyon days of youth !"

Youth is a season of greater susceptibility of mind
than any which follows it.

In the spring-time of nature, the soil is better pre-

pared for the reception of the seed, and the ener-

gies of vegetation are more vigorous; so it is with
the mind. In youth the heart is more easily im-
pressed, the affections more readily moved, the im-
agination is more lively. You have an ardor and
fervency most remote from the timid, hesitating
caution of age, and eminently favorable to conver-
sion. Disdaining all resistance, ambitious of great
achievements, full of high resolves, and leaping
over opposing obstacles, youth surveys, with spark-
ling eyes, the crown of its wishes, braces itself for
action, and flies to the goal; whilst age, creeping
fearfully along, afraid of every difficulty, discour-
aged by the least resistance, can scarcely be impel-
led to move. I know that these things of themselves
are not sufficient to make you holy; but when
grace sanctifies them, and directs them to proper
objects, they must render your entrance on religion
more easy, your progress more rapid, and your en-
joyment more strong.

Youth are less hardened in sin, than persons of
riper years.

The depravity of our nature grows with our
growth, and strengthens with our .strength. Like
a tree, it strikes its roots deeper, and takes a faster
hold on the soil every year. You have principles

of corruption already in your hearts, my children,
but they have not, by long indulgence, become so
stiflened into habit, as they will be at some future
time. Your prejudices and prepossessions are yet
few and feeble. As yet the sentiments of modesty
and propriety, and a regard to the opinion of others,

would make you blush for acts of vice, and endea-
vor to conceal them from the world. In riper years
you will assume a boldness in iniquity, disregard
the censures of others, and cease to be restrained by
them. Conscience has not yet been deeply corrupt-

ed ; it still preserves something of its tremulous de-

licacy and nice sensibility; it still elevates its warn-
ing voice, and strongly remonstrates at your least

deviation from the path of virtue; but in the aged
sinner, weary of useless reproof, it is almost silent,

or totally disregarded. We know that without di-

vine grace, conversion, even in your case, cannot
take place; but we know, at the same time, by ob-

servation, that divine grace very often follows in

the order of nature.

Youth are pre-eminently encmiraged to seek the

possession and influence of piety.

There are many invitations, promi.ses, and in-

junctions, specially addressed to them. " Remember
thy Creator in the days of thy youth. I love them
that love me, and they that seek me early .shall find

me." Under the Jewish dispensation, God called

for \\\e first fruits of all things, intending, no doubt,

to teach, amongst other lessons, his delight in the

dedication of the first fruits of our life to his ser-

vice. How pleased was the Redeemer with the ho-
sannas of the children, and how deeply -was he in-

terested in the case of that hopeful youth who came
to inquire of him the way to life. And does not the

parable of the Prodigal Son teach us how welcome
is the return of the young to the Father of Merciesl
God chose David, the youngest son of the family;
and set his love upon Jacob, while Esau, the elder,

is passed by. He accepted the sacrifice of Abel, the

younger brother, while that of Cain is rejected.

Amongst all the disciples, John was the most be-

loved, and he was, at the same time, the youngest.
But still the principal design of this chapter is to

set forth the advantages attendant on the i^osiciszoTi

of early piety.

1. Of these some relate to others. This will

cause you to be a source of ineffable delight to

your parents ;* and probably render you a blessing
to your brothers and sisters. Piety in youth will

render you a benefactor to your species, and a bless-

ing to society. Instead of seducing others by a bad
example, you will benefit them by the influence of a
good one; instead of poisoning others by corrupt
principles, you will scatter along your path the seed

* In the memoirs of that truly apostolic mis'^ion-

ary, the Rev. Henry Martyn, occurs the following
anecdote, which most forcibly illustrates the subject

of the influence of filial conduct upon parental and
domestic comfort and respectability:

" Visted the hospital this day, and read the ele-

venth chapter of John to a pooi man, in whose room
at the workhouse, I was struck with the misery that

presented itself. He was lying with his clothes and
nat on, upon the bed, dying. His wife was cleaning
the room, as if nothin? was the matter; and upon
the threshold was the daughter, about thirty years

old, who had been delirious thirteen years." What
a scene of wretchedness! What a miserable group!

It is a picture from which the mind turns with the

deepest emotions of distressful pity. But, Oh! the

cause of this misery !
" The dying man," continues

Mr. Martyn, " was once a respectable innkeeper in

the town; but the exhavn stance of a son brought him
to poverty, and a daughter, who foresaw it, to in-

sanity." What must be the feelings (except, indeed
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of truth, piety, and morality ; instead of drawing
down the vengeance of God upon society by your
crimes, you will bring down his blessing by your
prayers. You will be a patriot of the most elevated

and successful nature: and by your good conduct,

and the support of all religious institutions, do more
for the good of your country than fleets and armies
can achieve.

2. Innumerable advantages will result from early

piety, to yourself.

It will exert a friendly influence over your tem-
poral interests.* It will open springs of consolation

all along your path through the vale of tears, whose
waters, adapted to every condition, shall never fail.

Religion, chosen in youth as your guide, companion,
and friend, will attend you through all the journey
of life ; will go with you where you go, and dwell

with you wherever you dwell : she will accompany
you when with many tears you quit the parental

roof, and go forth, a young adventurer, into the

world. She will travel with you in the wilderness,

or sail with you on the ocean ; she will abide with

you in a mansion, or inhabit with you the cottage

:

when every other friend forsakes you, she will

cling to you the closer; smile, when every other

face is covered with a frown ; and put forth all her
energies to comfort you in the time of your humbled
fortunes: in seasons of perplexity, she will guide
you to the fountain of light ; when oppressed with
care, will place you on the rock of ages; in the

storni.s of affliction, will cast for you the anchor of

hope; and in times of dreary desolation, will enable

you, by faith, to see the land which is afar off, the

land of promise and of rest.

Early piety is a distinguished honor.

If there be true honor in the universe, it is to be

found in religion. Even the heathen were sensible

of this; hence the Romans built the temples of vir-

tue and honor close together, to teach that the way
to honor was by virtue. Religion is the image of

God in the soul of man. Can glory itself rise higher
than this? What a distinction! to have this lustre

put upon the character in youth. It was mentioned
by Paul as a singular honor to the believing Jews,

that they first trusted in Christ; and in referring to

Andronichus and Junia, he mentions it to their

praise that they were in Christ before him. To be

a child of God, an heir of glory, a disciple of

Christ, a warrior of the cross, a citizen of the New
Jerusalem, from our youth up, adorns the brow
with aramanthine wreaths of fame. A person con-

verted in youth, is like the sun rising on a summer's
morning to shine through a long bright day ;

but a

person converted late in life, is like the evening

star, a lovely object of Christian contemplation, but

not appearing till the day is closing, and then but

for a little while.

Early piety -will be of iimnense importance to you

in the various relations of life in zfhich yoio may
stand.

If you are parents, it will dispose and enable you
to train up your children and servants in the fear of

God. It will prevent you from neglecting the im-

vice had turned his heart to stone) of the guilty au-

thor of this complicated misery, when he saw the

consuming grief of his broken-hearted father, and
heard the wild ramblings of his maniac sister, while

conscience thundered in his ear, "Thou art the

cause of this dreadful calamity!" How many bro-

ken hearts and insane minds has similar conduct

produced ! How many are at this moment bending

to the grave, or shut up in the cells of a lunatic

asylum, who, but for profligate children, might
have been living in health, sanity, and respecta-

bility !

See the chapter on this subject.
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mortal interests of those who are committed to your
care. How many parents are accessary to the mur-
der of their children's souls; blood-guiltiness rests

upon their conscience, and the execrations of their
own oft'spring will be upon them through eternity.

In those cases where persons are redeemed late in
life, what anguish is sometimes felt on seeing their
children wandering in the broad road that leadeth
to destruction ; and on remembering that they were
the means of leading them astray. " Oh, my chil-

dren ! my children!" they exclaim. " would God I

had known religion earlier for your sakes. Why
did I not seek the Lord in youtli ! Then I should
have trained you up in the fear of God, and have
been spared the agony of seeing you walking in the

path of destruction ; or, at least, have been spared
the torturing reflection, that it was through my
neglect you despised religion."

Early piety will be a guard to you against the

temptations to jvhich tee are all exposed iu this life.

"Temptation to sin, like the wind, comes from
every quarter in this world. In company, in soli-

tude; at home, abroad; in God's house, and in our
own ; we are always open to attack. Business,

pleasure, companions, all may become a snare. We
never know when, or from what, or in what way to

expect the assault. At one time we may be tempted
to infidelity, at another to immorality ; now to licen-

tiousness, then to intemperance. Piety is the only

eff'ectual guard of our character. Luther tells us

of a young believer who used to repel all tempta-

tions with this exclamation, " Begone, I am a Chris-

tian." My children, adopt the same character, and
maintain it with the same constancy and success.

When Pyrrhus tempted Fabricius the first day with

an elephant, and the next with promises of honor,

the Roman nobly replied, " I fear not thy force: I

am too wise for thy fraud." Religion will enable you
to say the same to every one who threatens or al-

lures. Neglect piety in youth, and who shall say

how low in the scale of vice and infamy you may
be found in after life 1 Omit to take with yoa this

shield, and your moral character may be destroyed,

or receive a M^ound, the scar of which you may
carry to the grave.

Early piely 2vill thus leave you fewer sins to bewail

in after life.

Amongst other things which the illustrious Beza
gave thanks for to God in his last will and testa-

ment, was this : that he became a real Christian at

the age of sixteen, by which he was prevented from
the commission of many sins, which would other-

wise have overtaken him, and rendered his life less

happy. Every year's impenitence must cause many
years' repentance. If you neglect religion in youth,

God may give you up to the delusions of infidelity,

or the practices of imorality; and during this un-

happy season, of what remediless mischief may you
be the occasion. How many companions may you
lead astray by your crimes ; who, admitting that you
are afterwards reclaimed by grace, are not so easily

led back by your virtues. Instances have occurred

in which young men, during the days of their irre-

ligion, have perpetrated the horrid crime of corrupt-

ing female virtue, and then abandoned the hapless

victim of their passion. Cast off as a guilty, worth-

less thing, the injured partner of his sins has added

iniquity to iniquity, and she, who but for her be-

trayer," might have lived a long and virtuous life,

has sunk amidst disease, and want, and infamy, to

an earlv and dishonored grave. God, in the myste-

ries of his grace, has in after years given repentance

to the greater criminal of the two. But can he for-

get his crime 1 Oh, no. God has forgiven him, but

never, never can he forgive himself Not even the

blood which has washed away the guilt from his

conscience, can efface the history of it from the
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page of memory ;

nor floods of tears deaden the im-
pression which it has left upon the heart. He can-

not restore the virtue he destroyed, nor refund the

peace which with felon hand he stole from the bo-

som which was tranquil till it knew him; he can-
not build up the character he demolished, much less

can he rekindle the life which he extinguished, or
call back from the regions of the damned the mi.se-

rabie ghost which he hurried to perdition. Ah!
that ghost now haunts his imagination, and, as she
exhibits the mingled agony, fury, revenge, and de-

spair of a lost soul, seems to say, " Look at me, my
destroyer !" For a while he can see nothing but her
flames, and liear nothing but her groans.

Early religion would have saved him from all

this. Late piety brings him salvation for another
world, but it comes not soon enough to save him
from remorse in this.

Early piety will procure for you, if you live so
long, the honor of an aged disciple.

A person converted late in life, is a young disci-

ple, though a gray-headed man. An aged hero,
who has spent his days contending for the liberties

of his country, or a philosopher, who has long em-
ployed himself in improving its science, or a phi-
lanthropist, who has become gray in relieving its

wants, are venerable sights, but far inferior, ifIhey
are destitute of religion, to the aged Christian who
has employed half a century in glorifying God, as
well as doing good to man. An old disciple is ho-
nored in the church, and respected even in the
world. His hoary head is lifted like a crown of
glory among other and younger disciples, over whom
his decaying form throws its venerated shade.—
How rich is he in experience of all the ways of
godliness. Like a decrepid warrior, he can talk
of conflicts and of victories. Younger Christians
gather round him to learn wisdom from his lips, and
courage from his feats, and to show him tokens of
respect. By his brethren in Christ he is regarded
with veneration ; his presence is always marked
with every demonstration of respect, and his opinion
is listened to with the profoundest deference. He
is consulted in emergencies, and the fruits of his ex-
perience are gathered with eagerness. His virtues
nave been tried by time, the surest test of excellence,
and they have passed with honor the ordeal. That
suspicion and skepticism, which innumerable moral
failures have produced in some minds, as to the

reality of religion in general, and ihe sincerity of
any of its professors, retire from the presence of
such a man, convinced of the injustice of its sur-

mises; and even the infidel and profane, bear a tes-

timony to his worth, which his long tried consisten-

cy has extorted. " There, at least," say they, " is

one good man, whose sincerity has been tried by the
fluctuating circumstances and varying situotions of
half a century. His is no mushroom piety which
springs up in a night, and perishes in a day. The
suns of many summers, and the storms of many
winters, have passed over it ; and both ailversity
and prosperity have assailed, and demonstrated its

.stability. We begin after all, from that very cha-
racter, to believe that there is more in religion than
we have been apt to imagine."

Early piety, if persisted in, prepares for a com-
fortable old age. The condition of an old man with-
out piety, is wretched indeed. He presents to the
eye of Christian contemplation a melancholy spec-
tacle. As to all the grand purposes of existence, he
has passed through the world in vain. Life to him
has been a lost adventure. Seventy years he has
sojourned in the region of mercy, and is going out
of it without salvation. Seventy years he has dwelt
within reach of redemption, and yet is going to the
lost souls in prison. If he is insensible to his case,
he is going to ruin asleep; but if a little awakeD«^d,

how bitter are his reflections. If he looks back npon
the past, he sees nothing but a wide and dreary
waste, where the eye is relieved by no monuments
of piety, but Scared by memoiiais of a life of sin

;

if he looks at his present circumstances, he sees no-
thing but a mere wreck of himself, driving upon the

rock of his destiny and destruction ; but the future !

oh, how can he look on that which presents to him
death, for which he is not prepared

;
judgment, from

which he can expect nothmg but condemnation
;

heaven, which he nas bartered for pleasures, the re-

membrance of which is now painful or insipid

;

hell, which he has merited, with its eternity of tor-

ments, by his iniquities. The ghosts of spent years,

and departed joys, flit before him, and point to those

regions of wo, M-hither sinful delights conduct the

sensualist and voluptuary. Miserable old man ! the

winter of life is upon him, and he has nothing to

cheer his cold and dreary spirit ; nor any spring to

look forward to : the night of existence has come
on ; not a star twinkles from heaven upon his path;
nor will any morning dawn upon the gloom which
enwraps him. Such is the old age of those who re-

member not God in their youth, and carry on their

oblivion of religion, as such persons generally do,

to the end of life.

But should any one be called at ihe eleventh hour,
such a convert will be subject, at times, to the most
painful doubts and apprehensions ; he questions the

reality of his religion ; he fears that it is the result

of circumstances, not of a divine change ; he is

afraid that, like a half-shipwrecked vessel, driven
into port by the violence of the storm, rather than
by the effort of the crew, he has been forced to reli-

gion more by the terrors produced by approaching
death than the choice of his own will ; he often con-

cludes that he never forsook the world till he could
no longer retain it ; and that he renounced the en-

joyments of earth only because from the decay of his

body, from the feebleness of his mind, and the weak-
ness of his fancy, he is unable to indulge in them.

—

These, and other similar fears, generally occasion,

in persons converted in old age, a painful hesitancy
concerning the security of their state

;
prevent them

from going on their way rejoicing, and hang like a
cloud upon the prospect of immortality.
How much more cheering and consolatory are

the reflections of the aged Christian, who remem-
bered his Creator in the days of his youth. He too
has arrived at the wintry days of existence, but like
the inhabitant of a well-stored mansion, he has a
thousand comforts which enable him to hear the
howling of the tempest without a fear, and to look
on the dreariness of the scene unconscious of a want;
and then, in addition to this, the days of everlasting
spring approach. He, too, is overtaken by the even-
ing; his shadow lengthens on the plain, but the
heavens pour upon him the glory of God, while the
word in which he trusted is a lamp unto his feet

;

and an eternal day is about to dawn upon his soul.

In the past, he sees the long interval between the
sea.son of youth and the furrowed countenance of
age, filled up in some good degree, with works of
devotion, righteousness, and benevolence ; where-
by he has glorified God, benefited his species, and
prepared a balm for his memory. No sins of youth
fill his bunes with pain, or his spirit with remorse.

He has little doubt of his sincerity
;

for his life,

though it affords him no ground of dependance for

salvation, furnishes him with numerous evidences

of the faith which justifies the soul, and purifies the

heart. He forsook the world when most capable

of enjoying it ; he was not driven b}' violence to re-

ligion, but deliberately weighed anchor, and, with
every sail set, steered for the haven of piety. He
has resisted innumerable attacks upon his princi-

ples, and against every foe has held fast his inte-
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grity. On the verge of life he can say, " I have kepr

the faith, I have fought a good fight, I have nearly

finished my course ; henceforth there is laid up for

me a crown of life, which God the righteous Judge
will bestow upon me."

Surely, surely my children, an old age thus placid

and venerable, is an object worthy of your desire
;

surely these peaceful recollections, these sublime
prospects, amidst the dreariness of age, are deserv-

ing your exertions.

Early piety icill have a considerable infiiience on
your eternal felicity.

In dwelling upon the two different and contrary

states of heaven and hell, we are not to conceive of

them as conditions of being, where all persons in

the former will be equally happy, and all in the lat-

ter equally miserable. There are different degrees

of glory m one, and different degrees of torment in

the other. This is proved by Scripture, and accords

with reason. Grace is glory in the bud
;
glory is

grace in a state of fructification ; and as in the na-

tural world, so it is in the spiritual one, where there

is little blossom, there cannot be much fruit. Life

is the seedtime for eternity ; w'hat a man soweth,

that shall he also reap, not only in kind, but degrect
Late sowings, as well as scanty ones, are generally
followed with short crops. The reward of the right-

eous is all of grace, but then that grace which re-

wards the righteous rather than the wicked, may,
with equal consistency, reward righteousness ac-

cording to its degrees. We cannot think that the

reward of the dying thief, who was converted in the

dark valley of the shadow of death, will be equal to

that of Timothy or of Paul, M'ho spent a long and
laborious life in the service of Christ. Nor is it to

be imagined, that the crown of the aged convert
will be as bright or as heavy, as that of the Chris-

tian who is converted in youth, and continues, till a

good old age, in a course of consistent piety.

But there is one consideration which should come
home to the bosom of young people with overwhelm-
ing force : I mean, that unless they become partakers

of piety in early life, the probability is, that they vnll

never partake of it at all. Is it of consequence, that

you should become pious at tzny time 1 then does

all that consequence attach to the present time 1

—

Let me sound this idea again and again in your
ears, let we detain your attention upon the awful
and alarming sentiinent. The probability of your
salvation becomes weaker and weaker as the years

of youth roll by. It is less probable this year than

the last, and will be less probable next year than
this. I do not now argue upon the uncertainty of
life, that I have considered before ; I appeal to facts,

which in reference to the sentiment I have now ad-
vanced, are of the most alarming aspect. Consider,
only two individuals of the six hundred thousand,
who left Egypt above the age of twenty years, enter
Canaan. Of those who are converted at all, by far

the greater part are brought to seek religion in their

youth ; and of the few who are reclaimed in adult,

or old age, how rare a case is it, to find one who
has been religiously educated. It is easy to observe,

generally speaking, that sinners who have been
brought under the means of grace, or under some
new and impressive preaching, which they never
enjoyed before, if they do not soon profit by their

privileges, rarely profit by them at all. God's time

of conversion seems to be, the morning of religious

privilege. The churches mentioned in the- New
Testament, were chiefly made up of persons con-
verted by the first efforts of the apostles. Hence,
when these servants of the cross were unsuccessful

in their early labors in a city, or province, they look-

ed upon it as a bad omen, and as a strong indication

that it would be useless to continue their ministra-

tions there ;* so that the usual order of divine grace
is, for its showers to fall on what might be called
morning sowings. The seasons of youthful years,

or youthful means, are the usual times of conver-
sion ;

and those who misimprove either of these, are
in general found to neglect religion for ever after.

I am aware, that instances to the contrary are
sometimes found ; and therefore none who are in-

clined to seek God at any age should despair : yet

they but rarely occur, and therefore let none pre-

sume. True repentance is never too late ; but late

repentance is seldom produced.
It is very probable, that some who .shall read these

pages, will deliberately and sincerely make up their

mind to serve God at some future time, after they

have a liule longer enjoyed the world. Mistaken
youth! Siniul young people! Let them consider what

j

their intentions amount to; " I will go on .sinning a lit-

I
tie longer, and then I will repent. I will serve Satan,

and the world, and sin, as long as I can, and when
I
I am worn out in their service, or weary of it, I will

turn to God and try the ways of religion. O Lord I

the preserver of my days, spare my life a little long-

I

er to disobey thee, to insult thee, and then give me
!
thy grace to assist me to turn from my wicked ways

i
and live." What wickedness! What shocking

impiety! What daring madness! Do they not

tremble 1 Are they not terrified at this view of

their own conduct l" Can they live another day in

this state of rnind 1 Can they give their eyes to

sleep with such a purpose in their bosom 1 Let

them consider how just it is that God should reserve

the dregs of his wrath for those who reserve only

the dregs of their time for Him.
Now, now, my children is the accepted time, this

is the day of salvation. " To-day if ye will hear
his voice, harden not your hearts." You know
not what another day, hour, moment, may bring
forth. Opportunity, mercy, salvation, heaven, eter-

nal glory, are all upon the wing of the present hour
;

condemnation, hell, eternal torment and despair,

may all be in the train of the next. That door of
grace which is open to-day, may be shut to-morrow

;

that sceptre of mercy which is stretched out to-day,

mav be withdrawn to-morrow. Oh, the noble pur-

poses that have withered, the sublime prospects that

have failed, the millions of immortal souls that have
perishedby putting off the ;7re.';ew< season, for a more
convenient time. " Soul opportunities," says an
old author, "are more worth than a thousand
worlds." And they are rapidly slipping by with
the days of your youth.

CHAPTER XII.

ON THE INPLCENCE OP RELIGION UPON THE TEMPORAL
INTERESTS OF ITS PROFESSOR.

Godliness has the promise of the life that is to

come ; it conducts to glory, honor, immortality : this

is its chief commendation. Revelation has drawn
aside the veil w-hich hangs over the unseen state,

and urged you, my children, upon the gre.at busi-

ness of religion, by a contemplation of the dark
world of hell, and of the splendors of the celestial

city. It might seem, that after such an appeal,

every other were useless, and that to speak of other

advantages than eternal life, w-ere only adding a

drop to the ocean, a taper to the sun: but there are

persons who are wrought upon more by present

good, however small, than any future prospect of

the greatest gain ; who are more governed by
illustrations borrowed from things seen and tem-

poral, than by those which are derived from things

See Acts xiii. 46, 48; xiii. 18; xxviii. 3&—!».
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anseen and eternal. In this respect also, and on I

this ground, religion can plead its advantages, for
!

it has " the promise of the lil'e that no7i: is," as well

as that which is to conie. I do not assert, that reli-

gion \rill conduct ail its followers to wealth, honor,

and health. No. Still, however, it exerts a friend-

ly influence on all the temporal interests of man-
kind, and protects- them from many evils, to which,
without ii, they are exposed.

1. It exercises and improves the understanding.

From beginning to end, religion is an intellectual

process. Whatev^er raises man above the dominion
of the senses, and renders him independent of these,

as sources of gratification, must have a salutary

influence upon ilie mind. Now the objects which
religion exhibits, are such as the mental faculties

alone can converse with : and the moment a man
begins to feel solicitude about spiritual things, he
begins to experience a considerable elevation of
character. And then the subjects of divine truth,

are of the most sublime and lofty kind. They
form the Alps in the world of mind. The existence

and attributes of the great God; the system of
Providence, embracing all worlds and all ages; the

scheme of redemption, planned from eternity for

the salvation of millions of rational creatures; the

immortality of the soul; the solemnities of judg-
ment; the everlasting states of the righteous and
the wicked ; these are the every-day topics of
thought to a Christian. Can a man live in the

daily contemplation of these vast ideas, and not
feel an elevating influence upon his understanding!
It will probably be said, that science will have the

same elfect. This is admitted in part. But how
many are there to whom philosophical pursuits are
utterly inaccessible. Besides this, it might be re-

plied that nothing but religion will infallibly guard
the soul from being debased by vicious indulgences.

Read the missionary records, and learn by these

interesting details, what religion has done for the

Negroes of the West Indies, the Hottentots of South
Africa, the Esquimaux of Labrador, the fur-clad

Greenlanders of the arctic regions, and the volup-
tuous cannibals of the South Sea Islands. It has
raised them from savages into rational creatures;

it has awakened their dormant understanding;
sharpened their powers of perception ; taught them
the art of reasoning; and invested them with the

power of eloquence.
But why do I go to distant countries, Avhile our

own furnishes illustrations so numerous, and so
striking 1 How many persons are there, who were
educated in our Sunday schools, and who are now
filling stations of importance, credit, and usefulness,

who, but for religion, would never have risen in

the scale of society, or ascended above the lowest
level of poverty. Education, it is true, gave the

first impulse to their minds; but it was an impulse
which would have soon spent its force, had it not
been continued and increased by religion. It was
this that gave the sober, serious, and reflective turn

of mind which has led lo such mental improvement

:

and they who, but for thepower of godliness, would
have been still earning their bread at the plough or
the anvil, are filling the place of tradesmen or
clerks

;
or are raised lo the distinction of preaching

with ability and success, the truths of salvation.*

Religion guards the health.

* As a proof of the influence which religion has
in strengthening and elevating the powers, of even
the most cultivated understanding, I may give the
following quotation from the Life of the Rev.
Henry Martyn, a book which I most emphaticallv
recommend to the perusal of all young people, as
one of the most interesting publications that modern
times have produced.

I do not mean lo say that the rose will ever bloom
upon the countenance of piety, but I vill affirm,

that where it already displays its beauty and sheds
its fragrance, religion will prevent those vices,

which, like worms at the root of a flower, consume
its strength, and shorten its existence. How many
diseases are generated by sin. It is calculated that

even in a time of war, there are more who perish
by drunkenness and licentiousness, than by the

sword. " Ye victims of voluptuousness, ye martyrs
of concupiscence, who formerly tasted the pleasures

of sin for a season, but now are beginning to feel

the horrors of it for ever; you serve us for demon-
stration and example. Look at these trembling
hands, that shaking head, those disjointed knees,

that faltering resolution, that feeble memory, that

worn out body all putrefaction ; these are the dread-
ful rewards which vice bestows now, as pledges of
what Satan will bestow presently, on those on whom
he is preparing to exhaust his fury." Religion will

prevent all this ; that passion which wastes the

strength as with a fever ;
that ambition which wears

out the frame faster than hard labor ; that malice
which robs of sleep; that gambling which hurries

a man backward and forward between the delirium

of hope and the torture of fear ; that gluttony which
brings an apoplexy; that ilrunker.ness which preys
as a slow fire on the organs of lile ; that debauch-
ery which corrupts the whole mass of the blood,

and brings the infirmities of age on the days of
youth: yes, religion keeps off all these vices and
their consequences. " The fear of the Lord pro-

longeth days; it is a fountain of life to guard us

from the snares of death." But of the drunkard
and the fornicator it may be said, " His bones are

full of the sins of his youth, which lie down with
him in the dust. Though wickedness be sweet in

his mouth
; though he hide it under his tongue

;

though he spare it, and forsake it not, but keep it

still within his mouth
;

yet his meat in his bowels
is turned, it is the gall of asps within him."*

3. Religion builds up and protects the reputation.

It prevents those sins which render a man dis-

honorable and infamous: it promotes all those vir-

tues which raise and cherish esteem. How much
is the liar, the extortioner and imposing tradesman,
the unfaithl'ul servant, thR unkind husband, the
cruel oppressive master, despised. Who respects
the individual who is notoriously addicted to vice,

and flagrantly neglectful of the lowest obligations

of virtue 1 Whereas a man of consisienf piety,

who is known to be a real Christian, and whose
Christianity renders hiin scrupulously true, honest
and upright, such a man is universally esteemed.
The wicked may laugh at his piety, but is he not
the very man with whom they love to trade ; in

whose character they find suffiricnt vouchers for

the propriety of his conduct ; and in whose fidelity

" Since I have known God in a saving manner,"
he remarks, painting, poetry, and nnusic, have had
charms unknown to me before. I have received,

whafi'J suppose is a taste for them ; for religion has
refined my mind, and made it susceptible of impres-
sions from the sublime and beautiful. O how reli-

gion secures the heightened enjoyment of those

pleasues which keep so many from God, by their

becoming a source of pride."

And it may be fairly argued that the sublimity of

Milton's genius, was owing in no small degree to

the influence of religion upon his mind. This is

at once far more direct and obvious in it,s tendency,

than any natural scenery, however bold and striking

may be its features; since piety not only brings the

mind into the region of sublime mental scenery but

fixes the eye most intently upon it.

• Job XX. lti-14.
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they can repose unbounded confidence 1 This was
]

remarkably exemplified in the instance of the mis-

sionary Schwartz, who labored to spread the gos-

pel in the southern part of the Indian peninsula.

Such was the repute in which this holy man was
held by the native princes of Hindostan, that when
Tippoo Saib was about to enter into a treaty with

the Company, not being disposed to place much con-

fidence in their agents, he exclaimed, " Send to me
the missionary Schwartz, I will treat with him, for

I can confide in his veracity."

How many persons has the want of religion

brought to an untimely end ! No man would ever

have been exiled as a felon, or executed as a male-

factor, if he had lived under the influence of piety.

No jail would have been needed, no gallows erect-

ed, if all men were pious. Godliness may not in-

deed guard us from poverty, but it will certainly

save us from infamy. It may not advance us to

wealth, but it will assuredly raise us to respectability.

4. Religion promotes ojir secular interests.

I do not pretend that piety bears into the church

the cornucopia of worldly wealth, to pour down
showers of gold on all who court her smiles and
bend to her sway ; but still there is a striking ten-

dency in her influence, to improve our worldly cir-

cumstances.

It certainly prevents those vices ivhich tend to pover-

ty. Penury is often the effect of vice. How many
have hurled themselves and their families from the

pinnacles of prosperity to the depths of adversity,

Dy a course of wicked and profligate extravagance.

Multitudes have spent all their substance, like the

prodigal son, upon harlots and riotous living. Pride

has ruined thousands and indolence its tens of thou-

sands. It is a quaint observation of an old writer,

but a very true one, that one vice costs more to keep
it than two children." Religion is the most econo-

mical, and sin the most expensive thing in the

world. How much do the drunkard, debauchee,
sabbath-breaker, and frequenter of theatres, pay for

their sinful gratifications. What is spent in this

kingdom every year in the grosser sensual indul-

gences, would pay the interest of the national debt.

Piety would save all this to the kingdom.

And then it not only prevents the vices which
tend to poverty, but it enjoins and cherishes the vir-

tues which lead to prosperity. It makes a man indus-

trious ; and is not this the way to wealth 1 It ren-

ders him sober, and does not sobriety tend to ad-

vance our fortuned It enforces a right improve-
ment of time, and surely this is advantageous to

every one. It prescribes frugality, which tends to

increase. If a young man is in the service of ano-

ther, piety, by causing him to speak the truth, and
adhere to the principles of honesty, renders him
trust-worthy and confidential. Innumerable are the

cases in whi'^h persons, who set out on the journey
of life without properly and without patronage,

have, by dint of those virtues which religion en-

joins, risen to respectability and affluence. They
were first probably in a state of servitude, where,

by their steadiness and good conduct, they so at-

tached themselves to their employers, as to be-

come in their estimation, almost essential to the fu-

ture success of the business; and the result has

been, a share, and, in some cases, the whole of the

trade, which they had contributed so materially to

establish.

A friend of mine was once walking in the neigh-

borhood of a large manufacturing town on a very

cold winter's morning, when he overtook a plain

man, decently clad, and wrapped in a comfortable

great coat. After the usual salutations, my friend

said to the stranger, " I am glad to see you with such
a good warm covering this cojd morning." " It was

not always thus," the man replied. " I was once a
poor miserable creature, and had neither good
clothes nor good victuals; now I have botn, and a
hundred pounds in the bank." " What produced
this favorable change 1" continued my friend. " Re-
ligion, Sir. I am a good workman, and, as is too

commonly the case with such men, spent half my
time, and all my wages nearly, &t the public house.

I was of course always poor, and always wretched.
By God's direction I was led to hear the Methodists,

when by divine grace, the word reached my heart.

I repented of my sins, and became a new creature in

Christ Jesus ; old things passed away, and all things

became new. Religion made me industrious and so-

ber ; nothing now went for sin ; and the result is,

that I am comfortable, and comparatively rich."

Here then, is a proof and an illustration, that

godliness is profitable for all things, having the

promise of the life that now is, as well as of that

which is to come. Nor are these proofs uncommon.
Many persons, now living in circumstances of high

respectability, are willing to ascribe all they possess

here, as well as all they hope for hereafter, to the

influence of religion.

All this is seen in the case of individuals: but if

the subject be carried out to society at large, it will

appear still more striking.

What but religion can raise men from a savage

to a civilized state 1 What else could have achieved

the wonders which have been wrought in Africa,

in Otaheite ; and taught the rudest barbarians to till

the ground, to learn trades, to clothe themselves in

dec^t apparel, to read, to cast accounts, to print

books, to frame laws "?

Godliness alone can expel from society the prac-

tice of cruelty, and introduce the reign and preva-

lence of mercy. The dark places of the earth are

full of the habitations of cruelty. Rome and Greece,

in the zenith of their glory, had neither a hospital

for the sick, nor an asylum for the poor : they treat-

ed their enemies with the most insolent cruelty;

practised the most rigorous slavery; instituted

games, in which myriads of human beings were
torn to pieces in fighting with wild beasts. What
a blessing has Christianity been to the world, even
in relation to its present comforts. It has suppress-

ed polygamy, put a stop to the sale of children by

their parent's, and the abandonment and murder of

aged parents by their children; it has rescued wo-
men from their abominable degradation by the other

sex, and raised them to their just rank in society^

it has sanctified the bond of marriage, checked the

licentiousness of divorce ;
it has in a great measure

destroyed slavery, mitigated the terrors of war,

given a new sanction to treaties, introduced milder

laws, and more equitable governments; it has

taught lenity to enemies, and hospitality to stran-

gers ; it has made a legal provision for the poor;

formed institutions for instructing the ignorant;

purified the stream of justice, erected the throne of

inercy. " These, Jesus, are the triumphs and the

trophies of thy gospel, and which of thine enemies,

Paganism, Islamism, or Infidelity, has done, or

could do, the like V
Even the avowed and inveterate opponents of the

gospel, have been reluctantly compelled to acknow-

ledge, in this view, its excellence. Voltaire says

expresslv, " that religion is necessary in every

community ; the laws are a curb upon open crimes,

and religion on those that are private." "No re-

ligion," says Bolingbroke, " ever appeared in the

world, whose natural tendency was so much direct-

ed to promote the peace and happiness of mankind,

as the Christian. The gospel of Christ is one con-

tinued lesson of the strictest morality, of justice,

bepevolence, and universal charity. Supposing
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ChristiaBity to be a human invention it is the most
amiable and useful invention that ever was im-

posed upon mankind for their good." Hume ac-

knowledges, that " disbelief in futurity, loosens in

a great measure the ties of morality, and may be
supposed, for that reason, pernicious to the peace
of civil society." Rousseau confes.ses, " that if all

•were perfect Christians, individuals would do their

duty, the people would be obedient to the laws, the

chiefs just, the magistrates incorrupt, the soldiers

would despise death, aud there would be neither

vanity nor luxury in such a state." Gibbon ad-

mits, " that the gospel discouraged suicide, advanc-
ed erudition, checked oppression, promoted the

manumission of slaves, and softened the ferocity of

barbarous nations; that fierce nations received at

the same time lessons of faith and humanity, and
that even in the most corrupt state of Christianity,

the barbarians learnt justice from the law, and mer-
cy from the gospel.''*

And yet with such concessions, and after having
paid -such a tribute of praise to the excellence of
Christianity, these miserable men have been so

vile and perverse as to conspire for her destruc-

tion.

Thus has it been most demonstrably proved that

godliness exerts a powerful and favorable influence

over the temporal interests of mankind. Neglect it,

my children, and you know not what awaits you ei-

ther in this world or in that which is to come. De-
cent, and sober, and steady, although not pious, you
may fancy yourselves far enough removed from
the probability of that wretchedness which vice

brings with it. But, ah ! in some unguarded mo-
ment, temptation may be successful to lead you
astray; one vice makes way for another; and the

dreadful progress described in the chapter on the

deceitfulness of the heart, may be realized by you.
Neglect religion, and you will certainly be ruined
for the world to come, and viay be for the life that

now is. Vice certainly brings hell in its train, and
oftentimes a dreadful earnest of its future torments,

in present poverty, disease and misery.

I reflect with unutterable grief, as I now write,

upon many young men, who were entering life with
the greatest advantages and the brightest prospects,

whom, to use a common expression, fortune favored
with her brightest smiles ; but alas ! they would not

be happy and respectable, for taking to the ways of
sin, they dashed all the hopes of their friends, and
^antonly ihrevvaway the opportunities which a kind
providence had put within :heir reach. They first

went to the theatre, then to the brothel, then to the

tavern. They became dissipated, extravagant, idle.

Unhappy youth! I know what they mTght have
been: respectable tradesmen, pro.sperous merchants,
honorable members of society : I know what they
are: bloated rakes, discarded partners, uncertificat-

ed bankrupts, miserable vagrants, a burthen to

their friends, a nuisance to the community, and a
torment to themselves.

Seek religion then; for, as Solomon says in a
passage quoted in the former chapter, " She is more
precious than rubies: and all things thou canst de-

sire are not to be compared unto her; Length of
days ij in her right hand ; and in her left hand,
riches and honor. Exalt her and she shall promote
thee ; she shall bring thee to honor, when thou dost
embrace tier."

* See an interesting work, by Dr. Ryan, entitled,
" The History of the Effects of Religion on Man-
kind, in countries Ancient and Modern, Barbarous
and Civilized." I very particularly recommend the
perusal of this volume to all young persons who can
procure it.

CHAPTER XIII.

ON THE CHOICE OF COMPANIONS.

Man was made for society, and society is thought
to be essential to his happiness. Adam did but half
enjoy the lovely and untainted scenes of Eden,
while there was no rational companion, to whom
he could impart the raptures of his soul, and Para-
dise was incomplete till God gave him a friend.

—

How much more might it be expected, that now,
when the human bosom is bereft of iis innocence,
man should look out of himself for happiness, and
endeavor to find it in society. Young people espe-

v-ially, are anxious to form associations of this kind,

and are in imminent danger of choosing compa-
nions that will do them no good. The design of the
present chapter is to put you, my children, on your
guard against this evil, and to assist you in the se-

lection of those friends with whom you take daily

counsel. This subject has been already adverted to,

but it is of sufiBcient importance to occupy a sepa-
rate chapter.

1. It becomes you very seriously to reflect on the

influence which your companions, of whatevei
kind they are, will certainly have in the formation
of your character.

" We are all," says Mr. Locke, " a kind of came-
lions, that take a tincture from the objects which
surround us." A still wiser man has told us, that
" He that walketh with wise men shall be wise, but
a companion of fools shall be destroyed." Hence
he cautions us; " make no friendship with an angry
man, ami with a furious man thou shalt not go; lest

thou learn his ways, and get a snare to thy soul."

—

These admonitions are founded on the general prin-

ciple, that the example of our companions will ex-
ert a plastic influence in the formation of our ovm
character, slow and silent, perhaps, but irresistible

and successful : and this influence will be in pro-

portion to the love and esteem we cherish for them.
All nations and all ages have confessed the truth

of the sentiment. The example of a beloved com-
panion is omnipotent, more especially if he be a
sinful one, because a bad model finds in the depra-
vity of our nature something that prepares it to re-

ceive the impression. One evil companion will
undo in a month, all that parents and teachers have
been laboring for years to accomplish. Here then
pause, and consider that the character, of your as-

sociates will in all probability, be your own. If you
do not carry to them a similarity of taste, you will be
sure to acquire it ;

" for how can two walk together
except they be agreed 1"

2. Let me now set before you the dangers to be
apprehended from bad company.
By bad company I mean all those who are desti-

tute of the fear of God; not only the infidel, the
profligate, the profane, but tho.se who are living in

the risible neglect of religicyn. Now these are not fit

companions for you. They may be respectable and
genteel as to their rank in life ; they may be grace-
ful and insinuating in their manners; they may be
persons of fine taste, and cultivated understandings;
of facetious humor, and polished wit; but these

things, if connected with irreligious habits, only
make them the more alarmingly and successfully

dangerous. They are like the fair speech, and
lovely form, and glowing colors, which the serpent

assumed when he attacked and destroyed the inno-

cence of Eve. Look through these meretricious or-

nament;?, pierce this dazzling exterior, and recog-

nize the substance, the fang, and the venom of the

wily foe. The more external accomplishments any
one has, if he be without the fear of God, the greater

is his power to do mischief; and remember, that

when you have listened to his wi)es, and feel the
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sharpness of his tooth, and the deadly agony of his

venom, it will be no compensation nor consolation

that you have looked on his many-tinted skin, and
have been ruined by the fascination of his charms.
The companions you are to avoid then, are those

who are obviously living without the fear of God.
Consider the many dangers arising from such as-

sociates. You will soon outlive all sense of serious
piety, and lose all the impressions you might have
received from a religious education. These you
cannot hope to preserve

;
you might as soon expect

to guard the impressions you had traced with your
finger on the sand from the tide of the Atlantic
ocean. Even they whose religious character has
been formed for years, find it hard to preserve the

spirituality of their mind in irreligious company.
" Throw a blazing firebrand into snow or rain,"

says Bolton, "and its brightness and heat will be
quickly extinguished ; so let the liveliest Christian
plunge himself into sinful company, and he will

soon find the warmth of his zeal abated, and the
tenderness of his conscience injured." How then
can you expect to maintain a sense of religion,

whose habits are scarcely formed, and whose cha-
racter has yet so much of the tenderness and sup-
pleness of youth 1 Do consider your proneness to

imitate: your dread of singularity; your love of
praise; your morbid sense of shame. Can you bear
the sneer, the jest, the broad, loud laugh 1 With
none to defend you, none to join you in your reve-
rence for piety, what are you to do single and
alone 1

In such company you lay yourselves open to

temptation, and will probably be drawn into a great
deal of guilt. In private and alone, the force of
temptation and the power of depravity are very
great, but how much greater when aided by the ex-
ample of intimate friends. As united fires burn the
fiercer, and the concentrated virus of many persons
thrown into the same room infected with the plague,
renders the disease more malignant, so a sinful

community improves and grows in impiety, and
every member joins his brother's pollution to his

own.
Nothing is so contagious as bad morals. Evil

communications corrupt good manners. Multitudes
have committed those sins without scruple in soci-

ety, which they could not have contemplated alone
without horror. It is difficult indeed to wade against

the torrent of evil example; and in general, what-
ever is done by the party, must be done by every in-

dividual of which it is composed.
In such company you will throw yourselves out

of the way of repentance and reformation. The
little relish you once had for devotional exercises
will soon be lost. Your Bible will fall into desue-
tude, the house of God will be neglected, and pious
friends carefully shunned. Should an occasional
revival of your serious feelings take place under a
sermon, or the remonstrances of a friend, they will

be immediately lulled again to repose, or banished
from your bosom by the presence and conversation
of an irreligious companion.

In many cases evil society has destroyed for ever
even the temporal interests of those who have fre-

quented it. Habits of dissipation, folly, and extra-

vagance have been acquired; character has been
ruined, business neglected, poverty and misery en-

tailed. But if this should not ensue, the influence

of evil association will go to ruin your soids, and
sink you to perdition. A companion of fools shall

be destroyed ; their path is the way to hell, going
down to the chambers of death. Yes ; if you con-
nect yourselves with them, they will drag you into

the vortex of their own ruin, as they sink in the

gulf of perdition. Is there the companion on earth
whose society you will seek or retain at this dread-

ful hazard 1 Is there one, for the sake of whose
friendship you will be willing to walk with him to
the bottomless pit 1 What though you could have
the society of the first poets, philosophers, wits, and
fashionables of the age, and yet were to lose your
own souls, what would this profit you ! Will it

soothe the agonies of your spirit in those regions of
horrible despair, to remember what you enjoyed in
the company of your gay companions on earth 1

Alas ! alas ! all that rendered your intercourse on
earth delightful, will then come to a final end.
There will be no opportunities granted you to gra-
tify your sensual desires together; no delicious
food, no intoxicating liquors; there are no amusing
tales, no merry songs there ; no feast of reason nor
the flow of soul there ; no coruscations of wit will
°nliventhe gloom of hell; no gay fancy will brighten
the darkness of eternal despair, no sallies of humor
shall illumine the blackness of everlasting night;
"but there shall be weeping and wailing and gnash-
ing of teeth; the worm that never dies, and the fire

that is never quenched."
What mind but His, who comprehends the uni-

verse in his survey, can conceive the multitudes
that have been ruined for both worlds by the influ-

ence of bad company. Their names have been re-

corded on every roll of infamy, and found in every
memorial of guilt and wretchedness. The records
of the workhouse and the hospital; of the jails and
the hulks ; or the gallows and the dissecting-room,

would declare the mischief; and could we look into

the prison of lost souls, a crowd of miserable ghosts

would meet our eye, who seem to utter in groans of
despair, this sad confession, " We are the wretched
victims of evil associations."

In the large and populous town where Providence
has fixed my lot, I have had an extensive sphere of
observation ; and I give it as my decided convic-
tion and deliberate opinion, that impropei- associates

are the most successful means which are employed, by
Satan for the ruin of men's souls.

The advice then which I offer is this

:

1. Be not over anxious about society. Do not
take up the opinion that all happiness centres in a
friend. Many of you are blessed with a happy
home, and an agreeable circle round your own fire-

side.* Here seek your companions, in your parents,

your brothers, and sisters.

2. Determine to have no companion rather than
an improper one. The one case is but a privation

of what is pleasant, the other is the possession of a
positive evil.

3. Maintain a dignified but not proud reserve.

Do not be too frank and ingenuous. Be cautious

of too hastily attaching yourselves as friends to

* Let me here address a word to parents. As you
would not drive your children to seek improper
companions abroad, seek to make them contented

and happy at home. Render their own house plea-

sant to them, and they will rarely feel a desire to

seek happiness in the houses of others. Be you
their companions and friends, and they will not be

anxious to seek foreign ones. As far as circum-

stances will admit, be much at home yourselves,

and that will keep your children there. Spend
what evenings you can in the bosom of your family.

Point out to your children what books to peruse.

Read with them and to them. Converse with them
in a free and engaging manner. Do not be house-

hold tyrants ; driving your children from your pre-

sence by severity, petulance, and ill humor; but

conduct yourselves with that afl^ection and affability

which shall render your return welcome to your

family, and draw your children in a little crowd of

smiling faces round you Die moment you enter the

room.
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others, or them to you. Be polite and kind to all,

but communicative and familiar with -few. Keep
your hearts in abeyance, till your judgment has
most carefully examined the characters of those

•who wish to be admitted to the circle of your ac-

quaintance. Neither run nor jump into friendships,

but walk towards them slowly and cautiously.

4. Always consult your parents about your com-
panions, and be guided by their opinions. They
have your interests at heart, and see further than
you can.

5. Cultivate a taste for reading and mental im-
provement; this will render you independent of
living society. Books will always furnish you with
intelligent, useful, and elegant friends. No one can
be dull who has access to the works of illustrious

authors, and has a taste for reading. And after all,

there are comparatively few whose society will so

richly reward us as this silent converse with the
mighty dead.

6. Choose none for your intimate compan<ions but
those who are decidedly pious, or persons of very
high moral worth. A scrupulous regard to all the
duties of morality; a high reverence for the Scrip-
tures; a belief in their essential doctrines; a con-
stant attendance on the means of grace, are the
lowest qualifications which you should require in

the character of an intimate friend.

Perhaps I shall be asked one or I wo questions on
this subject, to which an answer ought to be re-

turned. " If," say you, " I hnve formed an acquaint-
ance with a young friend before I had any serious
impressions upon my mind, ought I now to quit his
society, if he still remains destitute of any visible

regard to religion V First try, by every effort

which affection can dictate, and prudence di.'-ec',

to impress his mind with a sense of religion; if,

after a while, your exertions should be unavailing,
candidly tell him that, as you have taken different

views of things, and acquired different tastes to

what you formerly possessed, and that as you have
failed to bring him to your way of living, and can
no longer accommodate your pursuits to his, con-
science demands of you a separation from his so-

ciety. Sir Matthew Hale, one of the most upright
and able judges that ever sat upon the bench, was
nearly ruined by his dissolute companions. When
young, he had been very studious and sober ; but
the players happening to come to the town where he
was studying, he became a witness of their perform-
ance, by which he was so captivated, that his mind
lost its relish for study, and he addicted himself to

dissipated company. "When in the midst of his as-

sociates one day, it pleased God to visit one of them
with sudden death. Sir Matthew was struck with
horror and remorse. He retired and prayed, first

for his friend, that if the vital spark were not fled,

he might be restored; and then for himself, that he
might never more be found in such places and <-om-
pany as would render him unfit to meet death.—
From that day he quitted all his wicked compa-
nions, walked no more in the way of sinners, but
devoted himself to piety and literature.

I shall be asked again probably, "What am I to

do, if I can find in my situation no individual of my
own rank and circumstances in life, who is a par-
taker of true piety; ought I, in this case, to as.'jociate

with those who are much below me, and -who can-
not be my companions in any thing but piety 1" In
reply to this, I observe, that it is character which
constitutes respectability, and not the adventitious
circumstances of fortune or rank : and to conduct
ourselves in any degree as if we were ashamed of
the followers of Christ, because they are poor, is an
offence against our divine Lord. To forsake prayer
meetings, benevolent institutions, Sunday schools,
or places where the gospel is preached, merely be-

cause we find none there of sufficient fortune to as-

sociate with US; to treat our poorer brethren with
cold neglect and haughty distance; to refu'^e to be
seen speaking with, them, and to them, as if they
were beneath us; this is most manifestly wrong;
for it is carrj'ing the distinctions of the world into

the church. Still, however, as religion was never
intended to level the.se distinctions, it might not be
adviseable to choose bosom companions from those

who are far below us in worldly circumstances.
Some inconvenience would arise from the practice,

and it would occasion, in many cases, the wa3's of
godliness to be spoken ill of
Young persons of good habits should take great

heed that they do not, by insensible degrees, become
dangerous characters to each other. That social

turn of mind, which is natural to men, and espe-

cially to young persons, may perhaps lead them to

form themselves into little societies, particularly at

the festive season of the year, to spend their even-
ings together. But let me entreat you to be cautious

hffii: you spend them. If your games and your cups
take up your time till you entrench on the night,

and perhaps on the morning too, you will quickly

corrupt each other. Farewell then to prayer, and
every other religious exercise in secret. Farewell
then to all my pleasing hopes of you, and to those

hopes which your pious parents have entertained.

You will then become examples and instances of

all the evils I have so largely described. Plead
not that these things are lawful in themselves; so

are most of those in a certain degree which, by their

abuse, prove destructive to men's souls and bodies.

If you meet, let it be for rational and Christian con-
versation; and let prayer and other devotions have
their frequent place among you ; and if you say or
think that a mixture of these will spoil the company,
it is high time for you to stop your career, ana call

yourselves to an account; for it seems by such a
thought that you are lovers of pleasure much more
than lovers of God. Some of those things may ap-

pear to have a tincture of severity, but consider
whether I could have proved my.^elf faithful to you,
and to him in whose name I speak, if I had omitted
the caution I have now been giving you. I shall

only add that, had I loved you less tenderly, I

should have warned you more coldly of this dan-
gerous and deadly snare.*

CHAPTER XIV.

TfiR invention of the art of printing forms an era
in the histor}' of mankind, next in importance to the

promulgation of the law, and the publication of the
gospel. Until this splendid gift was bestowed upon
man, books, which were all in manuscript, were cir-

culated within a comparatively narrow sphere, and
knowledge was in the possession of only a privileged

few. This invaluable art, however, rendered the

fountains of information accessible to all, and gave
opportunity to the poorest of our race, to slake their

mental thirst at the deepest and purest streams of

truth. There was a time when ignorance was ra-

ther a misfortune than a reproach; and when, in-

deed, a craving af^er information M-ould, with many,
have been rather a calamity than a benefit, since

the means of -satisfying the appetite were beyond
their reach. The state of things is altered how,
and almost a whole circle of science may be pur-

chased for a few shillings. Education is also much

See Dr. Doddridge's sermon, entitled " A Dis-

suasive from Keeping Bad Company."
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improved and extended. Under these circum-

stances, ignorance is a deep reproach
;
and a young

person who can suffer days and weeks to pass with-

out taking up a book, is a pitiable spectacle of doll-

ish inanity. Cultivate, then, my children, a taste

for reading; and in order to this, there must be a

thirst after information. " Knowledge," says Lord

Bacon, "is power;" and if it were not power, it is

pleasure. It gives us weight of character, and pro-

cures for us respect. It enables us to form an opin-

ion with correctness, to state it with clearness, to

offer it with confidence, and to enforce it with argu-

ment. It enlarges the sphere of our usefulness, by

raising the degree of our influence. Other things

being equal, that man will be.the most useful who
has the greatest measure of information. JHere I

shall offer some directions for your guidance in the

selection of books. Books may be divided into two

classes.

First, such as relate to religion.

Of these, the BrBLE of course occupies the stipreme

place, an elevation exclusively its own. It is, as its

title signifies, the book;—the standard of all right

sentim'ents ; the judge of all other works. Sir Wil-
lia.m Jones, that prodigy of learning, wrote on the

fly-leaf of his Bible these remarks: "I have care-

fully and regularly perused these holy Scriptures,

and am of opinion that the volume, independently

of its divine origin, contains more sublimity, purer

morality, more important history, and finer strains

of eloquence, than can be collected from all other

books, in whatever language they may have been

written." Salmatius, the learned antagonistof Mil-

ton, said on his death-bed, "that were he to begin

life again, he would spend much of his time in read-

ing David's psalms and Paul's epistles." What-
ever books you neglect, neglect not the Bible. What-
ever other books you read, read this. Let not a day
pass without perusing some portion of holy writ.

Read it devoutly ; not from curiosity, nor with a

view to controversy; but to be made wise unto sal-

vation. Read it with much prayer. Read it with

a determination to follow its guidance wheresoever
it leads.*

In addition to the Bible, there are many unin-

spired religious books which I recommend. In the

class o{ biography, Hunter's Scripture Characters is

a most fascinating production. Brook's Lives of

the Puritans, Gilpin's Lives of the Reformers, Cox's

Life of Melancthon, are all useful and interesting.

Mr. Williams' Life and Diary will show you how
the tradesman may be united with the Christian,

and how a man may be busy for both worlds. The
Life of Pearce, by Fuller, is an excellent work.
Martyn's Memoirs is the most interesting piece of

biography published in modern times. Durant's
Life and Remains of his Son are singularly in-

structive.

Should you wish to read on doctrinal theology, I

strongly recommend Dwight's system. On the evi-

doices of Christianity, Bishop Watson's Apology, in

reply to Paine: likewise, Bogue's Essay, Chalmers'
Historical Evidences, the masterly work of Palev,

and Campbell on Miracles, a work which meets the

subtleties of Hume.
On church history, I recommend Burnet's History

of the Reformation; Campbell, for his admirable

description of the rise, progress, and spirit of pope-

ry ; Mosheim, for his account of the errors and cor-

ruptions of the Church ; and Milner, for his anxiety

to trace true piety, wherever it is to be found, amidst

the prevailing ignorance and vice of the times. He
is, however, too credulous, and not so impartial in

* I recommend to the young a diligent and serious

perusal of Bickersteth's Help to the reading of the

Scriptures ; a very valuable treatise.

his treatment of the questions which bear on dis-

sent, as the dignity and candor of an historian re-

quire. Jones's History of the Waldeuses is a very
interesting work.

Secondly, the other division of books includes all

the varied classes, which relate to the affairs of this

life.

Enjoying, as Britons, the advantages of a politi-

cal constitution, which is the work of ages, and the

admiration of the world, you should acquaint your-

selves with its theory, and for this purpose may read

Custance's short work, De Lolme's more elaborate

and philosophical production, and the first volume

of Blackstone's Commentaries, together with a more
modern work of Lord John Russel's.

Young men should acquaint themselves with the

principles of trade and commerce, and of course

should be acquainted with Adam Smith's " Wealth

of Nations."
History is a class of reading in which you ought

to be at home; and as Britons, it would be to your

deep disgrace to be ignorant of the details of your

own country. In this department you ought not to

be satisfied with mere facts, and names, and dates,

but should read v.-ith an eye which discriminates

and marks the changes which events introduce into

the manners, laws, liberties, and governments of na-

tions. History is something more than a mere
chronicle of facts; and our knowledge of its details

should be such as enables us to trace the progress of

society, and the march of improvement. The his-

tory of Goldsmith should prepare you for the larger

and popular work of Hume. T'.-.i beautiful simpli-

city of Hume's composition, together with his phi-

losophical mode of analyzing character, and tracing

events, renders his work peculiarly fa,scinating

:

but unhappily, Hume was a confirmed infidel, and

must be read with a mind ever upon its guard

against the poison which he has infused into his

narrative; and his views on the great question of

civil liberty were not the most liberal. When you

read this author, remember that although you are

drinking a pleasant draught from a goblet of bur-

nished gold, there is poison in the cup: happily, the

deleterious infusion floats upon the surface, and may
be therefore easily detected. An English history,

in which there shall be the most sacred regard to

the principles of pure morality, evangelical religion,

and rational liberty, is still a desideratum in the

literature of our country.*

The ancient history of Rollin, eloquent, pure, and

moral, should be read by every young person. Gold-

smith's Greece should prepare for the masterly work

of Mitford ; and his Rome, for the gorgeous pro-

duction of Gibbon. Unhappily, the same remark

will apply to this latter writer, as to his contempo-

rary Hume: he was an infidel, though in a more

covert way than the Scotch historian. If you have

* Some interesting and valuable books, entitled

" Studies in History," have been published by the

Rev. S. Morrel, theological tutor in the dissenting

academy at Wymondley. His moral reflections are

rather too long, and too much detached from the

historv. Hunie has so incorporated his infidelity

with his historv, that it is impossible to read the one

without the other. In this way a moral and reli-

gious history should he written. To use a simde

borrowed from weaving, the religion and the narra-

tive should, like the warp and the woof, be wrought

into each other. Where thev are entirely detached,

young people find the thread of the history too much
broken, and leave the comment to follow the text.

Mr. Lingard, a Roman Catholic author, is now
publishing a very well written history of England,

in which his views and feelings, as a Catholic, are,

however, sufficiently prominent.
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leisure and inclinatioa to peruse Roman history,

Crevier, who was a pupil of Rollin, has supplied

the means, in his "Lives of the Emperors;" and
Hooke, also, in his Roman History, which is car-

ried down to the death of Oclavius. Robertson's

historical works are eminently entitled to attention,

especially his " Charles the Fifth," the introduc-

tory volume of which contains a view of the pro-

gress of society in Europe, from the subversion of

the Roman empire to the beginning of the sixteenth

century; and also presents a masterly survey of the

gradations by which the social institutions of anti-

quity have passed through the barbarism of the dark
ages, into all that characterizes the state of modern
Europe. Bishop Burnet's History of his own Times,
ought to be perused as the work of an author who
wrote the narrative of events which he witnessed,

who^e veracity can be trusted, if not his discrimina-

ticn.

In the department of English composition, Addi-
son and Johnson, though moral writers, in the us-ical

acceptation of the term, are not always correct in

their principles, if indeed the New Testament is the

standard of moral sentiments. It is desirable to

cultivate a good taste, and an elegant style of com-
position ; and for this purpose, the productions of

these two celebrated writers may be read, together

with Burke on the Sublime, Alison on Taste, Blair's

Lectures, and Campbell on Rhetoric.

Poetry is a bewitching, and if not of a strictly

moral character, a dangerous species of writing. I

by no means condemn it, for this would betray a
Gothic destitution of taste, as well as an ignorance

of some of the first principles of our nature. The
ear is tuned to enjoy the melody of numbers, and the

imagination formed to delight in the creations of

fancy. But still it must be recollected, that the ima-
gination is amongst the inferior faculties of mind,
and that the gratification of the seases is amongst
the lowest ends of a rational existence : only a limit-

ed perusal of poetry is therefore to be allowed ; such

an indulgence in this mental luxury and recreation,

as will not unfit the mind, or deprive it of opportu-

nity for severer and more useful pursuits. We
should use poetry as we do those pleasing objects

of nature, from which it derives its most lovely

images; not as the regions of our constant abode,

but as the scenes of our occasional resort. Although
the present age can boast the noble productions of

such men as Scott, Southey, Campbell, and Words-
worth, whose poems every person of real taste will

read, yet I recommend the more habitual perusal of

Spencer and Milton among the ancients, and Cow-
pcr and Montgomery among the moderns : the two
first for their genius, and the others for their piety.*

The whole wide range of Natural History and
Experimental Philosophy, presents a scene of inte-

* As for Byron, possessing, as he does, the very

soul of poetry, beyond all his contemporaries, his

exquisite pathos, and peerless beauty can make no
atonement for his vices, and should have no power
to reconcile us to his works. He is indeed, as he
has been styled, the master of a Satanic school : in-

fidelity and immorality are the lessons which all his

pages teach ; and nearly all. his characters embody
and enforce. Never before did these dispositions

receive such patronage from the poetic muse. Never
was genius seen more closely allied to vice, than in

the productions of this popular, but dangerous writer.

His works are enough to corrupt the morals of a na-

tion, and seem indeed, to have been written for this

dreadful purpose. He stands like a volcano in the

world of letters, grand and magestic, dark, lowering,

and fiery ; while every new work is but another

eruption of lava upon the interests beneath. He
seems to have been stirred up by the evil spirit to

resting research, through which authors of the first

respectability stand always ready to conduct you,
unfolding at every step some new proof of the exist-

ence, and some fresh display of the wisdom, power,
and goodness of the great IFirst Cause. The sub-
lime wonders of astronomy elevate the mind, and
throw open an almost infinite field of contemplation
and astonishment. Chymistry, by its combinations,
affinities, and repulsions ; by its principles as a the-

ory, and the unlimited practical uses of these prin-

ciples, is an endless career of pleasing and useful
study. Optics, pneumatics, electricity, with all their

attendant sciences, have been treated of by writers,

whose productions assist us to explore the wonder-
ful works of God : while botany shows that the weed
we trample under our feet, no less than the mighty
orb which rolls through illimitable space, obeys the

laws, assumes the place, and accommodates itself

to the order appointed by its Creator.

As to that class of books denominated novels, I

join with every other moral and religious writer in

condemning, as the vilest trash, the greater part of

the productions, which, under this name, have car-

ried a turbid stream of vice over the morals of man-
kind. They corrupt the taste, pollute the heart, de-
base the mind, immoralize the conduct. They
throw prostrate the understanding, sensualize the

aflfections, enervate the will, and bring all the high
faculties of the soul into subjection to an imagina-
tion which they have first made wild, insane, and
uncontrollable. They furnish no ideas, and gene-
rate a morbid, sickly sentimentalism, instead of a
just and lovely sensibility. A wise man should de-

spise them, and a good hian should abhor them.

—

Of late years they have, it is true, undergone a con-
siderable reformation. The present extraordinary
FAVORITE of the literary world, has indeed displaced,

and sent into oblivion, a thousand miserable scrib-

blers of love stories, who still however fling back at

him, as they retire, the ancient taunt, " Art thou too

become as one of us 1" His works discover prodi-

gious talent, astonishing information, and a power
of delineating character truly wonderful. But what
is their merit beyond a power to amuse 1 Who
ever wrote so much for so little real usct'ulness?

—

They are still, in part, works of fiction, and in mea-
sure, exert the same unfriendly influence on the

public mind and taste as other works of fiction do.

As to religions novels, they are rarely worth your
attention. I should be sorry to see this species of
writing become the general reading of the religious

public. Symptoms of a craving appetite for this

species of mental food have been very apparent of
late. These are far more likely to lead young per-

sons of pious education to read other kinds of novels,
than they are to attract the readers of the latter to

pious tales. They have already, in many cases,

attempt, by his fascinating poems, that mischief,

which the wit of Voltaire, the subtleties of Hume,
and the popular ribaldries of Paine, had, in vain,

endeavored to achieve.

At length the indignation of heaven seems to havp
been roused, and to have scorched with its lightning

the wings of his lofty, but impious genius ; inas-

much as his later productions evince a singular des-

titution of that talent by which the earlier elfu.sions

of his muse were characterized. One can scarcely

suppose it possible, that even he could read the last

cantos of his most licentious work, without secretly

exclaiming, under a consciousness of their inferiori-

ty, " How am I fallen !
1"

If young people would not be cursed by the infi-

delity and immorality which lurk in his pages, let

theni beware how they touch his volumes, as much
as they would to embrace a beautiful form infected

with the plague.
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formed a taate for works of fiction, which is grati-

fying itself with far more exceptionable productions.

They have become the harbingers in some families

of works which, till they entered, would have been

forbidden to pass the threshold.

It is very evident that the taste of the present age

is strongly inclined for works of fiction. I am not

unacquainted with the arguments by which such
productions are jusiified, nor am I by any means
prepared to pronounce a sweeping sentence of con-

demnation upon them. Genius is elicited and che-

rished by writing them ; and taste is formed, cor-

rected, and gratified by reading them. Provided
they are totally free from all unscriptural sentiments

and anti-christian tendency, they form a recreation

for the mind, and keep it from amusements of a
worse character. I am also aware that they may
be, and have been, made the vehicle of much in-

struction. Johnson tells us that this, amongst many
other arts of instruction, has been invented, that the

reluctance against truth might be overcome ; and
as physic is given to children in confections, pre-

cepts have been hidden under a thousand appear-

ances, that mankind may be bribed by a pleasure to

escape destruction. In his beautiful allegory of

Truth, Falsehood, and Fiction, he represents Truth
as so repeatedly foiled in her contests with False-

hood, that in the anger of disappointment, she peti-

tions Jupiter to be called back to her native skies,

and leave mankind to the disorder and misery which
they deserved, by submitting willingly to the usur-

pation of her antagonist. Instead of granting her
request, he recommended her to consult the Muses
by what methods she might obtain an easier recep-

tion, and reign without the toil of incessant war.

—

It was then discovered, that she obstructed her own
progress, by the severity of her aspect and the so-

lemnity of her dictates; and that men would never
willingly admit her, till they ceased to fear her;
since, by giving themselves up to Falsehood, they
seldom made any sacrifice of their ease sr pleasure,

because she took the state that was most engaging,
and always suffered herself to be dressed and paint-

ed by Desire. The Muses wove in the loom of
Pallas a loose and changeable robe, like that in

which Falsehood captivated her admirers ; with this

they invested Truth, and named her Fiction. She
now went out again to conquer with more success

;

for when she demanded entrance of the Passions,

Ihey often mistook her for Falsehood, and delivered

up their charge ; but when she had once taken pos-

session, she was soon disrobed by Reason, and shone
out, in her original form, with native effulgence and
resistless beauty.

This is plausible
; but will not history and biogra-

phy answer all the ends of fiction, unattended with
its injurious effects'? Here all is life, variety, and
interest. Here is every thing to amuse, to recreate.

Here the finest moral lessons are inculcated in the
detail of facts. Here are passions, motives, actions,

all forming the most exquisite delineations of cha-
racter, set home upon the heart with the aid of the
powerful conviction that these are facts. I am sure
that none can have attended to the more secret and
subtle operations of their own minds, without per-

ceiving that a display of virtue or vice, embodied
in a fact, has inconceivably more power over the

mind, than the same character exhibited by the most
extraordinary genius in a fiction. While reading
the latter, we may have been deeply affected, we
may have glowed with anger at the sight of vice,

melted with pity at the display of misery, or soared
in rapture at the exhibition of excellence ; but when
the book is laid down, and the mind recovers from
the illusion, does not the recollection, that all this

was the creation of imagination, exert a cold and
chilling influence upon the heart, and go far to efface

almost every favorable impression, till, by a kind of
revenge for the control which d, fiction has had over
us, we determined to forget all we have felt 1 We
cannot do this in rising from a fact.

Fiction is generally overwrought. It is vice in

caricature, or virtue in enamel : the former is fre-

quently too bad to be dreaded as likely to happen to

us : the latter too high to be an object of expectation.

All the attendant circumstances are too artificially

contrived. There is little that is like it in real life.

Our passions are too much excited, our hopes are

too much raised : and when we come from this ideal

world info the every day scenes of ordinary life,

we feel a sense of dulness, because every thing looks

tame and common-place. The effect of such works
is great for the time, but it is not a useful effect : it

is like the influence of ardent spirits, which fits men
for desperate adventures, but not for the more steady

and sober efforts of ordinary enterprise.

Observe then, although I do not totally condemn
all works of fiction, for then I should censure the

practice of Him who spake as never man spake,

whose parables were fictitious representations; yet

I advise a sparing and cautious perusal of them,

whether written in poetry or prose. History, bio-

graphy, travels, accounts of the manners and customs

of nations, will answer all the ends of fiction; they

will amuse, and they will in the most easy and pleas-

ing way instruct. They will exhibit to us every
possible view of human nature, and every conceiva-

ble variety of character. They will introduce us to

a real world, and exhibit to us the failings and the

excellences of men of like passions with ourselves

!

and who, according to the complexion of their cha-

racter, may be regarded as beacons to warn us, or

the polar star to guide us.

Again, and again, I say, cultivate my children, a
taste for the acquisition of knowledge : thirst after

information, as the miser does after wealth ; treasure

up ideas with the same eagerness as he does pieces

of gold. Let it not be said, that for you the great-

est of human beings have lived, and the most
splendid of human minds have written in vain.

—

You live in a world of books, and they contain

worlds of thought. Devote all the time that can
be lawfully spared from business to reading. Lose
not an hour. Ever have some favorite author at

hand, to the perusal of whose productions the hours

and half hours, which would otherwise be wasted,

might be devoted. Time is precious. Its fragments,

like those of diamonds, are too valuable lo be lost.

Let no day pass without your attempting to gain

some new idea. Your first object of existence, as I

have already stated, should be the salvation of your
soul : the next, the benefit of your fellow-creatures;

and then comes the improvement of your mind.*

CHAPTER XV.

ON AMUSEMENTS AND RECREATIONS.

It is a trite remark, that the mind, like a bow, will

lose its power by being always strained ; and that

occasional relaxation from the cares of business, is

necessary to preserve the vigor and elasticity of the

human faculties. Allowing this to be true, it be-

comes a question, in what way recreation may be

I most earnestly recommend to all young per-

sons the perusal of Mr. H. F. Burder's Treatise on

Mental Culture ; then the well known work of Dr.

Watts, " On the improvement of the Mind;" and
if they are disposed to pursue the subject, Dugald
Stewart's elegant and valuable work on Mental
Philosophy.
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lawfully sought ; or, in other words, what kind of

amusement may be innocently resorted to. Here
two rules may be laid down.

1. All recreations are improper, v-hich have an
injurious inJiiLence upon the moral and religious cha-

racter. This is an axiom. No reasoning is neces-

sary to support it ; no eloquence is requisite to illus-

trate it; none but an atheist can oppose it.

2. All recreations are improper, which, by their

nature, Jiuve a tendency to dissipate the mind, and
unfit it for the pursuits of lousiness ; or which en-

croach too much on the time demanded for our ne-

cessarj' occupations. This rule is as intelligible

and as just as the former.

These two directions, the propriety of which all

must admit, will be quite sufficient to guide us in

the choice of amusements.
First, there are some diversions, which, by lead-

ing us to inflict pain produce cruelty of disposition.

A reluctance to occasion misery even to an insect,

is nJt a mere decoration of the character, which we
are left at liberty to wear or to neglect; but it is a
disposition which we are commanded, as matter of
duty to cherish. It is not mere sensibility, but a

necessary part of virtue. It is impossible to inflict

pain, and connect the idea of gratification with
such an act, without experiencing some degree of

mental obduration. We are not surprised that he
who, while a boy, amused himself in killing flies,

should, when he became a sovereign, exhibit the

character of a cruel and remorseless tyrant. To
find pleasure in setting brutes to worry and devour
each other, is a disposition truly diabolical; and
the man who can find delight in dog-fighting, cock-
fighting, bull-baiting, is quite prepared to imitate

those cannibals who, in the popular insurrections

and massacres of the French Revolution, sported

with the mangled carcasses and palpitating limbs
of their murdered victims, and dragged them about
with their teeth in the gardens of the Tuilleries.

Horse-racing, in addition to the crueltv with which
it is attended, is generally a means of assembling
on the course, all the gamesters, swindlers, and
black-legs in the neighborhood, and is the cause of
much drunkenness, debauchery, and ruin.

All field-sports, of every kind, are, in my view,
condemned by the laws of humanity. Shooting,
coursing, hunting, angling, are all cruel. What
agony is inflif?ted in hooking a worm or a fi.sh : in

maiming a bird: in chasing and worrying a hare :

and to find sport in doing this, is inhuman and un-
christian. To say that these anin;als are given for

food, and must be killed, is not a reply to my argu-
ment. I am not contending against killing them,
or eating them, but against the act of killing them
for sport. The infliction of death, under any cir-

cumstances, and upon any creature, however insig-

nificant in the scale of creation, is too serious a
matter to be a source of amusement. No two terms
can be more incongruous than death and sport. It

seems perfectly monstrous, that after having sub-
jected the irrational creation to the terrors of disso-

lution by his guilt, man should experience pleasure
in executing the .sentence. Death is the enemy
even of brutes; and the irrational creation manifest
symptoms of instinctive horror at his approach;
and to find delight in throwing the shuddering vic-

tim to the devourer, is shocking. I would extend
these remarks to all animals, and say, that it is un-
lawful to find sport in killing such as are voxious.
Wolves, bears, serpents, are to be extirpated, because
their continuance endangers human life

; but to find

pleasure in the act of killing even these, has a hard-
ening tendencv on the human heart.

Secondly, Some amusements tend to cherish
selfish and avariciov.s feelings, and at the same time
to protluce that gambling taste, which tends to the

utter ruin of both the temporal and eternal interests

of mankind. Billiards, cards, dice, have this ten-

dency ; and indeed, all other games that are played
for money. The object of the player in these games
is to get money, by a hasty process. What arts of
fraud and deception are often resorted to, in order
to avoid the loss and shame of defeat, and secure
the game and honor of success. What anger and
ill-will are often produced in the mind of the un-
successful party. Even the rules of decorum, ob-
served in polished society, are not suflicient, in many
cases, to restrain the pa.ssionate invective, and the

profane oath. I may here most confidently appeal
to the frequenters of the card-table for the truth of
what I say, when I atfirm, that a want of success

during an evening at whist is a trial of temper,
which few are able to bear with honor to themselves,

or the comfort of those around them. Passion,

petulance, and sullenness, are always waiting under
the table, ready to appear in the persons and con-

duct of the loser. I have had scenes described to

me by spectators of them, which I should have
thought a disgrace to the vulgar company assembled
at an alehouse, much more to the genteel party in
the drawing-room. Have not the most serious mis-
understandings arisen from this source between
man and wife1 What wrath and fury has the

latter, by her tide of ill success, brought down upon
her head froin her irritated husband. The winner
sees all this, retains his ill-gotten gain, and knows
not that all the while a chilling frost of selfishness

is upon his heart, freezing up the generous feelings

of his nature. Nothing is more bewitching than
the love of gambling. The winner ha\nng tasted

of the sweets of gain, is led forward by the hope
of still greater gain, while the loser plunges deeper
and deeper in ruin, with the delusive expectation

of retrieving his lost fortune. How many have
ruined themselves and their families for ever by
this mad passion. How many have thrown down
the cards and the dice, only to take up the pistol or

the poison ; and have rushed, with all their crimes
about them, from the gambling-table to the—fiery

lake in hell.

To affirm that these remarks are applicable only
to those who play high, is nothing ; because it is

the nature of vice to be progressive. , Besides, it is

a fact, that many tradesmen, and even laboring peo-

fle, have ruined themselves by the love of play,

t is, as I have said, a most ensnaring practice,

leading on from one degree to another, till multi-
tudes, who began with only an occasional game,
end in the most confirmed and inveterate habits of
gambling,

Thirdly. Some amusements tend to foster vanity
and. pride, while at the same time, they generate a
distastefor all the serious pursuits of religion, and
the sober occupations of domestic life.

If I mistake not, these remarks will apply to balls,

routs, and concerts. I am not quite sure that the

morals of society have not suffered considerable de-

terioration by assemblies. Circumstances are con-

nected with this species of amusement, the tendency
of which is more than questionable. The mode of

dress adopted at these fashionable resorts; the nature

of the employment ; the dissipating tendency of the

music, the conversation, and the elegant iiproar:

the lateness of the hour to which the dazzling scene

is protracted ; the love of display which is produced

;

the false varnish which is thrown over many a

worthless character, by the fascinating exterior

which he exhibits in a ball-room have a tendency

to break down the mounds of virtue, and expose

the character to the encroachments of vice. And
if it were conceded, which it certainly cannot be,

that no immoral consequence results to those who
occupy the upper walks of fife, who are protected
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by the decorum of elegant society, yet what mis-

chief is produced to their humble imitators, who
attend the assemblies which are held in the barn or

the alehouse. I look upon dancing among these,

to be a practice fraught with immorality ; and my
soul is horrified at this moment by remembering

the details of a most tragic event which occurred

in this neighborhood, a few years since, to an inter-

esting female, who, after having lost tier virtue on

the night that followed the dance, was found, a few

hours after, murdered either by her seducer or her-

self. Have nothing to do then with this fascinating,

though injurious species of amusement. Besides,

what an encroachment does it make upon time,

which is demanded for other pursuits. How does

it dissipate the mind, and poison it with a vain and
frivolous taste for dress, and personal decoration.

How completely does it unfit the soul for piety, and

even the necessary occupations of domestic life.

Let there be a love once acquired for these elegant

recreations by any female, and, from my heart, I

pity the man who is destined to be her husband.

My opinion of the stage I shall reserve for a

separate chapter. In the mean time I shall reply

to a question which no doubt, ere this you are ready

to ask, " What amusements I would recommend."
I do not hesitate at once to observe, that young

people stand in much less need than is supposed, of

any amusement properly so called. Their spirits

are buoyant, their cares are light, their sorrows

it'w, and their occupations rarely very fatiguing to

the mind. What more is necessary beyond mere
change of employment, I should say, may be found

in engagements both strengthening to the body
and improving to the mind. A country ram-
ble amidst the beauties of nature, where, sur-

rounded by sights and sounds which have awak-
ened and cherished the spirit of poetry, we may
admire the works of God and man together, will,

to every mind of taste or piety, be quite enough to

refresh and stimulate the wearied faculties. The
perusal of an entertaining and instructive book,

where our best authors have said their best things,

and in their best manner too, will have the same
effect. My children, acquire a taste for reading.

Aspire to an independence of the butterfly-pursuits

of the pleasure-hunter. Seek lor that thirst after

knowledge, which when the soul is jaded with the

dull and daily round of secular affairs, shall con-

duct her to the fountains of thought contained in

the well-stocked library ;
where, as she drinks the

pure perennial streams of knowledge, she forgets

in their murmurs the toils of the day. Or, the

study of natural philosophy, attended where an ap-

paratus can be commanded, with a course of illus-

trative experiments, would be at once refreshing

and instructive. And where young people are hap-
pily situated beneath the wing of their parents, the

pleasures of home, the agreeable intercourse of the

domestic circle, are no mean or insufficient recrea-

ions from the fatigues of business.

But perhaps many a youthful bosom will at this

thought heave a sigh, and sorrowfully exclaim, " I

am not at home. In that beloved retreat, and with
its dear inhabitants, I should want no amusement.
My father's greeting smile ; my mother's fond em-
brace; the welcome of my brothers and my sisters;

the kind looks, the fond inquiries, the interesting

though unimportant conversation of all, would re-

cruit my strength, and recreate my mind. But I

am far from these. I am in a distant town, a stran-

ger in a strange place; a mere lodger, where the

attentions which I receive are all bought and paid
for. Wearied and dispirited, I ofttimes return
from the scene of labor, and find in the cold and
heartless salutation of my host, and in the dreary
solitude of my own chamber, that I am, indeed, no

at home. Often and often as I sit musing away the

hour that intervenes between business and sleep,

and carrying out into painful contrast my lodging
and my home, I involuntarily exclaim,

" My friends do they now and then send

A wish or a thought after me."

Who can wonder that in such a situation I should
occasionally pay a visit to the theatre, or the con-

cert, and seek to forget that I am not at home, by
amusements which have a tendency to drown re-

flection and divert my mind. Oh ! give me again

the pleasures of home, and I will make a cheerful

surrender of all that I have adopted as their substi-

tutes."

I feel for such young persons. I too have been in

their situation ; I have felt all that they feel. I have

wept at the contrast between being a stranger or a

guest, and a happy child at home. I too have re-

turned at night to meet the silent look, or cheerless

greeting of the hostess, instead of the smiling coun-

tenance and fond expression of the mother that bore

me, the father that loved me. I too have retired to my
room to weep at thoughts of home. I can therefore

sympathise with you. And shall I tell you how in

these circumstances I alleviated my sorrows, and
rendered my situation not only tolerable, but even

sometimes pleasant 1 By the exercises and influ-

ence of true religion ; by the intercourse of a holy

fellowship with pious companions ; and by the as-

sistance of books. Try, do be persuaded to try, the

same means:

" Religion, what treasures untold

Reside in that heavenly word,

More precious than silver and gold,

Or ail that this earth can afford."

This will find you a home, and a father and

friends in every place. It will soften your banish-

ment, and open to you springs of consolation, which
shall send their precious streams into your forlorn

abode. It will render you independent of the thea-

tre, and the concert, and the ball room. It will

guard you from vices, which, where they are com-

mitted, only serve to render the recollection of home
still more intolerable. It will give you an interest

and a share in all the religious, institutions which

are formed in the congregation with which you as-

sociate, and will thus offer you a recreation in the

exercise of a holy and enlightened philanthropy.

In addition to this, cultivate a taste for reading.

—

Employ your leisure hours in gaining knowledge.

Thus even your situation will be rendered compa-

ratively cotnfortable, and the thoughts of home will

neither destroy your happiness, nor send you for

consolation to the polluting sources of worldly

amusement.
But there are some who will reply, " I have nei-

ther taste for religion or reading, and what amuse-

ments do you recommend to me? No)ie at all.—
What ! that man talk of amusement, who, by his own
confession, is under the curse of heaven's eternal

law, and the wrath of heaven's incensed King"?

—

Amusement!! what, for the poor wretch who is on

the brink of perdition, the verge of hell, and may
the next hour be lifting up his eyes in torments, and

calling for a drop of water to cool his parched

tongue. Diversion! what, for him who is every mo-

ment exposed to that sentence, " Depart from me,

accur,scd, into everlasting fire, prepared for the

devil and his angels." What! going on to that

place where the worm dieth not, and the fire is

never quenched; where there is weeping, and wail-

ing and gnashing of teeth, and calling for amuse-

ments ! ! Oh monstrous inconsistency !
! We have

heard of prisoners dancing in their chains, but who
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ever heard of a poor creature asking for amuse-
ments OQ his way to the place of execution 1 This
is your case. While you have no taste for religion,

you are certainly under sentence of eternal death.

—

You are every day travelling to execution. Yet you
are asking for amusements ! And what will be your
reflections in the world of despair, to recollect that

the season of hope was employed by you, not in

seeking the salvation of the soul, and everlasting

happiness, but in mere idle diversions, which were
destroying you at the very time they amused you.

—

Then will you learn, when the instruction will do
you no good, that you voluntarily relinquished the

fulness of joy which God's presence affords, and the

eternal pleasures which are to be found at his right

hand, for the joy of fools, which, as Solomon truly

says, is but as "the crackling of thorns beneath the

pot." Before you think ofamusements, seekfor religion.

CHAPTER XVI.

ON THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS.

I DO not hesitate for a moment, to pronounce the

theatre to be one of the broadest avenues which lead

to destruction ; facinating, no doubt it is, but on
that account the more delusive and the more dan-
gerous. Let a young man once acquire a taste for

this species of entertainment, and yield himself up
to its gratification, and he is in imminent danger of
becoming a lost character, rushing upon his ruin.

—

All the evils that can waste his property, corrupt
his morals, blast his reputation, impair his healtn,

embitter his life, and destroy his soul, lurk in the

purlieus of a theatre. Vice, in every form, lives,

and moves, and has its being there. Myriads have
cursed the hour when they first exposed themselves
to the contamination of the stage. From that fatal

evening they date their destruction. Then they
threw off the restraints of education, and learnt to

disregard the dictates of conscience. Then their

deci-sion, hitherto oscillating between a life of vir-

tue and of vice, was made up for the latter. But I

will attempt to support by argument and facts these
strong assertions.

The stage cannot be defended as an amusement

:

for the proper end of an amusement is to recreate
without fatiguing or impairing the strength and .spi-

rits. It should invigorate, not exhaust the bodily
and mental powers; should spread an agreeable .se-

renity over the mind, and be enjoyed at proper
seasons. Is midnight the time, or the heated atmo-
sphere of a theatre the place, or the passionate,

tempestuous excitement of a deep tragedy the state

of mind, that comes up to this view of the design of
amusement ! Certainly not.

But what I wish particularly to insist upon is, the

immoral and anti-christian tendency of the stage. It

is an indubitable fact, that the stage has flourished
most, in the most corrupt and depraved state of so-

ciety ;
and that in proportion as sound morality, in-

dustry, and religion advance their influence, the

theatre is deserted. It is equally true that amongst
the most passionate admirers, and most constant
frequenters of the stage, are to be found the most
dissolute and abandoned of mankind. Is it not too
manifest to be denied, that piety as instinctively

shrinks from the theatre, as human life does from
the point of a sword or the draught of poison"? Have
not all those who have professed the most elevated
piety and morality, borne an unvarying and uni-

form testimony again.st the stage 1 Even the more
virtuous pagans condemned this amusement, a.s in-

jurious to morals and the interests of nations. Plato,
Livy, Xenophon, Cicero, Solon, Cato, Seneca, Ta-

citus, the most venerable men of antiquity ; the
brightest constellation of virtue and talents which
ever appeared upon the hemi.<;phere of philosophy,
have all denounced the theatre as a most abundant
source of moral pollution, and assure us that both
Greece and Rome had their ruin accelerated by a
fatal passion for these corrupting entertainments.

—

William Pryne, a .satirical and pungent writer,
who suffered many cruelties for his admirable pio-
ductions in the time of Charles I, has made a cata-

logue of authorities against the stage, which con-
tains every name of eminence in the heathen and
Christian worlds: it comprehends the united testi-

mony of the Jewish and Christian churches; the de-

liberate acts of fifty-four ancient and modern, ge-
neral, national, provincial councils and synods, both
of the Western and Eastern churches ; the condem-
natory sentence of seventy-one ancient Fathers, and
one hundred and fifty modern Popish and Protest-

ant authors; the hostile endeavors of philosophers
and even poets; with the legislative enactments of
a great number of Pagan and Christian states, na-
tions, magistrates, emperors and princes.

The American Congress, soon after the declara-

tion of Independence, passed the following motion ,

" Whereas true religion and good morals are the

only solid foundation of public liberty and happi-
ness,

" Resolved, That it be, and hereby is, earnestly

recommended to the several states, to take the most
elfectual measures for the encouragement thereof,

and for the suppression oi theatrical entertainments,

horse-racing, gaming, and such other diversions as
are productive of idleness, dissipation, and a gene-
ral depravity of principles and manners."
Now must not this be regarded in the light of

very strong presumptive evidence of the immoral
tendency of the stage 1 Does it not approach as

near as can be to the general opinion of the whole
moral world 1

But let us examine the average character of those

productions which are represented on the stage. If we
go to Tragedy, we shall find that pride, ambition,

revenge, suicide, the passionate love of fame and
glory, all of which Christianity is intended to ex-

tirpate from the human bosom, are inculcated by
the most popular plays in this department of the dra-

ma. It is true, gross cruelty, murder, and that law-
less pride, ambition, and revenge, which trample
on all the rights and interests of mankind, are re-

probated ; but I would ask, who needs to see vice

acted in order to hate it 1 or will its being acted for

our amusement be likely to increase our hatred of it

upon right principles'? As to Comedy, this is a
thousand times more polluting than tragedy. Love
and intrigue

;
prodigality dressed in the garb of ge-

nerosity
;
profaneness dignified with the name of

fashionable spirit ; and even seduction and adultery

;

these are the usual materials which the comic muse
combines and adorns to please and instruct her vo-

taties. This department of the drama is unmixed
pollution. How often is some profligate rake in-

troduced to the spectators, furnished with a few
traits of frankness and generosity, to interest them
by his vicious career; and wht) so far reconciles

them all to his crimes, as to tolerate his atrocities

for the sake of his open-hearted, good-humored vir-

tues. Who can wonder that young women should

be prepared by such stuff for any intrigue with a
bold and wily adventurer ; or that young men
should be encouraged to play the good-natured, he-

roic rake, which they have seen such a favorite

with the public on the stage 1 Besides, how satura-

ted are both tragedies, and comedies with irrever-

end appeals to heaven, profane swearing, and all

the arts of equivocation and falsehood, and decep-

tion ! What lascivious allusions are made ; what
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impure passages are repeated ! What a fatal influ-

ence must this have upon the delicacy of female

modesty. Think too of a young man coming at the

hour of midnight from such a scene, with his pas-

sions inflamed by every thing he has seen and every

thing he has heard; and then having to pass

through ranks of wretched creatures waiting to en-

snare him and rob him of his virtue ; does it not re-

quire extraordinary strength of principle to resist

the attack 1

I admit that modem plays are in some measure
purified from that excessive grossness which pollut-

ed the performances of our more ancient dramatists.

But who knows not that vice is more mischievous

in some circles of society, in proportion as it is more
refined. The arch equivoque and double e7itendre of

modern plays, " are well understood, and applied

by a licentious audience; and the buzz of approba-

tion, which is heard through the whole assembly,

furnishes abundant proof that the efiect is not lost."

Little will go down with the public in the shape of

comedy, farce, or opera, but what it pretty highly

seasoned with indelicate allusions. Hence it is that

even the newspaper critics, whose morality is, in

general, not of the most saintly character, so often

mention the too barefaced indecencies of new plays.

Dramatic writers know very well how to cater for

the public taste.

How many sentiments are continually uttered on
the stage, how many indelicate allusions are made,
which no man who had any regard to the virtue of

his sons, or the feelings of his daughters, would al-

low to be uttered at his table. Are not whole pas-

sages repeatedly recijed, which no modest man
would allow to be read before his family 1 Nothing
but the continuance of numbers could induce many
females to sit and listen to what they hear at th'i

theatre. Were any man to be m the habit of quoting

in company the words which are in constant itera-

tion at the playhouse, would he not be regarded as

a person most dangerous to the virtue of others'?

And yet these nauseating exhibitions are heard with
pleasure, when they are heard with the multitude.

Can this be friendly to modesty, to virtue, to piety !

Must there not be an insensible corrosion going on
under such an influence upon the fine polish of fe-

male excellence, and upon the principle of the other

sexl Is this avoiding the appearance of evil 1 Is

it in accordance with that morality which makes an
unchaste feeling to be sin, and that injunction which
commands us to watch the heart with all diligence 1

If indeed the word of God be the standard of mo-
rals, and no one but an infidel can deny it, then the

whole mass of plays mu.st be condemned, and with
them the whole system of the playhouse. To ask
whether the theatre can be justified before the bar
of Christianity, whether it is in accordance with its

doctrines, precepts, example, spirit, design, is really

to insult common sense. I suppose its most passion-
ate admirers will not try it in such a court; for that

system which sums up all its morality, both in ac-

tion and in motive, in that one sublime and holy
precept, "Whether ye eat or drink, or whatsoever
ye do, do all to the glory of God," cannot look with
a tolerating eye upon the stage. The morality of
the stage and of the gospel are as diametrically op-

posed to each other as the east and the west. They
stand t/i7t,s opposed to each other:—pride to humili-
ty ; ambition to moderation ; revenge to forgiveness

;

falsehood to truth; lust to purity; profanity to pi-

ety; sensuality to spirituality. Let any man read
our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, or St. Paul's
eighth or twelfth chapter to the Romans, and say if

the play and the playhouse can be in unison with
Christianity.

Then remember all the accompaniments of the stage,

the fascinations of music, painting, action, oratory;

and say, if when these are enlisted in the cause of
fiction, they do not raise the passions above their pro-
per tone, aud thus induce a dislike to grave a?id se-

rious subjects, and a distaste for all the milder and
more necessary virtues of domestic life.

Add to this the company which is generally attract-

ed to the theatre. I do not say that all who'frequent
the theatre are immoral; but I do aifirm, that the
most polluting and polluted characters of the town
are sure to be there. Is it not a fact, that a person
who would not wish to have his eyes and ears shock-
ed with sights and sounds of indecency, must keep
at a distance from the avenues of the stage 1 for

these are ever crowded with the loosest characters
of both sexes. Sir John Hawkins, in his life of
Johnson, has a remark which strikingly illustrates

and confirms what I have now advanced. "Although
it is said of plays that they teach morality, and of
the stage that it is the mirror of human life, these

assertions have no foundation in truth, but are mere
declamation : on the contrary, a playhouse, and the
region about it, are the hotbeds of vice. How else

comes it to pass, that no sooner is a theatre opened
in any part of the kingdom, than it becomes sur-

rounded by houses of ill fame ! Of this truth, the
neighborhood of the place I am now speaking of
(Goodman's Fields Theatre) has had experience;
one parish alone, adjacent thereunto, having, to my
knowledge, expended the sum of thirteen hundred
pounds in prosecutions, for the purpose of removing
those inhabitants, whom, for instruction in the sci-

ence of human life, the playhouse had drawn thi-

ther."

The arguments against the stage are strengthened
by a reference to the general habits of the performers,
and the influence v.ihich their employment has in the

forviation of their character. And here I may as-

sert, that the sentiments of mankind have generally
consigned this wretched class of beings to infamy.
The story of the unfortunate Laberius exhibits, in a

strong point of view, the odium which was attached
to the profession of an actor among the Romans.
Compelled by Caesar, at an advanced period of life,

to appear on the stage to recite some of his own
works, he felt his character, as a Roman citizen, in-

sulted and disgraced; and in some affecting verses,

spoken on the occasion, he incensed the audience
against the tyrant, by whose mandate he was obliged
to appear before them. " After having lived," said
he, " sixty years with honor, I left my house this

morning a Roman knight, but shall return to it this

evening an infamous stage-player. Alas ! I have
lived a day too long."

As to the feelings ot'modern times, is there a fami-
ly in Britain, of the least moral Avorth, even amongst
the middling class of tradesmen, which would not
feel itself disgraced if any one of its members were
to embrace this profession 1 I ask, if the character
of players is not in general so loose, as to make it

matter of surprise ito find one that is truly moral 1

A performer, whether male or female, that main-
tains an unspotted reputation, is considered as an
exception from the general rule. Their employ-
ment, together with the indolent line of life, to which
it leads, is most contaminating to their morals. The
habit of assuming a feigned character, and exhibit-

ing unreal passions, must have a very injurious ef-

fect on their principles of integrity and truth. They
are so accustomed to represent the arts of intrigue

and gallantry, that it is little to be wondered at, if

they should practise them in the most unrestrained
manner.

SnuTER, whose facetious powers convulsed whole
audiences with laughter, and whose companionable
qualities often "set' the table in a roar," was a mi-
serable being. The following anecdote, told from
the best authority, will confirm this assertion: and
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I am afraid, were we acquainted with many of his

profession, we should find that his case is by no
means singular. " Shuter had heard Mr. "White-
field, and trembled with apprehension Of a judgment
to come ; he had also frequently heard Mr. Kins-
man, and sometimes called on him in London. One
day, accidentally meeting him in Plymouth, after

some years of separation, he embraced him with
rapture, and inquired if that was the place of his

residence. Mr. Kinsman replied, "yes; but I am
just returned from London, where I have preached
so often, and to such large auditories, and have
been so indisposed, that Dr. Folhergill advised my
immediate return to the country for change of air."
" And I," said Shuter, " have been acting Sir John
Falstaff so ufien, that I thought I should have died,

and the physicians advised me to come into the

country for the benefit of the air. Had you died, it

would have been in serving the best of masters ; but
had /, it would have been in the service of the devil.

Oh, sir! do you think I shall ever be called again 1

I certainly was once ; and if Mr. Whftefield had let

me come to the Lord's table with him, I never
should have gone back again. But the caresses of
the great are exceedingly ensnaring. My Lord
E^— sent for me to-day, and I was glad I could
not go. Poor things ! they are unhappy, and they
want Shuter to make them laugh. But oh, sir, such
a life as yours!—As soon as I leave you, I shall be
King Richard. This is what they call a good play,

a-s good as some sermons. I acknowledge there are
some striking and moral things in it ; but after it, I

shall come again with my farce of ' A dish of all

sorts,' and knock all that on the head. Fine re-

formers we !" Poor Shuter! once more thou wilt

be an object of sport to the frivolous and the gay,
who will now laugh at thee, not for thy drollery,

but for thy seriousness; and this story, probably,
will be urged against thee as the weakness of a no-
ble mind ; weakness let it be called, but in spite of
himself, man must be serious at last. And when a
player awakes to sober reflection, what agony must
seize upon his soul. Let those auditories, which the
comic performer has convulsed with laughter, wit-

ness a .scene in which the actor retires and the man
appears; let them behold him in the agonies of
death, looking back with horror on a life of guilt,

while despair is mingled with forebodings of the fu-

ture. Players have no leisure to learn to die; and
if a serious thought wander into the mind, the pain-

ful sigh which it excites is suppressed, and, with an
awful desperation, the wretched creature rushes

into company to be delivered from himself A more
careless, a more unreflecting being than a player,

cannot exist ; for if an intense impression of the dig-

nity of reason, the imporiance of character, and fu-

ture responsibility, be once felt, he can be a player
no longer.

To send young people therefore to the playhouse
to form their manners, is to expect they will learn
truth from liars, virtue from profligates, and mo-
desty from harlots.

Can it then be right, even on the supposition that

we could escape the mural contagion of the siage,

to support a set of our fellow-creatures in idleness,

and in a profession which leads to immorality, licen-

tiousness, and profligacy 1

But, my dear children, I have not onlv arguments
to bring in proof of the immoral tendency of the
.stage, but I have facts. It is useless to contend
against these. I am distressed, while I write, to

think of the once promising young men who, to my
certain knowledge, have been utterly ruined by re-

sorting to this scene of polluting amusement. I am
not allowed to disclose the details, or I could a tale

unfold that would shock every right feeling in your
hearts.

It was but a few days since, that a venerable and
holy man, now the deacon of a Christian church,
said to me, " Sir, the theatre had nearly brought me
to the gallows. There I found associates who in-

troduced me to every crime. When likely to be
prevented, by want of money, from going to meet
them at the theatre, I robbed my father, to gain a
shilling admission to the gallery."

Take warning, then, and have nothing to do with
the theatre. Avoid it as one of the avenues to the
broad road which leadeth to destruction. Run not
with the multitude to do evil. Be not thrown off

your guard, and enticed to sin, by being directed to

some who have never been injured by such amuse-
ments. Would it be any inducement to you to ven
ture near a lazaretto, to be pointed to some person
who had breathed an atmosphere tainted with the

plague without receiving the infection"? I admit
that the danger is not the same in all cases. Per-
sons whose connections, habits, characters, are form-
ed, may not receive so much injury as younger per-

sons; though the most virtuous and moral cannot,

I am sure, e.scape all harm ; even they must have
their mental purity injured, and their imagination
corrupted; t/iey must acquire a greater and greater
distaste for religion, and irreverence towards Grod

;

but to young people, and to young men especially,

the danger is greater than I can describe ; to them
the doors of the theatre are as the jaws of the de-

vouring lion.*

CHAPTER XVII.

ON THE PERIOD WHICH ELAPSES BETWEEN THE TIME
OF LEAVING SCHOOL, AND THE AGE OP MANHOOD.

Young people, while at school, generally look for-

ward with much desire, and longing anticipation,

to the happy time when they shall terminate their

scholastic pursuits, throw off the resiraiuts of the

seminary, and enter upon the engagements which
are to prepare them for their future station in life.

They are seldom aware of the immense importance
of this period of their existence ; and but rarely con-

sider, that it is at t/iis time the character usualUj as-

sumes its permanent form,.

I will suppose, my dear children, that you have
now quitted the school-room for the warehouse, the

office, or the shop ; exchanged grammars and dic-

tionaries for journals and legers; and the researches

of learning for the pursuits of business. All is new,
and all is interesting. Youthful feelings are subsid-

ing into something like a consciousness of approach-
ing manhood; and the comparative insignificance

of the schoolboy is givingway to the incipient impor-
tance of the man of business. At this very point

and period of your history, it becomes you to halt

and reflect. Instead of being led on in joyous
thoughtlessness, by the new scenes that are open-

ing before and around you, and leaving your habits

and your character to be formed by accident or by
chance, I beseech you to ponder on the very critical

circumstances in which you are now placed.

The period which elapses from fourteen to eighteen

years of age, is indeed the crisis of your history and
character. It is inconceivably the most eventful and
influential term of your whole mortal existence.

—

Comparine the mind to substances which, under the

influence of heat, are capable of being moulded to

any form, it is at this period of its history that it is

* I most earnesilv recommend to all young persons

who have anv doubts upon this subject, or any taste

for theatrical representations, the perusal of an ad-

mirable treatise on this subject by Dr. Styles.
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in the most suitable temperature and consistency to

yield to the plastic influence of external causes, and

to receive its permanent form and character : before

this,'it is too fluid and yielding, and afterwards too

stifl"' and unbending. This, this is the very time,

when the ever variable emotions, passions, and pur-

suits of boyhood, begin to exhibit something like the

durable and settled forms of manhood.
In reference to the affairs of this life; if a young

person ever become a good mechanic, or a good
tradesman, he gains the elements of his future ex-

cellence about this period. So it is in poetry, paint-

ing, learning. Before this, the first decisive and
unequivocal traits of genius sometimes appear, and
even after this, they are sometimes developed ; but

generally speaking, it is from the age of fourteen to

eighteen, that the marks of future eminence are put

forth. It is the vernal season of mind, and habit,

and genius. The same remarks will apply to the

formation of character. Then the passions acquire

new vigor, and exert a mighty influence; then the

understanding begins to assert its independence, and
' to think for iiself; then there is a declaration of its

liberty on the part of the mind, and a casting away
of the trammels of education ; then there is a self-

confidence and a self-reliance, which have received

as yet few checks from experience; then the so-

cial impulse is felt, and the youth looks round for

companions and friends ; then the eye of parental

vigilance, and the voice of parental caution, are

generally at a distance. Then, in fact, the future

character is formed. At this time, generally

speaking, religion is chosen or abandoned ; and the

heart is given to God or the world. Can any
thing be more awfully important, than these reflec-

tions, to those who are yet about this age 1 You are

now deciding for both worlds at once. You are now
choosing to become a Christian on earth, and a se-

raph in heaven, or a worldling here, and a fiend

hereafter. You are now setting out on a journey
which is to conduct you to glory, honor, immortali-
ty, and eternal life, or to the blackness of darkness
for ever. Yes, the starting point for the realms of
eternal day, or the regions of eternal night has ge-

nerally been found to be within the period which I

have named.
These remarks apply more strictly to young men

than to persons of the opposite sex: inasmuch, as

females generally remain at home, un ler the eye,

and voice, and example of parental piety, and are

far less exposed than boys to the temptations and
sins of youth. All young men, therefore, of this

age, should pause and reflect thus:—" I am now ar-

rived at that period, which must be considered as

the most eventful era of my whole existence : when
my character, both for time and eternity, will in all

probability be formed; when I may be said to be
commencing the career which is to terminate in

heaven or hell ; as well as that path which is to lead

me to respectability and comfort, or to depression

and poverty in the present world. How critical

my age ! How important that I should consider

wisely my situation, and decide aright !"

Permit me to give you a little advice, in some
measure suited to your circumstances.

1. Most sacredhj observe the Sabbath, atid constant-

ly attend the means of grace.

Let nothing induce you to prostitute the hallowed
day to worldly pleasure. Never listen to the entice-

ments of a companion, who would tempt you, even
once to forsake the house of God. Abandon such
an acquaintance. He is unfit for you, and will ruin

you. Sabbath-breaking is a sin of most hardening
tendency. When tempted to commit it, imagine you
hear the awful voice of divine prohibition, followed
with the loud deep groan of a holy father, and the

exclamation of a pious mother, " Oh, my son I my
Number 46.

son I do not pierce my heart with anguish." Attach
yourselves to a sound, evangelical ministry, and lis-

ten not to those who subvert the very fotmdations of
the gospel. Avoid those preachers who oppose all

that is peculiar to Christianity.

2. Keep up attention to the private duties of Re-
ligion.

Never let a day pass without reading the Scrip-
tures, and private prayer. While these practices

are continued, I have hope of you : they show that

piety has still some hold upon your heart. Secure
some portion of every day, if it be but a quarter of
an hour in the morning, and in the evening, for this

most important duty. Should you not have a cham-
ber to yourselves, let not the company of others pre-

vent your keeping up this practice. It would be

better, however, in this case to retire to your room
when you can have it to yourself.

3. Be very careful in the selection of companions.

All that 1 have before said on the subject of com-
pany, applies with great force to this period of your
life. It is now that the mischief of evil associations

will be felt in all its devastating influence. One bad
companion at this time, when the character is as-

suming its permanent form, will give a most fatal

direction. Your company will probably be courted;

but resist every overture which is not made by in-

dividuals of well-known, unbending virtue.

4. Strive to excel in the business or profession to

vjhich your life is to be devoted.

It is quite a laudable ambition for a man to aspire

to eminence in his secular vocation. Be not satisfied

with mediocrity in any thing that is lawful. Even
as a tradesman, you should endeavor to be distin-

guished. It will give you weight in society, and
thus, by increasing your influence, augment the

means of your usefulness. A dolt, however pious

he may be", possesses but liltle weight of character.

Give your mind therefore to business. Penetrate

into all its secrets, comprehend all its principles,

study all its bearings. Care nothing about pleasure;

but find T/owr recreation in your employment. It is

astonishing how few rise to eminence in their call-

ing, either in trade or in the professions. The sum-
mits are gained by a very small number ; t"he mul-

titude grovel below. Why 1 Because they did not

seek nor begin to ascend "during their apprentice-

ship. They did not give themselves wholly to these

things during this important season. Excellence in

any department of human affairs, can be looked for,

only from diligent and early culture. Industry and
close application will keep you out of the way of

temptation. Let your mind be occupied with busi-

ness, and there will be neither leisure nor inclina-

tion for polluting amusements.
.5. If your attention to business leaves any time

unoccupied, I advise you to carry on a course of

reading.
Make companions of useful books, and you will

need no other. And as it is every man's chief

praise to excel in his own profession, let your reading

bear a relation to that in which you are engaged.*

6. If you canfind a pious and intelligent associate,

embrace the opportunity of innocent and pleasurable

companionship; "for as iron .sharpeneth iron, so d

man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend."

—

With such a friend, carry on some course of intel-

lectual improvement, and both give and receive the

stimulus which fellowship aflxjrds.

Again and again, remember the tremendous im-

portance which attaches to the period to which this

chapter more particularly refers; and believing, as

you must, that it is from fourteen to eighteen, the

* The author hopes he shall be pardoned for the

frequency with which he urges a taste for reading.

He knows the importance of the subject.
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character, in relation to both -worlds, is generally

formed, judge what manner of persons ye ought to

be at that time, if you wish to be a good tradesman,

and real Christian upon earth, or a glorified and

happy spirit in heaven.*

CHAPTER XVIII.

ON PUBLIC SPIRFT.

Yon are born, my dear children, in no common age

of the world. You have entered upon the stage of

existence, when some of the most mtercsting scenes

of the great drama are being presented. There
are eras, when the moral world seems to stand still,

or to retrograde; and there are others, when ii is

propelled with accelerated movements towards the

goal. Ours is of the latter kind. After the dark and
stormy epoch, which was terminated by the glorious

revolution of 1688, the churches of Christ, blessed

with religious liberty, sunk to inglorious repose.

—

Little was done, either to improve the moral condi-

tion of our own population at home, or the state of

heathen countries abroad. Whiteficld and Wesley

broke in upon this slumber, when it seemed to be

most profound. From that time, the spirit of reli-

gious zeal awoke, and increasing its energies, and
multiplying its resources till our days, it now exhi-

bits a glorious array of means and instruments, from
which in the long run, might be expected the con-

version of the world.

Christendom presents at this moment a sublime

and interesting spectacle in its Bible Societies, Mis-
sionary Societies, Tract Societies, with all the other

institutions adapted to the moral wants of every

class and condition of mankind. War is not only

declared, but prosecuted with vigor, against the

powers of darkness ; the hosts of the Lord are march-
ing forth to the field of conflict ; the sound of the

trumpet is heard, and the call of warriors floats on
the gale. Spiritual patriotism is breathed into the

souls of all denominations of Christians. Instru-

ments of the holy warfare are invented and distri-

buted, which suit the hands of persons of every

rank, condition, stature, and strength ; while females

are invited to emulate the Spartan women of anti-

quity, and assist in this conflict by the side of their

fathers, husbands, and brothers.

All young people ought to enlist them.selves in

this cause. They should rise up into life, determin-

ed to do all the good they can, and to leave the world
better than they found it. To see them reluctant to

come forward, is an indelible disgrace to them. It

IS a poor, miserable kind of life to live only for our-

selves ; it is, in fact, but half living. It is an oppo-

sition both to reason and revelation. He that does
nothing: to bless others, starves his own soul. You
must therefore set out in life, my children, with a
resolution, by God's help, to act the part of a reli-

gious philanthropist. " He that convertelh a sinner

from the error of his ways, shall save a soul from
death, and hide a multitude of sins." Aspire to

this honor. Think how many things you can al-

ready do. You can instruct a class of ignorant
children in a Sunday school.* You can teach

* See an excellent little work,pntitled," Character
essential to Success in Life, addressed to those who
are approaching Manhood," by the Rev. Isaac Tay-
lor, of Ongar.

* It is to the great dishonor of many young people,

in affluent circumstances, that they are retiring from
our Sunday schools, and leavinsj the work to those
who are in humbler life. Well, we must do with-

out them ; but let them remember, that for their in-

adults to read. You can distribute religious tracts.

You can join in the labors of Bible associations, or

the exertions of juvenile missionary societies.

Here, however, I must suggest a caution or»two.
Females, who are employed in the labor of collect-

ing gratuitous contributions to public societies of
any kind, should be veiy watchful against th^i least

infringement on that delicacy and modesty of charac-
ter which is the chief ornament of their sex. Their
exertions, I know are the life's blood of some causes

;

be it so: but let their benevolence flow like the vital

fluid through the veins—unseen, unheard. I be-

lieve, that, in general, the strictest rules of modesty
have been observed by the female collectors of our
Missionary Societies ; but I have heard of instances

very much to the contrary. Happilj', such cases

are rare. I think it quite questionable whether very

young females, whose characters are scarcely form-

ed, should be thus employed.
It is more necessary still to caution young men

against acquiring, by their activity, a bold, forward,
obtrusive, and dictatorial temper. If zeal should
render them conceited, vain, and meddling, it would

»

be a heavy deduction from its clear amount of use-

fulness. There is some little danger, lest Satan,

perceiving it to be impossible to repress the ardor
of youth, should attempt to corrupt it.

Observing these cautions, you cannot be too ar-

dent in the cause of religion, and the interests of
the human race. Those who are likely to occupy
the middling classes of society, who are the sons
and daughters of per.sons in comparatively affluent

circu instances, and are likely, by the blessing of
God, to occupy the same rank themselves, should
feel most specially bound to consecrate their ener-

gies to the public welfare, inasmuch as they possess

far more means of usefulness than others, and are
likely to have greater influence in society. But
even the poorest can do something. There is no
one who is destitute of all the means of doing good.

In France, during the reign of the late Emperor,
the conscription law extended lo persons of all

ranks in society ; and, in the same regiment, the

sons of the rich and of the poor contended, side by
side, for the glory of their country ; nor did the

former think themselves degraded by such an asso-

ciation ; they felt that to fight under the imperial
and victorious eagle, was an honor sufficient to an-
nihilate every other consideration. How much
more justly will this apply to persons who are mar-
shalled under the banner of the cross!

It is of the utmost importance that young people
should begin life with a considerable portion of pub-
lic spirit in their character; since it is rarely found
that this virtue, if planted late, attains to any con-

siderable magnitude, beauty, or fruitfulness. The
seeds of benevolence should be sown, together with
those of piety, in the first spring of our youth;
then may we expect a rich autumnal crop. The
first lesson which a child should learn, from his

parents is, how to be blessed ; and the second, how to

be a blessing.

You have been taught this, my children, from the

very dawn of reason ; now then practise it. Live
for some purpose in the world. Act your part well.

Fill up the measure of your duty to others. Con-
duct yourself so as that you shall be missed with

sorrow when you are gone. Multitudesof our spe-

cies are living in such a selfish manner, that they

are not likely to be remembered a moment after

their disappearance. They leave 'behind them
scarcely any traces of their existence, but are for-

gotten almost as though they had never been. They

dolence, or pride, or whatever else be the cause of

their secession, they must give an account at the

bar of Christ.
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are, while they live, like one pebWe lying unobserv-

ed amongst millions on the shore, and when they

die, they are like that same pebble thrown into the

sea, which just ruffles tne surface, sinks, and is for-

gotten, without being missed from the beach. They
are neither regretted by the rich, wanted by the

poor, nor celebrated by the learned. Who has been
the better for their life! Wlio are the worse for

their death ! Whose tears have they dried up, whose
wants supplied, whose miseries have they healed 1

Who would unbar the gate of life, to readmit
them to existence ; or what face would greet them
back again to our world with a smile 1 AYretched,

unproductive mode of existence ! Selfishness is its

own curse— it is a starvelling vice. The man that

does no good, gets none. He is like the heath in

the desert, neither yielding fruit, nor seeing when
good Cometh; a stunted, dwarfish, miserable shrub.

We are sent into the world to do good, and to be

destitute of public spirit, is to forget one half

our errand upon earth. Think what opportunity

there is for the increase and operations o*" this noble
disposition. We are in a world which abounds
with evil. There are six hundred millions of im-
mortal souls, yet enslaved in their minds by the

chains of Pagan superstition or Mohammedan de-

lusions, aliens to the commonwealth of Israel, stran-

gers to the covenants of promise, without God and
without hope in the world : there are one hundred
and twenty millions following the Papal Beast, and
bearing his image : there are nine millions of the

seed of Abraham, wandering as vagabonds over
the face of the whole earth, with the thick veil of
unbelief upon their hearts. In our own country,

many towns and villages are yet unblessed with the

faithful preaching of the gospel : multitudes of
adults are still without Bibles to read, and myriads
of children without a knowledge of letters: igno-

rance of the grossest kind, vice of the most abomi-
nable forms, are to be found in every street. And
then, as to positive misery, what aboundings are to

be seen in every collection of human abodes : where
can we go and not hear the groans of creation as-

cending around us, and not see the tears of sorrow
flowing in our path? Poverty meets us with its

heart-breaking tale of want and wo: disease in a
thousand shapes appeals to our compassion: widows,
orphans, destitute old men, and fatherless babes,

with numbers ready to perish, are almost every
where to be seen. Shall we live at the centre
of so much sin, ignorance, and wretchedness, and
not feel it our duty to do good ! What a wretch
must he be, who, in such a world, is destitute of
PUBLIC SPIRIT 1 For all that selfishness ever hoard-
ed, may you my children, never be cursed with an
unfeeling heart. Here is something for all to do,

and all should do what they can.

Consider the felicity of doing good. Public spirit

is a perennial source of happiness in a man's own
bosom. The miser is rightly named : the word sig-

nifies miserable, and miserable he is. Benevolence
is happiness. Its very tears are more to be desired
than the most exulting smiles which avarice ever
bestowed upon its accumulating treasures. Who
does not covet that exquisite delight which Job must
have experienced in the days of his prosperity, and
of which he thus speaks: "When the ear heard
me, then it blessed me ; and when the eye saw me,
then it gave witness unto me : because I delivered

the poor that cried, and the fatherless, and him that

had none to help him. The blessing of him that

was ready to perish came upon me : and I caused
the widow's heart to sing for joy. I was eyes to the

blind, and feet was I to the lame. I was a father to

the poor, and the cause that I knew not I searched
out." O tell me, what are all the pleasures of sense

or appetite, all the gay festivities of worldly amuse-

ments, when compared with thisl To do good, is.

to be like God in operation and bliss ; for he is the
blessed God, because he is the merciful God.

Public spirit is most honorable. Even the heathen
accounted a benefactor a most honorable character.
Never does humanity appear adorned with so bright
a crown of glory, as when distinguished benevo-
lence, united with humble piety, enters into the cha-
racter. When a young lady, instead of frittering
away her time in frivolous pursuits, parties of plea-
sure, personal decoration, or scenes of vanity, em-
ploys her hours in visiting the cottages of the poor,
alleviating the sorrows of the wretched, reading to

the sick, how like an angel does she appear; and
one can almost fancy that she is watched with ex-
alted delight, on her visits of mercy, by the heaven-
ly messengers who minister to the heirs of salva-
tion, and who hail her as a coadjutor in their em-
bassies of love. What is the most celebrated beau-
ty that ever became the centre of attraction, and
the object of voluptuous gaze, and the subject of
general envy to one sex, of admiration to the other
in the ball-room, where, amidst the blaze of dia-

monds and the perfumery of the East, she display-
ed her charms; compared with that modest and re-

tiring young woman, who, in her woollen cloak
and miry shoes, is seen on a cold wintry day at the
sick-bed of the poor expiring mother, first reviving
the sinking frame of the sufferer with the cordials
she has prepared with her own hands, then dispens-
ing bread to her clamorous hungry babes, then
comforting her agitated mind with the consolations
of religion, and, last of all, .soothing the troubled
breast of the distressed husband with the prospect
of a country, where there shall be no more death

!

Of what is the man of polished manners, insinu-
ating address, sparkling wit, and endless anecdote,
whose society is courted, and who is the life of eve-
ry company into which he enters ; who every where
receives the incense of praise, and the worship of
admiration; I siy, what is this man, in real gran-
deur, utility, and moral beauty of character, to the
unassuming youth, who, though well educated and
extensively read, and with a mind that could luxu-
riate in all the pleasures of literary pursuits, de-
votes a large portion of his time to the exercises of
benevolence: who on a Sabbath journeys to some
neighboring village on foot, sustaining the storms
of winter, and the sultry heats of summer, to teach
a school of ignorant children, bound to him by no
tie but that of our common nature, to read the word
of God : who is often seen in the retired streets and
alleys of his own town, checking the torrents of
wickedness by the distribution of tracts, or the cir-

culation of the Bible: who, when fatigued with bu-
siness, would gladly seek the repose of home, or
eke, thirsting for knowledge, would fain converse
with books, but instead of this, devotes his evening
hours to assist in managing the business of public
institutions

!

Need I ask which of these two is the most honor-
able character 1 They admit of no comparison.

—

The wreath of literary fame, the laurel of the war-
rior, the tribute of praise offered to superior wit, are
empty and worthless compared with the pure bright

crown of the philanthropist. There is a time com-
ing when the former shall be of no value in the eyes
of their possessors, or the world ; but ihe distinctions

of superior beneficence, belong to an order which
shall be acknowledged in heaven, and shall he worn
with unfading brilliancy through eternity.

I exhort, therefore, my children, that you do all

the good you can, both to the souls and bodies of
your fellow-creafures : for this end, as I have al-

ready said, you were born into the world ; and so-

ciety has claims upon your attention, which you
cannot neglect without disregarding the authority
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of God. Give your froperty for this purpose.

—

Begin life with a conviction that every one ought to

devote a fair portion of his -worldly sub.stance for

the benefit of others. No man ought to set apart a
less proportion of his income for the good of the

public, than a tenth. Whatever estate yours should
be, whether great or small, consider that it comes
to you with a reserved claim of one tenth for the

public. Con.sider yourself «5 having a rii;M to only
nine tenths. Pay tithes of all you possess to the

cause of God and man. Be frugal in your general
expenditure, that you may have the more to do good
with. Waste not that upon unnecessary luxuries

of dress or living, which thousands and millions
want for necessary comfort and religions instruc-

tion. The noblest transformation of property is not
into personal jewels, or .'~plendid household furni-

ture, or costly equipages; but into clothing for the

naked, food for the hungry, medicine for the sick,

knowledge for the ignorant, holiness for the vicious,

salvation for the lost.

Give your influence, whatever it be, to the cause
of the public. We have all a circle of influence,
and it is more extensive than we imagine. We are
all, and always doing good or harm. Two persons
never meet, however short the duration, or what-
ever be the cause of the interview, without exerting
some influence upon each other. An important
transaction, a casual hint, a studied address, each
and all may become the means of controlling the
mind of those with whom we have to do. LeX-your
influence be all thrown into the scale of the pijblic

good. Do your own duty, and endeavor to rouse
others to do theirs.

Let your exertions in the public cause, be the re-

sult of deliberate purpose, not of mere accident. Set
yourselves to do good. Pursue a system, and act
not from caprice. Let not your zeal be a blaze at

one time, and a mere spark at another. Study your
situation, circumstances, talents, and let your benevo-
lence floio tkrough that channel which Providence has
more especially opened before you. All are not fitted

for, nor are they called to the same work. In the
division of the labor of mercy, occupy that station,

and be content with that work, to which you are
obviously destined. Avoid the disposition xvhich

will be fi,rst in the front rank, or no v)here. This is

selfishness, not benevolence : selfishness operating
in the way of activity, instead of indolence : of giv-
ing, instead of hoarding. Be anxious to do good,
though, like the ministering angels, your agency
should never be seen, but only felt. Do not be dis-

couraged by difficulty, nor disheartened by ingrati-
tude : seek your reward in the approbation of con-
science, and the smile of God, not in the acknow-
ledgments of men. Persevere to the end of life

;

and be not weary in well doing. Be diligent, for
the world is dying around you, and you are dying
with it. You are young :'but you are mortal.—
Your time of working may be short, and therefore
strive to do much in a little time; for a man's life

is not to be measured so much by the years that he
lives, as by the work he does. You mav die, but if

you do good, your work lives; lives and multiplies
its kind on earth, and then follows you to heaven,
to live in your own remembrance, and in the hap-
piness of others through everlasting ages.

" As therefore we have opportunity, let us do good
unto all men ; especiallv unto them that are of the
household of faith : and let us not be weary in well
doing, for in due sea.son we shall reap if we faint
not."*

* Every young person ought to read that incom-
parable work of'Cotton Mather's, entitled, "Essays
to do good," edited by the Rev. G. Burder.

CHAPTER XIX.

ON FE^ULE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, VIRTCXS, AND PCTl.SUITS.*

As THE perusal of these volumes is intended for
those who may be supposed to have finished, or are
near the completion of .scholastic pursuits, all that

can be designed in this chapter, is to follow up the
object of a good education, which probably it might
have been the felicity of many of my female readers
to receive ; or, in the opposite case, to correct the
faults, and point out in what way to supply the de-
fects of a bad one.

"A young lady may excel in speaking French
and Italian, may repeat a few passages from a vo-

lume of extracts
;
play like a professor, and sing

like a Syren ; have her dressing-room decorated
with her own drawings, tables, stands, screens, and
cabinets; nay, she may dance like Sempronia her-

self, and yet may have been very badly educated.

—

I am far from meaning to set no value whatever on
any or all of these qualifications ; they are all ot

them elegant, and many of them properly tend to

the perfecting of a polite education. These things

in their measure and degree may be done, but there
are others which should not be left undone. Many
things are becoming, but ' one thing is needful.'

—

Besides, as the world seems to be fully apprized of
the value of whatever tends to embellish life, there
is less occasion here to insist on its importance.

" But though a well-bred young lady may lawful-
ly learn most of the fashioTable arts, yet it does not
seem to be the end of education to make women of
fashion dancers, singers, players, painters, actresses,

sculptors, gilders, rarnishers, engravers, and em-
broiderers. Most men are commonly destined to

some profession, and their minds are consequently
turned each to its respective object. Would it not
be strange if they were called out to exercise their

profession, or to set up their trade, with only a little

general knowledge of the trades of other men, and
without any previous definite application to their

own peculiar calling 1 The profession ofladies, to

which the bent of /AtzV instruction should be turned,

is that of daughters, wives, mothers, and mistresses

of families. They should be therefore trained with
a view to these several conditions, and be furnished
with a stock of ideas and principles, and qualifica-

tions and habits, ready to be applied and appropria-
ted, as occasion may demand, to each of these

respective situations ; for though the arts, which
merely embellish life, must claim admiration, yet
when a man of sense comes to marry, it is a com-
panion whom he wants, and not an artist. It is not
merely a creature who can paint, and play, and
dress, and dance ; it is a being who can comfort and
counsel him; one who can renson and reflect, and
feel, and judge, and act, and discourse, and discri-

minate ; one who can assist him in his afl^airs, light-

en his cares, soothe his sorrows, purifv his jovs,

strengthen his principles, and educate his children. "+

This is sound reasoning, and unquestionable dis-

cretion ; it proceeds on the obvious and indisputable

principle, that the excellence of means is to be judged
of by their adaptation to the end to be produced ; and
the value of an instrument to be appreciated by its

fitness for the work contemplated. That is a ppr-

fect female education, which best prepares a wo-
man for the station in societv which Providence

has destined her to occupy. And what is that "Sta-

tion 1 To be wives, mothers, and mistresses.

—

Think not that this is degrading woman below her

* The Author has departed in this chapter from
the style of direct and particular address to his child-

ren, to a more general form of instruction.

t Mrs. Hannah More.
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just rank, or that such a station requires nothing 1 tended dancing, music, drawing, the languages,

more than an initiation into the mysteries of the &c. &c.

kitchen, or a memory well stored with the responses

of the " Cook's Oracle." If to be the suitable com-

panion of a sensible man ; the judicious mother of

a rising family ; the neat and orderly and frugal

mistress of an extensive household ; if to be quali-

fied to counsel her husband in the intricacies of life,

to soothe him in his troubles, to lighten his heart of

half its load of care, to enliven his solitude with the

charm of her conversation, and render his home
" the soft green," on which his weary spirit shall

love to repose ; if to be qualified to tram up her

children in the paths of religion, to form them to

habits of virtue, to preside over their education, and

the formation of their character, so as to multiply

in them her own image of female excellence, and

raise in each of them her second lovely self; if to

be qualified to render her house attractive, both to

its stated inhabitants, and the friends who may oc-

casionally resort to it : I say, if this be a low station,

and fitness for it be nothing more than mean quali-

fications, where, in all this world shall we find any

one that is high, or noble, or useful "?

For these sacred occupations has Providence des-

tined the female sex ; and say, what kind of educa-

tion fits for such a scene of endearing and important

duties 1 For such a circle of obligations, she should

indeed be accomplished :
" no term however, has been

more abused than this. Accomplishment is a word
that signifies completeness, perfection. But I may
safely appeal to the observation of mankind, whether

they do not meet with swarms of youthful females,

issuing from our boarding schools, as well as emerg-
ing from the more private scenes of domestic edu-

cation, who are introduced into the world, under
the broad and universal title of accomplished ladies,

of whom it cannot very truly be pronounced, that

they illustrate the definition, by a completeness

which leaves nothing to be added, and a perfection

which leaves nothing to be desired."
" This phrenzy of accomplishments, unhappily,

is no longer restricted within the usual limits of

rank and of fortune ; the middle orders have caught

the contagion, and it rages downward with increas-

ing violence, from the elegantly dressed, but slen-

derly portioned curate's daughter, to the equally

fashionable daughter of the little tradesman, and of

the more opulent, but not more judicious farmer.

—

And is it not obvious, that as far as this epidemical

mania has spread, this very valuable part of society

is declining in usefulness, as it rises in its unlucky
pretensions to elegance 1 And this revolution of

the manners of the middle class, has so far altered

the character of the age, as to be in danger of ren-

dering obsolete the heretofore common saying, that
" most worth and virtue are to be found in the mid-
dle station." For I do not scruple to assert, that in

general, as far as my observation has extended, this

class of females, in what relates both to religious

knowledge, and to practical industry, falls short,

both of the very high and the very low. Their
new course of education, and the habits of life, and
elegance of dress, connected with it, peculiarly un-

fits them for the active duties of their own very im-
portant condition ; while, with frivolous eagerness

and second-hand opportunities, they run to snatch

a few of those showy acquirements which decorate

the great. This is done apparently with one or

other of these views ; either to make their fortune

by marriage, or, if that fail, to qualify them to be-

come teachers of others : hence the abundant multi-

plication of superficial wives, and of incompetent

and illiterate governesses."*

By accomplishments, I believe, are usually in-

* Mrs. More.

As for dancing, if it be allowable at all in a sys-

tem of Christian education, it cannot be permitted

to rise to a higher rank than that of mere physical

training, which should be strictly confined to the

school, and laid aside for ever when the school is

quitted for home. Balls of every kind, public and
private, baby assemblies and adult ones, are, in my
judgment, reprehensible and injurious; and if our

Lord's exposition of the seventh commandment be

correct, I am perfectly sure that an assembly-room

is no place for Christian morals: the half-naked

costume, there exhibited, has the same eff"ect as

Montesquieu ascribes to the dances of the Spartan

virgins, which taught them " to strip chastity itself

of modesty." Piety looks round in vain, in a ball-

room, for one single object congenial with its nature.

Music has not the same objections. The acquisi-

tion of this pleasing science requires a vigorous ex-

ercise of that faculty of the mind which is the foun-

dation of all knowledge—I mean attention; and

therefore, like the mathematics, is valuable, not

merely for its own sake, but as a part of mental edu-

cation.* Besides this, the ear is tuned by its Maker
to harmony, and the concord of sweet sounds is a

pleasant and innocent recreation. Music becomes

sinful, only when too much time is occupied in ac-

quiring the science, or when it is applied to demo-

ralizing compositions. I am decidedly of opinion

that, in general, far more time is occupied in this

accomplishment than ought to be thus employed.

Many pupils practise three, four, five, hours a day.

Now, suppose /owr hours a day be thus spent, com-

mencing from six years of age, and continuing till

eighteen, then leaving out the Sundays, and allow-

ing thirteen days annually for travelUng, there will

be 14,400 hours spent at the pianoforte, which, al-

lowing ten hours a day for the time usually devoted

to study, will make nearly four years out of twelve,

given to music. Can this be justified, my female

friends, on any principle of reason or revelation 1

"What ideas might have been acquired, what a stock

of knowledge amassed, what habits of mental appli-

cation formed, in this time! And what renders

this the more culpable is, that all this time is spent

in acquiring a science which, as soon as its possessor

is placed at the head of a family, is generally ne-

glected and forgotten. If it be really true, there-

fore, that music cannot be acquired without prac-

tising four hours a day, I do not hesitate to say that

the sacrifice is far too costly ; and females should

forego the accomplishment, rather than purchase it

at such a rate. If the great design, and chief excel-

lence of the female character, were to make a figure

for a few years in the drawing-room, to enliven the

gay scene of fashionable resort, and, by the fresh-

ness of her charms, and the fascination of her ac-

complishments, to charm all hearts, and conquer

one, then let females give all their precious hours

till they can plav like Orpheus, or sing like a Syren

;

but if it be what I have already slated, then, mdeed,

it will sound like a meagre qualification for a wife,

a mother, or a mistress, to say "she is an exquisite

performer on the harp or piano."

Drawins, with all the fancy operations of the

brush, the'pencil, the needle, and the scissors, are

innocent and agreeable, provided they are kept in

* This, however, supposes that the pupil is really

made to comprehend the theory of music as she

goes on, and is made to play by the notes, instead of

the memory. The ignorance of some teachers, and

the indolence of others, deprive music of all its salu-

tary power to strengthen the mind, and reduces it to

the mere business of teaching a child to play a few

tunes, which, bullfinch like, she has learnt by rote.
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the place of recreations, and are not suffered to rise

into occupations. Of late years they have acquired

a kind of hallowed conneciion. and Fancy has been

seen carrying her painted and embroidered produc-

tions to lay on the altar of Mercy and of Zeal.

These things are sinful only when they consume
too much time, and draw the mind from the love and
pursuit of more important and more necessar\' du-

ties. Thev are little elegant trifles, which will do
well enough to fill up the interslices of our time, but

must not displace the more momentous objects,

which require and occupy its larger portions.

The languages are accomplishments, for which
there is a great demand in the system of modern
education. I confe.ss plainly, iit once, that I rate the

importance of French at a much lower rate than
many do. I believe not one in a hundred who pre-

tend 10 learn it, ever derive the least advantage from
it. The object of acquiring a foreign language, is

to converse with those who speak it, or to be as a
key to all the literature which it contains. To be
able to hammer out a few sentences, ill-pronounced

and worse constructed; to tell what a table, or a
house, or a door is, or pass the usual compliments
in French, is a miserable reward for years of dream-
ing or yawning over Levizac or Du Fief If, then,

you have begun French, or Italian, and still retain

any thing of what you have learnt, give a moderate
portion of your time to recover what else will soon
be utterly lost; for nothing is so soon lost from the

mind as a Zi/ZZe of a foreign language. Pursue the

study till you can, at least, read if with nearly as

much ease as your mother tongue. Perhaps the

chief advantage from this accomplishment is, that

it raises our reputation a little in elegant society,

and so far increases our weight of character, and
thus enlarges the sphere of our usefulness.

On the subjectofaccomplishments,then, my views
are sufficiently explicit. The greater part of them
I by no means condemn. Custom has rendered them
necessary, religion allows them to be innocent, and
ingenuity can render them useful. Piety is not in

a state of hostility with taste, and would not look
more lovely in Gothic barbarity than in Grecian
elegance. Provided she maintain all her .sanctity,

dignity, spirituality and benevolence, she does not
appear less inviting, when attired by the Muses and
attended by the Graces. Females may play, and
draw, and pamt, and write Latin, and speak Italian

and French, provided the time, the money, and the
admiration lavished on these external acquirements,
be all within reasonable limits: provided they are
regarded as sources of private entertainment, not as
arts of public display; are considered as recreations
from more severe and necessary pursuits, not as the
chief end of education

; and are viewed as the mere
appendages of excellence, not its substitute.

It unfortunately happens, hoM'ever, that the fe-

male who has in reality received the worst educa-
tion, often makes the best figure in societv. There
are many schools which, (to adopt a simile borrow-
ed from the trades of my own town,^ instead of le-

sembling the jeweller's workshop,where sterling gold
and real diamonds are polished, are nothing rnore
than gilders, varnishers, and platers, whose object
it is to give the brightest surface in the shortest
time and at the least expense. The paste and the
gilt look very well, perhaps heiter than the gem and
the gold, because more of it can be obtained for the
same sum: but which will wear best, and last the
longest"? It reqtiircs much -elf-denial, sturdy at-

tachment to solid excellence and nobleness of mind,
for a female of few accomplishments, but many vir-
tues, to go home from a company where some gild-
ed, varnished mind has received, for her music or
singing, the tribute of admiration, and still to prefer
the uncommanding excellence of character, to all

the fascinations of exterior decorations. But look
onward in life. See the future career of both. The
Syren wins the heart, for which, as a prize, she has
sung and played. She marries, and is placed at the
head of a rising family. But, alas! the time she
should have spent in preparing to be a companion
to her husband, a mother to her children, a mistress

to her servants, was employed at the piano, in qua-
lifying her to charru the drawing-room circle. She
succeeded, and had her reward, but it ended when
she became a wife and a mother. She had neither

good sense nor information; neither frugality, or-

der, nor sy.stem ; neither ability to govern her ser-

vants, nor guide her children; her husband sees

every thing going wrong, and is dissatisfied ; he
caught the nightingale to which he listened with
such transport in her native bower; but she is now
a miserable looking, moping, silent bird in her cage.

All is discontent and wretchedness, for both at length

find out that she was better qualified to be a public

singer than a wife, or a mother, or a mistress.

Far different is the case with the unostentatious

individual of real moral worth. She too wins a
heart more worth winning than the prize 'ast spoken
of Some congenial mind, looking round for an in-

dividual who shall be a helpinate indeed, sees in

her good sense and prudence, her weU-stored un-

derstanding, her sobriety of manners, her sterling

piety, the virtues likely to last through life, with fo-

liage ever verdant, fruit ever abundant. They are
united: the hopes of lovers, rational, unromantic,
founded on kindred minds, and kindred hearts, are
realized in all the fond endearments of wedded life.

Although the first bloom and freshness of youthful
affection fades away, its mellowness still remains,
and mutual esteem still continues and grows. Their
family increases, over which she presides in the

meekness of wisdom, the order of system, and the

economy, not of meanness, but of prudence. To
her children, whom her hu.sband trusts w'ith confi-

dence to her care, she is the instructer of their minds,
the guide of their youth. Their father sees them
rising up to prove the wisdom of his choice, when he
selected a wife rather for virtues than accomplish-
ments; their mother delights in a husband who is

one with her in all her views, and approves of all

her doings. They pa.ss through life together, bless-

ing and being bles5.ed; mutual comforters and mu-
tual counsellors, offen saying, if not singing.

"Domestic happiness, thou only bliss

Of Paradise that hast survived the fall

!

Thou art not known where Pleasure is ador'd,

That reeling goddess with the zoneless waist."

How true and how beautiful are the words of
Solomon: " Who can find a virtuous woman? for

her price is far above rubies. The heart of her hus-
band doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have
no need of spoil. She will do him good and not

evil a^l the days of her life. She layelh her hands
to the spindle, and her hands hold the distafi". She
streicheth out her hands to the poor : yea, she reach-

eth forth her hands to the needy. Her husband is

known in the gates, when he sitteth among the el-

ders of the land. Strength and honor are her cloth-

ing; and she shall rejoice in time to come. She
openeih her mouth with wisdom, and in her tongue
is the law of kindness. She looketh well to the v^ays

of her household, and eateth not the bread of idle-

ness. Her children ri^e up and call her blessed,

her husband also, and he praiseth her. Many daugh-
ters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them
all. Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain ; but a
woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be praised.

Give her of the fruit of her hands, and let her own
work.^ praise her in the gates."*

* Proverbs xxxi.
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A beautiful comment on this lovely passage is to

be found in the " Friend," by Coleridge ; amongst
some " Specimens of Rabbinical wisdom selected from
the MisHNA." It is entitled, " Whoso hath fotind a

virtuous wife, hath a greater treasure than costly

pearls."
" Such a treasure had the celebrated teacher Rab-

bi Meir found. He sat during the whole of one
Sabbath-day in the public school, and instructed the

people. During his absence from his house, his two
sons died, both of them of uncommon beauty, and
enlightened in the law. His wife bore them to her
bed-chamber, laid them upon the marriage bed, and
spread a white covering over their bodies. In the

evening Rabbi Meir came home. ' Where are my
sons,' he asked, ' that I may give them my blessing V
' They are gone to the school,' was the answer. ' I

repeatedly looked round the school,' he replied, ' and
I did not see them there.' She reached to him a

goblet: he praised the Lord at the going out of the

Sabbath, drank, and again asked, ' Where are my
sons, that they too may drink of the cup of blessing V
' They will not be far off,' she said, and placed food

before him that he might eat. He was in a glad-

some and genial mood, and when he had said grace
after the meal, she thus addressed him:—'Rabbi,
permit me one question.' 'Ask it, then, my love,'

ne replied. 'A few days ago a person entrusted

some jewels to my custody, and now he demands
them again ; should I give them back to him V ' This
is a question,' said Rabbi Meir, ' which my wife

should not have thought it necessary to ask. What!
wouldst thou hesitate or be reluctant to restore to

every one his ownl' 'O no,' replied she, 'but I

thought it best not to restore them without acquaint-

ing thee therewith.' She then led him to their cham-
ber, and stepping to the bed, took the white cover-

ing from the dead bodies. ' Ah, my sons ! my sons !'

thus loudly lamented the father, 'my sons! the light

of mine eyes, and the light of my understanding!
I was your father, but ye were my teachers in the

law !' The mother turned away and wept bitterly.

At length she took her husband by the hand, and
said, ' Rabbi, didst thou not teach me that one must
not be reluctant to restore that which was entrusted

to our keeping 1 See, the Lord gave, the Lord
has taken away, and blessed be the name of the

Lord !' ' Blessed be the name of the Lord !' echoed
Rabbi Meir, ' and blessed be his name for thy sake
too; for well is it written. Whoso hath found a vir-

tuous wife, hath a greater treasure than costly

pearls: she openeth her mouth with wisdom, and in

her tongue is the law of kindness.' "

My young female friends, have you no ambition
to answer, in future life, these beautiful patterns of
female excellence 1 Have you no desire, that if Pro-
vidence should place you at the head of a family,
you may shine forth in all the mild radiance of do-
mestic feminine excellence 1 Is there not, as you
read, some spirit-stirring desires in your soul 1 Does
not all the glittei' of mere external accomplishments
fade away into darkness before such effulgent vir-

tue'? Does not all the painted insignificance of mere
drawing-room charms dwindle into nothing before

that solid excellence, which is a

"Perpetual fountain of domestic sweets?"

If so, and ye would thus bless and be blessed, make
up your mind deliberately to this opinion, and abide
by it, that what is useful is infinitely to be preferred
to what is dazzling: and virtuous excellence to be

more ardently coveted than fashionable accomplish-
ments. A right aim is of un.speakable consequence.
Whatever we propose, as the grand paramount ob-
ject, will form the character. We shall subordinate
every thing else to it : and be this your aim, to ex-

cel RATHER IN THE SOLID AND USEFUL ATTAINMENTS,
THAN IN EXTERNAL SHOWY DECORATIONS.

Seek a large portion of what is usually denomi-
nated GOOD SENSE.

It is very difficult to define what I mean, and per-

haps it is not necessary, for every one knows what
I intend by this quality. It is that sobriety of cha-
racter, that quick perception of all the proprieties

of life, that nice discernment of what is best to be
done in all the ordinary circumstances of human so-

ciety, which shall enable us to act with credit to

ourselves, and comfort to others. It is a thoughtful,

cautious way of judging and acting, and is equally

opposed to that rashness which acts with precipi-

tancy, and that ignorancs which cannot act at all.

It is, in fact, prudence, accommodating itself to all

the relations of life, and ever-varying circumstances

of society.

Store your mind with useful information.

Read much, and let your reading be of a right

kind. Reject with disdain, as you ought, the libel

which has been circulated by some against your un-

derstanding, that poetry and novels are the books

most adapted to the understanding and feelings of

young ladies. On this topic I refer you to the chap-

ter on books. I cannot, however, but insert a few
additional hints on the subject here.

To assist in the right formation of your charac-

ter, I very urgently recommend the perusal of Mrs.

Hannah More's " Strictures on the Modern System

of Female Education:" for although this work is

more particularly intended for mothers, it may be

read with immense advantage also by daughters.

The views of this incomparable woman are so cor-

rect, and so enlarged, so accordant with reason, and
what is still more important, so harmonious with re-

velation, that you cannot look up to a better guide.

Gisborne's "Duties of Women" may also be read

with great advantage. Cox's " Female Biography"
and Gibbon's " Lives of Pious Women" with Wil-

liams' " Life of Mrs. Savage" in this department of

reading, will be found interesting books.

History should of course occupy much of your

time. Here you should be at home. But do not

read merely to acquire a mental chronicle of names
and dates. To know when such a king reigned, by

whom such a countrv was conquered, or where

such a battle was fought, is one of the lowest ends

of reading the annals of nations. In Mrs. More's

work you will find an admirable chapter, " On the

religious and moral use of History and Geography,"

to which, with great pleasure, I refer you.

Poetry should be resorted to as a recreation, and

a recreation only. On this subject I need not repeat

what I have already stated, except to add, that as

you have not learned the dead languages, I should

advise you to add to the productions of your own na-

tional muse, the immortal poems of Homer and Vir-

gil, which mav be read, the former in the transla-

tions of Pope and Cowper, and the latter in that of

Dryden.
Botanii seems, if not to belong to your sex, to be

peculiariv appropriate to it. The elementary trea-

tises of Chymistrv, such as "Conversations on Chy-

mistry, bv"a Lady," and Parke's Catechism, might

be read with great benefit: and indeed the element-

ary treatises of the whole range of natural philoso-

phV. if you have leisure, should be read.

As you may be one day called to train the minds

of vour own children, vou should not have the phi-

losophy of education to learn when you want it to

use ; and therefore should now become acquainted

with all that is connected with this invaluable sci-

ence. Miss Edsiioorth's Treatise on Practical Edu-

cation,* with Mrs. More's work, will be found most

Never was there a writer that better understood
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interesting as well as instructive. And if you are

willing to go still farther, I would advise you to

study Watts^ ^'Improvement of the Mind" and liis

" Logic ;" Mr. Burder's " Hints on Mental Culture ;"

Dugald Stewart's work on " The Philosophy of the

Human Mind;" and some parts of Locke's treatise

" On the Human Understanding." Some of these

works will certainly require close application, and
hard thinking; but they will amply reward the la-

bor of research; and the powers of the mind, like

those of the body, strengthen by exercise. "Serious
study serves to' harden the mind for more trying

conflicts; it lifti the reader IVom sensation to intel-

lect; it abstracts her from the world and its vani-

ties; it fixes a wandering spirit, and fortifies a weak
one ; it divorces her from matter, it corrects that

spirit of trifling, which she miturally contracts from
the frivolous turn of female conversation, and the

petty nature of fem.ale employments; it concentrates
ner attention, assists her in a habit of excluding tri-

vial thoughts, and thus even helps to qualify her for

religious pursuits."

Thus would I have a female qualified for her sta-

tion as a wife, mother and mistress: but this is not
all; for mental improvement should be associated
with a correct knowledge of household affairs. She
who is to preside over a family, should be most in-

timately acquainted with every thing that can pre-

serve its order or promote its comfort. That must
be a most injudicious mother, who is not anxious to

teach a daughter how to manage a family to the
greatest adv^antage; and that must be a weak and
silly girl, who is not willing to be taught. All the
time, therefore, must not be given to books; for

learned ladies, without neatness, without order, M'ith-

out economy, without frugality,

"May do very well for maidens or aunts,

But, believe me, they'll never make wives."

A husband's home should be rendered comforta-
ble for himself and his children, or else they are
both very likely to wander /row home for comfort.
Cleanliness, neatness, frugality, order, are all of
great importance in the habits of a wife, mother and
mistress, for the want of which, no knowledge, how-
ever profound or extensive, can be a sub.stitute. It

is not at all requisite that a wife should be either an
accomplished housemaid, or a perfect cook, but she
ought to be able to judge of these qualifications in

others: and the want of this ability has led many a
man, who was blessed with a learned wife, to ex-
claim, with something between disgust and despair,
" I now find, to my cost, that knowledge alone is as
poor a qualification for a wife, as personal beauty
or external accomplishments."

Before I close this chapter, I must mention one or
two dispositions, which 3'oung females should assi-

duously cherish and unostentatiously exhibit.
The first i^flial obedience; not that this is bind-

ing upon daughters only, for what son is he that ho-
noreth not, loveth not, comforteth not, his father

the philosophy of education than this extraordinary
woman: all she has writlei,^ from the work above
mentioned down to "Early Lessons," may be read
with advantage, not only by those who are to learn,
but by those who are to tea-^h. 1 regret, in common
with many others, the exclusion of rpli^ion from her
productions, and the occasional introduction of ir-

religious exclamations; but on the general princi-
ples of education, and the formation of the charac-
ter, in every other view of it than in reference to
religion. Miss Edgeworth remains unequalled. How
deeply to be deplored, that from the works o^ such a
writer, the spirit and genius of Christianity should
be systematically excluded.

and his mother 1 Wherever Providence should cast
his lot, or in whatever circumstances he should be
placed, let him continue in every possible way to

promote the happiness of his parents. Young peo-
ple are but too apt to think, that the obligations to

filial piety diminish in number and strength, as
years increase. I am afraid that really one of the

signs of the times, and it is no bright one, is the de-
crease of this amiable and lovely virtue. 1 think I

see rising— I wish 1 may be in error—a spirit of in-

dependence, which is aiming to antedate the period
of manhood, and to bring as near to fourteen as pos-

sible, the time when the yoke of parental control

. may be thrown off. This is neither for the comfort

I

of the parents, nor the advantage of the children

I

It is not obedience only that should not be refused;

j

for where this is denied, there can be neither reli-

gion nor virtue ; but all that public way of showing
them honor, and all that private way of promoting
their comfort, for which opportunities are constant-

ly presented. There is no period in the life of a fa-

ther or a mother, when the obligation to be in some
measure subject to them, and in all measure to pro-

j
mote their happiness, ceases. It has been brought
as an allegation against the bard, whom an English-
man might be proud to name, that he was so severe
a father, as to have compelled his daughters, after

he was blind, to read aloud to him, for his sole plea-

sure, Greek and Latin auihors, of which they did
not understand a word. Compelled his daughters !

!

What daughters must they be who need compulsiori

in such a case !

!

The following is the description of a daughter
which I have somewhere met with :

—
" M. E. S. re-

ceived her unhappy existence at the price of her
mother's life, and at the age of seventeen she fol-

lowed, as the sole mourner, the bier of her remain-
ing parent. From her thirteenth year, .she had
passed her life at her father's sick bed, the gout
having deprived him of the use of his limbs

; and
beheld the arch of heaven only when she went forih

to fetch food or medicines. The discharge of her
filial duties occupied the whole of her time and all

her thoughts. She was his only nurse, and for the

last two years they lived without a servant. She
prepared his .scanty meal, she bathed his aching
limbs, and, though weak and delicate from constant

confinement, and the poison of melancholy thoughts,

she had acquired an unusual power in her arras,

from the habit of lifting her old and sufl^ering father

out of and into his bed of pain. Thus passed away
her early youth in sorrow ; she grew up in tears, a
stranger to the amusements of youth, and its more
delightful schemes and imaginations. She was not,

however, unhappy ; she attributed no merit to her-

self for her virtues ; but for that reason were they
the more her reward. " The peace which passeth

all understanding," disclosed iLself in all her looks

and movements. It lay on her countenance like a
steady unshadowed moonlight; and her voice, which
was at once naturally sweet and subtile, came from
her like the fine flute tones of a masterly performer,

which still floating at some uncertain distance, seem
to be created by the plaver, rather than to proceed

from the instrument. If you had listened to it in

one of those brief Sabbaths of the soul, when the

activitv and discursiveness of the thoughts are sus-

pended, and the mind quietly eddies round instead

of flowing onward (as at late evening in the spring,

I have seen a bat wheel in silent circles round and

round a fruit tree in full blossom, in the midst of

which, as within a close tent of the purest white, an

unseen nightingale was piping its sweetest notes,)

in such a mood, you might have half fancied, half

felt, that her voice had a separate being of its own
—that it was a living something who.se mode of

existence was for the ear only : so deep was her re-
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signation, so entirely had it become the habit of her

nature, and in all she did or said so perfectly were
her movements, and her utterance without effort,

and without the appearance of effort. Her dying
father's last words, addressed to the clergyman who
attended him, were his grateful testimony, that du-

ring his long and sore trial, his good Maria had
behaved to him like an angel ; that the most disa-

greeable ofhces, and the least suited to her age and
sex, had never drawn an unwilling look from her;
and that whenever his eye had met hers, he had
been sure to see in it either the tear of pity, or the

sudden smile expressive of her affection and wish
to cheer him. " God," said he " will reward the

good girl for all her long dutifulness to me !" He
departed during the inward prayer, which followed

these his last words. His wish will be fulfilled in

eternity
!"

What daughter can read this and not admire,

and, if need be, imitate the conduct of Maria ?—
Few are called to these self-denying acts of filial

piety ; but who would not do all they could to sweet-

en, as far as may be, the dregs of life to an aged
mother or a blind father 1 It has been observed

that a good daughter generally makes an exemplary
wife and mother.

Sensibility, when blended ivifh a sound judgment,
and guided in its exercises by good sense and prudence,

is a lovely ornament of the female character. By
sensibility, I mean a susceptibility of having emo-
tion excited by external objects ; a habit of mind, in

which the affections are easily moved, by objects

calculated and worthy to produce feeling. Of
course, this is an evil or an excellence, according as

it is united with other mental habits. An excess of

sensibility, is one of the most injurious ingredients

which can enter into the formation of character.

—

Where it is united with a weak judgment, and a
wild imagination, it exposes its possessor to the

greatest possible dangers, and opens in her own bo-

som a perpetual source of vexation, misery, and
self-torment. If we were to trace to their source

many of those quarrels which have alienated friends,

and made irreconcileable enemies ; those mortifica-

tions of pride and vanity, which have ended in lu-

nacy ;
those hasty and imprudent marriages which

have terminated in universal wretchedness; those

acts of profligacy, suicide, and even murder, which
have stained the annals of mankind ; we should

find the germ of all these mischiefs in an excess of

morbid sensibility. Feeling, like fire, is a good ser-

vant, but a bad master : a source of comfort and a
means of usefulness, if well governed ; but if left to

rage without control, an engine of destruction, and
a cause of misery. Every heart should have an
altar, on which this fire should be perpetuallv kept
burning, but then prudence should ever be on the
watch, lest it should consume the temple.

Young females are in imminent danger of being
led away by the representation, that an unfeeling
woman, though she be pure as a statue of Parian
marble, yet withal, if she be as cold, is a most un-
lovely character. This I admit, and therefi)re I

class a well-governed sensibility, amongst the deco-

rations of the female character. But, then, the ten-

dency of this remark is certainly mischievous, since,

according to the spirit in which it is usually both

made and received, it means, that an excess of feel-

in?, rather adorns than injures the cliaracter. It

will be found, e;enerallv speaking, that young people

rather force the growth, than check the luxuriance

of their feelings : which is just in the inverted order

of nature, since the affections generally grow with-

out culture, the judgment scarcely ever. The voice

of flattery, also, is all on the side of feeling. A
warm-hearted girl carried away by her feelings,

and misled by a wild and ardent imagination, will

find many more admirers than the sensible, prudent,
and reserved one ; and for this plain reason, because
there are more fools in the world than wise men.

—

Follow out the history of the two characters. It is

the end that proves ail.

Imprudent attachments, rash friendships, misdi-
rected anxieties, eccentric charities, fickle schemes,
groundless anticipatitms, mortifying disappoint-

ments, harassing litigations, with innumerable other
evils, come in the train of excessive and uugoverned
sensibility. Let young women therefore remember,
that the understanding is the queen amongst the fa-

cullies of the soul, beneath whose despotic sway, the

imagination and affections may be as active and as

ardent as they please, so that they never oflfend

against the laws of their sovereign.

With these limitations, I will admit that sensibili-

ty is an ornament of female character. A cold, un-
feeling, heartless woman, who has no tear for sor-

row, no smile for excellence ; who has no power
but that of niggardly calculation, and no emotions,

bur those which by a sort of centripetal force, are

all drawn to self as the centre of gravity, is a libel

upon her sex. She may have prudence, but it is

likely to degenerate into cunning; frugality, but it

will in all probability soon become avarice; cau-

tion, but it will be changed into suspicion ; intellect,

but it will be proud, censorious and cynical. Pure
sensibility is the soil in which the generous affec-

tions grow ; it cherishes that mercy which is full of

good fruits
;
gives birth to all the enterprises of be-

nevolence, and when touched and purified with a
" live coal from the altar," will give a keener taste

for the spirit of religion, a richer enjoyment of its

privileges, and a quicker zeal in discharging its du-

ties : but then it must he feeling associated with
principle, and guided in all its exercises by a sound
judgment.
A retiredness of disposition is also an exquisite

ornament of the female character. Even the most
distant approach to whatever is forward in manner,
and vain in conversation, should be most studiously

avoided. Delicate reserve, without awkward bash-

fulness, is no small part of the loveliness of every

young female, especially in all her conduct tov-ards

the opposite sex. A lady who takes pains to be no-

ticed, generally gains her object without its reward

;

for she is noticed, but at the same time she is de-

spised. Nothing can be more disgusting, than a

bold obtrusiveness of manners in a female, except

it be that affectation of retiredness which retreats

only to be followed. Flippancy and pertness are

sometimes mistakenly substituted by their possessor,

for smartness and cleverness. These latter quali-

ties never look well when they are studied : they

are never tolerable, but when they are natural ; and
are amongst the last things which we should seek

to acquire: for when obtained in this way, they ap-

pear no better than ornaments stuck on, instead of

being wrought in. I am not contending against

that case of manners, which the most retiring female

may and should adopf, even in the company of^ gen-

tlemen : that artless and elesfant freedom, which is

compatible with the most delicate reserve; but mere-

ly that thirsting mode of address, which determines

to attract attention.

A love of display, has been thought to be amongst

the blemishes which usually attach to female cha-

racter in general. I do not 'now refer to the petty

concerns of dress, for this is truly pitiable
;
and an

individual .sillv enough to indulge such a butterfly,

peacock tasie as this, is too weak to affoid any ra-

tional hopes of havine: her follies corrected. Argu-

ments are lost upon that little mind, whose ambition

cannot comprehend, or value, or covet, a distinction,

of greater worth than a richer silk, a more graceful

plume, or a more modern fashion. This Lilliputian
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heroine, armed at every point with feathers, flowers,

and ribbons; supported by all her auxiliary forces
^

of plumassieurs, frisseurs, milliners, mantuamakers,
perfumers, &c. &c. &c.. contending for the palm of;

victory on the arena of fashion, must be left to her
j

fate to conquer or to fall ; I have no concern with i

her. But there is vanity of another kind, against i

which I would caution young females, and this is,
j

a fondnessfor exhibiting their fashionable accomplish-

ments, or mental acquirements. Pedantry in a man
i

is bad enough, but in a woman is still worse. Few I

things are more offensive than to sec a female la-
j

boring to the uttermost to convince a company that

Khe has received a good intellectual education, has
{

improved her advantages, and is really a sensible,

clever woman ; at one time almost vociferating

about nitrogen, oxygen, and caloric ;
then boasting

her acquaintance with some of the greatest geniuses

of the age ; and last of all entering into a stormy
debate on politics or finance.

Now observe, I am not contending against a wo-
wan's acquainting herself with these subjects, for I

reject with indignation the calumny that the female
mind is unequal to the profoundest subjects of hu-

man investigation, or should be restricted in its stu-

dies to more feminine pursuits ; much less am I

anxious to exclude the stores of female intellect, and
the music of female tongues from the feast of reason

and the flow of soul. No. Too long have ihe softer

sex been insulted by the supposition, that they are

incapable of joining or enriching the mental com-
munion, and conversation of the drawing-room. I

most unequivocally, unhesitatingly say, that they
have a much smaller share of conversational inter-

course than their natural talents, and their acquired
information, entitle ihem to.

All I am contending against is, that love of display,

which leads some to force themselves upon the at-

tention of a company: which is not contented with
sharing, but is ambitious of monopolizing the lime

and opportunities of rational discourse. Some sil-

versmiths and jewellers, who wish to attract public

attention, make a splendid display of gems and
jewels in their window ; but their window contains

their whole stock, they have no store besides : there

are others who. making all proper exhibition, can
conduct their customers from room to room within,

each filled with .stores of inestimable value. Not
unlike the former, i^ome persons make a grand dis-

play in conversation, but their tongue, like the shop
window, exhibits all they possess, they have very
little besides in the mind : but there are others, who
like the latter tradesman, are not deficient in re-

spectable display, but then, besides the ideas which
they exhibit in conversation, they have a valuable
slock of knowledge in the mind.
To conclude this long chapter, I must again re-

mind you, that True Religion is the deep basis of
excellence ; Sound Morality its lofty superstruc-

ture ; Good Sense, General Knowledge, Correct
feeling, the necessary furniture of the fabric; and
unaffected Modesty and Fashionable Accomplish-
ments, its elegant decorations.

CHAPTER XX.

ON PRODENCE, MODESTY, AND COURTESY.

Religion, my dear children, is the first and the prin-

cipal thing which I am anxious that you should
possess, but it is not the only one. It is the basis of
excellence, which should be well laid, to bear what-
soever things are lovely, or of good report; or,

changing the metaphor, it is that firmness and soli-

dity of character, which, like the substance of the

diamond, best prepares it to receive a polish, and i>

rendered more beautiful and more valuable by being
polished. The religion of some persons is like the
gem in the rough, the excellence of which is con-
cealed and disfigured by many foreign adhesions:
there is real principle at the bottom, but it is so sur-

rounded by imprudence, rudeness, ignorance, slo-

venliness, and other bad qualities, that it requires a
skilful eye to discern its worth. I most earnestly

admonish you, therefore, to add to your piety

]. Prudence.
By prudence, I mean a calculating and delibera-

tive turn of mind, as to the tendency of our words
and actions; coupled with a desire so to speak and
act, as to bring no inconvenience either upon our-

selves or others. It is that right application of

knowledge to practice, which constitutes wisdom.
A person may have an immensity of knowledge,
with scarcely a grain of prudence ;

and, notwith-

standing the stores of his understanding, may al-

ways have his peace destroyed. I am aware that

prudence is too often regarded by the ardent and
sanguine minds of the young, as a cold and heart-

less virtue; a sort of November flower, which,
though regular in its growth, and mild in color, has
neither glow nor fragrance, but stands alone in the

garden as the memorial of departed summer, the

harbinger of approaching winter. Youth are cap-

tivated by what is frank and generous, even when
it leads to "Headlong Hall." If by prudence I

mean mere cold reserve, or that selfishness which
chills the ardor of kindness, and freezes the spring

of benevolence in the heart, you might well beware
of a disposition so unlovely: but when I simply
mean a liabit of thinking before you speak or act,

lest your thoughtlessness should prove injurious to

the comfort of your own mind, or the comfort of
others; when I only require you to exercise that

judgment upon the tendencies of your conduct,
which is one of the chief distinctions of a rational

creature ; when I merely call upon you to put forth

the power of foresight which God has planted in

your nature, surely, surely, there is nothing unsuited

either to your age, or to the most generous mind in

this. That rashness of speech, or conduct, which
is always involving a person, and his friends too,

in difficulties, inconveniences, and embarrassments,
has little to commend itself to your admiration, with

whatever good temper or gay fancy it may happen
to be associated ; society must be a chaos, if all its

members were formed upon this model.
You must have seen, my dear children, the mis-

chiefs which imprudence has brought in its train.

What strifes have been engendered by a rash, un-
guarded use of the tongue, by persons giving a hasty

opinion of the character, conduct, and motives of
others: I believe that a moiety of the quarrels

which e.xist, mav be traced up to this source. If,

then, you would journey along through life in honor
and in peace, I cannot giye vou a more important

piece of advice than this: "Be very cautious how
you give an opinion of the character, conduct, or

motives of others. Be slow to speak. For one
that has repented of having held his tongue, myri-

ads have bitterly grieved over the imprudent use of

it. Remember what Solomon .savs, " A pratinsr fool

shall fall ;" and almost all fools do prate : silence is

generally a charaeten\iiL' of wise men, especially

in reference to the concerns of others. I know not

a surer mark of a little, empty mind, than to be al-

ways talking about our neighbor's affairs. A col-

lector of rags is a much more honorable, and cer-

tainly a far more useful member of society, than a
collector and vender of tales.

But let your prudence manifest itself in reference

to your condncl, as well as your words. Never act

till vou have deliberated. Some persons inver* the
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order of nature and reason ;
they act first and think

afterwards; and the consequence very generally

proves, as might have been expected, that first im-

pressions are fallacious guides to wise actions. I

scarcely know any thing against which young peo-

ple should be more seriously warned, than this habit

of acting from first impressions; nor any thing

which- they should be more earnestly advised to cul-

tivate, than an almost instinctive propensity to look

forward, and to consider the probable results of

any proposed line of conduct. This calculating

temper is to be preferred far above the knowledge
of the rash ; for it will preserve both the peace of

its possessor, and that of others, who have to do

with him. Multitudes, by a want of prudence in

the management of their pecuniary aflfairs, have
ruined themselves, plunged their families into want,

and involved their friends in calamity. They have
engaged in one rash speculation after another, and

formed one unpromising connection after another
;

scarcely recovered from the complicated mischief

of one, before they were involved in the embarrass-

ment of the next, till the final catastrophe came in

all its terrors, which might have been foreseen, and
was predicted by every one except the rash projector

himself. When we consider that in such cases a
man cannot suffer alone, but must extend the effects

of his conduct to others, prudence will appear to be

not only an ornament of character, but a virtue ;

and imprudence not only near to immorality, but a
part of it.

Begin life, then, with a systematic effort to culti-

vate a habit of sound discretion, and prudent fore-

sight: and for this purpose, observe attentively the

conduct of other's; profit both by the sufferings of
the rash, and the tranquillity of the cautious : ren-

der also your own past experience subservient to

future improvement. I knew a person, who having
imprudently engaged in a litigation, which cost him
a considerable sum of money to compromise, made
the following entry in his diary:—"March—Paid
this day, one hundred and fifty pounds for wisdom.'^

Experience, it has been said, keeps a dear school

:

but .some people will not learn in any other : and
they are fortunate who improve in this. I most em-
phatically recommend to you the diligent study of
the book of Proverbs, as containing more sound
wisdom, more prudential maxims for the right go-
vernment of our affairs in this life, than all other
books in the -world put together.

2. Modesty is a very bright ornament of the

youthful character: without it, the greatest attain-

ments and the strongest genius cannot fail to create
disgust.

Conceitedness I have already stated to be one of
the obstacles to youthful piety, and even where its

mischief does not operate so fatally as this, it cer-

tainly disfigures religion. Young people should
consider, that even if they have much knowledge,
they have but little experience. Every thing pert,

flippant, obtrusive, and self-confident, is highly tm-
becoming in those who, whatever they may know
of scholastic literature, have but little acquaintance
either with themselves or mankind. Strong intel-

lect and great attainments will soon commend
themselves, without any pains being taken to force

them upon our attention ; and they never appear
so lovely, nor attract us with such force, as when
seen through a veil of r^nodesty. Like the coy vio-

let, which discloses its retreat rather by its fragrance
than by its color, so youthful excellence should mo-
destly leave others to find out its concealment, and
not ostentatiously thrust itself on public attention.

I do not wish to inculcate that diffidence which
makes young people bashful and timid, even to

awkwardness and sheepishness; which prevents
even the laudable exertions of their powers ; and

which is not only distressing to the subjects of it

themselves, but jjainful to others. Nothing can be
further from my views than this ; for it is a positive

misery to be able neither to speak nor be spoken to,

without blushing to the ears and trembling to the
very toes : but there is a wide difference between
this bashfulness and genuine modesty. Modesty is

a habit, or principle of the mind, which leads a man
to form an humble estimate of himself, and prevents
him from ostentatiously displaying his attainments
before others: bashfulness is merely a state of timid
feeling : modesty discovers itself in the absence of
every thing assuming, whether in look, word, or

action ; bashfulness betrays itself by a downcast
look, a blushing cheek, a timid air : modesty, though
opposed to assurance, is not incompatible with an
unpretending confidence in ourselves; bashfulness

altogether unmans us, and disqualifies us for our
duty.

Modesty shields a man from the mortifications

and disappointments which assail the self-conceited

man from every quarter. A pert, pragmatical
youth, fond alike of exalting himself, and depre-

ciating others, soon becomes a mark for the arrows
of ridicule, censure, and anger ; while a modest
person conciliates the esteem of all, not excepting

his enemies and rivals, he disarms the resentment
even of those who feel themselves most injured by
his superiority, he makes all pleased with him by
making thern at ease with themselves ; he is at once
esteemed for his talents, and loved for the humility

with which he bears them. Arrogance can neither

supply the want of talents, nor adorn them where
they are possessed.

It is of importance to cultivate modesty in youth,

for if wanting then, it is seldom obtained after-

wards. Nothing grows faster than conceitedness

;

and as no weed in the human heart becomes more
rank, so none is more offensive than this. I have
known individuals, who, by their extensive infor-

mation and strong sense, might have become the

delight of every circle in which they moved, have
yet by their positive, dogmatical, and overbearing

temper, inspired such a dread, that their arrival in

company has thrown a cloud-shadow on every
countenance. A disputatious temper is exceedingly

to be dreaded. Nothing can be more opposed to

the peace of society than that disposition, which
converts every room into the arena of controversy,

every company into competitors, and every diver-

sity of sentiment into an apple of discord. There
are times when a man must state and defend his

own opinions; when he cannot be silent; when he

must not only defend, but attack; but even in such

cases he should avoid every thing dogmatical and
overbearing; all insulting contempt of others, and
all that most irritating treatrnent, which malres an
antagonist appear like a fool. Our arguments
should not fall and explode with the noise and vio-

lence of thundei'bolts, but insinuate themselves like

the light or the dew of heaven.
Take it, my dear children, as the result of nearly

a quarter of a century's observation and experience,

in no contracted circle of human life, that verbal

controversy in company produces very little good
and a great deal of harm. In such a situation men
contend for victory, not for truth; and each goes

into a war of words, determined to avoid, if possi-

ble, the disgrace of a public defeat.

3. Courtesy is a most valuable disposition.

This is enjoined, not only by those authors who
are the legislators of the drawing-room, but by him
who has published laws for the government of the

heart. " Be courteous," saith the word of God.

—

Bv courtesy I mean that benevolence of disposition

which displays itself in a constant aim to please

those with whom we associate, both by the matter
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and manner of our actions; ; in little things as well

as great ones. Crabbe, in his English Synonymes,
has given us this definition of courtesy and com-
plaisance :

—
" Courtemis in one respect comprehends

more than complaisant; it includes the manner, as

well as the action ; it is, properly speaking, polish-

ed complaisance : on the other h^wA, complaisance

includes more of the disposition in it than courte-

ousness; it has less of the polish, but more of the

reality of kindnesi^. Courtcousness displays itself

in the address and the manners, complaisance in di-

rect good offices ; courtcousness is most suitable for

strangers ; complaisance for friends, or the nearest

relatives :" among well-bred men, and men of rank,

it is an invariable rule lo address each other cour-

teously oi\ all occasions whenever they meet, whether
acquainted or otherwise ; there is a degree of com-
plaisance due between husbands and wives, brothers

and sisters, and members of the same family, which
cannot be neglected without endangering the har-
mony of their intercourse. It is my earnest desire,

my children, that you should be both courteous and
complaisant. The union of both these constitutes

true politeness. I do not vvish you to study the

the works of Lord Chesterfield, which have been
aptly described as teaching the manners of a danc-
ing master, and the morals of a prostitute ; but true

politeness, such as consists of the union I have al-

ready mentioned, is excellence carried to its high-
est polish.

Life is made up for the most part of petty trans-

actions, and is chequered more by the light and
shade of minor pains and pleasures, than by the

deeper hues of miseries and ecstacies. Occasions
rarely happen, when we can relieve or be relieved

by the more splendid efibrts of benevolence; while
not a day, scarcely an hour, passes without an op-

portunity of giving, or receiving gratifications of

complaisance. " Politeness," says our great Es-
sayist, in the Rambler, " is one of those advantages
which we never estimate rightly but by the inconve-
nience of its loss. Its influence upon the manners is

constant and uniform, so that, like an equal motion,
it escapes perception. The circtmislances of every
action are so adjusted to each other, that we do not

see where any error could have been committed,
and rather acquiesce in its propriety, than admire
its exactness."

"Wisdom and virtue are by no means sufficient

without the supplemental laws of good breeding, to

secure freedom from degenerating into rudeness, or

self-esteem from swelling into insolence ; a thousand
incivilities may be committed, and a thousand offi-

ces neglected, without any remorse of conscience,

or reproach from reason."
" The true efiect of genuine politeness seems to

be rather ease than pleasure. The power of de-

lighting must be conferred by nature, and cannot be
delivered by precept, or obtained by imitation ; but

though it be the jirivilege of few to ravish, and
to charm, every man may hope, by rules and cau-
tion, not to give pain, and may therefore, by the

help of good breeding, enjoy the kindness of man-
kind, though he .should have no claim to higher dis-

tinctions."

The universal axiom in which all complaisance
is included, and from which flow all the formalities

that custom has established in civilized nations, is.

That no man shall give any preference lo himself: a

rule so comprehensive and certain, that perhaps it

is not easy for the mind to imagine an incivility,

without supposing it to be broken.

Think not, however, that politeness is only to be

acquired by frequenting what is called fashionable

company, and places of public entertainment : com-
plaisance is the offspring of benevolence, the tiny

daughter of kindne.ss; and this mav be found in the

cottage, where I have often seen as much real cour-
tesy as was ever found in a mansion. Hear the tes-

timony of Dr. Johnson on this subject.
" I have indeed not found, among any part of

mankind, less real and rational complaisance, than
among those who have passed their lime in paying
and receiving visits, in frequenting public entertain-

ments, in studying the exact measures of ceremony,
and in watching all the variations of fashionable
courtesy."

" They know, indeed, at what hour they may be
at the door of an acquaintance, how many steps

they must attend him towards the gate, and what
interval should pass before his visit is returned; but
seldom extend their care beyond the exterior and
unessential parts of civility, nor refuse their own
vanity any gratification, however expensive lo the

quiet of another."

By a neglect of complaisance, many persons of
substantial excellence have deprived their virtues

of much of their lusture, and themselves of much
kindne.ss ; of whom it is very common to have it

said—"Yes, he is a good man, but I cannot like

him." Surely such persons, by an ill economy of
reputation, have sold the attachment of the world
at too low a price, since they have lost one of the

rewards of virtue, without even gaining the profits

of wickedness.*
4. On admiration of the characters of others, I

think it important to say a few things. To observe,

admire, and imitate the excellences of those around
u.';, is no less our duty than our interest. It is a just

tribute to their moral worth, and the means of pro-
moting our omi. It is of great consequence, how-
ever, that our admiration of character should be
well directed ; for as we naturally imitate what we
admire, we should take care that we are attracted

and charmed only by real excellence. Do not be
led astray, my' children, by a mere speciousness,

or showiness of character. Let nothing be regarded
by you as worthy your admiration, which is not in

connection with moral worth. Courage, frankiie.ss,

heroism, politeness, intellect, are all valuable dis-

positions of mind ;
but unless they are united with

genuine principle and true integrity, they only ren-

der their possessor more dangerous, and invest him
with greater power to do mischief. Suffi^r not your
imagination to be captivated by the dazzling proper-
ties of a character, of which the substantial parts
are not approved by your judgment ; nothing is ex-
cellent which is not morally so. The polished rake,
the generous profligate, the witty and intelligent

skeptic, are to be shunned as serpents, whose varie-

gated and beautiful skin should have no power lo

reconcile us to their venom. You may be charged
with want of taste, or coldness of heart, for with-

holding your approbation; but it is a far sublimer
attainment, and certainly a more difficult one, to

have a taste and ardor only in the cau.se of holi-

ness. Be cautious to examine every character
which is presented to you for admiration, to pene-
trate the varnish of exterior accomplishments; and
if you find nothing of genuine integrity beneath,
withhold the tribute of your approbation, regardless

of the sneers oftho.se shallow minds, who have nei-

ther the power to try the things that difl>;r, nor the

virtue to approve only such as are excellent.

It is a very important hint to give to young peo-

See the Rambler, Nos. 56 and 98. The British

Essayists, especially the Spectator, Rambler, and
Idler, though not always strictly Scriptural in their

views of human nature, and moral obligation, con-

tain an inexhaustible fund of entertainment and in-

struction, conveved in a most fascinating style of

composition. Who need covet a novel that can con-

verse with Addison and Johnson?
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pie, just setting out in life, to analyze character

before they admire it ; remembering that, to borrow
an illusion from chymistry, a deadly poison may be

held in solution by the most beautifully-colored li-

quid which the eye can behold.

5. An extreme dread of singularity, arising out of

a morbid sensibility to shame, is a dangerous dis-

position of mind to which young people are very
liable.

There are some who are so ambitious to be
thought originals, that they affect distinction in fol-

ly, or even in vice : they can even bear to be laugh-

ed at, if it may be admitted that they are without

a prototype ; and are content to be persecuted, pro-

vided it be for the sake of their originality. These
martyrs to strangeness are in one extremity of cha-
racter, of which the other is that great dread of be-

ing ridiculed as singular, which tries a man's at-

tachment, even to the cause of virtue. There are

some so acutely, so morbidly sensible to the least

sneer, that they are put in dreadful peril of forsak-

ing the cause of righteousness and morality, rather

than take up the cross and follow it. I have already

in part considered this, and stated it to be one of the

obstacles to early piety; but it not only obstructs the

entrance, but the subsequent path of piety, and
should therefore be most vigorously opposed by all

who are subject to its influence. A sense of shame,
when felt in reference to what is wrong, is one of

the guardians of virtue ; in this meaning of the

phrase, it can never be too acute, nor can it be too

delicately susceptible of impression. When one has
ceased to be ashkmed of doing what is wrong, and
the last blush with which a tender conscience once
suffused the countenance has vanished, the progress

of sin is nearly completed, and the sinner may be

considered as near the end of his career. But when
a person is so morbidly sensible to ridicule, that he
shrinks from it, even in the performance of that

which is right, he not only lets down his dignity,

but endangers his principles.

There is something noble and heroic in that dis-

position, which can dare to be singular in the cause
of religion and morality; which, with a mind con-
scious of doing right, can fight single handed, the

battles of the Lord, against the host of scorners by
which it may be surrounded. It is not a part of vir-

tue to be indifferent to the opinion of others, except
that opinion be opposed to the principles of truth and
holiness, then it is the very height of virtue to act

above it, and against it.

Ridicule is certainly not the test of truth, but it

is one of the most fiery ordeals of that courage bv
which the truth is professed and supported. Many
have been vanquished by scorn, who were invulner-
able to rage ; for men in'general would much rather
have their hearts reproached than their heads,
deeming it less disgraceful to be weak in virtue than
deficient in intellect. Strange perversion ! the ef-

fect of that pride which, being injected into our na-
ture by the venom of the serpent in paradise, still

continues to infect and destroy us. Let us oppose
this working of evil within us, and crucify this af-

fection and lust of the flesh. Let no ridicule de-
ter us from doing what is right, or avoiding what is

wrong. Let us emulate the sublime example of the
apostle, who exclaimed, " We are fools for Christ's
sake." This is the noblest effort of human courage,
the loftiest achievement of virtue, to be "faithful
found amongst the faithless," and willing to bear
any contumely rathe-- than act in opposition to the
convictions of our judgment, and the dictates o four
conscience. Infinitely to be preferred is it, td be
scorned for doing what is right than applauded for
doing what is wrong. From the laughter of \'he
wicked you may find a refuge in the approbation of
your conscience, and the smile of your God

; but in

what a miserable situation is that poor cowardly
wretch, whose dread of singularity has led him to

sacrifice the convictions of his conscience, and who
has nothing to comfort him under the frown of De-
ity, but the applause of fools.

Neither in little things, nor in great ones, suffer
your dread of singularity to turn your feet from the
path of integrity. Arm yourselves with this mind,
to do what is right, though you can find neither
companion nor follower.

CHAPTER XXI.

ON REDEEMING TIME.

It was a very important admonition which St.

Paul delivered to the Ephesian church,—" Redeem-
ing the time because the days are evil." The con-
text in which it stands is equally striking: he had
just admonished those to whom he wrote, not to

walk as fools ; thus implying, that a man can give

no greater proof of folly, nor more effectually act

the part of a fool, than to waste his time : while, on
the other hand, a just appreciation and a right im-
provement of time, is amongst the brightest displays

of true wisdom.
Seneca has somewhere observed, that we are all

of us complaining of the shortness of time, and yet

hav^e much more than we know what to do with.

—

We are always mourning that our days are few,

and yet acting as though there would be no end of

them. This plainly proves, that we neither value

time correctly, nor improve it diligently. The late

Rev. Henry Martyn was known at the University

by the designation of " The man who never wasted
an hour." Nothing can better expKin what I mean
by improving time ; it is never wasting it, but al-

wa)^s appropriating it to some useful purpose. Many
considerations, my children, urge this upon us.

It is the most precious thing in the world. In the

bestowment of it, God differs from the manner in

which he distributes most of his other gifts : in

the latter he is profuse, in the former parsimonious.

He can, of course, give us but a moment at a time,

but that he does without ever promising another
;

as if to teach us highly to value, and diligently to

improve the present moment, by the consideration

that, for aught we know, it may be the last.

'Time, when once gone, never returns. AVhere is

yesterday 1
—" With the ages beyond the flood," and

we could as soon hope to bring back one, as the

other. We talk of fetching up a lost hour ; but the

thing is impossible. A moment once lost is lost

for ever; we could as rationally set out to find a

sound that had expired in air, as to find a lost mo-
ment. We may as well attempt to crowd two hours

into the duration of one, as the employment of two
hours into one : for, in reality, what we do in any
given portion of time, might have been done in it,

although we had not wasted the preceding one.

Ho IV much is there ofour time, which can he applied,

to no purpose, except preparing us for improving

other portions of our existence. How much goes

away in sleep, and in all the other demands of na-

ture, for its refreshment and invigoration : this is not

lost, if the subsequent period be rightly applied and
diligently employed, any more than the time spent

in oiling the wheels of a carriage, impedes the jour-

ney, because it goes the faster afterwards. But then,

if we sleep at night, it is that we might be busy in

the day ; if we eat and drink, it is that we might be

better able to work; and certainly a recollection of

the great portion of our time that is necessary for

refreshment and repose, should be a stimulus to us

,
to employ the remainder with the greater diligence.
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We should regard ii as an infirmity of nature, that

so much sleep, and lime for eaiine: and drinking,
is necessary, and endeavor, by diligence in our
wakin?, working hours, to improve the surplus.

Then add to this the portions of time which are
irresistibly engrossed by the tyranny af custom; all

that passes in regulating the superficial decorations
of life, or is given up in the reciprocations of civil-

ity to the disposal of others, all that is torn from us
by the violence of disease, or stolen imperceptibly
away by lassitude and langor; that large portion
which is spent amidst the toys of childhood, and af-

terwards amidst the imbecility of old age : I say, add
up these things, and when you have subtracted the
amount fiom the gross sum of man's life, how small
is the remainder ! Even the active and busy part
of mankind apply very little more than a third part
of their existence to any valuable purpose. By this

mode of calculation, the old man of eighty has lived
but little more than twenty-six years; and the man
of forty but little more than thirteen. A most co-
gent reason for not wasting an hour.
We should never forget, that our lime is amongst

ike talents for ichic/i ice must give account at tAe bar

of God. Time, being not the least precious of these,

will be required with a strictness proportionate to

its value. Let us tremble at this idea, as well we
may. Wc must be tried, not only for what we have
done, but for what we had time to do, yet neglected
to do it: not only for the hours spent in sin, but for
those wasted in idleness. Let us beware of that
mode of spending lime, which some call killing it,

"for this murder, like others, will not always be
concealed ; the hours destroyed in secret, will ap-
pear when we least expect it, to the unspeakable
terror and amazement of our souls ; they arise from
the dead, and fly away to heaven, whither they
might have carried better news, and there tell sad
tales of us, which we shall be sure to hear of again,
when we hold up our hands at the bar, and they
shall come as so many swift witnesses against us."

It might stir us up to diligence in the improve-
ment of our lime, to think how much of it has been
already misspent. What days, and weeks, and
months, and years, have already been utterly wasted,
or exhausted upon trifles totally unworthy of them.
They are gone, and nothing remains of them but
the guilt of having misimproved them. We cannot
call them back if we would; and all M'e can do, is

to let their memori.al, like the recollection of any
other dead friends, whom we treated improperly
while they lived, lead us to value more highly, and
to use more kindly, those that remain.
How muck of our time is already gone, and hovj

little may be yet to come. The sands of our glass
may be almost out, without the possibility of having
it turned. Death may be at the door. "When vou
begin a day you know not that you shall end it

;

when you lie down that you shall rise up; when
you go from home that you shall ever return. For
what is your life ; it is even as a vapor that appear-
eth for a little while, and then vanisheth

; a bubble
that rises, and shines, and bursts. We know not in

any one period of our existence, but that it may be
the last. Surely, surely, we should then improve
onr time, when we may be holding, for aught we
know, the last portion of it in our hands. With the
absolute certainty of a life as long as Methuselah's
not an hour should be wasted ; how much less when
we know not that there is a day in reversion for us !

But vhat are the jmrposes for which time should be
redeemed, 7

For the salvation of the soul, the business of reli-

gion, the preparation for efernifv. You are immor-
tal creatures, my children, and must live for ever
in torment or in bliss ; and certainlv you cannot be
forming a right estimate of the value of time, nor

j

be rightly employing it, if the soul be forgotten, sal-

vation neglected, and eternity left out of considera-
tion. - " For what shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul ; or what shall

a man give in exchange for his soul V A man may
attain to the science of Newton, the jjenius of Mil-

;

ton, the learning of Bcntley, the wealth of Croesus,
j
and the fame of Alexander ; but if the salvation of

1

the soul be neglected, lie will through eternity con
fess and curse his folly, in losing his time. ' Our
great business in this world is to prepare for the

next ; time is capital given us to trade with for eter-

nity ; and that man who goes from the stage of life

without having attended supremely to the great bu-
siness of religion, will appear to the inhabitants of
the unseen world, as well as to himself, an object of
amazement for his unparalleled folly in wasting his

lime upon matters, which, compared with eternal
happiness, were utterly insignificant.

We must redeem time for the pursuit of business,

for it is ordained that men shall gain their bread by
the sweat of their brow : for the improvement of our
mind, so far as circumstances will allow, in all use-

ful knowledge; and /or the exercise of benevolence.

These are the objects which we must ever keep in

view, as the claimants who prefer their demands
for the years and the days which God hath given us
upon earth.

AnA from what is onr time to be redeemed 1

—

From sloth. How much of it is consumed by this

lazy, slumbering monster ! How many golden
hours are wasted upon the downy pillow ! Late
rising is the enemy of piet}', of knowledge, of health,

of affluence ; and the cause of ignorance, irreligion,

and poverty. Shall religion, wisdom, benevolence,
my dear children, be found knocking at your cham-
ber do6r, morning after morning, exclaiming,

—

" Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise !" and re-

ceive no other answer than, " a little more sleep,

and a little more slumber." A habit of early rising

has, in many cases, been a fortune to the pocket,

and, in many more, a fortune to the mind. Reckon-
ing that a day consists of ten hours active employ-
ment, the difference of life between an individual

who rises at six o'clock, and another who ri.ses at

eight, is, in the terra of sixty years, no less than
equal to twelve years, and those the best years of a
man's existence. There is in this calculation that

which proves late rising not only to be a loss, hut a
crime. It is so much deducted from a man's exist-

ence, and actually given to his grave.

Many of the most distinguished characters in the

literary world owe their eminence to early rising.

It is recorded of Buffon, the celebrated natural his-

torian, that wishing fo acquire the habit of early

rising, both from his love of knowledge and of fame,

he promised his servant half a crown for every
morning on which he should prevail upon him to

leave his bed by a given time. The servant went
most resolutely to work, under a commission that

authorized hirii to drag Buffon, if necessary, out of

bed ; and in spite of threats and ill-usage, which he

often had to endure from his somnolent master, suc-

ceeded in getting him from his chamber by the sti-

pulated hour. And Buffon informs us, that to the

unwearied perseverance of his servant, the world is

indebted for his work on Natural History.

It i.s a most injurious practice to invert the order

of nature, and sit up late instead of rising early.

—

Nocturnal studies rapidly undennine the strongest

constitution. Dr. Owen, a name dear fo all who
love sterling piety and profound theolosrical learn-

ing, used to" say, when suffering through his exces-

sive application to sludv, " That he would gladly

give up all the knowledge he had acquired after ten

o'clock at ni?ht, if he could recover all the strength

he had lost by studies carried on after that hour."
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" Let your sleep, then, be necessary and healthful,

not idle and expensive of time, beyond the needs and
conveniences of nature ;

and sometimes be curious

to see the preparation which the sun makes, when
he is coming forth from his chambers in the east."

Redeem time, from the vain pursuits of 'personal

decoratio?i and dress. This applies cAzc^;/, though
not exclusively, to the softer sex. It is shocking to

think how much precious time is wasted at the toi-

lette, in the silly ambition of rivalling the butterfly,

the ostrich, and the peacock. What a reproach to

a rational creature is it to neglect the improvement
of the mind for the adornings of the body ; this is

like painting the outside of the house, and trailing

over u the myrtle, the rose, and the jessamine, while
the interior is left to be dark, damp, inconvenient,

and filthy.

Unprofitable reading is another consumer of time
which must be avoided. Worldly amusements and
parties of pleasure, are also injurious. I do not by

this mean to condemn the occasional intercourse of

friends in the social circle, where the civilities of

life are given and received, the ties of friendship

strengthened, and the mind recreated, without any
injury being done to its spiritual or moral interests.

But the theatre, the card-table, the billiard-table,

are all to be avoided as vile thieves, which steal

our time and hurt our souls. Pleasure parties in

general are to be watched v/ith care, and resorted

to but seldom, for they seldom pay for the time that

is spent. " There are a multitude of people in the

world, who, being idle themselves, do their best en-

deavors to make others so ; in which work, partly

through a disposition in those others to be made so,

and partly through a fear and false shame, which
hinders them from fraying away such birds of prey,

they are too often suffered to succeed. An assem-
bly of such persons can be compared only to a
slaughter-house, where the precious hours, and often

the characters of all their friends andrf:quaintance,
are butchered without mercy."
We must redeem time from the trifling conversa-

tion ajid gossip of idle companions :
" for no man,"

says Jeremy Taylor, " can be provident of his time,

that is not prudent in the choice of his company:
and if one of the speakers be vain, tedious, and
trifling, he that hears and he that answers, are equal
losers in their time." The Idler says, " that there

are always some drones in society who make much
noise, but no honey " We should avoid all those

who talk much, but say little, and watch against

persons whose conversation is like the buzz of
moths and caterpillars, not only disagreeable, but

carrying on a system of spoliation ; and who eat

into an hour before we are aware that the mischief
is commenced. Such persons should consider, that

in consuming a man's time, they are committing a
felony upon his property, for time is a part of his

capital. And all others should retire from such
persons, for idleness is contagious.

If you would redeem the time, you should not
only avoid absolute idleness, or doing nothing, but

a slow and sauntering habit of doing any thing. To
use an aid proverb, " We ought not, I admit, to

make greater haste than good speed." There are

some persons who are always in a hurry, and all

they do bears marks of haste. Every thing is half

done, or ill done. But there is a wide difference

between habits of despatch, and bustling hurry. A
thing is not better done for having twice as much
time consumed upon it as it needs. There are in-

dividuals who seem always to creep to an engage-
ment and alwavs to slumber ovenit. As it respects

general habits, a parent can scai%ely teach a child

a more valuable art than despatch without bustle;

nor can any one that values his time, cultivate a
more desirable one for himself.

Order and punctuality are essential to a right im-
provement of time. I mention these things together
because they are so closely connected, and have
such a mutual influence on each other. One, in-

deed, is the order of place, the other is the order of
time. The best, and indeed the only rules, which
any man can with propriety prescribe for himself,
are these :

" A time for every thing, and every thing
in its time : a place for every thing, and every thing
in its place." A habit of order may be fairly said
to lengthen a man's life, not by multiplying its hours,
but by enabling him more advantageously to em-
ploy them. Disorderly habits are perpetually wast-
ing our time. When a person has no one place for

any one thing, but lays every thing by just wher-
ever he may happen to be, he is sure to spend his

life in confusion. He never knows where to find

what he wants. Let such a person conceive what
an amount of time would be made up by all the

minutes and hours which he has employed during
his life in looking for misplaced articles ; to say
nothing of the mortification he has endured, and
the inconvenience in which others have been in-

volved. In business, order is property, and every
tradesman deficient in this virtue, ought, in taking
stock, to have this item on the loss .side of the

balance-sheet, " So much loss for want of order."

And as disorderly habits waste our time, they are
not only improper, but actually sinfuV.

Punctuality is another habit very important to a

right improvement of time. Fix your time, and
then keep it. Perhaps you know .some persons who
are always behind hand. The clock is to them an
article without use ; they do all things as if by whim
or impulse. They are thus mischief-makers with-

out malice ; and as far as in them lies, bring a chaos
into human afl^airs. An individual who keeps a

company of twelve persons waiting for him but five

minutes, wastes an hour. " Punctuality" says an
elegant writer, "is a quality which the interest of

mankind requires to be diffused through nil the

ranks of life, but which many seem to consider as

a vulgar and ignoble virtue, below the ambition of
greatness or the attention of wit ; scarcely requisite

among men of gayety and spirit, and sold at its

highest rate when it is sacrificed to a frolic or a jest."*

That a want of order and punctuality should be

thought a mark of genius or gentility, is astonishing,

and I believe is rarely thought so, except by those

who have nothing of either but the affectation of
them. Many, I have no doubt, have set up for great

wits, and fine ladies, upon no other pretensions to

either than a sturdy opposition to all order of time
and place.

* Punctuality has another reference besides our
time, I mean to our u^nrd. To promise without in-

tending to perform, is absolute falsehood. But we
ought to be very cautious how we bind ourselves by
a promise which is subject to contingencies beyond
our foresight, or above our control." Many a man
has subjected himself to the reproach of a liar with-
out intending to deceive. Some people make all

engagements with their eyes shut, and no sooner
open them than they find it impossible to fulfil their

word. We should always pause before we issue

these verbal promissory notes, and calculate whether
we have the means to meet them when they are
presented for payment. Nothing can be more un-
just or cruel, than a wilful want of punctuality in

pecuniary transactions. It is unkind to keep,
through our delays, a cook storming over a spoiling

dinner in the kitchen, and her mistress fretting in

the drawing-room ; but to defeat the expectation of
a tradesman, dependant, perhaps, for a settling, im-
portant to his credit, upon our punctuality, is a spe-

cies of cruelty perfectly inhuman.
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A good method wisely arranged and punctually ob-

served in the distribution of our time, would mate-
rially assist us in rightly employing it. Religion,

business, mental improvement, the exercises of be-

nevolence, ought all, so far as the ever-varying cir-

cumstances of life will admit, to have their proper
allotments. Each hour should know its proper em-
ployment, and receive its proper care in its season.

No man should leave his days to be occupied by
whatever accident or chance can seize them; for

then trifles, being more common and clamorous than
other things of greater importance, are likely to run
off with the greatest share.

Have ahcaijs some work in hand, Avhich may be
going on during the many intervals, for many there

will be, both of business and recreation. Pliny, in

one of his letters, where he gives an account oi' the

various methods he used to fill up every vacancy of
time, after several employments which he enume-
rates, says, "Sometimes I hunt; but then I carry
with me a pocket-book, that whilst my servants are
busy in disposing of the nets and other matters, I

may be employed in something that may be useful

to me in my studies ; and that if I miss of my game,
I may at the least bring home .some of my own
thoughis with me, and not have the mortification of
having caught nothing all day." This is the way
to excellence and wisdom ; and it is a road open to

all. Carry about with you, therefore, some book,
or subject, which will gather up the fragments, that

nothing be lost; for these fragments, like chips of
diamond, or filings of gold, are too precious to be
thrown away. It is with our property as it is with
our time, when we look at it in the gross, we spend
freely because it seems as if it would never be ex-
hausted; and when we have hours, half-hours, or
quarters, we squander them because they are not
worth keeping. There is a proverb which our fru-

gal ancestors have taught us, " Take care of the
shillings, and the pounds will take care of them-
selves." So in reference to our time, I would say,
" Take care of your hours, and the years will take
care of themselves." A man that is thrifty in his

money, will grow rich upon what another throws
away as not worth saving ; so a man that is thrifty

of his time, will grow wise by those interstitial va-
cancies which intervene in the most crowded vari-

ety of employment, and which many are foolish

enough to squander upon trifles, or saunter away in

idleness.

Avoid procraslination. Do at once what at once
ought to be done. Let not the season of action be
spent in the hesitancy of skepticism, or the purpose

o{future effort. Do not let to-morrmo be perpetually
the lime when every thing is to be done, unmindful
that the present time alone is ours, as the past is dead,
and the future yet unborn.*
Erasmus furnishes one of the most striking in-

stances on record of the fruits of a diligent improve-
ment of time. " His life was one continual pere-

grination ; ill supplied with the gifts of fortune, and
led from city to city, and from kingdom to king-

dom, by the hopes of patrons and preferment, hopes
which always flattered and always deceived him,

he yet found means, by unshaken constancy and a
vigilant employment of those hours which, in the

midst of the most restless activity, will remain un-

engaged, to write more than another, in the same
condition, would have hoped to read. Compelled
by want to attendance and solicitation, and so much
versed in common life, that he has transmitted to

us the most perfect deline.ition of the manners of his

age ; he joined to his knowledge of the world, such
application to books, that he will stand for ever in

* See an admirable story in Miss Edgeworlh's
Popular Tales, entitled To-Morrow.

the first rank of literary heroes. How this profi-

ciency was obtained, he sufficiently discovers by in-

forming us that the 'Praise of Polly,' one of his
most celebrated performances, was composed by him
oil the road to Italy, lest the hours which he spent
on horseback should be tattled away without regard
to literature."

A right improvement of time, then, my dear
children, is the way to knowledge, which does not
in every case require uninterrupted leisure; only
keep the mind open to receive ideas, and diligently

employ every spare moment in collecting them, and
it is astonishing how rapidly the accumulation of
mental treasure will go forward. But it is chiefly

in reference to eternity that I exhort you to redeem
the time. Too many attempt to justify their neglect

of religion by pleading a want of opportunity to at-

tend to its high concerns: but how inadmissible
such a plea is, the subject of this chapter plainly

proves : for, as we have formerly shown, religion is

a right disposition of mind towards the great and
blessed God; and we now see that such a disposi-

tion, besides the more .solemn seasons of public and
private prayer, will pour its influence ovTr the whole
of a man's life, and fill the interstices which are left

between the most crowded occupations, with ejacu-
latory petitions to heaven, and the aspirations of a
soul panting after God, and the anticipations of a
renewed mind looking towards eternity.

Remember, then, above all things, that time was
given you to repent of sin, to pray for pardon, to be-

lieve in Christ to work out your .salvation, to lay up
treasures in heaven, to prepare for the solemnities of
judgment, and secure that happiness which is not

measured by the revolution of years, but is, in the

strictest sense of the word

—

eternal.

CHAPTER XXII.

ON THE OBLIGATION TO ENTER INTO FELLOWSHIP
WITU A CIiniSTIAN CHURCH.

Religio-V is a personal thing, and the gospel first ad-

dresses us in our individual and separate e.\istence.

We must each for himself repent of sin, believe in

Christ, obey the law. Nothing can be a substitute for

this: no line of pious ancestry, no connection with liv-

ing Christians, no communion with the church of God,
will be of any avail to us in the absence of faith and
holiness. Still, however, religion, though personal in

its nature, is social in its tendency and exercises: it is

superinduced on a ben)g formed for society, and who
carries this propensity of his heart into his every situ-

ation. Hence his piety leads him to seek the compa-
nionship ofmen of" like precious faith." Christianity

acknowledges and hallows this principle of our nature,
and exhibits it in her own divine institutions. The
New Testament, therefore, while it insists on the ne-
cessity of a personal religion, equally demands a social

one. It knows nothing of that piety which keeps its

possessor separate and apart from those who partake
with him of the " common salvation." The first thing
wo read of, after the miraculous eflusion of the Holy
(iliost, is the preaching of the gospel ; the ne.vt the con-
version of sinners, and then we find that " they that

gbdiy received the word were baptised ; and the same
day there were added to them about three tliousand

souls. And they continued steadfastly in the apostle's

doctrine, and fellowship, and breaking of bread, and
l)rayers. And all that believed were together, and had
all things cominoti. And they continuing daily with

one acc( rd in the temple, and breaking bread from
house to house did eat their meat with gladness,

and singleness of heart, praising God, and having
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favor with the people. And the Lord added to the

church daily, such as should be saved.'"

Such is the lovely picture which the inspired histori-

an gives us of the first effect of the preaching of the

gospel, in which we perceive, not only that souls were

converted, but that immediately upon their conversion

they were drawn to each other by the force of mutual

love, and formed a voluntary and blessed fellowship.

No one that believed the gospel remained separate and

apart from the rest, but gave himself up to be one with

the Church ; and indeed, till he did this, was not ac-

knowledged as a Christian. This was always the case

in the primitive times ; as soon as a man believed, that

same day, without being put upon his trial for months,

he united himself with believers. No such custom then

existed, as persons, who were acknowledged to be

Christians, remaining year after year in no visible con-

nection with the body of Christ ; this is a system of mo-

dern times.

Indulging a hope, which indeed is one of the most

blissful expectations of my heart, that you, my dear

children, will be partakers of the grace of God, the

faith of the gospel, and the love of Christ, I shall now
strongly enjoin upon you an early association with

some Christian society. It is on these suppositions

only that I recommend it. It is intended, not so much to

make men Christians, as to maintain and improve their

Christianity : not as an ordinance of conversion, as of

edification, sanctification, and consolation. A Chris-

tian church is thus described in the Epistles of Paul

:

'• To all that be in Rome beloved of God, called to be

saints." "Unto the Church of God which is at Co-

rintii, to them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus, call-

ed to be saints." Unless, therefore, you really believe

in Jesus Christ, and are sanctified by the spirit of God,

you are not meet to be partakers of the inheritance of

the saints in light. If you were to join the church in

an unconverted state, you would be as an enemy
amongst brethren, a stranger amongst friends, an

alien amongst citizens, a rebel amongst subjects. Tak-
ing it then for granted that you believe in Christ and

supremely love him, I admonish you to connect your-

selves in his own way, with his own people.

It is your solemn and hounden duty.

Mistake not by supposing that this matter is left to

your choice ; it is no more optional than any other part

of religion. Vou may just as well imagine that it is

optional whether you shall keep the sabbath or not.

—

Strange it is that this part ofa Christian's duty should

have been detached, by many persons, from all the

rest, as an observance which had no obligation upon
the conscience. Was it not an invariable practice, in

the first ages of the church, for those who were con-

verted, to enter immediately into the fellowship of the

faithful ? Our Lord's knguage in reference to the sa-

cred supper, is a command, not an invitation ; it is the

language oi authority, not of advice : "Do this in re-

membrance of me." Now as the supper is a church
ordinance, this injuncUon makes it absolutely impera-
tive on all his disciples to unite themselves to the

"household of faith."

Far be it from me to say that a person cannot be a

Christian unless he be a church member, for I have al-

ready observed that he ought to be a believer before he

enters into fellowship ; but I will say, that he who
loves Christ, and yet continues unconnected with the

church, is living in that instance in direct disobedience

to his Lord's commands. And if one of the primitive

Christians were permitted to come from his celestial

seat into our assembly at the time we were preparing

to celebrate the supper, he would very certainly and
naturally conclude, that all those persons who rose and
retired from the emblems of the Saviour's body and
blood, neither believed in him, loved him, nor obeyed
him. And when informed, that amongst that crowd
there were still some of whom we entertained hope that

46*

they did in reality love Jesus Christ, with what sur-

prise and emphasis would he exclaim, " Love Christ!

what and live in habitual disobedience to his com-
mands? We have no such love as that in heaven, nor
had we when I lived on earth."

Jt is your unspeakable honor to be early in the

church.

It has been the dishonor , and is still the reproach,

of multitudes, that they neglect this divine ordinance.

Admitting that upon the whole the man is a Christian,

and yet through some mistaken notion is unconnected
with a company of believers, what a spot is it upon
his character, what a stain upon his garments, to see,

him, when the company of Ciirist's disciples are col-

lecting round the table, hurrying away with the multi-

tude of carnal, worldly, sensual persons ; thus associat-

ing in this act of disregard to Christ's authority, with

some that are profane, others that are skeptical, others

that are immoral. What a disgrace is it to any one

who pretends to bear the name of Christ, to be seen

thus turning his back on the friends of the Redeemer,
and walking away from the Christian Institute with the

enemies of the cross. But alas! this reproach is too

common to be felt as it ought.

But it is so much the greater honor to observe this

duty, by so much the more it is neglected. It is con-

sidered delightful to see the head of the youthful sena-

tor, whose breast is full of patriotic ardor, lifted amidst

the venerable forms ofaged statesmen ; and the juvenile

warrior fighting by the side of veteran heroes in his

country's cause ; and how much more delightful to see

the young Christian, undeterred by a false and sinful

shame, unrestrained by the examples of many of his

seniors, entering the fellowship of the faithful, and, in

the presence of the world, exclaiming, " I am not

ashamed of Christ, or his words, before this adulterous

and sinful generation. Preserve me, O God, for in

thee do I put my trust. O my soul, thou hast said

unto the Lord, thou art my Lord, my goodness extend-

eth not to thee: but to the saints that are in the earth,

and to the excellent in whom is all my delight. Their

sorrows shall be multiplied that hasten after another

God : their drink offerings of blood will I not ofl^er, nor

take up their names into my lips. I will take the cup
of salvation, and call upon the name of the Lord. O
Lord, truly I am thy servant, and the son of thy hand-

maid ; thou hast loosed my bonds. I will pay my vows
unto the Lord now, in the presence of all his people:

in the courts of the Lord's house, in the midst of thee,

O Jerusalem. Praise ye the Lord."

Oh my children, may I see this honor lighting on
you ; may it be granted me to see you sitting amongst
the followers of the Lamb, associated with the church of

the living God ; and I am not very solicitous for you to

obtain the wreath of fame, or any of the distinctions

which men can confer upon each other; the honor of

being an early and consistent member of that fellow

ship, of which God in Christ is the head, is, in my
eyes, a crown of glory, compared with which the dia-

dems of monarchs are gilded toys.

Church fellowship is an inestimable privilege.

It is connected with, and leads to many solemn, de-

lightful, and beneficial observances. It is by joining

ourselves to the church, that we have a right to the

Lord's Supper. This sacred feast is to be observed by

the church ; not by individuals in their separate condi-

tion. In approaching the table of the Lord, we are to

go as one of a company. It is intended at once to ex-

hibit our unity, and to preserve it. That bread wliich

is the emblem of the natural body of Christ broken for

sinners, is at the same time, by its many parts in union

with each other, the emblem of his mystical body. It

is an ordinance which at the same time sets forth both

our union to Christ by faith, and to each otlier by love.

It shows one church deriving salvation from the death

I of one Redeemer. Hence the object of our partaking
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of the sacred Supper is, to keep np riglit ulFections to

Christ, and to each other for Christ's sake. Precious,

iny children, are those lialiowed seasons ofcommunion
which are spent by the disciples at the table of the

Lord. No sensual gratifications will bear any com-
parison with the subhuie delight of those sacred enter-

taiumenLs. What scenes of past wonder iiid sorrow,

and triumph are brought to recollection, even the in-

carnation, life, sufferings, death, resurrection, and as-

cension of Jesus Christ ;
yes, those apparently insig-

nificant emblems, bring before the mind, so far as the

mind can comprehend it, the whole of the vast scheme,

devised from eternity in the counsels of Omniscience,

for the salvation of a ruined world, and executed by

the Son of God upon the cross. What present emo-

tions of wonder, joy, love, gratitude, to hiui, "who
loved us and washed us from our sins in his blood, and

made us kings and priests to God and the Lamb," does

the Supper produce and cherish. What visions of

future glory, connected with the second coming of our

Lord, does the institution call up before the eye of hope.

How forcibly are the rich blessings of grace, and the

eternal blessings of glory, l)rought home upon the

heart. All the virluesof Christianity are strengtlieneil,

all its privileges are enjoyed. The soul, by being

brought nearer to Christ, is brought nearer to his dis-

ciples. The joys of salvation are more rich and full,

by being experienced in the company of those who are

heirs of the same bliss.

Unio:i with the church gives a riL^ht to attend all the

more private meetings of the hrethrcn, where pastoral ex-

hortation is delivered, brotherly love is cherished, mem-
bers are admitted, and all the transactions of the house-

hold of God are managed.
Church membership is connected with many plea-

sant reflections. In such a situation we have the con-

sciousness of our being where we ought to be ; of our

obeying the will of Christ; of our being in the midst

of the righteous, as one of their number, and an object

of their interest.

It is no inconsiderable means oi spiritual safety. In

general it may be urged that the path of duty is the

path of safely. Where are wc so likely to enjoy the

showers of divine grace, as in those gardens of the

Lord on which they more usually fall ? " God meet-

eth him that vvorketh righteousness." It is connected

with pastoral oversigJd and icalchfalness, with brotherly

inspection, edwrlulion and reproof; it secures an itUc-

re.sl in the prayers and sympathy of the disciples ; and
thi'u It leads us to consider the additional oldigations

which lie upon us in consequence of our profession, and

the more painful effects which would thus follow an

act of inconsistency: in short, it seems to be an addi-

tional defence for us against the dangers to which we
are exposed iii our spiritual warfare. In looking for-

ward to our approach to the table of the Lord, we shall

be led to more frequent and serious examination ; in

looking back to the vows which we there brought our-

selves under, we sliall be stirred up to more caution;

considering through the month |)revious, that we are

soon to appear aiiiongsl the saints at the sartrainental

board, we shall lind this a check to temptation, a sti-

mulus to duty, a motive to consistency ; and looking

back during the montli that follows, upon what then

took place, we shall find the retrospect no less salutary

than was the prospect. A rt^gard to our own reputa-

tion and comfort will join itself with a concern for the

honor of Christ, and the prosperity of the Church, to

operate as a preservative against unholy conformity or

sinful indulgence. We are poor frail creatures, and

our spiritual strength is so feeble as to stand in need of

every additional help ; and it is no inconsiderable assist-

ance that is furnished by Christian fellowship. Com-
panionship is one of the hot-beds both of sin and holi-

ness. Trees grow better, as I have already remarked,

in plantations; they shelter each other from the vio-

lence of the wind, and the severity of the cold, and
draw each other into a taller and a straighter growth :

so it is with the trees of righteousness of God's own
right hand planting, and it is by being thus planted in

the house of the Lord, that they shall flourish as the

palm tree, and grow as the cedar in Lebanon.
You may thus be useful to others. Your parents will

rejoice over you with unutterable joy
; your ministers

will be encouraged in the work of the Lord; other

young persons, if serious, may be drawn by you into

the church, or, if unconverted, may have their atten-

tion roused, and their conscience awakened ; the more
aged who have neglected this duty will be stirred up to

shame and repentance : thus what is so beneficial to

you, will extend its advantages to others ; and the

Kingof Zion will look upon you with peculiar and in-

effable delight.

Before this chapter closes, however, I must answer
the objections which are but too commonly brought

by young persons, even by those wiiose hearts are

right with God, against this act of obedience to

Christ.

Some arc in doubt about their personal religion.

Where this is the case, let them not remain in doubt
any longer, but examine themselves, aiid bring the

matter to an i.ssue. " Examine yourselves," saith the

apostle, "whether ye be in tiie faith; prove your own-
selves." This is too important an affair to remain un-

decided and in suspense. Nor need you be kept in

the dark about it. If you really reflect, you must
know whether you believe the gospel or not; whether
you love the Lord Jesus or not ; whether you are obey-

ing God or not. L)o not doubt your religion under the

mistaken apprehension that doubts are proofs of piety,

and evidences of humility. Your inquiry is not to be,
" Am la perfect Christian ?" but, " Am I a real one ?"

If you can answer the latter question in the atlirina-

tive you ought not to remain out of the communion of

the church.

Others are saying, / am notJit to join the church yet.

Then you are not lit to die. God requires no other

prerequisite to the Lord's table, than what he does to

heaven ; and all the fitness he requireth for either, is to

be convinced of sin, to believe the gospel, and to for-

sake inirighteousncss.

Jam afraid, say some, of making a pMic profession,

lest I should dishonor Christ by sinning after it. In some
cases this is nothing more than an excuse for not mnU.-

ing a profession at all, as if it were no sin to offend

God before a profession is made. Many dread the

idea of binding themselves by the acknowledgment
that they are Christians ; forgetting that it is their sin

tiot to make a profession, and that they will be con-

demned for neglecting it, as some others will be for

disgracing it. If however, it be really the mistaken

scruple of a timid mind, I would say again, the way of

duty is the way ofsafety ; do your duty, and trust God
for preserving grace. For a man to be afraid of doing

what is right, lest he should afterwards do wrong, is

singular caution : he forgets that by his neglect he is

already sinning. What reason is there iu saying, "I
am very weak, and therefore will neglect this prop

—

I am liable to start aside; and therefore will not avail

myself of this Scriptural restraint."

I am too young in years, is \he frequent thought of

young people. Certainly not, ifyou are not too young

to believe the gospel, to love Christ, and to discern the

Lord's body. Is there any age specified in the New
Testament, below which no one is to join the church.

If so, were is it ? There is none. Faith working by

love is the (jnalification for membership, not years.

Children often years of age, or even younger, if they

are believers, oug'it to be admitted as members. Age
has nothing to do with it. If we might make any dif-

ference, I was going to say, the younger the more wel-

come. Jesus showed his favor to the young when he
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said, " Suffer the little children to come unto me,

and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of

God."
/ am too young in the faith, say others. Not if you

are sincere. If we make the word of God our guide

in this matter, (and what else ought to guide ns ?) then

we must infer that a sincere belief of the gospel, with a

competent knowledge ofthe ends ofchurch fellowship,

is all that ought to be required of a candidate for mem-
bership. You may have been converted only a month,

but if truly converted that is no objection. The same
(lay that they believed, the three thousand persons con-

verted under the sermon of Peter, were added to the

Church. The privileges of fellowship are needed, if

possible, more by the young than by the aged Chris-

tian : they are milk for babes, as well as strong meat

for them who have attained to riper years.

/ see it neglected by others older than myself, even hy my
men brothers and sisters. Would it be any e.\cuse for

your neglecting salvation altogether, if they were to do

so ? Certainly not ; for religion is a personal concern

the obligations of which are in our case, in no degree
dependant on the manner in which they are acknow-
ledged by others. The more it is forgotten by others,

the more we should feel excited to practise its duties

ourselves. Your obedience is not to be withheld be-

cause your friends or relatives neglect theirs. It may
be, that your decision will have a favorable influence

on their minds : if not, and even on the contrary, you
should by such an act incur their displeasure, you are

not to let this operate on your heart. Your duty to

Christ is paramount to all other considerations, and
you must obey him though it be by taking up your
cross.

Ida not like the mode of adinission to our churches.
" I do not like to be examined as to my religious views
or experience, nor to submit the stale of my mind, to

the consideration of the church." Ifyou mean to say

you refuse (dl examination, this savors of pride or igno-

rance, and plainly manifests either that you do not un-
derstand the nature of a Christian church, or under-
standing it, refuse to submit to its discipline ; in the

latter case, I do not see how you can be a Christian
;

in the former, you must be better instructed before you
associate yourself with the faithful. If you mean only,

that you would rather not either icrriie, or deliver ver-

bally before the church, your views and feelings on reli-

gion, I reply, that no church ought to insist upon it;

all they ought to do, is to state what is their usual cus-

tom ; but if you have scruples of a tender conscience,

they ought to be satisfied with the report of the pastor

and brethren who have conversed with you.

I tremble at the denunciation, where it is declared by the

apostle, "He that cnteth and drinketh unworthily, catcth and
drinketh damnathm In Inmgclf." This word had better

have been rendered •'judgment," as it refers to those

visitations of temporal punishments, with which the

members ofthe Corinthian Church were punished for

their profanation of the Lord's Supper. It certainly

was not the apostle's intention, as some weak and
timid minds seem to think to teach that sins committed
after this act of Christian communion, are unpardona-
ble. Transgressions committed after a participation

ofthe eucharist, are, it is confessed, additionally henious,

because committed against increased privileges and
obligations, but they are still pardonable through " the

blood of Christ which cleanseth from all sin."

/ may be a Christian, and get to heaven tcithont being

united with the Church. That there are some in this

case, I have no doubt ; but it becomes a question

whether any one can really be a Christian, who knows
it to be a duty, and yet wilfully neglects it under the

pretext just stated.

/ do not like the Church which is formed hi the place

lohere I live, lam neither pleased vMh the pastor nor tlie

people If tlie minister is unholy and erroneous, or

the people divided into parlies, and destitute of both
peace and purity, this excuse may be admitted ; but if

the objection apply to the taleiUs of the minister, or the

worldly circumstances ofthe Church, we are discover-

ing a spirit of pride and worldly-mindedness, in thus

refusing to obey the command of Christ, which renders
our faith very questionable, or proves it to be very
weak.

Having thus explained the nature, and stated the

advantages ofchurch fellowship, and replied to some of
the excuses by which a neglect of it i.-! attempted to be
justified, I must leave the su!)ject to your serious con-

siileration. It is perfectly obvious to every thinking

and observant mind, that the obligations to this act of

duty, are not felt, at least as they ought to be, by many
who have " tasted that the Lord is gracious." To
such persons I recommend the consideration of those

passages in which a profession of our faith before men,

is most awfully demanded. " Whosoever," saith our

Lord, " shall confess my name before men, him will I

confess before my Father which is in heaven : and
whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also

deny before my Father which is in heaven." These
words occur also, with little variation, in the Gospel of

Luke. The same sentiment is conveyed by the apos-

tle Paul :
" If thou shall confess with thy mouth the Lord

Jesus, and shalt believe in thy heart th^it God hath rais-

ed him from the dead, thou shalt be saved : for with

the heart man believeth unto righteousness, and with

the mouth confession is made unto salvation." In these

passages, and others ofa similar meaning, a confession,

or profession, for the words are nearly the same in sig-

nification,* bears a very close connection with the iiope

of salvation : and how any one can be said to make a

confession of Christ, who does not connect himself with

a Christian church, I am certainly at a loss to under-

stand.

On this subject I refer for a more enlarged view, to

my treatise on " Christian Fellowship, or the Church
Member's Guide."

CHAPTER XXIII.

ox THE CHOICE OF A COMPANION FOR LIFE.

" The first blessing," says Bishop Taylor, " God gave

to man, was society ; and that society was a marriage

;

and that marriage was confederate by God himself,

and hallowed by a blessing. The first miracle that

Jesus Christ ever performed, was to do honor to a

wedding, which he graced with his presence, and sup-

plied with a part of its provision. Celibacy, like the

fly in the heart of an apple, dwells in a perpetual

sweetness, but sits alone, and is confined, and dies in,

singularity ; but marriage, like the useful bee, builds a

house, and gathers sweetness from every flower and

unites into societies and republics, and sends out colo-

nies, and feeds the world with delicacies, and keeps

order aud exercises many virtues, and promotes the

interest of mankind, and is that state ofgood things to

which God hath desigtied the present constitution of

the world."
" But then with how much caution, and extreme

care, and sound discretion, and fervent prayer, ought

this union to be formed ; for they who enter into the

* Perhaps the English words profession and confes-

sion have this difference of signification,—the former

means the unasked avowal of our faith ; the latter, the

acknowledgment of our sentiments when required to

declare them : answerable to which professors means

Christians in general ; cowfessors, those who in times

ofpersecution acknowledge their seutiments at the de-

mand of their persecutors.
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state of marriage, cast a die of the greatest contingency,

and yet of the greatest interest in the world, next to the

last throw for eternity. Life or death, felicity or a last-

ing sorrow, are in the power of marriage. A woman
indeed ventures most, for she hath no sanctuary to re-

tire to from an evil husband : she must dwell upon her

sorrow which her own folly hath produced, and she is

more under it, because her tormentor hath a warrant

of prerogative, and the woman may complain to God
as subjects do of tyrant princes, but otherwise she hath

no appeal in the causes of unkindness. And though

the man can run from many hours of his sadness, yet

he must return to it again ; and when he sits among
his neighbors he remembers the objection that lies in

his bosom, and he sighs deeply."

Who then that is wise, would not be slow to decide,

where so much depends upon the decision; and grow

up in a habit of putting the affections and the imagina-

tion under the control of the judgment .' If it be im-

portant to exercise deliberation in reference to those

connections which may be dissolved at pleasure, how
much more in the ca.se of those which nothing can ter-

minate hut the stroke of death !

The first piece of advice I offer is, notto think ofthis

important ajf'air too soon, nor suppose it necessary that a

young person of eighteen or nineteen should begin to pay

and receive particular attentions. Do not court the sub-

ject, nor |)ermit your imagination to be for ever dwell-

ing upon it. Rather put it from you than bring it

near. Repress that visionary and romantic turn of

mind, which considers the whole space thatlies between
you and the altar, as a dreary waste, all beyond it as a

paradise : in innumerable instances the very reverse

has been the case, and the exchange of a father's for a

husband's house has been like the departure of Adam
and Eve from the garden of Eden to a wide uncultiva-

ted wilderness. " The stags in the Greek epigram,

whose knee.s were clogged with frozen .snow upon the

mountains, came down to the brooks of the valleys,

homing to thaw their joints with the waters ol' the

stream ; but there the frost overtook them and bound
them fast in ice, till the young herdsmen took them in

their stranger snare. It is the unhappy chance of.some
persons, finding many inconveniences upon the moun-
tains of single life, they descend into the valleys of

marriage to refresh their troubles, and there they enter

into fetters, and are bound to sorrow by the cords of a

man's or a woman's peevishness; and the worst of the

evil is. that they have to thank their own follies, for

they fell into the snare by entering an improper way ;"

and I may be permitted to add, by entering it too early

and too hastily.

It is on this ground that novels, the most pernicious

mental poison the press can disseminate, are so much
to be deprecated ; they inlfame the imagination with
visionary scenes and adventurous exploits, on a subject

which the heart ought never to approach but under the

guidance of a sober judgment. Young people should

be cautious in their social intercourse, of converting
this subject into matter of merriment, much more
should they beware of aiding and abetting each other

in the formation of such comiections. Never, be the

confidant of indi\ iduals who are engaged in an affair

of this kind unknown to their ])arents: nor be the me-
dium of communication betw^een them. Third per-

sons, who have been ambitious of the honor of match-
making, have often done mischief to others, which,
however they afterwards lamented, they were never
able to repair. I know some whose lives have been
embittered, and ever will be, by seeing the rueful con-
sequences of those ill-fated unions, ofwhich they were
in great measure the authors.

lily next admonition is, Take ertremc care of hasty

cvtanghments. Neither give nor receive particular at-

tentions, which cannot be mistaken, till the matter is

well weighed. Keep your afTeclions shut up at home

in your hearts, while your judgment, aided by pru-
dence, prepares to make its report.

When the subject comes fairly before your attention,

make it immediately knoicn to your parents. Conceal
nothing from them. Abhor the very idea of clandes-

tine connections, as a violation of every duty you owe
to God and man. There is nothing heroic in a secret

correspondence. The silliest girls and weakest men
can maintain it, and have been most frequently

engaged in it. Spurn the individual who would come
between you and your natural guardians. Harkon to

the opinions of your parents, with all that deference
which is due to it. Rare are the cases in which you
should act in opposition to their wishes.

Be guided in this affair by the dictates of prudence^

Never think of fornnng a connection till there is a
lational prospect of temporal provision. I am not
quite sure that the present age is in this respect more
prudent than the past. It is all very pretty and pleas-

ing, for two young people to sing of love in a cottage,

and draw picturesque views of two affectionate hearts

struggling together amidst the difficulties of life: but
these pictures are seldom realized. Connections that

beoin in imprudence, generally end in wretchedness.

Young people who marry without the consent of their

parents, when that consent is withheld, not from
caprice but discretion, often find that they are not unit-

ed like two doves, by a silken thread, but like two of
Sampson's foxes, with a fire-brand between them. I

call it little less than wickedness to marry without a
rational prospect of temporal support.

Right motives should ever lead to this union. To mar-
ry for jjroperty only, is most sordid and vile. We are

informed that in some parts of the East Indies, it is

thought no sin for a woman to sell her virtue at the

price of an elephant : and how much more virtuous in

reality is she, who accepts a man for the sake of his for-

tune .' Where there is no affection at the hymeneal
altar, there must be perjury of the most awful kind ;

and he who returns from church with this guilt upon
his conscience, has brought with him a curse to his

habitation, which is likely to make his prize of little

worth. When such persons have counted their money
and theirsorrows together, how willingly with the price

of their slavery would they buy again their liberty ; and
so they could be released from each other, give up
all claims to the golden fetter which had chained them
together.

Personal attractions alone are not enough to form a

ground of union. It is an ill band of affections to tie

two hearts together by a little thread of red and white.

Few things are more superficial or evanescent than

beauty. The fairest flower often fades the soonest.

There ought to be personal attachment I admit, but

that attachment should be to the n)ind as well as the

body. Except we discern something lovely that will

remain when the color of the cheek has faded, and the

fire of the eye is extinguished, and the symmetry of

the form has been destroyed, we are engaging our

affections to an object which we may live to witness

only as a sort of gho.st of that beauty which we once

loved. There should be temper and qualities of mind
which we think will please ns, and satisfy us, when
the novelties and charms of personal attractions have

faded for ever.

In the case of pious young people, neither personal

nor mental qualifications, nor the union of both, should

be deemed a sullicient ground of union in the absence

of religion. The direcUons of Scripture on this head

are very explicit. " Be not unequally yoked togellier

with unbelievers; for what fellowship hath righteous-

ness with unrighteousness ; and what communion hatli

light with darkness .' or wliatpart hath he that believeth

with an infidel?" 2 Cor. vi. 14, 16. "She is at

liberty to marry whom she will, only in the Lord.''

1 Cor. vii. 39. This is a declaration of tlie will of
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God. It is a clear unequivocal annunciation of his

mind on the subject. Viewed as advice, it is wise, for

it is given by one who is infiiiiible ; but it is more than

advice, it is the command of one who has authority to

govern, the right t& judge, and the power to punish.

He who instituted marriage, has thus laid down the

law, as to the principles upon which it is to be con-

ducted. Pious young persons are here commanded to

unite themselves only with those who appear to be par-

takers of similar dispositions. An infraction of this

Jaw is followed with many evils.

It offends others: it discourages ministers: grieves

the church, and is a stumbling-block to the weak. It

is a source of inexpressible regret to parents. "And
Esau was forty years old when he took to wife Judith,

the daughter of Beeri, the Hittite,and Bashemath, the

daughter of Elon, the Hittite, which were a grief of

mind unto Isaac and Rebekah;" and Rebekah said to

Isaac, " I am weary of my life, because of the daugh-

ters of Heth : if Jacob take a wife of the daughters of

Heth, such as these who are of the daughters of the

land, what good shall my life do me." This is deeply

affecting, and it is but the feeling of every truly Chris-

tian parent concerning his children when they act as

Esau did.

But consider the influence of an unsuitable connec-
tion on yourselves. We all need helps, not liinderances

to heaven. Our personal religion requires props to

keep it up, not weights to drag it down. In this case,

not to be helped is to be hindered. The constant com-
panionship of an irreligious husband, or wife, nuist be

most injurious. The example is always near,—it is

the e.\ample of one we love, and which has, on that

account the greater power over us. Affection is assi-

milating; it is easy to imitate, difficult to oppose those

we love. Your own religion is put in awful peril daily.

But if you should escape unhurt, still what sorrow will

such an association produce. What a dreadful, heart-

rending idea, to love and live with those from whom
you fear you shall be separated forever: to be moving
hourly to a point, when you shall be torn from each

other for eternity. How sweet the consciousness

which lives in the bosom of a pious couple, that if

separated to-morrow, they have an eternity to spend
together in heaven : but the reverse of these feelings

will be yours, if you marry not " in the Lord."
Besides, how many interruptions, ofconjugal felicity

will you experience. Dissimilarity of taste, even in

lesser matters, sometimes proves a great bar to happi-

ness. Between those who are so nearly related, and so

constantly together, there should be as great a likeness

of disposition as possible. But to be unlike in the

most momentous of all concerns, is an affair of per-

petual recurrence ! ! Is this the way to be happy ?

Will the strongest affection surmomt this obstacle, or

ought the experiment to be made ?

And then, think on the influence it will have on all your
domestic arrangements on your servants, and especially

on your children, should you have any. You will be
left alone, and perhaps counteracted, in the great busi-

ness of family religion. Your plans may be thwarted,

your instructions neglected, your influence opposed.

Your offspring, partaking of the evil nature common
to their species, are much more likely to follow

the worldly example tiian the spiritual one.

The Scripture is replete icilk instances ofthe evil result-

ing from the neglect of religious marriages. This was
the sin which filled the old world with wickedness, and
prepared it for the deluge. Some of Lot's daughters

married in Sodom, and perished in its overthrow.

Ishraael and Esau married irreligious persons and
were both rejected, and turned persecutors. The first

captivity of the Jews, after their settlement in the Holy
land, is ascribed to this cause.* What did David suf-

* Judges iii.

fer from this evil? The case of Solomon is a warning
to all ages. This was the sin that Ezra so grievously
lamented, .so sharply reproved; and in which he was
followed by Nehemiah.
But I need not go to Scripture for instances of this

nature: theystand thick all around us. What misery,
what irregidarities, what wickedness, have I seen, or
known to exist in some families, where the parents
were divided on the subject of religion.

Young people often attempt to persuade themselves
on very insufficient grounds, that the objects of their

regard are piou.s. They evade the law of God, by con-
sidering them as hopeful, inquiring. But are they de-

cided ? In some cases they wish them to enter into

church fellowship, as a kind of proof that they are god-
ly. At other times they believe, that although their

friends be notquite decided in their religious character,

yet, by being united with them, they will become so.

But are we to do evil that good may come ? Is mar-
riage to be considered one of the means of grace ? It

is much more probable that such a connection will do
injury to the pious party than good to the unconverted
one. I have seen the experiment often tried, but
scarcely ever succeed, of marrying an unregenerate
person with the hope of converting him. Dr. Dodd-
ridge says, he never knew one instance in which this

end was gained.

I do not mean to say, that religion, though indis-

pensable, is the only prerequisite in the individual to

whom you should unite yourselves. Temper, age,

rank, mind, ability to preside over domestic cares,

should all be taken into the account. Many, when
expostulated with on their being about to form an un-

suitable connection, have replied, " Oh he is a very

good man, and what more would you have ?" Many
things : a good disposition, industrious habits, a proba-

bility of supporting a family, a suitableness of age and
station, a congeniality of general taste. To marry a
person icilhout piety, is sinful; to marry/wr piety a^wie,

is foolish.

Again I entreat you to recollect that the marriage

union is for life; and if it be badly formed, is an evil

from which there is no refuge but the grave, no cure
but in death. An unsuitable connection, as soon as it

is found to be so, throws a gloom, not merely over

some particular periods of our time, and portions of

our history, but over the whole : it raises a dark and
wide spreading cloud, which extends over the whole
horizon of a man's prospect, and behind which he sees

the sun of his prosperity go down for ever, while it is

yet noon. It is a subject on which the most delicate

reserve, the most prudent caution, and the most fer-

vent praver, are indispensably necessary. It is not, as

it is too frequently thought and treated, a mere spor-

tive topic to enliven discourse with, or an enchanted
ground for the imagination to rove in, or an object for

a sentimental mind to court and dally with ; it is a se-

rious business, inasmuch as the happiness of many is

concerned in it ; their happiness not for a part of their

lives, but the whole of it; not for time oidy, but for

eternity. And. therefore, although I vvoidd not sur-

round the altar of Hymen with scare-crows, nor invest

it with shades as deep as those of the sepulchre, which

men are more afraid than eager to approach; so

neither would I adorn it with the garlands of folly till I

have rendered it as frivolous as the ball-joom, where

men and women are paired for the dance, with no re-

gard to congeniality of mind, with no reference to fu

ture happiness, and no object but amusement.

CHAPTER XXIV.

OS KEEPING IN VIEW THE GREAT END OF LIFE.

Never was there a more rational or important ques-

tion proposed for the consideration of the human un-
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derstanditiir. than lliat which stands first in the Cate-

chism, and yon, my children, have been tauglit from

your ydiith up, " \Viiat is man's chiefend?'' Tliis. I

say, is most rational and most important, lor every

thinking being should certainly ask himself, " What is

the jrreat end of my existence 7 I find myself in a

world where innumerable objects present themselves

to my notice, each soliciting my heart, and each claim-

ing to be most worthy of its supreme regards. I have

faculties of mind capable of high pursuits. I perceive,

by universal experience, that my stay in this world

will be very short, for I am oidv a stranger and sojour-

ner here upon earth, as all my fiithers were ; and its I

am anxious not to iro out of the world without answer-
ing the end for which I came into it, I would wish to

know the chiefpurpose for which 1 exist." Such a re-

flection is what every one should make, but which very
few do make. Would they fritter away their lives, as

they do on the most contemptible trifles, if they seri-

ously inquired for what purpose their lives were
given ?

What, then, is the chiefend of man ? You will per-

ceive, I lay all the stress of the inquiry on the adjec-

tive; for there are many end.s to be kept in view,
many purposes to bo accomplished, many objects to be
sought. We must provide for our own sustenance
and the comfort of our family: wo should store our
mind with useful knowledge : endeavor to be useful,

ornamental, and respectable members of .society : and
there are inany other things which may be lawfully

pursued ; but wo are now considering that cue great

object, which is paramount to all others, to which all others

must be subscrcitnt, and the loss of which will constitute

life, whatever else we might have gained, a lost ad-

venture.

There are five claimants for this high distinction,

this supreme rank, in the objects of human pursuit,

the pretensions of which shall be separately examined.
Riches, with peculiar boldness, assert their claims to

be "the otic thing needful,'" and multitudes practically

confess the justice of the demand. Hence, there is no
deity whose worshippers are more nuinerous than
IVIammon. We see many all nround us who are obvi-
ously making this world the exclusive object of their

solicitude. Wealth is with them the main chance.
For this they rise early and sit up late, eat the bread of
carefulness and drink the water of affliction. This is

their language, " I care for nothing if I may but suc-

ceed in business, and acquire property. I will endure
any fatigue, make any sacrifice, siiiTer any privation, so
that I at last may realise a fortune." It is perfectly
evident that beyond this they have neither a wish nor
an object. Money, money, money, is their chief good,
and the highest end of their existence. God, religion,

the soul, salvation, heaven, hell, are as much forgotten
as if they were mere fables, and all the energies and
anxieties of their soul are concentrated in wealth.

Is \\\\s rational—to say nothing of religion ?

Consider the uncertainty which attends the pursuit of
this object. Fortune has been often described as a ca-
pricious goddess, not always bestowing her golden gifts
on those, who by their prndencc and industry seem
most to deserve them. " The race is not always to
the swift, nor the battle to the .strong." The wisest
and most plodding worldling soiTietimes ends in pover-
ty. And shall we seek that as the end of life, which
after all we may never gain? Shall wo deliberately
devote existence to secure that, w hich after all we may
never secure? How many miserable creatures are
going down to the grave, confessing that they have
spent their lives in courting fortune, and have scarcely
obtained a smile, while others who have hardly asked a
favor, have been loaded with them. Poor creatures !

they may say in reference to the world, what Cardinal
Wolsey did in reference to his king, " Had I served
God with half the zeal that I have served Mam-

mon, he would not now have forsaken me in my old

age."

But even granting that the end is secured, do riches

bring all the pleasures in their train tchich they promise ?

It is a very trite remark, that a man's happiness is not
in proportion to his wealth. " A man's life." said

Christ, "consisteth not in the abundance of things

which he hath ;" and yet many act as if they denied
the truth of the sentiment. Do you think that all rich

men are happy, and that all poor men are miserable ?

As to mere animal enjoyment, does the afBiient man re-

ceive a larger share than his poorer neighbor? Whose
head acheth less for the costly plume that waves on the

brow ? Whose body enjoys the glow of health more
for the rich velvet which enwraps it, or the lace which
adorns it ? Whose sleep is sounder because it is en-

joyed on down ? 'Whose palate is more pleased be-

cause it is fed with many dishes instead of one, and
from silver instead of delf ? Whose rest is n)ore plea-

sant becau.-e it is taken upon rose-wood and chintz?

Whose bosom is ntore free from pain because (d" the

diamond which sparkles there ? Do riches multiply

the inimber of the senses, and give other inlets of sen-

.sation to the soul, or increase the power of those we
already possess ? Do they add to the just and natural

appetites, or aflTord greater gratifications to those wc
already feel ? Do they ensure health, keep oft' di.s-

ease ? Nothing of the kind. Numerous servant",

splendid equipages, rich furniture, luxurious living,

are in the amount of a man's happiness, but as the

small dust of the balance. We may say of these things

as Pliny did of the pyramids of Egypt, " They are only

proud proclamations of that wealth and abundance
which their possessor knew not how to use."

Care is the shadow of possession, and tlie magnitude
of the shadow will always be in proportion to the di-

mensions of the substance. Great wealth certainly

makes a man many anxieties. What shall I do ? is a

question often asked by afiluence, as well as by penu-

ry. There is nothing in earthly things suited as a. por-

tion to the desires of the human mind. The soul of a

man needs somethitig better for its provision than

wealth. It is on this account, partly, that our Lord
brands the rich man in the gospel for a fool, wlio,

when he surveyed his treasures, he said to his soxd,

"Thou hast goods laid up for many years in store;

eat, driid<, and be merry." "A fool indeed," said

Bishop Hopkins, " to reckon his soul's goods by
barns full. He might as wisely have boasted that ho
had provided barns full of thoughts for his body, a."?

barns full al'corn for his soul."

Then how precarious is the continuance of riches.

They appear to us as in a dream ; they come and are

gone ; they stand by us in the form of a golden image,
high in stature and deeply founded on a rock; but
while we look at them they are transformed into an
eagle with wings, and when we are preparing to em-
brace them they fly away. What changes have we
witnessed even within our own circle of observation.

How many do we know, now suft'ering want, who for-

merly rolled in aflluence. They set out in life in the full

sunshine of prosperity, but the storm overtook them,
which blasted every comfort they had in the world.

And if riches continue to the end of life, how uncer-

tain is life itself. How- often do we see persons called

away by death in the very midst of their prosperity.

Just when they have most reason to desire to live, tlien

they must die. Their industry has been successful,

their desires after wealth have been gratified, they

build hou.ses, plant gardens, and when preparing for

many years of ease and enjoyment, they quit all—for

the SEPOLCHRE ; and then whose .shall those tilings be

which they have amassed ? It is recorded of Saladiti.

the Saracen conqueror, that after he had subdued
Egypt, passed the Euphrates, and conquered cities

without number; after he had retaken Jerusalem, and
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performed exploits almost more than human, in those

wars which superstition had stirred up for the recovery

of the Holy Laud ; he finished his life in the perform-

ance of an action that ought to be transmitted to the

most distant posterity. A moment before he uttered

his last sigh, he called the herald who had carried his

banners before him in all his battles ; he commanded
him to fasten to the top of a lance the shroud in which

the dying prince was soon to be buried. " Go," .said

he, " carry this lance, unfurl thi.s banner, and, while

you lift up this standard, proclaim. This, this is all that

remains to Saladin the Great, the Conqueror, and the

King of the Empire, of all his glory." Yes, and that

piece of crape in which his perishing remains shall be

enwrapped, is all that will be left of his wealth to the

rich man when he quits the present world. Not one

step will his riches go with him beyond the grave.

What a sad parting will that be when the soul shall

leave all its treasures behind in this world, and enter

apon another state of existence, whither it catmot take

a farthing, and where it would be useless if it could

take it all. Then the miserable spirit like a shipwreck-

ed merchant, thrown on some strange coast after the

loss of all his property, shall be cast on the shore of

eternity without one single comfort to relieve its press-

ing and everlasting necessities.

Can ridtcs then substantiate their claims to he the

chief end of man? What, w'hen it is so doubtful,

whether, after all our endeavors, vve shall possess

them ; the possession ofthem contributes so little to our

real felicity ; when their continuance is so uncertain ;

their duration so short ; their influence upon our eter-

nal destiny worse than nothing 7 Will any reasonable

creature have the folly to assert, that the chief end for

which God sent him into this world, is to amass pro-

perty, to build a splendid house, and store it with fur-

niture equally splendid; to wear costly clothes and
feed on rich viands; to live in affluence and die

rich?

The next pretender to the distinction of being the

supreme good, and man's chief object of pursuit, is

Pleasure. To this many have devoted their lives:

some are living for the sports of the field, others for

the gratification of the appetites, others for the enjoy-

ment of the round of fashionable amusements. Plea-

sure, in one form or other, is the object of pursuit with

myriads. As to the gratification of our animal appe-

tites, few will think it necessary to have much said to

persuade them, that to sink to the level of the brute

creation, and hold communion with swine, and goats,

and cormorants, cannot be the chief end of a rational

being. Who would not be ashamed to say, and even
deliberately to think, they were sent into the world to

consume so much property ; to devour the produce of
so many men's labor; to eat antl drink away the little

residue of wit and reason they have left; to mingle
with this high and distinguished employment, their im-
pure and scurrilous jests, that they may befriend one
another in proving themselves to be yet of human race,

by this almost only remaining demonstration of it, that

ihey can laugh as well as eatand drink. Surely, surely,

(liat cannot be the chief end of man, which sensualizes,

i>r;italizes his nature, which drowns his reason, nnder-
miiit's his health, shortens his life, hurries him to the

grave. And also, as to what are called tfic pleasures of

{he field, will any man say that God sent him into the

world to ride after dogs, or run after birds, or torture

fishes upon a hook? Are all the high faculties of the

soul to be wasted, all the precious moments of lifi; to be

consumed, in trying how many foxes, hares, pheasants,

and trout we can kill: and then to spend all the time
we can redeem from this converse tcitk brutes, in mak-
ing ourselves such?

Fashionable amusements seem to be with manv the

end of life. JMultitudes live for pleasure of this kind.

Ball succeeds to concert ; the private rout to the pub-

lic assembly ; the card party to the dinner party ; and
in this busy round of fashionable follies, does the life of
many pass away. Can it then be the high object of
existence to sing, and play, and dress, and dance ! ! Do
not these things, when we reflect upon them, look more
like the pursuits of butterflies, and grasshoppers, and
canary birds, than of rational creatures? Is it not
melancholy to see beings with faculties that fit them, if

rightly improved, to converse with philosophers, with
angels, with God, sinking to the amusements of child-

ren : and employing time as if it were given to them
for nothing but mirth; and using tl-.e world asif it wera
created by God only to be a sort of play ground or ten-

nis court for its inhabitants ?

Docs this kind of life satisfy those icho pursue it ?

Far, very far from it. Can any person, in reality, be
flirtherfrom happiness, than they who live forpleasure?

You shall hear the testimony of a man who will be

admitted by all to be no incompetent judge ; I mean
Lord Chesterfield. The world was the god of his

idolatry, he tetidered his service to act as high-priest

for this diviinty, published its liturgy, and conducted

its ceremonial. What happiness he found in the wor-

ship of his deity, and how far he recornmends others to

the shrine, yon shall learn from his own pen : and by

the way, this language furnishes the most powerful

antidote that was ever published to the poison contain-

ed in his trumpery volumes.
" I have run," says the man of the world, " the silly

rounds of business and pleasure, and have done with

themall. I have enjoyed all the pleasures of the world,

and consequently know their futility, and do not regret

their loss. I apprise them at their real value, which
is, in truth, very low ; whereas those that hai^e not ex-

perienced, always overrate them. They only see their

gay outside, and are dazzled with the glare. But f

have been behind the scenes. I have seen all the coarse

puUies and dirty ropes, which exhibit and move the

gaudy machines ; and I have seen and smelt the tallow

candles, which illumine the whole decoration, to the

astonishment and admiration of an ignorant audience.

When I reflect back upon what I have seen, and what
I have heard, and what I have done, I can hardly per-

suade myselfthat all that frivolous hurry and bustle, and

pleasure of the world, had any reality ; but I look upon
all that has passed as one of those romantic dreams
which opium commonly occasions; and I do by no
means desire to repeat the nauseous dose, for the

sake of the fugitive dream. Shall I tell you that I bear

this melancholy situation with that meritorious con-

stancy and resignation vhich most people boast of?

No ; for I really cannot help it. I bear it—because I

must bear it, whether I will or no. I think of nothing

but of killing time the best way I can, now that he is

become my enemy. It is my resolution to sleep in the

carriage during the remainder of my journey."

Poor, wretched, forlorn Chesterfield, and was it thus

thou didst close thy career ! Is it thus that the world-

ling, in his last moments, feels and acts, looking back

upon the past with disgust, and forward to the future

with despair ? Then, O God. in thy mercy " deliver

me from the men of this world," who have their por-

tion in this life.

' When a Chrisfian priest," says Bishop Home, in

alluding to the case of this nobleman, " speaks slight-

ingly of the world, he is supposed to do it in the way
ofhis profession, and to decry, through envy, the plea-

sures he is forbidden to taste. But here, I thuik, you
have the testimony of a witness every way competent.

No one ever knew the world better," or enjoyed more

of its favors, than this nobleman. Yet you see in how
poor, abject, and wretched a condition, at the time

when he most wanted help and comfort, the world left

him, and he left the world. The sentences above cited

from him, compose, in mv humble opinion, the most

striking and affecting sermon on the subject ever yet
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preached to mankind. My younger friends, lay them
lip in your minds, and write them on the tallies ofyour
hearts; take them into life with yoii ; they will prove

an excellent preservative against temptation. When
yon have duly considered them, and the character of

him by whom they were uttered, you shall compare
them, if you please, with the words of another person,

who took his leave of the world in a very different man-
ner. ' I am now ready to be ofTered, and the time of

my departure is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I

have finished my course, I have kept the faith; hence-

forth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness,

which the Lord the righteous Judge, will give me at

that day.' Say. shall your lot be with the Christian,

or the man of the world ; with the apostle, or the liber-

tine? You will not hesitate a moment ; but in reply

to those who may attempt to seduce you into the paths

of vice and error, honestly and boldly exclaim, every

one of you, with Joshua, ' Choose you this day whom
you will serve ; but as for me and my house, we will

serve the Lord.' "*

You will also call to remembrance, my dear child-

ren, that passage in the Life of Colonel Gardiner,
whose history you have read, or should read, in which
he tells us, that when living in all kinds of dissipation,

and when coniplimented for the external gaiety of his

demeanor, as the •' happy rake."' he was in reality so per-

fectly wretched, and so entirely disgusted with his

mode of living, that, on beholding the gambols of his

dog, he wished he could change places with the uncon-
scious animal.

Is pleasure then the chief end of life? Yes, in Dr.
Doddridge's explanation of it, in his beautiful epigram
on his own motto—" Dum vivimus, vivamus."

"Live while you live, the epicure will say,

And take the pleasure of the present day :

Live while you live, the sacred preacher cries.

And give to God each moment, as it flies.

Lord in my view let both united be

—

I live in pleasure when I live to thee."

Fame is with some the great end of life. This is an
object which comparatively few can hope to attain, and
therefore for which few contend. Still there are some

:

and if they were honest, they would tell you, that

vanity, which is another name for the love of fame, is

a passion, which, like the venom of a serpent injected

into its own body, tortures itself The pursuit of fame
is attended with a state of mind, the most remote from
happiness. "When it succeeds, it degenerates into

arrogance ; when it is disappointed, (and it i.s too often

disappointed.) it is exasperated into malignity, and
corrupted into envy. In this stage, the vain man com-
mences a determined misanthropist. He detests that

excellence which he cannot reach. He lives upon the

calamities of the world ; the vices and miseries of man-
kind are his element and his food. Virtue, talents, and
genius, are his natural enemies, which he persecutes
with instinctive eagerness and unremitting hostility.

There are, who doubt the existence of such a disposi-

tion ; but it certainly issues out of the dregs of disap-

pointed vanity : a disease which taints and vitiates the

* Bishop Home's Sermons. The works of this

author present a beautiful combination of piety, ele-

gance, and pathos. The introduction to his Commen-
tary on ihe Psalms is one of the most delicious mor-
sels of composition in the English language: and if

the Commentary itself be too systematically conduct-
ed, on the principles of a typical reference to Christ,
which I certainly think it is, yet who is not disposed to

consider as venial the sin of being too evangelical ?

The man who wishes to keep alive the flame of piety
in his soul, will Hnd no inconsiderable help from Home
on the Psalms, and Leighlon on Peter.

whole character, wherever it prevails. It forms the

heart to surli a profound indifference to the welfare of
others, that what ever appearance he may assume, or
however wide the circle of his seeming virtues may
extend, you will infallibly find the vain man in his own
centre. Attentive oidy to himself, absorbed in the

contemplation of his own perfections, instead of feel-

ing tenderne.ss for his fellow-creatures, as members of
the same fimily, as beings with whom he is destined to

act, to suffer, and to sympathize ; he considers life as

a stage on which he is acting a part, and mankind in

no other light than spectators. Whether he smiles or

frowns; whether his path is adorned with the rays of
beneficence, or his steps are dyed in blood; an atten-

tion to self is the spring of every movement, and the

motive to which every action is referred."* When
therefore we consider that perpetual restlessness of

mind, that mortification, arising from disappointed

hopes ; that envy, which is generated by the success

of competitors ; that feverish excitement, which is

kept up by the intense desire of victory ; the love of
fame will appear too torturing a state of mind to

be the end of man's existence: it is plunging into a

kind of purgatory for the mere chance of reaching a
celestial summit.

Should the effort to gain distinction he successful,

will it then reicard the pains that have been expended to

gain it ? We have a striking illustration of the emp-
tiness of the rewards of fame, in theJMemoirs of Henry
Martyn. He tells us, that after a severe contest with

many distinsruished competitors, for the prize of be-

ing Senior Wrangler, the highest mathematical iionor

which the University of Cambridge can bestow upon
its students, the palm was awarded to him ; and having
received it. he exclaims, " J teas astonished tofind what
a shadmp I had grasped.'' Perhaps there never yet

was a candidate for fame, whatever was the particular

object for which he con'ended, who did not feel tiie

satne disappointment. The reward offame may bo
compared to the garlands in the Olympic games, which
began to wither the moment they were grasped by the

hand, or worn upon the brow of' the victor.

How often do we see the aspirants to a place in the

Temple of Fame cut off by death ; some just when
they have; begun the difficult ascent, others when hrdf

way up the hill, and a few when tliey have gained the

summit, and tread upon the threshold of the sacred

fane. A traveller thinks to gain immortal renown by
tracing the unknown course of a river, laying open a
new continent, discovering a new i.«iand, or describing

the rnmnius of ancient states; but dies like Cook or

.Mungo Park, Twcddell, or Bowditch, in the very
midst of his discoveries. A warrior enters upon a mi-

litary or naval life, and hopes to gather his laurels on
the ensanguined field of conflict ; and falling, like

Wolfe or Nelson, in the hour of victory, receives the

crown upon his bier instead of his brow; and leaves

his monument, in lieu of himself to receive the tribute

of his country's praise. The scholar and philosopher

pursue sotne new object of science or literature, and
liopp, by their success, to gain a niche for their shrine

in the Temple of Fame : just as they have established

their theory, and are about to receive their honor,

they are removed by death, to a world where the re-

wards of talents have no place, but virtue constitutes

the .sole distinction.

O that men were wise, and would consider this

!

Those distinctions which now excite the desires and
inflame the ambition of so many ardent minds; which
absorb the time, the energies, the interest, the healih

of their impassioned admirers and eager pursuers, are

all of the earth, earthly ; all terminate with the psesent

Mr. Hall's Sermon on Modem Infidelity : one of

the most eloquent and conclusive pieces ofargumcnta
tion in the English language.
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world, and in reference to the eternal destiny of their

possessors, have not the place of an atom, nor the

weight of a feather. In the admiration and gratitude

and applause of their fellow-creatures ; in the records

of the journalist, the biographer, and the historian; in

the acknowledgments of the present generation, and

the remembrance of posterity, they have their reward

;

but if they possessed not true piety, in these things

alone their object terminates. " Verily, verily, I say

unto you, they have their reward ;" but the smile of

an approving God, the hope of eternal life, the posses-

sion of everlasting happiness, is no part of it. The
star of their glory is amongs^t the number whicli, at the

last day, shall fall from the heavens, and set in the

blackness ofdarkness for ever. The astonishing works

of Shakspeare, Bacon, Newton, Milton, Locke, which

have surrounded their authors with such a radiant

crown on earth, will not be mentioned in the judg-

ment, nor procure so much consideration as a cup of

cold water, that was given to a disciple of Christ, out

of love to his Master.

What is earthly renown to a man that is in eternity?

If he is in heaven, the praises of the whole globe can-

not add one jot to his felicity; if he be in hell, they

lessen not one pang of his misery: he is in either case

unconscious of all—inaccessible to all. To a lost soul

in prison who had sunk to perdition under a weight of

earthly honors, what a dreadful sting must such a re-

flection as this give to all his sufferings, "Alas! alas!

while my memory is almost idolized on earth, I am
tormented in this flame."

Knowledge presents itself to some as the end of life.

To store up ideas, to amass intellectual treasures, is

the end and delight of their existence; they are never
satisfied with what they know, and are always seeking
for something which they do not know. They are lite-

rary misers. They labor in the world of mind. These,
I admit, are far more rational than the others, in select-

ing /Ae?r chief end of existence. But still thetj are far

from wisdom. The wisest of men has told us, " I gave
ray heart to seek and search out by wisdom, concern-

ing all things that are done under the sun. I com-
muned with mine own heart; lo, I have gotten more
wisdom than all they that have been before me at Jeru-
salem: yen, my heart had great experience of wisdom
and knowledge. I perceived that this also is vexation
of spirit: for in much wisdom is much grief; and he
that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow. Of mak-
ing many books there is no end ; and much study is a

weariness of the flesh." Will knowledge comfort its

possessors amidst the ills of life ? Will it soothe them
in the agonies of death ? Will it avail them at the day
of judgment ? However it may dignify and delight
them on earth, will it entitle them to heaven, or pre-
pare them for its bliss? No, no. Knowledge alone
will raise no man to the celestial city in which God
dwells. It may elevate them to earth's pinnacle, but
will leave them at an infinite distance from heaven's
threshold. It may lift them high above the scorn and
contempt of men below, but still leave them all ex-
posed to the wrath and curse of God from above.

—

There is something inetTably dreadful in anticipating

the loss of any human soul: but the sense of agony
is increased when we think of the eternal ruin of a
mind which had accumulated all the stores of tlie most
varied knowledge: it is painful to see the least and
lowest spark of intelligence fluttering to extinction over
the marshes of sensuality ; but it is most painful to see
one of the highest order of intelligences, darting, like

a falling star, into the blackness and darkness of eter-

nal night. It is dreadful to follow such a spirit into

the unseen world, and to behold, in imagination, the
meaner damned, whom he spurned on earth as a
vulgar herd, taking up against him the ancient taunt,
" Art thou also become like unto us ?" " How art thou
fallen, O Lucifer, son of the morning!"

Domestic comfort is with many the chief, the only end
of life. They aspire not to riches, they pace not the

giddy round of pleasure, they have no ambition for

fame, they have no taste for science or learning ; to

marry happily and live comfortably, in moderate com-
petency, is the limit of their prospects and pursuits.

And is this all! This the chief ei\d of life ! Consider,

much that has been said of riches will apply to this.

Although you seek it, it is uncertain whether you will

succeed. Should you gain your object, how soon
may it be taken from yon again. Your trade may be

ruined, the partner of your joys and sorrows may be

removed by death, your health may be impaired ; if

none of these things happen, you yourself may be re-

moved to another world when the one you now inha-

bit may appear most enchanting ; or if spared to old

age in undiminished enjoyment, how dreadful is the

thought of going from a state of such comfort to an-

other, in which not a ray of peace will ever fall upon
the spirit through everlasting ages.

None of the things which I have mentioned, there-

fore, are worthy to be the objects of our supreme soli-

citude, or ultimate pursuit. "They may be all taken up
as inferior and subordinate objects. We may, in mo-
deration, and by honest industry, not only endeavor lo

obtain a competency, but even affluence ; we are al-

lowed to desire and seek a comfortable settlement in

the world ; we may enjoy, in measure, the lawful

pleasures of life ; we may endeavor, if our motives

are right, to establish our reputation, not only for vir

tue, but for talents; we may, to the widest extent,

pursue our researche-; after knowledge: all this is al-

lowed, not only by reason, but by revelation. Reli-

gion is not the enemy of one single excellence of the

human character, nor opposed to any of the lawful

possessions of the present world.

But the question to be decided is, IVkat is the chief

end of man ? Now the definition which I would give

ofthisisas follows: " It must be an object suited to

the nature of man as a rational creature; an object

which, if sought in a right tr.anner, shall with -.ibsolute

certainty be obtained ; which shall not interfere with

any of the necessary duties of the present state ; which,

when obtained, shall not only please but satisfy tlie

mind ; which shall prepare us for our eternal state of

existence, and accompany us to the unseen world, as

our portion forever. All these things must enter into

the chief good, the great end of life, the ultimate object

of pursuit. There is but one thing in the universe to

which this will apply, and to that one it will in all parts

of the definition most strictly apply, and that is, the sal-

vation of the soul."

You are immortal creatures, lost sinners, capable of

enjoying eternal happiness, yet exposed to the sufTer-

ings of eternal death ; and what can be the chief end

of an immortal being short of eternal life. Once ad-

mit that you are going on to eternity, and it would be

idiotism to deny that any thing less than eternal hap-

piness should be your great aim. The Assembly's

Catephism has defined the chief end of man to be

—

" To glorify God and enjoy him for ever." This is

strictly true, and accords with what I have said : for.

to glorify God is to believe in Jesus Christ for the sal-

vation of the soul, and under the influence of this

faith, to live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this

present evil world : and thus glorifying God on earth,

we sliall be taken to enjoy him for ever in that state of

ineffable felicity which he hath prepared for them that

love him. The salvation of the soul is a good vyhich

suits our rational nature; it is absolutely certain to

those who seek it in the right way : it rather ensures

than interrupts all the other duties of^ life: it satisfies

and delights the mind, giving consolation for its trou-

bles, and contentment to its desires ; it fits us for our

eternal state, and goes with us to glory as our portion

for ever.
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But there are few who deny this in theory, ahhouch

they neglect it in practice, and therefore 1 must now
exhort you to keep this end of life constantly in vieic.

Every man, when he sets out on a journey or pursuit,

should have a definite object, and constantly keep it in

view. My dear children, you are setting out on the

journey of life, you know the chief ohject of that jour-

ney, and now ever keep it before your mind. Let
thi.s conviction not only be written on your under-
standing, like a picture delineated on ice, or an im-
pression produced on the snow, which thaws beneath
the next sun; but be engraven on your heart, like

characters on a rock, which nothing -^an efface—that

your main business on earth is to obtKin the salvation

of your immortal soul. Let this conviction lie at the

bottom of your whole character, let it be thoroughly
wrought into the contexture of all your menial habits;

let it be the main wheel in the whole machinery of
your conduct. It is recorded of a pilgrim, on his way
to Jerusalem, that in passing through Constantinople,
when that city was in its glory, he met with a friend
who, wishing to detain him in the eastern metropolis,

took him about to see the beauties of that celebrated
place. " Very splendid," exclaimed the pilgrim, " but
this is not the holy city." So should we say to every
thing which would limit and detain our hearts on
earth, "Very good in its place, but it is not .salvation."

Often inquire ofyourselves and examine your hearts,

whether you are keeping in mind this one thing need-
ful. At the close of every division of your time, of
your years, your months, your weeks, ask yourselves
the question, " Is my eye upon the supreme summit
of Christian desire and expectation ; or am I beginning
to lower my aim and sink my pursuit?"

Regulate all your feelings of admiration and pity, in

reference to the conduct and situation of others, by
this object. If you see the rich man accumulating
wealth, the scholar increasing the stores of learning,

the philosopher adding to the discoveries of science,

the man of martial or literary renown gathering laurels

to decorate his brow, but at the same time neglecting
the claims and despising the blessings of religion, view
them rather as objects of pity than of envy ; and rank
them amongst the individuals who are losing sight of
the great end of a rational creature's existence. On
the other hand, wherever you perceive an individual,

however obscure in station, limited in acquirements,
or afflicted in his circumstances, but who is vet glori-

fying God, and preparing to enjoy him for ever, there

realize an individual who is keeping before him the

great end for which God .sent him into this world, and
who is fairly entitled to your warmest congratulations.

Keep this in view in the selection of situations, and
the forming of connections. Are you going out into

life? .'\cc(!pt of no situation, however advantageous
in a worldly point of view it might appear, where you
are likely to be cut off from the means of gract;, and
the helps to a life of faith and holiness; bring the rule

of life to it, and ask, " Will it help or hinder me in the

pursuit of salvation ?" Let this direct you in choosing
the place of worship you attend, and the minister you
hear. Inquire not where the people of fashion go, or
who is the most eloquent [>reaolinr; but where the

most instructive, awakening, and improving ministry
of the word is to be enjoyed ; and where you are likely

to be kept most steadily in the pursuit of eternal life.

In the profession of your religion, dwell most on the

plain and obvious and im|)ortant iriitlis of the gospel,

such as are most intimately connected with the life of
piety in the heart; and turn not aside to novelties,

speculations, and religious curiosities. In selecting

your avocation in life, keep this in mind, and if there

be any calling which in your judgment necessarily

takes off the mind Irom religion, choose another in

preference. In acre])ting or selecting a companion
for life, let not this subject be put out of view, but con-

sider how much you will be assisted or opposed in
seeking eternal salvation, according as your nearest
earthly friend shall be one with you in Christ. In
pitching your tabernacle, inquire not only what is the
air, the prospect, the facilities for trade or pleasure;
but what are the means of grace, the helps to religion,

the ministry of the word, tJie company, in the neigh-
borhood. In short, let it appear in all you do, that the

salvation of your soul is the one tiling needful, the chief
business of life.

Act, in reference to eternal salvation and the affairs

of this life, as a man who most tenderly loves and ar-

dently longs for his home, does upon his journey, in re-

ference to that home : he provides as comfortable an
inn as he can honestly obtain, he enjoys the prospecUs
which present themselves to his eye, he is pleased with
tlie company he meets with on the road, he gains as

much knowledge as he can accumulate by the way, he
performs the duties of his calling as dihgently and se-

cures as much profit as he equitably can, but still his

eye and his heart are at home ; for his comfort there

and not his pleasure abroad, he is supremely anxious

;

so far as he can promote, or not hinder his prosperity

at home, he is willing to gain knowledge, take pleasure,

secure respect, abroad; but /w/n« is his great object;

to reach that, and prepare for its increasing comfort, is

his aim and his hope.

So act, my children, towards the salvation of the soul.

This, this is the end of life: keep it constantly in

mind; never lose sight of it. Gain all the knowledge,
all the comfort, all the fiine, all the wealth you can, in

subordination to this one great business; but remem-
ber, that whatever subordinate ends you may pursue,
the paramount object which you must seek, is to glo-
rify GOD AND ENJOY HIM FOR KVER.

CHAPTER XXV.

ON THE MEETING OF A PIOUS FAMILY IN HEAVEN.

The strength of our social feelings, and the pleasure

which we derive from the indulgence of them, has very
naturally originated the question, " Will those who were
known to each other on earth, renew their acquaintance
in heaven?" The feelings which prompted the ques-
tion have led lis to answer it in the affirmative. It

might, indeed, be enough to satisfy our hopes in refer-

ence to eternal happiness, to be assured that nothing
should be present which could operate as an alloy

—

nothing be absent that shall be felt as a defect. Wo
know that the manifold wisdom of God is employed
under the impulse of infinite love, in preparing a place
for us; and wo are also assured, that God "is not
ashamed to be called our God, because he hath pre-

pared for us a city." All that is most essential to a
state of perfect and everlasting felicity, is exhibited and
promised in the word of God; the beatific vision of God
and the Lamb ; complete resemblance in body and soul

to the Lord Jesus ; the light of perfect knowledge; the

purity of perfect holiness; the glow of perfect love;

the eternal exclusion of sin and of the sinner; the com-
pany and converse of the spirits ofjust men made per-

fect, and the myriads of holy angels; the absence of

pain and sickness, care and labor, sorrow and sighing,

death and the curse ; all of which are explicitly assured

to the believer in the gospel of Christ—form a heaven
which might entirely satisfy us, as a state of felicity

seemingly incapable of addition. This is glory, honor,

immortality, eternal life. And yet in the view of all

this, our social nature often prompts that one moro
question, " Shall we know each other in the celestial

world?''

The Scripture, I admit, has not, in so many words,

replied to the question, nor relieved the solicitude
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which asks it; and in this very reserve we see a proof

of the wisdom of God. Had the Scriptures been ex-

plicit and ditl'use on such topics; had they said much
about the social intercourse of the unseen world; had

they represented Us felicity as arising in a great degree

from the renewal of those friendships which were

formed on earth, but suspended by death, how many
would have concluded, in the total absence of all reli-

gious ieeling from their hearts, that tliey were meet for

such an inheritance as this. Whereas the Bible, by

representing no part of the happiness of heaven but

that which arises from sources strictly devotional, has

given no countenance to delusion, nor furnished occa-

sion for self-deception. None of the splendid visions

which lie hid behind the veil are manifested, but such

as tend to impress us with the conviction, that in order

to behold and enjoy them, we must be holy, even as

God is holy.

These considerations, while they account for the re-

serve which is maintained by the Scripture on this

subject, do not, by any means, disprove the sentiment.

Though I would not say with Ircnaus, one of the ear-

liest fathers of the church, that separate souls retain

the likeness and figure of their bodies, so that they may
be still known thereby in the other world; though I by

no means pretend even to speculate on the precise

manner or means whereby glorified immortals will at-

tain a knowledge of each other; whether by revelation

or information ; by any resemblance being left on the

newly raised body to what they fi)rmerly were, or by

that intuition which will, no doubt, be the way in which
many things will be known; yet still I think that, in

some way or other, this knowledge will be obtained.

1. The enjoyments and occupations of heaven are

uniformly represented as social : but where is the

charm of society without nisitual knowledge?
2. Heaven is uniformly represented as perfecting

all our faculties ; is it then probable that it will diminish

memory, one of the most important of them? And if

memory be still retained in full vigor, and it be perpe-

tually employed, as it inevitably must be, on the past

.scenes of our earthly existence, is it likely that the

friends and companions of that existence, inhabiting

then the same celestial world with us, will be unknown
to us?

3. The chief grace that will be increased in the re-

gions of the blest, next to love to God, will be love to

our companions in glory. But will not one of the most
pure, elevated, and delightful exercises of this holy

passion be wanting, if we are ignorant of our glorified

relatives?

4. In the general judgment, which is appointed to

vindicate the ways of God to man, it is nearly certain

that individuals will be known to each other; and if

this be the case, is it likely that their mutual knowledge
will be immediately obliterated^

5. Is it likely that individuals whose names and
labors boar such a close and extensive connection with

the redemption and history of the church, as those of

the prophets and apostles, will be unknown? And if

they are known, may it not be inferred that others

will be?
G. During our Saviour's aliode upon earth, ho af-

forded to the three favored disciples a glimpse of the

heavenly glory : he himself was transfigured, and Moses
and Elins descended in celestial brilliancy. These
two eminent servants of God were known by the as-

tonished apostles; and if known on Mount Tabor, is

it not likely they will be known in the New Jerusa-

lem?
7. Our Saviour, in one of the most impressive of

his parables, represents the rich man in torments, as

knowing Lazarus and Abraham in glory : now, though
it be a parable, and though the whole scenery of a pa-

rable is not to be considered as conveying some moral

sentiment, yet certainly nothing materially and ol)-

viously at variance with the truth is ever taught by
even the appendages of the chief parabolic idea.

8. We find the apostle Paul very frequently con-

soling himself under the sufferings and persecutions

which he had to endure, by the prospect of meeting in

heaven those who had been converted by his ministry

on earth. His addre.ss to the believing Thessaloniana

is especially in point. " What is our hope, or joy, or

crown of rejoicing? Are not even ye in the presence

of our Lord JesuH Christ, at his coming?" I do not

see how these Christians could be Paul's crown of

rejoicing in that day, if they were not known to him.

These are some of the reasons which lead me to

suppose that in heaven the saints will know each

other.

I am aware that it is felt by some as an objection to

this sentiment, that ifwe shall know those ofour friends

who are present in glory, we shall, of course, know if

any of our relatives are absent: and that if we derive

pleasure from the former consideration, we shall expe-

rience as much distress from the latter. The only way
of solving this ditficulty is, to suppose that as a perfect

knowledge of the Divine Being, and of the wisdom of

all his schemes and operations, will constitute a chief

part of the happiness of heaven, we shall be so con-

vinced of the equity of his dealings towards the wicked,

so divested of all the weakness of the passions, so ab-

sorbed in the love of what is right to be done, that our

bliss will experience no interruption in the absence of

our relatives from the world of glory. This, I acknow-

ledge, is now hard to conceive. The day shall de-

clare it.

Assuming then the fact, that saints will know each

other in the celestial state, let us imagine, my dear

children, if indeed the imagination is equal to the ef-

fort, what must be the joy attendant on the final meet-

ing of a pious family in heaven. One of the most ex-

quisite delights which we ever experience on earth, is

the enjoyment which springs from the first interview

with a friend from whom We have been separated

:

and this delight is in proportion to the length of time,

and greatness of distance, and magnitude of danger,

whi(^h have intervened between the separation and the

meeting. What language can describe the thrill of

transport, the almost agony of rapture, which the wife

experiences in that moment when she receives a hus-

band back again to her arms, who has been away from

home for months, who has been separated from her by

half the circumference of the globe, and threatened to

be torn from her for ever, by the dangers of shipwreck

or of battle ? Or who shall set forth that scene of do

mestic bliss which is exhibited when the sailor-boy,

after having been absent for years, returns from the

dangers of the .sea, and the horrors of captivity, to the

bosom of his family, and exchanges extatic greetings

with his parents, and his sisters, and his brothers, till

all seem ready to dissolve with excess of joy 1 What
then must be the meeting of these same relatives in

heaven, after having been separated by worlds and

ages: that meefing when a mother receives her child-

ren to the skies from this degenerate eartii, and the

father hails his offspring from the world of death to

the region of life and immortality ! Here imagination

confesses its weakness. It is a .scene we have never

witnessed ourselves; nor have we ever conversed with

one who has. My heart, while I write, .seems to beat

quicker at the thought; and the very anticipation, my
dear children, raises a commotion of pleasurable feel-

ings in my bosom, which no words could enable me to

express.

Then remember this meeting is not for a mere tran-

sient intermew, but for an eternal association. It is to

take place in a world where adieus and farewells are

a sound unknown. W^hat an interruption does it now
form to the enjoyment of domestic intercourse, that

tiie (liffprent branches of the fjmily cannot always live
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beneath the same roof, or in the vicinity of their pa-

rents. One member after another goes from the pa-

ternal abode, and settles at a distance, till counties and
perhaps kingdoms separate them from each other.

—

Rarely does it happen, where llie children are nume-
rous and grown to maturity, that they can all meet to-

gether. Occasionally this does happen, perhaps on a

parent's birth-day, or at the festive season of the year,

and then home puts fortii all its charms, and pours out

in copious streams its pure and precious joys: such a

circle is the resort of peace and love, where friends and
dear relations mingle into bliss. The parents look with

ineffable delight upon their children, and their child-

ren's children, and see their smiles of love reflected

from the faces Of the liappy group. Piety gives the

finishing touch to ttie picture, wlien, ere they part,

they assemble round the domestic altar, and after read-

ing in that Book which speaks of tlie many mansions
in our Father's house above, where the families of the

righteous meet to part no more; and after blending

their voices in a sacred song of praise to Him who
hath united them, both by ties of nature and of

grace; they receive the benedictions, and join in the

prayers of their saintly and patriarchal father, who
over the scene that surrounds liim feels a divided heart,

one moment thinking he has lived long enough in

that he has been permitted to witness it, but the next

breathing an aspiration to heaven for permission to

witness it a few years longer.

This scene, and it is not an unconmion one, is one
of the purest to be found on earth. It is, as nearly as

it can be, paradise restored ; or if it be, as it certainly

is, still without the gates of Eden, it is near enough to

the sacred enclosure to receive some of the fruits vvhicii

drop over the wall. What is wanting here ? I answer,
Continuance. It is bliss only for a season. It is a day
that will be Ibllowed with a night. And the heart was
often checked in the full tide of enjoynient, in the very
meridian of its delights, by looking at the clock, and
counting how rapidly the hours of felicity were rolling

away, and how soon the signal of parting would be

struck. IJut the meeting in heaven shall be eternal.

The family shall go no more out for ever from the

mansion of their Father above. Their interview shall

not be measured nor limited by time. They shall

meet for one day, but then that day will be everlasting,

fbr " there is no night there." They shall spend eter-

nal ages together. Neither the fear nor the thought of

parting shall ever pass like a cloud over the orb of

their felicity, nor let fall a passing shadow to disturb

the sunshine of their breast. " \\^e are met." shall

they say one to another, " and we shall part no more.
Around us is glory, within na is rapture, before us is

eternity."

Then add to this, the happy circumstances under which
they meet, and in which they will dwell together for

ever.

They will meet as spirits of just men ma(h perfect.

The best regulated families on earth will sometimes
experience little interruptions of their domestic enjoy-

ment. We all have some imperfection or other, some in-

firmity of temper, or some impropriety of manner, from
which, through want of caution on one part, or want
of forbearance on the other, occasional discords will be
heard to disturb the harmony of the whole. We see

that others are not altogether perfect, and we feel that

we are not so. We lament the failings of the rest, and
still more lament our own. This prevents perfect do-

mestic bliss; but in heaven wo shall all be perfect.

We shall see nothing in others to censure; feel nothing
in ourselves to lament. We shall have all that venera-
tion and love for each other which shall arise from the

mutual perception of unsinning lioliness. We shall

mutually see reflected the image of (Jod from our cha-

racter. There will be every thing lovely to attract es-

teem, and the most perfect love to show it. Every one

will possess the virtue which is loved, and the compla-
cency by which it is beloved. Every one, conscious
ofunmingled purity within, approves and loves him-
self for that divine image, which, in complete perfec-

tion, and with untarnished resemblance, is stamped
upon his character. Each, in every view which he
casts around bin), beholds the same glory shining and
brightening in the circle of his parents, his brothers,

and his sisters. Out of this character grows a series

ever varying, ever improving, of all the possible com-
nmnications of beneficence, fitted in every instance

only to interchange and increase the happiness of all.

In the sunshine of infinite complacency, the light of

the New Jerusalem, the original source of all their own
beauty, life, and joy, this happy family will walk for

ever.*

The joy of that meeting will arise from seeing each

other in the possession of all that happiness which God
hath prepared for them that love him. In a family

where genuine affection prevails, the happiness of one
branch is the hajipiness of the rest; and each has his

felicity multiplied by as many times as there are happy
members in the circle. In heaven, where love is per-

fect, how exquisite will be the bliss of each, arising

from being the constant witness to the bliss of all:

where the parents will see the children basking in the

sunshine of divine love : receiving the warmest ex-

pressions of the favor of Christ; shining in the beau-

ties of unsullied holiness; and bounding in the fields

of uncreated light; and where the children shall see

the parents, and each other, in the same happy cir-

cumstances; where each shall see all the rest in the

full possession of the inheritance, incorruptible, unde-
filed, and that fadeth not away ; the exceeding great

and eternal weight of glory.

How amidst all this unrevealed and inconceivable

splendor will the joy be increased by a recoUedion
avd ejiumerntion of the benefits conferred by one party,

mid the oblistations incurred by the other. What must
be the delight of parents in thus seeing the fruit of

their prayers, instructions, and anxieties constantly be-

fore their eyes, in the honor and felicity of their glori-

fied children. How happy and grateful will they feel

that their solicitude on earth was chiefly exercised in

reference to the spiritual and eternal welfare of their

offspring, and not wasted upon trifles which had no
connection with piety or innnortality.

With what thrilling emotions of delight will they

hear these children ascribing all their salvation, so far

as instruments are concerned, to them; and giving a

high place in their anthems of praise to the names of

their father and mother. While on the other hand,

it will raise the felicity of the children to the highest

pitch, to see those parents near them, to whom they

owe, under God, their possession of heaven. With
what mutual interest will both parties retrace the

winding ways of Providence which led to such a ter-

mination of the journey of life. How will they pause

and wonder at those mj'sterious links, now invisible,

but then plainly seen, which connected the events of

their history, and united them into one perfect whole.

Especially, with what intense excitement will they

mark each effort of parental anxiety for the salvation

of the children, and see the individual and collective

results of all. The revolutions of empires, the fate of

armies, will then have less to engage and charm the

attention, than the influence of any one piece of ad-

vice which was delivered on earth, and which had the

smallest influence in impressing the heart, awakening
the conscience, converting the soul, or forming the

character.

What felicity will arise from the svMime converse

and employment of snch a stctc. Conceive of a fa-

mily even on earth, whereof all tlie numerous branches

See Dwight's Sermon on Brotherly Love.
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of which it is composed, each one for dignity was a

prince, for science a philosopher, for affection a bro-

ther, for purity a saint, for meekness a child, all meet-

ing in sublime and affectionate discourse ; all employed
in exploring together the secrets of nature, and tracing

the streams of knowledge; blending, as they proceed-

ed, the ardor of love with the light of truth. But this,

what is it, to the heavenly stale, where, with minds in-

conceivably more capacious than that of Newton's,
when he weighed the gravity and measured the dis-

tance of the stars; with hearts perfect in holiness, and
ages endless as eternity, we shall converse on all the

highest themes which the universe can supply. Think
of studying together the laws of creation, the history of

all God's providential dealings with mankind, the won-
derful scheme of human redemption, the character of

the great Jehovah, the person of Jesus Christ, with all

that stands connected with the whole range of univer-

sal being, and the manifestation of the First Cause.

What a view does it give us of the felicity of heaven,

to think of parents and children engaged with mil-

lions all around them, in sounding the depth of that

ocean of eternal truth, which is as clear as it is deep;

and eternally employed in acts of worship, exercises

of benevolence, and other pleasurable pursuits, now
nnknown, because unrevealed; and perhaps unre-

vealed. because not comprehensible by our present

limited faculties.

But, after all, my dear children, I seem as if I were
guilty of presumption, in thus attempting to describe

that which is quite inconceivable. It doth not yet ap-

pear what we shall be. We now see through a glass

darkly. The Scriptures tell us much of the heavenly

state ; but they leave much untold. They give us

enough to employ lur faith, raise our most lively

hopes, and produce a joy unspeakable, and full of

glory ; but they offer nothing to satisfy our curiosity.

They bring before us a dim transparency, on the other

side of which the images of an obscure magnificence
dazzle indistinctly upon the eye; and tell us, that in

the economy of redemption, and the provisions of im-

mortality, there is a grandeur commensurate to all

that is known of the other works and purposes of the

Eternal. They offer us no details; and man, who
ought not to attempt a wisdom above that which is

written, should be cautious how he puts forth his hand
to the drapery of the impenetrable curtain, which
God, in his mysterious wisdom, has spread over that

region, of which it is but a very small portion that can
be known to us.

In this state, amidst all this glory, honor, and felicity,

it is my sincere desire, my ardent prayer, my constant

endeavor, my supreme pursuit, that your journey, my
dear children, and my own, should terminate. Every
thing else appears, in comparison of this, as nothing.

In the view of this, thrones lose their elevation, crowns
their splendor, riches their value, and fame its glory

;

before the effulgence and magnitude of celestial ob-

jects, their grandeur dwindles to an invisible point,

and their brightness is but as the shadow of death.

Did we not know the depravity of our nature, and
that the natural man knoweth not these things, because
they are spiritually discerned, we must indeed wonder,
and inquire what bewildering influence it is, that is

exerted upon the human mind, by which its attention

is so fatally diverted from things unseen and eternal,

to the shadowy and evanescent form ofthings seen and

temporal. It is only on this ground that we can ac-

count for the folly, the madness, of neglecting the

great salvation, and seeking any thing in preference
to eternal glory. Dreadful madness ! which, though
it indulges in the miscalculations of insanity, has none
of its excuses. What but this moral insanity could
lead men for any object upon earth, to neglect the pur-
suit, and resign the hope of eternal life?

My children ! my children ! whom I love with an
affection which can be equalled only by that solicitude

for your welfare to which it has given rise^ and which
never sleeps nor rests, receive my admonition, and
make eternal happiness the end of your existence.

Look at that heaven, which, though but partially re-

vealed, is revealed with such pure brightness on the

page ofeternal truth, " on the description of which, so

to speak, the Holy Ghost employs and exhausts the

whole force and splendor of inspiration ;" look at it,

that state of inconceivable, infinite eternal honor and
bliss, and is there aught on earth, aught of pleasure or

of gain, for which you will deliberately resign that

crown of unfading glory ?

I am anxious, as I have already informed you, that

you may live in comfort and respectability on earth.

I would have your mind cultivated by learning and
science; your manners polished by complaisance;

your industry crowned with success : in short, I should

be thankful to see you living in comfort, respected and
respectable: but above every thing else, I pray, I de-

sire, I long that you may partake of that " faith, with-

out which it is impossible to please God ;" and that

" holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord."
I have fixed my aim for you high as heaven; and
covet for you everlasting life. I love your society on
earth, and wish to enjoy it through eternity in the pre-

sence of God. I hope I am travelling to that goodly
land, of which God hath said, he will give it to us for

an inheritance, and I want you to accompany me
thither. Reduce me not to the mere consolation of

David, who said. Although my house be not so with

God, yet hath he made with me an everlasting cove-

nant, which is ordered in all things and sure. Rather
let me have to say with Joshua, " As for me, and my
house, we will serve the Lord."

May it be granted me to see you choosing the way
of wisdom and piety, and remembering your Creator

in the days of your youth: giving to all your virtues

that stability and beauty which can be derived only
from religion ; first receiving by f»ith, and then adorn-

ing by holiness, the doctrine of God your Saviour.

—

Then will my highest ambition, as a parent, be gratifi-

ed, my most painful solicitude relieved. I shall watch
your progress amidst the vicissitudes of life, with a

calm and tranquil mind, assured that your piety will

be your protector amidst the dangers of prosperity ; or

your comforter amidst the ills of adversity. If called

to follow your bier, and weep upon your sepulchre, I

shall only consider you as sent forward on the road to

await my arrival at your Father's house ; or if called,

according to the order of nature, to go down first into

the dark valley of the shadow of death, I shall find the

agonies of separation assuaged, and the gloom of the

dying chamber irradiated by those bright visions of

glory, which connect themselves with the prospect

of the meeting of a pious family in the heavenly

world.
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SIMEON.

(an extract from EVANS' " SCRIPTURE BIOGRAPHY.")

It is difficult for the most lively imagination, however
well supplied with the food of facts, and however ex-

cited by their singular grandeur, to depicture ade-

quately the situation of the whole civilized world, about

the time of our Saviour's birth. The Jew saw lying in

ruins the third monarchy prophesied by Daniel. He
counted the seventy prophetic weeks, and they were
fast runniug out. His countrymen, scattered in large

bodies throughout the cities of Asia and Africa, com-

municated to the heathen their curiosity and agitation,

so that the whole eastern world was standing up in

breadiless and throbbing expectation, and looking out

for him who was to come. The notions of the heathen

were of course but vague and carnal. But among the

Jews they were of very different degrees of spirituality.

The gross and blind vulgar looked to but a carnal de-

liverer from their carnal subjection to the infidel. The
priesthood would naturally contain two extreme par-

ties, both the most carnally minded, and the most spi-

ritually minded of these expectants. Being the ap-

pointed mediators between God and the Jew, the inte-

rests of the priests were especially concerned. If the

Messiah was to be in any way a temporal deliverer,

then would they be his nobles and satraps. If he was
to be a purely spiritual Saviour, it followed by no ob-

.scure deduction that their occupation would De at an
&nd. When -we consider the dreadful deg«jeracy of
the Jews at this time, we may readily conclude, and
Che whole tenor of the Gospels confirms the conclusion,

that the latter was a very small party indeed, and kept
under, and held down with a curb of silence by the

violence of the other. The precise nature of the opin-

ions of this minority it is difficult to determine. But
the exceeding soreness which the other party always
manifested upon any expression which bore upon the

continuance of their temple,* seems to show that this

had been disputed and denied : and the prophecies
which led to the spiritual view would carry on their

readers to that unpopular opinion. The song of Si-

meon gives us the only trace of these spiritual notions

among the Jews. Nor need we wonder. They could
not be openly propounded among men who looked
for the Messiah to set his seal upon their corrupt tra-

dition and practice: who deemed that the Prince of
Peace should give them peace by putting to peace
every mouth that should dare to open against their cor-

ruptions, and give peace to earth by turning the land
of the Gentiles into a desert : who were thus prepared,
oven before he came, for crucifying the Lord of glory.

So little, and so affrighted was the flock to which
Simeon belonged. It was the only flock of God upon
farth. It alone was alive in the spirit. All the rest of
the nation was dead in the letter. They did not rumi-
nate over the political slavery of their country, and call

for a deliverer. They felt the oppression of tlie yoke,
.ind the festering of the rankling chains of sin. They
(lid not gaze at the hnge foundations of the temple, and
admire it as built for the palace of an everlasting

Prince. They did not number its offerings and count
its treasures. They did not cast an ambitious eye at

the vast bodies of their countrymen planted already
like armies throughout the fairest regions of the hea-
then, and prepared to raise the banner at the moment
ofthe Redeemer's appearance. Butthey thoughtofspi-
ritualtemples, of spiritual treasures, of spiritual compa-

j

* Matth. xxvi. 61. Acts. vi. 14.

nies of preachers. Daily they resorted to the temple
where Malachi had promised the appearance of him
whom they looked for. There they put up their prayers

for the coming ofthe consolation of Israel, and as the fat-

ed term came nearer they redoubled their watching and
prayer. The more deeply they meditated, and the near-

er the time came, the more they felt the want and the de-

sire. Their prayers were a delightful expression ofconfi-

dence in God's promises, to which on their wings they

soared, and apprehended them. Daily they thus laid

hold of them, and daily thus prepared their minds fot

his coming, that he may find them a people ready

equipped for his service.

In such expectation and preparation the faithful Si-

meon had now passed a long life. He was not impa-
tient for the day ofthe Lord, yet he earnestly desired to

see it. His term of life seemed now likely to coincide

with the accomplishment of the prophecy, and he natu-

rally felt an intense wi.sh to see the hope of a long life

realized before he died. There was nothing carnal in

this. The best men like to behold with their own eyes

those who have been long the object of their thoughts.

They long to see their benefactor personally. They
delight to pour out their whole heart in blessing and
thanksgiving in his presence, to kindle their love afresh

at the light of his countenance, to hang upon the mouth
which speaks such comfort and gladness, to look into

the eyes which beam with such love and kindness, and
to kiss die hand wJiich hath wrought for them such

wondrous saJvation. Hovvm'era,«sui:ed byfaith, which
is the hope ofthings not seen, yet it is most comfortable

to see the seal of ratifications set to that hope. No one
ever hoped for a thing which he did not wish to be

present. Who does not at this day earnestly wish that

the coming of the kingdom of the Lord for which he
daily prays, may be in his own lifetime ? and the great-

er reason which he has for thinking it near at hand the

more ardently does he desire it, and long to see it be-

fore he die ; the more does he grudge the loss of that

short interval which may elapse between his own de-

parture and the Lord's coming. It will indeed be all

one and the same when the grave shall have closed

over him ; then at any rate he will see his Lord and
Master face to face, and enjoy that palpable commu-
nioJi which was denied him on earth. Yet neither can
he nor should he forego that natural feeling. Hearti-

ness is a fundamental quality in the gospel. While
we are in the flesh we must obey its natural impulses,

only regulating them by the gospel. Cold philoso-

phical abstraction is vvidely different from Christian

spirituality.

While he was one day thus looking forward with

anxious hope, the Holy Ghost announced to him that

he should not see death before he saw the Lord's Christ.

How great must have been the joy of this faithful ser-

vant at so gracious an annunciation. It was a seal set

of approval upon his long and unwearied expectation.

He had kept his loins girt and his lights burning, and
was to receive his Master at last. Perhaps the Holy
Spirit, in imparting to him this prophetic grace, re-

vealed to him, as to the most favored prophets of old, a

more spiritual view of the nature of the kingdom of

Christ. How unsubstantial then would all things ap-

pear around him. All the rites at which he assisted

were but as the voice of a person unseen indeed, but

approaching. Still more eager did they make him for

his arrival, and more closely than ever would he keep
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his watch in the temple for his coming. It is inipossi-

1

ble to conceive a more happ)' or nonorable station

than that which the Holy Spirit iiad now assigned to

Simeon. He was tiie last link of a chain of proijhetic

saints which stretched from Adam. They all saw at a

distance, but lie was to touch. Tlieir song spnke of

the Christ to come, but his should hail Christ already

come, and offer him the first-fruits of the homage of

the saints to the end of the world.

The promised day came at last ; the Holy Ghost

again visited Simeon, and advertised him that the

Lord, for whom he was looking, had come to his tem-

ple : he immediately arose, and full of the Spirit en-

tered the temple. There Mary was waiting with her

child to offer up the customary sacrifice, and to pre-

sent him to the Lord. In that child he immediately

recognized the Saviour of the world, and taking him

up into his arms, burst forth into a hymn of praise and

thanksgiving. He blessed God for having allowed

him to see his Saviour, and professed his willingness

to die now that he had seen him. With a heavenly

comprehension of view, with which the Spirit after-

wards especially interfered to endow the apostles, he

acknowledged the Christ to be not only the glory of

Israel, but also a light for the enlightening the Gentiles.

He saw in him the Redeemer of the whole world, and
foretold to Mary his rejection by many in Israel, his

being made a public mark for reproach and mockery,

and obscurely hinted his sufferings and death, in as-

suring her that " a sword should pierce through her

own soul, that the thoughts of many hearts may be re-

vealed."

With this hymn this faithful servant and unwearied
waiter upon his Lord quits the stage of history. A
tradition says that with this he quitted life too. In his

last strain this prophet has bequeathed to the Church a

song, which has often been repeated from the mouths
of dying martyrs, and by saintly men who deeply felt

the inestimable privilege of having lived under the

gospel. Of this privilege our Church reminds us, by

putting this very hymn into our mouths after we have

heard the reading of the word of eternal life in Jesus

Christ. O that we could ever bear it in mind, and
take it uninterruptedly to heart ; that we could steadily

discern the distinctness of our calling, and strive to

make it sure by being chosen. For are we not called,

who are so few out of the whole mass of mankind ?

Could we count the number of those who have died,

who are living, and who shall be born to live without
the knowledge of the gospel, we, who have heard its

blessed tidings, would appear in the comparison but as
a little knot of persons, like Simeon and Anna amid
the unbelieving throngs of Jerusalem. May we be
then like Simeon and Anna in their esteem of the
blessedness to which we have been called. Who are
we, that we should have been so highly favored, and
that to our eyes and ears should have been revealed
things which Abraham, and David, and the prophets,
were not allowed to witness, vehemently though they
desired it? Who are we, that to us should be mani-
fested in all the fulness of accomplished redemption,
in his sacrifice on the cross, in his resurrection from
the dead, in his ascension to heaven, in the assurance

of his intercession there by the descent of the Holy
Ghost, that Saviour whom Simeon beheld but as a
helpless infant, and was thankful that he had seen so

much? Great indeed is our blessedness, great indeed
our responsibility. Let us, like the authorofthishymn,
humbly and cheerfully in our respective stations await

the coming of the Lord, in whatever shape it may ap-

pear, whether by the intervention ofsorrow or ofjoy, at

whatever time, whether at even, or at midnight, or at

cock-crowing, or in the morning,* that we be not found
sleeping, but ready, so that with our last breath wo may
be enabled to cry out, " Lord, now lelte.st thou thy ser-

vant depart in peace, for mine eyes have .seen thy salva-

tion."

Simeon sang the first hymn with which mortal lips

saluted the Redeemer's arrival. It followed the song
of the angels. It will gain force and signification with
every fresh unfolding of the veil which yet remains
upon the fortunes of the Church, and will only lose its

application at that awful day, when the quick shall see

the coming of the Son of Man in power and great

glory to raise the dead, and judge mankind, and the

song of angels shall once again be heard upon earth,

singing Hallelujah, never again to be succeeded by
song of mortal man. For there shall be no more de-

parture from life, and all eyes shall see their Saviour
face to face, never to lose the sight of him again, but to

gaze upon him, and enjoy the brightness of his glory

for ever.

" Mark xiii. 35.
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PRE FA CE.

The train of thought which runs through the fol-

lowing work has been familiar to the author's mind

for upwards of twenty-six years. Nearly twenty

years ago he intended to address the public on this

subject; but he is now convinced that, at that pe-

riod, the attempt would have been premature, and,

consequently, unsuccessful. He took several op-

portunities, however, of suggesting a variety of

hints on the necessity of new-modelling and im-

proving the system of education—particularly in

the London "Monthly Magazine," the " Edinburgh

Christian Instructor," the " Christian Recorder," the

"Perth Courier,"' and several other publications, as

well as in several parts of his former volumes. Of
late years the attention of the public has been di-

rected to this subject more than at any former pe-

riod, and even the British Legislature has been

constrained to take into consideration the means by

which the benefits of education maybe more exten-

sively enjoyed. It is therefore to be hoped, that the

subject will now undergo a deliberate and unbi-

assed consideration, corresponding to its interest

and importance.

In endeavoring to establish a new system of edu-

cation—although every requisite improvement could

not, in the first instance, be effected—yet nothing

short of a comprehensive and efficient system should

be the model after which we ought to copy, and to

which all our arrangements should gradually ap-

proximate. To attempt merely to extend the pre-

sent in many respects inefficient and limited system,

without adopting those improvements which expe-

rience and the progress of society have rendered

Accessary, would be only to postpone to an indefi-

nite period what must ultimately be established, if

society is expected to go on in its progress towards

perfection.

In the following volume the author has exhibited

ft brief outline of the whole series of instructions re-

quisite for man, considered as an intelligent and

moral agent destined to immortality—from the ear-

liest dawn of reason to the period of manhood. But

Brouohty Ferry, near Dundee,
Novemier, 1835.

it is merely an outline; for the subject, considered

in all its bearings, is the most extensive and interest-

ing that can occupy the attention of mankind.

—

Should the present volume, however, meet with ge-

neral approbation, .some more specific details in re-

ference to the subjects here discussed, and to other

topics connected with the improvement of society,

may afterwards be presented to the public.

Several excellent works have lately been pub-

lished on the subject of education, some of them re-

cognizing the leading principles which are here

illustrated. But the author has, in every instance,

prosecuted his own train of thought, without inter-

fering with the sentiments or language of others,

unless where it is acknowledged. Some of the

works alluded to he has not had it in his power to

peruse; and the same current of thought will some-

times occur to different writers on the same subject.

The greater part of this work was composed before

the author had an opportunity of perusing the ex-

cellent treatise of Mr. Simpson, entitled "Necessity

of Popular Education ;" a work which abounds with

liberal and enlightened views, and which recog-

nizes the same general principles which are here

illustrated. But the two works do not materially

interfere; and the one maybe regarded as a supple-

ment or sequel to the other, both having a bearing

on the same grand object.

It was originally intended to offer a few remarks

on classical learning, and on the system of educa-

tion which prevails in our colleges and universities,

but the size to which the volume has swelled has

rendered it expedient to postpone them to a future

opportunity. For the same reason, the " Miscella-

neous Hints in reference to the Improvement of

Society," and the remarks on " Mechanics' Institu-

tions," have been much abridged, and various to-

pics omitted which were intended to be particularly

illustrated.

The author intends proceeding with his promised

work " On the Scenery of the Heavens," as soon as

his present engagements will permit.



MORAL IMPROVEMENT OF MANKIND.

INTRODUCTION.

Before we attempt to accomplish any great and
extensive enterprize, it is requisite to ascertain, in

the first place, wheiher the object we propose be at-

tainable, and, in the next place, whether, if attained,

it would be productive of beneficent eifec'.s. If these

points are not ascertained previous to our eng:aging

in any undertaking, we may exert our intellectual

faculties and active powers, and spend our time, our

wealth, and our labor to no purpose, and in the end
meet with nothing but disappointed expectations.

—

The history of the world, and even the annals of

science, would furnish hundreds of facts to corrobo-

rate this position. The object of the alchemists

was to transmute earthy substances and the baser

i>.elals into gold, and by the fortunate labor of some
happy day, when the stars were propitious, to realize

vast treasures of wealth, to enable them to live in

splendor and opulence during the remaining period

of their lives. In this visionary pursuit, which, for

several centuries, occupied the attention of princes,

statesmen, ecclesiastics, physicians, and experiment-
ers of various descriptions, thousands of fortunes

were irretrievably wasted, and the dupes of this falla-

cious science kept in perpetual anxiety, and amused
with vain and unfounded expectations. Even al-

though such schemes had been practicable, which ex-

perience proves they are not, it would not be difficult

to show, that, had they been successful, they would
have produced more misery than happiness amon?
mankind. The study of the heavens, with the view
of foretelling future events, and the destinies of men,
from the different aspecis of the planets and the signs

of the Zodiac, was another scheme which, for many
ages, absorbed the attention of kings, legislators,

popes, cardinals, and even men of science, as well as

that of the illiterate vulgar; and, in numerous in-

stances, no public affair of any importance was un-
dertaken, without first consulting the stars. This
fallacious art has likewise been proved impractica-
ble and inconsistent with the peace and happiness
of mankind. The researches which were long made
at'ier the panacea, or universal remedy for all disor-

ders—the search for an universal menstruum and
ferment—the search for a medicine which will con-
fer immortality even in this world— the attempts to

discover mines by means of divining-rods—and to

cure palsies, inflammations, obstructions, and other
disorders, by animal magnetism and metallic trac-

tors—and above all, the attempt to conduct mankind
to happiness by discarding the idea of a Divine Be-
ing and every species of religion from the plans pro-

posed—with hundreds of similar schemes—may be
regarded nearly in the same light as the foolish arts

of astrologers and alchemists, and could easily be

shown to be equally unprofitable and vain.

In endeavoring to promote a general diflTnsion of
knowledge among the various ranks of society, it

becomes us likewise to inquire, whether the attempt

•would be accompanied with such beneficial effects

a? to warrant the labor and expense which must ne-

cessarily attend such an enterprize: and, whether

any insurmountable difficulties stand in the way ot

its accomplishment. There are not wanting, even
amidst the light of science which is now shining

around us, many individuals in the higher classes ox

society who are bold enough to insinuate, that an in-

crease of knowledge would be injurious to the lower
ranks of the community—that its accomplishment is

both undesirable and impracticable—that the moral
world will proceed onward as it has hitherto done

—

that there is no possibility of meliorating the condi-

tion of the great mass of mankind—and that it is al-

together Utopian to attempt to direct the moral and
intellectual energies of the human race into any
other channel than that in which they have hitherto

been accustomed to flow. Such insinuations evi-

dently flow from a spirit of misanthropy, and are in-

tended, if possible, to fix the moral world in a qui-

escent state, as the material world was supposed to

be in former limes, and to damp every exertion that

is now making to promote the improvement and the

happiness of our species. They are likewise incon-

sistent with the dictates of Divine Revelation, which
plainly declare that " the knowledge of Jehovah shall

cover the earth, as the waters cover the channels of

the seas," and that " all shall know him, from the

least to the greatest."

In a work lately published, I have endeavored to

illustrate, at considerable length, some of /Aearifan-

tagcs xfhich would result from a general diffusion of
knowledge, which, I presume, will tend to substan-

tiate the position, that an increase of knowledge
among all ranks would be productive of an increase

of enjoyment. If a more extensive diffusion of know-
ledge would have a tendency to dissipate those su-

perstitious notions and false alarms which have so

long enslaved the minds of men; to prevent nume-
rous diseases and fatal accidents ; to accelerate the

improvement of the physical sciences; to increase

the pleasures and enjoyments of mankind; to pro-

mote the progress of the liberal and mechanical arts;

to administer to the comforts of general society; to

prepare the way for new inventions and discoveries;

to expand our views of the attributes and moral go-

vernment of the Deity; to advance the interests of

morality ; to prepare the mind for the pleasures and
employments of the future world; to promote a more
extensive acquaintance with the evidences, fac:s,

and doctrines of Revelation ; to prepare the way for

the establishment of peace and harmony among the

nations, and to promote the union and the extension

of the Christian chuich: if such positions can be

fairly proved, every philanthropist and every ra-

tional and well directed mind will readily admit,

that a more general cultivation of the human intel-

lect, and a more extensive diffusion of rational in-

formation, are highly desirable, and would be pro-

ductive of the most auspicious and beneficial results,

in reference both to the present interests and the fu-

ture prospects of mankind.
With regard to the practicability of this object, no

rational doubt can be entertained if the mora! ma-
chinery requisite for its accomplishment were once

thoroughly set in motion. Whatever Ttuin has hither-
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to achieved, man may still accomplish. If minds oiice

feeble and benighted, and ignorant a.s the wild ass's

colt, have, b)- proper training, been raised near the

liighesi pitch of moral and iniellectual attainments,

other minds, by similar training, may be elevated to

the same degree of perfection. If nations, once rude

and ignorant, as the Britons formerly were, have
been raised to a state of civilization and refinement,

and excited to cultivate the arts and sciences, the

same means by which this object was accomplished
may still be employed in other eases to produce the

same effect. If several portions, however small, of

any civilized community, have been brought to a

high state of intellectual improvement, it is evident,

that the greater part, if not the whole, may be ad-

vanced into a similar state. It only requires that

the means of instruction be simplified and extended,

and brought within the reach of every one whose
faculties are capable of cultivation. That this object

has never yet been effected, is not owing to its im-
practicability, or to any insuperable obstacles which
lie in the way of its accomplishment; but because
the attention of mankind has never yet been tho-

roughly directed to i' : and because the means requi-

site for promoting it nave never been employed on
a scale proportionate to the extent and magnitude
of the enterprise. The influential classes of society

in every country, have been more absorbed in the

pursuits of avarice, ambition, war, devastation, and
sensual gratifications, than in meliorating the phy-

sical anJ moral condition of their species. The
tenth part of the treasures which have been wasted
in the prosecution of such mad and iinmoral pur-

suits, had it been properly directed, would have been

jnore than sufficient to have brought the means of

instruction within the reach of every individual of

the human race, and to have transfonned the bar-

ren wastes of every country into the appearance of

a terrestrial paradise. There is no government un-

iler heaven, so far as we are acquainted (if Prussia
and the United States of America he not excepted)
where the instruction of the great mass of the people
forms a prominent and specific object in its admi-
nistration. On the contrary, in several instances,

even within the limits of Europe, it is well known,
that the intellectual instruction of the lower orders
isprohibited bylaw.* Even in Great Britain, where
the light of science shines with peculiar etfulgence,

the exertions of philanthropists have been damped
in their attempts to diffuse knowledge among the

people; heavy /crci have been imposed on the means
of its diffusion; men of knowledge have been persc-

cu;ed and neglected, while men devoted to war and
bloodshed have been loaded with wealth, and ex-

alted lo the highest stations of dignity and honor;
no naional scheme supported by the state, has ever
yet been devised for its universal propagation among
all ranks, and no sums set apart for this purpose,
while the treasures of the nation have been wasted
in extravagance, and, in too many instances, de-
voted lolhesupportof vice, tyranny, and intolerance.

But we trust that the breath of a ncv/ spirit is

now beginning to animate the councils of the nation

and the great body of the people;—and when the

means within our power of extendin? the blessings

of knowledge shall be emploved with energy and
judgment, we may expect, ere long, to behold n ge-

neration rising up, in intelligence and moral action.

superior to all the generations that have gone before

it—improving the soil, adorning the landscape, pro-

moting the progress of the useful arts, enlarging
the boundaries of science, difl^using the blessings of

Christianity over the globe, giving an impulse to

every philanthropic movement, counteracting the

.spirit of war, ambition, and licentiousness, cultivat-

ing peace and friendly correspondence with sur-

rounding nations, and forming an impregnable bul-

wark around every government where the throne is

established in truth and in righteousness.

To state and illustrate the various meansby which
a more extensive diffusion of knowledge may bo

efltcted, and the general improvement of society

promoted, is the main object of the following pages,

in which the state of education m our country, and
the principles on which it ought to be conducted,

shall occupy our first, and our chief attention.

For example: A royal Sardinian edict, pub-
lished in 1825, enjoins, "that henceforth no person

shall learn to read or write who cannot prove the

possession of property above the value of 1500 li-

vres," or about £62 lOx. sterling. And it is well
known, that the greater part of the lower classes in

Russia, Austria, and Poland are, from their situa-

tion, debarred from the benefit'^ of instruction.

PART I.

ON EDUCATION.

PRKLIMINARY REMARKS.

There is, perhaps, nothing of more importance to

the human race, and which has a more direct bear-

ing on the happiness of all ranks, than the cultiva-

tion of the mental faculties, and the acquisition of
substantial knowledge. Whether we con.sider man
as a transitory inhabitant of this lower world, or as
in a .state of progression to another region of exist-

ence— it is of the utmost importance, that he be
thoroughly acquainted with the Great Author of his

existence, with the general structure of the universe
in which he is placed, with the relations in which he
stands to his fellow-men, and the other beinsrs which
surround him, with the duties he ought to discharge
to his Creator, and to his own species, with the na-
ture of that eternal world to which he is destined,

and with that train of action and of contemplation
which will prepare him for the enjoyments of a fu-

ture and eternal state. All the other objects which
can employ the attention of the human mind must
evidently be viewed as in some degree subordinate
to these. For, on the acquisition of the knowledge
to which we allude, and the corresponding course
of conduct to which it leads, depends the happiness
of man, considered both as an individual, and as a
member of the great family to which he belongs

—

his happiness both in the present life, and in the life

to come.

Nothing, however, appears to have been mor«
overlooked, in the general arrangements of society,

than the selection of the most proper meansby which
such important ends are to be accomplished. In

those nations and societies which, in their progress

from barbarity, have arrived at only a half-civilized

•State, the acquisition of the means of subsistence,

and of those comforts which promote their sensitive

enjoyment, forms almost an exclusive object of pur-

suit; and it is not before they have ajrived at a cer-

tain stage of civilization, that moral and intellectual

improvement becomes an object of general attention.

And, even in those nations which have advanced
farthest in the path of science and of social refine-

ment, the cultivation of the human mind and the

details of education are not considered in that seri-

ous light which their importance demands. Almost
every thin? else is attempted to be accurately ad-

justed, while the moral and intellectual improvement
of the mass of the community is left either to the

direction of chance, or to the injudicious schemes
i^f w;ak and ignorant minds. Every one who has
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acquired a smattering of English grammar and
arithmetic, and who can write his own name, con-

ceives that he is qualified to conduct the intellectual

improvement of the young ; the most illiterate and
superficial pedants have intruded themselves into

the otiice of teachers; those who have never had
the least experience in the art of teaching, nor have
studied its principles, have assumed the prerogative

of dictating the arrangements and discipline of a
school ; and hence, the office of a teacher of youth,

which is one of the most important and respectable

in the social system, has frequently been considered

as connected with the meanest talents, and with the

lowest gradations in society.

Great Britain has long held a distinguished rank
among the nations of Europe in the scale of science

and of civilization, and on account of the numerous
seminaries of instruction which have been establish-

ed in every quarter of the island. Excepting Prussia,

the United States of America, and the mountains
and vales of Switzerland, there are few countries

in which education is more generally appreciated

and more widely diffused than in the Northern dis-

trict of Great Britain ;
and the effects produced by

our literary and scholastic establishments are appa-
rent in the desire for knowledge, and the superior

intelligence which characterize the different ranks
of our population. When we compare ourselves

in this respect with the Russian boors, the Lapland-
ers, the Calmucs, the Cossacks, or the Tartars, or

even with the inhabitants of Naples, of Spain, or

of Portugal, we seem to stand on an eminence to

•which they can scarcely hope to approach for a
lapse of ages. On the other hand, when we com-
pare ourselves with what we ought to be, as beings
possessed of rational natures, and destined to im-
mortality, and as surrounded with the light of sci-

ence and of revelation,—we shall find, that we are,

as yet, but little more than just emerging from the

gloom of moral depravity and mental darkness.—
When we consider the mass of depravity which is

still hovering around us, the deplorable ignorance,
the superstitious notions, the false conceptions in

regard to many important truths, the evil passions,

and the grovelling affections which so generally pre-
vail, we must acknowledge, that much, much indeed,

remains to be accomplished, before the great body
of the people be thoroughly enlightened in the

knowledge of all those subjects in which they are
interested, as rational, accountable, and immortal
beings, and before I hey can be induced to give a de-

cided preference to moral pursuits and intellectual

pleasures. And, if this is the case in a nation de-
signated civilized and enlightened, how thick must
be the darkness which broods over the inhabitants

of other regions of the globe, how deep the moral
debasement into which they are sunk, and how
manv vigorous efforts must be requisite, ere I hey
can be raised to the true dignity of moral and in-

tellectual agents ! If ever this important object is

to be accomplished—which the predictions of an-
cient prophecy leave us little room to doubt— it is

now high time that we arouse ourselves from our
slumbers, and engage with increased activity and
zeal in the work of reformation and of rational in-

struction. Let usnot imagine, that the preachingof
the gospel, in the dull and formal manner by which
it is at present characterized, will effectuate this

great object, without the use of all the efficient means
of juvenile instruction we can devise. While we
boast of the privileges of our favored land, of the
blessings of Divine Revelation, and of the enlight-

ened era in which we live ; and while we are en-
deavoring to impart to distant nations the blessings

of science and of the Christian religion ;—let us
not forget, that there are thousands of the young
generation around us under the show of having

obtained a good education, rising up in life, in a
state of ignorance and vice, in consequence of ihe
superficial and injudicious modes by which they
have been tutored, and which prevent them from
profiting by the instructions of the ministers of reli-

gion.

While the great body of mankind must necessa-
rily be engaged in manual employments, and while
it is essential to their happiness, as well as to their
bodily subsistence, that a portion of their time be
thus employed,—it would be a highly desirable ob-
ject to induce upon their minds a taste for intellec-

tual pursuits, and for those pure enjoyments which
flow from a contemplation of the works and provi-
dence of the Creator, and of those moral laws and
arrangements which he has ordained for promoting
the social order and the eternal happiness of man-
kind, in which those hours not devoted to worldly
business might be occasionally employed. As man
is a being compounded of a corporeal organized
structure, and a system of intellectual powers, it

evidently appears to have been the intention of the
Creator, that he should be frequently employed both
in action and in contem'plation. But when his phy-
sical powers only are set in motion, and the princi-

pal object of his activity is to supply the wants of
his animal frame, he can be considered as little su-
perior to the lower orders of animated existence,
and must, in a great measure, frustrate the end of
his Creator in bestowing upon him the faculties of

i his rational nature.

j

In order to raise mankind from the state of men-
I tal darkne-ss and moral degradation into which they
have fallen it is essentially requisite, that the ut-

most care be bestowed on the proper direction of the

youthful mind, in its first excusions in the physical
and moral world; for when it has proceeded a cer-

tain length, amidst the mists of ignorance and the

devious ways of vice, it is extremely difiicult, if not

impossible, to recall it from its wanderings to the
path of wisdom and felicity. Instructions, not
merely in reference to sounds and accents, and ac-

curate pronunciation, but also in relation to impor-
tant facts, and the various properties and relations

of objects around them, must be communicated at

an early age ; and not merely the names, but the

ideas, of the most interesting objects in the physical

and intellectual world, must be conveyed by a suc-

cession of well-defined mental imagery, and sensi-

ble illustrations, so as to arrest and impress the ju-

venile mind, and excite its energies and affections

in the pursuit of knowledge and virtue. Without
an attention to this important object, the business

of elementary instruction appears to regard man
rather as a mere machine than as a rational and
immortal being, and seems to be little short of an
insult offered to the human understanding. The
ultimate object of all scholastic instruction ought
undoubtedly to be, to convey to youthful minds sub-
stantial knowledge, to lead them gradually into a
view of the nature and qualities of the objects with
which they are surrounded, of the general appear-
ances, motions, and machinery of external nature,

of the mor.il relations in which they stand to the

Great Autho.^ of their existence, and to one another,

and of the various duties which flow from these re-

lations,—to direct their afl'ections, tempers, and pas-

sions, in such a channel as will fnd to promote
their own comfort, and the harmony of general so-

ciety, and to prepare them for the nobler employ-
ments of an immortal existence. Such moral and
intellectual instructions ought to go hand in hand
with the acquisition of the various combinations of

sounds and sj'llables, and with the mechanical e\
ercises of writing and cyphering; otherwise the

beneficial consequences, which should result from
instruction in the common branches of education,
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will be few and unimportant. Whether the pre-

vailing modes of education in this country be cal-

culated 10 promote the ends now staled, will appear,
whfi we come to investigate the range of our ele-

meiiLarv instruction, and the circumstances con-

nected with the manner of its communication. Be-
fore proceeding to this investigation, I shall take a

rapid view of the present state of education in dif-

ferent civilized nations.

CHAPTER I.

PRESENT STATE OF EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES.

For a long period, even after the introduction of

Christianity among the nations of Europe, the edu-

cation of the young .'^eems to have been in a great

measure neglected. The records of hi>tory afford

us no details of any particular arrangements that

were made either by the church or the state for pro-

moting this important object. During the long reign

of Papal superstition and tyranny, which lasted for

nearly a thousand years, the instruction of the young
appears to have been entirely set aside, or, at least,

to have formed no prominent object of attention.

—

The common people grew up, from infancy toman-
hood, ignorant of the most important subjects, hav-

ing their understandings darkened by superstition,

their moral powers perverted, and their rational fa-

culties bewildered and degraded, by an implicit sub-

mission to the foolish ceremonies and absurdities in-

culcated by their ecclesiastical dictators; and even
many in the higher ranks of life, distinguished for

their wealth and influence in society, were so untu-

tored in the first elements of learning, that they

could neither read nor write. Ignorance was one
of the foundations on which the splendor and tyr-

anny of the Romish hierarchy were built, and there-

fore it would have been contrary to its policy, and
the schemes it had formed of universal domination,
to have concerted any measures for the diffusion

of knowledge and the enlightening of mankind.

—

"We read of no nation or community, during the

dark ages, that devised plans for the rational and
religious instruction of youth, excepting a [loor, op-

pressed, and despised people, " of whom the world
was not worthy"—the pious and intelligent, but ^er-

secuted Waldenses. It appears that a system of in-

.struction prevailed among these inhabitants of the

valleys of Piedmont, seven hundred years ago, more
rational and efficient than has yet been established

in the British Isles.

It was not till the era of the Reformation that

seminaries for the instruction of the young began to

be organized and permanently established. Prior to

this period, indeed, colleges and universities had
been founded in most of the countries of Chiisten-

dom ; but the instructions communicated in those

seats of learning were chiefly confined to the priestly

order, and to the sons of the nobility who aspired

after the highest and most lucrative offices under
the hierarchy of Rome. Their influence was scarce-

ly felt by the mass of the people ; and the origin of
the earliest of these seminaries cannot be traced
much beyond the beginning of the thirteenth cen-
tury. These new establishments, however, with
the academical honors they conferred on proficients

in knowledge, gave a powerful impulse to the study
of science, and greatly increased ihenumber of those

who devoted themselves to the pursuits of learning.

It is said, that, in the year 1262, there were no less

than ten thousand students in the university of Bo-
logna, although Law was the only science taught in

it at that time; and that in the year 1340, there wpre

thirty thousand students in the university of Oxford.
But the education of the middling and lower classes

of society was still miserably neglected. Even
in those countries which have since been disiin-

g'lished for .scholastic establishments, a universal
apathy seems to have prevailed, in regard to the ac-
quisition of knowledge, and of the first elements of
education. In the year 1-194, a few years before
Luther began to assail the Romish Church, it was
enacted by the Parliament of Scotland, "that all

barons and substantial freeholders throughout the
realm should send their children to school, from the

age of six to nine years, and then to other semina-
ries, to be instructed in the laws, that the country
might be possessed of persons properly qualified to

discharge the duties of sheriffs, and other civil offi-

ces." Those who neglected to comply with the pro-
visions of this statute, were subjected to a penalty of
twenty pounds Scots. This enactment evidently
implies, that even the influential classes of society,

at that period, paid little attention to the education
even of the male branches of their families, and, of
course, that those in the lowest ranks must have
been generally, if not altogether deprived of this in-

estimable privilege. It was only afier the pa.ssing

of this act, as Dr. Henry remarks, that several in-

dividuals began to be distinguished for their classi-

cal acquirements, and that learning was much more
generally diffused throughout the country.
At the time of the revival of learning, soon after

the reformation, a new impulse was; given to the
human mind, a bold spirit of inquiry was excited in

the laity, when the vices of the Romish clergy were
exposed, and their impositions detected ; the absurd-
ity of many tenets and practices authorized by the

church was discovered ; the futility of the arguments
by which illiterate monks attempted to defend them
was perceived; the mystic theology of the schools
was set aside, as a system equally unedifying and
obscure; the study of ancient literature was revived

;

the attention was directed to the sacred Scriptures,

as the only standard of religious truth, the legen-

dary tales of monkish superstition were discarded,

a taste for useful know ledge was induced,—and from
that period, seminaries for the instruction and im-
provement of the juvenile mind, began to be gradu-
ally established in many of the countries of Europe;
—although they are still miserably deficient both in

point of number, and in the range of instruction

which they profess to commnnicate. The following
is a brief view of the present state of education in

various countries:

—

United States of Amenca.—Although the system
of education has never yet arrived nearly at perfec-

tion, in any nation, yet the inhabitants of the United
States may be considered, on the whole, as the best

educated people in the world. With a degree of li-

berality and intelligence which reflects the highest

honor on their character, they have made the most
ample provision for the elementary instruction of all

classes; andmoslof their arrangements, in reference

to this object, appear to be dictated by disinterested

benevolence, and by liberal and enlarged views of
w hat is requisite to promote the moral improvement
of society. In the New States, one square mile in

every township, or one thirty-sixth part of all the

lands, has been devoted to the support of common
schools, besides seven entire townships for the en-

dowment of larger seminaries. In the older States,

grants of land have frequently been made for the

same purposes; but in New England all sorts of

property are assessed for the support of the primary
schools, w'hich are established in every township.

—

The following extract from a speech of Mr. Web-
ster, a distinguished member of Congress, in a con-

vention held at Ma.ssachuseits in 1821, displays the

piirriple'; and practical operation of this system,
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and the grand design it is intended to accomplish :

" For the purpose of public instruction," said this

illustrious senator, " we hold every man subject to
'

taxation in proportion to his property; and we look

not to the question, whether he himself have or have
i

not children to be beneiited by the education for
|

which he pays; we regard it as a wise and liberal

system of police, by which property and life, and the

peace of society, are secured. We hope to excite a

feeling of respectability, and a sense of character,

by enlarging the capacities and increasing the

sphere of intellectual enjoyment. By general in-

struction, we seek, so far as possible, to purify the

moral atmosphere ; to keep good sentiments upper-

most, and to turn the strong current of feeling and
opinion, as well as the censures of law, and the de-

nunciations of religion, against immorality and

crime. We hope for a security beyond the law and
above the law, in the prevalence of enlightened and
•well-principled moral sentiment. We hope to con-

tinue and to prolong the time, when, in the villages

and farm-houses of New England, there may be

undisturbed sleep within unbarred doors. We do

not indeed expect all men to be philosophers or

statesmen; but we confidently trust, that by the dif-

fusion of general knowledge and good and virtuous

seniimenls, the political fabric may be secure, as

well against open violence and overthrow, as

against the slow but sure undermining of licentious-

ness. We rejoice that every man in this commu-
nity may call all property his own, so far as he has

occasion for it to furnish for himself and his child-

ren the blessings of religious instruction, and the ele-

ments of knowledge. This celestial and this earthly

light he is entitled to by the fundamental laws. It

is every poor man's undoubted birthright— it is the

great blessing which this constitution has spcured to

him— it is his solace in life—and it may well be his

con.solation in death, that his country stands pledg-

ed, by the faith which it has plighted to all its citi-

zens, to protect his children from ignorance, barba-

rity, and vice."

These are noble sentiments and views, worthy of

being adopted and reduced to practice by every go-

vernment under heaven ; and we trust the period is

not far distant when the British senate, and every
other legislative assembly in Europe, shall have
their attention directed to the arrangement of a sys-

tem of universal education, on an expansive and li-

beral scale, and with such generous and disinterest-

ed objects in view.

There are no States in the Union, nor perhaps
in any country in the world, so amply provided with

the means of instruction, as the States of New York
and New England. In New York, in 1829, there

were no less than 8609 common schools, affording

education to 468,205 young persons, which was ra-

ther more than a fourth part of the entire popula-
tion ! and it is probable, that, since that period, the

number has considerably increa.sed. In Scotland,

which is reckoned one of the best educated countries

in Europe, it is found, that only one in eleven, out

of the entire population, has the benefit of education.

— In New England, free schools have been endowed
by benefactions from different individuals,—and the

funds thus bequeathed by charity, or public spirit,

have not been devoured by the cormorants of a
grasping oligarchy, but prudently and carefully ad-

ministered.—The education given at these schools,

too, is vastly superior to what is obtained at our pa-

rish schools. " The general plan of education at

the public free schools here," says Mr. Stuart,* "is

Slot confined to mere reading, writing, arithmetic

and book-keeping, and the ancient and modern lan-

guages, but comprehends grammar, mathematics,

•"Three Years' Residence in North America."

navigation, geography, history, logic, political eco-

nomy, rhetoric, moral and natural philosophy.

—

These schools being, as stated in the primed regula-

tions, intended to occupy the young people from the

age of four to seventeen, and to form a system of

education, advancing from the lowest to the highest

degree of improvement which can be derived from
any literary seminaries inferior to colleges and uni-

versities, and to afford a practical and theoretical

acquaintance with the various branches of useful

education. There are at present in Boston, 68 free

schools, besides 23 Sabbath schools, in all of wtiich

the poorest inhabitant of Boston may have his child-

ren educated, according to the system of education

now specified, from the age of four to seventeen,

without any expense whatever. The children of

both sexes are freely admitted. The funds of those

schools are derived from funds and bequests from

individuals, and grants from the legislature and cor-

porations ; and enable the trustees, consisting of

twelve citizens elected by the inhabitants of each of

the twelve wards of the city, with the mayor and
eight aldermen, to give the teachers' salaries, vary-

ing from 2500 to 800 dollars a year. The assistant

teachers have 600 dollars. The trustees elect their

teachers, and vote their salaries yearly, and no pre-

ference is giver, on any principles but those of merit

or skill. No expense whatever is incurred in these

schools for the children, except in books. The
richer classes in Boston formerly very generally

patronized teachers of private schools, who were

paid in the usual way ; bat they now find that the

best teachers are at the head of the public schools,

and in most cases prefer them—the children of the

highest and lowest rank enjoying the privilege, alto-

gether invaluable in a free state, of being educated

together.
""
In the adjoining State of Connecticut, it has been

ascertained by actual reports, that oiie-third of the

population of about 275,000, attend the free schools.

The result of the recent inquiry into the state of

education in the State of New York, which adjoins

New England, and is almost equal to it in popula-

tion, is very much, though not entirely the same.

—

It is proved by actual reports, that 499,434 children,

out of a population of 1,900,000, were at the same
time attending the schools, that is, a fourth part of

the whole population. Although the public funds of

New York State are great, these schools are not en-

tirely free ; but free to all who apply for immunity

from payment. The amount of the money paid to

the teachers, by private persons, does not, however,

amount to one-third of the whole annual expense,

which is somewhat less than a million of dollars.''

Besides the seminaries appropriated to the instruc-

tion of the mass of the population, the United States

contain no less than seventy colleges, in which the

ancient and modern languages, the mathematical

sciences, Natural Philosophy, Chemi.'stry, Logic,

Christian Theology, and other branches, are regu-

larly taught, as ill the European universities; but

with more attention to the moral and relisious con-

duct of the students. About the time of the Ameri-

can Revolution, in 1775, there were 10 colleges;

from 1775 to 1800, 13 were established ;
from 1800

to 1814, 11 were added; and from 1814 to 1834,

no less than 36 colleges have been established. In

the.se colleges, 5500 students are prosecuting their

education, in the different departments of Literature

and Science.—The American Education Society is

just now educatin? 912 voung men for the ministry;

the Presbyterian Education Society has 612 students

under its"charge ; the Northern Baptist Society has

250. The whole number at present educated by

these Societies, including the Episcopalian, German,

Lutheran, &c. is 2000. These are exclusive ol a

very large number who are paying the expenses of
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their own education, and who are equally pious and
promising.

It is to the numerous establishments of education

-the ejctensive range of instruction they embrace
-the opportunities of instruction afforded lo the

lowest clas-ses of the communiiy—the superior de-

gree of comfort they enjoy—and to the elevation of

character promoted by their free institutions, that

we are to attribute the non-existence, in most parts

of the United States, of what is usually termed a
mob or rabble, and that depredations are less fre-

quent, and properly more secure, than in other

countries. in the Soutkerri States, indeed, the

means of education are not so extensive, nor ha.s

society advanced to such a state of moral and men-
tal improvement, a.s in the Northern. The reason is

obvious. These States, with a viost glarhig incon-

sistency, still continue the abettors of slavery, in its

most disgusting forms. More than one-half of their

population consists of slaves, who are deemed un-

worthy of enjoying the blessings even of a common
education. A spirit of haughtiness and domination
prevails among the influential classes, barbarous
amusements among the lower; and Christian mo-
rals, the finer feelings of humanity, and intellectual

acquisitions, are too frequently disregarded.

Silesia.—This country, in consequence of the ex-

ertions of Frederick the Great, is now richly fur-

nished with scholastic establishments. Prior to 1765,

Silesia, like the rest of Europe, was but wretchedly
provided either with schools or with teachers. In

the small towns and villages, the schoolmasters were
so poorly paid, that they could not subsist without
practising some other trade besides their occupation

as instructers ; and they usually united the character

of the village fiddler with that of the village school-

master. Frederick issued an ordinance, that a school

should be kept in every village, and that a compe-
tent subsistence should be provided for the school-

master by the joint contribution of the lord of the

village and the tenants. Felbiger, an Augustine
monk, belonging to a convent at Sagan, travelled to

different countries to obtain an acquaintance with
the best modes of teaching. After spending some
years at Berlin, to obtain a perfect knowledge of the

best method of instruction in the schools of that city,

he returned to Sagan, and made the convent to which
he belonged a seminary for candidates as school-

masters. Pattern schools were established at Bres-

law, Glatz, and other places, on the principles he
had adopted, and all candidates for the office of
teachers, were obliged to attend these seminaries,

and to practise the mp'hod in which they were there

instructed. The clergy, no less than the teachers,

were required to go through this process, becau.se

the superintendence of the teachers was to be com-
mitted to ihem. After these preparatory matters
had been carried into effect, an ordinance was pub-
lished in the year 1765, prescribing the mode of
teaching, and the manner in which the clergy should
superintend the system. The teachers were directed

to give plain instruction, and upon subjects applica-

ble to the ordinary concerns of life; not merely to

load the memory of their .'icholars with "rt/ords, but to

make things intelligible to their understanding, to

habituate them to the use of their own reason, by
explaining every object of their lesson, so that the

children themselves may be able to explain it, upon
examination. The school lax must be paid by the

lord and tenants, without distinction of religions.

—

The boys must all be sent to school from their sixth

to their thirteenth year, whether the parents are able
to pay the school tax or not. For the poor the
school money must be raised by collections. Every
parent or guardian who neglects to send his child or
pupil to school, without sufficient cause, is obliged
to pay a double tax, for which the guardians shall

have no allowance. Every curate must examine,
weekly, the children of the school of his parish. A
general examination must be held annually, by the
deans of the districts, of the schools within their re-

spective precincts ; and a report of the condition of
the schools, the talents and attention of the .Nchool-

masters, the state of the buildings, and the attend-

ance of the children, made to the office of the vicar-

general, who is bound to transmit all these reports

to the royal domain offices, from which orders are
issued to supply the deficiencies of the schools, and
to correct any abuses that may be found to prevail.

If one school suffice for more than one village,

neither of them must be more than half a German
mile, or two and one-fourth British miles distant

from it in the flat country, nor more than half that

distance in the mountainous part.s.

This system had at first many difficulties lo strug-

gle with, from the indolence of the Catholic clergy,

and their consequent aversion to the new and trou-

blesome duty imposed upon them. Their zeal wsu
alarmed at the danger arising from this difi"usion of
light to the stability of their church. They consi-

dered the spirit of innovation and the spirit of in-

quiry as equally their natural enemies; and the sys-

tem still finds a certain degree of resistance from
the penurious economy and the stubborn love of
darkness, which still prevail in some parts of this

province. But in so far as it has been acted upon,
its operation has proved a blessing to multitudes.

As a proof of its extensive effects, the number of
schools, in 1752, amounted only to 1552; but in 1798,
their number was more than 3500; and many other

facts, equally clear, attest the progressive increase

of knowledge, and a desire for improvement. Be-
fore the sevsn years' war, there had scarcely ever
been more than one periodical journal or gazette

published in Silesia at one time; but in 1601, there

were no less than seventeen newspapers and maga-
zines, which appeared by the day, the week, the

month, or the quarter; many of them upon subjects

generally useful, and containing valuable informa-

tion and instruction for the people. At the former
period, there were but three booksellers, and all these

at Breslaw ; but in 1801, there were six in that capi-

tal, and seven dispersed in the other cities. The
number of printing presses, and of bookbinders, had
increased in a similar proportion. Agriculture and
manufactures, too, have been vastly improved anri

extended; so that Silesia is, at this moment, one of
the most flourishing districts of the Continent. The
habits of the people have been signally improved

;

and they have become among the most intelligent,

orderly, and industrious, in Europe.*
Wirtc7nberg, Baden, Bavaria, <f-c.—In Wirtem-

berg, during the last thirty years, the system of edu-
cation has been very greatly extended and improved,
A public school is established in every parish, and, in

some instances, in every hamlet. The master re-

ceives, as in Scotland, a fixed salary from the parish,

exclusive of a small f^ee from the pupils, varying ac-

cording to their age and the subjects in which they

are instructed. The fees are fixed by government,
and are every where the same. Exclusive of the

salaries and fees, the masters are furnished with a

house, a garden, and, in most instances, a few acres

of ground, corresponding to the glebes of the Scott-

ish clergy. The law requires that the children

should be instructed in reading, writing and arith-

metic; and it is specially enacted, that they shall be

instructed in the principles of German grammar
and composition. The books used in the schools of

Wirtemberg and Baden, are very superior to those

* See President Adams' Tetters on Silesia, Qvar-
terly Journal of Education, and Glasgow Geography,

\
vol. iii.
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ased in similar establishments in this counlry. They
consist of geographical, biographical, and historical

works, and elementary treatises on moral science,

natural history, and the principles and practice of

the most important and useful arts. In all the large

schools, the boys and girls are kept separate. The
girls, in addition to reading, writing and arith-

metic, are taught all sorts of needlework, the knit-

ting of stockings, the making of clothes, &c. ; re-

ceiving at the same time lessons in the art of cook-

ery, the management of children, and other depart-

ments of domestic employment. The supervision

of the schools is entrusted, in every parish or com-

mune, to a committee, consisting of a few of the

principal inhabitants; theclergy of the parish, whe-
ther Protestants or Catholics, being always e.cq^c to

members of the committee. This body is intrusted

with the duty of inspecting the school, and is bound
to see tUat the master performs his duty, and that

the children attend. No particular system of reli-

gion is allowed to be taught in any of the schools of

Wirtemberg,and most of the other Germanic States.

The tuition of this important branch is left entirely

to the clergy and the parents of the children, so that

the sons and daughters of Catholics, Lutherans,
Calvinists, Cluakers, &c., frequent the schools, and
live in the utmost harmony.
The greatest desire prevails among the lower

classes that their children should enjoy the advan-
tages of the excellent education provided for them;
but the government, not trusting entirely to this

feeling, has enacted regulations by which every in-

dividual is compelled to send his children to school,

from the age of six to fourteen years. The public

functionaries transmit regularly to government,
once every six months, a list of the children in their

respective districts who have attained their sixth

year; and they are bound to see that they are sent

to school. In the event of the parents being unable
to pay the school fees, a statement to that effect is

prepared by the parochial authorities, and the fees

are paid by the public.

In Bavaria, the beneficial consequences resulting

from the establishment of a system of national edu-
cation, have been more apparent than in any other
European country. Haifa century ago, the Bava-
rians were the most ignorant, debauched and slo-

venly people between the Gulf of Genoa and the

Baltic ; but, during the last thirty years, no people
has ever made a more rapid advancement than they
have done, in the career of knowledge and of civil-

ization. The late and present kings of Bavaria
have not only swept away myriads of abuses, and
established a representative system of government,
but they have laid the only sure foundations of per-
manent and real improvement, in the organization
of an admirable system of national education. A
school has been established in every parish, to which
every one is obliged to send his children, from the
age of six to fourteen ; Lyceums, Colleges and Uni-
versities, have also been instituted, for the u.se of
those who are desirous of prosecuting their studies;

and every facility is afforded for the acquisition of
the best instruction, at the lowest price. The fol-

lowing is a summary view of the principal semina-
ries in this country:—Three universities, seven ly-

ceums, eighteen gymnasia, twenty-one colleges,

thirty-five preparatory schools, sixteen houses of
education, seven for higher branches, two boarding
schools for girls, seven normal schools, one .school

for foreigners, two schools of law, two veterinary
schools, two schools of midwifery, and two royal
schools. The public, or national schools, amount
to 5394; the inspectors to 286 ; the teachers to 7114,
and the pupils, of all classes, to about 498,000 ; and
since the population of Bavaria is about four mil-

lions, it follows, that not less than one-eighth of the

entire population is at school, which is a higher pro-
portion than what attends the schools in Scotland.
Mr. Loudon, the talented editor ofthe " Gardener's

Magazine," who travelled over most parts of Wir-
temberg, Bavaria and Baden, in 1828, bears the
most unqualified testimony to the excellence and
efficiency of the system of public instruction adopt-
ed in these countries, and the beneficial efl'ects which
have resulted from its operation. "From what I

have seen," says he, " of Wirtemberg, I am inclined
to regard it as one of the most civilized countries in
Europe. I am convinced that the great object of
government is more perfectly attained here, than
even in Great Britain; because, with an almost
equal degree of individual liberty, there are incom-
parably fewer crimes, as well as far less poverty
and misery. Every individual in Wirtemberg reads
and thinks; and to satisfy one's self that this is the

case, he has only to enter into conversation with the

first peasant he meets, to observe the number and
style of the journals that are every where circulated,

and the multitude of libraries in the towns and vil-

lages. I did not meet with a single beggar in Wir-
temberg, and with only one or two in Bavaria and
Baden. The dress of the inhabitants of Wirtem-
berg, as well as those of a great part of Bavaria and
Baden, appeared to me to indicate a greater degree
of comfort than I had ever observed in any other
country, with the exception, perhaps, of Sweden,
and the lowlands of Scotland."

The above sketches were written two or three

years ago. Since that time, M. Victor Cousin's
" Report of the state of Public Instruction," has been
published, and translated into English by Mrs. Aus-
tin. This Report, which fills nearly 340 pages, con-
tains a very full, but rather dry detail, of the whole
machinery of education in Prussia. From this do-

cument it appears that, in 1831, there were 22,612
schools, and 27,749 schoolmasters and mistresses

—

that the total number of children under fourteen

years of age was 4,767,072; the number between
seven and fourteen years, 2,043,030, out of which,
the number of children attending school was 2,021,-

421, or nearly a sixth part of the whole population,

which is estimated at about twelve and a half mil-

lions. It does not appear, from this report, that in-

fant schools are established in Prussia, or any insti-

tutions for the instruction of young persons from the

age of fourteen to twenty, or upwards; nor*can we
learn, from any thing stated in it, that an intellectual

principle is uniformly acted upon in the details of
education. The system presents too much of a mili-

tary spirit and character, throughout all its depart-

ments, corresponding to the nature of a despotic

government; and it would require a very consider-

able modification before it could, with propriety, be

adopted in a republic or a limited monarchy. Many
deficiencies in the system likewise require to be sup-

plied. Yet, notwithstanding all its defects, it has

already produced a benign influence on the know-
ledge and moral conduct of the inhabitants of that

country; and, in a short time, if Britain does not

immediately bestir herself in the cause of education,

the Prussian population will be among the most en-

lightened inhabitants of Europe.
France.—Notwithstanding the numerous scienti-

fic characters which have appeared in this country,

and the discoveries and improvements they have
made in the physical and mathematical sciences

—

the provision for public instruction, particularly in

the southern departments, is very defective. The
Revolution of 1789 annihilated almost every exist-

ing institution, and those for public instruction

among the rest. For a period of nearly five years,

a whole nation of thirty millions of people remain-
ed without anv regular education. It was, indeed,

enacted by a" law of the 13th September, 1791,
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'• That a system of public instruction should be or-

ganized ; that the public schools should be open to

every one; and that no fees should be charged for

the elementary branches." But, amidst the commo-
tions and demoralizing scenes of that period, this

law, like many others, was never carried into efiiect

;

and, at this moment, France, with the exception of

Spain and Portugal, is worse provided with the

means of elementary instruction, than any other

countries in Europe. In the "Bulletin des Sciences

Geographiques," vol. xiv. for 1828, it is stated, that
" in France, the number of children of an age to

frequent primary schools is nearly G,000,000. Of
this number scarcely a million and a half receive

instruction." Thus, without adverting to the cir-

cumstance of ten millions of adults who can neither

read nor write, according to a recent calculation

—

there are four millions and a half of young French-
men, who do not receive even the first rudiments
of education. The children at school, in the thirty-

fwo departments of the north, are reckoned at

740,846; and in the fifty-four departments of the

south, only 375,931, which is little more than one-

ihirtielh of the population. In Paris there are to

be distinguished two populations,—the population

already enlightened, which comprehends, at most,

about 100,000 souls ; and the population which still

remains to be enlightened, which amounts to nearly

800,000. Societies and individuals at Paris and
other populous towns, exerted themselves to supply

so great a want ; but their efforts being openly op-

posed by the clergy, and secretly by the late govern-

ment, were not so successful as they might otherwise

have been. Schools, upon the Lancasterian plan,

were introduced by the government at Paris, and
other large towns; but the benefits of the system

were extended only to professed Catholics;—none
but Catholic teachers were employed, and the Pro-

testants were left to educate their children the best

way they could. In consequence of this deficiency

of instruction, ignorance and superstition, irreligion

and immorality, prevail over a large portion of the

kingdom, even amidst the light of literature and
science with which they are surrounded; and a

considerable period must elapse before the mental
darkness can be dispelled, and the moral mischief

it has produced be completely eradicated. It is to

be hoped, now that the influence of the Catholic

priests has been diminished, and liberal measures
of policy introduced, that a more extensive system

of elementary instruction will be established ; and
we are happy to understand that the attention of

the Government of Louis Philip has been directed

to this object, and that measures have been brought

forward in order to its accomplishment. In the

year 1831, M. V. Cousin was sent as a deputation to

^Prussia from the government of France to acquire

a knowledge of the details and regulations connected

wiih the Prussian system of education. Since his

return, numerous schools have been established on
the principles of the Prussian system, and there is

now a prospect, that, in the course of a few years,

an efficient system of education will be established

in that country.—According to the latest statistical

accounts, the nuniher of children who are learning

to read now amounts to 2,000,(X(0; the number of

primary elementarv schools is 35,007; of superior

primary schools, 370 ; of private schools, 9092: total,

44,269. The number of bovs attending the.se schools

is, 1,175,248: and of girls," 731,773. The total ex-

pense of primary instruction is 10,162,706 franco, or

about £423,446.' Of this expense there is paid by

the Communes, 7,693,793 fr. ; bv the Departments,

2,063 .072fr. ; and by the State, 405,841 fr.; or about

£16,910— a very paltry sum when compared with
the magnitude and importance of the object.

Spain.— " In this country there are few establish-

ments for the difl^usion of the first rudiments of
knowledge. The lower classes seldom learn to read
or write; those above them are as seldom instructed
in any thing but those two accomplishments, and
the elements of arithmetic. Such as are intended
for the learned professions attend a Latin school for

three or lour years ; and since the expulsion of the
Jesuits, these schools are not numerous. Some pri-

vate establishments, for the instruction of the boys
in Latin, were rising at the time of the French in-

vasion, and a desire of improvement in the method
of teaching was showing itself among the teach-

ers."* When we consider that the education of
youth in this country is committed chiefly to monks,
we may rest satisfied, that, in general, its plan and
objects are very limited and defective. INor is the

system much improved, when the student proceeds
to the university. He is there taught little else but
the logic and natural philosophy of Aristotle, and
the theology of Thomas Aquinas. If a Spaniard,

therefore, attain to any thing like true knowledge,
he must either leave his country in the search, or
teach himself in the best way his fancy may devise.

The same remarks, with a slight modification, will

apply to the neighboring kingdom of Portugal, where
Papal superstition and tyrranny exist in all their

fulness and rigor. As the numerous swarms of
priests, monks and friars, that ini'est this country,
are almost universally ignorant, and not unfre-
'juenlly vicious,— as they are bigoted in the extreme
to the established religion and its childish ceremo-
nials,—and as the general difi'usion of knowledge
would strike at the foundation of their ecclesiastical

system,— it cannot be supposed that they will show
much zeal either in making their scholars liberal

and intelligent, or in enlarging and improving the

general system of instruction. Several generations
must elapse, and numerous and important changes
be effected, before we can expect that the great body
of the Spaniards and Portuguese can become en-
lightened and moralized.

Russia.—It is only of late years that the attention

of the Russian government has been directed to the

promotion of education throughout that extensive

empire; and several ages will be requisite, before

its half-civilized inhabitants be raised from the state

o! mental debasement in which they have been so

long immersed. During the reign of the late em-
peror Alexander, Lancasterian schools and other
seminaries were established in different parts of

European Russia, and Bible societies, for distribut-

ing the Scriptures among the lower orders, were
patronized by the Emperor, Prince Gallitzin, the

archbishops, and other distinguished characters. It

appears that in the beginning of 1830, the ernperor
Nicholas gave his sanction to certain regulations,

providing for the establishinent of primary schools

in the several villages appertaining: to the crown.
The object of these seminaries is to difl'use useful

knowledge among the peasantry, and to furnish the

villages with individuals who may act as writers.

Gratuitous instruction is to be aflxirded in these

schools to youths of not less than eight years of

age, in the catechism, reading books and writtei\

documents, writing, and the first four operations of

arithmetic. The lessons are to open after their re-

turn from labor, and to continue until it be resumed

;

with the exception of Sundays and festivals, they

are to occupy four hours a-day. Permission is,

however, given to the teacher to assemble liis pupils

for the purpose of repeating their lessons, even
whilst they are working in the fields; but this can-

not take place without the consent of the villagers.

The expenses of these schools are to be defrayed

out of the territorial income of the villages, and the

• Cluarterlv Journal of Education, vol. i.
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first essays are intended to be made in the govern-

ments of St. Petersburg- and Pscov.

Switzerland.—This country, remarkable for the

sublimity of its mountain scenery, the fertility of

its vales, and the beauty of its expansive lakes,—is

no less remarkable for the means of education it

possesses, and the consequenl intelligence and moral
order of its inhabitants. In this respect, it is scarce-

ly inferior to ihe best educated countries in Europe.
The proportion of the inhabitants undergoing the

process of instruction is greater than that of either

France, England or Scotland. In the Pays de Vaud,

this proportion amounts to one-eighth of the popula-

tion, which is more than the average of the other

countries of Europe, where systems of instruction

have been established ; so that the inhabitants

of this district of Switzerland, have generally been

considered by travellers as the most intelligent and
the best educated among the European nations.

The celebrated school of Pestalnzzi at Yverdun,
in the Pays de Vaud, has been visited and celebrat-

ed by every traveller. This was among the first

seminaries in which the intellectual system was in-

troduced, in which the rationale of every subject

taught is explained and illustrated, and the intel-

lectual faculties stimulated and brought into exer-

cise. It embraces also the plan of mutual instruc-

tion, as exemplified in the schools of Bell and Lan-
caster. The establishment of the School of Indus-
try of M. Fellenbcrg at Hofwyl, in the Canton of

Berne, has also been deservedly celebrated. The ob-

ject of this seminary is to comoine scholastic educa-
tion with industrious habits, and a knowledge of the

best manner of performing mechanical and agricul-

tural operations. Although, at Hofwyl, the principles

and practice of Agriculture are the chief objects of
attention, yet the general principles of the institu-

tion and the mode of instruction might, in towns,

be successfully applied to mechanical operations

and manufacturing processes of every description.

It has given a great impulse to education throughout
the country, and has produced some very eminent
scholars. Not only the lower classes, but pupils of

the highest rank come to this seminary, from Ger-
many, France, England, and other parts of Europe.
In most of the cantons, education is a matter of state,

persons of the greatest respectability are engaged
jn the business of instruction, and the arrangements
of the system of tuition are under the immediate
direction and protection of the government.

CHAPTER II.

STRICTTJRES ON THE MODE IN WHICH EDUCATION HA.S

GENERALLY BEEN CONDUCTED.

There arc few subjects which have so frequently
engaged the attention of the literary public as the

instruction of the young ; and yet there is no subject

about which so many vague and erroneous notions
generally prevail. No term in our language has
been more abused and misapplied than that of edu-
cation. By the great majority of our countrymen
it is considered as consisting merely in the acquisi-

tion of pronunciation, spelling, and grammar—of
writing, casting accounts, and the knowledge of
languages; and these acquisitions are considered of
value chiefly as they prepare the individual for en-

gaging in certain secular employments, and are in-

strumental in procuring his subsistence. By others
it has been confined to the communication of the

elements of thought, and the improvement of the

intellect ; and, by a comparatively small number, it

has been regarded chiefly as the formation of cha-
racter and the cultivation of moral habits. But, to

neither of these objects is education to be exclusively
confined. It consists of a comprehensive and har-
monious combination of them all, including every
mean and every mode of improvement by which
intelligent beings may be trained to knowledge and
virtue—qualified for acting an honorable and re-

spectable part on the theatre of this world, and pre-
pared for that immortal existence to which they are
destined.

It is deeply to be regretted, that, up to the present
hour, with a very few exceptions—in an age deem-
ed liberal and enlightened—the system on which
education has generally been conducted is repug-
nant to the dictates of reason, inetficient for enlight-

ening and meliorating the human mind, and is little

short of an insult offered to the understandings of
the young. While almost every initiatory book has
for its motto, and every teacher can readily repeat

the following lines of Thomson,

—

" Delightful task ! to rear the tender thought
To teach the young idea how to shoot,

And pour the fresh instruction o'er the mind,"

the great objects which education ought to promote
have been miserably neglected. A farrago of words
has been substituted in the place of things; the ele-

ments of language have been preferred to the ele-

ments of thought ; the key of knowledge has been
exhibited instead of knowledge itself; and the youth-
ful mind, at the termination of the common process
of instruction, is almost as destitute of ideas as at

its commencement. At that period of life when
the minds of the young are beginning to expand

—

when they ardently thirst after novelty and variety

—when they are alive to the beauties and sublimi-
ties of nature, and listen with delight to the descrip-

tions of other countries, and the tales of other times
—instead of being gratified with the exhibition of
all that is interesting in the scenes of creation and
the history of man—they are set down in a corner
to plod over unknown characters and strange sounds
—no pleasing objects are exhibited to inspire them
with delight—their memories are burdened, and
even tortured, while their understandings are neg-
lected ; and, after many painful efforts, intermingled
with cries and tears, while the detested lash is hang-
ing over their heads, they are enabled to repeat, like

a number of puppets, their medley of grammar
rules, their psalms, their hymns, their catechisms,

and their speeches from the English and Roman
classics, pouring out their words with a velocity

like water bursting from a spout, ivithout a single

correcc idea connected with their exercises, " under-
standing neither what they say, nor whereof they
affirm."—Hence, it has too frequently happened,
that the school-room has been viewed as a prison,

their teachers as a species of tyrants, and the scho-

lastic exercises in which they engaged as repugnant
to their natural vivacity, and subversive of their

youthful pleasures. Hence they have frequently
been driven to the village school, like sheep to Ihe

slaughter, and like criminals to a jail, or carried on
the shoulders of their companions, amidst cries,

and lamentations, and forebodings of punishment.
In seminaries of a higher order than those to

which I now allude, five or six years are generally
spent in learning the declension of nouns, the con-

jugation of verbs, and the rules of syntax, and in

acquiring a smattering of the Roman classics;

while, at the close of this tedious, and to the pupil,

revolting process, he retires from the seminary to

the shop, the counting-house, or the university,

nearly as ignorant of the common phenomena of
nature, of the sublime discoveries of modern times,

of the principles of the arts and sciences, and the

laws of moral action, as if he had been born in
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Patagonia, or the centre of New Holland. If he has
acquired any thing at all, which may be denominated
knowledge, it consists chiefly in a jumble of notions

about (he squabbles of heathen gods and goddesses,
detached fragments of Roman history, the Meta-
morphoses of Ovid, the fictions of Pagan mythology,
and the revengeful encounters of destroying armies
and ambitious despots. While his mind is familiar
with the absurdities and impieties of ancient super-
stition and idolatry, he not unfrequently quits the

scene of instruciion as ignorant of the character
and attributes of the true God, of the doctrines of
the Ciiristian religion, and of the tempers which it

inculcates, as if he had been tutored in a Pagan
]and.

Even in those seminaries which are devoted to

the relisious instruction of the young, the same ab-

surd and inefficient system to which I have alluded
is too frequently acted upon. Instead of exhibiting
to the understandings of the young the character
and perfections of the Deity, and the truths of
Christianity, by familiar and popular illustrations

deduced from the economy of nature, and the fads of
revelation, a great proportion of their Sabbath-school
exercises consists in repeating, with a disgusting
flippancy and vociferation, their catechisms, psalms,
paraphrases, hymns, and Scripture passages, assign-

ed them as tasks, and in listening to the crude expo-
sitions of certain abstract theological dogmas, to

which they can attach no precise or well-defined no-
tions, and which do not enter into the essence of the
Christian system. In certain schools of this descrip-

tion, I have witnessed the attention of the children
almost exclusively directed to the mere repetition of
the shorter Catechism, and other compends of Di-
vinity, and that, too, in a most inaccurate, irreve-

rent, and vociferous manner, without a single at-

tempt being made to convey any idea to the under-
standing of the nature of the truths repeated—while
the catechumens seemed to be much gratified and re-

lieved in having got their memories disburdened of
the ungracious tasks imposed upon them. In other
schools, where the teachers had acquired a smatter-
ing of systematic theology—after the memorial tasks
"were despatched— I have listened to a series of crude
dissertations addressed to the young respecting the
covenant of works and of grace, predestination, ab-
solute and conditional decrees, faith, the Trinity,
and similar topics, together with long-winded ex-
hortations, occasionally intermingled with boister-

ous and unhallowed threats and denunciations, be-
cause the young did not yield a profound attention

to such abstract speculations. Yet all this goes by
the name of religious instruction ; and, when it is

found to produce little influence on the moral con-
duct of the young, the effect is attributed solely to

the corruption of human nature, and to the with-
holding of the influences of Divine grace,—a senti-

ment which goes far to attribute to the " Only wise
God" those effects which arc produced by the folly

and the injudicious schemes of men. As it is pain-
ful to exercise the memory to any extent on words
unconnected with ideas, so it frequently happens,
that a disrelish for religion and its services isinduc-
ed, in consequence of the labor and drudgery with
which they are thus associated. In these seminaries,
too, the duties, of Christian morality are too fre-

quently thrown into the shade. Christianity is not a
mere theory, but a pra-cfical system ; for all its his-

torical details, its doctrines and precepts, its pro-
mises and threatenings, have an ultimate reference
to the regulation of the temper and afl^ections, the
direction of the conduct, and to the general renova-
tion of the moral powers of man, in order to his pre-
paration for a higher state of moral and intellectual

excellence. And, therefore, it ought to be one of
the grand objects of religious instruction to cultivate

the moral powers, to direct the temper and affec-
tions, and to show, by familiar illustrations taken
from the scenes of active life, how the principles of
Christianity ought to operate in all the diversified
circumstances and relations of society. But, leaving
this topic, in the meantime, let us attend a little more
particularly to the range of instruction in our com-
mon initiatory schools.

After a knowledge of the characters of the alpha-
bet and of the principal elementary sounds is ac-
quired, the scholar is led through a series of dry and
uninteresting lessons and spelling exercises, in
which his memory and his faculty of pronunciation
are solely exercised. The New Testament is next
put into his hand, and, after reading a portion of it

with great difficulty and awkwardness, and before
he is capable of reading one sentence with ease and
accuracy, he is introduced to such books as "Bar-
rie's Collection," and " Tyro's Guide," and " Scott's

Beauties of Eminent Writers," in which there is

scarcely one selection interesting to a youthful
mind, or level to its comprehension. But this cir-

cumstance seems to be considered by many as a
matter of no importance; for it is seldom or never
that an attempt is made to convey to the minds of
youth the ideas contained in the lessons they read,

and commit to memory. During these reading ex-
ercises, the Shorter Catechism is put into their

hands, in order that its vocables may be committed
to memory ; and that, too, at so early a period, that

they find the greatest difficulty in mastering the pro-
nunciation of the long and technical terms with
which it abounds. Through this ungracious task
they struggle, with the greatest reluctance, and gene-
rally, too, without annexing a single idea to any of
the answers they repeat. They are soon after, per-
haps before they are seven years of age, introduced
to the study of English Grammar; and, after feel fhg
much apathy and not a little disgust at this abstract

science, and experiencing many days and hours of
ungrateful labor, they are able to repeat a few of its

rules, definitions, and declen.sions. Like so many
parrots, they can tell us by rote, what is a verb, an
adverb, or a preposition, or that " conjunctions which
imply contingency require the subjunctive mood,"
without understanding what they say, or annexing a
clear idea to any of the rules or definitions they re-

peat. By turning over Scott's or Fulton's Diction-
ary, they learn that virttie is a no^m, because n is

annexed to it—that, to terite is a verb, because v is

annexed to it—and that fro7n is a preposition, be-

cause pre is annexed to it ; but, beyond such reasons
they .seldom attempt to aspire ; and after two or three

years' training in such exercises, they know little

more of the subject, or of the application of its rules

to composition than when they first commenced.

—

The principal acquisition made, is a facility in find-

ing out words in a dictionary, without any attention

being paid to their meaning—an object which may
easilv be nccoinplished in a few days. The useful

art ofvriting is next attempted to be taught ; and,
in most instances, a far greaterdegree of importance
is attached to the acquirement of an " elegant text,"

or a " fine running hand," than to the cultivation of
the moral and intellectual powers, and the acquisi-

tion of substantial knowledge. Arithmetic follows in

the rear, and the scholar, after hurrying through its

four fundamental rules, without any sensible illustra-

tions of the different operations, is exercised in cal-

culations respecting Tare and Tret, Interest and
Annuities, the Square and Cube Root, Exchange,
Discount and Equation of Payments, before he has
the least knowledge of the nature of these transac-

tions; and, ronsequenily, like one walking in the

dark, is unable to perceive the drift and tendency of
most of his operations, or the foundation of the rules
by which he calculates; and hence it happens that,
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when he actually engages in the business of real

life, he has almost the whole of his arithmetical pro-

cesses to study over again, and to re-investigate the

foundations, objects and principles, of his operations,

in their applications to the transactions in which he

is engaged.
In fine, during the whole of the process now de-

scribed, the moral powers of the young are in a

great measure overlooked, and the business of moraZ

tuition shamefully neglected. To improve their

tempers and affections, and to bend them into that

direction which will tend to promote their own hap-

piness and that of others, is considered as a matter

of inferior moment, in which teachers are very lit-

tle, if at all, interested. It forms, at least, x\o promi-

nent object, in our schools, to meliorate the tempers

of the young, to counteract the principles of malice,

envy, and revenge—to inspire them with kindness

and benevolence—and to train them to moral excel-

lence. On the contrary, the mode in which they are

treated has frequently a tendency to produce obUi-

iiacy, dissimulation, superstition, pride, hatred, and
disaffection. The spirit of unchristian emulation,

contention, and revenge, is indirectly fostered by the

books they read, the discipline by which they are

trained, the amusements in which they indulge, the

false maxims and Pagan sentiments which are in-

terwoven through the whole course of their educa-

tion, and by the admiration which is attempted to

be excited in their breasts of barbarous heroes and
the butchers of mankind. The active powers of the

young being thus allowed to take the natural bent

of their depraved inclinations, selfishness, pride,

malice, and other malignant passions, are allowed

to spring up and flourish, without feeling the force

of those salutary checks which might impede their

progress, or destroy them in the bud ; and thus per-

verse habits and dispositions are induced, which
"grow with their growth, and strengthen with their

strength," till at length they display themselves
with diabolical energy in the scenes of domestic
life, and on the theatre of the political -world, amidst
the contentions of communities and " the tumults of
the people."

Such is the amount of the education which the

great mass of our population receiv^e prior to their

entrance on the scene of active life. To affirm that

it is attended by no beneficial effects, would be to fly

in the face of all observation and experience. It pre-

pares the mind, in some measure, for certain avo-

cations in civil society, and for the reception of

knowledge in after life, should it ever be exhibited

in a more judicious and intelligent manner ; and, in

some instances^ when combined with judicious do-

mestic instruction, it will assist and direct the pupil,

in the pursuit of knowledge and of mental enjoy-

ments. But, considered by itself, as a system of cul-

ture for rational and immortal beings, in order to

the developement of their moral and intellectual

powers, and as a preparation for a higher state of

existence, it is viiscrably deficient, both in the means
which are employed, in the range of instruction,

and in the objects which it is calculated to accom-
plish. To illustrate this position is the object of the

following remarks.
1. In the first place, one glaring defect which

runs through the whole system of initiatorv instruc-

tion (except in very rare instances) is, that no at-

tempt is vjade to convey ideas to the youthful mind,

alonz with the elementary sounds of language and
the art of pronunciaiion. Provided children can
mouth the word«, and vociferate with alacrity the

different sentences contained in their lessons, it ap-

pears to be a matter of little importance in the eyes

either of teachers or of parents, whether or not they

appreciate the meaning of any one portion of the

sentiments they read. Although th? great object

of education is " to teach the young idea how to

shoot," it is almost the only object which is thrown
into the shade ; and those scholastic exer^-ises which
are only the means of education, are alinost exclu-

sively attended to as if they were the e7id. The
young are thus treated as if they were only so many
puppets, placed on a stage to exhibit a series of me-
chanical movements, and as if they were not possess-

ed of the smallest portion of intellect, and were en-

tirely destitute of affections and passions. Yet, it is

undeniable, from fact, that children, at a very early

age, are capable of receiving a variety of ideas into

their minds, and of exercising their reasoning

powers respecting them. Present an engraved land-

scape to a boy of four or five years of age, especially

as exhibited through the Optical Diagonal Machine,

where he will see every object, in its true perspec-

tive as it appears in nature—he will at once recog-

nise and describe, in his own Avay, the houses, the

streets, the men, the women, the roads and carriages,

and the land and water of which it is composed, and
express his opinion respecting them. Present well-

executed engravings of a horse, a cow, a lion, an

elephant, or"a monkey, and he will soon learn to

distinguish the one from the other, and will feel de-

lighted with every new exhibition that is made to

him of the objects of nature or of art- And, there-

fore, if sensible objects, level to his capacity and

range of thought, and with which he is in sortie

measure acquainted, were uniformly exhibited in

his first excursions in the path of learning, his pro-

gress in knowledge would nearly correspond to his

advancement in the art of spelling and pronuncia-

tion. The absurdity of neglecting the cultivation

of the understanding, in the dawn of life, and du-

ring the progress of scholastic instruction, however

common it may be, is so obvious and glaring, that

it scarcely requires a process of reasoning to show
its irrationality, if we admit that the acquisition of

knowledge ought to be one of the great ends of edu-

cation. What important purpose can be gained by

a number of boys and girls spending a series of

years, in pronouncing, like so many parrots, a num-
ber of articulate sounds, to which they annex no

corresponding ideas or impressions, and which cost

them so much pain and anxiety to acquire 1 What
is the use of the art of reading, if it be not made the

medium by which knowledge and moral improve-

ment maybe communicated 1 And, if we neglect to

teach youth to apply this mean to its proper end,

while they are under regular tuition, how can we
reasonably expect, that they will afterwards apply it,

of their own accord, when a suflicient stimulus is

wanting 1 By neglecting to connect the acquisition

of useful information with the business of elementa-

ry instruction, we place the young nearly in the same

predicament as we ourselves should be placed, were

we obliged, from day to day, to read and repeat long

passaeres from the writings of Confucius, the Ko-

ran of Mahomet, or the Shasters of Bramah, in the

Chinese, the Turkish and the Hindoo languages,

while we understood not the meaning of a single

term. And how painful and disgusting should we
feel such a revolting exercise !—The consequence

of this absurd practice is, that, instead of exciting

desires for further acquisitions in learning,— in a

majority of instances, we produce a disgust to every

species of mental exertion and improvement; m-

struction becomes unpleasant and irksome, both to

the teacher and the scholar ; the child leaves school

without having acquired any real knowledge, and

destitute of any relish for it, and seldom afterwards

makes any use of the instructions he received for the

further cultivation of his mind in wisdom and vir-

tue. To this cause, perhaps, more than to any other,

is to be attributed the deplorable ignorance which

still pervades the mass of our population, notwith-
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standing the formal process of instruction they un-
dergo, and the little relish they feel for devoting
their leisure hours to the improvement of their

minds, and to those pursuits which are congenial to

rational and immortal natures.
II. Another defect which pervades the whole

system of scholastic instruction in our country, and
of which the former is a native consequence, is, that

there is scarcely one of our elementary books adapted
to the capaciti:s of youth, and calculated to excite

their attention and affections, by its interesting and
instructive details.

Not to mention the dry and uninteresting lists

and details contained in most of our spelling-books,

and the vague and sombre moral instructions they
exhibit—let us fix our attention, for a moment, on
the general train of subjects contained in " Barrie's
Collection,'' and "Tyro's Guide," and in "Scott's
Beauties of Eminent Writers,"—the books most
commonly used in the parochial and other schools
in this country,—and we shall soon perceive that

they are every thing but calculated for the purpose
intended. These works (which, like some others
of the same fry, seem to have been constructed by
means of the scissors) chiefly contain extracts illus-

trative of the beauties of sentiment and composi-
tion :—Speeches on political subjects formerly deli-

vered in the Roman, Grecian, and British Senates

—

Characters of Pope, Dryden, Milton, or Shakespeare
— Descriptions of the battles ot Poictiers, Hastings,
Agmcourt and Bannockburn—Abstract eulogiums
on virtue, oratory, and the art of criticism—prosing
dissertations on the cultivation of taste—on happi-
ness, retirement, and meditation—Speeches and
Epilogues of stage-players, political disquisitions,

foolish tales, parables and allegories— Falstaff's en-
comiums on sack—Hamlet's advice to players—Epi-
logue of Garrick for the benefit of decayed actors

—

the Drunken Knight and his Brawling Lady ap-
peased—Speeches of Quinctins Capitolinus, of Ro-
mulus to his citizens, of Hannibal to Scipio, and of
Galgacus to liis army—East India Company's ad-
dress on the junction of Spain and France—Mr.
Walpole and Mr. Pitt's Parliamentary debates

—

Extracts from the Poems of Akenside, Thomson,
Milton and Young—Speechof Sin to Satan—Speech
of Satan in his infernal palace of Pandemonium

—

Molock's speech to Satan—Belial's speech in reply
—Satan's .soliloquy—the combat of the Horatii and
the Curiatii—Captain Bobadil's method of defeat-
ing an army—Clarence's dream—Norval and Gle-
nalvon's revengeful encounter—Lord and Ladv
Randolph, Sir Charles and Lady Racket—Seinpro-
nius' speech for war—Description of Cluecn Mah

—

O.ssian's address to the Sun—Soliloquy of Dick the
apothecary's apprentice—Alexander's Feast—Blair's
Grave—Young's Life, Death, and Immortality

—

Clueen of the Fairies—the Wolf and the Crane

—

the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse—the
Tailor and the Conjuror—the Old Man and his Ass
—with a multifarious medley of pieces of a similar
description.

These comprehend a fair specimen of the promi-
nent subjects selected, in our common school-books,
for the purpose of training the youthful mind in hioic-
ledge and virtue. I have no hesitation in as.^erting,

that more unsuitable subjects, consistent with com-
mon decency, could scarcely have been .selected, and
that they are little short of a direct insult offered to

the youthful imderstanding. The compilers ofsuch
collections, cither suppose, that the juvenile mind,
at the age of eight or nine years, when such selec-
tions are put into their hands, has embraced a range
of thought and contemplation far beyond what it is

capable of, in ordinary cases, or they wi'-h to insult
their imbecile minds, by oflfering them stones instead
of bread, or they rake together their extracts at ran-

don, without considering whether they are at all-

suited to the class of persons to whom they are ad-
dressed. For there is not one lesson out of twenty
which is level to the range of thought, and to the

capacity of the youthful mind, in its first outset in

the path of science, even although parents and
teachers were to attempt an explanation of the pas-

sages which are read : as they embody descriptions

and allusions respecting objects, events, and circum-
stances, which cannot be duly appreciated without
a previous course of study ; and the}' abound with a
multitude of abstract .speculations which can never
convey well-defined ideas to the understandings of

the young. What ideas can a boy of seven or eight

years' old form of the Parliamentary debates of Mr.
Pulteney, Mr. Pitt, or Sir Robert Walpole ; of the

.speech of Marcus Valerius on a dispute between the

Patricians and Plebeians concerning the form of
government ; of dissertations on the art of Criti-

cism; of Belial'-s speech to Moloch; oreven of Blair's

Grave, or Young's Life, Death, and Immortality;

—

or what interest can he be supposed to feel in such
themes and discussions'? I appeal to every one of

my readers, if, at the age now specified, they ever
understood such selections, or felt gratified and im-
proved by perusing them. It is an absurdity, at

once perceptible, that the beauties of sentiment and
composition which are appreciated and relished by
persons of refined taste, at the age of twenty or thir-

ty, will be equally relished and admired by children
of eight or ten years of age; and yet, from an ex-
amination of our initiatory school-books, it is unde-
niable, that, on a false principle of this kind, almost
all our elementary works have been constructed.

But, it is farther to be regretted, that this is not
the only fault that can be charged upon these pro-

ductions. They exhibit scenes and sentiments
which ought not to be familiarized to the minds of
children, and which are repugnant to the spirit and
practice of genuine Christianity. In almost every
page, both of the prosaic and poetic extracts, the

v:a.r go7ig is ever and anon resounding in our ears,

and " the confused noise of the warrior, with gar-
ments rolled in blood." The Cfesars, the Alexan-
ders, and the Buonapartes, of ancient and modern
limes, instead of being held up to execration as the
ravagers and destroyers of mankind, are set forth

to view as glorious conquerors and illustrious heroes,

whose characters and exploits demand our admira-
tion and applause. And il', at any lime, the minds
of the young imbibe the .sentiments which pervade
their lessons, it is generally when they breathe a icar-

like spirit, and exhibit tho^e desolations and ravages
which ambition and revenge have produced in the
world—and when they themselves are trained to

spout at an examination, and, arrayed in warlike ha-
biliments, with guns, or spears, or darts, to ape the
revengeful exploits of a Norval and a Glenalvon.

—

I have beheld the young, when engaged in such ex-
hibitions, eulogized and applauded by their exami-
nators, and surrounding spectators, more than on
account of all the other scholastic improvements they
had acquired. To this cause, doubtless, as well as
toothers, is to be attributed the spirit of warfare and
contention which still reijns on the theatre (^i the

political world, and which has desolated, and dis-

graced, and demoralized, every nation under hea-
ven. I have known a teacher who has turned over
page after page, in some of the works now referred

to, in search of a passage worthy of being committed
to memory by his pupil.--, and who could not in con-
science fix upon any one, in a long series of extracts,

on account of its being imbued with this anii-chris-

tian spirit. In addition to this striking characteris-

tic of our school-collections, and in perfect accord-
ance with it— it mav also be stated, that Pride, Am-
bition, Revenge, and other Pagan virtues, are some-
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times held up to view as the characteristics of a no-

ble and heroic mind ; and swearing, lying, brawling,

and deceit, are frequently exhibited in so ludicrous

a manner, as almost to win the affections, and to ex-

cite approbation.

Bui, in fine, although the selections to which I al-

lude were level to the comprehensions of the young,
and untinged with antichristian sentiments—what is

the amount of all the knowledge and instruction

they contain "? They embrace no perspicuous sys-

tem of interesting and useful information,—scarcely

any thing that bears on the cultivation of Christian

dispositions,—no exhibitions of the scenes of Nature
and Art in which the young may afterwards be

placed,—little information respecting the works of

God, the revelations of his word, or the useful in-

veniions of men. The beauties which adorn the

scenery of nature, the wonders of Creating Power,
as displayed in the earth, the air, the ocean, and the

heavens; the displays of Divine wisdom and good-

ness, which every where surround us ; the mild and
pacific virtues of Christianity, which ought equally

to adorn the prince and the peasant; the avocations

and amusements of domestic life; the scenery of the

country, the city, and the village, or the important

facts contained in the Sacred history,—are seldom
or never detailed, with interesting simplicity, in this

class of publications. And, are a few extracts from
old plays and novels, romances and fables, Pagan
mythology and Parliamentary debates—from the

speeches of Roman orators and the epilogues of
stage-players, to be considered as the most agreea-
ble and substantial food for the 3'outhful intellect,

and as the most judicious process for imbuing it

with useful knowledge, and preparing it for the em-
ployments of an immortal existence 1 Are the ab-

surd opinions of Roman and Grecian poets and war-
riors, respecting their gods, their heroes, and their

religion, and the polluted streams of heathen mora-
lity, to be substituted in the room of the simple and
sublime delineations of revelation, the pure princi-

ples of the gospel, and the noble discoveries of mo-
dern science? If so,—then let us not boast of im-
parting to our children a rational and a Christian
education.

I have alluded more particularly to the works
above mentioned, because they are most frequently

used in our borough and parochial schools; but I

know no works of this kind, published in this coun-
try, with the exception of two or three volumes, to

which the above strictures will not, in a greater or
less degree, apply. I do not, however, condemn
such books, in so far as they contain sentimental ex-
tracts, for the use of advanced students of elocution,

or considered as miscellanies for the amusement of
persons advanced in life, (though even in this last

point of view they cannot be held in high estima-
tion,)—my main objection rests on the ground of
their being unfitted to interest the minds of the

voung, and to convey to them the outlines of know-
ledge and virtue, unmingled with the rubbish of
false maxims and antichristian sentiments.*

*The above remarks were written in the year
1821, and published in the "Christian Instructor."

Since that period several school-books have appear-
ed, compiled on more rational and Christian princi-

ples than most of their predecessors,—particularly,

M'Culloch's "Course of Elementary Reading in

Science and Literature," "The National School
Collection," " The American Reader," by Merriam,
and several others ; but they are chiefly adapted for

the higher classes in schools, and for young people
who have nearly finished their course of instruction
in reading, and they have been introduced into com-
paratively few of our schools, and in many parts of
the country are altogether unknown. Several use-

Ill. Another error which runs through our scho-
lastic instruction is, that, while the cultivation of the

judgment is neglected, the memory is iiijudiciously,

and often too severely exercised. The efforts of me-
mory, in most cases, especially when exercised in the

retention of mere sounds and terms, are generally
attended with painful sensations; and, when these

sensations are long continued, they frequently pro-

duce a disgust at the objects and employments of edu-
cation. Long passages from Homer, Shakespeare,
Milton, or Pope, are given out for recitation to the

young, while they are still incapable of appreciating

the meaning of a single sentiment in the task pre-

scribed; and the facility with which they can recol-

lect and vociferate a number of jingling sounds is

considered by many as the best evidence of their

progress in the paths of instruction. The period has
not long gone by (if it have yet pa.ssed) when the

repetition of the first chapter of the first book of

Clironicles, of the tenth chapter of Nehemiah, of

the hundred-and-nineteenth Psalm, or of half a
dozen chapters in the New Testament, by a school-

boy,—with a disgusting vociferation, and a uniform
velocity, like water dashing over a precipice, was
regarded, both by parents and teachers, as an evi-

dence of extraordinary genius, and as an achieve-

ment in education of far greater importance than if

he had drawn an outline of universal history, or

sketched the geography of the globe. Of all the ex-

ercises of memory to which the young tyro is accus-

tomed, there is none more injudicious and more
painful to the pupil, than that by which he is con-

strained to get by rote the Shorter Catechism, at the

early age at which it is generally prescribed. At
the age of five or six, before he is capable of under-

standing a single sentiment of the system of Divini-

ty, and even before he can read with ease any one
of its questions and answers—he is set to the un-

gracious task of committing its vocables to memory,
as if he were a mere machine, formed solely for

mechanical movements and the emission of sounds.

The reluctance with which this task is generally

engaged in ; the painful sensations which accompa-

ful compilations have likewise of late been published

in England and America, but they are more adapt-

ed to the use of families and domestic instruction

than to public seminaries. I am acquainted with no
book for the juvenile classes, comprising useful in-

formation, and compiled in such a manner as to

render knowledge and morality perspicuous, fasci-

nating, and interesting to the young, and calculated

to give full scope to their rational and active pow-
ers. About a year after the publication of these re-

marks in the " Christian Instructor," its Editor, the

late Rev. Dr. A. Thomson, compiled a school-col-

lection, and sent me a copy of it, for my inspection.

My opinion of this compilation having been request-

ed, at the next personal interview I had with the

Doctor, I told him, that I considered the book free

of any antichristian sentiments, calculated to make
a good impression on the minds of the young, and
that it contained a considerable number of instruc-

tive andentertainingselections; but thata numberof
the selections, however good in themselves, were too

didactic and sombre to engage the attention of the

juvenile mind. The Doctor admitted the justice of

the last remark, and said, that, in another edition,

he intended to throw out the pieces alluded to. and
substitute, in their place, more entertaining selec-

tions. Dr. Thomson's Collection is, on the whole,

a good one; but, like the others mentioned above, is

chiefly adapted to the higher classes. The plan of

all the school-collections" hitherto published is sus-

ceptible of much improvement; and I shall after-

wards take an opportunity of adverting to this sub-

ject in a sub.«iequent part of this volume.
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ny it ; the correction which (bllows its neglect ; ihe

ludicrous blundering; and the complete destitution

of ideas with which it is generally attended—all

conspire to show the absurdity of the practice. I am
fully persuaded, that the unpleasant associations
connected with this task, have, in many instances,

produced a lasting disgust, both at the pursuits of
learning, and the instructions of religion. Yet,
there are few .school-exercises to which parents in

general attach a greater degree of importance. To
omit the teaching of this catechism by rote, even al-

though other and more perspicuous instructions

were given on divine subjects, would be considered
as arguing a certain degree of irreligion on the part
of the teacher ; and even respectable clergymen and
others consider this exercise as a sirie quanon in re-

ligious instruction—^just as if the mere terms and
definitions of this excellent summary were to pro-
duce a magical effect on the moral and intellectual

faculties. The common argument in favor of this

practice, " that it is laying in a store of religious vo-
cables for after reflection, and that the answers will

be perfectly understood in riper years,"—when con-
sidered in connection with what has been now said,

is extremely futile and inconclusive. The blunder-
ing manner in which persons advanced in life fre-

quently repeal this catechism—mistaking, for exam-
ple, the answer to "What is Justification V for that

which relates to "sanctificalion," ox what is forbid-
den for what is required in any of the command-
ments, and without being at all conscious of their
error—plainly indicates, that correct ideas are .sel-

dom attached to whatever has been learned by mere
rote, and that the rational faculty is seldom exertei
in such exerci.ses. In short, I have little hesitation in

laying it down as a maxim that will generally hold
true, that " whenever the words of a proposition are
committed to memory without being understood,
their meaning will afterwards be seldom inquired
after, or perceived." I am convinced, that a careful
perusal of this catechism, or any other similar .sys-

tem, accompanied with proper explanations, at the
age of fourteen or sixteen, will convey more real

information than can he acquired by all the painful
labor and drudgery endured by committing it to

memory at the usual age at which it is prescribed.
Let it not, however, be imagined that I wish to

throw the least reflection on the Shorter Catechi.sm,
as a summary of Christian doctrine and duty. On
the contrary—without admitting every sentiment it

contains as perfectly correct, or necessary to be em-
bodied in such a synopsis of theology— I consider it,

on the whole, as one of the most comprehensive
compends of divinity ever published, which, with a
very few retrenchments and modifications, might
form a basis of union to almost alt the religious bo-
dies in this country. But the very thing in which
its chief excellence consists, constitutes an argument
against its being used as a first catechism. It is so
comprehensive, that almost every word includes an
important meaning, and has an allu.sion to those
profound views of the Christian system, and to those
controverted points in divinity, which are chiefly
recognised by professed divines. It is not by endea-
voring to convey general and abstract views of
Christian doctrine, or by cramming the memories
of young persons with a multiplicity of theological
terms and doctrinal opinions, thot instructions in
religion will be successful in arresting their atten-
tion and impressing their minds; but by particular
explications, and familiar illustrations borrowed
from sensible objects, of a few of the most prominent
truths of the Christian system, that impressive and
well-defined ideas will be communicated to the
youthful mind. And perhaps too little care is exer-
cised in communicating, in a vivid and impressive
manner, the fundamental truths oi natural religion,

which form the groundwork of the different parts of
the Christian superstructure. I conceive that it is

time enough to commence the regular study of the
Shorter Catechism, at the age of twelve or thirteen,
when its answers should be minutely analyzed, and
its terms, doctrines, and moral injunctions familiar-
ly explained and elucidated by instructors, who have
accurate and enlarged views of the truths it con-
veys; and, when employed in this way, it will be
found a useful .synopsis of Chri.stian failh and prac-
tice. Prior to the period to which I now refer, some
of Dr. Watts' first catechisms might be used ; or
perhaps it might be possible to construct a catechLsra
more simple and interesting, and containing more
striking illu.strations of natural and revealed reli-

gion, than any that have yet appeared ; or perhaps
without adopting the form of a catechism, we might
directly refer to the positive declarations of Scrip-
ture, in reference to its facts, doctrines and precepts,

accompanying the passages we extract with short
comments and familiar elucidations. The truths

contained in such catechisms might be learned with
ease, and even with pleasure, by the young, if they
were accompanied with a few hints from the parent
or teacher, to elucidate the facts and doctrines ex-
hibited to their view

; and especially, were they
compiled on such a plan, as to give occasional ex-
ercise to the curiosity and the judgment in finding
out the proper answers.

In throwing out such remarks as the above, I am
aware that I am treading on delicate ground. But
far more convincing arguments than any I have yet
heard must be brought forward, before I can see
reason to alter the opinion now staled. If it be once
admitted that the communication of ideas ought to

form the great object of all instruction—that the
young, at an early age are capable of being the re-
cipients of knowledge, and that education should be
rendered as plea.sant and agreeable as the nature of
the exercise will admit— I will not fear to face any
argument that may be presented on this subject. I

am far from wishing to insinuate, that the memory
ought not to be exercised in the process of educa-
tion ; for it is one of the powers or instruments con-
ferred on us, for the purpo.se of making intellectual

acquisitions; but I contend that its exertions, in the
first instance, ought to be gentle, easy and rational,

and employed chiefly in relation to those objects
about which the young are capable of forming some
distinct and agreeable conceptions, and not merely
on .sounds and terms, and abstract propositions, to
which no precise meaning is attached.

IV. In our schools and seminaries, as presently
conducted, grammar is attempted to be taught at too

early an age. Grammar is an abstract branch of
the philosophy of mind ; and, therefore, to enter
with intelligence and interest into its spirit, the foun-
dation of its rules and their application, requires
some degree of knowledge, observation, and matu-
ritv of judgment, not generally possessed by juve-
nile minds; and consequently to attempt to teach it

to infants, in a systematic form, seems almost as pre-
posterous as it would be to attempt to instruct them
in the Newtonian philosophy, or in the Hutchin-
.sonian system of metaphysics. The little urchin of
six or seven years of age may, indeed, be taught to

repeat the definitions of all the parts of speech, and
of all the moods and tenses of verbs— the inflections

of nouns and verbs, and even the whole of the rules

of syntax; but such exercises are always accom-
panied with a certain degree of labor and di.sgust,

which tend to sour the mind in its progress through
such scholastic instruction. And after all the men-
tal anxiety and toil endured in such mechanical ex-

ercises, they acquire not, perhaps, a single correct

idea on the subject, especially in the abstract and
superficial manner in which it i^ taught in our com-
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mon schools, and are unable to appieciaie any one

useful purpose to which such exercises are subser-

vient. To distinguish a noun, or \he quality oi d^

noun, or the nature of a verb, and to correct a sim-

ple sentence in which a verb disagrees with its no-

minative, are exercises which children may be

taught at an early period, by familiar examples, and
which might be rendered both amu.sing and instruc-

tive, without the formality of technical terms, com-
plex rules, or abstract systems; but to proceed much
farther than such easy exercises, before the intel-

lectual powers are somewhat matured, appears to

be wasting time and money, and menial anxiety, to

no purpose. Even the elements, or the more popu-
lar parts, of natural history, geography, astronomy,

and experimental philosophy, could be taught with

much better effect at such an early period, than the

abstract study of verbs and adverbs, conjunctions

and declensions, and metaphysical rules, the foun-

dation of which no child can comprehend ; because,

in those departments of knowledge, sensible objects

and pictorial representations can be presented to the

view of the juvenile mind as elucidations of the

facts and principles inculcated.

That the opinions now stated may not appear al-

together singular, I shall quote a sentence or two
from the writings of the learned Mr. Smellie, the

well-known translator of "BufTon's Natural His-

tory." In his work on " The Philosophy of Natu-
ral History," vol. ii. p. 453, he remarks—" Prema-
ture studies are uniformly pahiful, because young
minds are incapable of comprehending the princi-

ples, and far le.ss the application of them to arts or

sciences. Grammar, the first science obtruded upon,

I may f^ay, infantine intellects, is one of the most ab-

stract and intricate. To attain even a tolerable

knowledge of grammar, whatever be the language,
(for the general principles are and must be the

same,) presupposes a considerable range of intuitive

facts, as well as of acquired ideas." Again, speak-
ing of the absurdity of "journeymen shoemakers,
tailors, weavers, bakers, carpenters," &c., sending
their children for years to Latin and grammar
schools, he remarks—"During the hours of recess

from scholastic discipline, nature resumes her em-
pire, and, by her irresistible power, obliges the

children to frisk and romp about, and to enjoy those

various and pure pleasures which result from acti-

vity and amusement. But these enjoyments are no
sooner over, than the abhorred ideas of unnatural
confinement, and of a constrained attention to jar-

gon, which to them is completely unintelligible, in-

stantly recur, and harass and terrify their imagina-
tions. The fruitless and painful labors which such
preposterous conduct in managing the early educa-
tion of youth produce, are immense and truly ridi-

culous." P. 448.

V. In regard to the art o{ writing, which is chief-

ly a mechanical exercise, the quality of which de-

pends somewhat on the taste of the pupil, a great
degree of fastidiousness exists, and byfar too much
importance is attached to the acquisition of an "ele-

gant hand." To so disgusting a degree has this

predilection been carried, on certain occasions, that

all the qualities of a good teacher have been consi-

dered as concentrated in this one acquirement; and
persons have been selected to superintend the in-

Mruction of >outh, who were destitute of almost
every other qualification, merely because they could
write "a fine text," or "an elegant running hand."
The art of communicating our thoughts by writing,

is one of the most useful accomplishments, which
every person from the highest to the lowest ranks of
society ought to possess. To attain a certain degree
of neatness and regularity in writing, is highly de-

sirable; and where a taste for elegance in this art

exists, it should be encou raged, though not at the

47*

expense of more substantial acquirements. To write

straight, to attend to the proper use of capital letters,

and '.o arrange the subject of writing into distinct

sentences and paragraphs, so as to render the writing
easily legible, and the sentiments perspicuous to

others, should be considered as the great object of
this art; and such qualities of writing are undoubt-
edly of more importance, in the practical purposes
to which it may be applied, than the acquirement of
the most elegant " dashes" and " flourishes" of pen-
manship. I have, indeed, known but few indivi-

duals who have prided themselves in such showy
accomplishments, who were not extremely superfi-

cial in their other attainments. It is a very odd cir-

cumstance, and shows to what a ridiculous length a

fastidious taste for elegant writing may be carried,

that most of the higher ranks, who have been taught

by the first writing-masters, now consider it as/a-
shionable to write an illegible scrawl, which is no-

thing else than a caricature of good plain writing

—

which is the pest of merchants, printers, editors, and
every other class of correspondents—which costs

them a world of trouble before it can be read; and,

in many cases, the very names of the writers can
scarcely be deciphered. This is elegance with a
witness; it is carrying it to its highest pitch of per-

fection, by rendering the art of writing almost use-

less for the purpose for which it was intended. I

do not mean, by these remarks, to insinuate that

care and attention should not be bestowed, in order

to acquire a neat and accurate mode of writing; but

merely to modify that undue degree of importance
which is attached to the accomplishment of " fine

writing," and to impress upon the mind this senti-

ment, that a man may be pos,>e.ssed of very slender

attainments in this art, in respect to elegance, and
yet prove a good general teacher; while another

may excel in all the ornamental flourishes of pen-

manship, and at the same time be altogether unqua-
lified for directing the young mind in knowledge
and virtue. I have known parents and guardians
who seemed to consider the most useful and sub-

stantial accomplishments of youth as of little value,

while their children remained in the smallest de-

gree deficient in the flimsy ornaments of writing,

and the higher elegances of penmanship. In a word,

to arrest and record the useful ideas which pass

through our minds, to communicate them to others

in such well-defined characters, and with such ex-

ternal neatness and order as may be most perspi-

cuous and easily legible— to acquire a certain de-

gree of facility and rapidity in forming characters

and words—and to state mercantile accounts with

taste, accuracy and precision—should be consider-

ed as the great objects of the art of writing, beyond
which it is of little importance to aspire; though,

at the same time, no individual should be discou-

raged from indulging a taste for elegance in this de-

partment, when it does not absorb the attention from
more important pursuits.

VI. With regard to our mode of teaching Arith-

metic, a variety of strictures might be made. This
department of scholastic instruction, like all the rest,

is generally conducted in too abstract a manner—too

much detached from the objects of sense, and from
the pursuits of science and the business of human
life, to which it has a reference. As all our notions

on any branch of human knowledge are originally

derived from sensible objects, so our ideas of iium-

bers and their various relations and combinations,

must be derived from the same source; and conse-

quently, without a reference to the original objects

and ideas whence the notion of nutnbers is derived,

no accurate impression of their signification and use

can be made on the juvenile mind. A boy may be

tauffht to distinguish the character 9 from the rest

of the digits, and yet may remain devoid of a dis-
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tinct concepiion of the idea for which it stands

;

and, in the same manner, he may be taught by roie,

that 94-8=17; thai IG—9=7; thai 7 limes 8 are

50; and that ihe quotient of 84, divided by 14, is

equal lo 6, without attaching any definite conception

to such arithmetical processes.—By neglecliug to

illustrate the fundamental rules of arithmetical com-
putation, in a familiar and amusing manner, by pre-

senting to the eye the precise objects or ideas which
numbers represent, we leave the young arithmeti-

cian to grope in tlie dark, and to a vagueness and

confusion of conception in all the subsequent ope-

rations of this useful study.

In most of our elementary arithmetical works, the

questions for exercise in the ditferent rules are not

so simple and interesting to young minds as they

might be rendered. The practical a.se of the vari-

ous operations—the commercial transactions to

which they refer, and the extent and capacity of the

weights and measures about which their calcula-

tions are employed, are seldom appreciated with

any degree of precision, for want of the original

ideas denoted by the terms employed, and for want
of those models and representations of money,
weights, and measures, by which they might be

illustrated. In many instances, too, there is a

studied brevity and obscurity, and a tendency to

puzzle and perplex, instead of rendering the ope-

rations of arithmetic simple and perspicuous.

—

While a young person may easily be made to per-

ceive the object and meaning of such questions

as the following
—

" What is the price of 30 lemons
at twopence a-piece T' or, " If one pair of shoes

cost 5s. 6d., what will 7 pair of shoes costl"—he is

quite puzzled to conceive what is the precise mean-
ing of scores of questions arranged in columns in

the following manner—497865 a lAd.—7643984 a
3 3-4(/.—46794 a 4s. 7 l-2rf.—444766 a 15s. 11 ^-id.,

&c. &c. Even although he may happen to perform
mechanically the operations intended, he frequently

knows nothing at all of the principle and object of

his calc'Jlations. It is true, indeed, the teacher is

expected to explain the nature and design of such

questions ; but in a crowded promiscuous school he

cannol afford time to give the necessary explana-

tions to every individual. And why should it be

requisite! Why should not every book on arith-

metic be so perspicuous and explicit as to render

the meaning and object of every question clear and
well defined even to the youthful under.'^tanding 1

And why should not questions, circumstances, and
objects, be selected as arithmetical exercises, which
are familiar to the young, and calculated to awaken
their curiosity and attention 1 In short, the greater

part of our arithmetical treatises, like onr " School
Collections," "English Readers," and" Beauties of

Eminent Writers," are calculated for men of ad-

vanced years, instead of bein? adapted to the capa-

cities and the range of ihoughl possessed by boys

and girls of from ei?ht to twelve vears of age. I

might have enlarged to an indefinite extent on this

topic; but several additional remarks mav be intro-

duced more appropriatelv in the sequel, when I

shall take an opportunity of throwing out a few
hints for the improvement of the present system of

education.
In addition to the above remarks, I shall now

briefl/ state a few miscellanemis circumstances which
have a tendency either to impede the education of

the yonn?, or to render it disagreeable and irksome.

1. In the first place, in most of onr schools both

in town and count rv

—

there is a deplorable want of
aviple accommodation, and of convenient school fur-
niture. In m^nv cases, a hundred children are

c impressed into a space scarcelv sufficient for the

easv accommodation of one-third of that number,
and closely huddled together like a flock of sheep

pent up in a narrow pen. Scarcely a passage can
be obtained for moving from one place to another

;

and when one class is about to retire, and another
is called up, a noise, and jostling, and hubbub ensue,
which throws the whole school into confusion. The
narrow and unsteady forms on which the scholars
are obliged to sit—ihe awkward tables—the confin-

ed air—and the press and general disorder which
frequently occur, all conspire to render the hours
devoted to instruction tedious and unpleasant, and
to make the school partake something of the nature
of a jail.* Besides, in most of our cities and town.s,

the school-rooms are geneially situated in dark
closes or narrow lanes, where there is a sutTiciency

neither of light nor of pure air, nor of space for

the occasional amusement of the children ; so that

learning, instead of being connected with cheerful

and enlivening objects, becomes associated with
every thing that is gloomy, dirty, and disagreeable.

A school has generally been considered as a "noisy
mansion ;" and, as presently conducted, it is next lo

impossible it should be otherwise. There is nothing
which produces greater annoyance to a teacher,

than the hum and the frequent clamors of a hun-
dred tongues assailing him on every side ; and
wherever such noisy turbulence daily prevails, it is

impossible that a train of rational instructions can
be successfully carried forward. Of the many
causes of noise and confusion in schools, I am per-
suaded this is none of the least—the want of space
and proper accommodation for the various move-
ments, classifications and arrangements, which the

business of instruction requires—and the want of
separate apartments, or of an ample enclosed area
around the school, into which a portion of the chil-

dren, even during school-hours, might occasionally
be sent, either for amusement, or for the prepara-
tion of their lessons, so as lo prevent the general
annoyance of the teacher.

•2. Another circumstance which tends to make
learning disagreeable to the young, is, that they are
in seneral confined too long in school. When a boy
is first .sent to school, he is kept in a confined pos-

ture for two or three hours at a time, and generally

for five or six hours in a day. His direct attention

to his lesson, during all this time, does not perhaps
exceed fifteen or twenty minutes. During the whole
of the remaining hours he receives no instruction,

and either sits as stiff as a poker, or becomes rest-

less and noisy, or sinks into sleep. He dares not
speak to his companion"? for fear of punishment, he
cannot, without assistance, apply his attention to

the unknown characters and sounds he is set to

learn, he cannot amuse himself with his windmills
and whistles, and, consequently, he feels himself
in a state destitute of enjoyment. Can it then be

wondered at that yonng people should so frequently

feel an aversion to school, and require to be driven
»o it as slaves to their task-work, or as culprits to a
jain In such a case as I have now supposed, there

is no reason why a child should be confined to

school beyond half an hour at any one time ; and it

is a piece of absuidiiy.and even of cruelty, to pro-

lone: their coufinement a moment beyond the limits

which are essentially requisite for their instruction;

and yet many parents are so foolish as to think that

the progress of their children ought to keep pace
with the number of hours they are immured within

It may be proper to state, that in these, and the

preceding and subsequent remarks, there is no par-

ticular allusion to Grammar-schools and other pub-

lic seminaries for instruction in thchigherbranches
of education; but chieflv to those schools both in

town and country where the mass of the communi-
ty is attempted to be instructed in the common
branches of education.
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the walls of the school-room. Children are not

mere machines, whose movements may be regulated

by weights and springs; they must give scope to

their natural vivacity and desire for activity, and
must feel, like all other animals, when they are con-

fined to unnatural attitudes, and cramped in their

movements. The tongue—that " unruly member"
among all ranks and ages—cannot be restrained

;

the space of twelve inches square, allotted them for

their seat, they will not be confined to; their feet

and limbs will not remain in that precise mathe-
matical position which order is supposed to require

;

neither will their hands remain in the same unva-
ried posture as those of a marble statue, but will

occasionally be pushing, first towards one side, and
then towards another for the benefit of their com-
panions. Hence arise noise, dissension, altercation,

and disorder—the chief circumstances which ren-

der corporeal punishment at all expedient in public

schools.

To confine a little boy in school, contrary to his

inclination, when no useful purposes can be served
by it, and when it is productive of so many incon-
veniences to the teacher, to the general interests of
the school, and to the boy himself—appears to be
the height of folly and imprudence, and must pre-

sent to the juvenile mind a forbidding prospect of
the path which leads to the temple of knowledge.
Even when children have advanced to that stage in

their education where they are capable of preparing
their lessons by themselves, it appears improper to

confine them longer than their attention can be fixed

to their scholastic exercises. Fifteen or twenty mi-
nutes of unremitting application to their lessons be-

fore and after having been heard by their teacher
in their respective classes, would be of more impor-
tance, in promoting their progress in learning, than
two or three hours spent in yawning over their

books, or devoted, as is usually the case, to noisy
prattle and impertinence. Those scholars who are
farther advanced, or are engaged in arithmetical
or other processes, may remain during all the hours
usually allotted to scholastic instruction. In throw-
ing out these remarks, I do not mean to insinuate,

that teachers should have much less confinement in

Dublic schools than they now have; I only propose
it as a principle, which should generally be acted

upon, that children should never be confined to

school a minute longer than is absolutely necessary
for their instruction. And, if this principle were
generally recognised, promiscuous schools would no
longer present a scene of idleness and impertinence,
of noisy bustle and confusion. But, whatever may
be the opinion of teachers on this head, the majori-
ty of parents in the present age are generally in

opposition to all such arrangements.
3. The exercise ofundue severity towards the yoking,

and the want of a disposition to bestow commendation
where it is due—is another circumstance which re-

tards the beneficial effects of education. In every
rank and department of human life, mankind are
too much disposed to find fault with the opinions and
conduct of others, and to pass a harsh sentence on
the minor delinquencies of their neighbors; while
they are slow in bestowing their commendation on
those actions and qualities which are laudable and
excellent. This disposition, we have reason to be-
lieve, is too frequently displayed in public semina-
ries of instruction. In many instances, trivial faults

are magnified into great offences ; corporeal punish-
ment is inflicted for slight inadvertencies ; the terms,
blockhead, scoundrel, villian, ass, dunce, numskull,
and other degrading epithets, are liberally applied
to the youthful group, because they occasionally
give way to their playful humors, or because they
do not thoroughly comprehend what has never been
clearly explained to them. When their conduct is

unimpeachable, they are simply screened from pu-
nishment

;
but the meed of pra'ise for diligence and

improvement—which has so obvious a tendency tc
cheer and animate the youthful mind—is slow/y
and reluctantly bestowed. Those endearing appel-
lations to which they are accustomed under the do-
mestic roof are seldom heard in the village school;
and scolding, threatening, and the detested lash, are
too frequently " the order of the day." While they
are sometimes exercised in writing the following
sentiment on their copy-books, " Commendation ani
mates the mind" the voice of praise and commenda-
tion is seldom heard resounding from the desk, be
cause, forsooth, they have not yet attained to per-

fection in their behavior, or in any of their scholastic

exercises. Imperfections attach themselves to the

performances of every human being; but where
should we find a person grown up to manhood, who
would not feel indignant at being perpetually found
fault with in all his operations, and who would not
be discouraged in the prosecution of his plans, when
that portion of praise to which he is justly entitled,

is studiously withheld 1 An assemblage of children
in a school is a republic in miniature, animated ma-
terially by the same principles, passions, and inte-

rests, as those which appear in action on the theatre

of the great world, only directed to inferior objects

and pursuits. They must, therefore, feel indignant
at the epithets, the threatenings, and the blustering,

with which they are so frequently assailed, and must
also feel that injustice is done them, when every
trivial fault and oversight is magnified into a crime.
And, on the other hand, we know by experience,
that nothing contributes more to cheer and stimulate
the juvenile mind than to receive the merited ap-
probation of guardians and instructors.

4. Another circumstance prejudicial to an accu-
rate and enlightened education, is the practice of hur-
rying children too rapidly frovi one book to another.

In the " Statistical View'of Education in Scotland,"
published in the Christian Instructor, during the

year 1819, it is stated by most of the teachers, that

the children at their several schools can read the

New Testament by the time they have been one year
at school. Nay, some of them assert, that they can
read it in six months, and even during the second
and third quarters.* That the New Testament is

put into the hands of children at the periods now
stated, and that they are allowed to stammer through
it in the best manner they can, is doubtless a fact,

and a fact which is much to be regretted ; but that

a child that goes to school at the age of four or five,

is able, in ordinary cases, to read the New Testa-
ment with any tolerable degreeof accuracy and ease,

in six nine, or even in twelve months, is altogether
incredible. There are many passages in this book
as difficult to be read as the writings of the gene-
rality of English authors; and, if a boy or girl can
once read it with propriety and ease, a very little

additional practice will suffice to enable him to read
any other English work. The statements to which
I refer, however, show that the practice of hurrying
children from one book to another, is too prevalent
in many of the parochial schools of this country, and
must, consequently, be attended with a train of per-

nicious effects. I have seen children sent to school
with a Testament in their hand, as a class-book, who
could not read a single verse, and could scarcely

pronounce two or three of the easiest vocables with-

out pausing to spell almost every word that occurred,

and who, at the same time, appeared deficient in

their knowledge of the characters of the alphabet.

Before children can read such a book as the New
Testament, with any degree of ease and fluency,

• See Christian Instructor for August and No-
vember, 1819, pp. 561 and 7S3,
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they must be trained to the exercise of spelling, and
of reading a variety of appropriate lessons accom-
modated to their capacities, till they can read a sen-

tence or a paragraph without blundering or hesita-

tion. Bin how is this proficiency to be acquired 1—
how can a child, with propriety, be transferied from
one spelling-book to another, and from one series of

reading-lessons to another, in the space of six or

eight months 1 The practice to which I refer seems
almost to imply, tljat they are conducted at once
from a twopenny Primer to the Evangelical Histo-

ry or the Acts of the Apostles. A pupil should be

able to read with ease every initiatory book that is

put into his hands before he is transferred to an-

other. For, by passing with a rapid transition from
one book to another, and to lessons which are too

difficult for his articulation and comprehension, he
will be apt to acquire a hesitating and a blundering
habit of reading; he will be discouraged in his pro-

gress; he will seldom attempt to aim at accuracy
and perfection ; he will appreciate few of the ideas

contained in his lessons; he will seldom acquire
even the elements of accurate spelling and pronun-
ciation, and will be apt to continue through life, an
awkward, an incorrect, and an injudicious reader.

5. The last circumstance I shall mention, in the

meantime, as prejudicial to an accurate and enlight-

ened education, is

—

l\e attempt to teach three or four
branches of education at the same time. The prin-

ciple of the division of labor, and its utility when
applied to the various departments of art, science,

and commerce, are now fully appreciated and rea-

lized ; and to this circumstance is to be attributed

many of the improvements of modern times. In

cities and large towns this principle has also been
applied successfully to the an of teaching. But it

is well known that in the majority of schools, espe-

cially in the country, an attempt is made to te-^ch

reading, grammar, writing, arithmetic, book-keep-
ing, maihemotics, Latin, French, and other branch-
es, in the same school, by the same teacher, and at

the same time. The consequence is, that none of
them is laught with efficiency and accurac}'—which
CSC only be obtained by allotting separate hours for

each dis'inct department of knowledge, and, if pos-

sib'e, having separate teachers for every branch of
scholastic insfnction. Before this principle, how-
ever, can be followed out to its full extent in coun-
try schools, a variety of arrangements require to be

made, a variety of difficulties and obstructions re-

moved, and a variety of new scholastic institutions

established—the details of which I shall postpone to

a subsequt.a s« 'ion of this work.
Such IS a brief sketch of some of the evils and de-

fects connected with the system of instruction which
has so long prevailed in this country. It treats ra-

tional beings as if they were mere machine.s—it pre-

sents the form of education without the substance—
it expends its energies on words instead of things—
it rests in the vieans of knowledge, without prose-

cuting the end—h stimulates the memory, and even
tortures it, by cramming its compartments with
sounds instead of sense, but permits the understand-
ing to remain in darkness and desolation— it indi-

rectly fosters malignant passions, but leaves the be-

7?<?roZen< affections waste and uncultivated— it throws
a gloom over the enjoyments of the young, instead

cf inspiring them with delight at the prospect of be-

ing introduced to the sublime and interesting scenes
presented in the temple of knowledge— it conveys a
jumble of confused notions into their minds, but

leaves them ignorant of all that is grand and enno-
bling, and interesting to man as a rational and im-
mortal intelligence. In proof of these positions, we
need only look around us on the various ranks of

society. Where is there one individual out of
twenty to be found, wlio has his mind enlightened

in the knowledge of those subjects with which every
human being, considered as a rational, social, and
immortal being, ought to be acquainted 7 Where hi

there even to be found a relish for useful informa-
tion and intellectual improvement, among the ma-
jority of those who have gone the round of the usual
course of education 1 And where are to be seen the
moral effects of our scholastic training on the stage
of social and active life 1 Is not ignorance still a
prominent trait in the great mass of our population "?

Do not vice and immorality very generally prevaiH
And are not selfishness and avarice, envy and re-

venge, sensuality and other grovelling affections,

still the distinguishing characteristics of the majority

of the lower orders, and even of the higher ranks
of society, notwithstanding the scholastic process

through which they have passed 1 If any individuals

in our times have been excited to the prosecution of
rational and scientific pursuits, the stimulus has
been derived from other quarters, from other cir-

cumstances, and from other institutions. The great-

er part of the benefit derived from the existing sys-

tem, consists in a considerable portion of our popu-
lation having acquired, to a certain degree, the art

of reading, and, consequently, the capacity of ren-

dering it subservient to the acquisition of knowledge,
when certain peculiar and favorable cimunstanccs in

after life conspire to slimxtlate their mental activity,

and to produce a relish for rational enjoyments. But,
it may be affirmed, without the least hesitation, that

there is not one out of twenty of the population who
is siimuhted, in this way, to rise superior to his

grovelling associates in the scale of intelligence.

—

Such considerations evidently show, that the system
of instruction hitherto adopted is glaringly defective

and inefficient for the improvement of society in

knowledge and virtue ; and must be subverted and
new-modelled, if ever we expect to see mankind
raised to that rank which they ought to hold in the

scale of moral and intellectual excellence. Till this

object be accomplished, I verily believe, that, not-

withstanding the instructions delivered from a thou-

sand pulpits, very little change to the better will ap-

pear on the face of general society
;
for the public

instructions of religion are neither understood nor
appreciated by the one half of our church-going
population, owing to the deficiency of their moral
culture in the early periods of life. That such a
futile and inefficient system of tuition should have
so long prevailed in this enlightened age, as it is

generally termed, and that no powerful and general
exertions should have been made for its improve-
ment, is little short of a libel on the common sense

and the Christianity of our country.

In throwing out ihe preceding hints on the errors

and deficiencies of the present system of education,

let it be carefully remembered, that I am far from
attaching blame indiscriminately to that respectable

body of men who superintend the parochial and
other seminaries in this country. It is indeed to be
regretted, that there are too many persons employed
as teachers who consider themselves as sufficiently

qualified for the office, if they can write a tolerably

good hand and cast accounts. But, on the other

hand, it is one of the pleasing signs of our times,

that the characters and qualifications of teachers are

rapidly advancing in respectability, and our public

schools are in general filled with men of learning

and talent. It is to the system of teaching,—and not

to the respectable individuals who act under it,

—

that these strictures more particularly refer. I am
fnllv aware of the difficulties and the opposition

which teachers have to encounter when thev deviate

from the common mode—arising from prejudices in

favor of established practices, the ignorance of pa-

rents, and the foolish and unchristian modes by

which many children are trained under the domes-
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tic roof. Many of our intelligent teachers perceive

the evils of the present system, but they are obliged,

in the mean time, to act under it. In their indivi-

dual and insulated capacity, unsupported by public

patronage, they cannot remove its essential defects,

nor attempt any material or important improve-

ment, in consequence of the current of popular opi-

nion ; and their deviation Irom established practices

would, in certain cases, tend to injure their pecuni-

ary interests. I have known instructors of youth

who have attempted improvements similar to some
of those above hinted at, who were afterwards con-

strained to throw them aside, owing to the causes

now specified. I knew one m particular, who se-

lected the most simple and interesting reading-les-

sons, and caused his pupils to give an account of

every leading idea contained in them—who like-

wise attempted to explain the meaning of every

question. Psalm, and passage, which was to be com-
mitted to memory, and consequently, a very small

portion only was prescribed, that it might be clearly

understood and accurately repeated. But this plan

could not be endured by those who estimate the

quantity of instruction by the number of unmeaning
lines and vocables which their children can vocife-

rate. Such persons consider the repetition of three

or four pages of mere words without ideas, as of far

more importance than the communication of a hun-
dred well-defined notions. He also caused the child-

ren, after their lessons were prepared and rehears-

ed, to write upon slates—letters, triangles, parallel-

ograms, and other mathematical figures and dia-

grams, in order to keep them fully employed while

in school ; and occasionally permission was granted
to scratch whatever they pleased on their slates

—

men, horses, houses, windmills, or any other fancy,

as a reward for the attention they had previously

bestowed. But he was obliged to desist from the

prosecution of these and other plans, in consequence
of "the hue and cry" which was raised about such
" trifling modes of tuition."

It is, therefore, pretty obvious, that no general or
extensive improvement in the system of education
can be expected, till a strong co?ivictionhe produced
in the minds of the intelligent public of the necessity

of a more rational and eflicient .system being adopt-

ed, and till a powerful and simultaneous movement
take place among all classes, in order to the erec-

tion and endowment of seminaries calculated to pro-

duce a moral and an intellectual education. For
many of the principles which pervade the present
mode of tuition require to be completely reversed, and
a system organized which shall form the foundation
of the future progress of the human race—which
will bear the test of succeeding and enlightened
ages—which will render the acquisition of know-
ledge pleasant and desirable to the young—and
•which will embrace every thing that is interesting
to man as an intellectual being, as a member of so-

ciety, and as a candidate for a blessed immortality.
In the meantime, I am fully convinced, (however

extravagant and paradoxical the sentiment may ap-
pear,) that the great majority of our youth acquire
more real and substantial knowledge, during their

play hours, and in their various amusements and in-

tercourses with each other, than they acquire dur-
ing the formal process of teaching while in school.

At these times they acquire a rude knowledge of
the appearances and qualities of various objects ; of
some of the laws of Nature and its general scenery

;

of the forms, economy, and varieties of vegetables,

—of the habits and instincts of animals ; of the ap-
plication of several mechanical powers ; and of the
various modifications of human temper and action.

Their games at shuttle-cock, nine-pins, marbles,
balls and tops—their exercises in swimming, run-
ning, climbing, swinging and jumping —their visits

to museums, menageries, and other exhibitions of

natural and artificial curiosities—their views of the

shipping, and the operations connected with it in

seaport towns—their occasional excursions to the

delightful and romantic scenes of the country, and
the daily spectacle of the ebbing and flowing of the

sea, of the sun shining in his glory, and of the mooa
walking in brightness among the host of stars—con-

vey to their minds fragments of useful knowledge,

more diversified and practical, than any thing they

acquire from their catechisms, .spelling-books, gram-
mars, and " English Readers,'' in the manner in

which they are generally taught. In school they ac-

quire, indeed, the mea7is of knowledge, in being

taught the arts of reading, writing, and arithmetic

;

but as they are seldom taught to apply these means
to their proper ends little knowledge is thereby ac-

quired ; and, in the majority of instances, they de-

part from school, and pa.ss the remainder of their

lives, without ever thinking of making the further

cultivation of their minds even a subordinate object

of pursuit—glad that they are at length released

from the confinement and drudgery connected with

scholastic discipline. As a proof of this I need only

appeal to the ignorance, the prejudices, the foolish

opinions and the wayward passions which still per-

vade the greater portion, of the inferior ranks of our

population, and even of the middling and higher

classes—and the disinclination which so generally

exists to rational investigations, and to prosecuting

the path of mental improvement.
Much has of late been said on the subject oi abo-

lishing corporeal punishment in schools ;
and it is cer-

tainlya highly desirable object, which we should

endeavor to promote by every means in our power.

But we can have little hope'that this will ever be

fully attained while the present plan of education

continues in operation, and while the majority of

children are so injudiciously trained, as at present,

by their parents and guardians. If, hov/ever, the

evils complained of in this chapter were removed;

if the books which are put into the hands of child-

ren were interesting and level to their comprehen-

sion; if they were taught to understand the lessons

they read and commit to memory ; if the under-

standing and the affections were as frequently exer-

cised as the memory ; if the mechanical drudgery

of grammar were postponed to a period when they

could enter into its spirit and applications; if the

processes of arithmetic were more frequently illus-

trated by sensible objects and representations; if

interesting experiments and representations, calcu-

lated to illustrate the operations of nature and art,

were frequently exhibited ; if ample and agreeable

accommodation were furnished, both within atid

without doors; if they were not too long confined in

school; if a spirit of conciliation on the part of

teachers, and a disposition to bestow merited com-

mendation, were generally exercised; if every

branch of education were taught at separate hours,

and the attention of the pupil completely engaged

while in school ; and if a system of moral training

were to form a prominent object in the business of

education—we have good reason to believe that cor-

poreal punishment might l?e almost, if not alto-

gether superseded ; and the employment of teaching

in crowded promiscuous schools—instead of resem-

bling Paul's "fighting with beasts at Ephesus,"

might become a rational, interesting, and delight-

ful employment, both to the teacher and to the

scholars.*

* The preceding strictures, chiefly written in 1821,

were published in the Edinburgh Christian In-

structor, for March 1822, and February 1823. The
Author has good grounds for stating, that they

proved a stimnhi^ to the active mind of its learned
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CHAPTER III.

HINTS IN REFERENCE TO A COMPREHENSIVE AND IM-
PROVED SYSTEM OF EDCCATION.

The education of human beings, considered in its

most extensive sense, comprehends every thing
which is requisite to the cultivation and improve-
ment of the faculties bestowed upon them by the
Creator. It ought to embrace every thing that has
a tendency to strengthen and invigorate the animal
system—to enlighten and expand the understanding—to regulate the feelings and dispositions of the
heart—and, in general, to direct the moral, powers
in such a manner as to render those who are the
subjects of instruction happy in themselves, useful
members of society, and qualified for entering on
the scenes and employments of a future and more
glorious existence. The series of instructions by
which these ends are to be attained, ought to be con-
tinued, not merely for five or six years, or less than
the tenth part of the period of human existence

—

but during the whole of that interval which lies be-
tween the cradle and the grave.

It is a very common but absurd notion, and has
been too long acted upon—that the education of our
youth terminates, or should terminate, about the age
of thirteen or foarteen years. Hence in an article

on this subject, in one of our Encyclopedias, Educa-

editor, the late Dr. A. Thomson, in exciting to
those arrangements which were afterwards made
in St. George's Parish, over which he presided, for
establishing schools on a more enlightened system,
both for the children of the higher and the'lower
ranks, within that district. In the autumn of 1823,
the author had several conversations with the Doc-
tor, by special request, in reference to this subject,
in which he unfolded his leading ideas on what he
considered the true principles of education and the
improvements that required to be introduced, which
in general met the Doctor's approbation, and appear-
ed to coincide with the views he had lately adopted
on the subject. He showed the author, at the same
time, a variety of natural and artificial objects,
which he had partly purchased, and partly received
as donations from certain benevolent ladies, with
the view of introducing them as part of an improved
system of tuition which he intended soon to esta-
blish

; and urgently requested him to continue his
di.squisitions on education, in the Christian In-
structor, at certain moderate intervals between the
appearance of the different essays, in order that the
subject might be kept for some iime before the view
of the public. The intended communications, ow-
ing to certain circumstances, were never published;
but the substance of what was then intended to be
communicated will be found in the following pages.
The schools established by Dr. Thomson, alluded
to above, along with the Edinburgh Sessional
school, under the superintendence of Mr. Wood,
are material improvements on the usual mode of
scholastic instruction, and though deficient in many
important particulars, approximate in a considera-
ble degree, to the true intellectual mode of tuition.
The strictures thrown out in the preceding pages,

more particularly npply to the parochial and other
schools in Scotland, fur the instruction of the mid-
dle and lower clas.ses; but most of them ate like-
wise applicable to the general modes of tuition in
England. Since the period stated above, when they
were first written, a few schools, on more improved
plans, have been established ; but fheirnumber does
not, perhaps, exceed twenty or thirtv throughout
the whole of North Britian; so that the preceding
remarks will still apply to the modes of instruction
generally practised in our country.

tion is defined to be " that .series of means by which
the human understanding is gradually enlightened,
between infancy and the period when we consider
ourselves as qualified to take a part in active life,

and, ceasing to direct our views to the acquisition of
knew knowledge or the formation of new habits, are
content to act upon the principles we have already
acquired." This definition, though accordant with
general opinion and practice, is certainly a very
limited and defective view of the subject. In the
ordinary mode of our scholastic instruction, educa-
tion, so far from being finished at the age above
stated, can scarcely be said to h&ve commenced. The
key of knowledge has indeed been put into the
hands of the young; but they have never been
taught to unlock the gates of the Temple of Science.,

to enter within its portals, to contemplate its trea-

sures, and to feast their minds on the entertainments
there provided. Several moral rules and maxims
have been impressed on their memories ; but they
have seldom been taught to appreciate them in all

their bearings, or to reduce them to practice in the
various and minute ramifications of their conduct.
Besides, although every rational mean were em-
ployed for training the youthful mind till near the
age of puberty, no valid reason can be assigned why
regular instruction should cease at this early period.
Man is a progressive being; his faculties are capa-
ble of an indefinite expansion ; the objects to which
these faculties may be directed are boundless and in-

finitely diversified
; he is moving onward to an eter-

nal world, and, in the present state, can never ex-
pect to grasp the universal system of created objects,

or to rise to the highest point of moral excellence.
His tuition, therefore, cannot be supposed to termi-
nate at any period of his terrestrial existence ; and
the course of his life ought to be considered as no-
thing more than the course of his education. When
he closes his eyes in death, and bids a last adieu to

every thing here below, he passes into a more per-
manent and expansive sphere of existence, where
his education will likewise be progressive, and
where intelligences of a higher order may be his

instructors; and the education he received in this

transitory scene, if it was properly conducted, will

form the groundwork of all his future progressions
in knowledge and virtue throughout the succeeding
periods of eternity.

There are two very glaring defects which appear
in most of our treatises on education. In the first

place, the moral tuition of youthful minds, and th«
grand principles of religion which ought to direc
their views and conduct, are either entirely over-
looked, or treated of in so vague and general a man-
ner, as to induce a belief that they are considered
as matters of very inferior moment ; and, in the
business of teaching, and the superintendence of
the young, the moral precepts of Christianity are
seldom made to bear, with particularity, upon every
malignant affection that manifests itself, and everj
minor delinquency that appears in their conduct—or

to direct the benevolent affections how to operate in

every given circumstance, and in all their inter-

courses and associations. In the next place, the idea
that man is a being destined to an immortal existence,

is almost, if not altogether overlooked. Volumes
have been written on thebest modes of training men
for the profession of a soldier, of a naval officer, of

a merchant, of a physician, of a lawyer, of a cler-

gyman, and of a statesman; but I know of no trea-

tise on this subject which, in connection with other

subordinate aims, has for its grand object to develope

that train of instruction which is most appropriate

for man considered as a candidate for immortality.

This is the more unaccountable, since, in the works
alluded to, the eternal destiny of human beings is

not called in question, and is sometimes referred to
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as a general position which cannot be denied—yet

the means of instruction requisite to guide them in

safety to their final destination, and to prepare them

for the employments of their everlasting abode, are

either overlooked, or referred to in general terms,

as if they were unworthy of particular considera-

tion. To admit the doctrine of the immortality of

the human soul, and yet leave out the consideration

of it, in a system of mental instruction, is both im-

pious and preposterous, and inconsistent with the

principle on which we generally act in all other

cases, which requires, that affairs of the greatest

moment should occupy our chief attention. If man
is only a transitory inhabitant of this lower world,

if he is journeying to another and more important

scene of action and enjoyment, if his abode in this

higher scene is to be permanent and eternal, and if

the course of instruction through which he now
passes has an important bearing on his happiness in

that state, and his preparations for its employments
—every svstem of education must be glaringly de-

fective wnich either overlooks, or throws into the

shade, the immortal destination of human beings.

If these sentiments be admitted as just, the edu-

cation of the young must be a subject of the highest

importance—and there cannot be an object more in-

teresting to Science, to Religion, and to general

Christian society, than the forming of those ar-

rangements, and the establishing of those institu-

tions, which are calculated to train the minds of all

ranks to knowledge and moral rectitude, and to

guide their steps in the path which leads to a bless-

ed immortality. In this process there is no period

of human life that ought to be overlooked—we must
begin the work of instruction when the first dawn-
ing of reason begins to appear, and continue the

process through all the succeeding periods of mor-
tal existence, till the spirit take its flight to the world
unknown.

In the following cursory observations, I shall, in

the first place, offer a few general remarks on the

proper training of the young during the earlier

stages of life, and afterwards illustrate some of the

modes of instruction which may be proper to he

adopted in the more advanced stages of human ex-

istence. It may be proper, however, to premise,

that I have no intention of presenting to the reader

a detailed system of education, but only a few ge-

neral hints in reference to the outlines of this im-

portant subject, and to the principles on which a
system of rational tuition ought to be conducted.

Section I.

—

On the Education of the Young during
the Period of Infancy.

At the moment a child is ushered into the world,
and first draws into its lungs the atmospheric air,

it may be said to commence its education. What
its sensations are, when it has emerged from the
watery fluid with which it was surrounded, and in-

hales this new element, it is impossible to deter-

mine ; but from the sounds which it utters, we may
reasonably conjecture that they are attended with
pain. It struggles and cries—hunger produces an
xmeasy sensation—it feels a want—that feeling opens
its lips, and makes it seize and greedily suck the

nourishing breast of its mother. At this period its

eyes are generally dull and languid ; it seems to

keep them fixed and idle ; they want that lustre

which they afterwards acquire; and if they happen
fo move, it is rather an accidental gaze, than an ex-

ertion of the faculty of seeing. But, after some
months have elapsed, its vision becomes distinct,

its organs are fortified, and it becomes susceptible

of various impressions from surrounding objects.

Then the sen.ses of seeing, hearing, tasting, touch-
ing, and smelling, begin to act with a certain de-

gree of vigor ; all the avenues to the mind are

thrown open ; the objects of nature and art rush in

crowds to their respective organs of sensation, and
engrave an indefinite assemblage of ideas upon the

mind, though perhaps with a certain degree of ir-

regularity and confusion. In this first stage of ex-

istence, the various sensations it feels, and the mul-
tifarious external objects it perceives, may be con-

sidered as so many instructors conveying the rudi-

ments of knowledge to the infant mind.

As the infant advances in its new career, multi-

tudes of objects of various descriptions begin to so-

licit its attention. A thousand sounds, of different

degrees of intensity, and variously modified, strike

its ears, producing various indescribable emotions:

a thousand visible objects of diversified forms and
colors present themselves to its visual organs, pro-

ducing pleasure or pain, desire or aversion. By in-

sensible degrees it learns to see and to hear—to mark
the difference between one sound and another, and
between one object of vision and another—to distin-

guish the form and countenance of its mother from
those of other individuals, and to take an interest in

some of the objects which compose the surrounding

scene. Being uniformly struck with the same sen-

sations and emotions in the presence of the same
objects, its memory begins to be exercised, and it

acquires a more accurate idea, and a more distinct

remembrance of them, in proportion to the frequen-

cy with which these objects are presented to view,

lis body, in the meantime, gradually expands, and
becomes more firm, vigorous and alert. It crawls

along the nursery or parlor, beloM' tables and chairs,

examining every object that falls in its way, and ap-

pears delighted in exerting its mascular powers. It

tries to stand erect, and at length to walk
;

it tum-

bles and rolls on the floor, utte'ring screams of pain

and disappointment. Numberless and repeated falls

lead to more caution, and teach it to endeavor to

preserve the equilibrium of its body, and to stand

firmly on its legs; and the more frequent and pain-

ful the falls, the more instructive they prove, to

teach it to balance its body, and to walk with adroit-

ness and ease. Having acquired, after repeated

exertions, a certain firmness of step, it runs from
one place to another, eagerly intent upon new ob-

jects and pursuits, and feeling a delight in propor-

tion as the range of its perceptions is increased. It

tries to climb a stair, and, after repeated efforts, and
exertions of hands and feet, succeeds in the attempt

;

but, when arrived at the top, and wishing to descend,

it looks down to the bottom, and, remembering the

falls it formerly experienced, feels a sense of dan-

ger, and screams for assistance.

The child (whom we shall now distinguish by the

masculine pronoun) now runs about through the

garden or in the fields, and perceives a variety of

objects and operations. He sees a stone thrown

into the water, and sink to the bottom; he sees a

piece of wood or the leaf of a tree fall into the same
water, and yet float on the surface ; he amuses him-

self with numberless experiments of this kind, and
from these he gradually acquires his first ideas of

the specific gravity of Ijodies. If he take the stone

and the wood out of the water, and by chance they

fall upon his feet, he learns that the "heavier body

falls with more force than the lighter, from the un-

equal degree of pain occasioned by the fall, and

has his mind impressed with the idea of their une-

qual hardness and weight. He strikes a table with

a stick, and soon after, a pane of window glass with

the same weapon; he perceives the glass broken to

shivers, while the table remains as before, and thus

learns the difference between substances that are

hard, and those that are brittle, and that some bo-

dies are broken with a blow which others can resist.

He views with pleasure a brilliant light, and ven-

tnre< to put his ing^r? to the blazing hearth, or to
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the flame of a candle, but {eels a sudden sensation

of acute pain, which warns him of the danger of
using too much familiarity with fire, notwithstand-
ing Its alluring aspect. He sees a cow, a dog, or a

cat, and is loltl its name, .ind, alter frequent repeti-

tions, he learns to connect the sound wi;h the object

which it i> intended to represent. He sees a horse
walking along a road, and afterwards its figure as
represented in an engraving, and soon learns to

recognise the resemblance of the one to the other.

In short, every peison with whom he is acquainted,
every individual object of which he becomes fond

—

his rattles and his bells, his drums and his whistles,

his little coaches and his jumping Jacks, may all be

considered as so many instructors conveying lessons

to his opening mind. In acquiring the information
such objects are calculated to afford, repeated exer-

tions of the understanding must necessarily be made.
The knowledge of any particular object, as to its

powers and qualities, cannot be supposed to be at-

tained without an effort similar to that which an
adult person must exert, when investigating the

laws of Nature, and the general economy of the

universe. For, every thing a child sees or hears,

in the first instance, all the marks and characters
of Nature, and the qualities and operations of sur-

rounding objects, are as much unknown to him as
the sciences of Philolgy, Mathematics and Astrono-
my, to the untutored savage ; and, consequently,
require a certain degree of attention and reasoning
before the knowledge of them can be acquired.

The little student, however, prosecutes his obser-

vations and studies with apparent pleasure, and
with evident marks of industry, and soon acquires
pretty correct notions of the nature and relations

Doth of the inanimate and of the living world. He
learns to correct the illusions to which he was at

first exposed— to distinguish one object from another,

and to exert his memory so as to know them again,

and to recognise their general forms and qualities.

It IS amazing what a degree of knowledge a child

has thus acquired before he arrives at the age of two
years, or even twenty months. By this time he has
made a thousand experiments on an indefinite va-

riety of objects, all which he has arranged in his

mind, and distinctly remembers. Light and heat,

the properties of fire and flame, of water and air,

the laws of projectiles and moving bodies, things
sweet and bitter, soft and hard, rough and smooth,
articulate sounds and the objects they denote, sounds
soft or loud, agreeable or terrible; horses, cattle,

dogs, asses, sheep, ducks, birds, br.tterflies, beetles,

worms, the clouds, the sun, moon, stars, and nu-
'•'IS AhfT objects—are all distinguished, and

many o\ ineir properties and relations indelibly

imfuinted on the mind. He has acquired more
real knowledge during this short period, than he
generally does, on the present plan of instruction,

throughout the eight or ten succeeding years of his

life; and it is a striking instance of the benevo-
lence of the Creator, and a prelude of the vast ex-

tent of knowledge he is afterwards capable of ac-

quiring, that all these acquisitions are not only
made without pain, but, in the greater number of
instances, are accompanied with the highest plea-

sure and enjoyment.
In the process of instruction, now described, dur-

ing the first two years of human existence,— al-

though Nature is the principal instructress, yet she

frequently requires to be guided by the hand of
Art ; and much is left to the judicious attentions of
parents and guardians, that her benevolent designs
may not be thwarted, and that her efforts may be
conducted to their proper ends. In throwing out a

few hints on this point, our remarks may be ar-

ranged under the following heads—Physical, Moral,
and Intellectual EMucatioQ.

1. The Physical Education of Infants.

The influence of physical education during in-

fancy, oo the future happiness of the individual, is

much greater, and more extensive in its consequen-
ces, than is generally imagined. A proper atten-

tion to food, climate, cleanliness, air and exercise,
may have an important effect, not only in develop-
ing the different parts of the body, and strengthen-
ing the animal system, but also in invigorating, and
calling forth into exercise, the powers of the mind.
We find, in advanced life, that the state of the body
as to health or sickness, has a powerful influence

on the vigor of the intellectual faculties ; and we
have reason to believe that the same connection be-

tween the physical system and the development of
mind exists in the most early period of life. A cer-

tain writer has observed that, " As the manifesta-
tions of mind depend on organization, it is conceiva-

ble why even talents and moral feelings depend
on the influence of climate and nourishment."—In
throwing out a few cursory remarks on this subject,

I shall attend, in the first place, to

The food of infants. As soon as an infant ir.

ushered into the world, Providence has provided for

it food exactly adapted to its situation. The milb
of the mother is at first of a thin, watery consistence,

fitted to evacuate the meconium, and no other sub-

stance is found to be so efficacious fur this purpose.
Syrups, wines, oils, honey, or rhubarb, which have
been so frequently administered to new-born infants,

by midwives and nurses, are repugnant to nature,
and are condemned, except in extraordinary cases,

by every medical practitioner. Children require
very little food for some time after birth ; and what
they receive should be thin, weak, light, and of a
cooling quality. After a few days the mother's milk
becomes thicker and more nutritious, and should
form the principal nourishment of the child during
the first three months. It appears to be the dictate

of nature, that every mother ought to suckle her own
child, since slie is furnished with the proper nutri-

ment for this purpose
;
and nothing but downright

necessity should prevent her from undertaking the

task, or induce her to have recourse to a substitute.

We might tell the mother who, without necessity,

throws the care of her issue upon a stranger, that

the admirable liquor which the God of Nature has
provided for her child, may become mortal to her for

want of a discharge, diffuse itself within, gather and
stagnate, or, at least, bring on a dangerous fever

—

that there is a natural proportion between the blood
that runs in the veins of a child, and the milk it re-

ceives from its mother—that to receive the caresses,

to enjoy the smiles, and to mark the gradual pro-

gress of her child towards maturity, would be more
than a compensation for all the fatigues she would
undergo in watching over its infant years—that the

mutual affection of a mother and her child depends,
in no inconsiderable degree, on the child's spending
the period of its infancy in its mother's arms—and
that, when she substitutes another in her place, the

child naturally transfers its affection to the person
who performs the duties of a mother. But, before

such considerations can have much weight with the

higher classes of society, whochieflv indulge in this

practice, their general system of education must be

altered and reformed. The daughters of the no-

bility and of opulent citizens, must be more accus-

tomed to the open air and rural emplovments, and
their bodies trained to the bearing of burdens, the

endurance of severe heat or intense cold, and to the

resisting of dan?er and fatigue ;—in short, they

must be educated like the daughters of Bcthuel and
of Laian—the nobles of ancient times—who did not

disdain to " keep their father's sheep," and to go
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" to the well of water, with their pitchers on their

shoulders."

As the child advances, he may be gradually ac-

customed to other food besides the milk of his mo-
ther—beginning with liquids, such as milk and
sugar, broth, boiled biscuits, thin milk pottage, and
similar aliments, and then going on to more solid

nutriment, according to the strength of his digestive

powers. The younger the child, the less nourish-

ment should be given at one time, and the oftener

repeated ; older children may take more food at

once, and at longer intervals. All high-seasoned,

salted, and smoke-dried provisions, tough, heavy,

and fat meats, unripe fruits, sweetmeats, wines and
spirituous liquors, are injurious to children. Few
things are more so than the common practice of

sweetening their food, which entices them to take a

greater quantity than is necessary, and makes them
grow fat and bloated. All cramming of their sto-

machs, pampering them with delicate meats, and
guzzling of ale and other fermented liquors, ought

to be carefully avoided. Pure water for drink, plain

and simple food—which will never induce them to

lake more than enough—and abstinence from phy-

sic, except in very critical cases, will be found the

most judicious means for preserving and confirming

the health of children, and invigorating their men-
tal powers.
No less attention ought to be paid to the air they

breathe, than to the food with which they are nou-
rished. Pure atmospheric air is indispensable to the

existence of every sensitive being ; for where it is

greatly corrupted or exhausted, animals languish or

die. It may be regarded as a universal medicine
and restorative, and as the principal pabulum of life.

Wherever it is confined for want of circulation, and
impregnated with the deleterious fumes of sulphur,

putrid substances, smoke, dunghills, excrements,

and other noxious exhalations, it acts as a slow poi-

son, induces diseases, and gradually undermines the

human constitution. Hence the propriety of rear-

ing children in apartments where the air is clear

and dr)"^, uncontaminated with the steam arising

from cooking victuals, and from ironing linen, and
from the breath and perspiration of persons crowd-

ed into a narrow room—and the necessity of fre-

quently leading them abroad into the open air, to

enjoy the light of heaven and the refreshing breeze.

Hence the impropriety of crowding two or three

children's beds into one small apartment—of cover-

ing a child's face when asleep, and wrapping him
up too close in a cradle, by which means he is forced

to breathe the same air over and over again, all the

time he sleeps. In great towns, where the poorer
class of inhabitants live in low, dirty, confined

houses, and narrow lanes, where pure air has sel-

dom access, the want of wholesome air often proves
destructive to their offspring; and those of ihem
who arrive at maturity are most frequently weak
and deformed. In the improvements now going
forward in society, it would be of vast importance
to the health and comfort of the laboring classes,

that such dwellings were completely demolished,

and for ever prevented from again becoming the

habitations of men.
In connection with air, the influence oilight ought

not to be overlooked. Almost all organized bodies

require the influence of light for their health, and
the full development of their parts and functions.

—

It changes the color of plants and animals, and the

comple.Kion of man. As plants when deprived of

light grow pale, and insects confined to dark places

remain white, so those who spend their lives in their

closets, or in gloomy apartments, acquire a pale and
yellowish complexion, and many sickly persons be-

come worse about sunset, and during the continuance
of night. Hencfi the propriety of nursing children

in light and cheerful apartments, and of carrying
them frequently into the fields, to enjoy the full in-

fluence of the radiant sun. And hence it follows,

that dark habitations, close and narrow lanes, houses
sunk beneath the level of a street, small windows,
sombre walls, trees immediately in the front of dwell-

ings, and whatever intercepts the light of heaven
from the habitations of men, must damp the animal
spirits, and prove noxious to the vigor of the human
frame. Whereas, a full and uninterrupted view of

the beauty, the variety, and the lively color3, of ths

scenes of nature, has the happiest effects on the

temper, and a tendency to exercise and invigorate

the powers of the mind;—for there can be little

doubt, that the faculties of the understanding, and
the dispositions of the heart, which characterize the

individual in the future part of his life, acquire their

particular bias and distinguishing features from the

circumstances in which he is placed, and the objects

with which he is surrounded, in early life.— It may
not be improper to add, that, as the eyes of very

voung children are delicate, they should not at once

be exposed to a strong light ; and, when they ad-

vance, as they are eager to stare at every thing, par-

ticularly at a brilliant light, their eyes should be

turned so as to have the object in a straight line be-

fore them, or their backs turned directly to it. To
allow Ihem to look at it sideways, or with one eye,

would teach them a habit oi squinting.

Few things are of more importance to the health

and comfort of children than cleanliness. The func-

tions of the skin are of peculiar importance in the

animal system, and have a great influence in pre-

serving the health and vi^-or of the corporeal frame.

Through its millions of pores, the insensible perspi-

ration is incessantly flowing, and more than the

one-half of what we eat and drink is in this way
discharged. Hence the danger that must arise from

frequent obstruction of this essential function from

wet, excrements, dirty linens, and every kind of un-

cleanliness. From want of attention to this circum-

stance, various diseases of the skin, eruptions, ca-

tarrhs, coughs, the i-ich, obstructions of the first pas-

sages, and even many fatal disorders, derive their

origin. It is injurious both to the health and the

virtue of man; it stupifies the mind, sinks it into a
lethargic state, deprives him of animal enjoyment,

and of the esteem and regard of others. Whereas
cleanliness promotes both health and virtue, clears

the understanding, encourages to cheerfulness and

activity, prevents many loathsome maladies, and

procures the attachment and esteem of associates.

Hence the incessant and minute attention which
ought to be paid to this circumstance by parents and

nurses, in the rearing of the young. Cleanliness in

domef^tic life, may be considered as one of the car-

dinal virtues, as an essential requisite in the physi-

cal education of children, and perhaps the only pro-

vince of parental care in which they can never do

too much. The pores of the skin should be kept

open by washing the body, and changing the clothes

and linen whenever they are unclean. In the first

instance, children may be bathed in lukewarm wa-

ter, and afterwards with water of a colder tempe-

rature, as they are able to bear it. Some parts of

the bodv, such as the interior of the legs, the folds

of the lieck, the arm-pits, and the parts behind the

ear, which are liable to be inflamed, demand parti-

cular attention. The nose, likewise, should be oc-

casionally washed and thoroughly cleaned ;
it hav-

ing been "found that the unpleasant smell peculiar to

some infants, is owing to the habitual neglect of

cleaning that organ. Great attention ought to be paid

to children in regard to their evacuations; and every

thing that may occasion dampness, and every kind

of offensive matter that might adhere to the skin,

should be speedily removed. As children are liable
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to perspire more than adults, frequent change of

their linen is a matter of some consequence; and
all parents who can afford it, should give them clean

dry Vmcn every day. It is as much the duty of pa-

rents to wash and clean their children, as it is to

feed and clothe them ; and children that are fre-

quently washed and kept clean, gradually improve
in health and vivacity; cleanliness becomes fami-
liar to them, their spirits are enlivened, and they
grow up virtuous, polite and happy.
The Russians, with all their ignorance and rusti-

city of manners, are said to be superior to the more
refined English, French and Germans, both in a de-

licate sensibility of cleanliness, and in the practical

use of the bath. A foreign gentleman, travelling in

Russia, had hired one of the natives as his groom
or postilion. After having travelled several days
together in very sultry weather, the semi-barbarian,
upon his knees, requested his employer to grant him
leave of absence for two or three hours, to refresh

himself with the luxury of a bath, which to him was
indispensable, and the want of which he had long
felt. In Russia almost every house has its bath

;

and the peasants in that country possess a refinement
of sense, with respect to the surface of the body,
with which the most elegant ladies in other coun-
tries .seem totally unacquainted. Even the Ameri-
can Indians, who cannot change their furs so fre-

quently as we can do our clothes, put under their

children the dust of rotten wood, and renew it as
often as it becomes damp.
The clot/ling of children likewise requires some

degree of skill and attention. This, indeed, is so
simple a matter, that it is surprising that persons
living in civilized countries should ever have erred
so egregiously in regard to it; and yet it is a fact,

that many children have been rendered deformed,
and others have lost their lives, by the pride and
folly of their parents in respect to this circumstance.
The lime has not long gone by, (if it have yet pass-

ed,) since a poor child, as soon as it breathen the
vital air, had as many rollers and wrappers—some-
times ten feet in length—applied to its body, as if

every bone had been fractured in the birth ; and
these were often drawn so tight as to gall its tender
frame, and even obstruct its vital organs—a piece
of lolly so repugnant to the dictates of nature, that
even the most savage nations never commit it ; and
hence deformed children are seldom or never found
among them. By the weight and pressure of stays,

bandages, heavy and tight clothes, children, who
were well-proportioned at their birth, have after-

wards appeared with flat breasts, high shoulders,
crooked spines, and other deformities. For when a
child is cramped in its clothes, it naturally shrinks
from the pan that is hurt, and puts its body into un-
natural postures ; and every part of it, even the
bones themselves, being soft and flexible, deformity,
of some kind or other, is the natural result. To
this cause physicians have ascribed the numerous
instances of children dying of convulsions .soon after
their birth.

The general rule which reason suggests in regard
to the clothing of children, is "That a child have
no more clothes than arc necessary to keep it warm,
and that they be quite easy for its body." In con-
formity to this rule, the dress of children should be
simple, clean, light and cheap—free, wide and open,
so as neither to impede the vital functions, nor the
free and easy motions of the body, nor prevent the
access of fresh air, and be ea.sily put on or taken off.

The following cut exhibits the simple dress of a lit-

tle girl. Pins should be used as little as possible,
and the clothes chiefly fastened with .strings, which
would prevent the occa.sional scratching of their
tender skins, and those alarming cries which so fre-

quently proceed from this cause. Such a light and

simple dress would induce children to live with less

restraint in the society of each other; and check
that silly pride which leads them to ape the fashions
of their superiors, and to value themselves on ac-
count of the finery of their clothes. During the
first months, the head and breast may be slightly
covered ; but as soon as the hair is sufficiently long
to afford protection, there appears little necessity
for either hats or caps, unless in seasons of rain or
cold. By keeping tne breast and neck uncovered,
they acquire more firmness, are rendered hardier,
and less susceptible of being affected with cold. Be-
sides, a child has really a more interesting aspect,

when arrayed in the beautiful simplicity of nature,

than when adorned with all the trappings which art

can devise. The following anecdote, related by
Herodotus, illustrates the advantage connected with
a cool regimen of the head. " After the battle fought
between the Persians, under Cavibyses, and the Egyp-
tians, the slain of both nations were separated; and
upon examining the heads of the Persians, their

skulls were found to be so thin and tender, that a
small stone would immediately perforate them

;

while, on the other hand, the heads of the Egyptians
were so firm, that they could scarcely be fractured

by the largest stones." The cause of this remark-
able difference was attributed to the custom of the

Egyptians shaving their heads from earliest infar>-

cy, and going uncovered in all states of the weather

;

while the Persians always kept their heads warm
by wearing heavy turbans.

Attention ought likewise to be paid to the proper
covering of the feet. It is scarcely necessary for
children to use shoes before they are a year old; or
if they do, the soles should be thin and soft. The
form of the human foot is such, that at the toes it is

broad, at the heel narrow, and the inside of the foot

is longer than the outside—a form which is evi-

dently intended by Nature to enable us to stand and
walk with firmness and ease. It is therefore a dic-

tate of Nature, that shoes should be made in the

same form as the feet, and be sufficiently roomy for

the toes to move with ease; and in order to this, they

must be formed upon two separate lasts, correspond-

ing to the right and the left foot. How shoes came
at first to be made tapering to a point at the toes,

almost like a bodkin—how high heels became the

darlit^g fashion of the ladies—and how a small foot
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came to be reckoned genteel— I pretend not to deter-

mine; but certainly nothing can be more absurd

and preposterous. Such opinions and practices,

along with many others which abound, particularly

in the fashionable world, have a direct tendency to

counteract the benevolent intentions of Nature, and
are nothing short of an attempt to arraign the wis-

dom of the Creator, in his arranging and propor-

tionating the different parts of the human frame

—

as if puny man, by his foolish whims, were capable

of improving the workmanship of Infinite Intelli-

gence. The following figures (taken from Dr.

Faust) plainly show the absurdity of the shapes

which have been given to shoes. Fig. 1. shows the

original shape of the sole of the left foot. Fig. 3.

shows how the sole of the left shoe ought to be form-

ed ; and Fig. 2. shows clearly that the shoes usually

worn, and made on one last, cannot correspond to

the natural shape of the foot. If they taper towards
a point, the large toe, and some of the small ones,

must be crushed and pressed against each other,

causing pain to the wearer, and producing corns.

The simplest and most accurate mode of taking the

true measure and form of shoes, is to place each
foot upon a sheet of paper, and then draw its shape
with a pencil, to which two separate lasts should

nearly correspond, after having ascertained the

curve of the upper part of the foot.

With regard to the clothing of children, in gene-
ral, it is the opinion of Dr. Faust, that from the begin-
ning of the third to the end of the seventh or eighth
year, " their heads and necks must be free and bare,
the body clothed with a wide shirt, and frock with
short sleeves, the collar of the shirt to fall back over
that of the frock, with the addition of a woollen
frock, to be worn between the shirt and the linen
frock, during winter, and that the feet be covered
only with a pair of socks, to be worn in the shoes."
Such a cheap and simple dress, if generally adopt-
ed, would undoubtedly be beneficial to mankind in
general, and tend to promote the strength, beauty,
a,nd graceful attitudes of children, and at the same
time check the foolish propensity of parents to in-
dulge their children in flimsy ornaments and finery,
beyond what their means can afford. At present
children are frequently muffled up with caps, hats,
bonnets, cravats, pelisses, frills, muflles, gloves, rib-

bons, and other paraphernalia, as if they were to be
reared like plants in hotbeds; so that the shape and
beautiful proportions which Nature has given them
can scarcely be distinguished. I shall only add,
that the dress of children ought to be kept thorough-

ly clean; as dirty clothes not only gall and fret their
tender skins, but tend to produce disagreeable smells,
vermin, and cutaneous diseases; and no mother or
nurse, however poor, can have any valid excuse for
allowing her children to wallow in dirtiness.

We may next oflfer a remark or two on the sleep

and exercise of children. The exercise of the cor-
poreal faculties is 'essentially necessary to the
health, the growth, and the vigor of the young.-
The desire of exercise is indeed coeval with our ex-
istence, which is plainly indicated in the delight

which children take in beating with a stick, crawl-
ing along a floor, or climbing a stair, as soon as they
are able to make use of their hands and feel. It is,

therefore, the duty of parents to regulate this natu-

ral propensity, and direct it to its proper end. When
children are very young, they may be exercised by
carrying them about, giving them a gentle swing,
encouraging them to move their hands and feet,

talking to them, alluring them to smile, and point-

ing out every thing that may please and delight

their fancy. When they first begin to walk, the

safest method of leading them about, is by taking

hold of both the hands; and when they fall, they

should never be lifted up by one part only, such as

by one hand or one arm, as luxations, or loosening

of the joints, may be occasioned by this practice.

—

The practice of swinging them in leading-strings,

is sometimes attended with hurtful consequences.

—

It induces them to throw their bodies forward, and
press their whole weight upon their stomach and
breast, by which their breatning is obstructed, and
their stomach compressed. When they are able to

walk with ease, they should be encouraged to run
about in places where they are not exposed to dan-

ger, to exert their hands and limbs, and to amuse
themselves in the company of their associates.

—

When they cannot go abroad, they may be exercis-

ed in running along a room or a passage, or in leap-

ing and dancing. A certain eminent physician used

to say, "that he made his children dance, instead

of giving them physic." When children fall, or

get into any difficulty in the course of their move-
ments, if they are in no danger, we should never be

forward to express our condolence, or to run to their

assistance; but leavethem to exert their powers, and
to scramble the best way they can, in order to ex-

tricate themselves from any painful situations in

which they may have been involved. By being too

attentive to them, and appearing loo anxious, in

such cases, we teach them to be careless of them-

selves;—by seeming to regard every trifling acci-

dent which befalls them as a dreadful calamity, we
inspire them with timidity, and prevent them from
acquiring manly fortitude.

With regard to the sleep of children, it is univer-

sally admitted, that they require far more than per-

sons of adult age; and the younger the child, the

more sleep he requires. An adult requires only

about seven hours in the twenty-four; but very

young children require double that number. How-
ever long they may happen to sleep, they should

never be suddenly awakened. It is dangerous in the

extreme to lull them asleep by doses of laudanum,
or other soporific medicines, as is frequently done

bv mercenary and indolent nurses. In order to in-

duce children to repose, they are generally rocked

in cradles ; but there is no absolute necessity for re-

sorting to this expedient. If they are constantly

kept dry and clean, and accustomed to fresh air, and

not frequently disturbed, they will sleep comfortably

and soundly without any violent agitation. Some
of my own children were never in a cradle, and yet

they were far more easily managed, in respect to

sleeping, and watching, and other circumstances,

than those of them who were accustomed to it ; and

many similar iostances, were it expedient, could be
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brought forward. But if they are to be rocked in

cradles, it ought to be with the greatest gentleness.

The violence with which children are sometimes
rocked, jumbles their brain, and makes them un-

easy, giddy, and stupid, and is consequently injuri-

ous, both to body and mind. If the practice of rock-

ing, however, were altogether laid aside, it would
be a great relief to mothers and nurses, and afford

them more uninterrupted leisure for the perform-

ance of other dome.stic employments. As it is view-

ed by some to be hurtful and dangerous for mothers

to lake their infants with them to bed,— in Italy, mo-
thers who do so, use a machine, which protects

them from all injury and danger. It is called arcuc-

cio, and is 3 feet 2 inches long, and the head-board

14 inches broad, and 13 inches high.

I shall only observe further on the subject of phy-

sical education,—that, when children begin to lisp

out a few words, or syllables, great care ought to be

taken to give them an accurate and distinct pronun-
ciation. Every sound we wish them to pronounce,

should be slotvly and distinctly uttered before them,

beginning with single sounds, and proceeding to

easy words ; and they should never be taught any
pronunciation which they will afterwards be under
the necessity of unlearning. The pleasure we feel

at first hearing them aim at the use of language, is

apt to dispose us to listen with such attention, as to

relieve them from the necessity of acquiring a dis-

tinct and open articulation. The consequence is,

that they get into a rapid, indistinct, and hesitating

mode of speaking, which is afterwards very diffi-

cult, and sometimes impossible to correct. Would
we teach them a plain and distinct articulation, we
should uniformly speak with distinctness and accu-

racy in their presence; and refuse to answer their

requests, unless they are expressed with the great-

est precision and accuracy which their organs of

articulation will permit. Attention to this circum-
stance would smooth the way to accurate and early

reading, and prevent much trouble both to teacher

and scholar, when the child commences a regular

train of instruction.

I have been induced to offer these few hints on
this subject, from a strong conviction, that the phy-
sical education of children is intimately connected
with the development of mind—and that whatever
tend3 to promote health, and to strengthen the ani-

mal frame, will also tend to invigorate the soul, and
call forth into exercise its energies and powers.

2. 0)1 the Moral Instruction ofInfants.

This is a subject of peculiar importance, to which
the attention of every parent ought to be early and
thoroughly directed. No duties are generally more
trifled with than those which relate to the moral tui-

tion of infants ; and even .sensible and pious parents

too frequently err on this point, and lay the founda-
tion of many bitter regrets and perplexities in after

life, both to themselves and to their offspring. On
the mode in which a child is trained, duiing the

two or three first years of its existence, will, in a
great measure, depend the comfort of its parents,

and its own happiness during the succeeding pe-

riods of its existence.

The first and most important rule on this subject,

and which may be considered as the foundation of
all the rest, h—that an absolute and entire authority

over the child., should, as early as possible, be establish-

ed. By authority I mean, a certain air and ascend-
ant, or such a mode of conductingourselves toward*
children, as shall infallibly secure obedience. This
authority is to be obtained neither by age nor sta-

ture—by the tone of the voice, nor by threatening

language; but by an even, firm, moderate disposi-

tion of mind—which is always master of itself—
which is guided only by reason—and never acts un-
der the impulse of mere fancy or angry passions. If

we wish such authority to be absolute and complete
—and nothing short of this ought to be our aim—we
must endeavor to acquire this ascendancy over the
young at avery early period of their lives. Children
at a very early age are capable of reasoning, of com-
paring different objects with each other, and of
drawing conclusions from them. I have seen a
child of eight months turn round and point at a
portrait, when the name of the individual whom it

represented was announced ; and another, not much
older, point first to the original and then to the

painting, indicating its perception of the resem-
blance of the one to the other. And as the rational

and perceptive powers soon begin to operate, so we
find that stubbornness, obstinacy, anger, and a spirit

of independence, display themselves at a very early

period, even when the child is sucking its mother'?

breast. " What mean those cries, (says Augustine,)
those tears, the threatening gesture of the eyes,

sparkling with rage, in an infant, when resolved tr

gain his point with all his force, or inflamed with
jealousy against one another "? Though its infan-

tine members are weak and imbecile, its passion?
are sometimes strong and furious. I have seen a
child burning with jealousy. He could not yet ut-

ter a word, but, with a pale countenance, could cast

a furious look at another child who was sucking
with him it the same breast."

These circumstances clearly point out the period
for subduing the bad inclinations of children, and
training them to submission and obedience. From
the age often or twelve months, and earlier if pos-

sible, every parent ought to commence the establish-

ment of authority over his children; for the longer
it is delayed after this period, the more difficult it

will be to bring them under complete control. This
authority is to be acquired—not by pa.ssionately

chiding and beating children at an early age—but
by accustoming them to perceive that our u-ill vmst
(ilvays prevail over theirs, and in no instance allow-

ing them to gain an ascendancy, or to counteract a
command when it has once been given. Dr. Wiiher-
spoon recommends the following plan to accustom
children to obedience:—"As soon as they begin to

show their inclination by desire or aversion, let

single instances be chosen, now and then, (not too

frequently,) to contradict them. For example, if a
child shows a desire to have any thing in his hand
that he sees, or has any thing in his hand with
which he is delighted, let the parent take it from
him; and when he does so, let no consideration
whatever make him restore it at that time. Then,
at a considerable interval, perhaps a whole day is

little enough, let the same thing be repeated. In the

mean time, it must be carefully observed, that no at-

tempt should be made to contradict the child in the

intervals. Not the least appearance of oppasition,

if possible, should oe found between the will of the

parent and that of the child, except in those chosen
cases when the parent must always prevail. Neither
mother nor nurse should ever presume to condole
with the child, or show any signs of displeasure at

his being cro.'ised; hut, on the contrary, give every
mark of approbation. This experiment, frequently

repeated, will in a little time so perfectly habituate

the child to yield to the parent whenever he inter-

feres, that he will make no opposition. I can as-

sure you from experience, having literally prac-

tised this method myself, that I never had a child

of twelve months old but would suffer me to lake

any thing from him or her, without the least mark
of anger or dissatisfaction, while they would not

suffer any other to do so without the bitterest com-
plaints."
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Such experiments, if properly conducted, would

gradually produce in children habits of obedience
;

but they require to be managed with judgment and

prudence, and gradually extended from one thing to

another, till absolute submission is produced ; care,

however, being taken that the child be not nnneces-

sarilti contradicted or irritated. The Rev. Mr.
Cecil, in some of his writings, relates an experiment

of this kind which he tried on his own daughter, a

little girl of about three or four years old. She was
standing one day before the fife, amusing herself

with a string of beads, with which she appeared to

be highly delighted. Her father approached her,

and said, " What is this you are playing with, my
little dear 1" " My beads, papa." " Show me these

beads, my dear." She at once handed them to her

father, who immediately threw them into the fire.

" Now," said he, " let them remain there." She
immediately began to cry. " You must not cry, my
dear, but be quite contented." She then sat down
on the floor, and amused herself with some other

toys. About two or three days after this, he pur-

chased another string of beads much more valuable

and brilliant, which he immediately presented to

her. She was much delighted with the appearance
of the new set of beads. " Now," said her father,
" I make a present of these to you, because you was
a good girl, and gave me your beads when I asked
them." She felt, in this case, that obedience and
submission to her parent were attended with happy
effects, and would be disposed, in her future con-

duct, to rely on his wisdom and affection.* Chil-

dren trained in this way, with firmness and affec-

tion, soon become happy in themselves, and a com-
fort to their parents; and those scoldings, conten-

tions, and sounds of discord, so frequently heard in

the family mansion, entirely prevented.

In order to establish complete authority, and se-

cure obedience, the following rule must be invaria-

bly acted upon—that no command, either by ivord,

look, or gesture, should be given, lohich is not intend-

ed to be enforced and obeyed. It is the rock on which
most parents .split, in infantile education, that, while
they are almost incessantly giving commands to

their children, they are not careful to see that they

are punctually obeyed; and seem to consider the

occasional violation of their injunctions, as a very
trivial fault, or as a matter of coiwse. There is no
practice more common than this, and none more
ruinous to the authority of parents, and to the best

interests of their offspring. When a child is ac-

customed, by frequent repetitions, to counteract the

will of his parent, a habit of insubordination is

gradually induced, which sometimes grows to such
a height, that neither entreaties, nor threats, nor
corporeal punishment, are sufficient to counteract
it,s tendencies ; and a sure foundation is laid for

many future perplexities and sorrows. The rule,

therefore, should be absolute—that every parental
command ought to be enforced. And, in order to

this, it is requisite that every command be reasona-

ble—that a compliance with it produce no unneces-

sary pain or trouble to the child—that it be express-

ed in the words of kindness and affection—and that

it ought never to be delivered in a spirit of passion
or resentment. Reproof or correction given in a
rage, and with words of fury, is always considered
as the effect of weakness and of the want of self-

command, and uniformly frustrates the purpose it

was intended to subserve. " I have heard," says

This relation is not taken directly from Mr.
Cecil's writings. If I recollect right, it was intend-

ed to iliusctrate the nature of faith; but it may like-

wise exemplify the benefits which flow from unre-
served obedience to the commands of an affertion-

ate parent.

Dr. Witherspoon, "some persons often say, that

they cannot correct their children unless they are
angry ; to whom I have usually answered, ' Then
you ought not to correct them at all.' Every one
would be sensible, that for a magistrate to discover
an intemperate rage in pronouncing sentence against

a criminal, would be highly indecent ; and ought
not parents to punish their children in the same dis-

passionate manner"?"

One of the greatest obstacles in the way of ac-

quiring complete authority, is the want of fortitude

and perseverance, especially on the part of the mo-
ther. She is sometimes oppressed with anxieties

and difiiculties, busied with domestic affairs, or per-

haps has a young infant at the breast that requires

her chief attention, or strangers may have paid a
visit to the family. Her older child becomes rest-

less and fretful," and runs through the dwelling,

disturbing every one with his cries. She tries to

coax him with flattering promises ; but it is of no
avail. He is perhaps crying for something which
she does not think proper to give. She at length

scolds and threatens, and attempts to strike, which
generally makes the child redouble his cries. Wea-
ried out, at length, with his cries and tears, and
anxious to attend to some necessary affairs, she al-

lows herself to be vanquished, and submits to his

desires. Sugar, jellies, or plumcakes, are supplied

to pamper his depraved appetite, and put an end to

his crying ; and, being exhausted with screaming,

in a short time he drops asleep. The same process

is repeated, when similar circumstances occur.

—

Now, it is admitted that there is a difficulty in such

cases ; but it is a difficulty which mMS< be overcome,

if we would not become slaves to our children, and

render them disobedient and unhappy through life.

Were a mother, for a few days, or weeks at most,

to make a strong effort, and to sacrifice for a little

her own ease, and even some urgent business, and
never flinch from the object till complete submission

be accomplished, she would soon gain the requisite

ascendancy ; and, having acquired it, it would save

her from a multitude of troubles and perplexities,

which must otherwise be felt during succeeding

years—prevent the necessity of scolding, threaten-

ing, and whipping—and lay a sure foundation for

domestic harmony and filial affection. But the

longer she delays, the more diflScult it will be to ac-

quire the requisite ascendancy ; and the mother

who trifles with this important duty, from day to

day, lays the foundation of many bitter r£grets and
self-reproaches—renders her children curses instead

of blessings—and will, sooner or later, feel the

effects of her misconduct, and behold her sin in her

punishment.
The violation of parental authority, especially

among the children of the lower ranks, is so com-

mon, that it ceases to excite wonder or surprise.

One can scarcely walk the streets without seeing

parental authority disrearardcd. A father is beheld

with a whip or a stick in his hand, driving home
his stubborn son, as if he were " a bullock unaccus-

tomed to the yoke"—and a mother running after

her child with looks of fury and words of execration,

seizing him by the shoulders, beating him with her

fists, and dragging him along like a piece of lum-

ber, while the little urchin is resisting with all his

might, and bellowing like an ox. A short time ago,

I was passing along the suburb of a large town,

when I beheld a child of about three years old

amusing himself on the footpath before his dwell-

in?. His mother approached the threshold, and

called him in. " Come awa', Jamie, to the house,

it's a cauld day." Jamie paid no attention to the

command, but' moved with the utmost deliberation

to a greater distance. " Come awa'," says his mo-

ther a second time, " and I'll gie ye some good thing."
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James, however, marched on to a still greater dis-

tance. " Come back, Jamie," rejoined the mother,
" and I'll gie ye an apple." James paused for a

moment, and looked back with a kind of leer ; but,

recollecting, perhaps, that his mother had often

promised, and failed in performing her promises, he
set off with more speed than before. His mother
now became vociferous, and bawled out, " Come
back, you little villain, or I'll whip you, as sure's

I'm alive." James, however, who appeared to have
known his mother better than she knew herself, still

marched on. The foolish mother now became fu-

rious, rushed after the child, and dragged him home
like a squeaking pig, lamenting that her children

were so stubborn and disobedient ; and forgetting,

in the mean time, that she herself was their in-

structor, and the cause of their obstinacy and diso-

bedience. Children brought up in this manner are

not only unhappy in themselves, but not unfrequent-

ly become pests in society, and particularly to the

public instructors of youth, who find it extremely
difficult, and sometimes next to impossible, to bring

them under control and subordination to scholastic

order and discipline—without which their progress

in learning cannot be promoted.
Some children, even in the same family, are pli-

ant and of tender feelings, and are easily brought
under subjection by a judicious parent ; while others

are naturally proud, self-willed and obstinate. But
even in the worst supposable cases, it is quite prac-

ticable, by firmness and prudent management, to

bring the mo.st sulky and stubborn under subjection.

This may be illustrated from the following fact, ex-

tracted from an excellent little work, entitled "The
Mother at Home, or the Principles of Maternal
Duty familiarly illustrated ; by the Rev. John S. C.
Abbot, of Worcester, America."*—"A gentleman,
a few years since, sitting by his fireside one evening,
with his family around him, took the spelling-book,

and called upon one of his little sons to come and
read. John was about four years old. He knew all

the letters of the alphabet perfectly, but happened at

that moment to be in rather a sullen humor, and was
not at all disposed to gratify his father. Very re-

luctantly he came as he was bid; but when his fa-

ther pointed to the first letter of the alphabet, and
said, 'What letter is that, JohnT he could get no
answer. John looked upon the book, sulky and
silent. ' My son,' said the father pleasantly, ' you
know the letter A.' ' I cannot say A,' said John

While I was writing the preceding paragrapl>6

this interesting little volume was put into my hands
—a volume which I would strons^ly recommend to

the perusal of every parent. Its style is simple and
perspicuous, its sentiments rational and piiMis, and
are uniformly illustrated with a variety of appro-
priate examples taken from real life—so that the

most ignorant and illiterate may ea.sily enter into

all the views and representations of the author, and
feel their propriety and force. Were the principles

inculcated in this small volume universally recog-

nised and acted upon, the aspect of the moral world
would, ere long, undergo an important change, and
a new generation would soon spring up, to renovate
the world, and to hail the commencement of the

millennial era. The amiable author himself ap-

pears to be an affectionate and " Grateful Son;"
for, instead of attempting to curry favor with the

great, by dedicating his work to the Earl of F. the

Dutchess of G. or the Prf^sident of the United States,

he very appropriately dedicates it lo his " Father
and Mother" of whom he speaks with affectionate

regard. The volume is very neatly got up, contains

above 140 pages, pretty closely printed, and is sold,

neativ bound, for onlv one shilling; so that it is

within the reach of the poorest family.

' You must,' said the father in a serious and decided
tone ;

' what letter is that "?' John refused to an-
swer. The contest was now fairly commenced.

—

John was wilful, and determined that he would not
read. His father knew that it would be ruinous to

his son to allow him to conquer; he felt that he
must at all hazards subdue him. He took him into
another room, and punished him. He then return-
ed, and again showed John the letter ; but John still

refused to name it. The father again retired with
his son, and punished him more severely. But it

was unavailing. The stubborn child still refused
to name the letter ; and when told that it was A, de-
clared that he would not say A. Again the father
inflicted punishment as severely as he dared to do
It, and still the child, with his whole frame in agi-

tation, relused to yield. The father was suffering

with most intense solicitude. He regretted exceed-
ingly that he had been drawn into the contest. He
had already punished his child with a severity which
he feared to exceed ; and yet the wilful sufferer

stood before him, sobbing and trembling, but appa-
rently as unyielding as a rock. I have often heard
that parent mention the acuteness of his feelings

at that moment ; his heart was bleeding at the pain
which he had been compelled to inflict upon his son.

He knew that the question was now to be settled,

who .should be master; and after his son had with-
stood so long and so much, he greatly feared the
result. The mother sat by, suffering of course most
acutely, but perfectly satisfied that it was their duty
to subdue the child, and that, in such a trying hour,
a mother's feelings must not interfere. With a
heavy heart, the father again took the hand of his

son, to lead him out of the room for further punish-
ment ;

but, to his inconceivable joy, the child shrunk
from enduring any more suffering, and cried, ' Fa-
ther, I'll tell the letter.' The father, with feelings

not easily conceived, took the book and pointed lo

the letter. ' A,' said John, distinctly and fully.

—

' And what is that V said the father, pointing to the

next letter. 'B,' said John. 'And what is that T
' C,' he continued. 'And what is that?' pointing

again to the first letter. ' A,' said the now humbled
child. 'Now carry the book to 3'our mother, and
tell her what the letter is.' ' What letter is that,

my son T said his mother. 'A,' .said John. He
was evidently perfectly subdued. The rest of the

children were sitting by, and they saw the contest,

and they saw where was the victory ; and John
learned a lesson which he never forgot : he learned
never again to wage such an unequal warfare—he
learned that it was the safest and happiest course
for him to obey."

The conduct of the parent, in this case, so far

from being branded witn harshness or cruelty, was
the dictate of mercy and love. Had the son been
permitted to obtain the mastery, it might not only

have proved his ruin through life, but have intro-

duced a spirit of insubordination among the other

branches of the family. The only fault which, per-

haps, may be attributed to the father, in the present

instance, was his insisting on his son pointing out

the letters when he happened to be in a " sullen

humor.'" But, after the contest was commenced, it

was indispensable to the happiness and order of the

family, that victory should be obtained on the part

of the parent. And this circumstance suggests the

following rule— that. When children happen to be in

a fretful or sulky humor, any disagreeable command
or injunction that is not indispensable, ought to be

avoided ; for it is best to prevent collisions of this

kind, at a time when children are disposed to " sum-
mon up all their energies to disobey."

Another important ma.xim in infantile instruction

is. that nothing be told, or represented to cXildren but

lehat is strictly accordant with tnith. This maxim
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is violated in thousands of instances by mothers and

nurses, to the manifest injury of the moral principles

and the intellecrual powers of the young. The sys-

tem of nature is frequently misrepresented, and even

caricatured, when its objects are pointed out to child-

ren
;
qualities are ascribed to them which they do

not possess ; their real properties are concealed, and

even imaginary invisible beings, which have no ex-

istence in the universe, are attempted to be exhibit-

ed to their imagination. The moon is sometimes

represented as within reach of the child's grasp,

when he is anxiously desired to take hold of it ; a

table or a chair is represented as an animated being,

when he is desired to strike it in revenge, after hav-

ing knocked his head against it ; a dog or a cat is

represented as devoid of feeling, when he is en-

couraged to beat or whip these animals for his

amusement ; certain animated beings are represent-

ed as a nuisance in creation, when a boy is permit-

ted to tear asunder the legs and wings of flies, or

directed to crush to death every worm or beetle that

comes in his way; and the shades of night are ex-

hibited as peopled with spectres, when a child is

threatened with a visit of a frightful hobgoblin from
a dark apartment. In these and similar instances,

not only is the understanding bewildered and per-

verted, but the moral powers are corrupted ;— false-

hood, deceit, a revengeful disposition, cruelty to-

wards the lower animals, superstitious opinions and
vain alarms, are indirectly fostered in the youthful

mind. Even the pictorial representations which are

exhibited to children in their toy-books, too frequent-

ly partake of this character. The sun and moon
are represented with human faces, as if they were
small and insignificant objects, and partook of the

nature of animated beings. Peacocks and cranes,

foxes and squirrels, cats and mice, are represented

in the attitude of speaking and of holding conversa-

tion with each other, as if they were rational beings

endowed with the faculty of speech. A monkey is

represented as riding on a sow, and an old woman,
mounted on a broom, as directing her course through
the air to the moon. Even when real objects are in-

tended to be depicted, such as a horse, an elephant,

or a lion, they are often surrounded and interwoven
with other extraneous objects, so that the principal

figure intended to be exhibited can scarcely be dis-

tinguished. Hence, most of our books intended for

the nursery, convey little else than vague and dis-

torted views of the objects of nature and the scenes

of human life, and are nothing short of trifling with

the ideas that ought to be distinctly exhibited to the

infant mind.* If children were permitted to imbibe
no ideas but what are true, or accordant with the

existing scenes of nature, their progress in useful

information would be rapid and sure, and its acqui-

sition easy and pleasant. But, as matters now stand.

A considerable degree of knowledge may be

communicated to the young by means of pictorial

exhibitions ; but in order to this, they must be of a

different description from what is found in most of

our school-books and publications intended for the

nursery. Instead of caricatures, and indistinct

groups of objects unnaturally huddled together,

every object ought to be neatly, vividly, and accu-

rately engraved, and the principal fisrures well de-

fined and detached from mere adventitious accom-
paniments ; and, if possible, colored after nature.

—

The best little books and figures of this description

I have .<!een, are most of those published by Darton
and Harvey, London, entitled, " Instructive Hints,"
" The Prize for Good Children," " Little Truths
for the Instruction of Children," &c. &c. in which
the scenes of human life are neatly and accurately

exhibited, and accompanied with many instructive

essons adapted to the capacities of youth.

one of the most difficult parts of education consists

in counteracting the immoral principles and erro-

neous ideas which have been impressed upon the

mmd in early life—which, in many cases, requires

arduous and long continued efforts.

It has a still more pernicious efi'ect on the moral
principles of the young, when false assertions and
representations are made to them in reference to facts

and circumstances of a moral nature. How com-
mon is it, for example, for a mother to cajole a child

into obedience by promising him an article or a gra-

tuity which she has no intention of bestowing, or

which, perhaps, it is out of her power to bestow !

—

She is about to take a walk, or to pay a visit, and
little Tom wishes to go along with her. This pro-

posal his mother thinks proper to refuse. Tom be-

gins a crying, and attempts to assail his mother by

his tears. She tries to cajole him, by telling him
she will bring home to him apples and oranges, a
little coach and four, a fiddle, a drum, or a fine new
jacket. Little Tom, perhaps, is somewhat appeased

by such flattering promises. His mother leaves

home, pays her visit and returns, but forgets her

promises, as she never intended to fuliil them. The
same thing is frequently repeated, till at length the

child learns that no dependence is to be placed on
the word of his parent. There can scarcely be a

more direct way than this of training children to

prevarication and falsehood, and exciting them to

view with contempt their parent'.; and guardians.

—

Such deceptions are very commonly attempted, when
children are urged to take nauseous medicines for

the recovery of their health. The loathsome drug

is represented as pleasant, or in nowise unpalatable,

till the child tastes it, and, finding it offensive to his

palate, spits it out, and absolutely refuses to take

any more of the draught—while at the same time he

clearly perceives that he has been deceived. Mr.
Abbot relates the following story, illustrative of this

point :
—" A mother was once trying to persuade her

little son to take some medicine. The medicine was
very unpalatable, and she, to induce him to take it,

declared it did not taste bad. He did not believe

her. He knew by sad experience that her word
was not to be trusted. A gentleman and a friend

who was present took the spoon and said, ' James,

this is medicine, and it tastes badly. I should not

like to take it, but I would if necessary. You have

courage enough to swallow something which does

not taste good, have you not V ' Yes,' said James,

looking a little less sulky, ' but that is very bad in-

deed.' ' I know it,' said the gentleman, ' I presume
you never tasted any thing much worse.' The gen-

tleman then tasted of the medicine himself, and said,

' It is very unpleasant. But now let us see if you
have not resolution enough to take it, bad as it is.'

The boy hesitatingly took the spoon. ' It is bad,'

said the gentleman, ' but the best way is to summon
all your resolution, and down with it at once, like a

man.' James made, in reality, a great effort for a

child, and swallowed the dose. And whom will

this child most respect, his deceitful mother, or the

honest-dealing stranger 1 And whom will he here-

after most readily believe'? It ought, however, to

be remarked, that, had the child been properly go-

verned, he would at once, and without a murmur,
have taken what his mother presented."

Hence the following practical rules may be de-

duced :

—

Never attempt in any instance to deceive the

young. How can a parent, with any consistency or

hopeof success, inculcate upon a child, that " it is

wicked to tell a falsehood," when the child perceives

his parent setting before him, in his own conduct,

an example of this vice 1 Such conduct necessarily

leads a child to distrust his parents, to despise them
in his heart, and to practise himself the same arts

of deception.

—

Never make a promise to a child which
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is not intended to be punctually performed ; and

—

Never threaten a punishment which is not intended to

be injlicted. Children have beltc memories in re-

gard to these things than what we are apt to suspect,

and they draw their conclusions, and act according-
ly. A proper consideration of these things will

point out the propriety of being very cautious and
circumspect as to what, we promise and what we threaten

in respect to the young,—if we sincerely wish them
to respect truth, and be submissive to their superiors
and instructors.

Another rule to be attended to in infant educa-
tion, is, that

—

ii;e should beware ofindulging the habit

of incessantlyJindingfault with children. The same
principles and leelings which operate on adult minds
are generally found to affect, in a similar manner,
the minds of the young. When a man is continually
found fault with, in every operation he performs,

—

when his most minute deviaiions from accuracy are
censured and exaggerated, and his prominent excel-
lencies overlooked, and refused their due meed of
praise, he becomes disheartened in his pursuits, and
feels little stimulus to improvement ; whereas, the
bestowment of deserved approbation animates the

mind, and excites to more assiduous exertions. In

like manner, children are discouraged in their aims
to please their parents and guardians, when fault is

found with almost every thing they do ; but there is

nothing that tends more to cheer and animate the

mind of a child, and to produce a desire of pleasing
his parents, than the hope of receiving the due re-

ward of his attentions, and the smile and approba-
tion of those whom he is taught to love and obey.

—

Many little irregularities in the conduct of children,

if they be notdirectly vicious, or acts of disobedience,
must be overlooked; or if they are reproved, it should
be as seldom as possible, and with gentleness and
affection. We should always be more ready to ex-
press approbation, and to reward good conduct,
than to chide and frown at every trivial fault that

may be committed through thoughtlessness and in-

attention. And it is surely more delightful to the

heart of an affectionate parent to have his children
excited to good conduct from the desire of pleasing
and the hope of reward, than merely from a fear of
offending. But when children are almost incessant-

ly scolded—when, after endeavoring to do the best

they can, they are told that they never do any thing
right—that they are stuped asses—that they will

never be made to learn—that they are continually

giving us trouble and vexation—that they are like

no other children, and that we will give over at-

tempting to teach them,—such disheartening remon-
strances, when daily repeated, tend to chill the sus-

ceptible hearts of the young, to sour their disposi-

tions, and to render them indifferent to making im-
provement either in knowledge or virtue. On the

other hand, nothing tends more to promote filial

affection, clieerful obedience, a spirit of improve-
ment, and to cherish the best feelings of the human
heart, than the prospect of well-merited approbation,
and the hope of reward.
Every child should be made to see and feel the na-

tural consequences of his conduct, ichether good or bad

:

and the punishments and rewards he receives should
be of such a nature as to make him perceive the un-
happy tendency of thoughtless and obstinate tem-
pers, and the happiness which invariably results

from obedient submission, and the exercise of ami-
able dispositions. There are certain natural and
moral laws which cannot be infringed by any one
without his feeling the consequences of tlicir viola-

tion ; and this holds true in the ca-e of children, as

well as in that of adults. When a child rushes
heedlessly into a room, without lookinc: before him,
he is almost certain of geitine: a fall, or knocking
his head against a table. When he climbs on the

back of a chair, when he approaches too near the
grate, amuses himself with a firebrand, or handles,
without caution, knives and forks, he is certain,

sooner or later, by various pains and accidents, to

feel the consequences of his conduct; and in such
cases he should be made distinctly to perceive the
connection between his fault and his punishment.

But, in the next place, although we should beware
of constantly finding fault with children, ice must
carefully guard against every thins that might excite

them to vanity and self-conceit. We encourage such
vicious propensities when we expatiate on their

good qualities to visiters, and praise them for the

excellent things they have said or done, xchile they

themselves are standing by and eagerly listening to

the conversation. At such times we are apt to for-

get that they are paying strict attention to every
thing that is'said, and drinking in with pleasure the

flattering expressions bestowed upon them. One
should never speak in the presence of children about
any thing which he does not wish them to know,
if they are above fifteen or twenty months old. It

is amazing how soon children become acquainted
with the meaning of language, even before they are

capable of expressing their ideas in words, or enter-

ing upon a regular conversation. " A little child,"

says Mr. Abbot, "creeping upon the floor, and who
could not articulate a single word, was requested to

carry a piece of paper across the room, and put ir

in a chair. The child perfectly comprehended the

direction, and crept across the room and did as he
was told. An experiment or two of this kind will

satisfy any one how far a child's mind is in advance
of his pow'er to express his ideas; and yet when
a child is three or four years old, parents will re-

late in their presence shrewd things which they
have said and done, and sometimes even their acts

of disobedience will be mentioned with a smile!"

—

Another circumstance by w'hich pride and .self-

conceit are excited in the breasts of the young, is

the conduct of parents in exhibiting the acquire-

ments of their children to strangers, and to almost
every visiter that happens to call. Little Ann has
been taught to repeat by rote a few verses of a psalm
or hymn, and Andrew, a little more advanced in

years, has learned Sempronius' " Speech for War,"
or a piece of an old play. Although they know no-

thing of the meaning of the pieces they have com-
mitted to memory, and cannot, perhaps, annex a

single idea to the words they pronounce, yet their

mamma is so enraptured wiiii their attainments,

that when any visiters happen to call, or a party is

assembled, she introduces them to the company, and
encourages them to spout in their presence, some-
times to their no small disgust and annoyance. Of
course, every one pais them on the head, and praises

them for the exhibition they have made, while they

eagerly catch the words of approbation, to nurse
their latent vanity and self-conceit. Such exhibi-

tions, W'hen frequently repeated, cannot but have
an injurious effect on the youthful mind, Pride
and self-conceit, however common in society, are

so odious and so inconsistent with the character and
circumstances of man, that instead of fostering such
unamiable principles, every exertion should be made
to check their growth and counteract their influ-

ence. And modesty and humility are so amiable,

and so congenial to beings so ignorant and depraved

as man—who is but an atom in creation and stands

near the lowest point of the scale of intellectual ex-

istence—that every thing ought to be carefully

guarded against that would prevent their culture,

and every mean used which has a tendency to che-

rish and promote them. I do not mean to insinuate

that it is improper, in every instance, to exhibit the

attainments of children ; but it should be done with

judgment and caution, so that it may produce no
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immoral effects, or be the means of adding to the

impudence and self-conceit which too much abound
in the world. The practice of teaching children to

repeat, like parrots, what they do not understand,

ought to be entirely discarded. The best exhibition

of a child's attamments would be, to make him read

a passage from any of his toy-books, and give the

meaning of the words, and an account of the facts

or sentiments it contains.

To the rules on this subject, already stated, may
be added the following :

—

Never atlempt to frighten

children to their duty bij presenting to their fancy ter-

rific objects, and exciting imo.ginary alarms. This
rule IS violated when frightful hobgoblins are repre-

sented as having been seen in darkness, and during
night, and when foolish tales of fairies, witches and
apparitions, are gravely related to children. And
when their minds are thus stuffed with confused

ideas of imaginary objects, they are afterwards

frightened into obedience by the terror of some of

these visionary beings suddenly making their ap-

pearance. Darkness is thus associated with terrific

phantoms, and children are sometimes thrust into

dark and narrow rooms, to make them cease their

crying, or to frighten them into obedience. It is not

uncommon to hear nurses, and even foolish mothers,

threatening to send for the " black man" with cloven

feet, and horns on his head—to cut off their child-

ren's heads, to toss them out of a window, or to send
them to the black-hole. Such a mode of frighten-

ing children into obedience, not only lays the foun-

dation of superstitious notions, and renders them af-

terwards cowards in the dark, but is sometimes at-

tended with the most tragical effects. An English
writer, says Mr. Abbot, gives an account of two in-

stances in which fatal consequences attended the

strong excitement of fear. He says, " I knew in

Philadelphia a child, as fine and as sprightly, and
as intelligent a child as ever was born, made an
idiot for life by being, when about three years old,

shut into a dark closet by a maid-servant, in order
to terriiy it into silence. The thoughtless creature
iirst menaced it with sending it to ' the bad place,'

as the phrase is ; and at last, to reduce it to silence,

put it into the closet, shut the door, and went out of
the room. She went back in a iQ'w minutes, and
found the child in a fit. It recovered from that, but
was for life an idiot."

—
" It is not long since we read

in the newspapers of a child being killed by being
thus frightened. The parents had gone out to what
is called an evening party. The servants had their

party at home, and the mistress, who, by some un-
expected accident, had been brought home at an
early hour, finding the parlour full of company, ran
np stairs to see her child, who was about two or
three years old. She found it with its eyes open,
but fixed; touching it, she found it inanimate. The
doctor was sent for in vain ; it was quite dead. The
maid affected to know nothing of the cause ; but
some one of the persons assembled discovered, pin-
ned up to the curtain? of the bed, a horrid figure,
made up partly of a frightful mask! This, as the
wretched girl confessed, had been done to keep the

child quiet while she was with her company below."
It is surely unnecessary to add more, in order to de-

ter parents and servants from practices fraught with
such dangerous and appalling consequences. Let
children be inspired both with physical and moral
courage. Let them be taught that there is nothing
more frightful in the dark than in the light of day,
except the danger of knocking against any object
we do not perceive. Let them be accustomed, at

times, to be in the dark, both in companv and alone,

in the house and in the open air, when there is

no danger of meeting with accidents. Let them
be taught, above all things, to love God and fear
him; and that they need not be very greatly alarm-
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ed at whatever may befall them from any other
quarter.

In practising the rules now laid down, and in

every branch of domestic education, it is a matter
of the first importance, that fathers and mothers,
nurses and servants, should act in harmony in the
commands and instructions given to children.

—

When a foolish mother, from a mistaken affection,

indulges her children in their vicious humors and
impertinent whims, and is careless whether or not
parental authority be respected—it is next to impos-
sible for a father, however judicious his plans, to

maintain domestic order and authority, and to " train

up his children in the way they should go." The
altercations which not unfrequently happen between
parents, as to the mode of managing their offspring,

and that too in the presence of their children, sub-

vert the -very foundations of family government, and
endanger the best interests of those whom they pro-

fess to hold dear. Little John has, perhaps, been for

some time in a sulky humor ; he has struck his sis-

ter, torn her frock, and tossed her doll into the fire,

and obstinately refused to comply with some pa-

rental commands. His father wishes to correct him
for his conduct, which his mother endeavors to pre-

vent. Punishment, however, is inflicted corres-

ponding to the crime; but the silly mother, instead

of going hand in hand with her husband in main-
taining family order, exclaim.'; against the severity

of the correction, and taking the child in her arms,

caresses him, and condoles with him on account of

the pain he has suffered—plainly indicating to the

child that his father had acted towards him with

cruelty and injustice. Wherever such conduct fre-

quently recurs, domestic order is overthrown, the

moralprinciples of the young corrupted, deceit and
hypocrisy cheri.shed, filial affection undermined,

and a sure foundation laid for many future perplex-

ities and sorrows. However much parents may dif-

fer in opinion about certain principles, or modes of

conducting family affairs, it ought never to be dis-

played in the presence of their children; and, for

the same reason, parents ought never to speak dis-

respectfully of any teacher they employ, while their

children are listening to their remarks, whatever
may be the private opinion they entertain respect-

ing his qualifications or conduct.

3. On the Intellectual Instruction of Infants

In regard to the intellectual instruction of infants,

I have already thrown out a few cursory remarks,

and shall afterwards illustrate more particularly a

few principles applicable to this subject. In the

mean time, the following brief hints may sufiice.

—

As the senses are the primary inlets of all know-
ledge—every object, within view, in the system of

nature, which has a tendency to convey anew idea,

should be distinctly presented to the eyes of a child.

He should be taught to contemplate it for some tim«

with steadiness and attention, and the sound or

name by which it is distinguished frequently re-

peated to him. In order gradually to enlarge the

sphere of his informatioir, the objects more immedi-

ately around him may, in the first instance, be se-

parately and distinctly pointed out, uniformly ac-

compaiiving the name with the exhibition of the ob-

ject. He should next be occasionally led into the

fields, and to the banks of a river, the margin of th;

ocean, and a seaport, if such places lie adjacent, and

his attention directed to the most promir/;nt objects

connected with those scenes; care being taken not

to confuse his imagination with too many objects at

one time. Perhaps it may be sufficient to confine his

attention to about three or four objects at a time-
such as a house, a tree, a cow, and a horse. To
these his attention should be particnlarly rivetted.
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Intent only on gratification, it riots amidst mi-

sery, if by this means it can aggrandize itself.

Looting on the possessions of those around only

•with an envious eye, it is solicitous that they may
be appropiiated in some way to itself. This is a

horrible and truly infernal disposition ; for it would
reign with a kind of universal despotism, would
subdue all into vassalage, and sufi'er nothing to ex-

ist, but what was tributary to its own comfort.

Selfishness sometimes causes its subjects only to

•neglect the things of others. They do not oppress,

or injure, or despoil; they are neither robbers nor
calumniators ; but they are so engrossed by self-in-

terest, and so absorbed in self-gratification, as to be

utterly regardless of the miseries or comfort of

which they cannot but be the spectators. They
have no sympathies, no benevolent sensibilities;

they have cut themselves off from their species,

and care nothing for the happiness of any of their

neighbors. Their highest boast and atlamment in

vii'iie is, to wrong none: their idea of excellence

is purely of a negative kind
; to dispel sorrow, to

relieve want, to diffuse gladness, especially to make
sacrifices ; to do this, is an effort which they have
never tried, and which they have no inclination to

try. The world might perish, if the desolation did

not reach them. Miserable and guilty creatures,

they forget that they will be punished for not doing
good, as well as for doing evil. The uvprofitable
servant was condemned; and the wicked are repre-

sented, at the last day, as doomed to hell, not for in-

flicting sorrow, but for not relieving it.

A man is guiliy of selfishness, if he seeks his

own things out of all proportion to the regard he
pays to the things of others.

If, from a regard to our reputation, we cannot
live in the total neglect of those around us, and, in

deference either to public opinion, or to the remon-
strances of our consciences, we are compelled to

yield something to the claims of the public
;

yet, at

the same time, our concessions may be so measured
in quantity, and made with such reluctance and ill

will, that our predominant selfishness may be as
clearly manifested by what we give, as by what we
withhold. That which we call our liberality, ma-
nifests, in this case, our avarice ; that which we
denominate generosity, demonstrates our sinful self-

love.

Selfishness sometimes seeks its own, under the

pretence and profession of promoting the happiness

of others. Where the ruling passion of the heart

is the love of applause, large sacrifices of wealth,

and time, and ease, and feeling, will be readily

made for fame ; and where men have objects to

gain, which require kindness, conciliation, and at-

tention, nothing in this way is too much to be done,

to accomplish their purpose. This is a disgusting
operation of this very disgusting temper, when all

its seeming good will is but an efflux of kiudness,
which is to flow back again, in full tide, into the re-

ceptacle of self. Many are the detestable traders,

whose generosity ir only a barter for something in

return. How much of the seemin? goodness of
human nature, of the sympathy with human woe,
of the pity for want, of the anxiety for the comfort
of wretchedness, which passes current for virtue

among mankind, is nothing better than a counterfeit

imitation of benevolence—is known only to that

God whose omniscient eye traces the secret work-
ings of our depravity through all the labyrinths of
a deceitful heart.

But notice now the subjects, in reference to which
selfishness is indulged.

Property is the first. It .shows itself in an anxiety
to obtain wealth, and an unwillingness to part with
it; a disposition greedy as the sea, and barren as
the shore. You will see some men so excessively

eager to get profit, that they are ever watching to

take undue advantage, and so keen-eyed in looking
after their own, that they need be closely inspected,

to prevent them from taking more than their own:
for a man who is prevailingly selfLNh, can hardly be

honest. And what they gain, they keep : neither
the cause of humanity, nor of religion, can extort

money from them, except now and then, to get rid

of an importunate suitoi, or to prevent their repu-
tation from being utieily ruined.

It IS sometimes exercised in reference to opinion.

Some will not bear contradiction ; they must be
listened to as sages ; to question what they say is to

insult them, and is sure to bring down upon the

presumptuous skeptic their contempt or their frown.
They will scarcely allow any one to speak but
themselves ; they must be the oracle of every com-
pany and the director of every affair, or they retire

in di.sgust, and refuse to act at all. In the concerns
of our churches, this is often seen and felt. What
is it but pure selfishness, that leads any one to wish
that Ae should dictate to the rest; that his opinion
should be law; and his wishes be consulted and
obeyed 1 This is not love; no, love gives up her
own, where conscience does not interfere to forbid

it, and meekly and quietly resigns its wishes to in-

crease peace and promote harmony : its object is

the public good, and its law is the best means of
promoting the general welfare. If in the inter-

cciur.se of life, or the affairs of a church, every in-

dividual determined to consult only his own views
and wishes, society would be dis.solved, and its se-

parate parts embroiled in a state of mutual conflict.

In the various discussions which come before a pub-
lic body, Selfishness says, " I am sure my opinion is

correct; and I will, if possible, have my way:" but
the language of Love is, " I have slated my opinion
and my wishes ; if the former does not carry con-
viction, I by no means wish it to be adopted, nor
my desires to be gratified, I am anxious for the
comfort of my brethren, and I yield my wishes to
theirs."

Some persons have acquired habits in t/ieir general
conduct, lohich are exceedingly annoying to others;
they have sources of personal gratification, pecu-
liatitiesof humor, in which it is impossible to in-
dulge, without greatly incommoding those around
them: but so detestably selfish is their disposition,
at least with regard to 'these practices, that let who
will be disturbed, offended, or put to serious incon-
venience, they will not forego, in the least degree,
their accustomed indulgence. When the unfor-
tunate .sufferers were expiring in the Black Hole at
Calcutta, and entreated the sentinels to represent
their agonizing and fatal condition to the tyrant
who had impri>oned them, the guards answered,
" No ; he is enjoying his repose, and it will be cer-
tain death to us if we disturb him, even for your
relief." And what better in principle, though cer-
tainly a less degree of its operation, is that regard
to their appetite, ease, or humor, which manv in-

dulge to the annoyance of their neighbors, ' and
which they indulge against the remonsivances of
those who suffer ? In short, that regard to our
comfort which leads us to neglect or sacrifice the
felicity of another, let the object to which it is di-
rected be what it may, is the selfishness which
kindness opposes and destroys.

This hateful disposiiion has contrived to conceal
itself under many false names and disguises, and
thus to find protection frum much of the obloquy
which it deserves, and which would otherwise be
more nnsparinglv heaped upon it.

The plea o( frugality, or a just regard to the
claims of a familv, has often been urged as an ex-
cuse for the selfishness of avarice. A man cer-
tainly must take care of his own, but not to the in-
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jury, or even to the neglect, of all besides. " I h

no more," it is often said, " than I want for

I have
my

style of living ; and that style I think necessary for

my rank in life. I spend all I get upon my family,

and hoard nothing ; how, then, can I be selfish V
Mistaken mortal! do you forget that a man's fa-

mily, is himself multiplied—himself reflected.

—

Selfish ! yes, you are detestably so, if you spend all

upon yourself and family, however lavish and un-

sparing you may be to them.

No expression, no sentiment, has ever been more
abused than that of the apostle

—
" Do all to the glory

of God." It has been employed to disguise the most

improper motives, and never more frequently, nor

more profanely employed, than when it has been

used to give a character of religious zeal to actions

which every eye could discern originated in an un-

mixed selfishness. It is to be feared, that when the

secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed, it will be

found that, while much has been professedly done

for the glory of God in the affairs of religion, pure

zeal for God's glory is a very rare thing. Certain

it is, that much of what has been carried on under

the authority of this truly sublime phrase, has ema-
nated from a far less hallowed principle. The gos-

pel has been preached by ministers; places of wor-

ship have been built by hearers; distant lands have
been visited by missionaries; yea, imprisonment

and death may have been sought by martyrs, in some
cases, not from pure zeal for God's glory, but under
the influence of selfishness. All sorts of artful prac-

tices have been supported, all kinds of stormy pas-

sions have been indulged, all kinds of injuries have
been inflicted, under the pretence of glorifying

God; but which, in fact, are to be ascribed to this

disposition. When a man is identified with a party,

that parly is himself, and what he does for the one,

he does for the other.

The same remarks will apply to many of those

actions which are performed on the professed ground

of regard for the public good. Pure patriotism is a

scarce v^irtue, and is found but rarely in the breasts

of those who are loudest in their praises and pro-

fessions of it. Many a noisy and self-eulogized pa-

triot—many a zealous supporter of public institu-

tions—many an active reformer of popular errors

—

many a liberal contributor to humane or religious

societies—could their motives be exposed, would be

found to act from no higher aims than to get a name
for themselves, and to be praised by their fellow-

creatures.

Some indulge this disposition under the pretext

oi regard for the truth. Attaching an overweening
importance to their own opinions, as if they possessed

the attribute of infallibility, overbearing in debate,

impatient of contradiction, determined to crush the

opinions and resist the influence of those who are

opposed to theirs—they quiet their conscience, and
silence the voice of remonstrance, with the plea that

their vehemence is pure zeal for the interests of

truth. They should be less anxious, they say, if it

were their personal interest at stake ; but they have
a right to be earnest, yea, even contentious, in de-

fence of the faith. But they know not themselves,

or they would discern that their conduct springs

from a proud, imperious, and selfish spirit.

It is time to contemplate the evil of selfishness.

—

It is a direct opposition to the divine benevolence,

and is contrary to the habitual temper of our Lord
Jesus Christ, " who pleased not himself" It is the

cause of all sin, the opposite of all holiness and vir-

tue: it is the source of innumerable other sins, and
is placed by the apostle as the head and leader of

the eighteen vices which he enumerates as the

marks of perilous times, '"Men shall be lovers of

themselves." This was the sin which introduced

all guilt and misery into the world; for the first

transgression, by which Adam fell from innocence,
and by which his posterity fell with him, was an
effort to raise himself into a state of independence

;

by selfishness, he laid the world under the burden of

the divine condemnation. It is a rejection of all

the claims, and an opposition to all the ends and in-

terests, of society; for if all persons were under the

influence of predominant selfishness, society could
scarcely exist : let each one covet and grasp his

own, to the injury or neglect of the rest, and the

world becomes a den of wild beasts, where each ra-

vins for his prey, and all worry one another. This
disposition defeats its own end. God has endowed
us with social affections, in the indulgence of which
there is real pleasure; the exercise of kindness and
the enjoyment of delight are inseparable. " If there

be any comfort of love," says the apostle : by which
he implied, in the strongest manner, that there is

great comfort in it ; and, of course, in proportion as

we extend the range and multiply the objects of our

love, we extend the range and multiply the sources

of our happiness. He that loves only himself, has
only one joy ; he that loves his neighbors, has many.
To rejoice in the happiness of others, is to make it

our own : to produce it, is to make it more than our

own. Lord Bacon has justly remarked, that our

sorrows are lessened, and our felicities multiplied,

by communication. Mankind had been laboring

for ages under the grossest mistake as to happines.s,

imagining that it arose from receiving; an error

which our Lord corrects, by saying, " That it is

more blessed to give than to receive." A selfish

man who accumulates property, but diflfuses not, re-

sembles not the perennial fountain, sending forth

fertilizing streams; but the stagnant pool, into

which whatever flows remains there, and whatever

remains, corrupts: miser is his name, and misera-

ble he is in disposition. Selfishness often brings a

terrible retribution in this world: the tears of its

wretched subject fall unpitied; and he finds, in the

gloomy hour of his want or his woe, that he who de-

termines to be alone in his fulness, will generally

be left to himself in his sorrows : and that he wjio,

in the days of his prosperity, drives every one from

him by the unkindness of his disposition, will find,

in the season of his adversity, that they are too far

off to hear his cries for assistance.

This is not an incurable temper : but is a dis-

ease that requires immediate ana diligent attention.

Where it not only exists but predominates, the

spring of human action must be renewed by rege-

neration, and we mast have that new heart, which

is brought to love God supremely, and our neighbor

as ourselves. We must meditate often upon the

deep criminality of this disposition, and lock upon.

it in all its deformity, till we hate it: being careful

in order to this, to strip it of all the disguises which

the deceitfulness of the heart has thrown over it.—

We must abound in contemplauon of the character

of God, as infinite in love, and of Jesus Christ, as

an incarnation of pure disinterested affection. We
must exercise great momfication, laboring to the

uttermost to subdue, and if possible to eradicate,

this vile disposition ; and repeating this again and

again, till we begin to taste the pleasure, and to feel

the habit of, kindness: at the same time praying

earnestly for the help of the Holy Spirit, to as-

sist us in the mighty work of vanquishing a selfish

temper.

CHAPTER XII.

THE irasUSPIClOUSNESS OP LOVE.

''Charity thinketh no evil"

There are two senses which may be attached to

this beautiful description of love.
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care be taken to direct the principle of curiosity into

a proper channel, and to supply it with proper ob-

jects. Some children, in consequence of their phy-

sical organization, may have more vigor of intellect

ihan others; they may feel highly gratified with

^ome objects and pursuits, and indifferent towards
others; but they nave all, substantially, the same
faculties, and the same desire for the acquisi-

tion of knowledge, in one shape or another, when
its objects are presented, in an interesting manner,
to their view. Such exhibitions as I have now de-

scribed ought not to be viewed as mere aviuxements.

While they gratify the mind of a child, and in-

crease his enjoyments, they also embody a train of

useful instructions, which lay the foundation of

mental activity, and of all those improvements he
may afterwards make during the future scenes of

his existence, whether in the present life, or in the

life to come. And, if this be admitted, it will evi-

dently appear to be a matter of considerable impor-
tance—that nothing but useful and correct ideas be

imparted to the infant mind, and that care be taken
that every thing that is whimsical, fanciful, or in-

consistent with existing facts, be excluded from ju-

venile instruction, so that a child may never after-

wards have occasion to struggle with youthful pre-

judices, or to counteract any of the instructions or

impressions he had previously received. And in

order to accomplish this end, it is requisite, that

servants, nurses, and every other person connected
with a family, be specifically instructed as to the

manner in which they ought to conduct themselves
towards children, both in their words and their ac-

tions,—and strictly looked after, that nothing be said

or done inconsistent with the rules of parental tui-

tion.—At the perio-d of life to which T now refer, it

would be almost preposterous, to pester the child

with learning the characters of the alphabet, or the

uninteresting sounds of b a, ba, b i, bi, b o, bo ; un-
less it can be done purely in the way of amusement.
For a child is generally disgusted with every thing

given him as a task, and which is not accompanied
with pleasing emotions. It is quite time enough, at

the age of four years, in ordinary cases, to instruct

a child in reading his native language ; though, be-

fore this time, he may speak it with considerable
correctness, and acquire an indefinite number of
ideas. And when he has once seriously commenced
his scholastic instructions, they should be associated
with every thing that may have a tendency to ren-

der them interesting and delightful—a principle

which ought to be kept in view throughout all the
subsequent departments of education.

I have enlarged farther on the subject of infant

education than I at first intended, from a strong
conviction of its primary importance to the improve-
ment of society in knowledge and virtue. If do-
mestic training, during the three first years of hu-
man existence, be either trifled with, or not con-
ducted on rational and moral principles, the ar-

rangements in regard to their future education will

be to a certain degree frustrated. The habits ac-
quired, and the impressions made upon the mind
of a child, during this period, may have an influ-

ence on his improvement and happiness, not only
in the present world, but throughout the whole of
that endless existence to which he is destined.*

• It gives me pleasure to learn, that the subject
of infant education is now beginning to excite more
attention than it has hitherto received

; particularly
by the establishment of Maternal Associations. The
first maternal institution appears to have originated
with Mrs. Payson of Portland, State of Maine,
North America, about 1815. A maternal associa-
tion was first organized in Utica, in 1834. It com-
menced with eight members; but it appears from

CHAPTER IV.

ON INFANT SCHOOLS.

Not many years ago, it would have been deemed
romantic, and even absurd in the extreme, to have
attempted the establishment of seminaries for the
instruction of infants of the age of eighteen or
twenty months, or even of two or three years. But
such institutions have not only been attempted, but
actually established to a considerable extent jn va-

rious States both in Europe and America, and have
been attended with the most delightful and benefi-

cial effects. Children, at a very early period, as

formerly noticed, before they have acquired the

alphabet of any language, are capable of receiving

a very considerable portion of mental instruction.

They possess the five senses, in nearly as great per-

fection as those of mature years
;
and it is through

the medium of these senses that all our knowledge,
whether historical, philosophical, or religious, is

acquired. Children possess, in a high degree, the

desire of novelty—and the principle of curiosity—
facukies intended by the Creator to stimulate to the

prosecution of knowledge; and it is only requisite,

that we direct the operation of these faculties in a
proper channel, and present interesting and appro-
priate objects to stimulate their activity.

The principal objects of infant schools ought
therefore to be—to exhibit to the view of children
as great a variety as possible of the scenes of nature
and the operations of art, either by directing their

views immediately to the objects themselves, or by
means of pictorial representations—to teach them to

disti7iguish one object from another, to mark its pe-

culiar qualities, to compare one object with another,

and to deduce cerlam useful truths or conclusions

from them—to instruct them how to use their voices,

their eyes and ears, their hands and feet—to teach

them the properties of numbers, the magnitudes,
distances, and relative positions of objects, the forms
and habits of animals, the different classes and uses

of vegetables and minerals, the various objects to

be seen in the fields and gardens, and the general
aspect and phenomena of the atmosphere and the

heavens— to impress their minds with the existence

of a Supreme Being, of their continual dependence
upon him, of his Goodness, Power, and Omnipre-
sence, and of the duties they owe him—to teach them
the fundamental maxims and rules of the Christian
system, and make them reduce them to practice—lo

train them to kindness and affection towards one an-
other, to habits of cleanliness, neatness, and regu-
larity in all their movements, and to conduct them-
selves with moral order and propriety, both in the

school, the play-ground, and in their domestic asso-

ciations—inshort,todevelopeall the intellectual and

the Report of 1833, that it now consi.<!ts of above a
hundred. Similar associations were fonned, about
the same time, in Boston, New Enpland, and at Hart-
ford, and they have lately been organized in Glas-
gow, Greenock, and several other towns in Great
Britain. Their object is to diffuse information in

relation to the best methods of training up children

in knowledge and moral habits, and promoting their

best interests, both in respect lo the present life and
the life to come. For accomplishing these objects

—

besides regular meetings for prayer and conversa-

tion, at which the children sometimes attend—a pe-

riodical has been commenced in America, entitled,

" The Mother's Magazine," which is reprinted in

London, containinsr various useful facts, narratives,

and observations, illustrative of this subject. Such
associations, if judiciously conducted, cannot fail

of producing a highly beneficial effect on the rising

generation, and ultimately on the state of general

societv.
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moral powers of the mind, at a much earlier period

than has hitherto been deemed expedient, in order

to prevent the growth of vicious habits and false

opinions, and to prepare them for all the subsequent

instructions and scenes of action through which they

may afterwards pass, that they may become bless-

ings, iastead of curses, to the world, and rise up in

wisdom and knowledge, and in favor with God and
with man.

In order to accomplish these purposes with the

greatest effect, infant schools, as well as all others,

should be erected, if possible, in an open and com-
manding situation, that a full view may be obtained

of the heavens, the earth, and the ordinary pheno-

mena of nature. The best dimensions for the school-

room are found to be about 80 feet long, by 22 or

24 wide, with seats all round, and a rising platform

or gallery at one end. Connected with this should

be a room, from 14 to 18 feet square, for the pur-

pose of teaching the children in classes, and for those

children who have made greater progress than the

rest, that they may be trained for monitors. The
furniture necessary for sucn a school, consists of a
desk for the master ; a rostrum for the occasional use

of the monitors; seats for the children, who should

all sit round the school-room with their backs to the

wall ; a lesson-stand, of a considerable elevation, for

exhibiting pictures and lessons pasted on mill-board;

stools for the monitors ; slates and pencils
;
pictures

of natural history, of scriptural subjects, of land-

scapes, of rural and domestic life, &c.; alphabets

and spelling-lessons; brass letters and figures, with
boards for them; cubes, parallelograms, geometrical

figures of various descriptions, illustrative of plain

and solid geometry; the transposition-frame, or arith-

vieticon, for illustrating the properties of numbers.
To these should be added various little books, with

cuts, level to the comprehension of children ; and
sets of maps, on a large scale, with the states, king-

doms, provinces, counties, &c. accurately distin-

guished and neatly colored. It is iadispensably re-

quisite that a play-ground be attached to every in-

fant school, containing swings and other contri-

vances for the purpose of amusement, and that the

children may divert themselves without danger, in

any innocent way their fancies may devise. This
play-ground should be as spacious as possible. Even
in towns, where property is most valuable, the space
allotted for this purpose (including the school-room
and teacher's house) should not, if possible, be less

than about 180 feet long, and from 60 to 100 feet

broad. In villages, where the ground is less valua-
ble, it may be made of still larger dimensions.

—

With such accommodations, infants, to the number
of 150 or 200, may be trained by a master and an
occasional assistant.

One of the main principles on which infant schools
should be conducted, is that of Love ; and therefore,

in commencing such an institution, every action and
every circumstance should be attended to, which is

calculated to convince them that their teacher sin-

cerely loves them, and wishes to promote their hap-
piness, and that they ought to be kind and affection-

ate to one another. The first difliculty to be encoun-
tered, is to*arrest and keep up their attention, to

make them act in concert, and to class them accord-

in? to their age and capacities, causing those who
obey any commands with the greatest promptness to

be classed together. Such difficulties are generally
surmounted by making them all move their hands
and feet at the same time, when repeating any sen-

tence ;
sometimes by causing them to march in a

regular body round the school ; sometimes by mak-
ing them put their hands one on the other when they

are repeating a fact or a sentiment, and sometimes
by exciting them to dance to the sound of the clario-

net or the viol. Monitors are selected by drilling

the oldest and the most expert of the children at se-

parate hours, instructing them particularly in the
work they have to perform, and making every one
of them answerable for the conduct of his class.

—

These little masters frequently conduct themselves
with great shrewdness and ability, and sometimes
with a degree of importance and pomposity which
it is found necessary to check. The children are
taught singing, by the master singing a psalm or
hymn several times in their hearing, till they ac-

quire a certain idea of the tune; after which they

are required to join with the teacher, and, in a short

time, the greater part are enabled to join in the mu-
sic with considerable correctness ; and nothing can
be more interesting and exhilarating to a pious and
benevolent mind, than to listen to a hundred young
voices thus joining in unison, in a hymn of praise

to their Creator. They are taught to repeat hymns
generally in the following manner. One of the mo-
nitors is placed in the rostrum, with a book in his

hand ; he then reads one line, and pauses till all the

children in unison have repeated it ; he then reads

or repeats another, and so on in succession till the

hymn is finished. The same method is adopted in

teaching them spelling, catechisms, moral maxims
and precepts, and whatever else is to be committed
to memory. It should, however, be attended to,

that every thing they commit to memory from cate-

chisms, hymns, or other books, should be previously

explained ; so that in every case, if possible, they

may acquire the ideas contained in the passages they

are to repeat, before they charge their memories
with the vocables by which they are expressed.

The alphabet is taught by means of twenty-six

cards, corresponding to the number of letters, on
each of which is engraved a letter, along with some
object of nature or art, whose name begins with that

letter. Thus, on the card of the letter A is engrav-

ed an apple. This card is held up to the children,

who name th6 letter and the object depicted beside

it. A variety of questions is then put respecting the

nature, form, and properties of the apple, and of the

root, trunk, branches, leaves, &c. of the tree on
which it grows ; by which the attention of the child-

ren is kept alive, certain portions of useful know-
ledge communicated, and the idea of the letter more
deeply impressed upon their minds. On the card of

letter C, a cow, a camel, or a cat, is depicted ; which
is exhibited in the same manner, and various ques-

tions put respecting the figure, parts, habits, and

uses of either of these animals : and so on through

the other letters of the alphabet. This exhibition is

varied as much as possible, and practised only two

or three times in a week, that the children may not

be wearied by its too frequent repetition Another
plan is sometimes adopted—an alphabet, printed in

large letters, both Roman and Italic, is pasted on a

board, and placed against the wall ; the whole class

then stands around it, and the master or mistress

points to the letters, desiring the children in a body

to pronounce the letter to which he points. In spell-

ing, each child is supplied with a card and tin, on

which certain short words are printed. A motiitor

leads the rest in the following manner: " C-h-a-i-r;"

the other children immediately follow : and when
they have spelled one word, he repeats another, till

he has gone through all the words on the card.

—

For the purpose of teaching the older children to

write the alphabet, they are supplied with slates, on

which the whole alphabet is engraved—some in

capital letters, and others in text ; the children then

put the pencil into the engraving, and work it round

into the shape of the letter, which they can scarcely

avoid doing, as the pencil will keep in the engraved

part. In this way they gradually learn both to form

the letters correctly, and to read written characters

and sentences.
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The properties of numbers, and the fundamental

rules ot Arithmetic, are taught by various modes
;

particularly by an instrument which has been term-

ed the Arithmcticon, or Transposition-frame. The
following is a figure and description of the use of

this instrument, taken from Mr. Wilderspin :—" The
frame is sixteen inches square, and made of wood

;

twelve wires pass through it at equal distances; on

which wires, seventy-eight moveable balls are to be

placed, beginning with one on the first, two on the

second, three on the third, &c. up to twelve." By
this instrument may be taught " the first principles

of grammar, arithmetic, and geometry. It is used

as follows :—Move one of the balls to a part of the

€2Q€>

—
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frame distinct from the rest : the children will then

repeat, ' There it is, there it is.' Apply your finger

to ihe ball, and set it running round : the children

will immediately change from saying, ' There it is,'

to ' There it goes, there it goes.' When they have

repeated ' There it goes,' long enough to impress it

on their memory, stop the ball : the children will

probably say, ' Now it stops, now it stops.' When
that is the case, move another ball to it, and then

explain to the children the difference between singu-

lar and plural, desiring them to call out, ' There they

are, there they are ;' and when they have done that

as long as may be proper, set both balls moving, and
it is likely they will call out, ' There they go, there

they go,' &c. &<:. By the natural position of the

balls they may be taught to begin at the first. The
ma.ster, raising it at the top of the frame, says,
' What am I doing"?' Children answer, ' Raising

the ball up with your hand.' Q. 'Which hand?'
A. ' Left hand.' Then the master lets the ball drop,

saying, ' One, one.' Raise the two balls, and pro-

pose questions of a similar tendency : then let them
fall ; the children will say, ' Twice one:' raise three,

and let them fall as befot«
; the children will say,

* Three times one.' Proceed to raise the balls on
each remaining wire, so that they may say, as the

balls are let fall. Four times one, five times one, six

times one, seven times one, eight times one, nine
times one, ten times one, eleven times one, twelve
times one. We now proceed as foUows : 1 and 2
are 3, and 3 are G, and 4 are 10, and 5 are 15, and
6 are 21, and 7 are 28, and 8 are 3G, and 9 are 45,

and 10 are 55, and 11 are 66, and 12 are 78. Sub-

traction is taught by this instrument thus :—Take
1 from 1, nothing remains, moving the first ball,

at the same time, to the other end of the frame.

—

Then remove one from the second wire, and say,
' Take 1 from 2 ;' the children will instantly perceive
that only one remains : then 1 from 3, and 2 remain

;

1 from 4, 3 remain ; 1 from 5, 4 remain, &c. Multi-
plication is taught as follows:—The teacher moves

the first ball, and immediately after the two balls on
the second wire placing them underneath the first,

saying, at thesame time, ' Twice one are two,' which
the children will readily perceive. Next, remove
the two balls on tlie second wire for a muliiplier,

and then remove two balls on the third wire, placing
them exactly under the first two, which form a
square, and then say, ' Twice two are four,' which
every child will discern for himself, as he plainly

perceives there are no more. We then move three

on the third wire, and place three from the fourth

wire underneath them, saying, ' Twice three are

six.' Remove four on the fourth wire, and four on
the fifth

;
place them as before, and say, 'Twice

four are eight :'" and so on, through all the wires
and balls.

The first principles of arithmetic are also taught,

by means of small cubes. The children are formed
into a square, in the centre of which is placed a ta-

ble, on which the cubes are placed—one, two, three,

or four at a lime. The master puts down three, for

example, and inquires of the children how many
there are; when they Laturally call out, "Three."
He puts down two more, and inquires as before,
" How many are three and two V' they answer,
" Five :' and thus goes on till he has put down to

the number of fifty or sixty. In a similar manner
Subtraction is illustrated, by placing, for example,
9 cubes on the table, and saying, " Take 5 from 9,

how many will remain 1" and, removing 5 cubes, it

will be seen that 4 remain, &c. The multiplication

table, the pence tables, the tables of money, time,

weights, and measures, are taught by a monitor re-

peating certain portions of them at a time, and be-

ing immediately followed by all the children in uni-

son. Thus, when the monitor announces, "7 times

8 are 56," or "Forty pence are three andfourpence,"
the children in a body repeat the same ; and in a
short time the whole of these tables are impressed
upon their memories.
The leading facts of Sacred History are commu-

nicated by means of a series of historical pictures,

and by a variety of minute descriptions and interro-

gatories. The more interesting facts of Natural
History are exhibited by a number of large cards,

on which are pasted enfraved representations of
quadrupeds, birds, fishes, insects, trees, flowers, and
similar objects; in the explanation of which an op-

portunity is taken of detailing their forms, qualities

and uses, and any anecdotes that may occur respect-

ing them. Knowledge is also communicated in re-

lation to many common and useful subjects, by pre-

senting before them real objects, such as gold, silver,

copper, brass, tinfoil; apiece of flax, thread, raw
silk, twisted silk, cotton, linen, gauze, nankin, ging-
ham, silk velvet, &c., describing the different pro-

cesses connected with their manufacture, and teach-

ing the children how to recognise and distinguish

such substances. But, as I have no intention of en-

tering into the minute details connected with infant

schools, I refer those who wish a more particular

account of these institutions, to Mr. Wilderspin's
excellent treatise on "Infant Education," and Mr.
Stow's " Moral Training,"* and shall conclude this

article by a few general remarks on ffi% advantages
which would result from the universal establish-

ment of such seminaries.

1. The establishment of infant schools in every
region of the globe would increase, to an indefinite

degree, the mass of useful information among man-
kind. Three or four years of the most important

"Moral Training, Infant and Juvenile, as ap-

plicable to the condition of the PopuWtion of large

Towns. By David Stow, a Director of the Model
Schools, Giassrow. Second Edition, enlarged."

—

With plates.
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period of human life have hitherto been suffered to

pass away without any material intellectual im-
provement. The young, indeed, during this period,

acquired various fragments of useful knowledge, in

spite of our remissness and inattention ; for the prin-

ciple of curiosity was always alive, and could never
be altogethersuppressed, wherever objects appeared
by which it might be roused and gratified. But we
never thought of directing their senses and mental
powers, regularly and systematically, to the forms,

qualities, uses, and characteristic features, of sur-

rounding objects, as if i-uch things had been beyond
the range of their comprehension ; while, at the

same time, we tortured their memories with the re-

tention of sounds and sentences with which they felt

disgu.Ued, and which they could not understand.

But the experiment of infant schools has shown,
(and if we had not acted like fools in the business

of education, it might long ago have been demon-
strated,) that children from the age of three to six

years are capable of acquiring far more of what may
properly be denominated knowledge, than what had
been acquired by our usual insipid modes of instruc-

tion at the age of twelve or fourteen. And, what is

worthy of particular attention, this knowledge has
been acquired, not only without "stripes and impri-

sonment," but with the highest degree of satisfac-

tion and enjoyment on the part of the young. If the

world, therefore, is ever to be thoroughly enlight-

ened, in every thing which relates to the present

happiness and the eternal interests of mankind, and
if the knowledge of Jehovah is " to cover the earth

as the waters cover the seas," the foundation must
be laid in the universal establishment of infant

schools, on the most judicious and expansive plans,

in every nation under heaven.
2. It is not only the amount of knowledge actual-

ly acquired, during the period alluded to, but the in-

tellectual habits formed during its acquisition, which
render such instructions of immense importance.

—

For want of these habits being formed in early life,

the great bulk of mankind may be said to have
" eyes, but see not—ears, but hear not," and conse-
quently " do not understand ;" they know neither the

proper use of their sensitive organs, nor are quali-

fied to deduce proper conclusions from the objects to

which they are occasionally directed ; but pass
through life without any ratioiml application of the

senses and faculties with which they are furnished.

Is there one out of ten that has ascertained, from his

own observations, that the starry heavens perform
an apparent revolution round the earth every twen-
ty-four hours, around a certain fixed point called

the polel Is there one out of twenty that can tell

at what seasons of the year the new moon will ap-
pear at a high elevation above the horizon, and
when the full moon will appear high or low? And
yet these facts may be ascertained, without the least

difficulty, by a simple application of the organs of
vision to the respective objects, combined with a de-
sire to know the results;— in the first case, the ob-

ject may be determined in the course of a single

day, and in the latter case, within the course of a
year; and yet it is a fact, that sixty or seventy years
have passed away, in the case of thousands and mil-

lions of those who are denominated rational beings,

without their knowing either the one or the other.

The same position might be illustrated in thou-

sands of similar instances, where the grossest igno-

rance prevails in relation to multitudes of objects,

which might have been prevented by a rational use
of the sensitive organs with which the Creator has
endowed us. Now, in infant schools, children are
trained to a proper application of their sensitive

powers—presented with suitable objects on which
they may be exercised, and taught to deduce from
them useful truths, with their practical applications.

These intellectual habits being fonned in early life,

will naturally be brought into more vigorous and
extensive exercise as they advance in years, and lay
the foundation of all the treasures of knowledge
they may accumulate, both in the present life and
throughout the ages of eternity. Such habits being
formed and continually exercised, a relish for know-
ledge, and activity of mind, are produced, which
will facilitate all their subsequent acquisitions, and
render them interesting and delightful; so that, in

whatever stations in society they may afterwards
be placed, they will be distinguished as men of wis-
dom and intelligence

—

provided their subsequent edu-
cation be conducted on the same rational principles.

3. What is of still greater importance—in these

schools the foundations are laid of moral and reli-

gious habits. It has been the practice hitherto, in

infant schools—a practice which I trust will never
be abolished—that the children have their minds
impressed with the idea of an Omnipresent Being,
who continually supports them, and to whom they

are amenable for all their actions—that their exer-

cises are uniformly commenced with prayer, and
with a hymn of praise to the Creator and Redeemer
of men—that the leading facts of Revelation are de-
tailed in the most simple and interesting manner,
and its moral precepts enforced in ail their associa-

tions with each other—that the principles of fraud,

dishonesty, deceit, hatred and malignity, wherever
they appear, are strictly checked and counteracted,

and the practice of love, kindness, honesty, justice

and truth, enforced and exemplihed. Now, such
truths inculcated, and such practices enforced and
exemplified, for several years, when the mind is sus-

ceptible of every impression, and of being moulded
into any habit, must be of immense importance in a
moral point of view—and if such seminaries were
universally established, conducted on liberal and ju-

dicious plans, and succeeded by seminaries of a
higher order, conducted on similar moral princi-

ples—society would soon assume a new moral as-

pect, wickedness and debauchery would be banished
from our streets, thefts and robberies would gra-

dually be diminished, brawlings, contentions and ex-

ecrations would cease, and harmony and good-will

be introduced into the schemes and associations of

mankind.
It is an injunction inculcated by the highest au-

thority, " Train up a child in the way he should go,

and when he is old he will not depart from it." The
last part of this sentence contains a most important
truth, stated without the least exception or modifi-

cation. The interpretation generally given of it by

divines is, " He will not ordinarily depart from it."

But what warrant have we thus to limit and modify
the dictates of inspiration 1 Let the declaration be

viewed as a universal and eternal truth, and the

problem to be solved will be, " Has ever a child hi-

therto, in all points of view, intellectually and mo-
rally, been trained up in the way he should go?" If

so, we ought to believe that the declaration in this

passage was fully realized in such a case. Much
has been said respecting the children of pious pa-

rents turning aside from the paths of rectitude in

their riper years. But the fact to be determined is,

Have such parents trained up their children in a

rational, judicious, and benevolent manner ? I have
seen persons piously disposed, and even ministers

of the gospel, train up their children as foolishly

and injudiciously as those who made no profession

of religion, and even with less wisdom and discre-

tion. Not that they intended to train their offspring

in any bad principles and practices, but that they

were either ignorant of the true mode of training

children, or had imbibed false maxims, or indulged

a foolish fondness, or had neglected to bring their

children under a judicious control, or had humored
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their whims and pampered their appetites, or were
placed in certain circumstances, and in the midst of

difficalties overwliich they had liitle conirol. Even
in at;emptin<( to teach their children the prmciples
of Chnslianity, their plans have been calculated ra-

ther to excite disgust at religion, than to allure their

hearts to the practice of its heavenly precepts. V/hat
else could be expected, when children, on the Sab-

bath, were confined to a corner, conning memorial
tasks, committing to memory catechisms, psalms,

and chapters from their tattered New Testaments,
of which they understood not a single sentence—and
at the same time deprived of their usual sensitive

enjoyments, and, doubtless, exclaiming in their

hearts, "Owhat a weariness is it; when will the

Sabbath be over!"—^just as if religion consisted in

the acquisition of technical terms, sounds and sen-

tences, and metaphysical dogmas. Is this the way
to induce the young to love God, " to call his Sab-
baths a delight, and the holy of the Lord, honorable 1"

or is it to be wondered at, that those who have been
brought up in this way have sometimes struck off at

a tangent from the restraints of religion to the ways
of sin and folly 1 If the whole train (pf education
through which such children passed, from the first

year of their eiistenoi to the period when they turn-

ed aside from the paths of righteousness, were laid

open to our view, we should, doubtless, be enabled
to account for all such moral aberrations, and to

trace the intimate connection between cause and
effect.

I have thrown out these remarks for the purpose
of showing, that if public and domestic education
be conducted with judgment and piety, if children

be trained in infant .schools and other seminaries in

useful knowledge, and to the habits of piety and mo-
ral order,—we have the surest grounds for conclud-
ing, that, when arrived at mature age, they will be-

come intelligent and useful members both of Chris-

tian and of civil society, and that our arrangements
and labors in these respects " shall not be in vain in

the Lord." The dictates of Inspiration on this point

are in perfect unison with the laws of the moral
world, and are corroborated by universal experi-

ence. Almost every person feels that early impres-
sions are the most vivjd and the most lasting ; and
it is a fact, that, according to the bent which the ha-
bits, dispositions, and conduct of the young receive,

during the first ten or twelve years of their exist-

ence, .such will it generally remain, with a few
slight modifications, during the future periods of

their lives. Hence the difficulties—in many cases

insurmountable—which must be encountered, in or-

der to counteract the habits and vicious propensities

acquired during this early period ; and hence the

comparative ease with which children may be train-

ed to intelligence and moral habits, when they are

committed, at a very early age, to the care of a ju-

dicious and intelligent teacher of an infant school.*

• As an illustration of the moral and intellectual

effects of infant teaching, I subjoin the following ex-

amples, taken from Mr. Wilderspin's " Infant Edu-
cation," as what occurred in the course of his own
experience:

—

1. The Whistle. " Manv of the children were in

the habit of bringing marbles, tops, whistles, and
other toys, to the school, which often caused much
disturbance : I found it necessary to forbid the child-

ren from bringing any thing of the kind. After giv-

ing notice two or three times in the school, I told

them, that if anv of them brought such things, they

would be taken from them. In consequence, several

things fell into my hands, which I did not always
think of returning; and amongolherlhings, a whistle
from a little boy. The child asked meforit ashe was
jfoing home, but having several visiters at the time,

4. Infant schools are calculated to rescue thousands

of children from the pernicio^ts infiiiencc of ignorant
and immoral parents, and to prevent most of thjsc

crimes which injure the peace and prosperity of soci-

dy. Th.: immoral pnn'iples and vicious habits in
which multitudes of children are trained under the

domestic roof, not only lay the foundation of their

own unhappiness and ruin, but are productive of
many pests and nuisances to general society. In cities

and populous towns, this fact is too frequently rea-

lized. Many children are trained up, even by their

parents, to habits oipilfering, which they sometimes

I put the child off, telling him not to plague me, and
he went home. I had forgotten the circumstance
altogether, but it appears the child did not ; for some
time after, while I was lecturing the children upon
the neces>.ity of telling truth, and on the wickedness
of stealing, the little fellow approached me, and
said, ' Please, sir, you stole my whistle.' ' Stole your
whistle,' said I, ' did I not give it you again V ' No,
teacher ; I askeil you for if, and you would not give
it to me.' I stood self-convicted, being accused in

the middle of my lecture, before all the children,

and really at a loss to know what excuse to make,
for I had mislaid the whistle, and could not return
it to the clrild. I immediately gave the child a half-

penny, and said all I could to persuade the children

that it was not my intention to keep it. This trifling

mistake of mine did more harm than I was able to

repair for some time ; for if we wish to teach child-

ren to be honest, we should never take any thing
from them without returning it again." This story

shows how necessary it is to teach by example as

well as precept—and that children have a clear per-

ception of any discrepancy that may take place in

this respect.

2. The boy and the song. " One day while I was
walking in the play-ground, I saw at one end of it

about twenty children, apparently arguinga subject,

pro and con. From tne attitude of several of the

orators, 1 judged it was about something v.'hich ap-

peared to them of considerable importance. I wished
to know the subject of debate, but was satisfied that

if I approached the children it might put an end to

the matter altogether. Some of the by-standerssaw
me looking very attentively at the principal actor;

and, as I suppose, suggested to the party the propri-

ety of retiring to some other spot ; for immediately
they all retired behind a partition, which afforded

me an opportunity of distinctly hearing all that

passed, without being observed by them. I soon
found that the subject of debate was a song. It

seems that one of the children had brought a song
to the school, which some of the monitors had read,

and having decided that it was an improper thing
for the child to have in his possession, one of them
had taken it from the owner, and destroyed it ; the

aggrieved party had complained to some of the

other children, who said that it was thieving for one
child to take any thing from another child without
his consent. The bov, nettled at being called a

thief, defended himself by saying that he, as a mo-
nitor, had a right to take away from any of his clas.s

any thing that was calculated to do them harm ; and
was, it seems, backed in his opinion by many others.

On the other hand, it was contended, that no such

right existed ; and it was doubtful to me, for a con-

siderable time on which side the strength of the ar-

gument lay. At last, one of the children observed

to the following effect : 'You should have taken it

to master, because he would know if it was bad bet-

ter than you.' This was a convincing argument,

and to my great delight the boy replied
—

'
How

much did the song cost V The reply was, ' A half-

penny.' ' Here, then, take it,' says the child, ' I had

one given rae to-day; so now remember I have paid
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leam to practise with the utmost cunning and ex-

pertness, without the least sense of iis moral delin-

quency. It was estimated, that, in the year 1819, in

the city of London alone, the number of boys who
procured the greater part of their subsistence by

picking pockets, and thieving in every possible form,

amounted to from twelve to fifteen himdred ! One
man had forty boys in training to steal and pick

pockets, who were paid for their exertions with a

part of the plunder; and a woman who had entrap-

you for it ; but if you bring any more songs to school

1 will tell master.' This seemed to give general sa-

tisfaction to the whole party, who immediately dis-

persed to their several amusements. A struggle

like this between the principles of duty and honesty,

imong children so very young, exemplifies, beyond

1 doubt, the immense advantage of early instruc-

tion." Here we have a specimen, in the case of

very young children, of nice discrimination in re-

gard to the principles of moral rectitude and oi rea-

soning, which would have done no discredit to an
Lssenibly of senators.

3. Infant critics. " Having discoursed one day
• m the difference between isosceles and scalene tri-

;jngles, I observed that an acute isosceles triangle

bad all its angles acute ; and proceeded to observe,

that a right-angled scalene triangle had all its an-

gles acute. The children immediately began to

laugh, for which I was at a loss to account, and told

them of the impropriety of laughing at me. One of

the children immediately replied, 'Please, sir, do
you know what we were laughing at"?' I replied

in the negative. ' Then, sir,' says the boy, ' I will

tell you. Please, sir, you have made a blunder.'—
I, thinking I had not, proceeded to defend myself,

when the children replied, ' Please, sir, you convict

yourself.' I replied, ' How so V ' Why,' say the

children. ' you said a right-angled triangle had one
fight angle, and that all its angles are acute. If it

has ono right angle, how can all its angles be acute"?'

I soon perceived that the children were right, and
that I WPS wrong. At another time, when lecturing

the children on the subject of cruelty to animals,

one of the little children observed, ' Please, sir, my
big brother catches the poor flies, and then sticks a

pin through them, and makes them draw the pin

along the table.' This afforded me an excellent op-

portunity of appealing to their feelings on the enor-

mity of this onence ; and, among other things, I ob-

served, that if a poor fly had been gifted with pow-
ers of speech like their own, it probably would have
exclaimed, while dead, as follows :

—
' You naughty

child, how can you think of torturing me so *? Is

there not room enough in the world for you and me 1

Did I ever do you any harm 1 Does it do you any
goo<] to put me to such painl How would you like

a man to run a piece of wire through your body, and
make you draw things about 1 Would you not cry
at the pain V &c. Having finished, one of the child-

ren replied, ' How can any thing speak if it is deadT
' Why,' said I, ' supposing it could speak.' ' You
meant to say, sir, dying, instead of dead.' In this

case I purposely misused a word, and the children
detected it." Here we have another instance of the

nice discrimination of which children are capable,

and of the great importance of their being taught to

think—one of the most important parts of education,
which has been so long overlooked. In conse-
quence of their having acquired the elements of
thought, they were enabled, in the one case, to refute

the assertion of their teacher, by a conclusive argu-
ment ; and in the other, to detect the misapplication
of a terra. A whole community taught to think and
reason would be the means of preventing numerous
evils, and of introducing innumerable blessings into
the social state.

ped eight or ten children from their parents, had
them trained up and sent out in every direction for

the purpose of thieving, till bhe was happily detect-

ed. Such children, in all probability, were chiefly

procured from the families of the ignorant and the
vicious; and when a habit of pilfering is early in-

dulged, it not only leads to the practice of falsehood,

cunning and deceit, in all their diversified forms,

but entirely blunts the moral sense, and leads to the

commission of almost every other crime. It is no
uncommon thing to observe in the police reports of
London, accounts of boys, and even girls, of six or

seven years of age, being apprehended for the of-

fences of pocket-picking, shop-lifting, stripping

children of their clothes and ornaments, and simi-

lar depredations committed with all the expertness

of an experienced delinquent. And, if such mental
activities are so early displayed in the arts of wick-

edness, how important must it be to bend the active

powers of the young in a contrary direction, and
now many useful energies might we soon bring to

bear upon the renovation of the moral world ! For,

notwithstanding the depravity of human nature,

children may be trained to exert their skill and ac-

tivities in the cause of virtue, as well as in the arts

of mischief, if the same care and ingenuity be em-
ployed in their instruction. Now, infant schools are

peculiarly calculated to promote in children habits

of virtuous activity. They are taught to think and
reason, and to apply the rules of Christianity to

their actions and social intercourses with each

other—are instructed in the evil of lying, swearing,

stealing, and other vices ; and some of them who
had previously been addicted to these vices have
been effectually cured of such evil propensities. Not
only so, but the sentiments and habits they have car-

ried home to their parents have sometimes been the

means of arousing them to consideration, and turn-

ing them " from the error of their ways." And, al-

though infant schools were established for no other

purpose than the prevention of crimes, it would save

to the public ten times the expense that might be in-

curred in their erection and superintendence; for,

in large cities such young delinquents as I have
now alluded to, regularly supply the place of the

hundreds of old and experienced thieves that are

yearly convicted and transported to another coun-

try ; and the expense attending the conviction and
transportation of one delinquent, is sometimes more
than would suflice for the erection of an establish-

raent for the instruction of a hundred children.

5. In infant schools, social habits and feelings may
be cultivated with safety and with pleasure by the

young. In most other circumstances the social in-

tercourse of the young is attended with a certain

degree of danger, from the influence of malignant

passions and vicious propensities which too fre-

quently appear in the language and conduct of their

companions. " Evil communications corrupt good
manners ;" so that the minds, even of those who are

trained with pious care under the domestic roof, are

in danger of being tainted with vice, when allowed

to indulge in promiscuous intercourse with their

fellows. But in infant establishments, they are,

during the greater part of the day, under the inspec-

tion of their teachers, both in school and at play-

hours, where nothing immoral is suffered to make
its appearance ; and the exercises in which they are

employed; the objects exhibited to their view, the

mutual conversations in which they engage, and

the amusements in which they indulge, form so

many delightful associations, equally conducive to

mental improvement and sensitive enjoyment, which
will afterwards be recollected with a high degree of

pleasure.

6. The establishment of infant schools in heathen

lands, wherever it is practicable, will, I conceive, t>e
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the most efficient, means of undermining the fabric of
Pagan superstition and idolatry, and of converting

unenlightened Tiations to the faith and practice of our

holy religion. When we would instruct adults in

any thing to which they have been unaccustomed,
we find the attempt extremely difficult, and fre-

quently abortive, in consequence of the strong influ-

ence of long-established habits. In like manner,
when we attempt to expound the truths of Christian-

ity to the heathen, and enforce them on their atten-

tion, we encounter innumerable difficulties, arising

from preconceived opinions, inveterate habits, long-

established customs, ancient traditions, the laws and
usages of their forefathers, the opinions of their

superiors, and their ignorance of the fundamental
principles of legitimate reasoning ; so that compara-
tively few of the adult heathen have been thoroughly
converted to the Christian faith, notwithstanding

the numerous missionary enterprises which have
been carried forward during the last thirty years.

—

But if infant schools were extensively established,

in all those regions which are the scene of mission-

ary operations, we should have thousands of minds
prepared for the reception of Divine truth, having
actually imbibed a portion of the spirit of Christian-

ity, and being unfettered by those heathenish preju-

dices and habits to which I have alluded. Every
infant school, and every school of instruction con-

ducted on the same principles, at which they might
subsequently attend, would become a seminary for

Christianity ; and vve might, on good grounds, in-

dulge the hope that the greater part of the children
trained up in such seminaries, when the truths and
foundations of religion were more fully exhibited to

them, would ultimately make a profession of adhe-
rence to its cause and interests, and regulate their

conduct by its holy requisitions. In this case, in-

stead of a few insulated individuals occasionally
embracing the religion of the Bible, we would fre-

quently hear (to use the language of Scripture) of
" nations being born at once, and a people as in one
day." For, the young thus instructed, when arrived
at youth and manhood, would exert a most power-
ful influence on their fathers, mothers, friends, and
relatives, and on all around them—while their own
minds have been brought under the most salutary
influence, being pre-occupied with those truths and
habits which will preserve them from the contami-
nation of the heathenish practices which prevail
around them.

It gives me much pleasure to learn, that in the

rudest portion of the pagan world, (namely, in the

regions of Southern Africa,) .such institutions have
been recently established, and been accompanied
with many beneficial effects. Mr. Buchanan, su-

perintendent of the infant school at Cape Town,
during the year 1832, established and re-organized
a number oi' these institutions, at Caledon, Paoalts-

dorp, Hankey, Belhelsdorp, Port Elizabeth, Theo-
polis, Philipston, Buffalo River, and other places

;

and, though the returns of scholars are not complete,
they amount to about 500 children. After the school
in Theopolis had been established only six months,
the number of children in daily attendance amount-
ed to from 110 to 120. Many of the children were
capable of giving eflert to the monitory system, and
their conduct is described as cheerful, gentle, and
compliant, although but a few months before they
were most of tliem " in a state of nature." The
infant school at Bethelsdorp was re-established, un-
der the care of a nativ^e female. About two years
ago it was discontinued, after having been carried
on for six months. The advantages, however,
which the children had derived during that short
period, were evinced, notwithstanding: the interval
which had elap,sed, by the superiority of manner
and intelligence which they appeared to Mr. Bucha-

nan to possess over the uninstructed children of
other stations. They had been accustomed, after

the school was discontinued, to assemble in groups,
and repeat for their amusement the lessons and
hymns they had learned at the school. Mr. Bucha-
nan, on a former occasion, assisted in opening and
organizing a school at Caledon. On his late visit,

he perceived a marked improvement in the dress
and personal cleanliness of the children. At the

opening of the school, out of thirty pupils, two only
had any other covering than sheepskins, and many
were unclothed. When he last took his leave of
them, they were all dressed like other children, and
many of them with considerable neatness. It was
apparent, that the children had acquired some sense

of the propriety of dress and personal cleanliness,

from their manner during the repetition of the les-

son, " To p^it my clothes on neat and tight, and see

my hands and face are clean ;" and it was equally
obvious that their parents appreciated the advan-
tages of the institution, from the fact ofsome of them
having voluntarily requested to be allowed gratui-

tously to clean out the school-room alternately, and
of their having continued regularly to perform that

service. The inhabitants of many other villages

have expressed a desire for the introduction of in-

fant schools among themselves— ofl^ered to appro-
priate for that purpose the best house they had, and
promised, when their lands shall be measured out
to them, to erect a proper building at their joint ex-

pense. In several of the villages they had placed
their children under the care and instruction of one
of their own number, till a better teacher could be
procured. Mr. Buchanan left at Philipston suffi-

cient apparatus and lessons for the establishment of
twelve schools—arrangements were in progress for

their commencement—and six young persons were
attending the schools, to qualify themselves for be-
coming teachers.*

Such are the auspicious beginnings of infant edu-
cation in heathen lands, and the pleasure with which
its introduction is hailed by the adult population.

—

While many of them are unaware of the blessings

to be derived from a reception of the doctrines of

religion, they are attracted by the beautifi^.l arrange-
ments and exercises of infant establishments, and at

once perceive their beneficial tentiency and effects

on the objects of their affection ; and as their child-

ren advance in the accomplishments they acquire
at these seminaries, they will every day become
more interesting and delightful in their eyes; and
it is not too much to suppose, that the knowledge
and habits acquired by the children will be the

means of enlightening the understandings and po-
lishing the manners of their parents. It ought,
therefore, to be one of the first objects of evcrj' mis-
sionary, to whatever part of the heathen world he
is destined, to establish, as far as practicable, semi-
naries for the development and instruction of infant

minds ; and every facility for this purpose should be
afforded him by the Society under whose auspices
he goes forth to evangelize the nations.

7. Infant schools ought to be universally esta-

blished, for all classes, and in every countrii of the

civilized vprld. It is an opinion which still too

much prevails, that such establishments are chiefl}'

calculated for the instruction of the lower classes of
society. But this is a gross misconception of the

nature and tendency of infant institittinns, and a very
dangerous mistake. These schools are adapted no
less for the improvement of the higher, than the

lower ranks of the community ; and, unless they be

soon adopted by the superior classes, the lower ranks
may soon advance before them, both in point of in-

telligence and of moral decorum. For, in many of

See Evangelical Magazine for December, 1833.
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the families of the higher ranks, immoral maxims
are inculcated and acted upon, and many foolish

and wayward passions indulged, as well as in the

families of their inferiors; and, although the man-
ners of their children receive a superficial polish

superior to others, their moral dispositions are but

little more improved, and they possess nearly as lit-

tle of what may be termed useful knoivledge, as the

great body of the lower ranks around them. Till

the families of all classes feel the influence of the

instructions and habits acquired at such institutions,

the world will never be thoroughly regenerated.

—

In the meantime, if the higher classes feel averse

that their children should associate with those of an
inferior grade, they have it in their power to esta-

blish infant seminaries exclusively for themselves.

—

But I am sorry to find, that, in this country, scarcely

any schools of this description have yet been esta-

blished. There ought, however, to be no objections

to children of different ranks associating together

for the purpose of instruction ; unless in those cases

where children are accustomed to dirty habits, or

where they may be exposed to infectious diseases.

In the Northern States of America, perhaps the

most enlightened in the world, children of all ranks

are taught in the same seminaries, without any arti-

ficial distinctions ;—all are nearly equally enlight-

ened and improved, and society, in its several de-

partments, moves on with the greatest harmony.
In concluding these remarks, it may not be im-

proper to observe, that teaching the children to read

ought not to be considered as one of the main ob-

jects of infant schools. Many parents are still so

ignorant and foolish, as to estimate the advantages
of such schools, merely by the progress they con-

ceive their children have attained in the art of

reading. They are unqualified for appreciating
intellectual instruction and moral habits, and have
no higher ideas of the progress of education, than
what arise from the circumstance of their children
being transferred from one book to another ; and
hence, they frequently complain, that their children
are learning nothing, because no tasks are assigned
them, and no books put into their hands. But, it

ought to be generally understood, that the art of
reading is not the main object of attention in such
seminaries, and that they would be of incalculable

importance, even although the children were una-
ble to recognise a single letter of the alphabet. At
the same time, the knowledge of the letters and
elementary sounds, and the art of spelling and read-

ing, are acquired in these schools—almost in the

way of an amusement—with more facility and
pleasure than on any plans formerly adopted.

In throwing out the above remarks, I have all

along taken for "ranted that infant schools are con-
ducted by men of prudence and iiitelligence. It is

not sufficient for ensuring the beneficial effects of
these institutions, that the individuals who superin-
tend them have been instructed in the mode of con-
ducting their mechanical arrangements. They
ought to be persons of good sense, of benevolent
dispositions, having their minds thoroughly imbued
with the principles of Christianity, of an easy, com-
municative turn, and possessed of all that knowledge

of history, art, and science, which they can possibly

acquire. For no one can communicate more know-
ledge to others than what he himself has acquired;
and no teacher can render a subject interesting to

the young, unless he has acquired a comprehensive
and familiar acquaintance with it. In order to se-

cure efficient teachers for these establishments, nor-
mal schools, or other seminaries, would require to

be established, in which candidates for the office of
infant teachers might be instructed, not only in the
mode of conducting such institutions, but in all the
popular branches of useful knowledge. For, upon

the intelligence, as well as the prudence and moral
disposition, of the teachers, the efficiency of infant
seminaries will in a great measure depend.
The first idea of infant schools appears to have

been suggested by the asylums provided by Mr.
Owen, of New Lanark, for the infant children of
the people who were employed at his spinning-mills.
Mr. Buchanan, under whose superintendence they
were placed, was soon after invited to London, and
a school was opened under his direction and ma-
nagement, on Brewer's Green, Westminster, which
was established and patronized by H. Brougham,
Esq. M. P., the Marquis of Lansdowne, Zachary
Macauley, Esq., Benjamin Smith, Esq., Joseph
Wilson, Esq., and about eight or nine other philan-

thropic gentlemen. Mr. Wilson soon afterwards
established one at his own expense in Cluaker street,

Spitalfields. He built the school-room, and supplied

every thing that was necessary ; and, on the 24th
July, 1820, the school was opened. On the first

day, 26 children were admitted, on the next day 21,

and, in a very short time, the number of children

amounted to 220, all of whom came forward unso-
licited. Mr. Wilderspin, who has since distin-

guished himself by his unwearied zeal in promoting
the establishment of such institutions, was appoint-

ed teacher. The Rev. Mr. Wilson, brother to J.

Wilson, Esq., above mentioned, next established a
similar school at Walthamstow, of which parish he
was vicar ; and an excellent lady. Miss Neave, open-
ed one in Palmer's village, Westminster, for 160
children. In Duncan street, Liverpool, the Society
of Friends established, soon after, a very large one,

and, in one day, collected among themselves, foe

this purpose, no less than one thousand pounds.

—

All these schools were attended with complete suc-

cess. A few years afterwards, namely, on the Isr

of June, 1824, the Infant School Society was organ-
ized, at a meeting held at Freemason s Hall, Lon-
don. The meeting was addressed, and powerful
speeches delivered on ihe occasion, by the Marquis
of Lansdowne, Mr. Brougham, late Lord Chancel-
lor, Mr. Smith, M. P., Mr. Wilberforce, Sir J.

Mackintosh, W. Allen, Esq., Dr. Thorp, Dr. Lush-
ington, the Rev. E. Irving, and others; and, be-

fore the meeting had separated, a subscription,

amounting to upwards of £700, was collected.

Since the above period, infant schools have been
established in most of the populous towns, and even
in some of the villages, of the British empire ; and,
wherever they have been conducted with prudence
and intelligence, have uniformly been accompa-
nied with many interesting and beneficial effects.

They have also been established in many towns on
the continent of Europe, and even in Southern
Africa, and in the peninsula of Hindostan. The
enlightened inhabitants of the Northern States of
America, who eagerly seize on every scheme by
which moral and intellectual improvement may be
promoted, are now rapidly establishing such insti-

tutions, along with Maternal Associations, through-
out every portion of their increasing and widely-
spreading population ; and, I trust, they will soon
be introduced into every nation under heaven. But,
before society at large feel the full influence of such
seminaries, they will require to be multiplied near-
ly a hundred fold beyond the number that presently

exists.

CHAPTER V.

ON SCHOOLS FOR TOUNa PERSONS, FROM THE AGE OP
FIVE OR SrX, TO THE AGE OF THIRTEEN OR FOUR-
TEEN YEARS.

During a period of two or three centuries, we have
had schools established among us for the instruction

of the young, during the period of life to which I
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now refer. There are few countries in Europe
where such institutions, for the instruction of the

great mass of society, are more numerous and re-

spectable than in the island in which we reside;

—

and had we not unfortunately stopped short at the

very porch of the Temple of Science, we might by
this time have been as far superior, in point of in-

telligence, to every other nation, as we now are to

the savages of Patagonia and New Zealand. But,

what is the amount of all the instruction generally

furnished at our common initiatory schools 1 The
elements of spelling and pronunciation—a jargon

of abstract grammar rules crammed into the memo-
ry without being understood— the art of writing

—

the capacity of repealing the vocables of a cate-

chism,—and a mechanical knowledge of arithmetic,

without understanding the foundation of its rules.

This is the sum of all that tuition which is gene-
rally considered as necessary for enlightening the

human mind, and carrying forward the great body

of the community in the path of moral and intel-

lectual improvement,—a system of tuition by which
the memory has been tortured, the understanding
neglecte'l, and the benevolent affections left waste
and uocujiivated. The effects it ha? produced, are
vi.sible to every intelligent mind that looks around
and contedplctes the ignorance, servility, and li-

centiousness, which still abound in every depart-
ment of society.

If we, therefore, desire to behold knowledge and
religious principle more extensively diffused, and
society ra.sed to its highest pitch of improvement,
we must adopt more rational and efficient plans than
those on which we have hitherto acted, and extend
the objects of education to all those departments of
knowledge in which man is interested, as a rational,

social, and immortal being.—The following remarks
are intended to embody a few hints in reference to

such a system of tuition ;— and, in the first place, I

shall attend to the

PLAN, SITUATION, AND ARRANGEMENT OF SCHOOL-ROOMS.

1 r 'XV:—1 h

ti^i

*lfl ^

CH

J
The efficiency of any system of intellectual edu-j ample accommodation afforded for the schola.stic

cation that may be formed, will in some measure
j

exercises and amusements of the young. Every
dspend upon the situation of school-rooms, and the i school-hou.se should be erected in an airy and plea-
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sant situation in the outskirts of a town or village,

detached from other buildings, with an ample area

around it ;—and, ii"" possible, should have a com-
manding view of the variegated scenery both of the

earth and of the heavens,—to the various objects of

which the attention of the young should be occa-

sionally directed, in order to lay a foundation for

general knowledge, and for a rational contempla-

tion of the works of the Almighty. Both the inte-

rior of the school, and the surrounding area, should

be arranged and fitted up in such a manner, as to

be conducive to the pleasure, the convenience, and
amusement of the young, so that the circumstances
tonnected with education may not only be associated

with agreeable objects, but rendered subservient to

Ihe expansion of their minds, and to their progress

in the path of knowledge.
The foregoing is a rude sketch of what might be

Ihe plan and accommodations of a village school.

The plot of ground allotted for the establishment,

might be about 180 feet long, by 100 in breadth, or

more or less according to circumstances. Nearly
in the centre of this plot, the schoolhouse might be

erected, which should contain at least the following
conveniences :— 1. A large room, or hall, for general
teaching, about 40 feet long, by 30 in breadth, and
12 or 14 feet high. 2. Two rooms, about 18 feet

long and 15 broad, into which certain classes may
occasionally be sent, to attend to their scholastic

exercises, under the inspection either of an assist-

ant or of monitors. 3. Two closets, or presses,

S T, off the large hall, about 12 feet, by 4 in breadth,

for holding portions of the apparatus, to be after-

wards described, for illustrating the instructions

communicated to the pupils. 4. At each end of the

plot, or play-ground, should be two covered walks,

A B, one for boys, and another for girls, in which
the children may amuse themselves in the winter

season, or during rainy weather ; and, during win-
ler, a fire might be kept up in them, and a few forms
placed for the convenience of those who come from
a distance, who may partake of their luncheon, and
enjoy themselves in comfort during the dinner hour.
5. The spaces C D E F might be laid out in plots
for flowers, shrubs, and evergreens, and a few forest
trees. A portion of these plots, as G H, might be
allotted for the classification of certain plams as
illustrations of some of the principles of botany.
They might be arranged into 24 compartments, as
in the figure, each exhibiting a different cla^s of
plants. The remainder of the plot, particularly
that portion of it immediately in front of the school-
house, might be smoothed and gravelled for a play-
ground, and be accommodated with a few seats, or
forms, and an apparatus for gymnastic exercises.
6. Behind the building, two wafer-closets, I K,
should be erected, one for boys, and another for
girls, separated by a wall or partition. The roof of
the building should be flat, and paved with flag-

stones, and surrounded with a parapet, three or four
feet high. The pavement of the roof should be
formed so as to have a slight slope towards one cor-
ner, so that the rain which tails upon it, may be col-

lected in a large barrel, or cistern, placed under-
neath. An outside stair conducting to the roof may
be erected at the posterior part of the building.
This flat roof is intended as a stage, to which the
pupils may be occasionally conducted, for the pur-
pose of surveying the terrestrial landscape, of hav-
ing their attention directed to the several objects of
which it is composed, and of listening to descrip-
tions of their nature, positions, properties, and as-

pects,—and likewise for the purpose of occasionally
surveying the apparent motions of the stars, and
of viewing the moon and planets through tele-

scopes.

Such are some of the external accommodations
which every village school ought to possess. The
Elan here presented, is not intended as a model to

e generally copied, but merely as exhibiting the re-

quisite conveniences and accommodations—the plan
of which may be varied at pleasure, according to

the taste of architects, or the superintendents of
education. The plot of ground should not, if possi-
ble, in any case, be much less than what is here spe-
cified

;
but where ground can be easily procured, it

may be enlarged to an indefinite extent. I do not
hesitate to suggest, that even two or three acres of
land might, with propriety be devoted to this object.
In this case, it might be laid out in the form of an
ornamental pleasure ground, with straight and ser-
pentine walks, seals, bowers, and the various trees
and shrubs peculiar to the climate. In these walks,
of bowers, busts might be placed of such characters
as Bacon, Newton, Boyle, Penn, Washington

Franklin, Pascal, Howard, Clarkson, Wilbertorce,
and Venning, andparticularlyof those who in early

life were distinguished for knowledge and virtue.

At every short interval, sentences, expressing some
important truth, or moral maxim, should be in-

scribed on posts erected for the purpose; such as,

"God is everywhere present. His Wisdom and
Goodness shine in all his works. Thou shaU !ove

the Lord thy God with all thy heart. Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself. Whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.

—

Love your enemies, do good to them that hate you,

and pray for them who despitefully use you. The
Lord is good to all ; He maketh his sun to arise on

the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and the unjust. God resisteth the proud, but

bestoweth favor on the humble. Lying lips are an
abomination to the Lord. The lip of truth shall be

established for ever; but lying lips are only for a
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moment. To be virtuous, we must strive against

many of our inclinations and desires. The remem-
brance of virtuous actions is the most delightful con-

solation of old age. An industrious and virtuous

education of children is abetter inheritance than a

great estate. The first step to knowledge is to be

sensible of our own ignorance and defects. Wisdom
is better than riches. Virtue and good behavior are

naturally productive of happiness and good fortune.

The present life is only an introductory scene to a

future and eternal world ; and, therefore, the know-
ledge and habits we now acquire should have a re-

ference to that endless state which succeeds the pre-

sent, &c. &c." Such moral truths and maxims,
along with brief statements of scientific facts, should

meet the eye of the young in every direction, so as

to be quite familiar to their minds; and they might
occasionally be referred to, and explained and illus-

trated, in the discipline enforced, and the instruc-

tions communicated in school.

Furniture of the School.

In fitting up the principal apartment of the school,

it may be expedient that the seats be moveable, in

order that they may be occasionally arranged, so

that the children may sit in one compact body, with

their faces towards their instructor. But every seat

or form should be furnished with a back, or rail,

and a board before, on which the pupil may lean his

arm, and feel quite comfortable and easy ; for child-

ren very soon feel cramped and uneasy, when sit-

ting long on bare forms, without such conveniences.

Every boy should likewise have a wooden peg, ei-

ther before or behind him, for hanging his hat and
satchel. The seats in the two smaller apartments

may be fitted up to accommodate those who are

chiefly employed in writing, arithmetic, or geome-
try. In these, and various other arrangements,

every minute circumstance should be attended to,

which may contribute to the convenience and com-
fortable accommodation of the .young, and to the

maintenanceof good order and regularity in all their

movements.
Apparatus and Museum. The principal furniture

of every seminary intended for intellectual instruc-

tion should consist of specimens of the various ob-

jects connected with Natural Histor}^ and an appa-
ratus for illustrating the popular branches of Physi-
cal science. These objects may be arranged under
the usual divisions of ZooZoir?/, Botany, and Miner-
alogy ; or, in other words. Animals, Vegetables, and
Minerals. Under the first division may be arranged
specimens of such domestic animals as can easily be

procured; such as, the dog, the cat, the hare, the

rabbit, the mole, the rat, the mouse, the bat, &c.

—

the peacock, the turkey, the partridge, the pigeon,
the thrush, the linnet, the canary, the lark, the swal-
low, the golilfinch, the chaffinch, &c.— together with
as many specimens of lizards, serpents, fishes, and
insects, as can be most easily collected and preserv-

ed. Those foreign animals, such as the elephant,
the camel, the lion, and the tiger, which canoot be
direclly exhibiled, way be represented by colored
engravings. The leaves of different kinds of vege-
tables might be stuck on large sheets of drawing-
paper, and occasionally exhibiled for the purpose of
distinguishing the different trees or shrubs to which
they belong—several rare exotic plants might be
kept in flower-pots—and the several vegetable plots

around the seminary would furnish various speci-

mens, in their natural state, of which physiological
and botanical descriptions might be siven. Various
fossils and mineral substances, which can easily be
procured, may also be col ecled and arranged in

classes,—such as, platina, silver, mercury, copper,
iion, lead, bismuth, zinc, nickel, manganese, with
specimens of their ores—chrysolites, garnets, agate.=;,

corundums, jaspers—sulphur, carbon, bitumen, am-
ber, caoutchouc, a.sphalt, charcoal— quartz, feltspar,

hornblend, &c. To these may be added various
specimens of artificial objects and of substances
used in manufactures, as hemp, flax, cotton, silk,

wool, and the various fabrics into which they are
wrought.
The apparatus may consist of such instruments

as the following:—an electrical machine, an air-

pump, a barometer and thermometer, a magnetical
apparatus, various glass tubes and phials, for hy-
drostatical, pneumatical and chemical experiments,
—a telescope, a compound and a solar, or an oxy-
hydrogen microscope, a camera-obscura, concave
and convex mirrors, a phantasmagoria, a sundial,

a planetarium, a terrestrial and celestial globe, with
large planispheres of the heavens, - a burning lens

or mirror, with various instruments of recreation

on philosophical subjects, such as the optical para-

dox and deception, the diagonal opera-glass, the

communicative mirror, the sensitive fishes, the sa-

gacious swan, the cup of Tantalus, the fountain at

command, &c. Models might also be procured of
wind and watermills, steam-engines, diving-bells,

common and forcing pumps, gasometers, and the

different mechanical powers.
In audition to the above, it would be requisite to

procure systematic sets of well-executed engravings,
exhibiting a view of the most striking phenomena
of nature and the processes of the arts,—such as,

views of rivers, sea-coasts islands, cities, towns, and
villages, streets, squares, aqueducts, columns, arches,

public buildings, rural landscapes, ranges of moun-
tains, volcanoes, icebergs, basaltic columns, glaciers,

caves, grottos, natural bridges—the operations of
brewing, baking, spinning, weaving, pin-making,
forging, glass-blowing, ship-building, &c.—in short,

of every object, natural and artificial, which can
convey to the mind a definite idea of the different

parts which compose the landscape of the world, and
the operations of human art. Colored maps, of the

diflerent portions of the globe, on a large scale,

should likewise accompany such exhibitions, in or-

der that the positions of the countries, where the

different objects are to be found, may be pointed

out. These pictorial representations may be hung
around the walls, or on posts fitted up for that pur-

pose, in such numbers as the allotted spaces will

conveniently contain. The specimens of natural
history may be arranged around the walls of the

school in presses, with wire or glass doors, so that

the greater part of them maybe exposed to view;
and the apparatus and other articles may be deposit-

ed, when not in use, in the two large presses or clo-

sets formerly mentioned.

Although the various articles now alluded to

could not be procured all at once, yet they might
gradually be increased, and a considerable variety

of them would doubtless be obtained in the way of

donations from the private museums of liberal and
philanthropic individuals in the vicinity around;
and many of the little urchins who attend the school

would rejoice in being instrumental in addingwhat-
ever they could procure to augment the splendor and
variety of the museum.

There is one very simple instrument, not hitherto

duly appreciaied, which might be rendered subser-

vient both to the amusement and ihe instruction of

the young ; and that is, Ihe Opiiuil Diagonal Ma-
chine, for viewing perspective engravings. This
instrument, as sold by opticians, consists of a pedes-

tal, somewhat resembling a large mahognny candle-

stick, having a plain mirror and a convex lens

moveable at the top. The print to be viewed is

placed on a table, before the instrument, in an in-

verted position. But this form of the instiument ge-

nerally produces but a very slender eflcc;, owing
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partly to the small diameter of the lens commonly
used, and partly to the circumstance, that the en-

o-raving is generally visible to the eye, at the same
lime that the observer is viewing its magnified im-

age through the machine. To obviate these defects,

about seventeen years ago, I fitted up a machine of

this kind on another and more simple plan, of which
the following is a brief description. It consists of

the following parts:— 1. A box made of thin deal,

2 feet deep, 2 feet long, and 1 foot broad, open in

front. 2. In the side opposite to the opening and
near the top, a circular hole, about 6 inches in di-

ameter, is cut, into which a tube containing the lens

is put, and capable of being moved an inch or two
backwards or forwards. The convex lens is 5 1-2

inches diameter, and 20 inches focal distance, and
its centre is about 20 inches above the bottom of the

box. 3. The reflecting mirror—which is 12 1-2

inches long and 8 inches broad, and which should

be formed of the best English plate glass—the long-

est dimension being perpendicular to the horizon.

—

This mirror is suspended, immediately before the

lens, on two pieces of wood connected with a cross

bar, which is capable of being moved backwards or

forwards to its proper distance from the lens ; and
the mirror itself moves on two pivots, like a com-
mon dressing-glass, so as to stand at any required

angle. When the instrument is properly adjusted,

the mirror should stand at half a right angle to the

horizon. The top of the box opens by means of a

hinge, to afford a facility for adjusting the mirror.

The perspective views are placed on the bottom of

the box, parallel with the horizon, and in an invert-

ed position with respect to the eye of the observer.

The engravings should be at least 17 inches long

and 11 inches broad, exclusive of the margins,

and colored after nature. This instrument, thus

fitted up, is greatly superior to the one commonly in

nsp, as nothing is seen but the magnified image of
the objects, and no conception can be formed of them
to distract the attention, till the observer actually

looks through the instrument. Every person who
has looked through this instrument has at once ad-

mitted its superiority to those of the common con-

struction, and many individuals have got similar

machines fitted up after this pattern. It may be fit-

ted up at an expense not exceeding eighteen or

twenty shillings ; that is, nine shillings for the lens,

seven shillings for the mirror, and two or three shil-

lings for the box.

The following figures will convey some idea of
this construction of the instrument. Fig. 1. repre-

sents a profile of the machine, one of the sides of the
box being supposed to be removed. A is the mir-
ror, standing at half a right angle to the lens and
the picture, with its back turned to the eye. B is

the lens, fixed either in a tube or in a hole cut out of
the side of the box next the eye. C D is the bottom
of the box, on which the perspectives are placed.

E F is the top of the box, from which the mirror is

suspended. Fig. 2. represents a view of the back of
the box, or that part which is next the eye when the

observer is viewing the prints, in which L repre-

.sents the lens by which the prints are magnified.
There is one glaring defect in the exhibitions

made with this instrument, which has never yet been
attempted to be remedied; and that is, that in every
landscape the right side of the view appears where
the left should be, which presents a confused and un-
natural view, particularly of those objects and
scenes with which we are acquainted. This defect

may be remedied by cutting out or etching the land-

scape on the copperplate—not reversed, as is always
done, but in its natural position; in which case, the

engravings, when thrown off, would be reversed,

like the picture formed by a common camera-ob-
scura. Such engravings, when used for the Optical

Diagonal Machine, would represent objects exactly

in their natural positions; and if the true perspec-

tive of a street, a large hall, or a landscape, be ac-

curately delineated, the scene will appear almost as

natural and interesting as if we were viewing it

from the point whence the picture was taken. As
there are thousands of perspectives engraven ex-

pressly for this machine, I would humbly suggest to

engravers and print-sellers the propriety of having
such engravings etched on the plan now proposed.

The fineness of the engraving is of very little con-

sequence in such views, provided the perspective

has been accurately attended to ; but the coloring

should be light and natural, and very different from

the glaring and clumsy daubings which appear in

most of the perspectives which are sold for the use

of this machine.

t4

Such are some of the objects and external accom-

modations which might be procured for every vil-

lage school. Such a school would form a striking

contrast to most of the schools which exist in our

country, particularly those which are found in many
of our cities and towns, pent up in narrow closes

and lanes, in the midst of filth, noise and gloom,

destitute of pure air, where the children are packed

like hounds in a kennel, cramped in their move-
ments, and can .scarcely find a passage from one part

of the school-room to another, and where no objects of

delight arrest their curiosity and enliven their spi-

rits. Instead of such scanty and wretched accom-

modations—which may be considered as so many
juvenile prison-houses, to which the young are fre-

quently driven by dint offeree—we should fhus have

it it! our power to introduce them into a kind of mag-
nificent museum, where every object would excite cu-

riosity and arrest attention. Instead of associating

with scholastic exercises the ideas of tasks, stripes

and imprisonment, we should thus present to thei?

view a delightful avenue and portal to the Temple
of Knowledge, which would excite a spirit of obser-

vation, rouse their intellectual energies, and produce

a high degree of pleasure and enjoyment. And no-

thing can be of more importance to the best interests

of the vouns:, and to the cause of the universal difi"u-

sion of knowledge, than to strew the path of science

with flowers of every hue, and to render all the ear-

ly associations connected with it exhilarating and
cheerful. The road which leads to knowledge, mo-
ral virtue, happiness, and the higher enjoyments of

the life to come, ought undoubtedly to wear a bright
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and alluring aspect, and to be divested of every ob-

ject which has the appearance of austerity or gloom.
In towns, a number of these schools might be con-

nected together in one large square or building, sur-

rounded with as extensive a space as can be pro-

cured, forming one grand seminary, where children
of all ranks might associate without distinction in

their amusements and scholastic exercises. The
amusements and the exercises of such numerous
groups of the young, both within and without doors,

would form a lively and interesting spectacle to

every philanthropist ; and public schools, when pro-

perly situated, and governed on Christian princi-

ples, so far from being a nuisance to the neighbor-
hood, as they are generally considered, would con-
stitute one of the best ornaments, and the most de-
lightful scenes, connected with general society.

—

Where large towns diverge into extensive suburbs,

a variety of distinct seminaries might be erected at

proper distances from each other, to accommodate
the inhabitantsof the adjacent district, so that the

children would not require to go too great a distance
from their homes.

School-Books.

There are few things of more importance in the
arrangements connected with education than the ju-

dicious selection and compilation of the Books in-

tended to be put into the hands of the young. I have
already offered a few strictures on the' inefficiency

of the school-books which have been most generally
in use in our borough and parochial schools; and al-

though of late years several improved school-collec-

tions have been introduced,scarcelyany have yet ap-
peared completely adapted to an intellectual system
of tuition. The following general principles ought to

be recognised in the compilation of every class-book
for the use of schools :

—

1. That the subjects introduced be level to the com-
prehension of those for whose use the book is in-

tended.

2. That every article it contains be calculated to

convey some portion of useful knowledge.
3. That the selections in general have a moral

tendency, and that every thing that might foster a
spirit of pride, avarice, ambition or warfare, be care-
fully excluded.

4. That moral and physical /acte should form a

Erominent feature in such books, and m&xe fictions

e entirely discarded.

5. That the lessons be so constructed, that every
sentiment and description may produce an accurate
and well-defined idea in the minds of the young.

These rules proceed on the assumption, that the

communication of ideas—the elements of thought—
a.nd the formation of moral character, are the great
and ultimate objects of education.

In the first books put into the hands of children,
the lessons should be so constructed that the leading
ideas they contain, or the objects they describe, may be
immediately pointed out, cither by means of the speci-

mens contained in the museum, by pictorial represen-
tations, or by the objects around them in the scene of
nature ; so that every word, or at least every descrip-
tion contained in the lesson, may be associated in
the mind of the child with the idea of its objects.

—

Hence the propriety, in the first instance, of restrict-

ing the descriptive lessons solely to sensible objects.

It is through the medium of the senses that the ele-
ments of all our knowledge are derived. We per-
ceive, in the fir^it instance, a variety of objects which
immediately surround us, and gindually become
acquainted with some of their qualities. As we ad-
vance in life, and mingle in society, and make ex-
cursions from one place to another, the number of
our perceptions is indefinitely increased. We have

the power of presenting to the view of the mind the
images or ideas of these objects at pleasure, even
when the objects which first produced them are re-

moved. Those ideas are nothing else than renewed
representations of what we have at any time per-

ceived or felt through the medium of the organs of
sensation. Having received such impressions or
ideas, the mind has the faculty of contemplating
them at pleasure, whether their objects be present or
absent—of combining them together, of compound-
ing and decompounding them, and of moditying,
comparing, and examining them, in an infinite va-
riety of lights; by which means it is enabled to en-

large the objects of its perception and contempla-
tion, and to acquire an inexhaustible treasure of
other ideas, distinct from the former, though neces-

sarily resulting from them. Such is the origin and
progress of all our knowledge; and thus the human
mind pursues its course from simple perceptions

and trains of ideas, and from one discovery and
chain of reasoning to another, till it rises from the

first dawnings of leason to the full blaze of intel-

lectual light, and to the height of moral improve-
ment.
These considerations evidently point out the mode

in which instruction ought to be communicated, and
the objects towards which the youthful mind should,

in the first instance, be directed—for want of atten-

tion to which, many of our school-books are nearly
as inefficient for the purpose intended as if they had
been written in a foreign language. I have just

now lying before me two initiatory books lately pub-
lished, entitled, " First" and " Second Books for

Children," in which there is not a single sentence
conveying the idea of a sentiment or fact, nor even
a single word, that will produce an idea in the mind
of a child—every page being completely occupied
with such sounds as these

—"gra, ere, dre,dro—gaff,

puff, groff, sniff—gyve, gyre, gybe— baffle, socle,

struggle," &c. &c. Such books can never be inte-

resting to the young, and must present to their view
nothing but a bleak and thorny path to the temple of
knowledge. Nor will such vague sentences as the

following, with which our primers abound, produce
a much better effect :

—" My son, walk not in the

way of bad men ; for bad men go on in sin all the

day.—Set thy heart on the right way, and mind the

law of the Lord.—Do not break the laws of God,
and shun the ways that lead to death," &c. Such
sombre sentiments and exhortations, however sound
the morality they inculcate, can never produce a
well-defined idea in the mind of a child, or excite
to moral action, and consequently cannot have the
effect of producing pleasing emotions and a taste

for knowledge.—Erery sentence of a child's lesson
should convey to his mind a picture or representa-
tion of some object ; and it is quite possible to ac-
complish this end, by simplifying our descriptions,

and selecting those sensible objects which are calcu-
lated to attract attention, and which may be present-

ed to the view. For example :

—

" The sun shines.—The sky is blue, when it is not
covered with clouds.—The stars shine forth at night.

—Snow is white.—Rain comes from the clouds.

—

Gold is yellow; silver is white; copper is red.

—

Lead is heavy ;
cork is light ; coal is black.—Trees

grow in the fields; they have roots, branches and
leaves.—Flowers grow in the fields and gardens j

some of them are red, some arc white, some are yel-

low, others are blue.—Corn grows in the fields;

when it is ripe it is cut down, and ground into meal,

and then baked into bread.—A dog has a head, two
ears, four feet, and a tail.—A bird has a beak, two
eyes, two wings, two legs, and a tail ; it is covered
with feathers, it chirrups and sings, and flies through

the air. —When we strike a small bell '.vith a key, it
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sends forth a sound.—When we shut our eyes, all

appears dark around us, and we can see nothing.

—

When we opeu our eyes, we can see the sky, the

clouds, the fields, the trees, the houses ; and men,
women, and children, walking along the road, or

sitting in the school.—The sun rises in the east, and
when he rises it is day ;

when he sets in the west,

it is night, and the stars appear in the sky.—The
sun shines upon the trees, the houses, and the water,

and every thing looks bright and beautiful when he
shines upon it.—He shines in all countries, over all

the earth.—He is so bright, that we cannot look at

him, but when he is covered with thin clouds.—If

you take a piece of red or green glass, and hold it

between your eye and the sun, you may look at him
without hurting your eyes.—The sun gives us light

and heat, and he is the most bright and glorious work
of God that can be seen in the whole world." &c.

Such simple lessons may be made to produce a
well-defined idea in the mind of every child, by ex-

hibiting to his view, at the moment he is reading,

the very object which his lesson describes ; and if

the object is not present, it may be represented by
an engraving. When his lesson states that " lead

is heavy, and cork is light," a piece of cork and a

piece of lead of the same size may be put into his

nands, which will not only convince him of the fact

but will enable him afierwards to recogni.*;e these

substances. When he reads that " a bell, when
struck by a piece of iron, produces a sound," the

experiment may be exhibited before him—which
circumstances will have a powerful tendency to ar-

rest his attention, and keep alive his interest in the

subject of his lessons.

The first class-books for schools should, therefore,

be confined chiefly to descriptions of the appearances
and qualities of such objects as may be exhibited to

the senses of children, and instantly associated with
the vocables of which their lessons consist. De-
scriptions of the forms and habits of animals, such
as the dog, the cow, the ass, the mole, the elephant,

the rein-deer, the camelopard, &c.—of vegetables,

the parts of which they consist, the places where
they grow, the manner in which they are produced
and cultivated, their fruits and flowers, and num-
berless varieties—of minerals, their various quali-

ties, colors, and appearances, the places whence they

are procured, the processes through which they pass,

and the uses to which they are subservient in human
life—might form one department of an initiatory

class-book. Descriptions of the more obvious phe-

nomena of nature, such as the apparent motions of
the heavens, the rising and setting of the sun, the

phases of the moon, the movements and aspects of
the clouds, the phenomena of thunder and lightning,

winds, rain, hail and snow; the most striking ob-

jects which appear in towns, villages, and through-
out the fields, on hills, mountains, valleys, rivers,

and sea-coasts—might form another department of

a school-book ; care being taken that the descrip-

tions be sufficient!)' simple and vivid, and that long
and hard words be as much as possible avoided.

—

Descriptions of some of the innocent games and
amusements of the young, accompanied with deli-

neations of some of them, might likewise be intro-

duced. As a supplement or companion to a book
of this kind, descriptions might be ?iven of the par-

ticular objects connected with the locality in which
the school is situateo. In the first place, the school

itself, with the various objects it contains ; the trees,

flowers, and shrubbery which surround it; the roads,

streets, lanes, and walks, connected with the town
or village; and the most remarkable public build-

ings it contains—might be particularly described,

and the descriptions accompanied with a plan or

map of the p^are and its vicinity, and views of the

4S*

most interesting objects, rural and architectural,
which are connected with it. Such descriptions
would always be read with interest by the young,
and would excite them to habits of observaticn and
reflection, besides affording them materials for con-
versation in their social walks and intercourses.

—

Children are always extremely fond of having their

ideas of sensible objects enlarged, and view, with a
great degree of interest and pleasure, the represen-
tations of them in well-executed engravings. Yet,
strange to tell, when I attended school, it would
have been considered as a crime to have looked into

a book which contained engravings. I recollect of
a boy having brought to school a copy of " The
Three Hundred Animals," but it was carefully con-

cealed from the teacher, and from most of the scho-

lars, through fear of punishment. We were so

anxious, however, to see the novel figures it con-

tained—the magnified picture of the louse and the

flee, the bee-hive, the peacock, the elephant, and the

whale—that we gave pins, marbles, cherry-stones,

gooseberries, and even sometimes a whole halfpenny,

to the proprietor, for half an hour's perusal of it.

Some persons will perhaps be disposed to object,

that such lessons as I now allude to are either trifling,

or, at least, not so important as the moral lessons

generally introduced into our initiatory books. la

reply to such an insinuation, it may be sufficient to

say, that it can never be unimportant to convey a
well-defined idea of any object worthy of being
known, to the mind of a child, if it is admitted that

the great object of education is to communicate the

elements of thought. And as to producing moral
impressions, every pious and intelligent teacher has

an opportunity afforded of impressing the minds of

his pupils with a sense of the Goodness, Omnipre-
sence, and Agency of God, every time he is teach-

ing a lesson which is descriptive of the works of na-

ture. Morality can never be effectually taught to

the young by vague exhortations, and general rules

and maxims—more especially when such instruc-

tions are not thoroughly understood. If we wish to

impress the youthful mind with the odiousness of

vice, and the excellence of virtue, we must fix upon
particular actions, apply to them moral rules or pre-

cepts, and illustrate, by familiar examples, their na-

ture and tendency. Every teacher has daily an op-

portunity of directing the attention of his pupils to

certain actions, both good and bad, which appear in

their general conduct ; and the judicious remarks
he makes on the temper and dispositions manifested

by particular individuals, will make a more definite

and lasting impression upon the minds of the young
than can be produced by the mere reading or repe-

tition of moral maxims or general rules. And
every child who has been regularly taught to un-

derstand every sentence he reads, and to exercise

his judgment upon it, will undoubtedly be better

prepared than others for forming a judgment of the

propriety or impropriety of certain moral actions,

when they are explained to him with simplicity and
clearness. In a more advanced stage of education,

however, moral lessons, accompanied with exam-
ples of virtues and vices, may with great propriety

be introduced.

Some may likewise be disposed to inquire whe-
ther I intend to set aside exercises on the powers of

the letters and the elementary sounds. Although I

do not attach so much importance to such exercises

as has generally been done, yet I would not alto-

gether set them aside. Lists of monosyllables, ex-

emplifying the long and short sounds of the vowels,

and the pronunciation peculiar to certain combina-

tions of the consonants, might be pasted upon cards,

and hung up in view of the different classes; on
which they might be occasionally exercised, rather

as a kind of interlude or amusement thoa as a ae-
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rious ta^k. But it appears quite preposterous to

confine a child for four or five months to the pro-

nunciaiion of mere sounds, to wliich no ideas are

attached. And, from a good deal of experience, I

am convinced that the true pronunciation of words
is to be acquired more from reading interesting les-

sons, and from the occasicjnal remark's of the teacher

on particular sounds as they occur, than by long and
tedious exercises on the orthography of the lan-

guage.
In a more advanced stage of education, after the

pupil has read two or three small volumes consist-

ing of such easy descriptive pieces as those alluded

to above, a volume consisting of selections of a higher

order may be put into his hands. So early as the

year 1809, I had formed, and partly executed, the

plan of a volume of this description, calculated to

excite the atleniion of the young, to convey real

knowledge to their minds, and to render the exercise

of reading pleasant and profitable. In some papers
connected with this projected work, I find the fol-

lowing " General outline of Contents :"

—

1. Short and familiar lessons. 2. Xarratlvcs of

real occurrences and facts. 3. Juvenile Biography
—comprising anecdotes and lives of young persons

w.ho had made early progress in knowledge : early

life of Sir I. Newton, of Ferguson the astronomer,

of Pascal, Gassendi, Grotius, Crichton, Horrox,
Barratiere, &c. &c. 4. Selectionsfrom Sacred His-
tory : History of the creation and fall of man—of
the deluge—of the destruction of Sotlom—of the

lives of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and
Samuel—of the deliverance of the Israelites from
Egypt, and the leading events which befell them in

the wilderness and in Canaan—of the life and trans-

lation of Elijah—of the deliverances of Jonah,
Daniel, Shadrach, Meshech, and Abednego; Paul,

Peter, &c.—of the circumstances which attended

the birth, transfiguration, crucifixion, resurrection,

and ascension of Jesus Chiist, and the preaching
of the Apostles—with illustrative remarks and ob-

servations, a map of the land of Judea, plans of
the tabernacle and temple, and figures of the sacred
utensils and vestments used in the Jewish worship.
5. Descriptions of objects connected icith Natural
History and Natural Philosophy : Forms, habits, and
instincts of animals, with, ar.ecdotes ; Natural curi-

osities—such as basaltic columns, boiling springs,

icebergs, glaciers, volcanoes, whirlpools, natural
bridges, subterraneous caverns. Banian tree, &c.

;

Brief description of the parts and fuoclions of the

human body—the organs of sense, and the different

kinds of knowledge they communicate. Phenomena
of Nature in the atri.osphcre and the heavens : Pro-
perties of air— weight and pressure of the atmo-
sphere, with descriptions of a few simple illustra-

tive experiments; Descriptions of ihunder-storins,
luminous and fiery meteors, the aurora-borealis, the

clouds, the rainbow, the ignis-fatuus, rain, hail, dew,
waterspouts, hurricanes,' sounds, and echoes; De-
scriptions of the mechanical powers—of electrical,

magnetical, and optical instruments—of the appa-
rent motions of the heavenly bodies—of the more
interesting phenomena connected with the earth
and the other bodies which compose the solar sys-
tem, &c. 6. Illustrations and descriptions of certain
arts and trades: Pin-inaking, weaving, printing,
paper-making, slass-blowing, &c. 7. Useful hints
on various subjects: On taking care of hooks—cau-
tions respecting the preservation of health— the dan-
gers arising from fire, confined air, noxious ga«es

—

the preveniion of accidents and infectious diseases—rtiles for the promotion of order, cleanliness, and
activity; for cooking victuals, eradicating stains,
nursing children, washing, dressing, laying out
garden plots, and for promoting domestic economy

—characteristics of poisonous plants, cautions iu
relation to unripe fruits, &c. &c> 8. Short moral
maxims, pithy sayings, and rulesfor the general regu-
lation of conduct. 9. Dialoguts: " The Little Phi-
losopher," "The King and the Miller," &c. 10.

Customs and manners of nations. Sketch of Geo-
graphy,—descriptions of cities, towns, and remark-
able places. 11. Entertaining experiments—mag-
netical, electrical, pneumatical, galvanic, mechani-
cal, chemical, &c. 12. Juvenile amusements : tlyjug

the kite, fives, peg-lop, swinging, bathing, &c., with
cautionary maxims. 13. Select Poetry, consisting
only of pieces interesting to young, and level lo

their capacity. 14. Lessons in written characters,

for habituating children to read manuscripts and
epistolary correspondence, l-'j. List of names and
qualities of nniural and artificial objects, as exercises

in spelling ; during which, short descriptions mie;ht

be given of the nature and properties of the dififer-

ent objects uho>e names are projjosed as spelling-

exercises. 16. List of Greek and Latin primitives

and prepositions, with examples of their meaning
and the effect of their composition in English woi ds.

17. D''finitions of scientific terms, and of the more
difficult words which occur in the lessons. 18. Ta-
bles of money, weights, and measures, with illustra-

tions of t!)e value of coins, the capaciij' of measures,
linear dimensions, &c. 19. A general set of queries,

referring to some of the principal subjects described
in the lessons.

Such was the outline of a class-book which was
intended to be published six and twenty years ago.
One peculiarity by which it was intended to be dis-

tingui.^hed, wa.s—that a set of questions without an-
sirers, bearing on every particular object and circum-
stance detailed, n-as to be appended to each lesson,for
exercisini! the attention and judgment of the pupil,

previous to his being examined on the subject. The
various subjects introduced were intenued to be

partly original composition, partly compilations, and
partly selections, abridged, modified, or altered, lo

suit the ( bject in view. Fables and fictitious stories

were to be entirely liiscarded, and the leading facts

to be illustrated by engravings. Alter composing a
preface or introduction, showing the utility of sucli

a work, and obviating oljjections that miglit be made
to its plan, and having prcceeded a certain lengih

in its compilation, I was induced to lay aside the

design, in consequence of the apathy and indiffer-

ence of most of the teachers I conveised with on
the subject. Some of them who s'ood high on the

ranks of city and parochial schoolmasters told me
plainly, that they considered it as no part of their

duty to leach their pupils any thing but reading or

pronunciation, and that if their parents wished them
to understand what they read, they might teach

them at home.
Such a school-book is still a desideratum, not-

withstanding some improvements which have late-

ly been made in school-collections. Whether il

would be expedient lo publish such a work at the

present time, the public must determine. If pro-

perly executed, it would require a considerable de-

gree of labor and research, a discriminating judg-

ment, a familiar acquaintance with the tastes and
dispositions of the young, and a talent for simplily-

ing descriptions, and rendering them perspicuous

to a youthf^ul understanding. Such a book could

not be construcied either by the scissors, or by mere-

ly copying or abridging pieces from various authors

;

but bv entering thoroughly into the spirit of every

subject, and modifying it in such a manner ns to

interest the afieciions, and to convey well-defined

ideas to the minds of those for whose improvement
it is intended. The formation of the questions on

each lesson would require a considerable share of
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judgment and discrimination, so as to render them
perspicuous and specific. Most of tlie questions

of tiiis kind which have been attempted in certain

school-books, are so general and vague, that they

serve no useful purpose either to teacher orscholar,

and are frequently so worded and arranged, that a

pupil might find out the answers without under-

standing ihem or exercising his own judgment. It

is, unquestionably, an eligible plan, in every de-

partment of learning, to have .sets of questions with-

out answers, bearing on every branch of study.

—

Such questions tend to excite the curiosity of the

pupil, to exercise his judgment, and to arrest his at-

tention to the subject ; and the finding out of the

proper answers affords him a certain degree of plea-

sure. They are also of uiili'y to the teacher, and
may suggest to him numerous other subordinate

questions connected with the subject. The old plan

of constructing books by way of " Question, and
A'lSiuer," and causing the vocables of the different

answers to be committed to ujemory without being

understood, is too absurd to require a moment's con-

sideration.

It will be admitted, I presume, by every intelli-

gent person, that a class-book, judiciously arranged
and executed, and comprising such subjects as

above stated, would be far more interesting to the

young, and calculated to convey to their minds a
much greater portion of useful information, than

all the " Beauties of eminent Writers," " Speeches
in the Roman Senate," " English Readers," " Tyro's
Guides," and " Oratorical Class-books," which have
been so long in use in our English schools. Such
a book should contain hints and sketches of every
thing that has a tendency to expand the intellectual

views, and which may be applied to useful practical

purposes in the several departments of human life,

and be completely purified from every thing that

might produce national prejudice and partiality,

the spirit of contention and warfare, and the indul-

gence of selfish and malignant affections— in short,

a book which might be read with pleasure by the

young, who understood its language, in every na-
tion of the world. In the hands of a judicious
teacher, every idea it contained might be communi-
cated to the understandings of the pupils; and, as

early impressions are the most lasting, the senti-

ments conveyed, and the impressions thus made
upon the mind, could not fail to be of incalculable
service to them throughout the whole course of their

lives. The foundations of useful knowledge would
be laid, and a taste for intellectual pleasures in-

duced, which would stimulate them to still higher
pursuits and investigations as they advanced in life.

—Nor need we have the least fear that children, at

an early age, would be incapable of acquiring such
knowledge as that to which I allude. If they have
not hitherto acquired it, it is because such know-
ledge as they were capable of acquiring has seldom
been judiciously presented before them. We have
compelled them to " feed upon ashes"—we have
offered them " scorpions" instead of " eg2:s," and
"stones" instead of "bread;" and because they
were unable to masticate and digest such substances,
we have deprived them of wholesome and nutri-

tious food, and wondered why thev have not been
strengthened and invigorated. When truth is sim-
plified by familiar illustrations taken from objects

with which they are acquainted, and confirmed by
appeals to their senses, they imbibe it with avidity,

and frequently retain the impressions thus made "to

the latest period of their existence. The celebrated
Fenelon has observed, that "Before they are thought
capable of receiving any instruction, or the least

pains taken with them, they learn a language.

—

Many children at four years of age can speak their
mother tongue, though not wi:h the same accuracy

or grammatical precision, yet with greater readiness
and fulness than most scholars do a foreign lan-
guage after the study of a whole life." This cir-

cumstance certainly indicates no small degree of
intellectual energy and acumen. And to this I may
add, that they discover their intellectual powers by
connecting the idea with the sign of it, and acquire
many notions of good and evil, right and wrong, in

that early period of life. Such are their powers
of discrimination, that they can distinguish the cha-
racters and dispositions of those with whom they
associate, and frequently know the tempers and
weaknesses of their parents much better than the

parents know theirs, and are dexterous enough to

avail themselves of that knowledge in order to ob-

tain their desires and gratify their humors.
A third series of school-books might consist oi

popular systems of the sciences, and descriptions in

relation to the mechanical and liberal arts. The fun-

damental principles and the most interesting facts

connected with botany, mineralogy, zoology, geo-
graphy, geology, geometry, astronomy, experimen-
tal philo.sophy, and ciiemistry—and likewise those

connected with the arts of weaving, book-binding,

printing, clock and watch making, brass-founding,

carpentry, &c.—might be familiarly detailed, and
illustrated with as many plans and eng;ravings as

the different subjects might require. The general
I knowledge of the sciences, which the pupil would

j

acquire from such compilations, would prepare him
j
for p.fierwards entering on the study of particular

I

sciences, when their principles and applications

I

would be illustrated in more minute detail. The
i

sketches of the different arts and trades would un-

i

fold to him some of the leading: processes and ope-
' rations peculiar to the several mechanical employ-

I

ments, and lead him to determine which of these

I would be most congenial to his own taste and

I

genius. In compiling such sketches of the sciences

and aris, a considerable degree of knowledge, taste,

and discrimination, would be requisite. Every
thing thai is intricate or abstruse, or not level to the

comprehension of young people from the age often
to the age of fourteen years, should be omitted.

—

Vivid and familiar descriptions of facts and scene-

ry, details of interesting experiments, and engrav-
ings of natural and artificial objects, should accom-
pany the explanations of the fundamental principles

of the different sciences. In short, every thing

should be introduced which can be illustrated by
sensible objects, and every thing discarded which
the senses cannot easily appreciate. Mere skeletons

of the sciences would be quite uninteresting, and
would produce no good effect. If any particular sci-

ence could not be comprehensively illustrated in the

space allotted for its details, a selection of its more
prominent and popular departments might be sub-

stituted, which would be quite sufficient for commu-
nicating a general view of the subject, and induc-

ing a taste for its further prosecution at a future

period—which is all that is requisite to be aimed at

in the first exhibitions of science to the youthful
mind.
Another class of school-books inighf be chiefly

Historical. These should comprise a lucid and com-
prehensive view of the leading events which have
happened from the creation to the present time,

omitting those details which would either be impro-
per to be exhibited, or which might prove uninter-

esting to the young. As a supplement to such a
work, a more detailed history might be given of the

particular nation or countrv in which the school is

j

situated. In compiling such historical works, great

caution is requisite that no scenes be exhibited, and
I no sentiments inculcated, that would pollute the

j

minds of the young, or foster malignant affections.

j Many of oar historians detail the convulsions of oa.

,
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tions, and the horrid scenes of devastation and car-

nage, with a revolting degree of apathy, without in-

terwea"ing any reflections lending to show the folly

and wickedness ot war, and to denounce tliose ma-
lignant passions from which it springs. Nay, we
frequently find the writings of historians abounding
with panegyrics on public robbers and desperadoes,

encomiums on war and on warriors, and designating

the worst enemies of the human race n^^ patriots a.nd

illustrious heroes. Hence it has happened, that the

study of history, instead of leading the mind to con-

template the character of the Moral Governor of

the world, and the retributions of his providence,

and to mourn over the malevolent passions and the

depravity of man—has not unfrequently tended to

excite desires after the acquisition of false glory,

and to cherish a spirit of contention and warfare,

—

the effects of which are visible, even at the present

moment, in the ambitious projects which are carry-

ing forward by haughty despots and their obsequi-

ous ministers, and in the deva>tations which are
committing, and the contests which are taking
place, in almost every region of the globe. If we
wish to counteract the effects of pagan maxims and
morality, and to imbue the minds of our youth
with Christian principles and feelings, we must
carefully guard against the influence of such anti-

christiah sentiments. The history of all nations

ought to be considered, not merely as the exploits of
kings and heroes, but as the history of the providen-
tial dispensatimis of Ike Almighty towsirds the hurfian

race, and the history of the rrioral character of man-
hind. We should study it, not merely, or chiefly,

for the purpose of admiring and imitating the ex-

ploits of tho.ve who have heen extolled as illustrious

characters, (for there are few of them whose deeds
deserve our imitation)—but for expanding our views
of the character and moral government of the Ruler
of the Universe— for confirming the representations
given in the Scriptures of the depravity of man

—

and for exciting an abhorrence of those lawless
passions and deeds of injustice, which have covered
the earth with carnage and desolation, and entailed
misery upon the race of man. If we wish to study
patterns of moral virtue worthy of imilaiion, we
have the example of Jesus Christ set before us, as

the pattern of every excellence, "who was holy,

harmless, and undefiled,"—" who did no sin, neither
was guile found in his mouth

;
who, wnen he was

reviled, reviled not again ; when he suffered he
threatened not, but committed his cause to him who
judgelh righteously." We have likewise the exam-
ples of his holy prophets and apostles, men as far
superior in their moral principles and conduct to

the most distinguished sages of Greece and Rome,
as the Christian religion is superior to all the sys-

tems of theology in the pagan world. In compiling
histories for the yotine, the historian ough', there-
fore, to pause at certain periods and events, and di-

rect the attention of his readers to what is moral or
immoral in the actions detailed, to what is worthy
of being approved or condemned in the scenes de-
.scribed, as determined by the principles and rules
of Christianity. He should direct the attention of
the j'oung to the scenes of horror which a .spirit of
ambition and revenue has created, to the malignant
passions it has engendered, and to its contrariety to

the spirit of true religion and the best interests of
man. He should lead them to remark the justice
and lons-sufTering of the Governor of the world

—

the retributions of his providence in the case of na-
tions and individuals—the accomplishment of Di-
vine predictions—and the evidences which the re-
cords of history afford, that man is no longer in a
paradisical condition, but has fallen from his high
estate. In short, he should direct their views to the
means by which the spirit of warfare may be

counteracted and destroyed,—to the happy scenes
which would be realized were a spirit oi philan^
thropy to reign triumphant,—and to that glorious
era, foretold by ancient prophets, when the nations
"shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and
their spears into pruninghooks, and learn the art of
war no more." Were history studied in connection
with such views and instructions,—instead of foster-

ing malignant passions— it might become a hand-
maid to science and religion, and be rendered sub-
servient for directing the mind to the Great Ruler
of the nations, and the plans of his moral govern-
ment, and for stimulating the exercise of those be-
nevolent affections by which the tribes of mankind
may be united in harmony, and the world restored
to tranquillity and repose.

All the class-books now described should be em-
bellished with engravings, wherever they appear re-

quisite for illustrating the descriptions contained in

the text. The subjects of such engravings .should

not only be accurately delineated, but delicately

colored after natnrc, so as to convey, as nearly as
possible, a correct and vivid impression of the objects

intended to be represented. Nothing is more pleas-

ing and gratifying to the young, than accurate en-
gravings of the subjects about which they read, and
nothing has a greater tendency to convey well-de-
fined ideas of those objects which are not present to

the senses, and to impress them indelibly upon the
imagination. But we have hitherto had no school-
books embellished with such engravings as those to

which I allude. The expense of such books might
probably be objected to, as an argument against
their introduction. But if the great end or educa-
tion be carefully kept in view, and the importance
of conveying clear and comprehensive ideas to the

rising generation be duly weighed, no considera-
tions of expen.se ought to deter us from the execution
of any plan by which instruction in /he elements of
thought may be rendered delightful and etlicietit.

—

Society, if once aroused to consider the importance
of an enlightened education, would find no difficulty

in defraying every expense connected wiih its ar-

rangements. If such books were in universal re-

quest, and, consequenilv, many thousands of them
thrown ofFat one impression, they might be afforded

at a price very little higher than that of the paltry

and inefficient class-bonks which have been so long
in iT^e in our sclnilasiic esiablishmenis.

The series of books now described should be ac-

companied with dirJimiaries, and other books of
reference, for obtaining definitions of words and
descriptions v( the objects of nature and the terms
of science and art. These dictionaries, along with
clear definitions of English words and svnonymes,
should contain short definitions of Latin, Greek, and
French primitives and phrases, particularly those

which have been adopted into our language, and
which, in composition, modifv the meaning of many
of our ov.'n words. The Latin and Greek preposi-

tions f.hou\d he explained, and their force in the com-
position of English words, and in the terms of art

and science, particularly illustrated. Portable cyclo-

pedias or teclmological dictionaries, with numerous
illustrative cuts, such as Crabb's " Dictionarv of

General Knowledse," would likewise be highlv

requisite for the occasional use of the higher or

primary classes, in all our schools.

CHAPTER VL
METHOD OF TEACHING, AND THE DEPARTME.VTS OF KNOW-
LEDGE WHICH SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN EVERV SE-MINARY.

The teacher being understood to have a school

furnished with the accommodations, museum, and
apparatus formerly described, and with a series of
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None, I presume, will be disposed to deny, that
children of live years of age, who have been pre-
viously accustomed to observe the facts around them,
may easily be made, under the guidance of an intel-
ligent teacher, to understand every idea contained
in such lessons as the above. The lesson should
first be distinctly and deliberately read over by the
class two or three times, and then illustrated lay

objects and experiments. Lesson 1, may be illus-

trated by a small hand-bell, a key, a wine-glass, and
a piece of wood ; and some of the children might
be permitted to try the experiments, which would
gratify their natural curiosity, and excite an interest

in the subject of their lesson—it being always under-
stood that the teacher accompanies such experiments
with familiar explanations and remarks.—For illus-

trating Lesson 2, it would be requisite to have a
large white pasteboard painted with the seven pri-

mary colors of light, so that the pupils might be ex-
ercised upon it, m naming and distinguishing the
different colors. The objects whose colors are stat-

ed might be shown them ; or if any of these objects

are not at hand, they may be exhibited by colored
engravings.—To illustrate Lesson 3, a pair of scales,
a bason of water, a piece of cork, and three pieces
of iron, copper, and lead, of equal size, will be re-

quired, and then the experiment of weighing the
pieces, and plunging them into the water, may be
exhibited to the class. When explaining Lesson 4,

a piece of stained or smoked glass may be put into

the hands of the pupils, when the sun is visible,

that each of them may try the experiment. The
questions proposed in this lesson, which are not an-
swered, may serve to exerci.se the judgment of the
pupils. They are understood to refer to the cir-

cumstance of a cloudy day. Various simple ques-
tions of this description should be embodied in the

lessons, to give scope to youthful judgment and in-

genuity. The latter part of this lesson might afford

an opportunity to the teacher of impressing the

minds of the class with a sense of the presence,

goodness, and universal agency, of the Creator.

—

It will scarcely be denied, that in this way instruc-

tion may be blended with amusement, and that a
considerable variety of useful knowledge might be

gradually imparted to the juvenile mind.
Descriptions of anivials would form another in-

teresting class of lessons for the young, as ia the

following example :

—

The Peacock.

The peacock is the most beautiful bird in the

world. Its beauty excels that of all other animals.

Its bill is about two inches long, and is of a brown
color. Its head and neck, and part of its breast, are

of a dark blue color. On the top of its head there

is a tuft of pretty green feathers, which adds to its

beauty. Its neck is long and slender, and its back
of a whitish grey color, spotted with black. But
the plumage and tail of this splendid bird are the

most beautiful parts of its body. They are adorned
with colors so rich and various, that no human art

can make any thing like them. When this bird

walks in the sunshine, every moment produces a
thousand shades of coloring, which are beautiful

and ever varying. These fine colors exceed the

lustre of the finest flowers of the fields and gardens.

But, like the flowers, they fade every year, and the

feathers drop from their bodies, and are again re-

newed every spring. The length of the peacock,

from the tip of the bill to the end of the tail, is about

three feet eight inches. Some of its longest feathers

are four feet long. This bird appears haughty and

proud, and lores to display its fine colors to these

who are looking on, like those little bovs and girls

•who are proud of their fine clothes. The peacock

perches upon high places, and lives upon barley

books adapted to intellectual instruction—I shall

now offer a few hints on the mode in which the seve-

ral departments of instruction might be conducted.

Section I.

—

English Reading.

In throwing out a few hints on this department,
I shall take it for granted that the pupils have ac-

quired a knowledge of the alphabet, in the manner
in which it is generally taught in infant schools, and
that they are qualified to read, with a certain de-

gree of ease, a few short lessons, consisting of words
of one or two syllables. Let us suppose, for exam-
ple, such a lesson as the following, on the general

nature and qualities of certain objects, to be the sub-

ject of attention.

1. A bell gives a brisk souna when we strike it

with a key, or with a stone, or with a large nail.

—

If we strike an egg-cup made of wood, or if we
strike a board or the table with a key, none of these

things will give such a sound. A wine-glass will

also produce a pretty brisk sound ;
but if we strike

it hard with a nail or a stone, it will break. We
hear every sound by means of our ears, which God
hath formed and placed on each side of our heads,

that we might listen to our leachers, and be able to

talk with one another.—2. The light which flows

from the sun consists of seven colors ; red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. The earth

is spread over with most of these colors ; the fields

appear spread over with green, some parts with a
light green, and some parts with a dark green color.

Fir trees and some poplar trees are dark green, corn
and grass are of a light green color. A rose is red

;

some roses are white. The crowfoot, the cowslip,

the crocus, and the wallflower, are yellow. Furze
and broom have also pretty yellow flowers. The
blue-bottle flower, and some hyacinths, are of a blue
color. Some daisies are red, some are white, and
some have two or three colors. The corn in the

fields, the grass in the meadows, and the leaves of
trees, are green.—3. Iron is heavy, copper is hea-
vier, lead is heaviest. Lead will sink, if you throw
it into a bason of water, but a cork will swim on the

top of the water. A stone will sink in water, but a
piece of light wood will swim ; and if you push the

wood down with your hand to the bottom of the

bason, it will quickly rise again to the top.—4. The
sun shines from the heavens, and gives us light all

the day. He is so bright that we can scarcely look
up to him. If we were to look straight towards the

sun, it would dazzle our eyes. But if we take a piece
of glass that is red or dark green, or a glass that is

covered all over with the smoke of a candle, we
may look through this glass to the sun without daz-
zling our eyes. The sun sometimes shines very
bright, and sometimes he is covered with clouds.

—

The sun is giving us light at this moment, but we
cannot see him. Can any of you tell the reason
why the sun is not seen just now when he is giving
us light 1 What hides him from our sight 1 The
sky sometimes appears clear, like a large blue dome
or half-globe, and sometimes it is all over covered
with dark clouds. When the sun ri.ses in the east,

that part of the sky is often covered with bright red

and yellow clouds ; and when he sets in the evening
m the west, the same kind of clouds are .sometimes

seen. God made the sun, the moon, and the stars

;

he also made the fields, the trees, and the corn ; he
formed our bodies and our souls

; he gave us eyes
to see with, ears, that we might hear, hands to han-
dle with, feet to walk with, and he preserves us
every moment. He is present with us in this place,

and sees all that we do, though we cannot see him.
Let us give thanks to God, for he is good, and let

us do what he commands.
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and o.l.er kinds of grain. Its beautiful plumage
does not appear before it is nearl}' three years old.

When it drops its fine leathers, in the time of har-
vest, it does, not like to be seen, but seeks to hide
itself in some gloomy place. Thouj^h the peacock
is very beautiful, it utters a very har^h and disgust-

ing cry. Fur whole hours it will repeat the cry of
Eko, e/ro, ekn, with the most hideous noise. It can-
not sing a pleasant song, like the linnet and the

blackbird. It is so vvir:ked that it will scarcely live

wiih any other bird, except the pigeon ; and it tears

and spoils every thing it gets a hold of with its bill.

This bird was first brought from a far distant coun-
try, from the East Indies, and it lives to the age of
tweni)'-five years. Little boys and girls, be not like

the peacock, proud and vain, on account of your
beauiy and your fine cloihes ; for humility and good-
ness are always to be preferred to beauty.

In teaching this and similar lessons, a stuffed spe-

cimen of the animal described should be placed on
a table opposite the class, and its different parts and
colors pointed out ; but if a specimen is not at hand,
a colored engraving should be exhibited, either in

the class-book, or on a large sheet pa.^ted on a paste-

board. The terms, tuft, plumage, bill, perching, &c.
should be explained by a reference to the figure or
specimen, and the length of a yard, foot and inch,

or any number of these combined, should be dis-

tinctly explained and exhibited, by means of rods

of different lengths.—There is another class of les-

sons for the juvenile classes, which might consist

chiefly of descriptions and exhibitions of entertaining
experiments. For example

—

The Sagacious Sivan.

There is a nice little amusing toy which is sold
in some toy-shops, called the Sagacious Swan,

—

This swan is made of very thin tin-plate, or other
light substance, and is hollow within. Near its

mouih, in the inside, is fixed a small magnet, or
loadstone. The swan is placed in a large bason full

of water, in which it swims. A small rod of metal
about five or six inches long, with a piece of bread
fastened to one end of it, is held out to the swan, at

the distance of an inch or two from its mouth. The
swan then moves forward after the rod, as if it wish-
ed to take hold of the piece of bread. If you move
the rod gently from the swan, it will swim after it

all round the bason, and from one side of it to an-
other, as if it were a living swan swimming after its

food. But if you present the other end of the rod to

the swan, it will swim backwards, and try to avoid
it, as if you were wishing to mock or insult it.—The
rod on which the piece of bread is fastened is also a
loadstone. A loadstone attracts or draws to it nee-
dles, and any small bits of iron or .steel that are near
it. Every loadstone has two ends, which are called
its north and south poles. When the north pole of
one loadstone is brought near to the south pole of
another, they will attract each other. But when the
north pole of one is brought near to the north pole
of another, they will repel or move from each other.

When a small load.stone is placed on a piece of cork
or light wood, and made to swim in a oason of wa-
ter, it will turn itself round, till it point nearly north
and south.—The compass which directs sailors in

their course alcng the .sea, consists of a small load-
stone, which moves upon a pivot. It shows them
how to steer to the East and the West, to the North
and the South. By means of this small bit of load-
stone, they can find their w-ay over great seas and
oceans, to the East Indies and America, and round
the whole world. God created the loadstone for
this purpose; and if we had never known its pro-
penies, we should never have been able to bring

tea from China, or sugar from the West Indies, or
to .send Bibles to the people that dwell in the far-

distant isles of the sea.

This lesson would of course require to be illus-

trated by the philosophical toy which it describes.
This toy could be easily constructed by any inge-
nious mechanic, or it may be purchased for about
five or six shillings. The experiment of placing a
small magnet upon a piece of cork, and suspending
it on the water, to show how it fixes itself north and
south, might also be exhibited ; and by taking ano-
ther magnet, and suspending it in the same manner
opposite to the first, the attraction and repulsion of
the different poles of the two magnets might be
shown, which would explain the phenomena of the

sagacious swan. The power of the magnet in at-

tracting needles, small keys, penknives, &c. might at

the same time be shown. A pocket-compass might
likewise be exhibited, and its use described ; and the
attractive and repulsive powers of the magnet
shown, by presenting it alternately to the north and
south poles of the compa.ss-needle. It might also be
shown, that the magnetic pow-er passes through in-

terposing substances, by pl.icing a board between
the pocket-compass and the magnet, and causing
the pupils to observe that the needle is made to turn
round, by the influence of the magnet transmitted
through the board. This is only one example, out
of a hundred that might be produced, of rendering
entertaining experiments interesting and instructive
to children ; and when truths are in this way asso-

ciated with sensible representations and experi-
ments, they are .seldom era.«ed from their minds to

the latest periods of their existence.

In the next stage of English reading, the pupil
might enter on the perusal of a voluine containing
lessons on subjects of a higher order, such as those
formerly described—which might be substituted in

the place of our common school-collections. The
le.s.sons in such a volume should be distinguished for

the perspicuity and neatness of their style, although
specimens of what is termed elegance and fine wri-
ting may be occasionally introduced. The follow-

ing may serve as a specimen of the manner in which
such lessons may be constructed:

—

Description of Volcanoes

Volcanoes are mountains, generally of a large
size, from the summilsof which issue fircand smoke.
On the top of these mountains there is a vast open-
ing called the crater, sometimes iw^o or three mile.s

in circumference, reaching from their summits to

an immeasurable depth in the bowels of the earth.

From these dreadful openings are frequently thrown
up to an immense height, torrents of fire and smoke,
clouds of ashes and cinders, and red-hot stones, to-

gether with torrents of melted lava, which roll down
the declivit}- of the mountain like an immense flam-
ing river. These alarming appearances are fre-

quently accompanied with thunders, lightnings,
darkness, quakings of the earth, and horrid subter-

raneous sounds, producing the most terrible devas-
tations through all the surrounding country. Pre-
vious to an eruption, the smoke, which is continu-
ally ascending from the crater. increa5es and shoots

up to an immense height; forked lightning issues

from the ascending column ; showers of ashes are
thrown to the distance of forty or fifty miles; vol-

leys of red-hot .stones are discharged to a great

height in the air; the sky appears thick and dark,

and the luminaries of heaven disappear. When
these alarming phenomena have continued for some
time, the lava, or stream of melted minerals, bcgin.s

to make its appearance, either boiling over the lop,

or forcing its way through the side of the mountain.
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This fiery deluge runs down the declivity of the

mountain, forming a dismal flaming stream, some-
tmies 14 miles long, G miles broad, and 200 feet

deep. In its course it destroys orchards, vineyards,

cornfields, and villages; and sometimes cities, con-

taining 20,000 inhabitants, have been consumed and
buried under the burning lava. There are reckon-

ed about fourteen of these volcanoes in Europe
; of

which the principal are, Mount Hecla in Iceland,

Mount Vesuvius, near the city of Naples, Mount
Etna in Sicily, and Siromboli in one of the Lipari

islands. Etna and Vesuvius are ofien quiet for

many months, and even years, without the appear-

ance of lire, though the smoke is always ascending
fnmi their craters; but the mountain Stromboli is

ever at work, and appears to be the only volcano
that burns without ceasing; and for ages past, it has

been lookeii upon as the great LigldhoiLse of the sur-

rounding seas. Several piienomena of awful sub-

limity and terrific grandeur frequently accompany
the eruptions of these volcanoes. Hecla in Iceland,

is a mountain nearly a mile in perpendicular eleva-

tion, and a considerable portion of it is covered with

snow. In an eruption of this volcano in 1755, a

stone weighing 290 pounds was thrown to the dis-

tance of 24 English miles. Not far from this moun-
tain, in the year 1783, there happened a most dread-

ful and appalling eruption, which was preceded by

a violent earthquake, which lasted for a fortnight:

after which the lava broke out from the earth, in

three different places, forming three dreadful Fire-

Spouts. These fire-spouts, or streams of burning
lava, after having risen a considerable height into

the air, united into one, arriving at last at such an
amazing altitude, as to be seen at the dis;ance of
more than 200 miles. The height to which this fiery

stream ascended was reckoned to be not less than

two miles above the surface of the earth. This fiie

and every thing it met with in its course, and form-
ing other lakes of fire. The whole extent of ground
covered by this fiery inundation, was no less than 90
miles long, by 42 in breadth, or 3780 square miles_

the depth of the lava being from 96 to 120 feet. All
the time of this great eruption, the whole atmosphere
was loaded with smoke, steam, ashes, and sulphur-

eous vapors. The sun was frequently invisible, or,

when seen, was of a dismal reddish color; and the

rain which fell through the smoke and steam was
so impregnated with salt and sulphureous matter,

that the hair, and even the skin, of the cattle were
destroyed, and the grass of the field:, rendered poi-

sonous. Twelve rivers were dried up by this fiery

inundation, many lakes were filled up, 20 villages

were destroyed, many thousands of sheep and cattle

perished, and more than 240 human beings were
destroyed. After this eruption, two islands were
thrown up from the bottom of the sea, 100 miles

southwest from Iceland—one of them three miles in

circumference, and about a mile in height, which
continued for some time to burn with great violence.

In an eruption of Vesuvius in 1769, about mid-

night, a fountain of fire was shot up to an amazing
height, casting so bright a light, that the smallest

objects were clearly distinguishable at any place

within six or seven miles of the mountain. On the

next day a most violent report was heard, which
shook the houses of the town of Portici to such a de-

gree, that the windows were broken and the wails

rent by the concussion of the air; and, in an instant,

a fountain of liquid transparent fire began to rise,

and, gradually increasing, arrived at length at the

amazing height of 10,000 feet and upwards, when
its blaze was reflected with awful grandeur from
the sea. A gentleman at Sorrento, twelve miles dis-

tant from Vesuviu,-, read the title-page of a book hy

that volcanic light. Mount Etna is the largest vol-

first became visible on the Sth of June, and conti-

nued to produce devastation and terror till the 16;h

of August following. In one direction, it formed a
lake of fire spreading out itself in length and breadth
more than 36 miles; and, having converted all this

track of land into a .>ea of fire, it stretched itself out
in another direction, and rushed down the channel
of a large river with violent impetuosity, tearing up
the earth, and carrying on its surface flaming woods,

cn;:o in Europe. It is above two miles in perpendi-

cular height ; it is about thirty miles in a straight

line along its declivity to the top ; its circumference

at its base is above 120 miles, and its crater above 3

miles in circumference. In 1669, burning rocks, 15

feet long, and fifty in circumference, were thrown

to the distance of a mile, and showers of cinders and
ashes to the distance of more than 60 miles. A fiery

stream burst from *he mountain 14 miles long and
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6 miles broad, which destroyed in its course the ha-

bitations of nearly 30,000 persons ; and meeting with

a lake four miles in compass, not only filled it up,

but made a mountain in its place. The quantity of

materials thrown out by volcanoes is prodig^ious. It

was calculated that, in this eruption, the matter

thrown out amounted to 150,000.000 cubical yards;

so that, had it been extended in length upon the sur-

face of the earth, ii would have reached nearly four

times round the circumference of the globe. The
noise emitted by volcanoes has been compared to a

mixed sound made up of the raging of a tempest,

the murmur of a troubled sea, and the roaring of

thunder and artillery, confused altogether. The
roarings of Cotopaxi, in South America, one of the

largest volcanoes in the world, have been heard at

the distance of more than 200 miles. Volcanoes are

found in every quarter of the world. Forty have
been observed constantly burning between Cotopaxi
and the Pacific Ocean ; 20 have been seen in the

j

chain of mountains that stretches along Kamtschat-
ka ; and many of them are to be found in the Phi-
lippines, the Moluccas, the Cape de Verd,the Sand-
wich, the Ladrone, and other islands in the Pacific

Ocean. About 205 volcanoes are known to exist,

of which 107 arc in islands, and 98 on the great con-
tinents. All these grand and terrific phenomena of
nature are under the direction and control of the

Creator of the universe; and they afford presump-
tive proofs that man has fallen from his original
rectitude, and is no longer in a state of innocence.

Questions on the preceding Lesson.

(1.) What is the nature of a volcano 1 What part
of a volcano is its crater? What substances are
thrown out from volcanoes'? What appearances
generally accompany their eruptions'? What are
the signs or forerunners of an eruption"? What is

meant by lava? What appearances does it present,
and what effects does it produce "? Which are the
principal volcanoes in Europe? What is peculiar
with re.spect toStromholil Describe the size and
situation of Hecla. What preceded the eruption in
Iceland in 17831 What extraordinary appearance
did this eruption exhibit? Of what did the fire-

spouts consist? at what distance were they seen ?

and to what height did they rise? How long did
they continue to burn? How large a track of country
wais covered by the burning materials? and what
devastations did they produce? What was tlie

depth of the burning stream ? What was the ap-
pearance of the sun during this eruption? What
effects were produced by the rain, and what was the
state of the atmosphere? What strikin? appear-
ance was beheld during an eruption of Vesuvius?
At what time of the day or night was it seen ? What
happened before another awful appearance? De-
scribe the size of Mount Etna, and state the circum-
ference of its crater. What were the circumstances
attending its eruption in 1669, and what effects did
they pioduce ? (2.) What number of volcanoes has
been ascertained? In what countries are they
found? How many are in Europe ? How many in
the mountains of Kamtschatka? What size of
ytoiies have been thrown out of Etna and Hecla, and
to what distance were they thrown? How rnanv
villages were destroyed by the eruption in Iceland?
What effect did it produce on the lakes and rivers?
and upon animated beings? Were anv men and
•women destroyed ? What were the length and
breadth of one of the lakes of fire formed by this

eruption? Describe the dimensions of the fiery
stream which ran down Mount Etna in 1669. To
what has the noise of volcanoes been compared ?

What effect did this noise produce in the town of
Portici ? At what distance was a gentleman ena-

bled to read by the flame of a volcano? What was
reckoned the height of the stream of fire which as-

cended from Vesuvius? How many habitations
were destroyed by the eruption of Etna? and what
effect did it produce on a lake ? Have any volca-

noes ever risen from the bottom of the sea ? From
what part of a volcanic mountain does the eruption
of lava proceed ? and does it always issue from the
same part ? What was the size of one of the islands

thrown up from the sea near Iceland ? To what
distance have sand and ashes been thrown in the

eruptions of volcanoes ? What is generally the ap-

pearance of the sky, and of the luminaries of hea-

ven, previous to an eruption, and during its continu-

ance ? At what distance have the sounds of the vol-

cano Cotopaxi been heard ? What is the meaning
of the word subterraneous? whence is it derived,

and of what words is it compounded? Describe,

likewise, the meaning of the vior i\ii phenomena, suvi-

mit, devastation, inundation, lava, &c. Point, on
the map of Europe, to the situations of Hecla, Ve-
suvius, Siromboli, and Etna. Point, on the map of
the World, to the situations of the other volcanoes
mentioned in the lesson. How many volcanoes are
situated in islands? What length of a journey is

requisite in ascending to the lop of Etna? Under
whose superintendence are the operations of volca-

noes? and what moral instructions may we learn

from their terrific and destructive effects ?

The above lesson is compiled from five or six

different sources, so as to condense as many inter-

esting facts as possible in one description. The
language of the original authors has been altered

and simplified, and some original sentences inter-

woven. It is seldom that a mere extract will be
found, in all its parts, sufficiently perspicuous and
interesting to the young; and therefore it would re-

quire a considerable degree of labor and research
to arrange and compile a volume or two on the plan
proposed; The questions are intended to excite the

attention and judgment of the pupil, and the answers
are understood to be prepared by him, previous to

his reading the lesson along with his class. At the

same time, the teacher has it in his power to put to

his pupils as many subordinate questions connected
with the subject as he may deem expedient, and to

illustrate, by familiar descriptions, any objects either

directly or indirectly connected with the facts stated

in the lesson.—The first twenty-six questions are
stated nearly in the order of the lesson; the remain-
ing queries, beginning at No. 2, are intentionally

arranged in a different order, to exercise the judg-
ment of the pupil, and to prevent him getting his

answers by rote. This arrangement would require
to be adopted in almost ever)' lesson. Each lesson

should contain a perspicuous description of some
well-defined scene or object, the knowledge of which
would form a portion of the foundations of useful
science. And, were all the ideas comprised in a
lesson of this description to be impressed upon the

mind of the pupil every day, it cannot be doubted,
that in the course of a year, when above three hun-
dred such lessons would be studied, a verv consider-
able portion of useful information would be com-
municated—far superior in utility and extent to all

that has hitherto been acquired by the perusal of
Epilogues of stage-jilayers, Speeches in the Roman
Senate, Parliamentnry debates, the encounters of

knights and warriors, essays on c'-ticism and ora-

tory, and all the other prosing dissertations with

which so many of our school-collections are occu-

p'/'d.

Besides the questions referring to the descriptions

contained in the lessons, a variety of miscellaneous

qvestinns, in reference to the common appearances
of nature, and the different branches of popular
science, might occasionally be proposed lo the pu
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pils to excite their curiosity, and exercise their rea-

soning powers. For example

—

How many miles should we require to travel be-

fore we could go quite round the world 1 What
proofs can you give that the earth is round like a

globel Is there more land or water on the surface

of the earth 1 What is meant by the atmosphere!

Has the air any weight? By what experiments

can you prove that the air presses upon our bodies,

and upon all parts of the earth 1 How do you
prove that air exists, since it cannot be seen 1 What
IS the appearance of the sky during a thunder-

storm 1 Whether is the lightning seen before or

after a peal of thunder"? By what means could you
measure the distance between the earth and a thun-

der-cloud 1 What effects does lightning sometimes
produce '?—How many senses has man 1 Which is

the organ of vision ! What part of the eye lets in

the light 1 Is the opening which lets in the light

always of the same size 1 What knowledge do we
derive by means of the sense of seeing 1 Have all

animals the same number of eyei"? What is pecu-

liar in the eyes of flies and other insects "?—What
are some of the different kinds of animals that live

in the air, the waters, and the earth 1 What is the

difference between a beast, a bird, and a fishl be-

tween a reptile and an insect? &c. Is a lobster a

beast, a reptile, or a fish? What are the different

parts of a plant 1 What part of a plant is the stem
or trunk? What enables plants to stand upright,

although they are tossed with the wind? Do all

plants grow upright ? What plants are useful for

food? for building? for clothing ? &c. What parts

of our clothing are made from plants? Could we
have clothing from animals, if no plants existed?

What would be the appearance of fields and moun-
tains if there were no plants?—What are the tides?

How often do they ebb and flow in the course of a
day? At what periods of the moon are the tides

highest ? Does the sun appear round ? Does the

moon always appear round? What other phases or

shapes does she assume ? At what period of the

day or night does the moon rise when she appears
with a round full face ? In what direction does she
appear after sunset, when she assumes the form of
a slender crescent ?—If you take a wine-glass, fill

it with water, and press a piece of paper upon the

mouth of it, and then turn it upside down, will the

water run out of the glass? If you take a glass

tube and fill it with water, and press your thumb
hard upon the top of it, what is the reason that the

water will not run out at the bottom of the tube, al-

though it is open? When a boy's sucker is moist-

ened with water, and pressed upon a smooth stone,

what is the reason why it is able to lift up a stone

of a pretty large size ? Would the sucker produce
the effect if it were not moistened with water ?

Many thousands of queries of this description

might be proposed to the young, which, if judicious-

ly selected, explained, and illustrated, could not fail

of gratifying their curiosity, and of imparting the

elements of useful knowledge, and, above all, of
exciting a spirit of observation, of fixing the atten-

tion, and of promoting a habit of reasoning on the

various objects and operations they perceive around
them. An hour or more, during two or three days
in the week, might be profitably spent in such exer-

cises, which should always be accompanied with

familiar and minute explanations, and, where the

subject admits of it, with amusing and illustrative

experiments.*

+ A considerable variety of such questions as

those to which I allude, will be found in an excel-

lent little work, by Mr, Jacob Abbot, Principal of

Another occasional exercise might consist in ex-
hibiting to a class a variety of objects, both natural
and artificial,—such as, the model of a ship, a pair

of bellows, a mineral substance, a shrub, a flower, a
leaf, a bird, an insect, or any other object—and caus-
ing the pupils to describe the parts or qualities of the
object exhibited, and the characteristics by which
it is distinguished from every other class of objects.

If it be a s/iip, the masts, the yard-arms, the bow,
the poop, the keel, the different kinds of sails, &c.
their uses, properties, and the terms by which they
are distinguished, may be pointed out and described.

—If it be a flower, the calyx, corolla, stamina and
pistil, may be pointed out, the class to which it be-

longs described, and the characteristics by which it

may be known from every other flower distinguish-

ed. Afler having several times exhibited and de-

scribed such objects, they may afterwards be held

up to the view of a class, or handed round among
the pupils for their inspection, and each of them, or

at least a few of the more intelligent, interrogated

respecting the parts, qualities, uses, or circumstances

connected with the object exhibited. The objects

which may be thus described are almost innumera-
ble ; and hence the necessity, in such a system of

instruction, of collecting for every school an exten-

sive museum of natural and artificial objects,—oi

having an extensive plot of ground connected with
the seminary, for rearing trees, shrubs, and flowers

of diiTerent kinds—and of enjoying an extensive

prospect from the roof of the building, with the

view of descrying as many objects as possible, for

the purpose of elucidation and instruction.—The
following example, taken from the " Lessons on
Objects," as given in a Pestalozzian school at

Cheam, will partly illustrate the plan here suggest-

ed:—
Lesson on Glass.—The pupils are supposed to be

arranged before a black board, upon which the re-

sult of their observations is written. The glass is

passed round the party to be examined by each in-

dividual, so that his attention and powers may be

exercised about it.

" Teacher. What is that which I hold in my handl
Children. A piece of glass. T. Can you spell the

word ' glass?' [The teacher then writes the word
' glass' upon the slate, which is thus presented to

the whole class as the subject of the lesson.] You
have all examined the glass, what do you observe?

what can you say that it is ? C. It is bright. [The
teacher, having written the word ' qualities,' writes

under it, ' It is bright.'] T. Take it in your hand
and feel it. C. It is cold. [Written on the board

under the former quality.] T. Feel it again, and
compare it with the piece of spunge which is tied

to your slate, and then tell me what you perceive in

the" glass. C. It is smooth, it is hard. T. Is there

any other glass in the room ? C. Yes, the windows.
T. Close the shutters : can you see the garden now ?

C. No. T. Why cannot you? C. We cannot see

through the shutters. T. What can you say, then,

of the glass ? C. We can see through it. T. Can
vou tell me any word that will express this quality?

C. No. T. I will tell you then
;
pay attention that

you may recollect it. It is transparent. What shall

you now understand when I tell you that a substance

is transparent ? C. We can see through it. T.

You are right ; trv and recollect something that is

transparent. C. Water. T. If I were to let this

glass fall, or you were to throw a ball at the win-

dow, what would be the consequence ? C. The
fflass would be broken. It is brittle. T. Could I

in the same manner break the shutters ? C. No.

the Mount Vernon School, entitled, " The tattle

Philosopher."
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T. Could I break it if 1 used great force 1 C. Yes.

T. Would you therefore call ihe wood brittle 1 C.

No. T. What substances then do you call brittle?

C. Those which are easily broken."

These are probably as many qualities as would
occur to children at iheir first attempt, which, being

arranged on the slate or board, form an exercise in

spelling. They should then be effaced, and if the

pupils are able to write, they may endeavor to re-

member the lesson, and put it down on their slates.

Various other qualiiics of gla.ss might aflerwards

be described to the pupils, particularly its power of

forming images and magnifying objects, when
ground into convex lenses, and combined in tele-

scopes and microscopes, which unfold to our view
the wonders of the heavens, and the minute parts

of creation. The chief business of a teacher, in

Siuch exercises, is, to draw out the ideas of children,

to direct them in a right channel, to teach them to

fix their attention on what is immediately before

them, and to employ their reasoning powers in

drawing the proper conclusions from the objecls

they contemplate. Contrary to the almost univer-

sally prevailing practice, the idea of any object

should generally precede the term by which it is

designated ; so that a child having acquired a clear

conception of an object, may feel the want of a

term or terms by which its nature or qualities may
at any time be expressed, and be enabled, on every
occasion, to associate the one with the other.

Section II.— Writing and Composition.

On this branch of education, I shall offer only a

few general remarks, in addition to those formerly

stated. Writing is an art of the greatest utility and
importance, and to which children should be accus-

tomed at an early period of their lives. In the first

instance, they may be taught to write on a slate,

with a slate-pencil, which they may be taught to

hold in the same way as we hold a goose-quill or a
steel-pen. Instead of beginning with straight lines

and;7ar/.'i of letters, they might at once begin either

with complete letters or short words, which should

seldom be made of a larger size than half text, as in

the actual business of life there is seldom occasion

for writing a large text-hand. Mr. Buchanan (a

gentleman who has been long a successful teacher

in Greenock, and the author of several useful pub-

lications) lately showed me a plan he had recently

introduced to facilitate the forming of letters, when
a child is first set to write on a slate. The method
is as follows:—Slates are prepared, as in the follow-

ing figure, with the letters a, b, c, &c. indented on

the lei't hand side. The pupil works his pointed

slate-pencil several times throughout the indentings

of each letter, and, after he has become familiar

with its slopes and curves, and acquires the move-
ments requisite to form the letter, he tries to write
a number of the same letters in succession, on the

line drawn on the slate immediately opposite. Mr.
Buchanan has found this plan gieatly to facilitate

the accurate formation of the letters, in the first at-

tempts of children to write on slates; and it cer-

tainly deserves a fair trial in other seminaries.

—

Short words might be indented in the same manner;
and when the pupil is at a loss as to the formation
and the joinings of the different letters, he may re-

cur to the indented model, and by following with his

pencil its turnings and windings, three or lour times
in succession, he will soon be enabled to form the

word on his slate.

On a principle somewhat similar, a child may be

taught to write with ink upon paper, by setting be-

fore him a piece of good writing made with a r^d
pencil, and making him pass and repass over all the

strokes and curves with a pen full of black ink.

—

In Professor Jacotot's system of education—instead

of commencing with elementary lines, curves, and
letters, in wh.at is called text-hand—a ccmiplete sen-

tence, written by the master, or engraved in small

hand, is put before the eyes of the pupil, which he
is directed to copy. He writes, as well as he can,
the first word—suppose ' The ; and no further pro-
gress must be made, till, by an attentive comparison
of his own performance with the original copy, he
becomes conscious of the faults and defects of the

former. Such questions as these are then put. Q.
Is this T well made! A. No ; it is too high, or too
short, or too long. Q. Could it be made better?

—

A. I think so. Q. What must you then do to im-
prove it 1 A. Make it longer, or broader, or shorter,

&c. Q. How could you have made it better at

first? A. By paying more attention, &c. But I

leave it to the writing master to adopt such plans
for teaching the formation of written characters as
his experience may deem most expedient, and con-
clude with two or three general remarks.
The principal object of writing is to communicate

our sentiments to others, or to record the fleeting

thoughts that pass through our own minds for the

subject of future consideration. The art of writing
should tlierefore be made to bear, as soon as possi-

ble, on the practical purposes of life. Instead of
continuing children, for years, at the formal practice

of writing from 'copy-lines'—as soon as they acquire
a tolerable hand—they should be accustomed to

write forms of mercantile accounts—statements of
arithmetical operations—cards of invitation—letters

of friendship or business—forms of address and su-

per>criptions—and whatever else they may after-

wards nave occasion to practise in the actual busi-

ness of life. The miscellaneous sentiments embodied
in the lines and pieces which they copy, should uni-

formly contain religious and moral precepts and
sentiments easily understood, and statements of his-

torical, geographical, astronomical, and scientific

facts, in order that no opportunity may be lost in fa-

miliarizing the mind to useful knowledge. For ex-

ample, instead of the unmeaning words generally
given as ' copies,' such sentences as the following
might be substituted :

—

" The eyes of the Lord are in every place, be-

holding the evil and the good. He knoweth our
ilownsitting and our uprising, and underslandeth all

our thoughts. The darkness cannot hide from him
;

for the darkness and the light are both alike to

God." " The power and wisdom of God are seen

in the construction of the smallest insect. In a sin-

gle drop of certain kinds of water, hundreds of little

animals may be seen, by the microscope, swimming
like fishes in a pond, every one of them having eyes,

a mouth, stomach, bowels, and instruments of mo-
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lage in which he resides. A stuffed bird or quadru-
ped, an insect a plant, flower, or any other object,
might occasionally be presented to him, with a re-
quest to describe in wriiinsr, its form, parts, propor-
tions, and properties, as they appear to his .senses

after a minute inspection. The apparent motion of
the sun during summer might be prescribed as an
exercise of this kind, in which he might be desired
to describe the direction or position of the sun at 6
and 9 o'clock in the morning, at noon, and at 3, 6,
and 8 o'clock in the afiernoon. A description of the
different phases of the moon, and of the positions in
the heavens in which she appears, immediately af-

ter sunset, when she assumes the figure of a cres-

cent, a half-moon, a gibbous phase, and a full en-
lightened hemisphere—might form another exer-
cise.* Such exercises would tend to excite a spirit

of observation, and to impress the mind with vari-

ous facts, which would be found of immense be-

nefit to the pupil when he should afterwards enter
on the regular study of the sciences. When such
exercises are prescribed to a whole class, a day and
hour may be appointed, when a few of the composi-
tions might be read by the teacher in the presence
of the class. This will give him an opportunity of
offering remarks on the merits of the different com-
positions, and of showing how tlie same ideas may
be expressed in different language. On such occa-
sions, orthographical and grammatical errors may be
pointed out, and directions given how they may be
avoided. At the same time, instructions may be
given in reference to the proper use of capital let-

ters, stops and marks, and the proper arrangement
of any piece of composition into sentences and para-
graphs.

The utility of such exercises will scarcely be call-

ed in question. They would habituate the young to

obscrration and reflection—instead of looking at the

objects and phenomena of nature with an unco'n^

scions gaze, they would learn to inspect them with
minute attention, and inve.-ligate their forms, quali-

ties, and effects. In such observations they would
feel a variety of pleasing emotions ; for the acqui-

sition of new facts and ideas, and knowledge of
every description, is a source of enjoyment to every
mind, whether young or old. Besides, such studies

and employments would have a tendency to prevent

them from engaging in frivolous pursuits and mis-

chievous devices; and, in the future periods of
their lives, they would be enabled to record and de-

scribe, with perspicuity, any remarkable occurrences
or facts that may fall under their observation. We
have reason to believe that many interesting facts

in relation to geology, mineialogy, zoology, mete-
orology, and other departments of natural history,

have been detected by persons in the lower ranks
of life, which have been lost to the scientific world,

in consequence of their being beheld with an incu-

rious eye, and from the observers having been inca-

pable of writing an intelligent description of the

objects which came under their inspection. Hence

tion." " About sixteen hundred years after the

Creation, the whole earth was covered with a flood

of water, which reached more than twenty feet

above the tops of the highest mountains." " Fear
God, and keep his commandments. Love your ene-

mies, do good to them that hate you, and live peace-
ably with all men. If thine enemy hunger, feed

him ; if he thirst, give him drink. For God is long-

suffering and kind, even to the unthankful and the

evil; He causeth his sun to arise on the evil and on
the good, and sendeth his rain to water the fields

both of the righteous and of the wicked." "The
world in which we dwell is round, like a globe or
ball ; and it would require a journey of nearly twen-
ty-five thousand miles before we could go quite

round it." '• The Atlantic ocean lies between Eu-
rope a:id America, and it is three thousand miles
broad." " Africa is a very hot country, and there

are great numbers of people living in it whose skin

is entirely black." " China is the most populous
empire in the world: it contains about three hun-
dred millions of inhabiianls. The whole world
contains above eight hundred millions." "The
moon is two thousand one hundred and sixty miles
in diameter ; and is two hundred and forty thousand
miles distant from the earth." " The sun is ninety-

five millions of miles distant; and is more than
twelve hundred thousand timeslargerthan the whole
earth." " The air, or atmosphere, presses upon
every square yard of the earth's surface with a
force equal to more than nineteen thousand pounds."
" The river Amazons is three thousand miles long,

and is the largest river on the globe," &c.

A sentence or two of this description might be
given to a whole class of writers, to be copied
several times over ; and after the class has finished

the writing, the fact or sentiment contained in the

Nentence might be explained and illustrated. By
this means, a number of useful facts and practical

rules of conduct might be gradually communicated
to the youthful mind ;

and, being noted down in the

pupil's copy-book, they might be re-perused and re-

ferred to on any future occasion. Perhaps it might
not be inexpedient to classify a number of funda-
mental truths, facts, and aphorisms, under such
heads as the following

—

Religious, Moral, Geographi-
cal, Historical, Astronomical, Chemical, Optical,

Botanical, &c., allotting two or three pages of the

copy-book for each department. The above sugges-
tion proceeds on the principle that in every deparl-

ment of study, an opportunity should be taken of im-
parting some neto aiid useful truth to the understand-
ing of the young, or impressing some moral lesson
upon the heart.

As soon as the pupil is able to handle the pen
with some degree of dexterity, he should be accus-
tomed to write forms of letters, narratives, essays,

or real epistolary correspondence. He may like-

wise, at this period, be gradually taught the art of
composition. This may be effected, in the first in-

stance, by recounting to him a striking narrative or
an interesting historical fact, and desiring him im-
mediately to repeat it in his own style, and afterwards
to write it down nearly in the same manner. After
being accustomed to write, a few simple narratives,

descriptions of some objects connected with natural
history, or some striking moral sentiments, may be

read over several times in his hearing, as exercises

in composition. He may next be requested to ?ive

a narrative of any excursion he has made either

alone or in company, and a description of the scenes
he has visited, the events that occurred, and the

friends by whom he was entertained. He may also

be desired to describe the rural scenery around him.
and the streets, lanes, public buildings, and other
remarkable objects connected with the town or vil-

* In order to understand the object of such an ex-

ercise, it may not be improper to state, that imme-
diately after sunset, the moon, when in a crescent

phase, appears near the west or south-vjcst quarter
of the heavens, in our northern latitude—when of
the figure of a half-moon, she appears nearly in the

south at the same hour—when of a gibbous phase,

about the south-east—and when a full-moon, in the

east, nearly opposite to the point of sunset, and
sometimes a little to the south-east or north-east, ac-

cording as she is in north or south declination.

—

These circumstances can be easily ascertained in

the course of a fortnight, and it is of some import-

ance to a young person that he be enabled to deter-

mine them from his own observations.
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the numerous bones of fossil animols which have
been mangled and destroyed, and thrown aside as

rubbish, by laborers and miners, had they been pre-

served entire, might have thrown a new light on
the extinct species of the animal kingdom, and on
the former state of the world. But in the present

Slate of society, there is not one out of a hundred
capable of writing a perspicuous description of any
fact, physical, political, or moral, that may fall un-
der his observation. If, therefore, young people
•were early excited to habits of observation, and to

record in writing the results, of their observations,

ihey might afterwards, in a variety of ways, be

eminently useful in contributing to the advancement
of science and of general knowledge.

Section III.

—

Drawing.

In connection with writing. Drawing is an ac-

complishment in which every young person should
be initiated. As writing consists in the imitation

of characters and words, so drawing is the imita-

tion or writing down of objects. Almost every
child feels a desire to imitate the actions of others,

and, when he has it in his power, to draw represen-
tations, however rude, of the objects around him

;

and in such exercises feels no small share of enjoy-
ment. He may be taught to begin with geometri-
cal figures, as lines, angles, squares, parallelograms,
triangles, polygons, arches, circles, ovals, cones,

pyramids, cylinders, and the like, as being the foun-
dation of all other proportions. He may next pro-
ceed to the drawing of fruits, as apples, pears, cner-
ries, &c. with their leaves; of flowers, as roses,

tulips, and daises; of birds, beasts, fishes, and ser-

pents
; of the human body, with its several linea-

ments ; and of houses, spires, public buildings, and
landscapes. After he has executed some of these

objects i'rom patterns set before him, he should be
encouraged as soon as possible to copy from nature.
For this purpose, he might be directed to begin with
attempting to draw the representation of an adjacent
building, of the schoolhouse, with its garden and
area, of a church, a spire, a tower, or some adjacent
public edifice— also the imitation of a tree, a flower,
a horse, a cow, a dog, a ship, or a windmill. After
drawing several landscapes from copies, he may be
requested to delineate a particular landscape in the
neighborhood of the seminary; and if such an ex-
ercise were prescribed to a whole class, premiums
(if such a principle be admitted) might be offered

for two or three of the best finished drawings. Pre-
vious, however, to such attempts, some of the prin-

ciples of perspective would require to be familiarly
illustrated. The pupil might next be instructed in

the delineation of maps, the drawing of architect-
ural plans, garden plots, and rural ornaments, ma-
chinery of different kinds, and optical, mathemati-
cal, and philosophical instruments. In the present
state of society, and amidst the improvements now
going on in all kinds of machinery, a particular
acquaintance with this department of drawing
would be found of great practical utility, and there
are few mechanical exercises in which the young
would take greater delight.

Drawing has hitherto been considered chiefly in

the light of an ornamental ?,\.\iAy , and has been view-
ed as principally adapted to the amusement of la-

dies, and ihe higher ranks of society ; and their at-

tention has been chiefly directed to the copying of
paintings, engravings, drawings, and fancy-'pieces,

which have no prototypes in nature. Hence there
are comparatively few who have learned this art

in the usual routine, that can accurately delineate
a landscape from nature, draw an architectural

plan, or give a correct representation of anv insiru-

ment or piece of machinery. The art of drawing

ought not to be considered as merely an elegant
amusement : it is capable of being rendered of the
greatest utility to science, and to those arts which
minister to the comfort and rational enjoyments of
human life. Were useful knowledge more gene-
rally diffused, and were the young universally
taught to draw from nature, our views of the land-
scape of the world, of the facts of science, and
of the operations of art, might be indefinitelj'

enlarged. Every traveller would be enabled to take
a sketch of the wonders of nature, the varieties of
art, the domestic associations, and the more inter-

esting scenery displayed in the different regions
through which he pa^ed ; and such sketches,

being afterwards expanded into panoramas, or en-

graved for the optical machine, might extend our
conceptions of the scenery of the world, and convey
clear and distinct views of objects which we may
never have an opportunity of visiting. Every na-
turalist would be qualified to delineate an exact re-

presentation of any unknown tree, flower, shrub, or
uncommon animal, that might fall under his obser-

vation. Every one engaged in astronomical obser-

vations could represent to others, with accuracy,
the phenomena of the solar spots, with their num-
berless variations—the aspect of the lunar moun-
tains, peaks, and vales, in every phase of the moon,
and the changes which may occasionally be taking
place—the varied appearances on the surfaces of
the planets, as seen through telescopes—and the re-

lative positions, sizes and phenomena of the stellar

and planetary nebulae dispersed through the distant

regions of space. Every artisan and mechanic
would be qualified for sketching any mechanical
improvement or invention, either of his own or of
others ; and every laborer, for delineating whatever
curious or uncommon objects he might meet with,

either in his rural walks, or in his digging, mining,
and agricultural operations.

But, in order to enjoy the advantages which would
be derived from universal instruction in the art of

drawing, every object which the young are set to

copy should be one which has a real existence in na-

ture, and which may be instrumental in conveying
to their minds a new and correct idea of objects

which they may not previously have seen, and thus

of adding something to their stock of general know-
ledge ; and they should be given to understand, thai

the object of drawing is not mere amusement, but

practical utility
;
and consequently they should be

induced to copy from nature and art as soon as they
are able to handle the pencil with any degree of
dexterity. It appears truly absurd and preposterous
to set before children, as patterns of imitation, fancy
pictures and imaginary landscapes which have no
prototypes in the real world, when there are so
many real objects and diversified landscapes around
us, and when we consider that every new object

which has a real existence, presented to a young
mind, adds something to its stock of knowledge.

—

Fancy pictures are of as little use in giving us cor-

rect representations of nature and art, as novels

and romances are in conveying accurate informa-
tion of the transactions and events recorded in his-

tory. On this ground, I would deem it inexpedient

to distract the attention of the young with historical

paintinsrs or drawings, however much such pieces

may be admired. In short, when we consider how
much useful information, as well as pleasure, may
be conveyed by accurate pictures taken directly

from the scenes of nature and the operations of

art, we cannot but view it as highly expedient, in

attempting the general diffusion of knowledge, that

every young person should be taught to delineate,

on any emergency, whatever phenomena or pro-

cesses of nature, or operations of art, may be thought

worthy of being depicted and recorded.
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Section IV.

—

Arithmetic.

Arithmetic is the science which explains the pro-

perties and relations of numbers, and the method
of computing by them. A knowledge of this sub-

ject should form a part of every system of education,

as its principles and rules form the groundwork of
all the computations connected with commerce, geo-
metry, mensuration, geography, astronomy, naviga-
tion, and other departments of science.

Previous to engaging in the regular study of this

science, and attempting its more complex operations,

the general properties of numbers should be fami-

liarly illustrated by sensible representations, in a
manner similar to what is generally practised in

infant schools. This may be done either in private

by an intelligent parent, or in a public school, as an
occasional amusement for those who have not en-

tered on the regular study of arithmetic ; which
would prepare them for understanding its funda-
mental rules and computations. A variety of move-
able objects, as peas, beans, beads, marbles, cubes,

&c. may be provided,—or perhaps small pieces of

wood cut in the shape of cubes or parallelopipeds,

as they do not roll, may be more convenient for this

purpose—and a method such as the following, cor-

responding to the spirit and plan of Pesta]ozzi,may
be pursued. The teacher, placing one of the cubes
before the children, says, " This is one cube ;" the

children at the same time repeat, " This is o?ic cube."

The teacher, adding another, says, " These are two
cubes," which the children likewise repeat. This
process may be continued till they advance to the

number ten. Then, taking all the cubes from the

table, and throwing down four, the question is put.

How many cubes are on the table 1 which the

children, after having been for some time fami-
liarized to this mode of notation, will be able to an-
swer. In like manner, other numbers may be suc-

cessively placed on the taVle, and similar questions
put. This process may be varied as follows: Plac-
ing a parallelepiped or oblong figure before the

children, the teacher may say, " Once one"—placing
another at a little distance from the first, " Twice
one"—adding another, " Three times one;" and so

on, making the children repeat the numbers as the

pieces are laid down. When the ten oblongs are
thus arranged at equal distances and in a straight

line, such questions as the following may be put.

How many oblongs are there on the table 1 Do they

lie close together 1 Is the first oblong placed near-
er to the second than the second is to the third 1 Do
their long sides lie in the direction of the window
or of the door, &ic.1 Could they be placed differ-

ently without changing either their number or dis-

tance ? When tl ''se questions are answered, they
may then be desir^ either to shut their eyes or to

turn their backs to ihe table, when three oblongs
may be taken away, and the second moved nearer
the first, and the question put. How many oblongs
are there nowl The children, having counted
them, will say, " There are seven." How many
were there before! "Ten." How many have I

taken away '? " Three." Did these oblongs under-
go any other change 1 " You have moved that

(pointing to it) nearer to the other." In order to

vary these processes as much as possible, the chil-

dren should be desired to count the number of fin-

gers on one or both hands, the number of buttons

on their jackets or waistcoats, the number of chairs

or forms in the room, the number of book> placed
on a table or book-shelf, or anv other object that

may be near or around them. By such exercises,

the idea of number and the relati^^e positions of
objects would soon be indelibly impressed on their

minds, and their attention fixed on th« subject of
instruction.

These exercises may be still farther varied, by
drawing, on a large slate or board with chalk, lines,

triangles, squares, circles, or other figures, as under.
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of a bed of flowers, &c. b}' which the lengths nnd
proportions of such measures may be indelibly im-
printed on the mmd. The number of yards or poles

m a furlong or in a mile, and the exact extent of

such lineal dimensions, may be ascertained by actual

measurement, and then posts may be fixed at the ex-

tremities of the distance, to serve as a standard of

such measures. The measures of surface may be

represented by square boards, an inch, a foot, and a

yard square. The extent of a perch or rod may be

shown by marking a plot of that dimension in the

school area or garden ; and the superficies of an
acre may be exhibited hy setting off a square plot in

an adjacent field, which shall contain the exact num-
ber of yards or links in that dimension, and mark-
ing its boundaries with posts, trenches, I'urrows,

hedges, or other contrivances. Measures of capa-
city and solidity should be represented by models
or standard measures. The gill, the pint, the quart,

and the gallon, the peck and the bushel, should form
a part of the furniture of every school, in order that

their relative dimensions may be clearly perceived.

The idea of a solid foot may be repreKenled by a box
made exactly of that iliuiension; and the luelgkts

used in commerce may be exhibited both to the eye
and the sense of feeling, by having an ounce. ?l pound,
a stone, and a hundred-weight, made of cast-iron, pre-

sented to view in theii- relative sizes, and by causing
the pupil occasionally to lift them, and feel their re-

lative weights. Where these weights and measures
cannot be conveniently obtained, a general idea of
their relative size may be imparted by means of
figures, as under.

STONE. POL NO. OUN'CE.

Angular measure, or the divisions of the circle,

might be repre.senlcd by means of a very large circle,

divided into degrees and minutes, formed on a thin
deal board or pasteboard ;

and two indexes might be
made to revolve on its centre, for the purpose of ex-
hibiiing angles of different degrees (;f m;ignittide,

and showing what is meant by the mcanuxmcnt of
an angle by degrees and minutes. It might also be
divided into l^velvi- parts, to mark llio signs or great
divisions of the zodiac. From the want of exhibi-
tions of this kind, and the necessary explanations,
young persons generally entertain very confu-^ed
coaceptions on such subjcc's, and have no dis'inct \

ideas of the difference between minutes of time and
minutes of space. In attempting to convey an idea
of the relative proportions of duration, we should
begin by presenting a specific illustration of the unit

of time, namely, the duration oi^ second. This may
be done by causing a pendulum of 39 1-7 inches in

length to vibrate, and desiring the pupils to mark
the time which intervenes between its passing from
one side of the curve to the other, or by reminding
them that the time in which we deliberately pro-
nounce the word twe?ili/-one nearly corresponds to a
second. The duration of a minute may be shown
by causing the pendulum tu vibrate 60 times, or by
counting deliberately from ticenly to eighty. The
hours, half hours, and quarters, mav be illustrated

by means of a common clock; and the pupils might
occasionally be requiied to note the interval that

elapses during the performance of any scholastic

exercise. The idea of week<, months, and years,

might be conveyed by means of a large circle or
long stripe of pasteboard, which might be made
either to run along one side of the school, or to go
quite round it. This stripe or circle might be di-

vided into 365 or 366 equal parts, and into 12 great
divisions corresponding to the months, and 52 divi-

sions corresponding to the number of weeks in a
year. The months might be distinguished by being
painted with different colors, and the termination
of each week by a black perpendicular line. This
apparatus might be rendered of use for familiarizing
the young to the regular succession of the months
and seasons ; and for this purpose they might he re-

quested, at least every week, to point out on the cir-

cle the particular month, week, or dav, correspond-
ing to the time when such exercises are given.

Such minute illustrations mav, perhaps, appear
to some as almost supeifluous. But, in the instruc-

tion of the young, it may be laid down as a maxim,
that we can never be too minute and specific in our
explanations. We generally err on the opposite
exireme, in being too vague and general in our in-

structions, taking for granted that the \oung have a
clearer knowledge of first principles and funda-
mental facts than what they really possess. I have
known schoolboys who had been long accustomed to

calculations connected with the compound rules of
arithmetic, who could not tell whether a pound, a
stone, or a ton, was the heaviest weight— whether a
gallon or a hogshead was the largest measure, or
whether they were weights or measures of capacity

—whether a square pole or a square acre was the

larger dimension, or whether a pole or a furlong
was the greater measure of length. Confining their

attention merely to the numbers contained in their

tables of wei?hts and measures, tiiey multipl'- and
divide according to the order of the numbers in these

tables, without annexing to them any definite ideas;

and hence it happens that they can form no estimate

whether an arithmetical operation be nearlv right

or wrong, fill they are 'old the answer which they

ought to bring out. Hence, likewise, it happens
that, in the process of reduction, they so frequently

ivrrrt the order of procedure, and treat tons as if

they were ounces, and ounces as if they were tons.

Such errors and misconceptions would generally be

avoided were accurit.v 'eas previously conveyed
of the relative values, pioportious, and capacities

of the money, weights, and measures used in com-
merce.

Again, in mnnv cases, arithmetical processes

might be illustrated by diagrams, figures, and picto-

rial representations. The t'ollowing question is sta-

ted in "Hamilton's Arithmetic," as an exercise in

simple multiplication—" How many square feet in

the floor, roof, and walls of a room, 25 feet long, 18

broad, and 15 high?" It is impossible to convey a

clear idea loan arithmetical 'yro, of the object of
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such a question, or of the process by which the true

result may be obtained, without figures and accom-

panying explanations. Yet no previous explanation

is given in the book, of what is meant by the square

of any dimension, or of the method by which it may
be obtained. Figures, such as the following, should

accompany questions of this description.

Floor and Roof.

Side Walls End Walls.

Length, 25

,;i|!l^:>i!liHi||ii||||||ii||!!i!|||||i||«
hill

Breadth, 18.

The idea of superficial measure, and the reason

why we multiply two sides of a quadrangular figure

in order to obtain the superficial content, may be il-

lustrated as follows. Suppose a square table whose
sides are 6 feet long, and another of the form of a
parallelogram, 9 feet long, and 4 feet broad, the su-

perficial feet contained in these dimensions may be
represented as under—6 X 6 = 36, and 9 x 4 = 3(5.

1

7

13

19

25

31
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street ; and by only turning it over, without mo\Mng sentation that should be given, which, with a know-
ihe foot out of its place, It will do the same by a win- 1 ledge of the geomeincal proposition mentioned
dow 21 feet high on the other side. Required the

j

above, will enable an arithmetical tyro to perform
breadth of the street V The following is the repre- 1 the operation, and to perceive the reason of it.

By this figure, the pupil will see that his calcula-
tions must have a respect to two right-angled trian-

gles, of which he has two sides of each given to find

the other sides, the sum of which will be the breadth
of the street. The nature o{fractions may be illus-

trated in a similar manner. As fractions are parts

of a unit, the denominator of any fraction may be
considered as the number of parts into which the
unit is supposed to be divided. The following frac-

tions, -2^, *, j^j, may therefore be represented by a

delineation, as under.
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sometimes represented by accurate pictures and de-

lineations, it would tend to give the young an inter-

est in the subject of their calculations, and to con-

vey to their minds clear ideas of objects and opera-

tions, which cannot be so easily imparted by mere
verbal descriptions : and consequently, would be ad-

ding to their store of general information. The ex-

pense of books constructed on this plan, ought to be

no obstacle in the way of their publication, when
we consider the vast importance of conveying well-

defined conceptions to juvenile minds, and of ren-

dering every scholastic exercise in which they en-

gage interesting and delightful.

Section V.

—

Grammar,

Grammar, considered in its most extensive sense,

being a branch of the philosophy of mind, the study

of it requires a considerable degree of mental ex-

ertion ; and is, therefore, in its more abstract and
minute details, beyond the comprehension of mere
children. Few things are more absurd and prepos-

terous than the practice, so generally prevalent, of

attempting to teach grammar to children of five or

six years of age, by making them commit to memory
its definitions and technical rules, which to them
are nothing else than a collection of unmeaning
rounds. In most instances they might as well be em-
ployed in repeating the names of the Greek charac-
ters, the jingles of the nursery, or a portion of the

Turkish Alcoran. The following is the opinion of
Lord Kaimes on this point :

—" In teaching a lan-

guage, it is the universal practice to begin with
grammar, and to do every thing by rules. I affirm

this to be a most preposterous method. Grammar
is contrived for men, not for children. Its natural
place is between language and logic : it ought to

close lectures on the former, and to be the first lec-

tures on the latter. It is a gross deception that a
language cannot be taught without rules. A boy
who is flogged into grammar rules, makes a shift to

apply them ; but he applies them by rote like a par-
rot. Boys, for the knowledge they acquire of a
language, are not indebted to dry rules, but to prac-
tice an observation. To this day, I never think
without shuddering, of Disputer's Grammar, which
was my daily persecution during the most import-
ant period of my life. Deplorable it is that young
creatures should be so punished, without being guilty
of any fault, more than sufficient to produce a dis-

gust at learning, instead of promoting it. Whence
then this absurdity of persecuting boys with gram-
mar rules V

In most of our plans of education, instead of
smoothing the path to knowledge, we have been
careful to throw numerous difficulties and obstacles

in the way. Not many years ago, we had two cha-
racters for the letter s, one of them so like the letter

f, that, in many cases, the difl^erence could not be

perceived. We had likewise compound-letters, such
as ct, sl,sh, &c. joined together in such an awkward
manner, that the young could not distinguish them
as the same letters they had previously recognised

in their separate state ; so that, in addition to the

ungracious task of learning the letters of the alpha-

bet in their insulated state, under the terror of the

lash, they had to acquire the names and figures of a
new set of characters, before they could peruse the

simplest lessons in their primers. Such characters,

it is to be hoped, are now for ever discarded. We
have still, however, an absurd practice in our dic-

tionaries and books of reference, which tends to per-

plex not only oar tyros, but even our advanced stu-

dents, when turning up such works—I mean the

practice of confounding the letters I and J, and the

letters U and V, which are as distinct from each
other as a vowel is from a consonant ; so that all
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the words beginning with J must be sought for un-
der the letter I, and the words beginning with V,
under the letter U, causing to every one a certain
degree of trouble and perplexity, when searching
for words beginning with any of these letters. Most
of our school Dictionaries and Encyclopedias are
still arranged on this absurd principle, which should
now be universally discarded.

In the construction of our books of Grammar for
the use of children,—instead of facilitating this

study, we have done every thing to render it as dry
and intricate as possible. We have definitions, ge-
neral rules, exceptions to these rules, declensions
and conjugations, profusely scattered throughout
every part of these scholastic manuals, and a cart

load of syntactical rules and examples, all of which
must of course be crammed, like a mass of rubbish,

into the memories of the little urchins, although
they should not attach a single correct idea to any
portion of such scholastic exercises. Nothing can
be more simple than the English verb, which, unlike
the Greek and Latin verb, has only two or three

varieties in its termination
;

yet, we perplex the

learner with no less than six different tenses—the

present, the imperfect, the perfect, the pluperfect,

the first future, and the future perfect,—while na-
ture and common sense point out only tkree distinc-

tions of time in which an action may be performed;
namely, the past, the present, and the future, which
of course are subject to a few modifications. On the

same principle on which we admit six tenses, we
might introduce nearly double that number. Hence
a celebrated grammarian, Mr. Harris, in a disser-

tation on this subject, enumerates no fewer than
twelve tenses. It is quite easy to make a child under-
stand that a man is now striking a piece of iron

with a hammer, that he did the same thing yester-

day, and will perform the same action to-morrow,
—in other words, that an action was performed at

some past time, is performing 7ioiv, or will be per-

formed at some future period ; but it is almost impos-

sible to convey to his mind a clear idea of twelve, or

even of sir, tenses, although a hundred distinctions

and definitions should be crammed into his memory.
A disposition to introduce quibbling and useless

metaphysical distinctions has been the bane of the-

ology, and one of the causes of the divisions of the

Christian church. A similar disposition has ren-

dered grammar perplexing and uninteresting to

young minds, and prevented them from understand-

ing or appreciating its nature and general princi-

ples. By attempting too much, in the first instance

—by gorging their memories with all the distinc-

tions, modifications, and rules, which grammarians
have thought proper to inculcate,—we have produc-
ed a disgust at the study, when, by attempting no-
thing more than they were able clearly to compre-
hend, we might have rendered it both delightful and
instructive. There are, properly speaking no ob-

lique cases in English nouns, excepting the posses-

sive case, and yet, in .some grammars, we have six

eases specified, similar to those of Latin nouns; and
in almost every book on grammar, three cases at

least are considered as belonging to English nouns.
On the same principle, we might affirm that there

are as many cases as there are prepositions in the

language; for every combination of a preposition

with a noun forms a distinct relation, and conse-
quently may be said to constitute a distinct case.—
Were it expedient in this place, many such re-

marks might be offered in reference to the absurd-

ities and intricacies of our grammatical systems, and
the perplexing and inefficient modes by which a
knowledge of this subject is attempted to be commu-
nicated.

In communicating to the young a knowledge of
grammar, or of any other subject, that plan which
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is the easiest and the most interesting should of
course be adopted. All intricate and abstruse defi-

nitions and discussions ought to be avoided, and no-
thing attempted but what is level to their compre-
hensions, and which may be illustrated and explain-

ed by sensible images and representations. In en-

deavoring to impart a a general idea cf hp elements
of grammar, I would, in the first insta. \ lead the

pupils to a position where they would ::?.ve a dis-

tinct view of an extensive Imdscape, where they
might see either ships sailing, birds flying, wind-
mills in motion, men digging the ground, or work-
ing with saws and hammers, carriages moving, or
reapers cutting down the corn. I would then in-

form them (if they are acquainted with numbers,)
that there are about fifty thousand words in the

English language, but that they i:^ny be reduc-
ed to about cf^A^ different c?^5y",'!* or kirii!-;; or, in

other words, That all the woids they see ui the differ-

ent books that come into their hands, however nu-
merous they may appear, may be arranged into

these classes. I would next tell them that one of
these kinds of words is called nouns, or terms which
express the names of all kinds of objects, and de-
sire them to point out, in the landscape before them,
some of tho^e objects designated nouns. They
would find no difficulty in complying with such a
requisition, and instantly, " a house, a tree, a ship,

a church, a flower, a man, a horse," and similar
nnmes, would be cheerfully vociferated. They
would next be told that certain qualities or proper-
ties belong to every object ; that a house may be high
or low, large, or small, white, grey, or red—a tree,

tall, thick, or slender—that a feather is light—gold,
heavy—butter, soft, &c. ; and that the words, high,
low, light, heavy, soft, &c. belong to that class

termed adjectives, or words expressive of qualities.

Some particular objects might then be mentioned,
and the pupils requested to point out some of ihe
oualitie.s which they ma" possess. For example,
JBoy. After two or three qualities that a boy may
possess are «:;ated. they would soon apply the ad-
jectives, good, had, lazy, diligent, tall, handsome,
mischievous, beautiful, and olh'irqi^aU'ics. A Table,—round, oval, square, oblong, high, low, long, short,

&c., adding the word tabic to each of these qualities.
To diversify this exercise a liule, a quality might
be mentioned, and the pupils desired to name
any objects to which if will apply. For instance,
the quality Round,—when such answers as the fol-

lowing might be given, " A hat is round, a.vuifer is

round, a saucer is round, a shilling is round, the sun
and moon are round."' In like manner. High, which
appHe«; to towers, mountains, trees, the clouds; and
Soft, which applies to butter, dough, jelly, slime,
piiHding, snow, &c.

I would next direct their attention to that class of
words which express actions, and request them to

* The words in the English language have gene-
rally been arranged into nine classes, or "parts of
speech;" but it appears almost unnecessary to con-
sider the article and the interjection as distinct parts

of speech, particularly the interjection, which is not
necessary to the construction of a sentence, being
only thrown in to express the emotion of the speak-
er. It is proper, however, that the nature and use
of these words be explained to the young. Perhaps
all the words essential to language might be arrang-
ed into the four following classes: Nouns, Attrib'ii-

tives, (or adjectives,) Affirmatives and Connectives.

Such arrangements, however, are of little import-
ance, provided we convey a clear idea to those whom
we instruct of the leading parts of speech which are
essential to language, and be careful not to perplex
their attention with too minute or unnecessary di-
vision.5.

look around upon the landscape, and tell me if they
perceive any thing inmotion, or shifting its position
from one place to another; (for motion, either men-
tal or corporeal, is implied in every action.) Should
they hesitate in answering this request, an instance
or two may be pointed out; but they will seldom be
at a loss, and will at once reply—"Ships are mov-
ing—birds are flying—the horse is trotting—men
are walking—the mason is breaking stones—the

trees are waving—the laborer is digging the earth."

They may also be told to stretch out their hands, to

walk a few steps, to strike the ground with a rod,

to look up to the sky, or to perform any other action

that may be judged expedient, and then informed,
that the words e.xpre.ssive of such actions, as wc/A-
ing, striking, breaking, flying, &c. are denominated
verbs. Having engaged them several times in such
exercises, till a clear idea cf the nature of a verb is

communicated, it will be easy to explain the differ-

ence between active and neuter verbs, and the three

tenses, the past, the present, and the future. They
may be told, for example, that masons broke stones

yesterday, and tcill break stones to-morrow—that

James jvrote a letter to his cousin a few days ago, and
tcill probably write another in a few days hence—and
that birds yZew through the air la.st year, andzcillfly
in the same manner in the year to come. The
quality of an action, and the manner in which it

may be performed, or any circumstance that happens
to be connec'ed W'ith it, may also be explained and
illustrated. Thus, they may be asked. In what man-
ner the clouds move, and the birds fly

—

slowly or

stviftly? In what manner the laborer performs his

work

—

slovenly or neatly, cheerfully or heavily? In

what manner the river runs

—

smoothly or rapidly?
How Jnmes behaves during the lime of instruction—attentively or foolishly ? How the house to which
I point is situated—pleasantly, awku-ardly or disa-

greeably? They may then be told, that such terms
as slowly, swiftly, sr.wothly, pleasantly, &c. which ex-

press certain qualities of actions, constitute another
class of words, denominated adverbs.

Words which express the relations in which ob-

jects stand to each other, may be next pointed out.

They may be directed to observe that a certain

house (pointing to it) stands near a tower, a river,

or a larse tree—that a house on the right hand is

distant from another on the left—that the clouds are

placed rtiore the earth—that the giass is under our
feet, and that a certain mansion is situated «;707i the

declivity of a hill. Such relations might also be il-

lustrated by desiring one of the pupils to walk to a
certain point, suppose a tree, and then to return

from that point to his former position ;—or, to place
himself in a position before the rest of the pupils,

and afterwards in a position behind them—when the

relative positions of objects denoted by the terms
near, above, to, and from, before, and behind, maybe
familiarly explained, and designated by the word
prepositions. An idea may be given of another class

of words, which stand instead of names, by asking
such questions as these :—How does that house look
among the trees;, on the opposite bank of the river?
The ansn^er might be, " It looks beautifully." How
does that lady walk 1 She walks gracefully. What
kind of a scholar is Johnl He is a good scholar.

—

What did two wicked tx)vs do to Arthur a few days
agol They struck him with ^Acjr fists. By such
examples, it will be easy to show that the words it,

she, he, stand in the place of house, ladv, and John ;

that they and their refer to the wicked hoijs, and that

him stands instead of Arthur. Thev may be then
informed, that such words are distin-zuished by the

name pronmins ; and by a few more familiar instruc-

tions, they may be made acquainted with the nature

and use of the nominative, possessive, and objective

cases, both singular and plural, by which they are
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varied. In a similar way the nature and use of the

article and of conjunctions may be pointed out and
illustrated.

The plan now described may be varied, by direct-

ing; the attention of the young to the objects con-

tained in a parlor or a schoolroom—or a large en-

graved landscape, accurately colored, containing a

considerable varieiy of objects, and representing l

v-irious artificers at work, and objects in motion, I

might be placed before them, and used for the same
purpose as a real landscape—or, they may be de-

;

sired to form an imaginary picture, every one being
j

called upon to specify the objects they wish to be
j

put into the picture, along with their qualities, and
\

the actions and movements they wish to have ex-

hibited. This picture may either be merely imagin- i

ary, or it may be rudely sketched with a pencil on a

sheet of paper. One may desire that an elegant

mansion may be placed in it ; another, a church
with a spire, and near it a small cottage ; another

may wish to see exhibited, a smith hammering his

iron, or a few persons fishing in a river ;
and ano-

ther, a school and play-ground, a cotton-manufacto-

ry, or a steam-vessel sweeping along the river. The
exhibitions at a market, or fair, a public procession,

boys and girls at play, a festive entertainment, with

all its accompaniments, the scenes of a sea-port, or

any other scene connected with nature or human
society, might be conceived or delineated for this

purpose, and grammatical exercises connected with

it in the manner now illustrated. I should, how-
ever, prefer a real landscape, as it appears on a fine

day of summer or autumn, to any other exhibition;

as real objects make a more lively impression on the

mind than any picture can produce, and the view
of a beautiful landscape, in the open air, is attend-

ed with the idea of liberty, freedom from formal
tasks, and various exhilarating circumstances. And
it ought never to be forgotten, that, by connecting
the process of education with varied and pleasant

associations, we gradually enlarge the sphere of

juvenile knowledge, and impress more deeply on the

youthful mind the instructions we intended to impart.

By a few occasional lessons, in the way of amuse-
ment, on the plan now stated, which may be varied

in every possible mode, more correct ideas of the

parts of speech may be communicated, than what is

generally done in a year or two by the dry and ab-

stract modes in which thisbranchof instruction has
usually been conducted.
Such a plan of instruction appears to be suggest-

ed by the mode in which we may conceive language
to have been originally formed. Were we to sup-

pose man just now created, and placed for the first

time on the surface of this globe, his attention would,
in the first place, be directed to the various objects

which he beheld existing around him. These he
would endeavor, by some means, to distinguish one
from another; and, if it were his design to invent

a language by which he might hold a communica-
tion with other rational beings, his first effort would
undoubtedly be, to give them names by which the

ideas of them might be at any time recalled, when
the objects themselves were absent from his view.

The.^e form a copious source of words, which must
be common to every language formed for the com-
munication of thought among intelligent beings,

wherever existing, throughout the immensity of
the universe. Jle would likewise soon discover

that every one of the objects around him was en-

dowed with certain attributes or qualities, to express

which another class of words or signs would be re-

quisite. In the course of his further survey, he
would perceive certain changes, motions, and events,

such as the ebbing and flowing of the sea, the rising

and setting of the sun, the flight of birds, the move-
ments of quadrupeds, &c. the expression of wTiich

would require a class of words distinct from the

former. These classes comprehend all the words
which can be deemed essential to language, or to a
mutual interchange of sentiments between rational

beings. In the progress of the formation of lan-

guage, however, other words would be found high-

ly expedient, for the purpose of ease or ornament,
for connecting the different parts of a discourse, or

to avoid circumlocutions or disagreeable repeti-

tions ; and hence the invention of pronouns, prepo-

sitions, and conjunctions. If this appears to have
been the process by which language was originally

formed, it likewise suggests the proper mode by

which a general knowledge of the object, use, and
component parts of language may be communicated
to the young.
With regard to Syntax, in many of our initiatory

grammars, there are between thirty and forty syn-

tactical rules, many of them long and complex, and
accompanied with numerous explanations, distinc-

tions, and exceptions, all of which are intended to

be crammed verbatim into the memory of the gram-
matical tyro, whether he understand them or not,

and however ungracious and irksome the task as-

signed him. Is such a task necessary to be imposed,

in the first instance 1 and, if imposed, will it tend

to inspire the pupil with a greater relish for gram-
matical studies, or render him more accurate in the

art of composition 1 I have no hesitation in an-

swering such questions in the negative. Although
all the rules alluded to were admitted to be useful,

it would be highly inexpedient to burden and per-

plex a young person with such exercises, when com-
municating the first elements of grammatical ar-

rangement, especially when he cannot be supposed

to have a clear conception of the meaning and ap-

plication of the greater part of such rules. What
idea, for example, can a child of six or seven years

have of such a sentence as the following, which
forms only the one-fourth part of the 30th rule of

syntax, in Blair's Grammar—" The same adjec-

i

tives, adverbs, and prepositions, are always under-

stood to apply to their respective parts of speech,

when connected by conjunctions ; so that, if either

of them be changed in the next clause of the sen-

tence, or the mood or tense of the verb be changed,

the nominative or its pronoun must be repeated,"

—

or of the following, which forms another part of

the same rule
—

" All the parts of a sentence should

correspond with each other, and a regular and simi-

lar construction be carefully preserved throughout;

and this corresponding analogy in the construction

of sentences constitutes the principal charm of ele-

gant composition.''*

I am fully convinced that, in the first instance, it

is quite unnecessary to advert to more than three or

four fundamental rules in syntax, in order to direct

the young in the general construction of sentences.

* Mr. Blair, in his Preface to the Grammar al-

luded to, says, " A grammar for the use of schools

should not contain any thing superjiuo^cs" and " every

thing should be expressed in the smallest number of

words,"—which are certainly good maxims, and

yet some of his syntactical rules occupy nearly a

page. He immediately adds, " Whatever it is desi-

rable young people should know they must learn by

rote-—the memory is the only faculty of children of

which teachers can properly avail themselves, and

it is a vain attempt to address their immature pow-

ers of reason and reflection." Such sentiments

are rather too antiquated for the nineteenth centu-

ry. This gentleman, whether his name be real or

fictitious, has succeeded much better in the execu-

tion of his " Class-Book," and his " Grammar of

Natural Philosophy," than in his " Practical Gram->

mar of the English Language."
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There is one principal rule, which, if punctually

observed, would prevent any egregious blunder

from being committed either in speaking or writing

—and that is, "A verb should agree with its nomina-
tive in number and person." This might be called,

with some propriety, the Rule of syntax—a rule

which is short and simple, which can be easily ex-

plained and comprehended, on the observation of

which the meaning of a sentence frequently de-

pends, and a rule, in short, which is most frequent-

ly violated, even by good writers, especially when
their sentences arc long and complex. To this rule

I would add the following—" Active verbs and prepo-

sitions govern the objective case of pronouns;'' and,

in order to prevent such inaccurate expressions as
" more better" " more dea,rer," &c. the rule, " Double
comparatives and superlatives are improper," may
be added. Exercises might also be given to illus-

trate the two following rules
—

" The past participle

should be used after the verbs have and be ;" and
" The verb to be, should have the same case after it

as before it." It ought never to be forgotten, that

the habit of accurate composition depends more on
practice, and the study of good writers, than on a
multitude of rules; and I appeal to ever}' one who
is in the habit of composing, whether, in the mo-
ment of committing his thoughts to writing, he ever
thinks of the rules of syntax, except, perhaps, some
of those now specified. I have known an individual,

in the lower walks of life, who had never been
taught grammar, nor perused any book on the sub-
ject—who wrote essays on physical subjects, which
mignt have been inserted with propriety (and some
of them were actually inserted) in respectable sci-

entific Journals. The only inaccuracy which ap-
peared was an occasional violation of the first rule
of syntax above stated. A more correct idea of
the construction of sentences will be conveyed to

the young by the occasional remarks of a judicious
teacher, during their reading lessons—by exercising
them frequently on the rules above stated, particu-
larly the first— in causing them to correct ungram-
matical sentences— and by pointing out the inaccu-
racies which occur in their written compositions,
—than by all the formal rules that can be packed
into their memories.

All the insirnctions alluded to above may be im-
parted wiihout the assistance of any book or manual
of grammar, and that, too, almost in the way of
amusement. When the pupil has arrived at the
age of 13 or 14 years, such books as "Murray's
English Grammar," and " Irvme's Elements of
English Composition," may be put into his hands
for private perusal, where he will meet with a num-
ber of minute remarks and observations on the sub-
ject, which may be worthy of his attention. But,
at the same time, he may be given to understand,
that the careful study of good authors, a clear con-
ception of the subject to which his attention is di-
rected, and the exercise of judgment, taste, and
common sense, on every piece of composiiion, will
be of more avail than any system of abstract rules;
and that a breach of some of the rules laid down
by grammarians may sometimes be as proper as a
strict observance of them. In short, in training
children to accuracy, both in grammar and orthoe-
pv, it might have a good effect were care uniformly
taken, both in the school and the parlor, to correct
every expression in their ordinary conversation that
is ungrammatical, or incoriect in their pronuncia-
tion—to explain the reasons of the corrections and
to endeavor, on all occasions, to induce them to ex-
press their thoughts with propriety and precision.
In the schools in Scotland every child should be
tauffht to pronounce the English language with ac-
curacy, even in his common conversation, so that
the Scottish language may be extirpated as soon as

possible, since it will never again be the language
of literature or science.

Section VI.

—

Geography.

Geography is a branch of knowledge with which
every individual of the human race ought to be, in
some measure, acquainted. It is scarcely consistent
with the character of a rational being, surrounded
by the immensity of the works of God, to feel no
desire to become acquainted with these works, and,
particularly, to remain in ignorance of the form,
magnitude, component parts, and general arrange-
ments of the terrestrial habitation allotted for his

abode. It is equally inconsistent with a principle

of benevolence, and with the relations in which he
stands to beings of the same nature and destination,

to remain altogether unacquainted with the physi-

cal and moral condition of other tribes of his fel-

low-men, and to feel no interest in alleviating their

miseries or promoting their improvement. It is

even inconsistent with the spirit of religion and the

duties of a Christian, to remain in indifference

with regard to geographical knowledge for " the

field" of Christian labor and benevolence is " the

world" with its numerous tribes of inhabitants,

which it is the great object of this science to inves-

tigate and describe. As the depositories of Reve-
lation, of " the good things of great joy," which are
intended to be communicated "to all people,'" we
are bound to study this subject in all its bearings
and relations, and to teach it to our children, and
our children's children, that they may feel an inter-

est in the moral condition of the inhabitants of dis-

tant lands, and employ their energies in diffusing

Divine knowledge, in counteracting moral evils, in

abolishing the system of warfare, and preparing
the way for a harmonious intercourse among all

the families of the earth. This science, therefore,

ought to form a subject of study in every seminary
devoted to the instruction of the 3'oung. Yet it is a
fact, that, in the present state of society, we find

thousands of our fellow-men almost as ignorant as

the horse or the mule, of the arrangements of the

world in which they dwell, and of the various tribes

of human beings with which it is peopled—as if

they had no connection with their brethren of the

same family, nor any common relation to the Uni-
versal Parent who gave them existence.

This study, like many other scholastic exercises,

has too frequently been conducted in a dry and un-
interesting manner, and very inadequate ideas com-
municated of its grand features and leading objects.

Lists of the names of towns, cities, countries, rivers,

bays, and gnlphs, have been imjiosed as tasks to the

memory, without any corresponding ideas; and the

mechanical exercises of copying maps, and twirling

an artificial elobe, have not unfreqnently been sub-

stitu'ed for clear and comprehensive views of the

leading facts and principles of the science. Pht/si-

cal geography has been almost entirely omitted in

the initiatory books on this subject; and most of
them are constructed on this principle, that the

meagre descriptions and details they contain shall

be committed to memory by rote. In this way, months
and even years have been spent, and as little real

knowledge of geography acquired, as there is of

theology by the common routine of committing to

memorv the vocables of the " Church Catechism,"

or the Westminster Assembly's synopsis of Divinity.

In communicatine a knowledge of geography, it

is requisite, in the first place, to give the young a

clear and impressive idea of the size, form, compo-

nent parts, and general arrangements of the earth,

considered simply as an object of contemplation, and
a part of the creation of God. In stating to a class

of pupils that " the earth is round like a hall," the
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reasons or arguments which prove this position

should be clearly and familiarly illustrated. If they

are near the sea-coast, they should be conducted to

the margin of the sea, to observe how the hull of a
ship, leaving the shore, disappears, near the horizon,

before the sails, and the sails before the topmast ; and
a telescope should be provided, that the observation

may be made with perfect distinctness. They may
be informed, at the same time, that a ship disappears

from the view, in the same manner, in all parts of
the ocean ; and if so, the ocean must form a part of

the surface of a sphere ; and if the ocean, with its

numerous ramifications of seas, straits, and gulfs, be

of a spherical form, the surface of the laud must be

nearly of the same figure, since it is nearly on the
same level as the sea, no part of it rising more than a
mile or two above this level, except the peaks of a few
lofty mountains. Where there is no convenient ac-
cess to the sea-coast, or the margin of a lake or river,

the sam.e fact may be illustrated by the appearance
of a person going over the top of a' conical hill,—or
any waving tract of ground may be selected, and a
little boy directed to walk from the one extremity
to the other, over the highest point of it; when it will
be perceived, after having passed this point, that the
lower parts of his body will first disappear, and that

the top of his head will be the last part of him that

will be visible, as represented in the following figure.

The pupils may next be made to perceive, that if

the earth be round like a globe, we might travel

directly east or west, and, holding on in the same
direction, without turning back, might arrive at the

same point from which we set out ; and then be
informed, that the experiment has actually been
made—that ships, at different periods, have sailed

quite round the world, the course of which may af-

terwards be pointed out on the artificial globe. But,

as these voyages have been made only in an easterly

or westerly direction, they may be led to understand
that, had we no other proofs of the earth's rotundity,

this experiment would only prove that the earth is

round in one direction, like a cylinder or a drum.
The roundness of the earth, from north to south,

might, at the same time, be explained from the fact,

that when we travel a considerable distance from

N. to S. or from S. to N., a number of new stars

successively appear in the heavens, in the quarter to

which we are advancing, while many of those in the

opposite quarter gradually disappear; which could
not happen if the earth were a plane in that direc-

tion, like the longitudinal surface of a cylinder : for,

in thiscase, we should see all the stars of the heavens,

from the North pole to the South, on whatever por-

tion of the cylindrical surface W2 were supposed to be

placed. This might be illustrated by surrounding
a terrestrial globe, or any other ball, with a large

hoop or circle, about twice or thrice the diameter of

the globe, on which some of the stars might be re-

presented. This circle might be made either of

wood or pasteboard, and the globe within it connect-

ed with a moveable plane to represent the horizon,

as exhibited in the following figure.

In this figure, the inner circle represents the
earth ; A, the North pole, and B, the South ; and
the larger circle, E C F D, a portion of the celestial

sphere. It is evident, that if a person be placed at

the equator at G, he will see all the stars above the

horizon C D, in the hemisphere D P C. If he move
to the point H, 45 degrees nearer to the North pole,

the moveable plane C D may be moved in the di-

rection E F, to represent the horizon of that place,

when it will evidently appear that he has now lost
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sight of all the stars situated between F and D, and
that the pole-star C, which, in his former posiiion,

was in his horizon, is now elevated 45 degiees

abo\-e it. In a similar manner it mi^ht be bhown
thai no such difference in the aspect ol tlie starry

heavens could take place, in travelling from Souili

to North, or from North to South, were the earth of

the form of a cylinder ; and consequently, that the

fact above stated proves the rotundity of the earth

in that direction.

That the earth, considered as a whole, notwith-

standing the irregularities caused by its mountains
and vales, is of the figure of a sphere, may be illus-

trated from the phenomenon exhibited during the

progress of an eclipse of the moon. An explanation
|

of a lunar eclipse, accompanied with familiar illus-

1

trations, will be requisite to be given, before the I

proof of the globular figure of the earth be deduced
[

from this phenomenon. Let the flame of a candle

or gas-lamp represent the sun, and a wooden ball,

supported by a wire, represent the earth; and let a

ciicle somewhat less than the diameter of the ball,

be tirawn on a piece of pasteboard, and colored, to

represent the moon. Let them be placed at a mo-
derate distance from each other, and nearly in a

straight line, and let the pupils mark the curve of

the shadow of the ball on tne circle representing the

moon, and that there is no body but one of the figure

of a globe that can project a circular shadow in every

direction; for, although a counter or a shilling will

cast a circular shadow in one direction, yet in every
other direction it is either an oval or a straight line.

Hence the conclusion is easily deduced, that, if the

shadow of the earth falling on the moon is the cause
of an eclipse of that orb, and if this shadow, so far

a3 it is seen, is always a portion of a circle, the earth,

as a whole, must be nearly of a globular fi?u re. In

order to render such explanations clear and impres-
sive—when a visible eclipse of the moon takes place,

young- persons should be directed to observe such a

phenomenon with attention—to mark the figure of
the earth's shadow when it first enters on the east-

ern margin of the moon—before it leave its western
edge—and during the whole of its progress along
the disk, if it happen to be a partial eclipse of the
moon ; and, although they be not directly engaged
in geographical studies at the time, yet such obser-
vations will afterwards prepare them for understand-
ing such explanations as now .suggested- Such mi-
nute illustrations, .so far from being superfluous or
unnecessary, are es.ventially requisite for producing
in the minds of the young a ratimial conviction of
the rotundity of the earth. I have known young
ladies, and gentlemen too, who had passed through
a scholastic cour.se of geography, and yet could as-

sign no other reason for their believing that the earth
is globular, than this, " That their teacher told them
so, and showed them a representation of it by the
artificial globe." Besides, such specific explana-
tions and illustrations lend to exercise the reasoning
powers of the young, and to bring to their view a
variety of incidental facts and circumstances con-
nected with the subject, and thus their store of ge-
neral information is gradually increased.

Having, by such methods as the above, produced
a clear conviction of the spherical form of the earth,

the next step might be to convey an impressive idea

of it.> magnitude. For this purpose, let a class of
young persons be conducted to an eminence, where
they might have a distinct view of a landscape
stretching about eight miles in every direction. Let
their attention be particularly directed to the va-

rious objects which compose the scene before them
;

let them be directed to consider the vast mass of ma-
terials contained in the hills or mountains which
form a portion of the view—the millions of labor-
ers, and the number of years which it would be re-

quisite to reduce the whole landscape to a perfect
level—the number of trees and shrubs of every kind
contained within ihe range of their view—the al-

most innumerable millions of flowers of every hue,
stalks of corn, blades of grass, mosses almost invisi-

ble to the naked eye, and vegetables of every de-
scription, which cover every portion of the land-
scape—the cattle, sheep, horses, dogs, and other
quadrupeds, and the multitudes of birds, worms, fly-

ing and creepiiig insects, and microscopic animal-
culce, which no man can number, comprehended
within thelimitsof their view—the number of houses
and human beings in the towns, villages, and ham-
lets, which are scattered around, and the labors

in which they are employed—the mass of waters in

the rivers, and in that portion of the ocean which
lies before them, (if such objects be in view,) and
the numerous tribes of fishes which glide through
the watery element. Let them be directed to consi-

der the time and exertions which would be requisite

to travel to the most distant part of the landscape, to

go quite round it, and to cross it in forty or fifty di-

rections, so as to attain a more intimate inspection
of the multifarious scenes and objects of which it is

composed. Let certain general calculations be
made of the number and viagyiilude of such object.-,

of the motion of the inanimate parts of nature, of
the activities of animated beings, and of the quan-
tity of matter which appears on every hand. Hav-
ing impressed upon their minds, as clearly as possi-

ble, such ideas of the magnitude and variety of the
scene before them, let them be informed that the

landscape they are contemplating is about 50 miles
in circumference, and that its surface contains 200
square miles ; but, that the whole surface of the
earth contains more than 196 millions of square
miles, and, consequently, is nine hundred and eighty

thousand times larger than all the objects they be-

hold around them; so that they must conceive 980,-

000 landscapes as large as the one before them, be-

fore they can form an adequate idea of the magni-
tude of the earth. To impress this idea more deep-

ly, they may likewise be told that, were they to re-

main in the station they now occupy, ten hours every
day, (the lime usually allotted for daily labor,) and
were a landscape of similar extent to that which
they behold, to pass before their view every hour, till

the whole extent and scenery of the terraqueous

globe were brought under their observation, it would
require more than two hwidred and sixty-eight years

before they could survey, even in this rapid and im-
perfect manner, the whole superficial dimensions
and variegated scenery of the globe on which we
dwell.

Their attention should likewise be directed to the

solidity o{ the earth—that it is not a mere superfi-

cies, but contains within its bowels an immense and
indescribable mass of matter, extending nearly 7900
or 8000 miles in every direction between the oppo-
site port ions of its circumference, amounting to more
than 2(13 thousand millions of cubical miles. An
idea of this enormous mass of materials may be

communicated by such illustrations as the follow-

ing :—Suppose Mount Etna—which ranks among
the largest insulated mountains on the globe, and
which contains around its sides 77 cities, towns, and
villages, and 115,000 inhabitants—to be 120 miles in

circumference around the base, about 10 miles in

circumference near the top, and 2 miles in perpen-

dicular altitude, and considering its figure to be

nearly thai of the fru.strum of a cone, it will contain

about 833 cubical miles, which is only the
3i6T5g-.j8i

part of the soliditv of the slobe, reckoning it to con-

tain 203,858,149,120 cubical miles; so that it would
require more than three hundred millions of moun-
tains, such as Etna, to form a mass equal to that of
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the terraqueous globe : and were these mountains
placed side by side in a straight line, they would ex-

tend 12,100,097,574, or more than twelve tkouc.and

miUions of miles; that is, more than six times tlie

distance of Herschel, the remotest planet of our sys-

tem. And were we to travel without intermission,

till we reached the extremiiy of such a line of moun-
tains, at the rate of 25 miles every hour, (the utmost
speed which our steam-carriages have yet attained,)

it would require fifty-five thousand, two hundred and
fifty-one years, before the journey could be accom-
plished. And, were they arranged in circles, equal
to the perimeter of the sun, they would go 4376 limes

round the circumference of that stupendous globe,

and cover a great portion of its surface. Again,
suppose that all the inhabitants of the earth were to

be employed in removing a mass of materials equal
to that of our globe; suppose all that are capable of

laboring to be 200 millions, and that each person re-

moves ten cubical yards in a day, it would require

more than 1,970,956,164, or, one thousand nine hun-
dred and seventy millions, nine hundred and fifty-

six thousand, one hundred and siyt3'-four years, be-

fore such an operation could be completed; which
is more than 337,550 times the number of years
which have elapsed since the Mosaic creation.

Tt is of some importance that, by such illustra-

tions, we endeavor to convey to the minds of the

young a luminous and t^nprewn^e idea of the mag-
nitude of the globe on which we dwell. For it is the

only standard, or scale of viagnitude, by which we
are enabled to form a conception of the bulk of the

sun, and some of the more magnificent globes of the

solar system, and of the immensity of the universe.

If we entertain imperfect and contracted concep-
tions of the size of our globe, we shall be led to en-

tertain similar contracted views of the celestial orbs,

and of the amplitudes of creation. No adequate
conception of the magnitude of our world can be
conveved to the young, by merely telling them that

it is 8000 miles in iiameter, and 25,000 in circum-
ference, and showing them its figure and the divi-

sions on its surface by an artificial globe. For, in

the first place, few of them have an accurate con-
ception of the extent of one thousand miles, much
less o( twenty-five thousand; and, in the next place,

they are apt to fix their attention merely on the

length of a line or a circle, without considering the

extent of surface contained in a globe of the above
dimensions; and therefore, the number of square
miles comprised in the superficies of the earth,

amounting to nearly 200 millions, should always be
specified, as that which conveys the most correct

idea of the amplitude of our globe—and, in the last

place, unless an ample prospect be presented to their

view, and their attention fixed upon its multifarious
objects, while such instructions are impartin?, the

illustrations of the magnitude of the earth will nei-

ther be clear nor impressive. In a private apart-

ment, where the view is confined to the walls of the

room, such instructions would lose a considerable

part of their effect.

Having thus impressed on the understandings of
the pupils clear conceptions of the figure and mag-
nitude of the earth, its leading divisions and grand
iiatural outlines should next be presented to view.
An eighteen-inch terrestrial globe should be placed
before them, on which they should be directed to

mark the great divisions of land and water—that

the regions inhabited by man, and other terrestrial

animals, lie between two expansive masses of wa-
ter more than ten thousand miles in length, and one
of them nearly the same in breadth, which cover
about three-fourths of the surface of the globe—that

the northern and southern portions of this watery
mass are, for the most part, compacted into a body

of solid ice ; that the other portions move backwards
and forwards in different directions by a kind of li-

bratory motion, every 12^ hours, producing the flux
and reflux of the sea—that currents, such as the
gulfstream, are found in different parts of the ocean,
flowing uniformly in the same direction—that the
land is divided into three principal portions or
masses, the Eastern and Western continents, and
the territory of New Holland, besides thousands of
islands of every form and .size, which diversify the
surface of the ocean—that lofty ranges of moun-
tains, some of them three or four miles in perpen-
dicular height, run in different directions through
these continents, some of them hundreds and even
thousands of miles in extent^that hundreds of ri-

vers, many of them above 2000 mile.; in length,

have their rise in these elevated regions, and carry
an immense body of waters into the ocean—that the

ocean has been sounded with lines nearly a mile in

length, when no bottom was Ibund—that it is proba-
ble it is several miles in depth, and that its bottom
is diversified with mountains and vales like the sur-

face of the dryland—that it contains a mass of wa-
ter sufficient to cover the whole globe to the height

of more than a mile and a half; and that, were its

caverns drained, it would require more than 20,000
years before they could be filled by all the rivers

running into it at their present rate, although they

pour into its abyss 13,600 cubical miles of water
every year—that the atmosphere surrounds the

whole of this terraqueous mass—that by means of

this atmosphere and the solar heat, a portion of the

waters of the ocean is carried up to the region of the

clouds in the form of vapor, and condensed into

rain to supply the sources of the rivers, and to water
and fertilize the earth ; and that by these, and simi-

lar arrangements of Infinite Wisdom, the lives and
comforts of myriads of animated beings thrcaghout

the regions of the earth, air, and ocean, are pre-

served and perpetuated.

Such general views of the grand features of the

globe, when occasionally enlivened with particular

details of what is curious and novel to the young,
cannot but arrest their attention, and excite their

curiosity to acquire more minute information on the

subject; while, at the same time, they have a ten-

dency to inspire them with sublime and reverential

ideas of that Almighty Being who " laid the founda-

tions of the earth, who causeth the vapors to ascend,

who measureth the ocean in the hollow of his hand,

who weigheth the mountains in scales, and taketh

up the isles as a very little thing." After describing

such general views, the attention may be directed to

various other objects connected with the physical

constitution of the globe, such as rocks and insulated

mountains, promontories, isthmuses, caverns, ice-

bergs, forests, mines, and deserts—volcanic moun-
tains, and islands that have been raised from the bot-

tom of the ocean by the force of subterraneous agents

—lakes, mediterranean seas, fountains, springs,

whirlpools, gulfs, and water-spouts—the peculiari-

ties of the different zones;—the climates, and the dis-

tribution of plants and animals in the difl^erent re-

gions of the earth—the atmospherical phenomena in

different countries, thunder, lightning, aurora-bo-

realis, the monsoons, trade-winds, sea and land

breezes, hurricanes, and tornadoes—the distribution

of temperature in different parts of the earth—the

variety of seasons in the different zones, and the

reasons why all the four seasons prevail at the same
moment in difl'erent countries—the changes which
have been produced on the surface of the globe by
earthquakes, volcanoes, the action of water, the in-

fluence of the atmosphere, and the agency of man

—

the varieties of the human race, the population of

the globe, and the number of individuals that are
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daily ushered into existence, and of those who daily

retire from the living world. To these views of

natural scenery may next be added explanations of

maps, and of the different circles on the artificial

globe, of the nature of longitude and latitude, the

division of the circle into degrees and minutes, the

variety of days and nights, the reasons why the zones

are bmmded at particular degrees of latitude by the

tropics and polar circles, and the mode by which the

circumference of the earih and its oiher dimensions
have been determined. The explanations of astro-

nomical geography, such as the causes of the differ-

1

ent seasons, the annual and diurnal motions of the

earth, and the method of finding the latitudes and
longitudes of places, may be pos^)oned till the pupil

proceeds to the study of astronomy.
|

In describing such objects as the above, and other '

departments of geography, illustrative maps and
delineations, such as the following, are requisite:—

i

1. A stereographic projection of the globe on the!

plane of the meruli'in, which divides it into the east-

ern and western hemispheres ; and another projec-

'

tion on the plane of the equator, having the poles in !

the centre, dividing the earth into the northern and
southern hemispheres. Without this last projection,

which is seldom exhibited in books of geography,
|

the relative positions of countries in Asia, North
,

America, and other regions, cannot be distinctly

traced. On both these maps, the ranges of moun-
tains which diversify the globe, and all the rivers

which flow from them, should be particularly de-
lineated, without any other objects or distinctions,

except the names of the countries, seas, oceans,
rivers, and mountain-chains, in order to present to

the young mind, at one view, this grand and dis-

tinguishing feature of our globe. For want of such
maps on a large scale, accurately delineated, with
the mountains and river;, represented in their pro-
portional magnitudes, no accurate nor comprehen-
sive ideas are generally entertained of this noble
and interesting feature of the terrestrial surface.

—

Three or four extensive chains of mountains may
be distinguished, from which flow numerous rami-
fications, and which, with some interruptions from
the sea, extend nearly round the globe. One of
these chains runs through Lapland", Finland, and
Northern Russia, including the Ural mountains,
sending forth branches in different directions. An-
other runs along the southern parts of Europe in-

cluding the Alps and Pyrenees—Hungary, Persia,
Tibet, including the Himalaya, and, stretching in

different directions, pass through China, Japan, and
the Kurile islands towards Kamtschatka, from which
another chain diverges, and establishes a connection
with the grand chain of the American continent.

—

Another ridge runs along the southern hemisphere,
through Africa, Paraguay, the islands of the Pacific,

and New Holland ; and another extensive chain
runs from north to .south, along the whole length
of America, including the Andes, the Rocky and
the Blue mountains. The pupils .should be direct-

ed to trace these ranges, with all their different

branches, not only along the continents, but across
the ocean.s, where the tops of the higher ridges ap-
pear in the form of islands, their average elevations
remaining below the level of the sea.—2. Another
delineation should consist of an elementary map,
showing the various objects connected with geogra-
phy : such as continents, islands, peninsulas, isth-

muses, promontories, mountains and plains, woods
and forests—rivers, lakes, seas, gulfs, friths, .straits,

and channels—and the manner in which cities,

towns, forts, roads, shoals, sand-banks, soundings,
sunken rocks, and the direction of the winds, are
represented in maps.—3. Delineations showing the
proportional length and breadth of the principal

rivers on the globe. This might, perhaps, be more
distinctly exhibited by a number of rods of different

lengths, gradually tapering to a point as the respec-
tive rivers diminish in breadth, from their mouths
to their sources. Other delineations might represent
their lengths, not in .straight lines, but with all their

curves and windings.—4. A chart or delineation of
the comparative size of countries, lakes, and islands;

so that the proportional .spaces en the globe, occupied
by such countries as Russia, China, Great Britain,

the United States, &c. may be perceived at a glance.
These spaces may be represented either by squares,

parallelograms, or circles.—5. An Isothermal chart.

showing the climates and vegetable productions of
the earth; in which the mean temperature of its

different regions, the plants which flourish in them,
the length of the longest days and nights, the divi-

sions of the zones, and other particulars, may be dis-

tinctly noted.—6. A chart of geographical zoology,

showing the various tribes and species of animals
with which the earth is peopled, and the .several

regions where the different species abound. The
names of the animals might be engraved instead of
the names of towns, and if the chart was on a large

scale, the figures of the most remarkable animals
might likewise be engraved.— 7. A map of Africa
and America, and the Atlantic ocean lying between
them, on the same sheet, for the purpose of exhibit-

ing, at one viev;, the whole Atlantic, w'ith its islands,

and the relative positions of the coasts of Africa and
South America. Also, another map, on the same
scale, representing the eastern parts of Asia and
New Holland on the one hand, and on the other,

the western coasts of America, with the Pacific

ocean, and its numerous groups of islands which
intervene, for the purpose of showing the nearest
approach which the old and new continents make to

each other, and the relative positions of the i.->lands

and countries connected with the Pacific.—8. A
map or chart of Moral geography, exhibiting the

prevailing religion of the several countries, and the

moral state of their inhabitants, which might be dis-

tinguished, either by different colors or by diflerent

shades in the engraving. In this map the countries
enlightened by Christianity, and those which are
still shrouded in Pagan darkness, might be exhibit-

ed at one view; for the purpose of showing to the

young what an immen.se portion of the world is still

immersed in heathen ignorance and idolatry, and
what exertions are .still requisite for enlightening
the benighted nations ; and for the purpose of stimu-
lating them to bear a part in those philanthropic
movements which are now going forward for the
enlightening and renovationof the world.—9. Viewh
of cities, public buildings, mountains, caves, grottos,

volcanoes, interesting landscapes, and whatever
scenes or objects are most striking on the surface
of the globe. Some of these views might be exhibit-
ed by the optical diagonal machine' formerly de-
scribed.—10. Sets of colored maps of the quarters
of the globe, and its different countries, delineated
in the usual way.— 11. A projection of the globe on
the horizon of the particular country where the pu-
pils reside, for the purpose of showing the bearings
and distances of places from the countrv in which
they are placed.— 12. Slate globes, on which the pu-
pil may trace with a pencil the circles of the sphere,
the ranges of mountain.s, the course of rivers, the
outlines of continents and islands, and whatever else

may tend to familiarize his mind to the genera! ar-

rangements of the earth. On such globes mistakes
may be remedied and inaccuracies corrected by the

application of the spongre ; and, after the pupil has
been for .some time accustomed to such delineations,

he will soon acquire a clear and comprehensive
view of the outlines of the globe, and become fa-

miliar with the relative positions of its con inents,
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seas, and islands.— 13. Delineations of the compara-

tive heights of the principal mountains on the globe

—the mountains in the eastern and western hemis-

pheres being arranged in two separate groups. On
the same sheet might likewise be delineated, com-
parati^^e views of the heights of difierent ranges,

arranging them into six or seven classes, beginning

with views of such mountains as those of Scotland,

Wales, and Ireland, which do not much exceed
4000 feet, and gradually proceeding to such as the

Cordilleras andthe Himalaya, whose summits reach
an elevation of above 20,000 feet.—14. Models of

particular countries might occasionally be made of

wax or other materials, particularly of mountainous
regions, for the purpose of exhibiting an idea of the

scenery of a country, the windings of its rivers, and
the comparative height of its mountains above the

general level of its surface. No map can convey an
idea of such particulars, or of the general appear-

ance and prominent features of any country, similar

to that of a well-executed model. I have seen in

the Museum of the University of Edinburgh, seve-

ral models of the kind to which I allude, of the vales

and mountainous regions of Switzerland, in which
the position of the towns, the course of the rivers,

the lakes, the lines of roads, the vales, the rocks, the

forests, and the comparative elevation of the moun-
tains, are exhibited, as if one were looking down
upon the country from the clouds. The only ob-

jection to such models would be the difficulty of

getting them executed, and the consequent expense
which would be incurred. But, if one model were
accurately executed, others could easily be taken

from it, on the same principle as phrenologists take

casts of the human skull.

By the assistance of such maps and delineations,

and with the aid of a judicious text-book, compris-
ing a comprehensive view of the outlines of physi-

cal, mathematical, civil, statistical, and historical

geography, an enlightened teacher will be enabled
gradually to lead his pupils forward to luminous
views of this interesting subject. In describing the

different countries, he should give a comprehensive
outline of whatever is peculiar to each country, and
select, for particular description, whatever interest-

ing objects of nature or art may have a tendency to

excite the attention and gratify the curiosity of his

pupils, referring them to their larger systems of
geography for more minute details. In such descrip-

tions, the details of moral, statistical, and religious

geography, should occupy a more prominent place
than they generally do in our systems of geography
and scholastic courses on this subject. The statis-

tics of our own country, of the various states of
Europe, and particularly of the United States of
America, which are very imperfectly known, and
respecting which there exist numerous misconcep-
tions and unreasonable prejudices on this side of
the Atlantic, should be particularly detailed. The
moral and mental degradation of the heathen world

;

the missionary stations which have been fixed in

different parts of it for counteracting the influence

of barbarism and idolatry, and diffusing the light

of divine knowledge; the various success which
has accompanied such undertakings; and the phi-

lanthropic enterprises which are now going forward
in different countries for the moral renovation of
mankind, should be depicted to the view of the
young with all the vividness and energy which the

importance of such subjects demands, in order to al-

lure them to the consideration of such objects, and to

secure their endeavors in promoting them. It is a
striking and melancholy feature in the records of
our race, that almost the whole of history and his-

torical geography is occupied with details of the
miseries of mankind, produced by ambition, avarice,

and injustice, the tyranny of despots, and the deso-

lations of war ; and that scarcely a bright spot caa
be perceived on the surface of the globe, and amidst
the gloomy records of past generations, on which
the eye of benevolence can rest with unmingled de-

light. Hence it has happened, that we have scarce-

ly a history of the operations of pure philanthropy,
except in the instance of our Saviour and his apos-

tles. And now, when philanthropic plans have
been formed, and benevolent enterprises are carry-

ing on, our geographers and menof science, so long
accustomed to blaze abroad the exploits of ambition
and malignity, will scarcely condescend to notice

or record the operations by which the moral world
is begmning to be enlightened and regenerated.

—

This is not what it ought to be, or what we ought

to expect from those who are engaged in the diffu-

sion of knowledge. All knowledge should be di-

rected so as to have a moral bearing, and to stimu-

late the mental activities of the young to those be-

nevolent exertions by which the best interest.- of

their fellow-men, in every land, may be promoted.

Geographical compendiums for the use of schools

should be clear and comprehensive in their details,

and enlivened with occasional picturesque de>~crip-

tions of human scenery and of natural and artificial

objects, which may be illustrated with neat engrav-

ings. They should also abound with questions and
exercises of every description connected with the

subject, to afford scope for the industry of the pupil,

and for the exercise of his judgment and reasoning

powers. But, however excellent the plan and de-

tails of any school-book may be, it ought by no
means to be considered as superseding the more fa-

miliar illustrations of the teacher, and the conver-

sational lectures alluded to above. No man can be

a successful teacher of this science, but he who has

a familiar and comprehensive knowledge of all the

subjects connected with it, and who can, at any
time, illustrate its principles and facts by viva voce

descriptions and elucidations, which always make a
deeper impression on the young mind than can be

produced Ijy the mere perusal of the best treatises.

In working the usual problems on the terrestrial

globe, (some of which are of little practical impor-

tance,) due care should be taken, that the pupils be

not guided merely by the rules given for the respec-

tive problems, but that they understaiid the reasons

why they turn the globe in this or that direction—ele-

vate the pole to a certain degree above the horizon

—

or set the horary circle to a given hour. In problems

which have a reference to the difference of time at

different places, they may be taught to perform the

operations by a mental calculation, and to ascertain,

in the course of a few seconds, what nations have

noon, midnight, morning or evening, at a given

hour, or summer or winter, spring or autumn, on a

given day or month. In commencing the study of

geography, a plan or map of the town or village in

which the pupils are taught, along with the adjacent

country, and some of its prominent objects, might

be laid before them, as introductory to the study

and explanation of maps. On this map, they might

be directed to attend to the cardinal points of the

compass, the boundaries of the town, the streamlets

or rivers, ponds or hills, and the bearings of the

different .streets, lanes, public buildings, and other

objects, from each other ; and various questions and

exercises in reference to such objects might be pro-

posed, which would excite a spirit of observation, and

prepare them for understanding maps of countries

on a larger scale. A map of the county, and then

a map of the state or kingdom might next form the

subject of attention, which would prepare them for

the study of the particular quarter of the globe in

which they reside, and of all the other countries,

seas, and oceans, dispersed over the surface of the

earth. This plan is evidently in conformity to the
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order of nature, although directly opposite to

order generally pursued.*

Section VII.— Geology.

Geology is a science which, of late 3Tars, has
excited the attention of philosophers, naturalists,

and theologians; and, in consequence of the re-

searches of its votaries, many striking and impor-
tant facts in relation to the structure of the earth
and the changes it has undergone, have been
brought to light. Many of the facts which this

science discloses have a tendency to convey to the

iD'nd impressions of the wisdom, and particularly

of the power of the Creator, in those stupendous
forces which produced the convulsions and changes
which have taken place both on the surface and in

the interior strata of the globe. They are likewise
applicable to various practical purposes. A minute
and circumstantial knowledge of the various facts

which have been ascertained by geologists in differ-

ent countries, may be of extensive use to those em-
ployed in mining operations, when searching for

coal, fossil salt, or metallic veins, and might prevent
many ruinous speculations to which ignorant pro-
jeclors are frequently subjected. In excavations

* Since writing the preceding parts of this work,
I have been favored, through the liberality of a re-

spected literary corre.spondent in the State of Con-
necticut, North America, with a variety of school-
books on geography and other subjects, which have
an extensive circulation in the New England States.

Among these are the following :— 1. Woodbridge's
" System of Universal Geography, on the princi-

ples of comparison and classification. 5th edition,
1833." This work, comprised in a thick 12mo. vo-
lume of 500 very closely printed pages, compre-
hends an immense inass of information on physical,

civil, and statistical geography, including descrip-
tions of a great variety of facts in relation to the
geological structure of the earth. It is illustrated

by nearly a hundred engravings of natural and ar-

tificial objects; such as sections of rivers, canals,
comparative elevation of mountains, cataracts, races
of man, geological sections, cities and public build-
ings, which both enliven and elucidate the descrip-
tions. Appended to this work, is a lucid and judi-
cious compend of " Ancient Geography, as con-
nected with Chronology," including sketches of
sacred history, mythology, and the early history of
mankind, by Mrs. Willard—a lady who appears to

have made considerable researches into the differ-

ent departments of geographical science, and to

have promoted the cause of general education.

—

Both these works are admirably calculated for the
higher classes in schools, and abound with a great
number of questions and exercises, for stimulating
the a'tention and ingenuity of the young. Had this

volume been sparsely printed, according to the
fashion that prevailed 20 or 30 years ago, like
" Playfair's Geography" and other works, it would
have occupied two or three quarto volumes of lijOO

pages.—2. Woodbridge's " Rudiments of Geogra-
phy, on a new plan," 18mo. containing 208 closely
printed pages, and about 170 cuts, and comprising
a very considerable portion of information on the
different departments of geosraphy. It may be con-
.sidered as partly an abridgment of the larger
work noticed above, and partly an introduction to

It. The cuts, though small, are sufficiently vivid
and distinct to convey an accurate idea of the ob-
jects they are intended to represent. It has passed
through seventeen editions, comprising more than
200,000 copies. Mr. Woodbridge is a correspond-
ing member of the Geographical Society of Paris,
and Editor of the American " Annals" of Educa-
tion;" and a gentleman who appears to be quite fa-

the for the purpose of forming canals, tunnels, and rail

roads—operations which are now going Ibrward in
almost every jiart of the civilized world—a know-
ledge of this subject could not fail to be highly be-

neficial to all parties engaged in such projects. Be-
sides, the study of this science is intimately con-
nected with Scripture history and theolog}', and its

lacts, when viewed in a proper light, have a tenden-
cy to elucidate certain portions of the sacred writ-

ings, and to illustrate the harmony and the connec-
tion which subsist between the visible operations of
the Creator and the revelations of his word. For
these reasons, it might be expedient to communi-
cate to the young a general idea of some of the

leading facts connected with geology, without per-

plexing them with any of the speculations of phi-

losophers, or the theories which have been formed
to account for geological phenomena; leaving them
to deduce their own conclusions at a future period,

when their knowledge of such subjects shall be in-

creased, and their judgment matured.
A brief description might be given, in the first

place, of the solid parts ol the earth, of the various
strata of which they are composed, and of the clas-

sifications wliich geologists have made of the differ-

miliar with all the departments of geographical,
physical, and mathematical science. His geographi-
cal works are rich in information in respect to eve-
ry topic connected with his general subject, and
have received the approbation of the Geographical
Society of Paris, and of many scientific characters
on the continent of Europe, particularly Humboldt
and Fellenberg.—3. " A Practical System of Mo-
dern Geography," by J. Olney, A. M.—an 18mo.
of 288 pages, closely printed on a plan somewhat
similar to Woodbridge's Rudiments, illustrated with
nearly a hundred engravings, and containing a very
considerable portion of useful information. This
work has passed through fifteen editions.—4. " The
Malte-Brun School Geography," by Mr. Goodrich,

a large 18mo. volume of nearly 300 pages, and con-

taining about 133 engravings. This work contains

a larger quantity of letter-press than the two former,

and a great variety of facts in relation to civil and
descriptive geography, but is not so full as Wood-
biidge's volumes in its aetails oi physical and sta-

tistical geography. Fifteen thousand copies of this

work were sold in the space of eighteen months
from the date of its first publication. The Atlasses

belonging to these works are beautifully executed,

and contain several of the projections I have sug-

gested above, besides sets of maps as u.sually deli-

neated, along with a variety of useful descriptions

and statistical tables. In the Atlas which accom-
panies Olney's " Practical System," the popadation

of the re.spective towns and cities can be ascertain-

ed at a glance, by means of certain characters and
figures connected with their names. Hall's "Child's
Book of Geography," and Peter Parley's "Geo-
graphy for Children," each of them containing

about a hundred pages, in a square 18mo. size, and
embellished with a variety of maps and cuts, ap-

pear well calculated to interest the minds of youtn,

and to convey a general idea of the leading features

of the world. Some of the above works, with a
few alterations, might be published with advantage

in Great Britain. They contain more particular

maps and descriptions of the United States than are

to be found in geographical works published on this

side of the Atlantic. A comprehensive and useful

compend of geography for the use of schools, might

be compiled from the volumes now mentioned, by

selecting the descriptions, exercises, and more inter-

e.sting portions of each, and combining them into a

volume calculated for the meridian of our own
country.
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ent kind oi rocks. These rocks are usually arrang-

ed under the following classes:

—

\. Primary rocks,

which compose the grand frame work of the globe,

which form the most lofty mountains, and extend

to the greatest depths yet penetrated oy man, and
below all the other formations. The substances of

which such rocks are composed, are granite, gneiss,

mica-slate, hornblend, granular quartz, &c. but

never contain sail, coal, petrifactions, or any re-

mains whatever of organized substances ; and there-

fore are supposed to have been formed before the

creation of animals or vegetables. 2. Transition

rocks, which include those rocks that lie over the

primitive, and are composed of the larger fragments

of the primitive rocks. They contain graywacke,

transition limestone, slate, sand-stone, &c. Shells

are sometimes found in them, but no remains of

land animals or vegetables. It is supposed they

were formed next after the primitive rocks, and af-

ter the creation of some kinds of organized beings.

3. Secondary rocks, which lie upon the transition

rocks, and appear like deposites, composed of grains
which once belonged to primitive ro^ks. The prin-

cipal secondary formations are coal, chalk, seconda-

ry limestone, oolite, millstone, grit, &c. which con-
tain petrifactions of animal and vegetable substan-
ces. 4. Tertiary strata, which consist of beds of
clay, sand, marl, and the newer limestone deposites.

These formations are considered as newer than the
secondary, and contain abundance of fossil shells

and plants, along with the bones of quadrupeds and
fishes. 5. Volcanic and basaltic rocks, which owe
their origin to volcanic fire, and are sometimes
forced up to the surface of the earth in a melted
state, by the action of subterraneous heat. The prin-

cipal volcanic rocks are basalt, lava, and. greenstone.

6. Alluvial strata, which includes deposites that are

made of broken strata, consisting of sand, mud, clay,

pebbles, &c. which are formed by the currents oi

rivers, and other causes now in operation.

These classifications of rocks and formations

might be illustrated by such fisrures as in the engrav-
ing, which is taken from Woodbridge's " System
of Universal Geography," where Fig. 1. represents

.fr^: ^^ r

\.\\e Mruta of ike cailii.i' iiie (n imary strata, T tran-

sition, S secondary, A Alluvial, B basaltic, V vein,

b bed. Fig. 2, represents a section of the earth be-

tween latitude 40° and 45° north.
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In conjunction withsuth pictorial representations,

a cabinet of minerals should be procured, contain-

ing at least the following: quartz^mica, talc, feld-

spar, limestone, argillite or slate, hornblend, gypsum,
and chlorite, which form what has been termed the

alphabet of geology. Besides these, specimens should
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De procured of basalt, gneiss, greenstone, lava, por-

phyry, graywacke, and other substances mentioned
above. About thirty specimens in all are sufficient

for illustrating the classes of geology. Without an
exhibition of these, in connection with geological
descriptions, no definite ideas can be conveyed to

the mind of the student on this subject,*

Section VIII.—Astronomy.

Astronomy is a science which has for its object to

explain the motions of the heavenly bodies, their

various aspects, and the facts which have been as-

certained in the planetary system and throughout
the region of the fixed stars. This is a subject of
coDoiderable interest and utility. It is intimately

connected with geography, navigation, agriculture,

commerce, chronology, and other arts and sciences,

and has lent its aid to promote their improvement.
The study of it is likewise attended with many
pleasures and advantages in a moral, intellectual,

and religious point of view. It expands the range
of the human intellect, and unfolds to our view the

most striking displays of the perfections of the Dei-
ty, particularly the grandeur of his Omnipotence. It

sets before us objects of overpowering magnitude
and sublimity, and demonstrates the unlimited ex-
tent and magnificence of the universal empire of
the Almighty. It has a tendency to raise the soul
above grovelling pursuits and affections, to inspire
hope, reverence, and humility, and to excite to the
contemplation of objects far surpassing every thing
we behold in this terrestrial scene, and worthy of
the dignity of immortal minds. In short, it prepares
the mind for the employments of the future world,
and demonstrates that the Creator has it in his pow-
er to distribute endlessly diversified streams of feli-

city, among every order of his intelligent ofispring,
throughout all the revolutions of eternity. It is a
subject, therefore, on which a certain portion of in-

formation should be communicated to the young,
and to every human being.

In communicating to the young instructions on
this subject— instead of commencing with defini-
tions of astronomical terms, and a vague description
of the solar system, as is frequently done,—the pu-
pils should be gradually prepared for acquiring a
general knowledge of the principles of the science,
bi/ being taught to observe, ivith their own eyes, the
motions and general phenomena of the heavens. The
first object to which their attention might be direct-
ed, is the apparent motion of the sun. On some
clear evening, in the month of June, (in our north-
ern latitude,) they may be placed in a situation
where they may behold the setting sun, and be de-
sired to take particular notice of .such objects as

Books on geology have, of late years, increased
both in number and in the interesting nature of the
discussions they contain. The names of Bakewell,
Macculloch, Delabeche, Buckland, Ure, Lyell, &c.
are well known as cultivators of this department of
natural science. The new edition of Mr. Lyell's
'Principles of Geology," in 4 vols. 12mo. lately
published, is perhaps one of the most luminous and
attractive works which has hitherto been published
on this subject—though perhaps somewhat deficient
in what relates to the primary and secondary rocks,
and embodying certain statements which some will
be apt to consider as scarcely consistent with the
records of sacred history. Dr. Comstock, of Hart-
ford, State of Connecticut, has lately published, in
a duodecimo vol. of about 340 page.<:, an interesting
work entitled, " Outlines of Geology," which con-
tains a popular and comprehensive view of this sub-
ject, and is peculiarly adapted to the instruction of
general readers.

mark the place of his going down. Next morning,
or the first clear morning afterwards, they may be
placed in the same situation, and, having first re-

quested them to point to the place where the sun
disappeared the evening before, their attention
should next be directed to the point of his rising,

and to mark the terrestrial objects in the direction
of which he appeared to rise. The difierence be-
tween the points of his setting and of his rising
should be particularly impressed upon their minds.
On this day, too, about twelve o'clock, they should
be directed to attend to the sun's meridian altitude.

These observations may either be accompanied with
certain appropriate remarks, or the pupils may be
left, in the meantime, to rummate upon them, to

consider them simply as facts, which may be after-

wards adverted to, and to form their own conclu-
sions. Similar observations may be made from the
same spot about the 23d September, and particular-

ly about the middle of December, when the direc-

tion of the rising and setting sun, his meridian alti-

tude, and the apparent diurnal arc he describes,

will appear very different, when compared with the

observations made in the month of June. Their at-

tention might next be directed to the phases and mo-
tions of the moon. About three days after new
moon, when the lunar crescent first makes its ap-
pearance, they maybe directed to mark iheform of
the cresent, the most conspicuous stars in its vici-

nity, and its apparent distance from the place where
the sun went down. Every clear evening after-

wards, the gradual increase of the crescent, its mo-
tion among the .«tars, and the apparent distance it

has moved during every successive period, should
be particularly marked, till it arrive at the eastern
part of the horizon after the sun has set in the west,

when it will appear a full enlightened hemisphere.
During the months of August, September, and Oc-
tober, when the efiect of the harvest-moon is apparent,
they may be directed to trace the gradual diminu-
tion of the full moon, through its different stages of
decrease, till it assume the form of a half moon or a
large crescent. During the months of March or

April, their attention may be directed to the differ-

ence in the time of its rising on each successive day
after full moon, from what takes place during the
months of harvest,—in the one case, namely, in

harvest, there being only about '20 minutes of differ-

ence after full moon, in its rising on each succes-
sive day ; while in spring, the difference is nearly an
hour and a half, which prevents her, at that season,
from being seen in the form of a half moon, during
her decrease, till early in the morning ;—whereas,
in harvest, she may be seen rising in the north-east,

in the form of a halfmoon, about 8 or 9 in the even-
ing.

They may next be directed to attend to some of
the principal stars, and the more conspicuous con-
stellations, and particularly to the apparent diurnal
motion of \hc whole celestial vault. The month of
January is perhaps the most eligible .season for such
observations. About the middle of that month, at

eight o'clock in the evening, the most striking and
brilliant constellations visible in the northern hemi-
sphere are then above the horizon. The Pleiades
or Seven Stars, and other portions of the constella-

tion Taurus, are nearly on the meridian, at an ele-

vation of above 60 degrees. The splendid constel-

lation Orion, to the south of Taurus, is a little to

the east of the meridian; Canis Minor to the east,

and Canis Major to the south-east of Orion. Near-
ly due east, and near the horizon, is the zodiacal

constellation Leo. To the west of the meridian are

the constellations Aries, Pisces, Cetus, Andromeda,
Pegasus, and Cassiopeia, which is not far from the

zenith. To the north-east is Ursa Major, or the

Great Bear, sometimes distinguished by the name
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of the Plough, or Charles's Wain. The star Alde-

baran, or the Bull's Eye, is nearly on the meridian,

at an elevation of 54'^, si^pposing the place of obser-

vation to be in 52"^ north latitude. It is distinguish-

ed by its ruddy appearance. The brilliant star Cz-
pella is nearly 32° north-by-east from Aldebaran,
not far from the zenith ; and Rigel, in the left foot

of Orion, is about 27° south-by-east of Aldebaran,
and a little east of the meridian. Betelgeux is north-

east from Rigel, and forms a right-angled triangle

with it and Aldebaran. The stars Castor and Pol-

lux are east-by-north from Aldebaran, at a consi-

derable distance from it, (45°,) and nearly halfway
between the zenith and the eastern horizon. Near-
ly straight south from Pollux and east from Betel-

geux, is Procyon. These three stars form a right-

angled triangle, the star Procyon being at the right

angle. Near the south-eastern part of the horizon,

and a little elevated above it, is Sirius, or the Dog-
star, which is generally reckoned the most brilliant

fixed star in the heavens. West from Rigel, at a
considerable distance, (46°,) and at nearly the same
elevation above the horizon, is Mira, or the "Won-
derful star, which changes from a star of the second
magnitude, so as to become invisible once in a pe-

riod of 334 days. The brilliant star lA/ra is north-

north-west, very near the horizon. The two stars

in the Great Bear, called the Pointers, are in a di-

rection nearly north-east from Castor and Pollux,

but at a considerable distance; they direct the eye

to a star of the second magnitude, in Ursa Minor,
at a considerable distance towards the west, called

Abruccabah, or the Pole-star.

Having pointed out these leading stars and con-

stellations, to serve as so many known points in the

heavens, the attention might be directed, on a sub-

sequent evening, about six o'clock, to the apparent
motions of these bodies, and of the whole celestial

sphere. On the evening of January I6th, at six

o'clock, the star Procyon will be seen nearly due
east, a very little above the horizon; Aldebaran, in

an easterly direction, nearly halfway between the

meridian and the eastern horizon ; Rigel, towards
the south-east, a little above the horizon; and Lyra,
in the north-west, about 15 degrees above the hori-

zon. Having marked the terrestrial objects which
appear in the direction of these stars, they may be
viewed, from the same station, about two hours af-

terwards, when Procyon will be found to have ri.sen

a considerable way above the horizon ; Rigel, to

have moved nearly 30 degrees to the westward

;

and Aldebaran, to have arrived near the meridian;
while Lyra has descended within two or three de-

grees of the horizon ; and Sirius, which was before

imder the horizon, is elevated about ten degrees
above it. At ten o'clock, the same evening, Rigel
and Aldebaran will be seen at a considerable dis-

tance westward of the meridian; Sirius, within G

or 7 degrees of it; the star Lyra, near the northern
horizon ; and the constellation Orion, which in the

iirst observation appeared in the direction south-east-

by-east, will be found to have moved to the westward
of the meridian. By such observations, it may be

shown that the whole starry firmament has an ap-

parent diurnal motion from east to west. While
pointing out these apparent motions to the young,

it will be proper to direct their attention to the pole-

star, which, to a common observer, never appears

to shift its position. They may likewise be direct-

ed to notice that the stars near the pole appear to

move slower, and to describe smaller circles than

those at a greater distance from it—that those which
rise near the south describe smaller arcs than those

which rise farther to the north—that the stars which
rise due east, set due west, after an interval of twelve

hours—that the stars which rise in the north-east,

after describing a large arc of the heavens, .set in

the north-west, after an interval of about seventeen
hours—that all the stars within a certain distance of
the pole never appear to rise or set, but describe
complete circles above the horizon—that the stars

near the pole, such as those in the Great Bear, ap-
pear in one part of their course to move from west
to east, and in another part of it from east to west

—

and that the revolutions of the whole, however dif-

ferent the circles they apparently describe, are com-
pleted in exactly the same period of time. These
positions may afterwards be more particularly illus-

trated by means of a large celestial globe, by which
it will be seen that all these appearances are the re-

sult of one general apparent motion, which, at first

view, will appear to exist in the celestial sphere.

—

An idea of the general motion of the stars may be

acquired by a simpler process than what we have
now described. Let any observer bring a star, in

any position between the zenith and .southern hori-

zon, into an apparent contact with a tree, spire, or

chimney-top, and, in the course of fifteen or twenty
minutes, he will perceive that that star and others

adjacent to it have moved a little space from east to

west. But the observations alluded to above are

calculated to give a more satisfactory idea of this

motion, and to make a deeper impression on the

minds of the young.
The next series of observations might be those

which demonstrate the apparent annual motion of
the sun. For the purpose of exhibiting this motion,

the Pleiades, or seve7i. stars, along with Aldebaran,
might be selected as fixed points in the heavens to

indicate the progressive motion of the solar orb to-

wards the east. About the middle of .lanuary, at

eight o'clock in the evening, the Pleiades will be

seen on the meridian ; which observation should be

noted down, for the purpose of being compared with

a future observation. On the 1st of March, at the

same hour, these stars will be seen nearly halfway
between the meridian and the western horizon,

while all the other stars, at the same declination,

will be found to have made a similar progress.

—

About the 15th April they will be seen, at the same
hour, very near the western horizon ; and every
day after this, they will appear to make a nearer

approach to that part of the heavens in which the

sun appears, till, being overpowered by the splendor

of his rays, they cease to be visible. From these

and similar observations, it will be easy to make the

young perceive, that the sun has an apparent mo-
tion from west to east, through the circle of the hea-

vens, and that the revolution is completed in the

course of a year.

They may next be taught to acquire a definite

idea of the measures by which the apparent distances

of objects in the heavens are expressed. To talk

to the young, as some are in the practice of doing,

of two stars being a foot, a yard, or two yards asun-

der, is altogether vague and indefinite, unless we
are told, at the same time, at what distance the yard
or foot is supposed to be placed from our eye. As
astronomers divide the circumference of the celes-

tial sphere into 360 parts or degrees, they may be

told, that from any part of the horizon to the zenith

are 90 degrees, and, consequently, that from the

eastern to the western, or from the northern to the

southern points of the horizon, are 180 degrees.

—

And, in order that they may have a definite idea, or

something approximating to it, of the extent of a
degree, they may be told that the breadth of the

moon is about half a degree—that the space occu

pied by the three .stars in a straight line in the belt

of Orion—sometimes distineuished by the name of

the Three Kings, or the FAl and Yard—is exactly

3 degrees in length, and, consequ-ently, the distance

between any two of them is a degree and a half—
that the distance between Castor and Pollux is near
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ly 5 degrees—between Dubbe and Merak, the two
Pointers, in the Great Bear, if 5J degrees ; and that

the space between Dubbe, oi the northernmost
pointer, and the pole-star, is about 29 decrees. By
lamiliarizing the mind with .;uch measures, the

young will soon acquire a tolerable idea of the dis-

tance of any two objects in the heavens, when the

number of degrees is mentioned.
All the observations above stated may be made,

in the way of an amusement, previous to the time
when the pupils are expected to enter on the regular

study of astronomy. They may be completed in the

course of ten or twelve observations, made at dif-

ferent times, within the space of seven or eight

months. They are intended for the purpose of sti-

mulating the young to habits of observation and at-

tention to the appearances of nature around them;
so that, in every clear sky, they may learn to make
similar observations by themselves, for confirming
and amplifying their former views of the motions
and aspects of the heavens. Such observations form
the groundwork of astronomy, and of all the instruc-

tions they may afterwards receive in relation to this

science, although they are generally neglected.

—

When problems on the celestial globe are prescribed,

and vague descriptions of the planetary system given,

previous to having made these observations, the sub-

ject is seldom understood, and no clear or expan-
sive conceptions formed by the young, of the mo-
tions, phenomena, and relations of the great bodies

of the universe. It may not be necessary, in the

first instance, while making these observations, to

attempt any explanation of the phenomena, but

merely to impress upon the mind a clear concep-

tion of the apparent motions, and relative aspects, of

the celestial orbs, as they present themselves to an
attentive spectator; leaving the pupil to ruminate
upon them till it shall be judged proper to direct his

attention to the investigation of the true causes of
celestial phenomena.
The pupil's attention might next be directed to

the motions of the planets and the general pheno-
mena of the solar system. When any of the planets

are visible in the heavens, tiieir positions in relation

to the neighboring stars should be particularly

noted, so that their apparent motions, whether direct

or retrograde, may be clearly perceived, which, in

most cases, will be quite perceptible in the course of

a few weeks or months. The direct, stationary, and
retrograde movements of Mars and Venus should
be particularly attended to, for the purpose of after-

wards demonstrating that the annual motion of the

earth accounts 'or the apparently irregular and
complicated motions of the planetary orbg. Large
diagrams, representing the apparent motions of

Mars, Mercury, and Venus, as seen from the earth

during the course of several revolutions, with all the

apparently irregular loops and curves they appear
to describe*—should be laid before the pupil for his

particular inspection, in order that he may perceive

the improbability that such motions are real, or that

an Infinitely Wise Being, who is the Perfection of

Order, would introduce such inextricable confusion

into the motions of the mo';t splendid of his works.

A common planetarium^ which shows, by wheel-
work, the relative motions of Mercury, Venus, the

Earth, and Mars, may be easily made to illustrate

these motions, and to solve all their phenomena.

—

Let a circle, two or three inches broad, and of such
a diameter as to surround the planets, with a few
stars marked on its inside to represent the Zodiac,
be .suspended on three pillars, so as to enclose the

Earth, Mercury, and Venus. Let a wire be fixed

* Specimens of such diagrams may be seen in
" Long's Astronomy," vol. i. and in plate 3 of" Fer-
guson's Astronomy," Brewster's edition.

by a socket, on the top of the pillar which supports
the ball representing the Earth, and let this wire rest

on a slit or fork fixed to the lop of the pillar which
supports the ball representing Mercury. When the
machine is set in motmn, the wire will point out on
the Zodiac the apparent motions of Mercury as
seen from the earth. When he passes from' his

greatest elongation westward to the superior con-
junction and to his greatest elongation eastward, the
wire will move eastward according to the order of
the signs. About its greatest elongation, it will ap-

pear stationary, and immediately afterwards will

move westward, or contrary to the order of the

signs, till it arrive at the western elongation, when
it will again appear stationary ;—so that the pupil

will plainly perceive that the direct and retrograde

motions of the planets as seen from the earth, are

in perfect accordance with a regular circular motion
around the sun as a centre; and that such appa-
rently irregular movements arise from the motion
of the earth, and the different velocities of the pla-

nets, when compared with it,—^just as the objects

around us appear to move in different directions,

and with different velocities, when we are_ sailing

along a serpentine river in a steam-boat.

The arguments or considerations which prove
that the earth is a moving body, should next be pre-

sented to the attention, ana illustrated in the most
simple and familiar manner of which the subject

will admit. The pupil will easily be made to per-
ceive, that, if the earth is at rest, the whole frame
of the material universe must move round it every
twenty-four hours;—not only the fixed stars, but the
sun and moon, the planets and their statelliies, and
every comet which traverses the firmament, must
participate in this motion, while, at the same time,

they are moving in another and an opposite course
peculiar to themselves. He will perceive, that, in

proportion as these bodies are distant from the

earth, in a similar proportion will be the velociiy

with which they perform their diurnal revolutions

—that the sun behoved to move five hundred and
ninetii-seven millions of miles every day, the nearest

fixed' star 125,000,000,000,000 of miles in the same
time, or at the rate of fourteen hundred millions of
miles everii second, and the most distant stars with a
velocity which neither words can express, nor ima-
gination conceive,—and that such motions, if they
actually existed, would, in all probability, shatter

the whole material frame of the universe to atoms.
He may be directed to consider, that such rapid
velocities (if they could be supposed to exist) are
not the motions of mere points or small luminous
balls, but the motions of immense globes, many
thousands of times larger than the earth—that a
hundred millions of such globes are visible from
our abode, besides the myriads that maybe hid from
human view in the unexplored regions of space—

•

and that it is impossible to conceive how all these

innumerable globes, of different magnitudes, at dif-

ferent distances, and moving with different veloci-

ties, could be so adjusted as to finish their diurnal
revolutions at the same moment, while many of
them are al the same time impelled by other forces in

a contrary direction. He may be reminded that the
Creator, who formed the universe, is possessed of
Infinite Wisdom—that wisdom consists in propor-
tionating means to ends, or in selecting the most ap-

propriate arrangements in order to accomplish an
important puqiose—that to make the whole frame
of Universal Nature move round the earth every
day, merely, to produce the alternate succession of
day and night, is repugnant to every idea we ought
to entertain of the Wisdom and [ntelligence of the

Divine Mind, since the same effect can be produced
by a simple rotation of the earth in iwentv-four

hours; and since wc find that Jupiter and Saturn,
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and other globes much larger than ours, move
round their axes in a shorter period—that in all the

other works of Omnipotence, means apparently the

most simple are selected to accomplish the most

grand and magnificent designs—and that there is no

example known to us, throughout the universe, of

a larger body revolving around a smaller. When
such considerations are fully and familiarly illus-

trated, the pupil will soon be made clearly to per-

ceive, that the rotation of the earth must necessarily

be admitted, and that it will fully account for all

the diversity of diurnal motion which appear in the

sun and moon, the planets and the stars.

The annual revolution of the earth, and its posi-

tion i:i the solar system, might be proved and illus-

trattd by such considerations as the following:

—

thai if this motion did not exist, the motions of all

the planets would present a scene of inextricable

confusion, consisting of direct and retrograde mo-
tions, and looped curves, so anomalous and irregu-

lar, as to be inconsistent with every thing like har-

mony, order, or intelligence—that Mercury and
Venus are observed to have two conjunctions with

the sun, but no opposition ; which could not happen
unless the orbits of these planets lay wit/dn the orbit

of the earth—that Mars, Jupiter, and the other su-

perior planets, have each their conjunctions with

and oppositions to the sun, which could not be un-

less they were exterior to the orbil of the earth—that

the greatest elongation of Mercury from the sun is

only about 20 degrees, and that of Venus 47; but if

the earth were the centre of their motions, as the

Ptolemaic system supposes, they might sometimes
be seen 180 degrees from the sun, which never hap-

pens—that some of the planets appear much larger

and brighter at one time than at another, on account
of their different distances from the earth; but, on
the other hypothesis, their brilliancy should be al-

ways the same—that Mercury and Venus, in their

superior conjunctions with the sun, are sometimes
hid behind his body, and in their inferior conjuc-
lions sometimes appear to pass across the sun's disk,

like round black spots, which would be impossible
according to the Ptolemaic system;—and, in short,

that the times in which the conjiinciions, oppositions,

stations, and retrogradations happen, are not such
as they would be if the earth were at rest, but pre-

cisely such as would happen, if the earth move
along with all the other planets, in the stations and
periods assigned them in the system which has the

sun for its centre. From such considerations, when
properly explained, the annual motion of the earth,

and its relative position in the system, may be
clearly demonstrated, and the pupil made to per-
ceive the beauty and harmony of the celestial mo-
tions, and the necessity of having the great source
of light and heat placed in the centre of the system.
For a? the sun is intended to cheer and irradiate

surrounding worlds, it is from the centre alone that
these agencies can be communicated, in a uniform
and equable manner, to the planets in every part of
their orbits. "Were the earth the centre, and the
sun and planets revolving around it, the planets,

•when nearest the sun, would be scorched with ex-
cessive heat, and when farthest distant, frozen
with excessive cold.

There is another consideration by which the
earth's annual revolution and its position in the svs-

teni are demonstrated ;—and that is, that the pla-

nets Mercury and Venus, when viewed through
good telescopes, are found to assume dijferent phases,

in different parts of their orbits ; sometimes appear-
ing gibbous, sometimes like a half-moon, and at

other times like a crescent, and a full enlightened
hemisphere, which coiiW never happen if thev re-

volved round the earth us their centre, and if the
earth was not placed in an orbit exterior to that of

Venus. I have sometimes illustrated this argument,
with peculiar effect, by means of an equatorial tele-

scope, and a common planetariuvi. By the equato-

rial telescope, with a power of 60 or 80 times, most
of the stars of the first magnitude, and some of those

of the second, may be seen even at noonday. Venus
may be seen by this instrument, in the day lime,

during the space of nineteen months, with the inter-

ruption of only about thirteen days at the time of

her superior conjunction, and three days at the time

of her inferior, so that the phase she exhibits may
be seen almost every clear day. Having placed the

Earth and Venus in their true positions on t'ue pla-

netarium, by means of an Ephemeris or the Nauti-

cal Almanack, I desire the pupil to place his eye in

a line with the balls representing these planets, and
to mark the phase of Venus as seen from the earth

—

whether a crescent, a half-moon, or a gibbous phase.

I then adjust the equatorial telescope for Venus, if

she is within the range of our view, and show him
theplaiiet ivith the same phase in the heavens. This

exhibition never fails to gratify every observer, and
to produce conviction. But it can seldom be made,

if we must wait till the planet be visible to the

naked eye, and capable of being viewed by a com-

mon telescope ;
for it is sometimes invisible to the

naked eye, for nearly one half of its course from

one conjunction to another. Besides, the phases of

this planet are more distinctly marked in the day
time, when near the meridian, than either in the

morning or evening, when at a low altitude, in

which case it appears glaring and undefined, on ac-

count of the briiliancy of its light, and the undulat-

ing vapors near the horizon, through which it is

seen. As actual observations on the planets in the

heavens make a deeper and more convincing im-

pre.ssion on the mind of a young person, than mere
diagrams or verbal explanations, I consider an equa-

torial telescope, in conjunction with a celestial

globe and an oriery, as essentially necessary to

every teacher of astronomy; as, independently of

its use, now hinted at, it is the best and most com-
prehensive instrument for conveying an idea of the

practical operations of this science. It may be made
to serve the general purposes of a transit instru-

ment, a quadrant, an equal altitude instrument, a
theodolite, an azimuth instrument, a level, and an
accurate universal sun-dial. It serves for taking the

right ascensions and declinations of the heavenly

bodies, and for conveying a clear idea of these ope-

rations. It may be made to point to any phenome-
non in the heavens whose declination and right as-

cension are known ; and, in this way, the planets

Mercury, Herschcl, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta,

a small comet, or any other body not easily dis-

tinguished by the naked eye, may be readily pointed

out.*

The cause of the variety of seasons may next be

explained and illustrated. It is difficult, if not im-

possible, by mere diagrams and verbal explanations,

to convey a clear idea on this subject; and therefore,

some appropriate machinery must be resorted to, in

order to a.ssist the mind in iforming its conceptions

on this point. The difficulty is, to conceive how
the sun can enlighten the North Pole without inter-

mission, during one half of the year, and the South

Pole during the other, while the poles of the earth

never shift their position, but are directed invaria-

bly to the same points of the heavens. This is fre-

A small Equatorial, having the horizontal, De-
clination, and Equatorial circles about six inches

diameter, surmounted with a twenty-inch achroma-

tic telescope, with magnifving powers of from 30 to

80 times, may be procured for about fifteen or six-

teen guinea.s, which will serve every general pur-

pose in teaching astronomy.
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quently attempted to be illustrated by means of a
brass hoop with a candle placed in its centre, and a
small terrestrial globe carried round it, having its

axis inclined to the brass circle, which is intended

to represent the orbit of the earth. But this exhi-

bition requires some dexterity to conduct it aright,

and after all is not quite satisfactory. An orrery,

having all the requisite movements by wheel-work,
and where the Earth moves with its axis parallel

to itself ana inclined to the plane of the ecliptic, is

the best instrument for illustrating all the variety

of the seasons. When such a machine cannot be

procured for this purpose, its place may be supplied

by a neat little instrument, called a Tellurian, which
has been manufactured for many years past by
Messrs. Jones, Holburn, London, and may be pur-
chased for about thirty shillings. This instrument
consists of a brass ball representing the sun—which
may be occasionally screwed off, and a lamp substi-

tuted in its place—an ivory ball representing the
earth, having the circles of the sphere drawn upon
it, a small ball representing the moon, and about
eight wheels, pinions and circles. It exhibits the

annual motion of the earth, and the moon revolv-

ing around it, with its different phases, the cause
of eclipses, the retrograde motion of the moon's
nodes, and the inclination of its orbit to the plane
of the ecliptic. The earth is moveable on an axis

inclined 23| degrees to the ecliptic, and its axis

preserves its paiallelism during its course round
the sun. The seasons are exhibited on this instru-

ment as follows :—The index, which points out the

sun's place and the day of the month, is placed at

the 2ist March, the time of the vernal equinox,
and the north and south poles of the earth are plac-

ed exactly under the terminator, or boundary be-

tween light and darkness. When the machinery
is moved by the hand till the index points to the 21st

June, the lime of the summer solstice, then the
North Polar regions appear within the boundary of
light, and the South Polar within the boundary of
darkness. Turning the machine till the index
points to September 23d, both poles again appear
on the boundary of light and darkness. Moving it

on to December 21st, the Arctic circle appears in

darkness, and the Antarctic in the light. During
these motions, the earth's axis keeps parallel to it-

self, pointing uniformly in the same direction.

—

This exhibition is quite satisfactory and convincing;
the only objection to the instrument is, that it is

small,—about eight or nine inches diameter—and,
consequently will admit only four or five individuals
at a time to inspect its movements with distinctness.

A full and specific description should next be
given of all the facts connected with the solar sys-

tem—the distances and magnitudes of the sun and
planet.s

—

their annual and diurnal revolutions— the
solar spots— the belts and satellites of Jupiter—the
rings of Saturn—the phases of Venus—the spots
of Mars, and the mountains and cavities of the

Moon. After which some details might be given
of the facts which have been ascertained respecting
comets, variable stars, double and treble stars, new
stars, stars once visible which have disappeared,
and the numerous nebula which are dispersed
through different regions of the heavens. The pu-
pils should now be gratified with a view of some
of these objects through good telescopes. A tele-

scope, magnifying about 30 times, will show the
satellites of Jupiter, the crescent of Venus, the solar
spots, and the rugged appearance of the Moon.

—

With a magnifying power of fifl or 70, the ring of
Saturn, the belts of Jupiter, the shadows of the
Innar mountains and cavities, and all the phases of
Venus, may be distinguished. But the views of
these objects obtained by such magnifying powers
are unsatisfactory. No telescope should be selected

for this purpose less than 3^ feet Achromatic, with
powers varying from 40 to 180 or 200 times.* A
power of 150 is a very good medium for inspecting
all the more interesting phenomena of the heavens.
With this power, distinct and satisfactory views
may be obtained of the solar spots, the phases of
Mercury, Venus, and Mars, the belts, and sometimes
the spots of Jupiter, and the shadows of his satel-

lites, the ring and some of the moons and belts of
Saturn, the spots of Mars, the minute hills and
cavities of the moon, several of the double stars,

and many of the most remarkable nclndce. To per-
ceive distinctly the division of Saturn's ring, re-

quires a power of at least 200 times. In exhibiting
such objects to the young, especially when the lower
powers are used, some attention is requisite to ad-
just the instrument to distinct vision, as their eyes
are generally more convex than the eyes of per-

.sons advanced in life, and those who are short-

sighted will require an adjustment different from
that of others. Unless this circumstance be attend-

ed to, their views of celestial phenomena will

frequently be unsatisfactory and obscure. In exhi-
biting the surface of the moon, the period of half-

moon, or a day or two before or after it, should ge-
nerally be selected ; as it is only at such periods
that the shadows of the mountains and vales, and
the circular ridges, can be most distinctly perceived.
At the time of full moon, its hemisphere presents
only a variegated appearance of darker and brishter
streaks, and no shadows are discernible; so that,

from the telescopic appearance of the full moon,
we could scarcely determine whether or not its sur-

face were diversified with mountains and vales.

Previous to exhibiting the moon through a tele-

scope, it may be proper to give the observers an
idea of some particular objects they will see, on
which their attention should be fixed, and from
which they should deduce certain conclusions.

—

For, a view of the moon, for the first time, through
a powerful telescope, is apt to overpower the eye,
and to produce a confused and indistinct perception.
As one of the peculiarities of the lunar surface con-
sists in the numerous cavities, and plains surround-
ed with circular ridges of mountains, and insulated

mountains rising from a level surface—an idea of
the shadows and circumstances by which thes>e ob-

jects are indicated should be previously communi-
cated. This may be done by means of a saucer,
the top of a small circular box, or any other object

which may represent a plain surrounded by a cir-

cular ridge. In the middle of any of these objects

may be placed a .small peg to represent a mountain.
Then placing a candle at the distance of a foot or
two, so as to shine obliquely upon the objects, the
inside of the circular dish farthest from the candle
will be seen enlightened, while a considerable por-

tion of the bottom will be covered by the shadow
thrown upon it by the side next the candle, and the

shadow of the peg will be seen verging towards the

enlightened side. This previous exhibition will

give them an idea of the form of some of the moun-
tains and vales on the lunar surface, and enable
them to appreciate the nature of those striking ine-

qualities which appear near the boundary between
the dark and enlightened parts of the moon. Other
objects which diversify the moon's surface may be

represented and illustrated in a similar manner, and
suflicicnt time should be allowed to every observer

for taking a minute inspection of all the varieties

* An Achromatic telescope of this description,

with an object-glass, Ab inches focal distance, and
about 3 inches diameter, with 4 or .^ magnifving
powers, with a brass tube mounted on a brass tripod,

may be purchased, in London, for 25 guineas.
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on the lunar disk. The solar spots may be viewed
with ease, by interposing a colored glass between
the eye and the image of the sun; but, in looking

through the telescope in the ordinary way, they can
be perceived by only one individual at a time. In

order to exhibit ihera to a company of 30 ur 40 per-

sons at once, the image of the sun may be thrown
on a white wall or screen. I have generally exhi-

bited them in the following manner. To a 3.^ feet

Achromatic telescope, I apply a diagonal eye-piece

which has a plain metallic speculum placed at half

a right angle to the axis of the telescope. By this

eye-piece, after the room has been darkened as

much as possible, the image of the sun and his spots

is thrown upon the roof of the apartment, which
forms a beautiful circle of light, and exhibits all the

i<pots which then happen to diversify his surface.

His apparent diurnal motion is also represented,

along with the motions of any thin fleeces of clouds

which may happen to cross his disk. In this way,
too, the proportional magnitudes of the spots may
be measured, and compared with the diameter of

the sun, and, of course, their real magnitudes discer-

tained.

In illustrating the phenomena of the planetary
system by means of orreries, planetariums, and lu-

nariums, great care should be taken to guard the

young against the false and imperfect conceptions
of the magnitudes and distances of the planets,

which such instruments have a tendency to convey.
No orrery, of a portable size, can represent, at the

same time, both the proportional distances and re-

lative magnitudes of the different planets. Even
those large machines designated Eidouraniums and
Transparent Orreries afford no correct views of
these particulars ; and some of them convey very
erroneous and distorted conceptions of the relations

of the solar system, where it is the chief design to

dazzle the eye with a splendid show. In some of
these exhibitions I have seen the stars represented
as if they had been scattered through different parts

of the planetary system.—An orrery representing
the proportional distances and magnitudes of the

sun and planets would require to be more than three

miles in diameter; and, even on this scale, Jupiter

would be less than 3 inches diameter, the Earth
a quarter of an inch, or about the size of a small
pea, and Mercury only about the dimensions of the

liead of a small pin, while the sun would require

to be represented by a ball 30 inches in diameter

—

in which case all the planets would be invisible

from the centre of the system. To correct, in some
measure, the erroneous ideas which a common or-

rery is apt to convey, the magnitudes and distances
should be separately represented. Suppose a celes-

tial globe, 18 inches in diameter, to represent the

Sun, Jupiter will be represented by a ball about 1*

inch diameter, Saturn by one of If inch, Herschel

by one about | inch, the Earth by a ball of
-J^

inch, or somewhat less than a small pea, Venus by
a ball of nearly the same size. Mars by a globule
of about j' inch. Mercury by a globule of ,'5, and

the Moon by a still .smaller globule of ^^ inch in

diameter. These three last might be represented
by three different sizes of pin-heads. When balls

of these sizes are placed adjacent to an 18-inch

globe, and compared with it, an impressive idea is

conveyed of the astonishing magnitude of the sun,

which is 500 times greater than all the planets, satel-

lites, and comets, taken together. The proportional

distances mav be represented as follows. At one
end of a table 9 feet in length, fix a ball upon a pil-

lar to represent the sun ; at 2 inches from the sun's

ball, place another to represent Mercurv; at 3^
inches, Venus ; at 5 inches, the Earth; at 7^ inches.

Mars ; at 95 inches, Jupiter ; at 47A inches, or about
^9*

4 feet, Saturn ; and, at 95 inches, or about 8 feet
from the sun's ball, place one to represent Herschel.
This will convey a pretty correct idea of the pro-
portional distances from the sun of the principal
primary planets. The distances of Ceres, Pallas,
Juno, and Vesta, might likewise be represented, if

judged expedient ; but as their orbits are more ec-
centric than those of the other planets, and some
of them cross each other, they cannot be accurately
represented. When orreries or telescopes cannot
be procured for exhibiting the celestial motions and
phenomena to which I have alluded, some of these
objects, such as the rings of Saturn, the belts and
moons of Jupiter, the phases of Venus, the Moon,
and some of the constellations, may be represented
in a dark room by means of the phantasmagoria.
But the representations made by this instrument
form but a rude and paltry substitute for the exhi-
bition3 presented by the orrery and the telescope,

and need never be resorted to, except for amuse-
ment, where these instruments can be obtained.

It might next be expedient to communicate to the
pupil an idea of the nature oi ^. parallax, to prepare
him for understanding the mode by which the dis-

tances and magnitudes of the heavenly bodies are
ascertained. This might be done by fixing a pole
or staff, with a pointed top, in a garden or large
area, opposite a wall or hedge, F G, Fig. 1, and,
desiring one of the pupils to take his station at A,
and another at B, and to direct their eyes to the
points on the wall which appear in a line with the
top of the pole, when the one stationed at A will

PigA.

perceive it to coincide with the point C, and the

other stationed at B will perceive it at D. They
may be told that C D is the parallax, or the dif-

ference of the apparent place of the pole P, when
viewed from the positions A and B, which is mea-
.^.ured by the angle C P D ; and that, if the distance

between A and B were measured, and the number
of degrees or minutes in the angle C P D or A P B
ascertained, the distance between the pole and any
of the stations can be easily determined. This
may be easily applied to the case of the heavenly
bodies by means of such a diagram as Fig. 2, where
H I K represents the Earth, M the Moon, P a
planet, and S T a quadrant of the starry heavens.

It is evident, that, if the moon be viewed from the

surface of the earth at H, she will appear in the

heavens at the point a ; but if she be viewed from
the centre C, she will be seen at the point b, the

an?le a M b being the angle of parallax. This
angle being found, which is the same as the angle

H M C, and the base line H C, or the earth's

semidiameter being known, which is nearly 4000
miles—the length of the line H M, or the distance

of the moon, can be easily determined. It may be

proper also to state, that the farther any heavenly-

body is distant from the earth, the lesi is its parallax.
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Hence the parallaxes of the sun and planets are all

j

spect to all terrestrial objects. This subject may
much less than that of the moon, which is the nearest soon be rendered quite plain to the pupil, by familiar
celestial body to the earth. Thus, the parallax c d illustrations, in connection with a few instructions
of the planet P is less than that of the Moon, M,

j
on the nature and properties of trian-les, and the

and the same principle likewise holds true with re- first principles of trigonometry.

I have been somewhat particular in some of the
hints thrown out above, because it is of some import-
ance that the young should have clear and impres-
sive conceptions of every object presented to their
view, in every step of their progress on this subject,
and not depehd merely on the assertions or the po-
sitions announced by their teachers ; and because
such a train of observations and experimental illus-
tratrons has seldom been attended to, in attempting
to convey to the juvenile mind a popular view of the
leading facts of astronomy. After the pupil has
acquired a knowledge of the subjects to which I have
adverted, an intelligent teacher will find little difli-

culty in gradually unfolding to him the doctrines
and facts in relation to solar and lunar eclipses—the
tides—the form of the planetary orbits—the nature
of refraction—the divisions of time—the mensura-
tion of the earth—centrifugal and centripetal forces—
the circles of the celestial .sphere—and various other
particulars connected with astronomical science.

In illustrating the principles and exhibiting the ob-
jects of astronomy, the pious and intelligent teacher
will have frequent opportunities of impressing upon
the minds of his pupils the most sublime ideas of
the Perfections of the Creator, and of the Extent
and Grandeur of his Empire, and of inspiring them
•with Love, Admiration, and Reverence; and such
opportunities ought never to be neglected. When
descanting on the number and magnificence of the
ceiestial worlds, he may very appropriately take oc-
casion to impress them with the idea of the littleness
of this eanh, and its comparative insignificance
when placed in competi.ion with the numerous and
more resplendent worlds and systems which com-
pose the universe ; and, consequently, with the follv
and madness of ambition, and of all those warlike
schemes and ferocious contentions, of which our
world has been the melancholy theatre. He may
occa.sionally expatiate a little on tlie folly of pride
and its inconsistency with the character and circum-

stances of man, when we consider 'iiis comparative
ignorance, and the low station which he holds in the

scale of creation—and the reasonableness of culti-

vating a spirit of humility in the presence of that Al-
mighty Being whose " glory is above the heavens,"
and " whose kingdom ruleth over all," when we
consider, iliat, when compared with the myriads of
more exalted intelligences that people the universe,

we are only like a few atoms in the immensity of
space. He may direct their attention to the infinite-

ly diversified scenes of grandeur and felicity which
the universe must contain, since its range is so ex-
tensive and its objects so magnificent; and to the
evidence which these facts afford, that the Creator
has it in his power to gratify his rational offspring
with new objects, and new sources of enjoyment,
during every period of infinite duration. In short,

he may excite them, from such con.siderations, to as-

pire after that more glorious state of existence where
the works of Omnipotence will be more fully un-
folded, and to cultivate those holy principles and
dispositions which will qualify them for mingling
in the society and engaging in the employments of
the heavenly world. Such instructions, when amal-
gamnted with Christian views and motives, could
not fail of producing a beneficial impression on the
susceptible hearts of the young, which might, in

some measure, influence their conduct and train of
thought through all the remaining periods of their

lives.*

The most celebrated writers on Astronomy are

Long, Ferguson, La Caille, Martin, O. Gregory,
Vince, Herschel, Robison, La Lande, La Place,

Biot, and various other,^. Popular works on this

subject, which may be put into the hands of young
persons, are such as the following :—Ferguson's
" Gentleman and Lady's Astronomy"—Martin's
" Gentleman and Lady's Philosophy," Vol. 1.

—

Bonnycastle's " Introduction to Astronomy" Mrs,
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Section IX.

—

Experimental Philosophy and
Chemistry.

The object of Natural and Experimental Philoso-

phy is to investigate the phenomena of the material

>vorld, in order to discover their causes, and the

laws by which the Almighty directs the movements
of the universe

;
and to apply the observations and

discoveries we make to useful purposes in human
life, and to expand our views of the perfections and
operations of the Creator. This department of study

has generally been divided into the following subor-

dinate branches, Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hydrau-
lics, Pneumatics, Meteorology, Aco^istics, Optics, Elec-

tricity, Galvanism, and Magnetism. Tliis is a sub-

ject, the popular and experimental parts of which
may be rendered highly entertaining and instructive

to the minds of the young. But, however import-

ant the subject in all its brandies may be to I he re-

gular scientific student, it would be inexpedient to

attempt conveying more than a. general view of the

more popular parts of it to young persons from the

age of ten to the age of fourteen, although many of

the experiments connected with it may, with pro-

priety, be exhibited even to children of an earlier

age, in order to excite a taste for the study of natural

science. Experimental illustrations of the subjects

of Natural Philosophy sometimes require an exten-

sive apparatus, which cannot be procured but at a

considerable expense ; but there are many interest-

ing experiments, illustrative of scientific principles

and facts, which can be performed with very sim-

ple apparatus, and at little expense ; and all that I

propose, under this article, is to suggest a few of

those experiments which almost every teacher may
have it in his power to perform.

In the department of Mechanics,—illustrations

might be given of the mechanical powers, which are

Bryan's " Astronomy"—" The Wonders of the

Heavens"—Gregory's " Astronomical Lessons," &c.
But none of these works is adapted to the purpose
of teaching. The best treatise of this kind I have
seen, calculated to be a text-book for an intelligent

teacher, is a work entitled " The Geography of the

Heavens," by Elijah H. Burritt, A. M,, lately pub-

lished at Hartford, State of Connecticut. This vo-

lume comprises 342 closely printed pages, large

18mo, and several appropriate wood-cuts. It con-

tains a very full and lucid description of all the par-

ticulars respecting the different constellations and
principal stars, the general principles of astronom)'^,

the facts connected with the solar system, problems,
astronomical tables, and almost every thing that can
be deemed interesting to the general student. Every
page contains (Questions, as exercises for the judg-
ment of the pupil. It is accompanied by a large

and beautiful Atlas, 16 inches by 14, containing 7
Planispheres, or Maps of the Heavens: 1. The visi-

ble heavens in October, November, and December.
2. Do. in January, February, and March. 3. Do.
in April, May, and June. 4. Do. in July, August,
and September. 5. The visible heavens in the

North Polar Regions for each month of the year.

6. Do. in the South Polar Resjions. 7. Planisphere
of the whole heavens on Mercator's projection.

—

" The first four maps are so constructed, that the

pupil in using them must suppose himself to face the

south, and to hold them directly over head, in such
a manner that the top of the map should be towards
the north, and the bottom towards the south." In

the construction of these maps, and in the composi-
tion of the work, the latest discoveries have been
carefully inserted. This work, since its first publi-

cation in 1833, has had an extensive sale in the

United States, and been introduced into many re-

spectable seminaries.

generally arranged under the heads of the lever, the
pulley, the loheel and axis, the inclvned plane, the
loedge, and the screw. A simple apparatus for illus-

tratmg these powers could easilv be constructed by
an ingenious mechanic, at a trifling expense, and
might be rendered conducive both to the entertain-
ment and instruction of the young. In particular
the nature and power of the lever, and the principle
on which it acts, should be minutely explained, by
experimental illustrations, and by showing its' ef-
fects in the common operations of life. A long bar
of iron or hard wood might be erected on a steady
fulcrum, and placed in the area adjacent to the
school, which might serve both for amusement and
for illustrating the power of the lever. This bar
might be divided into feet or half feet, or any con-
venient number of equal parts, and so constructed
that any of those parts might be placed upon the
fulcrum. By such a lever the different powers to

be applied ar different distances from the fulcrum,
when a weight is to be raised, might be familiarly
illustrated. A seat or swing might be fixed at one
end of the beam on which a boy might sit, while
some of his companions, towards the other end, ap-
plied different powers or weights at different dis-

tances from the fulcrum, as a counterpoise; which
would suggest various calculations re.specting the
powers requisite to be applied in any given case,

according to the distance from the point of support.
It will tend to excite their interest in this subject,

when they are informed that scissors, pincers, snuf-

fers, oars, the balance, the see-saiv, doors turning on
hinges, the rudders of ships, cutting-knives fixed at

one end, and the bones of the arm, are all so many
different kinds of levers

, and that the operations of
quarrying stones, raising great weights, poking the

fire, rowing a boat, digging the ground, and such
like, are all performed on the principle of this me-
chanical power. Similar contrivances might be
adopted for illustrating the wheel and axle, and other
powers. A knowledge of the mechanical powers
may be useful to every individual, whatever may
be his trade or profession in future life, but particu-

larly to those who may afterwards engage in the

arts of carpentry, architecture, mining, engineering,
and other operations where a knowledge of the me-
chanical powers is essentially requisite; and the im-
pressions made upon their minds in early life by fa-

miliar illustrations of these powers, would tend to

facilitate their study of such subjects when they be-

came the more particular objects of their attention.

The fundamental principles of Hydrostatics and
Hydraulics might be familiarly illustrated by a va-
riety of simple experiments, some of which might
be rendered extremely amusing. That fluids press

in all directions—that their pressure is in proportion
to their perpendicular height—that a small quantity
of a fluid may be made to counterpoise any quantity,

however great—that a fluid specifically lighter than
another will float upon its surface—that the surface
of all fluids which communicate with each other
will be on the same level—that the velocity with
which water spouts from holes in the side of a ves-
sel, is in proportion to the square root of the distance
of the holes below the surface of the water. These,
and similar positions, along with the principles on
which syphons, jets, and artificial fountains act, can
be illustrated with an apparatus which every intel-

ligent teacher, if he has the least share of mechani-
cal ingenuity, can easily construct for himself, with
the assistance of glass vessels, which are to be
found in almost every family. To show that water
will find its level, and rise to the same height in

tubes which have a communication, an instrument
similar to the following. Fig. 1. may be constructed:

AB and ED are two tubes which have a commu-
nication with each other by means of the tube B D;
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if water is poured into the tube A B, it will run

through the tube B D, and stand at the same ele-

vation in the tube E D. To save expense, the

tube B D may be made of wood, and plugged up at

S-

both ends; and the glass tubes A B, ED, fixed into

it at each end with cement ; and if B D be made
flat on its under part, ii will stand on a table with-

out r>iquiring any support. An instrument to show
thai a small portion of water will counterbalance

a large quantity, may be made a.s follows :—A B,

Fig. 2. is a vessel which mav be either square or

round, and which may be made eiiiier of wood or
tin-plate ; C D is a glass tube of a narrow bore,

cemented into the short tube E, which communi-
cates with the large vessel ; if water be poured into

either of these, it will stand at the same height in

both, which proves, that the small quantity of water
in the tube C D, balances the large quantity in the

ves.sel A B, and illustrates what has been termed
the hydrostalical paradox. Jets and fountains may
be represented and illustrated by such an instru-

ment as Fig. 3. where A B is the reservoir, and
C D E a tube connected with it, bent at right angles
at D; when these are filled with water—the finger

having previously been pressed upon the opening F
—as soon as the finger is removed, the water rises

in a jet, nearly to the height of the fountain A B.

A jet may likewise be produced by the instrument

represented, Fig. 1. by plugging up the tube E D,
and opening a hole at C, when a jet will arise after

the tubes are filled with water. To show the difier-

ent quantities and velocities of water spouting at

different distances from the surface of a reservoir,

such a vessel as that represented. Fig. 4. may be

used. The water will issue from the orifice at C
with greater velocity, and consequently in greater
quantity than at B or A; if the orifice C be four
times as deep below the surface as ihe orifice A, it

will discharge twice as much water in a given time
ns A. because 2 is the square root of 4; if the orifice

B he in the centre of the column of water, it will

project the water to the greatest horizontal distance.

The vessel here represented may be made either of

j

wood or of tin-plate, and if a bent tube be inserted

I

at D, and the holes ABC shut up, it may serve to
' exhibit zjel d'eau. The cnp of Tanfri?v!, the fmin-

I
iaia at command, the hydravlic davcers and divers,

. and other entertaining devices mi^hl also be exhi-
bited, and accompanied with explanations of the
principles on which they act. By such means, se-

veral of the leading principles of hydrostatics niia:ht

be easily impre^^sed upon the youthful minii. and
would doubtless be found of practical utility it. fu-

ture life, provided the teacher is careful to^how, by
familiar examples, how thpy explain many of the

phenomena of nature and operations of art.

The science of Pv^iimatics affords scope for many
curious discussions and experiments re.'^pecting the

air and atmospherical phenomena, which may be

rendered interesting to the young. In illustrating

the pressure, elasticity, and o'her properties of the

atmosphere, the assistance of the air-pump, with its

usual apparatus, is highly desirable; as, without it,

some of the most interesting experiments on thi<!

subject cannot be performed. But where this instru-

ment, on account of its expense, cannot be procurec^
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various useful and entertaining experiments may be

exnibited by means of a simple apparatus which
almost every one can procure. For example, the

vressure of the atmosphere may be proved to the

onvictiou of every one by such simple experiments

as the following:—The common experiment of filling

a wine-glass with water, covering its mouth with a

piece of paper, and then m veriing it, is quite decisive

of tae atmo.spheric pressure ; lor the paper underneath,

instead of being convex by the pressure of the water
•wilhiii, is concave, by the pressure of the atmosphere
from without ; and no other cause can be assigned

why the water is supported in the glass. Another
simple experiment, where no paper is employed,
proves the same fact : Take a glass tube, two or

three feet long, with a narrow bore
;
put one end of

it into a vessel of water, put your mouth to the

other end and make a deep inspiration till the air is

drawn out of the tube, when the water will rush to

the top of the tube; then place your thumb on the

top to prevent the access of air from abuve, and
when the other end of the tube is taken out of the

water, the column of water will be suspended in the

tube by the atmospheric pressure, although the lower
end of it is open. When the air is sucked out of

the tube, a vacuum is produced, and the external

air, pressing upon the surface of the water in the

vessel, ibrces it to the top of the tube; the thumb
being applied prevents the air pressing the water
down, and the atmospheric pressure on the bottom
prevents the water from running out. The same
fact is proved by the following experiment: Let a
piece of burning paper be put into a wine-glass, so

as to rarify or exhaust the air, and while it -s still

burning, press the palm of the hand against the

mouth of the glass, when it will adhere with a con-
siderable degree of force, by the pressure of the at-

mosphere on the bottom and sides of the glass. This
experiment may be varied as follows: Pour a cer-

tain quantity of water into a saucer; invert a wine-
glass over a piece of burning paper, or burning
brandy, and, after holding it a short time in the

flame, place it in the saucer, when the water will

rush up into the glass in consequence of the atmo-
spheric pressure, as it did in the glass tube when it

was exhausted of its air by suction. These and
similar experiments, which every one may perform,
are as decisive proofs of the atmospheric pressure
as those which are performed by means of the air-

pump. Such experiments, when conducted by in-

telligent teachers, may easily be applied to the ex-
planation of the causes of certain natural and arti-

ficial processes, such as the firm adherence of two
polished surfaces—the action of a boy's sucker in
lifting large stones—the operation of cM;?;ymo'—the
process of a child sucking its mother's brea.st—the
eftects produced by cements—the rise of water in
pumps—the firm adhesion of snails and shell-fish to

rocks and stones— the action of syphons—what is

termed suction, as when we take a draught of water
from a running stream—the fact, that a cask will
not run, in certain cases, unless an opening is made
in its top—and many similar processes, some of
"which will be found of considerable practical utility.

The e^s^ici^y of the air maybe proved by such
experiments as these:—Take a bladder, and fill it

with air by blowing into it, and then apply a force
to the sides of it, so as to compress it into a smaller
space; when the force is removed it immediately
expands and fills the same space as before. This
experiment proves, not only the elasticity of air, but
that, though invisible, it is as much a material sub-
stance as wood or iron; for no force can bring the
sides together without breaking the bladder, although
the parts of an empty bladder"may be squeezed into
any shape. The same thing is proved by the follow-
ing experiment: Open a pair of common bellows,

and then stop the nozle, so that no air can rush out

—

and no force whatever can bring the parts together,

without bursting the leather, or unsiopping tne no-

zle. That lieut increases the elasticity of air, may
be shown, by placing before a strong fire a bladder
with a small quantity of air, v/hen the small portion

of air will expand, till the bladder appear quite full

and ready to burst. These experimenis may be ap-

plied to the explanation of such phenomena as the

following :—\Vhy the compressed air between the

liquid and the cork, in a bottle of beer or ale, bursts

forth in the form of froth when the cork is drawn

—

why fishes, in consequence of their air-bladders, are

enabled to rise and sink in the water—and why the

carcase of a man that has been drowned, in a few
days rises and floats on the surface for a short time,

and then sinks to rise no more. The compressibility

of air may be shown, by taking a glass tube which
is open only at one end, and of course full of air,

and plunging the open end into a vessel of water,

when the water will be seen to have risen to a small

height, near the bottom of the tube ; which proves

that the air which filled the whole length of the tube

is compressed by the water, into a smaller space.

—

In a similar way the principle of the diving-bell may
be illustrated. Let A B, Fig. I, represent a large

tumbler or drinking-glass, which may be nearly fill-

ed with water. Place a piece of cork on the surface

of the water, and over the cork an ale-glass, C D,

with its mouth downw ards ; then push the glass per-

pendicularly down towards the bottom of the tum-
bler, and the cork will appear swimming a little

above the bottom
;
plainly indicating that there is

no water above it in the ale-glass, which is pi event-

ed from entering by the resistance of the air within.

The water in the tumbler may represent the water
of a river or of the sea ; the ale-glass may represent

the diving-bell, in which a person may sit with
safety in the depths of the sea without touching the.

water, provided fresh air be supplied. A small

quantity of water will be found to have entered the

ale-glass, and the deeper it is plunged in any vessel

the higher will the wafer rise within it. At the

depth of 33 feet, where the pressure of the atmos-

phere is doubled, a diving-bell will be half filled

with water—at the depth of 66 feet, it will be two-

thirds filled—at the depth of 99 feet, it will be three-

fourths filled, and so on in proportion to the depth;

which shows the propriety of having this vessel in

ihe form of a bell, that the perpendicular height of

the water may be as little as possible. The follow-

ing simple experiment illustrates the pressure of the

atmosphere in a mode somewhat difierent from those

already stated. Procure a tin vessel about six or

seven inches long, and three in diameter, having its
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mouth about a quarter of an inch wide, as E F, Fig.

2. In it.s boitom make a number of small holes,

about the diameter of a common sewing-needle.

—

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Plunge this vessel in water, and when full cork if

up, so that no air can enter at the top. So long as

it remains corkeJ, no water will run out—the pres-

sure of the atmosphere at the bottom preventing it

;

Fig

but as soon as it is uncorked, the water will issue

from the small holes in rhe bottom, by the pressure
of the air from above. The tame experiment may
be made by means of a tube, seven or eight inches
long, and about ihree-fourihs of an inch diameter,
having two or three small holes in its bottom ; and
another tube, G H, Fig. 3, of ihe same dimensions,
having a small hole in each side, I K, will lilustraie

the lateral pressure of the aimospherc—the water
being retained when it is corked, and running out
when the cork is removed. It will likewise illus-

trate the lateral pressure of water and other liquid.^.

Several amusing experiments may also be per-

formed by means of fi/phons, when concealed in

drinking-cups and other vessels ; and the utility of
the prmciple on which they act may be illustrated in

certain practical operations. For example, iheir

use may be shown in conveying water over a rising

ground. In Fig. 4, let M represent a pond or pool

of water, in a quarry or oilier situation, which is

wished to be drained, and where there is no declivi-

ty or lower ground adjacent to which the water can
be conveyed—it may be carried over the rising

ground M N, by means of the syphon M N L
;
pro-

vided the perpendicular elevation N P, above the

level of the pool M, does not exceed thirty-two feet,

for to that height only will the water rise in the

4.

syphon by the pressure of the atmosphere ; and pro-

vided that the end of the syphon at L descends a
laile way beyond the level of the pool at M,—in

which case, when the syphon is filled, the water will

rush out at L, so long as any remains in the nond.

In the same way may be shown how a cask of liquor

may be decanted by a syphon placed in a hole made
in its upper side. The use of the syphon might
likewise be shown when placed in a reverse position,

as in Fig. 5, when it may be applied to the purpose

Pig. 5.

of conveying water from a fountain at R, along a
hollow or vallev to a house, S, at the same height
on th" other su\e of the valley ; and however deep
or broad the valley may be, the water may in this

manner be conveyed, provided the svphon is suffi-

cienily stron? near iis lower parts to sustain the per-
pendicular pressure of the water.
The following simple and interesting experiment

might be exhibited to show the effects of the expan-

sion of air. Procure a common Florence flask, F G,

Fig. 6, and pour into it a large wine-glassfull of wa-

ter ; then take a tube, I H, bent at the top, H, like

a small syphon, and fasten it air-iisht into the mouth

of the flask, I, so that its bottom may be immer.sed

in the water at K, but not touching the boitom of

the flask. Then immerse the fla>k into a vessel of

very hot water, when, in consequence of the expan-

sion of the air in the flask, the water at K will be
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forced up into the tube I H, where it is received into

a wine-glass at H. Holding the wine-glass, into

which the water is now received, at the end of the

tube, as represented in the figure, lake the flask out

of the hot water, and plunge it into another vessel

full of cold water, and the water in the wine-glass

will be thrown back into the bottom of the flask, by

the pressure of the atmosphere on its surface at H.

Fig. 6.

The flask may then oe again immersed m the hot

water, when the water at its bottom will be thrown
up into the wine-glass as before, and the operations

may be repeated as often as judged expedient. This
experiment, when dexterously performed, seldom
fails to produce a pleasing effect upon the spectators,

especially when the water is tinged with a red color,

by means of the sulphuric or any other acid dropped
into an infusion of red cabbage.*
The science of Optics affords scope for many de-

lightful and interestmg experiments ; but some of its

In arranging and performing such simple ex-

periments as those above stated, it is expedient that

the teacher or operator should know how to cut

phials and glass tubes, and to form syphons. The
neck of a common phial may be cut off, so as to form
a tube, by slightly indenting a portion of the circum-
ference with the sharp edge of a common file, and
then, with the point of a hot iron, beginning at the

indentation, go round the circumference of the phial,

and the head will at once be separated from the body.

Otherwise, tie a thread which has been steeped in

turpentine or spirits of wine firmly round the mouth
of the phial, then set fire to it, and the operation is

performed. In the same manner, long glass tubes
may be cut into any lengths. If the tubes be of a
small diameter, it is only requisite to indent them
with a file at the point where they are intended to

be cut, and then, holding the one end of the tube in

the left hand, give a blow with the right on the other
end, and the tube will snap asunder.—To bend a
glass tube into the form of a syphon : Put the tube
through the bars of a common grate, when the fire

is burning clear ; let the part of the tube which is to

be bent be in the centre or hottest part of the fire
;

take hold of the tube at both ends, and when it be-

gins to melt near the middle, gently bend it, with
both hands, in the form which is wanted, and then
remove it from the fire. A little experience will

render such operations quite easy and efficient for

the purpose intended. If a small bend only at one
end of the tube is required, that end may be put into

the fire till it begin to melt, then take hold of it gent-
ly with a pair of tongs, and bend it in the form re-

quired with the right hand.

instruments are very expensive. I shall therefore
state only a few simple exhibitions and experiments
which can be made at a trifling expense. Before the

teacher can illustrate any of the principles of this

science by experiment, it will be requisite that he
provide himself with a few convex lenses, some of
short and others of pretty long focal distances. For
example, double or plano-convex glasses, ^ inch, 1

inch, 3 and 4 inches, focal distance, which may be
made to illustrate the construction of a compound
microscope, as I have elsewhere shown in my work,
" On the improvement of Society." Also lenses,

from 3 to 6 or 8 feet focus, to illustrate the con-
struction of a telescope, and the nature of a camera
obscura ; and two or three concave mirrors for illus-

trating some of the phenomena of reflection. The
principle on which a compound microscope, a solar

microscope, and a magic lantern or phantasmagoria,

are constructed, may be shown by one easy experi-

ment. Let A, Fig. 1, represent a convex glass, sup-

pose six inches focal distance, and B the flame of a
candle. Hold the glass. A, at a little more than

six inches from the candle, and on an opposite wall

will be formed a large magnified image of the can-

dle, C E D. This image will be inverted, and
larger than the flame of the candle in proportion as

the distance A E, from the glass to the wall*' ex-

ceeds the distance A B, from the glass to the candle.

Suppose the distance A B to be exactly 6 inches,

and the distance A E to be 7 feet or 84 inches, then

the image of the candle will be magnified in the pro-

portion of 6 to 84, or 14 limes. In this experiment
the candle represents the object to be magnified in a
compound microscope, A the object-glass, and C D
the image formed by the lens, which is magnified a
second time by the eye-glass of the micro.scope. In

reference to the sola.r microscope, the candle repre-

sents the small object to be magnified, and C D its

magnified image on a white wall or screen
;
and in

reference to the raagic lantern, or phantasmagoria,

the candle represents the figures painted on the

sliders, A the convex lens which throws the image
of the figures on a screen, and C D the magnified

image of the painted figures. In all these instru-

ments, the principle on which the objects are magni-

fied is precisely the same ;
the size of the image is

always in proportion to its distance from the lens by

which it is formed ; but as the image is enlarged it

becomes less brilliant and distinct, and therefore

there is a proper medium which must be fixed upon
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as to the distance between the lens and the screen

on wliich the image is thrown ; but a skilful teacher

will always know how to modily such circumstances.

The nature of a telescope and of the camera ob-

scura may be illustrated as follows :—Fix a lens of

4, 5, or 6 feet focus, in a hole made in a window-
shuiter ;

darken the room, so that no Ughi can enter

but through the lens.* If its focal distance be 5 feet,

or 60 inches, a white screen placcLi at that distance

will receive the image of the objects without, oppo-

site the glass, where they will be beautifully depict-

ed in all their forms, colors, and motions, in an in-

verted position, forming a kind of living picture.

—

This exhibition never fails to excite the admiration

of the young. If now, a lens about 2 inches focus

be placed 2 inches beyond the image thus formed,

and the screen removed—in looking through this

lens, the objects will appear magnified in the pro-

portion of 2 inches to GO, that is, 30 limes
;
and as

the image was inverted, so the object, as seen through

the glass, will appear as if turned upside down.

—

This is njrhaps one of the best modes of explaining

the principle of a refracting telescope, and the rea-

son why the object appears inverted, when viewed

with a single eye-gla,ss. The same thing may be

partly shown by a common telescope. Having taken

out all the eye-glasses, except the one next the eye,

adjust the telescope to distinct vision, and all the

objects seen through it will appear as if turned up-

side down. The manner in which the image is re-

versed by the other eye-glas.ses, and the object made
to appear upright, might then be explained. Objects

might likewise be exhibited through a telescope, as

appearing in different positions and directions. This

is effected by means of a diagonal eye-piece, which
is constructed in the following manner: Let A B,

Fig. 2, represent a convex glass about 2 inches focal

I^g. 2.

di.<;lance ; C D a plain metallic speculum, of an oval

form, well polished, and placed at half a right angle
to the axis of the tube

; and E F, another convex
lens, 2 inches focus. The centre of the speculum
may be about li inch from A B, and about A inch
from E F. The rays proceeding from the lens A B,
and falling from the speculum, are reflected in a
perpendicular direction to the lens E F, -vvhere they
enter the eye, which looks down upon the object

through the side of the tube. When this eye-piece
is applied to a telescope, with the lens E F on the

upper part of it, we look down upon the object as if

it were under our feet. If we turn the eye-piece
round in its socket a quarter of a circle towards the

left, an object directly before us in the .south will

appear as if it were in the west, and turned upside
down. If, from this position, it is turned round a
semicircle towards the right, and the eye applied,

the same object will appear as if ii were situated in

A lens is a round piece of glass, ground either
concave or convex. All lenses that magnify objects

are convex, or thicker in the middle than at the ed^e,
such as common magnifiers, reading-glasses, and
the glasses used in microscopes and telescopes, ex-
cept the Galilean perspective, ia which the eye-glass
is concave.

the east ; and if it be turned round another quad-
rant, till it be directly opposite to its first position,

and the eye applied from below, the object or land-

scape will appear as if suspended in the atmosphere
above us. Such experiments, when accompanied
with proper diagrams, and an explanation of optical

principles, may easily be rendered both entertaining

and instructive.

A camera obscura, on a larger scale, and on a
different plan from that alluded to above, might be

erected on the top of every school-house, which is

constructed with a flat roof, as formerly suggested.

Fig. 3 contains a representation of a wooden build-

Fig. 3.

ing, on the top of which is a large convex lens H I,

about 10 or 12 feet focal distance. At half a right

angle to this lens is a plain speculum, by which the

rays of light from the objects O are reflected down-
wards through the lens, which forms a picture of all

the objects before the speculum, on a round white
table, T, in all their colors, motions, and propor-
tions. If the .speculum be made to revolve, the

whole of the surrounding landscape may be succes-
sively depicted on the table. When the lens is of a
long focal distance, as from 10 to 15 or 20 feet, it

produces a pretty powerful lelesconical effect, so that

objects may be distinctly perceivea at a considerable
distance, and individuals recognised on the picture
at the distance of a mile or more. Wherever there
are objects in motion, such as ships sailing, birds

flying, smoke ascending, crowds of people moving
to and fro, or boys and girls engaged in their amuse-
ments

; this exhibition always affords a high degree
of satisfaction. It might occasionally be used, not
only as an illustration of optical principles, but also

as a reward for diligence and good behavior.
In connection with the above, representations

might be given of natural and artificial objects as

exhibited by the phantasmagoria. Discarding the
ridiculous and childish figures which were formerly
used in the common magic lanterns, opticians have
now constructed sliders which exhibit representa-
tions of the telescopic appearances of the heavenly
bodies, the different constellations, the motions of
the earth and moon, and various objects rorrnected

with botany, niinernlogy, and zoology; and such ob-

jects, when exhibited in this manner, are calculated

to produce both instruction and amusement. The
solar microsco(ie in particular, (or \\\e o.iy-hydrogen.

if it can be procured,) should be occasionally exhi-

bited to the voung, to convey to them some ideas of

the wonderful minuteness of the atoms of matter,

and the admirable mechanism displayed in the

structure of vegetables and the bodies of animals,
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particularly in those myriads of animalculae which

are invisible to the unassisted eye. Such animal-

culae may be procured almost at any season, but

particularly during the summer months, by infusing

m separate open vessels, small bits of grass or hay,

leaves of tlowers, or other vegetable substances,

when, after a week or ten days, animalculae of dif-

ferent kinds, according to the nature of the substan-

ces infused, will be perceived in vast numbers, by

the aid of the microscope, in every drop of the infii-

sion. A compound microscope is perhaps as good

an instrument as any other for giving a steady and
satisfactory view of such objects ^ and the only ob-

jeclion to its use for a school is, that only one indi-

vidual can see the object at a time. When a teacher

is not furnished with an instrument of this kind fit-

ted up in the usual way, he may, with little trouble,

construct a compound microscope, by means of the

eye-piece of a common pocket achromatic telescope,

which may be purchased for one guinea, or less.

—

The eye-pieces of such telescopes contain four glas-

ses arranged on a principle somewhat similar to that

of the glasses of a compound microscope. If we
screw off one of these eye-pieces, and look through

it in the usual way, holding the object end about a

quarter of an inch distant from any small object,

such as the letters of a printed book, it will appear

magnified about ten or twelve times in length and
breadth; remove from the tube the third glass from
the eye, which is the second from the object, and
look through it in the same manner, holding it more
than an inch distant from the object, and it will ap-

pear magnified more than twenty times in diameter,

or above 400 times in surface. If, by means of small

pasteboard tubes, or any other contrivance, we at-

tach the glass that was taken out to the outside of

the object-glass of the eye-piece, so as to be nearly

close to it, we shall have a magnifying power of

nearly forty times ; or, if we substitute for these two

object-glasses a single glass of about a half-inch fo-

cal distance, we shall form a pretty good compound
microscope, magnifying above forty limes in diame-
ter, and 1600 times in surface, which will afford

very pleasing views of various objects in the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. The magnifying powers
now stated will differ somewhat in different eye-

pieces, according to their lengths and the focal dis-

tances of the glasses of which they are composed.

—

The tube of the eye-piece thus arranged, may be oc-

casionally fitted into a pasteboard tube supported by
three pillars, in which it may be moved up or down
for adjusting it to distinct vision, and the object

placed underneath and properly illuminated.

—

These hints are suggested, on the score of economy,
for those who have no regular microscopic appara-
tus.

Various amusing experiments besides the above
might be exhibited to the young, such as the optical

paradox, an instrument through which objects may
be seen, although a board or other opaque body be

interposed between the eye and the objects—the

prism, which, in a dark room, separates the primary
colors of the solar rays—the multiplying glass,

which makes one object appear as if there were
ten, twenty, or thirty—the burmng glass, which, by
means of the sun's rays, sets on fire dark colored

paper, wood, and other inflammable substances

—

and optical illusions produced by the various refrac-

tions and reflections of light in water, combinations

of plane mirrors, and by concave speculums. A
concave mirror, about 5 or 6 inches in diameter, and
10 or 12 inches focus, which may be procured for

about half-a-guinea or 15 shillings, is of great utili-

ty for a variety of exhibitions. 1. When held at

nearly its focal distance from one's face, it repre-

sents it as magnified to a monstrous size. 2. When
held ia the solar rays, directly opposite the sun, it

collects the rays into a focus before it, so as to act

as a powerful burning glass, and in this way a hole

may be burned in a thin board. 3. When hung ac

an elevation of about 5 feet, and a person placed op-

posite to it, at 6 or 7 feet distant, he will see his im-

age hanging in the air in an inverted position, be-

tween him and the mirror, and if he approach a lit-

tle nearer the mirror, and hold out his hand towards
ir, the image will appear to do the same, as if about

to shake hands, and if he stretch his hand still

nearer the mirror, the hand of his image will ap-

pear to pass by his hand, and approach nearer his

body. 4. Such a mirror is of use in explaining the

construction of a reflecting telescope. When it is

held opposite to a window, the image of the sash

and of the objects without the window will be seen

depicted in its focus on a piece of white paper held

between it and the window which represents the

manner in which the first image is formed by the

great mirror of a reflecting telescope;—and the

manner in which the small speculum of a Gregori-

an reflector forms the second image, may be shown
by holding the mirror at a little more than its focal

distance behind a candle, and throwing its magni-

fied image upon an opposite wall, in the same way
as the lens, fig. 1, p. 87, by refraction, produced the

enlarged image C D. 5. If a bright fire be made in

a large room, and a very smooth, well-polished ma-
hogany table be placed at a considerable distance

near the wall, and the concave mirror so placed

that the light of the fire may be reflected from the

mirror to its focus on the table—a person standing

at a distance toward the fire, but not directly in the

line between the mirror and the fire, will see an im-

age of the fire upon the table, large and erect, as if

the table had been set on fire.

Various illusions and deceptions have been pro-

duced by means of concave mirrors. Pagan priests

are supposed to have rekindled the Vestal fire by

this instrument; and with the same instrument, on

a large scale, Archimedes is reported to have burned

the Roman fleet. When the mirror is concealed

from the view of a spectator by certain contrivan-

ces, he may be easily deceived and tantalized with

a shadow instead of a substance. He may be made
to see a vessel half full of water inverted in the air

without losing a drop of its contents. He may be

desired to gra.sp what appears a beautiful flower,

and, when he attempts to touch it, it vanishes into

air, or a death's head appears to snap at his fingers.

He may be made to behold a terrific spectre sud-

denly starting up before him, or a person with a

drawn sword, as if about to run him through. An
exhibition of this kind was some time ago brought

before the public, which was effected by a concave

mirror. A man being placed with his head down-
wards, in the focus of the mirror, an erect image of

him was exhibited, while his real person was con-

cealed, and the place of the mirror darkened ;
the

spectators were then directed to take a plate of fruit

from his hand, which in an instant, was dexterously

changed for a dagger oi some other deadly weapon.

It may not be improper occasionally to exhibit such

deceptions to the young, and leave them for some
time to ruminate upon them till the proper explana-

tions be given, in order to induce them to use their

rational powers in reflecting on the subject, and par-

ticularly to leach them to investigate the causes of

every appearance that may seem mysterious or in-

explicable, and not to ascribe to occult or superna-

tural causes what may be explained by an investiga-

tion of the established laws of nature ; and to guard

them against drawing rash or unfounded conclu-

sions from any subject or phenomenon which they

have not thoroughly explored, or do not fully com-
prehend.
Having enlarged much fJarthcr than I originally
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intended on the preceeding departments of Natural
Philosophy, I have no j<pace left for suggesting any
hints in relation to electricity, galvanism, and mag-
netism. If the teacher is possessed of an electrical

machine and a galvanic apparatus, and is acquaint-

ed with his subject, he has it in his power to exhi-

bit a great variety of very striking experiments
which can never fail to arrest the attention of the

juvenile mind, and prepare it for entering on expla-

nations of some of the sublimest phenomena of na-

ture. But without these instruments very few ex-

periments of any degree of interest can be performed
in relation to these subjects. The illustration of the

phenomena oi mugnetism requires no expensive ap-

paratus. Two or three small, and as many large

bar magnets—a large horse-shoe magnet, a mag-
netic compass, and a few needles, pieces of iron,

and steel filings, may be sufficient for illustrating

the prominent facts in relation to this department
of philosophy. But as I have already thrown out a
few hints on this subject in the lesson on the Saga-
cious Swan, it would be needless to enlarge. My
only reason for suggesting the above hints and ex-

periments is, to show that any teacher, at a very
small expense, may have it in his power to illus-

trate, in a plea.sing manner, many of the most inter-

esting and practical truths connected with natural
philosophy. Most of the apparatus alluded to

above could be procured for two or three pounds,
provided the experimenter apply his hands and con-
struct a portion of it himself, which he can easily

do when the materials are provided. In regard to

philosophical apparatus of every description, were
there a general demand for it from all classes of
the community, it might be afforded for less than
one half the price now charged for it, as certain

portions of it might be constructed of cheaper mate-
rials than are now used ; as elegance in such instru-

ments is not always necessary for use ; as competi-
tion would reduce their price to the lowest rate, and
as there would be no necessity for great profits when
the manufacturers were certain of a quick and ex-
tensive sale.

Chemistry.—Chemistry, in its present improved
state, is a science so interesting and useful, so inti-

mately connected with the knowledge of nature, the

improvement of the useful arts, and with every
branch of physical and practical science, that an out-

line, at least, of its leading principles and facts

.should be communicated to all classes of the young.
The distinguishing properties of the simple suhkances,
such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, chlo-

rine, iodine, sulphur, and phosphorus—particularly
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and carburetted hydro-
gen, should be minutely described, and illustrated

by experiments, and their extensive influence in the

system of nature particularly detailed. The law-;

of chemical affinity—the nature and properties of
heat, its radiation and expansive power, and the ef-

fects it produces on all bodies—the composition and
decomposition of water, the nature of crystalliza-

tion, the properties of earths, and metals, acids, and
alkalies, the nature of combustion, chemical action
and combinations, the component principles of ani-

mal and vegetable substances, and various other
particulars, may be impressed upon the minds of
the young, and rendered familiar by a variety of
simple experiments which can be easily performed.
Many of the most important and luminous facts of
this .science may be exhibited by the aid of a few
Florence flasks, glass tubes, common phials, tum-
blers, wine and ale glasses—of which I intended
exhibiting .some specimens, had niy limits permit-
ted. In the meantime I refer the reader to Accum's
volume entitled "Chemical Amusements," which
contains a perspicuous description of nearly 200 in-

teresting experiments on this subject, with an expla-

nation of the rationale of each experiment. Griflin's

Recreations in Chemistry ; Thomson's, Turner's,
Parkes', Graham's and Donovan's treaties, or any
other modern system of chemistry, may also be con-
sulted.*

Section X.

—

Mathematics.

A knowledge of certain departments of the ma-
thematical sciences is essentially requisite for un-
derstanding many of the discussions and investiga-

tions connected with natural philosophy, astronomy,
geography, and navigation, and for various practi-

cal purposes in the mehanical arts; and, conse-
quently, ought to form a portion of every course of

general education. During the first stages of ele-

mentary instruction, a knowledge of the names and
some of the properties of angles, triangles, squares,

parallelograms, trapezoids, trapeziums, circles,

ellipses, parallels, perpendiculars, and other geome-
trical Imes and figures, may be miparted, on difler-

ent occasions, by way of amusement, as is generally

done in infant schools, which would prepare the

way for entering on the regular study of mathema-
tical science. The usual method of teaching mathe-
matics is to commence with the "Elements of Eu-
clid,'' proceeding through the first six, and the ele-

venth and twelfth books, and afterwards directing

the attention to the elements of plane and spherical

trigonometry, conic sections, fluxions and the high-

er algebraic equations, in which the attention of the

student is chiefly directed to the demonstration of

mathematical propositions, without being much ex-

ercised in practical calculations. This is the scien-

tific method of instruction generally pursued in col-

leges and academies, and if youths of the age of

fourteen or fifteen were capable of the attention and
abstraction of angelic beings, it would likewise be

the jiatural method. But a different method, I pre-

sume, ought to be pursued in schools chiefly devoted
to popular instruction. After the pupil hasacquirefl

a competent knowledge of arithmetic, let him be

conducted through the different branches of practi-

cal geometry, including the mensuration of surfaces

and solids, artificers' work and land-surveying, ex-

hibiting occasionally a demonstration of some of

the rules, in so far as he is able to comprehend it.—
After which, a selection should be made from Eu-
clid, (chiefly from the first book,) of those proposi-

tions which have a practical bearing, and which
from the foundation of practical geometry and the

Notwithstanding the numerous excellent trea-

tises on natural philosophy and chemistry whicli

have been published of late years, we have scarcely

any books on these subjects exactly adapted fov the

ase of schools. Blair's " Grammar of Natural Phi-
losophy," and " Conversations" on the same subject

by Mrs. Marcet, contain a comprehensive view of
the leading subjects of natural philosophy, which
may be recommended to the perusal of young per-

sons; but they are scarcely adapted to the purpose
of teaching. Dr. Comsiock of America, formerly
mentioned, (page 7.5,) lately published a " System
of Natural philosophy," for the use of students and
preceptors, which has already passed through nine

editions. This volume contains about 300 closely

printed pages, and above 200 wood-cuts, and com-
prises a popular and scientific illustration of the
" Properties of Bodies, Mechanics, Hydrostatics,

Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Acoustics, Optics, Astro-

nomy, Electricity, and Magnetism," with questions

in the margin of every page for exercising the judg-

ment of the student. It is calculated for being an
excellent text-book in colleges and academies ; but

would require to be somewhat reduced and simpli-

fied, to adapt it to the use of common schools.
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operations of plane trigonometry. These, which
might be comprehended within the limits of Ihirty

or forty propositions, should be arranged into a kind

of system, which might be divided into propositions

relating to quadrilateral figures, triangles, circles

and conic sections. The demonstrations of these

should be clear and explicit, and as simple as the

nature of the subject will admit, and the steps of the

demonstration of each proposition should be tho-

roughly understood before proceeding to another.

—

At the same time, the bearing of the truths demon-
.strated upon the several practical operations of ge-

ometry, and their general utility, should be distinct-

ly pointed out as the teacher proceeds in his demon-
strations; and the pupil having previously been oc-

cupied in calculations relating to geometrical fi-

gures, will be enabled to cppreciate such demonstra-

tions, and will feel a greater interest in such exer-

cise*, than he would otherwise do, were he to consi-

der them as relating merely to abstract truths which
have no useful tendency. He might next proceed

to the statements and calculations connected with

the different cases of plane trigonometry, applying
them to the mensuration of all the cases of terres-

trial heights and distances, and to the determining
of the distances and magnitudes of the heavenly
bodies and the altitude of the lunar mountains.

This is the whole course of mathematical instruc-

tion I would deem it necessary to communicate in

the first instance ;—and, with a knowledge of the

practical operations of geometry and trigonometry,
and of the principles on which they are founded,

the pupil would be enabled to understand all the

prominent parts of useful science to which mathe-
matical principles are applicable, and to apply them
to the practical purposes of life. If he feel a peculiar

relish for mathematical investigations, or if his si-

tuation or profession in future life require an exten-

sive knowledge of the higher departments of this

study, he can easily prosecute, at his leisure, such
studies to any extent, on the foundation of what he
had previously acquired. When a young person,

of the age of twelve or fourteen, commences the

study of " Euclid's Elements," or any similar work,
he is at a loss to conceive what useiful purpose can
be served by fixing his mind on squares, parallelo-

grams and triangles, and pestering himself in de-

monstrating their relations and proportions. After
encountering some difficulties, he perhaps acquires
a pretty clear conception of the demonstrations of
the first and most simple propositions; but as he
proceeds in his course, the propositions become
more complex and difficult to be conceived, and the
steps of the demonstration more tedious and com-
plicated; he forgets the conclusions formerly de-

duced, his mind becomes bewildered, and, iii too

many instances, he follows his preceptor in the

dark, relying more on his authoritative assertions

than on a clear perception of the force of his demon-
strations ; his ideas become confused, and he loses

all relish for the study, because he cannot perceive
the practical purposes to which such abstract specu-
lations can be applied. This, it may be affirmed, is

the case with more than one-half of those who at-

tempt the study of pure mathematics at an early

age, without having previously been exercised in

the practical operations of the science. It is for this

reason I would recommend a short course, or out-

line of practical geometry and trigonometry b«fore

proceeding to the demonstration of theorems, or the

more abstract parts of mathematical science. So
far as my experience goes, I have uniformly found,

that those who had been well exercised in the differ-

ent branches of mensuration, and the practical parts

of trigonometry, previous to their entering on a
course of pure mathematics, have acquired a relish

for .such studies, and become eminent proficients in

them; while their fellow-students, who had no pre-

vious experience in practical calculations, lagged
far behind them, and seldom entered into the spirit

of such subjects. I could point to several individuals

of this description, who ultimately attained the
highest mathematical prizes bestowed at the col-

leges and academies at which they attended.

Section XI.

—

Physiology.

This is a department of knowledge which has
never yet been introduced into any seminary, as a
branch of general education. It is somewhat un-
accountable, and not a little inconsistent, that, while

we direct the young to look abroad over the surface

of the earth and survey its mountains, rivers, seas,

and continents, and guide their views to the regions

of the firmament, where they may contemplate the

moons of Jupiter, the rings of Saturn, and thousands

of luminaries placed at immeasurable distances,

—

that, while we direct their attention to the structure

and habits Ci quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and insects,

and even to the microscopic animalculae in a drop
of water—we should never teach them to look into

themselves, to consider their own corporeal struc-

tures, the numerous parts of which they are com-
posed, the admirable functions they perform, the

wisdom and goodness displayed in their mechanism,
and the lessons of practical instruction which may
be derived from such contemplations. An intelli-

gent writer in the " American Annals of Educa-
tion," has justly remarked—" The person who
should occupy a dwelling seventy, eighty, or a hun-
dred years, and yet be unable to tell the number of

its apartments, or the nature and properties of any
of its materials, perhaps even the number of stories

of which it consisted—would be thought inexcusa-

bly ignorant. Yet, with the exception of medical

men, and here and there an individual belonging

to the other professions, is there one person in a

thousand who knows any thing about the elementa-

ry materials—the structure or even the number of

apartments in the present habitation of his mind 1"

It is not because this strdy is either uninteresting

or unaccompanied with mental gratification, that it

is so generally neglected; iox Xo " know oujselves,"

both physically and intellectually, is one of the first

duties of man, and such knowledge has an exten-

sive practical tendency, and is calculated to gratify

the principle of curiosity, and to produce emotions

of admiration and pleasure. " Does it afford no
pleasure," says the writer I have now quoted, "to

study the functions of the stomach and liver, and
other organs concerned in changing a mass of beat-

en food, perhaps some of the coarser vegetables, into

blood?—of the heart, and arteries, and veins, which
convey this fluid, to the amount of three gallons,

through all parts of the body once in four minutes?

—of the lungs, which restore the half-spoiled blood

to its wonted purity, as fast as it is sent into them,

and enable it once more to pursue a healthful

course through its ten thousand channels'?—of

the brain, and especially the nerves, which by
their innumerable branches spread themselves over

every soft part of the human system (and some of

the harder parts) which they can possibly penetrate,

in such numbers that we can nowhere insert the

point of the finest needle without piercing themi

—

of the skin, every square inch of which contains

the mouths or extremities of a million of minute
vessels'? Is all this, I say, uninteresting? Is there

no wisdom displayed in the construction of so com-
plicated, and yet so wonderful a machine, and en-

dowing it with the power of retaining an average

heat of 96 or 98 degrees, whether the surrounding

atmosphere be heated to 100 degrees or cooled lo

32, or even to a much lower point"? Is there, more-
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over, DO menial discipline involved in the study of

physiology'!"*

The evils arising from ignorance of the corporeal

functions, and of the circumstances by which they

are impaired, are numerous and much to be de-

plored. From ignorance of the structure and func-

tions of the dige'siive oigans, parents, in many in-

stances, allow their children to eat and drink every

thing they desire, and to gorge iheir stomachs, till

diseased action of the organs connected with diges-

tion necessarily ensues, accompanied with the other

disorders which generally follow in its train. To
the .same cause is owing the practice of administer-

ing to infants, cordials, elixirs, laudanum, and spi-

rituous liquors—a practice in which no person will

indulge who is acquainted with the laws which re-

gulate the functions of the corporeal frame, and

which has a tendency not only to injure the indivi-

dual, but to perpetuate a degenerated race through

successive generations. From ignorance of the

Fig. 1.

nature of perspiration, and the functions of the skin,

children are permitted to wallow in dirtiness and
filth, to remain moist, cold, and benumbed, and to

pass days and even weeks without being washed or
receiving a change of linens ; by which 'hey are,

sooner or later, subjected to cutaneous and inflam-
matory disorders. Ignorance of this subject has
likewise led to those awkward attempts, particular-
ly on the part of the female sex, to remodel the hu-
man frame, as if they could improve the mechan-
ism and symmetry devised by Infinite Wisdom.

—

Hence the derangement of the physical system pro-
duced by laced stays, strait jacket^s, corsets, and
other absurd articles of dress, by which the ribs are
compressed, the spine bent out of its place, and the

free expansion of the lungs prevented ; the conse-

quences of which are,—diseases of the breast, short-

ness of breath, external callosities, defective diges-

tion, tubercles of the lungs, and a tendency to pul-

monary consumption. The following figures show

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

how such unnatural practices tend to distort even
the very bones, as well as the muscular parts of the

body. They are taken from No. 58, of the " Penny

Mr. Alcott. " American Annals of Education"
for September, 1833,—a journal which is conducted
with admirable spirit by Mr. Woodbridge, and
which contains a variety of valuable communica-

Magazine." Fig. 1. is an outline of the celebrated

statue of the Venus de Medicis, which is considei"-

ed as the most beautiful and symmetrical model of

tions, and much important statistical information,

respecting the improvements going forward in Eu-

rope and America, in connection with the subject

of education.
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a fine female figure. Fi^. 2. is the skeleton of a
similar figure, with the bones in their natural posi-

tion. Fig. 3, is an outline of the figure of a modern
fashionable lady, after it has been permanently re-

modelled by stays. Fig. 4, is the skeleton belonging
to such a figure as No. 3. From these figures it

appears th at the size of the chest belonging to figures

3 and 4, is obviously mwck less than that of figures

1 and 2, and consequently, the parts which it em-
braces must be unnaturally compressed, to the inju-

ry of symmetry and beauty, as well as to the im-
peding of the vital functions.

But it will naturally be asked, How shall we find

means to communicate a knowledge of physiology
in common schools 1 A thorough knowledge of
this subject, such as a regular medical practitioner

requires, cannot be communicated in such semina-
ries, nor would it be necessary, or even expedient,

to make the attempt. Human subjects could not be

dissected before the eyes of the young, nor would
if be proper to accustom them to witness such
operations. A general knowledge of the parts

of the human frame, of their relative position.s,

and of the functions they perform in the animal
sj'stem, is all that is requisite tc be imparted

;

and there are several modes by which such a
view of the mechanism of the human body may
be exhibited. 1. It is well known that the skill

of the anatomist, combined with that of the modeller,
has enabled him to construct a model or representa-
tion of the human system This model, which has
been sometimes called a maymikin, or artificial man,
is formed with so much skill and ingenuity as to exhi-
bit the principal vein-s and arteries, the nerves, the

muscles, tb"^ lungs, liver, stomach, kidneys, and
most other parts, nearly as distinctly as they appear
in the real human subject. Such a model, could it

be procured, would answer all the purposes of ge-
neral instruction. The only valid objection that

could be made to its introduction would be, the ex-

pense with which it would be necessarily attended.
2. An idea of the form and position of those parts
connected with the vital functions, which are con-
tained within the thorax and abdomen, may be ob-

tained by dissecting some of our domestic quadru-
peds. Although the mechanism of these animals
is somewhat different from that of man, yet the or-

gans contained in the cavity of the breast and ab-

domen are essentially the same, though differing in

some minute particulars—are placed nearly in the

same relative positions, and perform the same or
similar functions as in the human system. As
hares, rabbits, and other quadrupeds are frequently
slaughtered for food, and as dogs and cats sometimes
require to be killed, opportunities might be taken of
dissecting such animals, and showing the forms
and positions of those parts which most nearly re-

semble those of the human subject. I recollect,

when }'oung, having received my first clear ideas
of the form and position of the lungs, heart, liver,

kidneys, stomach, &c. from the dissection of a cat,

of which the anatomical figures I had in my power
to inspect, could afford no accurate or satisfactory

conception. 3. Dried preparations of certain parts

of the human body—portions of the muscular parts,

such as the heart, liver, &c. preserved in spirits

—

skulls, and detached portions of the skeleton—might
be occasionally procured, which might serve for

the illustration of particular functions. 4. Where
such objects as the above cannot be procured, some
general and useful ideas on this subject may be
communicated by means of large colored anatomical
plctes. These are found necessarj'' to accompany
every course of anatomical dissection; and, al-

though they cannot convey the same accurate ideas
which maybe obtained by a direct inspt'ction of the
human subject, yst none will deny that a very con-

siderable degree of useful information may in this
way be obtained, especially with the assistance of
a teacher who can explain, with simplicity and
clej.rness, the several organs and functions of the
animal system. Supposing a person knew nothing
of the internal parts of the human body, it is evi-
dent, that, from such a figure as the following, an

idea might be obtained of the relative situations of
the lungs, the heart, the diaphragm, the liver, the
gall-bladder, the pancrea-i, the stomach, the kidneys,
and various other parts, and much more so from a
variety of separate figures delineated on a large
scale, and colored after nature. There would be
no necessity for exhibiting or describing any other
parts or organs but those which are common to both
sexes, so that there would be no room for objections
on the score of indelicacy. The female sex, how-
ever, as well as the male, ought to be instructed in

this science ; for, as females have the physical edu-
cation of children more immediately under their

control, it is of vast importance to the human race
at large, that they should be endowed with that

knowledge of the functions of the human frame,
which will enable them to conduct such education
with intelligence and discretion. There is no de-
partment of science, moreover, in which a pious
and intelligent teacher has a better opportunity of
directing the minds of his pupils to the evidences

of design, and of descanting on the wisdom and
benevolence of the Creator, than when describing
the mechanism of the human frame. In the va-
rious articulations of the bones, in the construction
of the veinous and arterial system, in the process

of respiration, in the circulation of the blood, in

the muscular and nervous sy.stems, in the motion
of the heart, in the mechanism of the eye and the

ear, in the construction of the spine, the hand, the

skull, and other parts of this admirable machine,
the Divine "Wisdom and Benevolence shine conspi-

cuous ; and, when clearly exhibited to the young,
must impress their minds with the truth that they

are, indeed, "fearfully and vyonderfully made," and
that they ought to consecrate the temple of their

bodies for "a habitation of God through the Spirit."

One great practical end which should always be

kept in view in the study of physiology is the in-

vigoration and improvement of the corporeal powers
and functions, the preservation of health, and the
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prevention of disease. For this purpose frequent

instruction, illustrated by examples, should be im-

parted in relation to dief. and regimen. The young
should be instructed in the laws of ihe animal eco-

nomy, and the sources of diseases; the praclices

which induce certain disorders, and the means of

counteracting them ; the functions of the skin, lungs,

stomach, and bowels; the nature and importance

of insensible perspiration, the means of regulating

it, and the evils which flow from its obstruction
;

the rules which should be observed in bathing and
swimming ; the importance of pure atmospheric air

to the health and vigor of the animal system, the

circumstances by which it is deteriorated, and the

means by which its purity may be preserved; the

necessity of eleanl'uiess, in respect to the hands, face,

neck, and other parts of the body, and to the clothes,

linens, blankets, sheets, and household furniture,

and the rules which should be attended to for pre-

serving the person and dwelling from filth and nox-
ious effluvia ; the articles most proper for dress, and
the mode of constructing it so as not to impede the

vital functions; the proper use of food and drink,

and especially the moral and physical evils which
flow from hitemperance, and the frequent use of ar-

dent spirits ; the exercise and rest requisite for body
and mind, the means by which they may be duly
proportioned, and the evils which arise from immo-
derate exertion either of the mental or corporeal
powers ;* the improvement of the organs of sensa-

tion, particularly the organs of vision, and the treat-

ment requisite for preserving them in health and
vigor. Instructions on these and similar topics,

when occasionally illustrated by striking facts and
examples, could scarcely fail to exert a powerful
and beneficial influence on the minds of the young,
on the families with which they are connected, on
society at large, and even on succeeding generations.

That such information has never yet been regularly

communicated in our schools and seminaries, re-

flects disgrace on our scholastic arrangements, which
are frequently directed to objects of far inferior im-
portance. Till such instructions be generaH}' com-
municated, in connection with other portions of use-

ful knowledge, man will never rise to the highest

dignity of his physical and intellectual nature, nor
enjoy the happiness of which he is susceptible even
in the present state.

Section XII.

—

Logic, or the Art of Reasoning.

Logic may be defined to be " that art or branch
of knowledge which has for its object the investiga-

tion of truth, and the best method of communicating
it to others ;" or, in other words, the art of employ-
ing our rational faculties in the best manner in

searching after truth and duty on any subject. Al-
though all men have essentiallv the same mental fa-

culties, yet there is a great difl^eronce in respect to

the vigor of these faculties in different individuals,

according to the improvement they have received,
and the objects to which they have been directed.

—

The improvement of the reasoning powers, and the

manner in which they have been exerci.scd by the
wise and learned in Europe, America, and other
parts of the civilized world, have raised them almost
as high in the scale of intelligence above the Hot-
tentots, the African negroes, or the inhabitants of
New Holland or Nootka Sound, as those savages
are superior to the beasts of the forest or the fowls
of heaven. The acquisition of truth, in relation to

all those subjects which are connected with the
present and future happiness of man, is obviously
a matter of the highest importancte. By the proper
application of our reasoning faculty we become ac-

'See Appendix, No. II.

quainted with the properties and relations of the
objects around us in this lower world, and the dis-

tances, magnitudes, and real motions of the celestial

bodies, and the purposes for which they appear to

have been created. By the same means we acquire
a knowledge of the perfections of God, the princi-
ples of Natural Religion, the evidences of Divine
Revelation, the improvements of art, and the disco-
veries of science. By the cultivation of reason we
di.scover our duty to God and to our fellow-crea-
tures, either from the light of nature or from the
study of Revelation, and learn to distinguish truth
from falsehood, and good from evil ; and to apply
the truths we thus acquire to the direction of our
moral conduct, to the promotion of human happi-
ness, and to the invigorating of our hopes of eternal
felicity.

It is therefore a matter of considerable importance,
that, at an early period, the reasoning powers of the

young be directed, both by precepts and examples,
in their inquiries after truth, and guarded from the

influence of false principles and fallacious reason-
ings, by which errors have been propagated, preju-

dices promoted, truth obscured, and the improvement
of the human race prevented.—Were this subject to

be illustrated in all its extent, it n'ould be requisite,

in the first place, to give a description and analysis

of the intellectual powers, which are the means or
instruments by which we are to pursue our disco-

very after truth. In the second place, to exhibit an
arrangement and classification of the objects in na-
ture to which these powers are applied. In the third

place, to illustrate the most successful method of ap-
plying our natural powers in the investigation of
truth

;
and lastly, to explain the besL method of

communicating the truth toothers, when discovered.

Under the first head, it would be requisite to enter

into the discussion of the faculties of sensation and
perception, attention, consciousness, memory, con-

ception, abstraction, imagination, judgment, taste,

the moral faculty, and other powers
; or, according

to the phrenological system, \\\eknowing and reflect'

ing faculties, the moral sentiments, and the animal
propensities—which may be considered as so many
different modes of the operation of mind. Under
the second, a brief view might be given of the pe-

culiar characteristics ofmind and matter, and a more
particular survey of the sciences, or the knowledge
which men have acquired respecting the objects of
human thought, which might be arranged under the

three following heads :— 1. History, comprehending
sacred, prophetic, and ecclesiastical history ; litera-

ry history, including the history of philosophy and
the arts; civil history, including particular history,

general history, memoirs, antiquities, and biogra-

phy ; also, geography and chronology, which have
been denominated the Eyes of history ; natural his-

tory, including mineralogy, botany, and general

zoology, meteorology, geology, and the facts which
relate to the heavenly bodies.—2. Philosophy, in-

cluding ontology, Ihe mathematical sciences, pure
and mixed; natural and revealed theolosfV ; esthetics,

or the science of our feelini::s and emotions; ethics,

logic, political economy and legislation ; natural

philosophy, chemistry, physical astronomy, medi-
cine, the physiology of plants, human and compara-
tive anatomy, &c.—3. Art, including the fine arts,

as poetry, oratory, painting, architecture, gardening,

&c. ; the liberal arts, as practical logic, practical

geometry, practical chemistry, surgery, &c. and the

mechanical arts, as dyeing, weaving, clock and watch

making, &c. \1mlev \\\e third head might be illus-

trated the diflereni kinds of evidence, as the evidence

of intellection, of sense, of testimony, of analogy,

&c. and the means by which evidence on any sub-

ject may be most successfully obtained ;
which

would include a discussion of the modes of reason-
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iiig by syllogism, induction, analysis, and synthesis

—of the sources of error, and of the dispositions and
circumstances among mankind from which errors

and fallacious reasonin?:s arise—a subject which
would require to be illustrated with considerable

iiiintiteness from the facts of history, and the cir-

cumstances which exist in the present state of the

human race. Under the fourth head might be in-

cluded— 1. A general view of the difierent means
which men have employed for commurn'cating their

thoughts to each other.—2. An explanation of the

nature of arbitrary signs, and the principles of uni-

versal grammar.—3. An enumeration and descrip-

tion of the different qualities of style, and the best

method of constructing a discourse on any subject.

To a class of young persons, about the age of

fifteen or sixteen, a popular illustration of some of

the above topics might be attended with many bene-

ficial effects, particulary in inducing upon them
habits of reasoning and reflection, and guarding
them against the influence of prejudices, and so-

phistical arguments and reasonings. Although it

would evidently be injudicious and premature to

attempt such discussions in primary schools, yet a
judicious teacher, well acquainted with the science

of mind and the nature of evidence, might occa-
sionally illustrate certain parts of this subject, par-

ticularly in teaching the young to reason with pro-

priety on any familar objects or incidents with which
they are acquainted. It may be laid down as an
axiom, that /row the earliest dawn of reason children

should he accustomed to exercise their reasoningfacidty
OH every object to which their attention is directed, and
taught to assign a reason for every opinion they adopt,

and every action they perform. Without troubling

them with explanations of the various forms and
moods of syllogisms, they may be taught the nature
of reasoning, and the force of arguments, by fami-
liar examples taken from sensible objects with which
they are in some measure acquainted. Logicians
define reasoning to be that power which enables us, by

the intervention of intermediate ideas, to perceive the re-

lation of two ideas , or their agreement or disagreement.

This might be illustrated to the young by such ex-
amples as the following:—Suppose there are two
tables, A and B, which cannot be applied to each
other, and we wish to know whether A be longer or
shorter than B; we endeavor to find an "inierme-
diate idea," or measure, namely, a three-feet rule,

and apply it, first to table A, and then to table B.
We find that A measures thirty-six inches, coinci-

ding exactly with the three-feet rule, and that B
measures oiily thirty-four inches; therefore, the in-

ference or conclusion, at which we wished to ar-

rive, is evident, that table A is longer than table B.
Again, suppose we would know whether the space
contained in the triangle C, be equal to, or greater
or less than that contained in the circle E; we can-
not apply these figures to each other in order to de-
termine this point ; we must therefore search for an
intermediate idea which will apply to both. We
fix on a square—a square foot for example, and from
the length of the base, E F, and the perpendicular,
FG, in the triangle C, we find the number of square
feet to be 160. Having the length of the diameter
of the circle, H I, we find that there are likewise
160 square feet contained within its circumference;
and therefore the conclusion is evident, that the
space contained within the triangle C is equal to that
contained in the circle E. This example, reduced
to the form of a svllogism, would stand thus: Anv
two figur'JS which contain the same number of
square feet are equal to one another; but the tri-

angle C contains the same number of square feet r.s

the circle E; therefore the space contained in the
triangle C is equal to the space contained within
he circle E.

Again, the sun appears to be only a few inches in
diameter, and as flat as the face of a clock or a
plate of silver. Suppose it were inquired how we
may determine that the sun is much larger than he
appears to be, and whether his surface be flat or
convex, or of any other figure,—the pupil may be
requested to search for intermediate ideas, by which
these points may be determined. One idea or prin-
ciple, which experience proves, requires to be re-

cognised, that all objects appear less in size, in pro-
portion to their distance from the observer. A large
building, at the distance of twenty miles, appears
to the naked eye only like a visible point; and a
dog, a horse, or a man, are, at such a distance, al-

together invisible. We find, by experience, that

when the sun has just risen above the horizon in

the morning, he appears as large as he does when
on our meridian at noon-day ; but it can be proved,
that he is then nearly 4000 miles (or tiie half diame-
ter of the earth) nearer to us than when he arose
in the morning; therefore, the sun must be at a
great distance from us, at least several thousands
of miles, otherwise he would appear much larger
in the one case than in the other, just as a house or a
town appears much larger when we approach with-
in a mile of it than it does at the distance of eight
or ten miles. It is known that the inhabitants of
Great Britain, and those who live about the Cape
of Good Hope, can see the sun at the same moment

;

and that he appears no larger to the one than to the

other, though they are distant in a straight line more
than 5000 miles from each other. We also know,
from experience, that when we remove 50 or a 100
miles to the west of our usual place of residence,

the sun appears, at his rising, just as largfe as he
did before; and though we are removed from our
friends several hundreds or even thousands of miles,

they will tell us that the sun uniformly appears of

the same size, at the same moment, as he does to

us. From these and similar considerations, it ap-

pears, that the sun must be at a very considerable
distance from the earth, and consequently his real

magnitude must be much greater than his apparent,
since all bodies appear less in size in proportion to

their distance. If the distance of the sun were only
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4000 miles from the earth, he would appear twice

as large when he came to the meridian, as he did

at his rising in the east ; if hLs distance were only

100,000 miles, he would appear ^\ part broader

when on the meridian than at his rising—but this

is not found to be the case ; consequently, the sun

is vwre than 100,000 miles distant, and therefore

must be of a very large size. Supposing him no
farther distant than 100,000 miles, ne behoved to be

nearly a thousand miles in diameter, or aboui the

size of Arabia or the United States of America.
To determine whether the sun be fat or convex,

we must call in to our assistance the following ideas.

Every round body which revolves around an axis,

perpendicular to the line of vision; without altering

itsfigure or apparent dimensions, is of a convex or

globular shape ;—and. Every object which appears of
a circular shape near the cc7i(re of such a body, will

assume an oval or elliptical form when it approaches

near its margin. This might be illustrated by fix-

ing a circular patch on a terrestrial globe, and turn-

ing it round till it appear near the margin. By
means of the telescope, it is found that there are

occasionally spots upon the sun, which appear first

at the eastern limb, and, in the course of about 13

days, approach the western limb, where they disap-

pear, and, in the course of another 13 days, re-

appear on the eastern limb ; which shows that

the sun revolves round an axis without altering his

shape. It is also observed that a spot, which ap-

pears nearly circular at his centre, presents an oval

figure when near his margin. Consequently, the

sun is not a flat surface, as he appears at first sight,

but a globular body.—Again, suppose it was requir-

ed to determine whether the sun or the moon be
nearest the earth. The intermediate idea which
requires to be recognised in this case is the follow-

ing. Every body which throws a shadow on another
is nearer the body on which the shadow falls than the

luminous body which is the cause of the shadow. In

an eclipse of the sun, the body of the moon projects

a shadow upon the earth, by which either the whole
or a portion of the sun's body is hid from our view.
Consequently, the moon is interposed between us
and the sun, and therefore is nearer to the earth
than that luminary. This might be illustrated to

the young by a candle, and two balls, the one repre-

senting the moon and the other the earth, placed in

a direct line from the candle. In like manner, were
it required, when the moon is eclipsed, to ascertain
whether at that lime the earth or the mcon be near-
est to the sun, it might be determined by the same
process of reasoning

;
and, on the same principle,

it is determined that the planets Mercury and Ve-
nus, when they tran.-^it the sun's disk, are, in that

part of their orbits, nearer the earth tiian the sun is.

Such rfnsfinings as the above might be familiar-

ly explained, and, in some cases, illustrated by ex-
periments ; and the pupil occasionally requested to

put the arguments into the form of a syllogism.

—

The reasoning respecting the bulk of the sun may
be put into the following syllogistic form :

—

All objects appear diminished in size in propor-
tion to their distances.

The sun is pioved to be many thousands of miles
distant, and, consequently, diminished in apparent
size.

Therefore the sun is much larger in reality than
what he appears.

The two first propositions are generally denomi-
nated the premises. The first is called the major
proposition, the second the minor proposition. If

the major proposition be doubtful, it requires to be

f
roved by separate arguments or considerations.

—

n the above example, it may be proved, or rather

illustrated, to the young, by experiment—such as

placing a 12-inch globe, or any similar body, at the

distance of half a mile, when it will appear reduced
almost to a point. If the minor, or second proposi-
tion be doubtful, it must likewise be proved, by such
considerations as suggested above

; or by a strictly

mathematical demonstration, if the pupil.s are capa-
ble of understanding it. But, in the present case,
the arguments above stated are quite sufiicient to

prove the point intended. When the premises are
clearly proved, the conclusion follows as a matter
of course. Similar examples of reasoning may be
multiplied to an almost indefinite extent, and in the
exercise of instructing the young, they should al-

ways be taken from sensible objects with which they
are acquainted.
As it would be quite preposterous to attempt in-

structing young persons, under the age of twelve
or thirteen, in the abstract systems of logic general-
ly taught in our universities— it is quite sufiicient

for all the practical purposes of human life and of
science, that they be daily accustomed H) employ
their reasoning powers on the various physical, in-

tellectual, and moral objects and circumstances
which may be presented before them; and an en-

lightened and judicious teacher will seldom be at a
loss to direct their attention to exercises of this

kind. The objects of nature around them, the pro-
cesses of ait, the circumstances and exercises con-
nected with their scholastic instruction, their games
and amusements, the manner in which they conduct
themselves towards each other, their practices in

the streets or on the highways, and tlie general
tenor of their moral conduct, will never fail to sup-

ply topics for the exercise of their rational faculties,

and for the improvement of their moral powers.

—

In particular, they should be accustomed, on all

occasions, to assign a reason for every fact they ad-
mit, and every truth they profess to believe. If, for

example, they assert, on the ground of what they

read in books, or on the authority of their teachers,

that "the earth is round like an artificial globe,"

they should be required to bring forward the proofs

by which this position is .supported, so that their

knowledge may be the result, not of authority, but

of conviction. In like manner, when they profess

to believe that the earth moves round its axi.s

and round the sun—that the atmosphere presses
with a weight of fifteen pounds on every square
inch of the earth's surface—that a magnet will stand
in a direction nearly north and south— that water
presses upwards as well as downwards—that it is

our duty and interest to obey the laws of God—that

we ought to exercise justice between man and man
—and that children should obev their parents and
teachers,— they should be taught to bring forward,
when required, those experiments, arguments, and
reasonings, by which such truths are proved and
supported.

As an illustration of some of the modes of rea-

soning to which I allude, the following stori' re-

specting the celebrated French philosopher, Gas-
sendi, may be here introduced. From his earliest

years he was particularly attentive to all that he
heard in conversation, and was fond of contemplat-
ing the scenes of nature, particularly the magnifi-

cence of a starrv' sky. When only seven years old,

he felt a secret charm in the contemplation of the

stars, and, without the knowledge of his parents,

he sacrificed his sleep to this pleasure. One even-

ing a dispute arose between him and his yonne
companions, about the motion of the moon, and
that of the clouds when they happened to be im-

pelled by a bri^k wind. His friends insisted that

the clouds were still, and that it was the moon
which moved. He maintained, on the contrary',

that the moon had no sensible motion, such as they

imagined, and that it was the clouds which appear-

ed to pass so swiftlv. His reasons nroduced nc
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effect on the minds of the children, who trusted to

their own eyes rather than to any thing that could

be said on the subject. It was, therefore, necessary

to undeceive them by means of their eyes. For
this purpose Gassendi took them under a tree, and
made them observe that the moon still appeared be-

tween the same leaves and branches, while the

clouds sailed far away out of sight. This exhibi-

tion, of course, was convincing, and at once settled

the dispute.

The principle, or " intermediate idea," which
Gassendi recognised, in this case, for proving his

position, was the following, although he could not

perhaps, at that time express it in words:

—

When
motion appears in the case of two bodies, we ascertain

ivhich is the moving body, by caii,sing one of them to

appear in a straight line with an object which is

known to be fixed. This principle is of considerable

practical utility. By means of it we ascertain, when
we see a number of ships in a river, or narrow arm
of the sea, which of them are in motion or at rest,

by comparing their positions or motions with a fixed

point on the opposite shore. When looking at the

wheels, pinions, and other parts of a piece of ma-
chinery, we can, on the same principle, perceive
which parts are in motion and which are at rest,

which the eye at first view cannot determine; and,

in the same way, the real and apparent motions of

the planets in the heavens are ascertained, by com-
paring them with the position of the stars, which
may be regarded as so many fixed points for direct-

ing the astronomer in his investigations. The prin-

ciple above stated, therefore, was the ??iffi;or proposi-

tion in Gassendi's reasoning, and the minor propo-
sition was the following :

—
" When we bring a tree,

which is a fixed object, in a direct line between our
eye and the moon, she appears for a few seconds to

have no sensible motion, while the clouds have
passed away." Therefore the conclusion follows,

that " the motion which was the subject of dispute
was not in the moon, but in the clouds."

Subjects might occasionally be prescribed in

schools, for the purpose of exercising the reasoning
powers of the young, and proving the truth of cer-

tain positions. Suppose it were proposed as an ex-

ercise, to prove that air exists, although it cannot be

seen,—a certain time might be allowed for every one
to think and to converse on the subject, when some
one or other of the following proofs, though in dif-

ferent words, would probably be stated. I. Take a
rod, and make it pass rapidly through what appears
empty space, and you will hear a sound and feel a
slight resistance. 2. Take a large fan or umbrella,
and push it forcibly from you, and you will feel a
considerable resistance, and hear a sound, and a
person opposite will feel a certain impression made
on his face. 3. Take a very large umbrella, and
stand on the top of a stair or building 15 or 20 feet

high, and you may jump from such a position while
holding it stretched, and gradually descend to the

ground without injury. 4. Plunge a glass jar into

a vessel of water, with its mouth downwards, and
only a very small quantity of water will enter the
glass, which shows that there is something in the

glass which excludes the water; and this is the rea-

son why we cannot fill a vessel with water by plung-
ing its orifice downwards. 5. Take a smooth cy-
lindrical tube, shut at one end, and fit a plug exact-
ly to its open end, and no force whatever can push
it to the bottom of the tube, which shows that there
is some invisible substance that prevents it. 6. Open
a pair of common bellows, and shut up the nozle
and valve hole, and it will be impossible to bring
the boards together, in consequence of the resist-

ance of an invisible substance within. 7. Take a
telescope of a high magnifying power, and look
through it to distant objects, in the forenoon of a hot

\
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summer-day, and you will see the air undulating
about the objects like the waves of the sea. All
which circumstances show that there is a inaterial,

though invisible substance around us, which resists

a force, produces a somid, excludes other bodies from
occupying the same space, and whose undulations,
in certain circumstances, may be rendered visible.

Again, suppose it were required to prove the fol-

lowing position, that " it is highly expedient that
the whole community should enjoy the benefits of an
intellectual and religious education," such argu-
ments as the following might be brought forward.
1. Such an education invigorates the faculties and
enlarges the capacity of the mind. 2. It presents
to the view objects of delightful contemplation,
which exercise the rational powers, and contribute

to the happiness of the individual. 3. It prepares
the young for acting an honorable and upright part

in society. 4. It qualifies them for the several pro-
fessions in which they may afterwards be employed.
5. It tends to undermine foolish and superstitious

notions, and to prevent diseases and fatal accidents.

6. It prepares the mind for a rational contemplation
of the works of God, and of his perfections as there-

in displayed. 7. It fits them for taking a part in
the elective franchise of their country. 8. It pre-

pares them for understanding the Scriptures, and
for receiving profit by their attendance on the ordi-

nances of religion. 9. It qualifies them for advanc-
ing the cause of useful knowledge, and for promot-
ing the reformation and improvement of their spe-

cies. 10. It tends to the prevention of intemperance,
tumults, crimes, and all those vices and evils which
result from ignorance ; and leads to the practice

of the Christian virtues. 11. It prepares the soul
for the employments and the felicity of the heavenly
world, &c.—Again, suppose the question, " Is if (he

duty and interest of all men to love one another V
to be given as an exercise of thought and reasoning.
Independently of the positive command of God in

relation to this duty, such considerations and argu-
ments as the following might be brought forward.
Men ought to love one another— 1. Because they
are all brethren of the same family, descended from
the same original pair, and formed by the same
Almighty Parent. 2. They are possessed of the
same bodily organization, and the same moral and
intellectual powers. 3. They are subject to the
same wants and afflictions, and susceptible of the

same pleasures and enjoyments. 4. They inhabit

the same world, and breathe the same atmosphere.
5. They are dependent upon each other for their

comforts, and connected by numerous ties and rela-

tions. 6. To all of them God distributes his boun-
ty, without respect of person?, causing his sun to

cheer and enlighten them, and his rains to descend
and fructify their fields. 7. They are all animated
with immortal spirits, and destined to an eternal ex-
istence. 8. The exercise of kindness and afl^ection

would unite, in one harmonious society, men of all

nations, and diffuse happiness through the heart of
every human being. 9. It would promote the uni-

versal practice of equity and justice between man
and man, and prevent all those litigations, conten-

tions, and animosities, which have so long disturb-

ed and demoralized the world. 10. It would " turn

wars into peace to the ends of the earth," and pro-

mote a delightful intercourse between all the kin-

dreds and tribes of human beings, wherever dis-

persed over the surface of the globe, &c.

In prescribing such exercises as the above, the

teacher would require, in the first instance, to sug-

gest some of the leading arguments, in order that

the pupils may perceive the nature of the mental

process in which they are called to engage ; and
when they had leisure to think on the subject, some
of them would doubtless bring forward some proofs
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or considerations of their own, though perhaps ex-

pressed in homely language. At any rate, an ex-

ercise of this kind, prescribed once or twice every
week, could scarcely fail to sharpen the faculties

of the young, to induce habits of rational thinking,

and to promote both their moral and intellectual

improvement.
It would likewise be of considerable utility to set

before them the springs of false judgment, or the

sources of error—the false conclusions which arise

from prejudices, or preconceived opinions—the na-

ture of sophistical reasonings, and the means of

guarding against their influence. The following

are specimens of the prejudices to which I allude:

—

1. We are apt to judge of persons or things merely

from their external appearance. A picture of no
value, daubed with bright and glaring colors, is

frequently admired by the vulgar eye ; and a worth-

less book, splendidly printed and adorned with

flashy engravings and elegant binding, is prized and
extolled by a superficial thinker. From such a
prejudice we are apt to conclude that a man is hap-

py who is encircled with wealth and splendor, and
that he who is covered with coarse or ragged gar-

ments has neither knowledge nor comfort, and is

unworthy of our regard. Hence the Jews rejected

the Saviour of the world, and the Corinthians de-

spised the Aposile Paul.—2. Another prejudice
arises from not viewing an object on all sides—not

considerijig all the circuvistances connected loith it,

and not comparing all the aspects in which it may be

contemplated. Thus, when we view a cone placed
at a great distance from the eye, we are apt to ima-
gine it a plain triangle ; and if its base were placed
at right angles to the line of vision, we should con-
clude that it was nothing else but a plain circle.—
Thus, a round plate, when placed obliquely at a
considerable distance from the eye, appears as an
oval; and with its edge turned towards us, as a
line. Thus, the sun and moon, though globular
bodies, appear flat to the naked eye. Thus, the
rings of Saturn appear sometimes like narroxo, and
sometimes like broad ellipses,s.omQUmes. V\ke straight
lines, and sometimes like a narrow shade ; so that
a comparison of all these different aspects was ne-
cessary before it could be inferred that these singu-
lar phenomena were in reality rings. Hence, at

their first discovery by the telescope, they were con-
sidered as two small globes attached to the planet.—3. Another source of error arises from the impres-
sions made on the mind in infancy, and from not
comparing the intimatinns given by one sense with
tho'^e of another. Children are apt to imagine that
hooks arc unpleasant things, and that learning and
religion are drudgeries, when ihey have been driven
to such ta<ks by the force of the scourge. They
ima<.'ine the sky tenches the disr.ant hills, and that
\\\p s'ars are not risen til] the sun be set. From
this source we are apt to conclude that the air has
no weight, because we do not feel its pressure; that
the earth is at rest, because we do not feel its mo-
tion ;

that the planets and stars are only a few miles
di'<iant; and that a vessel at anchor is in motion
when we pass her swilily, when sailing in a steam-
boat.

—

4. Our disposilion to account for every thing
on one or two principles. To this cause may be
ascribed the disposition of some late philosophers
to account for almost every phenomenon on the
principle of electricity. Having traced its agency
in prodncins thunder and lightning, they went so
far as to attribute to its sole operation the phenomena
of earthquakes, volcanoes, wind<, rain, and even
the variou-; flncua ions of the aniinni spirits. To
form a world, Epicurus required onlv a mass of
hoti'-pd atoms moving in a certain manner; and
Des Cartes, from observing thai lia:ht bodies were
B)oved round in a whirlwind, formed the idea of

an immense vortex, or whirlnool, in the heavens,
to account for the motion of the planets round the
sun.

5. The passions and affections lead to numerous
sources of error. Love induces a mother to think
her own child the fairest and the best. Intense hope
and desire make a few days as long as so many
weeks. The fear of the torture, of the galleys, or
of a painful death, has induced multitudes to be-
lieve the grossest absurdities of the Romish church.
Envy misrepresents the condition and character of
our neighbor, and makes us believe that he is much
worse than he really is. Above all, self-interest

induces many to swallow almost any opinion, and
to vindicate every practice, however corrupt and
absurd. Hence the most glaring abuses in church
and state have been vindicated, in the most bare-

faced manner, by those who derive their emolu-
ments from a system of corruption. It is from a
spirit of selfishness, too, that we set up our own opi-

nions in religion and philosophy as the tests of or-

thodoxy and truth; and from the same principle has
arisen the antichristian practice of persecution—

a

practice as unreasonable as that of the tyrant, who,
having a bed exactly fitted to his own size, stretched

men of low stature on the rack till they were drawn
out to the length of his bed, and cut a portion of the

lesrs off any one whom he found too long for it.

—

Who ever had recourse to violence and torture to

prove the truths oi geometry? 6. Our disposition

to rely on the authority of others. We are apt, with-

out sufficient inquiry, to rely on every thing we
have been taught by our parents and teachers. An
author of great respectability frequently drags thou-
sands into mistakes and erroneous theories, merely
by the splendor and authority of his name. For
more than a thousand years the philosophers and
divines of Europe were led into many egresious er-

rors by a reliance on the authority of Aristotle; a
quotation from his writings was considered as a
proof of any position, and useful discoveries were
long rejected because they did not quadrate with the

opinions of the Grecian philosopher. Luther, Cal-
vin, and Knox were pious men and eminent re-

formers, and their peculiar opinions are not unfre-

quently imbibed by their followers, merely on the

authority of their names. This is an error into

which those are apt to fall who never apply their

powers to rational investigations, and who are too

indolent to think for themselves.

The above and similar sources of error migfht be
illustrated to the young by numerous examples and
circumstances: and rules and cautions given by
which theymierht be enabled to guard against their

pernicious influence in the sciences, in religion, in

politics, and in the ordinary afl^airs of life. A brief
view might likewise be given of the doctrine of
Sophisms, and the means by which they may be de-

tected ; of which the following are specimens:—1.

Accounting for a phenomenon or fact by assigning a
false cause, or taking an accidentcl conjunction of
things for a necessary connection. We fall into this

error, when from an accident we infer a property,

when from an example we infer a rule, when from a
single act we infer a habit. Astrologers commit this

error when they deduce the cause of the various
events in the lives of men from the difl^erent aspects

of the stars and planets. We reason on this so-

phism, when we construe the appearance of a comet
or an eclipse of the sun as predicting the fate of

princes, the revolution of nations, or the infliction

of pestilence or famine; or when it rains at the new
or full moon, and we infer that the moon is the

cause of it; or when a person is in misery or dis-

tress, and we conclude that he must needs be a hein-

ious sinner. 2. When we draic a conclusion from a
premise which is only true by accident. We fall into
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this error when we reason against any thing be-

cause of the wrong use which has been made of it

;

as when we reason against printing, because it has

sometimes been employed for raising sedition and
promoting immorality ; against reading the Bible,

because it has sometimes led to heresy
; against

Christianity, because it has been the accielental oc-

casion of contentions and persecutions, which do
not flow from the Gospel, but are mere accidental

circumstances, with which it has been sometimes at-

tended. Other sophisms are such as the following:

Mistaking the question or point to be proved—the

Petitio Principii, or begging the question—imper-

fect enumeration—reasoning in a circle—conclud-

ing from what is true of a thing in its divided state,

as if it were true in its compound state—ambiguity

of words, and using them in ditferent senses—with

several others.

Of all the species of false reasonings, there is none

more common than that of introducing into an argu-

ment propositions that are either false or doubtful,

or taking for granted facts which have never been

satisfactorily ascertained. In this way a false con-

clusion maybe legitimately deduced, after such facts

or propositions are admitted. Against this falla-

cious mode of reasoning the young should be care-

fully guarded, both in their own reasonings, and
when listening to those of others ; and habituated to

scan every proposition or assertion, and ascertain

its truths before admitting it into any chain of argu-

ment. In the speeches that were lately delivered in

parliament in opposition to the Reform Bill, this

species of reasoning was one distinguishing charac-

teristic, when those orations had any show of argu-

ment. Fictions were brought forward as facts, vague
and unfounded assertions were uttered with all the

pomp of confidence and authority, and the idea of

revolution, in its most horrid aspects, was substituted

in place of salutary reformation, so that the ha-

ranguer would have required to have been stopped

at almost every other sentence, till he had substanti-

ated the truth of his premises. Such, however, is

not unfrequently the way in which our representa-

tives in parliament, the members of our corpora-

tions, and vast assemblages of our citizens at pub-

lic meetings, are hurried along by a bold and impu-
dent declaimer, and induced to cheer the sophister

who is leading them on to the admission of a false-

hood, and to the approbation of measures subver-
sive of human improvement.

It is therefore of vast importance to society, that

the young be early trained to the proper use of their

rational faculties—that they be accustomed to enter-

tain clear and, well defined ideas on every subject

—

that they be enabled to appreciate the strength or
weakness of arguments—that they feel the import-

ance of prosecuting truth and d.uty in every depart-

ment of learning—and that frequent exercises on
important subjects be prescribed for stimulating

their reasoning powers. It is lamentable to reflect

on the deficiency and weakness of thegreaf mass of

mankind in this respect. On the most trifling

grounds they will yield their assent to hundred^s of
propositions, most of which they do not understand.

They will obstinately adhere to their preconceived
opinions in the face of the strongest and most con-

vincing arguments. They will swallow, without
the least hesitation, the most absurd and extavagant
notions ; while all the reasonings we can bring for-

ward will not convince them of the reality of truths

and facts which have been clearly demonstrated.

—

So wedded are they to the opinions they had first

imbibed, that we might almost as soon attempt to

teach a snail or a tortoise the truths of geometry as

convince them that the earth turns round its axis,

and that it is possible to determine the exact dis-

tance of the moon ; while, at the same time, they

will talk, with the utmost assurance, of the most
abstruse mysteries which lie beyond the reach of the
human understanding. This representation does
not apply merely to the lower, but even to many in
the higher ranks of society, and such a state of
things has been productive of many injurious eftects,

in relation to the best interests of mankind. It has
been the cause of most of the wars and commotions
which have desolated the earth, and of the preva-
lence of those .systems of tyranny, slavery, and in-

justice which still so generally prevail. Iihas led to

all the persecutions that have ever disgraced the
church or the world. It has produced hundreds of
foolish controversies in the visible church, either

with respect to comparatively trifling opinions, or

to those subjects which lie beyond the grasp of the

faculties of man ; and has dissevered Chriitian so-

ciety into a number of discordant sectaries. It has
prevented the improvement and happiness of the

human race, and is the cause of all the ignorance,
prejudices, intemperance, and vice, which appear
among all ranks of society ; for if men were to cul-

tivate their intellectual powers aright, and apply
them to rational purposes, few or none of these evils

would abound in the world.
But it is deeply to be regretted, that in all ages,

and even in the present age, legitimate reasoning
has been for the most part thrown aside, and diabo-

lical arguments substituted in its stead. When men
have been unable to confute their antagonists by the

force of arguments, they have had recourse to " club
law," and have knocked down their opponents and
all their reasonings, by the application of guns and
bayonets, and every species oi physical force. Louis
XIV. of France, like most of his compeers, was so

convinced of the strength of this mode of reasoning,

that he engraved upon his great guns the following
inscription: '^ Ratio ultima Reguvi," that is, the

Logic of princes—or, the last argument of kings.

—

In this mode of arguing, fifty thousand disputersare

frequently arranged on each side of a question, and
that party which can handle their swords and mus-
kets with most dexterity, and blow the skulls and
limbs of their antagonists to atoms, and slash their

bodies to pieces, are always reckoned, by their lead-

ers, the most expert logicians. There is another
mode of reasoning which has been frequently used
with disputants, and that is, arguing by torture, in

which the argument is sometimes screwed up to

such a pitch as to make the refractory disputant con-

fess his belief in any proposition, however wild and
extravagant. A mode of arguing nearly akin to

this is the application of whips, sabres, gibbets, dun-
geons, musket-balls, fire and faggots. In this way
the Romish Church reasoned with the Hussites and
the Waldenses ; and with the same weapons con-

futed every Protestant who dared to caU in ques-

tion the infallibilitv and the supreme authority of
the Roman Pontiff. In this way Gtueen Mary and
her bishops argued with 277 clergymen, gentlemen,
tradesmen and women, when, for adhering to Pro-
testant doctrines, they were delivered over to be de-

voured by the fires of Smithfield. It was in the

same way that Claverhouse and his " bloody bands"
reasoned with the Scottish Covenanters, when he
hunted them across moors and mosses, and massa-

cred them in cold blood; and that the Star Cham-
ber reasoned with the Non-conformists of England,

when all their arguments were confuted by fines,

racks, and imprisonment. It is in this way that

Nicholas of Russia has argued with the brave Poles,

when vindicating their liberties—when he sent them
chained, like wild beasts, to wander along frightful

deserts, and to perish in the forests of Siberia; and
in the same way do all viobs reason, when they furi-

ously demolish the houses, the manufactories, or the

church'^s of their opponents. On the same rjrinci-.
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pies do those men reason, who deprive their fellow-

citizens of the right of being eligible to certain civil

offices, and attempt to degrade them in the eyes of

the public, because they nobly assume the right to

think for themselves, and to worship God according

to their consciences. But, of all the arguments
which have been tried, to produce conviction, there

is none more powerful than the influence of gold.—
This is an argument of so much force and efficacy,

that none but a few stubborn minds have been capa-

ble of resisting it. It is possessed of the most won-
derful properties—in a moment it enlightens the un-

derstanding, wins the affections, removes every
doubt, silences every objection, clears up every dif-

ficulty, banishes every scruple, and generally cau-

ses the most sturdy logician to give up his point,

and bend to its power. In short, it is an intermedi-

ate idea, or major proposition, which will lead to

almost any conclusion. By this argument the wis-

dom of the wise, and the understanding of the pru-
dent, have been more quickly and effectually refuted

than by all the wisdom of Solomon, or by all the

reasonings of philosophy ; and its powerful effects

are to be seen in our own land, and in every nation
under heaven.
Such have been the modes of reasoning which

have most generally prevailed in the world. O !

foolish and infatuated reasoners ! Is it not high
time to undermine your logical principles and sys-

tems, to build on a new foundation, and to train the

rising generation in such a manner, that they may
employ their mental powers in accordance with the

dictates of reason and the word of God 1

Section XIII.—Natural TTieology.

Natural Theology is that branch of knowledge
which proves and illu.strates the attributes of the

Deity from the works of nature—a study which is

open to all the inhabitants of ihe earth, and from
which they may derive impressive views of the ex-
istence, the perfections, and the incessant agency of
that Great Being who made and who governs the

universe. "For, the invisible things of God, even
His eternal power and Divinity, are, when duly at-

tended to, clearly seen by the things that are made,"
and have been so in all ages, " from the creation of
the world;" so that, "even the heathen nations are
without excuse," if they neglect to trace in those
works the being and attributes of their Creator, and
refuse that tribute of reverence and obedience which
is due to His perfections. This is a study in which
the young should be early initiated. It lies at the
foundation of the religion of the Bible ; for the in-

spired writers take for granted that we know the
evidences of the existence of the Divine Being, and
of some of the attributes with which he is invested,

and direct us to the contemplation of the works of
his hands, as proofs and illustrations of the truths
they unfold. " Lift up thine eyes on high, and be-
hold Him who hath created these orbs: stand still,

and consider the wondrous works of God. Great
is the Lord, andof great power; His understanding
is infinite. His works are manifold, and in wisdom
He hath made them all." In exhibiting the works
of God to the young, in performing experiments to

illustrate their properties, and in describing the laws
and mechanism of the material world, every oppor-
tunity should be taken of directing them to the dis-

plays of power, benevolence, wisdom and intelli-

gence, which these works exhibit. It should be
deeply impressed upon their minds, that it is the
highest and noblest end of science, to mark the evi-
dences of wise and benevolent design, and to trace
the incessant agency of our Creator in all our sur-
veys and investigations of the works of creation

—

without an attention to which, the mere knowledge

of natural facts is an acquisition of a comparatively
trivial nature.

An intelligent teacher can seldom be at a loss to

direct the attention of his pupils to this subject ; for
there is no part of the scenery of nature in which a
discerning eye will not perceive the most evident
traces of benevolent design and infinite intelligence,

not only in the exquisite mechanism of animated
beings, but in the structure of vegetables and mi-
nerals, and the general arrangement of the earth, the
waters, and the atmosphere. The adaptation of the

solid parts of the globe for the habitation of man and
other terrestrial animals—the adaptation of the wa-
ters of the ocean and of the rivers to the purposes
of commerce, and for the abode of countless multi-
tudes of organized beings—the coloring thrown over
the canopy of heaven, and over the landscape of the

earth—the process of evaporation, and the innu-
merable benefits it confers— Lhe agency of the atmo-
sphere, the wonderful properties of its component
parts, and its extensive influence in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms—the solar light, and the infinity

of beautiful effects it produces—the thousands of
diversified objects which delight the eye in the na-
tural embellishments of creation—the harmony and
order, the grandeur and sublimity, of the celestial

motions—the arrangements of the planetary system,
and the provision made for securing its perpetuity

—

the relation of man to the agencies of external na-
ture, as the action of water, air, light, heat, electri-

cit}', &c.—the proportion between the body of man,
and the objects and living beings around him—the
mutual relations which subsist between animals and
vegetables, and their co-operation in promoting the
same design—the adaptation of almost every vege-
table to the support of some species of animals—the
power of vegetables to reproduce and continue their

species, and the variety of admirable means by
which it is effected—the various methods employed
to disperse the seeds of plants over the surface of
the globe, and to adorn it with vegetable beauties

—

the adaptation of plants to the different climates, and
to the necessities of their respective inhabitants

—

the admirable structure of their seeds, roots, leaves,

and sap-vessels, particularly as discovered by the

microscope in tranverse sections of plants, &c.

—

their important uses in the sy.<tem of nature, and the
numerous beauties and varieties which they spread
over the face of our terrestrial creation; pariicular-
ly, the curious and admirable mechanism displayed
in the construction of animated beings, from the
microscopic animalcula, ten hundred thousand
times less than a visible point, to the elephant and
the whale—the organs of mastication, deglutition,
digestion, and secretion, all differently contrived,
according to the structure of the animal and the ali-

ments on which it feeds— the eves of insects, and
the thousands of transparent globules of which they
consist—the metamorphoses of catterpillars and
other insects, and Ihe peculiar organization adapted
to each state of their existence

—

the numerous beau-
ties and minute adaptations in the wings, feet, pro-
bosces, and feathers, of e:nats and other insects—the

respiratory apparatus of fishes, and the nice adapta-
tion of their bodies to the watery fluid in which they
pass their existence—the construction of birds, their

pointed bills to penetrate the air, their flexible

tails serving as rudders, the lightness, strength, and
tenacity of their feathers, and the whole ^tructure

of their bodies adapted to the air in which they fly,

and the food by which they are su.stained—above
all, the wonders of the human frame, the numerous
parts of which it is composed, the hundreds of bones

and muscles, the thousands of veins, arteries,

gland.^, nerves, and lymphatics, the millions of
scales and pores in the skin, the heart with its ven-

tricles and auricles, the brain with its infinity of
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fibres, the lungs with their millions of vesicles, the

organs of sense, with their multifarious adaptations

and connections, and the harmonious movements,
adjustments, and adaptations of all these parts to the

system of external nature and to the promotion of

the happiness of man,—these, and thousands of si-

milar objects, adaptations and contrivances, will af-

ford ample scope for expatiating on the Power,
Wisdom, and Intelligence, of the Almighty Crea-

tor, and on the Benevolent contrivances which ap-

pear throughout every part of the universal sys-

tem ; and were specimens of some of the objects

now alluded to exhibited to the young, it could not

fail of arresting their attention, and inspiring them
with admiration of the wonderful works of God.
We have comparatively few books on this subject.

Derham's " Physico-Theology," Ray's " Wisdom
of God in the Creation," Nieuwentyt's "Religious

Philosopher," Paley's " Natural Theology," " Les-

sor's " Insecto-Theology,"and several other works,

contain a number of valuable fragments illustrative

of the being and perfections of God from the works
of Nature. But we have no complete or compre-

hensive system of Natural Theology ; and the works
now alluded to, however valuable and worthy of

being perused, are not adapted to the capacities of

the young. We require a comprehensive compend
on this subject, for the use of schools, in which the

descriptions and reflections should be as much as

possible divested of the technicalities of science,

and which should be illustrated with numerous en-

gravings. The best treatise of this kind I have yet

seen, is " The Youth's book of Natural Theology,"
by the Rev. T. H. Gallaudet, lately published at

Hartford, Connecticut. This work is clear and ex-

plicit in its descriptions, and, for the most part, level

to the comprehension of the juvenile mind. But
its illustrations are chiefly confined to the human
body and the parts and functions of animals. It is

thrown into the form of Dialogues, which has a
tendency to render it interesting for the private

perusal of the young ; but a work on this plan is

not so well adapted to serve the purpose of a text-

book for public seminaries.* By means of instruc-

tions on this subject, the young would be prepared

for the study of Christian Theology, and would be

qualified to appreciate the beauty and sublimity of

those descriptions, given by the inspired writers, of

the agency of God in the economy of nature.

Having enlarged to a greater extent than I origin-

ally intended on the preceding departments of know-
ledge, I shall do little more than barely mention
several other branches which should occasionally

form the subject of instruction in all our schools.

These are such as the following :

—

Natural History,

including not only a description of animals, but

likewise of the most interesting facts connected with

the earth, the waters, and the atmosphere; such as

earthquakes, volcanoes, ice-islands, caverns, cata-

racts, natural bridges, glaciers, boiling springs, the

phenomena of thunder, lightning, aurora-boreal is,

parhelia, luminous arches, fiery meteors, whirl-

winds, waterspouts, &c. The objects connected
with natural history should be among the first that

are presented to the view of the young, and they
should be introduced as subjects of attention through-
out every period of their subsequent education, as

they form the groundwork of our physical know-
ledge and investigations.

—

Botany is another pleas-

The reader is respectfully referred, for some
illustrations of this subject, to " The Christian Phi-

losopher," particularly to Chapters i. ii. and iv. and
to the author's volume "On the Improvement of
Society," &c. Section vi. " On the Influence of

Knowledge in Promoting Enlarged Conceptions of
the Attributes of the Deity." ^

ing subject on which sketches might be occasion-

ally given, and which might be illustrated by the

shrubs and flowers connected with the garden be-

longing to the seminary, formerly described. Mi-
croscopic views of the seeds and farina of flowers,

the vessels and ramifications of the small leaves of

minute plants and flowers, the prickles on the leaves

of nettles and other shrubs, transverse sections of

plants, displaying the beautiful arrangement of the

sap-vessels, and similar objects, should be exhibited,

and the attention directed to the fine polishings, the

numerous minute vessels compressed into the small-

est space, and the other exquisite pieces of Divine

workmanship connected with the process of vege-

tation.

—

Mineralogy is another department of na-

ture, on which a tew instructions might be given,

wherever there are specimens to illustrate the de-

scriptions. But descriptions of metals or minerals,

without presenting to view the metallic substances

described, will be of little avail— Sketches of Po-
litical Economy, illustrating the principles of com-
merce and maiiufactures, and other topics connected

with this subject, might be given to the advanced

pupils, as soon as they are able to enter into the

spirit of such disquisitions. In such sketches, noble

and liberal views should be inculcated; the selfish-

ness and antipathies of nations, and the inconve-

niences and absurdities of those restrictions which
one nation imposes upon another, should be strongly

reprobated ; and a spirit of good-will and generosity

enforced towards other nations and communities,

considered as members of the same great family to

which we all belong. In connection with this subject,

they should be taught something of the civil and

criminal laws of their country, of the duties of Ma-
gistrates, and of their own duties as subjects ;

of the

form of government under which they live, and of

their social rights and privileges. Of no less im-

portance to all classes, particularly to the lower, are

instructions on Domestic Economy—including direc-

tions and rules respecting orderliness and cleanli-

ness in dwellings—the best mode of cooking vic-

tuals—the proper nursing and management of chil-

dren—the rearing and treatment of domestic ani-

mals—the economy of bees—the cultivation of

gardens, and the best mode of rearing culinary

vegetables, the decoration of their houses, areas,

and flower-plots, and whatever else has a ten-

dency to promote health and comfort, especially

among the working classes of society. In short,

instructions in Vocal Music should be occasion-

ally interspersed with the other scholastic exer-

cises, and church tunes and airs, adapted to some

beautiful or sublime pieces of poetry, might be

sung, at convenient seasons, in unison, by all the

pupils. The words adapted to the different airs

should be calculated to convey instruction, and to

raise the soul to some interesting or sublime objects.

All such vulgar and debasing ideas as are generally

interwoven in our popular songs, and which are

little else than a compound of sensuality and selfish-

ness, should be carefully discarded. A good organ

or other musical instrument might be used for lead-

ing the vocal strains. Music, both vocal and in-

strumental, has long been too frequently prostituted

to the most worthless purposes; it is now high

time that it should be consecrated to moral objects,

and to the celebration of the perfections and the

works of the Most High.
In addition to the mental exercises now alluded

to, pupils of every description .should be daily em-

ployed in bodily exercises, for invigorating their

health and corporeal powers. Every school should

have a play-ground for this purpose, as extensive as

possible, and furnished with gymnastic apparatus

for exercising the muscular activities of the young

of both sexes. Swings, poles, hoops, see-saws, pul-
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leys, balls, and similar articles, should be furnished

for enabling them to engage with spirit and vigor

in their amusements. In wallcing, running, skip-

ping, leaping m height, length, or depth, swmging,
liftmg, carrying, jumping with a hoop or a pole, they

will not only find sources of enjoyment—when these

exercises are properly regulated to prevent danger
and contention,—but will also strengthen and de-

velope their corporeal energies, and invigorate their

mental powers. All imitations, however, of war
and military mana-uvres should be generally pro-

hibited; as it is now more than time that a martial
spirit should be counteracted, and checked in the

very bud,—and those who encourage it in the young
need not wonder if they shall, ere long, behold
many of them rising up to be curses instead of bene-
factors to mankind.—They might, likewise, be oc-

casionally employed im making excursions, in com-
pany with their teacher, either along the sea-shore,

the banks of a river, or to the top of a hill, for the

purpose of surveying the scenes of nature or art,

and searching for minerals, plants, flowers, or insects,

to augment the school museum, and to serve as sub-

jects for instruction. If every school had a piece
of ground attached to it for a garden, and for the
cultivation of fruit-trees, potatoes, cabbages, and
other culinary vegetables, children of both sexes, at

certain hours, might be set to dig, to hoe, to prune,
to plant, to sow, to arrange the beds of flowers, and
to keep every portion of the plot in neatness and
order. Such exercises would not only be healthful
and exhilarating, but might be of great utility to

them in after life, when they come to have the sole

management of their domestic affairs. They might
also be encouraged to employ .some of their leisure

hours in the con.struction of such mechanical con-
trivances and devices as are most congenial to their

taste. If, instead of six or .seven hours' confine-

ment in school, only five hours at most were de-

voted to books, and the remaining hours to such ex-
ercises as above mentioned, their progress in prac-
tical knowledge, so far from being impeded, might
be promoted to a much greater extent. Such exer-

cises might be turned, not only to their physical and
intellectual advantage, but to their moral iinprove-
ineni. When young people are engaged in their

diversions, or in excursions along with their teacher,
their peculiar tastes, tempers, and conduct towards
each other are openly developed ; they act without
restraint, they appear in their true colors, and a
teacher has the best opportunity of marking the dis-

positions they display. He can therefore apply, at

the moment, those encouragements and admonitions,
and those Christian rules and maxims, by which
their characters and conduct may be moulded into

the image of Him " who hath set us an example,
that we should walk in his steps." The incidents
and the atmospherical phenomena which may oc-

cur on such occasions, will also supply materials for

rational observations and reflections, and for direct-

ing the train of their affections, and the exercise of
their moral powers; and no opportunity of this

kind, for producing useful impressions upon the
young, should be lost by a pious and intelligent in-

structor.

Thus I have endeavored, in the preceding pages,
fo exhibit an outline of some of those brancnes of
knowledge, in which every individual of the hu-
man race—the female sex as well as the male

—

should receive a certain portion of instruction.

Hitherto the female sex have been sadly neglected
;

their education, where they have not been altogether
overlooked, has been more showy than substantial

;

and they have been generally treated as if they were
not possessed of the mental powers requisite for

acquiring all the useful branches of .«:cience. With-

out entering into the question, whether the female
character possesses the same degree of intellectual
energy as that of the other sex 1 it may be affirmed,
without the least hesitation, that, when their educa-
tion is properly directed, they are capable of acquir-
ing every branch of knowledge which can improve
or adorn the human mind. We have numerous
examples to corroborate this position. It is suffi-

cient to mention the names of Mrs. Barbauld, Miss
Aitken, Miss Edgeworth, Mrs. Wakefield, Mrs.
Hemans, Mrs. More, Mrs. Marcet, Miss Taylor,
Miss Landon, Mrs. Somerville, Mrs. Willard, Mrs.
Phelps, &c. which are only specimens of many
others, most of whom are still alive and actively

employed, both in Britain and America, in instruct-

ing their own .sex and society at large, and in pro-

moting the interests of general knowledge. The
female sex possess essentially the same intellectual

faculties as the male, whatever may be said as to

the degrees of vigor in v/hich the primitive powers
exist. Bat even in respect to the degree of acute-

ness and energy of the female intellect, we have
examples of individuals ".vho, without the advan-
tage of an academical education, have explored the

system of the universe, composed commentaries on
the Newtonian philosophy, and prosecuted the most
abstruse mathematical investigations ; and I have
no hesitation in asserting, that academical honors
should be conferred on such accomplished females,
no less than on the other sex who have enjoyed
more opportunities of improvement.* Females have
more in their power than the other sex in forming
the tastes and dispositions of the young, and in

giving them those irnpressions in early life which
may be either beneficial or injurious to society.

They are the more immediate guardians and in-

structors of the rising generation during the first

stage of their existence, and upon the discretion and
intelligence they display in superintending the evo-
lution of the youthful mind, will, in a great inea-

sure, depend the intelligence and the moral order
of the social .state to which they belong. Their in-

fluence is powerful, not only on the tastes and man-
ners of society, but on the moral principles and
characters of mankind. Besides, they are beings
destined for immortality, and equally interested as

the other sex in all that is awful or glorious in the

revelations of Heaven ; and therefore ought to

have their minds enlightened in every branch of
knowledge which may have a beneficial influence
on their present conduct and their future destiny.

Till more attention is paid to the cultivation of the

female mind, among all ranks, society cannot be
expected to make an accelerated progress in the
course of moral and intellectual improvement.

In specifying the preceding branches of know-
ledge as subjects in which all classes of the young
should be instructed, I do not mean to insinuate, that,

in the first stage of their education, such subjects are

to be studied in regular courses, as in academies and
universities, though at a future period this plan may
be adopted. While they are learning English read-

ing, composition, writing, arithmetic, and other

* Mrs. Somerville has lately been elected member
of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Ge-
neva, the first time an honor of the kind was ever

conferred on a female. An American paper states,

whether truly or not I cannot determine, that "The
Legislature of Indiana have chartered a college, to

be called The Christian College, in which degrees

are to be conferred on both males and females.

There are to be decrees of Doctress of Natural

Science, of English Literature, or Belles Lettres,

of Fine Arts, and of Arts and Sciences." How-
ever ludicrous this may appear to some, I can .see

no impropriety in following out such an idea.
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branches, illustrations may be given of the more in- ,

leresting and popular parts of the physical sciences,

—which will tend to give them a relish for such sub-

jects, and 10 prepare them for entering on the more I

particular study of such branches of knowledge, at

a period when their faculties are more matured.

—

Nor ought it to be objected, that, in this way, young
persons would only receive a smattering of learning,

which would puft'them up with vanity, and do them
more harm than good. If every portion of know-
ledge communicated to them, however detached and
insulated, be clearly explained and illustrated, and

thoroughly understood, it must necessarily be useful,

either m expanding their views, or in its practical

applications. For example, if, by certam pneumati-

cal and hydrostatical experimcnis, they are inade lo

perceive clear proofs of the atmospheric pressure,

and its operation in the case of syphons—if they are

made to see, by similar experiments, that, on this

principle, water may be conveyed either over a ris-

ing ground, or along a valley to an opposite hill,

—

this single fact, clearly understood, might be of con-

siderable use to them on many occasions, even al-

though they were unacquainted with all the other

principles and facts connected with pneumatical

science. The great object to be attended to is, to

convey, on every subject, a clear and well-defined

idea to the young, and to guide them to the practical

application of knowledge.
There is a line of Mr. Pope which has been hack-

neyed about for a century past, which is in every

body's mouth, and which is generally misapplied,

when an allusion is made to this subject

—

" A little learning is a dangerous thing."

How such a sentiment came to be almost universally

quoted and admired, I am at a loss to divine. It is

a proposition which cannot be supported by any
mode of reasoning with which I am acquainted, and
is itself " a dangerous thing," if by learning is un-

derstood the acquisition of any portion of useful

knowledge. Every one must acquire " a little"

portion of knowledge, or learning, before he can
acquire a larger share. A child must acquire the

knowledge of the letters and elementary sounds, be-

fore he can read any language with fluency—and
must form some idea of the objects immediately

around him, before he can acquire an accurate con-

ception of the subjects, and scenes connected with

geography. If the proposition be true, that " a little

learning is dangerous," then it should follow, that a

very great portion of learning, or knowledge, must
be much more dangerous. If it be dangerous for a

boy to know that the earth is 25,000 miles in cir-

cumference, and to be able to prove that it is round
like a globe, then Newton and Bacon must have
been extremely dangerous individuals, whose know-
ledge extended to an almost unlimited range. If a

little learning is dangerous, then absolute ignorance
and destitution of all ideas must be the safest and
the happiest state of human beings. But how can
even " a little" knowledge be dangerous 1 Suppose
a young person *o have read only the Gospel of

Luke, and to have acquired a knowledge of all the

facts it records—would he be less happy in himself,

or more dangerous to society, on this account, be-

cause he had little acquaintance with the other por-

tions of Scripture 1 or, would he have been better

to have read nothing at all! Or, suppose he had
been instructed in the fact, that foul air, of a deadly

nature, is frequently to be found at the bottom of

old wells, and that it is requisite to send down a

lighted candle to determine this point before a per-

son attempts to descend into such places,—would
the knowledge of such circumstances be dangerous
to him, because he is not acquainted with the pro-

perties of all the other gases, or with the whole sys-

tem of chemistry 1 Wcmld an acquaintance with a
portion of geography, suppose the States of Europe,
be dangerous to any one, because he had not mi-
nutely studied all the other quarters of the globe '?

or would a knowledge of hydrostatics be useless,

because he was unacquainted with several other

branches of natural philosophy 1 Such conclusions

are obviously absurd, and therefore the proposition

under consideration is absolutely untenable. The
persons who most frequently reiterate this sentiment

are those who are opposed to the universal educa-

tion of the lower orders, and to the general dirtusion

of knowledge. I know no class of men to which
such a sentiment will apply, except, perhaps, lo a
t'ewpedaiUs who have got a smattering uf Greek and

Latin at a grammar school or a college, without

any other substantial acquirement, and who pique

themselves on this account, as if they were ele-

vated in point of knowledge far above the vulgar

throng.

But although I have admitted, that, during the

first stage of instruction, only a few fragments of

knowledge would be communicated, yet before the

course is finished a very considerable portion of all

that is really useful in the sciences migtit be impart-

ed to the young. Suppose that, on an average, every

child is able to read with tolerable fluency by the

time he is arrived at the age of seven or eight, and

that the course of instruction for every member of

the community shall be prolonged till he arrive at

the period of "fourteen years—in the course of six

or seven years, a summary view of all the more in-

teresting principles and facts connected with the

sciences above specified, might be communicated,

even supposing that half a year were exclusively

devoted to each. But there would be no necessity

for restricting the pupil to one branch of knowledge

at a time. While, at one hour, he was receiving

instructions and witnessing experiments in natural

philosophy or chemistry, d'uring other hours of the

same day he might be prosecuting arithmetic, alge-

bra, geometry, or composition. Thus, during little

more than the time usually spent in acquiring a

knowledge of Latin and Greek, a very considerable

portion of useful knowledge might be acquired,

which would expand the range of the juvenile mind,

increase its sources of enjoyment, and lay a broad

foundation for future usefulness and improvement.

And I trust there are few, in modern times, who
will hesitate to admit, that the knowledge thus ac-

quired would be infinitely preferable, in point of

utility, to all the scraps of classical literature usually

picked up, during the same period, at our grammar
schools.—But why, it may be asked, should such

an extent of knowledge be communicated to the

loiver orders of mankind 1 I answer, in a few words.

Because they are rational beings, furnished by their

Creator with faculties capable of acquiring it ; be-

cause it will increase their enjoyments and renler

them more useful in society ;
because it will tend to

prevent vices and crimes, and to raise their souls

above the degrading pleasures of intemperance and

sensuality ; because it will render them more expert

in their mechanical professions; because it will fit

them for becoming improvers ofthe arts and sciences,

and for taking a part in all those movements by

which society may be improved and the world re-

generated ; and because they are beings destined to

immortality, and therefore ought to be instructed in

every department of knowledge which has a bearing

on the future world to which they are advancing,

and which is calculated to prepare them for its plea-

sures and its employments. But, as I have already

written a volume chieflv in relation to this point, it

would be unnecessary,' on the present occasion, to

enlarge.
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CHAPTER VII.

MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INSTRDCTION.

In the preceding sketches I have taken for granted,

that during the whole process of education, the at-

tention of the young should be directed to the mani-
festations of the Divine attributes in the works of

nature—the fundamental principles of Christianity

—the rules of moral action—and the eternal world
to which they are destined. These are subjects

which should never be lost sight of for a single day,

and which should be interwoven with every depart-

ment of literary and scientific instruction. In a
particular manner it should be deeply impressed
upon the minds of the young, that the instructions,

they receive, and the studies in lohich they now btv-

gage, are intended, not merely to qualify them for

the business of the present life, bui likewise to pre-

pare them for the felicities and the employments of the

life to come. This is one of the ends of education

w'hich has been glaringly overlooked in most of our
initiatory schools, and particularly in the arrange-
ments connected with a fashionable education—

a

circumstance which seems to indicate, that the su-

perintendents of such an education either do not

believe the doctrine of a future state, or view it as a
matter of little importance, or consider that no speci-

fic training is requisite to qualify a depraved human
being for engaging in the sublime contemplations
and exercises of the heavenly world.—Having occa-

sionally adverted to this subject in the preceding dis-

cussions, I shall, at present, offer only a few general
remarks.
On all occasions, the young should be frequently

reminded, that they are dependent creatures, who
derived their existence from an Almighty Being
who is without beginning and without end—that

their daily comforts and all their powers and facul-

ties are bestowed by Him, and are the effects of his

unbounded Goodness—that, though invisible to mor-
tal eyes, he is present in all places, and that they
are every moment surrounded by his immensity

—

that his presence and agency are seen in the solar

light, the majestic movements of the heavenly orbs,

the succession of day and night, the ebbing and
flowing of the sea, the falling rain, the winds, the

lightnings, the rolling thunders, and in every move-
ment within us and around us—that though we
could climb the heights of heaven, or descend to

the centre of the earth, we should still be within
the range of his omniscient eye—that his eye pene-
trates through the dark night as well as through
the clear day—that he knows every thought and
purpos*; that is formed in our hearts—that he be-

nolds, at the same moment, whatever is taking
place, in every part of the world, and throughout
^\\ the regions of the universe, among all the tribes

of mankind, and among all the hosts of angels

—

that his dominion extends over thousands of
worlds, and that his universal government shall

endure for ever—that he is good to all, and that

his kindness extends to the birds of the air,

the fishes of the sea, and even to the smallest
insect that crawls on the ground—that he is " right-

eous in all his ways and holy in all his works," un-
changeable in his purposes and faiihfal to his word
—that to this Great Being we are all accountable
for every thought, word, and action—and that there

is a day approaching when " he will judge the world
in righteousness, and render to every one according
to his works."—Such characteristics of the Divine
Being should be illustrated, in so far as is practica-
ble, from sensible objects.—His goodness, from the

numerous creatures He has brought into existence,

and the ample provision He has made for all their

oecessilies,—His wisdom, from the nujnerous adap-

tations which are found in our own bodies, and in

the elements around us,—His power, from the vast

bulk of this world, and of the planetaiy orbs, and
the amazing rapidity of their motions,—His justice,

from the judgments inflicted on wicked nations,

—

His faithfulness, from the accomplishment of pro-
mises and prophecies, as recorded in the history of
the world,—and His love and mercy in " sending
His Son into the world to be the propitiation for

our sins."

In attempting to explain the attributes of the

Deity, and to impress the minds of the young with

a deep sense of his universal presence and agency,

it is not necessary that they should commit to

memory complex and technical definitions and de-

scriptions of the Divine perfections. Such exer-

cises, unaccompanied with specific and familiar

illustrations, can produce no clear and well-defined

conceptions of the objects to which they refer; and
when mere words are crammed into the memory
unconnected with ideas, they must produce a hurt-

ful effect, and lead the young to rest in the form
of knowledge without the substance. Besides, eve-

ry memorial task in which the ideas connected with
the words are not clearly perceived is always ac-

companied with a T^az??/!/^ effort. As all our ideas
on every subject are originally derived from the
objects of sense, so it is by sensible illustrations

alone that we can convey to any mind whatever,
distinct conceptions of the character and attributes

of the Almighty. Although a definition of any of
the Divine perfections may be stated to the young,
yet it is chiefly by cramples illustrative of the sub-
ject, that a clear and comprehensive idea of it can
be conveyed. For example, suppose it were in-

tended to explain what is meant by the wisdom of
God, we might tell them in the words of one au-
thor, that " Wisdom is that whereby the soul is di-

rected in the skilful management of things, or in

ordering them for the best,"— or, in the language
of another, that " The wisdom of God is that per-

fection by which he selects and adopts the most pro-

per means for accomplishing good or important
ends:" but such definitions, simply announced,
would convev no definite conception of the thing
intended. We must produce objects, or examples,
in which wisdom is displayed, and describe them
in a most minute and familiar manner. We must
illustrate, in the first place, what is meant by the

wisdom of men, by producing a clock, a watch, a
planetarium, a microscope, a ship, or similar ma-
chine—pointing out the object intended to be accom-
plished by such instruments or machines, and di-

recting the attention to the means employed, and the

harmonious co-operation of every part in accom-
plishing the end intended. In a watch, for instance,

the object is, to point out the hour of the day. The
means employed to effectuate this purpose are—

a

coiled elastic spring, communicating its action to

\he fusee, thence to a series of wheels and pinions,

the teeth of which apply to each other, conducting
the motion to the balance, and thence to the indexes
which point out the hour and minute. The proper
position and arrangement of all these parts, the

size and shape of the whole, the number of teeth

they respectively contain, the materials of which
they are constructed, the connection of one part

with another, and the harmonious co-operation of

the whole to produce the respective motion.' of the

hands, indicate visdoni. and design in the contriver

of such a machine, in his selecting the proper

means to accomplish the purpose intended. In a

similar manner, the wisdom of the Creator must
be illustrated by selecting, out of the many thou-

sands of instances within and around us, a few ex-

amples, which should be particularly described and

elucidated. For example, the admirable structure
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of the eye, the differeat humors of which it is com-
posed, for the purpose of forming an accurate pic-

ture of every object on the retina—the apparatus

for the contraction and dilatation of the pupil, to

adapt it to different degrees of light—the muscles
by which the ball of the eye may be easily moved
in every direction, and preserved in perfect steadi-

ness—the bony socket in which it is lodged to secure

it against accidents—the lid which likewise defends

it against injuries, wipes off the superfluous moist-

ure, and covers it during the hours of sleep—with

many other curious contrivances, all adapted to the

nature of light, and to the purpose of producing
vision in the most easy and delightful manner,
showing the most admirable selection of means to

bring into full effect the end proposed. In like

manner, the curious structure of the ear, and the

adaptation of all its parts for receiving impressions

from the undulations of the atmosphere—the differ-

ent articulations of the bones, according to the

movements they are intended to produce—the adap-

tation of the air to the lungs, and the vesicles of the

lungs to the nature and properties of the atmos-

phere—the proportioning of the size of man to that

of the plants and animals which exist around him
—the structure of the various animated beings, and
the diversity of organization which exists among
them, exactly adapted to their various wants and
modes of existence—the gradual approaches of
light and darkness—the harmony and order of the

celestial motions—and similar examples, when par-

ticularly explained and illustrated, will convey
clear ideas of what is meant by the loisdom of God,
and the manner in which it is displayed in the

scenes of creation ; and in no other way can we
impart clear and well-defined conceptions on such
a subject. And, when once a clear conception of

this attribute of the Deity is impressed upon the

mind by such examples, it may be applied to moral
subjects, and illustrated from the moral dispensa-

tions of God towards our race, as recorded in the

Sacred History, and in the general history of the

world.
Again, suppose we wish to explain the Infinity

or Immensity of the Divine Being, it is not enough
to say that " God is without all bounds or limits;"

—we must endeavor to illustrate the idea by sensi-

ble representations, in so far as they are capable of

assisting our conceptions on the subject. It may be

laid down as a principle, that " Wherever God acts,

there he is, and that there is no part of the universe

in which we do not perceive the exertion of an
agency which, either mediately or immediately,
proceeds from the Deity." The motions of the

moon and the planets, the ebbing and flowing of
the sea, the gentle breeze, the impetuous whirlwind,
the process of vegetation, the movements of ani-

mals, the motions of our fingers and eyelids, the

pulsation of our hearts, and every other agency
within and around us, are sensible evidences of the

presence and incessant operation of the Almighty.
And although we were to wing our flight beyond
the limits of this sublunary sphere, there is no part

of space with which we are acquainted, in which
we should not find ourselves surrounded with the

emanations of light, the action of gravitation, and
the influence of caloric, and other agencies with
which we are at present unacquainted.—With re-

gard to the idea of infinity, in so far as a partial con-

ception of it can be conveyed, we must likewise have
recourse to sensible objects and illustrations. We
must endeavor, in the first place, to communicate
an ample and impressive idea of the extent of the

globe on which we dwell, by such methods as stated

under the article Geography. We may next en-

deavor to give the pupil an idea of the distance of

the moon; then of the distance of the sun, which

is placed 400 times farther from the earth ; then of
the distance of the nearest star, which is two hun-
dred thousand times farther from us than the sun

;

then to the remotest stars visible through the best
telescopes, whose distance is immensely greater

;

and then to the boundless regions of space, which
extend in every direction, beyond all that is visible
to the eye of mortals. Time must be allowed for
the mind to pause and dwell with particularity on
each of these dimensions, and on the immense mag-
nitude of the numerous objects contained within
them, till it is lost and overpowered in the im-
mensity of the prospect ; and then be informed, that

all this magnificent scene is but a small portion—
only like a drop to the ocean—of the infinity of
space, which is filled with the Divine presence, and
in which the Deity continually operates. Without
such illustrations, all the definitions or metaphysi-
cal descriptions that may be given, will convey no
impressive conceptions of the immensity of God

—

they will be only words without meaning, and the

semblance of knowledge without the substance.

It IS on a principle of this kind that the Psalmist
conducts his description of the Omnipresenc*^ of the

Deity in the 139th Psalm—" Whither shall I go
from thy Spirit"? or whither shall I flee from thy
presence "? If I ascend into heaven, thou art there

;

if I descend into hades," or the invisible regions of
the earth, " behold thou art there. If I take the

wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost
parts of the sea; even there shall thy hand lead

me, and thy right hand shall hold me." When the

inspired writers display the character and attributes

of the Deity, they do not perplex us with definitions

and abstract descriptions, but direct us to his visi-

ble operations in Nature and Providence, as descrip-

tive of his character and perfections; and this cir-

cumstance must be considered as suggesting the

proper mode of illustrating his attributes, either to

the young, or to any other class of individuals.

In connection with such instructions as the above,

the juvenile mind should be directed to the History

of the Divine dispensations, as recorded in the Old
and New Testaments. It is a striking fact, that the

greater part of the Revelations of Heaven is commu-
nicated in a historical form. Had the limited views
of man been adopted, as to the mode of a communi-
cation from heaven, it would have been thrown into

the form of an artificial system of propositions or

doctrines, similar to some of our metaphysical com-
pends of theology. But "He Avho knoweth our
frame," and who is the source of intelligence, has
selected the historical form as the most proper mode
of conveying instruction on those subjects which
have a reference to our present and everlasting hap-
piness. This mode of instruction is evidently at-

tended with many and peculiar advantages. It is

calculated to arrest the attention, to influence tho

affections, to awaken the power of imagination, to

carry conviction to the mind, to render truth and
duty more level to the understanding than abstract

doctrines or precepts, and to make a deeper impres-

sion upon the memory than any other mode of in-

struction. Besides the Sacred history, in a particu-

lar manner, is remarkable for its beautv and sim-

plicity, the dignity of its style, and the fidelity and
impartiality with whichitsnarrationsareconducled.
It delineates, with an unerring pencil the true cha-

racters of men, traces the invisible springs of human
actions and events, relates with uniform fidelity the

faults of the most eminent and illustrious saints, and
exhibits examples of vicious characters to be shun-

ned, and of virtuous characters, blended with cer-

tain imperfections, as models for our general imita-

tion. Above all, it embodies virtue in its most ami-
able and sublime form, in the account which it

gives of the life, transactions, and suffering? of Je-
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susj Christ, who is sel before us z. perfect pattern of
universal holiness.

The young should, therefore, be early directed in

the study of ail those portions of Sacred history

Avhich are most congenial lo their feelings and level

to their comprehension ;—particularly the history of
the creation and the fall of man—the circumstances
which attended the universal deluge—the destruc-

tion of Sodom—the lives of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Joseph, Moses, and Samuel—the deliverance cf the

Israelites from Egypt, and the leading events which
befell them in the wilderness, and in the land of Ca-
naan—the life and transactions of Elijah and Elisha
—the deliverances of Jonah, Daniel, Shadrach, Me-
shech, Abednego, Peter, and Paul—the circumstan-
ces which attended the birth, the transfiguration,

the crucifixion, the resurrection, and ascension of
Jesus Christ—the preaching of the gospel by the

Apostles, and the various persecutions and success
which attended their labors—together with every
similar deiail in the history of the Bible, that may
be calculated to arrest the attention of the juvenile
mind. In connection with ihefacls which these his-

tories record, all the essential doctrines of religion

are clearly stated, and its precepts, or the true prin-

ciples of human action, are powerfully, though in

some cases silently, inculcated. Thus religion is

exhibited, not merely as a creed or a series of ab-

stract propositions to be believed, but in an evibodizd

form, in which the doctrines and duties of Christia-

nity are connected M'ith a train of events, incidents,

and sensible objects, and with the delineation of cha-
racters and moral actions, which form so many
links of association between doctrine and practice

which cannot be dissevered. It is evident, then, that

the mode in which Revelation has been communi-
cated to man is intended as a model to direct us in

imparting religious instructions to the young, or lo

any other class of society. And, when we substitute,

in the room of the Scriptures, catechisms, or any
other abstract compends of divinity, however ortho-

dox, we virtually declare, that the wisdom of man
is superior to the wisdom of God, and that the plans
devised by erring mortals are to be set in competi-
tion with the plan of inspired men, who derived
their instructions immediately from the Divine Spi-
rit. Besides, the instructions on religion derived
from such compilations, even when understood,
(which they seldom are,) are received by the young
merely on the authority of the authors or compilers,
and can never produce such a thorough and rational
conviction of their truth and obligation, as if they
were delivered in the language of men who derived
their instructions and commission immediately
from Heaven. In deviating from the plan of Divine
Revelation, numerous disputes and dissensions have
arisen in Christian society. Almost all the contro-
versies and dissensions which have taken place as

to the manner of conducting Sabbath schools, have
arisen from such a circumstance as this—Shall the
words of a certain Catechism, whether understood
or not, be crammed into the memories of all the
pupils'? With one party it is of little consequence
although the same leading truths be communicated
in scriptural or other language, unless the precise
vocables of the formulary they approve of be strict-

ly adhered to and committed to memory, as if they
were the immediate dictates of inspiration. Hence
a sectarian spirit has been engendered, contentions
and wranglings have been introduced, the advanta-
ges which might have been derived from the study
of the pure oracles of heaven prevented, and the re-

ligious improvement of the young sacrificed to par-
ty rancor and hostility.

It appears to me unnecessary, in the first instance,
to perplex the minds of young persons with a great
variety of doctrinal opinions, such as are generally

inculcated in most of our Confessions and Cate-
chisms. It is only requisite that a few of the funda-
mental and leading doctrines of Christianity be ex-
hibited, such as the moral attributes of the Deity

—

the fall of man, and his consequent depravity—the
necessity of a Saviour—the love of God in sending
his Son into the world to be a propitiation for our
sins—repentance towards God, and faith towards
our Lord Jesus Christ, the necessity of being renew-
ed in the spirit of our minds, and of prosecuting the
path of universal holiness—the connection of the pre-

sent state with the future, and the important reali-

ties of the eternal world. These, and similar truths

intimately connected with them, should be specifi-

cally illustrated, and deeply impressed upon the

mind as the first principles or axioms of the Chris-
tian system. In conjunction with these, some of the

leading moral precepts of the Bible should be par-

ticularly inculcated, and illustrated by appropriate

examples, such as
—

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God with all thy heart—Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bor as thyself^Whatsoever ye would that- men
should do to you, do ye even so to them—Love your
enemies, do good to them that hate you—Bless

them who curse you— If thine enemy hunger, feed
him, if he thirst give him drink—Let love be with-
out dissimulation—Live peaceably with all men

—

Be not desirous of vain glory—Recompense to no
one evil for evil— Put on humbleness of mind, meek-
ness and long-suffering—Forbear one another, and
forgive one another, if any man have a quarrel
against any : as Christ forgave you, so also do ye

—

Put away lyins, and speak every man truth with
his neighbor—Children obey your parents—Be fol-

lowers of Christ, who did no sin, neither was guile

found in his mouth, and who hath left us an exam-
ple that we should walk in his steps." Such Chris-
tian precepts, frequently brought to the view of the

mind, and familiarly illustrated by examples deriv-

ed from Scripture, and from common life, could not
but make an impression on the young, far more be-

neficial than if it were possible to cram into their

memories all the definitions, distinctions, and dog-

mas of metaphysical theology. Such heavenly in-

junctions, when clearly explained, come home to

the understanding and the feelings; they are recog-

nised as the pure dictates of the Spirit of God ; and
although there were no other precepts presented to

view but those I have now stated, a full recognition

of such heavenly principles, in all their practical

bearings, would, ere long, completely regenerate

the world, and cause righteousness and praise to

spring forth before all nations.

In endeavoring to teach young persons the moral-

ity of the Bible, and to imbue their minds with its

holy principles, it is not enough that its precepts be

announced, and that they be accustomed to 7-ecite

them. They should be pointedly applied to every
moral incident that may occur, and to whatever
tempers or dispositions may be displaved in their

conduct. Krerij time a vicious disposition manifests

itself, a Christian precept should be applied to coun-

teract it. Is a boy, for instance, taking revenge on

his companion for an injury either real or supposed,

such precepts as these should be pointedly addressed

lohim:—" Recompense to no man evil for evil.

—

Avenge not yourselves, but give place to wrath.

—

Bless them that curse you, and pray for them that

despitefully use 5'ou." Does he manifest a proud

and overhearing disposition? Apply such divine

maxims as these:—"God resisteth the proud, but

he piveth grace to the humble. A ])rond heart is

an abomination to the Lord. Though God is high,

he hath respect to the lowly ; but the proud he know-
eth afar ofl^. Put on humbleness of mind meek-
ness and long suffering ; and let each esteem ano-

ther better than himself" Does a principle of envy,
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hatred, or malice, manifest itself? Those passages

of Scripture which condemu such dispositions

should be brought forward and illustrated :

—
" Let

all bitterness, and wrath, and clamor, and evil-speak-

ing, be put away from you, with all malice. The
works of the flesh are hatred, strife, envies, mur-
ders, &c. He that hateth his brother is a murderer.
If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he

is a liar. Where envy and strife is, there is confu-

sion and every evil work." The tendency of such
dispositions, and the dreadful consequences which
frequently result from them, should be illustrated

by such examples as these:—The brothers ofJoseph
envied and hated him, and under the influence of

these diabolical afiections, would have murdered
him, if the providence of God had not prevented.

—

Ahab envied Naboth, and caused him to be put to

death. Haman hated Mordecai, and caused a gal-

lows be prepared for his destruction, on which he
himself was hanged. The Jews, from hatred and
" envy," delivered up Jesus to the Roman governor
to be crucified. In like manner it may be shown,
that all the wars, contentions, and persecutions,

which have convulsed and desolated the world, are

the natural results of envy and hatred, and that the

indulgence of such principles unfits the soul for the

enjoyment of eternal life.

There can scarcely be a doubt, that the best mode
of impressing the minds of the young with the mo-
ral principles of Christianity is, to exhibit the ope-

ration of these principles in real life, and to point

out specifically those dispositions and modes of con-

duct which are directly opposed to the precepts laid

down by our Saviour, and to the example he has set

before us. For this purpose, a watchful eye should
be kept on their conduct, and on the temper it dis-

plays. Even the most minute ramifications of their

conduct should be strictly inspected ; and those looks

and gestures, words and actions, which may at first

sight appear trivial or indiflferent, should not be alto-

gether overlooked ; for, in many instances, they
manifest the existence of an evil principle ready to

burst forth into action, and which should be care-

fully counteracted. There are a great many dispo-

sitions of this kind which are daily manifested in

families, and at public seminaries, which are either

altogether overlooked, or considered as the mere
ebullitions of youthful frolic or amusement, which,
nevertheless, involve principles altogether inconsist-

ent with the dictates of inspiration, and with the har-

mony and order of the intelligent universe. And if

such evil principles be not destroyed in the bud,

they will " grow with their growth, and strengthen
with their strength," till they appear in all their

noxious luxuriance in the active scenes of social life.

The following are some of the practices to which I

allude ;—Tossing away hats and caps, calling niclc-

names, tearing books, acting deceitfully in making
bargains, pinching and scratching, boxing and fight-

ing, taking delight in teazing and vexing one ano-
ther, mocking at natural defects and infirmities, va-

luing themselves on account of the finery of their

dress, taking revenge of injuries, envying their

companions on account of their acquirements and
the approbation bestowed upon them, manifesting a
spirit of pride and domination, mocking the aged,

the lame, or the blind, wanton cruelty towards the

inferior animals, or encouraging them to fight with
each other, injuring trees, shrubs, or flowers, cutting

or hacking walls, tables, or any useful piece of fur-

niture, equivocating when giving evidence in rela-

tion to anv fact,—and many similar practices, which
are too seldom counteracted by the proper applica-

tion of Christian principles. In particular the prac-
tice of boxing and fighting, and every other re-

vengeful action, should be reprobated and con-

demned with the utmost firmness and decision, as

subversive of every principle that pervades the
Christian system. That such practices have abound-
ed at our public schools, and still too much abound,
is a disgrace to our character as a professing Chris-
tian people, and to those who have the superintend-
ence of the morals of the young. The practice of
pilfering should likewise be promptly checked, and
a strict regard to honesty and uprightness encou-
raged and enforced. However trifling the value of
the article—although it should be only a pin, a
gooseberry, a pea, a marble, or a cherrystone, no
one should be allowed to interfere with it, if it is

claimed as the property of another; for it is not the

value of the article, but the principle of the action,

which demands our consideration. Above all, ly-

ing should be represented in such a light as to be
held in universal abhorrence

; and the importance
of truth—which is the bond of society, and the ba-

sis of the intelligent universe—should be illustrated

and enforced by every Scriptural and rational con-

sideration.

For the purpose of illustrating the principles of
moral action, and of applying the precepts of Chris-

tianity to particular cases of delinquency, it might
be proper to set apart a portion of one day in the

week for inquiring into moral conduct, whether
blameable or praiseworthy. Cases of this descrip-

tion would be known 'o the teacher, and others

would be brought forward by the young people
themselves. A particular case should be stated in

all its circumstances, and the attention of the whole
school directed to it. Suppose a boy has been con-

victed of falsehood—having sauntered about the

fields in company with some idle companions, when
he should have been at school, and having after-

wards informed his parents that he was then regu-

larly attending on his instructions. The precepts

of the Word of God which bear against false-

hood, should, in the first place, be brought forward,^—

such as, '• Thou shalt not bear false witness.—The
Lord hateth a lying tongue.—Lie not one to

another.—Putting away lying, let every man speak
truth with his neighbor.—All liars shall have their

part in the lake which burneth with fire and brim-

stone." The dismal consequences which would
follow, if truth were universally violated, might
next be stated. All confidence among intelligent

beings would be completely destroyed; there could

be no friendship nor atTectionate social intercourse

—

no improvement in knowledge—no seminaries of

learning, no villages or towns could be reared, nor
fields cultivated—every one would shun the society

of his neighbor, and we could become acquainted
with nothing but what we ourselves had seen or

experienced. The happy elTects which would re-

sult from a universal adherence to truth might then

be illustrated; and a narrative or two might be

read, exemplifying the importance of truth, and the

mischievous elTects of falsehood. Abundance of

such narratives will be found, both in civil and in

sacred history, and they should always be at hand
for illustrating and enforcing instructions of this

kind. The delinquent should then be reasoned with

on his conduct, and admonished with such serioiis-

ness and mildness as may tend to convince him that

you have his best interests at heart. In like man-
ner should all other kinds of delinquencies be pub-

licly investigated, and the opposite virtues explained

and inculcated. When a youth has been found fre-

quently guilty of committing the same fault, after

repeated admonition, it may be proper that punish-

ment of some kind or other be inflicted upon him.

Corporeal punishment, however, will seldom have
any good efllect. Few cases, I presume, will be

found, where either voung or old have been u-hipped

into the paths of wisdom and holiness. The pu-

nishment selected should be such as has a tendency
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to excite reflection on the evil of the otlence, and
to lead to penitence. Till repentance and amend-
ment be clearly manifested, the delinquent should be
banished from the play-ground, and from all the

usual sports and associations of his companions,
that he may feel ashamed of his conduct; and when
he has given full satisfaction to his teacher and his

school-fellows, let him be cordially received into

favor, and reinstated in his former privileges.

This is the principle which the Apostle Paul lays
down with respect to the members of Christian
Churches:—"Withdraw yourselves from every
brother that walkeih disorderly." And I see no
reason why the same principle may no be applied
to accomplish the same end in the case of the ju-

venile members of public seminaries. It is to be
understood, however, that it is only those faults

which are publicly known that should be publicly
investigated,—those which are known only to the
teacher and the delinquent should be discussed in

private, in the manner now suggested, or in any
other way that circumstances may dictate.

Actions which are praiseworthy should likewise
be publicly noticed, and mentioned with due com-
mendation. If any young person has rescued a
little girl from the hands of wicked boys who had
been maltreating her, and conducted her safely
home—if he has shared a morsel of his bread with
a hungry fellow-creature—if he has found a toy, a
book, a pocket-handkerchief, or a piece of money,
and restored it to the owner—if he has showed
kindness to the blind or lame—if he is attentive to

his learning, and obedient to his parents and in-

.structors,—such examples of virtuous conduct
should receive their due meed of praise, and be ex-
hibited as patterns for imitation, and those Chris-
tian precepts which enjoin them brought forward
and inculcated. Commendation animates and en-
courages the minds of children, and vvhen it is

merited should never be withheld. At the same
time, they should be reminded, that when they have
done all that they were commanded, they have done
nothing more than was their duty to do ; and, that
no services of ours, however praiseworthy, can be
meritorious in the sight of God; that such actions,
however, are essentially necessary as evidences of a
renewed nature and of our subjection to the authority
of God—that they promote our own comfort and
the happiness of others—and that they prepare us
for the employments and the society of heaven,
where all the Christian virtues will be displayed in
perfection without any mixture of evil.—Were such
instructions and illustraiions of moral principle, as
now suggested, regularly attended to, and every dis-

position and action of the young submitted to the
test of Chri.^tian principle, there can scarcely be a
doubt that the most beneficial results would soon
appear, and the moral stale of society be improved
far beyond what we have ever yet experienced.
But, if we are remiss in our attention to the best

interests of the young, and refuse to bring into full

operation a rational system of moral and religious
instruction, we have no right to complain of the
vicious dispositions of the rising generation, or the
licentiousness and depravity of general society.

In recommending to the young the study of the
Scriptures, every requisite direction and assistance
should be afforded to guide them in their researches
into the oracles of God. When reading the his-

torical parts either of the Old or the New Testa-
ment, mans of Palestine, and of the adjacent coun-
tries, should be put into their hands, that they may
be enabled to trace the journeyings of the Israelites

in the wilderness, the relative positions of the twelve
tribes in the land of Canaan, the travels of Jesus
Christ and his apostles, and the situations of the
principal cilips, towns, mountains, rivers, lakes, and

seas, mentioned in the Bible. To assist their con-
ceptions of the Jewish tabernacle and temple, plans
of these buildings should be presented, along with
figures of the altar of burnt-oflering and of incense,
the ark of the covenant, the table of show-bread,
the golden candlesticks, the brazen laver, and other
sacred utensils. To illustrate the antiquities of the
Jews and other eastern nations, their customs, build-
ing.s, &c. sketches should be given of their manners
and customs, arts, sciences, vegetable productions,
and peculiarities of climate, which are frequently
alluded to by the sacred writers, and which should
be illustrated by engravings in so far as they tend to

convey ideas on the .subject. They should be taught
to acquire clear conceptions about every thing they
read, and, when they meet with difficulties or ob-
scurities, never to rest satisfied till they receive the
requisite explanations. When they read a descrip-

tion of any scene or transaction, such as the Israelites

passing through the Red Sea, or assembled aroi.nd

Mount Sinai—our Saviour teaching the multitudes
from a ship on the Lake of Gennesaret—or Paul
standing on Mars hill, addressing the people of
Athens—they should be instructed to represent in
their imagination the various objects u-hich compose
the scene as delineated by the historian, whether
mountains, rivers, seas, corn-fields, buildings, or as-

sembled multitudes, which would tend to connect
with sensible objects the moral instructions to be
derived from such narratives. In forming such
pictures of imagination they might be assisted by
the teacher selecting parts of those scenes in their

own country with which they are acquainted, and
leading them to imagine the objects and transactions

recorded in the Bible as passing immediately before

them amidst the scenery with which they are fami-
liar ; or by presenting before them accurate en-

gravings of the natural and artificial objects con-

nected with Judea and other eastern countries, in

so far as they can be procured. In this point of
view, it is much to be regretted, that almost all the

pictorial illustrations of our " Family Bibles" are

absolutely worthless and worse than useless, omit-

ting almost every thing that is instructive and con-

sistent with fact, and introducing silly and fictitious

scenes, full of anachronisms, inconsistencies, and
violations of costume, which have no other tendency
than to convey a degrading and distorted conception

of the scenes recorded in sacred history. Above all

things, the young should be directed to consider,

that every transaction recorded in Scripture is in-

tended to produce an intellectual and a 7noral effect,

either to display the perfections of God, the cha-
racter of his moral government, the safety and hap-
piness of those who put their trust in him, the evil

tendency of disobedience to his laws, or the path of

duty in which we ought to walk in the various cir-

cumstances in which we may be placed. " All
Scripture is profitable for doctrine, for correction,

ibr reproof, and for instruction in righteousness;"

and therefore the study of no portion of sacred his-

tory should be di.'^continued, till its moral instruc-

tions be clearly perceived and applied. Q.uestions

and exercises of various kinds, in relati(m to scrip-

tural facts, doctrines, and duties, should be pre-

scribed, to excite the attention, and direct the judg-

ment of the young in their investigation of divine

subjects; but as we have now various little books

calculated to direct the juvenile mind in such exer-

cises, it is needless to dwell on the subject.

It might not be improper to have a text-book or

two, selected from Scripture, and interspersed with

occasional remarks, tending to elucidate certain pa.s-

sages and events. We have class-books for schools,

the greater part of which is selected from plays,

novels, farces, and Pagan historians and moralists.

And whv should sve not have a text-book selected
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from the oracles of inspiration, which contain a

greater variety of sublime and important matter

than is to be found in any other source of informa-

tion 1 Such a text-book might comprise selections

on such topics as the following:

—

Subjects which

tend to expand our intellectual views of the Deity,

and of the universe he has created—comprising de-

scriptions of the Majesty and Supremacy of Jeho-

vah, the eternity of his existence, his universal pre-

sence and agency, his love, faithfulness, and immu-
tability, his unbounded goodness, the wisdom and
rectitude of his moral government, and the care he
exercises over every order of his creatures—the ex-

istence of angels, and the offices they perform under
the Divine administration—the immortal destiny of

man, and the prospects opened to the righteous of

eternal felicity in the future world. Selections in

reference to the affections and the duties incumbent
upon persons in the different relations of life. In

this department those duties and affections which
are peculiarly Christian, should stand prominent,
such as humility, lowliness of mind, love to enemies,
doing good to those who hate us, striving against

sin, loving our neighbor as ourselves, cultivating

heavenly desires and affections, &c. Selections ad-
dressed to the taste and imagination—embodying the

beauties of history, poetry and eloquence, which
are profusely scattered throughout the sacred wri-
tings. Selections of biograph]i, including the lives

of Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Elijah, Hezekiah, Daniel,
John the Baptist, the Apostle Paul, &c. These,
along with selections on various other subjects,

might be illustrated with critical remarks, extracts

from works on Eastern manners and customs, de-

scriptions of modern Palestine, and the adjacent
countries, the accomplishments of Scripture pro-
phecies, as recorded in history, anecdotes of young
persons, the lives of true Christians, the judgments
which have befallen persecutors and apostates, the

progress of Christianity through the world, and the

benign effects it has produced on the state of so-

ciety. Such a work, if judiciously arranged and
executed, and studied with care, could not but pro-
duce a beneficial influence on the taste and affec-

tions of the young, and lead them to admire and
venerate the oracles of heaven. It is, doubtless, one
cause of the low state of Christianity, and of the

influence of Pagan miximsin general society, that

such text-books have never yet been introduced into

our seminaries of education.

CHAPTER VIII.

SABBATH SCHOOLS.

Of late years these institutions have rapidly in-

creased, both in Great Britain and in the United
States of America, and, if properly conducted, are
calc'ilated to produce a highly beneficial effect on
the religious improvement of the rising generation.
In a preceding part of this volume I offered a few
strictures on the mode in which some of these insti-

tutions were formerly conducted ; and, although the

evils there complained of still exist to a certain ex-
tent, I am happy to say, that in many of these schools
a more rational and efficient system is now begin-
ning to be adopted. The teachers, many of whom
are men of piety and intelligence, are now convinced
of the futility of mere memorial exercises, and are
beginning to address the understanding and the

affections of their pupils, so that they may be enabled
to enter into the spirit and meaning of the truths in-

culcated. Still, however, I am decidedly of opinion,
from all that I have ever witnessed in these institu-

tions, that the system of religious instruction is far

from having reached its highest pitch of improve-
ment, and that it is susceptible of being carried to a
degree of perfection which it has never yet attained.
The evils and defects which adhere to the system as
it exists in most of our Sabbath school institutions,
are such as the following :— 1. The memory is still

too much exercised and burdened with the retention
of words, while a corresponding degree of attention
is not paid to the exercise of the rational faculty.

—

2. Religious instruction is too much conjined as to the
range of its objects and illustrations. Instead of con-
fining it chiefly to a few propositions in regard to

what are termed the fundamental doctrines of the
gospel, it should extend to the whole range of objects
comprised within the compass of Divine Revelation,
and to all the illustrations of those objects which c^n
be derived from history, geography, the sciences,

and the works of nature. 3. Discussions on syste-

matic theology too frequently usurp the place of
pointed moral instructions addressed to the affections

and the conscience. 4. Catechisms and other hu-
man formularies are too frequently set in competi-
tion with the instructions to be derived directly from
the Scriptures. 5. Many of the teachers, however
pious and well intentioned, are deficient in that de-

gree of Biblical and general knowledge which all

religious instructors ought to possess. This last cir-

cumstance I consider as one of the greatest deficien-

cies in our Sabbath school arrangements, and there-

fore shall offer a few remarks on the subject.

It is generally admitted, that a professor of any
science, such as chemistry, ought to be acquainted

not only with all its principles and facts, but with
those subjects, such as natural history, experimental

philosophy, and physiology, with which it stands

connected. It is also admitted, that the religious

instruction of the adult population, in order to be re-

spectable and efficient, requires that the ministers

of religion be trained in all those branches of know-
ledge which tend to prepare them for their office,

and that they be men not only of piety, but of talent

and intelligence, and found qualified by their supe-

riors for the duties they undertake. And can we
suppose, that either the literary or the religious tui-

tion of the young, can be intelligently or efliciently

conducted by men who are comparatively ignorant,

and who have undergone no previous training for

such an oflice "? On the contrary, I have no hesi-

tation in asserting, that instructors of youth ought

to have as much information on every subject as is

usually judged necessary for a respectable minister

of the go.spel, and even rnore than many of this cla.'ss

actually possess. Besides, they ought to possess not

only clear conceptions of every portion of knowledge
they wish to impart, but also of the best modes in

which it may be communicated with effect to the

juvenile mind. It requires even more information

and greater powers of mind to simplify knowledge,

and render it perspicuous to the opening intellect,

than to convey it to the understandingsoftho.se who
are advanced in years. The man who wishes to act

as an intellectual and religious instructor, should, if

possible, acquire a comprehensive view of the whole

of the revelations of Heaven, and of the collateral

subjects with which they are connected—of the lead-

ing facts of ancient and modern history—of the

scenery of nature in all its varied aspects—of the

operations of the Creator which are displayed in the
" firmament of his power," and of human nature as

exhibited in all the scenes and relations of social

life. For it is from these, and similar sources, that

he is to derive his illustrations of divine subjects
;

and unless such subjects be illustrated by sensible

scenes and objects, no clear and distinct ideas can be

communicated to the young, nor any deep impres-

sions made upon their hearts. The instructor of

the young must have the faculty of ascertaining the
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range of thought possessed by his pupils—of adapt-

ing his instructions to that range of thought—and

of rendering the ideas they have already acquired

subservient for increasing their number, and for

opening a wider field of intellectual vision. For
this purpose, his imagination must roam over the

whole circle of his own knowledge, to select objects,

events, scenes, circumstances, and similes, adapted

to the comprehension of his pupils, and calculated

to expand their views, and to illustrate the particular

subject to which their attention is directed. He
must sometimes extend his views to the histories of

ancient times, both sacred and profane, to the cir-

cumstances which attended the accomplishment of

ancient prophecies, and to the doctrines, maxims,
and precepts of the Bible—sometimes to the know-
ledge he has acquired of the earth, the ocean, or the

atmosphere, the animal and vegetable creation, or

the glories of the heavens—and sometimes to the

state of barbarous nations, the persecutions of the

church, the lives of good men, the progress of the

gospel among unenlightened tribes, the scenes of

domestic life, or the wars and revolutions of nations.

Circumstances, incidents, anecdotes, descriptions,

and similes, derived from such sources, he will find

expedient, and in some cases necessary, to be brought
forward for explaining and illustrating many por-

tions of Divine Revelation. And therefore, were it

possible for a teacher to be a man of universal know-
ledge, so much the more qualified would he be for

imparting religious instruction, provided he had the

art of simplifying his knowledge, and rendering it

subservient to moral improvement. If religious in-

struction, indeed, consisted in nothing more than
prescribing tasks, and hearing children recite cate-

chisms, psalms, hymns, and passages of Scripture,

any man, however ignorant, who had been instruct-

ed in the art of reading, might be considered as quali-

fied for such an office ;— and hence, I have seen men,
pious and well-meaning perhaps, but ignorant of
almost every branch of knowledge, and without any
dear ideas on the subject of religion, appointed as

Sabbath school teachers, who did nothing more than

take the Psahn-boolc or Catechism into their bands,

and put on their spectacles to see that the young-
sters repeated their prescribed tasks with tolerable

correctness. But if the great object of religious in-

struction is, or ought to be, the communication of
clear ideas respecting the attributes o-f God, the prin-

ciples of his moral government, the variety and im-
mensity of his works, the history of his providential

dispensations, th« plan of his redemption, and the

way in which its blessings are to be obtained, the

principles of moral action, and the rules of duty he
has prescribed, and whatever tends to display the

riches of his grace and the glories of his universal

kingdom—in so far as such subjects can be imparted
to the youthful mind—then it is evident, that a reli-

gious instructor ought to be a person endowed with
as much general and Biblical knowledge as he can
possibly acquire.

In throwing out the above remarks, it is by no
means intended to insinaate, that no good has been
effected in Sabbath schools where the teachers were
comparatively ignorant; as I believe many good
impressions have been made upon the youthful mind
by pious and well-meaning men whose range of
information was extremely limited. But it is evi-

dent, at the same time, that were such instructors

more enlightened than they have generally been,

a much greater degree of important instruction

would be communicated, and a more powerful moral
impression made upon the heart.

It is consistent with the dictates of reason and the

,»eneral practice of mankind, that every man should
be trained for the profession he adopts, and be found
qualified for any office before he enter on the per-

formance of its duties. And is the religious in-

struction of the young a matter of so trivial impor-
tance, that such a rule should be set aside in ap-
pointing teachers to Sabbath schools 1 If not, then
every one who wishes to devote himself to the reli-

gious tuition of the rising race, should be regularly
trained in all those branches of sacred knowledge
which are requisite for rendering his instructions

fully efficient for the purpose intended. It should
likewise be ascertained whether he be of a commu-
nicative turn of mind, and has acquired a facility

of imparting ideas to the youthful understanding;
and for this purpose his qualifications should be
tried by experiment, by placing under his superin-

tendence, for a few days, the instructions of a reli-

gious seminary. Every one found duly qualified

for the office should receive -& certain pecuniary
compensation, as well as the teachers of oiher semi-

naries, provided he chooses to accept of it. Hitherto

our Sabbath schools have generally been taught
gratis by the benevolent individuals who have de-

voted themselves to this service, and if duly quali-

fied instructors can be found who will give their

services without remuneration, no objection, of
course, can be brought against such labors of love;

but it is nothing more than equitable, that every man
who devotes his time and the energies of his mind
to any object, should receive a fair compensation
for his exertions, especially when he is under obli-

gation to cultivate his intellectual powers, and to

pass through a course of training for this purpose.

The departments of knowledge to which religious

instructors should devote their attention are such as

the following :— 1. Sacred History, or, in other

words, the Records of the Divine dispensations, as

contained in the Old and New Testaments. For
elucidating certain portions of this history, unra-
velling difficulties, answering objections, and ex-

plaining various circumstances connected with the

Jewish worship and economy, the perusal of such
works as Home's " Introduction to the study of the

Bible," Sliuckford's " Connection of Sacred and
Profane History," and Slackhouse's " History of the

Bible," particularly the last, will be found of great
utiJity in expanding our views of the revelations of
Heaven, and of the facts cormected with the moral
government of God. For illustrating the history

of the Jews and surrounding nations, from the time
of the prophet Malachi to the birth of Christ—

a

period of more than four hundred years, during
which many of Daniel's prophecies were accom-
plished— the First Rook of " The Maccabees," Jo-
sephus' " Antiquities," and his " History of the

Wars of the Jews," and Prideaux's " Connection
of the History of the Old and New Testament,"
will be found particularly useful.— 2. Ancient His-
tory and Geography. The history of such nations

as the Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes
and Persians, is so interwoven with the sacred his-

tory and the predictions of the prophets, that a
knowledge of it is, in many instances, necessary

for understanding the descriptions and allusions of
the inspired writers. Millot's "Elements of General
History," part i. and " RoUin's Historical Works,"
particularly his " Ancient History," will .ifford the

most satisfactory information on this .subject. In

connection with the history of ancient nations, an-

cient geography sho'Ad be particularly studied, for

the purpose of acquiring clear ideas of the boun-

daries and divisions of the Land of Palestine, and
of the relative positions of the countries that lie

adjacent to it, which are so frequently alluded to in

the history both of the Old and New Testaments.

Without some knowledge of this subject we can

have no clear conceptions of many interesting cir-

cumstances recorded in the writings of the Prophets

and Evangelists, and must frequently read their
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narratives without ideas. Maps, on a large scale,

of the countries to which I allude, are of course

indispensably requisite, when engaging in this study

;

and such maps should be hung up in every Sabbath

school, and referred to, for illustrating the narra-

tives of the sacred historians. Well's " Sacred

Geography," and his " Set of Maps of Ancient

Geography," and similar works, will afford the re-

quisite information on this subject.—3. The circum-

stances connected n-it/i the fulfilment of ancient fro-

phecies. The accomplishment of prophecy is re-

corded either in the sacred history itself, in the

annals of civil and ecclesiastical history, in the

present state of the nations and the events passing

under our daily observation,—or it is to be looked

forward to in the prospects which will open on fu-

ture generations. Hence the necessity of being

acquainted with the history of the Church and of

the nations, and with the political and religious

movements now going forward throughout the

world, if we wish to trace the faithfulness of God
in the accomplishment of the predictions of his

word. Such works as Newton's " Dissertations on

the Prophecies," and Keith's " Fulfilment of Pro-

phecy," and his " Signs of the Times," will direct

the mind to many interesting views on this subject.

4. Another subject which deserves the attention

of religious instructors, is. Biblical Criticism and
TnterpretatioJi. As the Scriptures form the ground-

work of all religious knowledge, it is of importance

to ascertain that the copy or edition which we use

approaches as nearly as possible to the original

;

and when we are satisfied on this point, it is equal-

ly important to determine the rules by which the

different portions of the Bible are to be interpreted,

according to the subjects on which they treat. This
includes an inquiry into the literal meaning of

words, and the figurative sense in which they are

frequently used—the scope of the writer—the paral-

lel passages—the sources of poetic imagery, or the

objects whence the sacred writers derive their figu-

rative representations—the principles of symbolical

language—and a knowledge of the localities in

which the writers were placed, and the historical

circumstances to which they allude. On this sub-

ject many voluminous works have been written;

but the general reader may, perhaps, be sufficiently

gratified by the perusal of such volumes as Car-
penter's " Scripture Difficulties," and his "Popular
Lectures on Biblical Criticism and Interpretation."

5. The manners and custojns of the eastern nations.

The manners, customs, arts, and sciences of the

Hebrews, and the natural and artificial scenery
with which they were surrounded, exerted a pow-
erful influence upon their literary productions

—

even upon those which were dictated by inspiration.

"Without a knowledge of these it is impossible, in

many instances, to unravel the sense of the inspired

writers, to perceive the beauty and emphasis of their

compositions, or to feel the full force of their nar-

ratives and allusions. For the elucidation of this

subject we are now furnished with a variety of
interesting works, of which the following are

specimens:—Paxton's " Illustrations of Scripture;"

Harmer's " Observations on certain passages of

Scripture;" Taylor's " Fragmenta," appended to

Calmet's Dictionary; Burder's "Oriental Cus-
toms;" Carpenter's "Scripture Natural History;"

and the reports of certain modern travellers, such

as Burckhardt, Buckingham, Legh, Dr. Jowet, and
the American Missionaries. In the first six vo-

lumes of " The Modern Traveller," compiled by
Mr. Conder, almost every thing will be found re-

quisite for the illustration of the physical geogra-

phy, climate, seasons, &c. of Judea, and the sur-

rounding countries. An occasional reference to

such subjects for the elucidation of Scripture, could

not fail of exciting the attention and improving the
understandings of the young.

6. The study of the systevi of Nature, or the ma-
terial works of God, as displayed throughout the
earth and the starry firmament. To these works
the inspired writers, on numerous occasions, direct

our attention, as evidences of the Power, Wisdom,
and Goodness of Jehovah, and of his superintend-
ing Providence. They should therefore be studied
with care and contemplated with an eye of intelli-

gence, as illustrative of the perfections of the Deity
and of the declarations of his word. There is

nothing to which young people listen with more at-

tention than to familiar discourses on the wonders
of creation, when they are delivered in a clear and
distinct manner, and made level to their capacities;

and when the works of God are brought into im-

mediate connection with the truths of his word, a
more powerful impression of these truths, on the

principle of association, will be made upon the

mind. For example, when we describe the im-

mense mass of water in the caverns of the ocean

;

the lofty ranges of mountains; the flaming volca-

noes; the magnitude of our globe; the rapid mo-
tion with which it flies through the voids of space;

or the immense number and size of the celestial

orbs—and bring these objects in connection witTi

such passages as these: " He holdeth the ocean in

the hollow of his hand ; he hangeth the earth upon
nothing; he meteth out the heavens with a span;

and taketh up the isles as a very little thing—Great

is our Lord, and of great Power, his understanding

is infinite—Great and marvellous are thy works,

Lord God Almighty ," &c.—when these passages

are at any time recalled to mind, the objects which
illustrate them will naturally occur; and, when the

objects themselves are directly contemplated, the

mind will revert to the dictates of inspiration with

which they were formerly associated. For the pur-

pose of acquiring some general knowledge on this

subject, religious instructors should peruse some of

the popular works which have been lately publish-

ed on the subjects of Natural History, Geography,
Astronomy, Experimental Philosophy, and Chemis-
try, such as those formerly recommended, and par-

ticularly those works which treat of Natural The-
ology, and the connection of science with religion.

Besides the above departments, the Sabbath school

teacher should study v/ith particular attention hu-

man nature in all its varieties and modes of opera-

tion. He should learn to contemplate, with the eye

of a Christian philosopher, the dispositions of man-
kind, as displayed in their social intercourses, the

scenes of public and domestic life, the various

modes in which the principle of evil operates, and
the practices, whether good or bad, which prevail

either in Christian or in general society. From
such sources he will derive many home illustrations

of the effects of sin, and of the manner in which
Christian principle should operate in all the rami-

fications of human society. He should likewise

study some of the best works on the "Evidences
of Christianity"—a system of Divinity such as
" Dwight's Theology"—and, above all other branch-

es of knowledge, he should study with the utmost

care the discourses of our Saviour, as recorded in

the Evangelists, and ihs practical parts of the writ-

ings of the Prophets and Apostles, which, in reli-

gious instructions, are too frequently thrown into

the shade.

In teaching Sabbath schools, a practice which is

not uncommon should be carefully avoided—and
that is, addressing long-winded discourses to young
;?eo;;fe, most part of which they do not understand.

I lately visited a school in a neighboring town, con-

taining from 80 to 100 catechumens. Among these

were about 20 young persons chiefly females, from
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the age of 16 to the age of 24; the rest were children

from 7 to 12 years of age. After the repetition of

texts, psalms, catechisms, and pjLssages of Scripture,

niore. than an hour was consumed in some crude
dissertations, in a preaching style, on the meaning
and references of some passages in the prophecies

of Isaiah, which none of the younger persons could

possibly understand ; and only about a dozen gene-

ral questions, for the sake of form, were put to the

younger class, to which the answers, ' yes," or " no,"

were chiefly required. It seemed as if the chief

aim of the teacher had been to recommend himself

to the attention of the adult part of his audience,

while the children were sitting in a state of apathy,

playing with their fingers, and eagerly wishing to

be gone. Such a conduct is quite preposterous, and
tends to frustrate the 'great object of such institu-

tions. No address to young people should be con-

tinued beyond five or ten minutes at a time, unless

the subject be extremely interesting and the atten-

tion exclusively fixed upon it. The method of teach-

ing by Interrogatories, and interspersing occasional

remarks on the diflTerent topics, will be found in ge-

neral the best mode for keeping alive the attention

of the young.
Sabbath schools should not be considered as con-

fined to the children of the poor, or of those who
are inattentive to the spiritual interests of their off-

spring, but as embracing the instruction of all

classes of society. It is indeed a duty, from which
no parent can be exempted, to impart instruction to

his children in the principles of religion, and " to

train them up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord." But, without neglecting this duty in private,

their children might derive ivoYioTiant additio7ial in-

struction by attending a public religious seminary.
If the system of religious instruction were once im-
proved, and carried to that pitch of perfection of

which it is susceptible ; and, if that superior intelli-

gence and wisdom, which we hope ere long to see

displayed in the department of religion, were to per-

vade all the details of juvenile instruction, I have
no hesitation in asserting that the children of the

most learned and intelligent of the community would
derive much advantage from attending such semi-
naries of instruction. Nor should such seminaries
be confined to young persons under 12 or 14 years
of ae:e, as they too frequently are ; but schools
should be organized, adapted to persons from the

age of 15 to the age of 20, and upwards, in which
they may be trained in the higher branches of know-
ledge connected with religion, and thus be enabled
to take more expansive views of the revelations of
Heaven, that ihey may be " thoroughly furnished
for the performance of every good work." For the

mstruciion and superintendence of such schools, the

study of those departments of sacred knowledge re-

ferred to above, will be found an indispensable qua-
lification. In order that proper qualified teachers
may be obtained for such seminaries, colleges or
academies might be established for their instruction.

Evening lectures on the different branches of sacred
knowledge and popular science, accompanied w h
various other mental exercises, might be delivered

two or three times every week, to which all might
have access who wish to devote themselves to the

religious instruction of the young. Various discu.s-

sions might likewise be entered into relative to the

best modes of communicating knowledge and im-
pressing divine truths upon the heart ; and experi-

ments in the art of instruction might be occasionally
tried, by collecting a number of children for this

purpose, and observing the cfl^ects which different

instructors and diflTerent modes of teaching produce
upon their affections and understandings. In the

mean time, before such systems of instruction be es-

tablished, it might be expedient for the teachers of

Sabbath schools in large towns, to meet once a-week
or once a-fortnight for mutual instruction, and for
discussing the various subjects connected with their
official duties. A library might be formed of the
best books connected with Sacred History, Theolo-
gy, and general information, to which eacti of them
might have access for the purpose of private study.
By such means the knowledge of our teachers
would be enlarged, their interest in carrying for-

ward improvements kept alive, and the system of
religious instruction would gradually approximate
towards perfection. To guide the teacher in his se-

lection of books on Sacred Literature, he may be
referred to the Rev. E. Bickersteth's "Christian
Student," which contains lists of books in the vari-

ous departments connected with the study of Divine
revelation, interspersed with a variety of judicious
remarks.*

CHAPTER IX.

SCHOOLS FOR YOUNG PERSONS, FROM THE AGE OF
FOURTEEN TO THE AGE OP TWENTY AND UPWARDS.

It is one of the grand defects of our present system
of education, that it is considered as terminating
about the period when our youth arrive at the age
of fourteen or fifteen years. Prior to this period,

little more than the rudiments of knowledge can be
communicated, even where education is conducted
on an intellectual plan. The whole period of our
existence should be considered a.s the course of our
education; and there is no portion of human life of
more importance in this respect than that which in-

tervenes between the age of fourteen and the age of
twenty. At this period, the rational powers are ad-
vancing towards perfection, and are capable of ac-

quiring clear and expansive views both of scientific

truths and of Scriptural doctrines. At the same
time the moral powers and propensities are begin-

ning to arrange themselves on the side either of vir-

tue or of vice; and, in the great majority of instan-

ces, the character of the future man depends on the

intellectual views and the moral habits which are
then formed. It is therefore a matter of the utmost
importance, that the human mind, at this interesting

period, should be properly directed as to its views
of truth and of duty, and guarded against the tempt-
ations and allurements which might turn it aside
from the paths of rectitude. It is .somewhat unac-
countable, that this important period in the life of
man—so pregnant with blessings or curses to so-

ciety—should have been almost overlooked in the
view of the Christian philanthropist, and that no
specific arrangements have been made to promote
moral and intellectual instruction during its con-
tinuance. About the age of fifteen the greater part

of those who have enjoyed a common education are

employed as apprentices or servants. At this period

Sabbath school teachers will derive much use-

ful instruction from the writings of Mr. Jacob Ab-
bot, Principal of the Mount Vernon School, Bos-
ton, particularly his " Young Christian," and " The
Teacher, or Moral Influences employed for the In-

struction of the Young." He should also peruse
" The Mother at Home," and other works of the

Rev. John S. C. Abbot, of Worster, America, for-

merly recommended. In the process of teaching,

the books published by Mr. Gall on the " Lesson

System," will frequently be found of great utility.

—

But, it ought never to he forgotten, that no plans

we may adopt, and no books, however good in

themselves, can be a substitute for the Scriptural

knowledge and general information of the teacher.
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new passions begin to operate, and new pursuits

enjjage their attention. They mingle wiih new as-

sociaies, are frequently exposed to vicious indul-

genees, and, in many inslaiices, are set free from
the restraints of their parents and guardians. If, in

such circumstances, no rational or religious instruc-

tion is regularly imparted, they will be apt, as too

frequently happens, to be led away by their vicious

companions, and their sensual appetites, into the

paths of folly and intemperance. Hence the pro-

priety of establishing institutions, and arranging a

system of instruction adapted to the wants and the

circumstances of this interesting portion of our po-

pulation.

The subjects to which the attention of this class of

young persons should be directed might be such as

"the following:— 1 The Physical sciences, as Geogra-
phy, Astronomy, Natural History, Experimental
Philosophy, and other subjecis more particularly

noticed in the preceding pages. The illustration of

these subjects might occupy a wider range, and the

topics connected with them be more fully discussed

than in the primary schools to which I have already

adverted. 2. Lo^ic, or the art of reasoning. This
subject might be treated in a popular manner, and
the various kinds of reasoning and of sophisms il-

lustrated from the sciences, historical facts, the phe-

nomena of nature, and the conduct of men in gene-
ral society. One great object in such discussions

should be, to teach the pupils to habituate them-
selves to clear ideas and conclusive reasonings on
every subject—and to expose the false principles and
sophistical reasonings by which princes, statesmen,

clergymen, and others, have supported tyranny,

slavery, oppression, and abuses of every description

in church and state, and by which deists and scep-

tics have attempted to undermine the fabric of
Christianity. If properly illustrated, there are few
subjects more important than this to young men
when entering on the active scenes of life. But we
have no system of logic, with which I am acquaint-

ed, in which the subject is treated in the popular and
practical manner to which I allude. 3. Practical

Mechanics and the useful arts—including discus-

sions on the various applications of steavi—rail-

roads, canals, and machinery of different kinds—the

processes connected with the different arts, the im-
provements of which they are susceptible, and the

experiments that require to be tried in order to car-

ry them to perfection. 4. Ethics, or a system of
moral philosophy founded on the principles and pre-

cepts of Revelation—or, in other words, a system of
practical Christianity, explaining the duties incum-
bent upon men in the various relations of life, and
illustrating them from the facts connected with the
scenes of history and of common life. In the dis-

cussion of this subject, the following topics, among
others, would require to be particularly illustrated:

—The true foundation of moral action, or the prin-

ciples which form the basis of the moral order of
the universe—the laics which God has promulgated
in his word for the regulation of human conduct

—

the reasonableness of these laws, and their indispensa-

ble necessity and obligation—the happiness to which
the observance of them uniformly leads

—

xhemiserti
which is necessarily consequent on their violation

—and the confusion which would arise throughout
every part of the social system were these laws re-

versed or universally violated. The history of all

nations, both savage and civilized—the facts related

in the history of the Bible—the narratives of voya-
gers and travellers—and the scenes of public and
domestic society,— would furnish appropriate illus-

trations of such topics. 5. The Evidences of Chris-
tianity—illustrations of Sabred History and Geogra-
phy—explanations of Scripture difficvHies, and of
the accomplishment of nrophecies—eluoidations of

50»

Christian facts, doctrines, and precepts—and other
topics connected with the great objects of religion
and the realities of another world,—should hold a
proviinent place among all the other departments of
instruction. Such instructions are essentially re-
quisite, if we wish to see mankind rising in the
scale of intellectual and religious improvement,
and if we wish to behold vice and intemperance
banished from our streets, and harmony and hap-
piness throughout every department of the moral
world.

Such subjects as the above might be varied accord-
ing to circumstances, and elucidated, in more or less

detail, according to the ages, capacities, or pursuits

of the pupils; but, in every instance, the chief por-
tion of instruction should have a particular bearing
on their moral and religious improvement. Three
or four days in the week, from eight to half-past

nine o'clock in the evening, might be devoted to

such studies and exercises,—and the same apart-

ments which are used for the in.struction of the ju-

nior classes might serve as places of meeting for

engaging in the discussions to whi-ch I allude, so

that no additional expense would be requisite for

such accommodations. Every arrangement in such
seminaries should be adapted to the conveniency of
apprentices, journeymen, shopkeepers, clerks, la-

borers, and all others who are employed in active

labor, or other professional duties, during the day;
—at the same time, persons of every rank and of
every age may be invited, when public discussions

take place, or public lectures are delivered. Simi-
lar institutions might be established for the improve-
ment of the female sex, in which instructions in na-
tural history, logic, morality and religion, similar to

those suggested above, might be imparted, together
with all those useful and ornamental branches of
knowledge which are peculiarly adapted to the sta-

tions and relations they occupy in society. In cer-

tain cases, where public lectures on physical or mo-
ral subjects are delivered, arrangements might be
made for the attendance of persons of both se.xes,

which, under certain regulations, T'ould tend to en-
liven the scenes of instruction.

Such institutions have never yet .^een established,

so far as I know, in any part of the civilized world;
ncr can we hope for their establishment, till the in-

fluence ofa7!arice be in some measu e undermined

—

till our shops and manufactories be shut up at more
early hours than they now are, and till our laborers,

shopkeepers, and artisans, have mi ire leisure to de-

vote to the cultivation of their mi iral and mental
powers. Many of our manufactori ;s are kept open
till between the hours of eight and nine in the even-

ing; and our grocery stores, and other shops, till

near the hour of midnight; so that, from seven in

the morning till near eleven at night, our appren-
tices have scarcely two hours of leisure, even for

their meals. Such long hours of labor, during
which many of the working classe.5 are obliged to

toil from day to day, tend not only to retard the pro-

gress of the human mind, but to reduce mankind to

a species of slaves, or mere animal machines; leav-

ing them scarcely any reasonable portion of their

existence, either for cultivating their intellects, or

for preparing for the world to come On this sub-

ject I shall afterwards offer a few remarks.

CHAPTER X.

aUALIFICATIONS OF TEACHERS, AXD SEMINARIES FOR
THEIR INSTRUCTION.

To ALL that is stated in the preceding pages, it will

likely be objected, that we have few teachers pos-

sessed of the talent and information requisite to car-
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ry the plans I have proposed into effect. It is in-

deed much to be regretted, that an opinion has long
prevailed, that the most slender qualifications are

sufficient for a teacher, and that little preparation is

requisite for conducting a common school. If a

man is unfortunate in trade, enfeebled in body, or

disinclined to manual labor, it is considered that he
may still be sufficiently qualified for a teacher, after

having spent four or five months at a seminary of

education. If he can read his mother-iougue, write

a good text-hand, and has acquired a tolerable

knowledge of arithmetic and book-keeping, he is

considered as fully warranted to set up the trade of a
teacher; and if in addition to these he has acquired
some knowledge of Latin and French, he is viewed
as moving in the higher rank of instructors. Such
opinions, indeed, are now beginning to be reckoned
as somewhat antiquated, and many of our teachers
are rapidly rising in the scale of intelligence ; but it

is, at the same time, a fact, that many of our paro-

chial and other schoolmasters are possessed of few
qualifications besides those now stated. On the

Continent, till lately, the office of schoolmaster, in

country villages, was considered one of the lowest
employments in society. Even in Prussia, about
the middle of the last century, '' All that was requir-

ed of their schoolmasters, who were chiefly me-
chanics, was, to be able to read, say the catechism,
sing tolerably a few well-known psalm-tunes, and
to write and cipher a little. Numbers of shepherds,
employed in summer time in keeping sheep, during
winter assume the office of teachers of youth. The
nobility used generally to bestow the place of school-
master (if it was at their disposal) on their valets or
grooms, as a reward for past services."* In manv
instances the offices of village barber, fiddler, and
schoolmaster, were conjoined in the same person.

It may be affirmed, without the least hesitation,

that there is no office in general society more ho-
norable and important than that of an instructor of
the young, and none on which the present and fu-

ture happiness of the human race so much depends.
But, in consequence of the circumstances now stated,

the office has been rendered inefficient for the great
purposes of human improvement, and the teacher
himself degraded from that rank which he ought to

hold in the scale of society. It is not a little unac-
countable, thai, in this country, no seminaries have
ever yet been established for training young men
for the office of teachers, so that the important ends
intended by a system of education may be fully ac-
complished. A watchmaker, a smith, a mason, a
carpenter, or a weaver, serves an apprenticeship of
from four to seven years, before he is considered
qualified to exercise his profession. A clergyman
generally undergoes a course of training for eight
or nine years, before he is licensed to perform the
functions of the sacred ministry. Even a menial
servant, a stable-bov, a cook, or a laundry-maid,
must devote a certain portion of time and attention
before they are considered as qualified for such oc-
cupations. But the office of an instructor of youth
is frequently assumed at random. If a man ima-
gines he can execute such an office, and publishes
an advertisement of his intention, he is believed to

be qualified for what he undertakes, although, per-
haps, he has never applied his mind to investigate
the principles on which instruction should be com-
municated, nor the objects which education should
embrace. Such an anomali/ in the state of civilized
society, in regard to a matter of such vital import-
ance, is a disgrace to the character of an enlighten-
ed age, and on?ht no longer to exi>t. If we had
right views of all the important objects which a .sys-

Report of the Primary Normal School at Pots-
dam, by F. L. G. Striez.

tem of moral and intellectual education should em-
brace, and its extensive effects upon all ranks of so-

ciety, in relation both to the present and the future
world, we should at once admit, that an instractot
of youth should be a man possessed of almost uni-
versal knowledge, conjoined with a high degree of
moral probity and lervent piety.

How then, it may be asked, are we to proceed in
elevating the teachers in the scale of intelligence,
and thus laying a sure basis for an efficient educa-
tion 1 The first arrangement, which is obviously
requisite, is to establish seminaries or colleges for
their instruction. In these Preceptoral Colleges, as
they might be called, such branches as the folTowing
might be taught.— 1. Arithmetic, Drawing, Algebra,
and the Mathematical sciences, particularly those
which are more immediately applicable to practical

purposes.—2. Grammar, Logic, History, and Chris-
tian morals.— 3. Natural History, Natural Philoso-
phy, Geography, Astronomy, Chemistry, Physiolo-

gy, and Vocal and Instrumental Music.—4. Natural
Theology, the Evidences of Christianity, Sacred
History, Christian doctrines and duties.—To teach
these sciences with effect, three or four Professors
would be required. They should be taught, not
merely by lectures, but by regular examinations
and numerous exercises connected with the several
topics of discussion ; and, where the subjects admit
of it, by experimental illustrations. The course
should be as popular in its plan and illustrations as
the nature of the subjects treated of will admit, and
all the discussions should, if possible, be made tc

bear upon matters of practical utility. Of course,

all abstract metaphysical disquisitions, intricate ma-
thematical questions and theorems which are more
curious than useful, and all theological speculations

respecting mysteries and questions which are be-

yond the reach of the human faculties to resolve

—

should be carefully avoided. The great object of
these instructions should be, not to make the students

profomid mathematicians, philosophers, or divines

—but to communicate to them a clear and compre-
hensive view of all those subjects of a practical na-

ture which are level to the comprehension of the

bulk of mankind, which may present to them objects

ol' delightful contemplation, and which may have a
bearing on ihcir present and i'uture happiness. In
connection with these subjects, instructions and ex-
ercises should be given in the art of covimnnicativg
knowledge, and on the various modes which may be
employed to excite the attention, and to convey
clear und well-defined ideas to the understandings
of the young. The plan and routine of leaching,

the various evolutions requisite for preserving or-

der in a school, the divisions of time, the arrange-

ment of classes, the moral treatment of the youth-
ful mind, the punishment of offences, the best me-
thods of impressing upon the heart the truths of re-

ligion and the rules of morality, the method of using

the different clas.s-books, and every thing else which
has a relation to moral and intellectual tuition—
should be explained and illustrated in minute detail.

For the purpose of exercising the students in the

practical application of these instructions, /tco.^c^ooi'j

should be connected with every Preceptoral College—
one for the primanj and the other for the higher

branches of education. Over these schools the pro-

fessors, though not constant or regular teachers,

should be invested with a special superintendence

and control. Under their (lireclion, each student,

in turn, should be appointed to engage in the busi-

ness of instruction, so as to reduce to practice the

philosophy of teaching. Remarks on the manner
in which he executes his oflice, may be made in

private, and hints given by which he mav be

enabled to correct any of the errors or defects into

which he may have fallen. These remarks should
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have a reference not only to the mode of commu-
nicating knowledge, but likewise to the moral dis-

positions displayed towards the children, and the

treatment they receive. While a proper degree of
respect and authority is maintained, the young
teacher should be taught to address his pupils in the

language of kindness and affection, as a father does

his children, and to avoid every thing in his man-
ner that has the appearance of being boisterous or

domineering. Besides being occasionally employed
in scholastic teaching, the students should be fre-

quently exercised in theart of composition, and, at cer-

tain distant intervals, in delivering lectures of their

own composition, to the rest of the students, on any
physical or moral subject they may choose to select.

This practice would tend to prepare them for be-

coming public lecturers on the different branches

of useful knowledge, in the districts where they

might afterwards be appointed as teachers. All the

public exercises of the students, both in learning

and in teaching, should be commenced with prayer,

and a recognition of the superintendence and agency
of the Divine Being, and the business of the day
concluded in the same manner—a practice which,
in this country, has almost fallen into disuse, espe-

cially in those seminaries devoted to the promotion
of a fashionable education. In short, the whole
system should be considered as chiefly of a moral
and religious nature—having for its main and ulti-

mate object, not merely the communication of liter-

ary and scientific knowledge, but the promotion of

moral order and happiness among mankind, and
their preparation for the felicities and employments
of the world to come. Such a noble object «in
only be obtained by impressing such views on the

minds of the rising teachers, and training them up
to habits of universal benevolence and of Christian
piety and devotion, that, in their turn, they may
communicate the same habits, feelings, and affec-

tions, to the young immortals over whose instruc-

tions they may be afterwards called to preside.

Every candidate for the office of schoolmaster,
previous to being received into such a college or

seminary, should be strictly examined as to his

mental powers and natural capacity for acquiring
and communicating knowledge, his moral principles

and conduct, and his leading motives and aims in

wishing to devote himself to the office of an instruc-

tor. It should be understood that he has previously
acquired the elements of a common education

—

can read his native language with some degree of
correctness, can write a tolerably good hand, and
has acquired a knowledge of the leading rules of
arithmetic. For it would be inexpedient to spend
much time in such elementary instruction, except
in the higher departments of arithmetic, and in de-
monstrating its fundamental rules. No candidate
should be under eighteen or above thirty years of
age. From eighteen to twenty-four would, per-

haps, be the mo« eligible period for admission.
The course should continue at least three years;
and if the student can afford the time and expense,
it may be expedient to extend it to four years.

About eight or nine hours every day might be em-
ployed in public and private studies—and ten months
Kvery year, allowing a vacation of a month about
midsummer, and another of the same length about
Christmas. During the period now specified, un-
der the direction of zealous and enlightened pro-
fessors, a far greater portion of substantial and
practical knowledge might be accumulated than is

generally acquired at our universities, in a course
of instruction extending to more than eight years.

Examinations should take place, at least once
a-week, to ascertain the progress made by every
student, and the degree of attention he bestows on
the several branches of study. After having passed

through the usual course of instruction, a more
minute and extensive examination should be ap-
pointed of all the candidates for ttie office of school-
master, on all the branches of instruction, both
theoretical and practical, to which their attention
had been directed. Those who are approved should
receive a certificate or licence, signed by all the pro-
fessors, specifying the progress ihey have made, and
their qualifications for the art of teaching—which
certificate should be considered as a sufficient

guarantee to secure their admission as teachers
into any vacant schools for which they may apply.
Those who are found deficient in qualifications may
be recommended to remain another year, or other
period, to revise their studies. The teachers who
had been inducted into office, previous to the ar-

rangements now supposed, should be enjoined, or at

least requested, to attend two months every year at

the Preceptoral College for three or four years in

succession, in order to finish their education in all

those branches which are considered as necessary
for an accomplished instructor.

The proper training of teachers lies at the very
foundation of a moral and intellectual system of
education ; and no class of men bur those whose
minds are furnished with a large stock of general
knowledge are capable of carrying it into effect.

It may be laid down as a general principle, that no
man can communicate to others knowledge of which
he himself is not possessed; and consequently,

whatever knowledge it may be judged necessary to

impart to the great mass of society, must previously

exist in the minds of those who are appointed to in-

struct them. Even the lowest class of schools, such
as infant schools, and the details of primary in-

struction, require men of general knowledge as

superintendents and teachers. For it requires more
care and attention, more experience and sagacity,

and a more intimate acquaintance with the princi-

ples of human nature, to direct the opening intel-

lect in its first excursions in the path of knowledge,
than to impart to it instructions respecting any par-

ticular science in after-life. An infant-school

teacher, for example, should be intimately ac-

quainted with the facts of sacred history, with
general history, with physical and geometrical
science, with the phenomena of nature, and the

processes of the arts, with human nature in its dif-

ferent aspects, and with the scenes of domestic life.

For, it is from these sourcej that he is to derive

those facts, exhibitions, descriptions, and illustra-

tions, which are requisite to excite the attention, to

interest the affections, and to gratify the curiosity

of the infant mind. He must tell them stories bor-

rowed from sacred and civil history—he must de-

scribe the appearances of nature— he must perform
entertainingexperiments—he must tell them of other

countries, and the manners of their inhabitants

—

he must describe the conduct of bad children and
of good, and have a story at hand to illustrate his

descriptions. He must vanj all his descriptions, ex-

periments, and anecdotes, as much as possible, so

that new scenes and subjects may be gradually

opening on their view, to prevent that satiety which
a frequent repetition of the same topics would ne-

cessarily produce. It is evident, then, that no one
but a person possessed of extensive knowledge is

qualified fully to accomplish such objects.

It is an egregious mistake to imagine, that the

knowledge of a plan of teaching, or of the mere
routine of a system of education, is all that is re-

quisite for conducting the instruction of children.

This is an error which of late has been too frc-

quentlv acted upon, and which threatens to strike at

the foundation of manv of our infant schools. A
young man, or a j'-oung lady, who has acquired only

the elements of a" common education, and who has
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never been in the practice of teaching in any semi-

nary, is yent for six weeks to an infant school, lo

iearn the system, and lo witness its movements; alter

which, they are considered as properly qualitied,

and inducted as superintendents of in Ian t seminaries,

without much attention being paid to the range of

information they possess. I am aware, indeed, that

several worthy persons of this description have con-

ducted these institutions with considerable energy
and success, especially when they entered with vi-

gor into the spirit of their office, and felt ardent de-

sires for their own further improvement. But it

would be dangerous to the existence and utiliiy of

such institutions to recognise such a practice as a

general rule,—although, in iheir first establishment,

necessity compelled their patrons to select as teach-

ers, pious and discreet persons, however deficient in

general information. For the reasons hinted at

above, I am clearly of opinion, that an infant school

teacher should be instructed in all the branches of

knowledge to which I have already referred as re-

quisite for other instructors; and on this ground
chiefly I rest my hopes of the permanency and effi-

ciency of the system of infant training which has

been lately introduced. In short, if the world is

ever to be thoroughly enlightened and regenerated

—

if men of all nations and of all ranks are to be

raised to the dignity of their moral and intellectual

natures, and fitted for "glory and immortality," it

is essentially requisite that teachers of every descrip-

tion, whether superintending infant, parochial, or
Sabbath schools, or any other seminaries, be men
of decided piety, of the highest moral attainments,

and possessed of as large a measure vf useful know-
ledge as mortals can acquire. And, although we
may not be able to procure persons endowed with
such high qualifications for another generation or

two, yet nothing short of such an elevated standard
should be ultimately kept in view. Such characters,

of course, would occupy a rank and station in so-

ciety far more respectable and elevated than they

have ever yet attained, and be looked up to as the

directors of the intellectual and moral faculties,

and the best friends and benefactors of the human
race.

Four preceptoral colleges at least would require
to be established in Scotland, and about six limes
that number in England, for ihe training of teach-

ers. Much expense would not be requisite in their

erection, excepting what behoved to be laid out in

the purchase of a library, a museum, and a philo-

sophical apparatus; which articles would be indis-

pensable in such a seminary, and the more exten-
sive the belter. In the meantime, as a temporary
expedient, arrangements might be made for esta-

blishing such a system of instruction in the differ-

ent universities and colleges which already exist;

as the same class-rooms presently used for the dif-

ferent departments of academical instruction, might,
without much inconvenience, at separate hours, be
devoted to the system of instruction now proposed.
The principal conniry in which snch seminaries
have yet been established, is the Kingdom of Prus-
sia, where ihey are designated by the name oi Nor.
malschools. In 1831 there were thirty-three of these
schools in full operation, containins: from 40 to 100
pupils ; that is, one normal school for every 385,600
souls; the population of Pru'^sia, according to the
latest census, being 12,726,823. From these semi-
naries are furnished almost all the masters of the

public schools, elementarv and intermediate, in the
kingdom. The annual expense of these esiahlish-

iiients is 110,.553 ihalers, or Xlf^.'iRS, of which the
state contributes £13,2(50. M. Victor Cousin, in

hi> voluininoiis nnd somewhat tedious " Report on
the slate of public instruction in Prussia," states a
variety of minute details in reference to the econo-

my and regulations of these schools, but affords us
no clear idea of the manner in which the different
branches of knowledge are tauj;ht to those who are

I intended lo be the future teachers of primary and
, burghal schools. Although these institutions are,

i

doubtless, the most respectable and efficient that

I have hitherto been established in any country, yet
1
the range of instruction is not so extensive as that

[

to which I have alluded, nor is the office of a teacher

j

placed in that elevated rank which it ought to hold
in society. Teachers in Prussia are still considered
as belonging to a grade inferior to that of ministers
of the gospel, and are placed partly under their su-

perintendence. But if teachers were once endowed
with all the knowledge and qualifications to which
I have adverted, they ought to be regarded as mov-
ing in a station equal to that of the most dignified

clergyman.

CHAPTER XI.

ON THE PRACTICABILITY OF ESTABLISHING SEMNAHIES
FOR INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION.

To any new proposals for the improvement of
society, however just or rational, numerous objec-

tions from different quarters are generally started.

Difficulties are magnified into impossibilities, and a
thousand prejudices are mustered up against inno-
v.ilions on established practices, and in favor of ex-
isting institutions. In attempting to establish such
seminaries as now proposed, the most formidable
objection would be founded on the ilifficulty of ob-

taining pecuniary resources adequate to their erec-

tion and endowment; and, it is frankly admitted,

that a very large sum of money, reckoned not by
thousands, but by millions of pounds, would be re-

quisite for their establishment and support. A rude
idea of the requisite expenditure will perhaps be

conveyed by the following statements.

It may be assumed as a fact, that the number of

children in any State, from the age of two lo the

age of fifteen years, is about one-third of the whole
population; at least this proportion cannot be ma-
terially different from the truth. We find that in

the Slates of Massachusetts, Maine, and Connecti-
cut, North America, there is one out of every four
of the population atten<ling a seminary of instruc-

tion, in the State of New York, the proportion of
pupils to the whole population is as 1 to 3.9, a
greater proportion than is to be found in any other
country of the civilized world. The ages of
the children attending these schools is, in all

probability, from four or five to fifteen or sixteen

years; for I presume that the children attending
infant schools are not included in this enumeration.
But although they were, it is well known that infant

schools have not vet been multiplied to such an ex-

tent as to furnish instruction for one-fifth of the

children M'ho would require to attend these institu-

tions. We may therefore fix on one-third a.-: the

proportion of the population that requires to be in-

structed at infant schools, and the higher seminaries
of education. This position being assumed, the

number of schools required in any city or country
may be at once determined. Suppose, for example,
we fix on a town of a medium size, such as Dundee,
we can easily ascertain the number of seminaries

requisite for the instruction of its juvenile inhabi-

tants. The population of Dundee is about 48.000;

the one-third of which is 16,000, or the number of

individuals that require instruction Suppose 80
scholars, at an average, to attend each school, there

would require to be no less than 200 seminaries

erected to supply adequate instruction for such a
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town. Of these, 50 would be requisite for infant

inslructioii, and 150 for the instruction of children

from (he age of six to the age of fifteen, in the

higher branches of education specified in the pre-

ceding part of this work. According to a state-

ment made in Parliament, by Mr. Colquhoun, in

June, 1834, there is only one-fifteenth of the popula-
tion of this town at present receiving the rudiments
of a common education ; so that, instead of 16,000

receiving instruction, there are only 3200, and in-

stead of 200 schools, averaging 80 children in each,

there are only 40 schools* on an average, containing

the same number, which is only one-fifth of the

number of schools which require to be established.

Ill order to supplij Dundee loith proper education, a

large building has lately been erected at an expense

of about £10,000, which is called " The Dundee
Seminaries" where about 200 or 300 children re-

ceive education. The expense was supplied partly

by subscriptions, and partly by funds belonging to

the town ; and the whole of this sum has been ex-

pended merely to afford accommodation for the

children of 100 or 150 genteel families ! while the

great mass of the population has been entirely over-

looked. There is no law against the children of

the middling and lower classes attending that semi-

nary ; but the fees demanded amount, in their case,

to an absolute prohibition. With the same sum of

money, ten coinmodious seminaries, capable of con-

taining accommodation for 200 pupils each, or 2000
in all, might have been established. It has never
yet been slated to the public, on what principle edu-
cation is to be conducted in these Seminaries—whe-
ther it is to be conducted on the oW system, or whe-
ther a plan of intellectual instruction is to be pro-

secuted—a most important matter, which ought to

have been determined before a stone of the building
was laid, or even before a plan of it was selected.

For the plan and arrangements of any building in-

tended for intellectual instruction ought to be mate-
rially different from those of others, and to have
conveniences and arrangements peculiar to itself.

But the erection of an expensive and splendid build-

ing, as an ornament to a commercial town, seems
to have been an object of far greater importance in

the view of the Committee of Education, than the

arrangement of an efficient plan of moral and in-

tellectual tuition. Such are the principles and
views of many in this country who profess to be
the patrons of education !

Let us now consider the number of seminaries
which the whole of Scotland would require. The
population of Scotland, according to the census of
1831, is nearly 2,400,000, the one-third of which is

800,000. Supposing, as before, 80 children at an
average in every school, there would be no less

than 10,000 schools required for the efficient in-

struction of all the youth from two to fifteen years
of age—of these 2300 would be infant schools.

—

According to JVlr. Colquhoun's statement, " the

number of parishes in Scotland is 907, and the pa-

rocial schools of Scotland at this moment, 1005;"
so that, in Scotland it would be requisite to establish

ten times the number of schools that presently exist,

in order to the efficient instruction of the whole
population. On the supposition that there are about
1000 private schools, besides the parochial, or two
schools, at an average, for every parisli, there would
still be required 8000 additional schools, or five times

the number presently existin?. Taking the popu-
lation of England at 14,000,000, the number of chil-

dren to be educated will be 4,606,666, and the num-

ber of schools, allowing 80 for each, 58,333, or

nearly six limes the number of schools required ior

Scotland ; so that in the whole island of Great Bri-

tain there would require lobe established sixty-eight

thousand three hundred and thirty-three schools.*

Let us now consider the expenses which would
be incurred in the erection of such schools. Esti-

mating the expense of each school at £1000, that

is, about £700 for the building and play-ground, and
£300 for maps, views, library, apparatus, museum,
&c. the neat cost of the schools for Scotland would
be ten millions sterling. But, if infant schools,

wherever ihey are required, were to be connected

with the other schools, so as to be under the same
roof, the former on the ground flat and the latter

on the upper,—a building consisting of two stories,

with suitable accommodation for both departments,

could, I presume, be erected for the sum of £700.

In this case, the number of erections would be re-

duced to 7500; and the whole expense would amount
to £7,500,000. On the same plan, the number of

school-houses required for England would be re-

duced to 43,750, and the expense \*ould be £43,750,-

000 ; that is, about fifty-one millions for the whole of

GreatBritain. If we suppose, what is not improbable

that the number of infant schools, instead of bear-

ing a proportion to the other schools as one to three,

as here supposed, would require to bear a propor-

tion of one to two, or half the number of the other

schools, the number of school-houses would be re-

duced to 66l]Cj for Scotland, and the expense to

£6,660,000; and for England, to 38,889 schools, and

the expense to £38,889,000; so that the whole

amount of expenditure for both divisions of the

island would be about 45^ millions.

This will appear, in the eyes of many, a most

prodigious sum—a sum which we can'never hope to

realize. It is admitted that the sum is great; but

nothing in proportion to the magnitude and import-

ance of the object intended to be accomplished

—

which is nothing less than to raise the great ma.ssof

our population from degradation and misery—to ir-

radiate their minds with knowledge—to inspire

them with moral principle and holy affections—to

render them happy in this world—and to prepare

them for the nobler enjovments of the life to come

;

—in short, to strike at the foundation of every moral

evil—to counteract the principles of vice and crimi-

nality of every kind—and to make the moral world,

in all itt! departments, move onward in harmony and

order. Surely, if such objects could be accomplish-

ed, we need not grudge the expenditure even of a

hundred millions of pounds. And such objects will

never be accomplished, nor will the moral world

be ever thoroughly improved, till such a system of

moral and mental tuition as we have faintly sketch-

ed, be universally established. We sometimes

talk about the approaching Millennium, and look

forward to it as if it were to be introduced by some

astonishing miracle, similar to that which caused

the chaotic mass at the Mosaic creation to be en-

lightened, and reduced to beauty and order. But

such views are evidently fallacious, and contrary to

what we know of the general plan and tenor of the

Divine government ; and thev have no other tenden-

cy but to unnerve our energies, and to damp our

exertions in the cause of human imnrovement.—

Throughout the whole range of the Divine dispen-

sations recorded in Scripture, we can point out no

miracle that was ever performed, where the opera-

tion of the established hws of nature, and the ordi-

nary powers of human agents, were adequate toac-

* There is a greater number of ."schools in Dun-
dee than the number here stated, but the average
ittendance of scholars is onlv 43 in each school.

* On the same data, the number of schools re-

quired for the United States of America would be

above 54,000.
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complish the end intended. Man, under ihe present

dis|)-nsniion, is "a worker together with God," in

aucuinplKshuiti hrs piirpu.ses; and, under the as^ency

of iii:ii Almitrlity Spirit which "moved upon the

face ut the wateis" at the fir>t creation, is able to

accomplish all that is predicted respecting the Mil-

lennium,— provided his rebellious will vveresubdued,

and his moral energies thoroughly directed to this

grard object. It is owing to the sin and rebellion of

raai that this world has undergone such a melan-

choly derangement, both in its physical and moral

aspect; and it will be by the moral and mental en-

ergies of man, when properly directed by the Divine

Spirit, that the chaotic mass of the moral world

will be reduced to harmony and order, and the

•wastes and barren deserts of the physical world

adorned with fertility and rural and architectural

beauty, so that " the wilderness and the solitary

place will rejoice and blos.soin as the rose." It is

one chief ingredient in the happiness of man, and
au honor conferred on him, that he is selected as an
agent, under God, for bringing about such a glori-

ous consummation ; and there is no man that ought

to assume the name of a Christian who is not ready
to exert his activities, and to sacrifice a considera-

ble portion of his wealth in this service.

Under the Old Testament economy, the pious

Jews brought forward to the service of God their

tithes and free-will offerings, their bullocks and
ram*;, and "The first fruits of their increase."

—

When Solomon had dedicated the temple, he offer-

ed a sacrifice of 22,000 oxen, and of 120,000 sheep;

and when Hezekiah set himself to purify the wor-
ship of God, and to promote reformation in Israel,

he gave to the congregation a thousand bullocks,

and seven thousand sheep—the princes gave a
thousand bullocks and ten thousand sheep—and the

common people " brought in abundance, the first

fruits of corn, wine, and oil, and honey ; and of all

:he increase of the field, the tithe of all things

brought they in abundantly, and laid them in heaps
upon heaps," for four months in succession, so that

H. zekiah was astonished at the voluntary liberality

of the people, "and blessed the Lord and his people
Israel." When the tabernacle in the wilderness was
about to be reared, " both men and women, as many
as were willing-hearted, brought bracelets and ear-

rings, and rings, and tablets, all jewels of gold ; and
every man that offered, offered an offering of gold
unto the Lord. Every man with whom was found
blue and purple, and scarlet, and fine linen, and
goat's hair, and red skins of rams, and badgers'
skins, brought them. Every one that had silver and
brass and shittim-wood for any work of service,

brought them. All the women that were wise-

hearted did spin with their hands, and brought
that which they had spun, both of blue and purple,
and scarlet, and of fine linen. And the rulers

brought onyx stones, and stones to be set, for the

ephod and for the breastplate. Every man and wo-
man brought a willing offering to the Lord, till they
had much more than enough for the service of the
vork which the Lord commanded to make."*

—

These offerings were, doubtless, emblematical of the
exertions which would be made, and of the costly

offerings which would be brought forward for reai--

ing the fabric of the New Testament church. But
what are all the offerings which have been hitherto
received for this purpose, compared with the offer-

ings now stated, or with what is requisite to accom-
plish this grand object ! One of the offerings above
stated as made by Solomon is equivalent to more
than five hundred thousand pounds of British

* See Exod. xxxv. 21—30 &c.—2 Chron. vii. 5,
XXX. 24, and xxxi. 5—8.

money, which is more than the amount of the funds
ol the British and Foreign Bible Society, and all its

auxiliaries, during the fir.si ten years of their ope-
lation. Christians do not seem to have yet recog-
nised their duty, to devote a certain portion of their

substance to the service of God and the improve-
ment of man. The pitiful sums hitherto devoted
to these objects, compared with what is expended
in gratifying pride, and ambition, and luxury, is a
libel on the Christian world. If we had right

views of the grandeur and importance of such ob-

jects, instead of contributing sixpences, shillings,

and guineas, we should behold wealthy Christians

1
devoting hundreds, and even thousands a-year, to

the improvement of society and the advancement of
the interests of religion; and all this could be done by
thousands in our country, without depriving them-
selves of a single comfort or sensitive enjoyment.

Let us consider, for a moment, the sums we have
expended in madness and folly, in the pursuits, of
ambition and the desolations of war—and we shall

then be able to determine whether it be not in our
power to raise 40 millions of pounds for the im-
provement of .society. It has been calculated, that,

out of 127 years, commencing with 1688, and ter-

I

minating at 1815, England spent G5 years in war,
and 62 in peace. The war of 1688, after lasting

nine years, and raising our expenditure in that pe-
riod 26 millions, was ended by the treaty of Rys-
wick, in 1697. Then came the war of the Spanish
succession, which began in 1702, was concluded in

1713, and absorbed 62| millions of British money.

—

Without noticing the wars of the Pretender in 1715
and 1745, the next was the Spanish war of 1739,
settled for at Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748, after costing

54 millions. Then came the seven years' war of
1756, which terminated with the treaty of Paris, in

1763, in the course of which we spent 112 millions.

The next was the American war 1775, which lasted

eight years, in which crusade against the liberties

of mankind, we expended no less than 186 millions.

The French revolutionary war began in 1793, lasted

nine years, and exhibited an expenditure of 464
rrKllions. The war against Buonaparte began in

1803, and ended in 1815. During those 12 years of
extravagance and carnaere, we spent the enormous
sum of 1159 millions ! ! 771 of which were raised by
taxes, and 388 by loans. In the war of 1688 we bor-

rowed 20 millions; in the war of the Spanish suc-

cession, 32^ millions; in the Spanish war of 1739,
29 millions; in the seven years' v. ar, 60 millions;

in the American war, 104 millions; and in the re-

volutionary war, 201 millions ;—so that the sums
borrowed in these seven wars, during 65 years,

amounted, in all, to above 83-1 millions. During
the same time we raised by taxes 1499 millions

—

forming a total expenditure of 2333 millions ! which
is equal to about £100 for every man, woman, and
child in Scotland, or about £600 lor every family;
and which would be sufficient to establish a system
of education, such as we have described, for a po-
pulation of about 820 millions; or in other words,
for all the inhabitants of the globe. Thus we see,

that when ambition and revenge are to be gratified,

when tyranny is to be supported, when the human
race is to be slaughtered by millions, and when all

the arts of mischief and destruction which the de-

mon of war has devised, are to be brought into ope-

ration—there is no want of funds to carrv such
schemes into effect. During the war with Buona-
parte 40 millions would have been considered as a
mere item in ihe national expenditure, amounting
to little more than the war taxes of a single year.

—

And shall it ever be .said that such a sum cannot

now he rai.sed for counteracting moral evil and hu-
man misery, and training our population to "glory
and immortality T' That man who wotdd oppose
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such a grant, whatever rank he may hold in socie-

t3', ought to be branded as an enemy to kis species. It

was but the other year that twenty millions were
granted for the emancipation of ourcoh^nial slaves,

and scarcely a voice was lifted up against it ; and
there is not an individual at this moment that can
say that he personally feels any part of the burden.

It requiies only that a similar sum be doubled in

order to set in motion a machinery which would,
ere long, promote the renovation of the British po-

pulation, and, ultimately, of all the inhabitants of

the globe.

Let us consider, farther, a few more items of our
expenditure, which might be saved and appropriated

to purposes of human improvement. We have, for

example, a pension list, the amount of which, for

the last half century, would more than accomplish
all the objects to which I allude. This list includes

the names of many hundreds, nay thousands of in-

dividuals, who never performed the least service

for the benefit of their country, and yet have been
permitted to devour thousands, and even millions,

of the wealth of the nation. A considerable propor-

tion of these individuals are ladies, connected with

the nobility and gentry, no one of whom ever wrote
a treatise on any subject, promoted a useful inven-
tion, or handled a single musket in defence of their

country. One of these ladies, since 1823, has
pocketed more than £10,000; another, since 1803,

above £16,000; another, since 1784, above £28,000;
and two ladies belonging to the same family,

£28,096. One family, consisting of four indivi-

duals, one of whom is a lady, since 1787, has swal-
lowed up no less than £86,000 of the national re-

sources ; and two individuals, belonging to another
family, the sum of £60,816. About a dozen indi-

viduals, belonging to seven or eight families, have
consumed no less than £280,000 wrung from a na-
tion ground down under the load of excessive taxa-

tion. What, then, would be the amount of all the

sums which have been expended on the thouser.nds of
individuals whose names have been recorded in

the pension list during the last 50 years ! And, be

it remembered, that most, if not all, of these per-

sons are possessed of independent fortunes, are con-
nected with the higher circles of society, and
scarcely a dozen of them have performed a single

action that entitled them to such remuneration

—

while many worthy individuals, men of science and
philanthropy, who have promoted knowledge and
the best interests of society, have been left to pine
in poverty, and to pass their lives in an inglorious
obscurity.—Another item which might be saved,
and devoted to the purpose of mental improvement,
is the immense sums which have been expended in

electioneering contests. In some instances, no less

than forty thousand pounds have been expended by
a single family in endeavoring, for selfish purposes,

to obtain for a friend a seat in Parliament, which
were wasted in promoting bribery, perjury, broils,

contentions, rioting, and drunkenness. In the late

elections (January, 183.5) we have reason to believe
that several millions have been expended. Sup-
posing that there were only 550 contested elections

—that only two individuals were opposed to each
other—and that the average expense of each candi-
date amounted to £3,000, the whole sums wasted in

this manner would amount to three millions three

hundred thousand pounds. In one or two instances
it is asserted, that the expenses incurred by a single

candidate were no less than twelve and fifteen

thousand pounds.—The expenses, too, connected
with sinecure offices, which have been bestowed on
wealthy individuals, would be nearly suflicient to

pay the annual interest of the sum requisite for

establishing all the institutions to which I have ad-
verted. It has been calculated, that the incomes of

only eleven persons connected with the "Peel and
Wellington ministry," along with some of their

friends—derived from sinecures, places, and pen-
sions—amounts to about £88,000 per annum, be-

sides their official salaries as ministers of the
crown. The Duke of Wellington alone—including
pensions and interest of grant—is said to cost the

country £33,101 a-year.—Almost all the money ex-
pended in elections might be saved, if proper laws
and regulations were adopted, and if electors were
\inihvm\Y permitted to act as rational beings, and to

vote according to the dictates of their consciences;

and if only half the expenses usually incurred on
such occasions were devoted to nobler objects, it

would form an important item in the expenses re-

quisite for establishing philanthropic institutions.

As to sinecures, either in church or slate, it is no-

thing short of bare-faced robbery of the national

wealth, and an insult offered to an enlightened

people, that such offices should exist; and, particu-

larly, that they should be bestowed on those who
are living in splendor and luxurious abundance.

Besides the savings which might be made in the

public expenditure, there is a still greater sum which
might be saved from various items in the private

establishments of wealthy individuals, which might
be devoted to national improvements. The saving

of a single bottle of wine a-day, would amount to

£50 a-year; the discarding of an unnecessary ser-

vant, to nearly the same sum ; keeping four horses

instead of six, would be a saving of at least £60;
and discarding a score of hounds would save more
than a hundred pounds a-year. There are thou-

sands in our country, who in this way could save

£500 a-year, to be devoted to rational and benevo-

lent purposes, without feeling the least diminution
of their sensitive enjoyments. There are hundreds
of thousands in the middle ranks of life who could

save £20 a-year, by discarding w?^7^eces5ar?/ luxuries,

in regard to houses, furniture, food and clothing,

and feel themselves just as comfortable as before
;

and there are many more among the lower ranks

who could save several pounds every year, which
are now wasted either in folly or intemperance, and
find themselves richer and more comfortable at the

the close of the year than at any former period.

Let us suppose, what is perhaps not far from the

truth, that there are 50,000 individuals, or the g^
part of the British population, who, at an average,

have incomes of £3,000 per annum, and could de-

vote £300 a-year to public purposes—some much
more, and some less; this would amount to fifteen

millions a-vear. There may next be reckoned
about 200,000 with incomes, at an average of £300
per annum, who could devote a similar proportion

namely £30 per annum; which would amount to

six millions. Supposing the population of Great

Britain to be 16,000,000, and that only one-fourth

of this number, namely 4,000,000, have it in their

power to devote a certain portion of their income
to the purposes alluded to, there would still remain
3,7.50,000 of the lower classes, who might be sup-

posed, on an average, able to devote one guinea

a-year to the same objects, which would amount to

nearly four millions. So that twentyfive millions

of pounds might be raised annually for literary,

philanthropic, and religious purposes, without any
one feeling the loss of any sensitive enjoyment, but

on the contrary, enjoying the purest gratification ia

beholding improvements going forward, and the

plans of benevolence gradually accomplishing.

Passing many other considerations of this kind, the

only other item of expenditure I shall notice is, that

which is spent in the purchase of spirituous liquors,

which are for the most part demoted to the purposes

of intemperance. According to an estimate made
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by Mr. Buckingham and the Committee appointed
by Parliament to investigate the slate of intemper-
ance, it appears, that, within the limits of Great
Britain and Ireland, there is a loss sustained by the

use of ardent spirits amoimting to nearly
''fifty

millions sterling per annum '." It is slated, that, in

the city of Glasgow alone, the sum expended in in-

toxicating drinks " is nearly equal to the whole
amount expended on public insututions of charity

and benevolence in the entire united kingdom."
This item alone would be more than sufficient for

all the purposes of philanthropy and of universal

improvement. I shall only add further, that, were
all the bishoprics in England reduced to £2,000 a-

year, ihe balance would furnish several hundred
thousands of pounds a-year which might be devoted
to educational purposes; and both religion and edu-
cation would be promoted by such an arrangement.
Still, our bishops would have more than double the

income of the Protestant bishops on the Continent,
and would likely perform more substantial services

than they now do to the cause of religion. Con-
versing lately with an intelligent Pru.ssian gentle-
man on this subject, he informed me that the clergy
in Prussia of the same rank, with vicars and rec-

tors in ihc Church of England, have an income of
from £100 to £250, reckoned in British money;
and that the salaries of the bishops are only from
£300 to £500, and that they are far more actively
engaged in the services of the church 'than the
bishops of England.
Thus it appears, that there is, in reality, no want

of resources for esiablishing an efficient .system of
moral and intellectual education on the most splen-
did and extensive scale. Instead of forty millions
in all, we could raise forty millions per annum, and
would ultimately be gainers by such a sacrifice, in

the diminution of crime, the protection of property,
the progress of improvement, and the increased
physical and mental powers of our population. We
have the poiver and the means to promote the refor-

mation of society, and even the renovation of the
world at large, if we had the 7cill to apply them.
But this is the grand desideratum. To attempt to

convince some of our dukes and marquises, our
bishops and squires, our fox-hunters, horse-racers,
and fashionable gamblers, that it is their duly to

contribute of their abundance for such an object,

would be as vain as to beat the air, to speak to the
hurricane, or attempt to interrupt the dashings of
a cataract by the breath of our nostrils. But there
is one class of the population to which I would ad-
dress myself with some hopes of success—na?nelv,
members of the Christian Church on whom Provi-
dence has he-^towed a conviderable portion of wealth
and influence. Many of these have alreadv come
forward with a noble liberality in the cause of mis-
sions and of general philanthropy; and they re-

quire only an addiii uial stimulus to excite them to

still more liberal exertions in the cause of human
improvement. But the generality of Christians
seem to have forgotten the Divine declaration
" The silver is mine, and the gold is mine, saith the
Lord of hosts,"—and that a goodly portion of the
wealth which God hath bestowed upon them, ought
to be direclhj consecrated lo his services. The
church itself ha<; hi'herto been too remiss on this

point, and has not been careful to enforce upon the
consciences of its members, their indispensable ob-
ligation to devote their trea<;ures to the promotion
of religion and of public improvement. How manv
nominal Christians do we see living under the in-

fluence of that '' covelousness which is idolatry,"

—

hoarding up hundred^ and thousand of poun Is, for
the purpose either of avarice or ostentation, or un-
der pretence of providing fortune"; for their fami-
lies, while it'is with the utmost difficulty that a single

guinea can be squeezed from their pockets for any
object of benevolence or public uiiliiy 1 Almost
every one seems lo reason, like the Duke of New-
castle, that he has a right " to do what he pleases

with his own," not considering that he is responsible
to God for the use he makes of his riches, and for
every shilling he withholds from his .service.

Under the Mosaic economy, the Jews were en-
joined to devote a tenth part of their substance to the
Levites and the Priests, or, in other words, for the

purpose of supporting education and the worship of
God ; for the Levites were the principal instructors

of the people. Under the Christian dispensation,

the same proportion, if not more, ought to be volun-
tarily offered for carrying forward those plans which
have a tendency to promote the honor of God and
the good of mankind. In certain cases, where a
wealthy individual has no family of his own, I con-
ceive it is his bounden duty to devote at least the

one-half of his riches lo such purposes. Till such
views and practices become more general among
Christians, we must still look forward to a distant

period for the arrival of the Millennium. For the

purpose of hastening the approach of this glorious
era, we are told, in ancient prophecy, that the
" kings of Tarshish and of the isles, shall bring pre-

sents, and offer gifts"—that " the flocks of Kedar
and the rams of Nebaioth," shall be brought as ac-

ceptable offerings to the altar of God,— that " the

glory of Lebanon, the fir-tree, the pine-tree, and the

box together, shall beautify the place of his sanc-
tuary,"—and that, " they shall come on camels and
dromedaries, and bring gold and incense, and show
forth the praises of the Lord." Such offerings are
expressions of our graiitude to God for the bounties

of his providence and the riches of his grace, and
of our desire lo co-operate with him, in bringing into

effect the purposes of his will and the predictions of
his word ; and no one who is indifferent to such ob-

jects ought to assume the character of a follower of
Jesus. And, let Christians remember, that by car-

rying forward such a system of education as that to

which I refer, they are using the most efficient means
for promoting the extension of the gospel. For the

gospel can never be universally understood or ap-

preciated till the young be universally educated.

—

It is owing to the want of education, and the igno-

rance and vicious habits that result from it, that

multitudes refuse to enter within a place of worship,
and when they do come, are incapable of fixing their

attention on religious objects, or of understanding
the truths delivered.

In the abov'c statements and remarks, I have taken
for granted, that the government of this or of any
other country, might afford, from the national funds,

a grant of money adequate to the establishment of
all the institutions lo which I have alluded—whether
infant schools. Sabbath evening institutions, semina-
ries for 'he higher branches of moral and intellec'ual

instruction, or preceptoral colleges for the training

of teachers. B;it although no government were to

feel the least interest in such insututions, it is in the

power of the people, and within the range of the means
they actually possess, to establish them, indepen-
dently of anv extraneous support. This, I trust,

will appear from the considerations slated in the

preceding paragraphs. Let a general "agitation"

be excited on this subject

—

let the importance of it

be clearly proved and illustrated—let the necessity

of doing something more than has hitherto been

done in this respect be fully established— let a con-

viction be deeply impressed upon the minds of the

influential classes of society, of the utility of such

exertions for counteracting immoraliiv and crime,

for improving the social state of hum^in beings, and
preparing them for future felicity— let societies be

formed and subscriptions entered irto for this pur-
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The only grant of money that was ever direcUy
given by the British Parliament for the promotion
of education, was £20,000, which was conceded by
the House of Commons in 1833 ; and Mr. Colqu-
houn stated, in 1834, that " the utmost that Scotland
required (ultimately) for the supply of education,
was a provision of £60,000 per anniim." The pro-
posal of such pitiful sxims for so grand and extensive
an object, is little short of an insult offered to the
cause of education, and plainly indicates the imper-
fect and limited views which are still entertained on
this subject. Some of our members of Parliament,
when they talk of education, appear to mean nothing
more than giving the mass of the community a few
general instructions in reading, writing, and arith-

metic, according to the old inefficient system which
has so long prevailed. The only gentleman who
has broached this topic in the House of Commons,
and who appears to entertain clear and comprehen-
sive views on the subject of education, is Mr. Roe-
buck

; but, unfortunately, his proposals and his

luminous exposition of this subject, seem to have
been, in a great measure, unappreciated and ne-
glected.

Supposing seminaries established to the extent

which the population of any country requires, a diffi-

culty still remains to be surmounted ; and that is.

How we shall be enabled to induce parents and
guardians of all ranks to send their children to the

different schools appropriated for their instruction 1

It would certainly be eligible, in the first instance,

to try the effects of moral suasion—to represent to

reluctant parents, in the most affectionate manner,
the utility and importance of rational and moral
instruction, both to themselves and to their offspring

—the beneficial effects that would accrue to them
even in the present life, and the moral certainly

that they would be directed in the path which leads

to happiness in the life to come ;—and, in every in-

stance, where poverty, or a disinclination to pay
the fees, stood in the way, the children should be

educated free of expense to the parents. For this

purpose, about ten millions more, for Great Britain,

would require to be annually raised, for defraying,

the charge of educating the children of the poor, and
affording salaries for the teachers in every case

where salaries are required. Few parents would be

found who would perseveringly resist the force of
such arguments. But, should moral suasion be in-

sufficient for this purpose, a law might be passed, a3

in Prussia, rendering it imperative on every parent

to have his children, of a certain age, regularly at-

tending an appropriate seminary. Such a law would
not require to be rigidly enforced beyond the period

of a generation, or even a period of twenty years.

—

For the children, once thoroughly trained in morali-

ty and religion, and in all the branches of useful

knowledge formerly specified, when they arrived at

manhood, and had families of their own, would re-

quire no persuasion or extraneous excitement to in-

duce them to give their offspring all the education

that can possibly be obtained. The advantages they

themselves have experienced from instruction, and
the relish for knowledge they have imbibed, would
be instead of a thousand arguments to impel them
to seize upon every means of instruction within their

reach ; and any individual who reasoned or acted

otherwise, would be considered as a phenomenon in

society. Ignorance and its usual accompaniments,

obstinacy and self-conceit, are the chief obstacles

which prevent rational arguments from producing

their effect, and which render compulsory measures,

in certain cases, expedient. But when a community
has once become thoroughly enlightened and moral-

ized, the path of duty is clearly perceived to be the

path of interest and of happiness, and compulsory

enactments are rendered unnecessary.

pose—and let a few seminaries of the description

referred to, be erected in different districts of the

country,— and I have little doubt that a spirit of

improvement in this respect would ere long pervade
the mass of the community. Although many would
stand aloof, and even spurn at such movements, yet

I trust there is still as much virtue, and liberality,

and philanthropy among us, as would lead to no
inconsiderable exertions in the advancement of so-

ciety in knowledge and religion. For my own part,

I have no hesitation in pledging myself to devote

one-fifth of my annual income, in the first instance,

and one-tenth of it every year afterwards, for the

Promotion of the objects now stated
;
provided ttiree

undred individuals in this or in any other country,

shall come forward and pledge themselves to dedi-

cate a similar proportion of their incomes to the fur-

therance of the same object.* Such is the import-

ance 1 attach to the subject and the plans under con-

sideration ; and I feel confident, from the improve-
ments now going forward and in agitation, that

something more extensive and efficient in this re-

spect than has ever been attempted, will, ere long,

be accomplished. There is a certain people, at whom
many of our British grandees and newspaper critics

are disposed to sneer, and upon whom they affect to

look down with a certain degree of contempt, who,
I am confident, will be the first to move forward in

this work of improvement. They have already
made an advance in education beyond that of any
other civilized nation, but their system is not yet

perfect, nor universally extended. The subject,

however, is exciting among them almost universal
attention, and whenever a hint for farther improve-
ment is given, it will, I doubt not, be eagerly seized

upon, and speedily reduced to practice. They have
lately undermined, to a great extent, the cause of
intemperance, and they have it now in their power
to consecrate the millions of dollars which were for-

merly spent in degrading sensuality, to the further-

ance of education, and the cause of national im-
provement.t If Britain does not soon arouse her-

self from her slumbers and move forward in the
cause of education, it will be degrading to the rank
she holds in the civilized world, to reflect, that she

is far excelled in this respect by a republic on the

one hand, and a despotical governments on the other.

* To prevent misconceptions, it may be proper to

state, that the author's income, like that of Gold-
smith's " country clergyman," has, for eight years
past, scarcely exceeded " tbrty pounds a-year," ex-
clusive of the house in which he lives; but should
it be increased in future years, the same proportion
shall be allotted for the object now specified, and a
similar proportion shall be deducted from whatever
profits he may derive from the publication of the
present volume, or any other that may succeed it.

—

Three hundred gentlemen whose incomes average
£200 a-year, could, in the first instance, furnish a
sum to commence with, amounting to £12,000, and
every succeeding year, a sum of £6000 lo carry for-

ward their operations
;
so that, in the course of ten

years, £66,000 would be raised, which would be
sufficient to establish nearlyseventy seminaries, with
their libraries, apparatus, and museums. However
romantic it may appear to some to expect such sa-

crifices, the sums now specified are nothing more
than what were paid as a tax on such incomes
during the late war with France ; and they are
now solicited only in the shape of a voluntary do-
nation.

t Here I allude to the Northern States of Ameri-
ca, particularly to Pennsylvania, New York, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Maine.

t Prussia.
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CHAPTER XII.

ON THE UTILITY OF ESTABLISHING SEMINARIES FOR
UNIVERSAL EDUCATION.

Various insulated remarks on this topic have been
interspersed in the preceding pages, and " the ad-

vantages which would result from a more general

diffusion of knowledge among all ranks," have been

illustrated in a separate volume.* I shall, there-

tore, in this place, advert to only two or three ad-

ditional considerations.

1. The establishment of schools for universal

instruction, while it counteracted ignorance, and
improved the intellect

—

would tend to the prevention

of crime, and might ultimately extirpate those di.s-

posiiions and affections which led to it.

It was lately stated in the Times newspaper, as

the result of a moderate calculation, that there

are fifty thousand thieves and pickpockets in and
about London. According to the statement of an
intelligent person, who acted several years as the

teacher of the boy-prisoners in Newgate,—there

are above fifty committals to this prison every week,
on an average, or nearly 3000 in the year. The
persons committed, of course, are not all new of-

fenders, as the same individuals frequently return

again. But, although on this account we subtract

two or three hundreds from this sum, the black ca-

talogue swells to a dreadful amount when we add
to it the number of prisoners committed to the peni-

tentiaries, correction houses, and other jails of the

metropolis. The trials at the Old Bailey average
2550 in the year, and they are said to be hurried
forward with appalling rapidity ; the average time
given to each case being only eight minutes and a
half; though many cannot occupy two, three, or at

most five minutes, as the average lime now stated

includes trials that will last a day, and others that

occupy several hours. According to a Report of
a Committee of the Houseof Commons, there were
confined in prisons and bridewells, during seven
years, ending in 1831, 122,000 persons accused of
crimes, or at the rate of 17,428 per annum. Of
these, 85,000 were convicted of the crimes laid to

their charge, so that 12,142 was the average amount
of the yearly convictions. It has been estimated,

in regard to juvenile delinquency, that more than
1500 boys, in London alone, are employed in thiev-

ing, picking pockets, and committing all kinds of
petty depredations. It is also found, that crimes, so

far from diminishing, are, in this country, regu-
larly increasing. From the Report of a late Com-
mittee of Parliament, it appears, that during the
last 14 years they iiave increased in the proportion
of twenty-four to ten, that is, they have been far

more than doubled in the course of that short pe-

riod.

These statements exhibit a frightful view of the ex-
tent and the progress of crimes. Nor is it to be won-
dered at, when we consider the present state of edu-
cation, and the manner in which it is conducted

—

the principles on which our penal code has been
constructed, and the manner in which our criminal
laws are executed. Our penal code, throughout
all its departments, is deeply imbued with the spirit

of reven:re. To produce pain and disgrace to the

criminal appears to be its principal object ; and, in

the great majority of instances, it has the effect of
hardening and rendering more desperate the per-
sons whom it ought to have softened and reformed.
To reform the criminal, to cure him of the moral

" The Improvement of Society by ihe Diffusion
of Knowledge," first published in 1833, of which
two editions have been published in Scotland, and
four or five in America.

disease which led him into crime, to impart appro-
priate instruction to his mind, and to prepare the
way for his restoration to society as a renovated
character, are circumstances which seem to have
been entirely overlooked in the arrangements con-
nected with our criminal legislation. In this re-

spect a dreadful infatuation seems to have seized
upon our legislators, implying a deficiency both of
wisdom, of humanity, and of benevolence. When
certain species of crime are on the increase, laws
still more severe are enacted, and put in execution
with all the pomp and rigor of authority and re-

venge. If whipping and imprisonment, toiling at

the tread-wheel, laboring in the hulks, and trans-

portation beyond seas, are insufl^cient to arrest the
progress of crime, then executions without number
are resorted to, in order to sweep the culprits at

once from the face of the earth. One enactment
after another issues from the source of power ; one
law comparatively mild is cancelled, and another
more severe is substituted in its place ; a severe
punishment is sometimes modified and rendered
less severe ; the sentence of death is commuted into

transportation for life, and a year's labor at the
tread-mill for .seven years' transportation. Every
year new enactments, laws, regulations, with alter-

ations and modifications of former laws, issue from
the legislative department of government; but all

is of no avail to stop the progress of immorality
and crime. Nor need we wonder at such a result;

it is precisely such as we ought to expect from such
a mode of legislation as now exists. Our state

physicians act nearly in the same manner as the

quack, who, instead of striking at the root of a sore

which is undermining the constitution, covers it

over with a slender skin, and leaves the internal

vims to gather strength till it break out in incura-

ble ulcers, throughout every part of the system.

—

They attempt to lop off the twigs and branches
from the tree of crime, while they leave the root

and the trunk to break forth afresh in still greater

luxuriance. No efficient preveyitive system has yet

been arranged to strike at the root of crime, to pre-

vent its growth, and to make the machinery of so-

ciety move onward with smoothness and harmony.
And, so long as preventive measures are overlook-

ed, and moral training neglected, the severest laws
that can be framed will be altogether inefficient to

counteract the criminal propensities of the human
heart.*

Our legislators and political quacks tell us, that

the design of severe punishments is to deter others

from the commission of crimes. But even this ob-

ject they are altogether insufficient to accomplish;
for it is well known, that in those countries where
punishments are mo.st appalling and .severe, crimes

are the most frequent. Even the dreadful punish-

ment inflicted in Ru.ssia on the pirates and robbers

who infested the banks of the Wolga, who were
hung alive on hooks fastened into their ribs, and
left to pine away in agonizing torture, for days to-

* America is almost the only country where a
considerable degree of attention has been bestowed
on this subject. The inhabitants of the United
States are greatly in advance of European govern-

ments in this respect, having established systems of

penitentiarv discipline, on enlightened principles,

—connected with regular labor and religious in-

struction— in Auburn, Sing-Sing, Weathersfield.

Pittsburg, and other places, which have already

been attended with the most beneficial effects. Of
course, several defects still attach themselves tc

these establishments ; but the plan lately proposed

by Mr. Livingston, Secretary of State at Washing-
ton, promises to carry such penitentiaries in theii

principle and operation ven;* near to perfection.
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gather, and in hundreds or thousands at a time, was
insufficient to put a stop to the robberies they were

intended to prevent, and it has been lately abolish-

ed. If we compare the crimes committed under

some of the despotical governments of Europe, with

those committed in the United States, where the

laws are comparatively mild and equitable, we
shall find that there are much fcioer crimes com-
mitted in the latter case than in the former. That
capital punishments have litile influence in deter-

ring from criminal practices, appears from the cir-

cumstance of robberies being frequently committed

among the crowds assembled during the time of an
execution. The following example, extracted from
" The Schoolmaster in Newgate," will illustrate

our position :
—

" One morning a boy," who appears

to have been previously in the habit of pilfering,

" came into his father's room, and seeing nothing

to eat for breakfast but bread and butter on the table,

he said, ' What ! nothing for breakfast 1 Ah ! wait

a bit.' He then went out, and in a quarter of an

hour came back with rump steaks, and a pint of

rum, besides having money in his pocket. He had
gone out, and stolen a piece of Irish linen from a shop

on Ludgate Hill, took it to a buyer of stolen goods,

and bought the articles he had brought home, all in

the short space of fifteen minutes ; and this was not

an uncommon thing for him to do, although his

parents were not in need. The boy was at length

transported, when he was only foi'^rteen years of

age. He subsequently detailed to me all his prac-

tices and how he got into crime. His parents re-

sided in a court running out of the Old Bailey, and
he had luitnessed every execution which had taken

place during his short career. So much for the effect

of executions as supposed to deter from crime ;

—

indeed most of the boys engaged in crime appear to

have a great pleasure i?j. attending executions." The
author adds, " These boys are capable of receiving

impressions, and are as susceptible of sentiments

of gratitude as any lord's son, if the proper treat-

ment were used to draw them out. It is only by
cultivating the best feelings of our nature, that any
human beings can be improved ; all other systems

are fallacious, and founded on gross error." The
same author informs us, that " There are whole

families who had never any other calling but that

of theft—ay, hundreds of snch families are now in

being in London who have continued the same
course, some for twenty, thirty, or forty years. One
old woman said, last year, when her seventh son
was transported, 'Ha! I know not what I shall do,

now poor Ned is going ; he was a good lad to me
;

and though I say it, he was as good a hand at his

business as any in London.' ' O, then, he was
brought up to business,' I replied. She rejoined,

'God bless you, no! I thought he had told you
when you made his brief that ours was a right

sort of cross family;' adding, 'and so was their fa-

ther's father, and good ones they all were; now
there's little Dick, my eldest son's boy; but I think

he'll never make the man his father did—he's dull;

besides, he's not old enough quite for any good bu-

siness yet.' Some of these pathetic mothers will,

when warmed with the cream, speak of the numbers
which have fallen in their families with as much
pride and exaltation as a Spartan mother of old

used to do, when numbering her sons who had fallen

in their country's cause. The increase of these

families is daily going on, through intermarriages,

and other ramifications of family connections; and
thus, in a great measure, is the problem solved, as

to the increase of crime. This is an epitome of

the history of the poor in London and its environs,

which might have been given of them forty years

ago, and will apply, for ages to come, unless the

legislature grapple with the siibject at once." Such

facts evidently show, that neither severity of punish-
ment, nor any other arrangement yet made by our
legislators, is adequate to arrest' the progress of
crime, and to promote the reformation of society.

The deficiency ofeducation in our country, as well
as the inefficiency and absurdity of our penal en-
actments, will account for the increase of crime.

—

Instead of one out of four of the population attend-

ing instruction, it is estimated that in England only
one out of sixteen, in Scotland one out of ten, and
in Ireland but one out of eighteen, are receiving
scholastic instruction, which, in most cases, is mi-
serably deficient ;

" every miserable garret or hovel
in which weakness or decrepitude ekes out a wretch-

ed subsistence, by abusing the title of teacher

—

being dignified with the name of a .school." But
let us come to particulars. According to the " Re-
port of the British and Foreign School Society," for

1833, it is estimated, that in the Metropolis alone,

above 150,000 children are growing up without edu-

cation. In one village, containing 272 families

consisting of 1467 persons, only 562 were found able

to read. In other districts, villages are pointed out

containing 1000, 1500, or 2000 inhabitants, without

any efficient school. Whole families are described

as having reached maturity, without any member
of them being able to read a single letter ; in short,

that many thousands of children are growing up in

utter ignorance, not only of the elements of learn-

ing, but of all moral and religious obligations. In

the town of Nottingham, it is asserted, in a circular

lately published, that above a thousand children of

an age suitable for school, are growing up in total

ignorance. From a canvass lately instituted by the

Committee of the Herefordshire Auxiliary Bible

Society, it appears, that out of 41,017 individuals

visited, only 24,222, or little more than one-half,

were able to read.* In the report of the British and
Foreign School Society, for 1831, is the following

statement :
" Debasing ignorance prevails to an ex-

tent which could not be credited, were it not verified

by the closest investigation. The facts which have
been elicited respecting the moral and intellectual

state of those counties which have been disgraced

by riots and acts of incendiarism, are truly affect-

ing, and yet they are but a fair representation of

the actual state of our peasantry. Out of nearly

700 prisoners put on trial in four counties, upwards
o{ two hundred and sixty were as ignorant as the

savages of the desert—they could not read a single

letter. Of the whole 700, only 150 could write, or

even read with ease; and nearly the whole number
were totally ignorant with regard to the nature and
obligations of true religion." In the Reports of the

same Society for 1832-3, it is stated, " In September,

1831, out of 50 prisoners put on trial at Bedford,

only four could read. In January, 1833, there were
in the same prison between 50 and 60 awaiting

their trials, of whom not more than ten could read,

and even some of these could not make out the sense

of a sentence, though they knew their letters. At
Wisbeach, in the Isle of Ely, out of 19 prisoners

put on trial, only six were able to read and write,

and the capital offences were committed entirely

by persons in a state of the most debasing ignor-

ance."
Not only in England, but even in Scotland, we

shall find a glaring deficiency in the means of edu-

cation. In Glasgow, at the last census, there were,

between the ages of 5 and 15, 46,000, that is, be-

tween one-fourth and one-fifth of the population at

an age to receive education. But, in point of fact,

it is found that there are only one-fourteenth at

school, or 14,285, reckoning the whole population at

200,000; consequently, there are 31,715 children ab-

'^ * Edinburgh Review, No. 117, Oct, 1833.
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bent from the means of instruction, who ought to be

attending them ; and it is found that there are about

6000 living by crime, a large proportion of whom are

young. In the Abbey parish of Pait-ley, which con-

tains nearly one-half of the whole population, only
one-tv;cntictli attend school. In this town there are

3000 families among whom education does not en-

ter, and where children are growing up wholly un-

taught. " In Perth, the proportion attending school

is under one-fifteenth ; and in Old Aberdeen only

one tv:entij-fifth. As to the country districts in the

132 parishes in the counties of Banff, Elgin, and
Aberdeen, the average of the whole is one-ele-

venth ; and there are instances of one-twelfth, one-
thirteenth, one-fifteenth, and one-twentieth, in the

other parishes, taken indiscriminately over the

south and central parts of Scotland. In a parish in

the county of Berwick, the proportion at school is

one-fifteenth ; in a parish in the county of Dumbar-
ton one-thirteenth; and, lest it should be surmised
that this deplorable state as to education exists only
in manufacturing parishes, where a dense popula-
tion has recently arisen, it is proper to state, that se-

veral of these instances are in rural parishes ; the

two worst instances—those in the counties of Banff
and Aberdeen—being entirely counlry parishes.

—

In the 113 Highland parishes, out of 500,000, there

are 83,000 who cannot read, and have no means of
learning; and there are 250,000 who cannot write."*

Such is the deplorable deficiency of education even
in Scotland, v.hich has been so much lauded on ac-

count of its parochial establishments, and the intel-

ligence of its population ; and therefore we need not
wonder that, even here, immorality and crime have
of late been on the increase.

What is the remedy, then, which will counteract,

and ultimately subvert the moral evils to which we
have adverted "? I answer, without the least hesi-

tation

—

Intellectual, Moral, and Religious instruc-

tion, miiversalUj extended—not the form of educa-
tion without the substa7ice, not merely pronuncia-
tion, cyphering, and conning memorial tasks, not

merely committing to memory formulas, catechisms,
speeches, psalms and hymns ; but the imparting of
clear and comprehensive ideas on all those .subjects on
which man is interested as a rational, social, and
immortal being. There has never yet been a com-
plete and efficient .system of education, of this de-
scription, established in any country under heaven

;

the improvements lately introduced in the United
States, Prussia, Wirtemberg, Bavaria, and other
places, being only appro.ximations ; and hence, so-

ciety, in such countries, though greatly meliorated,
is not yet half moralized or reformed. That such
a system of instruction, universally established and
judiciously conducted, would raise the tone of moral
feeling, and counteract criminal propensities, no
:»ane mind will pre.sume to call in question. We
find, from the facts above stated, that ignorance and
crime art intimately connected that those who ren-
dered themselves "amenable to the laws of their
country had been allowed to grow up without in-

struction—and that "the capital offences were com-
mitted entirely by persons in a state of the most de-
basing ignorance." Indeed, all the cases staled may
be considered as cases of absolute ignorance ; for

although some of the criminals alluded to "knew
their letters, they could not make otd the sense of a
sentence f^ and the bare circum.stance of being able
to read, or, in other woids, to pronounce the sounds
of words and characters, is unworthy of the name

* The above facts are abridged from Mr. Col-
quhouns's statements in Parliament respecting edu-
cation in Scotland—who deserves no little praise
for the labor and attention he has bestowed on the
rubject.

of education, though it is too frequently dignified
with this appellation.

If ignorance, then, with all its usual debasing ac-
companiments, be one of the chief sources of crime,
we have only to remove the cause in order to pre-
vent the effect. Wherever the mind has been tho-

roughly enlightened and judiciously trained from
infancy in moral habits, the tendency to criminal
practices has been at the same time subdued.
" Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it." I ques-

tion if a single instance can be brought forward in-

consistent with this position. This likewibC holds

true in the case of nations as well as individuals

—

in proportion to the extent and the efficiency of the

means employed. In Ireland, there is more crime
than in England, and in England more than in

Scotland ; and this is corresponding to the propor-

tion of the means of instruction in the respective

countries. In the Northern States of America,
particularly New England, where almost the whole
population is well educated, there is perhaps less

crime and misery than in any other country in the

world.* In regard to New-York, it is worthy of
remark, in this point of view, that there was no

* In reference to the city of Boston, the capital

of New England, Mr. Stuart, in his " Three years
in North America," has the following remarks :

—

" This city is clean and well paved, and seems to

be not only entirely free of beggars, but of any
population that is not apparently living comfortable.

I did not observe a single individual in the streets

of this city who was not well apparelled, nor an in-

dividual of what we call the lower orders."
—

" At
Boston there is not the semblance of idleness and
filth among the people anywhere. All are, or
seem to be, in the full enjoyment of the necessa-

ries of life; and all busy, active, and employed.
What a contrast, in these respects, between this

city and the city of Dublin, which, in July, J827, I

saw crowded with beggars almost naked, even in

the heart of it; and, on the arrival of a mail-coach
in Sackville Street, scrambling for the few half-

pence which the passengers threw among them."

—

In 1830, the number of schools in Boston was 235,

of which 80 were public, and 155, private schools,

besides about a dozen academies and classical

schools, several of which are exclusively devoted to

female pupils. The total expense of the schools in

l82<), for tuition, fuel, books, &c. was 196,829 dol-

lars, or about .£43,739, which is more than double

the grant for education voted by parliament in 1833,

to be distributed over the whole of Britain.—Where
education is so general and well-conducted, almost

every individual is a reader. Hence the number
of publications in Massachusetts, Connecticut, &c.

exceeds that of any other country. In Boston, there

are regularly published 10 daily newspapers, 7

twice a-week, and 2G weekly, being 43 in all—be-

sides Magazines, Reviews, and Religious and Lite-

rary Journals of various descriptions; of which
there is one published every half year, 7 every quar-

ter, 5 every two months, 3 every fortnight, 22

monthly, and 9 annually, including G almanacs;
beinsr in all, 47 perioiiicals, in a city containing only

62,000 inhabitants. These periodicals, it is evident,

would never be published and sold, unless the in-

habitants at large v.-ere universally given to reading.

And where a habit of reading useful publications

is general, the hydra of Crime will seldom lift up
its heads—the mind being pre-occupied with nobler

pursuits. As an evidence of the immense quantity

of literary works distributed in these States, I was
lately informed by a literary corre.spondent in Con-

I

necticut, that one of the printers in Hartford, the

J
capital of that State, containing only 8000 inhabi-
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conviction for murder or any other capital offence,

in that State, comprising two millions of inhabi-

tants—during the year 1832. The number of

schools in New-York, that year, was 9,270 ; the

number of scholars about 500,000, besides those at-

tending academies and colleges; and the total ex-

pendiiure for common schools the same year, 1,12(5,-

486 dollars, or £250,329; which is more than/owr
times the sum which Mr. Colquhoun says Scotland

would require for the supply of education, although

its population exceeds that of New-York by 400,000.

In Prussia, since an improved system of education

was established in that country, it is found that

crimes have been greatly diminished, and that

newspapers, magazines, and other publications,

have, in many places, increased more than tenfold.

Were we possessed of accurate statistical statements

of the progress of education and of crime in the

different countries of Europe and the States of

America, I have no doubt it would clearly appear,

that crime is regularly diminished nearly in pro-

portion to the progress of an enlightened and effi-

cient education. But let no one presume to affirm

that the inhabitants of any country are educated,

when little more than the forni of instruction is im-
parted, and where less than one-fourth of the popu-
lation is actually instructed.

i
Had I not already dwelt too long on this topic, it

imight have been shown, that the expense of punish-
ing crime, and the losses of property to society in

consequence of its prevalence, would be more than

sufficient to support an efficient national education.

It has been estimated, that the expenses attendant

on the imprisonment, the conviction, and the pu-
nishment of criminals, will average more than a
hundred pounds for each individual. According
to a statement formerly made, there are yearly com-
mitted to jail 17,428 persons accused of .crimes.

At £115 for each, the annual expense of the whole
would amount to more than two millions. If we
add to this the interest of the money expended in

the erection and repair of jails, penitentiaries,

bridewells, hulks and houses of correction—the
salaries of jailors, judges, bailiffs, and all the other

officers connected with criminal courts, together

with the fees of pleaders, attorneys, &c. we shall

have at least other four millions. If we were to

make a rude estimate of the loss of property sus-

tained by criminal depredations, the amount would
be enormous. " I have been assured," says "The
Schoolmaster in Newgate," "that £200 and even
£300 in a week, has been obtained by one man and
a boy, merely by abstracting the money in shops
•which is kept in tills and desks." But supposing,
on an average, only £120 per annum, as the amount
of depredation committed by each thief and pick-
pocket—the number of such characters in London
being estimated at 50,000, the loss sustained by such
depredations will amount to six millions; and if

we reckon the depredations in all the other parts of

tants—had printed, during the year 1833, of Geo-
graphies alone, great and small, no less than 200,-

000 copies. The general state of education in

Massachusetts is as follows. The whole number of
towns in the State is 305, and the whole population
610,014. The population of 99 towns from which
returns were lately made is 201,681. Of these 57,-

866 attended public or private schools, which is

equal to the proportion of 1 to 3.^; or three times the
number in proportion to the population of those at-

tending schools in Scotland. In addition to which
it ought to be considered, that the education in New
England is far more efficient and comprehensive
than in this country.—The above statements are se-

lected from the " American duarterly Register" for
May 133*^, and the " American Almanac" for 1834.

the kingdom to amount only to the same sum, we
shall have twelve millions of loss sustamed by de-

predations oil properly. The police establishment

in London costs above £200,000 a-year ; and if we
take into account the expenses connected with all

the other police establishments of the nation, which
may be reckoned at seven times that sum, we shall

have an amount of £1,400,000 on this head:
whereas, less than one-fifth of that sum would be

sufficient for the preservation of order among a re-

nova.ted population. Many other items might have
been stated, but the above sums, amounting to nearly

ticenlij viillions, would be more than sufficient for

carrying forward a system of national education on
the most ample and splendid scale. It is therefore

madness in the extreme to attempt any longer to

repress crime by such a machinery as has hitherto

been employed", while we neglect the only efficient

means by which its operations may be controlled,

and its isrinciple extirpated. The very principle

of economy, if no higher motive impel, should in-

duce us to' alter our arrangements, and to build on

a new foundation. It was lately said to the public

of Edinburgh, with great propriety, when solicited

to contribute to the erection of a school,—" Give
your pence to infant schools," (I may add, to well

conducted seminaries of all descriptions,) " and
save your pounds on police establishments, jails,

bridewells, transportations, and executions." In

this way we should be enabled, at the same time,

both to improve society, and to increase our nation-

al resources.

II. Such an education as now proposed, univer-

sally extended, would improve the mental faculties,

and raise the character of man far beijnnd the level to

which it has hitherto attained. During almost the

whole of the past periods of this world's history, the

human faculties have been seldom exerted with vi-

gor, except for the purpose of promoting mischief,

procuring the means of animal subsistence, or in-

dulging in childish and degrading amusements.

Even in the present enlightened age, as it has been

termed, what are the pursuits which fascinate and
absorb almost the whole attention of the higher

classes of society 1 Horse-racing, fox-hunting,

prize-fighting, gambling duelling, coach-driving,
" steeple chases," slaughtering moor-fowl " o'er hill

and dale," masquerades, theatrical amusements, and
dissipations of all kinds. And what are the employ-

ments of a great proportion of the lower ranks, be-

sides their stated occupations ? Cock-fighting gam-
bling, sauntering about the streets, indulging in

drunkenness, licentiousness, and cruel sports and
diversions—while they remain in iernorance of all

that is grand and beautiful in the Creator's works,

and feel no relish for intellectual enjoyments. Even,

the acquirements and pursuits of professed Chris-

tians are far inferior to the standard of intelligence

and morality which religion prescribes; for we be-

hold, even among this class, ignorance of most sub-

jects with which every rational and religious being

ought to be acquainted, combined with hatred of all

religious sects but their own, with wealth-engrossing

dipositions, and "covetousness, which is idolatry."

What a pitiful picture of ignorance and degrada-

tion would the inhabitants of this world present to

the view of intelligences of a higher order! Were
an inhabitant of th"e planet Saturn towing his flight

to this globe of ours, and were he capable of com-
municating his sentiments in language intelligible

to man, we should expect to learn from liim a mi-

nute detail of the history and geography of the globe

to which he belonged, of the peculiar phenomena
of nature in that region, of the various aspects of

the moons, the diversified appearances, of the mag-
nificent rings which encircle that world, and descrip-

tions of the different scenes of nature, the opera-
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tions of art, the sciences cultivated by its inhabi-

tants, and the plan of God's moral government
among them; and, doubtless, oar curiosity to be-

come acquainted with the physical and moral ar-

rangements of another world, would be abundantly
gratified. But were an inhabitant of our globe,

from among the lower or even from among many of

the higher classes, to be transported to one of the

planets, what account could he give of the arts and
sciences, of the history, statistics, and natural scenery

of our world 1 What could he say of its continents,

rivers, islands, oceans, and volcanoes; its mountain
scenery, and the properties of its atmosphere, of the

variegated surface of the moon, and the peculiari-

ties of Its motions, of the history of its inhabitants,

or the progress they had made in knowledge!
"What description could he give of the arts and
inventions of modern times, of the construction

of the instruments by which we view distant

objects and by which we penetrate into the scenes

invisible to the unassisted eye, of the princi-

ple of air-balloons, steam-engines, air-pumps, me-
chanical powers, electrical machines, or galvanic
batteries'? Above all, what could he tell them of

the moral dispensations of the Creator towards our
world, and of what is contained in the revelations

of his word 1 He could perhaps tell them that there

were hills, and rivers, and four-footed beasts, and
men that were employed in killing each other ; but

could convey no precise idea of any thing in M'hich

this world differed from that to which he had been
transported. He would be looked down upon with
pity as a kind of lusus nafnra:, unworthy of the

name of a rational being. Of 800 millions of men
that people our globe, there are at least 750 millions

of this description, who could give little more in-

formation respecting the peculiarities of our world
to the inhabitants of another planet, than they could
receive from an elephant or a beaver, if such crea-

tures had the faculty of communicating their ideas.

Such is the present character of the great ma-
jority of this world's population—and how is it to be

elevated to a standard befitting a rational and im-
mortal intelligence 1 Only by the universal exten-

sion of such an education as that, the outlines of
which we have faintly sketched. The communica-
tion of knowledge is the first part of that process by
which the human character is to be raised and
adorned, as light was the first agent employed in the

arrangement of the material creation ; and this

knowledge must, in every instance, be conjoined
with religious principle and moral conduct, other-

wise it will only prove the intelligence of demons.

—

Man, although, in one point of view, he is allied to

the beasts of the field, in another, he is allied to su-

perior natures, and even to the Deity himself; and
therefore ought to be rendered fit for associating

with such intelligences—fur receiving from them
communications of knowledge; and felicity, and for

imparting to them similar benefits in return. If man
is destined to a future world, as we profess to be-

lieve, he will, doubtle-ss, mingle with beings of va-
rious orders during that interminable existence

which lies before him
; and his preparation for such

intercourses will, in a great measure, depend on the

training he receives, and the principles he imbibes,

during his sojourn in this sublunary sphere. There
is no essential difference between men on earth, and
the highest created beings in any region of the uni-

verse, but what consists in the degree of l.nowledge,

and the degree of holiness, or moral perfection,

which they respectively possess. When man is en-

dowed with a competent measure of these qualifica-

tions, he is fitted for the highest degree of social

enjoyment, both in this life and in the world to come;
and therefore, in so far as we refuse to lend our aid
to the cause of universal instruction, or set our-

selves in opposition to it, we do every thing in our
power to debase the character of our fellow-mep, to

prevent them from rising in the scale of intelligence,

and to interpose a barrier to their present and future
happiness.

1 might likewise have shown the utility of uni-
versal education, from the tendency it would have
to induce the mass of mankind to lend their aid in
promoting every scheme which tends to advance the
improvement of the social slate of man

; the culti-

vation of the soil, the forming of spacious roads and
foot-paths, canals, rail-roads, and bridges; the uni-
versal illumination of towns, villages, and the coun-
try at large, by gas-lights and other contrivances

;

the establishment of expeditious conveyances in

every direction by sea and land ; and the carrying
forward to perfection the various arts and sciences.

But as I have elsewhere advened a little to some of
these objects, I shall only add, in the meantime, that

the value and security ofproperty in any country, de-

pends, in a great measure, upirn. the intelligence and
morality of its population. If the whole mass of
society were thoroughly enlightened and moralized,
we should no longer hear of " strikes" taking place
among workmen, of servants embezzling the pro-
perty of their masters, or of combinations being en-
tered into in opposition to the interests of their em-
ployers. Every man's house would be his castle

;

and we should lie down to rest in the evening in

perfect security from the incendiary, the insidious

pilferer, and the midnight depredator. This secu-

rity has already been partially felt in those coun-
tries where an enlightened education is general.

—

Mr. Stuart, when describing the New England
States, remarks, that " robberies very .'^eldom hap-
pen in that country, and that the doors of houses are
frequently left unlocked during night"—the inhabi-

tants having little fear of either depredations or an-
noyance from their neighbors.

In. Intellectual and religious education, univer-
sally extended, in combination with every other

Christian exertion, would be more efficient than
any other arrangement hitherto made for hastening
the approach of the Millenniuvi. That a period is

about to arrive, -when knowledge, holiness, and joy,

shall distinguish the inhabitants of the world in a

degree far surpassing what we have yet experienced,
is clearly predicted in the oracles of inspiration.

—

By these oracles we are informed, that " All the ends

of the 7L-orld shall remember and turn to the Lord,
and all the kindreds of the nations worship before

him"—that " the earth shall be full of the know-
ledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover the seas,"

—

and that " all shall know him, from the least to the

greatest,"—that " the glory of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh see it together,"—that " the

heathen shall be given to Messiah for his inheri-

tance, and the uttermost ends of the earth for his

possession,"—that "all kings shall fall down before

him, all nations serve him, and the whole earth be

filled with his glory,"—that during the continuance
of this happy era, '• wars shall cease to the ends of

the earth, and the nations shall delight themselves
in the abundance of peace,"—that "the earth shall

yield her increase, and be fat and plenteous,"—that

the inhabitants " shall build houses and inhabit

them, and plant vineyards and cat the fruit of them,

and shall long enjoy the work of their hands,"—that
" they shall goout with joy and be led forth in peace,"

—that " there shall be nothing to hurt or destroy,"

—and that " righteousness and praise shall spring

forth before all nations." In what manner, then,

may we conceive that such predictions will be ac-

complished 1 Are we to suppose that, by one ap-

palling act of Omnipotent power, the wicked will

at once be swept from the face of the earth, and
that the physical aspect ofour globe will be instantly
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changed and renovated by the same Almighty ener-

gy, as at the first creation 1 Or, are we to conclude,

that this auspicious era will be introduced in con-

sistency with the established laws of nature, and by

the agency of human beings, under the influence

and direction of the Divine Spirit 1 For the former
supposition we have no evidence whatever in any
of the intimations given of this event in the Scrip-

tures, and it would be inconsistent with all that we
know of the by-past operations of the Divine Go-
vernment ; as might be clearly shown, by an induc-

tion of facts and arguments of various kinds, were
this the proper place to enter into such a discussion.

If, then, we admit the latter conclusion, it will fol-

low, that the iVIillennium will be introduced by a

concentration of the moral and intellectual energies

of mankind directed to this great object—by follow-

ing out those plans which are calculated to promote
the renovation of the world—by the consecration of

a far greater proportion of our treasures for this pur-

pose than has ever yet been thought of—and by di-

recting our eyes to the Supreme Disposer of events

for that wisdom which is " profitable to direct us"

in all our arrangements, acknowledging Him as the

original source of all our activities, and who alone

can render them successful.

What, then, are those means by which the moral
world may be renewed " in knowledge and holiness,

after the image of Him who created it 1" Undoubt-
edly the efficient training of the young from the

earliest period of infancy to the age of manhood, is

one of the first and most important steps to the

thorough renovation of the world— a subject which
has hitherto been egregiously trifled with, and al-

most overlooked, in our Christian arrangements.

—

We have all along laid too much stress upon the

mere preaching of 'he gospel, or, in other words, the

delivery of a piece of human composition to a mixed
multitude, the one-half of whom are unprepared by
previous instruction either to understand or to ap-

preciate its truths; and hence the comparatively
feeble effects which have been produced on the moral
characters of men ; hence the confused conceptions
entertained of Divine truth ; and hence it happens,

in certain cases, that the truth delivered rebounds
from the heart like a ball of cork from a wall of

adamant, because it has not been previously prepar-

ed for its reception ; and, to palliate our remissness
and inactivity, we have sometimes had the presump-
tion to ascribe this effect to the withholding of Di-
vine influence. Let it not, however, be imagined
that I mean to discourage the preaching of the gos-

pel. No: nothing is farther from my intention.

—

Let the gospel be proclaimed still more extensively,

and with far more energy and pathos than have ever
yet been displayed ; and let missionary exertions,

and every other Christian activity now in operation,

be carried forward with still greater vigor. But let

our chief attention be directed to the preparation

of the minds of the young for the reception of the

truths of religion—to invigorate their rational powers
and their principles of action, and to counteract, on
the first appearance, every evil propensity,—and
then we may expect that the " Word of God" will

soon run like a mighty river through the world, and
" have free course and be glorified," enlightening

the understanding, purifying the affections, and
" bringing into captivity every thought to the obe-

dience of Christ." An intellectual, moral, and re-

ligious* education, universally extended, constitutes

* In this and various other parts of this work, I

have used the words moral B.nA religiaiis, in compli-
ance with 03iniTion usage, as if they conveyed dis-

tinct ideas. But I conceive that the ideas thev cx-

the essence of the Millennium ; it is one of its chief
characteristics, and will form the foundation of all

the happiness which will then be enjoyed ; for it is

one of the distinguishing circumstances connected
with that period, that " all shall know Jehovah,
from the least to the greatest." But how can we
expect that the superstructure can be reared, if the

foundations be not laid, or that " the desert will re-

joice and blossom as the rose," while the hand of
industry is never applied to root up the briers and
thorns, and to cultivate the soil 1

Is it inquired, ^ohen we may expect the Millenium
to commence'? I reply, just when ive please. Are
we willing that it should commence in the present

age? We have the means in our power, if we
choose to apply them. In the course of forlij years

from'this date the Millennium might not only be

commenced, but in a rapid progress towards the

summit of its glory,

—

provided we are willing at this

moment to concentrate all our moral and intellectual

energies, and to devote all our superfluous wealth, or

at least a tenth part of it, to the furtherance of this

object. Nay, in the course of half that period, we
should have a generation rising up in knowledge
and holiness, far superior to any race which has

appeared in the world during the ages that are past.

For, were we just now to commence a universal

system of infant instruction, and continue the course

through all the higher departments formerly speci-

fied—-in the course of twenty years all the children

who are now about two years of age (if continued

in life) would have arrived at the age oftwcnty-tico,

in an enlightened and moralized state, and would
form the most numerous and influential portion of

the population, and give a tone to all ranks of socie-

ty. Even the physical aspect of the globe, within

the course of another century, might be renovated,

and adorned with every thing that is beautiful and
sublime. The wealth that has been expended in

the madness of warfare, even by civilized nations,

during a century past, had it been appropriated to

philanthropic improvements, would have been suSi-

cient to have cultivated all the desolate wastes of

our globe, to have made its wilderness like Eden,

and its deserts "like the garden of the Lord,"—in

.short, to have transformed it into something ap-

proaching to a terrestrial paradise. We have it

in our power to accomplish all this in the century

to come, if we are willing to devote our energies

and our treasures to the purpose of philanthropy

and general benevolence.

But, is it of any avail to address the majority of

our fellow-men on this subject 7 No : we might as

soon speak to the tides and currents of the ocean,

and expect them to stop at our command, as to ex-

pect that the current of licentiousness, folly, ambi-

tion, and avarice, in which three-fourths of man-
kind are carried headlong, will stop its course, and

diverge into the channel of religion, philanthropy

and beneficence. But I trust there is still a .lelect

band of Christian philanthropists who only re-

quire to be convinced of the necessity of extra-

ordinary exertion, and to receive an additional

stimulus, in order to excite them to a godlike libe-

rality. What .sacrifice would it be to a man who
has £500 a-vear to devote annually £100 to the pur-

poses of religious and intellectual improv^ement 1

to another who has £1(X)0 a-vear to devote £300,

and to another who has £10,000 to allot £4000 an-

nualhi for the same object 1 It would not deprive

what is founded on religion, or the principles of

Christianity ; and religion can have no real ex-

istence hut as connected with the morality of the

,
Bible—the promotion of which, in principle and

press are so intimately connected that they can never conduct, is the great object of all the revelations of

be separated. There can be no true morality but
| Heaven.
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any one of them either of the necessaries or of the

luxuries of life, or of any thing that contributes to

comfort, honor, or sensitive enjoyment. It is now
high time that the sincerity of a prol'ession of Chris-

tianity should be tried by the test of pounds, shillings,

and dollars. We have beheld numerous instances

of ministers and others aspiring after the highest

stations and the largest salaries, in order to increase

their incomes. Let us now see what sacrifices they

Will make of the w-ealth which God has given them
for the purpose of promoting his glory in the world.

Let us see whether God or Mammon, whether the

firomotion of the best interests of mankind or "the
ust of the flesh and the pride of life," rule supreme
in their hearts. That man who refuses to come
forward with his wealth, when it is proved to be

requisite for the purposes alluded to, ought not to

assume the name of a Christian. He has never

felt the influence of that divine maxim of our

Saviour, " It is more blessed {ogive than to receive."

He virtually declares, that "laying up treasures on
earth," providing fortunes for his family, keeping
up a certain rank in society, and living in luxuri-

ous abundance, are matters of far greater impor-

tance than the approach of the Millennium and the

regeneration of the world. If a man is in doubt

with respect to the existence of religious principle

in his soul, I know not a better test than this, by
which to try the sincerity of his Christian profes-

sion : Is he willing, at the call of God, to give

up a portion of his possessions to His service, and
even " to forsake all " to prove himself " a follower

of Christ 1" There is a certain class of religionists

who are continually whining about the low state of
religion, and the wickedness that prevails among
all ranks; and there is another class who are fre-

quently talking about the calculations that have
been made respecting the predicted period of the
" latter-day glory ;" but when you ask any of these

classes to put their hands in their pockets, in order

to supply means for improving society and hasten-

ing the approach of that glory, they will rebound
from you as the north poles of two magnets rebound
from each other, and will tell you, with an air of

apathy and spiritual pride, 'that the spirit is not

yet poured out, that man can do nothing of himself,

and that God's time is not yet come.' If Christians

were universally to act upon such views, the pre-

dicted glory of future ages would never be realized.
" It is not for us to know the times and the seasons
which the Father hath reserved in his own power;"
but we know that il isour;;re.seM/ ^«/?/ to consecrate

to the i;ervice of God and the good of mankind all

the powers and faculties with which we are invest-

ed, all the energies we are capable of exerting, and
ill the treasures not essential to our comfort, to car-

ry forward the building of the Spiritual Temple,
and to " prepare the way of the Lord."

In short, it is now more than time that true Chris-

tians were rising above the false maxims of the

world, the calculating spirit of commerce, the de-

grading views of the sons of avarice, and the pur-
suit of earthly honors and distinctions, and acting

in conformity to the noble character by which they

wish to be distinguished. Let them come forward
in the face of the world, and declare by their con-

duct, and their noble generosity, that while they

enjoy and relish the bounties of the Creator, they
despise the vain pageantry of fashionable life, with
all its baubles, and are determined to consecrate to

rational and religious objects all the superfluities of
wealth which have been hitherto devoted to luxury
and pride. Every Christian hero should be distin-

guished in society (whether he be sneered at or

applauded by the men of the world) by his deter-

mined opposition to worldly principles and maxims
—by his abhorrence of avarice—by his active ex-

ertions in the cause of philanthropy—and by the
liberal portion of his substance which he devotes to

the cau.se of education and religion; and the

Church ought to exclude from her pale all who re-

fuse, in this way, to approve themselves the disci-

ples of Jesus. Better have a Church composed of
a select band of a hundred " right-heaned men,"
ardent, generous, and persevering, than a thousand
lukewarm professors, who are scarcely distinguish-

able from the world, and who attempt to serve both
God and Mammon. Such a select band of Chris-
tian heroes, in difl^erent parts of the Universal
Church, "shining as lights in the world, in the

midst of a perverse generation," and exerting all

their influence and power in counteracting igno-

rance and depravity, and promoting the difl"usion

of every branch of useful knowledge, would do
more to prepare the way for the approach of the

Millennium, than ten times the number of a mixed
multitude of professing Christians who are sunk
into a Slate of apathy, and have little more of reli-

gion than the name. Their influence would be
potverful in every circle in which they moved—they
would make the rich professors of religion asham-
ed of their parsimony and their indolence—ihey
would induce the lukewarm Christian either to

come cheerfully forward with his wealth and influ-

ence, or give up the profes.sion of religion altogether,

and take his stand at once among the men of the

world; and they would stimulate the young genera-
tion around them to consecrate the vigor of their

lives to such holy activities. They would doubtless

be sneered at by the licentious, the avaricious, and
the gay ; and even by the proud and wealthy eccle-

siastic, who has never imbibed the spirit of a Aeff
or an Oberlin ; but every one who is conscious that
" his witness is in Heaven, and his record on high,"

will look down with a becoming indifference on the

scorn of such men, and " hold on his way rejoic-

ing."
—

" Who, then, is a wise man among us, and
endowed with knowledge,"—" to whom God hath
given riches, and the power to use them 1"—let him
coine forward with his stores of knowledge and his

treasures of wealth, and dedicate them to the ser-

vice of the Most High; and bring alon? with him
a few more congenial minds to embark in the same
undertaking, and great shall be his reward. " For
they that be wise .shall shine as the brightness of

the firmament, and they that turn many to right-

eousness as the stars for ever and ever."

It is said, that when the town of Calais, after a
siege of twelve months, Avished to surrender to Ed-
ward III. he demanded that six of the most consi-

derable citizens should be sent to him, carrying the

keys of the city in their hands, bareheaded and
barefooted, with ropes about their necks, to be sacri-

ficed to his vengeance. This cruel demand threw
the inhabitants into a state of unutterable consterna-

tion, and they found them.selves incapable of coming
to any resolution in so distressful a situation. At
last, one of the principal inhabitants, Eustace de St.

Pierre, stepped forth, and declared himself willing

to encounter death for the safely of his friends and
coinpanions; another, animated by his example
made a like generous ofl^r; a third and a fourth pre-

sented them.selves to the same fate, and the whole
number was soon completed. Shall such a sacrifice

as this, extending even to life itself, be cheerfully

made; and shall we not find as many Christians in

every town willing to sacrifice the third, or fourth,

or at least the tenth part of their property for the

good of mankind, and the regeneration of society'?

The offerings, in ancient limes, for the .service of

God, far exceeded any thing that has vet been at-

tempted under the Christian economy. The gold and
silver alone, offered for the rearing of the taberna-

cle, amounted to upwards of £300,000 of the pre-
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sent value of British money, besides the brass, the

shittim wood, the linen, the embroidered curtains the

onyx stones and jewels, and the regular tithe which
every Israelite annually paid of all that he possess-

ed. When the ttmple was about to be erecied, Da-
vid, along with his princes and captains, contributed

no less than 108,000 talents of gold, and 1,017,000

talents of silver, which amounted to more than 900
millions of pounds sterling ; and the expense of the

sacrifices offered on the occasion amounted to se-

veral hundred thousand pounds.—1 Chron. xxii. 14.

—xxix. 3—9. These offerings were a tribute of

gratitude to God, the original bestower of every en-

joyment; and hence, David, when he blessed the

Lord before all the congregation, declared, " All

things come of thee, and of thine own have loc given
thee. All this store we have prepared to build an
house for thy holy name cometh of thee, and is all

thine own." The tithes, or tenth of their income,

were designed as an acknowledgment that they had
received their estates from his free gift, and held

them by no other tenure but his bounty. They
were a kind oi quit-rent annually paid to the Great
Proprietor of the soil, for the maintenance of his

worship, and the instruction of the people. And
why should not the estates of Christians be viewed
in the same light, and a similar portion of them be
devoted to the same purpose 1 The tenth of the in-

comes of the inhabitants of Britain would annually
amount to many millions ; yet all that has been col-

lected by the British and Foreign Bible Society, the

most popular of all our religious institutions, during
thirty years of its operation, is only about two
millions of pounds. Notwithstanding, however, the

general apathy which exists on this subject, I am
disposed to indulge the hope, that, ere long, thou-

sands of Christians in different parts of the Church,
will come cheerfully forward and consecrate, not
merely a tenth, but in many instances, one-half of
their substance, for carrying forward the designs
of Providence for the reformation of the world.

—

Such offerings are nothing more than what is re-

quisite for accomplishing this grand object; and
when such a spirit of liberality becomes general in

the Christian Church, we may confidently expect
that the happy era is fast approaching, when the

light of divine trufh shall shed its radiance on every
land—when "The glory of Jehovah shall be re-

vealed, and all tlesh shall see it together—when the
wilderness and the solitary place shall be made glad,
and when righteousness and praise shall spring
forth before all nations.

The inhabitants of New England, I am confident,

will be among the first to set such a noble example
to every other nation. From small beginnings, they
have advanced more rapidly in religious and intel-

lectual improvement than any other people under
heaven; but they have not yet attained the acme of
improvement, " neither are they already perfect ;"

but " must press forward to the mark," without
" looking back," with self-complacency on the ad-
vancement they have hitherto made, and " stretch

forward toward those ihings which are before."

—

There are, perhaps, few circumstances in the history

of mankind more remarkable than the landing of
the persecuted pilgrims ofNew England on the rock
at Plymouth, and the important consequences which
have been the result of the settlement of that small
and distressed colony. About a hundred individuals,

driven from their native land by the demon of per-

secution, landed at that point, near the middle of
winter in ltr30, with prospects the most dismal and
discouraging—fatigued by a long and boisterous

voyage—forced on a dangerous and unknown shore
on the approach of the most rigorous season of the

year—surrounded with hostile barbarians, without
the least hope of human aid—worn out with foil and
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suffering, and without shelter from the rigor of the
climate ; so that, in the course of three or four
months, forty-six of their number were carried off
by a mortal sickness. Yet this small band of Chris-
tian heroes laid the foundation of all the improve-
ments in knowledge, religion, liberty, agriculture,
and the arts, that distinguish the New England
States; which now contain a population of nearly
two millions of souls. Through their instrumenta-
lity and that of their successors, "the wilderness
has been turned into fruitful fields," hundreds of
cities and towns have been founded, colleges and
splendid temples have been reared, civil and reli-

gious liberty established on a solid basis, the educa-
tion of the young, and mental and moral improve-
ment, promoted to an extent beyond that of any
other nation upon earth. These circumstances,
furnish a proof of what a small body of persevering
and well -principled men can achieve in the midst
of difficulties and discouragements, and a powerful
motive to excite us to engage in every holy activity.

And I trust, the decendants of these pilgrims, ani-

mated by their noble example, will rise to still

greater heights of intelligence and virtue, till know-
ledge become universal— till moral evil be com-
pletely undermined—till " righteousness run down,
their streets like a river," and till the influence of
such moral movements be felt among all the fami-
lies of the earth.

CHAPTER XIIL

PRINCIPLES ON WHICH A NATIONAL SYSTEM OT EDU-
CATION SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED.

In attempting to establish any new system, how-
ever excellent, many obstacles and impediments
present themselves, arising from the feelings, inter-

ests, and preconceived opinions of mankind. In es-

tablishing such a system of education as we have
described, one great obstacle would arise in this

country from the interests, and conflicting opinions

of religious sectaries. Religion, which wa.s intend-

ed by its Author to introduce harmony, and to pro-

mote affection among mankind, would, in all pro-

bability, be brought forward to interrupt the noblest

efforts of benevolence in the cause of universal in-

struction. Every sectary would be apt to insist on
its peculiar dogmas being recognised, and especially

those which are more directly patronised by the

State would prefer a double claim for the superin-

tendence and control of all the arrangements con-

nected with the education of the young. Such con-

flicting elements and party interests have already
prevented the establishment of institutions which
might have proved beneficial to the rising genera-

tion, and would, doubtless, mingle themselves with

any future discussions or deliberations that might
take place on this subject.

In the year 18-20—21, Mr. Brougham (now Lord
Brougham) introduced a Bill into the House of

Commons, entitled, "A Bill for better providing the

means of education for his Majesty's subjects,"

which was imbued with a spirit of illiberality and
intolerance which would have disgraced the dark-

est ages of the Christian era. The following were
some of its leading provisions. " 1st, No person is

capable of being elected as Schoolmaster by the

parish, who does not produce a certificate that he

is a. member of the Church of England as by law esta-

blished." In this sweeping regulation, it is roundly

declared, that, among all the six or seven millions

of respectable Dissenters; that, among all that class

of men who have descended from the congregations

formed by Baxter, Owen, Watts, Doddridge, and a
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host oJ' oilier illustrious Divines, renowned tor their

sterling pieiy and learnins;; that, among the whole
of that class of men who, tor the last forty years,

have shown more disinterested zeal and aciiviiy for

the insirnction f)f the poor ilian any other cla?.s in

the Briiish empire ! there is not a single individual

that deserves to be eniriisied wiih ihe educalion of

youth! and for no other reason than because ihey
have dared to think for themselves, and refused to

submit to ceremonies and ordinances which are not

appointetl in ihe word of God. In another regula-

tion, power is given to the clergyman of the parish
" to call before him ihe person chosen by the parish,

and to examine him touching his fitness i'or the office,

and if he shall not approve of the person chosen, he
may reject his appointment" as often as he pleases,

without assigning any reason, save his own will and
pleasure, and from this decision there icas to be no
appeal! which rendered nugaiory, and little short

of a mere farce, the previous election made by the

qualified householders of the parish. Afier the

teacher was supposed to be approved of and fixed

in his situation, a set of arbitrary regulations and
restraints were imposed upon him by "the rector,

curate, or other minister of the parish." " He may
at all times enter the school, examine the scholars,

question the master touching his government of the

school : may direct from time to time, achat portions

of Scripture shall be read, either fur Icssmis or for
writing in the school, which direction the master is

hereby required to follow." The teacher was also

enjoined " lo use select passages [of the Bible] for

lessons, whereby to teach reading and writing, and
shall teach no other book of religion without con-
sent of the resident minister of the parish where
such school is held, and shall use no form ofprayer
or varshipia the said school except the Lord^s Prayer,
nr other select passages of the Scriptures aforesaid.

Such regulations and injunctions reduced the

teacher to something very little superior to a mere
machine, or to a slave in the hands of a clerical des-

pot. He was every day liable to be degraded and
insulled in the presence of his scholars, whenever a
haughty clergyman took it into his head to enter the

school, and to display his magisterial and conse-
quential airs. By Ihe regulations enacted in this

Bill, the children of Dissenters were likewise', de-
graded. For, although they were to he permitted to

attend the schools to be established, yet they were
to be distinguished, in many respects, as speckled

birds, different from those of the immaculate church-
man, and compelled " to learn the liturgy and cate-

chism o( the Church, and to attend the Divine ser-

vice of the Church of England," unless their parents
" proved themselves to be Dissenters from the Esta-
blished Church, and notifierl the same to the master."
Such is only a specimen of the .spirit and enactments
which pervaded " Brougham's Education Bill ;" en-
actments repugnant to the views of every liberal

mind, and pregnant wiih bigotry and intolerance.—
It was a fortunate circumstance that the bill never
passed the House of Commons

;
otherwise, it might

have prevented the establishment of a liberal and
efficient system of education for a century to come.*

Lord Brougham has displayed more enlightened
views on the subject of educalion, in his speech de-
livered in the House of Lords, on the 21st May,
1835, and the resolutions founded upon it, than he
did in his "Education Bill" of 1821, oreven in 1833,
when he declared, that there are sufficient means
of education in England, and that '-he had become
a convert to the opinions of those who thought it

would be unwise to disturb a state of things which
produced such admirable results." It is to be hoped,
for the good of the nation, that his lordship's sug-
gestions will soon be carried into effect ; and that

It is to bf hoped, thai in any future deliberations
on ihis subject, a more noble and libeial spirit will
be displayed in the arrangements connected wiih
educalion. Indeed, no efficient system of national
insiruciion can be establi>hed oti an exclusive or
sectarian principle. Persons of all religious de-
ncnninations ought to be eligible as teachers, visitors,

superintendents, and members oi school-commit-
tees, on the sole ground of their intelligence, piety,

and moral conduct—and of the knowledge they have
acquired of the true principles of educalion, and the
mode in which they should be applied. As, in every
country, numerous classes are to be found differing
in sentiment respecting subordinate points in reli-

gion, it could not be expected that they would come
forward either with voluntary subscriptions, or sub-
mit, without reluctance, to be taxed for suc'h esta-

blishments, if any particular sectary were to be in-

vested with the sole superintendence, and all others
excluded from a share in the deliberations and ar-

rangements connected with their operation. Such
an arrangement would be an act of glaring injustice

to the parties excluded, since they have an equal
right of management on the ground of their sub-
scriptions, or of the taxation to which they would
be subjected

; it would foster invidious distinctions
between the different parts of the same community

;

it would tend to prevent independency of thinking
on religious subjects, and to promote a spirit of h)--

pocrisy and sycophancy in inducing persons to sa-

crifice the dictates of conscience to the emoluments
of ofl^ce ; it would throw into a state of unmerited
degradation a large portion of the most respectable
characters in Christian society— for eminent piety,

intelligence, and benevolence, are not confined to

any section of the Christi n church;— it would
nourish a spirit of alienation among the different

portions of religious societ)', which has too long
rankled in the human breast; it would prevent some
of the most worthy and enlightened characters from
coming forward as candidates for the office of in-

structors ; it would interpose a barrier lo that har-
mony an(i afl^ection which should subsist among all

ranlcs and denominations of society ; and would ul-

timately frustrate, to a very great e.\'tent, the grand
objects which an enlightened education is intended
to accomplish. Nothing but a spirit of selfishness

and ambition, of bigotry and intolerance, inconsis-

tent with the harmony of society and the principles

of our holy religion, will again attempt to establish

educalion on such illiberal and exclusive principles.

In this point of view, we cannot avoid reprobating an
attempt which is now making by certain individuals

to extend the system of parochial schools, so that

there shall be no occasion for teachers of any other
desi-ription. We object to this object on the follow-

ing grounds : 1. Because it is assumed that the edu-
cation generally imparted in parochial schools, and
the plan on which instruction has usually been com-
municated, are lobe considered as pailerns of ex-
cellence, and, consequently, require only to be more
generally extended. In the preceding pages, we
have endeavored to show, that, in common with
most other schools in this country, the parochial

system is miserably defective and inefficient as lo

the great objects which an enlightened education
ought to embrace; and, in proof of this, we need
only appeal to the ignorance and vice m hich have
hitherto prevailed, and still prevail, among the great

mass of the population. That parochial schools

have been on the whole, of considerable advantage
to Scotland, none will deny. Bui they have not

produced the one-tenth part of the moral and intel-

the principles on which a national system of educa-
tion is established will be such as to meet the appro-

bation of an enlightened and religious public.
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lectual effects they might have done, had they been

established on a more liberal and enlightened basis
;

and, consequently, were the system to be extended,

it would tend to prevent, for an indefinite period,

the establishment of a more enlightened, compre-
hensive, and efficient system of moral and intellec-

tual instruction. Besides, there is not one out of a

hundred of the parochial school-houses furnished

with the apartments, apparatus, and other accom-
modations, requisite for carrying forward a plan of

intellectual instruction. 2. We object, on the ground
of the exclusive principles on, which, parochial schools

are conducted. They are considered as so intimately

connected with the established church, that no one
but a member of that church is eligible as a parish

teacher. Consequently, in attempting to extend the

parochial system till it is supposed capable of afford-

ing instruction to the whole population, it is vir-

tually declared, that, among all the dissenters in

this country, amounting to more than one-third of

the population, and whose moral and intellectual

character stands as high as that of the other two-

thirds, there is not one who ought to be entrusted

with the education of youth, however respectable

the qualifications he may possess. Those who
countenance a principle of this kind have, surely

never studied the principles of religious liberty or of

natural justice, nor opened their eyes to "discern
the signs of the times." In so far as the individuals

alluded to have it for their object to improve the

plan of public instruction, and to raise the qualifi-

cations of the teachers, we wish them every suc-

cess; but the community will certainly pause be-

fore it gives its sanction to a principle which would
deprive nearly one-half of the nation of all interest

and superintendence in regard to an object in which
they are all equally concerned.

Hitherto, the superintendence of education, both

in Scotland and England, has been chiefly entrusted

to the clergy; and at the time when our parochial
and other scholastic institutions were established,

there was perhaps a propriety in this arrangement

;

since, at that period, clergymen were almost the

only educated persons, and literature was chiefly

concentrated in their order. But the case is quite

different in the present day, when a liberal educa-
tion is not confined to any one rank of society, and
when classical learning is not considered as the most
important accomplishment. There is not, therefore,

the same reason why the superintendence of edu-
cation should be exclusively entrusted to clergymen,
or to any other class of the community. We would
deprecate the idea of the education of the general
mass of the population being entrusted exclusively
either to the established church, or to dissenters of
any denomination. Clergymen of all denomina-
tions should be considered as eligible, in common
with other intelligent individuals, as superintendents
and members of Educational Committees ; but ex-
perience proves that it is dangerous to the g:eneral

interests of the community to entrust its affairs, es-

pecially those which relate to education, to any pri-

/ileged class of society ; for in such a case the
general good of the public has frequently been
sacrificed to the interests or ambition of a party.
One of the chief pretences generally set up for

exclusive clerical superintendence, is the promotion
of the interests of religion. It is much to be de-
plored that religion, which was intended to promote
"peace on earth, and good-will among men, ".should
so frequently have been used as a pretence for sow-
ing dissensions in society, and violating the princi-
ples of natural justice. Whether "pure religion
and undefiled" is promoted by attempting to raise
one portion of the community and to crush another,
and to throw a large body of respectable characters
into a state of unmerited degradation, on account

of their adherence to the dictates of conscience—is

a question which may be safely left to every un-
biassed inquirer to decide. With regard to the re-

ligiojis instruction of the young, no difficulty could
arise from the circumstance of persons belonging
to different religious parties having the superinten-
dence of it ; since almost every denomination of
Christians recognises the essential facts, doctrines,

and duties of Christianity, which are the only re-

ligious topics which ought to be exhibited to the

young either in public or in private. The man
who, overlooking such subjects, would attempt to

expatiate before the young on sectarian points of

controversy, ought to he considered as destitute

of that prudence' and discretion which are requisite

for a public instructor. If religion were taught, as

it ought to be, directly from its Original Records,

instead of being inculcated from human formularies,

there would soon be little difference of opinion re-

specting its main and leading objects. The religion

of Heaven has been communicated to us chiefly in

the form of historical narrations, unfolding to us

the Divine dispensations, in relation to the fall, the

recovery, and the renovation of mankind, and em-
bodying" certain leading truths and moral precepts,

to direct our affections and conduct—the great end
of which is, not to engender strife and a spirit of me-
taphysical speculation, but to counteract moral evil,

and to promote union, harmony, and love, among
all who acknowledge its authority. There is no
believer in revelation that calls in question the facts

of Scripture, the perfections of the Deity it unfolds

—the death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ—

•

the immortality of the soul—a future state of pu-

nishments and rewards—or the propriety of the

moral principles it inculcates. These are the lead-

ing topics of revelation ; and to insinuate that such

subjects cannot be taught directly from the Scrip-

tures themselves, without the aid of human formu-

laries, is nothing short of throwins: a reflection on
the wisdom of God, on account of the manner in

which he has communicated his will, and of affixing

a libel on the character of the inspired writers, a.s

if their writings were not sufficiently plain and per-

spicuous.

The efficiency of religious instruction deduced
from the Scriptures alone, is clearly proved from
the mode of tuition in infant schools. In these

schools, religion is taught by familiar descriptions

and details of scriptural facts—by illustrations,

taken from Scripture and the sce;-es of nature, of

the perfections of God—and by enforcing the moral

precepts of the Bible on the young, and showing
bow they ought to be exemplified in all their inter-

courses with each other. Now, I appeal to every

one who has witnessed the religious knowledge of

the children in these schools, and its influence upon
their conduct, if this mode of tuition is not infinite-

ly preferable, as to its practical effects, to the usual

method of instruction by catechisms, or anv other

formulary. Let us take a number of children at

random from any common school, who have learned

the " Shorter," or any other catechism, from begin-

ning: '0 end, and compare their knowledge arid

feelings in rejard to religion with those of the chil-

dren of a well-conducted infant school, and ihe su-

:

perioritv of the infant school children will be strik-

ingly apparent, even although they are much

I

younger than the former.— Should parents, how-

;

ever wish to inculcate upon their children xhe pecu-

I liar tenets of the sect to which they belong, thsv

i have an opportunity of doing so at home, or bv means

;
of the pastors bclonffing to that denomination to

\
which they are attached ;

but, in public schools, to

attempt the inculcation of sectarian opinions, would
be equally injurious to the interests of religion and

! the cause of universal education. This was at-
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tempted by the Church of England, in the enact-

ments contained in Brougham's " Education Bill,"

and the same principle led the dignitaries of that

church to oppose the Lancasterian system of edu-

cation, and to patronise that of Dr. Bell, in which

the peculiar tenets of the Episcopal church were to

be exclusively inculcated.

That Christians of different denominations may
cordially co-operate in the arrangements of educa-

tion, appears from various existing facts. In the

Northern States of America, as already noticed,

education is far more general than in this country,

and conducted on more rational and enlightened

plans; and persons of all denominations in religion

co-operate in its superintendence. In the Q4th

"Annual Report of the Trustees of the Public

School Society of New York, for 1829," it is stated,

among many other interesting facts, that "The
Board of Education consists of members of eight

or ten religious denominations, all acting with entire

karmonif—that " they discharge the important du-

ties of their trust, with a single eye to the public

good"—and that they received the sanction of "an
independent set of examiners, who have repeatedly

inspected the schools, and arc acquainted with the

operations of the Board"—who express in their

Report " their full confidence that the literary, moral,
and religious instruction, calculated to fit the young
for the duties of life, and to prepare them for the

happiness of futurity, is properly attended to, and
the school monies strictly and most beneficially ap-

plied to their legitimate purposes." This board had
the superintendence of " 21 schools, with 21 princi-

pal and 24 assistant teachers, and 6007 children,"

the expense of which amounted to 62,000 dollars;

besides which there were above 450 private, chari-

ty, and other schools in the city of New York.

—

We know, too, that the " British and Foreign School
|

Society" is conducted on similar principles—its Di-
rectors consisting of persons belonging to the esta-

blished church and the various denominations of
dissenters; and the same is the case with the insti-

tutions for infant education which have been lately

established in many of our populous towns. The
hand-bill announcing the objects of the Model In-
fant School, Glasgow, which was framed bv the
Rev. Dr. Welsh, then of St. David's church, states,

as one of the objects of this institution, that it is
" for the reception of children from the ai2:e of two
to that of six years, with the view of imbuing their
minds with the knowledge of religious truths,"

—

and that "the plan of communicating religious
truths is by the narratives, the precepts, and the
plainest announcements of Scripture." In short,
the libernl plan now suggested has been adopted in
all its extent in the kingdom of Pru.ssia, where a
national system of education has been established
in which all classes of religionists, whether Protes-
tants or Catholics, have an equal interest, and which,
for more than half a century, has been conducted
v-'i'.h the greatest regularity and harmony. So that
there is no impossibility in persons belonging to
different religious persuasions co-operating in the
business of education, where there is a sincere de-
sire to promote the improvement of the young, and
the best interests of general .society.

Bin should it be found impossible to induce the
dominant sect in any country to co-operate with dis-
senters in the arrangements of education, perhaps
the following might be the most eligible plan of
procedure:—Let the government allot a sum ade-
quate to the erection and endowment of all the
schools requisite for an enlightened and efficient
system of education—let this sum be divided be-
tween churchmen and dissenters, in a fair propor-
tion, according to their respective numbers—and
let the application of this sum, and the details re-

specting the patronage of the schools, the qualifica-

tions of teachers, and the mode of instruction, be
left to the respective parties, to be arranged as their

judgment and circumstances may direct—specify-

ing, however, some of the grand and leading prin-

ciples on which the schools must be established.

—

A plan of this kind would, indeed, still preserve the

invidious distinction between churchmen and dis-

senters; but it would be infinitely preferable to be-

stowing the whole patronage and superintendence
of education on any one sectary or class of men
whatever.—Should government refuse to grant any
pecuniary assistance to such an object, dissenters

and all others have it in their power, by coming
forward, in one grand combination, with voluntary
contributions, to accomplish this noble design, inde-

pendently of aid from any power under heaven;
provided they are willing to make some of those

small sacrifices formerly suggested. (See page
128.) And \{ ihey will not stand forward as bold
champions, with their purses in their hands, ready
to be delivered up for the support of this good cause,

they will declare themselves to be unworthy of the

name of Christians, or of lorers of their species, and
will deservedly be deprived of all the advaniages,

in time and eternity, which might result from the
accomplishment of this object, to themselves and to

their ofl^spring, both in the present and in future

generations.

CHAPTER XIV.

MAXIMS, OR FIRST PRINCIPLES IN EDUCATION.

I. The idea should go before the word which expresses
it—or, in other words, A clear and distinct concep-
tion of an object should be impressed upon the mind,
before the name or terms which express it be committed
to memory.

This may be considered as the first and funda-
mental principle of intellectual instruction; and, if

admitted, the following rule should be .strictly ad-
hered to in the business of education :

—

Let no pas-
sages of any book be committed to memory before the

leading ideas they contain be clearly understood. If

this principle were universally introduced into edu-
cation, it would overturn almost every system of
instruction which has hitherto prevailed both in

secular and religious tuition. An opposite princi-

ple has almost uniformly been acted upon; and
nence, catechisms, psalms, hymns grammar rules,

chapters of the Bible, and speeches in the Ro-
man senate, have been prescribed as memorial
tasks, before any of the ideas contained in them
could be appreciated. We may ask, in the name
of all that is wise and rational, of what use is it to

stock and overburden the memories of children with
a medley of words to which no correct ideas are
attached 1 Although a child could commit twenty
catechisms to memorv, or could even repeat the

whole of the Old and New Testaments, what pur-
pose would it serve, if he did not enter into the spi-

rit and meaning of the truths therein recorded?
I have conversed with an individual who could re-

peat the whole Bible from beginning to end, and
yet was entirely ignorant of the meaning of almost

every proposition it contained, and its most inter-

esting truths appeared to have made no impression

upon his heart. As in the original formation of

language, the objects of nature must /fr.«/ have been
observed and known before words or signs were
fixed upon to distinguish them ; so, in communi-
cating the elements of thought, the objects of thought

must first be recognised and described before the

terms and epithets wkich express their natures and
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qualities be committed to memory. Instead of ob-

'

trading a medley of words before they are under-

stood, upon the memories of the young, they should

be made lo feel a desire for terms to express their

ideas ; and, in this case, the ideas and the words
which express them will afterwards be inseparably

connected.
II. In the process of instruction, Nothing (if pos-

sible) should be assigned lo the young merely as tasks.

Every thing prescribed for the exercise of the fa-

culties, should be represented both as a duty and as

a. pleasure ; and if the young understand the nature

and objects of their scholastic exercises, and the

manner in which they should be prosecuted, they

will find a pleasure in endeavoring to surmount
every apparent difficult)'. I once knew a gentle-

man, the Rector of a grammar school, who, on his

admission to his office, boasted that he would con-

duct his school without inflicting any corporeal pu-

nishment—instead of which, he prescribed from
twenty to sixty or eighty lines of Virgil or Horace,
as memorial tasks—and, when not accurately repeat-

ed, increased their number. But this practice had
no other tendency than to excite revengeful feelings,

and to produce disgust at the process of learning.

III. Every thing that is cheerful and exhilarating

to the young should be associated with the business of
education.

Hence, school-rooms should bespacious, light, and
airy—comfortably heated during winter, and erect-

ed in delightful and commanding situations. The
school-books should be neatly printed, and enlivened
with pictures and engravings colored from nature

—

amusing and insiructive experiments should fre-

qi>ently be exhibited—and the pupils should be oc-

casionally gratified with excursions into interesting

parts of the country, to view the beauties of nature
and enjoy the bounties of Providence; so that all

their scholastic exercises may be connected with
delightful associations.

IV. In the practice of teaching, the principle of
Emulation should be discarded.

By a principle of emulation I mean, the exciting

of the young to exertion from the hope of reward
when they excel their companions in intellectual ex-

cellence, or from the fear of punishment or degra-
dation when they fall beneath them in industry and
acquirements. Many teachers have asserted that

they could not conduct education with any effect

without the aid of this principle. But, whatever
efTecl it may have in an intellectual point of view, it

almost uniformly produces an injurious effect on the

moral temperament of the young, on their com-
panions whom they excel, and on their parents and
guardians, who are led lo form false estimates of their

progress and acquirements by the prizes they receive
and the places they occupy in their respective classes.

One grand end of instruction, which has been tpo

much overlooked, is to cultivate and regulate (he

moral powers—to produce love, affection, concord,

humility, self-denial, and other Christian giaces,

—

But the principle of emulation has a tendency to

produce jealousy, envy, ambition, hatred, and other

malignant passions, and to exhibit intellectual ac-

quisitions as of far greater importance than moral

excellence. Besides, it is onlj a very fero in every

class that can be stimulated to exertion by this prin-

ciple, and these few are generally of such a tempera-

ment as to require theirambitious dispositions to be

restrained rather than excited. In the " American
Annals of Education," for January, 1833, there is

an excellent paper on this subject by Miss C. E.

Beecher, of Newport, Rhode Island, a lady well

known as an efficient teacher. After enumerating
the evils which uniformly flow from the principle of

emulation, she states the following motives, as those

Which she has found " not only equal, but muck more

efficient, in reference to all the objects to be gamed
in education :"—" 1. Personal influence—endeavor-
ing to gain the esteem, the affection, and the confi-

dence of the pupils," &c. In this connection she
justly remarks, " that commendation for improvement
needs to be practised much more frequently than re-

proof for deficiency. 2. By habitual appeals to the
Bible as the rule of rectitude, and to conscience as
the judge. 3. By cultivating a love of knowledge
for its own sake, that is, for the pleasure it imparts;
and also for the sake of the increased good it will

enable us to do for our fellow-beings. 4. By efforts

to form a correct public sentiment in school, so that

it shall be unpopular to do wrong. 5. By appeals

to parental inlluence, and that of other friends. This
is accomplished by transmitting frequent accounts

both of deficiency and improvement to the friends of

the pupils. 6. By cultivating in the pupils a sense

of obligation to God, of his constant inspection, and
of his interest in all their concerns." These princi-

ples, (which are more particularly explained and
amplified in the paper referred to,) she adds, " i

have chiefly depended upon during the last three or

four years of my experience as a teacher. Every
year has added to my conviction of their efficacy,

and every year has increased my satisfaction that

the principle of emulation has been banished with

no consequent evil, and much increase of good."

Mr. Morgan, in his late " Address to the Pro-

prietors of the University of London," expresses

sentiments in accordance with the above. Speaking
on the subject of prizes, he says, '' A prize is the

least effectual mode of accomplishing the desired

object ; it is founded on injustice, inasmuch as it

heaps honors and emoluments on those to whom na-

ture has already been most bountiful, and whose en-

joyments are multiplied and increasing in a greater

ratio than others by the more easy acquisition of

knowledge." " Praise, and invidious comparisons,

are only other forms of the same principle, alike

fruitful in envv, pride, scorn, and bitter neglect. In

the curiosity of children, there is a sufficient and a

natural stimulant of the appetite for knowledge, and

we live in a world abounding in the means oi useful

and pleasurable gratifications. All that is required

of preceptors is to aid the development of the facul-

ties with afiection and judgment'' A certificate of

diligence and good conduct seems to be all that is

necessary to distinguish from the vicious, the idle,

and slothful, those who have employed their time

and talents in a proper manner,

V. Crrporecl punishments should be seldom or never

inflicted— z-Xi A, when they are determined upon as

the last resort, they should be inflicted with calmness

and affection.

There is something revolting and degrading in

corporeal punishments, and the necessity of resort-

ing to them generally indicate.s, that there had been

a want of proper training in the earlier stages of life.

It is vain to imagine, that children can be whipped

either into learning or religion ; and, if an enlight-

ened and judicious mode of tuition were universally

adopted, there would seldom be any necessity for

resorting to such a stimulus. But in the modes of

teaching which have most generally prevailed, cor-

poreal punishments are almost indispensable. In

the German " Pedagogic Magazine," for 1833, we
are told that " there died lately in Sn-abia, a school-

master, who, for 51 years, had superintended an in-

stitution with old-fashioned severity. From an ave-

rage inferred from recorded observations, one of

the ushers calculated, that, in the course of his exer-

tions, he had given 911,500 canings, 124.000 flog-

gines 209,000 custodes, 136,000 tips with the ruler,

10,200 boxes on the ear, and 22,700 tasks to get by

heart. It was farther calculated, that he had made

700 boys stand on peas, 600 kneel on a sharp edge
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of wood, 5000 wear the fool's cap, and 1708 hold ihe

rod,"—amounting in all to 1,421,208 punishments,
which, allowing five days for every week, would
average above a hundred punishments every day.

—

There is something extremely revolting in the idea

of such a series of punishments being connected with

learning; and we may justly infer, that, however
much classical learning may have been advanced,
very little useful knowledge or moral principle was
communicated in that seminary. For, a system of

moral and intellectual instruction, calculated to al-

lure the minds of the young, is altogether incompa-
tible with such Gothic rudeness and severity.*

VI. Children should not be long confined in school—and. never longer than they are actively employed

in it.—A school ought never lo serve the purpose

of a prison. If the junior classes are incapable of

preparing their lessons by themselves, they should
either be provided with some amusing toys or pic-

lure books, or be turned out to romp about in the

open air, or under a covered shed in rainy weather,
and called in when their lessons are to be explained.

VII. Young people should always be treated as

rational creatures, arid their opinions occasionally

solicited as to certain points and scholastic arrange-
ments. The reasons of the treatment they receive,

and of the exercises prescribed, in so far as they are
able to appreciate them, should occasionally be stat-

ed, and explained and illustrated.

VIII. Reproofs should always he tendered icit.h the

utmost calmness and mildness.—When they are utter-

ed in passion, and with looks of fury, they seldom
produce any good effect, and not unfrequenlly excite

a spirit of revenge against the reprover.

IX. One great object oj education should be to fix
the attention 07i the subjects n-e wish to explain and
elucidate.—On the proper exercise of the faculty of
attention depends almost all our improvement in

knowledge and virtue. Even the senses are im-
proved by the exercise of this faculty. Hence the
peculiar delicacy of touch observable in the blind,
and the qnick-sightedness of the deaf; hence the
distinct perception of disiant objects acquired by
sailors, and of a°licate and mmute objects by watch-
makers and jewei\»rs,—in all which cases the atten-
tion has been specially directed to particular objects.
It was by fixing his attention on 'he subject, or
" continually thinking about it," that Kewton, as he
nimself declared, discovered the laws of the planeta-
ry motions, and was enabled to unfold the true S5's-

tem of the world. Hence the propriety of pre.sent-
In? sensible objects to the view of children—of ex-
hibiting hefure them interesting expnrimenis, and of
having their books adorned with lively and accu-
rate engravings. Hence, too, the propriety of teach-
ing them to notice every object within the reach of
their vision, and to mark every minute change that
takes place in the form, color, and situation, of the
objects around them, and to give an account of what
they may have seen or heard in any of their excur-
sions; all which circumstances have a tendency lo

induce a habit of attention, without which there
can be no solid improvement in any department of
instruction.

Corporeal punishments have generally a Aar<i-
ening effect on the minds both of young and old.

—

A blacksmith brought up his son, to whom he was
very severe, to his own trade. The urchin was,
nevertheless, an audacious dog. One day the old
vulcan was attempting to harden a cold chisel which
he had made of foreign steel, but could not succeed.
" Horsewhip it, father," exclaimed the j'outh, " if
that will not harden it, nothing will."

CHAPTER XV.

MECHANICS INSTITUTIO.N'S.

On these institutions I intended to offer a few par-
ticular remarks, and to suggest some arrangements
by which they might be rendered more extensivelv
useful than they have hitherto been, both in amoral
and intellectual point of view, but as this volume
has already swelled to a considerable size I shall

confine myself to a very few general observations.
It is now more than twenty years since I had iin

opportunity of suggesting the establishment of such
institutions, under the designation of" Literary and
Philosophical Societies, adapted to the middling and
lower ranks of the community." The details in re-

lation to this subject, consisting of a series of five

successive papers, were published in the London
" Monthly Magazine" lor the year 1814—more than
eight years before any mechanics' institutions were
organized in this country.* Although these papers
have seldom been referred to, in the history of me-
chanics' institutions, yet the author is aware that

they were the means of suggesting, to certain indi-

viduals, the ideaof establishing such societies ; and,
not above a year or two after their publication, a
society was organized in the vicinity of London, on
the plan and principles suggested in these papers,
of which the author was elected an honorary mem-
ber. Instead of inserting, in this place, the sub-
stance of these papers, as was originally intended,
I shall merely give a short sketch of their contents.

In the first communication, after a few introduc-
tory observations in reference to existing associa-
tions, and other particulars connected with the dis-

semination of knowledge, the following, among
many other advantages, were pointed out as likely

to flow from the extensive establishment of such in-

stitutions:— 1. They would serve to unite and con-
centrate the scattered rays of genius, which might
otherwise be dissipated, and enable them to act with
combined vigor and energy in the discovery and
the propagation of useful knowledge. 2. They
would tend to promote the rapid advancement of
general science; for if the labors of those societies

which already exist have produced a powerful ef-

fect on the progress of science, much more might be
expected were their number increased to eij^htj' or
a hundred fold. 3. They would have a tendency
to produce an extensive diffusion of rational infor-

mation among the general mass of society, particu-
larly among those in the inferior walks of life, by
which the narrow conceptions, superstitious notions,

and vain fears, which so generally prevail, might
be gradually removed, and a variety of useful hints
and rational views suggested, which would tend to

elevate and ennoble the mind, and promote domes-
He convenience and comfort. 4. They would in-
duce a taste for intellectual pleasures and rational
enjoyment, in which those hours generally spent in
lisilcssness, foolish amusements, and the pursuit.? of
dissipation, might be profitably employed, and, con-
sequently, ihe sum of general happiness augmented.
5. If properly conducted, they could not fail of pro-
ducing a benign influence on the state of morals and
of general society. As vice is the natural offspring
of ignorance, so true virtue can onlv flow from ele-
vated and enlightened piinciples; and, where ^uch

See "Monthly Magazin*," vol. xxxvii. for
April and Julv, 1814, pp. 210, !i07, and vol. xxxviii,
for August and September, 1814, pp. 23, 121, and for
January, 1813, p. .'i03. These communications oc-
cupy more than 22 closel_ printed columns, and
contain several minute details in relation to what
should be the leading objects of such institutions, and
thewicflTM by which they might be established.
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principles exist, their operation, in a greater or less

degree, will always appear. The habits of order,

punctuality, and politeness, which would prevail in

such as.sociaiions, would naturally be carried into

the other departments of life, and produce their cor-

responding effects. Tiie frequent intercourse of

men of different parties and professions, associated

for the purpose of promoting one common object,

would gradually vanquish those mutual prejudices

and jealousies which too frequently exist even in

cultivated minds, and a liberal, candid, and humane
spirit, would be cherished and promoted. Society

would thus acquire a new polish, and wear a differ-

ent aspect from what it now exhibits in the inferior

ranks of life ; more especially, if the means now sug-

gested be combined v)ith the operation of Christian

principles.

The other communications illlustrated the ar-

rangements and regulations requisite in the opera-

lion of such institutions, particularly in relation to

the following circumstances.

I. The Admission of Members.—In regard to this

circumstance, the two following extreines should be

guarded against—the indiscriminate admission of

all who may wish to become mesnbers, whatever
may be their literary or moral characters—and the

giving an undue preference to certain individuals,

on account of their rank, who have not a corres-

ponding share of common sense and literary ac-

quirements. In a literary society, the distinctions

of rank ought to be, in a great measure, if not alto-

gether, overlooked ; while, at the same time, the ut-

most decorum and politeness ought always to pre-

vail. It is now high time that human characters

were estimated according to their real and intrinsic

worth, independent of those external and adventi-

tious circumstances with which they maybe accom-
panied; and it will be highly becoming in rational

associations to set an example of estimating the cha-

racters of men on principles purely of a moral and
intellectual nature. Although money is a useful

article in all societies, yet it would be inexpedient

to solicit any individuals, not otherwise qualified to

become members, chiefly with a view of their con-

tributing to the pecuniarv interests of the associa-

tion. Such persons would not only be a deadweight
upon the society, but, by the undue influence they

would have, might tend to impede its progress, and
prevent its chief design from being accomplished.

—

Besides their literary acquirements, <Ae vioral qua-

lifications of those who desire admission ought not
to be altogether overlooked. Knowledge is chiefly

desirable in proportion as it is useful. If it does not

lead its possessor to propriety of moral conduct, its

Titility, at least to him, may be much questioned. In

all rational institutions, the melioration of the moral
characters and dispositions of mankind ought to

form as prominent an object as the illumination of

their understandings.
II. The Sitbjects of Discussion, and the mode o^

conducting it.—Every subject which has a tenderoy

to induce a habit 'of rational thinking, to elevate

and ennoble the mind, and to present sublime and

interesting objects of contemplation—every subject

which tends to unfold the wise arrangements of na-

ture, and the laws by which the economy of the

universe is regulated, which displays the attributes

of the Divinity, and leads the mind upwards "from
Nature to Nature's God :"—every subject which

tends to promote the progress of science, the ad-

vancement of the liberal and mechanical arts, and

the moral improvement of mankind, might occa-

sionallv become topics of discussion in a societv

constituted on the principles to which I have allud-

ed. These subjects would embrace the prominent

parts of natural history, geography, a,stronomy, ex-

perimental philosophy, chemistry, natural theology,

ethics, education, arts and manufactures, physio-
logy, domestic economy, and similar branches of
knowledge. Although party-poliiics, and sectarian
views of religion, should be excluded, yet ihere are
certain general topics connected with these subjects

which might form legitimate subjects of discussion;

such as the general principles of legislation, the

causes of the wealth of nations, the effects of differ-

ent modes of taxation, and other branches of politi-

cal economy—the character and attributes of the

Deity, the principles of moral action, the immortal-
ity of the soul, the facts of sacred history, and the

evidences by which they are supported—the har-

mony of nature and revelation, and the means by

which the character of the human race may be

elevated and improved, and the moral world re-

generated.

In the discussion of such subjects, there are four

different modes which might be occasionally adopt-

ed.— 1. The first mode is that of public lectures. A
lecture might be delivered once a week, or fortnight,

or oftener, according to circumstances, on some in-

teresting subject of natural history, chemistry, or

experimental philosophy, accompanied with experi-

ments. In order to raise a sum for remunerating

an intelligent lecturer, persons not members of the

society might be invited to attend, on the condition

of paying a small contribution, the members, at the

same time, contributing a little, though in a smaller

proportion. In order to excite attention, and to

stimulate the exercise of the rational faculty, an
examination of such of the auditors as chose to sub-

mit to it, on the different particulars detailed in the

lecture, might take place either at the conclusion

of the lectijre, or at some future hour ; and, at the

same time, an opportunity offered of putting ques-

tions to the lecturer, and stating any difficulties or

objections which may have occurred to them, in

order to their solution.— 2. By the more intelligent

members composing essays on particular subjects, and
reading them to the society. For the benefit of young

writers, it might be proper, in a candid and friendly

jnanner, to point out the grammatical blunders, im'-

proper phrases, erroneous statenrients, or other im-

proprieties which may be found in the essay; and

the writer ought to consider such hints as so much
new and useful information, by the help of which

he may be enabled to render his fitture compositions

more correct. In order to make a respectable figure

as writers of essays, particular attention should be

given to the ar.'s of grammar and composition
; and

exercises and mstructions on these subjects might oc-

casionally form a part of the business of the society.

As some assays may occasionally be read of which

the soc/ely may wish to have copies for future in-

spection, in order to save the trouble of the secre-

tarv transcribing them, it might be proper to recom-

mend that every essay be written on paper of the

same size, so that they might afterwards be bound
in regular volumes, to be preserved as part of the

records of the society. In this way, the literary

communications made to the society would be re-

corded in the hand-writings of their respective au-

thors, free of those errors which might be occasion-

ed in their tran.scription by another hand.—3. An-
other method of discussion might be by Forensic

disputations. In this case, a question is proposed

and stated, and opposite sides of the question are

supported by different speakers. This method has

its advantages and its disadvantages. Its disadvan-

tages are, that persons, in their eagerness to support

the side they have taken, are sometimes apt to con-

tend more for victory than for truth; and, unless

they watch over their tempers, are ready to fall info

a spirit of altercation and ill-humor, and to throw

ont unhandsome epithets against their opponents.-rr

Many persons, too, from theix having aMy support-
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ed the erroneous side of the question, have been in-

sensibly led to adopt that opinion, though, in the

first instance, they defended it merely for the sake

of argument. Its advaiitages are, thai it excites in-

terest and attention, exercises the reasoning faculty,

and affords an opportunity to every member of tak-

ing a part in the discussion. It may, wheri proper-

ly and calmly conducted, suggest useful informa-

tion, and throw light on many obscure and inter-

esting subjects. It has a tendency to leach persons

not to be too rash in adopting opinions till they have

weighed the objections that may be brought against

them. As the discovery of iruih ought to be the

chief object in all literary debates—in order to in-

sure this object, an intelligent person, who has taken

no direct share in the debate, might be appointed to

sum up (he arguments on both sides, and endeavor

lo balance them, in order to ascertain on which side

the truth seems to lie. In certain ca.ses, it will be

found, that the truth does not lie directly on either

side, but in a middle position between the two ex-

tremes. This mode of discussion, when adopted,

should be used with extreme caution, with an equa-

ble temper, and with a sincere desire to discover

truth, wherever it may be found ; otherwise, it rnay

be attended with hurtful consequences.— 4. Another
mode of discussion is, the determining of a question

by an induction of fads or reasons, in order to illus-

trate a particular subject ; or, in other words, by an
inquiry into causes and effects. For example, sup-

po.-^e such questions proposed as the following :

—

.What are the different causes which operate in the

production of rain 1 On what principles are we t-o

account for the various phenomena attendant on
thunder-storms'? By what means may the stroke

of lightning be averted? What are the various

useful purposes to which the late discoveries re-

specting the gases may be applied 1 By what means,
and on what principles, may human beings be trans-

ported from one place to another with a more rapid
motion than has hitherto been effected 1 What are

the best means for undermining the principle of
avarice, and counteracting its effects 1 What are
the most efficient methods for diffusing knowledge,
and improving the moral and intellectual powers
of man 1 On such questions, every member might
be called upon to suggest whatever occurs to him
that has a tendency to elucidate the subject, and to

determine the inquiry ;
and the remarks of all the

members who deliver their sentiments, when com-
bined, could not fail to throw some light on an in-

teresting question, or, at least, they vould tend to

excite to further inquiry at a future period.

in. The Punds of the Society, ana the purposes to

which they might be applied.—Money is a nf:cessary

article in every association, and is indi.^pens&ble in

the vigorous prosecution of scientific objects. Little

of it, however, is required for rational and literary

purposes, compared with what is spent in the pur-

suits of folly and dissipation. Although it is not

usual in most societies to make any difference in

the sums to be paid by every member, yet it appears
iomewhat unreasonable, that a person whose in-

come is known to be very limited .should contribute

as much as one whose income is five or six times

freater. A minimum, however, ought to be fixed,

elow which the poorest member should not be per-

mitted to go, except in very singular casc!<. Those
"whose incomes are known to be considerable should

be requested to give separate subscriptions, besides

the regular quarterly or annual fees, for the purpose
of more speedily accomplishing the objects of the

institution. Two or three different rates of annual
fees or subscriptions might be fixed upon, a maxi-
mum, a middle, and a minimum, and every member
left at liberty to choose that rate which suits his cir-

cumstances. Nor ought those who are unable to

pay the maximum rate, or to give separate subscrip-

tions, to be, on this account, considered as inferior

'.o their fellows; for it is no disgrace for a man to

be poor, if he is honest, prudent, and industrious,

and has not wasted his substance in folly or dissi-

pation; as it is no honor lo a fool to possess wealth
which he was not instrumental in acquiring.—The
purposes to which the funds of a literary institution

may be applied, are such as the following :

—

1. The purchase of books.—These are the grand
depositories of human knowledge, and, therefore,

it should be the first object of every literary esta-

blishment to procure a judicious selection of the
best books, in every department of science. In re-

gard to the general sithjects of the books lo be pur-
chased, it may be proper that every member have
it in his power to give his vote and opinion; but
the selection of the individual books on any parti-

cular science, should perhaps be intru.sted to a com-
mittee composed of such members as are best ac-

quainted with the present slate of literature.—2.

The purchase of philosophical instruments. It may
perhaps be a considerable time before the funds
shall permit the purchase of an extensive appara-
tus of this kind, yet if a certain portion of the fund.s

be appropriated lo this object, in the course of 20
years 500 guineas might be devoted to it, supposing
the society to consist of 100 members, every one
contributing annually. half a guinea, and that only
one half of the funds are appropriated to this pur-
pose. Nor should it be considered as an object too

grand and extensive, to have ultimately in view the

erection of an observatory for astronomical obser-

vations, and a complete apparatus for illustrating

the doctrines of chemistry, natural philosophy, and
all the other departments of natural science. Spe-
cimens of interesting objects in botany, zoology,

mineralogy, and geology, might also be procured,
along wiih models of useful machines for illustrat-

ing mechanical powers and operations. Where
there is an ardent love of science, and an animated
perseverance in prosecuting its objects, all the ends
now stated might, from small beginnings, be in due
time accomplished.—3. Another purpose to which
the funds may be applied might be, the distribution

of premiums to those who solve any difficult and
useful problem, or who produce uhe best essay on a
given subject. If the propriety of bestowing pre-

miums in such cases be admitted, the following
principle might be adopted as to the nature of the

premium ; namely, that it be such as can be pro-

cured at a moderate expense, and, at the same time,

be of some utility to the person to whom it is ad-

judged. Instead of a gold or silver medal,—

a

pocket compass, a sun-dial, a pocket telescope, a
small microscope, a quadrant, a case of mathemati-
cal instruments, a terrestrial or celestial globe, a
tellurian, or any useful article which may best suit

the taste of the successful candidate, might be given
as a premium ; and along with it a medal of copper,
pewter, or brass, or an engraved card, with an ap-
proy)riate inscription.

IV. The Pvblirotiovsoffhe Society.—A consider-
able tirn» would probably elapse before such a so-
ciety wou'id have it in its power to communicate
any new discoveries worthy of the attention of the
scientific world. Yet this consideration ought not,

perhaps, to deter the society from exhibiting .some
of its transactions to public view. In the progress
of the institution, after the lapse of a few years, a
selection might be made of ihe best essavs thai had
previously been communicated, and publi.shed in a
neat duodecimo volume, with an historical account
of the progress of ihe institution since its com-
mencement, and the manner in which its operations
are conducted, together with an abstract of the ge-
neral progress of science during the same period,
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which might be collected from certain scientific

journals. It would also be useful to give a brief

staiement of what had hitherto been discovered in

relation lo the different sciences, with hints respect-

ing the desiderata, or things which still remain to

be discovered—which would lend to direct the at-

tention of the rational inquirer to those particular

investigations by which science might be advanced,
and carried forward to perfection. Such a volume,
though it might not embody any new deductions or

discoveries, might, notwithstanding, be of consider-

able utility in different respects. It might convey
new and useful information to those who are just

commencing the study of science, and who have no
access to the more learned transactions of other so-

cieties ; it might become a depository for inserting

accounts of interesting facts, and of researches that

may be made in that part of the country where the

society is situated ; it might tend to excite the ra-

tional part of mankind in oLher cities and towns
to form similar establishments, and to cultivate a

mutual correspondence ; and, as it would probably

obtain a considerable circulation in the surrounding
districts, (being printed in a cheap and economical
form,) it might diffuse new information in different

quarters where more expensive volumes would
never have found admittance.

V. Correspondence and intercourse of the mertibers

of the different societies.— It might be of consider-
able use for promoting the object of these institu-

tions, that the societies, in their corporate capacity,
and individual members, should correspond with
each other, both personally and by literary commu-
nications—and that the members of one society,

when occasionally residing in the locality of another,

should be admitted gratis to all the privileges of
that other society ; such as, the use of the library,

the inspection of the museum, and attendance on
lectures. In order to designate the members of all

such societies, and to prevent the necessity of a cir-

cumstantial proof of their belonging to similar in-

stitutions, every member might be furnished by his

own society with an engraved card or ticket, or

rather with a medal of brass or pewter, having the

society's name and motto engraved on it, and to

which the name of the person, at his admission,

might also be appended. The advantages which
would result from the possession of such a docu-
ment are sufficiently obvious. It would form, as it

were, a bond of union among all the lovers of science
in different parts of the empire, and enable them
with facility to recognise each other. Travellers,
whether on business or for pleasure, when visiting

the different towns in the line of their route, would
thus obtain an easy access to the society of persons
of congenial minds ; useful hints would be recipro-

cally communicated, and an interesting correspon-
dence occasionally formed, which might be produc-
tive of many pleasing and important consequences
both to the individuals and to the respective societies.

They would thus feel themselves more at home,
devoid of that ennui which one so frequently feels

in strange places, and have an opportunity of im-
proving those hours which might otherwise be dis-

sipated in listlessness, to rational and scientific pur-

Eoses. In short, by this means, the idea suggested

y the celebrated Lord Verulam, of uniting the

learned world into one great republic, might be in

some measure realised; every person of intelli-

gence carrying along with him his badge of dis-

tinction, and thus indicating to all congenial minds,
the grand association to which he belongs.

The present is an age in which scientific associa-

tions have rapidly increased. The principle of the

division of labor seems now to be judiciously acted

upon in scientific investigations, by the formation of
societies which have chiefly one great object to pro-

mote, or one particular science which they propose
to cultivate ; and therefore we have reason to in-
dulge the hope, that the different sciences will now
make more rapid advances to perfection than in
former times. Still, however, much remains to be
accomplished in regard to the establishment of
literary and rational associations. The discoveries
hitherto made in the various departments of human
knowledge are entirely unknown to by far the
greatest proportion even of the civilized part of
mankind. Institutions, therefore, still require to be
formed, on an extensive scale, for communicating to

the great mass of society at least the results of those

researches which have hitherto been made, for

eradicating those erroneous notions which so gene-
rally prevail, and for directing their attention to

moral and intellectual pursuits. And should such
societies be formed, we might indulge the hope that,

ere long, they would bs enabled to co-operate with
those respectable societies which now exist, in

making researches into those regions of science

which are yet unexplored, and of promoting the

moral improvement of all classes of the commu-
nity. They would likewise have a tendency lo ad-

vance the interests of genuine religion. For, true

science and the doctrines of revelation, so far from
being at variance, perfectly harmonize, and reflect

a mutual lustre upon each other. Of course, the

more general information persons acquire in rela-

tion to the system of nature and the economy of the

material world, the more will they be qualified for

studying the Scriptures in a rational manner; tne

light of sound philosophy will have a tendency to

guard them from scepticism on the one hand, and
from superstition and enthusiasm on the other, and
to prevent them from imbibing those foolish and er-

roneous interpretations of Scripture, which have
tended to bring discredit on the oracles of Heaven.
If, therefore, the moral improvement and the intel-

lectual illumination of mankind be an object at all

desirable, it is to be hoped the intelligent public will

duly appreciate its importance, and encourage every

scheme which has a tendency to raise our species

to that dignity which they ought to hold in the scale

of existence, as rational and immortal beings.

• Such is an abridged view of the communications
on this subject, which -were offered to the public

above twenty years ago, long before any such so-

cieties actually existed. Such institutions have
now been established in most of the large towns of

the British Empire, and in various parts of the

United States of America: but none of them with

which I am acquainted comprehend in their plan

all the objects above stated. In their present slate

they appear defective ia the following respects:

—

1. in these institutions being regarded as chiefly

adapted to the instruction of artists and mechanics,

for rendering them more intelligent and expert in

their respective trades and professions ; and hence
the instructions communicated have been almo.st

exclusively confined to mathematics and mechanical

philosophy. It is highly requisite that mechanics
should be instructed in the physical and mathemati-

cal sciences connected with their professions ; but

this, instead of being considered as an ultimate ob-

ject, should be viewed as only one of the s-ubordi-

nate objects of such institutions. Their grand and
ultimate objects ought to be, to induce a taste, among
the great mass of societv, for moral and intellectual

improvement—and to diffuse, throughout all ranks,

useful knowledge of every description, in order to

raise the human mind from that state of degrada-

tion in which it has been so long immersed, and to

direct its contemplations to objects worthy of the

dignity of rational and immortal natures.

In order to accomplish such objects, it is essen-

tially requisite that knowledge be presented to the
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understanding in its most interesting and alluring

forms. In the first instance, all abstract disquisi-

tions, and abtruse mathematical investigations,

should be studiously avoided, or postponed to a fu-

ture period ; and those scenes and objects presented

to view, which have a tendency to allure the ima-

gination, to excite inquiry, and to produce rational

delight. Such are the subjects of Natural History,

which, considered in its most comprehensive sense,

has for its object, to arrange and describe all the

known facts in the material universe. JTacts con-

stitute the foundation of all the sciences— they are

most easily acquired when properly described

—

their acquisition requires the least exertion of in-

tellect—and, when presented to the view in suffi-

cient number and variety, they will always produce
pleasurable emotions, and a thirst for intellectual

enjoyment. And, therefore, in the natural order of

instruction, they ought to constitute the first por-

tions of knowledge to be presented to the untutored

mind in all colleges, academies, and mechanics' in-

stitutions. After the student has acquired a know-
ledge of such facts, the elements of the mathemati-
cal sciences might next occupy his attention, for

enabling him to enter on the discussions of natural

philosophy, astronomy, and the investigation of the

causes of the phenomena of nature. A profound
knowledge of the abstruse parts of mathematics,
however, is not absolutely necessary for the acquisi-

tion of the more useful branches of general know-
ledge. An acquaintance with the demonstrations

of the first book of Euclid, and of a few propositions

in some of the other books—the elements of plane
trigonometry and conic sections, along with practi-

cal geometry—is almost all that is requisite for un-
derstanding the more interesting departments of
science, and may be acquired in a very short lime,

by a moderate application of the mental powers.
The order I have now stated has, however, in most
instances, been inverted. The abstractions of ma-
thematical science have been presented to young
and untutored minds before they had any concep-
tions of their utility, or the investigations to which
they are applied, and before they had acquired a
relish for substantial knowledge ; and the conse-

qnence has been, that many have abandoned the

pursuit of knowledge, on account of the dry and
uninteresting form in which it was presenind to the

mind. In conformity with this practice, the direc-

tors of some mechanics' institutions have selected

lecturers chiefly on the ground of their being expert

mathematicians, without any knowledge of their

accomplishments as popular teachers of natural

science; and the consequence has been, that both

the superintendents and the members of the in-

stitution have been disappointed, and the society

has fallen into disrepute. For, a profound mathe-
matician is not generally the person best calculated

to convey a knowledge of the facts of natural his-

tory and philosophy, in the most simple and alluring

manner, to the untutored mind.
2. Another defect in these institutions, as pre-

sently conducted, is, that they are not rendered so

subservient as they might he to the moral improve-
ment of society. Knowledge of every description

ought to be rendered subservient to the illustration

of Divine truth—of the attributes and moral govern-
ment of the Almighty—of the facts and evidences
of revelation—and for counteracting evil passions,

and promoting the advancement of ihft human race

in true morality—and thus preparing them for the

employments of that future and eternal world to

which they are destined. Unless this object be kept
in view, the advantages which society will derive
from such institutions will be comparatively few
and unimportant. For the mere acquisition of sci-

entific knowledge will not of itself counteract the

depravity and moral evils which exist in the world,
nor raise mankind in the scale of moral excellence,
unless it be blended with that celestial light which
proceeds directly from the great Source of inielli-

gence. Discussions on some of the leading subjects
to which I allude can easily be conducted without
in the least interfering with sectarian views of re-

ligion; and I cannot account for the almost univer-
sal practice of setting aside such topics in philoso-

phical discussions, without being inclined to suppose
that there is a certain degree of antipathy entertain-

ed towards such subjects, notwithstanding their im-
portant bearings on the present comfort and the fu-
ture happiness of mankind.

I .^hall only add farther, that, besides the commu-
nication of knowledge by public lectures in mecha-
nics' institutions, the members of such societies

might have occasional meetings for mutual instruc-

tion. At such meetings, a portion of some standard,

scientific, or other work, might be read, and a con-

versation entered into respecting the subject it dis-

cusses. Every member should have an opportuni-

ty of proposing questions in reference to that sub-

ject, and of stating any objections or difficulties that

may occur to his mind—not for the purpose of cavil-

ling or of formal disputation, but to increase his in-

formation, and to draw forth the remarks of his as-

sociates. In this way the leading branches of any
particular system of science might be explained and
elucidated in the course of a session.

PART II.

jnSCELLANBOUS HINTS IN REFERENCE TO THE DIFFU-

SION OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF
SOCIETY.

On the following subjects I originally intended to

enter into some specific details and particular illus-

trations. But as this volume has already swelled to

a considerable size, I can offer in the mean time,

only a few general hints. If we would carry for-

ward the social state of man to that " consumma-
tion" which is so " devoutly to be wished," we
would require, in the first place, to enter into every

department of society^ and delect the absurdities,

abuses, and immoral principles connected with it,

and expose them to view in all their naked deform-
ities and unchristian tendencies. For there is

scarcely a department of the .social state, in Europe
nr Asia, whether civil, political, or ecclesiastical,

but is based on selfishness, ambition, avarice, ty-

ranny, or other anti-social and malignant principles.

In the next place, it would be necessary, not only

to investigate the remedies to be applied to such evils,

but to introduce practices which have never yet

prevailed, and to lay the foundation of institutions

which have never yet been established. For, if ever

we expect to behold a period when knowledge shall

be universal, when " Righteousness shall run down
our streets as a river," and when " Holiness to the

Lord" shall be inscribed on all the employments of

human life—our existing insiitulions require to be

new modelled, and many of them altogether over-

turned, and a new foundation laid for the advance-

ment of society, and the future progress of the hu-

man mind. Notwithstanding the vague and violent

declamations of certain politicians and divines .about

the necessity of " preserving unimpared our national

institutions," it is evident that some of them are

rotten to the very core, and stand as obstructions to

the rights of mankind— to the prosrres.<; of know-

ledge, and to moral improvement. There is a con-

tinual outcry among certain classes against every

thing which has the appearance of " innovation,"
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and which implies a want of confidence in " the

wisdom of our ancestors ;" as if laws and institu-

tions, framed in an age comparatively barbarous

and unenlightened, were so absolutely perfect that

they required no farther correction or improve-
ment. Withou 'innovation there can be no thorough
reformation. ''any existing institutions, laws, and
usages, have ^een tried for centuries, and have
been found of little avail to I he renovation of the

world ; and hj who insists that they shall be still

supported in every iota, as they have hitherto been,

virtually declares, that the moral loorld ought to

stand still, and that no such period as the Scripture

Millennium will ever arrive to bless mankind.—
There is an utter inconsistency in maintaining that

every practice and institution should continue in

Its present state, and at the same time admitting

that the world is to be regenerated, and that " the

knowledge of Jehovah shall cover the earth." The
one position appears incompatible with the other,

and he who tenaciously adheres to the former must
give up the latter ; and hence we have sometimes
found, that those who are strenuous supporters of
" things as they are," do not hesitate to affirm, that
" the world will never be much better than it has
hitherto been, and that wars, and ignorance, and
misery, will continue to the end of time." But such
a sentiment, as we have already shown, is incon-

sistent with the plainest declarations of the oracles

of Heaven, and tends to throw a dismal gloom over
all the future prospects of society ; and I trust there

is scarcely one enlightened Christian that would
dare to vindicate an opinion so inconsistent with the

future improvement of our species, and with the

benevolent purposes and arrangements of the Go-
vernor of the world. But to enter particularly into

the subjects to which I allude would require a se-

parate volume of no inconsiderable size. I shall

therefore, in the meantime, offer only a few general
hints, leaving every one to prosecute the subject

more particularly by his own reflections.

I. On improvements hi regard to Preaching.

In the few remarks which I intend to make on
this topic, it is taken for granted that the funda-
mental facts and doctrines of Christianity are to be
frequently illustrated, and always recognised in

every discussion that has a reference to religion.

—

But it is preposterous to dwell almost perpetually,

as some preachers do, on what may be termed the
alphabet, the rudiments, or first principles of Chris-
tianity, as if Christians were always to remain
"babes in Christ." "Leaving the first principles

of the doctrine of Christ," but neither forgetting
them, nor dwelling exclusively upon them, they
ought "to go on to perfection," carrying forward
and tracing these principles through all their im-

fiortant bearings and consequences in the Christian

ife, and expanding their minds with all the views
of the Divine operations which the aids of Revela-
tion, art and science, can furnish. This progress
towards perfection, however, can never be attained,

if Christians are always employed in " laying again
the foundation," and never attempting to rear the

superstructure; and if Christian instructors are al-

ways exercised in attempting to prove and explain
a few of the fundamental articles of the Christian
system, and neglect to carry forward their readers
and hearers through all the difl^erent departments
of Christian action and contemplation. What
should we think of the teacher of geometry who,
after explaining the terms, axioms, and first princi-

ples of the science, stopped short, and left the stu-

dent either to prosecute his path through the lead-
ing propositions and higher branches, or not, as he
deemed proper 1 What should we think of the phi-

losopher who spent his time merely in explaining
the rules of philosophizing, and the general laws of
motion, without ever applying ihem to the investiga-

tion and explanation of ttie phenomena of the visi-

ble world; and who is always defining first princi-

ples, without tra ;ing them to their consequences, or

pointing out the manner of their application"? We
could expect but poor geometers and philosophers
from such meagre iustruciions. And can we ex-

pect that the Christian instructor who seldom goes
beyond the a.r7'o?«s of Christianity shall render his

hearers enlightened and practical Christians, and
bold heroes in promoting the cause of reformation

and religion'? If such a plan of instruction be wise,

then the apostles and prophets were fools in direct-

ing us so particularly in all the practical bearings

of religion, and taking such expansive? views of

the works and the moral government of God. But,

waiving such general observations, I proceed to

offer two or three particular remarks.

1. The preacher should lake in a more compi-e-

hensive range of sitbjects, in his instructions, than

that to which he is usually confined. The Scrip-

tures contain references to a greater variety of ob-

jects than any other book—all of which must be con-

sidered as legitimate subjects for discussion in the

pulpit. The works of erection, as displaying the

Power, Wisdom, Benevolence, Grandeur, and su-

perintending care of the Creator—the events record-

ed in sacred and civil history, as manifestations of

the character and principles of his moral govern-

ment—the history of nations and the revolutions to

which they have' been subjected, as illustrative of

his faithfulness and retributivejustice, andof the ful-

filment of ancient predictions—the harmony which
subsists between the system of nature and the sys-

tem of Revelation, and the mutual light they reflect

upon each other—the depravity of man, and the

proofs and illustrations of it which are to be found

in the constitution and operations of nature, and in

the wars, and devastations, and malignant princi-

ples which have prevailed in the world—the truth

of Revelation, as displayed in its powerful and bene-

ficent effects in the case of nations, families, and in-

dividuals, and in its transforming influence on the

state of society and on the physical aspect of the

world—the various active means by which society

may be improved and regenerated, and the bless-

ings of the gospel diffused among all nations— the

multifarious ways in which benevolence and gene-

ral philanthrophy may be made to operate in diffus-

ing knowledge, "counteracting misery, alleviating

distress, and promoting happiness among all ranks

—the rational grounds of those moral laws which
God has promulgated in his word, which form the

basis of the order and happiness of the moral uni-

verse,—these, and other topics connected with them,

in conjunction with the leading doctrines of Chris-

tianity, and the views which the Scriptures unfold

of the glories of the Millennial era, the resurrection

of the dead, the new heavens and earth, and the em-
ployments and felicities of the future world—should

be exhibited in a luminous and energetic manner,

and illustrated with all the facts and scenes which
the physical and moral world can supply. In par-

ticular, the duties of practical Christianity, the go-

vernment of the temper, the dispositions and princi-

ples which should be displayed amidst the scenes

and departments ofhuman life, the duties incumbent

on masters, servants, parents, children, teachers,

scholars, merchants, judges, authors, publishers,

neighbors, and other relations in society, should be

specifically explained and illustrated. Graphical

descriptions might be given of the scenes of human
life and the practices which abound in society, de-

lineating the selfish and malignant principles which

pervade them, drawing them forth from their hiding
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plaees, and portraying ihem before every eye, in all

their contrariety to the principles of the gospel, and
in all their repulsive features and abominations—at

the same lime showing hoio the spirit of Christianity

ought to operate in every scene and department in

the commercial, political, and religious world, and
what delightful and harmonious efTects would be

produced, were the principles of our holy religion

to be universally recognized in all the transactions

of mankind.
Had we a preacher endowed with the graphical

powers of a Sir Walter Scott, with a mind imbued
with Christian principles, and ardently desirous to

consecrate his faculties to the advancement of prac-

tical Christianity—he might, by his lively and pic-

turesque descriptions of the scenes of sin and holi-

ness, and their respective effects on the moral world,

excite attention to such subjects almost to as high a

pitch as that celebrated novelist did to his tales of
warlike encounters, and of knights and ferocious

chieliains whose names ought now to descend into

oblivion. Such were some of the inspired preachers,
whose orations are recorded in the book of God.

—

Such was the prophet Isaiah when he proclaimed
to the tribes of Israel the counsels of the Most High.
Let us conceive him standing in an elevated posi-

tion in the court of the temple, at one of the solemn
feasts, surrounded with thousands of worshippers,

—

describing the majesty of Him " who measureth the

waters in the hollow of his hand, meteth out heaven
with the span, and weigheth the mountains in scales

and the hills in a balance"—contrasting the grandeur
of Jehovah with the vanities of the heathen and the

pitiful images of the idolater—portraying the de-

struction of Babylon, and its hideous and perpetual
desolations—depicting the riches and splendor of
Tyre, and the doom which awaited her proud in-

habitants—foretelling the downfall of Egypt and the

utter confusion and despair which would seize upon
all ranks—denouncing the wickedness and abomi-
nations of the people of Judah—displaying the Mes-
siah, in his character, humiliation, sufFt-riugs, and
triumphs, and unfolding the future glories of his

triumphant reign, when " the Gentiles shall come
to his light, and kings to the brightness of his rising,"

and " all the ends of the earth shall see the salva-
tion of God,"—and we have a representation of a
sacred orator, animated with the most sublime con-
ceptions, and delivering his message in language
calculated to arrest the attention of every hearer.*

—

The apostle Paul at Athens is another example.t

—

Standing on the summit of Mars hill, under the

open canopy of heaven, with the lofty Acropolis
towering behind him, with islands, seas, mountains,
and the peerless city of Athens, with the Porch, the

Lyceum, and the Grove, stretched out before him,
aiid pointing to the splendid temples of idolatry, p.nd

to the altar erected '• To the unknown God"—he
describes that incomprehensible Being " who dwell-
eth not in temples made with hands," who is the
Source of life to all beings, and who has " appoint-
ed the times oi their existence and the boundaries
of their habitations"—demonstrates the absurdity
of idol-worship—proclaims the commencement of a
new era, and the command of the Most High to
" all men every where to repent"—and declares the

certainty of a future state, a resurrection from the

dead, and a day when " God will judge the world
in righteousness" by the man Christ Jesus. There
is no doubt that in this discourse, of which we have
only a brief summary, the apostle would select all

the surrounding objects, the facts of history, and the
scenes of nature, which could be made to bear on the

See Isaiah, chapters xl. xliv. xiii. xxiii. xix. liii.

Ix. Ixv. &c.
t Acts, xvii.

point of discussion, in order to illustrate the sublime
topics of his address, and to produce an indelible
impression on the minds of his audience.
We have another representation of what a Chris-

tian preacher ought to be, in the example of Mes-
siah, the great " Teacher sent from God." Seated
on a mountain, with the vault of heaven above him
for his sounding board, he expatiates on the happi-
ness of the humble, the meek, the merciful, the pure
in heart, the peace-makers, and they who are per-
.secuted for the .sake of righteousness, in opposition
to all the false maxims which have prevailed in the
world ; and, in a long discourse, exposes the hypo-
critical and corrupt principles of the age, and en-
forces the true laws of moral action on every class

of his hearers—a discourse which, if it were not re-

corded in the Bible as having been delivered by the

highest Authority, would be considered by some
as a specimen of legal preaching. On other occa-
sions he collected multitudes on the sea shore, and
addressed them from a ship, illustrating his heaven-
ly doctrines from the sowing of seed, the tares among
the wheat, the gradual progress of vegetation, the

mustard tree, the pearl of great price, and the net
which gathered fishes of every kind. The objects

both of the living and inanimate creation were pre-

sented to his hearers as conveying sentiments of
instruction and piety. He inculcated upon them
confidence in the care of Providence, from the birds

of the air and the flowers of the field. " Behold the

fowls of the air," which are now flying around you,
" they sow not, neither do they reap nor gather into

barns, yet your heavenly father feedeth them ;"

" Consider the lilies of the field" growing on yonder
meadow, " they toil not, neither do they spin, yet

Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like one
of these." Such were the subjects illustrated, and
the mode of instruction adopted by those who were
commissioned from heaven to make known the wnll

of God toman. How very diflerent, both in matter
and manner, were those simple and sublime instruc-

tions, from some of the meagre metaphysical dis-

courses which are frequently read in our churches,
in a dull monotonous tone, and which present scarce-

ly one well-defined or animating idea to the majority

of the hearers ! And let the reason of every man,
who acknowledges the Scriptures as a Divine Reve-
lation, determine which of these modes of preaching
is to be preferred—whether we ought to imitate the

example of inspired teachers, or that of fallible and
erring men !

Again, the subject oi the cditcation of children, and
the proper means to be employed for training them
in knowledge and Christian morality, should occa-
sionally form the subject of preaching. Lectures
might be delivered on this subject on Sabbath even-
ings, or on week days, and the general principles

and rules laid down, farticidarly illustrated by ex-

amples taken from the existing scenes and practices of
society. With regard \o private ox family cAucsl-

tion, I know no book that would serve for a better

model, as to the manner in which such instructions

should be conveyed, than Mr. Abbott's "Mother at

Home," with all its appropriate facts and examples.
Even the mere reading of such a book to a public

audience, with occasional pauses, remarks, and fa-

miliar illustrations, might produce a more powerful
practical effect than many elaborate sermons, whose
object is merely to prove a doctrine which a single

text of Scripture is suflioient to establish. This is a

subject of paramount importance, and which has

been too much overlooked in the business of Chris-

tian instruction. Most of the evils which abound
in society may be traced to the want of proper tui-

tion in early life, under the domestic roof, and to

the ignorance of parents and servants, as to the ra-

tional and moral principles on which instruction and
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family government ought to proceed. Discourses

should likewise be occasionally preached on the duly

of Christians devoting a considerable portion of their

wealth for the promotion of education and universal

improvement in society. This is a duiy which, in

the present age, is scarcely understood or appreciat-

ed ; and yet, upon the universal attention that is paid
to it will depend the future progress of knowledge
and religion, and all the bright scenes to which we
look forward in the days of the Millennium. But it

is needless to enlarge on this topic after what has
been stated in the preceding pages. (See p. 127, &c.)

2. The effect of preaching might be increased, by
illustrating the facts and reasonings connected with
religion—in so far as they are susceptible of it

—

with
sensible representations. In describing, for example,
the Jewish tabernacle and its utensils, models or

pictorial representations of such objects, on a large

scale, might be exhibited. I have known persons
who were considered as intelligent Christians and
mighty in the Scriptures, who appeared to have no
accurate conceptions of such objects, and who,
when the relative positions of the altar of burnt
offering, the sanctuary, and the Holy of Holies,

were represented on paper, along with the furniture

and vessels in the respective apartments, acquired
ideas on the subject which they never before enter-

tained. When we consider the frequent allusions

made to such objects in the writings of the prophets,

in the Evangelical history, and particularly in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, it cannot be a matter of
mere indifference, that Christians should be alto-

gether destitute of clear conceptions of the scenes

and objects connected with the tabernacle in the

wilderness, or the temple at Jerusalem ; and there

are comparatively few individuals who are able to

form a distinct picture in their minds of such ob-

jects merely from reading the descriptions in the

books of Moses. I have heard a preacher attempt
to convey an idea to his hearers of the Ark of the

Covenant, by telling them it was about the size of a
tent-bed, and somewhat similar to it in form. But
it would certainly have conveyed a more precise

and accurate idea, had a large drawing or engrav-
ing of it been exhibited to their view, and the dif-

ferent parts of it pointed out and explained. Maps,
on a large scale, of Palestine, Asia Minor, and the

countries around Judea, where the Apostles travel-

led to propagate the gospel, might likewise be exhi-
bited, when the preacher is lecturing on the jour-

neyings of Israel from Egypt, on the Evangelists,
or the Acts of the Apostles, for the purpose of elu-

cidating the narrations of the sacred historians, and
showing the relations of the several towns and
countries to which a reference or allusion is made;
for the interest excited by these narratives, and some
of the instructions to be derived from them, partly

depend on our knowledge of the geographical posi-

tions and relations of the persons and places to

which the history refers. Similar exhibitions might
likewise occasionally be made of various objects

alluded to in Scripture, connected with the agricul-

ture, antiquities, arts and sciences of the Eastern
nations,—on a knowledge of which a clear percep-
tion of the meaning and references of many pas-
sages in the prophetical and historical writings in

a great measure depends. The only point to be set-

tled is, whether it be proper, in any case, to intro-

duce such subjects into the pulpit. If this point be
admitted, then the question is, whether we ought
to convey a clear and distinct idea of the object, or
an obscure and distorted conception, or no idea at all.

For mere verbal descriptions can convey no dis-

tinct conceptions of the objects to which I allude.

Some worthy Christians, I am aware, would be

apt to imagine, that such illustrations are altogether

foreign to the business of religion, and that they

would draw aside the mind from God and spiritual
objects. But, I would ask, what do we know of
religion except the notions we have acquired
through the medium of the senses 1 What ideas
have we of God but what we have derived from the
history of his dispensations recorded in his word,
and the contemplation of his visible works! Every
fact contained in the Bible embodies in it a descrip-
tion and exhibition of sensible objects, without the
intervention of which we could have no ideas of
religion at all ; and the material creation around
us is an adumbration or sensible exhibition of the
attributes of the invisible Divinity.—His Omnipre-
sence and agency is manifested in every object we
behold. Every plant and flower, as it springs up-
ward to maturity, indicates the presence and inces-

sant operation of Him who formed it by his wis-

dom. Every ray of light descending from the solar

orb, is an indication of the presence and glory of
Him who is represented as dwelling "in light un-
approachable." Were we, in reality, "spiritually

minded," were our thoughis and affections properly
directed, we would see God in every object and in
every event—in the instruments of agriculture, by
which the earth is cultivated—in the microscope,
which discloses to our view the invisible worlds of
life— in the Jewish tabernacle, with all its furniture
and utensils—in the history of nations, and the re-

volutions through which they have passed—in the

whirlwind, the tempest, and the refreshing breeze

—

in the verdure of summer, the storms of winter,
the fruits of harvest, and in all the beauties and
sublimities of earth and heaven ;—and therefore,

whatever artificial representations can assist our
minds in forming distinct conceptions of such objects

must have a tendency to convey instruction, and to

inspire us with sentiments of piety and devotion.

3. In order to diversify the topics of preaching,
and to render it more interesting and instructive, iAe

education of candidates for the ministry ought to em-
brace a more appropriate and extensive range of sub-

jects than that to which it has been usually confined.

It is somewhat strange, that, in reference to preach-
ing, the simile has been introduced into our lan-

guage, "as dull as a sermon.''^ There is no class of
orators that has such a multiplicity of sublime and
interesting objects and motives at his command, and
so extensive a range of illustration, as the Christian
preacher. He has the boundless field of the uni-

verse, in all its diversified relations, in which to ex-

patiate—all the scenes of Providence which have
been displayed in every age since time began—eter-

nity, past and to come, with all its awful and glori-

ous realities—the ruin and the recovery of a fallen

world—the virtues, miracles, death, resurrection,

ascension, and glory, of Him who is " the imaee of
the invisible God"—the operations of the Divine
government in reference both to man and to angels
—the powers and agencies of superior intelligence^'

—the perfections of the Deity, and the grandeur of
his empire—the moral principles of the Christian

system, and the virtues which, if practised, would
reunite all the tribes and families of mankind—the

hopes and fears of human beings both in regard to

this world and to the life to come—the felicity and
glory of the millennial church—the scenes of the

conflagration, the general resurrection, the last

judgment, and the happiness and employments of
men and angels throughout an endless duration,

—

these, with all the endlessly diversified objects con-

nected with them, form so many legitimate topics

and sources of illustration to every Christian

preacher. And yet, a sermon is generally charac-

terized as a dull and somniferous composition. If

this characteristic be true, the fault lies, not in the

suiject and the narrow range of topics, but in the

preacher himself.
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It is not a little unaccountable, that the series of

instruction through which students for the ministry

usually pass, is every thing but adapted to produce
intelligent and eloquent preachers of the gospel.

—

Almost the one-half of ihe time devoted to what
are called philosopliical studies is employed in the

study of Latin and mere classical literature, while

they are never introduced to the knowledge of those

more interesting and luminous subjects which have

a far more direct bearing on theology and the ob-

jects of the Christian ministry. Even the subjects

of natural history, natural theology, geography,

popular philosophy, and pulpit oratory, are seldom
discussed or illustrated in the seminaries where
they are taught ; and hence may be traced the limit-

ed views which are entertained respecting the range
of illustration on subjects of divinity, and the little

effort which has been made to excel in sacred elo-

quence. A preacher, in so far as is practicable,

should be a man of almost universal knowledge.—
Without extensive information on all the subjects

to which I have alluded, he cannot be supposed to

enter with spirit and energy on the illustration of

such topics, or to exhibit those grapliical descrip-

tions, and delineations of physical and moral scen-

ery to which I lately adverted. The time employed
in the study of Latin, and classical learning, might
be sufficient for laying the foundation of knowledge
in all those useful departments of science and reli-

gion, which, when thoroughly studied in after life,

v/ould "make the man of God complete, and tho-

roughly fitted for every good work." It is little

short of criminality to waste so much time in such
studies, while subjects of infinitely greater impor-
tance are either overlooked, or altogether neglected.

And therefore, if we would render the Christian

ministry fully efficient for all the great purposes it

is intended to accomplish, we must introduce new
arrangements into the plan of onr academical in-

struction. In connection with Biblical criticism,

and the study of Greek and Hebrew, in so far as

necessary for reading the Scriptures in the original

languages, all the branches of natural history, geo-
logy, geography, experimental philosophy, chemis-
try, physiology, natural theology; ancient and mo-
dern history, sacred, ecclesiastical, and civil; the

progress of the arts ; the physical, moral, and poli-

tical state of the nations—in short, all the facts

which can be ascertained in reference to the ope-
rations of the Creator in the physical and moral
universe, ought to be studied, in so far as is practi-

cable ; and no one should be sent forth as a preacher
(unless in extraordinary cases) who has not a com-
f)elent knowledge of such subjects.* Such know-
edge would furnish inexhaustible sources of illus-

tration on divine subjects, which would both arrest

the attention, and increase the general knowledge
of the hearers of the gospel. I have always con-
sidered it as a characteristic of a good sermon, which
the hearers would appreciate, ichen an outline of the

leading ideas contained in it could be sketched on
paper or canvass. Wc can paint the outlines of our
Saviour's instructions, Paul's sermon at Athens,
Moses' farewell address to the Israelites, the speech
of the Almighty addressed to .Tob, and most of the

orations of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, and the other
prophets. But this can never be done, unless there

De interwoven with the texture of the discourse
tangible illustrations, borrowed from the subjects to

which I have alluded. I may just add, that every

* There appears no necessity for courses of moral
philnsophy in Christian colleges and academies ; as
every one who takes Revelation for his enide, finds

the purest and most comprehensive system of moral
science explained and illustrated by the sacred
writers.

candidate for the ministry should pay particular at-

tention to the improvement of his voice and manner
of delivery, so that he may be enabled to express
his sentiments with a distinct articulation, and with
becoming energy and pathos, ^unahlii to the nature
and solemnity of his subject,—and not, as is fre-

quently the case, like a school-boy reading his les-

son with a disgusting monotony. Where there is

any natural or acquired defect in the organs of
speech, the individual ought to be considered as
unfit for the office of a Christian preacher.

4. Divine worship should be so conducted that
praise offered to our Creator and Redeemer should
be ajypropiiate, and accordant vith the dictates of
inspiration. In order to this, all the subjects of
praise should be taken directly from the sacred ora-

cles, and the poetical version into which we throw
them should embody, as nearly as possible, the very

language of the inspired writers, and, in every in-

stance, the exact sentiments. The Scottish version

of the Psalms of David—though containing many
doggrel rhymes, and susceptible of considerable im-
provement—is, perhaps, the most accordant of anj'

with the language and .sentiments of the inspired

penman. It is strictly coincident with the common
version of the Bible, and where that version is in-

correct, the poetical version is likewise deficient in

precision and accuracy. But it does not appear to

be incumbent upon us either to use the whole of the

book of P.salms in our praises, or to confine our-

selves to that selection of sacred poetry. The books
of Moses, the book of Job, the prophecies of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Daniel, and Habakkuk, the Evangelist.*;,

the Epistles, and particularly the book of Revela-
tion, can supply many appropriate passages to di-

rect our meditations in the exercise of praise. But
I would lay it down as a principle, that, in translat-

ing them into English verse, we should strictly ad-

here to the sentiments of the inspired writers, with-

out interweaving our own paraphrases and com-
ments. I hold it as an axiom, that the inspired wri-

ters are the best judges of what is proper lo be ad-

dressed to God in praise, and that our praises ought
to contain nothing but the pure sentiments of in-

spiration. In opposition to this maxim, we find

Independents, JVIethodists, Baptists, and others,

using collections of what are termed hymns in pub-
lic worship, and almost discarding the book of
Psalms, as if it were too antiquated a composition
for directing Christian worship. Many of the

compositions I allude to are vague, enthusiastic, too

familiarin their language when addressingthe Crea-
tor and Redeemer—in many instances exhibit con-
fused and distorted images of divine things, parti-

cularly when descanting on the joys of heaven;
and their style and manner, as well as some of their

sentiments, altogether difl'erent from those of the

prophets and apostles. To prefer such compositions
in our addresses to God, to those of inspired men,
is little else than to " forsake the fountain of living

waters, and to hew out broken cisterns that can hold
no water." I know not a more glaring piece of
contradiction than in the pertinacious use of such
hymns by the denominations alluded to, since they
acknowledge no creed but the Scriptures

;
and when,

in fact, there is a creed—in some instances not very
consistent—embodied in the hymn book. The only

question to b&determined is. Are inspired writers

the best judges of what we ought to address to God,
and ought we to be directed by them in our devo-

tions, or b}' the flimsy and erring compositions of

fallible man 1 Private families and individuals

may be left to their own feelings and discretion in

this respect, but it is scarcely fair to impose such
compositions on a public assembly.
There is another circumstance, in the exercise of

praise, which deserves censure, and that is, /ooZisA
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aKd unmeaning repetitions. Some tunes used in

public worship require the last line of the verse or

stanza to be two or three times repeated, whether it

contains a complete sense or not; other tunes re-

quire kalf a line to be repeated three times, although

the pause should happen to be in the middle of a

word ; so that a worshipping assembly, chiming in

with such an absurd practice, appears " like chil-

dren babbling nonsense in their sports." Such a
practice is highly indecorous; it is little short of

mocking the Great Object of worship; and were an
iufidel entering an assembly when thus engaged, he

might have some show of reason for declaiming on
the absurdities of Christian worship. Those who
abet such a practice would do well to consider the

import of the Apostle's resolution, " I will sing with
the spirit, and I will sing with the understanding

also."

II. The Union of the Christian Chirch would have

a tendency to promote universal improvement.

The jealousies and mutual recriminations of con-

tending sectaries constitute one of the many causes

which have prevented the advancement of society.

They have prevented the harmonious co-operation

of all ranks and parties in establishing seminaries

for the instruction of the young, and for promoting
the knowledge of religion in our own country and in

other lands; so that society, instead of moving for-

ward as one great harmonious body in the path of
improvement, has been shattered into a hundred
diftbrent parties, each moving in its own direction,

sometimes crossing the path of the others, sometimes
advancing in an opposite direction, and sometimes
clashing and engaging in mutual warfare. This
is a state of Christian society which is much to be

deplored, and which requires the most serious and
solemn consideration of all denominations of the

religious world, as to the means which ought to be
employed, and the concessions which ought to be
made, in order to produce a cordial union of all

who appear to be imbued with the spirit of Chris-
tianity. Were this desirable object nearly effected,

numerous obstructions to the general diffusion of
knowledge would be removed, and a new impulse
given to the cause of universal improvement. A
broad and solid foundation might be laid for the

universal instruction of all ranks in the leading
truths of religion, and in every department of use-

ful science, without interruption from those secta-

rian interests and contentions which have hitherto

obstructed the rearing of the temple of knowledge
and of Christianity. Liberality of views, and" a
spirit for introducing improvements into the social

state, would be more extensively cherished. Na-
tional reformation would be carried forward with
more vigor and effect. Political parties in the
State—which are frequently based on sectarian in-

terests and opinions—would be gradually under-
mined, and all who are " right-hearted men" dis-

posed to co-operate in every measure that has a ten.-

dency to promote the general good. The influence
of such a state of society would be powerful in pro-
curing the enactment of laws congenial to the spirit

of philanthropy, and the dictates of revelation.
Missionary enterprises to heathen countries would
be carried forward on a much more extensive scale,

and with far greater energy and effect, than can
now be produced by the separate and insulated
operations of sectarian missions. Unitv of plan
and operation would be introduced into all such ex-
peditions, and a saving in the pecuniary means by
whicli they are carried forward. Money, for all

the purposes now stated, would be collected with
less trouble and to a much greater amount

;
per-

haps not only double or treble the amount now fur-

nished, but even tenfold such sums might be col-

lected, were the spirit of Christian union, and the
liberal views which would accompany it, to pervade
the whole range of the religious world.

III. The knoioledgc of the Scriptures might be pro-
moted by illustrating various portions of then with
appropriate engravings.

We have, indeed. Bibles and Commentaries of
all sizes, from a 24mo to a folio, hawked through
the country, " embellished" with engravings of dif-

ferent kinds, some of them not a little expensive.
But these embellishments are, for the most part
only fit for the amusement of children, and, instead

of elucidating the facts recorded in Sacred history,

only tend to distort them. They consist almost
wholly of pictures taken from fancy, in which the

manners, costume, architecture, and rural scenery
of the Eastern nations, are grossly misrepresented.

Among these, we find views connected with Jeru-

salem, and other cities in Judea, in which the houses

are represented with sloping roofs and large arched
windows in the modern style, and the streets crowd-
ed with horses and horsemen, richly caparisoned,

like knights-errant or modern dragoons, and hold-

ing halberis in their hands. The inhabitants of
these countries are represented as wearing neither

shoes, stockings, nor sandals, but quite bare from
the soles of the feet to the knees. In a picture of

the baptism of Christ, he is represented as standing
quite naked beside a small rivulet, while John the

Baptist is standing on the other side of it, holding

a long cross in the one hand, and pouring water
from a bason on the head of Christ with the other.

In a picture of the Temptation, Christ i'^' represented

as sitting in something like an elbow chair, with

bare feet, a long robe like a surplice, and a glory

round his head, while Satan appears addressing him
in the attire of a modern female, standing upon
cloven feet, and having wings attached to his

shoulders. Such representations, which may be

considered as specimens of most of our Scripture

prints, instead of conveying ideas of the facts they

are intended to represent, tend only to degrade and
caricature them. Nothing can be more foolish and
preposterous than most of the pictures representing

the scenes of Scripture history, particularly in re-

ference to the anachronisms they display. Bur-
goyne, in his Travels, notices a painting in Spain,

where Abraham is preparing to shoot Isaac with a
pistol, and an angel employed in providing that it

shall miss fire ! There is a painting at Windsor, of

Antonio Verrio, in which he has introduced him-
self. Sir Godfrey Kneller, and Captain May, sur-

veyor of the works, as spectators of Christ's healing

the sick. There w,as in the Ploughton Hall collec-

tion. Velvet Brughel's "Adoration of the Magi," in

which were a multitude of figures, all finished with

the greatest Dutch exactness. The Ethiopian king
is dressed in a surplice, loith boots and spurs, and
brings for a present, a gold 7nodel of a modern ship.

Poussin's painting of Rebecca at the well, has
the whole back ground decorated with Grecian
architecture. The same artist, in the picture of the

Deluge, has painted boats, not then invented. Some
of the Saxon painters put our Saviour, Noah, Abra-
ham, and king Edgar, all in the same habit.

Many useful ideas respecting Scriptural facts may
be communicated by means of engravings; but such

representations as those to which I allude, should

be for ever discarded from our Commentaries and
family Bibles. Instead of such absurd exhibitions,

delineations of re«Z oA/eci^s should be introduced, as

illustrative of some of the facts and descriptions of

Sacred history. For example, the plan of the Jew-
ish tabernacle and temple, the altar of incense

and of burnt-offerin?, the ark of the covenant the

tables of show-bread, the golden c.iiidlesticks, the

brazen laver, and other utensils, as described by the
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sacred historians—the instruments of agriculture
and of music, in so far as they are known, the man-
ner of grinding corn, the plan and form of the

Eastern buildings, the war chariots and battering-

rams of the ancients—views of modern Jerusalem,
with plans of the relative positions of Mount Zion,
Mount Calvary, Mount of Olives, the brook Ki-
dron, &c.—views of Beihlehem, Nazareth, Joppa,
the ruins of Tyre, Zidon, Babylon, and other cities

mentioned in Scripture, as illustrative of the ful-

filment of prophecy, which may be collected from
the embellishments contained in the works of mo-
dern travellers—delineations illustrating the man-
ners and customs of the Eastern nations—maps of
Palestine, Egypt, Arabia, Assyria, Idumea, Baby-
lonia, Persia, Greece, the islands of the Mediterra-
nean, and the Roman Empire, for illustrating the
journeyings of Jesus Christ, the travels of the

Apostles, the route of the Israelites, through the
wilderness, and the descriptions of the ancient pro-
phets. Engravings might also be given of the more
remarkable animals, trees and flowers, to which al-

lusions are frequently made in the Sacred writings.

Such views and delineations might be given at an
expense much less than what is generally incurred
in engraving the palti y and fictitious representations
to which we have alluded; and they would cer-

tainly be much more congenial to the taste of intel-

ligent readers of the Bible, and much more condu-
cive to the illustration of the scenes described by
the Sacred prophets and historians.

IV. Knowledge and moral improvement might he
promoted by abridsing the hours of labor.

One great objection to the prosecution of know-
ledge and general improvement is founded on the
fact, that the bulk of mankind have not sufficient

leisure from their daily avocations for such purpo-
ses. This is partly true in regard to tnerchants'
clerks, haberdashers, grocers, apothecaries, and
their apprentices and shopmen, and those employed
in spinning mills and several other manufactories.
In these cases, shops are kept open, and persons
employed from six in the morning till eight, and
even till ten or eleven o'clock in the evening. But
there is no necessity, in order to carry on the busi-
ness of life, that such long hours of labor and attend-
ance on shops should be imposed either on masters
or servants. All the business usually carried on in

shops and manufactories could be transacted, with-
out inconvenience to any party, between the hours
of seven or eight in the morning, and six in the
evening, if proper arrangements were made for that
purpose. AVhen once the public is aware that cer-
tain shops are shut up at a particular hour, everv
one would endeavor to supply himself with the ar-
ticles he required from such shops before that hour
arrived; and though they were to be kept open till

twelve at midnight, or one in the morning, we
know, from experience, that certain individuals
would postpone their purchases, till these hours had
nearly arrived. In order to prevent any inconve-
nience to society, by the shops of bakers, grocers,
apothecaries, or others, being closed at an early
hour, an arrangement might be made to have one
shop of every class kept open to a later hour, in

every street or district of a town, so that, on any
unforeseen emergency, articles of provisions, groce-
ries, medicine:-, ivc. niight be procured. Every .'^hop-

keeper of this description would, of course, have
his turn, in succession, of keeping open his shop
during these extra hours, and of reaping, in rota-
tion, the additional profits that mitrht accrue, so
that, in the course of a year or less, all would find
themselves on an equal footing in regard to the
quantity of business transacted, and the advantages
srained, by keeping open in rotation their shops till

later hours.

There is nothing to hinder the immediate adop
tion of such arrangements, but that spirit of jealousy
which too much prevails among persons of the
same profession, and which prevents a friendlv in-

tercourse among them for concerting measures for

the good of the whole. A few obstinate and selfish

characters, in the spirit of contradiction, would
doubtless, set themselves in opposition to such regu-
lations; but as their sordid and avaricious views
would be apparent to every one, they would soon
be despised and deserted by the respectable portion
of the community, and would sufl^er the natural
consequences which almost invariably flow from
selfishne.ss and avarice. There is no man who, in

such a case, sets himself in opposition to the general
good of a community, that ought to be regarded as
a Christian ; as such conduct is directly opposed to

the precept which enjoins us " to love our neighbor
as ourselves," and " to look not merely on our own
things, but also on the things of others." Such an
arrangement, while it could be injurious to none,
would be highly beneficial to all. It would afford

leisure for public, private, and domestic intercourse

—for attending philanthropic associations, or lec-

tures on any branch of useful knowledge—for im-
proving their minds in wisdom and virtue—for in-

structing their children, and enjoying the sweets
of domestic intercourse—and for taking an active

Cart in all those schemes which tend to promote the
est interests of society. In particular, it would af-

ford an opportunity to merchants' clerks, shopmen,
apprentices, and others, of attending societies, lec-

tures, .schools, or other seminaries of instruction,

for improving both their intellectual and moral pow-
ers—for want of which opportunities many young
persons of this description rise up to manhood in

comparative ignorance, and easily slide into the
paths of folly and intemperance. But, before such
an arrangement is effected, it would be previously

requisite that seminaries, such as those formerly
suggested, be established, for promoting the instruc-

tion of the classes to which I allude, so that their

evening hours may not be spent in sloth or licen-

tiousness. In regard to weavers, masons, tailors,

carpenters, mill-spinners, and common laborers,

eight hours a day employed in labor, instead of ten

or eleven, might be sufficient for all the purposes of

society. Since the invention of modern machinery,
a much greater quantity of labor than formerly can
be efl'ecied in the same time. It appears to me, that

the Governor of the world, in permitting such in-

ventions for facilitating the process of manufac-
tures, evidently intends thereby that the period of

human labor should be abridged, in order to afford

scope to all classes of society for mental, moral, and
religious improvement, and in order to prepare the

way for that period when " the knowledge of the

Lord shall cover the earth." It ought, therefore, to

be considered as a misapplication of machinery
when it is employed chiefly for the purpose of en-

riching and aggrandizing a few individuals, while
the mechanic and laborer are deprived both of the

physical and moral advantages which it was in-

tended to produce.
V. Knowledge might be promoted by a proper

direction of public amusements.

There can be no impropriety, at certain intervals,

of gratifying the ma^s of society with an exhibition

of public amusements. But such amusem.ents should

always be blended, if possible, with moral and
intellectnal instruction—be congenial to the dignity

and the high destination of man—and ought never

to interfere with the purity of Christian morals. We
have public amusements of various descriptions,

such as .staee plays, balls, masquerades, horse-rac-

injr, cock-fighting, bull-bating, equestrian feats and
exhibi'ion.":, tricks of legerdemain, rope-dancing,
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&c. &c. ; but most, if not all, of these have an im-
moral tendency, and some of them are inconsistent

with humanity, and degrading to the character of

man. Instead of such tntiing and demoralizing
amusements, such exhibitions as the following
might be adopted:— 1. Air Balloons, of a pretty

large size, which might be sent up into the atmo-
sphere either with or without living beings, and
might be rendered subservient for investigating at-

mospherical phenomena, the different currents and
electrical states of the air, and other particulars.

—

At the same time, descriptions and explanations
might be given to the assembled multitude, of the

nature of balloons, the principle on which they as-

cend, the mode of inflating them, the facts which
have been ascertained by means of them in regard
to the upper regions of the atmosphere, the nature
and use of the parachute, and various details in re-

lation to aerial navigation.—2. Panoravias, or per-

spective exhibitions, on a large scale of ancient and
modern buildings, cities, towns, ranges of moun-
tains, sea-ports, volcanoes, grottos, romantic rural

scenery, and whatever is grand, beautiful and inter-

esting, in the scenes of Nature and Art. Such pa-

roramic scenes, while they could not fail to gratify

every spectator, would convey to the mind ideas

which could not be derived from any other source,

except the actual view of the objects represented.

—

3. Camera obscuras, on a large scale, constructed in

the manner formerly described, (p. 78.) If these

were constructed with large lenses of twenty oi thirty

feet focal distance, their magnifying power, on dis-

tant objects, would be equal to that of a telescope

magnifying from thirty to about fifty times, which
would show the distant scenery of a country with
great minuteness, and people, sheep, and other ani-
mals, at the distance of many miles, while more
than a score of persons at one time might contem-
plate such a scene.—4. Telescopes, constructed of a
single convex lens, or a concave speculum of a
long focal distance, for example, from twenty-five

to forty feet, might be fixed in certain positions, so
that several individuals at the same time might per-

ceive their effect on distant objects. Sir W. Hers-
chel informs us that, by looking with his naked eye
on the speculum of his forty feet telescope, without
the interposition of any lens or mirror, he perceived
distinctly one of the statellites of Saturn; so that

such an instrument would present a brilliant view
either of the moon or of terrestrial objects. The

manner of looking at objects with such an instru-
ment is represented above, where A B represents a
concave mirror or speculum of a long focal distance,

5J*

C the focal point, a little within which several
spectators might stand with their faces to the specu-
lum, and view the distant objects behind them.—
Where A B a large convex lens of a similar focus,
the spectators could stand in a similar position and
view the objects before them.—5. Philosophical and
chejiiical experiments, of various descriptions, on a
large scale, might be exhibited—such as the explo-
sion of a bladder full of oxygen and hydrogen gas,
by means of an electric spark, which produces a
tremenduous sound—the breaking of a piece of
glass or bladder, or a large square bottle, by the
pressure of the atmosphere—the burning of char-
coal or phosphorus in oxygen gas, which produces
a most brilliant illumination—the ascent of turpen-
tine, when tinged of a red color, through water in
long glass tubes, which produces a beautiful eflfect

—the burning of spirits of wine, after having been
boiled, which produces an extensive and beautiful
jet or spout of fire—the Chinese lights,* and an in-

definite variety of similar striking experiments, all

of which might, at the same time, be familiarly ex-
plained.

Such exhibitions might be made either in large
halls, in squares, or in open areas in the neighbor-
hood of towns, according to the nature of the exhi-
bition

; and the best instrumental music might ac-
company them, and might occasionally be enlivened
by the surrounding multitudes joining in unison
with their voices. The expense of such exhibitions
would be far less than the sums generally wasted
in the encouragement of horse-racing, theatrical

diversions, and similar amusements ; and, while
they tended to increase rational information, and to

gratify the principle of curiosity, would be much
more congenial to the taste of intelligent minds.

—

There are certain towns in this country whose ma-
gistrates give, from the public funds, more than a
hundred guineas annually for the encouragement
of horse-races, besides the expenses connected with
the various preparations and erections deemed ne-
cessary on such occasions. Such suras, along with
a small contribution from each individual, (for ex-
ample, an English penny or twopence,) would, in

general, be adequate to defray the expenses of such
exhibitions.

VI. Knowledge and rational enjoyment might be

* The Chinese lights are produced by the follow-

ing composition :—Take twelve parts of nitre, five

and a half of sulphur, one-half of orpiment, one-half
of indigo, one-half of gunpowder, all finely pounded
and intimately mixed. When this composition is

set fire to by a burning match, it produces a most
splendid illumination. In the year 1814, when peace
with France was proclaimed, a friend of mine, at

the request of the magistrates of Paisley, got a
large quantity of this composition prepared, which
was ignited on the parapet which surrounded the

spire of the High Cnurch of that town, and which
burned for more than half-an-hour, producing the

most brilliant illumination over all the town, and
was an object of curiosity at Glasgow, about eight

miles distant. It would be visible from elevated

situations more than thirty miles distant. Such was
the splendor of the light, that the birds rose from
their nests, and flew around it, as if it had been the

rising sun. At the same time, a balloon, made of the

allantois of a calf, was sent up into the atmosphere,

and a number of larse bladders, filled with oxygen
and hydrogen gas, were exploded, by being held in

the Chinese lights, which produced sounds which
were heard over all the town. The composition

expended on this occasion cost about ten pounds;
but a quantify sufficient for a common experiment

may be procured for two or three shillings.
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increased by erecting observatories in every town and
fojndous Tillage.

These observatories might be furnished, not only
with some of the best achromatic telescopes for

viewing terrestrial and celestial objects, but like-

wise with several articles of philosophical appara-
tus, and specimens of nauiral history. In studying
the science oi the Iieai'ens, there is nothing more
gratifying to those who have acquired a relish for

this subject, than to view the telescopic objects de-

scribed by astronomers, such as the moons and belts

of Jupiter, the ring of Saturn, the crescent of Ve-
nus, the luouniains and vales of the moon, the ne-
bulae, the double stars, and other interesting celestial

phenomena. Such views tend to produce a higher
relish for astronomical studies and rational investi-

gations; and no pictorial representations cr.n serve

as a substitute, or convey the same ideas as actual

observations by good instruments. But the majori-

ty of rational inquirers and of the community at

large are deprived of such views, on account of the

expense of such instruments. An establishment of
this kind might be set on foot, either by a grant of
money from a public fund, cr by subscription. All
the instruments requisite, in the first in.stance, would
be, a large achromatic telescope for viewing celes-

tial phenomena, and an equatorial tdescope, for illus-

trating prac/ic«i astronomy, and viewing the stars

and planets in the daytime. These might be pur-
chased for about forty guineas, (see article Astro-
nomy, pp. 80, 81,) and if an hundred and twenty
individuals were to co-operate in such an under-
taking, the subscription would be only seven shillings

to each, and, if an additional subscription of about
two shillings a-year were paid, in the course of a
few years the apparatus might be considerably in-

creased. One special advantage arising from the
universal establishment of observatories would be,

that the true time might always be accurately as-

certained, and the public clocks regulated accord-
ingly—on wliich circumstance depends, in certain
ca.ses, the determining of the altitude of certain

atmospherical phenomena, such as a fiery meieor,
or a luminous arch, when seen by different observ-
ers in places distant from each other.

VII. The improvemeni of towns, villages, and
roads, is intimately connected with the advancement
of society.

There are few circumstances in the state of so-

ciety which exhibit the folly and depravity of man
in a more striking point of view, than the .state of
most of the cities and towns of Europe and other
parts of the world—not even exceptinsc the British
empire. In some of our cities we have palaces,
churches, colleges, and public buildings, of the most
magnificent description, while the great mass of the
population around are living in miserable habita-
tion«; in narrow dirtv lanes, which are seldom or
never visited by the rays of the sun, or the refresh-
ing breeze. In the High street of Edinburgh and
its environs, wh.ch contain a greater number of
human habita'ons than any othei spot of the same
extent on the :nUace of the globe, the inhabitants
appear to be huddled together like so many rabbits
in their cells. The houses aie from f\'e to eight
and ten .stories high, with numerous narrow lanes
or closes, from four to six feet wide, branch-ng from
the street, and running down agieat exte*^; iowards
a hollow on each side. In these closi. .here is

neither light nor pure air, but a contimirl gloom
and noisome exhalations ; and th»i phy.sical filth

and darkness which abound are gene.-nllv emblems
of the moral pollution and scenr-s ( i depravitv
which are too frequently exhibited in such habita-
tions. Such abodes are incompatible,not only with
physical comfort, but with any attempts at improve-
ment in knowledge

; and it is a kind of degradation

to the nature of man, that any human beings should
be doomed to spend their lives in such wretched
habitations. It tends, not only to debase the moral
character, but to prevent the expansion of the hu-
man intellect. Instead of an extensive landscape,
adorned with flowers and verdure, and the view of
'h^ expansive canopy of heaven—the inmates of
sucu dwellings, for months and years, have nothing
presented to the eye but a dead murky wall bespat-

tered with filth, which confines the range of their

vision within the compass of a few feet, and pre-

vents them from becoming acquainted even with
the common scenes of nature. What has been now
stated will apply in a greater or less degree to al-

most all our cities and large towns, and even to

some of our villages. Were we to inquire into the

circumstances which led men thus to immure them-
selves in gloomy holes and corners, like bats and
owls, we should doubtless find that the abominable
system of warfare has been one of the chief causes
of the evil of which we complain. Man, living at

enmity with his fellow-man, judged it expedient to

surround his habitations with a huge wall for pro-
tection against the inroads of his hostile neighbors;
—and the problem to be .solved, in this case, seems
to have been, ' In how small a space can we com-
press the greatest number of inhabitants, so that

our wall and fortifications shall cost us the least

trouble and expense 1' Small towns and villages

which were afterwards built, and which required
no fortifications, copied the plan and dimensions of
their streets from the fortified towns, and thus the

whole of our cities, towns, and villages have been
bungled and deranged.

Great cities, especially when ill-planned, may be
considered as great evils. The Creator evidently

intended that the population of the globe should be

more equably distributed than it is at present. We
ar" told that " He created it not in vain, hvi\ formed
it to be inhabited." But, how monstrous a dispro-

portion is there in the distribution of its population,

when we find a mass of human beings, as in Lon-
don, compressed into a space of little more than

20 square miles, and a similar mass, in another part

of the same island, spread over an extent of 20,000
square miles ! There appears to be no reason, ex-

cept in a very few cases, why any city should ex-

tend beyond a population of a hundred thousand
inhabitants; and a city containing such a popula-
tion should occupy five times the area that it does
at present. Towns distributed at nearly equal dis-

tances over the face of a country, would be of far

more importance for the general improvement of
society than a few crowded cities with an over-

grown population, and more conducive to the health

and morals of the inhabitants.—There is one cir-

cumstance that characterizes almost all our cities,

towns, and villages, except in some recent instances;

and that r, the extreme narroicncss of the streets,

.some of which do not exceed 15 or 20 feet in width.

Even in the United States of America, where the

towns have been more recently built, and formed
on more expansive plans than in Europe, this evil

is found 10 exist. The street Broadway in New
York, which is so much celebrated, and which is

3 miles in length, is only fiO feet broad, and most of

the other streets are considerably narrower. Most
of the .streets in Philadelphia are little more than

50 feet broad, except Broad street and Market street,

'.he latter being 100, and the former 113 feet in

breadth. Most of the small towns, however, in the

Northern States, such as New-Haven, Northamp-
'or, and others, are described by travellers as having

broad streets and spacious squares, and remarkable

for their cleanliness and beauty. In Great Britain,

most of the streets, especially in sea-port towns, ate

wretchedly narrow and dirty. In North-Shields,
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county of Northumberland, the main street is near-

ly a mile long, but so narrow that in many places

iwo carriages cannot pass each other. The New
Town of Edinburgh, which contains the most spa-

cious and eles:ant streets of any city in Europe, is

disgraced wiih two or three long narrow streets,

nut above one-fourth the breadth of the others, in-

teaded for the reiidence of the lower classes ; as if

they had no right to enjoy a free light, pure air, and
a cheerful prospect, as well as their superiors.—

The following hints are suggested in relation to

the improvement of towns and villages
; though I

have no hope of living to see them realized in my
native country.

1. Most of our crowded towns should be demo-
lished, or at least their streets ought to be widened,
at an average three times their present breadth.

—

Extravagant as this proposal may appear, there is

nothing that stands in the way of its accomplishment
but selfishness and avarice. If the promotion of the

comfort and happiness of our species were the great

object of our ambition, all difficulties would soon
evanish, and all obstructions would speedily be re-

moved ; and why call ourselves Christians, if this

object is not kept in view 1—2. No street in any
town or village should be less than 80 feet wide.

—

In large towns, where the houses are above two or
three stories in height, the streets should not be less

than 100 or 120 feet in breadth.—3. Narrow lanes

and closes, of all descriptions, ought to be for ever
banished from all our towns and cities.—4. The
practice of sinking stories below the level of a street,

unless for cellars, should be laid aside. It has be-

come an almost universal practice in Edinburgh,
and othertowns, especially in genteel houses, to have
a sunk story for the kitchen and servants' rooms, as

if they were unworthy of enjoying free light and
pure air, and their health in no danger from the

dampness of such apartments. There is something
absurd and preposterous in being at the expense of
digging a hole for the under story of a house, when
a kitchen and laundry could be built behind the

house, on the level of the street, which would be
more convenient and salubrious.—5. Houses might
be built with flat ronfs, with a parapet surrounding
them, breast nigh, which would form a promenade
for families in towns, where they would enjoy an
airing and a prospect of surrounding objects, with-

out removing from their own dwellings. It would
also serve for drying clothes, contemplating the

heaven.s, and various other purposes. In Eastern
countries, where the houses are constructed with
flat roofs, they form the sleeping places of the fami-
ly during the summer months. The rain that falls

upon them might be so conducted as to supply every
family with water for washing, and cooking victuals.
—6. Squares, crescents, or octagonal spaces, should
be appropriated in different parts of a town, for

bazaars, or shops where all kinds of merchandise
should be sold ; each shop having an apartment or
two connected with it, for the temporary accommo-
dation of a familv.—7. The streets more particu-

larly appropriated for dwelling-houses, should have
verandas or garden-plots in front of the houses on
each side, diversified with shrubs, flowers, and ever-
greens, and, at certain regular distances, a few forest

trees, so that the street, although 80 feet broad,
would require only about 40 feet of pavement.

—

8. In every large cifv, open spaces, within the city,

should be set apart for pleasure walks for the citi-

zens, and diversified with trees, evergreen shrubs,
seats, and bowers for shelter from the heat or rain.

In small towns, such rural walks should be formed
to go quite round them.—9. A square plot of mea-
dow ground, at each end of a town, might be set

apart for public meetings, amusements, or exhibi-
tions, which might also serve for grazing, bleach-

ing, promenading, and other purposes.~10. Cer-
tain streets might be allotted for houses of one or
two stories, for the accommodation of those who
have it not in their power to occupy more stately

mansions, so as to preserve uniformity in every
street ; but such streets should be equally broad, and
adorned in the same manner as the other streets.

—

11. Between the different streets should be garden-
plots for every family, and accommodation for wash-
ing and bleaching, as also for erecting workshops
for smiths, carpenters, weavers, &c. wherever they
are required.— 12. Encouragement should be given
in the neighborhood of large towns, and throughout
the country at large, for building towns on such
plans, and for transforming our present hamlets and
villages into more convenient and pleasant places of

residence. If mankind were united by the bonds
of Christian affection, and if all were as anxious to

promote the happiness of their fellow-men, as the

greater part are to hoard up wealth and riches which
they can never enjoy, all the improvements now
suggested could easily be accomplished within the

course of a few years, or, at farthest, within the

limits of the next generation. But so long as ava-

rice sways its sceptre over the human breast, no ex-

tensive improvement, either in knowledge, religion,

or physical comfort, can be effected.

The following engraving exhibits a plan of a town
of a moderate size, which, with a few modifications,

according to circumstances, might be copied, in the

formation of new towns and villages. In this plan

all the streets cross one another at right angles, and
are supposed to be at least 80 feet broad. In the

centre there is a circular space about 240 feet diame-
ter, from which four streets diverge to each quarter

of the town. The central part of this circle might
be formed into a bowling green, diversified with

shrubs and flowers; or a circular tower might be

erected in the midst of it to overtop the surrounding
buildings, on the top of which a large camera ob-

scura and some telescopes might be placed, for the

purpose of surveying the heavenly bodies, or the

surrounding country. The four openings into this

circular space might be about forty feet wide, or

half the breadth of the streets, which would afford

the houses at each end of the four crescents a com-
manding view, not only of the interior of the circle,

but of the whole street in both directions. Instead

of a circle, an octagon, if judged more convenient,

might be adopted. Directly opposite this central

circle, on the north and south extremities of this

town, are two squares, each of whose sides is about

170 feet long, and at the east and west extremities

two crescents, about 360 feet in diameter. In each

of the squares, and in the middle part of the cre-

scents, a church or other public building might be

erected ; and the entrance to these squares, &c.

from the country, might be by a broad arch-way
under one of the buildings. The principal shops

might be placed, and the principal business of the

town transacted, in the squares, crescents, and cen-

tral circle. The spaces between the backs of the

houses in the different streets might be set apart

either for gardens, washing-houses, or workshops

for the different mechanical professions. These
spaces should be from 120 to 150 feet wide. A
walk should be made to go round the whole town,

decorated with trees, shrubs, and bowers; and on
each side of the town should be a largp common
or bleaching green. The extent of such a town
would be about a mile and a quarter in circumfer-

ence, but might be indefinitely extended according

to circumstances. Such a town would undoubtedly

be much more commodious, pleasant, and salubrious

than most of the small towns and villages that now
exist.
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VIII. Knmdedge might be diffused at a cheap rate
by means of itinerating libraries.—Oi late years
small libraries have been established in most of our
populous villages, and in connection with Christian
churches; but the want of sufficient funds prevents
the purchase of such a variety of books as is suffi-
cient to keen alive the attention for any number of
years. In the year 1817, the plan of ifnerating li-

braries was suggested by Mr. Samuel Brown of
Haddington, and, under his auspices, was com-
menced in East Lothian and the neighboring dis-
tricts. The object is, " to furnish all the towns and
villages of the country with libraries of useful
books, and to plant them at such distances that no
individual may be more remote from one than a
mile and a half." " The books are formed into
divisions of fifty volumes each. One of these di-
visions is stationed in a place for two years, and the
books are issued to all persons above twelve'v ears of
age who will take proper care of them. After that
period it is removed to another town or village, and
a new division is sent in its room, which after other
two years is again exchanged for another." By

this means a perpetual succession of new books \s

introduced into each town and village, the principle

of novelty is gratified, and the interest of the read-

ers kept alive. The books are kept for a few years
for the use of annual subscribers of five shiliings.

They are afterwards formed into divisions of fifty

volumes, and are lent the first year for one penny a
volume, (provided it is not kept longer than one
month,) and gratis the second. One of the princi-

pal features of these libraries is their cheapness. A
single library of fifty volumes, with book-case, cata-

logue, labels, advertisements, and issuing-books,

may be procured for about £10 at an average, as

they are purchased on the most economical plan.

Were a British and Foreign Itinerating Library
Society established in London, that could raise

£10,000 annually, it is calculated that, in conjunc-

tion with the small sums furnished by the readers,

there could be established, in the course of twenty

years, a library for e\ ery 524 persons in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, taking the population at twenty

millions; and in twenty-five years, for every 204

peraons, which would be a complete supply for the
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wants of the whole population. And what would

such a sum be to the British Government, which is

extravagant enough to waste twenty times that sum
every year in bestowing pensions on those who
neither deserve them nor stand in need of theml
The great object of these libraries is to promote

the interest of religion, in connection with the study

of history, biography, voyages and travels, and

all the popular and useful branches of science.

They have been supported and patronised by the

most respectable persons in the country, and have

met with almost unprecedented success. They have

been introduced into several other counties in Scot-

land and Ireland, and in some of the West India

islands, and even in South Africa. The number
of volumes connected with the East Lothian itine-

rating libraries now amounts to nearly three thou-

sand. In some of the divisions every volume has

been issued about 120 times, and many of them
much oftener. Mr. Brown, who has directed and
superintended these libraries for eighteen years, de-

serves the thanks of his country for his benevolent

and unremitting exertions.* In several cities and
towns in America, such as Philadelphia and Al-

bany, libraries have been established for the use of

apprentices, both male and female. The appren-

tices' library in Philadelphia contains above 8000

volumes. Although well-selected libraries are of

immense importance for the diffusion of knowledge,

yet no person, who has it in his power to purchase

a few good books occasionally, ought to confine his

reading to the books of a public library ; but, in

conjunction with the use of such books, should en-

deavor to furnish himself with selections of some
of the best standard books in the language, which
he may study at leisure, and to which he may im-
mediately refer for any particular information of

which he is desirous. Every general reader should,

if possible, be furnished with an English Dictionary,

a portable Encyclopedia, a summary of universal

history, and some of the best systems of popular

science.

IX. Knowledge might be promoted by delineations

and inscriptions on various articles of furnilure.

We have, for example, many kinds of bowls,

drinking vessels, &c. made of porcelain or earthen-

ware, on which many foolish inscriptions and de-

vices are engraved. We have likewise carpets,

bed-curtains, handkerchiefs, &c. on which groups

of fantastic figures and various distorted represen-

tations of natural and artificial objects, are depicted,

which serve no purpose but that of exhibiting a
gaudy show.—Now, if, instead of such paltry devi-

ces, moral sentiments and maxims, pithy sayings,

and sentences descriptive of certain historical and
scientific facts, such as those formerly specified,

(pp. 46, 58,) were inscribed on the articles to

which I alluae, useful hints might be communicated
and rendered familiar wherever we turned our

eyes, and might occasionally suggest topics for use-

ful conversation. In like manner, were real objects

in nature and art depicted on china-ware, drinking

vessels, printed cotton handkerchiefs, window-cur-
tains, carpets, and similar articles, in place of the

fantastical figures usually delineated, which have
no prototypes in nature, a considerable portion of

information might in this way be imparted. For

* Mr. S. Brown is a son of the Rev. John Brown
of Haddington, well known as the author of the
" Self-Interpreting Bible," " Dictionary of the Bi-

ble," " System of Divinity," and many other works.

His exertions, and the beneficial eflfects which have
flowed from them, show how much even an indivi-

dual engrossed in an extensive business has it in his

power to perform, when his aims are directed to

promote the good of mankind.

pictures, when true to nature and correctly dehne-
ated, convey useful knovvledge as well as books, and
sometimes in a more pleasant and rapid manner;
and the ,e is no more ditficulty in engraving real ob-

jects than in depicting the distorted and fantastic ob-

jects which are usually represented ; and in course

of time, every rational person would be induced to

consider every thing as beautiful which is really

useful. In following out these suggestions, we might
have paper hangings and carpets diversified with
maps of the world and of particular countries—bed
and window curtains adorned with public buildings,

landscapes, views of caverns, grottos, volcanic

mountains, cataracts, steam-carriages, air-pumps,

telescopes, foreign trees, shrubs, and animals—our
plates, tea-cups and saucers decorated with minia-

ture pictures of similar objects, accompanied with

wise sayings, immutable truths, and short statements

of important facts. In this way a fund of senten-

tious wisdom, in connection with views of interest-

ing scenery, might be introduced into every family;

which would tend to excite inquiry, to lead to im-

proving conversation, and to deter from the pursuit

of vicious and criminal courses. A king was said

to have been saved from being poisoned by his cup-

bearer, by the following motto engraved on the cup

which contained the poison, " Never begin any ac-

tion of which thou hast not well considered the end."

It is evident, that the above hints might be reduced

to practice with as much ease and cheapness as silly

and licentious inscriptions and clumsy castles in the

air ; and that almost every article of dress and fur-

niture, every garden bower, and every rural and
architectural decoration, might in this way be ren-

dered subservient to human knowledge and im-

provement
;
provided society would give encourage-

ment to such devices. But, hitherto, the foolish and
depraved character of man has displayed itself in

this as well as in almost every other department of

his actions,

X. The improvement of society requires that

changes and alterations be made in many of our es-

tablished laws, regulations, and customs.

The laws and'practices to which I allude are so

numerous, that I shall mention only two or three as

a specimen. 1. All taxes connected with the diffusion

of knowledge should be wholly and for ever abolished.

These include taxes on the inaterials and the manu-
facture of paper, which, besides directly adding to

the price of this article, are found to be extremely

vexatious to the manufacturer, and prevent him
from getting his articles rapidly conveyed to the

market—taxes on newspapers, engravings, pam-
phlets, periodical works, and advertisements of

books and other articles of trade—and taxes, too,

in the shape of entering books in " Stationer's Hall,"

depriving the author or publisher of thirteen copies

of his work, however valuable and expensive,

which in certain cases will amount to the sura of

£200 or £300. Were these and all other taxes

connected with literature abolished, and an econo-

mical mode of printing adopted, books might be

purchased at little more than one-half of their pre-

sent price. In this connection, too, it may be stated,

that the charges demanded for the insertion of ad-

vertisements of books in newspapers, magazines,

and other periodicals, are extravagantly high, and

add, in no inconsiderable degree, to the price ol

literature. In consequence of the tax on newspa-

pers there are only thirty millions of them circu-

lated in Great Britain and Ireland, which is but the

one twenty-fifth part of the number circulated in the

United States of America, which contain little more
than half the population of the British empire.

In England there is only one newspaper to 46,000

inhabitants.—2. The postage of letters should be

greatly reducsd. The conveyance of letters is
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scarcely a fair subject of taxation, if we wish to

facilitate the interchange of sentiment and friend-

ship among mankind. It tends to prevent the poor

man from corresponding with his friends and rela-

tives at a distance— to prevent communications
teing sent to periodicals—and to abridge the corres-

pondence of men of literature and science, some
of whom have very little money to spare. I have
known persons of This description taxed in this way,
to the amount of three or four shillings, and even
of half-a-guinea in one day, when sach sums were
imperatively required A)r procuring the necessaries

of liCe.— It is likewise unfair, and absolutely unjust,

that the mhabitants of villages, who are generally

floorer than those in towns, should pay more for

eiiers and newspapers than others. While a per-

son in a large town receives a daily newspaper from
London gratis, the villager, only four miles farther

distant, pays for the conveyance of the same paper,

ticcnty-six shillings a-year, besides paying an addi-

tional penny for all his letters.* The postage of
letters should be so regulated that all may enjoy an
equal benefit—that every facility maybe afforded for

transmitting them to foreign countries, whether be-

longing to the British dominions or not,—and the

charge for letters and packages should be no more
than what is siifficient to defray all the expenses

of the Post-office establishment ; as is the case in the

United States of America. Under certain regula-

tions all proof sheets of any work sent to the author
for corrections should be free of postage. In these

and many other respects our Post-office regulations

require a thorough investigation and amendment.

t

—3. The names of ships and steam-vessels should
be painted in large characters on the most conspicu-
ous parts of these vehicles. If the names of ships

are intended to distinguish them from each other,

it appears preposterous and truly ridiculous, to have
the name depicted on the lower part of the stern,

which always stand in an oblique position, and
•which is seldom or never seen, when approaching
another vessel or towards the shore. If the name of
a vessel were painted in large characters on each side

of the bow, it might be distinguished by a good
telescope at the distance of four or five miles, whereas
it is sometimes difhcult to read the name of a ves-
sel on the stern at the distance of a few yards. As it

is interesting in many cases, not only to the owners
of ships, but to those who have friends and relatives

on board, to be able to distinguish any particular
vessel, when it first makes its appearaiice, the hint
now given cannot be deemed altogether unimport-
ant.— 4. The practice of paying waiters, chamber-
maids, boot-boys, and ostlers at inns, servant-maids,
&c. at private houses, and guards and postilions in
stage-ccaches, should be universally discarded—as
creating unnecessary trouble and expense to travel-

lers, and fostering a spirit of meanness, impudence,
and avarice, in the persons occupying such situa-

tions. It would be conducive both to the moral and
pecuniary interests of all parties concerned, were
such customs abolished. Mr. Stuart informs us,

that no such custom prevails in the Northern States

of America, and that it would be considered in al-

most every instance as an insult, to offer such per-
sons a gratuity for performing their duty. This
absurd and degrading practice has been handed
down to us by the aristocracy, the servants of whom
are always on the watch for gratuities from stran-
gers and visitors. A literary gentleman. Dr.

,

who had frequently been invited to dine with Lord

* Here I allude to the Penny posts lately esta-
blished in most of our villages.

t In America the postage for 30 miles is 6 cents,
equal to 3d. English

; 80 miles, 10 cents ; 120 miles
12i cents ; 400 miles, 18 cents, &c.

, was one day accosted by his lordship, and
asked why he had not for a long time past complied
with his invitation to dinner 1 " Why," replied the
doctor, " because I cannot aflford it ; 1 can dine at

my own apartments for less than two shillings, but
when I dine with your lordship it costs me at least

five .shillings—every one of your servants, at my de-

parture, holding out his hand, and expecting a half-

crown or a shilling at least to be given him."-—
5. Another abominable custom which prevails at

public meetings, and which should be discarded, is

hissiyig and groaning at certain speakers, or at the

sentiments they express. A hi'^s or a groan may
display the malignity of those who utter it, and
their antipathy to the opinions expressed, but it

never embodies a reason or an argument to confute
the speaker, or convince the audience of the futility

of his sentiments. In all deliberative assesnblies,

every speaker who conducts himself with decorum
should be listened to without interruption, andfads
and arguments brought forward to confute his posi-

tions, if they be untenable. To attempt to put down
a speaker by hisses or groans is inconsistent with
the dignity of an assembly of rational being.s—is

characteristic of a rabble, or a company of boors,

rather than an assemblage of men of intelligence—

•

and generally indicates the weakness of the cause
which such conduct is intended to support.—6. Our
civil and criminal codes require to be simplified and
re-modelled, and formed on the principles of equity

and natural justice. Many of their enactments are
repugnant to reason and religion, and inconsistent

with the dictates of philanthropy and common
sense, and with the spirit of an enlightened age.

The expense of law processes, as presently conduct-
ed, amounts to a prohibition of a poor man's obtain-

ing justice in any case where he has suiTered an
injury; and the multiplicity of statutes and pre-

cedents, the vagueness of their language, and the

unintelligible jargon of terms and phrases connected
with them, frequently lead to almost interminable
litigations, till the whole value of the subject in

dispute is more than expended, and the litigants re-

duced to poverty. Our citil code requires to be

cancelled, and reconstructed, de novo, on principlen

similar to the " Code Napoleon"—and our penal
statutes require to be remodelled in such a manner,
that punishments may be proportioned to crimes,
and that they be of such a nature as to promote the

reformation of the criminal.

The above are merely specimens of customs, laws,
and usages, which require to be either modified or
abolished, in order to promote the advancement of
society.

XI. The dilTusion of knowledge, and the im-
provement of mankind, are, in some mear.ure, de-

pendent on a friendly intercourse being established

among all civilized nations.

Hitherto, nations, even those that are adjacent to

each other, have acted towards other nations with a
spirit of selfishness and jealousv, as if they were be-
ings of a different species, and fiad no common rela-

tion as brethren, or as children of the same Be-
nevolent and Almighty Parent. Harassing re-

strictions, duties, excise regulations, and every
other impediment, are thrown in the way of travel-

lers, when passing from one country to another, as
if the interests of one class of human beings were
set in opposition to those of another. When a tra-

veller passes from England to France he must pay
for a passport, and should he happen to lose it he is

treated as a rogue or a spy. When he passes

from Holland to Britain, and carries an old Dutch
Bible along with him, before he can convey it from
the shore he must pay a duty to the amount of far

more than its value. Wheii he is about to embark
at Liverpool for America, his trunks and packages
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are searched, duties demanded, and a host of petty

tyrants under the excise vex and harass him in all

his arrangements; when he lands on the other side

of the Atlantic, he is subjected to a similar ordeal

;

and when he returns to England with a few vo-

lumes of American literature, his luggage is again

subjected to a strict scrutiny, and he must pay a

shilling for every pound weight of knowledge he

has imported."* Besides the spirit of warfare,

which has so frequently interrupted the corn pond-

ence of nations,—such harassing and vexatious re-

strictions have a tendency to foster a principle of

antipathy, and to impede the progress of knowlege.
They are founded on a principle of selfishness and
malignity, and, like all such principles, they frus-

trate even the pecuniary object they were intended

to promote ; for, in point of fact, so far from increas-

ing the wealth of a nation, they tend in many wayo
to diminish its resources. Were all svo.i restric-

tions and exactions abolished, philanthropic tra-

vellers might make a tour through the nations

without being annoyed—the manufactures and na-

tural productions of every country could be afforded

at a much cheaper rate ihan at present—and the

hundred thousands of pounds and dollars annually
expended in keeping up a numerous retinue of ex-

cise officers and underlings, would be saved for the

purposes of national improvement. The most en-

lightened political economists now agree that Free
Trade should be universally encouraged, and that

extraordinary restrictions upon the importation of
goods is injurious to the wealth and prosperity of
nations.

XII. The improvement of society requires that

particular attention be paid to the intellectual and
religious instruciion o{ seamen.

The British navy includes about 30.000 men ; the

British merchant service about 2"20,000, of whom

* The following instance, among many others,

shows the harassing nature of custom-house re-

strictions:—A. Davidson, A. M. a celebrated lectu-

rer on experimental philosophy and chemistry, af-

ter having returned from Ireland to Liverpool, had
his packages, containing an extensive apparatus,

thrown into the custom-house, which were not per-

mitted to be removed till they should be minutely
inspected. They consisted chiefly of glass cylinders,

globes, receivers, &c. of all descriptions, which re-

quired several days and much exertion to get pack-
ed ; and they could not be unpacked, in such a situ-

ation, without considerable expense and great loss

of time, and the risk of having a great part of the

apparatus broken and destroyed. He offered lo un-
pack them in the presence of excise officers, in the

apartments he had procured for the purpose; but

this was refused. Fle called day after day at the cus-

tom-house about the matter, but to no purpose. One
underling gave him a sealed card, containing about

two lines of writing, to carry to another underling,

for which he charged half-a-crown ; this last gave
him a similar card to carry to a third person, for

which the same charge was made ; this third person

gave another half-crown card, to be handed to a

fourth person, who could give him the requisite in-

formation, but this fourth person could never be

found ; and thus he wasbandied about from one harpy
to another, and filched out of four or five half-crowns.

In this way, three weeks were wasted to no purpose,

till by accident he met with a gentleman connected

with the custom-house, with whom he was formerly

acquainted, who got his package,-, released, af\er he

had been subjected to much trouble, expense, and
anxiety, and lost nearly a month, during which his

lectures might have been nearly finished. Regula-
tions which lead to such impositions and perplexi-

ties require to be speedily abolished.

about 100,000 are engaged in the coasting trade, and
lliO.OOO in the foreign trade. The coast-guard jer-

vice includes 21,000 individuals ; and there are of

fi hermen, watermen, and boatm.en, probably not

less than 50000 persons besides their families

amounting in all to above 320,000 individuals, ex-

clusive of their wives and children. An immense
number '' this class of men is likewi.se connected
with the u lited States of America, but I have no
data on vnich to form an estimate of their amount.
A great proportion of these persons have been
brought up in debasing ignorance, both of general

knowledge and of tli.; truths of religion, and, they

are too frequc; 'ly addicted to habits .fprofaneness

and intemperance. They form, hov.ever, a most
important and interesting class of o'.r fellow-men

—

they are frequently distinguished fjr heroism, hu-

manity, and a nohie generosity; and, were they ge-

nerally instructed -.n usrful knowledge and Chris-

tian morals, they might be rendered useful agento

in promoting the good of mankind both at home and
abroad. The " British and Foreign Sailors' Soci-

ety" was formed sometime ago, "for promoting

the moral and religious improvement of seamen."

—

Of this society Lord Mountsandi'ord is president;

Alderman Pirie, and G. F. Anga.s, Esq., treasu-

rers ; the Rev. Dr. Cox, and the Rev. T. Timpson,
secretaries—gentlemen distinguished for their ac-

tivity in every department of philanthropic labor.

—

The principal scene of their labor is the port of

London, where the gospel is preached, and prayer

meetings held on board ships, every evening, by

agents of the society, who distribute Bibles, reli-

gious hooks and tracts, and enter into conversation

with the seamen on moral and religious subjects.

—

They have already spent upwards of £2000 in fit-

ting up a chapel and other buildings, and have pro-

vided 140 " Loan Ship Libraries," comprising 4000

volumes, now abroad in many vessels ; and 50 small

libraries for the fishing smacks sailing from the

Thames ; besides the " Vestry Library," which con-

tains upwards of 3000 volumes, daily open to sailors

in the depot of the chapel ;—but the want of ade-

quate funds prevents them from enlarging the

sphere of their operations. To complete such be-

nevolent arrangements, it would be requisite, could

funds be procured, to establish schools on a moral

and intellectual principle, some of them adapted to

the children of sailors, and others for the rational

instruction of adults. Lectures on popular science,

accompanied with experiments, miffht likewise be

occasionally delivered ; and the religious books con-

tained in the libraries blended with popular and in-

teresting publications on geography, astronomy, ex-

perimental philosophy, history, voyages, travels,

and other departments of knowledge. Were sailors

well instructed and moralized, they might improve

their own minds by reading and conversation, dur-

ing long voyages, and feel a superior degree of en-

jovment to what they now experience ; they might

be" the means of promoting both knowledge and re-

ligion in foreign lands—they might .soon be accus-

tomed to contemplate with intelligence the various

scenes of nature which pass under their observa-

tion, and record them for the information of others

—and thus become contributors to science, and be-

nefactors to their species, instead of " increasing,"

as they often do, " the transgressors among men."

XIII. In order to carry into effect the hints sug-

gested in the preceding pages, societies might he

formed for the promotion of education, and the gene-

ral improvement of the social state.

From the operations of Bible and Missionary

Associations, it is evident how much may be achiev-

ed by the formation of societies for the accomplish-

ment of a specific object. The societies to which I

allude, including the Church Missionary, Scottish,
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London, Wei^leyan, and several others, now raise

nearly £300,000 annually. The general object I

would propose to accomplish by a new association,

is as important as any other which has yet engaged
the public attention ; for it lies at the foundation of

all other pliilanihropic plans, and they can never

be brought into extensive operation till it be accom-
plished. If all ranks were thoroughly instructed

in knowledge and religion, and, consequently, led

to appreciate the importance of Christianity, and
the necessity of its universal propagation, the funds

of our missionary institutions, and the energies

with which they would be conducted, would be in-

creased tenfold more than they now are, and few
individuals would be found altogether indifferent to

such noble enterprises. Such an association might
be instrumental in calling the attention of the pub-

lic to the subject— in diffusing information respecting

it—in detailing plans for accomplishing the grand
object intended— in illustrating the noble and bene-
ficial effects which would flow from its accomplish-
ment—and in exciting the more wealthy members
of the community to contribute a portion of their

substance for carrying forward the requisite ar-

rangements. By such a society, with all the auxi-

liaries that might be formed throughout a nation, it

would scarcely be too much to expect that a million

of pounds might annually be procured, which would
render society nearly independent of the caprices

and partialities of civil rulers, or of the grants of
money which governments might either withhold
or bestow.

XIV. Before any plan for the improvement of
mankind can be brought extensively into effect, the
principle of avarice, as it now operates in society,

must be counteracted and subdued.
The great object of the majority of mankind ap-

pears to be, to acquire as much wealth as possible,

not for the purpose of applying it to the service of
God and the good of society, but to gratify a selfish

principle and an avaricious propensity—to make a
splendid figure in life, to lay up portions for chil-

dren, or merely to glory in the idea of having hun-
dreds or thousands of guineas or bank notes depo-
sited in a chest, in the stocks, or other place of se-

curity. Every one seems to think that he may use
his money just as he pleases, without being respon-
sible to a higher Power ; and even many of those
who call themselves Christians, are glaringly guiliy
of that " covetousness which is idolatry," aithougli

they are pointedly admoni.shed that " the love of
money is the root of all evil," and, consequently,
the prevention of much good ; and that " it leads

into many snares and temptations, and foolish and
hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and
perdition." Nothing can be more irrational and
degrading than for an immortal being to hoard up
treasures which he never applies to any useful pur-

pose, and who only feasts his imagination with the

idea that he has them, to a certain amount, in his

possession. Yet thousands of such characters exist

even in the Christian world. What should we
think of the man who took it into his head to lay up,

in a large shed or garret, which was carefully lock-

ed up from public view, 5000 pair of boots, 10,000
tea-cups, 20,000 coffee-pots, or 30,000 cork-screws,
with no other view than to please his fancy, and to

tell the world that he had such anumher of articles

in his possession 1 We should, doubtless, consider
him as an arrant fool, or even as a downright mad-
man. And what is the difference between hoarding
thousands of guineas, dollars, or bank notes, which
are never brought forth for the benefit of mankind,
and accumulating fifty or a hundred thousand pair
of boots, spurs, or knee-buckles 1 How ridiculous
would it appear if all that could be said of a man
when he died was, that the great object of his life

wa.s to lay up in store 25,000 tea-kettles, which were
never intended for cooking, and 30,000 great-coats,
which were never intended to be worn 1 Equally
foolish 9nd contemptible is it, to lay up thou.sands
of pounds or dollars that are never consecrated to

the glory of God or the good of man. I know in-

dividuals who are worth £1000 a-year, and whose
annual expenditure does not amount to above £ 150

;

and I know others who are worth ten limes ihat

sum, who do not spend above two or three hundreds
a-year ;—yet it is sometimes difficult to obtain from
them a guinea, or even a few shillings, for a reli-

gious or philanthropic object ; and, were you to call

in question their Christianity, it would be consider-
ed as little short of an insult.*

It becomes Christian churches and ministers se-

riously to consider this subject, if they wish to see
the principles of pure Christianity reduced to prac-

tice, and worldly maxims undermined, and if they
would be instrumental in preparing the way for the

universal propagation of the gospel, and the arrival

of the predicted Millennium. Were it not for the

prevalence of the debasing principle of avarice, we
should, ere long, have seminaries of all descriptions
established among us, for training both the yonng
and old in knowledge and virtue, and " to glory
and immortality"—we should have our towns and
cities cleared of every nuisance—our roads and
foot-paths improved—our deserts turned into fruit-

ful fields—new towns and villages erected on spa-

cious plans—intelligence speedily and cheaply con-
veyed— the physical aspect of the country beautified

and adorned—and the whole frame of society tran.^-

formed and re-modelled, in conformity with the

principles of reason and religion. Were I to enter

into minute calculations on this subject, it might
easily be shown, that the wealth presently posse,><sed

by civilized nations, were it properly distributed

and applied, would be more than sufficient to intro-

duce every improvement in society, physical, moral,
and intellectual, of which the terrestrial state of
man is susceptible—to raise the degraded mass of
this world's population to intelligence and virtue—

•

to bring into a state of cultivation almost every
waste on the face of the globe—to intersect every
country with canals and rail-roads—and to trans-

form the wh(>lc earth into a paradise, scarcely in-

ferior in'beauty to that which appeared at the first

creation. And those who expended their superflu-

ous wealth in such noble achievements, so far

from having any of their sensitive enjoyments di-

minished, would enjoy a happiness, both physical
and mental, far surpassing any thing which they

formerly experienced.

RECAPITULATION AND CONCLVSION.

In the preceding pages I have endeavored to

illustrate a variety of topics in reference to the edu-
cation and general improvement of all classes of
society—particularly the physical, moral, and in-

tellectual instruction of infants—the advantages
which would result from the universal establish-

ment of infant .schools—the seminaries which re-

quire to be erected for the instruction of youth from
the age of .six to the age of fifteen years—the plan
and arrangement of school-rooms, and the objects

and apparatus with which they .should be furnished

—the principles on which school-books should be

constructed—the modes of teaching, by which sub-

The late distinguished philanthropist, J. B. Wil-
son, Esq. of Clapham Common, was once heard to

say of one who had been looked up to as a good

man and Christian, " He died wickedly rich,"

—

evidently implying, that he thought such a man's

Christianity was extremely doubtful.
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stantial knowledge and moral principle may be
!

communicated— /Ae bro.nches of knowledge which
j

should be taught to all classes of the community—the

rational and intellectual processes by which a know-
ledge of them is to be conveyed—the moral and re-

ligious instruction of the young—the manner in

which Sabbath schools should be conducted, and
the qualifications requisite for every teacher in snch
institutions—the seminaries which require to be

established for young persons of both sexes from
the age of fifteen to the age of twenty years or up-

wards—the qualifications requisite for teachers of

all descriptions, and the seminaries which ought to

be established for their instruction

—

\hepracticability

of establishing all such institutions—the idility of

such improvements in education, in counteracting

crime, raising the moral and intellectual character

of man, and preparing the v/ay for the approach of

the millennial era—ihe principles on which national

svstems of education should be established—me-
chanics' institutions, and the improvements of which
they are susceptible—with a variety oi miscellaneous

hints in reference to the diffusion of knowledge and
the improvemeivt of general society.

Were such institutions once established through-

out every part of our country and of the world at

large, thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Chris-

tianity, and conducted with activity and zeal—there

can be little doubt that they would, ere long, be ac-

companied with the most interesting and beneficial

results. We should soon behold ignorance, foolish

prejudices, superstition, enthusiasm, bigotry, and
intolerance, with all their accompanying evils, gra-

dually evanishing from the world, as the shades of

night before the rising sun. We should behold the

human mind aroused from the slumber of ages, ex-

erting its energies on objects worthy of its high dig-

nity and destination, and conducive to the improve-
ment and the happiness of the social state. We
should behold science enlarging its boundaries, the

useful and ornamental arts carried to perfection,

and the universe more fully explored throughout
all its departments. For we should then have a
thousand experimenters, and a thousand intelligent

observers of the phenomena of nature, for one that

exists in the present state of intellectual debasement.
New and interesting experiments v/ould be institut-

ed, new facts explored, new regions of the universe

laid open to view, and a nobleness, a vigor, and a
lofty spirit of independence, on every subject of

thought, displayed by the human mind. We should
behold avarice, pride, ambition, revenge, and other

malignant passions, in a great measure extirpated
;

and a spirit of love, affection, liberality, and har-

mony, pervading every department of the moral
world. We should behold the Christian world ap-

proaching to a harmonious union—the spirit of

jealous}' and dissension laid to rest—the demon of

persecution chased out of the world—the truths of

religion and its holy principles recognised in every
department and arrangement in society—the great

realities of the eternal world contemplated in their

true light, and men of all ranks walking hand in

hand, as brethren of the same family to the same
glorious and incorruptible inheritance.

In the progress of such institutions—when they

shall have been brought into full operation—I be-

hold, in the prospect of future ages, the most impor-

tant transformations, and the most glorious results,

in the improvement both cf the intMectual and of

the physical world. I behold the surface of the

earth, at no distant period, adorned with vegetable

and architectural beauties and embellishments—our
deserts transformed into fruitful fields—our marshes
drained—our moors and heath-clad mountains
adorned with fruitful trees—our gardens producing
the fruits of every clime—our highways broad and

spacious, accompanied with cleanly footpaths, and
at the distance of every half-mile furnished with
seats and bowers for the shelter and refreshment of

the passing traveller, and every bower furnished

with Penny Magazines and other works for the in-

struction and amusement of every one who has

leisure to peruse them—our abominable lanes and
closes, the seats of physical and moral pollution,

completely demolished and laid open to the light of

heaven—our narrow streets expanding into spacious

squares, cheered with the solar beams, and with

rural prospects, and ventilated with the refreshing

breeze—our densely crowded cities almost com-
pletely demolished, and new cities arising from their

ruins,' on noble and expansive plans, corresponding

to the expansive state of the human mind.

I behold the climates of the earth meliorated by
the hand of genius and industry—by the cutting

down of forests, the draining of marshes, the im-

provement of sandy and roclty wastes, and the uni-

versal cultivation of the soil—the thunderbolts of

heaven, wielded by the philosophic sage, and the

forked lightnings, directed by the hand of art, to

play in harmless coruscations in the regions of the

clouds.—I behold locomotive enHnes, steam-carria-

ges, and air-balloons, brought to perfection, trans-

porting multitudes of human beings from one city to

another, from one nation to another, and from one

continent to another, with a degree of velocity which
has never yet been attempted.— I behold the savage

restored to the dignity of his moral and intellectual

nature, no longer roaming the desert wild and un-

cultivated like the beasts of prey, throwing aside his

warlike bows and his battle-axes, directing his fa-

culties to the improvement of his species, and to the

most sublime investigations.— I behold men of all

nations and kindreds cultivating a harmonious and
friendly intercourse ;—the tribes of New Holland,

Borneo, Sumatra, and Madagascar, visiting the Bri-

tish Isles with the productions of their respective

climates, and holding literary and religious corres-

pondence with the directors of our philosophical and
missionary associations, on all the subjects of Chris-

tian and scientific investigation.

I behold the scenery of the heavens more fully ex-

plored, and new prospects opened into the distant

regions of the universe—the geography of the moon
brought to perfection, its mountains and vales tho-

roughly explored, and traces of the existence and

operations of its inhabitants exhibited to view—the

nature of comets ascertained—the causes of the va-

rious phenomena which appear on the planets ex-

plained—the construction of the sun, and the nature

of his spots determined—the sublime scenes con-

nected with the new and variable stars, double and

treble stars, and the many thousands of nebula dis-

persed through the regions of boundless space, more

fully displayed—and the Divine character and per-

fections aupearing with still greater lustre and mag-
nificence throughout the amplitudes of creation.

I behold the" ministers of religion expatiating,

amidst thousands of intelligent worshippers, on

higher themes and more diversified topics than those

to which they are now necessarily restricted—not

confining their attention merely to first principles,

and to a few fragments of the Christian system, but

taking the whole of Divine Revelation as their text-

book, and deriving their illustrations of it from the

records of Providence, and from all the diversified

scenes of the universe.-In fine, I behold the human
soul, thus elevated and refined, and endowed with

multifarious knowledge, dropping its earthly taber-

nacle in the dust, and, in another and a higher re-

ffion of existence, contemplating the economy of

other worlds, exploring the wonders of Divine Wis-

dom and Omnipotence throughout the immensity of

creation, prying into the mysteries of human re-
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demption, rising nearer and nearer to the Divinity,

expatiating amidst objects of beauty and beneficence,

and beholding new scenes of grandeur and felicity

rising t( view, in boundless perspective, while age;-,

numerous as the drops of the ocean, are rolling on.

Let none imagine that such views are either ro-

mantic or Utopian—they are the necessary results of

what will undoubtedly take place, when knowledge
and Chrisiicin principles are universally difl'use- .

—

It IS owing chiefly to ignorance and the prevalence

ofmalignant pri7iciples, thr" science hns been so .slow

in its progress, that contention and warl'are have
wasted and demoralized the nations, that the earth

has been left barren and uncultivated, that savages

have been permitted for ages to roam without arts

and 'Tstruction, that religion has been neglected,

and that :-o many evils, physical and moral, have
been introduced into the social state. Remove the

cause ofexisting evils, and opposite effects will be pro-

duced—effects surpassing, in benignity and grand-

eur, every thing which has occurred since time be-

gan. In the present age, distinguished from all the

periods of time which have hitherto elapsed, these

efftcts ate beginning to appear. All the movements
now going forward in the moral, political, scientific,

and religious world, have an evident bearing on the

approach of a more auspicious and enlightened era.

The rapid progress of scientific discoveries, and of

improvements in the arts— the numerous and cheap

publications, on all subjects of useful knowledge,
now issuing from the press, in hundreds of thou-

sands at a time, and read by all classes of the com-
munity—the erection of public seminaries on new
and improved plans, throughout different countries

both. of Europe and America—the establishment of

philosophical institutions, missionary associations,

and reading societies, in every town, and almost in

every parish—the extensive circulation of newspa-
pers, magazines, and literary and religious journals,

of all descriptions—the steam-boats and carriages

which have been constructed, and the numerous
canals and rail-roads which have been formed, for

the speedy conveyance of passengers from one place

to another, in order to facilitate the intercourse of

human beings—the application of machinery to the

difltrent arts and manufactures, for increasing the

productions of human labor—the desire excited

among all ranks, even the lowest, for rational infor-

mation, and for investigating every subject connected
with the happiness of the social state—the abolition

of slavery, vfhh all its degrading accompaniments

—

the reformations going forward both in Church and
Stale—the spirit of liberty bursting forth among the

nations in both hemispheres of the clobe—the con-

version of savage tribes to Christianity, and their

advancement in knowledge and civilization,—these,

and many similar movements, viewed in connection

-with the Divine declarations, that " Wars shall

cease to the ends of the world," and that " the earfk

shall be filled icilh the knoviledge ofJehpvah"—plainly

f>oint to a period which is on the wing, when the

ight of truth shall irradiate the inhabitants of every

region, and when improvements ofevery description
shall be introduced into every department of the
physical and moral world. It only remains, that, as
agents under the Moral Governor of the world, we
arouse ourselves from our present lethargv-, and de-
vote all our powers, and wealth, and energies, to the
accomplishment of such glorious desigrTs, resting
assured, that " our labor," if conducted with wisdom
and perseverance, "shall not be in vain in *the
Lord."

In fine, if the world is ever to be enlightened and
regeneri^ted— if 'he predictions of ancient prophets
are to be fulfilled—if the benevolent purnoses of the
Almighty, in relation to our world, are to be accom-
plished—if war is to cease its desolating ravages,
and its instruments to be transformed into plough-
shares and pruning-hooks—if selfishness, avarice,

injustice, oppression, slavery, and re'-enge, are to

be extirpated from the earth—if the tribes of man-
kind are to be united in the bonds of affection, and
righteousness, and praise spring forth before all

nations—if the various ranks of society are to be
brought into harmonious association, and united in

the bond of universal love—if the heathen world is

to be enlightened, and the Christian world cemented
in one grand and harmonious union—if the land-
scape of the earth is to be adorned with new beau-
lies, and the wilderness made to bud and blossom as
the rose—if " the kingdoms of this world are to be-

come the kingdoms of our Lord and his Messiah,"
" the whole earth filled with his glory," and his

.sceptre swayed over the nations throughout all suc-
ceeding ages—these long-expected events will, un-
doubtedly, be introduced by the universal instruc-

tion of all ranks, in every thing that has a bearing
on their present happiness, and their immortal des-

tiny. If we, therefore, refuse to lend our helping
hand to the accomplishment of this great object, we
virtually attempt to frustrate the purposes of the

Eternal, and to prevent the present and future hap-
piness of mankind. And while we pray to the
" Great Lord of all," that he would " appear in his

glory to men," and hasten the time when " his name
shall be great from the rising to the setting sun," we
oniy offer an insult to the Majesty of Heaven, while
we refuse to consecrate our wealth and influence to

his service, and to engage in holy activity as " work-
ers together with God." We may legislate as we
have hitherto done, for ages to come—we may make,
unmake, and modify our civil laws, enforce hun-
dreds of regnlalions and enactments for the punish-
ment and prevention of crime—we may build thou-

sands of churches and colleges, and academies with-
out number—we may engage in profound discus-

sions and investigations, and compass sea and land
to make proselytes to our opinions ; but unless the

foundations of society be laid in the rational and
religious education of all classes of the young, our
most spacious plans will prove abortive, and our su-

perstructures gradually crumble into dust, and, "like

the baseless fabric of a vision, leave scarce a wreck
behind."
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Page 94.

—

Insanity from Excessive Study,

The following instance of the effects of excessive

study, and the danger of neglecting the animal
functions, is extracted from the "American Annals
of Education" for September, 1833.

Mr. Joseph Frothingham, from Salem, State of

Massachusetts, was a student of the Oneida Insti-

tute. In April, 1833, he was suddenly missed, and
strong suspicions were entertained of his having
been murdered. Nothing was heard of him, how-
ever, until a letter was recently received by his pa-

rents, dated, " Atlantic Ocean, 12th May, 1833,—
500 miles east of Newfoundland Banks." The fol-

lowing extract from his letter will show to what
account his abduction is to be charged :

—
" While

at the Institute, having nothing else to do, and wish-

ing to get a-head, I applied myself very closely to

study, (particularly the Latin grammar,) leaving

off only when absolutely necessary. You recollect

I arrived during vacation, before the regular course

of labor had commenced, and thinking I should

have plenty of it in a few days, contented myself
with taking very little exercise. The effects of this

close application from sunrise till nine in the even-

ing I soon perceived, and several times was sensi-

ble that my thoughts for a moment or two were
rather wandering. Yet I did not feel af all anxious
or discouraged, reasoning with myself, that so sud-

den a change of pursuit must necessarily cause me
at first to feel rather unwell, and that after a few
days my mind would recover its wonted tone. Af-
ter the 5th or 6th of April, the little momentary
aberrations became more frequent, and how I spent

much of the time intervening between that date

and the 8th, I am wholly unable to say. Some
things which I did I recollect distinctly, and others

only as we recall the vagaries of a dream. But
after the 8th, every thing is wrapt in confusion,

—

' Shadows, clouds, and darkness rest upon it.' I

have a vague dim recollection of feeling something
as if standing near a mountain, when a volcano
bursts from the side. To escape the fiery deluge I

travelled by sea and land, bat onward it still seemed
to move, and even to rear itself a wall of living fire.

One only thing I can recollect clearly. Finding
myself in a strange street, near a large stone build-

ing, I inquired of a soldier the name of the place,

and he answered, ' Montreal.' For a moment I

wondered what could have brought me there, but

then came confusion over my mind again, and not

an idea or incident can I recollect, until yesterday,

about 10 a. m. when I found myself in the steerage

of a ship bound from Cluebec to Liverpool. I im-

mediately communicated every thing to my fellow-

fiassengers, (a young man and wife,) and from them
earned the following particulars."

It appears that he met them accidentally and em-
barked with them, after making most of the neces-

sary preparations; and, after passing through vari-

ous difficulties in his way down the river, reached

the ship. In consequence of the small sum ofmoney
which Mr. F. had, he was consigned to the steer-

age, but kindly supplied with necessaries by the

captain. It was not until a week's confinement with

sea-sickness (which perhaps was the very remedy
which a kind Providence saw necessary) that he
recovered his recollection ; and then, he observes,

his "mind, in an instant, was as clear and as ra-

tional as ever." The conclusion of his own letter

will be more interesting than any abridgment.

—

" The captain remarked, that he had sometimes
suspected me to be a little deranged, and my fellow-

passengers thought my appearance very odd at

Q.uebec ; but as I was frequently engaged, while on
board, in reading their books, they concluded it was
owing lo ' absence of mind, and a naturally eccentric

character.' They could hardly believe me, when I

first made known to them my utter ignorance of
every transaction since the time I met with them on
the St. Lawrence. They told me I had been uni-

formly courteous and cheerful ; and that, when we
walked from the shore to a house during the storm,

I carried her in my arms about half the way, she

being too cold and wearied to walk. They were
well wrapped up in blankets, but I had nothing but

my cloak, and got two of my fingers frozen. You
can better conceive than I can express, how strange-

ly I felt when reason first told me I was in the cabin

of a vessel; and when I knew, from the pitching and
tossing, that that vessel was on the ocean. I am in

hopes of meeting with some vessel bound home-
ward ; and, if I cannot return in her, to send this

letter. If we speak no vessel in which I can return,

I shall probably take passage immediately after ar-

riving in Liverpool. Till then, I leave all other

incidents connected with this almost incredible loss

of reason. I do not doubt that study was the cause,

and thus are all my hopes of going through college

blasted—for I should not dare to make a second at-

tempt. But I think nothing of that. lam lost in
wonder that such a journey should have been per-

formed in safety in such asingttlar absenceof mind;
and to think too that I even went through all, with-

out ever losing my money, is most strange. My
preservation appears indeed miraculous—but I

Know not what to .say. How thankful should I be

to the Great Being who has guided and directed

ray wanderings—thankful ! 'tis too tame a word.

—

Words cannot express my feelings, and I leave all,

for the contemplation almost overwhelms me."
Mr. Frothingham has since returned, and con-

firms the whole account. " Would that his well-

meant but mistaken zeal in study (says the editor)

might be the means of saving many now in danger
from a result not le.ss fatal to future plans, and of

preserving others from that partial mania— that pre-

dominance of the body over mind, which we be-

lieve gives rise to not a few of the follies, and er-

rors, and faults, of sedentary men. We will only

add, as an example of a result more deadly, from a
similar imprudence, that one of the most diligent

and promising students of an institution, returned

to his room after a long tour on foot, in perfect

health, and, as he imagined, with a stock laid up on
which he might draw. He sat down closely to

study. The blood thus accumulated, which rushed to

Mr. Frothingham's brain, in this case burst forth in

a profuse discharge from the lungs; and, after years

spent in struggling, by the aid of a fine constitution,

against the diseases and the effects of study, he fell

in the midst of the brightest prospects of usefulness,

a victim to his hastv efforts to be a scholar. Would
not a thorough knowledge of phvsiology preserve

both sexes from incalculable evil 1"

The very singular case of Mr. Frothingham, de-

scribed above, suggests, both to the philosopher and
the divine, a variety of interesting reflections in re-

ference to the action of mind on the corporeal func-

tions, and to the goodness and care of a superin-
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tending Providence. He must have travelled more
than two hundred miles by land and water, before

he found himself in Montreal ; and as he could not

be supposed to have taken the nearest road to that

city, perhaps he may have travelled more than

'''ouble that distance, and crossed several lakes and

rveis wihch abound in the territory through which

he passed. He must have inquiredfor lodgings, paid

for victuaL, found out the different ferries where
he b'hnved to cross, and all without being conscious

whTe t3 >vas, or what was his object. With re-

gard to the effect of study on the functions of the

Body and mind, I have every reason to believe, that

those studies which are most abstruse, such as, the

ancient languages, metaphysics, and the higher

branches of pure mathematics when closely pur-

sued, have the greatest tendency to injure the orga-

nic functions, and the mental powers; while natural

and civil history, geograph}', astronomy, and the

other physical sciences, being conversant about sen-

sible objects, will seldom produce such effect, when
prosecuted with judgment and moderation ; so that

those studies which are in reality most useful, will

be found in few instances injurious either to 'he

animal or mental powers. Mr. Frothingham was
deeply absorbed in the study of Latin grammar,
when his mental aberration was induced. Were he
to refrain from such abstract studies, and apply
himself with moderation to the more interesting de-

partments of natural science, 1 should have no fear

of the return of his former insanity.
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PREFACE.

The truly Reverend Doctor Thomas Wilson, fif-

ty-eight years Bishop of Sodor and Man, was blessed

with the spirit of prayer in a very uncommon mea-
sure : of which his Sacra Privala, or Private Me-
ditations and PrayerSf are an eminent instance.

They have hitherto been locked up from the

world in an expensive book ; and are mixed through-

out with so much meditation and prayer that can
come properly from the clergy only, (to v/hom they

are an invaluable treasure,) as to unfit them for ge-

neral use.

They are now presented to the public in a sepa-

rate volume: so that pious Christians may, at a rea-

sonable expense, distribute them amongst such peo-

ple as either will not or-cannot buy them ; and the

petitions peculiar to the clergy only are all thrown
out.

The pious reader will find those Meditations and
Prayers loo long, according to the present division

of them, which thcie is no occasion to adhere to.

—

He may take them up, and lay them down, at his
own discretion and convenience. It is recommend-
ed to him to go through ihem regularly, and to con-
tinue the use of them his whole life ; selecting such
parts for more frequent meditation, as are best

adapted to his necessity and disposition.

As prayer is one of the most important works a
man c;in be engaged in, and few find themselves
able to discharge it in the manner they wish to do;
it is humbly hoped, that this book, if duly attended
to as it deserves, may with God's assistance teach
them to pray ; may lead our thoughts to meditate
on religious subjects; and habituate us to clothe our
meditations in the language of decent, pious, and
fervent prayer.

That this valuable book may have this effect, is

the intention and the earnest prayer of
The EnrroR.
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ON DEVOTION AND PRAYER.

Trhe Devotion consists in liaving our hearts always

devoted to God as ihe sole Fount.iin of all happiness,

and who is ready to hear and help his otherwise liejp-

less, miserable creatures.

It is to be attained,

1st. By earnest prayer. He that hungers after
RIGHTKOUSNESS, WILL CERTAINLY BE FILLED.

2Jly. By possessing our hearts with a deep sense

of our own misery, our icants, and danger : This is the

grace oniumility.

3dly. By coiisiderinic God's goodness, poicer, and

readiness to iielp us: This is caWed faith in God.

Lastly; By convincing our hearts of the vanity of

every thing else to afford us any real help or comfort:

This is to be effected by self-denial.

Dyingpersons are generally more devontthan others,

because t.'iay then see their own misery, that nothing

in this world can help ;heni, and that God is their only

refuge.

We must change our li\es if we desire to change

onr hearts. God will have no regard to tlie prayers

of those who have none to his commands.
The spirit of God will not dwell in a divided heart.

We cannot feel the pleasure of devotion while the

world is our delight. Not that all pleasures are crimi-

nal ; but the closer union we have with the world, the

less is our union with God. A Christian, therefore,

who strives after devotion, should taste sensual plea-

sures very sparingly; should make necessity, not

bodily delight, his rule.

In order to dispose our hearts to devotion, the ac-

tive LIFE is to be preferred to the contemplative.
To be doing good to mankind, disposes the soul

most powerfully to devotion. And indeed we are

surrounded with motives to piety and devotion, if we
would but mind them.

The poor are designed to excite our liberality;—the

miserable, our pity ;—the sick, our assistance ;—the

ignorant, our instruction

;

—those that are fallen, our

lielplng hand. In those that are rain, we see the vanity

of this world. In those that are wicked, our own frailty.

When we see good men rewarded, it confirms our
hope ; and when evil men are punished, it excites us

to fear.

He that would be devout must beware of indulging

an habit of wandering in prayer. It is a crime that

will grow upon us, and will deprive us of the blessings

we pray for.

Avoid, as much as may be, midtiplicity of business :

Neither the innocency nor the goodness of the employ-

ment will excuse us, if it possess our hearts when we
are praying to God.
When our Lord bids us to take no thought for

the morrow, he intended to hinder those cares and

fears vvhich are apt to distract our devotions,—which

are the more unreasonable, because they can never

change the state of things.

Never be curious to know what passes in the world,

any further th:in duty obliges you ; it will only distract

the mind when it should be better employed.

Never intermit devotion, if you can help it; you
will return to your duty like Sampson when his locks

were cut, weak and indifferent as other people of the
j

world.

The oftener we renew our intercourse with God,
the greater will be our devotion.

Frequent prayer, as it is an exerciseof holy thoughts,

is a most natural remedy against the power of sin.

Importunity makes no change in God. but it creates

in us such dispositions as God tiiinks fit to reward.

Make it a law to yourself to meditate before you
pray ; as also to make certain pauses, to see wiieilier

your heart goes along with your lips.

They whose hearts desire nothing, pray for nothing.

(live me, O God, the spirit of true devotion, such

as may give life to all my prayers, so that they may
find acceptance in thy sight, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen.
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Mat. vi. 6. Thou, when thou prayest. enter into thy

closet, and when thou hast ihut thy door, pray to thy

Father which is in secret; and thy Father which sact'i

in secret shall reward thee openly.

How good is God ! who will not only give ns vvhnt

we pray for, but will reward us for going to him, and
laving our wants before him.

Mav 1 always present myself before God,—with a

firm fuilh and hope in his promises and mercy ;—with

great reverence to his infinite mnjesty ;—with liie hu-

mility of an offender;— and with a full purpose of
keeping all God's coinmaudments !

May the Uiotights of eternity quicken my devo-

tions;—my wants make me earne.-it;—my hackslidings

make me persevere;—and may I never wilfully give

way to any distracting thoughts.

J\lay I wait with patience, and leave it to Thee, my
God and Father, hoio and when to grant my petitions.

He that has learned to pray as he ought, has got the

secret of an holy life.

It is a greater advantage to us than we imagine, that

God does not grant our petitions immediately. We
learn by that, that whereunto we have already attained,

it icas the gift of God.

The best way to prevent wandering in prayer is,

not to let the mind wander too much at other times;

but to have God always in our minds in the whole

course of our lives. The end of prayer is not to inform

God, but to give man a sight of his own misery; to

raise his soul towards heaven, and to put hitn in mind
that there is his Father and his inheritance.

Malt, vii, 7. " Ask, and it shall be given you."

Grant me. Lord, a faith which shall make me know
my wants, that I may ask them with earnestness and
humility, and depend upon thy gracious promise.

the duties of a christian.

That man leads a sincere Christian life,

1st. Who endeavors to serve and obey God to tha

best of his understanding and power.

2dly. Who strives to please his neighbor to edifica-

tion.

.Sdly. Who endeavors to do his duty in that stale of

life into which it has pleased God to call him.

Whoever would continue in the practice of these

things unto his life's end, it is necessary that he should,

—call himself often to an accoinit, whether he does so

or not ;—constantly pray for grace to know, and to do,

his duty v-p^and preserve himself in such a teachable
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{
temper ns to be always ready to receive the truth when
it is fairly proposed to him.

It is a nideiie.<s amongst men to ask a faA'or, and

not stay for an answer. And do we count it no faiill

to pray for biessing.s,—and never to think of tliem

afterwards,—never to wait for tliem,—never to give

God thanks for them ?

Let IIS make prayer famihar to ns, for without ihe

hel)) of God, we are every hour in dauger.

The Devil knows, that when we have a relish for

prayer, and apjily ouiselves in good earnest to it, we
are in the way ol life ; he therefore strives by all ways
pos.silile to divert ns.

Let ns not run over our prayers with an insensible

and disiracted mind.
Lei \oiir prayers be as particular as may be, against

the sins of voiir particular state, and for the graces

which yon in particular do most stand in need of

This is the best preservative against sin;—makes ns

best acquainted with our condition
;
puts us continual-

ly in mind of mending what is amiss; lets us see what
pi'.rliciilar graces we n)ost want, what are liiost need-

j'ul for the cure of our own particular corruption and
disorder; and is the best trial of our hearts. For ex-

ample ; if I pray for charity, and for every instance

which is necessary to tender me truly charitable, I pray

for grace—to avoid evil speaking; to pray for my
enemies; to do them good, &c., and so of all other

sins and graces.

God grant that I may never seek his face in vain

!

Lii!<e xi. 1. Lord, teach us to pray. Pour upon us

the spirit of siipjilication and prayer.

God will deny us nothing that we ask in the name
of his Son.

PRAYERS THROUGH JESUS CHRIST.

When we offer our pravers through his mediation,

it is then he that pra^-s, his love that intercedes, his

blood that pleads, it is he who obtains all from his Fa-
ther.

PREPARATORY PRAYER.

O IToly Spirit of grace • give us a true sight of our
miseries, and a sincere shame and sorrow, when we
make confession of our sins; a feeling sense of our
need of mercy, and an hope of obtaining pardon, when
wn beg it for thy Sou's sake. May we resign oiu'

wills to Thee, and to thy gi.odness, when we pray for

temporal things; and when we pray for spiritual

^•races, may we hunger arid thirst after righteousness.
Give us a re-al love for tiiy holy Word, and grace to hear
it with aiteiitiou. May we thankfully close w ith all the

UJt^aiis of ^irace and salvat:on. When we praise thee

forihy woiks of nature and of grace, and give Thee
tlianks frii thy nieicies, let ns do it with iiigh esteem
and gratitude. Cause us to hear thy holy Word with
faiih and aitenlioii. and to profit by what we hear, that

we ujay return from t^y church vviih a blessing.

MORNING PRAYER.

Jo*hua xxiv. 15. Clioose you this day ithom you will

serce.

Whom have I in heavnn hut t! ee, O Lord? and
there is none on earth that I desire besides Thee.

—

Thou art my God, and I will thank thee; Thou art

my God, and I will serve thee. Be thou my only ruler
and .'ovpriior.

They that have a con\'enient place to sleep in, and
they that have the comfort to sleep, have both great
reason to he ihankfid. And "ven they that want
these mercies, ought to bless God, if in the midst of
these afflictions he is pleased to refresh them with the
comforts of grace.

Gracious God, continue to me these favors so longf
and in such measure, as shall most contribute to thy
honor, and my salvaticu). And in great mercy sup-
port and relieve all that want these blessings.

What shall I otter unto the Lord for his mercies re-

newed unto me every morning? '-Tlie sacrifice of
God is a troubled spirit ; a broken and a contrite heart

God will not despise."*

But most unfit is mitm to be to God presented, until

I have obtained his pardon, through the merits of the

Lord Jesus, for the many sins by which it hath been
defiled.

Jer. iii. 12. " I am merciful, sa'^lh the Lord, and I

will not keep anger for ever. Only acknowledge
thine iniqi'itv, tliat thou hast transgressed against the

Lord thy God."
Psa. xxxii. 5. "I acknowledge my sin unto thee, O

God, and iriine iniquities will I not hide."

I do therefore implore thy pardon, and plead thy

gracious promises, with full purpose ofheart, by the as-

sistance of thy grace, never again to return to folly.

Jer. xvii. 9. " The heart is deceitful above all things,

and desperately wicked: who can know it?"

I cannot answer for mine own heart; but there is

no word, O Lord, impossible with thee. In Thee do I

put my trust; let me never be put to confusion.

Keep it ever in the heart of thy servant, that i/ is in-

deed an evil thing and hitter to offend the Lord.

Keep me from presumptuous sins, that I may never
grieve thy Holy Spirit, nor provoke Thee to leave me
to myself

]\Iatt. xxvi. 41, " Watch and pray, that ye enter not

into temptation."

Lord, make me ever mindful of my infirmities and
backslidings, that I may be more watchfid, and more
importunate for grace, for the time to come.

1 Peter v. S. " Be sober, be vigilant, because your
adversary the Devil, as a roaring lion, vvalketh about
seeking whom he may devour."

O Lord, grant that this adversary of our souls may
never find me ofi" my guard, or from under thy pro-

tection.

RIatt. xvi.24. " If any m^n will come after me, let

him deny himself, and take np his cross, and follow

me."
O my Saviour ! how long have I professed to fol-

low Thee, wjil-.out following the blessed steps of thy

most holy life ; \by patience and humility; thy great

disregard for the world, its pleasures, profits, honors,

and all its idols !

O Lord, obtain for me the spirit of mortification

and self-denial, that I may follow Thee, as I liope to

live w ith Thee for ever. .Amen.

Matt, vi. 24. " No man can serve two masters. Ye
cannot serve God and Mammon."

.May my fear and love never be divided between
Thee and the world. May I never set np any thing,

O God, in competition with thee in the possession of
my heart. May I never attempt to reconcile thy ser-

vice \\ ith that world which is a( enmity with Thee, my
God and Father.

Mark x. 17. " What shall I do, that I may inherit

eternal life ?"

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, atid with all thy soul, and with nil thy mina,
and thou shah love thy neishbor as thyself"

O that this love of God mav be the commanding
principle of my soul ! May I always have llii.s com-
fortable proof of his love abiding in me, that I study to

please him, and to keep his cominandments. And
may my love to my neighbor be such as he has com-
manded, that I mav forgive, and give, and love, as be-

comes a disciple of Jesus Christ. Amen.
Eccles. xii. 13. " Fear God, and keep his command-

• Psalm k. 17.
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ments, for this is the whole duty of man :" that is, the

happiness of man.
J\lay I, great God, continue in thy fear all the day

long. May I keep thy slatuie.s, and observe ihy laws.

Heb. iv. ]3. " All things are naked and open unto

the eyes of him wiih whom we have to do."

Grant that I may always live and act as havingThee,

O God, the constant witness of my conduct, lor Jesus

Christ's sake.

Eccles. ix. 10. " Whatsoever thy band findelh to do,

do it with all thy might : for the night cometh when no
man can work."
Make me, O God, ever sensible of the great evil of

delaying the work in its season, which thou hast ap-

pointed, lest the night surprise me unawares.

1 John V. 14. "This is the confidence we have in

God, that if we ask any thing according to his will, he

hearelh iis."

That it may be unto thy servant according to his

word, I beseech Thee, to hear me in the full impor-

tance of that holy prayer which thy blessed Son hath

taught us

:

Our Father, fchich art in Heaven

:

In whom we live, and move, and have our bein^;

grant that I, and all Christians, may live worthy of this

glorious relation, and tliat we may not sin; knoicing

tliat we ore accounted thine.

We are thine by adoption O make us thine by the

choice of our will.

Hnlloiced he thy name.

O God, whose name is great, wonderful, and holy,

grant that I and all thy children may glorify Thee, not

only with our lips, but in our lives; that others, seeing

our good works, may glorify our Father which is in

heaven.

Thy kingdom come.

May the kingdoms of the world become the king-

doms of the Lord and of his Christ. And may all that

own Thee for their King, become thy faithful subjects,

and obey thy laws. Dethrone, O God, and destroy

Satan, and iiis kingdom ; and enlarge the kingdom of

grace.

Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.

We adore thy goodness. O God, in making thy will

known to us in thy holy Word. May this Thy Word
be the rule of our will, of our desires, of our lives, and
actions. May we ever sacrifice onr will to thine; be
pleased with all thy choices for ourselves and others;

and adore thy providence in the 'government of the

world.

Give us this day our daily bread.

O Heavenly Father, who knowest what we have
need of, give us the necessaries and comforts of this

life with thy blessing ; but above all give us the bread
that nourisheth to eternal life.

Acts xvii. "OGod, whogivest to all life, and breath,

and all things ; give us grace to impart, to such as are

in want, of what thou hast given more than our daily

bread.

And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that

trespass against us.

Make us truly sensible of thy goodness, and mercy,
and patience towards us, that we may from our hearts

forgiv every one his brother their trespasses.

May my enemies ever have place in my prayers
and in tny mercy.

And lead us not into temptation.

Support us, O Heavenly Father, under all our sav-

ing trials, and grant that they may yield U3 the peace-
able fruits of righteousness

But deliver usfrom evil.

From all sin and wickedness, from our spiritual

enemy, and from everlasting death, good Lord deliver

us.

Deliver us from the evil o^ sin, and from the evil of
punishment.

Deliver us, O Heavenly Father, from our evil and
corrupt nature; from the temptations and snares of an
evil world; and from falling again into the sin.s wo
have repented of.

For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ecer and ever. Amen.

By thy Almighty power, O King of Heaven, for the

glory of thy name, and for the love of a Father, grant

us all these blessings which thy Son hath taught us to

pray for.

Unto him that is able to do for ns abundaiuly more
than v\'e can ask or think, unio him be glory in the

church by Christ Jesus, throughout all ages, world
without end. Amen.
To God the Creator, the Preserver, and Dispoper

of all things, be the glory of all the good wrought iu us,

by us, and upon us.

Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving,

and honor, and power, and might, be unto our God for

ever and ever. Amen.
Thine infinite power, tcisdom, goodness, faithfulness,

and truth, are the only sura foundation on which we
may depend. O give us a firm faith in these thy glo-

rious perfections.

With angels and archangels, and all the company of

Heaven, we laud and magnify thy glorious name,

evermore praising Thee, and saying, Holy, holy, holy

Lord God of Hosts, heaven and earth are full of thy

glory. Glory be to Tiiee, O God most High. Amen.
Jude 24, 25. Now unto him that is able to keep you

from falling, and to present you faultless before the

presence of his glory with exceeding joy ; to the only

wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion
and power, both now and ever. Amen.
Rom. xi. 36. For of Him. and through Him, and

to Him, are all things; to whom be glory for ever.

Amen.
Rom. xvi. 27. To God only v?ise, be glory through

Jesus Christ, for ever and ever. Amen.
Mark ix. 23. "All things are possible to him that

believeth."

Yes, Lord, and therefore I beg that faith of Him to

whom all things are possible, that I may be able to dis-

cover, to avoid, to resist, and to root out, whatever is evil

in me.
Jesus, obtain this grace for thy otherwise helpless

creature.

Grant that I may this day esMpe all the snares laid

for me by the devil, the world, or mine own corrupt

heart.

Grant that I may this day omit no part of my duly.

1 Tim. iv. 15. " Give thyself wholly to these things,

that thy profiting may appear to all."

God grant that I may do so; and I pray God pre-

serve me from ease, idleness, and trifling away my pre-

cious time.

Philemon 4. " I thank my God, making mention
of thee always in my prayers."

Extend and suit thy graces to all conditions of men,
that we may all ba upright in our dealings, obedient to

our governors, peaceable in our lives, sober, honest,

temperate, chaste in our cciiversation, and charitable

to the poor, and one towards another.

Increase the number and the graces of all such as

love and fear Thee, enlighten the minds of the igyio-

rant, awaken the consciences of the careless, silence

the gainsayers, convert the profane, and all that hold

the truth in righteousness.

Rebuke the spirit of antichrist, idolatrj, and liber-
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tinism,—the sins of intemperance, licentiousness, jiti-

giousiiess, and defrauding tlie public.

Ill tender mercy remember, O God, .ill sick and dy-

ing persons, ihiit ihey may omit iiolhii)g liiat is neces-

snry lo make tiieir peace wiih 'I'liee. Be gracious unto
all tliat are under any i/JJiiction of mind or body, or
nnler any pressing calamity, all desolate icidoics and
fadicrless children,—all that call upon Thee in their dis-

tress, and have none else to help them.
Prov. x\i. 1. " The king's power is in the hand of

the Lord; ae the rivers of waters, he turneth it

whilliersoever he will."

Let this thy power, O Lord, be inngnified on all that

are in authority. That we may be governed with truth

and justice, by men fearing and honoring God, pro-
teciiiig the Christian Religion, and punishing evil

doers. To this end vouchsafe them, I beseech Thee,
all the graces necessary for their higli station, and for
tJieir eternal happiness.

Col. iv. 1. " Masters give unto yonr servants that

which is just and equal, knowing that ye also have
d Master in heaven."

O heavenly Lord and Master, bless me with good
and faithful servants. Let thy blessing be upon them,
and upon myatTairs committed to their care; and may
I never be wanting in my duty to iheai, for Jesus
Christ's sake.

RELATIONS, BENEFACTORS, «fec.

Be gracious, O God. to all my relations, benefac-
tor.", enemies, and all that have de-ired my prayers

;

all who, by their own labors, do minister to our neces-
sities, together with all our known and unknown bene-
factors. Render, O God, a good reward, and a plen-
tiful return, to all ti)oso who have been kind and chari-
table, (irant that we may all so live here, as that we
may meet hereafter iu the' Paradise of G5?d,
John xvi. 2.i. •' Verily I say unto you. Whatsoever

ye sh.-.ll ask the J'atlier in my name, he will give it

you,"
Ttiese are what I a=k O God and Father, above all

things, for myself and for all that have desired my
prayers: That we may be restored to thy likeness, and
never deface it by our sins; that the image of Satan
n)av be destroyed" in ns; that all carnal atffictions may
die in us; and that all things belonging to the Spirit
may dwell in our hearts by faith; That thy name, and
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ may be glorified in

us. and we in him ; that our hearts may be entirely
thine ; that we may nevergrieve thy Holy Spirit ; but
that we n)ay continue thine for ever, for Jesus Christ's
ake. Amen.

Ephes. iv. 29. " Let no corrupt communication
proceed out ofynur mouth, but that vhich is good
to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace
unto the hearers."

Grant, O God, that I may delight in thy Law; that
my conversation may lie truly Christian.
May I never hear with plf^asure, nor ever repeat,

such things, as may dishonor God, or injure my neigh-
bor, or my ov»n chararter.

James iv. 11. " Speak not evil one of another."
Ephes. v. 4. " Foolish talking or jesting are not con-

venient, but rather giving of thanks."
Ps. cxxxiii. 3. " Set u watch, O Lord, before my

mouih. and keep the door of my lips."

Matt. xii. 34. " Out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speakeih. How caa ye, being evil,

speak good things?"

O Holy Spirit of grace, enable mo to overcome the
•hatne of a degenerate age, which will hear of nothing
with delight, but what concerns this world. O touch
my heart with the true love of God. the excellences of
his laws, the pleasantness of his service, and the won-
ders of his providences. This I beg for Jes <8 Christ's
sake.

John XV. 7. " Ask what ye will, and it shall be done
unto you."

These, O Jesus, are the things that I ask. Intercede

forme! that I may be truly sensible of the diseases I

labor under, and thankfiill} embrace the means which
thy goodness hath ordained for my recovery.
Grant that the end of all my actionsand designs may

be the glory of God.
Enable me to resist all the sinful appetites of my

corrupt nature.

Grant that I may hunger and thirst after righteous-

ness.

Vouchsafe me the spirit of adoption,—of supplica-

tion and prayer,—of praise and thatiksgiving.

Obtain for me, O Jesus, the graces of mortification

and self-denial ; the graces of a true humility, and the

fear of God.
Grant, O God, that I may never knowingly live one

moment under thy displeasure, or in any known sin.

Grant, O God, that as I have been regeneiate, and
made thy child by adoption and grace. I may daily be
renewed by thy Holy Spirit, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Enable me, gracious God, to e^cape the corruption

that is in the world through lust, that I may be partaker

of the Divine nature.

Lord, grant me grace to withstand the ten)ptatious

of the world, the flesh, and the devil; and with a pure
heart and mind to follow Thee, the only God, through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Let thy love, O God be shed abroad in my heart, by
the power of the Holy Ghost, and grant that it may
appear in my life, my conversation, my words, and
actions, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Blessed be (Jod that I was admitted into the fellow-

ship of Christ's religion. Grant, O God, that I tiiay

avoid all those things that are contrary to my profes-

sion, and follow all such tilings as are agreeable to the

same, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Keep me, I beseech Thee, O heavenly Father, under
the protection of thy good providence, and make me
to have a perpetual fe.ir and love of thy holy name ;

through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Put away from me all hurtful things, and give me
those things that be profitable for me, through Jesus
Christ.

Mercifully grant unto mo, O God. such a measure
of thy grace, that running the way of thy command-
men is, I may obtain thy gracious promises, and be

made partaker of thy heavenly treasure through Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.

Forgive me tliose things whereof my conscience is

afraid, and give melhose good things which we are

not worthy to ask. but through the merits and media-
tion of lliy Son Jesus Christ.

That I may obtain that which thou dost promise,

make me to love that which thou dost command,
through Jesus Christ.

Keep me from all things hurtful, and lead me to all

things necessary to my salvation, through Jesus Christ.

The Lord deliver me from every evil work, and pre-

serve me to his heavenly kingdom : To whom be glory

for ever and ever. .'\men.

O that thy Holy Spirit may direct and rule my heart,

O God, through Jesus Christ.

Of thy bountiful goodness, O Lord, keep me, I be-

seech Thee, from all things that may hurt me, that I

may cheerftdly accomplisb those things which thou

wouldst have done, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Grant, O God, that I niay be cleansed from all my
sins, and serve thee with a quiet mind, through Jesus

Christ.

Deliver me, O Lord, from the bonds of those sins,

which thrnugh my frailly I have committed, for Jesus

Christ's sake.

FAITH.

i
O that I may believe in thee, O God, and put my
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whole trust and confidence in Thee alone, and not in

any tliins that I mystilfcjui do.

Grant, O God, th:it I may so perfectly, and without

all doubt, believe in tliy Son Jesus Christ, that my faith

in thy sight may never be reproved, for the sake of the

same Jesus yiirist.

AGAINST WAVERING.

Grant, O God, that we may notbe carried about with

every blast of vain doctrine, but tliat we may be firmly

established in the truth of thy holy gospel, through
Jesus Christ.

Grant, O God, that I may perfectly know thy Son
Jesus Christ.

Grant, O God, that I may perfectly know thy Son
Jesus Christ to be the IVay, the Truth, and ihe Life ;

the Author of the JVay,the Teacher of the Truth, and the

Giverof Life ; that I may steadfastly walk in the way that

leadeth to eternal life, through the same Jesus Christ.

COVETOUSNESS.

Give me ^race to forsake all covetous desires, and
inordinate love of riches and pleasures through Jesus

Christ.

Grant that I may both perceive and know what
things I ought to do, and also may have grace and
power faithfully to fulfil the same, through Jesns Christ.

Grant me, O God, the true cn-ciimcision of the Spi-

rit, that my heart, and all iny members, being mortified

from all carnal lusts, [ may in all things obey thy blessed

will.

O that we, who know Thee now by faith, may, after

this life, have the fruition of thy glorious Godhead.
In all our dangers and necessities, stretch forth thy

right hand to save and defend us.

CHARITY.

O send thy Holy Ghost, and pour into ray heart that

most excellent gift of Charity, that very bond of peace

and of ail virtue, without which, whosoever liveth is

counted dead before thee.

Grant, I do most humbly beseech Thee, O God, that

as by thy special grace, Thon dost put into my mind
good desires, so by thy continnal help I may bring tiie

same to good effect, through Jesus Christ.

everlastir)g God, grant, that as thy Holy Angels do
thee service in heaven, so by thy appointnient they

may succor and defend ns on earth, through Jesus

Christ.

Grant me grace so to follow thy blessed Saints in

virtuous and godly living, that I may come to those

unspeakable joys vvhich thou hast prepared for them
that unfeignedly love Thee.

1 pray God, my whole spirit, (my understanding,

will, and conscience,) my soul, (my appetites, affec-

tions, and passions,) and my body, (the tabernacle of

my .soul,) be preserved blameless unto the coming of

our Lord Jesus Christ.

May I take pleasure in abiding in thy presence, O
God; in depending upon Thee; in leaving myself

entirely to thy disposal, as a continual sacrifice to thy

will.

Give me a victory over all my sins and imperfec-

tions ; increase in me the grace offaith, hope, and chari-

ty, of humility, meekness, patience, and resignation, and

all other Christian virtues : for Jesus Christ's sake.

Preserve me, gracious God, from spiritual pride;

from ascribing anything I have done, or can do, to

myself, and robbing Thee of the glory of saving me
from eternal ruin.

Take possession, O Jesus, of thy right in my soul,

which thou hast redeemed with thy most precious

blood ; and root out all self-righteousness, self-interest,

and self-will; that thou mayest be my righleousness,

and all in me.

REPENTANCE.

Give me, O God, such a true sorrow for my sins, as

shall enable me to embrace all the nece.ssary means,
how bitter soever, for rooting sin out of my soul.

HUNHLITY.

1 Pet. V. 5. God resisteUi the proud, and giveth grace to

the humble.

I have all the reason in the world to be humble.
Without God I am nothing. Without his help and
grace I can do nothing that is good. Without his
word I know nothing. Of myself, I deserve nothing
but punishment. Of my own, I have nothing but
faults, imperfections, and sins, an inclination to evil,

an aversion to good, unruly senses, ungovernable pas-

sions, unreasonable affections.

1 Cor. i. 30. " O Lord Jesus Christ, who art made
unto us of God, our wisdom by revealing him and his

glorious perfections; our righteousness, by satisiVing

the justice of God in our nature ; ouT sanclificulion,

by procuring for us the Holy Ghost, and by restoring

US, being sinners, to (iod's favor; our redemption, by
redeeming us from death eternal. O Jesus, for these

niighty favors, all love and glory be to Thee, with the

Father and the Holy Ghost for ever. Amen.

THE WAY OF AN HAPPY LIFE.

Lay nothing too much to heart; desire nothing too

eagerly—rejoice not excessively, nor grieve too much
for disasters; be not violently bent on any design ; nor
let any worldly cares hinder you from taking care of
your soul; and remember, that it is necessary to be a
Christian (that is, to govern one's-self by motives of
Christianity) in the most common actions of civil life.

Col. iii. 17. " Whatsoever ye do in word or in deed,

do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks

to God the Father by him."

He that would not fall into temptation, must have a
presence of mind, a watchful eye over hiuirelf; he

nuist have great things in view; distinguish betwixt

time and eternity ; or else he will follow what passion,

not what reason and religion suggest.

CHRISTIAN PERFECTION.

Whosoever aspires after, (being so united to God, aa

to be one spirit with him,) must resolve to do all things

with this sole view, to plf.ase God. This I purpose,

this I forbear, this I undertake, this I do, this I suffer

in obedience to the will of God. This should be' our

express purpose, at all times, when we have time to

make it; and should be often renewed, lest our own
will come to be the ruler of our actions. If 1 am care-

ful to do this, I shall always have my enJ, whether I

succeed, or be disappointed, being convinced it is

God's will.

Rom. xvi. 14. " Put ye on the Lord Jesus, and

make not provision for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts

thereof"

Grant, O Lord, that " I may keep under my body,

and bring it into subjection, lest by any means I should

be a cast-away."*
" Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one of

another. Be pitiful, be courteous : not rendering evil

for evil, nor railing for railing, but contrariwise bles-

sin''. For he that will love life, and see good days, let

him refrain his tongue from evil, and his lips that they

speak no guile. Let him eschew evil, and do good.

Let him seek peace, and ensue it."t

Give me, O Lord, a wise, a sober, a serious, a reli-

gions heart.

Preserve me from evil councils, and rash enterprises.

O make thy way plain before my face.

Support me this day under all the difficulties I shall

meet with.

I offer myself to thee, O God, this day, to do in me,

and with me, as to Thee seems most meet.

Vouchsafe me, gracious God, the spirit of adoption.

* 1 Cor. ix. 27. t 1 Pet. iii. 8, 9, &c.
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whereby I may cry Abba, Father, and apply to Thee,

through Jesus Christ, not as an angry judge, but as to

a merciful and loving fiither.

Reuieuiber, that the life of man is only to be valued

for its u.sefulness.

John XV. 12, " This is my commandment, that ye
loTe one another."

O Thou, who hast given me this command and pat-

tern, give me a sincere desire of following, and grace

and power to do it.

James v. 15. " And the prayer of failh shall save

the sick ; and the Lord shiill riii.fe hiui up : and if

he have couiniitled sins, they siiall he forgiven

hiiu."

O Lord of life and death ! have mercy upon all those

who are visited with sickness ; snncnfy this thy fillier-

ly correctiou. tl).it they may searcli their 'VHys, ;ind

see whence this visitiiiion conieih. l^Iave mercy upon
all tliat are appointed to die, and grant that they ouiii

nothing that is necessary to make their peace with

Thee, and tliat they maybe delivered from dciiih eter-

nal. And God grant that we may apply our hearts to

that holy and heavenly wisdom, while we live here,

which may in the end bring us to life everlasting,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

NOON.

1 Tim. ii. 1. I exhort, that first of nil supplications,

prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made

for all men.

Acts XV ii. 26. " For we are ail of one binod." And
Charity, that more excellent w'ay, is a tender affection

for the whole creation of God.

O God, almighty and merciful, let thy fatherly kind-

ness he upon all vvhom thou hast niade. Hear the

prayers of all that call upon Thee; open the eyes of

them that never pray for themselves
;

pity the sighs of

such as are in misery ; deal mercifully " ilh them that

are in darkness : and increase the number of the graces

of such as fear and serve Thee daily. Preserve this

land from the misfortunes of war; thy church from all

dangerous errors ; this people from forgetting Thee,
their Lord and benefactor. Be gracious to all those

countries that are made desolate by the sword, famine,
pestilence, or persecution. Bless all |)ersons and
places to which thy providence has made me a debtor;
all who have been instrumental to my good by their

assistance, advice, or example: and make me in my
turn useful to others. Let none of those that desire

my prayers want thy mercy ; but defend, and comfort,

and conduct them through, to their lives' end.
" In every thing give thanks; for this is the will of

God, in Christ Jesus, concerning you."

Cause US, O God, to profit by all the visitations of

thy grace and mercy.
" It becoineth well the just to be thankful."

O Lord and Father, I am not worthy of the least

of all thy mercies, which thou hast showed thy servant,

neither can I render due thanks and praise (or them ;

but, O Lord, accept of this my sacrilice of praise and
thanks<.'iving.

For all the known, and for all the unobserved favors,

deliverances, visitations, opportunities of doing good,

chastiseinenti), and graces of thy Holy Spirit, vouch-

safed to me, I bless thy good pr()\idence; beseeching

thee to pardon my ingratitude, that I have passed so

many davs and years without observing, and without

acknowledging, thy great goodness to thy unworthy
servant.

For when I soberly consider my dependance upon
Thee, for my life, welfare, heallh of body, peace of

mind, grace, comfort, and salvation, I ought to be very

thankful.

Glory be to God, my Creator ; glory be lo Jesus,

my Redeemer ; glory be to the Holy Ghost, my sanc-

tifier, my Guide, and Comforter: all love, all glory, be
to God most high. Amen.

Let us never ascribe any thing to ourselves, but all

to the grace of God, and render to him all tlie glory of

his works.

Preserve me, O God', from the insensibTlily of those

who receive thy favors without being affected with
them, and from the ingratitude of those who Took upon
them as a debt.

Psal. xc. 1,2 "It is a good thing to give thanks
unto th;3 Lord; and to sing praises unto thy name, O
Most High ! Toshow forth thy loving kindness in the

morning: and thy (ailhfulness every night."

Many and great have been the favors and blessings

which Thou hast bestowed on tliis nation ; for w hich,

Lord, in conjunction with those who pr^iise Thee
for them, and i.n the stead of those who forget to praise

Thee, I bless and praise thy holy name. Bless the

Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits.

Our Father ichich art in Heaven.

Acts xvii. 28. "In Thee we live and move and
have our being."

Grant that we may love Thee with all our heart, and
mind, and soul, and strength.

Blessed be God, who dealeth with us with the ten*

derness of a father.

that we may remember that our Father and our
inheritance is in heaven .'

1 commit myself, and all that belongs to me, to thy
fatherly care and love.

Verily, whatever ye ask the Father in my name, ho
will give to you.* This is the great support and
comfort of sinners. Hear us, for thy Son's sake ; for

as sinners we have no right to ask any favor.

What manner of love is it, that we should be called

the sons of Godlt

Halloiced be tnij name.

" Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive honor, and
power, and glory, for Thou hast created all things."

" In this is my Father glorified, that ye bring forth

much fruit."

May thy children have a gr&at regard for every thing

that belongs to Thee.
May I never dishonor Thee, O Heavenly Father,

by word or deed.

May I glorify Thee daily by a good life. Fill my
heart with a great concern and zeal for thy glory."

" Let every thing that hath breath praise the Lord."
" They that honor me, I will also honor."

How little have I done to promote thy glory ! God
be mercil'ul unto me.

Thy kingdom come.

May all the kingdoms of the world obey thy laws,

and submit to thy providence, and become the king-

doms of the Lord, and of his Christ.

Bless the pious endeavors of all those who strive to

propagate the gospel of thy kingdoii'.

Vouchsafe to reign in my heart; and let not Satau
ever have dominion over me.

Fit us O God, for the coming of thy kingdom. May
1 submit and rejoice to be governed by Thee.

that thy Holy Spiritmay direct and rule my heart;

subdue in me all pride and covetousness, hatred, ma-
lice, envv, lust, and all uncleanness,and whatever shall

offend thee.

Thy tcill be done in earth, as it is in heaven,

1 Thess. iv. 3. " This is the will of God, even our
sanctificaiion."

Thou hast sent us into the world, not to do our own
will, but thine.

John xvi 23. t John iii. 1.
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O subject my will to thine.

Miiy thy name be honored by the good lives of

Christians.

that I may have respect unto all thy commands.
May thy will revealed to us in thy holy word, be the

rule of my will, of rny desires, my words, life, and

actions.

Give us this day our daily bread.

John vi. 27. " Labor not for the meat which perish-

eth, but for that meat which endureth inito everlasting

life."

Lord, give us evermore this bread. Give us the

necessaries of life ; but above all, the bread that nou-

risheth to eternal life.

And forgive us our trespasses as ice forgive them that

trespass against us.

Luke vi. 37. ' Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven."

Grant O Heavenly Father, that I may close with this

merciful condition of pardon.

Thou hast been all mercy to me, O God, grant that

I may be so to all others.

Blessed be the Lord, who hast put our salvation into

our own hands. May thy grace, O Father, give me
an heart ever ready to forgive.

And lead us not into temptation.

1 Cor. X. 13. "Let him that thinketh he standeth

(firm) take heed lest he fall."

Let not any confidence in ourselves provoke Thee,

O God, to leave us to ourselves.

2 Pel. ii. 9. '•The Lord knoweth how to deliver

the godly out o.'' temptation."

Thou O Fattier, knowost my infirmities, and the

power of my enemies; be not wanting to me in the

hour of temptation.

Matt. xxvi. 4L " Watch and pray, that ye enter not

into temptation.

Make me mindful of my weakness, that I may be

more watchful and importime for grace.

Fortify my soul against the temptations of the world,

the flesh, and the devil, for Jesus Christ's sake.

But deliver us from evil.

1 Pet. V. 8. " Be sober, be vigilant, because your
adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about,

seeking whom he may devour."

Grant, O Heavenly Father, that this adversary may
never find me off my guard, or from under thy protec-

tion.

In all my saving trials, give me grace and power to

overcome to thy glory.

For thine is the kingdom, and the poxcer, and the glory,

for ever and ever. Amen.

To Thee, to Thee alone, and to thy Son, and Holy
Spirit, be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

EVENING.
Psal. cxli. 2. Let my prayers he set forth in thy sight,

as the incense ; and let the lifting up of my hands be as

an evetiing sacrifice.

That it hath pleased God to add another day to the

vearsof my life ; that none of his judgments, to which

for my sins I am liable, have fallen upon me; that by

his grace he hath kept me from all scandalous sins, and

from the dangers of an evil world ; that he has given

me occasions of doing good, and grace to make use of

them; that he hath supplied me and my family with

the necessaries of this life, and with means of attain-

ing a better:—.Accept. O God, of my unfeigned thanks

for these, and for all thy mercies from day to day be-

stowed upon me. Add this to all my favors. I beseecli

Thee, that I may never forget to be thankful.

Possess my heart with such a deep sense of my
obligations to and dependence upon Thee for life.

and health, and grace, and salvation, that religion,

may be my delight, as well as my duty.

But that 1 may serve Thee with a quiet mind, for-

give me the things whereof my conscience is afraid,

and avert the judgments which I have justly de-

.^erved. Remember not the offences of my youth;
and in mercy blot out tiiose of my riper years. Par-
don my sins of the day past, and of my life past, and
grant that they may never rise up in judgment against

me. Amen.
1 John ii. \. " If any man sin, we have an ad-

vocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous,

and he is the propitiation for our sins."

O most powerful advocate, I put my cause into ihy

hands, let thy blood and merits plead ibr me : and by

thy mighty intercession, procure for me a full dis-

charge of all my sins.

John V. 14. " Sin no more, lest a worse thing

come unto thee."

Lord, the frailty of man without Thee cannot but

fall. In all temptations, therefore, I beseech Thee to

succor me, that no sin may ever get the dominion over

me."
Psal. xci. 1. " Whoso dwelleth under the defence

of the Most High, shall abide under the shadow of the

Almighty."
May the Almighty God take me, my family, my re-

lations, my friends, my benefactors, and my enemies,

under his gracious protection ;
give his holy angels

charge concerning us; preserve us from the prince

and powers of darkness, and from the dangers of the

night; and keep us in perpetual peace and safety:

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Hear me, O God. not according to my weak under-

standing, but according to the full importance of that

Holy Prayer, which Jesus Christ has taught us, and
which I presume to offer:

—

" Our Father which art in heaven, &c."

Our Father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.

God will be glorified in the salvation of souls.

If the Almighty God were not my Father, I might
expect vengeance instead of mercy.

May I show by my life that God is my father!

This earth is not the inheritance of the children of

God.
Blessed be God, who dealeth not with us with the

authority of a lord over his servants, but with the ten-

derness of a father over his children.

Thy kingdom come.

I own Thee for my king ; do Thou make and own
me for thy faithful subject. Enlarge thy kingdom, for

the honor of thy great name. May I preserve thy

kingdom within me, the government of thy Spirit.

Bring me into subjection to thyself, by thy grace.

Thy will he done in earth, as it is in Jieaven.

That thou mayest have a church on earth as obedi-

ent to thy will as that is in heaven,

O Heavenly Father, subdue in me whatever is con-

trary to thy holy will. Grant that I may ever study to

know thy will, that I may know how to please Thee.
Thy will, O God, is the perfection of justice! let

me never prescribe to Thee what thou oughtest to

give me. What Thou wiliest, we may be sure, is best

for us; we cannot be sure of what we will for our-

selves. Hearken not to the corrupt desires of my
heart, but to the voice of thy own mercy.

Give us this day our daily bread.

Yes, my God, I will have recourse to Thee daily;

for on Thee I depend daily for life, and breath, and
grace, and all things.

Give me a true understanding and love for thy

Word, the bread which nourisheth to eternal life.
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For Thou, O Lord, has taught us, not to seek that

bread which perislieth, but that which endureth to

eternal hfe.

And forgive us our trespasses as ice forgive them that

trespass against us.

May I ever show mercy to men, that I may receive

it from Tliee, my God.
Do I value my soul, and think this too hard a con-

dition ?

Thou art all mercy to me; grant that I may be all-

mercilul to my brethren, for thy sake, O Father.

And lead us not into temptation, hut deliver us from evil.

For thou knowest our infirmities, and the power
and malice of our enemies.

Thou kiio'.vest how to deliver the godly out of

temptation.

Grant, O God, that I may never run into those

temptations, which in my prayers I desire to avoid !

Vouchsafe me the gift of perseverance, on whicli

my eternal happiness depends.
Lord, never permit my trials to be above my

strength.

O Holy Spirit of Grace, be not wanting to me in

the hour of temptation. And, in all temptations, give

us power to resist and overcome. Leave us not in

the power of evil spirits to ruin us. Support us un-
der all our saving trials and troubles.

For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ever and ever. Amen.

Let thy fatherly compassion grant what the Son of
thy love has encouraged us to pray for.

By thy Almighty power, mitke good whatever is

defective in me.

EXAMINATION.
Cedes, xviii. 20. Before judgment, examine thyself:

and in the day of visitation thou shalt find mercy.

Discover to me, O Thou searcher of hearts, what-
ever is amiss in me, whether in life or principle.

From sudden, from unprepared death, good Lord,
deliver me, my family, and all that desire my prayers.
May we never be surprised in sin ; and may thy
mercy supply whatever shall be wanting in our pre-
paration for death.

For myself, with the submission of a penitent sin-

ner under the righteous sentence of death passed
upon all mankind, I beg that I may so live, as that I

may with joy resign my life to Thee, O Father, trust-

ing in thy mercy and goodness, and promises in Je-
stis Christ, at the hour of death, and in the day of judg-
ment. Amen.

Ephes. iv. 6. " Let not the sun go dovyn upon
your wrath."

Lord, grant, that I may lie down to sleep with the

same charitable dispositions with which I desire and
hope to die.

I beseech Thee for all that are my enemies, not for

judgment and vengeance, but for mercy, for the remis-
sion of their sins, and for their eternal happiness.

Psal. xiii. 3. " Lighten my eyes, Lord, that I sleep

not in defitlt.

Deliver me from the terrors of the night, and from
the pestilence that walketh in darkness.

Let my sleep be free from sin ; preserve me, O
Lord, from evil dreams, and evil spirits.

Into thy hands I commend myself, my spirit, my
BonI, and body, O Lord, thou God of truth.

Grant that I may remember Thee upon my bed.

Psal. iv. 9. / will lay me down in peace, and take

my rest; for it is Tlwu. Lord, only that makest me dwell
in safety. '

May the Saviour and Guardian of my soul take me
under his protection this night and evermore.

SUNDAY MEDITATIONS.
PRAYERS, THANKSGIVINGS, tC.

A Daily Form of Thanksgiving.

O Almighty God, and most merciful Father, who,
day after day, dost minister to sinful man infinite

occasions of praising Thee, accept of my unfeigned
thanks for all the blessings I have and every day re-

ceive from thy good providence.

That of thine own mere goodness, and v.ithont any
merit of mine, or of my forefathers. Thou hast given
me a being from honest and religious parents, and
in such a part of the world where the Christian reli-

gion is purely taught, and thy Sacraments duly ad-

ministered.

That thou didst endue me with reason and perfect

senses ; and to make these more comfortable to me,
didst give me a sound and healthful body.

That Thou gavest me an early knowledge of Thee,
my Creator and Redeemer.

That Thou hast preserved me ever since my birth,

and hast vouchsafed me health and liberty, and a com-
petency of means to support me.
That Thou hast redeemed me by thy Son, and given

me a share in his merits ; sanctified me by thy Holy
Spirit; and has heaped many favors upon me.
That Thou hast given me honest friends to admon

ish. to counsel, to encourage and to support me, by
their interest and advice.

That Thou hast been my refuge in tribulation, and
my defence in all adversities; delivering me from
dangers, infamy, and troubles. For all known or un-

observed deliverances, and for the guard thy holy an-

gels keep over me, I praise thy good providence.

When I went astray. Thou didst bring me back:
when I was sad, Thou didst comfort me ; when I of-

fended Thee, Thou didst forbear and gently correct

me, and didst long e.xpect my repentance; and when,
for the grievousness of my sins, I was ready to des-

pair, Tliou didst keep me from utter ruin ; Thou hast

delivered me from the snares and assaults of the devil

;

Thou hast not only preserved my soul, but my body,

from destruction, when sickness and infirmities took

hold of me.
O Lord and Father, I cannot render due thanks and

praise for all these mercies bestowed upon me : Such
as I have I give Thee ; and humbly beseech Thee to

accept of this my daily sacrifice of thanksgiving.

Pardon, O God, all my former ingratitude ; and that

I have passed so many days without observing, with-

out admiring, without acknowledging and confessing,

thy wonderful goodness to the most unworliiy of thy

servants.

For (now I soberly consider my dependence upon
Thee) as there is no hour of my life that I do not en-

joy thy favors, and taste of thy goodness, so (if my
frailty would permit) I would spend no part of my
life without remembering Thee.

Praise the Lord, then, O my soul, and all that is

within me praise his Holy name.
Glory be to Thee, O Lord, my Creator. Glory be

to Thee. O Jesus, my Redeemer. Glory be to the

Holy Ghost, my Sanctifier, my Guide, and Comforter.

.\ll love, all glory, be to the high and undivided

Trinity, whose works are inseparable, and whose do-

minion endureth world without entl. Amen.
When I seriously consider, great God, my depend-

ence upon thy Providence, and that the favors and
n)erciesl have received are infinitely more in number
than the acknowledgments I have made, I am justly
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ashamed of my ingratitude, and afraid lest my un-

thatikfiilness siiould provoke Thee to hinder the cur-

rent of thy blessings Croni descending upon me.
Forgive, O merciful Father, my past negligences,

and Give me grace for the time to come to observe and
to value thy kindness, as becomes one who lias received

80 much more than he deserves.

Preserve in my soul, O God, such a constant and
clear sense of my obligations to Tiiee, that upon the

receipt of every I'avor, I may immediately turn my
eyes to him from whom cometh my salvation. That
my manifold blessings may fix such lasting impressions

upon my soul, that 1 may always praise Thee faithiully

here on earth, until it shall please Thee, of thy un-

bounded mercy, to call me nearer the place of thy hea-

venly habitation, to praise my Lord and deliverer to all

eternity.

PROVIDENCE.

God has more ways of providing for us, of helping

us, than we can possibly imagine ; it is infidelity to de-

sire to confine him to our ways and methods.

Matt. viii. 25. " Lord, save us, we perish."

Nothing can better express our own inability, and
our whole dependence upon God : two sure conditions

of obtaining help.

Since thy mercy, O God, is ever ready to help all

that call upon Thee in time of distress, let thy good-

ness answer my wants.

Keep me under the protection of thy good provi-

dence, and make me to have a perpetual fear and love

of thy holy name, through Jesus Christ.

The more destitute we are of human aid, the more
ought we to trust to that providence which God is

pleased to exert in extreuie necessity.

O God, give me grace never to condemn thy provi-

dence; let me adore the wisdom of thy conduct, the

holiness of thy ways, and the power of thy grace.

How many sins should we commit, if God did not

vouchsafe tn oppose our corrupt will ! Blessed be his

holy name, for not leaving n'.e to my own choices.

Psal. xc. 12. " So teach us to number our days,

that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom."

BIRTH-DAY.

Blessed be God for my creation and birth : forgiving

tne a being from honest parents fearing God, and in a

Christian and Protestant country ; for giving me per-

fect members and senses, a sound reason, and an
healthfid constitution—for the means of ffrace, the as-

sistances of the Holy Spirit, and for the hojjes of glory
;

for all liie known or unobserved favors, providences,

and deliverances, by which my life hath hitherto been
preserved; most humbly beseeching Thee, my God
and Father, to pardtni my neglect or abuse of any of

thy favors, and that I have so very much forgotten

Thee, in whom I live and move, and have my being.

Good Lord, forgive me the great waste of my pre-

cious time; the many days and years of health, and the

many opportunities of doing good, which 1 have lost;

and give me grace, that for the lime to come I may be

truly \v\ie, that I may consider my latter end, and
work out my salvation with fear and trembling, ever
remembering that tlie night cometh when no man can

work; and that the day of my death may be better to

me than the day of my birth.

O gracious God, grant that before Thou takest from
me that breath which Thou gavest me, I may truly re-

pent of the errors of my life past; that my sins may be

forgiven, and my pardon sealed in heaven; so that I

may have a place of rest in Paradise with thy faithful

servants, till the general resurrection ; when the good
Lord vouchsafe me a better and an everlasting life,

through Jesus Christ Amen.
new-year's day.

Blessed be God, who has brought me safe to the be-

ginning of another year.

Blessed be God. that I am of the number of those

who have time and space for repentance yet given
them.

My God, make me truly sensible of this mercy, and
give me grace to consider often how short and how
uncertain my time is ; that there is one year more of a
short life passed over my head ; and that I am so much
nearer eternity, that 1 may in good earnest think of

another life, and be so prepared lor it, as that death

may not overtake me unawares.

Lord, pardon all my misspent time, and make me
more diligent and careful to redeem it for the time to

come, and when I come to the end of my days I may
look back with comfort on the days that are past.

Grant that I may begin this new year with new reso-

lutions of serving Thee more faithfully; and if, through

infidelity or negligence, I forget these good purposes,

the good Lord awaken in me a sense of my dauiier.

My heart is in thy hands, O God. as well as my time ;

O n)ake me wise unto salvation ; that I may consider in

this my day the things that belong unto my peace ; and
that I mav pass this, and all the years I have yet to live,

in the comfortable hope of a blessed eternity, for the

Lord Jesus' sake. Amen.
lord's-day.

Amos viii. 4. " When will the Sabbath be gone,

that we may sell wheat?"
Deliver us, gracious God, from this sin of covetous-

ness ; from being weary of thy sabbatlis. which are

ordained to preserve in our hearts the knowledge of

Thee, and of thy Son Jesus Christ.

O that we may desire and rejoice in the return of

this day, and serve Thee faithfully on it ; and that we
may enjoy an everlasting sabbath with ihy saints, for

Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.
that I may be glad, when theysay unto me, Come,

let lis go to the house of God

!

prayer for alIj mankind.

1 Tim. ii. 1. " I exhort, that first of all, supplica-

tions, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be

made for all men."
O God, almighty and merciful, let thy fatherly good-

ness be upon all that Thou hast made.

Have mercy upon all Jews, Turks, infidels, and
heretics; and grant that none may deprive themselves

of that happiness 'which Jesus Christ has purchased

by his death.

Bless the pious endeavors of all those that strive to

propagate the gospel of Christ; and may its saving

trutlis be received in all the world !

Preserve thy Church in the niidst of the dangers

that surround it: purge it from all corruptions, and

heal its divisions, that all Christian people may unite

and love as becomes the disciples of Christ.

Grant that all bishops and pastors may be careful to

observe the sacred rites committed to their trust : That
godly discipline may be restored and coimtenanced :

That Christians may not content themselves with

bare shadows of religion and piety, but endeavor after

that holiness without which no man can see the Lord.

That such as are in authority may govern with truth

and justice ; and that those whose duty it is to obey,

may do it for conscience sake.

Let all that sincerely seek the truth, be led into it by

the Holy Spitit; and to all such as are destitute ol

necessary instruction, vouchsafe a greater measure of

thv grace.

'Support and comfort all that labor under trials and

afHictions, all that sutfer wrongfully : and by tliy mighty

grace succor all those that are tempted.

Give unto all sinners a true sense of their unhappy

state, and grace and strength fo break their bonds.

Visit, with thy fatherly comforts, all such as are

now in their last sickness, that they omit nothing that

is necessary to make their peace with Thee.
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Be gracious to all those countries that are made de-

solate by the sword, famine, pestilence, or persecu-

tion. And sanctify the niseries of this life, to the

everlasting benefit of all that suffer.

Preserve this land from the n)iserips of war; this

church from persecution, and from all wild and danger-

on.-; errors ; and tliis people from forgetting Thee, their

Lord and benefactor.

Avert the judgments which we have justly deserveJ;

and iiicrcifuliy prevent the ruin that threatens us; and
grant that we may be ever prepared for what thy Pro-

vidence shall bring forth.

Bless all persons and plnces to which thy Providence

has made me a debtor ; all who have been instrumen-

tal to my good, by their assistatice, advice, or example

;

and make me in return useful to others.

Lei none of those who cannot pray for themselves,

and desire my prayers, want thy mercy ; but defend,

and comfort, and conduct them through this dangerous

world, that wo may meet in paradise, to praise our

God for ever and ever. Amen.
Enlighten the minds and pardon the sin of all that

err through simplicity.

Let the wickedness of the wicknJ come to an end,

but guide 'J'hou the just.

Relieve and comfort all that are troubled in mind or

conscience ;—all that are in danger of falling into des-

pair ;—all that are in dangerous error ;—all that are in

prison, in slavery, or under persecution for a righteous

cause ;—all that are in any distress whatever, that all

may improve under their sufferings.

Have mercy upon and reclaim all that are engaged
in sinful courses, in youthful lusts, in unchristian quar-

rels, and in unrighteous lawsuits.

Direct ail that are in doubt, all that seek the truth.

O God the Creator and Redeemer of all, have mercy
upon all wliom thou hast made and redeemed. Amen.

MONDAY MEDITATIONS.
RESIGNATION.

Luke xxii. 42. Nevertheless, not my will, but thine be

done.

God, who takest delight in helping the afflicted,

help a soul too often distressed with an inward rebel-

lion against thy just appointments.
Who am I, that I should make exceptions against the

will of God, infinitely great, wise, and <rood !

1 know not the things that are for my own good.

My most earnest desires, if granted, may prove my
ruin.

The things I complain of and fear, may be the effects

of the greatest mercy.

The disappointments I meet with may be absolutely

necessary for my eternal welfare.

I do therefore protest against the sin and madness of

desiring to have my I'-Hl done, and not the icillof God.

Grant gracious Eather, that I may never dispute the

reasonableness of thy will, but ever close with it, as the

best that can happen.
Prepare me always for what thy providence shall

bring forth.

Let n^e never murmur, be drjrctcd, or impatient, un-

der any of the troubles of this life ; but ever find rest

and comfort in this, this is tiih will ok my father,
AND OF MY God: grant this for Jesus Christ's sake

Amen.
To the glory of God, and justification of his infinite

good, I do here acknowledge, that in all the dispensa-

tions of providence which have befallen me to this day,

however uneasy to flesh and blood, I have notwith-

standing, experienced the kindness of a father for his

child ; and am convinced, that it would have been much
worse for me had 1 had my own choices.

O God, grant that for the time l^ come I may yield

a cheerful obedience to all thy appointments. Amen.

Corrupt nature cannot comprehend that afflictions

are the effects of the divine love. It must be thy grace,

O Lover of Souls, which must work in me this convic-

tion, which I beseech Thee to vouchsafe me.
Never set a greater value upon lliis world than it

deserves.

If a man be not eager or positive in his desires, he
will more readily embrace the appointments of Provi-

dence.

If we place our hopes, or our dependence upon the

power, the icisdom, the counsel, or the interest, we have
in man, and not in God only, we shall surely be disap

pointed.

Job xiii. 15. ' Though he slay me, yet will I trust

in him."
my crucified Kingand S.iviour, let mysubmission

to whatever afflictions shall befall nie, for thy sake, or

by thy appointment, be to me a pledge and an assur-

ance of my fidelity to Thee, and conformity to thy

sufferings.

It is a favor to be punished and to suffer in this life,

when a man makes a good use of his sufferings. But
to suffer by constraint, is to suffer without comfort and
without benefit.

Our union and conformity with the will of God
ought to be instead of all consolation.

Grant, O God, that I may always accept of the pu-
nishment of my sins with resignation to thy good plea-

sure.

Remember me, O Lord, in the day of trouble ; keep
ine from all excess of fear, concern, and sadness.

Grant me an humble and resigned heart, ih^t with

perfect content I may ever acquiesce in all the methods
of thy grace, that I may never frustrate the designs of
thy mercy, by unreasonable fears, b}' sloth, or self-love.

Amen.
Think often of God, and of his attributes, Ins mer-

cy, compassion, fidelity, fatherly care, goodness, pro-

tection. Dwell on these thoughts till they produce
such a well-grounded confidence as will support us

under all ditKcnlties, and assure us that he cannot pos-

sibly forsake those that depend on him.

When (iod deprives us of anything that is niORt

dear to us ; health, ease, conveniences of life, friends,

wife, children, &c.—we should immediately say.

This is God's teill; I am by him commanded to part

with so much; let me not therefore murnmr or be de-

jected, for then it would appear that I did love that

thing more than God's will.

When God thus visits us, let us immediately look

inwards ; and lest our sins should be the occasion, let

us take care that we seriously repent, and endeavor to

make our peace with God : and then lie w-ill either de-

liver or support us, and will convince us, that we suf-

fer in justice for our faults; or for our trial, and to hum-
ble us ; for God's glory, and to sanctify us.

1 Pet. v. .''). " He clothed with humility : for God
resisteth the proud, but giveth grace to the humble."

Give me grace, O God, to study, to love, to adore,

and to imitate that humility, which thy blessed Son hath

taught us both by his word and by his most holy exam-
ple.

BUSINESS.

Ephes. v. 17. " Understanding what the will of the

Lord is."

To engage in any business of importance without

knowing this, and taking counsel of God, may cost us

dear.

Isaiah xxx. 1. " Wo to them that take counsel, but

not of me, saith the Lord."

But then, let a man take heed, that when he goes to

inquire of the Lord, he does not set up idols in his own
heart, lest God answer him according to bis idols.

We are to pray for the direction of Gods Spirit,

upon all great occasions; especially, we are humbly
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to depend on his direction, and clieerfuily to expect it,

which he will manifest, either by some plain event of

his provider)ce, or by suggesting such reasons as ought

to determine the will to a wise choice.

But to follow the inclinations of the will without rea-

son, only because we find ourselves strongly inclined

to this or that, is a very dangerous way, and may en-

gage us in ver" dangerous practices.

MASTER. SERVANT.

Death, in a very little time, may make the master

and the servant equal. Let us anticipate this equality,

by treating our servants with compassion ; having res-

pect to Christ in the person of our servant ; to Christ,

who took upon him the form of a servant for our sakes.

TUESDAY MEDITATIONS.
TROUBLE, PERSECUTIO.V. AFFLICTIONS, &C.

Psal. I. 15. Call tipon me in the lime of trouble, so

icill 1 hear tliee, and thou thalt praise me.

God. who seest all our weakness, and the troubles

we labor under, have regard unto the prayers of thy

servant, who stands in need of thy comfort, thy direc-

tion, and thy help.

Grant that I may suffer like a Ciiristian, and not

grieve like an unbeliever;—that I may receive troubles

as a punishment due to my past offences ; as an exer-

cise of my faith, and patience, and humility; and as

a trial of my obedience;—and that I may improve all

my afflictions, to the good of my soul, am! thy glory.

Thou alone knowest what is best for us; Let me ne-

ver dispute thy wisdom or thy goodness.

Direct my reason, subduo my passions, put a stop

to my roving thoughts and fears, and let me have the

comibrl of thy promise, and of thy protection, both

now and ever, for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.
Heb. xii. 7. " If ye endure chastening. God deal-

elli with you as with sons ; for what son is he whom
the father chasteneth not ? But if ye are without chas-

tisement whereof all are partakers, then are ye bas-

tards and not sons."

Micah vii. 9. "Iwill bear the indignation of the

Lord, because I have sinned against him."

If I am despised or slighted, I ought to consider it

as a favor, since this i<5 a mark of God's children; and
therefore I ought to thank him for it, and not be angry
with those whom he makes his instruments to subdue
and mortify my pride.

1 Pet. iv. 13. " Rejoice, in as much as ye are made
partakers of the sufferings of Christ; that, when his

glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with ex-

ceeding joy ; viz. because your reward will be propor-
tionable to your sufferings."

Matt. V. 11, 12. " Blessed are ye when men shall

revile you, and persecute you, and shall sqy all man-
ner of evil against you falsely for niy sake. Rejoice,

and be exceeding glad ; for great i« your reward in

heaven : for so persecuted they the prophets which
were before you."

The mystery of the cross is to be learned under the

cross.

Matt. X. 28, 29, 30. " Fear not them which kill the

body, but are not able to kill the soul ; but rather fear

Him which is able to destroy both body and soul in

hell. Are not two sparrows sold for a /artliing ? and
«ne of them shall not fall to the ground without your
Father. The very hairs of your head are all number-
ed."

1 Pet. V. 6, 7. "Humble yourselves under the

•mighty hand of God, (under great afflictions which
he suffers to befall you,) that he may exalt you in due
lime : casting all your care upon him, for he careth for

you"
Matt. vi. 10. " Thy will be done."

It is just, Great God, it should be so ; for who shall

govern the world but he that made it ? And yet we
poor creatures repine, when any thing crosses our
hopes or designs. What strange unthouglitfulness

!

what presumption is (his ! And it is thy great mercy
that any one of us are sensible of this folly, and be-
come willing to be governed by Thee.
With all my heart and soul, O God, I thank Thee,

that in all the changes and chances of this mortal life, I

can look up to Thee, and cheerfully resign my will to

thine.

It is the desire of my soul, and my humble petition,

that I may always be ready and willing to submit to

thy providence, that thou mayest order what thou
judgest to be most convenient for me.

I have trusted Thee, O Father, with myself; my
soul is in thy hand, which I verily believe Thou wilt pre-

serve to eternal happiness; my body, and all that be-

longs to it, are of much less value. I do, therefore,

with as great security and satisfaction, trust all I have
to Thee ; hoping thou wilt preserve me from all things

hurtful, and lead me to all things profitable to my sal-

vation.

I will love Tliee, O God ; being satisfied that all

things, however strange and irksome they appear,
shall work together for good to those that do so.

I know m whom I have believed ; I have a Saviour
at thy right hand, full of kindness, full of care, full of
power; he has prayed for me, that this faith fail me
not ; and by this faith I am persuaded, that neither

tribulation, nor anguish, nor persecution, nor famine,

nor nakedness, nor peril, nor sword, nor death which
I may fear, nor li(e which I may hope for, nor things

present which I feel, nor things to come which I may
apprehend, shall ever prevail so far over me, as to

make me not to resign my will entirely to Thee.
In an humble, quiet, and dutiful submission, let me

faithfully run the race that is set before me, looking

unto Jesus, the autiior and finisher of our faith, who,
for the joy that was set before him, despised the shame,
endured the cross, and is now seated at the right hand
of God; to whom I most humbly beseech Thee to

bring me in thy good time ; and for whatever shall fall

out in the mean while. Thy wUlbedone. Amen.

LOOK UNTO JESUS.

He was despised and rejected of men;—his life was
sought for by Herod ;—He was tempted by Satan ;

—

hated by the world which he came to save ;—set at

nought by his own people ;—called a deceiver, and a
dealer with the devil;—was driven from place to place,

and had not where to lay his head ;—betrayed by one
disciple, and forsaken by all the rest ;—falsely accused,
spit upon, and scourged;—set at nought by Herod and
his men of war ;—given up by Pilate to the will of his

enemies;—and a murderer preferred before him;

—

was condemned to a most cruel and shameful death ;

—

crucified between two thieves;—reviled in the midst ot

his torments ;—then had gall and vinegar given him to

drink; suffered a most bitter death, submitting with
patience to the will of his Father.

O Jesus, who now sittest at the right hand of God,
to succor all who suffer in a righteous way: be Thou
my Advocate for grace, that in all my sufferings, I may
follow thy example, and run with patience the race
that is set before me. Amen.
Take all things that befall you as coming from God's

providence, for your particular profi't. And though
they are evil in themselves, yet as he permits, or does
not think fit to hinder them, they may be referred to

him.

God no sooner discovers in your heart an ardent
desire of well-doing, and of submitting to his will,

but he prepares for you occasions of trying your vir-

tue ; and therefore, confident of his love, receive

cheerfully a medicine prepared by a physician that can-
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not be mistaken, and cannot give you any thing but

what will be for your good.—See Eccies. chap. ii.

Lord, prepare my heart, that no afflictions may ever

80 sinprise, as to overbear me.
Dispose me at all time.s to a readiness to suffer what

thy providence shall order or permit.

It is the same cnp which Jesus Christ drank of ; it

is he sends it. He sees it absolutely necessary that I

must be first partaker of his sufferings, and then of his

glory.

Matt. X. 22. " And ye shall be hated of all men for

my name's sake; but he that shall endure to the end

shall be saved."

It is indeed grievous to nature to be thus treated ;

but when it is for thy name's sake, O Jesus, and for the

sake of thy truth, and for being true to Thee; how
lovely is this hatred, and how advantageous, when sal-

vation is the reward

!

Matt. X. 24. " The disciple is not above his master,

nor the servant above his Lord."

He who keeps this saying in his heart, will never

complain of what he suffers, nor seek for any other

way to save himself but by humiliation and the Cross.

SUFFERING.

O Lord, grant tliat whenever I suffer it may be fol

being faithful to Thee, and without drawing it unsea

sonably upon myself.

We are in God's hnnds; we often take ourselves

out of his hands, by trusting to the help and protection

of men, more than that of God.

God can render none miserable but those whom he

finds siimers. Let us apply this to ourselves when in

affliction, but not unto others, or to their personal

faults.

Rev. iii. 19. " As many as I love, 1 rebuke and
chasten : be zealous, therefore, and repent."

Blessed be God, who vouchsafes, by salutary chas-

tisements, to awaken us when we fall asleep through

sloth and lukewarnniess.

Grant O God, that I may never murmur at thy ap-

pointments, nor be exasperated at the ministers of thy

providence.

In Thee, O Jesus, we find matter of consolation in

every affliction that can possibly befall us.

All visitations are from God. He is not delighted

with the miseries of his poor creatures; afflictions are

therefore designed for our good. He will either show
us the reason of his visitation, or make us reap the

fruits of it."

People that may be well disposed, may yet live un-

der the power of some evil custom, which isdispleasing

to God ;—a man may have been guilty of some great

sin which he has yet never truly repented of, or been

truly humbled for. This was the case of the sons of

Jacob ;—they had attempted the life of, and afterwards

sold, their brother, and endangered the life of their aged
father; under which guilt they passed their life well

enonirh for many years, till God visited them ; and then

they thought of their sin, confessed, and repented,

God, by afflictions, often fits us for greater degrees

of grace which he is going to bestow,

Though I suffer, yet I am well, because I am what
God would have me to be.

Lord, do not permit my trials to be above my
strength; and do Thou vouchsafe to be my strength

and comfort in the time of trial.

Give me grac" to take in good part whatever shall

befall me ; and let my heart acknowledge it to be the

Lord's doing, and to come from thy providence, and

not by chance.

God makes use of afflictions—sometimes by way of

prevention; lest I should be exalted, said St. Paul;*

—

To reform them ; befure I teas afflicted, 1 went astray ;\

Ix

2 Cor. xii. &c. + Psalm cxix.

To perfect them ; patience, courage, subn)ission to the

will of God, ate graces not so much as understood by
people who meet with no adversaries; ice must through
much tribulation enter into the kingdom of God ;"—To
prove men, and show them for examples; if a man
had no enemies, how could he show his charity in for-

giving them ?

John xi. 5. Afflictions are no marks of God's dis-

pleasure. Jesus lotcd ]\Ia7^ and Lazarus, yel they were
both afilicted.

Punishment is due to sin. We must be punished
here or hereafter;— it is the cause of all afflictions, and
designed by our gracious God to bring us to repent-
ance.

Prosperity is a most dangerous state: we fancy it is

owing to our merit, and it is followed with pride, ne-

glect of duty, fearlessness.

It is happy for us when God counts us worthy to

suffer for his name's sake.

Atllictions, undergone with resignation, are the great

test of our love of God ; when we love him, then ha
chastens us. May God sanctify all our afflictions teas
all.

May I receive every thing from thy hand with pa-

tience and with joy.

Remember me, O God, in the day of trouble. Se-
cure me by thy grace, from all excess of /ear, concern,

and sadness.

Let the afflictions I meet with be in some measure
serviceable towards the appeasing of thy wrath. Let
them prove the happy occasion of forwarding my con
version and salvation.

TEMPTATION

We are exposed to temptation all our days. Men
are never more dangerously tempted, than when they

think themselves secure from temptations. This is a
proof of the power the devil has over them. We
tempt God when we expose ourselves unnecessarily to

dangers, through a false confidence of his assistance

DESPAIR. HOPE.

Grant O God, that, amidst all the discouragements,

difficulties, dangers, distress, and darkness of th's mor-
tal life. I may depend upon thy mercy, and on this

build my hopes, as on a sure foundation.

Let thine infinite mercy in Christ Jesus deliver me
from despair, both now and at the hour of my death.

RESIGNATION.

Grant that I may receive the punishment of my sins

with patience and resignation.

INJURIES. PERSECUTIO.X.

Give me, O, God, an heart to consioer, that man
could have no power against me, unless it were given

from above.

ENEMIES.

A Christian should not discover that he has enemies

any other way than by doing more good to them than

to others. Jf thine enemy hunger, feed him : if fie tltrist,

give him drink. He will therelbre be careful not to

lose such occasions.

Jesus! whose charity all the malice of thy bitter-

est enemies could not overcome, shed abroad in my
heart that most excellent gift of charity ; the very bond
of peace, and of all virtues.

Eccies. viii. 7. " Rejoice not over thy greatest ene-

my being dead; but remember that we die all."

Our enemies are our benefactors, procuring for us

a new right to heaven.

1 pray God convert all those who hate us v. ithout a

cause.

I beseech Thee for my enemies, not for vengeance

• Acta tiv. 22.
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but for mercy ; that thou wouldst change their hearts

by tliy grace, or restrain their malice by thy power.

IN TIME OF WAR.

O Sovereign Lord'! who for our sins art justly dis-

pleased, I prostrate myself before Thee, confessing

my own sin and the sin of this people ; acknowledg-

ing the justice of any scourge which Thou shalttiiink

fit to bring upon us; and trembling to think how much
I may have contributed towards it.

Thou iiast already spoken to us, both by thy judg-

ments and mercies, both by the scarcity and plenty of

bread, and we have not regarded it. Thou hast taken

away the lives of many, very many, in their Very sins,

by which numerous widows and fatherless children

have been left miserable.

The sins of licentiousness and drunkenness, of swear-

ing, lying, and 'perjury; of litigiousncss, injustice, and
d^rauding the public; are made light of.

The sins of impiety, of profaneness ; of despising

the means of grace and salvation, are too common
amongst us.

What shall we say to prevail with God to avert the

judgments which these sins deserve ?

God he merciful unto us, and put a stop to this

torrent of wickedness, put thy fear into all our hearts,

that we may return to Thee ; that we may repent, and

bring forth fruit meet for repentance ; and that ini-

quity may not be our ruin.

May the dread of thy now threatened judgments

deter us from evil;—may thy goodness and patience

lead us to repentance :—weaken the power of Satan

;

—take from among us the spirit of slumber, of igno-

rance, and inconsideration.

Let every one of us see and feel the plague of his

own heart, and say, icliat have I done to bring these evils

upon us? So that bringing forth fruits answerable to

aniondnient of life, we may escape the judgment
now hauaiug over us ; and above all, thy judgment
against sinners in the world to come. And this I beg

for Jesus Christ his sake. Amen.

JUDGMENT DAY.

Grant, O Lord, that I may be ofthe number of those

that shall find mercy at that day.

ZACCHEUS.

The good Lord grant that I may give a proof of tne

sincerity of my conversion by a change of life.

WEDNESDAY MEDITATIONS.
COVETOUSNESS. FASTINGS. niFFICULTIES. SELF-

DENIAL.

Matt. iv. 9, 10. All these things will I give tlicc.— Get
thee hence, Satan ; for it is written, t/wu shall wor-
sliip the Lord thy God, and him only shall thou serve.

Great and glorious God, who alone art worthy of
our love and service, cure Tne of, and preserve me
from, the sin and vanity of admiring this world.

Give me grace to renounce all covetous desires, all

love of riches, and pleasures;—to desire only what is

necessary, and to be content with what Thou, O Lord,
thinkest so.

Not to be troubled at the loss or want of any thing
besides thy favor

:

That no business, no pleasures, may divert me from
the thoughts of the world to come

:

That I may cheerfully part with all these things,
vehen thou reqnirest it of me.
And that I may be ever prepared to do so, dispose

me to a temperance in all things, and to lay up n)v
treasures in heaven for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.

"

Luke vi. 24. " Wo unto you that are rich, for ye
have received your consolation."

A man must have but litde faith, who can read these

words, and yet love riches, and the pleasures they aF'

ford.

Lord, grant that I may resist every temptation to the

love of creatures ; lest they steal my heart from Thee,
my God, whom I desire to love with all my soul.

[ know that I must in a great measure renounce all

other objects of my affection, in order to love Thee
with all my heart. Lord, give me grace and strength

to put this in practice.

] John ii. 15, " Love not the world, nor the things

that are in the world ; if any man love the world, the

love of the Father is not in him."

Grant, O God, that I may never hope to reconcile

two things so inconsistent as the love of Thee and the

world.

Matt. V. 3. "Blessedare the poor inspirit: for theirs

is the kingdom of heaven."

To be poor in spirit—is to be disengaged from

wealth, to look upon it as a burthen or a trust.

1 Tim. vi. 8. " Having food and raiment, let us be

therewith content."

And yet even the Christian world is not content

without superfluities and excess. These disorders are

not less criminal, because so common.
Give me, O God, the eyes of faith, that I may see

the world just as it is;—the vanity of its promises, the

folly of its pleasures, the unprofitablenesa of its re-

wards, the multitude of its snares, and the dangers of

its temptations.

fasting.

Jesus Christ spared not his innocent flesh, but

fasted ; the sinner cherisheth his continually, refus-

ing it nothing:.

Fasting is in some sense a punishment, a remedy
for present temptations, and a preservative against

future.

Psal. cii. 4. " My heart is smitten and withered
like grass ; so that I forget to eat my bread."

The humble and afflicted soul is not much con-
cerned to please the appetite.

Luke vi. 2^->. " Wo unto you that are full, for ye
shall hunger ;" that is, Ye whose daily meals are

feasts, who make profession of a life of sensuality,

who know not what it is to fast ; wo to such Chris-

t4ans

!

If we judge ourselves with severity, we shall be
judged with mercy.

IN time of trodble.

Psal. xxxix. 11 ''When thou with rebukes dosi

correct man for iniquity, thou raakest his beauty to

consume away like a moth."
merciful God, who in thy wise providence dosl

so order even natural events, that they serve both

for the good of the universe, and for the conviction

of particular sinners, so that men shall have reason

to acknowledge thy glorious attributes ;—I do with
great sorrow of heart, but with nil submission to thy
good pleasure, confess thy mercy as v.ell as justice

to me in the judgments, afflictions, sorrows nfthis day.

1 acknowledge thy voice, O merciful God ; I ac-

knowledge my own transgressions, which have pro-

voked Thee to speak to me after this manner, ^nd
at this very time. '

O Lord, give me true repentance for all the errors

of my life, and particularly for that which was, in

all probability, the occasion of this affliction.

Blessed be God, that my punishment was not as
great as my crime.

Blessed be God, that he has given me time to re-

pent of the sin that provoked him to deal with me
after this manner.

Blessed be God, that when he spake to me once,

yea twice, that I regarded it at las*.

Good God of mercy, give me grace that I may not
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Erovoke Thee any more to repeat this word to me,
ut that I ma}' faithfully perform those vows which

are upon me. This I cannot do without ihy gra-
cious assistance, which I most humbly beseech Thee
to vouchsafe me, for Jesus Christ's sake, who by his
merits has purchased this grace for all that faithfully

ask it of Thee
; for his sake, O merciful God, grant

me this grace. Amen.
I do in all humility accept of the punishment of

mine iniquities.

I will hold my peace, and not open my mouth, be-
cause it is thy doing and my deservings.

I know, O Lord, that it is good for me to be in

trouble, or thou wouldst not sutTer it to be so.

Let thy merciful kindness be my comfort accord-
ing to thy promise to all that love and serve Thee.

DIFFICULTIES.

We are to pray for the particular direction of
God's Holy Spirit upon all great occasions ; we are
humbly to depend upon, and cheerfully to expect it.

IN A LAWSUIT.

Convince me, O God, if I am under any mistake
in this affair.

Direct, assist, and support me under all the diffi-

culties F shall meet with.

Put an happy end, in thy good time, to this trouble-
some controversy.

Dispose the hearts of those with whom we have
to do, to peace and justice.

Give me grace to rest satisfied with whatever shall

be the issue, believing assuredly, that God can make
good any loss I may sustain, or sanctify it to my
eternal welfare.

Lord, in this, and in all other things I undertake.
Thy will be done, and not mine.
O manifest thy will to me, preserve me from evjl

counsels, and from rash enterprises.

Grant, O God, that I may with humility receive,
and with perseverance hold fast, all those truths
which Thou hast revealed.

I thank Thee, O God, for thy Holy Word, and for
that Thou hast not left us, in the affairs of eternity,
to the uncertainly of our own reason and judgment.
Defend me against all delusions of error; the

snares of wit and learning ; the railleries of profane
men

;
and from deserting the truth. Grant, O God,

thai neither education, interest, prejudice, or pas-
sion, may ever hinder me from discerning the truth.
Open the eyes of all that are in error; heal the

wounds of the divided church
; that we mav be one

fold under one shepherd. Amen.
John xvi. 13. "The Holy Spirit .shall guide you

into all truth."

O Holy Spirit, make me to understand, embrace,
and love the truths of the gospel.

Give, O God, thy blessing unto thy word, that it

may become effectual to my conversion and salva-
tion, and to the salvation of all that read and hear it.

Give me grace to read thy Holy Word with re-
verence and respect, becoming the gracious mani-
festation of thy will to men

; submitting my under-
standing and will to thine.

Let thy gracious promises, O God, contained in
thy word, quicken my obedience. Let thy dreadful
threatenings and judgments upon sinners frighten
me from sin, and oblige me to a speedy repentance,
for Jesus Christ his sake.

Cause me, O G"d, to believe thy word, to obey
rtiy commands, to fear thy judgments, and to hope
in, and depend upon, thy gracious promises, con-
tained in thy Holy Word, for Jesus Christ's sake.
Give me a full persuasion of those great truths

which Thou hast revealed in thy Holy Word.

The gospel will not be a means of salvation to him
who reads, or hears it only, but to him who reads,
loves, remembers, and practises it by a lively faith.

Cause me, O God, rightly to understand, and con-
stantly to walk in, the way of thy commandments.
Grant us in this world knowledge of thy truth,

and in the world to come life everlasting, for Jesus
Christ's sake.

From hardness of heart, and contemptof thy word,
good Lord, deliver us.

Give us grace to hear meekly thy word, to receive
it with pure affection, and to bring forth the fruits

of thy Spirit, to amend our lives according to thy
Holy Word. Amen.

SELF-DKNIAL.

Eccles. xix. 5. " He that resisteth pleasure crown-
eth his life."

Vouchsafe me, gracious God, the graces of morti-

fication and self-denial, that my affections and flesh

being subdued unto the spirit, and my heart and all

my members being mortified from all carnal and
worldly lusts, I may ever obey tliy blessed will,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
All mankind being under the sentence of death,

certain to be executed, and at an hour we know not

of; a state of repentance and self-denial, of being
dead and crucified to the world, is certainly the most
suitable, the most becoming temper that we can be
found in, when that sentence comes to be executed

;

that is, when we come to die :—Especially when we
consider, that this short and uncertain time, allowed
us betwixt the .sentence and execution, will deter-

mine our condition for eternity.

If this be the case of fallen man, as most certainly

it is, then thoughtless unremitting pleasure is the
greatest indecency ;—a fondness of the world, the
greatest folly ;—and self-indulgence, downright
madness.
And consequently, the contrary to these, namely,

a constant seriousness of temper, an universal care
and exactness of life, and indifference for the world,
self-denial, sobriety, and watchfulness, must be our
greatest wisdom.
And this discovers to us the reason and the ne»

cessityofall the duties of Christianity, and of God's
dealings with fallen man in this state of trial.

For instance :—Jesus Christ commands us to deny
ourselves, and to take up our cross daily, not because
he can command what he pleases, (for he is infinite

goodness, and can command nothing but what is

good for his creatures,) but because the corruption
of our nature requires that we should be forbidden
every thing which should increase our disorder.

And because this disorder has spread itself through
all the powers of our souls and bodies, and inclines

to evil continually, he requires that our self-denial

should reach as far as our corruption.

He commands us, therefore, to deny our own wis-
dom, because we are really blind as to what con-
cerns our own true good, and should infallibly ruin
ourselves, if left to our own choices.

He commands us to deny our appetites, because
intemperance would ruin us.

He forbids us to give way to our passions • because
a tliousand evils will follow, if we should do so.

He obliges us to keep a very strict watch over our
hearts ; because from thence proceed hypocrisy,

covTtousness, malice, and many other evils.

We are forbid to set our hearts upon the world,

and every thing in it, because our eternal happiness

depends upon our loving God with all our heart and
soul.

We are obliged to love our neighbor, and our

very enemies, and are forbid to hate, to contend with,

to hurt, to go to law with him, because this would
exasperate our minds, and grieve the Holy Spirit of
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God, by which we are sanctified ; being against that

charity which God delights in.

We are forbid all repining when God afflicts us,

because, as sinners, suffering is due to us. And be-

cause our bodies have a very great influence over

our souls, we are commanded to fast, and to be

strictly temperate at all times, and to deny ourselves

the love of sensual pleasures and self-indulgence.

We are commanded to deny all the ways of folly,

vanity, and false satisfactions, that we may be able

to take satisfaction and pleasure in the ways of God.
In short ;—in whatever instances we are com-

manded to deny ourselves, it is because it is abso-

lutely necessary, either to cure our corruption, or

to qualify us for the grace of God, or to hinder us

from grieving God's Holy Spirit, and forcing him
to forsake us.

The more we deny ourselves, the freer we shall

be from sin, and the more dear to God.
God appoints us to sufferings, that we may keep

close to Him ; and that we may value the sufferings

of his Son, which we should have but a low noiion

of, did not our own experience teach us what it is to

suffer.

They that deny themselves will be sure to find

their strength increased, their affections raised; and
their inward peace continually advanced.

1 Tim. vi. 8. " Having food and raiment, let us

therewith be content."

Let us not imagine that excess, luxury, and super-

fluity, and the love of pleasures, are less criminal,

because they are so common.

TAKE UP THE CROSS.

This is designed as a peculiar favor to Christians,

as indeed are all Christ's commands. Miseries are

the unavoidable portion of fallen man. All the

difference is, Christians suffering in obedience to

the will of God, it makes them easy; unbelievers

suffer the same things, but with an uneasy will and
mind.
To follow our own will, our passion, and our

sense, is that which makes us miserable. It is for

this reason, and that we have a remedy for all our
evils, that Jesus Christ obliges us to submit our will,

our passions, &c. to God.
The good Christian is not one who has no incli-

nation to sin, (for we have all the seed of sin in us ;)

but who, being sensible of such inclinations, denieth

them continually, and suffers them not to grow into

evil actions.

Every day deny yourself some satisfaction
;
your

eyes, objects of mere curiosity ;—your tongue, every
thing that may feed vanity, or vent enmity;— the

palate, dainties ;—the ears, flattery, and whatever
corrupts the heart ;—the body, ease and luxury ;

—

bearing all the inconveniences of life, (for the love

of God,) cold, hunger, restless nights, ill health,

unwelcome news, the faults of servants, contempt,
ingratitude of friends, malice of enemies, calumnies,
our own failings, lowness of spirits, the struggle in

overcoming our corruptions ; bearing all these with
patience and resignation to the will of God. Do all

this as unto God, tcith the greatest privacy.

All ways are indifferent to one who has heaven
in his eye, as a traveller does not choose the plea-
santest, but the shortest and safest way to his jour-
ney's end ; and that is, the way of the cross, which
Jesus Christ made choice of, and sanctified it to all

his followers.

Matt. viii. 20. " The Son of Man has not where
to lay his head."
This should fill us with confusion, whenever we

are overmuch concerned for the conveniences of life.

Our affections being very strongly inclined to sen-
sible good, for the sake of which we are often tempt-
ed to evil, and fall into great disorders, we should

53«

resolve to sacrifice our will to reason, and reason to

the will of God.
God does not require it of us, that we should not

feel any uneasiness under the cross, but that we
should strive to overcome it by his grace.

VIRTUES OF AN HOLY LIFE.

Fervency in devotion ;—frequency in prayer ;

—

aspiring after the love ofGod continually;—striving

to get above the world and the body ; loving silence
and solitude, as far as one's condition will permit;
humble and affable to all ;—patient in sufiering

affronts and contradictions;—glad of occasions of
doing good even to enemies; doing the will of God,
and promoting his honor to the uttermost of one's

power ;—resolving never to offend him willingly,

for any temporal pleasure, profit, or loss. These are
virtues highly pleasing to God. :

Self-denial does not consist in fasting and other
mortifications only, but in an indifferencefor the icorld,

ils profits, pleasures, Iwnors, and its other idols.

It is necessary that we deny ourselves in little and
indifferent things, when reason and conscience,
which is the voice of God, suggests it to us, as ever
we hope to get the rule over our own will.

Say not, it is a trifle, and not fit to make a sacri-

fice of to God. He that will not sacrifice a little

affection, will hardly offer a greater. It is not the

thing, but the reason and manner of doing it ; name-
ly, for God's sake, and that I may accustom myself
to obey his voice, that God regards, and rewards
with greater degrees of grace.

The greateryour self-denial, the firmeryour faith,

and more acceptable to God. The sincere devotion
of the rich, the alms of the poor, the humility of the

great, the faith of such whose condition is desperate,

the contemning the world when one can command
it at pleasure, continuing instant in prayer, even
when we want the consolation we expected : These,
and such-like instances of self-denial, God will great-

ly bless.

They who imagine that self-denial intrenches

upon our liberty, do not know that it is this only
that can make us free indeed, giving us the victory

over ourselves, setting us free from the bondage
of our corruption, enabling us to bear afflictions,

(which will come one time or other,) to foresee

them without amazement, enlightening the mind,
sanctifying the will, and making us to slight those

baubles which others so eagerly contend for.

Mortification consists in such a sparing use of the

creatures, as may deaden our love for them, and
make us more indifferent in the enjoyment of them.
This lessens the weight of concupiscence which car-

ries us to evil, and so make the grace of God more
effectual to turn the balance of the will.*

Carnal man cannot comprehend that God loves

those whom he permits to suffer ;—but faith teacheth

us, that the cross is the gift of his love, the founda-
tion of our hope, the mark of his children, and the

title of an inheritance in heaven. But unless God
sanctify it by his Spirit, it becomes an insupportable

burthen, a subject of murmuring, and an occasion

of sin.

He that loveth life (that is, is fond of it) for the

sake of the pleasures and advantages it affords, will

soon lose the love of heavenly things ; the love of

God, of his soul, and of the duty he owes to them

:

he hates it, who does not value it in comparison of

eternal life, which he hopes for. A Christian gives

proof of this by mortifying himself.

« Those whom God loves, in order to an happy
eternity, he weans from the pleasures of this pre-

sent life.

Temperance consists in a sober use of all earthly,

Norris's Christian Prudence, p. 300,
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visible things, and in confining ourselves within the

compass ol what is neccs.-iar}".

WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE.

The Almighty God enahle me to conquer the

temptation of' riches, and lo gel above the allure-

ments of this present life!

Christian self-denial is, to resist and crucify in

ourselves the spirit and inclinations of Adairi—the
flesh, its affections and lusts,— to die to our pas-

sions, in order to follow the motions of the Spirit.

Necessary to bring our hearts to a penitent, holy,

and devout temper; and to perform the vows that

are upon us.

By fasting, by alms, and hy prayers, we dedicate

oviX bodies, goods, SiXii. souls, m God in a particular

manner.

THURSDAY MEDITATIONS.

Ephes. iv. 29. Let no corrupt commvnicatton pro-

ceed out of vour mouik, but that ivhich is good to

the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto

the hearers.

Ephes. V. 4. Foolish talking, and jesting, are not

convenient.

Preserve me, O God, from a vain conversation.

Give me grace never lo be ashamed or afraid to

speak of Thee, and of ihy law.

Give me a lively sense of the value of religion,

and make it the delight of my heart; that I may
speak <j( it with judgment, seriousness, and affec-

tion, and at all seasonable times.

May that good Spirit, which appeared in the like-

ness of tongues of fire, warm my heart, and direct

my ihopghts.

Matth. xii. 34. " Out of the abundance of the

heart the mouih speaketh. How can ye, being

evil, speak good things 1 By thy words ihou shah

be justified, and by thy words thou shall be con-

demned."
Ps. cxii. 3. "Set a guard, O Lord, upon my

mouth, and keep the door of my lips."

Ps. xxxvii. 30. "The mouth of the righteous

speaketh wisdom, and his tongue talketh of judg-

ment."
Hearts truly touched with the love of God, will

communicate light and heat to each other,—will

speak honorably of God, of his perfections, his jus-

tice, goodness, wisdom, and power,— the excellency

of his laws,

—

the pleasantness of hisservice,

—

the in-

stances of his love,— the rewards he has promised

to his friends, and the punishments he has prepared

for his enemies.

Mat;h. V. 16. "Let your light so shine before

men, that they may see vour good works, and glo-

rifv your Father which is in heaven."

1 Thess. V. 11. " Wherefore comfort yourselves

together, and edifv one another."

Heb. X. 14. " Let us consider one another, to

provoke unto love, and to good works."

And let us join a good life to our religious con-

versation ; and never contradict our tongue by our
deeds.

We always do good or harm to others by the

manner of our conversation ; we either confirm

them in sin, or awaken th'jm to piety.

It is too true that some evil passion or other, and
to gratify onr corruption, is the aim of most conver-

sations. We love to speak of past troubles;—ha-

tred and ill-will make us take pleasure in relating

the evil actions of onr enemies. We compare,
with some degree of pride, the advantages we have

over others. We recount, with too sensible a plea-

sure, the worldly happiness we enjoy. This strength-

ens our passions, and increa;<es our corruption. God
grant that I may watch against a weakness whith
has such evil consequences.
May I never hear, never repeat with pleasure,

such things as may dishonor God, hurt my own
character, or injure my neighbor.

James iv. 11. " Speak not evil one of another."
Truly humility makes us see our own faults,

without concerning ourselves with the faults of

others.

AGAINST ANGER.

Eccles. vii. 9. " Be not hasty in thy spirit to be

angry, for anger resteth in the bosom of tools."

O Lord, who art a God ready to pardon, slow to

anger, and of great kindness, remove far from me
all occasions and effects of causeless and immode-
rate auger ; all pride and prejudice, and too much
concern for the things of this world : all intemper-
ate speeches and indecent passions.

Give me, O God, a mild, a peaceable, a meek,
and an humble spirit, that remembering my own in-

firmities, I may bear with those of others:—That I

may think lowly of myself, and not be angry when
other.i think lowly of me; that I may be patient to-

wards all men; gentle and easy to be entreated

that God, for Christ's sake, may be so towards me.
Amen.

Ephes. iv. 26. "Be angry, and sin not: Let not

the sun go down upon your wrath."
Prov. xix. 11. " The discretion of a man del'er-

reth his anger."

A soft answer lurneth away strife.

Prov. xvi. 32. " He that is slow to anger is bet-

ter than the mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit,

than he that takelh a city."

Rom. xii. 20. " Be kindly affectioned one towards
another."

Suppress the very beginnings of anger.

Do not use to indulge it even where there are

real faults ; but try the gentle way, which may pro-

bably succeed belter, and to be sure with more ease

by far.

Seldom do people vex us on purpose, and yet pre-

judice very often makes us think that they do.

A sense of one's own integrity will make one
pass by injuries more easily.

Be not too much concerned to tell the injuries you
have received.

Accustom yourselves to silence, if you would
learn to govern your tongue.

Deliver me, God, from all violent and sinful

passions, and give me grace to stand against them.
Matth. V. 4. " Blessed are the meek."
Instruct me, Lord, in this Christian virtue ; Thou

who art the master and teacher of it.

FOR FORGIVENESS OF INJURIES.

Luke vi. 37. " Forgive, and ye shall be for-

given."

O God, who alone canst order the unruly wills

and affections of sinful men, show mercy to thy

servant, in forcing my corrupt nature to be obedient

to thy commands.
O God, who hast made it ray everlasting interest,

as well as my duty, to forgive my neighbor what-

ever wrong he hath done me; help me to overcome
all the difficulties I have to strn?gle with, all pride,

prejudice, and desire of rendering evil for evil,

that I may not deprive my soul of that mercy which

thine infinite goodness has offered to sinners.

James ii. 13. " He shall have judgment without

mercy, that hath shown no mercy."
O blessed God, help me in this great concern, that

I may never fall under thy wrath, for want of

showing mercy to others ; but grant. O blessed Je-
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sus, that in this I may be thy disciple indeed.—
Amen.

Matth. XI. 19. " The Son of Man came eating
and drinking, and they say, Behold a man glutton-

ous and a wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and
sinners."

Whatever measure a good man takes, he will

hardly escape the censures of the world ; the best

way is, not to be concerned at them.
It is an instance of humiliiy silently to bear the

calumnies which are raised against us, when they
relate to ourselves only ; but it is a duty of prudence
and charity modestly to vindicate oui selves, when
the honor of God and the church is concerned.

—

Both Jesus Christ and John the Baptist were slan-

dered : who then will complain that they cannot sa-

tisfy the world, and stop men's mouths 1

Psal. cxx. 2. " Deliver my soul, O Lord, from
lying lips, and from a deceitful tongue.

UNCHARITABLENESS.

Envy makes us see Avhat will serve to accuse
others, and not perceive what may justify them. A
truly good man is always disposed to excuse what
is evil in his brethren as far as truth will suffer

him.

FRIDAY MEDITATIONS.
PENITENCE.

Luke xviii. 3. The publican, standing afar off,

U'Oidd not so much as lift up his eyes to heaven, but

smote upon his breast, saxjing, God be merciful to

me a sinner.

What would become of me, if Thou, O God,
shouldst not have mercy upon me 1

When I seriously consider these dreadful truths,

— Thai all they are accursed, who do err, and go
astray from thy commandments,— That the unprofita-

ble servant was cast into oiUer darkness

;

—When I

think of these things, I cannot but fear for myself,

and tremble to think of the account I have to give.

Isaiih Ixvi. 2. " To this man will I look, even
to him that is poor, and of a contrite spirit, and
trembleth at my word."

Psal. xxxiv, 11. " The Lord is nigh unto them
that are of a contrite heart : and will save such as

be of an humble spirit."

Look upon me, gracious Lord, with an eye of
mercy.

Psal. XXV. 2. " For thy name's sake, O Lord,
pardon my iniquities, for they are great."

My only comfort is, they are not too great for

thy mercy.
And the Lord Jesus our advocate has assured us

even with an oath. That all sin shall be forgiven
unto the soils of men. That is, if with hearty repent-

ance and true faith they turn unto God.
O most powerful advocate ! I put my cause into

thy hands;—let it be unto thy servant according to

this word :—let thy blood and merits plead for my
pardon ;—say unto me, as ihou didst unto the peni-

tent in thy gospel, Thy sins are forgiven. And
grant that I may live to bring forth fruits meet for

repentance.

Matt. vi. 14. "If ye forgive men their trespasses,

your heavenly Father will also forgive your tres-

passes."

Even the power to perform this most kind condi-
tion mtist be from thy grace, O Jesus!

And I trust thou wilt grant me this grace, be-

cause the very will to ask it is from Thee, and from
thy will, which wills nothing in vain.

Perfect, therefore, O my Saviour, the work which

17

Thou hast begun in me; and let me feel the effects
of thy grace, in the constancy of my devotion,— in
the care of my soul,—in the faithful discharge of
my duty,—and in all such acts of righteousness, pi-

ety, and charity, by which I shall be judged at the
last day.

John v. 14. " Sin no more, lest a worse thing
come unto thee."

Make me, Lord, ever mindful of my infirmi-
ties and backslidings, that I may be more watchful
and more importunate for grace, for the time to

come.
Matt. V. 7. "Blessed are the merciful, for they

shall obtain mercy."
Give me, O Lord, a true compassion for the

wants and miseries of others, that thou mayst have
compassion upon me.
Luke xvi. 10. " There is joy in the presence of

God over one sinner that repenteth."

Lord, increase the number of penitents, and the

joys of heaven, in delivering me and all sinners

from the power of the devil, and in vouchsafing us
the grace of a true conversion.

Matt. V. 4. "Blessed are they that mourn: for

they shall be comforted."'

O Lord, grant that 1 may seek for comfort not in

the things of this world, but by a sincere repentance
for my sins, by which God is dishonored, and his

judgments hanging over my head.

Luke xix. 10. " The Son of Man is come to seek
and to save that which was lost."

O comfortable words for lost sinners; God him-
self seeks to save them. O thou, who sought me
when 1 was astray, save me for thy mercy's sake,

and preserve that which thou hast sought and
found.

Matt. ix. 28. " Comt* v.nto me, all ye thr.t labor

and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest."

O Jesus, conduct and keep me to thyself, or I

mav surely miss the way.
Phil. ii. 12. " Work out your own salvation wih

fear and trembling; for it is God that woiketh in

you both to- will and to do of his good pleasure.

It was not in myself, O G.x\, \o be?in the work
of my conversion;— finish, I beseech Thee, that

which Thou hast begun in me; may I close with

thy grace and persevere unto my life's end.

"Micah vii. 18. " God retaineth not his anger for

ever, because he delighteth in mercy."
Ezra ix. 15. " O Lord God, behold, we are before

thee in our trespasses; we cannot stand before thee

for this."

Numb. xiv. 19. " Pardon, I beseech Thee, the

iniquity of thy servant, according to the greatness

of thy mercy."
say unto me, as thou didst unto Moses, I have

pardoned thee.

Ezek. xviii. 22. " All his iniquities that he hath

committed, they shall not be mentioned unto him."

Lord, be merciful unto us, for we have sinned in

the midst of light, and even against light.

1 John i. 9. "If we confess our sins, God i.s

faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to

cleanse us from all unrighteousness."

These are comfortable words to one whom the

sight of his sins has cast into a dread of the judg-

ments of God. Both that dread, and the hatred of

sin, and the dependence upon the promise of God,

and the love that that produces in the soul, are ow-

ing entirely to the blood ol Jesus Christ.

2 Sam. ix. 8. " What is thy servant, that^ thou

shouldst look upon such a dead dog as I am V
My only support is, that my sins have not put me

out of the" reach of that mercy which is infinite.

Who can understand his errors'? O cleanse Thou
me fnjm my secret faults.
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O Lord, be favorable unto me; pardon and de-

liver me from all my sins.

Grant that my sins may never rise up in judg-

ment against me, nor bring shame and confusion of

face upon me.
My >-oul truly waiteth still upon God, for of him

Cometh my salvation.

John vi' 20. " It is I, be not afraid."

Lord Jesus, in all the troubles that shall befall

me, speak these comfortable words to my soul. It is

I, be not afraid; and then I shall be secure both

from presumption and despair.

John viii. 24. " If ye believe not that I am he,

(that is, the Messiah, the Son of God,) ye shall die

in your sins."

O Jesus, the only refuge of sinners, does the

world know what it is to die in sinl 1 believe.

Lord, increase my faith, and deliver us all from the

dreadful state of final impenitency.

3L " If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed."

May I, O Jesus, love the truths of thy word
;

make the gospel my delight; and continue in the

practice of them to ray life's end.

51. " If a man keep my saying, he shall never
see death."

Jesus, Thou hast made known to us another

death, besides that which separates the soul from
the body. O may thy grace and mercy secure us

from the bitter pains of eternal death.

Luke vii. 7. " Say the word, and my servant

shall be healed."

1 acknowledge, O Jesus, the almighty power of

thy grace to heal all the disorders of my soul ; O
deal with me according to the multitude of thy mer-
cies, ami heal my soul of its sad disorders.

John iii. 24. " God is a spirit ; and they that wor-
ship him must worship him in spirit and in truth."

Give me, O Jesus, an inward disposition to holi-

ness, an humble and contrite heart, a dependence
on the will of God, an acknowledgment of his good-

ness, and a zeal for his glory ; to which all the ordi-

nances of his law and gospel should lead us,

GOOD USE OF TIME.

Grant, O Lord, that, as I have but a short time
to live, and an eternal interest depending, I may not

squander away one moment in vanity, or in that

which will not profit me in the day of adversity.

Rom. xi. 16. " Blindness in part is happened to

Israel, until ihe fulness of the Gentiles be come in,

and so all Israel shall be saved."

O God, the God of Abraham, look upon thine

everlasting covenant; cause the captivity of Judah
and of Israel to return. They were thy people

;

O be Thou their Saviour, that all who love Jerusa-

lem, and mourn for her, may rejoice with her for

Jesus Christ's sake, their Saviour and ours.

—

Amen.
IN TIME op P0BL1C DISTRACTIONS.

O Sovereign Lord ! I prostrate myself before

Thee, confessing my own sin, and acknowledging
the justice of any scourge which Thou shalt bring
upon us; and trembling to think how much I may
have contributed towards it ;—beseeching Thee to

have compassion on us, in these days of confusion.

O Lord, prevent the judgments that threaten us

;

—purge this nation from all such crimes as may be
the cause of thy heavy displeasure against us,

—

from licentiousness and drunkenness

;

—from swear-

ings Ivins:, and perjury ;—from sacrilege, injustice

,

frattd, disobedience, malice, and nncharitableness.—
Take from us the spirit of atheism, irreligion, and
prnfaneness ; and in mercy rebuke and convert all

such as give encouragement or countenance to any
of these vices, which may provoke Thee to give us
up to infidelity or destruction. O let thy anger be

turned away from us;—give us not over unto the
will of our adversaries, and unto such as strive to

bring all things into confusion. Preserve this

Church in the midst of all dangers; and restore

unto us peace and unity; and grant us grace to

make a better use of these blessings for the time to

come, for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.
Isaiah Ixii. 6. " Ye that are the Lord's remem-

brancers, keep not silence: give him no rest, till he
establish and till he make Jerusalem (his Church.)
a praise on the earth."

Thy kingdom, come.—Though we are altogether

unworthy of the good times Thou hast promised
thy Church, yet we beseech Thee deprive us not of
them.
O Lord, hear; O Lord, forgive; O Lord,

hearken, and do not defer these good days, for thine

own sake, oh! our God.
We hope a day is coming, when all the worUl

will come and worship thee, O God.—See Jer. xxxi.

Christ's patience.

What sorrows did he undergo, and with what
patience did he suffer them! Patient, when Judas
unworthily betrayed him with a kiss,—patient,

when Caiaphas despitefully used him;—patient,

when hurried from one place to another ;—patient,

when Herod with his men of war set him at

naught ;— patient, when Pilate so unrighteously
condemned him ;—patient, when scourged and
crowned with thorns ;—patient, when his cross was
laid upon him, when he was reviled, reproached,
scoffed at, and every way abused. Lord Jesus,

grant me patience, after this example, to bear thy
holy will in all things.

Christ's love and charity.

Where shall we take our pattern, but from Thee 1

—Thou calledst thy followers thy friends. Thou
didst stoop down to wash their feet, who were not

worthy to untie thy shoe. Thou didst forgive and
restore Peter, when he had abjured Thee. Thou
didst vouchsafe to satisfy Thomas, who would not
believe but upon his own terms. Thou didst for-

give and pray for thy bloody persecutors. O ihou
Fountain and Pattern of Love, grant that I maj'
love Thee above all things, and my neighbor as

myself!

SATURDAY MEDITATIONS.
preparation for death.

Deut. xxxii. 29. O that they were wise, that they

would consider their latter end.

John ix. 4. The night cometh, when no man can
work.

A VERY gracious intimation. Lord, grant that I

may never forget it ; and that noio, now is the time,

in which to provide for eternity.

What a wise man then, when he comes to die

would wish he had done, that he ought to do forth-

with; for death is at hand, and the consequences of

a surprise most dreadful. He will then wish, if he
has not done if, with all his soul.

First. That he had made a just and Christian
settlement of his wordly concerns; so as not to be

distracted with the cares of this world, when all

his thoughts should be upon another.
Secondly. That he had made his peace with God

by a timely repentance.
Thirdly. That he had faithfully discharged the

duties of his calling.

Fourthly. That he had weaned his affections

from things temporal, and loosened the lies which
fasten u.s to the world.

Fifthly. That he had crucified the flesh with its
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affections and lusts ; so that, being weary of this

life, he might be more desirous of a better.

Sixthly. That he had got such habits of patience

and resignation to the will of God, during his

health, as may render death, with all the train of

miseries leading to it, less frightful and amazing.
Seventhly, and lastly. That by a constant prac-

tice of devotion preparatory for death, he had learn-

ed what to pray for, what to hope for, what to de-

pend on in his last sickness.

And this, gracious Lord, is what I wish for, what
I pray for, and what I purpose shall be the con-
stant practice ofmy life. Amen.
2 Kings XX. 1. "Set thine hou.se in order, for

thou shalt die and not live."

May God, who has every way provided for me,
and put it into my power to be just to all men, cha-

ritable to the poor, grateful to my friends, kind to

my servants, and a benefactor to the public ; may he
add this to all his favors, and grant that in making
viy last loill, I may faithfully discharge all these

engagements; and that for want of that, no curse

may cleave to myself, or to any thing I shall leave

behind me. Amen.
But, above all things, I beg of Thee, O God, to

enable me to set my inward house, my soul, in or-

der, before I die.

Give me true repentance for all the errors of mv
life past, and steadfast faith in thy Son .1 'i-^

Christ: that my sins may be done away b\ iny

mercy, and my pardon sealed in heaven.
Prov. xxvii. 13. " Whoso confesseth and for-

sakethhis sin shall have mercy."
Behold, O God, a creature, liable every moment

to death, prostrate before Thee, begging for Jesus
Christ's sake, that faith and repentance to which
Thou hast promised mercy and pardon.
Discover to me, O Thou Searcher of Hearts, the

charge that is against me; that I may know, and
confess, and bewail, and abhor, and forsake, and
repent of all the evils I have been guilty of
Have mercy upon me, have mercy upon me, mo'Jt

merciful Father, who desireth not the death of a
sinner; for thy Son Jesus Christ's sake, forgive me
all that is past.

And, O blessed Advocate, who art able to save

them for ever who come unto God by Thee, seeing

Thou ever livest to make intercession for us, I put

my cause into thy hands : let thy power defend me
;

thy blood and merits plead for me ; supply all the

defects of my repentance
;
procure for me a full

discharge of all my sins before I die: and by thy

mighty grace, confirm and strengthen me in all

goodness during the remainder of my life, that my
death may be a blessing to me, and that I may find

mercy at the great day. Amen.
Ephes. iv. 24. " Put on the new man, which

after God is created in righteousness and true ho-

liness."

This, O God, is what I desire and purpose, by
thy grace, to do; and do again renew the vows
which I have so often made, and too often broken.

I renounce the devil and all his works ; the vain

pomp and glory of the world, with all covetous de-

sires of the same, and the carnal desires of the

flesh, resolving, by thy grace, neither to follow nor

be led by them.
And, O God, assist me, that neither sloth nor cor-

ruption may ever make me lay aside or forget

these resolutions; but that 1 may live to Thee,

—

be an instrument to thy glory, by serving Thee
faithfully ; and that I may be found so doing when
thou art pleased to call me hence, for Jesus Christ's

sake. Amen.
Col. iii. 2. " Set your affections on things above,

not on things on the earth."

And may Almighty God. who alone can do it,

efiectually convince me of the vanity of all that is

desirable in this present life, that I may not, like an
unbeliever, look for happiness here.

Give me, Lord, a perfect indifference for the
world, its profits, pleasures, honors, fame, and all its

idols.

Represent thyself unto me as my true happiness,
that 1 may love Thee with all my heart, and soul,

and strength ; so that when 1 am called out of this

world, I may rejoice in hope of going to the para-

dise of God, where the souls of the faithful enjoy
rest and felicity, in hopes of a blessed resurrection,

through Jesus Christ our Saviour. Amen.
Luke ix. 23. " If any man will come after me

let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily

and follow me."
Blessed Jesus, who pleasest not thyself, but took-

est upon Thee the form of a servant, give me reso-

lution to deny my inclinations;—to subdue my cor-

rupt affections, and to show the fruits of repentance
;

—for misspending my time, by retirement ;—for the

errors of my tongue, by silence ;—and for all the

sins of my life, by a deep humiliation patiently sub-

mitting to all the troubles with which Thou shalt

think lit to exercise or punish me ; so that being ef-

fectually weaned from this world, and weary of its

corruptions, I may long to repose myself in the

grave, in hopes of a better life, through thy mercy
and merits, O Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

1 Pet. iv. 8. " Charity covereth a multitude of

sins."

Possess my soul, O God, with a sincere love for

Thee, and for all mankind.
Let no malice or ill-will abide in mc. Give me

grace to forgive all that have offended me; and for-

give my many offences against Thee, and against

my neighbor.

Make me ever ready to give, and glad to distri-

bute, that thy gifts passing through my hands, may
procure for me the prayers of the poor ; and that I

may lay up in store for myself a good foundation

aerainst the time to come, that 1 may attain eternal

life, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Thy will be doTic.

Fortify my soul, blessed Jesus, with the same
spirit of submission with which Thou underwentest

the death of the cross, that 1 may receive all events

with resignation to the will of God;—that I may
receive troubles, atilictions, disappointments sick-

ness, and death itself, without amaz-iment; these

being the appointment of thy justice for the pu-

nishment of sin, and of thy mercy for tiie salvation

of sinners.

Let this be the constant practice of my life, to be
pleased with all thy choices, that when sickness and
death approach, I may be prepared to submit my
will to the will of my Maker.

And O that, in the mean time, my heart may
always go along with my lips in this petition,

—

thy
WILL BE DONE. AuieU.

Heb. ix. 27. " It is appointed unto men once to

die ; but after this the judgment."
May the thoughts of death, and of what must fol-

low by the grace of God, mortify in me all carnal se-

curity, and fondness for this world, and all that is

in it, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life. And O that I may make my call-

ing and election sure, that 1 may die in peace, and
rest in the mansions of glory, in hopes of a blesse?

resurrection and a favorable judgment at the great

day.

And may the consideration of a judgment to

come oblige me to examine, to try, and to judge

myself, that I may prevent a severe judgment of

God by a true repentance, and lead a life answera-
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ble to amendment of life, and that I may find

mercy at the great day.

John V. 28. "All that are in the graves shall

hear his voice and come forth ; they that have done

good, unto the resurrection of lite; and they that

have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation."

May that dre.idful word oblige nie to work out

my salvation with fear and trembling, that, through

the merits of Jesus Christ, I may escape that dread-

ful doom

!

And may the hopes of heaven and happiness

sweeten all ihe troubles of this mortal life!

O Lord Jesu-s, "ho hast redeemed us with thy

precious blood, make me to be numbered with thy

saints in glory everlasting. Amen.
let my name be found written in the Lamb's

Book of Life at the great day !

1 thank Thee, O Lord, for all the favors of my
life, and especially for that Thou hast vouchsafed
ine time and a v:ill to tfdak of and prepare for death,

while I am in my full strength, while I may redeem
my misspent time, and bring forth fruits meet for

repentance.

Let us consider death as a punishment, to which,
as sinners, we are justly condemned.
My God, I humbly submit to it, and to ihy justice

;

a.nd trust in thy mercy, and goodness, and promises,

both now, and at the hour ot death.

ZJcs/A IS inevitable ; the /J7«e uncertain ; the jridg-

•ment, which follows, without appeal ; and followed

by an eternity of happiness or misery.

Lord, giant that 1 may consider this as I ought
to do.

Let me remember that I shall come forth out of
the grave, just as I go in ; either the object of God's
mercy, or of his loratli, to ail eternity.

He lives to no purpose who is not glorifying God.
Our greatest hopes should lie beyond the grave.

No man must go to heaven when he dies, who
has noi sent his heart thither while he lives.

Our greatest security is to be derived from duty,

and our only confidence from the mercy of God
through Jesus Christ.

Sickness, if you consider it as painful to nature,

and not as a favor from God, will be a torment to

you. To make it really comfortable, believe it to

be ordered by a loving Father, a wise Physician
;

that it is the effect of his mercy for our salvation
;

that being fastened to the cross, you become dearer
to God, as being most like his own Son. God will

loose you when it is best for you.

We often hin ler our recovery by trusting to phy-
sic more than to God : means succeed just as far as

God pleases ;—if he send diseases as a remedy to

cure the disorders of the soul, he only can cure
ihem ;—while you are chastened, you are sure God
loves you ;—you are not sure of that, when you are
without chastisement.

A timely preparation for death frees us from the

fear of death, and from all other fears.

A true Christian is neither/t^wf^ of life, nor weary
of it.

The sling of death is sin ; therefore, an holy life

is the only cure for the fear of death. We ought to

fear sin more than death, because death cannot hurt

us but by sin.

Phil. i. 21. " To me to die is gain."

O that I may be able to say this, when I come to

die ; and so I shall if I live as becomes a Christian.

Holiness being a neces.sary qualification for hap-
piness, it follows that the holiest man will be the

happiest, (for there are certain degrees of glory,)

therefore a Christian should lose no time to gain all

the degrees of virtue and holiness he possibly can
;

and he that does not do so, is in a fair way of not
being happy at all.

It concerns us more than our life is worth, to know
what will become of us when we die.

Who will pretend to say that he is not in a very
few days to die 1

The only happiness of this life is to be secure of a
blessed eternity.

Now is the time in which we are to choose lehere

and what we are to be to all eternity ; there is, theie-

fore, no lime to be lost to make this choice.

No kind of death is to be feared by him who lives

well.

If we consider death as the night of that day which
is given us to work in, in which to work out our
.salvation ; and that when the night is come, no man
can work ; how (rightful must deatli be to such as

are not prepared for it! And if v/e consider it as

the beginning of eternity, it is still more dreadful.

—

It is lor this reason called the King of Terrors;
and the Psalmist, when he would express the worst
ol evils, saith, The terrors of death are fallen upon
me.

Judges xiii. 23. " If the Lord were pleased to kill

us, he would not have received a burnt-ofl^ering at

our hands, neither would he have showed us all

these things."

This is the comfort of all God's servants: if he
gives them opportunities of renewing their vows,
and a will to do them ;—if he accepts iheir alms and
their good deeds, that is, gives them a heart to do
such;— if he touches their hearts with a sense of

their unworthiness;—if he chastens them with afflic-

tions;—if he visits them with his Holy Spirit, &c.

;

—all these are reasons for a Christian to hope, that

these graces are not in vain, but that God will crown
them with pardon, favor, and happiness eternal.

Matt. XXV. 6. " And at midnight there was a cry
made. Behold, the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to

meet hiin."

A terrible voice to all such as shall meet him, not
as a bridegroom, but as an inexorable Judge.

Grant, O Lord, that I may not be of the number
of those who dread thy coming, who cannot but with
regret submit to the necessity of dying, and who
have neglected to prepare for death till the last hour.

Matt. XXV. 10. " And the door was shut."

Death shuts the door. No more to be done. It

is then too late to repent, to resolve, to promise, and
to do any tiling.

Matt. XXV. 13. " Watch, therefore, for ye know
neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of
Man cometh."
A person, whose life is full of good works, whose

heart is devoted to God, whose faith and hope are
pure and sincere, will never be surprised by death.

Matt, xxvii. 50. Jesus Christ yielded up the Ghost.

And so his death became a voluntary sacrifice. Let
mine be so, O blessed Jesus ! Let thy death sanctify

me ; and let my spirit be received with thine !

Rom. v. 1. " Being justified by faith, we have
peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ."

Give me, O Lord, that desire and earnest longing,

which I ought to have, for that happy moment which
is to release me from this state of banishment, and
translate me to a belter place ; and grant that I may
never lose the sight of that important moment.

Let me, O God, have my lot and portion with thy
saints.

When we come to die, the great enemy of our
souls will then attack us with all his stratagems. It

is good, therefore, to be prepared.

if he attacks your faith, say with St. Paul, " I

know whom I have believed ; and I am persuaded
that he is able to keep that which I have committed
unto him against that day."

I believe in God the Father, who hath made me
and all the world.
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I believe in God the Son, who hath redeemed me
and all mankind.

I believe in God, the Holy Ghost who sanctifieth

me, and all the people of God.
I give Thee hearty thanks, O heavenly Father,

that thou hast vouchsafed to call me to the know-
ledge of thy grace and faith in Thee. Confirm this

faith in me evermore,—grant that I may die in this

faith, and in the peace and communion of thy Holy
Church ; and that I may be united to Jesus, the head
of tins Church, and to all his members, by a love

that shall never end. Amen.
John ui. 15. " W hosoever believeth in Jesus Christ

shall not perish, but have eternal life."

I believe :—Lord, increase my faith : and let it be

unto thy servant according to this word.
Lf.ke xxiii. 43. " This day shalt thou be with me

in paradise."

O ble.ssed Jesus ! support my spirit when I come
to die, with this comfortable promise. This day
shalt thou be in paradise.

We indeed suffer justly the sentence of death. O
Thou, who didst nothing amiss, and yet didst suffer

for me ; remember me, O Lord, now that Thou art in

Thy kinsdom.
What terror, what affliction, can equal that of a

Christian, who has never thought of weaning his

heart from the world till he comes to die ;
who can

find nothing in this life, but what must render him
unworthy of mercy ! But the greatest of all mise-

ries would be to despair of mercy, and not to have
recourse to it.

Need a person, who has received the sentence of
death, be persuaded to prepare for death 1 And is

not this our case "?

Luke .cii. 3G. " And ye yourselves like unto men
that wait for their Lord."
He who waits for his master will always endeavor

to be in that state in which he desires to be found.

A Christian .should not look upon death with
anxiety, but with the satisfaction of a good servant,

who waits with impatience for his master's return,

in hopes of being approved of.

Luke xii. 40. " Be ye ready also, for the Son of

Man Cometh at an hour when ye think not."

And are not so many sudden deaths sufficient to

convince us of the folly of assuring ourselves of one
day 1 Let every one of us, therefore, count himself

of the number of those that are to be surprised by

death; this will make us watchful.

Luke xii. 43. " Blessed is that servant, whom his

Lord when he cometh shall find so doing ;" that is,

doing his duty.

And then, miserable will he be, whom death sur-

priseth either doing evil, or doing nothing, or doing
that which God does not require of him. Can one
imagine, that the generality of Christians believe

this truth ; suffer me not, O God, to fall into a for-

getfulness of it.

We complain (saith Seneca) of the shortness of

life ; he answers, Vita, si scias uti, longa est—Life

is long, if you know how to use it. But then it is

Christianity only can teach us how to use our life

;

namely, in working out our ovm salvation : And we
are sure it is long enough for that, because God has
appointed it for that very end.

As Christianity alone can take from us the love

of life, so it is this alone that caa free us from the

fear of death.

Eternity adds an infinite weight to all our actions,

whether good or bad.

If w-e desire that our death should, like that of

Jesus Christ, be a sacrifice of love and obedience,

we must take care to make our life so too.

Acts ix. 39. " This woman was full of good works
and alms-deeds ; and she died."

Happy that soul which death finds rich, not in

gold, furniture, learning, reputation, or barren pur-
poses and desires, but in good works.

Acts vii. 59. " And they stoned Stephen, calling

upon God, and saying, Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit."

O my God, enable me to live to Thee ; that when
the hour of death shall come, I may thus with confi-

dence offer up my spirit to Jesus Christ.

Rev. iii. 3. " Thou shalt not know what hour I

will c<ime upon thee."

Is it not, then, the highest presumption to persuade
ourselves that we have always time sufficient, when
Jesus Christ himself declares that we have not one
moment certain 1

It is purely for want of faith, that we tremble at

the approach of our deliverer ; and which is to de-

stroy in us the reign of sin, and instate us in that of

glory.

Let us resign up ourselves to God, as to the man-
ner in which it shall please him to determine our

lives, praying only that it may be to his glory and
our salvation.

What does it signify how this house of clay pe-

risheth, which hinders the perfect renovation of the

soul, and the sight of God 1

2 Cor. V. 1. " For we know, that if our earthly

house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a
building of God, an house not made W'th hands,

eternal in the heavens."

We know, we believe, we promise ourselves this,

but we think too seldom of it, and we still make less

use of what we know, in order to wean our hearts

from this world.

Would we look upon our bodies as houses of clay

just ready to fall, we should think of that eternal

house, we should sigh after our native country, and
be willing to leave a place of misery and banishment.

Remember that death is the punishment of sin
;

we ought therefore to resign ourselves up to it in a
Christian manner, looking upon ourselves as con-

demned to it in Adam.
He who has lived and looked on earth, as in a

place of banishment, will look upon death as a gra-

cious deliverance from it.

Consider well, that life is given and continued

for no other end, but to glorify God in working out

our own salvation.

A man goes with confidence to meet the bride-

groom, when he has been faithful to him, and be-

lieves him to be his friend.

Heb. ii. 15. " And deliver them who through fear

of death were all their life long subject to bondage."

Bondage is the sentence of rebellious slaves;

—

we were condemned to it in Adam; and being un-

der this sentence of death and the Divine Justice,

we ought to expect it with submission, and be al-

ways preparing for it. This is the only way to be

secure, and from fearing death when it comes.

Gather us, O God, to the number of thine own,

at what time and in what manner Thou pleasest :

—

only let us be without reproach, and blameless ;

—

let faith, and love, and peace accompany our last

periods.

We look upon a body without a soul with horror.

We can see a body with a soul, which is like to die

eternally, without concern.

Wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me
from the body of this death ? I thank God, (I am
delivered,) through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Grant, O Lord, that though my outward man de-

cay daily, yet that my inward man may grow and

increase in piety and virtue tmto the day of my
death.

, . , .

He that hath lived best will stand m need of

mercy at the hour of death, and in the day ofjudg-

ment ; and he that hath lived the worst, has not
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sinned beyond the efficacy of the blood of Christ,
provided his repentance be sincere.

My God ! let ihy glory be magnified by saving a
sinner, by redeeming a captive slave, by enlighten-

ing a heart overwhelmed in darkness, by changing
a wicked heart, by pardoning innumerable trans-
gressions, iniquities, and sins.

If my hopes were placed upon any thing but the
infinite mercies of God, in Jesus Christ, which can
never fail, I should utterly despair.

Acts ii. 21. "Whosoever shall call on the name
of the Lord, shall be saved."

These, my God, are thine own words;—give me
leave to trust in ihcm, to depend on them, both now,
and at the hour of death.

John xvii. 4. " I have finished the work which
thou gavest me to do."

Lord, the very best of men come infinitely

short of this pattern ; how then shall I, an unprofit-

able servant, appear before my Lord and Judge !

Gen. iii. 15. " The seed of the woman shall bruise
the serpent's head."

This, my God, is thy sure, thy eternal promise;
I believe it ; I trust in it; I will hold me fast by it.

Luke xxii. 42. " Nevertheless, not my will, but
thine be done."
May I, O blessed Jesus, when my death ap-

proaches, breathe out my last with these words, and
with the same spirit of submission.

DEATH OF FRIENDS.

Let us cast our eyes upon sin, which is the cause
of death, and then we shall weep with reason.

Preserve in us a lively sense of the world to

come.
And when I shall not be able to pray for myself,

the good Lord favorably hear the prayers of his

Church for me.
Grant that in the day of the general resurrection,

I may then hear those joyful words of thy Son,

—

Covie yc blessed children of my Father, inherit the

kingdom prepared for you from the beginning of the

world.

Grant that I may have a perfect conquest over
the world, sin, and death, through Christ, who by
his death hath overcome him who hath the power
of death.

Luke xxiii. 43. " This day shalt thou be with me
in paradise."

Oh Jesus, who hadst compassion on this thief,

even at the hour of death, have mercy upon me,
who now repent of all my misdoings. Sufier not
the gates of paradise to be shut against me when I

die, Tho20 hast opejied the kingdom of heaven to all

believers.

Restore my soul, at the great day to life eternal.
Give me the patience of Job, the faith of Abra-

ham, the courage of Peter, and the comfort of Paul,
and a true submission to thy \yill.

Apply to my soul all the wholesome medicines
of thy Son's passion, death, and resurrection, against
the power of Satan, against all unreasonable fears
and de.'jpair, and ease my tearful con.science.
Hear the prayers of ihy Church for me, and for

all in my condition, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Psa. Ixxi. 9. " Cast me not away in the time of
age

;
forsake me not when my strena:ih faileth me."

Grant, O Lord, that the end of my life may be
truly Christian

; without sin, without shame, and
if it so please Thee, without pain.

P<a. Ixxiii. 26. " My flesh and my heart faileth;
but God is the .strength of my heart, and my portion
for ever."

1 Sam. iii. 18. " It is the Lord ; let him do what
seemeth him good."

Lord be merciful unto me, heal my soul, for I

have sinned against Thee.
I confess my wickedness, and am sorry for my sin,

For thy name's sake, O Lord, be merciful unto
my sin for it is great.

The Lord is nigh unto them that are of a contrite
heart, and will save such as are of an humble spirit.

Psa. xxxix. 8. " And now. Lord, what is my
hope

; truly my hope is in Thee."
Psa. ciii. 14. " Lord, thou knowest whereof we

are made
; that we are but dust."

Let my misery, my fear, my sorrow, move Thee
to compassion.

Despise not, O Lord, the work of thine own
hands.

I freely forgive all that have off"ended me.
Oh Thou, that never failest them that seek Thee,

have pity on me.
Nevertheless, though I am sometimes afraid, yet

put I my trust in Thee.
O Lord, I beseech Thee, deliver my soul, Gra-

cious is the Lord, and righteous
;
yea, our God is

merciful.

O go not far from me, for trouble is at hand, and
there is none to help me.
The sorrows of my heart are enlarged : O bring

Thou me out of my troubles.

O keep my soul, and deliver me ; let me not be
confounded, for I have put my trust in Thee.
Withdraw not thy mercy from me, O Lord ; let

thy loving kindness and thy truth always preserve
me.
O Lord, let it be thy pleasure to deliver me

;

make haste, O Lord, to help me.
Show thy servant the light of thy countenance,

and save me for thy mercy's sake.

deliver me, for I am helpless and poor, and
my heart is wounded within me.
Wherefore hidest Thou thy face, and forgettest

our misery and trouble 1

My God ! save thy servant, who putteth his trust

in Thee.
Thou, O Lord, art full of compassion and mercy,

long-suffering, plenteous in goodness and in truth.

When I am in heaviness, I will think upon God

;

when my heart is vexed I will complain.
Will the Lord absent himself for ever 1 Will he

be no more entreated 1

Hath God forgotten to be gracious 1 And I said,

it is mine own infirmity; but I will remember the

years of the right hand of the most High.
Luke xii. 33. Sell all that ye have, and give to the

poor. That is, renounce all the pleasures that wealth
aflbrds, rather than defraud the pool and distressed

of their right:— It is utterly impossible to take de-

light in wealth, and love God with all the soul.

Matt. XXV. 40. " For as much (for as often) as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, yc have done it unto mc."
As often

:

—Who then would miss any occasion"?

The least:—Who then would despise any object?

To me :—So that in serving the poor, we serve Je-

sus Christ. O comfortable declaration !

Mark ix. 41. " Whosoever shall give you a cup
of water to drink in my name, because ye belong to

Christ:—verily, (with an oath he assures us,) he
shall not lose his reward."

This should always, if possible, be our intention:

This poor, oppressed, miserable man belongs to Christ.

This would wonderfully enhance the value of out

good deeds before God.

1 Cor. xiii. 2. And though I beslmc all my goods to

feed the poor, and have not charity, itprofiteth me nothing.

If external acts of charity do not proceed from
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chanty, that is', from a love of God, and of our
neighbor for his sake, they are as nothing in the

sight of God. My God, pour into my heart the

most excellent gift of charity, the very bond of

peace and of all virtue.

Gal. vi. 10. " Let us do good unto all men."

He who seeks for Jesus Christ in the poor, in or-

der to relieve and assist him, will not be too solicitous

to find any other merit in them than that of Jesus
Christ.

For our earthly things, O Lord, give us heaven-
ly ; for temporal, eternal.

Luke iii. 11. " He that hath two coats, let him
impart to him that hath none."

That is, let him that hath plenty, and to spare,

of the necessaries of life, let him give to him that

wants.

The proportion of charity appointed by God him-
self to his own people, for the relief of the poor,

wEis every year a thirtieth part of all their income,
or a tenth every third year.

This was the Jews' proportion. He that came
short of this was a breaker of the law, and without
repentance and restitution, had no hopes of pardon.

The Christian's proportion ought to be greater, eis

his hopes and reward will be greater.

We should in all our charities direct our eyes to-

wards Christ and his members; it is this which
heightens the smallest gifts. Men reward what is

done on human motives ; God, such as are done for

his sake.

He that for his good actions expects the applause

of men, runs the hazard of losing the reward of

God.
The poor are, as it were, the receivers of the

rights and dues belonging unto God ; we must have
a care of defruading them.

Luke xi. 41. Bui ratlier give alms of such things as

you have, (or as you are able,) and all things are clean

to you. That is proportion your alms toyour estate,

lest God proportion your estate to your alms.

It is a necessary Christian duty, (whatever men
think of it,) to part with our worldly enjoyments for

the sake of Christ.

The very best of men are only instruments in

God's hands to receive and to give what God be-

stows upon them. And this they should do, with-
out any desire of glory or self-interest.

Let us make light of money and riches, and send
it before us into the heavenly treasures, where
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt ; but where it

will be kept, to our eternal advantage, under the

custody of God himself.

Thou, O Lord, hast been all mercy to me; grant
that I may be all mercy toothers for Christ's sake.

Remember to give to those that are ashamed to

ask; and do not forget your poor relations, lest you
be worse than an infidel.

Rom. xii. 18. " He that showeth mercy, let him
do it with cheerfulness."

The good Lord preserve me from vanity, and
from seeking applause for my charity.

Not unto me, but unto Thee, O God, be the thanks,
and praise, and glory.

The merits of the poor are not to be the rule of
our charity. God himself maketh the sun to shine
upon the evil and the good.

If we would but moderate our vanity, we should
always have enough for charity.

Send thy blessing upon my substance, and con-
tinue to me a willing mind to help such as have
need, according to my ability.

Good advice, and devout petitions, should accom-
pany our charily.

O God, who knowest the necessities of all thy

creatures, give thy poor the spiritual things they
stand in need of.

Support thy poor members, O Jesus, under all
their difficulties, and sanctify their bodily wants
to the salvation of their souls.

Lord, grant that they may bear their poor estate
with patience and resignation, and that we may one
day meet in the paradise of God.

Jesus Christ is continually humbled in his mem-
bers

; some are poor, in prison, sick, naked, hun-
gry, &c. Let me, O Lord, see and help Thee in
all these objects.

A man that has faith will be glad to discharge
himself of some part of the burthen of temporal
goods, in order to secure those that are eternal ; and
to be in some measure the preserver of his brethren.

Psa. cxii. 5. A good (a charitable) man will guide
his affairs tcith discretion; that is, he will cut off

and retrench all needless expenses in apparel, diet,

diversions, &c. that he may give to him that needeth.

Let your alms be in secret as much as may be.

CHARITY ; OR THE LOVE OF GOD AND OUR NEIGHBOR.

It is but the first essay of charity to give alms.

Whoever shows mercy to men, will certainly re-

ceive mercy from God.
1 John iii. 15. " Whosoever hateth his brother

is a murderer."
A man has already killed him in his heart, whose

life is grievous to him, and at whose death he would
rejoice.

1 John iii. 15. " He that loveth not his brother

abideth in death."

Can we believe that it is God that iaith this, and
delay one moment to be reconciled "?

It is not enough to love our brethren; we must
love them upon a principle of faith, in the name,
for the sake, and as members of Jesus Christ.

Luke vi. 37. " Forgive, and it shall be forgiven

you."
Give me, O my God, an heart full of Christian

meekness and charity, that I may willingly forget

the evil I have received, and be always disposed to

do good to others.

We love our neighbor after a Christian manner,
when we love him for God's sake ; and for God's

sake do him good.

THE LITANY.

O God the Father of Heaven ; have mercy upon
me, keep and defend me.
O God the Son, Redeemer of the world: have

mercy upon me, save and deliver me.
O God the Holy Ghost ; have mercy upon me,

strengthen and comfort me.
Remember not, Lord, mine offences, nor the of-

fences of my forefathers ; neither take Thou ven-

geance of our sins : Spare us, good Lord, spare thy

people whom thou hast redeemed with thy most
precious blood, and be not angry with us for ever.

From thy wrath and heavy indignation ; from the

guilt and burthen of my sins ; from the dreadful

sentence of the last judgment

;

Good Lord, deliver me.

From the strag and terrors of conscience ;
from

impatience, distrust, and despair ; from extremity

of sickness and pain, which may withdraw my
mind from God

;

Good Lord deliver me.

From the bitter pangs of eternal death ; from the

gates of hell ; from the powers of darkness : and
from the illusions of Satan

;

Good Lord deliver me.
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By thy manifold and great mercies ; by thy mani-

fold and great merits ; by thine agony and bloody

iweat; by ihy bitter cross and passion; by thy

mighty resurrection ; by thy glorious ascension and
most acceptable intercession ; and by the graces of

the Holy Ghost;

Good Lord, deliver me.

For the glory of thy name ; for thy loving mercy
and truth's sake

;

Good Lord, deliver me.

In my last and greatest need ; in the hour of

death ; and in the day of judgment

;

Good Lord, deliver me.

As thou hast delivered all thy saints and servants

which called upon Thee in their extremity

;

Good Lord, deliver me

;

—and receive my soul for

thy mercy's sake.

Be merciful unto me, and forgive me all my sins,

which, by the malice of the devil, or by my own
frailty, I have at any time of my life committed
against Thee,
Lay not to my charge "what in the lust of the eye,

the pride of life or vanity, I have committed against

Thee.
Lay not to my charge what, by an angry spirit,

by vain and idle words, by foolish jesting, I have
committed against Thee.
Make me partaker of all thy mercies and pro-

mises in Christ Jesus.

Vouchsafe my soul a place of rest in the Paradise
of God, with all thy blessed saints ; and my body a
part in the blessed resurrection.

O Lord God, Lamb of God, that takest away the

sins of the world
;

Have mercy upon me.

Thou that takest away the sins of the world

;

Grant me thy peace.

Thou that sittest at the right hand jf God ;

Have mercy upon me.

Have mercy upon me, and receive my prayer;
even the prayer which Thou hast taught me

;

Our Father, which art in heaven, if-c.

O Lord, deal not with me after my sins ; neither

reward me after mine iniquities.

God, merciful Father, that despisest not the

sighing of a contrite heart, nor the desires of such
as be sorrowful ; mercifully assist my prayers which
I make before Thee, at such times especially a.^ I

am preparing for death and for eternity. And, O
Lord, graciou-sly hear me, that those evils, those il-

lusions, and assaults which my great enemy work-
eth against me, may be brought to naught, and by
the providence of thy goodness they may be dis-

persed; that thy servant, being delivered from all

temptations, may give thanks to Thee, with thy
Holy Church to all eternity.

—

Amen.
Let us endeavor, by a timely repentance, to pre-

vent the reproaches which otherwise our consciences
will cast upon us at the hour of death.

THE SUPPORT OF A PENITENT, AT THE HOtJH OF DEATH.

John iii. 16. " God so loved the world, that he
gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believ-

eth in him should not perish but have everlasting

life."

1 John ii. 1. " We have an advocate with the

Father, Jesus Christ the righteous,"—who came
into the world to save sinners,—who died for us

when we were his enemies, that he might offer us
unto God.

It is our Judge himself that hath assured us, that
all sins shall beforgiven unto the sons of men.

EJACULATIONS.

Take from me all evil imaginations,— a!l impurity
of thought,—all inclinations to lust,—all envy, pride,

and hypocrisy,—all falsehood, deceit, and an irregu-
lar life,—all covetousness, vain-glory, and sloth,—all

malice, anger, and wrath,—all remembrance of in-

juries,—every thing that is contrary to thy will, O
most Holy God.
May I never hear with pleasure, nor ever repeat,

such things as may dishonor God, or injure my
neighbor, or my own character.

O give me light to see, an heart to close with,

and power to do thy will, O God.

LOVE OF GOD, &C.

Bless me, O God, with the love of Thee, and of
my neighbor. Give me peace of conscience, the

command of my affections ; and for the rest, Thy
will be done.

O King of Peace, give us thy peace, keep us in

love and charity.

Make thyself, O God, the absolute master of my
heart.

TViey that be whole need Twt a Physician. It be-

longs to Thee, O Sovereign Physician, to make us
sensible of our maladies, and to make us goto Thee
for help. O say unto my soul this word of salva-

tion, Behold, thou art made v:hole.

Without me ye can do nothing. Miserable, indeed,

is he who pretends to walk without Thee. O give
me light to see, an heart to close with, and u power
to do thy will. From thy Spirit I hope to receive

these graces.

John xii. 26. " If any man serve me, let him fol-

low me ; and him will my Father honor."

Let me never flatter myself that I serve Thee,
my Saviour, unless I follow thy example at the ex-

pense of every thing I love or fear besides. O keep
my heart fixed upon that ho7ior which God has pre-

pared for those that follow Thee.
O Divine Spirit, render me worthy of thy pre-

sence and consolation.

Fill my heart with an holy dread of thy judg-
ments.
Give me a true sense and knowledge of the dan-

ger and the evil of sin; and may I, with a prudent
moderation only, be concerned for temporal things.

Jesiis Christ is always in his temple, and near you,
(if your soul be fit for him to dwell in;) to Him
apply on all occasions :

As )'our Master, for grace to study, to love, and
to follow his instructions. He requires nothing but
what he first practised him.self:

As your Lord, that you may love and serve him
faithfully, and fulfil all his commands:
As your Pattern, that you may follow his exam-

ple, and imitate his virtues:

As your Saviour, that he may be your refuge and
confidence, your strength and support, your peace
and consolation, your Saviour now and at the hour
of death :

As your King, that he may sfive laws to your
soul, and that you may surrender yourself to his

commands ; and never rebel, or resist his authority

:

As your Shepherd. Keep me in thy flock by thy

almighty grace. I am one of the lost sheep which
thou earnest to seek. Take me under thy care, and
restore me to thy fold. Increase thy flock for the

honor of thy name.
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WILFUL SIN.

Let me rather choose to die, than to sin against

my conscience.

I am ashamed to come before Thee, but I must
come or perish. I know that thou art angry with
me for my sins, but I know too that Thou pitiest

me, or why do I yet live'? Make me full of sorrow
for my sin, and full of hope of thy mercy and par-

don. Look upon the infirmities of thy servant, and
consider his weakness. Sensible of my own sad

condition, weak and miserable, sinful and ignorant,

liable to eternal death, I prostrate myself before

Thee, imploring thy help and pardon.
Gracious God, never abandon me to the opposi-

tion I shall at any time make to thy grace.

Blessed be God that he has so often directed me,
and not left me to the desires of my own heart.

Put a stop to the torrent of wickedness and pro-

faneaess, which carries all before it.

I confess my sins to Thee, O God ; do Thou hide
them from all the world.

Eternity. Lord, imprint upon my heart a lively

idea of eternity, that the sorrowful passages of this

life, which are so uneasy and frightful to natuie,

may vanish or be borne with patience.

Example. Pardon my sin, and forgive all such as

have been misled by any evil example of mine.
Matt. V. 48. " Be ye perfect, even as your Father

which is in heaven is perfect."

O divine repairer of our corrupt nature, may thy

all-powerful grace make me as perfect as Thou
hast commanded me to be !

God, who hast called me to holiness, give me
a firm faith in thy power through our Lord Jesus
Christ, that by his assistance I may get the mastery
over all my sins and corruptions; that I may be re-

deemed from all iniquity; that I may be holy, as he
who has called me is holy.

Possess my soul with an earnest desire of pleas-

ing Thee, and with a fear of offending Thee.
Let me be ever ready to forgive injuries, and

backward to offer any.

Give me, O Lord, faith and patience, that I may
neither murmur at thy appointments, nor be angry
against the instruments of thy justice.

Deliver me from t-he errors and vices of the age
I live in; from infidelity, wicked principles, from
profaneness, heresies, and schism.

1 most heartily thank Thee, O God, for thy per-
petual care of me, for all thy mercies bestowed upon
me, for the blessings of nature and of grace.

Grant, O God, that I may never receive thy grace
in vain, but that I may live like one who believes
and hopes for the joys of heaven.

Let me ever be sorry for my sins ; thankful for
thy blessings, fear thy judgments, love thy mercies,
remember thy presence.

Give me an humble mind, a godly fear, and a
quiet conscience. Weaken, O Lord, the power of
Satan in this place, and the tyranny of his ministers.

IN TIME OF PESTILENCE OR DANGER

Set thy saving mark upon our houses, and give
order to the destrover not to hurt us.

John xvi. 23. " Verily, verily, I say unto you,
whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he
will give it you."

Upon this promise, blessed Lord, I depend ; be-
seechinsj Thee, O heavenly Father, for thy dear
Son's sake, to give me the graces I most stand in
need of.

AFTER PRAYERS.

Vouchsafe us those graces and blessings which
Thou knowest to be needful for us, notwithstanding

our great unworthiness.

Riches. Shut my heart, O Lord, against the love

of worldly riches, lest I betray Thee, as Judas did.

May thy Holy Spirit, O God, fill my heart, that

it may appear in all my words and actions that I

am governed by it.

Luke X. 33. " And when he saw him, he had
compassion on him."
O Jesus, the true Samaritan, look upon the

wounds which sin hath caused in my soul, and have
compassion on me.
May I always resign my will and my desires to

him who knows what is good for us, better than we
ourselves do.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.

Give me, O God, a sincere love for the truths of

the gospel, a teachable heart, and an obedient will.

Perseverance. Finish, O my God, the works of

mercy and conversion, which Thou hast begun in

me.
Save, O Lord Jesus, a soul which thou hast re-

deemed by thy blood.

There is no merit in me, O God, to attract thy

mercy and goodness, but only my great misery and
blindness. May I make a "suitable return by an
holy life.

According to the greatness of thy goodnes.s, and
the multitude of thy mercies, look upon me.

Sanctify ray soul and body with thy. heavenly
blessings, that they may be made thy holy habita-

tion, and that nothing may be found in me, that

may offend the eyes of thy majesty.

Protect and keep me in the midst of the dangers
of this corrupt world ; and by thy light and grace

direct me in the way to everlasting life, through
Jesus Chri.st.

Morning. I laid me down and slept, and rose

again, for the Lord sustained me. Blessed be the

name of the Lord.
Raise me up, O Lord, at the last day, to life and

happiness everlasting.

Blessed be the Lord for his mercies renewed unto
me every morning.

that my eyes may ever be fixed upon the ex-

ample that our blessed Lord hath left us, and that I

may daily endeavor to follow him. Amen.
Night. May the Saviour and Guardian of my

soul lake me under his protection this night and
evermore.

1 Cor. vii. 35. "Attend upon the Lord without

distraction,"

O holy Spirit of grace, help my infirmities, that

I may fix my thoughts upon my duty ; and that I

may serve Thee with all my heart and mind.
That I may never give way to wandering

thoughts, but watch against them continually.

Look upon me, O Lord, and pity me; make mc
and let me be thine by the choice of my will.

Make me serious and thoughtful at all limes, that

I may not fail being so when I attend upon God.
Let not my heart, O God, be inclined to any evil

thing. Keep me, O God, from every thing that

may displease thee. O make me wise unto salva-

tion.

Phil. iv. 13. " I can do all things through Christ,

which strengtheneth me."
O that I may never forfeit this power by presump-

tion or want of faith.

John XX. 28. " Thomas said. My Lord and my
God."
Thou art, indeed, O Jesus, my Lord, for Thou

hast redeemed me by thy precious blood : Thou art
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my God, for I am dedicated to Thee, and sanctified

by thy Spirit.

Acts ii. 44. " And all that believed were together,

and had all things common."
May God grant, that as we are all members of

the same body, have one and the same Father, the

same Saviour, the same Spirit, and hope to meet in

the same paradise ; that we may live in unity and
godly love, and be charitable according to our abi-

lity.

The good Lord grant, that in the day of Christ I

may rejoice that I have not run in vain, nor labored

in vain.

THE LORD'S PRAYER EXPLAINED.
Ou7- Father, which art in Heaven.

I BESEECH thee, O heavenly Father, not for myself
only, but for all thy children, that we may all live

worthy of the relation which we bear to thee ; that

v;e may not sin, knowing that xve are accounted thine :

nor wilfully offend so great, so good, so tender a
Father : but that we may love thee, and fear thee,

not as slaves, but as childreji : that we may put our
whole trust in thee, and depend upon thine infinite

power, wisdom, goodness, and promise to take care of
us ; that we may leave it to thee to choose what is

best for us; and bear v/hh patience and resignation

all thy fatherly corrections : and that we may serve

thee with comfort and pleasure all our days, in

hopes of the inheritance which thou hast promised
thy obedient children.

Hallowed be thy nxime.

Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and
honor, and power; for thou hast created all things,

and all thy works praise thee. Fill our hearts, O
God, with a zeal for thy glory, that we may do thee

honor, by leading holy lives, and by paying a great
regard for everything that belongs to thee; thy
name, thy day, thy house, thine ordinances, and thy
ministers ; and that others, seeing our good works,
may glorify our leather lohich is in heaven

Thy Kingdom come.

Enlarge thy Kingdom, O God, and deliver the

world from the dominion and tyranny of Satan, that

the kingdoms of the earth may become the king-

doms of Jesus Christ. Hasten the time which thy

Spirit hath foretold, when all nations whom thou hast

made shall ivorship thee and glorify thy name. Bless

the good endeavors of those that strive to propagate

the Gospel of thy kingdom : and prepare the hearts

of all men to receive it. May all such as own thee

for their King, become thy faithful subjects!

—

Vouchsafe to reign in our hearts, and subdue our
will entirely to thine: and prepare us by thy good
Spirit for the kingdom of glory.

Thy Will he done in Earth, as it is in Heaven.

Dispose me, and all thy children, O Lord and
Father, to submit cheerfully to whatever thy provi-

dence shall order for us : hearken not to the corrupt

desires of our hearts; but to the voice of thine own
wisdom, goodness and mercy. Give us a true

knowledge of our duty, with an heart disposed to

close with thy will, whenever it shall be made
known to us, and to perform it with pleasure. Sub-
due in us whatever is contrary to ihy holy will, that

through thy grace we may at last become perfect,

as our heavenly pattern is.

Give us this day our Daily Bread.

We look up unto, and depend upon thee, O hea-
venly Father, for all the necessaries and conveniences

of this present life. And may our hodilij wants en-

gage us to go daily to the throne of grace, for the

wants of our souls ! Let thy blessing go along with
our honest endeavors, and keep us from all unjust
ways of bettering our condition. Give us grace to

impart to such as are in want, of what thou shalt
give us more than our daily bread

; and with all thy
other favors, give us, we beseech thee, the blessing
of a thankful and contented mind.

And forgive us our Trespasses as we forgive them
that trespass against us.

Forgive us those sins, O heavenly Father, which
separate us from Thee : forgive us every day of
our lives; for every day we stand in need of par-
don : give me, and all Christians, a forgiving tem-
per, that we may fulfil this condition of our pardon.
Thou art good and merciful in forgiving us: grant
we may be so to others ; remembering our own in-

firmities. And may we all live in the same chari-

table temper, in which we hope and desire to die.

And lead us not into Temptation, but deliver us from
Evil.

O God and Father, who hatest iniquity, and
knowest our infirmities, leave us not fo the malice
and ;7o?/?cr of the evil one, the devil, to deal with
us as he pleaseth;—nor to ourselves, and. to our own
corrupt hearts and lusts, lest we rashly run into

temptation. Keep us out of the way of tem.ptations,

and under the protection of thy good Spirit : suffer

us not to be surprised by them, nor tempted above
what we are able to bear. Give us grace to resist

them, and to watch and pray daily, that we enter

not into temptation.

For thine is the Kingdom, and the Power, and the

Glory, for ever and ever. Amen.

The whole creation is thine, and under thy go-
vernment. Thine is the potrer; thou canst do what-
soever we pray for. Thou canst cause thy 7iame to

be sanctified in all the earth, and set up thy king-
dom in all the world, and in our hearts ;—thou canst

cause thy will to be do7ie on earth as it is in heaven :

and incline us all to submit to it. Thou canst give
all things needful both for our souls and for our
bodies. Thou, and thou alone, canst forgive us
our sins, and dispose us to forgive one another:

Thou canst secure us in the day of temptation, and
deliver us from the power of the devil. To Thee,
to Thee alone, be glory to all eternity.

MORNING AND EVENING PRAYERS,

For Families and Particular Persons.

MORNING PRAYER FOR A FAMILY.

Let so'/ne one of the Family that can read, say de-

voutly what followeth, the rest attending.

The Lord hath brought us safe to the beginning of

this day ; let us therefore give thanks for this and
for all his mercies.

Let us pray that we may live in the fear of God

;

and continue in love and charity with our neigh-

bors :

That his Holy Spirit may direct and rule our
hearts, teaching us what we ought to do and what
to avoid

:

That the grace of God may ever be with u? to

support us in all danger, and carry us through all

temptations:

That the Lord may bless all our honest endeavors,
and make us content with what his providence shall

order for us:

And that we may continue his faithful servants •

this day, and unto our lives' end.

For all which blessings let us devoutly pray.
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Then all devoutly kneeling, let one say,

O God, by whom the whole world is governed
and preserved, we give thee humble thanks for thy

fatherly care over us, beseeching thee to make us

truly sensible of thy mercies, and thankful for them.
Give us grace that we may walk as in thy sight,

making a conscience of our ways ; and, fearing to

offend thee, may never fall into the sins we have re-

pented of.

Enable us to resist the temptations of the world,

the flesh, and the devil ; lo folloio the motions of thy

good Spirit ; to be serious and lioly in our lives ; true

and jiist in our dealings ; watchful over our thoughts,

words, and actions ; diligent in our business : and
temperate in all things.

May thy blessing be upon our persons—upon our
labors,—upon our substance,—and upon all that be-

long to us.

Give us grace, that we may honestly improve all

the talents which thou hast committed to our trust

:

and that no worldly business, no worldly pleasures,

may divert us from the thoughts of the life to come.
Make us sensible and thankful for all thy favors;

and mindful of the wants of others.

By thy mighty power defend us in all the assaults

of our enemies ; and grant that this day we fall

into no sin; neither run into any kind of danger;
but that all our doings may be ordered by thy go-

vernance, to do always that which is righteous in

thy sight.

May our gracious God give us what is needful
for us, and grace not to abuse his favors ; and withal
give us contented minds!
Give us in this world the knowledge of his truth,

and in the world to come life everlasting. Amen.
Hear us, O God, not according to our weak un-

derstandings, but according to the full meaning of
that form of prayer which Jesus Christ has taught
us.

Our Father which art in heaven ; hallowed be
thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done
in earth, as it is in heaven. Give us this day our
daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses, as we
for ive them that trespass against us. And lead us
not into temptation ; but deliver us from evil. For
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ever and ever. Amen.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love

of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Ghost, be
with us all evermore. Amen.

On Sunday Morning, let tkefollotcing Prayer be added
to your daily Prayer.

O Lord, who hast consecrated this good day to

thy service, give us grace so to observe it, that it

may be the beginning of an happy week to us, and
that none of thy judgments may fall upon us for

profaning it. Fix in our hearts this great truth,

that here we have no abiding place ^ that we may se-

riously and timely provide for another life ; and grant
that this great concern may make us very desirous to

learn our duty ; and to do what thou requirest of us.

And blessed be God, that we have Churches to go
to ; that we have time to serve our Creator ; that

we have Pastors to teach us ! The Lord prosper
their labors, and give us grace to profit by them

;

that they and we may enjoy an everlastins Sabbath
with thy saints in heaven, for Jesus Christ's sake !

EVENING PRAYER TOR A FAMILY.

Let one stmiding, read, or say devoutly what follovi-

eth : the rest of the family attending.

By the t'avoi of God we are come to the evening

of this day : and we are so much nearer our latter

end.

Let us seriously consider this, and pray God to fit

us for the hour of death.

Let us with penitent hearts beseech him to pardon
our sins ; and to deliver us from the evils which we
have justly deserved.

Let us resolve to amend where we have done
amiss, and pray God that his grace may ever be
with us.

And that we may be safe under his protection,

who alone can defend us from the power of dark-
ness.

For all which blessings let us devoutly pray.

T%en all devoutly kneeling, let one say,

O Lord, and heavenly Father, we acknowledge
thy great goodness to us, in sparing us when we de-

served punishment ; in giving us the necessaries of
this life ; and in setting before us the happiness of a
better.

The merciful God pardon our ofl!ences ; correct

and amend what is amiss in us; that as we grow
in years, we may grow in grace ; and the nearer
we come to our latter end, we may be the better

prepared for it

!

In the midst of life we are in death.

Lord, grant that these thoughts may make us
careful how we live, that we may escape the bitter

pains of eternal death.

Take from us all ignorance, hardness of heart,

and too much carefulness for the things of this life.

Make us an household fearing God, submitting
ourselves to thy good pleasure, and putting our
whole trust in thy mercy.
May God, whose kingdom ruleth over all, bless

such as are put in authority, that they may govern
with truth and justice; and that we, whose duty it

is to obey, may do it for conscience sake

!

Gram that true religion and piety maybe secured
and countenanced amongst us; and that impiety,

profaneness, and infldelily may effectually be dis-

couraged, that thyjudgments may not fall upon this

sinful nation.

Continue to us, and all the reformed Church, the

means of grace and salvation. Cause that the sav-

ing truths of the Gospel may be received in all the

world ; and that Christians may not content them-
selves with shadows of religion, but endeavor after

that holiness, without which no man must see the

Lord.
Remember, gracious God, for good, all those that

are over us in the Lord, who watch for our souls,

as they that must give account, that they may do it

with joy. We commend unto thy tender compas-
sion all that are in error, and sincerely seek the

truth :—All such as are destitute of necessary
means of instruction :—All that are engaged in

sinful courses, that they may have grace and
strength to break their bonds:—All that labor under
trials and afiiictions:—All sick and dying persons,

that they may omit nothing that is necessary to

make their peace with thee, before they die :—And
also such as never pray for themselves, that they
may see, before it be too late, the danger of living

without God in the world. Vouchsafe unto us an
interest in the prayers of thy Holy Church through-
out the world, which have been this day offered to

the throne of grace.

Let thy blessing, O Lord, be with us;—Defend
us from all perils and dangers of this night: and
grant that when we depart this life, we may rest in

peace, and in hope of a blessed resurrection

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Hear us, O merciful God, not according to our

weak understanding, but according to the full
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meaning of ihM form of prayer which Jesus Christ

has taught us.

Our Father, which art in Heaven, ^c

The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love

of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Ghost, be

•with us all evermore. Amen.

On Sunday Evening, let the following Prayer be

added to your daily Prayers.

Almighty God, by whom all things were made
and preserved, give us hearts to know, and grace to

consider this, that we may cheerfully commit our-

selves, and all that belongs to us, to thy merciful

care ; that we may ever look up to thee for what
we want; be thankful for thy favors ; never resist

thy dealings with u.s, or neglect the means of grace

which thy providence affords us. Blessed be God,
who giveth us what is ever best for us : who keep-

eth us from dangers, and hath provided for us better

than all our works can deserve ! The good Lord
make us mindful of our duty, that as we often hear

how we ought to walk, and to please God, we may
continue to do so unto our lives' end, through Jesus

Christ our Lord. Amen

PRAYERS FOR PARTICULAR PERSONS
BOTH MORNING AND EVENING.

IN THE MORNrNG,

Consider the danger of going into an evil world, and
then you tcill never fail to pray for the blessing, pro-

tection, and grace of God, eccrtj morning of your life.

THE PRAYER.

Psal. cxvi. What shall I render unto the Lord, for his

mercies renewed unto me every morning ?— I will offer

the sacrifice of thanksgiving, and pay my vows
unto the Most High.
And may God accept of my most hearty thanks

for my preservation and refreshment, and for all

the blessings of the night past, and of my life past

!

Possess my soul, gracious God, wilh such a sense

of this thy goodness, and of my dependence upon
thee for life, health, prosperity, and comfort, that it may
be my delight, as it is my duty and interest, to serve

and obey thee.

And that I may do this with a quiet mind, forgive

me the sins of which my conscience is afraid ; and
avert the judgments which I have justly deserved.

Give me grace that I may continue in thy fear all

the day long : and that I may live and act as having
thee, O God, the constant witness of my conduct

;

and that it may be the purpose of my soul never to

offend thee wilfully.

May thy restraining grace preserve me from the
temptations of an evil world, from the frailty and
corruption of my own nature, and from the evil

principles and practices of the age we live in !

Possess my heart with a sincere love for thee, and
for all mankind; and grant that I may have this

comfortable and sure proof of thy love abiding in

me, that I may study to please thee, and keep thy

commandments.
Give me a tender compa.ssion for the wants and

miseries of my neighbor, that thou mayest have
compassion upon me, O God.

In all my 7Pays, I do a-cknoicledge thee. Do thou,

O Lord, direct my paths, and teach me to guide my
affairs, my designs, my words and actions, with
charity, discretion, justice and piety.

Show me the way that I should walk in, and give
me grace to follow the conduct of thy good Spirit,

that I may do my duty, in that slate of life in which
thy providence has placed me.

Let me ever remember, that the night cometh u'hen

no man can work ; and that now is the time in which
to provide for eternity.

Grant, gracious God, that no worldly pleasure, no
worldly business, may ever make me lose the sight

of death, or forget the dangers that surround me.
Fill my heart with the dread of the punishments

prepared for impenitent sinners, and my soul with a
sense of t)ie blessings which will be the sure reward
of all them that love thee, and obey thy laws.

Hear me, O heavenly Father, not according to

my imperfect petitions, but according to the full

meaning of that holy prayer which thy beloved Son
hath taught us.

Our Father, which art in heaven : hallowed be
thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done
inearth, as it is in heaven. Give us this day our
daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses, as we
forgive them that trespass against us. And lead us
not into temptation : But deliver us from evil : For
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ever and ever. Amen.

PRAYERS FOR PARTICULAR PERSONS.

EVENING PRAYER.

Every thoughtful person before he lieth down to sleep,

will put himself under the protection of God, who
giveth his angels charge concerning his elect, to pre-

serve them from the powers of darkness, frorn the

dangers of the night, andfrom all sad accidents.

That it hath pleased God to add another day to

the years of my life, and that he hath kept me from
the dangers of an evil world :—for these, and for all

his mercies from day to day bestowed upon me, I

bless his good and gracious providence, most ear-

nestly beseeching him to pardon my offences of the

day past, and to grant that they may never rise up
in judgment against me.
Lord, the frailty of man, without thee, cannot but

fall ; in all temptations therefore I beseech thee to

succor me, that no sin may ever get the dominion
over me.
Give me a salutary dread of the corruption of my

own heart. Make me truly sensible of the end of sin,

and mindful of my own infirmities and backslidings.

Vouchsafe unto all sinners a true sense of their

unhappy state, a fear of thy judgments, and grace,

and strength to break their bonds.

Enlighten my soul with saving truth :. correct me
in mercy, and reduce me when I go astray. Make
me ever mindful of my latter end, and fix in my
heart a lively sense of the happiness and misery of

the world to come.
May the thoughts of death mortify in me all pride

and covetousness, and a love for this world : and
may my firm belief of a judgment to come, make
me ever careful to please thee, my Lord and Judge,
that I may fiVid mercy at that day !

Grant that I may lie down in sleep with the same
charitable and forgiving temper, in which I desire

and hope to die.

And may the Almighty God take me, and all that

belongs to me, under his gracious and powerful pro-

tection ! May he give his angels charge concerning
us, and keep us in perpetual peace and safety,

through Jesus Christ our Lord !

St. John xvi. 23. " Verily I say unto you. What-
soever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will

give it you."
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In thy name, O Jesus, and in the full meaning of
|

in earth, as it is in heaven. Give us this day our

the words which thou hasl taught us, I pray God,
|

daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses as we
for thy sake, to hear me, and to give me what is

most convenient for me.

Our Father, which art in heaven : hallowed be

thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done

forgive them that trespass against us. And lead us
not into temptation : But deliver us from evil : For
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ever and ever. Amen.
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Trouble, Persecution, &c. Resignation.

—

Look unto Jesus. Suffering. Temptation. De-

PAQS
spair. Hope. Resignation. Injuries. Enemies.
War, or public dangers. Judgment day. Zac-
cheus II

Wednesday Meditations.

Covetousness. Fasting. Trouble. Difficulties.

Law-Suit. Faith. Lively faith. Self-denial.

Take up the Cross. Virtues of a holy life. Self-

denial. Mortiiication. Temperance. Fasting... 13

Thursday Meditations.

Religious conversation. Against anger.

—

Forgiveness of injuries, Slander. Uncharita-
bleness 16

Friday Meditations.

Penitence. Good use of time. Prayer for the

Jews. In time of public distraction. Christ's

patience, love, and charity 17

Saturday Meditations.

Preparation for death. 1. Worldly prepara-
tion. 2. Repentance. 3. Uprightness. 4.

—

Heavenly mindedness. 5. Self-denial. 6. Re-
signation. 7. Devotion, or timely preparation
for death. Sickness. The sting of death. Holi-
ness and happiness graduated. Reasons for ac-

tivity and for hope. Watchfulness. Justifica-

tion. Faith in Christ and in God. Death our
deliverance. Readiness and preparation for

death. Death of Friends. Preparation for

death. Repentance, &c. Ejaculations in sick-

ness and remorse. Charity. Alms. Charity.

The Litany. The penitent's support 18

Ejaculations, &c.

Miscellaneous. Love of God. Human Weak-
ness. Follow Christ. Wilful sin. Penitent.

—

Eternity. Example. Perfection. Holiness.

—

Pestilence, or danger. Prayer. Afier prayers.

Riches, Devotion. The Scriptures, Perseve-
rance. Morning. Night. Devoutness. Power
of Christ. Charity. The Lord's Prayer ex-

plained. Short Morning and Evening Prayers
for Families, and for particular Persons 24
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